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ALEX CARR piVORCED.

"BLACKLIST/*

Submerged by the flu epidemic during the early, months of their Park

•

eight months' stay.
More ambitious
the coming season, the organization
Maggie Teyte. It has
also secured Lucy Gaites.
Orville Harold will not be with the
organization having signed for three
years with the Metropolitan forces,
despite the conviction by all grand
opera singers approached last season
by the Park group that appearance
with. the Park American Singers, meant

Mary .Carr secured a divorce decree
from her
Monday.

incumbency last season, the American
Singers weathered the storm, and
broke about' even, at the end of an

Seem Panic Stricken, Fro mCabled Reports.

was

Glasgow Declare Against

Session, at

Some

in Britain.

Combine
"
.

London, July

1.

nothing more than feelers thrown out
to test the market. It is their idea the

bin at ion.

Players'

to force English exhibitors
rather than court opposition.

to

sell

'

The

plan seems to have every chance
of success as exhibitors here are already scrambling to get under cover.
They are offering to sell their houses
to the new concern, payments for same
to be based on percentage of takings
at the box office. Furthermore, English producers are offering their output for international world release to
the Famous Players. All they ask in
return, is that the cost of production
be guaranteed. .The only opposition in
sight is from other American producing organizations. This is because the
average continental production is no
more suitable to the English than to
the American market.

—

.

.

I

Glasgow, July

1.

The Kinematograph Exhibitors' Association, which has been in session
here, took a strong stand against the

Famous Players-Lasky Building Corporation.
They propose to boycott
that concern's producing and distributing branch, refusing to rent films from
it, unless absolute assurances are given
them that the renting, producing and
building parts of this huge corporation

are not in alliance. No such assurance
has been given them.

They feel that if they book
by Famous, they will be

films ofindirectinto coffers at the
disposal of the five-million dollar building corporation. To do so would be
to sign their own death warrant. As
they see it, the building corporation
intends to erect theatres to put them
out of. business. In addition, they do
not want to, help establish a British

fered
ly

pouring

money

f

monopoly Whatever

affiliations.

enormous cinema
building corporation is a huge bluff

;".

l

indications pointing to the
building of , hundreds of new cinema
theatres in the United Kingdom next
vear, it has become the view of wise
insiders that these indications are

Famous
i

Exhibitors

to Fight.
film

With

',

Intention to Build

a Met. blacklist.

its- American

.
l

;

....

.

London, July

1.

A crowd of English exhibitors, acting in co-operation, have cabled to the
United Artists Corporation (Big 4) in
New York, asking their help to fight
the Famous Players-Lasky invasion of

g. o.

The Society

of American Singers,
which has David Bispham and Herbert
Witherspoqn among its pillars, is
backed largely by the Inshaws. part
of whose money comes from the legacy
of the Gydes, of the Clyde line steamers, through Mrs. Inshaw.

British territory.

At the offices of the United Artists,
729 Seventh avenue, it was stated
categorically no such .appeal had been
received. In sources close to the man-

The new season

of the Society of
at the Park,
New York, Oct. ,13, next. The Frank
Hall lease of the house for pictures
ends "with July.
.,

agement of the Pickford-Fairbanks1

American Singers begins

Chaplin-Griffith combination, the idea
that English exhibitors in a fight
against F. P.-L. would get help from

company headed by W. G. McAdoo
seemed to create amusement.
the

AUTHOR "CRASHES"

IN, V
A. H. Woods signed a contract this
week with Tex' Charwate to write exclusively for the Woods firm for the
next five years. Incidently Woods has
accepted two plays from the author,

'

London, July 1.
Independent exhibitors have formed
a committee to fight the Famous Players organization. They have arranged
for mass meetings of protest to be held
in every large city, beginning today.
They have sent to every newspaper a
pamphlet explaining their views and
asking help and co-operation. They are
also advertising their point of view in
large type.

London, July 1.
William Jury's Condern Provincial
Cinematograph Theatres. Limited, has
appealed for $1,500,000 additional capital
to be subscribed by the public. This
new company will be used to build
theatres to fight the Famous organiza-

—

tion.

London, Julv 1.
H. O. Davis, formerly with Triangle
New York, is now with the Western
Import Company. This company is
also seeking sites for large cinema theatres in order to compete with the
in

Famous Players
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,
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organization.
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Park programs, and John McGee

the lighter works.

I

Charles A.

Schwab was- the

The

steel magnate, according to report,
invested $150,000 in the Helen Keller
,'
!
Film Corporation.
"Deliverance" cost about $135,000 to
make and was recently turned over tp
the Shuberts for an advance covering
the cost of production with a proviso
that an additional $125,000 is to be paid
within the next six months, making the •
V
total cost to the Shuberts $250,000.
The film will be shown in a Shubert
house during the summer, at regular
:

show

prices.

'±\;l

PAYING FOR BEAUTY.
In his quest for ''lookers" for chorus!

OFFER FOR COAST CIRCUIT.

v
San Francisco, July 1.
#
According to a report the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation has offered
to purchase a chain of established
vaudeville theatres on the Coast.
While nothing definite is known about
the deal, it is understood the Hippodrome theatres are the ones in question, and that Ackerman & Harris have
the offer under consideration.

•.''
I

%

work, Flo Ziegfeldj Jr.. has come forth
with a liberal offer, which hasn't been
advertised, according to Leon Friedman, because it might be regarded in
the wrong manner.
Mr. Ziegfeld wants 12 beauties, and
is willing to pay them $50 per week to ';
appear in the new Frolic show ori ythe^
'

,

Amsterdam

roof, regardless of

I

wheth-

er 'they have had experience or not.
is willing to assemble this bunch
from department store or telephone

He

The Dolly Sisters, since closing their
tour in "Oh, Look," have refused an
offer of $2,500 a week for a run, at the

.

r

financial;,
~

"crash" into the Broadway set
the Woods 'offer came along.

until

•','.?';»>"

power behind the production of the
Helen Keller feature, "Deliverance."

exchange, the only requirement being
that they be "there" with the "looks/'
The extra inducement is that the

1

.

.:

SCHWAB BACKED "DELIVERANCE."

"Shanghied" and "The Wonder Woman." He also has three other plays
under consideration.
Charwate has been knocking at the
doors of theatrical managers for the
past 12 years, but has not had a hearing
as yet.
He has been cowman, vaudeville author and actor, picture player
and scenario writer, but was unable to
1

.

1

'Carr,.

«

.

the Met.
is a big boost for the Park aggregation, since it opens up the way tor
singers of international account to join
in without fear of Met. reprisal.
Ruth Miller will also sing with the
uptown group, and this year sing light
as well as g. o. .roles.
Conductor
Hoggemann, of the Met., will lead the

prevent eventual annihilation,
they left here announcing that they
would begin at once a campaign of
propaganda against the Famous com*

.___,.

The Harold engagement by

To

•

.

Alexander

annual alimony. No co-respondent is
named, although it was proven that the"
defendant entertained illicit relations,
with a number of women.
Henry J. & Frederick E. Goldsmitl
represented the plaintiff.
Recently Mrs. Carr joined, the Motor
Corps of America and was a member
of that organization of women when
"y '\
it lately' disbanded.

will offer, again

'•

Famous Players-Lasky

husband,

Justice Manning, at the
I., court, where the trial
held, awarded 'the plaintiff $10,000:

Mineola, L.

.

Exhibitors'

S=

ggs

AMERICAN FILM INVASION
ABROAD STARTING SOMETHING
English Exhibitors

-•-'i.'i

N.

II

ii

'.I

v'/SCRl
',

>

have but six performances weekly
and will wear Lucille gowns.
Candidates are to apply to Mr. Zieg-

girls

feld in person.

DOLLYS REFUSE

$2,500

WEEKLY.

new Pennsylvania Hotel, New York.
The girls may play a few, weeks in
vaudeville this summer before taking
up another short tour
show next season.

in

the same

Edna Goodrich's Starring Tour,
Edna Goodrich is going to exploit
on the speaking

herself next season

She has been arranging a route
through the Klaw & Erlanger offices.

stage.
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GERRARD STREET
'

IN PARIS.

SAILING CONGESTION.
London, July

GULLIVER'S ENGLISH CIRCUIT
CUTS BIG FINANCIAL MELON

The congestion in application for
does not guarantee that any
prospective sailor for the U. S. from
this side can secure steamship»accommodations within three months after
making application, in the ordinary
course of events.
There is but a small percentage of
the English shipping reserved for
civilian travelers and the space thus
allowed is continuously applied for
several timet over.
The delay is greatly inconveniencing Americans coming over here on a
brief visit and who wish to make a
quick return, on a scheduled date.
sailings

(Uvea Share For Share as Bonus. Stockholders Allowed to
Purchase Two Shares of Additional Capital Stock.
All Bonded Indebtedness For Past Five
Years Paid. No Dividend

/

.

During Eight Years.

.

,

fYh-T:".-.-

London, July 1.
Decisions that mean considerable in
stock and money to stockholders were
arrived at during the annual meeting
of the Gulliver Circuit (vaudeville),

.*?><

June

27.

.,

lar issue

offered.

is

'

The company has paid the bonded
indebtedness for five years back,
financed improvements and taken care
•
excess profits tax.
No explanation was offered for the
failure to pay any dividend^ during the

of $150,000
'

'"'

LYN HARDING FOR SCREEN

'

London, July I.
Lyn Harding, appearing here in
"L'Aiglon" with Mari^Lohr, is going
He has been
to work in pictures.
engaged by a new film producing concern, promoted by the head of a promito play the
circuit,
nent music hall
lead in a screen version of 'The Barton Mystery," a play by the American,
Walter Hackett. •

UGHT

OPERA AT DRURY LANE.
London, July L

Robert Loraine transferred "Cyrano
de Bergerac" to the Duke of York|s
yesterday to make room for Beecham's
light opera season which opens to'
morrow.
.

The
The company will revive
Madame Ahgot" with a
new book by Dion Clayton Calthorp

-Daughter of

And revised

lyrics

by George Marsden.

London, July
Percy Hutchinson is transferring
"The Luck of the Navy" from the Gar1.

rick to the

New, July

12.

He

will sail for America in September. Leon Lion will bring the long run
of "The Chinese Puzzle" at the

New

Theatre to an end July 11. He leaves
immediately afterwards for a holiday
and will open in a new play in September.

CYRIL

London, July

Maude

A war
in

Gsell,

June

Paris, July
piece named "Verdun" by
six tableaux, was produced
Theatre. Arts. It did

again seen the footlights, witk.-=
Marie Leconte, Pierat, Geo. Berr and
Croue.
also

poorly.

SHAFTESBURY DARK.

Paul Bourget

"La Rotisserie de la Reine Pedagogue" is to be the title of a work by
Ch. Levade due later at the Opera
Comique. At the new lyrical vaudeville

is

foregoing

his

all

American plans in order to return here
and produce "Lord Richard in the Pantry," by Sydney Blow and Douglas
Hoare.

AT THE STRAND.
London, July 1.
At the Strand this week Jennie Benson produced an up-to-date number
called "Now There's Peace on Earth'
Again," and Eileen Molineux presented
"The Joy Loan Girls."

BRADY'S ERROR.
.

Drury Lane Melo-

drama, "Cheer, Boys, Cheer."

He was mistaken.
yet been closed.'

The
management

the

of E. Dagnall.

WALTER C.KELLY CANCELS.
London, July

•

The

deal has not

1.

terrupted by noise in the audience.
He has canceled all dates and is going home, saying he is suffering from
a nervous breakdown.

"L'AIGLON"

1.

Marie Lohr's revival of "L'Aiglon"
Qlobe, in which she has been
appearing with Lyn Harding, will be
withdrawn July 5.
at the

Tar."

•

"INS"

The report is given out that M. Quinson, manager of the Palais Royal, etc.,
intends building three theatres in Paris,
will see.
one devoted to vaudeville.

.

We

..'.

"L'Ecole des Cocottes" with Jane
Marnac, MM. Signoret and Raimu, will
be revived for the reopening of the
Theatre Michel in September.

AT COVENT GARDEN.
London, July

1.

At the Covent Garden Mascagni's
"Ins" will be presented for the first
time in London July 3.

Lucien Rozenberg has

now

secured

entire control of the Theatre de l'Athenee, of which he has held only a war
His
lease for the past three years.
first novelty, next season, will be a

WINNING SKETCH GIVEN.
London, July 1.
"Mrs. Bunce's Bit" was given sucHammersmith Palace,

cessfully at the

comedy by Romain Collus and Henne-

Monday, with Ted Slaughter and Jenny
Lind playing. This was the offering

quin, "Amor quand tu nous tiens,"
played by himself, Augustine Leriche
and Arnaudy.

won

'

tand.

Gulliver's £50 prize.

SEYMOUR

HICKS' SKETCH.

j>r- London, July 1.
"Peace, Perfect Peace." Seymour
Hicks' new sketch, opened Monday at
the Empress, Brixton, with a strong
company headed by Fred Kerr. It

.

Maurice Maeterlinck's "Blue. Bird" is
being transformed as operetta by Albert Wolff, a conductor at the Opera
Comique, and will be created in New
York next season at the Metropolitain
Opera, while Wolff is there acting as
chef d'orchestre.

presented.

Doyle end Dixon Open in England.
London, July 1.
Doyle and Dixon opened yesterday at
the Empire, Stratford, a Moss Empire
house. The American dancers were in
evening dress and made a sensational
Their hit was so emphatic
success.
the remainder of the bill was ruined
through ft

SUBURBAN SEES MELLER.
London, July

was presented at the Balham
Hippodrome this week. It proved to
be. a strong

Butt Closes Paris Palace.

1.

domestic melodrama.

Paris, July 1.
Sir Alfred Butt closed his season at
the Palace here June 29. The house

was recently opened by

Sir Alfred with
a sort of revue and the same policy
will probably be resumed by the Lon-

don manager

in

the

fall.

Dream Dancer Opens.
1.

At Martin's Theatre, July 3, B. F.
Howell will present Mme. Caro Camp-,
bell, the dream dancer, who hypnotizes, recites and dances, in a series

The

K. of C. Circes in Paris.
Paris, July 1.
Knights of Columbus open its

Bordeaux circus today on the Camp
Mars exhibition grounds here.

of matinees.

Y. M. C. A. Leaves Palais Glace.
Paris, July 1.
The Y. M. C. A. is vacating the
Palais

Glace.

The

vaudeville

there

ended yesterday.

"Mr. Manhattan" Opens.
London, July 1.
Wylie Tate's twice nightly production, "Mr. Manhattan," has begun its
tour at the Hippodrome, Portsmouth,
with Fred Duprez playing the lead

Ivan Caryll is writing music for the
adaptation of Armont and Rip's comedy "Botru chez les Civils" which is
to be presented in London as a comic
opera.
Felix Waingartner has been appointed leader at the Opera house, Vienna,

commencing

Sept.

1.

Howard

Lindsay's Brest stock
company presented "Paid In Full," a
drama of American life, at the large
Theatre des Champs-ElysSes, Pans,
and it played to capacity eight days.
The troupe is made up of soldier actors,
and professionals from the Over There
Theatre League, and comprises Irene
Timmons, Better Barnicoat, Phylis Carrington, Sgts. Tod Brown, Bernard Nedell, Messrs. Arthur Kohl and John
Alexander.

Corp.

Chariot Presents Orchestra.
London, July 1.
At the Philharmonic Hall, July 4,
Andre Chariot will present the Southern
Syncopated Orchestra, Marion
Cook conducting.

Carl Rosa Opera Moves.
London, July 1.
The Carl Rosa Opera Co,', commences
its season at the Lyceum July 1.
"The Belle of New York" closes
there July 12. '

<r..

.

The "Put It There" comedy unit has
been appearing '"at Romorantin, with
real girls as a feature of the show.

company

includes

Deitzler,
its

The

Drummond,

Holloway,

Lazarus,
Williams,
and

Peckham, who have been with

it

since

creation.

A

WITHDRAWN.
London, July

Maurice Verne.

Mme. Bernhardt has gone on a tour
through. France, particularly Lyons,
Marseilles and Montpellier where she
will lecture on the late Edmond Ros-

ably suited to the halls.

London, July 1.
At the Scala, Nettle Fold revived
"Pygmalion and Galatea" June 27 for
a series of Monday, Tuesday and Friday matinees.
On the other afternoons and evenings "The Black Feather" is still being

Walter

C. Kelly, the Virginia Judge,
quit last week in Liverpool when in-

de Paris,
fiard will play at the Theatre
or Volterra, in a confcdy in verse by

-=London, July 1.
'i
Minnie Duncan, of Duncan and Godhas recovered from her recent
operation. The duo reappeared Monday at the Holborn and are rehearsing
in Lew Lake's production. "Jolly Jack

proved fascinating, funny and admir-

London, July

made under

According to "La Rampe," it is possiGemier and Mme. Andrie Me-

ble F.

frey,

that

London, July
Before leaving here, William A.
Brady, the American theatrical manager, announced he had acquired the

,

production will be

sion of a farce by Hanswick and P.Veber, arranged by Figeau, will be presented by Ghesi and Abel Deval.

1.

1.

touring,
1.

"Valentin et Valentine," a musical ver-

SECRET MISSION.

MINNIE DUNCAN WELL AGAIN.

v

London, July 1.
Ernest C. Rolls will revive "Topsy
Turvy,r with Claire Romaine in the
leading role, when "Shanghai" closes
at the Kennington July 7.

film rights to the

—

Lucien Guity is engaged for the
revival next season of "L'Emigr6" by

left this week for the Continent, declaring that he "was going merely "to
look over" the ground.
As a matter of fact, he is on a secret
Confidentially, he is negomission.
tiating
with the British Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation to produce
pictures for them.

27, at thfe

London, July 1.
"Yes, Uncle" will be withdrawn at
the Shaftsbury July 5 and, the house
will be dark until tire new musical
comedy production, "Baby Bunting"
founded on Lestocq's comedy, "Jane,
is ready to open there

"Le

of A. Rivoire will

Herbert Brenon, the picture director,

"For Services Rendered," the play by
Daisy Mullord in which she has been

MAUDE TO PRODUCE.

S

London, July

PYGMALION MATINEES.

"NAVY" TRANSFERRED.

Cyril

BRENON

at the

this national theatre

Bon Roi Dagobert"

special "influence" they

"VERDUN" DOES POORLY.

by Henry Mayer

created

Gymnase. At

have to wait their turn.

"TOPSY TURVY" AGAIN.

past eight years.

1

JS*!

Without any

July 7, Clifford Heatherley' will pre r
sent Violet Vanbrugh in "Trimmed in
Scarlet*

1.

The company, capitalized at One million dollars, voted that each existing
shareholder should, receive, as aJ>onus,
one share for eacu now held. Also
each shareholder will he entitled to
buy twovshares for, every one now
owned when the new one million dol-

?-S'S:

role,

'

-'

V

Pans, June 22.
Henri Lavedan's "Le Prince d'Aurec"
is to be revived'at the Comedie Franchise, with Paul Cappelani in the title

1.

new theatrical daily to be
called
"Theatra" is to be issued
in Paris next season edited by G. de
Pawlowski, late editor of "Comoedia,"
which has not yet made its reappearance since suspension at the outbreak
of the war.

N
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ILLE
JOLSONS IN COURT.

AND RAILROAD EXPENSE
X GREATLY WORRYING ARTISTS

LIVING

on $10 Daily in Any Good Hotel. Transpor-

Difficult to Exist

tation Charges Likewise Excessive, Especially in

West

The living expenses of vaudeville aron tour are the present problems
fF&T of their bookings for next season. The
| ^.experiences of the artists during the
season past with hotels and railroads
te;i .have led them to serious thought if the
high cost of everything is to continue
Ir

at Mt. Vernon. If a police
station scene is in the Shubert 'show,
legal complications may ensue.

Vaudeville aqts returning from long
report scant savings on the season. While the influenza period had its
I
effect and that is admitted, artists re0'_ cite actual/living expenses to substantiate their statements.

P

trips

PERCY WILLIAMS SURPRISED.
At Islip, L. I., Wednesday night,
Percy G. Williams was taken into custody by a detachment of sailors and
soldiers who marched him before a
board of officers to be court martialed.
One 'of the charges against Mr. Williams was that he had unfailingly given

Ensemble acts appear to have been
the hardest hit One act on the Or;;pheum Circuit, carrying 13 people, the
same number it had the season before,

P
\

cided to wait until the "Shimmie" craze
reached its zenith- before staging it.
Something similar is said to be a part
of the, Shubert "Gaieties of 1919" due
to open next Monday, but the: producers will stage the vaudeville act

Thursday

into 1920.

i

1

says that the hotel bill increased from
average of $250 weekly for the
its
group in 17-18, to $600 a week last season. This act worked 40 weeks conat an average salary of $1,500
secutively
i?
,
weekly, and returned to New York with
a net saving of $5,500 out of the gross
earned. On top of that
IP total of $60,000was
a family group.
k
the ensemble
H:
The hotel rates and cost of food
IvFrace far ahead of the complaints
against the excessive transportation.
The high hotel expense seems prevaiEs/f
lent all over the country, while the
railroading depends, upon jumps or
routing, particularly in the West. Arttists who check 'up their accounts say
that $10 a day in any good hotel is the
minimum and that is when they are
?< j^able to obtain a room at $5. The latter
:V * is an infrequent occurrence, they say.
"-''•.'.£.$6 is the lowest charge, single, that can
UMjjfe) secured for a hotel room, which,
'with the cost of three meals or even
f two runs the total day's expense bey yond $10, nearer $15, if not more.
The expense of traveling is said to
Kbe entering into the consideration of
^iinany artists who would like vaudeville
routes for next season,
i i:
Commercial travelers report, the
same large increase of daily expense
in their travels.
In years past and
before the war hotels gave special
rates and attention to continuous travelers who always stopped as a rule
at the same hotels when reaching a
city.
Of late seasons they have received neither.
r

attention to the men in the service
from the vicinity of his country home.
The court decided a reception be
tendered the former vaudeville magnate and that a memorial be presented
to him in recognition of his many kindnesses.
The affair came as a surprise to the
recipient It was arranged by the returned soldiers, sailors and marines,
with Judge Joseph A. Moore, of Islip,

.

•

.

in charge of

;

;

:

;

.

'

1

"

it.

*s

.

MATTER FOR FLOWERS.
A

flght

Monday afternoon when Arthur Klein
stepped into the brawl and explained
the writer was.
While standing at the orchestra rail
Kaufman kiddingly told Klein it was
ridiculous for the Ford sisters to purchase flowers, to go over the footlights
since every one in the house knew
they were to be paid for by the act.
Sullivan, the husband of one of the

"-.

i

GOOD NEWS FOR TRAVELERS.

arose until the couple retired to thev
/'

3

"

Chicago, July

•

1.

Most of the loop hotels have put in a
"new scale of rates at an increase of

I

;

Frank Milton Coming Back.

The Hotel Sherman, where many

lantic.

| The Grant Hotel, a favorite stopping
.place for the profession, has not an-

Grace LaRue'i Single Engagement.
San Francisco, July 1.
Grace LaRue will appear at the local
Orpheum for two weeks commencing
July 27. She has been on -the Coast
for some time. Immediately following
the Orpheum date Miss LaRue says
she

"Shimmie" act to the list now in vaudeville, Weber's coming under the title
{of the "Shimmie Police Station."
It
,

carries with it Jiramie Hussey, Billy
;Worsley and Flo Lewis with the Harry
jYerkes Jazz Band accompanying.
V The act was originally conceived by
Hussey about a year ago, but he de-

.

-*»

I
-

-

*

-=

....

is

going East.

Howard and Brook* in Show*.
Charles Howard and Tyler Brooke,

"SHIMMIE POLICE STATION."
4
Harry Weber has added another

«.

De Long

Sisters, Milton will appear in a new
vaudeville sketch.
Lou De Long, sister of Mrs. Milton,
will not be a member of the company.

nounced an increase.

A

who

are appearing together in vaude-

ville,

have engaged with productions

for next season.

Mr. Brooke holds a contract from
Henry W. Savage for two years, to
commence with the season in the Mitzi
show. Mr. Howard goes with the new
Raymond Hitchcock production.
IF

YOU DON'T ADVBKTUE IN VHrBTVDON'T ADVBETUK

.

:..

;.i.xj!f^::'j.

:

is

now

1

West

71st street,

New York

He

City.

was the promoter, of "The Overseas
Revue" that went on the road' and;
run

!»

Chicago.
It recently
played the 44th Street Roof, New York,
under the title of "Toot Sweet."
The names of the creditors to whom
Morrissey owes salary as listed above
were members of the ' show's cast.
Some are now with Morrissey in a condensed version of the production, appearing at the Pa|ace, New York, as a
headline attraction in its second week.
The vaudeville turn receives $2,500
weekly. It was booked at the Palace
for two weeks at that figure,
had. a

in

>-;-

Before Mr. Morrissey and Miss
Brice went to France as entertainers,
same unit, they were reported
engaged to wed. It has been lately
reported they married shortly after
returning to this side and before going out with the show, in which Miss
Brice was featured.
>
Henry J. Block appears as attorney
for Mr. Morrissey in the bankruptcy
proceedings.
Miss Boley has notified Morrissey
she will leave "The Overseas Revue"
v
at the conclusion of its Palace run,

~i$

in the

for publication since the action began.
There are no children.

NEW PROCTOR'S SCHENECTADY.

Albany, N. Y., July,l.
While F. F. Proctor was here yesterday taking over Haririlnus-Bleecker;
Hall, he announced that a site next to
the Parker building, on State street*
Schenectady, had been secured to buiJO
a new Proctor's there, for vaudeville.
Work is not to start, however, for another year.
KEITH'S PALACE IN CLEVELAND.
Harmanus-BIeecker Hall here will
play a picture policy under the ProcE. F. Albee is in the Middle-West
tor management. It is to undergo exthis week, supervising the decorations
tensive remodeling and is expected to
of the new Palace, Cincinnati, and arreopen by Oct. 15. The passing of the
ranging for the plans of the new Keith
Hall to Proctor leaves the Capital
theatre to be built in Cleveland.,^ _..-;.
without a legit house.
The Cleveland location- is on 105th,
street, and when completed the house
SEEKING ATLANTA FRANCHISE.
will be called Keith's Palace Theatre.
>:':/:
Ralph De Bruler, president of the
"
Macon Theatres Co. of Macon, Ga.,
TABS ON 14TH ST.
and whose firm is now erecting a picThe 14th Street Theatre, which
ture and vaudeville theatre in Atlanta,
changed from stock to pop vaudeville,
arrived in New York this week to enthree weeks ago, made another switch
deavor to land the Keith Vaudeville
Exchange franchise for the new At- this week, installing a combination tab
;

.

i

lanta house.
The Atlanta franchise at present is
held by Jake Wells, but it is believed
to have expired De Bruler is here to
try and sign up for the Atlanta shows
before Wells renews his privilege

:'.'.

-•"•

and picture policy Monday.'
Linton & Lamar who now control
the house will make a weekly change
of tabs if the new policy proves successful.

there.

New Revue

at Casino, Paris.
Paris, July

MAY BROWN WEDS.

The Casino

will

1.

f

produce a new revue

Chicago, July 1.
May Brown, for 14 years treasurer
of the Pastime, picture theatre ,on
Madison street, and well known in

"Ouf."

the

Sascha Guitry Appearing with Father.

loop, was married this
Oscar Kuffer, soda fountain
turer.

week

to

Friday (July

manufac-

The bride was the divorced wife of
Al Bfown, formerly of the vaudeville
team of Folsom and Brown.
I McGowan and Pritchard Turn.
Jack McGowan and Frances Pritchard are arranging a vaudeville turn
with Milton Hager as pianist. Harry
J. Fitzgerald has the booking repre-

sentation.
Mr. McGowan was lately
with "Take It From Me," which ended
its season a couple of weeks ago.

r

>

be called
Flers and Arneaud prepared it.,
4).

It

•"'

is

to

Sascha Guitry will withdraw from the
present comedy at the Theatre VaudeJuly 13.
He intends to appear at the Porte
Saint Martin' next season in a new play
by himself. His father will be in the
'

cast.

Midge Miller

NOT A FACE POWPBB )

-a

-

,

London, July

:•,
1.

Midge Miller has taken the place

of

Bedell at the Hippodrome.
Miss Bedell has gone on a vacation.

Phyllis

bu t

this

week.

a

\

m

Fill* In.

Doyle and Dixon Debut.
London, July
THIS 18

-'.-" *'aUMt

ville

At the Empire, Stratford, Doyle
Dixon made a successful London
(

tj$m

Paris, July L~-f-

V

-

•*'"

Morrissey By

to recover $500

"

the

cent

ten per

vaudevillians stop, announces the increase to take effect July 1. The La
Salle boost went into effect June 16.
'The Congress raises rates from 50
cents to a dollar a room. Raises are
scheduled at the Stratford and At-

mj-^-z:----

V
1.

Frank Milton, who has been making
his home in Denver for the last year,
announces he will resume his stage

work next season.
With his wjfe, one of

suit against

>

_

;

Denver, July

A

i\ r

pending in the 9th District Municipal
•?*>
-.
Court, New York,
The full name of the petitioner is
given as William James Morrissey/235

to California last March, after summoning her. to New York with instructions to sell their machine and come
East with the furniture. Upon her arrival, according to Mrs. Jolson, her
husband told her to return.
Jolson has not made any statement

i

$293.

,

,._

'

Ford Sisters, promptly offered to
wager Kaufman they were not purchased by the act and the. tension
street to mingle.

is

Henry Kelly

,.

who
.

rissey.

i

between Joe Sullivan, the
agent, and S. Jay Kaufman, of the
Evening "Globe," was narrowly averted
fist

petition in bankruptcy was filed
in New York by Will MorNo gross liabilities are mentioned nor .are any assets. The list
names 37 artists' claims for salary due,
and there are about 30 commercial
houses represented as creditors in the
.'-'
"-"."'
-petition.
^2t~'—rW.
The largest salary claim stated by
Morrissey is that of Elisabeth Brice,
May Boley is down tor $656.
S.600.
slier and Ward are creditors to the'
amount of $445 and Lon Rascall's claim

June 25

'temperament.
The complaint filed June 25 received
;
considerable publicity on the coast, carrying a detailed account of Mrs. Jolson's charges without an answer by the
comedian. It was published that Jolson hastily dispatched his secretary,
Frank Holmes, to .California to endeavor to settle the case, offering his
wife anything she wished if she would
discontinue the suit, but threatening
to give her nothing if she went through
with it.
The Jolsons were married about 12
years ago while Al Jolson was doing
his blackface act in vaudeville, the ceremony taking place while he was appearing at the Bell, Oakland, a small time
theatre then booked by Sullivan & Considine.
The immediate cause of the
divorce proceedings, according to Mrs.
Jolson, was Jolson sending her back

Figuring on Prospects Next Season.
Ensemble Acts Hit Hard.

| tists

MORRISSEY BANKRUPT.

A

San Francisco, July I,
Mrs. Henrietta -Jolson, wife of Al
Jolson, hassled a suit for divorce
against her husband in the Alameda
County Court of California, asking for
$2,000 monthly alimony, basing her
separation claims on a statutory ground
and embellishing the complaint with
charges of neglect and an attack of

1.

aricT
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BOOKINGS OVER HERE QUIET;
HOW ENGLISH BOOKINGS STAND

:

r

'•.

of English Turns

Best
For American Appearances.

•-

.,•.'

-..

The vaudeville agents express some
surprise (though it is not alarm) at
the stagnant condition of the booking
market in New York just now. Very
little booking for next season has been
done so far and few contracts, comparatively, issued on either the big or
the small time.
While the Orpheum Circuit has been
the most active of the booking agencies
in procuring next season's -bills,' as the
Orpheum makes a rule to do in the
hot weather, that circuit so far has
secured very few hjgh salaried turns.
Most of the OrpheUm bookings have
been for set spots on the bills that
called for no feature acts.

aries does not exceed five per cent, and
that the living expense over there is
about one half of the present Ameri-

i

'

'

not expected big time bookings
in the East will see any real action
until the return of Eddie Darling from
the other side. That may be early in
August. Mr. Darling left New York
Monday on the Aquitania for London.
The importation of English acts over
here for next season may be in more
'liberal quantities than anticipated. It
is said Harry J. Fitzgerald, the New
York agent, has submitted to the Keith
office a list of 340 English turns controlled for American bookings. by Edelsten, Dawe & Murray, the London
agency. This is said to be pretty nearly the entire available English supply
for exportation to the States. When
It

.is

Mr. Fitzgerald

was

in

London some

weeks ago he entered into an agreement with the London firm to be its
exclusive American representative. The
foreign list contains some of the best

Ep

of the English music hall turns.
Ernie Edelstein, of the firm, will be

known

'>•'::

New York during August and Paul
Murray, another member, may accompany him or arrive later. Tommy
Dawe, the remaining member, is due
\to come to New York in November.
in

1

«fV

,

ma-.

McINTOSH INSISTENT.

v

According

W.

to reports

concerning the

C. Fields cancelation of his

contract

Hugh Mcintosh, of Australia,
may be an action for damages
commenced against Fields on behalf

with

there

of the Australian theatrical manager.
Fields was booked for the Mcintosh

houses through Mrs. Williams and was
to have sailed June 10. Shortly before
he notified Norman JefFeries, of Philadelphia (who, at the urgent request
of Mcintosh and Mrs. Williams, again
took up the Mcintosh representation
over here) that Flo Ziegfeld, to whom
Fields was then under contract, had
exercised an option for Fields' furFields remained over
ther services
here and is now in the Ziegfeld "Frolic"
on the Amsterdam Roof.
Mcintosh, after having been advised
of the cancelation, is said to have cabled Mr. Jefferies to advise Fields, he
must fulfill his Australian contracts or
hold himself liable for all damages incurred.

Mr.

Jefferies,

when asked regarding

the Fields matter, said there was nothing to say as Varibtt appeared to have
the main facts. He would not commit
himself as to whether Mcintosh's instructions were for an immediate suit.
.

i

Some

information concerning Australia wasjobtained, however, from Mr.
Jefferies. He received a recent cable
from Mcintosh, in response to an inquiry by him, in which it said that the
taxation in Australia on artists' sal-

awaiting more

.

is

awaiting word regarding it.
The only booking made by

athletic program would have Ao be
called off. Swimming races, a ball game
between the managers and agents, fat

JefFeries
date, has been Archie and Gertie
who sailed June 10. On the same
boat were Arthur Aldridge and Nellie
Falls,

Fleming,*
Williams.

barber shop in the Putnam
Building Monday morning into an athMike and Joe were disletic arena.
cussing the old days, with Joe cussing them and Mike telling why he reSully's

p.

#

to

race and several other events
been arranged.

man

who were booked by Mrs.

Despite

all this

had

the gang managed

'to

have a good time and several qualified
as gloom chasers with good, natured
MOSS AND UNION MATTER.
clowning and kidding.
Bill Quaid and Jack Lewis saw that
Indications early this week pointed to
no one lacked encouragement in the
the installing of union musicians and*
refreshment line and Dave Nowlin did
stage hands in the B. S. Moss nouses
a Bert Savoy assisted by some ladies'
within the next ten days. 'The Moss
string now controlled by the Famous - hats, brought along for a hat trimming
contest.
Players-Lasky organization would have
The supper, was a big success and the
been unionized this week but for a conlaughs were many and continuous. The
cession asked for by the musicians barWillard-Dempsey fight was settled by
ring the final settlement.
When the musicians' union placed its the indoor lovers and all other problems that confronted the nation redemands for 20 per cent, increase beceived the necessary attention.
fore the vaudeville managers the latter
'

.

SHEEDY and Wood in match.
Mike Sheedy and Joe Wood turned

m. and immediately ducked into
the large pavilion dining hall where
sandwiches and beverages were commandeered to all the hungry ones until
dinner was ready. A few ambitious
base ball players took a chance and
ambled down to the ball field to warm
up. They returned shortly, wringing
wet. and it was decided the elaborate

tensive bookings, for Australia. While
the Rickards Circuit (now Mcintosh's)
wants feature and headline turns, it
has not been made positive over here
what the influenza influence on theatricals over there has been. Jefferies

;;

..;.-.

productions, "Who's the
Boss?" with Mary Maxfield and Co.,
N
written by George Kelly; "Thicker
Than Water," with Bob Dale, Ida
'Maye and At Williams, and another
comedy playlet as yet unnamed carry/
ing a cast of five.

two empty seats.
The party arrived at Witzers about

1

.

vaudeville

for
defi-

nite information from Mcintosh about
conditions before proceeding with ex-

:.

I

is

.

A

'

can cost.
Mr. Jefferies

four

produce

acts for vaudeville starting July
first to be placed in rehearsal
will be "The Soul of a Song," a musical
playlet by Frank Stammers, with' the
scene laid in a music publisher's office.
musical act consisting of eight colored instrumentalists along the lines
of the Colonial Septet and a dramatic
playlet called "Maloney's Mutt" will
follow during the month.
Rosalie Stewart is readying three

The

15.

the grove by two auto-busses. The
first bus shoved off at 11.45 a. m. and
was followed at 12:30 p. m.,by the later
contingent. On the way to the grounds
John Buck was picked up in Long Island City. They allowed John aboard
after he had obsorbed about ten quarts
of rain water, circling the bus looking

'

will

new

year's reunion. But the, weather
Not Many Contracts For Next Season Being Issued on Big or this
man gummed up the proceedings.
About 40 managers and agents braved
Small Time. Henry J. Fitzgerald, Representing
the elements and assembled outside
London Agency, Reported Controlling
the Palace Theatre, io be conveyed to

Known

Maddock

Chas.

The second annual "Get Together
Outing" and field day of the managers
of Keith and Proctor theatres, of
Greater New York was held June 27 at
College Point, Long Island. Witzel s
Grove, where the first good fellowship
gathering was held, was the choice for

•

•»

PREPARING PRODUCTIONS.

OUTING IN THE RAIN.

them with

called

pleasure.

.
.

The- argument reached the point
where Joe asked Mike what he had to
show for it all. Mike wanted Joe to
ask him anything he had not. Joes
first question was if Mike had his
Mike replied by a leap two
health.
feet from the floor and landing again
on the same two feet. Joe said that
was nothing for a kid 'like him, and

.

1

he afterward alleged, when his leap

had finished, that he beat Sheedy s
;•
jump by 1J4 inches.
It was a very gentlemanly contest,
#

ending only when Sully threatened to
call a cop to quiet the noise.

BILL VIDOCQ AGENTING.
Bill Vidocq in vaudeville for 25 years,
most of which time he was a partner
of the late Nat Haines (Haines and

Vidocq), has forsaken^ acting for the
agency business, joining the staff of
the Harry Weber office Monday.
.

.

countered with a 10 per cent.\ advance.
This was tilted to 15 per cent, later
and the musicians accepted. The musicians' playing in the small time houses,
however, demanded that working day
be cut from six and a half to six hours.
This put a stop temporarily to the
Moss negotiations. Marcus Loew objecting to the cutting down of ,the
playing time and Fox threatening to
place his houses in the non-union class
again if the demand was not withdrawn.
The musicians union was scheduled
to hold a meeting Wednesday morning, when the question of shorter^ hours
in
the small time houses will be
threshed out.
There seems to be a strong sentiment among the musicians union members to eliminate the cutting down
question and if this point is yielded the
Moss negotiations will be renewed im-

DOC STEINER EMERGES.
POP AT BROADWAY.

'

i

mediately.

Chicago, July 1.
of Ernie
The hustling
Young are quickly obtaining results
and these are being made the most of
by Mr. Young's personal attention to
proclivities

his

in a general

way,

acting as tfgent or representative for a
variety of stage people who want high
class service from a thorough business
organization.

This week Mr. Young has taken up
the handling ,of the song output by
Bennie Davis and has the representation of the Bennie Davis Trio for

but with little success. It is understood' the change of policy results from
Mr. Moss's connection with the Famous Players-Lasky acquisition of theatres, which he is to generally manage.
The proximity of the Rialto, one of
the F. P.-L. string, may be the reason
for vaudeville at the Broadway.
"Yankee Doodle In Berlin," with
Mack Sennet's bathing girls, opened at
the Broadway Sunday.

Frank Wirth, who in addition to his
appearance with the Ringling-Barnum Bailey Circus is interested in an
agency office, is sailing on the "Orduna" this week for London.
While abroad he will book acts for
Australia for the Wirth Brothers' Circus and for vaudeville there and will
also place a number of American acts
while overseas.
He will visit France, Holland, Spain,

Another important attachment made
by Mr. Young, in the very brief time
he has been in business,, and in addi-

known authors
entrusted the marketing of

tion to the several well

their material to his care, is George
Rubin, a most promising writer.

Fred DeBondy Going Across.

The
among

Aquitania,

sailing

Monday,

its vaudeyillians held Fred DeBondy, one of the directors of H. B.
Marinelli, Lt. It is Mr. DeBondy's first

He intends
visit to the other side.
going through England and France to
view available stage material for this
country.
The same boat is also carrying Jack
Curtis (Rose and Curtis), previously
reported, as was the sailing on the
Aquitania of Eddie Darling, the Keith
booker.
Col Bill Marshall Resign*.
Chicago, July

1.

Mr. Wirth will represent about 60
acts while abroad.

managed

the

Majestic,

Kalamazoo,

Mich.

•

CAN YOU GUESS
VYHQ THEV AR&

?

?

-FOOLISH QUESTION'
EVERYBODY

KNOWS
STEVEN

TRANK

Newark, N. J., July 1.
The March Musical Stock opened at
Olympic Park Monday. The Park
formerly held in the summer Aborn
operatic companies.

George Weedon
latest

venture.

is

interested in the

•

•

Col. Bill Marshall, for 12 years with
W. S. Butterfield, has resigned and is
now unattached. Col. Marshall last

Denmark and Sweden.

Musical Stock at Olympic Park.

vaudeville.

who have

The present plan is to present seven
employing a 20-piece orchestra,
giving the house high class "pop."
Popular priced vaudeville has been
tried at the Broadway sevefal times,

Doc Steiner, whose movements for
past year or so have been under
cover, emerged from retirement last
Saturday.
Asked about prohibition, Doc refused
to comment, but admitted that he had
thought a lot about it
the*

acts,

FRANK WIRTH GOING OVER.

ERNIE TOUNG ACTIVE.

new business.
Young is agenting

B. S. Moss's Broadway, secured unlease some months ago from the
Mastbaum interests, is to switch from
pictures to vaudeville in the fall.
der,

TRftHK

EVAN?

suosmts quality vwq-wujb

•

^W

.MS,

.-'

:

VAUDEV.LLE

,?»:£?;'«;-•.<

STILL

OWE ACTOR'S

PUND.

Chicago, July

NAZZARO'S WRANGLE KEEPS UP.

.

made several advances to professionals
sought the assistance of that organization in their time of stress.
Most of (the borrowers have paid the
advances, but there are several delinquents. Mr. Thall requests they be
reminded of the obligation, if it should

;

Off" in Film Form.

30.

the vaudeville talent
the horse ran second.
Mr. Choos had tipped the bunch
"Eastern Glow" was right and would
amble in so far ahead. George was
afraid the judges would be suspicious.
Everybody put their week's salary on
the skate. George pulled the race oh
a Saturday through the bookmakers
influencing him. "Eastern Glow", has
kept several books in the line so far

ought to go down in history.
We're playing Toronto and the game
drags along fcr 8 innings 2—2. In the. "

Naz-

Jean Have* on tfco Coast.
Jean Havez, who until sometime ago
was writing vaudeville material, has
gone to the Pacific Coast, wh«re he is
said to

be doing picture work.

Havez is understood to have left New
York suddenly and later instructed his
in

the

ville

for the last ten years has been produced by the team, as a two-reel film

HOUSES CLOSING.

comedy.
Jack Colin and Morris Cashin are
handling the picture.

Federal, Salem, Mass., closes July 13.
Cb/Iman Square, Dorchester, Mass.,
closes July 10.

^m

m«m

June

four-year old daughter, Dorothy. It
is alleged she was sent to Kansas City

father-in-law to close his office
New York theatre building.

"On and Off" utilized as a vaudesketch by Flanagan and Edwards

Y.,

Dear Johnny

down
Saturday when

The couple became estranged some
time ago when it was brought out that
they had squabbled over the privilege
of guardianship of Nat Nazzaro, Jr., an
adopted son who is% now doing a single
turn in vaudeville.
)

Moore; Washington and Nichols
i.ite and Weigh; Two Lilletas; The'
Belmonts Dressier and'.Wilson.

Binghamton, N.

'}

rater of Geo. Choos, again threw

The action is against Queeriie
zaro, his wife.

have slipped their memory.
Not having "heard from them and
without their present addresses, Mr.
Thall asks that the following communicate with him
Doman, the Great; Pearl Dayton;
Marie Genaro; Langster Brothers; £.

"On and

v

ings this

without his knowledge.

who

PEEKING THROUGH THE BUSHES.

CHOOS' NO'. 2.
"Eastern Glow," the famous second

Nat Nazzaro started legal proceedweek to secure custody of his

1.

During the influenza epidemic Sani
Thall, on behalf of the Actor's Fund,

;t£s

We

pulled a play in today's

game

that

'

eighth we luck in a run, giving us
one the best of it. In their half they
get a man on with one down and he
goes to Second on an infield out. That's
the lay out, the tieing run on second
and their best sticker up. Chick has
been out a couple of days with a bad
ankle and Gillespie is playing short
stop.
You know how small Gill is,
he can walk in under a bed with a high
hat on, so I begin to think of a play
I had heard of some where.

this season.

It was the third time the horse has
run second. George said there must
be a reason for that. Someone around
suggested it was because -another ^.. This, guy on second base is taking
a good healthy lead off with the pitch,
horse was first each time.
Choos'
but getting back fast, and I know
agreed that must have, been it.
Chops immediately went into con- there ain't no chance to pull anything
legitimate,
so I call Gill over to the
ference with Nat Sob el to hit upon
some scheme to get rid of that always bag and stall that it's loose, in the
meantime giving him. an earfull. He
first horse.
The fellows made the bets on Choos' gets me and go's bfcck to his position.
Now in this league they have one urn-'
nag say that when George runs the
pire to a game and the umps wuz in
horse again, he should head him for
back of the plate where he belonged.
the river. /
I give the catcher: the office and he
signs pur pitcher for a pitch but;' Gill
sneaks up in back of the guy on second;
-1:
base and grabs him by the belt, while
boss
I hustle bv^r to the bag and, take the
OCCASION
throw from our catcher. Gill just held
OF
him a second and then turns him loose
in time for him to scramble back andTheir coacher
"be tagged out by me.
on 'third base seen the play, but the

(

i&l:

W/fA
.

BIILQUAID
WA5im>»^ wsy

COME ON]

THEV *g

FELLERS,
KICK IWV

.

umps

didn't and no one racing the.
diamond seen it. The umps called him
OUt and you should have heard the
argument. They played the game un-

Y/AU-y HOUSED
PASSED THE
W/AHAT FOR TME

Wf/\

TIP-

n

I

AFTER
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over.
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cummin up to lookus
soon fer I've got some
Yours 'trll to-morrbwi; 'iv

are yotl

Make

it

•

DE PEER VAITERJ

FORUM.
New York,

r

June/28.

•'•«
Editor Varhptt,:-*In last wee|k's issue on* of. your
critics reviewed our ac,t at the River-,
He said we are not using 'Tm
side.
So Glad My Mama Don't Know Where
I'm At" any more because it belongs,
to a certain sister act. Wish to state
that this song has always been a published number. But we dp want the
j

two

credit of the first

fe

^i,

\

m
mm

WAITER PASSED THE
CiAcft

onize the
music.

%

CHRIS EGAN& HARRY BURTON
QOT 'SORE WHEN THE

THE SEVENTH

<0-

|

fi^yc? ro
SOME OF THE^i^O

'

girls to

song and sing

it

harm-

without
'.':'

The girls who took the song first
heard it when they played on the bill
with us four years ago at the Palace,
Milwaukee. We were on the bill singing the number, they were in a girl
act owned by D wight Pepple. Later
they left the girl act and came East to
do a sister act and used the song just
like us.

We do not care how many acts use it,
we know the sister act mentioned
took the song from us, and hope they
are truthful enough to admit it to
others as they have admitted it to us.
The song was taught to us five years
ago by Leonard and Haley in St. Louis.
but

J!?a

.

//v

'

A
THE MUD..

Wilton Sisters.

TRIED TO SCARE UP

GAME

IN

No matter

the weather the managers of New York's vaudeville houses
just had to have their
second annual outing before the town went dry. They motor-bussed
to College Point
on Tuesday, the wettest day in June. They got wet on the outside, but much
wetter on the inside—on 2.75 beer.

Mi
-Hi-

'

.

.

t

After the

:"
:

ffl
BLEEZE. I V05
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When
JACK

certainly funhv.

in' on the latter's pan, but what could
he do. It's like the old stock puzzle
of the guy gettin' a single while the
umpire is announcin' who he is battin'

THE

KEG

wuz

it

guy coachin' at 3rd explained it to the
umpire I Could see a great light dawn-

v

QOT ON
1

is^y

It wuz oneof them plhysyuh can
pull once in a season fer or course
they'll be lookih' fer it from noiW-Wf"

but

JACK HENRY
MADE A JFEW
SPEECHES & WAS
UNANIMOUSLY
JT RATZEP

BUCK

W column and

We

WAITER'S

THE BUS 1

mean any-

der protest, but that don't
thing.
got it in our
'
'that's what counts. ,.

(THIS IS

NOT A FACE POWDER)
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with Ed. Stinson, the

flight

Miss Lamar accepted.

aviator.

r

now

develops that

it

Among
"Paris, July 1.
convention which has been
Paris providing for the constitution of a civilian body, styled InterAllied Rhineland High Commission,

which

was not the

in.

in the

tion,

Lillian
(violin),
Stevenson
Jackson (piano) and Myrtle Bloomquist (contralto)
have formed the
Amex trio and are entertaining at Le
Mans.

...who

was known as the
C. E. Willard,
Manv whoj Grows, has been putting in
splendid work as an entertainer. His
work as a magician at 'the Theatre Albert Premier, Paris, controlled by the
Y. M. C. A., was a success beyond expectations.
He is ably assisted in his
vaudeville bill by Charles Gear, Arthur
.

and Leah Bell, ventriloquists, Buddy
Walton, Misses^Bronson, Alice Woodfin, Dorothy Lealse and Ruth Benton.

destinies of
lightweight,

Already several New York box
men have taken summer jobs at
camp houses and although there
has been no criticism of the work of

A

,

the Liberty theatre managers, suggestions by the Broadway treasurers have
already worked out to good advantage.
The changes of system in the conducting of the theatre extends from the
front to the back of the house. Although the camp houses are supposed
to pass entirely under control of the
military,

three;

men

Broadway box

office

are already on the job. They are
Dave Snyder, at Camp Mills; Ernie
Albers at Upton, and Harvey Phillips
at Dix.

The

first

two named are from

the Republic and the latter

is

from the

Eltinge.
-v.

•

Camp Mills, July 1.
carnival and circus will
attraction here for ten days,

An out-door
be

,the

starting

i

A

festival,

the

i

Bobbie Marr (Dancing Marrs) discharged this Week after a year's serE. F.
vice in France with the
Frank Azar, husband of Violet Carlton (Carlton and Montrose) has been
released from the U. S. Navy.
Johnny Miller (Miller and Mack) returned from overseas after a year's
service with the 59th Pioneers. When
Miller is discharged he will rejoin
Mack.

acquisition.

lines.
office

July

31,

Freeman Bernstein

AND OUT OF SERVICE.

Sergt, Weston Burtis. A. E. F., after
a year's service abroad has been discharged and has returned to the stage.

Brown has listened to the
the "ring" and will manage the
Ray Rivers, the California
who recently returned
from France.
Chris
has
several
matches arranged for Rivers and is
very enthusiastic about his latest pugiChris O.

call of

cantonments in the metropolitan area are being systematized along regular theatre

-

ILL AND INJURED.
Grace Tremont is at Obernsburg,
N. Y., recuperating from a nervous
breakdown.
Julia Roohey (Clinton and Rooney)
was operated on for throat trouble

week in Philadelphia.
The mother of Charles Barton was
stricken with paralysis last week at

last

her home in Hartford, Conn. She was
reported in serious condition.
Barbara Guillan, recently arrived
from London, was operated upon last
week at the Misercordia Hospital, New
York. She is recovering.
Jack Dempsey was discharged from
St. Francis Hospital Sunday and is now
convalescent at his home in Freeport,
Mr. Dempsey will resume his
L. I.
booking activities in the Keith agency
July 15.
At the American Theatrical Hospital,
Chicago: Walt Terry (Terry and El\ mer) James Burns (mechanic, StateLake Theatre); Adeline Carr ("Little
Colleen"); Mrs. C. B. Empey (mother
of Cleo Mayfield) ; Mary Bryce ("Record Breakers.")
Lillian B rode rick (Bryan and Broderick) has teamed with Hubert Kinney

i

.

pool, gymnasium, bowling alleys, billiard parlor, writing rooms, cafeteria,
and will include 70 sleeping rooms.
The latter are to house professionals
from visiting attractions and also provide quarters for camp guests.

The plans for the border houses
make them more in the nature of
club houses than anything yet provided for the service. The grouping
of the various "welfare divisions into
one department is looked upon as placing the work upon the most efficient
basis.

,

has been suggested that these
border houses be called Liberty Arcades, since they concentrate so .many
recreative features. One man, a commissioned officer will have complete
charge of each respective unit or "arcade." The buildings themselves .will
be of permanent construction, instead
of the adobe walls first intended. The
walls will be of steel lathe and concrete, all structures being fireproof.
It

'

4

"V

MINSTREL PEOPLE.
The Gus Hill Minstrels' tour the
coming season will be under the personal direction of Charles A. Williams.
band and orchestra of 20 pieces will

A

oe carried.

The following artists have been en,
gaged: George Wilson, Jimmy Wall,
iack Kennedy, Simon Denys, Ellis
Lowland, Three Musical Cates, Herbert

Willison,

Brady,

George

Max

Maxeri, James
Reeves, Jack Rich,

George Burton, Bob Weston, Joe Hill,
George Phillipps, Harry Harvey, Frank
Oppie, Jimmy Ormsby, Max Braun,
Fred Smith, Saxo Five, ijilly Markwith,
Lee Edmonds, and band leader Paul
Specht.
Square's Roof for Service Shows.
The New York War Camp Commun-

.

Service announces it has taken over
the old Madison Square Roof Garden
for the summer. Vaudeville and pic;
ture entertainments will be given Saturday and Sunday nights for soldiers
ity

Feature films and where
possible the star in person will be seen
Sunday night (June
in conjunction.

and

for the summer.
Tom Bryan was
forced to leave the act last week following the Henderson, Coney Island,
engagement because of illness. Bryan
is now in the Misercordia Hospital,
New York, where he will undergo a
serious operation the latter part of

28).

The old, bar has been restored and
.cold drinks and ice cream are served
to the boys.
IN AND OUT.
Stanley and Byrnes, out of Proctor's
58th Street, first halt this week. IllPierce and Baker filled in.
Lydia Barry replaced Gardner and
Hartman at Keith's, Portland, Me.,
this week.
Illness of Miss Hartman
caused the vacancy.
ness.

PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENTS.
Helen Coyne engaged by the Shuberts.

McCarthy Sisters (Morley and McCarthy Sisters) engaged by Max Spie-

the week.

gel for production.

BIRTHS.

,

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Kelly at
their home in New York, June 15, son.

IF

TOMMY'S TATTLES.

BY THOMAS J. GRAY.
Now
ed,

it

some

that peace has really been signlooks like a good chance for
of/the boys to join the army.

Germany

going

is

to

confiscate

up to the sum
Sounds like an
announcement from some picture comwealth of the people
of twenty-two billions.
pany.

Great chance for Guttenberg to get
some nice uniforms cheap, if he could
write to the Clam Prince in regards to
the Prussian and Saxaphone guards.

They say the Willard-Dempsey fight
made a fortune for Toledo. That's
nothing, see what the bed room farces
have done for Grand Rapids.

A

"Mother" song

A

little

jazz,

And

you'll never
Get the old razz.

Stage hand refused to take a tip
from an actor on account of the raise
he received in his pay. (The actor is
still under the doctors care).

Our

Picturelei*

Skishtown,

M

New* Weekly.

—Harry

F r a n d o w,

O.

Sheriff of Gulp County, lays the cornerstone of the new Moose Club

House.
Pillsbury, Neb.—The town turns out
to greet its returning soldiers. They
can be seen to the right in a Ford car.
Brooklyn, N. Y. Baby carriage parade. The winner. Its proud father.

—

Newport News, Va*—Launching of
the battleship "Texadelphia." Governor
Bunks's
Seven-year
breaks the bottle as
the waves..

New

York, N.

old
it

daughter

glides out

on

Y—Echo Makers' con-

vention.
Delegates greet their new
President, Joe Shell, of Blimp, la.

Chicago, I1L— Stock yards employes
outingr "Swifty," their goat

have

masco.t, in the foreground.

Waterbury, Conn.—Machine guns
the streets to keep the
crowds from cheering the actors.
placed on

You

can't beat

some

people's ideas.

When

President
Wilson said he"
lift the liquor ban they, said
Re was in with the boys who had
written the "AfteMhe-First-of-Jury"
songs.

couldn't

One circuit announces 100 new houses
for next season and another announces
30 weeks more, making a promise of
130 weeks more work. Which is a nice
route even if you don't get it.
It's a sad sight to see a ten per cent,
agent drinking 2.75 per cent. beer.
It's

a good thing you saved those

headache powders.

sailors.

;

managing the

affair with the usual percentage going to the camp morale officer.
Bernstein offered a similar show
at Camp Upton in May. It was not on

The larger
structures (all are~to~.be of balcony
type) will, in addition to the theatre
proper, also include a large swimming

complete recreation units.

i

IN

in the

regarding

Elsie

defeated the Freeport Elks, 4-3, last
Sunday. Abatz and Gus Van were the
winning battery.

REGULAR SYSTEM FOR CAMPS.

8,

necessary establishments for riding
schools, training grounds, warehouses,
theatre and kinema premises, and reasonable facilities for sport and recrea-

The Lights baseball team met and

The Liberty theatres

No.

article,

all

N. Y., where he is managing and playing with a fast bunch to record crowds.
Albany also has a good local club and
the rival cities have been packing them
in all summer. It looks as though some
astute baseball promoters overlooked
a bet when they left "the up-staters
without some kind" of a league. Syracuse for the first time in years has no
league team this summer.

m.

an

contains

shall place at the disposal of the Allies

When the New York State League
disbanded it left some dandy baseball
towns without any local representation? Johnny Evers, ex-Cub, has supplied the want in his home town, Troy,

P.

from 400,000 to 500,000 men.
Seven of the border theatres will be
large, and while the remainder will be
less commodious, all will represent

to represent the powers withoccupied territory of Germany

is

accommodation for troops, and stipulates that thfr German Government

has been arranged, lasting from July 4, until Sunday afternoon, July 6, at the Lights Club House,
Freeport, L. I. Friday afternoon will
be the scene of a base ball contest
between the Lights and the Roosevelt
A. A. (semi-pro) combined with a clam
bake from 3 until 6.30 p. m. July 5, the
Lights will meet the Freeport A. A,
with a Saturday dancing entertainment
for. members of the visiting club. Sunday will see the return ball game between the Lights and the N. V. A.'s,
with a course dinner from 4 until 9

K. of C. and Jewish Welfare
Board. The 13 new theatres to be built
along the Mexican border will exemplify the army system which will
govern the training activities of the
new peace army ndw estimated to be

The

signed

picked aggregation molded together by
Van and Schenck. The N. V. A.'s beat
the Lights on their only appearance at
Freeport and will play a return game
in the near future. »

A

passing to military control This signines the withdrawal from cantonment
of such organizations as the Y. M.

C. A.,

PROVIDING FOR ENTERTAINMENT.

N. V. A. baseball club that lost a decision to the Lights last week, but a

listic

a

life

the other "stunts" Stinson pulled at
an altitude of 2,500 feet, with Miss
Lamar on board, was to loop the loop
five times, a nose dive and a tail spin.
Miss Lamar enjoyed the experience
and was ready to repeat it.
It

Washington, July t
The complete elimination of welfare
organizations in training camp activity is to be the rule with that work

the whole successful because of rain
for 14 days out of the 20 daya the
carnival snowed.

While at Atlantic City recently,
Leona Lamar was invited to take an
aeroplane

NEW CANTONMENT REGIME.

SPORTS

i

YOU DON'T ADVERTISE IN VARIETY—
DON'T ADVERTISE

NEW ACTS.
Burns and Ktifton (man and woman.)
The Bailey Comedy 4. Colored, men.
Rankin and Davis in a comedy skit.

Katheryn Claire and Joe Fields,
comedy sketch, by Blanche Merrill.
Harry Fields and Joe Opp. Singing
and talking.
\

Harmony Club (4 men), singing act.
(N. Feldman.)
The Read Kiddies (formerly with
Frances Nordstrom in 'The Memory
Book") singing and talking (L Kaufman.)
"Man Hunter," produced by William
B. Friedlander and Hugh Herbert,
written by Lt. Harlan Thompson, with
three

men and one woman.

MARRIAGES.
Edith Mason, operatic soprano, to
Giorgio Polacco, conductor of Italian
opera at the Metropolitan, in New
Jersey, June 28.

i
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WHO'S

WHO-AND WHY
Name

name

is

shimnue

All roads will travel one baggage free
with the movement of a company of
25 persons or more, with the excep-

SO persons.

two cars are required, irrespective of
the number of persons in a company, a
charge for each of such extra cars of
25 cents per mile will be made and the
minimum charge for such extra cars
will he $25 per car.
.

In Chicago, after you get to be 21 you
learn that only farmers visit White

White

City who gave him his start in show
business.
He landed a job as stagehand at one of the legit theatres. Two
years later with "The Modern Eve"
he made his first hit in the same house.
And while he was on, the stage manager yelled "Clear" and "Frisco" began shoving chairs around.
He was accidentally speared by one
of the chorus boys in a "hurry up"
number while leaving the 'stage and
the next season instead of playing in
the legit end he fell for the cabaret
racket At the Lambs Club in Chi
"Frisco" was a local riot But the kid
had ambition and the following season

$

Broadway took

-

Bridgeport, Conn., July L
and Bailey
traveling in five trains

Ringling-Barnum
is

now

with a total of 98 cars, the biggest

number ever used.
The local engagement was spoil el
by incessant rain June 27. The afternoon performance was halved, somOpf
the performers working under umbrellas, while others used raincoats from
ring to dressing room. It was impossible for the audience to be seated.
The night performance was almost as
bad.

.

i

WITH THE MUSIC MEN.

Dixie and Jack McShayne are doing a vaudeville

act

A

newly partitioned office oa the floor of
Sbapiro-Bernateln'a
professional department
baa "Joe Goodwin, Manager" on It
*

then "Frisco" saw vaudeville, -breaking
in on the west side in Chicago with
Loretta McDermott
They shoved
ahead fast, and now the kid from

McCarthy &

is a headliner.
Confidentially "Frisco" will tell

broke on and

off,

you

but the poke

is

well filled with yellow backs, all glued
to the leather.
His bank book has
been enlarged and his credit is pretty
good, but >he still walks up one flight
to save the other eight bucks and he
can't get over the habit of smoking
cigars made in Pittsburgh.

Recently he played Chicago and they
gave him what is politely termed the
"bird." They couldn't understand why
a Chicago made kid could burn them
up in New York the way "Frisco" did.
But Chicago was near-sighted when
they passed him up for they might
have had him for a ten case note a few
years

ago,

them

$2,500.

but

recent visit cost
"Frisco" now carries

his

And

a valet He picked up' an egg around
Wolpin's, pinned the name of Rasputin
on him and told him how to juggle his

|

Earl Branson, formerly pianist for the WllMack act, has Joined the staff of Mc-

lard

its initial

Davenport

i\

LARGEST CIRCUS TRAINS.
The
show

peep at him,
up at the Montmarte, where he kicked
his dogs around for two seasons. And

he's

which

The Other roads will permit the baggage car arrangement but for two cars
Where more than
(for SO persons).

:

in

lines,

continue the regulation of one car for

*•

But he met a chap

New Haven

Carthy

Jack

&

Fisher.

Mills,

——

last professional
Fisher,* opened his

.

>

manager ot
own muslo

I

away

the sleeves of his

.:

;

Amer-

successful run of "Hullo

—

Errol.

•

Leon Errol's first entrance
Hippodrome show, "Joy Bells,"
at 9.50 p. m.,
.

when he does
.

the scene

Ph

N

V
i

Next Week
Department

Bills

.

.'';

J

;

gie Teyte in the prima donna role. To
music lovers she is a rare treat But
just how much appeal so legitimate
a romantic opera will have for the
American pubfic

.

Question

J. L.

,

Sacks and his associate. William

"The Velvet Lady," under a new title,
comes to the Gaiety the end of August,
after which "Tiger Rose" in the early
autumn.

'

The main

They are still talking about Tommy
Gray here—retailing, with much gusto

is

feud between

night, information was lodged with the
libraries that Robey might withdraw.
Errol's contract with DeCourville is
for eight Weeks at a certain salary,
with an option to retain the American
comedian after that time for "the rim
of the piece" at an increased figure.
Of course there was the usual hullabaloo, with DeCourville .the recipient
of abuse from both sides. He couldn't
possibly let Robey go and didn't want
to lose Errol. The latter was appeased
by the payment to Errol of his increased salary from his first week. On
the opening night a fair sample of how

Errol and

an event at the Eccentric Club during
his stay, which may, or may not, have
reached America. An American officer
was standing at the bar when he Was
approached by an inebriated Englishman, who made insulting remarks ah-.
ent Americans boasting they had won
the war. Realizing the /Britisher was
intoxicated the American attempted
to avoid a controversy. Tommy was
standing by and, as usual, couldn't resist the opportunity to put one over.
'Til "tell you who won the war," said
Gray. "It was the Eskimos."

Robey and Er-

Hippodrome management would have
to return the money. So, when Errol.
scored very strongly on his opening

in

artists for his

:..-,:.

Wilson, are in the throes of a series
of productions. "Nobody's Boy" opens
at the Gar rick the second week in
July; "Florabella" has its premiere at
Blackpool tbe third week' in August;

rol at the Hippodrome, while quiescent
at the present time, is still smouldering. Robey has the advantage, through
being in a position to command the
attention of the management at practically his own terms. The ticket libraries made a $175,000 outright "buy"
of seats, under an agreement calling for
the appearance of Robey in. the cast
and in event of his withdrawal the

Arthur N. Green, a vaudevllllan and song-

American

J.

criticism about "Joy
that there is too much Robey,
who is essentially a specialty performHe now goes in for acting and
er.
loses out through a defect from which
he always suffered—that is looking to
his audience whenever he says something clever and "asking" for a laugh.

The

:.•.-','

New York

Gilbert Miller's production of "Monsieur Beaucaire" at Prince's Theatre,
founded on Booth Tarkington's famous
story, is a new romantic opera by Andre Messager, with splendid lyrics by
Adrian Ross. It is to be done in New
York in the fall by Henry Miller in association with A. L. Erlanger, at the
Amsterdam. It is splendidly done here
with an excellent company, with Mag-

dances just before the
he appears to be on the stage less than
Probably the biggest
half an hour.
comedy hit of the show. is the Stan
Stanley specialty, done by George Robey~and Winnie Melville in the audience, with Fred Allendale on the stage
as the straight man. The Stanley individuality, however, is lacking and the

scene.
Bells"

of

tive talent is scarce.

the

the dialog and "business" have not tended to improve the

going to

English productions claiming that na-

made

in

number

a

acrobat
tSSS "if fo r a 2SSf
finale. All told

alterations

is

,

•

in
is

L- Sacks

J.

again in September, when he will bring
with him some English successes and
produce them in America, probably in
association with A. H, Wood?. The latr;/
ter, however, is disinclined to enter
into any musical production ventures,
so there is. a possibility he may make
other connections for this style of
Shows. Sacks is desirous of securing

on a baggage truck,
with no one else on the stage, she
fails to get a single hand, and the same
thing occurs with Rock's initial appearLater they win the audiences
ance.
over with their specialties. It was a
difficult thing for" Miss White to do at
best, following Miss Janis, a prime
favorite, in a part specially written to
Then again Miss White
fit Miss Janis.
is weak on reading lines and whenever
called upon to speak them she. lets the
scenes drop. The best comedy scene
in the show at present is the restaurant bit. from the .former "Hitchcock
show, with Stanley Lupino, a very agile'
low comedian, playing the part ot the
waiter, created in New York by Leon

writer, has placed "Hello Bill," the official
Elks song, with Waterson, Berlin ft Snyder,
who will "plug" the number during the Elks
convention at Atlantic City, next week.

VARIETY'S

'.;.'

.

trance, wheeled in

in six

likes to give

^

{

ness with the withdrawal of Elsie Jams
and the substitution of Raymond
Hitchcock, William Rock and Frances
White. This was due to the failure
of Hitchcock through lack of suitable
material and the fact that Rock and
White are unknown here. For instance',
when Miss White makes her first en-

grips.

A great kid, on and off, can stutter
languages and strictly a Joe McGee on the spendthrift plan. Also

^'
R. E. Jones,_Ltd. Welsh caterers,
have acquired Terry's Theatre on the
Strand, now being run as a cinema by
with
adr
Albert De Courvitfe, together
joining property, for the erection of a
new hotel and restaurant and will com- ;^
me nee construction in the autumn. The><^^,
venture involves $2,000,000.
.

publishing offices this week. Mills will start
with a number from bis own pen, to which
Ed. Rose supplied the words.

Advertise

he emerged: "Clever chap Robut I rather like that other fellow

too—that North American."

ica" at the Palace ceased to do big busi-

justment of the baggage car regulations by the Railroad Administration

the

bey,

\

BAGGAGE CAR RATES.

One day he went out to White City
and thought he was in London, Eng.
City.

"-.

The United Managers' Protective Aswas informed of the final ad-

.

•..

But

sociation

tion of

[:^:

tive as

London, June 13.
The remarkable business that prevailed in- London theatricals has petered out, for the present at least, due
to a heat wave, and as a consequence
14 legitimate shows put up their notices
this week, with some of tbe others
not doing so well either.

The

he
physically and financially.
came to in Davenport he grabbed a
His home town
job hopping bells.
didn't show much results and "Frisco"
blew to Milwaukee where he juggled
ice water for the traveling men until
tips broke so tough he simply slid out
and went to Chicago.
Chicago wised "Frisco" up. He got
his education out around 22nd street
when 22nd street was right Bob
Gray's, Freiburg's and all the joints
fell for his .funny steps and nightly
they used to wait in Jimmy Colosimo's
until the kid with the derby egg and
the big cigar used to blow in and do his
string of steps for what the hat gathered. One night he collected $2.80 and
laid off for a week. But "Frisco" was
no chump. He kept sending that sugar
back to the bank in Davenport and
when the touches came from the boys
on the street "Frisco" was always

craze.

Louis Josephs from Davenport 1
what's in a monicker!

When

»

is

Just a smart egg, wised Up in
the college of hard knocks and he's
kidding his way right through the

\

:m

f;

GERHARD STREET

•>•"•;,

man

sheriff's

lord.

someone tipped* him off that thejrre
waiting for him on the West coast
and "Frisco" is always covered, both

broke.

28

carting away the furniture "Frisco"
will be there playing the role of land-

Louis Josejfhs and

he hails from Davenport, la., arriving
exactly 29 years ago. Just why he
took the name of Frisco is a mystery.
His explanation is that he blew his
home burg in a box car on the Frisco
j% route and liked the name so appro1— priated it He has never been West of
Davenport, probably never will, _for

'

but when the

vest,

fflUdvv*
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VARIETY'S
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IN VAUDEVILLE
(To be continued as a series, with one Who's Who article weekly.
(Wynn).
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Robey were received may be

gathered from the remark of one na-

"Eskimos?" said the souse.
what are they?"

"And

.:

>

"Well," said Tommy, "you see they
where the nights are six months
long; so they went to sleep for that
length of time and sent England all
their food and fuel, which won) the
war."
But the "stew" wasn't quite convinced and continued to bait the American officer until he hit the persistent
one a wallop that knocked him many
feet
away.
They picked him up,
brought him to his senses and sat him
in a chair.
Then Gray went over to
him and whispered in his ear:
"It was the Eskimos that won the
war."

i

live

"Are You a Mason" starts its 22nd
consecutive year's tour Aug. 4, at the
Cort, Liverpool, under the direction
of Charles H. Williams.
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Tuesday morning found the Broadway
cafes and many of the, restaurant bats
open, but selling nothing but' beer and
light wines, despite the series of hopes
and predictions that an eleventh hour
change of. heart would suspend the
War Time Prohibition Law until Jan.
16, when the Prohibition Act of Congress becomes an amendment to the
Constitution.
Monday night Broadway was the 'scene of much revelry,
every cafe
aqd restaurant being
jammed to capacity, most of the patrons being made up of up-town advocates of the wet condition, the regular
Broadway crowd having stored away a
supply for the future.
At Rector's
when closing time arrived the crowd
within made a belated cry for '.'more
liquor," and when it was refused, proceeded to wreck the establishment
A call for the police brought a squad
on the double quick from the West
47th street station and order was finally restored, but the visitors blocked
the sidewalks without , for several
hours after midnight demanding admittance. Uniformed men were at the
door and the places was kept closed.
At the Bowman hotels, the better hostelries of the city, including the Commodore, the bars were closed promptly
at midnight and the work of disman telling the fixtures began.
No more
liquor of any sort will be sold in the
Bowman places. One cafe owner in
the Longacre square district, Sam Dolliver, collected several thousands of
dollars wagered in the past several
months, on the bet that he would be
open for business after the 1st. When
prohibition looked impending he gave
liberal odds he would be in business
after the closing date and found many
takers. Tuesday morning saw the passing of the Columbia bar, adjoining the
Columbia Theatre. It was taken over
by the United Cigar Stores Co. and
will open for the tobacco business in
a few weeks. Shortly before Monday

:,:.-.
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midnight Broadway was thoroughly
covered by detectives 'from Chief Inspector Daly's office who visited every
saloon and warned the proprietors
against selling anything but beer and
light wines and to restrict the sale of
those beverages to civilians. Several
hundred soldiers and sailors in traveling groupes of 10 and 20 jammed their
way into Broadway salpons and took
command of everything in sight without request or payment. At Redpath's,
near 42 d street, the same aggregation

wrecked the establishment,
smashing in the front doors and break-

practically

ing everything in sight. Many of the
cafes and restaurants maintained order throughout the night, some engaging private detectives to protect, their
property. On the whole the passing
of Mr. Barleycorn was a very orderly
affair, in so far' as Broadway was
concerned, it resembling more a mild
election or New Year's night, with the
majority of the mourners from the
upper section of the city. The theatrical clubs including the Lambs, Friars,
Green Room Club, N. V. A. Club and
others of lesser degree will continue
selling the light beverages, most of
them having disposed of the stock of
liquor and heavy wines prior to the
closing/ date, giving them to members
exclusively at wholesale prices.

!•,:

and the act as it stands is
very much like that which was formerly done by Fields, Salisbury and
Davis, who made themselves famous at
Garret,

the old Wyncliff Inn, Chicago, in the

palmy days, where they were discovered" by Harry Weber.
Bernard Gallant recently took over
Greenwich Village Inn, better

the

as
Village-hounds
the
Polly's.
Polly Holliday, the former
proprietress, had incorporated for
$25,000, calling the organization Greenwich Village Inn, naming their business as theatrical producers and to
conduct restaurants and hotels. Jay
Jackson and Harry Meltzer, the latter
formerly with the now defunct Greenwich Village Players, are named as codirectors.
This probably is the forerunner of an extended movement to
popularize
and commercialize the
glamour and lure of the alleged unconventional Village customs for the
ever-ready come-ons. As it is, an unusual large number of tea rooms have
literally sprung up over night in all
sorts of places lofts and cellars—
around the Washington and Sheridan
square districts. The Greenwich Village Nights, which is to open at the
Village Theatre Tuesday, is the cause
of this sudden boom.
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Providence, July 1.
men were surprised
at the announcement in last week's
Variety that the Columbia Amusement
Co. has included Providence in its circuit next season and that pending the
completion of the new Columbia house
here, Columbia

Wheel shows

despite the supposed city ordinance
against such shows. Some cafes like
the Winter Garden continued shows
almost from the time the ban was on
while others did not. One of the latter
was Terrace Garden, which continues
its revue on ice skates.
It is
explained that where places like the
Winter Garden took a chance of being
closed at least temporarily, it was only
a cafe, while in the case of the Terrace
Garden a closing order might shut
the whole Morrison Hotel. It is for
that reason that Harry Mohr has continued the ice show, a clever evasion
of the ordinance.

to offer

The Odeon, one of San Francisco's
oldest cafes, will close its doors. The
owners will amalgamate with the Portola-Louvre located across the street.
Wet or dry, the Canary Cottage, on
the beach, San Francisco, will have a
revue opening July 7.
The personal effects of the famous
Rigo, were auctioned off on
5th avenue, New York, last week; It
is said that the performer, Hungarian
by birth, expects to return to his own

violinist,

Flo Jacobson is responsible for the
advent of "Peacock" Kelly and his
Jackie Band at the Green Mill Gardens,
Chicago. Kelly was one of the best
known of the Great Lakes' "drum majors," and his aggregation of bandmen had earned a great reputation by
virtue of their frequent appearance in

Trixie Hicks, Edith Donan, Peggy
Healy and O'Brien Brothers, are the

the various Liberty Loan drives in Chicago. Kelly, under direction of Miss
Jacobson, has turned out to be a dandy
showman as well as a remarkable

Thehna Carlton left the Moulin
Rouge to go to the Beaux Arts, At-

country shortly.

slated

to open at the
City, July 14.

lantic City.

be

F. Albee theatre, vaudeville and
stock were transferred from the old
Keith house to this hew structure.
The old Keith theatre is being remodelled and it has been announced it will
reopen shortly as the Victory Theatre
with films as the attraction. The plan,
thus, may be to shift the Empire pictures to the Victory, leaving the Empire vacant and thus a chance for burE.

.

lesque.

At the offices of the Columbia
Amusement Co. in New York this week
no information could be obtained as
to any plans contemplated by the circuit for Providence next season. One
of the officials seen refused to admit
any plans had been completed for
Providence, .though not denying that

was within the calculation of the
Columbia people.

city

BURLESQUE ENGAGEMENTS.
Babe Lavetta, for the soubret role
with "Girls of the U. S. A."
Elva Greaves, prima donna, Pat
White's "Gaiety Girls."
Shirley Mallette, hailing from a midwestern cabaret, for the soubret berth
with Strouse & Franklyn's "Girls from
the Follies."
1

will be ahead of
Watson's erstwhile "Beef Trust"

Billy

show next season, to be known hereafter as "The Parisian Whirl."

Samy Levy; of
the

roster

of

Detroit, has completed
his American Wheel

"Beauty Review."
The people engaged are: Jimmy Cooper, Ada Lum,
Helene Stanley, Rose Hemmily, Chas.
Fleming, Marty Collins, Billy Cumby,
Morris Tolin, Eddie Hall, Johnny Goldsmith, carpenter.
Dave Marion has
signed Babe La Tour and Syd Gold for
his show next season.
Harry Shapiro has been signed as
manager by Pierson & Herk for "Girls
a la Carte" next season. Leona Earl
will be the ingenue.*
"Sliding" Billy Watson has Joe Williams as leader with his American
wheel show next season.

melodrama entitled "A Chance Every
Girl Takes," for one nighters next season.
The play is the joint work of Francis Keeley and M. Kalliser. Rehearsals
begin July

15.

Minneapolis Stock Closes.
Minneapolis, July

in

left

to throat trouble.
("Innocent Maids") will
in the act.

Jim Horton
Mr.

replace

Lyons
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the

foot

West

of

35th

street

promptly at 10 a. m., and the crowd
was served refreshments on the trip
to the grove.

Swimming races, running races, a
greased pig contest and other events
made up the out-door program, while
dancing contests occupied the indoor
contribution.

The managers and Ators' ball game
furnished the most amusement, the
managers fooling the wise ones by
taking the uniformed and capable looking actors into camp by a score of
12-10. The managers won a large silver
loving cup, which will be inscribed with
their names and presented to the Burlesque Club as a permanent trophy.
George Marchall won the 100 yard
dash.
Chuck Callahan won the fat
man's race, and Edie Dunedin the 50
yard dash for girls. The Fox trot went
to Joe "Blum" Emerson and Elsie McCloud, the prize waltz to Geo. Madden
and Babe McCloud, and the one-step
contest to Syd Gold and May Miles

Bernstein.

PINCHED

DOWNTOWN SHIMMYERS.

The long needed

police interference

checking the wholesale "cooching"
Which had been running rampant at
the National Winter Garden stock burlesque company on the East Side,
downtown, finally culminated in the
arrest of 12 female members of the
company last week. When up for arraignment before Magistrate Groehl in
the Essex Market Court, the hearing
was postponed to a later date. *
The defendants* attorney argued that
in

l

-

a -similar brand of alleged shimmying
was being dispensed on Broadway for
the edification, and whether it be
Broadway or Second avenue and Houston street, it should make no difference
and cause police interference.
The Minsky Brothers control the
downtown house. The East Side version of a shimmie differs from the
Broadway brand by so many wiggles
more per longitudinal inch than on
the White Way."

Bowers

Max

in "Kiss

Me

Again,';

rehearsals
musical comedy
called "Kiss Me Again," in which Fred
Bowers will' be starred next season.
Bowers wrote the book and lyrics.
The show opens in Trenton, Aug. 23.
Spiegel will also send Murray and
Mack over the one nighters in a new
musical piece entitled, 'Til Say So."
He has two more musical shows in
preparation with the tentative titles

Spiegel

next week on a

"Go to

It"

start

will

new

and "Where

Am

L"

Wynn Asked for "Piece of Show."
When the Shuberts' new "Gaieties"
production was at Atlantic City last
week, breaking in, it was decided that
could aid the performance.
Interrogated on how much, Wynn
replied $1,000 a .week and a percentage
of the gross. The deal was not closed
on those terms.

Ed Wynn

,

Jim Lyons (Ir.man and Lyons) may
be obliged to retire from the stage

owing

all.

Will Roehm, secretary of the club
like a Trojan and succeeded
arranging an outing in which there
never was a dull moment The Pontiac

worked

1.

The burlesque stock at the Gayety
closed its summer season June 28.
for the new revue
Martinique, Atlantic

of

of

WAINSTOCK'S MELLER.
Morris Wain stock, heretofore identified with burlesque, will produce a

f

as per schedule, June 29, at Witzel's
Grove, College Point, L. I. It was the
unanimous verdict of the 200 picnickers it was the most- successful

.

•

:.

will

routed from Bridgeport to the Yorkville on East 86th street (New York),
moving from there to Boston.
So far as is known no house is being "completed" or under way except
the Colonial, the former home of Columbia burlesque shows. here, which is
being remodeled for Klaw & Erlanger to open with legitimate attractions
Labor Day.
/
Rumor has it the old Westminster
(now the Empire) may be the theatre
contemplated. This house is now conducted by the Keith interests as a film
theatre. With the opening of the new

.

BEST BURLESQUE OUTING.
The Burlesque Gub outing was held

ABOUT PROVIDENCE.

Henry H. Wolff
There teems no doubt but that Chicago will be offered more cabaret revues from now on than ever before,

principals

.

Local theatrical

leader, and his 25 Jackie musicians are
proving a good bet for Tom Chamales,
who runs the gardens. There is no
doubt that the band will take a whack
at vaudeville after the engagement. In
addition to the band, Chamales has engaged the Benny Davis Trio. Blossom
Seeley played the Majestic this week,
which lent added interest to the trio,
Benny having formerly been one' of
the featured members of the boys who
background Miss Seeley in her syncopated studio act. Since he left Miss
Seeley, Davis has done some little music writing, in connection with Gus
and Ernie Erdman and others. With
Davis are Harry Vernon and Floyd

'

lifK'l-^

Friml to Remarry.
Rudolph Friml, the composer, is to
marry Elsie Lawson, a chorus girl.
Friml made. this fact known immediately he got his divorce from his
former wife, who was- known on the
stage as Blanche Betters, and who accepted $35,000 in place of alimony.
Friml himself composed the scores of
several recently popular musical com.

edies.
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Mew York

of a strike.
Q. How were these moneys paid
to you or Mr. Mountford, in cash or
*
check, money orders or how?
A. In tnvrj way.
Q. In every way?
A. Yes.
Q. Who received most of the moneys that were sent in?
A, I think most of them were sent
into New York. The ones that were
sent to me in Boston, if they were
money orders, I simply endorsed them
and forwarded them to New York.
Q. You at that time were not in

SUBSCRIPTION
•* Foreign....
Single copies, 15 cento

Annual...

'

•
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Perhaps the most interesting and illuminative testimony given before the
Federal Trade Commission investigaexcerpt
tion into vaudeville is the
printed herewith, brought out in the

cross examination of James W. Fitzpatrick, president of the White Rats.
known as
It relates to what was then

K

.

.

m

'

A. No,

ing the dying days of that organization under the leadership of Harry
Mountford, and shortly after the Rats
had unsuccessfully attempted to prepretrate a "strike" in vaudeville. The
White Rats per Mountford advertised
all members were expected to forward
to either himself or Mr. Fitzpatrick
five per cent, of their weekly salary,
for the "levy fund," with the statement added it had been arranged these
payments could be made in person to
either Mountford or Fitzpatrick, in
cash or by money order. The strictest
confidence was pledged regarding the
names of the remitters and the attempt at the time was made to create
the idea the personal payment scheme
was to avoid the managers' association
obtaining the names of Rats obeying
the "levj?* order.

Q.

was

I

And

all

New York.
A. They were sent to New York to
be deposited in the Greenwich Bank.
to

•

-

other

Mr. Fitzpatrick stated that of the

representative

capacity

A. Yes.
Q. Or the members of the organ-

Board, also.
Q.

How many

now

is

,

\

IN

A

.

certain what had become of the funds
of the White Rats that the Greenwich
Bank joint deposit was exhausted. The
referee in that proceeding found that
Mountford and Fitzpatrick had diverted the moneys of the organization.

"levy fund" account and that that account was exhausted, and the remainder ($11,000) was withdrawn by Mountford, it was an excellent opportunity
for. Mountford to go upon the witness
stand in the Federal Trade examination and stand questioning as to what
he had done with this amount of
money, among the many other matters
he had expressed a great desire for so
many years to explain. Mountford did
not testify before the Commission.

names was withdrawn by
Mr. Mountford since?
A. I could not tell you that.
Q. Well, what percentage would
you say you withdrew on your check
personal

of this $12,000?
A. Oh, a very small V percentage. I
think it was less than $1,000, but I
cannot be positive about that without
going and hunting it up. The checks
for that account were stolen from the
office* on 54th street.
Q. You were not asked the question, but I am perfectly willing that
it should stand, only I would like to
warn you to please answer ques-

who

is

I

writing

on

Grange,

the vaudeville

Ga., recently

map by

Jules

creased to 1200.

Will Creasy entered the cast of
"Lightrtin' " at the Gayety Monday
night, playing Frank Bacon's role while
the latter is on a vacation. Mr. Cressey will remain two weeks. The piece
is due to run all summer.
,

1

Al. Lewis, of Lewis & Gordon, will
for London about July 15. Mr.
Lewis will stage several of the firm's
playlets abroad in conjunction with
Andre Chariot,, returning around

,

sail

And

the same proportion that
the two people to the joint account
in

.

Irene Catherin Price

.'..

F.

is

suing Richard

Price for annulment of their mar-

Through

riage.

Abner

Attorney

Greenberg, the plaintiff alleges her husband's conviction of fraud and grand
larceny, for which crimes he is serving sentence at the Federal Prison, Atlanta.

is

sufficient

grounds for

..

sM

.
'

such;,

annulment.
Ethel Clifton and Brenda Fowler are
collaborating on a play for production
next season.
Miss Clifton returned
from overseas service last week, she
having written, staged and played in a
number of acts and plays for the entertainment of the A. E. F. She is well
known as a vaudeville writer and
about 15 of her playlets have reached
production within the past few seasons.
.•;

located at

: -

London,

.

15.*

ry.

W.

C.
;<,
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Through Edward M. Dan gel, the Boston attorney, John Phillips has 'comaction in that city against

Fortune Gallo, Jules Daiber and Brad-

moneys on deposit were subject to
withdrawal upon the check of either
himself or Mountford. It was developed in the Goldie Pemberton
Supreme Court (N. Y.) proceedings to as-

Q. Did you or Mr. Mountford do
more of the signing of checks on that
account?
A. I think Mr. Mountford did.
Q. About what percentage of the
amount in that levy account in your

tell

1.

menced an

checks did you draw

could not

join

Delmar, has been temporarily closed
for improvements. The stage will be
enlarged and the seating capacity in-

CHARGE

Assuming that if Fitzpatrick withdrew less than $1,000 from the joint

tions.

The Render, La
placed

We doubt if anyone knowing

JOLO)

you offhand,

I

now.

Johnstone,

Justine

JOSHUA LOWE
(

about August

ford'q. calibre.

St.,

'

will

her memoirs, has received several offers to publish the book in serial form
in a magazine, but has decided to let
it come out through a publishing firm.

.

28

Ray

Morrison
office force

Harris and Morey have separated as
the result of an argument at the Flatbush theatre last week. Dave Harris
will team with Al Abbott, formerly of
Abbott and White.

OFFICE

on the levy account?
-

Charles

*

LONDON

I

ization or the International Board?
A. Yes. Always subject to the fact
that I 'could ask all about it. And the

office

Hodgson's

the parties by themselves have found
any solution for this unfathomable bit
of inside stage life, that contains the
wisest of the wise, including Fitzpatrick, a high grade college bred intelligent gentleman allowing himself
to be hoodwinked by a man of Mount-

VARIETY'S

at-

cannot recall that now. I can
out later.
whom were checks signed
that drew moneys out of this account?
Did it require both signatures?
A. No. If I signed a check, I signed it James William Fitzpatrick, or
Harry Mountford and James William
Fitzpatrick, and he did the same.
Q. So that Mr. Mountford could
draw any part or all of those funds
without consulting you?

w.

box

charge of the
at the Greenwich Village
is in

Theatre.

:

find that
Q- By

r

Saul Abrahams

Sept.

tached, or were the deposits just made
in your name and Mr. Mountford'*.

A.

,

$12,000 received for the "levy fund" and
deposited to the joint account in the
Greenwich Bank, New York, of himself and Mountford, that he (Fitzpatrick) withdrew less than $1,000. The

Q. Was the deposit of the*© fund*
made in your name with the word*,
Trustee, Agent, President," or any
:

11

to solve.
in Boston.
the moneys were Sent

In the Fitzpatrick testimony, this is
a part of what the Rats' president said
concerning the "levy fund" and its dis-

bursement

..

New York?

levy fund," for which appeals
were made to White Rat members dur-

"the

i'.£

for the information of those who may
not know Fitzpatrick as well, we want
to say that in our opinion James W.
Fitzpatrick never diverted a dollar
of White Rats funds or any other
funds. Whatever Fitzpatrick did for
the Rats, he did solely for the Rats,
without a thought of self, financially
or otherwise. Whatever his faults in
connection with the Rats' may have
been, Fitzpatrick is one of the most
honorable and conscientious of vaudeville artists who ever stood upon a
stage. He was an. ideal man for president of the White Rats and dignified that office, but he fell under the
influences of Mountford.
Mr. Fitzpatrick testified he believed Mountford
to be honest and that he had full faith
in him.
If Fitzpatrick said that we
know it is his absolute belief, and it is
just as inexplicable to us now as was
Fitzpatrick's unbounded and unlimited
confidence in Mountford. There are
the two things we have never been able

'
A. All right.
Q. Can you tell now what Mountford did with the moneys that he
withdrew from this account?
A. To the best of my knowledge
and belief he paid the legitimate expenses entailed by the strike, taking
care of the hoard of pickets who had
no money, transportation and all incidentals that come up in the conduct

!

"T'i'>J-
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VARIETY

Mountford passed up

his official chance
to justify himself about the $11,000 and
the other matters of the Rats in which
'

he had been so largely concerned.

withdrew the moneys from the "levy
fund," $1,000 by Fitzpatrick as against
$11,000 by Mountford, so do we believe that that percentage of the whole
sums up the heart interest felt by
Harry Mountford, for the White Rats
and Harry Mountford about eight per
cent, for the White Rats and 92 per
cent,
for
Harry Mountford.
The
chances are that Mountford felt the
eight per cent, necessary. Perhaps it
was.
The Rats could have stood a
larger percentage/. >But make no mistake about Fitzpatrick, he was and is
100 per cent, all the time, for the White
Rats.
It should bring a little flush
to the English skin of Harry Mountford when he recalls his friend, Fitzpatrick, a White Rat Big Chief, said he
believed Mountford to be honest and
that Frank Fogarty, another Big Chief
of the Rats, testified he believed
Mountford dishonest. Again we ask,
does Mountford believe?

—

Who

The 2 Nathonos
mouth, England, July

leave

Ports-

IS.

Clark's Hawaiians (10) sail for London on the Baltic, July 5.

(THIS IB

ford Mills, to recover salary at the
rate of $150 weekly, for three weeks.
Mr. Phillips alleges he was engaged for
that length of time to appear in Gilbert & Sullivan operas. Prepared to \
fulfill his contract, the plaintiff claims
he was not permitted to do so by the
defendants.

NOT A FACE POWDER)

"c!\

Nellie Revelle put over the first prohibition press stunt after the debut of
the war time restriction
truck

A

loaned by Borden's and holding many
cans of buttermilk and several of the
and cast of "Listen Lester"
trundled Broadway and Fifth avenue
on Tuesday. On the truck sides sign
read:
"Listen
Lesterjs
Buttermilk
Babies Taking Buttermilk to the Marines." The kickless beverage was unloaded at the marine recruiting station at 23d street.

'

principals

Joe Smallwood has opened for th«

summer that pretty Greenwood Lodge
Greenwood Landing, L. I. It's on
the Merrick road, a short way below

at

for

We

would like to give Mr. Fitzpatrick a clean bill of health regarding
that report of the referee in the Pemberton case, if he needs it, and we don't
think he does among his friends. But

,

Roslyn, just a nice drive from New
York. The hotel is on the Sound, with
a large dance pavilion, making one of
the coolest resorts around New York
for the steppers on a sultry day. Mr.
Smallwood has been with the Reisenweber staff for a long time. He formerly represented that restaurant in
charge of the Ziegfeld Roof and more
latterly Joe was the overseer of the
Paradise Room in Reisenweber*s.
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FINANCED BY FILM INTERESTS
Back Stage Productions of WellKnown Playwrights. Max Marcin, Roi Cooper
Megrue and Eugene Walter Forming Society

Famous Players -Lasky
&: ::•:.;

to

The outlook early this /week was
that there would be no walk-out on
the part of the New York musicians
whose- contract with the U.M.P.A. expired Monday. A delegation from the
union met the manager's committee
Monday, the session being presided
over by Ralph Long, general manager
for the Shuberts. The musicians conceded that the managers' Offer of $5 or
an approximate 15 per cent, increase as
against their request for a 20 per cent,

flr^
:& 'ML
•S
•:

TAX ON SPECS' BONUSES.
regulations issued to the International Revenue collector of the third
district of New York this week, define
new payments that must be made by
ticket agencies.

Lasky publicity heads stated they knew
nothing of the proposed plan which
seemed to be handled in the executive
offices of the company.
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was discovered in the' commisoffice at Washington
that,
through an 'error, the agency men were
It

sioner's

.':-;^'

'if

New

.'.•'
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"..'a

'..

not returning the required percentage
of tax to the collector. The new regulation is somewhat complicated, as is
the tax on tickets sold for a premium.
In simple terms? the "specs" are called
upon not only to pay ten per cent, on
the premium, but an extra five per
.cent., which they must pay themselves
(it is the latter tax which has not been

There were
boost, was acceptable.
other demands by the musicians to be
adjudicated and it was expected that a
be reached
would
basis for settlement
Wednesday when another joint meetto finance a series of stage productions
ing was scheduled.
collected). An example is, for a $2.00
to be made by a combination of
The questions in point concern. the ticket which, when sold for a 50 cent
The rumor hit Broadway
authors.
limiting of free rehearsals for producpremium, has returned to the Governearly last week that 'Jesse Lasky was
tions, a demand for $10 extra per week
ment 25 cents as tax. Of that, 20 cents
EQUITY MATTER STILL SIZZLING.
when orchestras are required to play
to return to producing for the speakis
paid by
theatre from which
The Actors' Equity-Producing Man- on the stage in addition to the pit and tickets were the
obtained, the agencies
When run down it was agers
ing stage.
Association controversy brought
placing of a minimum engagement of
paying the house at the time of securdiscovered there was a tremendous
forth conflicting claims from both sides
eight weeks ,in a house instead of four
ing tickets. When sold to the public,
this week.
The managers intimated weeks as now is the rule.
plan behind the financing of stage prothe agency men received back from
that after all their association members
The increase granted by the mana- patrons the 20 cents plus 5 cents. But
ductions which the Famous Playerswere bound under the by-laws to issue
gers allows road men $60 weekly next
the new order states that in addition
Lasky people have in mind.
none but the new "standard" form of
season. As they drew $50 last season
to the 5 cents paid on each ticket sold
There is in process of formation an
contract, which brought forth denials
the boost is a full 20 per cent. Two
at a 50-cent premium, the agency must
from the A. E. A. An Equity official
authors' play producing society, modseasons ago the road men were get"Pay 5 per cent, on the premium, or
pointed
out
that
Sam
H.
Harris,
presiting
weekly.
$45
eled somewhat after the lines of the
This
2J4 cents on each ticket sold.
dent of the managers' association,
Tuesday it was stated that the matAmerican Society of Authors and Com2J4 'cents must be paid by the broker
stated in one of the dailies that "some
ter of free rehearsals might not be
himself, the Government getting 27*/2
posers, wijh the additional feature that
managers may interpret it so," referadjusted and that pending such settlecents on each ticket so sold, instead
ring to the supposed agreement to
the organization of dramatic writers
ment the entire agreement might be
of 25 cents. This works out with all
will also make its own productions for > issue none but new contracts and that
held up for a month or more. The local
tickets sold at a 50 cent premium, a
there is no actual admission of the fact.
the stage, eliminating the manager.
musicians' agreement with the mana$2.50 (at the box office) returning to
If such a private agreement by the
This organization is to have the
gers expired Monday (June 30), but
the collector 32J4 each.
producers was entered into, several
financial and moral support of the picwith the wage increase agreed on, no
Tickets sold by agencies at more
managers have already forfeited their actual trouble is anticipated.
ture people, who will be behind the
than 50 cents premium must return one
bond, according to the A. E. A., which
scheme, and they will be guaranteed
The .union made a demand on the
half of the total premium to the colfurther says that several managers are
against any loss in the stage producvaudeville managers for a raise of $10
lector,
already
and in addition must pay ten
in trouble over casting shows
tion through the picture rights bringweekly in all vaudeville houses, but
per cent, tax on all over 50 cents. It
because of refusals by players to ac- the managers retorted with an offer
ing sufficient money to offset the poswas stated this week by a revenue incept other than A. E. A.-U. M.' P. A.
sible losses in the theatre.
of a $4 weekly raise, which, after sevforms.
spector that several prosecutions might
Several managers called the
v
Eugene Walter, Roi Cooper Megrue
eral conferences was accepted by the
Equity headquarters on the telephone
result from the sale of "Follies" tickets
and Max Marcin, all writers for the
union and arrangements made for the*
this week, asking if a letter form of
at exorbitant prices.
stage, are behind the society.
It is
Such action by
renewal of the contract between both
contract would be acceptable. This was
federal agents cannot be made until
to be composed wholly of authors who
sides.
looked upon as an evasion of the use
the returns are made to the collector
will receive a guarantee of production
of both the new forms of the man•for June. The intimation is that cerand who will receive a greater royalty
agers and the Equity contracts.
tain specs have neglected to make
through having their works produced
THREE YEAR OLD STOCK.
Save for one small change the new
proper return on excess premium sales,
through their own society than they
Vancouver, Can., July 1.
"standard" form is the same as the
which is illegal in this state. There
would secure from manager of proThe Empress Stock is celebrating its has been no action by local authorEquity form, with the exception of the
ductions. One of the evils the societyt
third year this week. The stock comarbitration claus*. The A. E. A.-U. M.
ities as yet.
aims to do away with is the calling
P. A. form provided for a board of arpany opened at the Empress July 2,
in of co-authors for a play and a splitFrom the commissioner's office at
1917.
bitration to be made up of a repreEdythe Elliott- .and Ray Collins
ting of the royalties.
Washington also was received a new
are
sentative
still
playing
the
leads.
of the Equity, one from the
The authors are to Teceive a royalty
ruling which exempts from admission
on all productions that are adapted for U. M. P. A. and a third person selected
Other members who opened with it
taxes all theatrical critics, all newsiby those two. The managers' form also
-the screen after their stage usefulness
are Margaret Marriott, George B.
papermen who enter a theatre on busiThe royalties will be based 'provides, for arbitration, three persons Howard, Charles E. Royal (also one ness, and doctors who are called prois past.'
to.Jje selected, one by the artist, one
on the rental returns that the picture
of the owners), J. Barry Norton, James
fessionally.
Under the regulation,
by
th^
individual
manager and the Smith and William Heater. Those now
producers acquire. All plays produced
newspapermen are classed as employes
third to be selected by the two.
on the stage will be practically guarin the company, joining since its start,
of theatres when assigned to review
The A. E. A. commenced circularizing are Sherman Bainbridge, Byron Al- performances
anteed runs. The longer the run, the
or obtain news.
This
its members this week with
greater the value of the play-for the
printed
denn, Robert Athen, Etta Delmas and
may cause press passes to be specisheet\warning them not to be misled Cleora Orden.
screen.
fically defined on box,office statements,
by
managerial
statements, particularly
There is to be a board of selection
"My Irish Rose" was to have been since they are the only free admissions
over
resignations from the Actors'
composed of the authors and the picthe celebration week play, but the
not taxable and must be separated
Equity Association.
The circulars script did not arrive in time. "After
ture producers who will pass on all
from othA "paper." It is understood
stated there had been but three resigof the works of the authors that are
Office Hours" has been substituted.
a request from metropolitan dailies
nations out of a membership of 4,100.
After a
submitted for production.
"Daddy Long Legs" next week.
brought about the new ruling. The
of
it
will
selection is made
a play
be
custom, however, on first night tickets
tried out on tour and then brought
sent to critics is that the tax is taken
FRAWLEY'S CO. SAILS.
to Broadway the mode of operation
BIMBERG'S STANDARD.
care of by the house or attraction.
being much the same as in vogue
San Francisco, July 1.
After spending several thousand dolamong the producers at present. But
T. Daniel Frawley's dramatic show
lars dolling up the lobby of the Standif the play needs doctoring it will be
sailed from this port June 30 on the
ard for summer pictures, Walter Rosdone by the society after a discussion
HIGHER ROOF PRICES.
Shinyo Maru. The company will start
enberg is no longer controlling the
by the entire membership, and there
the tour in Honolulu in "Three Faces
shows there and Bimberg is back as
Plans for an "out" for the roof show's
will be no cutting up of the royalty
East" and is scheduled to wind up its
tenant under arrangement with John
should prohibition become permanent
for the doctoring. The playwright will
Cort.
world trip at Alexandria, Egypt, in
with the wartime restriction measure,
have a greater say in the matter of July, 1921.
It is understood Cort will absorb the
call for a boost in admissions.
Morris
production than he now has with his
40 per cent, interest bought by RosenIn the company besides Frawley a.re
Gest'sV'Midnight Revue" atop
play in the hands of some manager
Rodney Hild«brand, Bert Mbrrison, berg last winter. Rosenberg was in tury Theatre will, if Broadway the Cenand whatever cuts there are to be
Henry Crosby, Herbert Farjeon, Ed. control for three weeks, during which arid, charge $5 for. front tablesbecomes
and $3
made will have to meet with his ap- Harford, Wm. Grave, Homer Barton, he is reported to have lost $6,200. Bimfor others less in demand. The roofs
proval.
berg and Rosenberg have been squabGeo. Mathews, Gloria Fonda, Miss
have been participating in the caterThe picture interests have provided
bling over the Sunday picture rights
Prentice, Leslie Virden and Charlotte
ing
and
"wet"
concessions,
getting 35
for the fact that the legitimate theat•
ever since the latter bought in on the
Fletcher.
per cent, of the bar takings. By tilting
rical interests may decide to give the
lease. Bimberg is now reported lookthe admission scale this revenue will
new institution a fight when it comes
ing for a place in Asbury Park.
MOROSCO'S QUARTET.
be made up. The Century has had a $5
to obtaining time for their attractions.
top scale for front tables Saturday
Oliver Morosco will produce early
Nathan Burkan is reported as actnights.
Harris Managing Longacre.
next season a quartet of plays by Anne
ing as counsel for the proposed auNichols,
If the week night prices advance, it is
starting
thors' society. This week Mr. Burkan
with "His Lady
Charles Harris, formerly treasurer of
Friend," starring Charlotte Greenwood,
likely Flo Ziegfeld's "Frolics" atop the
admitted that he had conferences with
the Longacre, is to manage the house
and continuing with "Seven Miles to
Amsterdam will also lift the scale. Both
Marcin, Walter and Megrue regarding
next season, succeeding Frank HopAfden," "His Lucky Nnmbcr" and
midnight shows will continue throughthe matter, but refused to state furkins, who resigned.
"Married in Triplicate," in the order
put the summer from the present outther than that what developments
Chub Munster becomes treasurer.
look.
The Famous Players- named.
there were.
Ernest Bailey is assistant.

of Authors for Project.

Famous Players-Lasky stands ready
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MUSICIANS AGREEING.

AUTHORS PRODUCING PLAN
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JLEGlf IMATE
Broadway's history for a similar
accompanying high admission
prices' are perhapa eveiumore unusual.

BEFORE OLD SEASON HAS PASSED

period,

The "Follies" leads, strongest in demand and highest in rate, at $3.50, a
jump of $1 in two seasons. Other attractions' are scaled for the most part

H
i
•

Producers Rushing in with Plays During Midsummer Heat.
Productions Were Originally Intended for Fall.
Brady Presents Heavy Mystery Meller to

i

:.

-

at $2.50, with Saturday night's top going to $3 jn some cases. That a picture
("Broken Blossoms") to be succeeded at
the Cohan soon with ("The Fall of

Beat Other Police Plays.
Broadway's record breaking summer
season has already been salted with/
one attraction which was planned for'
fall and from the present outlook
new season will start before the
summer session is clearly defined so
that the new and old seasons will'
practically merge into one another.
This summer was originally figured

the
"the

out as sure to be "open" because of
the expected rush of returned troops,
the latter making the metropolis a
stronger magnet for out of towners
than ever. The backward troop movement fell to low level, also the War

discharge machinery so that comparatively few men
would arrive in New York long enough
to benefit the city. Houses remained
open, however, and business, in better
measure than other years has con-

Department changed

its

tinued.

W.

A.

Brady reopened the Playhouse

Saturday with "At 9.45," the Owen
Davis play renamed from "The Alibi."
'Next week the Lyric will emerge from
darkness with Comstock & Gest's relast

'

turned soldier play, "Welcome Home,"
which will probably be renamed before opening. There was a definite idea
in the early opening of the Playhouse,
as other murder mystery dramas were
being readied by other producers and
Brady decided to rush them with a
sudden premiere. Advertisements of
the opening were qualified by "despite
the temperature" lines, but the piece
got the finest kind of a weather break
with a cool Saturday and similarly
cool Monday when it was claimed the
biggest second night ever drawn to
the Playhouse

was secured.

The Comstock

&

Gest piece is for the
same reasons as "At 9.45," being hurried to Broadway to beat other plays
which deal with the returned soldier
topic.
It is not unlikely the other
producers will be drawn into an early
rning by the arrival of this pair, A.
Woods has "A Voice in the Dark"
ready, but declares he will wait until
fall before showing it along BroadGeorge Broadhurst has "The
way.

Crimson Alibi" ready to open any time.
While not settled, these opposition attractions may form the advance guard
of the new season and instead of late
August premieres, a new style of starting in July may be forced.

.

With the new season plays already
backing into the summer going, the
summer list of shows is still not €omplete for two are listed to debut next

They are "Gaieties of 1919" for
the 44th St. and "Greenwich Village
Nights" for the Village house. Both
were postponed, the delays leaving the
current week without an opening for
the first time in months. Cast changes
caused the 'delay of the "Gaieties"
while financial reconstruction lead to
the Village show holding off. Anderson T. Herd, the downtown broker who
was interested in "The Better 'Ole"
and "The Lady in Red," bought into
the Greenwich show to the extent of
$10,000 last Friday, according to reweek

.

—

port.

The "Follies" by all odds is the
strongest draw and most successful
of the more than a score attractions
on the show list. It got $28,730 for its
second week and will attain that figure indefinitely, any variation being
accounted for in the standing room
sold.
The first week's gross of over
$30,000 may or may not have included

the expense carried in the

way

Babylon") should run second to the
"Follies" in getting $3 top nightly is
one of the curious tricks of Broadway

of free

admission to newspaper folk, though
the first night orchestra seats were $5
each. It is claimed that $1,000 worth

tempted to
week,
this

tickets," or admission sold to standees.

.

bond," thi strongest of the holdovers,
has been drawing heavily at night, as
has "Listen Lester." George White's
"Scandals" has picked up with surprising strength getting close to $2,000 for
the week-end nights and around $1,700
on the other evenings. "La La Luis

drawing

.
u u
"Follies" tickets are being sold by
some agencies at $8 each and upwards.
five
the
to
only
apply
That doesn't
agencies supposed to have supplied the

Business in the cut rates is fair with
less than half of the shows listed; or^
chestra seats are to be had for "39
East" (Broadhurst); "Friendly Enemies" (Hudson) "Up in Mabel's Room"
(Playhouse);
"At 9.45"
(Eltinge);
"Tumble In." (Selwyn) ; "Monte Cnsto,
Balcony seats
Jr." (Winter Garden).
listed for "Listen Lester" (Knickerbocker; "Three Wise Fools" (Crite;

rion); "La La Lucille" (Henry Miller);
"She's a Good Fellow" (Globe).
There are seven buys still running
with the "Follies" in the lead as to
demand. The other are "The Royal
Harris); "LightVagabond" (Cohan
nin' " (Gaiety) ; "She's a Good Fellow"
(Globe) ; "A Lonely Romeo" (Shubert)
"Scandals" (Liberty). The buy for the
latter show was understood by the
agencies to have been for four weeks
originally, but when the four weeks
were up the house insisted the buy was
for eight weeks and forced the agencies to continue it. There is a small
buy of less than 200 seats a night for
"La La Lucielle," but the brokers are
not counting it in with the regular
buys still running.
The Shuberts are now dickering for
a buy for eight weeks for the incoming
"Gaieties of 1919" due at the 44th Street
next week. It is a question now if
whether 350 or 400 seats a night will

&

be

the "Follies."

CHORUS OF ALLIES.
A new show called "Live, Laugh

taken.

EDNA CHASE

.

Last year the "Follies" was on the
"outs" with the specs, which was a
chance to boost the regular scale to
for
$3. But all the brokers had tickets
the attraction, even after swearing to
"lay off." This season all agencies too
bond,
or
no
have 'Tollies" tickets, bond
and- there is enough "gyping.^ One
broker openly declared it was imposbasis.
sible to do business on a 50-cent
City authorities have made no real attempt to restrict ticket sales within
the limits of the ordinance. Two clerks
of one of the brokers were recently arrested alleged to have charged more
than the legal premium, but the men
were discharged by a magistrate who
questioned the constitutionality of the
The ordinance also proordinance.
hibits selling of tickets by specs on the
street, but one or more have been
openly working within 20 feet of the
Amsterdam and have succeeded in get,
ting fancy prices.
The agencies that are "gyping" at
present, of course do not retain the
or
full amount of the extra premium,
atJeast they are not supposed to because of the income tax law which
premiums
all
of
half
that
stipulates
above the legal limit be turned back
to the collector. With street workers
at it aprain, the collector will find it
impossible to check up on sales and
that is partially true with the regular
agencies. The present indication is that
the city ordinance is not functioning
and has not, for there has been "gyping" with other hits which preceded

CHORUS.

IN

Edna Chase, formerly a show girl,
has joined the chorus of "A Lonely
Romeo," having a bit with a few lines
Miss Chase drew attention first
also.
when she joined the chorus in the
old Weber and Field Music Hall, at
which time she was less than 16 years
She has been off the stage for
old.
the past two seasons.
.

and

will be produced and sent South
B. Seeskind. The chorus will be
made up of one or two girls from, each
of the allied countries, as defined during the war and a Japanese girl will,

Love"
by W.

.>;r

CHANGING. "GAIETIES."
The "Gaieties of 1919"' the new Shubert musical production was again post-.,
poned and is' now scheduled to open
at the redecorated 44th Street Theatre
next Monday night. The house, which
through the liberal use of gold leaf;

:

r

i

Wynn

is

now

in

the cast and

is

the

.

featured member. This week two danc-.
ing acts were included the Glorias and
Clayton and White. Marjorie Gate-v
son was also added to straighten up
the feminine end.' William Kent is
Mr. Hamstill in the "Gaieties" cast.
merstein stated that he would withdraw his court action for injunction'
proceedings ('against Kent and place
Frbaucin« Mariahe -Frbaucing'Mana
h g matter before fthe
f
the
gers' Association.
.,.
'r
It is planned to permit smoking at
the 44th Street, the general idea being
to give the house the same atmosphere
as the Winter Garden; «••
When Wynn joined the show at
Atlantic City last week, his -..'opening
night brought a protest from Kent.: and

—

:

,

.

.3|

W
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on for Atlantic City and went into the
show for one night. After the perfor-

I

mance Friday evening

it was^ discofe
ered that/they would not fit into, the
They' had canpresent production.
celed the week in vaudeville to make
-^p
the try at a production.
..^
Josie Heather, and-her sister, Bobby,
withdrew from; the show .this /week, ^3||f
under agreeable circumstances with the .^*?3|^
management. The Shuberts may place P?
the Heather girls with the ;McIntyre.S;iiM|
:

:

Mm

and Heath show, which reopens

early.

\;yj^p
v :tM|

in August..

;

SHOWMAN, CHICKEN FARM AGENT.

Al Aarons is-reported to have been

,.

jM*

representative for J. Ogden Armour of s ;.:;;ia
''•
"-;
Chicago, in Mr. Armour's recently ru^>3i|
mored purchase of a 47 per cent^Jnterest in the extensive chicken busi-';:^^
the
coun?
ness, the second largest in
;_ C}$lm
'
try, of Isaac Schweitzer.
"H
It is traced by those who appear to .- 5'-^^
be in possession of the information
that the Aaron's connection with the *m
Chicago capitalist started with the A r "
mour interest in the. dissolution of;
Klaw & Erlanger. ^Vhile there has
been a denial sent on behalf of .Marc
Klaw that Armour was not interested
in the Klaw & Erlanger separation, itseems to be generally accepted by.
those close to A. L. Erlanger that he;,
has the Armour. backing, and that the.
exact figure Klaw is to receive for his
share of the syndicate business is $2,.

'

•

"„<

.

;

:

800,000.

DISSOLUTION ACTION.

'

Mark Byron, Jr., has started suit
through House, Grossman & Vorhaus
against Giuseppe Creatore, the bandmaster, asking for a dissolution of the
partnership existing between them and
for an accounting of the profits. The
two entered into business last year to
send the Creatore Grand Opera Company on tour.
The Byron action
suit for a similar

-'--

just about beat a
purpose which Cre-

was starting through the Nathan
Burkan office.
atore

in stock but is
being adapted to music, George K.

The show was done

Herd doing the book and Thomas J.
Keough the score. It will open in the
fall.

.,

hen Wynn ap*
George Hassell.
peared on the stage he addressed the
audience with "Well, they needed a
comedian and so- they sent for ;me."
Later he said "Well, you see' they
needed me; there have only been two
laughs in the show so far and I pulled
both of them." After the show-there
was ah indignation .meeting : with the
result that Wynn said that if he hurt
anyone's feelings he was sorry and he
would try not to repeat jn the future.
The Ward Brothers were brought

be included.

now

.

has been given a rich interior, was not
ready for the Tuesday start, it was
stated but the _real reason, for the^date^
Ed
shift was the changing' in cast.

tax.

;'.--'•

-../:

.

required bond. One of the five, it is
reported, "accommodated" an agency
which did notfurnish a bond with four
tickets last Saturday for $28, which
means the ultimate purchaser was
nicked for at least $10 a piece plus. war

the orchestra floor and
Good Fellow." Lew Fields* "A Lonely Romeo" stands with the leaders
which follow the "Follies," and hVis
figured that the piece will have an additional draw with the opening of the
"Gaieties" across the street next week.
The two attractions will make 44th
street a sort of "private 42d street" for
the Shuberts. All attractions are naturally off at matinees with the excepion of the "Follies," which runs a $2
top for the afternoons and advertises
that.

a. Lonely
that being "A
Romeo" at the Shubert. It isn t certain
the advanced scale will continue.
Attendant to the new record top of
the "Follies" is the ticket agency. situation. With a city ordinance prohibiting brokers from charging more, than
50 cents premium, Flo Ziegfeld raised
with
his scale knowing that any deal
the brokers would precjude any house
premium from that. But knowing too
that "gyping" would be sure to creep
Mr.
in regardless of the ordinance
Ziegfeld required the large agencies td
furnish a bond for $10,000 each not to
box
the
over
sell at more than 50 cents
office price.

especially 6n
so in "She's a

well,

gg

^et

was supplied for the scribes
and about $350 for the second week.
This was deducted from the ."hard

cille"

Another show atTnstall a $3 nightly scale

supply and demand.

of tickets

Last week's impending hot wave was
punctured by rain with the week end
seeing exceptionally cool weather. Attractions which were wavering were
Musical
issued a new lease of life:
shows all hit four figures and the bulk
of the summer crop now claims a sure
all-summer run. "The Royal Vaga-

W

SPECS "GYPING."
With this summer season offering
more attractions than at any time in

NEW PRODUCING SEASON STARTS
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week). Opened

"At 6AB," Playhouse (1st
Saturday last. First play of new season.

«A Lonely Home©,* Shubert (4th week).
Holds ta very good business and figured one of tlie summer successes.
"Century Midnight Whirl" (26 th week).
Is set for the summer from present
Indications; a new revue not to be
offered until

fall.

U

week).
Went," Astor
mutt
Strongest demand on Broadway with
(28th

the exception of the "Follies."

New Amsterdam

«Follles,"

Went
week

week).

(8d

$28,700 SfoaatoritMmemOr
the class of the summer

to a

Is

shows and Is about doubling the business of any other attraction.
"Friendly BnenUes." HudBon (60th wk.).
Has two more weeks to go, stopping
July

18.

,

'

'*''.-

Jg«
"Greenwich villa** Wights," Greenwich
Also postponed
Village (1st week).
again; scheduled to Btart next TuesCBBt.

T

,1

day.

w'.

r

Only
Times Square

week).
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"Officers' Mess" listed for this
house In August.
"John Ferguson," Garrlck (8th week).
ProbWanted for an uptown house.
ably will stick at Garrlck because of
easy rental arrangement.
Is
"La La Lucille," Miller (6th week).floor
lower
drawing good business with
May last through
sales claimed big.

July.

:

«•»?& v.-. •
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summer.
"Monte Crist©, Jr„ Winter Garden (21st
week). A moneymaker; weekly gross
aided considerably by Sunday night
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(28th
in

show

$12,000 last week. Remarkable record
for this show.
"LiffhtnlnV Gaiety (46th week). Will
CresBy in cast for two weeks. Business continues at excellent profit.
"Little Journey." Vanderbllt (26th wk.).
Now slated to continue throughout

i.\;:.

«.-.:.'

Knickerbocker
legitimate

district open south of
Is still prospering. Around

42d street

"..'

:-,-./-:;:,: :,

,.:'..".-

— .—-.-

\

Lester."

"Listen

8$'

concerts.

Columbia (9th week).
sumOne of the best of the Columbia's
attractions; continuing strongly.
Nearly 18,000 last^week, atjl top.
"Royal Vagabond." Cohan & Harris (20th
week). Getting ,a strong play with
night business close to capacity for
best part of the week.
"8he>a a Good Fellow/1 Globe (9th wk.).
Will probably fool critics by making a
good summer run.
"Scandal* «f 1MB," Liberty (6th week).
Has picked up excellently. Takings
better than 11,700 nightly and reaching capacity late in the week. Is benefited by turnaway from "Follies."
(14th week).
"8© Bast," Broadhurst
Like the Rachel Crothers play, "A Little Journey," It Is making a fine summer showing and still earning real
"Peek-a-Boo,"

-I?;-.--

"mer

profits.

In." Selwyn (16th week). Last
week's business $1,000 ahead of prevStill holding to a profit,
ious week.
but will stop when weather becomes

"Tunti*
r

mt

hot
"The Better

'Ole," Booth. (88th week).
Stay at the Booth is problematic although good business 1b claimed.
"Three Wise Fools," Criterion (41st
week). Another attraction that quietly
continues to good business.
"U» In Mabel'* Room," Bltlnge (24th
week). Drawing nicely. Is the sole
remaining bedroom farce.
"Elegfeld Frolle," Amsterdam Roof (31st
week). Dry edlot is not expected to
affect good business. For the present

both performances will continue.

SHOWS
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IN CHICAGO.
Chicago, July
"Tlllle"

,

closes

Its

1.

19-

House then dark.

Colonial. George Lederer's comeback
seems* assured. "Angel Face" got 810,000 on the week, and Beems good for
the summer run. (!d week.)
Oort. "I Love You," finally recast ed;
fair.
(7th week.)

La Salle.—"Honeymoon Town"

About $7,000. (19th week.)
Grande— Grant Mitchell In "A Prince
(8th
There Was" doing good business.
week.)
"Broken Blossoms" (film)
Illinois.
took a sharp drop and will probably be
taken out soon. With heavy papering
the house 1b well filled, but business last
week didn't exceed $5,000. (5th week.)
Stadebaker. "Sunshine" lost Sunday
on account of the defection of Richard
Carle, and business was draggy through
the week, but the pleoe is ambling along.
Carlo's following may keep it alive a
while longer. (6th week.)
Wilson Avenue.—"Bought and Paid
gust.

—

—

m
>-;."/

For."

Show

000.

,>

i.rp

;

...v-«

$7,-

,
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1.

Molly

first

-

Only thre or four of the more imporpop time vaudeville houses remain open and all the legitimate theatres except the Forrest and Garrick,
which offer feature pictures, have
closed for the season. "Mickey" is reported to have done about $8,000 on
last week, its first at the Forrest, business picking up steadily during the
latter part of the week and standing
them up Saturday night. It was expected that this would.be the final week
for "Mickey" but with the pickup in
business it is likely to be held over.
This is the last week for "Broken
Blossoms" at the Garrick. The picture was beginning to show some good
business until "Mickey" opened around
the corner and then the Griffith film
took a slump. "The End of the Road,"
preceded by circus and scare-head billing announcing it as "the greatest
praised and most abused picture ever
screened," due at the Garrick July 7.
The Stanley and other picture houses
about town are reported as doing very
well and the closing of more of the
neighborhood pop vaudeville theatres
This week the Stanley has

showing of Anita Stewart in
Charlie Ray in "HayStrawfoot". with Chaplin's "Sun-

first

"Mary Regan."
foot;

nyside" as an extra feature give the
Victoria a strong card. "Bolshevism
on Trial" is at the Palace and Elsie
Ferguson in "The Avalanche" is the
feature film at the Arcadia.
The Strand is featuring W. S. Hart
in "Square Deal Sanderson," the first
half and Shirley Mason in "The Final
Close-Up" the last half, with the "Chaplin "Sunnyside" as an added special all

week. Enid Bennett in "Haunted Bedroom" and Wallace Reid in 'Toii're
Fired" is the split-week bill at the
Locust. Norma Talmadge in "The New
Moon ;" Sessue Hayakawa in "His
Debt" and Vivian Martin in "Innocent Adventuress" are shown two days
each at the Rivoli. The split-week bill
at the Regent has Emmy Whelen in
"Fools and Their Money" and Lila Lee
in "Daughter of the Wolf" with "Sunnyside" all week, and the Belmont' bill
includes Pauline Frederick in "Daughter of the Old South," Marguerite Clark
in "Still Waters" and Mary Pickford
in "Behind the. Scenes."
With many of the town houses closed
for the summer, business is picking up
at the parks and dancing academies.
Victor Herbert and his orchestra are at
Willow Grove and Woodside has Rodia's Concert Band.

SHOWS

IN FRISCO.

San Francisco, July 1.
Alcazar "A Temperance Town"
(stock) with Walter P. Richardson and
Belle Bennett.
Casino—Will King Co. (stock) and
A. H. and W. V. A. Vaudeville.
Columbia— Ruth Chatterton in "The

—

Merrie Month of May."
Curran Marjorie Rambeau in "Eyes
of Youth."
Majestic Del Lawrence Company

—

—
(stock).
Princess — Bert
Wigwam—A.

ville.

Levey

H. and

vaudeville.

W.

V. A. vaude-

Lang

Thome

Edith Bhayne
EJIsd Bartlett
Marie Oofl

,

. » • .»>,

,

....Madeleine King
Idalene Cotton
...John Harrington

gun of the new season."

That was for

the opening performance of the piece June 28.
Monday night he sat in the box office and
watched the dollars roll Into the Playhouse.
Of course Monday night was touted as

streets while the theatres reported all

will help.

Robert

....... Alfred Hesse

In the rush to be the first on the scene with
a mystery melodrama, Wm. A. Brady stepped
right in at the finish of the season with "At
6.45," by Owen Davis, and William A., In
announcing the piece, stated that It waB "the

ter of the city, they evidentally expect-

tant

....Peter

......

,'

Ruth Jordan ••'... .
Mary Doane
Margaret Clancy
Tom Daly

ing some excitement, but things were
normal and there were few if any
demonstrations of any kind on the

the

'»..

.

Business remained at about the average for Monday this week, despite that
the streets were more crowded than
usual. The opening of the,, "dry" season brought many people to the cen-

•

*••..«•«•

Dr. Norton.,.,
Oltlalnl
....i....,.-. ...
Mrs. Clayton

SHOWSlfTPHILLY.

quiet.

......Frank Hilton

Doyle

Palace.—"Passing Show," best bet In
town; $20,000. (6th week.)

Philadelphia, July

MISSES
'''

Noel Tearle

..Edward Langford
'.,•,
Jack Grover
Walter Lewis
Captain Dixon
.... ....John Cromwell
1JOQT1C ...... ,««... .«•«..
Frank Hatch

got
gaining and should pick

is

NEW PLAY

9.45.

Judge Robert Clayton.... ......George Backus

(3d week.)

up.

—

Garrlek.— "Scandal" now running on
momentum more than anything else.
No show is booked to follow until Au-

is?*

;

Howard
Jim Everett

.

Post"Gaieties ot -1»MV 4<th Street.
poned until July 7. Many changes in
•

v,.,:i .;,.!.

AT
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the New Year's of 1019 B. P., and that the
merry villagers of 'Manhattan decided to celebrate did not give him the thought that that
In a large measure responsible for
the Influx of money to see "At 0.45," and,
therefore, he and Owen Davis held forth on
the curb ot 48th street and congratulated each
other. Brady recalled the turnaway for "East
Is West," a little over a year ago on the
second night, and Davis recited the fact that
from a box office standpoint it was the biggest
second night that any of his plays ever had
In-New York.
It was nearer 8.45 when "At 9.45" got

might be

under way and also 10.45 when It finished.
The piece is purely and simply the mellowest
form of melodrama. The plot is a variation of
"Who Killed Cock Robin?" only In this ease
there are three little sparrows who step up
and claim the crime as their own, and at the
finish the author has utilised the ruined servant girl as the guilty one. It Is old stuff, to
be sure, hut the mystery and the comedy are
what really take away the old melodramatic
thrill that one was. wont to find In the Davis
stage writings before he hit Broadway.
The play starts with the speed gear In high
at the getaway. The first act Is all action and
mystery. The Bon of the household is missing
there has been a shot fired and the police
have been called In.
The coppers open a
closet door and the boy falls into 'their arms.
He is unconscious from a bullet wound. His
mother Is the only one In the house other than
the servants. The father, a former district
attorney and now a judge, and the young
daughter are at the Rite at a ball. The Rite
is only
Father Is
about six blocks away.
phoned for and dashes to the scene of the
erlme. The captain of police also arrives, and
then the elfting down of the matter begins.
,

Who was

that fired the shot that wounded
the motive behind the
is found In
the room.
gun that carries the Initial of
Jim Everett, lately discharged from service
where he held the rank of captain. Both he
and young Howard Clayton, the wounded boy,
.had loved the same girl before the war started.
'She was Ruth Jordan, and she favored Clayton,
the two becoming engaged just before Everett
left for Plattsburg.
While he was In France,
young Clayton broke off his engagement to the
girl, with the result that when the news had
been carried overseas Everett wrote back that
he would thrash Clayton on his return.
A few nights previous to the erlme Clayton
and Everett had a row In their club and both
were suspended. There was one motive and
some evidence. Later, a policeman discovered
a piece of blue Victory satin on one of the
Iron bars leading to a window of the room
in which the crime was committed.
When It
was learned that MIbs Jordan is wearing a
gown of that hue at the ball suspicion Is cast
on her. Both she and Everett are taken Into
custody, and botb likewise make a confession
of the crime, each believing that the other Is
guilty.
Then the aged butler of the Claytons
steps In and confesses he did It, and the police
are all up in the air. There are several other
suspects, each with sufficient reason to take a
shot at young Clayton. One Is the chauffeur
and the other Is the husband of a girl who
had been ruined by the youngster some time
before, and this girl was still seeing Clayton

the son?
crime?
A

It

What was
revolver

It Is a service

occasionally.
Finally, the deathbed statement of the victim
clears up the matter and shows that it was
Mary, the daughter of the butler and who was
loved by the chauffeur, really responsible for
the shooting. On the Saturday night provlous
to the shooting she was at Coney island with
the chauffeur. There they met the son of the
house with the married woman.
The latter
111, and the chauffeur had undertaken to take her home for the boss' son. The
latter, In the meantime,'' was to see the maid
safely home.
This he failed to do and kept
her out all night. When he refused to marry
ber she shot him.
The piece is in three acts and five scenes.
Three of these are the same, showing the
library of the Judge's home, where the crime
was committed. In the rush to get the play
staged Mr. Brady evidently did not have any
heavy-built stuff, all of the scenes being

had become

painted.
The cast Is practically headed by John Cromwell, as the captain of detectives. He at least
has the most work to do and handled the role
'very cleverly.
Edward Langford plays Jim

NO

ONE.

Chicago, July

1.

"The Commoner," a new play by
Ralph T. Kettering, saw its premier at
the Wilson Avenue Theatre last week.
It is a conscientious and sincere, but
untimely and unsalable dramatization
of Abraham Lincoln. Kettering had
previously essayed the same subject in
a vaudeville sketch. :.-•
O. L. Hall, critic of the Chicago
Journal, referred to Harry Hollingsworth's characterization of Abraham
Lincoln as an excellent likeness of
Brigham Young, and he declared that
the soldier who played General Grant
looked uncommonly like the late Nat
Wills in uniform.
Concerning the
lines, the author is said by Mr. Hall
to have, faithfully recorded many of
the famous sayings of Lincoln, as well
as those of Woodrow Wilson, the
Twelve Apostles, Moses, and Aaron
Jones, of Jones, Linick & Schaefer,
for which firm Mr. Kettering acts as
publicity director.
With malice for none, and with charily for all, it may nevertheless be said
that "The Commoner" will not cause
civil war among the producers nor
emancipate the season from its pau-

city of

good plays.

\

Other members of the cast were
Frances Allen, Willis Hall, Richard
Earle,

Andrew

Castle

and

Jacques.

Cecelia
-

t

PARISIAN BROAD FARCE.
Paris, July

1.

A

three-act comedy, or rather broad
entitled "L'Ecole des Satyres"
has just been presented at the Theatre
Edouard VII, for the summer season,
but will not last out the dog days. It
is really a revival of "Les Deux Vesta:
les" by Philippe Maquet, created at the
Gymnase in 1915, when the playhouses
of Paris reopened after the war.
The new title is more attractive for
widower and a
a blase public.
widow, both inconsolable, are brought
together, but as they do not wish to
be, unfaithful to the memory of the de r
parted they contract an un consummated marriage. Their delicate scruples are ultimately dispersed at the
mutual awakening of a second love.
There are some side situations which
are amusing. Renee Varnitle is a delicious widow, far from merry at first;
Le Gallo, and Mile. Templey contribute to the fun of the plot.
farce,

-

'

A

,

Franck in October will
at this comfortable little theatre,
which was built by Urban for his colored pictures, a new comedy by Felix
Alphonse

mount

Gandera and Mouezy-Eon,

in

which

Mile. Lagrange will probably hold the
principal role.
•

SHOWS OPENING.
"Look Who's Here" (Max Spiegel)
opens at
Aug. 24.

the

National

Washington,

Everett, the lately returned army officer, but
seems rather forced.
Marie Qott did the
heroine of the adventure rather capably, although she seemed strained at times.
The
mother was the work of Edythe Shayne, who
had her principal task set for her In the first
act with the discovery ot the body of her' son,
Molly, the Bister, is played In a charming
Ingenue manner by Elsie Bartlett, who looked
very pretty. The ruined maid was Madeleine
King, who was permitted to weep and emote
in the final scene.
Othewlse she was held
In the background.
Idalene Cotton was a
'comedy character and secured considerable
In. the way of laughs.
George Backus, as the
Judge, and Frank Hatch, as the butler, carried tbe roles fairly well.
Several of the
minor members seemed uncertain in the lines
during the second performance.
The others
were Noel Tearle, Walter Lewis, Frank Hilton.
Peter Lang, Robert Thome, Alfred Hesse and
John Harrington. The later played the chauffeur.

While the first couple of acts of "At 9.45"
seem to hold, the finish falls rather flat. The
author has held the interest right up to the
curtain of the second act, but when, at tbe
opening of the third, the twists and turns
begin all over again, It looks as though the
audience slips away.
This was bo much in
evidence Tuesday night that there were laughs
at several of the moments Intended to be
Berloua.
It hardly looks as though "9.45" would last
out the finish of the old season, let alone be
the first gun of th e new one.
Fred.
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LEVY'S CHILDREN'S THEATRE.
The building and conducting of

DAILIES

the Gyp Producing Co.
about Sept. 20.

Arllno Fredericks has been engaged by the
shuberts to play a "vamp" part.

Edgar Selwyn
in

the fall In "Pierre ot the Plains."

"'/tame. Yorska sailed June 28 for France.
She will return to tbe V. 8. In the fall.

of

'Report from California that his wife
seeking a divorce are denied by Al Jolson.

"Is

The summer concert season

.

'

early in September.

-

.'/The opening of the Shuberts "Gaieties
1019" has been postponed until July 7.

i'

will

open

on the City
June 30.

College

In the
fields

Norman Trevor has been engaged for the
leading role In "Up From Nowhere," a new
play by Booth Tarkington and Harry Leon
Wilson which John D. Williams has lust
placed In rehearsal with the Intention of placing on Broadway late next month.

stadium
opened

With the recent

;

Broadway.

Comstock & Oest have signed a new contraot
with the Dolly Sisters.- They will star in "Oh/
Look;" on tour until February,
:

•

i

A new comedy by

1

Salisbury Field, called
Wedding Belle," will, be Presented In October
.by Selwyns.
;
'•

.

.

"Radium," a play by Ernest Howard Culby A. H. Woods.

bortson, has been accepted
In four acts.

It is

"La, La, Lucille" have
completed arrangements for another musical
'
farce by the same author, Fred Jackson.
of

Dlero has been placed under contract by
John Cort for next season and will be given
"Just a Minute,' .

0,

| a role in

weekly and female members |82 weekly, and
while traveling $7 towards their expenses, and
for rehearsals prior to the-, season they are
to receive 818 weekly.

A. L. Erlanger arranged for the American
to "Chouquette et Son," a farce run-

rights

ning in Paris.
.

"The Man Outside," a comedy by Kllbourn
Jordon and Ward Howe, was produced last
week in Detroit.

Margaret Lawrence will be featured in
"Wedding Bells," by Salisbury Field, to be
produced by the Selwyns the coming season.
r

Stage Women's War Relief, 866 Fifth
pnue,
New York, is in need of discarded

ave-

men's

clothing, also children's garments.

"Blnk's Baby," a farce by Sydney Stone and
Eleanor Maude Orane, will be produced in
August In Atlantic City by Arthur Klein.

"Three's a Crowd" is the title of the comedy by Earl Derr Blggers and Christopher
iMorley which John Cort will produce with
:'":'
Helen Ware.

Neal R. O'Hara of Boston, who has done
some vaudeville writing, hecaume attached to'
the Evening World, New York, staff this
week, to contribute a humor column.

Peggy Wood will be a co-star with Donald.
Brain and Wallace Bddlnger In George V.
Hobart's new play, "Buddies," to be produced by the Selwyns.
Rehearsals began last week on "Bee flaw,"
musical comedy by Karl Derr Biggs, which
Henry Savage Is producing. The muslo Is by
Louis Hlrsch.

.

,.

The International Grand Opera Choral Alliance have .entered into a settlement with Herbert Johnson, of the Chicago Opera Association,
whereby the male members are to receive $35

Virginia Fox Brooks will collaborate with
.Maurice Donnay, author ot "LysUtrata," on
(an English adaptation of that piece.
;.

Q.

Herndon announced

June 80

The Realty Associates in Brooklyn announced that tbe Crescent, Brooklyn, had been

.

:

William Raymond Sill Is again batting with
the Broadway press agents, having taken over
the publicity of "A Lonely Romeo" for Lew
Fields,, for whom Sill has been a sort of
perennial booster. BUI conceived and placed
into motion a stunt in aid of the "Candy Jag"
finish of the second act the show's best hit
Two hundred pounds of "boose" candy have
been delivered at the Shubert Theatre, and
during the number the company tosses out
the tid-bits to the audiences.
The' candy is
what is known as cordials, being flavored with
gin, Scotch, rum and rye. Since the candy was
ordered prior to June 80 its distribution is
within the law no matter whether the wind
blows "wet" or "dry."

John D. Williams has exchanged contracts
with Anne Crawford Flexner for the production of a play entitled "All Boula'
Piece, which is In three acts, will

by Mr. Williams early In the

Eve." The
be produced

fall.

The Americanization of Henri Bernstein's
"La Orlffe" and of "In the Night Watch,"
European importations whloh the Shuberts

A

marriage license was issued June 20 to
Thomson Christy, former wife of
Chandler ChrlBty, the artist, and
Canfleld Ferguson, a lawyer: of 65
West 82d street, New York.
Leslie

"The Bashful Hero"

new title of a
which A. H. Woods
about the middle of
August, 'it was formerly called "The Banis

Timet.
The directness with which the story was
and the briskness with which It was
acted were commendable features of a piece
which undoubtedly has the elements of popular success.— WorU, .-.-

in the County Clerk's office.
that of the Judgment debtor,
the second the Judgment creditor, and the
amount of Judgment.
William J. Gallagher (Film Cafe) ; I. Mager
first

$135.20.

i

Albert Gran ; Cbns. Frohman, Inc. ; $188.38.
Armand Vecsey; Musical Courier Co.
$301.31.

/

SATISFIED JUDGMENTS.
Columbia Qraphophone Co. Leo

Feist, Inc.;

$106.70.

BANKRUPTCY PETITIONS.
William James
liabilities,

Australian

production

of

"Llghtnln"'

no

285

Muriel Starr, the American actress
is turning Australia at the head
own company, has been married.
of the bridegroom is Johnson, and he is connected with the
Wrigley Chewing Gum Co. He lives
in Chicago and is wealthy.
Precise
details could not be learned this week
as Fania Marinoff, to whom Miss Starr
has communicated the glad tidings,
could not be reached.

•-

A new play, entitled "Gyp for Short," written by Charles Bradley, baa been contracted
for by a syndicate organized at
the offices
of the American Theatre Exchange, Inc., as

NEW SHOWS FOR
|

Cyril
It

appeared
tions.

in

Henry W. Savage produc-

likewise

Jerry,

Tashman and Pauline Hair are
the other players.
is

is

Boston, July

1.

announced Henry W. Savage

put a

new

•

M

''il

"Trie Gold
looked upon here as a cer-

Broadway

tain

W?
f*l

excellent.

Lillian

among

Diggers"

ssAssasa

'

m

hit.

LEDERER'S WINNER.
";' Chicago, July 1;.;.
%
Reports all agree George W. Lederer
has a winner in "Angel Face," now- at
the Colonial.
The show opened in Chicago for a
summer run and at once jumped into
popularity. Last week the gross reached its highest point thus far and at the
same time took the summer house record for receipts at the Colonial.'
ii.i

'i

"VOICE" FOR

'•

'.Wj

?

BROADWAY? ">'-

A. H. Woods ordered "The Voice in
the Dark" closed in Boston at the Park
Square Saturday.
The play was
brought to New York with the idea

showing

it

on Broadway shortly.

-,

son.

..

'

-

'.'

.

v

Enjoining White and Holtz,
& Fisher, the music pubUnited

McCarthy

lishers, started an action in the
States Court this week through

":

Nathan

Burkan asking an injunction restraining George White and Lew Holtz from
the singing of "You don't Need the
Wine" in the "Scandals of 1919" show.
The publishers maintain they gave the
sole production rights of the number
to Florcnz Ziegfeld, Jr., and that he is
using the song in the "Follies." Holtz,
who has been singing the number in
the White show (and before that sang
it in vaudeville) interposed a defense
t^
that he had verbal permission from thr
publishers. Judge Hand reserved deci-

:*#

.

BOSTON.

musical show, "SeeSaw, into the Tremont Aug. 3. It is
adapted from Earl Deri Biggers novel,
"Love Insurance."
When the Park Square opens again
Aug 12, a new musical play called "Buddies," starring Donald Brian and Wallace Eddinger, will be presented.
will

DEATHS.

Ruth

and

of

West 71st;

Nellie Harlan.
Nellie Harlan, died June 27 in Bellevue Hospital, New York, after a short
illness. The deceased for many years

;

Washington, D. C, July 1.4J;
Ina Claire is starred in the new production by David Belasco of "The Gold
Diggers." It js a play by Avery Hopwood. The show opened at the Belasco, going over to a delightful success before a capacity house.
Miss Claire scored tremendously in
v
a role full of opportunities. -Opportunities, however, have been liberally distributed by the author for several members of the cast. Jobjna Holland was
another who did particularly well in a
well fitting part for her. Bruce McRae
and H. Reeves Smith, Beverly West

The "Voice" is one of the mystery
plays that are evidently to be a great
vogue along >the Main street next sea-

assets.

Dorothy Mortimer, Rexford Burnett
Raymond-"Nightle Night,"

and

m

.

Morrlsoy,

,

of her

The name

ENGAGEMENTS.

the

sailed for the Antipodes July 2. Upon her return to New York she will originate a leading
role
Zangwill's new play, "Too Much

Money."

$24,214;

^8

INA CLAIRE STARRED.

who

the

for

'

"

MURIEL STARR MARRIED.

is

in Southern cantonment
be expected to fall off with

.

'..

scribe $5,000 himself.
His many children's shows gave the artist the basis
''•':'
'•
of his present idea.
f'\.'

filed

name

farce by Harold Brlghouse

Dlam Wilson has been engaged

'••

JUDGMENTS.,
Judgments

The

will present at the Bijou

tam, V. C."

'.

The Manhattan's season starts with
a popular priced run. of four weeks
with "Friendly Enemies" 'late in August. That is to be succeeded Oct. 6, with
the English Melodrama, "The Luck of
the Navy." It is to be brought here
with cast and production intact. The
piece is now running at the Garrick,
London.

told

Mabelle

Howard

'.

&

three acts and five scenes,

by Owen Davis. At the Playhouse, June 28.
It Is a better play In kind than 'The Blue
Pearl," and not so good a one as "The Thirteenth Chair," with whloh it will doubtless

have

listed for the coming season, has been
entrusted to Matthew C. Woodward.

j

of/ the new importations by Comstock
Gest, is scheduled to open at the Century Feb. 6.

9:45.
in

-..'

"Mecca," another

CRITICISM.
melodrama

>

will

being taken in by cafes and industries
which kept the backers too much employed to spend money.
The continuance of a number of
vaudeville theatres in the South during the hot months is an indication of good times, though legitimate houses have shut down for the
summer as usual. To be reckoned in
the routes of attractions touring .the
South is the string of 13 cantonment
theatres to be built along the Mexican'
border in time for the assembling and
training of the new peace army.
v

Within' the* past few months Mr.
Levy has interested a number of
wealthy persons not only in New York
but in Philadelphia and Baltimore.
While some were skeptical as the feasibility of the idea there are a, dozen who
have promised financial support, the
ultimate plan being to have one hundred subscribers. About $50,000 will
be needed to start the children's theatre movement and as soon as $20,000
is pledged Mr. Levy has the promise
of an additional $30,000. He will sub-

CENTURY AND MANHATTAN SET.
The season for the Century and the
Manhattan Opera House has been set
and at the first named house the second edition of "Ghu Chin Chow" will
open Aug. 4. Actually the show is the
same as the original "Chu" but the
forthcoming production will be a "new
costume edition." "Aphrodite" is due
to debut at the same theatre Nov. 1,
and is figured to run three months.

.

A

trons.

Mr. Levy has taken in association
with him Jack Goldberg who has had
experience in handling kid performers.-

,

leased to the Shuberts. It Is understood that
the annual rental will be $25,000.

towns

'

'

A. H. Woods has obtained the rights to
about 500 plays by over a dozen Jewish, playwrights presented on the Yiddish stage In
New York in the last ten years. By the terms
of the arrangement he also contracts for the
entire output of the Yiddish theatre for the
next ten years.
These plays will be presented by Mr. Woods either on the English
speaking stage or on the screen.

find general comparison.

Richard

that the French Association will bring to tbe
u. S. this season the company from the
Gaieto Theatre in Paris.

top price.
Business

m

the closing. of the camps, but while the
men in training did bring considerable"
money into the section it is stated that
much of that money did not circulate,

.

"Oh, Mr Dear," which opens its road season
here at the Globe, Atlantic City, July 14, has
Douglas Stevenson, Juliette Day, Francis
Conlin, Jennifer Sinclair, Harry Browne, Hal
Forde, Joseph Allen, Quentln Tod, Claire Lorraine and Evelyn MoVey.
After the local
engagement "Dear" goes to the Wilbur, Boston, for a run, opening July 14.

'

The producers

Application for a writ ot mandamus comClub to reinstate him as
a member was made by Robert B. Kegerrels
before Justice Hendrlck in the Supreme Court
He complained that the club suspended him
without cause and that tbe suspension has
interfered with his getting a part The case
was adjourned until July 21.

pelling the Players'

UP.

.

continuation of prosperity in that it&~
tion is founded on 32-cent cotton and.
since May futures for 1920 are selling
at that figure and even better prosperous conditions in the cotton country is bound to continue.
There was a time when the planter's
dream was 15-cent cotton and 11 cents
per pound was considered a good price.
The war is responsible for the present

.

and Indictment ot
agency men, it became

arrest

two theatrical ticket
known that another crusade against alleged
speculators had been begun by Asst Distrlet
Attorney Edwin -P. Kilroe. The two men arrested were employed by Leo Newman, 1482

Archie has been engaged to Play
H. Woods forthcoming produc-

kittle Will
in one ol «A.
tions.

athletic

'

theatre

operation next season. This plan not
only includes the giving of plays for
children but the 'training of child artists for these performances.
"Kiddie
plays" of fairy lore and others "of a
poetic nature will be sought after. The
work which will entail much detail will
/ however, not interfere with Mr. Levy's
appearance next season in the Hippodrome performance. Mr. Levy intends
taking in charge a number of child
artists, they to be taken care of en' tirely during the period of training and
they will be chaperoned by Mrs. Levy.
In such cases where parents are unable
to afford it, there will be no charge
whatever. It is intended to- give performances late in the afternoons after
the public schools are dismissed and
there will probably be additional short
performances in the evenings when
adults may accompany children pa-

'-.-

'.

|9&»

\

The play

Tbe Selwyns have placed "Wedding Bells,"
a new play by Salisbury Field, In rehearsal.
Margaret Lawrence Is featured In "Wedding
Bolls," which is scheduled to reach Broadway

will return to the stage early

SOUTH LOOMS

The coming season in the South
looms up as particularly good with
business better than last season, which
was one of the most successful in
years below. the Mason-Dixon line. A

a

in New York, an
idea which Bert Levy has fostered for
the past dozen years is reaching consummation and from present^ indications Mr. Levy's plan will be in actual
children's

^^~Vvip-

sion.
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GUS EDWARDS' $2 SHOW.

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO.

Cfjicago
JACK LA1T

By

Chicago has come to the support of
its own again.
George W. Lederer
remembered his old home when he
brought "Angel Face" hither, and Chicago remembered him as soon as the
weather became livable. For the final
week of June $10,000 isn't to be sneezed
at and that is exactly $9 less than this
burg slipped across to George in seven
days.
Lederer, though originally a

New. Yorker, as many of the most
loyal Chicagoans are, has been ineradicably identified with the theatre history of this town. It was here that he
produced "Madame Sherry," his biggest success, except perhaps "The Belle
of

New

And

York:"
it

\

was

through a few

here
less

waded

he

that

happy enterprises,

such as "The Girl Rangers" and
"An Everyday Man." The former of
these was an amazing venture, staged
too,

at the

Auditorium and now quite for-

gotten, but

r

:

:

it

was

many

unique in

re-

Its authors were Lincoln Carthe melo hound, and Wilbur D.
Ncsbit, an Indiana-Chicago poet. The
star was Lederer's then wife, the beautiful Reine Davies, and among them
also was Will Rogers, then unknown,
who whooped and threw a lariat in a
cowboy scene.

spects.

'.

ter,

Chicago, July 1.
Blossom Soeley was ill Monday matinee.
This gave Fields. Grossman and L«pe a
chance to allow what tbey could do by themselves.
Result sensational.
In no previous
Chicago appearance has the act gotten such
a terrific reception.
The hoys completely
halted the show for 20 minutes.
Stuff largely
adlibbcd. But It got over tremendously. Fans
missed Bennle Davis.
But Able Grossman
was a riot. Fields held the stage for over
ten minutes himself and had the house yelling for more until necessary to make a
speech.

Rose and Bills opened the show, with
Whltledge and Beckwith No. 2.
The lads,
working two pianos, got results.
Next to Seeley's boys, Ruth Budd got the
largest measure of applause.
As a. ring baby
she has it on dainty Marie Meeker, for she
goes further with her stunts and Is younger
and peppier.
If Miss Budd would secure
some chatter to work while flying through
space she would have the best act of its kind
in vaudeville.

Dunbar's

old-time

sang

darkles

darkey

The act is monotonous, particularly in
a bill p-i crammed with songs as this one.
Homer B. Mason and Marguerite Keller,
assisted by that fine actor, George E. Romalne
(who deserves to be equally mentioned In the
billing)
mopped up with Porter Emerson
songs.

Browne's

delicious

travesty

situation.

on

the triangle

1

Frances Kennedy, looking younger and more
charming than ever, attired in a shimmering
and toting a fur mantle that made
the women gasp with desire and pleasure,
ambled through a smart routine to a reception
like an old-fashioned housewarming.
Only
trouble Is that Miss Kennedy doesn't use her
creation

-

gest thing published of that vaudeville
competition. George is as well known
Chicago streets as the chief of

enough. It has a throaty,
Honorous timber most pleasing to the trained
The time she wastes with the song
plugger could be better utilized. They love
Kennedy out here, and she deserves it.
The Seeley act minus Seeley followed, and
made It mighty tough for Bert Swor, but
Swor worked valiantly and held most of them
in.
The long show spoiled it for the closing
act, Rodrlques In a fine perch act.
Swing.
ear.

The Cort
the

now

is

billing

of

"I

on

police.

The Woods,

\

Always .a wonderful mixer, he yet
has always managed to avoid the cafe
crowd, and never was a lizard of the
fashionable groggeries.
He traveled
with the social silk when he was rich.
When he was poor he either kept in
fhe. obscurity or personal retirement or
was seen with the few staunch regulars
who may be found here and there,
those who do not demand prosperity
as one of the essentials' of friendship.
And Lederer has been poor as often
as he has been rich. Almost as soon as
he was rich he became poor. Always
a gambler with theatricals he made
vast sums and lost them, and when
he had money he lent it and spent it
though it were counterfeit.
Now it looks as though he is to have
a bankroll again but he is a chastened
as

George, and this time he

may

hold on

to it better. In "Angel Face" he apparently has the support of A. L. Erlanger
for a starter.
This gave him latitude
to construct a production worthy of
its- sponsor
and to assemble a cast
which, while economical enough to afford profitable possibilities, is yet a
sturdy one for the purposes. Added to
this is Lederer's notorious penchant
for unusual advertising stunts and his

keen judgment on promotion of a
show. The Colonial,* where his show
is housed, is the theatre where he went
through his great sorrow, the Iroquois
Theatre fire, and through his great joy,

."Madame Sherry."

He was

manager, or rather made

it

then its
his head-

quarters while managing the

K & E

here.
Now Lederer tenants
as a producer. The staff has completely changed since he left, but the
present staff is still a crew of men
raised in theatres and conversant with
the traditions of theatres.
\. So "G. W.," as he was fondly known
inyhe hack days, is treated and greeted

interests
it

witfKi-reverential respect, just as
he w ere still the big boss.

i

/

though

and

all

thereafterTon location," which

will give rise to its tentatively selected
Will Cobb
title, "The Celluloid Girl."

will

do the

lyrics.

GARETSON WITH GOLDWYN.
v

Chicago, July

1.

Ben Garetson, press agent, formerly
connected with the Fox Films, has been
engaged as Chicago publicity director
for Goldwyn.
Whittaker Back on the Job.
Chicago, July LJames Whittaker, former music critie
on the Chicago American, has returner!
from overseas, where he served as a
lieutenant and has been engaged as
a special writer on the Herald and
Examiner.

fine singing voice

Lederer was for years the sole repreNOTES.
sentative here for Klaw & Erlanger in
the days when that firm was battling
Benjamin H. Ehrlich, theatrical attorney,
everybody and licking some. He went will motor to New York next week on a combination pleasure and business trip.
through the heat of the early fights
against the Shuberts and he was the
The Blackstone, dark after July 5, will reChicago head for K. & E. in the ad- /open Aug. 25 with "On the Hiring Line,"
vance vaudeville onslaught.
Lederer the new Tyler comedy by Harriet Ford and
Harvey O'Higglns.
created "The Steam Roller," the big'

Chicago, July L
Gus Edwards, with the. support of
A. L. Erlanger, will shortly start on a
new two-Hollar revue, of which he will
write the score, the book to be done
by authors not yet chosen. Edwards
will stage it, and may play in it The
basis of this plan is a series of moving
picture incidents, fhe first in a studio

Brown

featuring Albert

in

Love You."

dark,

will

reopen in

August

with "Up in Mabel's Room."

George A.

Schiller

has

left

I

the

"Passing

Show" and has replaced Carrlck Major

in

"Angel Face" at the Colonial.

Ted McLeon is rehearsing a new musical
show destined to open in Chicago in the fall.
It will be called,
"Say, Uncle," book and
lyrics by McLean and music by Joe Roberts.

Normon Frledenwald will have two "My
Honolulu Girl" companies this fall, one West
and one Bast.
Bertha
head,"

is

Mann, lately with "The
vacationing in Chicago.

Copper-

Rosalie Ascher is rehearsing a new act
written by Joe Swerllng and George Rubin.

Ravinia Season Opens.
Chicago, July 1.
season of Ravinia Park
opened Saturday night with the first

The

1919

Middle West performance of Leoni's
opera "L'Oracole," in which Antonio
Scotti made his first appearance of his
Ravinia engagement.
Mabel Garrison was heard in "Lucia"

Sunday

Star for "Hiring Line."
Chicago,. July 1.
remain here until July 5,
leaving after nineteen phenomenal
weeks that hang up a new record for
the Blackstone. On Aug. 20 "On the
Hiring Line" will come in with a big
cast, however without Emily Stevens,
who was starred in the eastern tryout.
Thereafter George Arliss will open in
"Moliere," and follow it with two new
"Tillie" will

plays, as yet

unannounced.

Florence Stone Retire*.
Chicago, July 1.
Florence Stone has temporarily retired from acting having gone to the
for
a
prolonged
rest. She
Pacific Coast
was last seen in stock in Minneapolis,
where she closed precipitately when
her name became involved in a court
case.

Mrs. Rose Halperln, mother of Nan Halwas a Chicago visitor last week. She
returned to New York with her son, I. H.
Halperln (Ha!) this week.

Chandler Smith has Just completed for
Leslie Harcourt a comedy sketch.
The act
is to be handled by Ernie Young.

Leon A. Berezulak is contributing a series
of articles on law to the Lawndale Press.
Emll De Recat is sporting a vividly colored,
brand new Locomobile. It costs as much as
one of his revues, which costs plenty.

the

vaudeville

season

at

the

new

act

this week.

In

a

Friends of Leonard Hicks, proprietor
of the Grant Hotel, will be glad to
learn that he was elected president of
the Greeters' Club of America at the
annual convention of that organization
in Portland, Ore., this week. Professionals have always found Hicks one
of the best greeters in America, and
it is largely for this reason that Mr.
Hicks' hostelry is patronized -almost
exclusively by members of the profession.

When "Honeymoon Town"

opened

recently at the La Salle, the performer
got the greatest number of floral
offerings was a chorus girl, and the
flowers came from the house staff of
the theatre. She is Gerda Jacobs, who
was thus signally honored, and the
reason was that before she became a

who

chorus lady in Mr. Woolfolk's show she
was an usherette in the theatre.

Not that a name means anything in
particular, but why should the contralto of "The Passing Show" he nom-

Palace.

Jlmmie Dunn and Co. broke

with both fists and phosphates* a ball
fan and a bachelor. His father was the
predecessor in business of Jim McGarry, the original of Pete Finley
Dunne's "Mr. Dooley." If this sounds
something like an obituary notice, it
must be remembered that it is, in a
way, for with July 1 having come and
gone, Andy is now without occupation. Not that it worries him any. He
says: "I've been in the game for 50
years and I think I've got a rest coming. Some of the boys tell me I'm old
enough to get married. I guess I've
met every reader of Variety: in my
days behind this old mahogany. I distinctly recall the first issue of the
Green Sheet. I'll never forget it, because the same day it reached Chicago
Morris Silver bought a drink. If it
wasn't for the boys I'll be missing, I
wouldn't mind quitting at all They
used to try all their gags out on me,
and if I laughed at them, they took
'em out of their acts. Bourbon? Sure."

circuits.

Bill De Beck, star cartoonist for the Hearst
service, is preparing an act which Ernie Young
will present
De Beck will probably open the

of

SWING

Announcement of the reopening of
Variett's London office in last week's
issue brought about a number of inquiries as to whether this publication
intended also to open an office in Petrograd.
The
It would hardly pay.
only drama in the Russian capital is
an economic one, the only farce is a
political one and the music' is all chin
music. Besides, all the Russian dancers
are in America, playing the various

V.

week

By

Andy Monihan probably knows more
actors than any other man in Chicago.
For 50 years Andy has been a bartender, a goodly portion of his service having been rendered behind the
bar of the Majestic cafe, in the Majestic Theatre building, where actor men
were wont to come and quaff the brew
and gaff the brewster. Andy was a
sympathetic listener, an able mixer

night.

New

perin,

first

Cfjicago

inated Edward Basse? And why should
the gigantic, 6 foot 4 ex-drama-critic
of the old Chicago Herald be named
Dick Little? And why should the sunniest-dispositioned theatre manager in

Marcelle Marlon opened in a new act at
June 28. Miss Marlon recently was
discharged from the American Theatrical HosJanesville
pital.

town be

Percy Chapman, formerly with Boyle Wool"Sunny Side of Broadway," has replaced
Charles Gibson, as producer and Juvenile lead
W. D. Fitzgerald's Central Park Musical
Comedy 8tock, at Allentown, Pa. Frank Ellis
has replaced Ed Keene in principal comedy

called

Walter MrCloud?

folk's

The minute

for

parts.

Becker Brothers are building a remarkable
set for the new act being prepared for Bronson
and Baldwin, which is said to be one of the
most novel productions introduced in vaudeville this season.

ERNIE YOUNG
Of Chicago

the last minute hope of

the wets faded with Wilson's proclamation that the prohibition thing went
as written, Frank De Voe became a
weather prophet. "It looks like snow
from now on," said Mr. De Voe. "We
will still keep the home fires burning

—with

coke."

vawetts up nuimco office
ORPHEUM.
San Francisco, July 1.
While the current week's bill fell a trifle
short In Bpots, It carried sufficient good vaudeville to make a fair show on the whole, and
there were few at the fiulsh.who didn't seem
to appreciate the evening..
Frank Dobson and his 13 Sirens' headlined
the show, and with the principal's versaexpected
tility the specialty was assured of the
hit and showed enough at 1U conclusion to
warrant the honors It carried In position and
Individual returns were taken by
billing.
Alice Bertram, William Lynn, Madge Darren
and Eulalle Young, the quartet making a
support of Dobson.
In
great combination
Handsomely gowned, the Sirens constitute a
set of types and lend class and dignity to an
all around cxcellentlx presented tabloid.
T. Roy Barnes and Bessie Crawford easily
repeated their previous week's hit, Barnes
throwing in some appropriate Uses that
scored with emphasis.
Madge Maitland was given the next to closing spot and with her repertoire of exclusive
material easily marked up a genuine hit.
Throwing her splendid baritone voice through
the megaphone she stopped things briefly with
her rendition of "Don't Cry, Freuchy," and

cess.

Martha Russell and Co. In a farce called
"Rocking the Boat" did fairly well, Miss Russell earning Individual honors with the sup-

Lucy

'

CASINO.
San Francisco, July
George Lovett's

•

•

i

"Concentration"

1.

headlined

an excellent vaudeville program this week.
The vaudeville runs the Will King Musical
Comedy Company a close race for honors.
Lovett really combines two acts, presenting a
mind-reading and musical oracle exhibition
that holds Interest
With Madam Zedna answering the questions, and the lady at the
piano, Introduced by Lovett as the "original
Mercedes" and George Lovett in the audience,
the trio without any apparent code and exchanging only few words between them, excel
The act here was a big sucIn their line.
cess, and undoubtedly a big help for the box

De

Witt,

Stross

and De Witt,

offered

California.'
The acts will play the theatres on a
percentage basis, each act to receive

in

half its regular salary and- an equal
division of the profits.

Bailey and Cowan and Bert Ford
and Pauline Price will be members of
the troupe.
.

PHIL FREASE MARRIES.
San Francisco, July 1.
Phil Frease, manager of the Princess, was married to Rita Lubelski,
.

daughter of Tony Lubelski.

One-Night Show Close* Season.
San Francisco,' July 1.
^

tor

a

hit,

Stone and. Manning displayed more class In
their versatile dancing than the usual small
time hoofers, and could easily hold down a
in better
sized hit here.

place

houses.

They were a good

Fitch Cooper closed the vaudeville section,
getting big returns for the various Imitations
and novelty Instrument playing.
Jack Josephs.

ESTRELLITA HAS DIVORCE.
San Francisco, July 1.
Testimony that throughout her married life she supported herself won a
divorce here last week for Estrellita,

the Spanish dancer, from
(Garcia) Gabardon.

The Frank Adkins

"Jolly Bachelors"
touring the one night stands at a
dollar top. closed for the season at

Vallejo last week.

New

a

way above the average received
due mostly to the sustained note
holding on the cornet by one of 'the men.
musical turn

Henry A.

Legit

House

in Santa Crux.
San Francisco, July 1.

The Hinds Estate

will shortly begin
the construction of a theatre in Santa

Cruz.

The house

will

be devoted to road

shows.
Pictures in Oakland Orpheum.
San Francisco, July 1.
The Baker Players will complete six
weeks of stock at the Orpheum, Oakland, July 12.
Harry Cornell, Orpheum msyaager,
who took the house for the summer,
re-leased it to Harold Reid, assistant
treasurer of the Curran, who will run
feature pictures for the balance of
the season, opening with "The Shepherd of the Hills'' July 13.
•

Paul Locke's "Shimmle Dancers" start a.
tour of the T and D Circuit of picture theatres this

HIPPODROME.

riTf

Rose Wilson has

:

--'Aft*

..-

.:''"•<••:,

.

Keating ft Flood, owners of the Lyric,
Portland, Ore., stopped over for a few days

-'

on their way home from a trip through Mexico and other southern points.
Charles Royal, of the Empress, Vancouver,
c, spent two weeks here before leaving

9.

for the Bast.

-

Jimmy Rowan's Musical Comedy show at
the Columbia, Oakland, tor several months la j
expected -to- close next- week, .indications arathe house will be dark for a while.

=Lv32"!

-

.

Charles Bliss, night city editor of tike San;
Francisco Chronicle and press agent for the
Casino and Hippodrome, is holding down the
sporting desk, during the absence of Harry
Smith, who left for Toledo to cover the big
•

-

Jlght.

.

.-.

m

The Qaudsmldta have been engaged for.
Bert Ford and
Tait's Cafe, opening July 14.
Pauline Price opened this week with their.'.
wire turn.

With the arrival of the Pacific Fleet scheduled for the near future, arrangements are
being perfected for a full week of vaudeville
at both theatres on Mare Island.
Bert Wesner and Zoe Bates opened with
Marjorle Rambeau In "Byes of Youth" at the
this week.

Curran

Claudf Morton has joined the Frits
show In Fresno, as musical director.

Fields-:

.';:

Fanny Durack and Mtna Wylte, Australia's
best women swimmers, arrived here last 'week
They are planning a tour
on the Sonoma.
of the United States, to give exhibitions
participate in match events.

";

V -V v

.:<-

and

The report circulated by some one evidently
peeved that Charles Jacobs, the Denver booker,
was in custody for bootlegging, Is without
foundation.

S«
,'.

The George White MuBlcal Comedy Company
will

open at the Liberty July

6.

C. H. Douglass of the "Elite, Merced, has
under construction a theatre for this city and
will play vaudeville booked by B err Levey.

Harry Kelllng, manager of the Modesto theatre, Modesto, has severed bis connection, and
expects tb enter the picture field..
$15,000 was realised at the benefit given
by City Officials for Mary Scanlon, who was
fire truck and maimed for
The heneflt was held at the Clvio Audi-',
torlum last Saturday. The vaudeville was pre-sented under the direction of Edwin Morris,
The acts apmanager of the Hippodrome.
pearlng Included, Three Musical Queens, The
Two Edwards, De Winter and Rose, Pecan,
Bijou Circus, James Br It t and Fanchon and'"•
••
Marco.

run down by a
life.

v
-

:

Jack Tripp, known in Coast theatricals and
former field representative for Bert Levey,
has returned from two and a halt years' service
In France, having volunteered with the 11th.
Engineers *n 1017. He returns as First Class
Sergeant, and was engaged in the battles at
Cambral, St. Mlhel, Argonne and Chateau
Thierry, in the latter battle owing to his
bravery In. constructing bridges under fire,
be was decorated with the Croix de Guerre and
Tripp is expecting
also wears wound stripes,
shortly to again affiliate himself in Coast
theatrical circles.

.

PANTAGES.
J

.

San Francisco, July 1.
Jack Robers' Shimmle Dancers, a local
added attraction, were the feature this week
and with the Camp Dick Jazz Orchestra playing their numbers and Tom Kelly acting as
stage manager the quartet of coupTes walked
away with the program's honors. Closing the
Din with a cafe scene to add to the picture
the dancers stirred up much interest, but
it
wasn't a "shimmle" number that brought the
honors home, but a Texas .Tommy dance by
Dutch" Mike and Stella Johnson, the couple

credited In this section with the origination
of the number.
Tom Kelly pulled down a good sized hit
with his brand of stories and songs, being
as
well known here as the theatre Itself.
Kelly
has been playing this town for years
back
and notwithstanding his Eastorn successes is
classed as a "Coast defender" in local
the-

Del Lawrence appearing at the head of his
company at the Majestic, who Is being
sued for divorce, denied that he earns $15,000
a year, as alleged by his Wife in her suit
for $500 a temporary alimony.
When ordered
to pay $00 a week alimony, Lawrence stated
he had no assets and that he Is working at
the Majestic on a contingent contract by which
he gets $00 a week and a share of the profits,
but there have been no profits In the past five
weeks and he has earned but $300, $125 of
which is still due. Lawrence says he does not
intend to contest the divorce suit and is willing to pay a reasonable amount to his wife
stock

and their children.

The combination rodeo and carnival under
the title "Mlnirg Gulch" at Reno, Nev., this
week, Is the biggest show of 'its class over
Pacific Coast.
It Is under the
Glen D. Hurst, owner of the
Six carRlalto and Grand theatres, Reno.
loads of material were brought from Los
Angeles and two carloads of various outdoor
held on the
direction of

atrical

sure

MAY BOLEY

cages

and.

Jose.

George Boyver, lately manager at the Burbank, Los Angeles, is now in advance of one
"Shepherd of the Hills" picture compa-

of the
nies.-

.

circles.
Any local engagement Is a
fire guarantee for Kelly, and
the Panengagement was no exception.
The Camp Dick Jazz Band in the next to
position walked away with a solid

San

at

joined the dancing aggregation.

joyable,

closing

week

The Blake ft Amber show opening at Joyland
Park, Sacramento, will have Cecil Summers,
Orvllle Spurrier, Minerva Ureka, Del Estes,
Jess Mendelson, George Stanley, Flo Blsen
and six girls In the chorus.
; r

Jack Josephs.

San Francisco, July 1.
This week's layout at the Hip made an ensmooth running show with Dora Dean
and her Sunbeams featured. The dusky review with a good supporting production did
excellently with the usual routine. Miss Dea*.
heading the aggregation and displaying some
flashy gowns and many diamonds.
The combination can be credited with a success In the
featured spot.
Ben Mowatt and Billle Mullen were a genuine surprise as well as the hit of the performance.
Mowatt, formerly a club juggler,
has now gone In lor talk and comedy and
shows big time timber, but needs better material to make that grade of vaudeville.
The
talk was well put over and registered in a
surprising manner with the real returns coming at th ecloslng section where the club
juggling is Introduced.
The Adams Trio were well rewarded for
their musical selections and came in for their
share of the honors at the finale, when they
left to a solid hand.
Luckle and Yost, a neat mixed team, got a
fair share of returns for a well staged singing
B
and talking skit.
The Great Arneson and Co. closed, doing a
fairly good balancing act on a heavy cable,
while Gus Henderson opened the bill with a
good comedy acrobatic turn, getting some
laughs for his rope walking. A good show of
the usual Hip speed?
Jack Josephs.

v

NOTES.

.

Lockhart and Laddie opened the show with
a knockabout acrobatic offering that received
more laughs and big applause than any act
of its kind seen here in months.
There Is
flot
Harry Cleveland and
a dull moment.
Blanche Trelease were second with bits from
musical comedies with which they have been
Identified out this way.
The pair work well
together and scored nicely.

passed quietly with
piano selections, only a few of the numbers
The. audience is
programed being played.
privileged to write a day in advance for reThe, turn was somewhat
quested selections.
slow for a fast moving vaudeville bill, and at
the finale was allowed to retire without any
more than a short hand of applause.
Lloyd and Wells' were also held over from
last week and -appeared this week In blackface with a brand new routine excepting their
Prime favorites here because of
dancing.
their long local stay, they corralled the show's
honors, but possess too much personality to
They went much better
hide behind cork.
even than they did last week when they tied
«
up the program.
Sheila Terry and Co^In "Three's a Crowd,"
the William Friedlander musical piece, suffered some walkouts in the closing position,
handicapping a very pretty act. Those who
remained were well rewarded for their stay
and the act closed to generous appreciation.
Lew Williams and Ada Mitchell didn't excite much enthusiasm with their quiet talking skit, getting some scattered titters and a
light hand at their exit.
In the opening spot
Emlle and John Nathane started something
unusual for a San Francisco audience, getting
a solid hand for their speedy acrobatic speclaity in a position seldom getting any returns
whatever. They have' a corking opening turn
and the Orpheumltes showed their appreciation with their finish, giving them quite as
much as any other number on the bill.

ROAD SHOW.

CAL.

San Francisco, July 1.
road show composed of five Orpheum acts laying off on the Coast,
and headed by Trixie Friganza, will be
organized to play the Giesa Houses,
embracing several of the smaller towns

A

office.

"My Laddie."
Brahm Van Der Berg

.

company

falling in comparison. ~
Vincent and Jacque Reynen pleased
with songs, and Hall and Ouilda, a mixed
team, opened rather quietly, not creating
ifouch of an Impression, although the dancing
was reasonably well received. Jack Josephs.

porting

-

I

THEATM

PANTACIS
Excellent yodelling finale insured their suc-

Comedienne
Palace, New York, this
sens Revue."
.

week (June

30);

Completing engagement as fenturc of "Over-

'-">:

from San Francisco.
The free acts
embrace the Two Edwards, Brooks and Lorolla, Five Dancing Girls and Lowry's Dogs,
all from the Hippodrome Circuit,
devices
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ACTS THIS WEEK
Spanish Revue.

23rd Street.

Lewis and Dody, the "two Sams" of
burlesque, are again in vaudeville, but
only for the summer. Perhaps the
knowledge that their vaudeville appearances are but an excursion be-

tween the burlesque seasons may be
the reason why they have not paid as
careful attention to their material as

they should. Lewis doing Hebrew and
Dody again a "wop," the pair opened
with a group of comedy "gags" which
for the most part are not fresh. Getting down to songs they fared much
better. As a comic duet, "Oh, La, La,
Oui Oui" got over well. Dody followed with a single "Great, Great
Grandson of Christopher Cojom,"
Lewis also soloing with a comedy
number, "The Vegetable Man." For a
finish they did a burlesque ventroloquial bit, easily the best thing .in the
routine. Lewis' mugging and dummy
didn't

drew laughter

move

his lips,

He

naturally.

for that was unThe Sams were

necessary anyhow.
the hit of the show, without opposiBut they could have landed
tion.
greater punch with more vocal stuff,
whether of a. parody nature or otherwise, for both can sing. The pair have
What they
all the ability necessary.
Ibit.
need is material.

*

"Just a Girl" (10).
Girl Act.
24 Mine.; Full Stage.

"Just a Girl" starts with an ensemble
number followed by dialog which informs the audience an English nobleman is expected. (The scene is a hotel
lobby, a center door fancy being used
on the American Roof). Six| girls are
carried. None of the six can sing, and
if any can dance it wasn't noticeable.
The four numbers show a marked need
of rehearsal. The costuming of Jhe
choristers is very gaudy, the four
changes smacking strongly of "turkey"
burlesque. Following the opening number two comics get into the proceedings. One, a "silly ass" type, could be
funny with the right material. The
other, a bell boy, whose chief comedy
asset is mugging, overplays throughThe female principals,, two in
out.
number, stand out. The turn needs a--"
producer, new numbers, an entire new
line of comedy and costumes. As now
cbnstituted it looks hopeless for anything except the smaller houses.
.

Bell.

Burke and Valdor Co.

Dance Act.

-

IIS Mint.;

u(

City.

P>

One and Three

(Special).

•

has class, special sets, the special
piano accompanist, and able artists,
but does not attain its goal because of
the dance routines. There is a Spanish solo, with castinets by the girl.
The boy does some Russian hook steps
clad in what looks like gaudy South
American dress. The boy's raven locks
and equally jet eyes hint strongly at
Spanish blood. So it may be but a
matter of native taste for dances of
his people. As they stand, better small
Abel.
time, and smaller big time.
It

7
-

~

"Fiesta Espanola" is a Spanish
revue with a company of 14 people, two
men and 12 women. There are practically eight principals and six in the
chorus, 'although some of the principal
girls work on the ends of the chorus
in several of the numbers and bring the
ensemble line to eight.' The entire
company appears to have been recruited from the members of "The
Land of Joy" at the Park Theatre
a little over a year ago. Although
none of the principals is listed in the'
billing matter, it is easy to recognize
Antonio Bilboa, who was the principal
male member of that show. He is presenting all of his routine as it was in
the show and his dancing is still as
superb as it was in the larger production. The other man is a baritone who
has but one song. Of the women there
are three of the soubret order, each
with solo numbers, and there is one
number in which they work together;
a "sister team" of Spanish dancers and
a toe dancer who does solo work. The
opening number is led by one of the
soubrets with eight girls behind her.

The

part of

is

<

-

Kamerer and Howland.
Songs and Talk.

Man and woman in a typical small
time singing and talking turn. The
man has a pleasing singing voice and
gets away with a couple of pop numbers creditably. The act opens with a
double song, followed by a single by

Three Tivoli

talk

is

in

Rope Dancer and Monologist.
9 Mins.; Two.

an early, spot in the
Bell.

Likewise the rest of his routine had
a telling effect on his audience. He
seemed a little cramped for room and
might use a bigger stage. Cuba should
prove a novelty on better bills than

bills.

Hugh Norton and
Comedy Sketch.

work

18 Mini.; Full Stage.

wife" coinf ay sketch with the customary trimmings. The couple are newly
married and after the regulation
"honey and dearie" business they go
into a series of petty quarrels, as per
schedule. The turn carries a number
of standardized laughs and will get
over in the small houses. Both players, however possess the ability to
carry a much better line of material:
Bell.

Armento and Bedechele.

Nellie

Comedy

Acrobats.
10 Mins.; Three.
Two men, one garbed as bell boy, the
other in summer apparel assisted by
a walking dog. The animal walks on
front and hind legs and later barks to
orchestra accompaniment. Back hand
springs and twisters are featured. One
trick is a hand jump from a pedestal
to a table to the floor, the dog duplicating the trick. The closing trick is
a one-hand stand on a pole. Nothing
unusual, good small time openers or

an experienced manner.
Abbreviated costumes with the usual
in

number
number

of changes, until the final
is reached.
The girls don pantelettes for this, carrying the same attractively. First rate small timers.

Abel,

closers.

Bell.

'•.':''-•••,:"'-'!,/;'

Ibte.

Co.

American Roof.
Hugh Norton assisted by a competent
and decidedly goodlooking young woman is offering a conventional "man and

Girls.

Sisters.

The Crane Sisters follow the regulation routine, opening with "Mammy
of Mine," which they harmonize with
excellent results, and following with a
succession of single and doubles. The
girls

better

.

American Roof.
!

Cuba does not stall, but sails right
into things and comes out with flying
colors. Working fast and hard, some
introductory chatter and gags lead
up to a "dog trot" dance that scored.

11 Mins.; Full Stage.
23rd Street.
Irving Goslar' formerly offered, a
pianolog. Now teamed with Miss Lusby the pair have worked out a neat
song and dance routine, Goslar hand'
ling practically all the vocal numbers.
After an opening duet Miss Lusby in
soubret attire went into a dance before
retiring for a costume change.
Her
return with the first of several toe
dances found her attired in a black
frock of period design. Goslar during
the change offered a ragtime opera
song which was liked and (during the
second costume change gave "Let Us
Give a Job to a Soldier," following it
with "Chasing Rainbows." The number didn't fit his voice particularly well,
but during it's course Miss Lusby in
a third neat costume change demurely
moved about on her toes to the time
of the catchy melody. A fast dance
was used for la closing. There is a
touch of class about the turn. It suffered somewhat through being spotted
to close a weak bill. The pair should
have no trouble in securing bookings
and might fill an early spot on the

In gypsy attire, in a woodland set,
the girls render a routine of better
class popular numbers, including, for
harmony reasons probably, "Annie
Laurie." The very familiarity of this
old standby prohibits its further use.
Their voices are resonant and harmonious and should get them around
the present time.
Abel.

weak. With this secup the turn can go

pop houses.

Goslar and Lusby.
Songs/ Piano and Dances.

Songs.
10 Mins.; Four (Special).

A

short routine of talk
consisting mostly of old gags.
Toward the finish the man attempts a
bit of dancing.
Act closes with a
double number, which the man works
up by some fast ground tumbling. The
next,

bolstered

A

j

Ventriloquist.
12 Mins.; One (Special Hangings).
23rd Street.
Al Riccardo has been out for some
time, probably most of his appearances
having been in the West Using 'the
dummy his routine is along regulation
lines, glancing at a magazine while
working, smoking and drinking a glass
of wine, etc. His finish differs from
others in that he removes the head of
the dummy, continuing to operate the
mouth with the lever. This stunt
brings the dummy face close to his,
allowing close scrutiny of his own still
visage. During the bit he .sings and,
unike others, Riccardo enunciates very
clearly. It is a neat small time turn.
Ibte

moving dance and song entertain-

along nicely

,.

Al Riccardo.

ment, but the majority of vaudeville
audiences will wonder what the singFred.
ing is all about.

tion

.

Btll.
:

offering.

regarding the act. As it stands now it
is decidedly effective from a scenic
standpoint, wonderfully dressed and a

comedy

—

.-.:•

ingly listless, ad-iibbmg a good deal,
throwing a few. witty shafts in the
guise of asides, the man, in essaying
to pick up the acquaintance of the
girl, monologued for fully five minutes
—and held interest and eyes focused
on himself, not forgetting that a fairly
pulchritudonous yoifng lady was standing on the opposite side of the stage
inviting the cruel. gazes. In spite of
that, the house to a man was eyes and
ears with male member of the duo.
Arid then, upon winning her acquaintance, instead of entering into the usual
and inevitable discourses subjects,
love, baseball, marriage or war, they
attempt dancing. The stepping is just
good ausmall-time-second-spotty.
thor's assistance should work a veritable metamorphosis for the turn. It
belongs oh the big time, for the couple,
contrary to the. usual run of things,
are better chatterers than hoofers. As
it stands, this time is their present
*
Abel.
caliber.

125th St. (June 29).
Brindamoor .formerly was a hand-cuff
king and jail breaker. He is offering
a magic act with a male and female
assistant. The big trick is a variation
of the cabinet illusion. He places the
woman on slab way up stage and then
attaches the side, top, and ends of a
coffin-like box, afterward strapping up
the outside. It is raised from the flies
and two assistants pull ropes attached
to the ends when a pistol is fired. The
contrivance falls open, flattening out,
and a moment later the subject calls
from the back of the house and comes
down an aisle to clamber on the stage.
The egg in the bag and several stock
magic stunts precede it. It's an interesting turn of its kind but vaudeville
seems to have outgrown this type of

stage again the baritone leads a
six of' the girls, which
also brings Bilboa and one of the girls
Another
to the fore at the finish.
single number and then an ensemble
of the entire 14 people closes the act.
What is needed is a touch of comedy
or s j me sort of a program explanation

woman.

If the two-act had lived up to the
high standard set by the chatter, it
would be on the big time. For some
reason, they drop the talk and soft
shoe it in mediocre style. Droll, seem-

Magic.
16 Mins.; Full Stage.

number with

the

Lew Hilton is from burlesque. La
Vetta arrived in vaudeville from the
same place, judging by her costume.
The act opens with a song by La Vet :

Brindamoor.

done ddwn at the foottoe dancer next appears

full

fast

City.

timers this will have to be modified.
Good feature act for the pop houses.

and runs through a speedy routine. In

y.-.i.':

American Roof.

which is interrupted by Hilton, who
makes his entrance from the audience.
Hilton assumes the Hebrew character,
following conventional methods as to
make Up and comedy. Hilton is a good
comic, but at present is inclined to
rough it too much. A travesty recitation excellently delivered registered the
best score for him. The rest consists
of songs, gags and burlesque comedy
The
bits, some new and many very old.
closing number, a travesty waltz, made
unnecessarily rough by Hilton's handling of the woman, landed very big on
the roof. Fo/r the majority of small

Singing' and Dancing.
15 Mins.; One.

Cuba.

the present.

it

The

lights.

/•:;:

Allen and Richmond.
Song and Dance.
12 Mins.; One.

ta,

It is followed by a Spanish dance by
two of the girls. Then comes the advent of Bilboa in his heel routine. It
is stepping of a type new to vaudeville
audiences and received hearty applause.
Another ensemble number and then
four of the girls with bells, used as
For
c as tenets offered another dance.
a change in scene a trio of the women
principals work in "two, putting over
one number which seems something
of an audience affair as the greater

Crane

City.

(5);

15 Mins.; One.
American Roof.

(1).

'

This act was aimed for big time exhibition, but missed its aim just a little.

%. •;'

Two

'

American Roof.

£,' "':.

23 Mini.; Full Stage (8);
Full (10).
Fifth Ave.

'<"•;•

18 Mins.; One.*

Hilton and La Vetta,
Songs and Comedy.

Lew

"Fiesta Etpanola" (14).

Lewis and Dody.
Comedy and Song*.
12 Mint.; One.

imitation

-'

Ms?
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Moore,

Songs.
12 Mins.; One.
American Roof.
Nellie Moore averages up well with
single women on the small time. Open-

ing with "Good Man is Hard to Find'"
Miss Moore runs through a likeable

routine of pop numbers, including "Alcoholic Blues," which she does particularly well.
A black jet semi-evening
dress is worn. One change at least

might be advisable. Act will do as
an early number on the small time
bills.
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NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

•

Renee Bonatt

asi

14 Mini.;

One

Musical.
10 Mini.; One.

(Special Drop).

23rd Street

~r
American Roof.
Miss Carmen was formerly of the
Carmen Sister* The turn opens with
a violin and banjo duet, consisting of
a medley of old time and pop num-

Wherever this single came from is a
mystery. Money has been expended
upon the offering for clothes, hut the
writer who accepted wages for the
special material ought never to admit
it and the backers' appear to\have had
more confidence in the ability of Miss
Bonatt than judgment. An enlarged
telegram is lowered giving the information that "Jack," a' soldier, has been
it ordered to various foreign countries.
Miss Bonatt, in a further explanatory
lyric, tells of her soldier and exits with
the lines which say that she will give
an impression of how the girls in those
climes greeted the soldier. Her next
entrance is as a French ffrisette, fbl-j
lowing with an alleged Egyptian girl
and finally as a Russian maid. Each
has its costume change and lyric. A
tableau curtain with three openings
disclosed a second drop which in its
three sections lends atmosphere of
each different foreign land. For a finish another telegram states that "Jack"
••:-

never

London.

left

er,

*

The woman also does a stunt
The couple would
improve their turn by eliminating the
Neither can handle dialog,
talking.
or two on the rings.

So Miss Bonatt

With

-•

j

/

seas
Will

Bobby

ability as a sin-

Randall's routine

.

'

not laid out well enough to enable

him to derive the
appears

He

full benefits.
in civilian attire, with various

army

;...

'.'"

division insignias covering both
sleeves of his coat. He works in blackface, endeavoring to run along the
lines of Eddie Cantor. His routine is
equally divided with comedy army talk
and songs, the latter his best and responsible for the appreciable returns.

His talk, combined with blackface
means nothing as it stands, for better

The lad is there, but needs work
and rearrangement of material.
time.

Murry Bennett.
Talk and Comedy Song*.
16 Mint.;

One.
'

5th Ave.

Murry Bennett in street attire opens
with a good introductory song, "A Little Bag of Tricks." Then a couple of
gags using a Hebrew dialect. Next a
"Harem" number, a good comedy lyric,
followed by some talk that is new
about peace insignias. Next "an old
man still in the ring" type of song and
this comic hasn't a peer with this sort.
"You Don't Need the Wine" also to
big results. A serious recitation with
a comedy twist is used for an encore.
A little more dressing up and some attention to diction and Bennett should
develop into a standard big time "single." He was easily the hit of the bill
Monday night next to closing.

H

Sweet."
The contest over billing of various
players apparently was made satisfactory, and
on the program and the outside billing the
names of Miss Brlce, May Boley and Clarence
Nordstrom were all of one size. This Is the
second week for the turn at the Palace. It
will probably play the beaches.
It should
to be in demand by the managers.
"Toot
Sweet," whatever Its faults, was corking good
entertainment, and Its vaudeville version is
too.
There are no draggy moments in the 60
minutes of its course.
There are plenty
pleasant melodies, those handled by Miss
Brlce and young Nordstrom whose "I Am the
Eyes of the Army" Is as good as anything in
the score.
There Is a whole spread of real

comedy.

.

c

Revue," the condensed version of the
MorrisBey-Ellzabeth Brlce show, "Toot

'

And those comedy sections are amusing to
the portion of theatre patrons who haven't
been across as they are to the boys who were.
It's too bad the quartet number from the
show hasn't been retained, for it was the
surest kind of a punch.
The turn seems to
be running about ten minutes longer than last
week.
One of the bits inserted may be a
verse alloted to Lon Hascall called /'The
Man from Texas." Lon got rather serious
and sentimental.
Morrlesey's number, "I'll
Never Whimper," was a solid score. He explained that the W. W. on his sleeve meant
"water wagon" from the' night on.
There
'was considerable kidding about the) dry edict
The
until Hascall said "it was called/off."
act closed Intermission, getting & world of
applause.
The bill was of eight-act length because
of the "Overseas Revue."
Ahead of the big
act there were three turns, leaving the other
four for after intermission.
The latter section was opened by the "Topics" film, short
but full -of laugh-getting wit. The Ford Sisters were the first succeeding act, doing nicely
enough with a dance routine that seems revamped since their former metropolitan appearances.
The .girls presented their usual
neat appearance and the tlghted hard shoe
finish
brought them ample returns which
gave them an opportunity for a "thank-you,"
which was, "We'd like to do more, but like
all other Fords we go so far, then stop." Art,
/

off,

on

the

Indicator.

And

just

before

songs and alone In the evening cleaned up a
big hit.
He made a fine appearance In two.
handsome gowns, and after disclosing: his
Identity won a big round of applause with two.
songs in male attire. The Plate has a good
singing voice, one' of the best heard from- an
Impersonator, 'and while he is not as graceful or as clear an Impersonator as Julian
Eltlnge, he may be considered a closer rival
for that' wonderful artist's laurels than In
any of his predecessors. He closed very big

and was a

Ernest Evans and Co. cavorted around to
a fairly good reception, the team dancing by
Evans and Miss Dean returning the best results.
Bvans apparently has concocted hiu
own lyrics. They sound of the home made
specie, the opening song of Introductory type
being the best. The supporting girls, Estelle
McNeal, Gertrude Zoble and Mildred Rife, all

held their places well and did their share to
bring the act under the tape a winner. It's
little away from the usual vaudeville speccarries an attractive set and is helped
by a good outfit of wardrobe.
George Austin Moore came next, uniformed
and with a line of good stories about the experiences of Alexander in the world war.
Moore's routine has been clipped by a few
others who preceded him over here, v ut as
be relates it the monolog seems to iiiave a
theme and is undoubtedly all his own. His
rendition of the "Blues" at the finish was excellently done and he closed a sure fire.
The Four Marx Brothers in their' miniature
musical production had the going soft, the
comedy musical "bits" getting more than
their usual returns at the uptown house, with
both comics keeping up the humorous situations In good shape. What was present of the
Riverside regulars seemed to recognize the
boys and showed their appreciation In advance, greeting them at their Individual entrances with a receptive hand,
Florenze Tempest opened the second half
with her songs in male and female attire.
George Harris, at the piano, kept the house

a

ialty,

•

.

distinct hit.

-

••'

••

.

.

..'•-

Giving him a close race tor top honors In
applause line was Kharum, billed as theWhether Persian or some
Persian pianist.
other nationality, the fellow can tickle the
ivories,
Ho varied his program, getting big
returns for his rendition of a "Lucia" selection with his left hand and got enough to take
several bows, which he did as If he was in a
hurry to get away or was afraid some one
would recognize him.
Little Emma Hnlg. who has Jack Waldron
dancing with her this time, scored a good
sized bit with a series of speedy dance numbers.
There is nothing slow about this mite
of a dancer.
She Is working every minute
and at top speed. Waldron does very nicely
in all his stoppings and sings an Introduction
It is a very
tor Miss Halg's first number.
good dancing act and went big. Kltner and
Reaney.were a laughing hit with their comedy
The blackfaco foltalking and singing turn.
low has. a funny way of delivering his talk
and the tall fellow Is a clever straight man,
both getting all there Is to be bad out of their
material. There were more than the ordinary
supply of "sight" .acts, but all of 'them'' made
good. Sandwiched in among them were Leona
Stephens and Len D. Ifolllster in a short
sketch called "Out In California."
There Is
not a great deal to It, one of those light affairs
that depends upon the principals putting It
oveh.
This was well done by Miss Stephens
and 'Mr. Hollister and the sketch fitted In
very nicely in the bill. Brford's Sensation,
one of those teeth acts by a trio of aorlallsts
who have worked a routine of familiar tricks
Into a novelty by shaping their act along new
lines.
A couple of parrots shown by a woman,
billed as Lucille and Cockle, with no billing
for the woman, held some Interest and got
some applause. Emerson and Baldwin got a
lot of laughs with their comedy juggling and
magic and finished to a big hand with their
speedy work with the clubs. The closing spot
was well filled by Johnson, Baker and John-

/

the'

-,

.

away from the'' stereotyped strong man
is wdl staged and a sure fire entertainer
at either end of the current line of vaudeville

spot,

..'

'

?

.-

.

act,

shows.
Masters and Kraft, eccentric dancers who
have attempted something In a progressive
line with their past, present and futurist numbers, held the second spot and walked away
with a safe hit. Both are decidedly good kickers and have a collection of steps something
away from the usual run shown by 'their competitors.
The travesUed Egyptian dance at
the finale suggests an idea originated by
Johnny Dooley, but Masters and Kraft do it
a little differently, condensing it to a mere
flash and get off while the house Is In good
humor.
They have a splendid two-act for
vaudeville and could handle a more Important

This has been unusual here

.

son.
.

•

i

,

periods

.

It's
,

several

retired with thoir usual

-

house Monday.

ing for periodical applause, with the trio collecting a hit of reasonable size at their exit.

''

her

of late, the first day being the worst of the
.week, but Monday, evening the central part
of the city was Jammed with a crowd which
evidently came down to see "the new year
in" and "booze gdng out." The weather, also"
played In favor of the theatre, for it was
cooler than usual.
The Creole Fashion Plate had the place of
Importance on the bllL. and held It down An _
It was reported he did the
great shape.
afternoon show In his street clothes, his baggage being delayed by a strike in New York.
This was unfortunate, as most of the nowBpapermen review the show here Monday afternoon. But the Fashion Plate made good on

this yweek

dtrcH

Hamilton.

Although possessing

flashed

-s

\

i

wynn.

nlglrters It

The first section did possess a punch which
was more than is to be credited for the second
part, and the jab was delivered by the "Over-

One.

'•''

to

Philadelphia, July 1.
With .a headllner that came here unknown
and with no big names surrounding him, this';...
week's bill got a fine start with a capacity

came the comedy hit of the show in Norton
To the
not very good.
and Nicholson with their "Dramatlo Carwas regarded as distinctly
toon" specialty, for so long a favorite number
under Palace standard, and In several feain the two-a-days. Miss Norton's short "bit"
tures that was true. Taken as a whole It was
of
panto prior to Nicholson's entrance cinched
pepless, and a too quiet bill, will always find
a character hit for herself, and with the ena number of persons walking before the finish.
suing cross fire and the cleverly arranged
That was so Monday night, and the fact that
"business"
the couple were a continuous
the town was due for aridity at midnight
laugh,
wasn't fully to be blamed for the walkouts.
The Apollo Trio opened with their poslngs
Those who sat in at the wake of King Booze \
In bronze, the, pictures and strength teats callvery likely didn't waste moment in the the-

Bobby Randall.
Comedy Talk and Songs.

:'''"

».

KEITH'S, PHILADELPHIA.

A

PALACE.

/'.'•• :"•"

,
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RIVERSIDE.
As a female impersonator Barcompares with the best, Monday
Rather a neatly, arranged program at the
night he completely fooled most of the ^Riverside this week, a fair portion of good
comedy bringing out the best lines of the
male
regulars with his make up.
show.
It was a bill somewhat hard to lay
accompaniest slips over a couple of
out, the- Importance of positions bringing the
"single" woman on the program down In the
numbers while Barrios is changing for
closing
spot with the weekly pictorial followthe final song. The turn looks ready
ing.
Bell.
for the big houses.
Ruth Roye was delegated to hold the tail
end section, and did it well, but few of the
light gathering leaving before her name was
Show
Monday

,

;

Norton and Nicholson came next with Miss
Roye closing and just before 11 came the
News Pictorial with many on their way out
A good vaudeville program, but the house
was light and the enthusiasm lighter, but
those present seemed to enjoy every specialty.

of speeding.
Bea sye Clifford In stereoptlcon poslngs dosed
the show.
The slides used are in need of
renewing, as the colors were not firm enough
to "drape" the figure. The Le VoIob with an
exhibition of slack and tight wire opened the
show acceptably.
ibee.

.

during

';.'''

^! (^Wf'^f: '^

honors.

rios

Private

Private

I

:.•

tV

and tho combination

wig.

,

/

entertained

i

f'•'

Jack Norworth, splitting the headline with
the revue, woo sixth.
His routine sounded

'

.

'

is

Sell.

,.V
Female Impersonator.
15 Mitu.; One.
American Roof.
(I
^Opening in an attractive pink costume Jean Barrios proceeds to put over
three numbers before removing his

f

gle,

j

comedy conversations
make a good opener

.

fourth place.

Belner, accompanying at the piano, soloed

••".'".'

•"

Nile."

number, descriptive of action in No Man's
Land.
This took the team off to a strong
round of .applause.
Ames and Wlnthrop were third. They are
switching the offerings, but this week used
the newer turn, "One Moment, Please." They
drew laughs, starting with the Indian nonsense, but the routine seemed to be in need

Jean Barrios.

7

;;

the alleged

out, the turn will
for the pop time.

M

16 Mini.;

Bell,
._..._..:_....

tricks.

Singing Comedienne.
Mips.; One.
-: 5th Ave.
>:
Billie Seaton is back with new gowns
and songs and is assisted by an unprogramed pianist. Miss Seaton opens
with a t alky number about marriage.
While sh> makes a change/, the pianist solos with a medley, picking out an
accompaniment with the right hand on
T ,-; the piano strings. Her next song is
preceded by a little cross-fire, kidding
between she and her assistant. "Like
Kelly Did" is her next and a patriotic
spelling number "Woodrow" is used
The pianist is an ex:.'t for the finish.
cellent musician and Miss Seaton has
a pleasing personality. She talks her
songs in a manner reminiscent of Willa
Holt Wakefield. They did nicely in
w\,

pop houses.

American Roof.
Man and woman. The man is a capable performer on the rings, but
shows little that is new in the. way of

Billie Seaton.

'

for the

10 Mini.; Full Stage.

>,
js

be

Pawl and Pauline.
Gymnastic and Talking.

has a concluding session with a neverending and badly constructed lyric
telling of the deeds of her soldier boy
on the battle fields. The soldier boy
idea itself is a bit but of the running.
But Miss Bonatt with this material
hasn't a chance.
Ibet.

:,•..

own fault/ as they seemed
in a.hurry to finish.' Good open-

partly their

'•'''

1,

with his own composition, "The Ghost of the

with the pickaninny with "Pickaninny Paradise." Norworth said the "pick's" name was
Bernlce Buckingham.
His other numbers
were "In Honeymoon Time," "Tired Playing
Second Fiddle," "The Gimmes," a conglomerate lyric of highbrow terms, and "Heartaches," a ballad. -Save the "pick" number
the others were too quiet, possessing a lameness of style that detracted. Mr. Norworth Is
capable of a change 'of pace so frequently In
New York.
Although Norworth finished strong enough
the going was already too tough for Laurie
and Bronson, a naturally quiet act. This
pair has been pulling down honors In the
next to dosing position, but an offering of
different style was necessary this 'time, for
the show needed rescuing, not polishing off.
The "pint- else- pair" were -as amusing as
ever and seemed to register as many laughs,
bo that the fault was not theirs. At the dose
Laurie ventured, than it looked like the
saloons were sure going to shut down. Aleen
quite naturally replying, "Let 'er go."
The Dixie Duo was second. This Is the
billing given the new colored team of Noble
SlsBie and "Bubte" Blake, who were overseas
with Europe's band. They proceeded without
event with their song and piano routine, getting little in the way of returns until the finale

Then a well played violin solo
by Louise. Next, that ever popular
standby of banjoists, "The Miserei"
from "II Trovatore" by Carmen. Turn
Monday
closes with a medley duet.
night the orchestra finished about eight
This was
bars ahead of the team.
to

-1

'"•V

practically all new, lyrics being the main
idea, *as usual, the melody of but one number
counting.
That was for the finish number

bers./

i

:::.

L.

Louise and Carmen.

.

.

Song*.
-..

'-

SSSIP'^Pffl^'PIB^J^

IP HP

'

They work a

lot

of

comedy

>

Into their

hat-splnnlng and juggling act and held the
house Bested as well as any closing act seen
here In some time. This might be considered
quite a boost when It Is figured that many of
those In front were anxiously waiting for a
dash around <to see the "booze funeral" in its
procession,

.

j.

.

,..

keith'sHboston.
Boston, July 1.
Frisco is the headllner this week. And at
the Monday afternoon show it must be admitted, he was a surprise to the writer. The
program distinctly stated that Frisco Is the'
creator of the jazz dance, and everything
that had been heard about him tended to make
this Impression tho correct one.
But evidently Frisco has decided for himself that he
is a comedian, for tho principal part, and a
creator of the' jazz dance on the side. Surely
this must be the conclusion drawn from tbo
performance Monday afternoon.
There isn't

—

any doubt about Frisco's ability to dance he
showed he could in the numbers he put over.
And there Isn't any dobut about the ability of
his

beautifully
McDermott, not
the way.
His
Frisco did not

partner, Lorette
a small part of the act by
band Is also a corker. But
create as much jazz as the
audience felt entitled to and spent several
of his valuable minutes trying to be a comedian, with loss to himself and his act.
Perhaps this Is not his usual stunt. It may have
been a bit of diversion on his part—but If
it Is it is sure that he, who is now at the
height of, his fame evidently,, won't last as
long as others who have flashed before the
public In tho past as creators of the modern
dances. His opening numbor. the "Fifth Avenuo Glide" and tho "Kitchen Stove Rag,"
are the best numbers.
But for the others it
appeared as though be depended top much on
costumes and too little on the govilus of his
nimble feet.
For just one little second In
built

little

(Continued on page 22.)
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bouses open for th* week with Monday biUom, when not otherwiie isdioataa.)
The kills btlrw in grouped In divisions, according to the hooking offioos they axe supplied
(All

Tkm Manner in which thaie bills are printed doea not denote the relative Importance of
sots nor their program podttans.
• efara name lndlaatea aat Is now doing new tan, or reappearing after absence from
vaudeville, or appearing In dry where listed for the lrst Unas.

B. F.

TOURING OBPHEUM CIRCUIT

New Terk City
Chas Howard Co

Palsee Theatre Bnlldl nr,

HBW YORK

CITY.

Keith's Palace
Marie Dressier

"Kiss Me"

Lelghton Sis ft Alex
Gygl ft Vadl
Bernard ft Duffy
Eddie Foyer
4 Harmony Kings
Yip Tip Yaphankers
(One to Al!)
Keith's Riverside

Donald Roberts
Paul Decker Co
Burns ft Frablto
Ivan Bankoff Co

Vane

Sybil

•Chas Klna; Co

Ben Welch

H & O Ellsworth
Arthur Havel Co
Lillian Fitzgerald

Nat Nasarro Co

Howard & Clark
Bert Fits-sribbon
Mellette Sis
Ketih'a H. O. H.
2d half (1-6)

&

Arnold
Cahlll

ft

Florence

Romalne

Jack Levy Co
Ja Da I
"Artistic Treat"
1st balf (7-9)

A Loder Co

Chas

Keane

ft

Keith's Bnshwtek
Johnny Clark Co

Jennie Mlddleton
Una Clayton Co

Wolfus

ft

'Indoor Sports"
Stan Stanley Co

White

Cunningham

Mus Johnsons

Bob Hall
(Others to All)

Berry

A

Ward

Martin ft Webb
•Rlva Larden Tr

Walman & Berry
Imhoff Conn ft C

1st half (7-9)

Gingras

F

ft O Walters
Patsy Doyle
(Others to Ml)
2d half (10-18)

5 Tlvoll Girls

Chas A Loder Co

1

I

B Morgan Co

Langford

Sweatman Co
WProctor'*
5th Ave

Barry McCormlck
Arras Sis

ft

,

Fredericks

Lyric

Lady Olga Towaga (Birmingham
1st half

split)

Mlllersblp Gerard Co
(Others to fill)
1st half (7-9)

Vim Beauty ft H
Lexey ft Rome

Cutty
Greene ft Parker

Madloon

Wm

Bob Hall
2d half (10-18)

John Le Clair

.

Wayne ft Warrens
Keane ft White
Jimmy Savo Co
•Alex Sparks Co
Proctor's SSd St
2d half (S-6)
Turelley

A Loder Co

Chas

•Walman

Berry

ft

Wlnton Bros
(Others to fill)
1st half (7-9)

Rhoades

Billy

Flagler

& Malla

Rosa King Co
(Three to

fill)

Glnrrras
2d half (10-18)

Frank King

F&O

Walters

(Others to

fill)

CONEY ISLAND
Brighton

Johnny Repan

Kaufman Bros
Ward Co
Frank Dobson
Clark ft Gergman
Briscoe & Rauh
Will

Franklin & Green
Al Herman
Fantlno Tr
Henderson's
The Seebacks

B & N Wheeler
Cartmell ft Harris
La France A Bruce
Doree Opera Co
Ward Fitsgerald
Morton

ft

Moore

H

ft

B. F. Keith's

M Norcross Co
Rooney ft Bent
Olga Petrova
Mr & Mrs J Barry
Geo N Brown Co

(One to

BALTIMORE

Slssel

Halg

ft
ft

ft

ft

Lee
8.

Columbia

a

(Charleston split)
1st half

Woodward

Horrisaey
Fitsglbbons

ft

Marconi ft
Jesse Morris
ft

Cody
Wiser

(Toledo split)
1st half

C

BINGHAMTON.
Stone
Henrietta Byron
Chas Glbbs

-

Here & There
2d half

Coy de Trlckey
Richard Lee
Meryl Prince Girls

BIRMINGHAM
Lyric
(Atlanta spilt)
1st half

The Paldrens
Ryan & Ryan

"Home Guards"
Texas Comedy 4
Francis & Arabs

BOSTON

Jackie ft Blllie
Gertrude Newman
Cameron demons Co
Innls ft Ryan
"Girl In Moon"
ELMIRA, N. Y.
MaJestte
Gilbert

ft

Sauls

Coy DeTrlckey
Richard Lee

Llbonatl

Phtna

H

ft

ft

LeClalr Co
Helen Vincent

Canton

V

Goas
Harry Oars Co
Bender ft Meehan
Bartholdl's Birds
ft

LOUISVILLE

B. F. Kelth'a
(Nashville spilt)
.at half
Gilbert Bis

Ben
4

(8-11)

The Duttons
Slayman's Arabs
Berlo Girls

Johnny Reynolds
Maddock

Billy

8

2d half

Hallen

Harris

The Royce
Kelcey Conboy Co
Crescent

Hill & Ackerman
Little Jerry
Columbia 6

(One to

All)

PORTLAND, ME.

B. F. Keith's
Cecil ft Bernlce

MOBILE
Lyric

split)

1st half
3

Spencer & Hand
Jacks & Queens
Bensee ft Balrd

RICHMOND

Lyric
(Norfolk split)
1st half
Martyr, ft Florence

Everest's Circus

MONTGOMERY
Grand

Chick

ft

J.

Chlcklets

DORCHESTER

Codman Square
Flying Heelers

Ed Hastings
Ariose 3
Millard ft Doyle
Read Kiddles
"Up In Air"

WASHINGTON
B. F. Keith's

Powers

ft Lorraine
ft Wallace

Coakley

A Dunlevey

Misses Campbell

L
Irving Fisher
A ft M Clark
Geo A Moore

Cavanaugh Co

Gladatone

Poll's

Elliott

& West

Leon Varuara
"Not Yet Mario"

Ackers

Id half

Samsted

ft

Adler

Dunbar

ft

Marion

ft

J

&

J Marylin

Gordon Duo
Billy Quirk

D Ward

to All)

CHICAGO
Majestic

Brooks

Plosa
Fetber ft Small
Stewart D ft
"Let's Get Married"
(Ont to 811)

Eyes

Montgomery ft Allen
Bradley ft Ardlne
I ft J Connelly
Jazrland Naval 8
ft

Tr
Mrs Wiley

(One to

Billy Gleason

Opera House
(5-7)

ft

D Ward

ft J Maryln
Pop Ward
Vincent Co
Harry Jolson

P

SYDNEY
Palace
(7-9)

Ryan

ft Neally
Lorraine ft Chase
Barra Sis

Scottle Provane
Capt Powers Co

New York City
State-Lake
Mosconl Bros Co
Francis Kennedy
Bert Swor

Palace Theatre Building,

Girl 1,000

Mr

"Memories"

Sam Hearn
Montgomery Co
ST. JOHN, N. B.

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Willie

3

Mack

M

N. B.

Gordon Duo
Billy Quirk

2d half

Mahoney
"Man Hunt"

ft

J

Geo Fredo
ft

W

Federal
Miller

Davis & Darnell
Jack Alfred Co
2d half
Lola Girlie Co

(8-10)

Strand
(12-18)

Pop Ward
Peggy Vincent Co
Harry Jolson

T

ft

SALEM

Gordon Duo
Billy Quirk
Mme Bills Co

Empress

W

(11-12)

Harry Meehan

T

D Ward

(9-10)

ft

ft

Geo Fredo

(12-18)

Geo Fredo

T

MINCTON,

YONKERS, N. Y.
Proctor's

Howard

(7-8)
Maok
W Neville

Wella Virginia

HALIFAX

Gelll

BRIDGEPORT

Matthews

ft

Tom Sawyer
"Oh George"

Apollo 8

(Two

Day

'Deagon

ft

Jack Alfred Co

Bennett

Bartholdl's BlrdB
2d halt

Amer Comedy

PORTSMOUTH
Geo

Dancing Dorans

P Dale Co
Fox & Ward

Regay

Seymour's Family
Colonial

Strand
Seymour's Family
Mildred Valmore
Burt & Rosedale
2d half
Dickinson

Circuit

B. F. Keith's

Eddy Duo
Frank Mullano

8

Bplit)

Lincoln

&

Phone: Bryant 3022

S

BROCTON, MASS.

Cleveland

Barlow

Frame"

"Girl In

B ft L Walker
Countess Verona
Herman Berrens
Casting Wards
Geo Fisher Co
Marion Harris
"S'where Pershing" Emily Darrell
3 Eddies
Moran ft Mack

braith

Buttercups

Alice Nelson Co
Violin Misses

Picks

A Seymour

Stanley the Great
Jeanette Chlids

Forbes Field

M

(New Orleans

Pk.

Grand

split)

LANCASTER, PA.
Colonial
Ed Hastings

Chas Edwards

Rsmona

Al Herman
"Ideal"

City

The Rlos

Ertord's Sensation
ft

Burt & Rosedale
Mildred Valmoro

MAIL ORDERS FILLED IMMEDIATELY

Ja Da

N. Y.

1st half

McD

2d half

Abe & Nlckelson

Pries made to th» Profusion:
$1.00
3 Boxe» of 65o. Powder lor
1.25
I
)tr of $3.00 Cream for

Proctor's

Geo Randall Co
Pat Barrett
Capt Bett's Seala
UNION HILL, N.

Dickinson ft Deagon
Dickinson Bowers ft D
Little Yoshl

A Wholn&ls

\

LeClalr Co
Peck Mclntyre
Canton 8

(Albany

NEWPORT, B, If
Opera House
Dancing Dorians
Lee Stoddard
Fashions De Vogue

A Fate Powder and Face Cream
ASTOR THEATRE BUILDING

Mack

TROY,

Dolla

ft

New York

2d half

Swan

ft

Sheehan & Regay
Rockwell ft Fox
Gibson ft Conelll

Olsen ft Johnson
8 Stewart Sta

Daring Sis
Henrietta Byron
Duval ft Symonds

GRAND RAPIDS

G

Lillian Herlein
Sinclair ft Gasper

Bljoa

"Sweeter"
2d half
3

ft

1st half
Emily Smiley Co
Worden Bros
Alex & Fields
Kennedy & Rooney
Teddy"
Herman ft Shirley "OhPITTSBURGH

ft

B. F. Keith's

Waldron

Gruett Kramer

';

LUCILLE

J.

M

Melville

Qulxey 4
Vine ft Temple

W

Frank Farron

to 811)

ft

ft

Boston
Singer

Art Smith

"Act Beautiful"

KNOXVILLE
(Chattanooga

May

KEITH

B. F.

BOSTON

Taylor O. H.
Toots ft Pal
Hallen ft Goas

split)

W

Empress
(£8)

Harry Meehan
Page ft Green

Co
N.

'

Mary Howard Co
Stewart D ft
Fashions Do Vogue

AMHERST

Gold

ft

TRENTON,

B. F. Keith's

O Walters

(Others to fill)
1st half (7-9)

|

Newell

COLUMBIA,

ft

3 Tivoli Girls
(Others to 811)

DAYTON

ft

(Two

fill)

PHILADELPHIA

John Le Clair
"Man Hunt"

Edwards

ft

Dotson
Jerome

Blake

to

To ban
Purcella

Field Sis
Wells Virginia

Eddie Borden Co

Aeasessy
(Richmond split)
Chas Wilson
Temple 4
Ford ft Urma

ft

ft

Lobln

TORONTO
Hippodrome
dnka Panna

Wms

811)

2d half

Vaudeville Exchange
Boston

Romalne

Genaro-

-

Revue

(One to

BOSTON
>.

Wlnehill

Barney

Earls
Plana

Ely's

Wayne & Warren

split)

1st half

4

2d half
ft Datnell

Mary Haynes Co

Marie Sparrow

Poll's

Sis

ft

Faber Bros
Eddie Phillips
MUlvey ft Devon

Leon Varvara

Fargo ft Richards
Murray Co

Ferry

(Two

4

SCRANTON

Revue DeVogue

Hathaway

ft

Kuma
Davis

TOLEDO

ft

Fern
"Memories"
Sam Hearn

Richards ft S
4 Earls
2d half
Faber Bros

South
Paula

-J

Poli'a

Wayne Beeman
Phillips

Adler

B. F. Keith's

McC

Kuma 4
WORCESTER

Bljoa

"Not Yet 'Marie"

Burt

ft

Fern

Palace

Wood

(Dayton

& Small
ft Davis
Richards ft S

Felber

Samsted & Marlon
ft Dunbar
ft Brooks

K

Clyde Nelson Co
Rubin! ft Martini
Moscova's Ballet

Dancing Serenaders Swan

Alice Manning
Father's Daughter

Manning

B. F. Kelth'a
2d half (8-6)

•Vinle Daly

Harmony Club
CINCINNATI

Moran

Wilton 818
Sydney Phillips
Nit a Jo

Bowers WalterB

F

All)

Roberts Animals
Chas Martin

Orth

Maryland

& Fisher
G & E Parks
A Latell Co

Brown

Sis

NEWPORT NEWS, Homer
VA.

Mae

JERSEY CITY

2d half

Jos

Felix

ft

Anderson

•2d half
Beattle ft Bloom

Fern

ft

NEW HAVEN

Bottom

Colvin

Chas Olcott
Carmen's Minstrels
WhitSeld & Ireland
Prosper ft Moret

McS

Phillips

2d half
Bell Sis

Poll's

Howard

SYRACUSE}, N. Y.
de sc ent
Sails Bros
Vine Daly Co

ft

WATERBURY

'

& Sterling
& O'Nell
to All)
2d half
Elliott ft West
(Others to All)

Al Shayne Co
(Three to 811)

Top

1st balf

Ward ft van
Dawn June

Lew Harklns

Buch Bros

ft

Palace
(Mobile split)
1st half

Moyer

Enos Frazer
Marie Sparrow
Luckle & Harris
"Bride Shop"

Frank Gould
Mary Howard Co
ft Davis
Mary Haynes Co
Jack Alfred Co
2d half
Enos Frazer

(Two

to 811)

LaViva

Ring Co

Julia

AftgCBBeat
Gorgallls Bros
Jeanne Boybell
Al White Co

West

Winchester

(Two

NEW ORLEANS
ft

Fern

Moore

Sis

CHESTER, PA.

B. F. Keith's

Fredericks Co

Brown

Beatrice Morgan Co
(Others to All)

Budd

McKinty Kids
"Here and There"

Foley

2d half
Saila Bros
Vinle Daly
"Every Sailor"

Aus Stanley
Will J Ward Co

Wayne Marshall

Palace
Beattle ft Bloom

SCHENECTADY

N. J.

&

Milanl 6

ft Harris
"Bride Shop"

ft

ft Bro
Dayton

Faust

Devoy

to 811).

HARTFORD

ft

2d half

M

Luckle

Primrose 4
(One to 811)

PETERSBURG, VA. "Up In Air"
Century
Bender ft Meehan
(Newport News
(One to 811)

(Sunday opening)

Bullawa Girls
ATLANTIC CITY.

Patricola

Princess

D^M.P.(H0DO/-DR.l.6L\!CrtffMf1
PUTKAH BUnDINC-MoJBROUfWHy
ttms sn-su»
n«v you
Hour» lQoo m »*>- gS- by tjsSM jfgjjSjgjOj

Simmer Girls
Jerome & Herbert

ATLANTA

2d half (8-6)
Lelbert Co

Henry & Adelaide
Rosamond ft D

'

NASHVILLE

NORFOLK, VA.

SS£?^^|DENTiroTOTHi|2 5£^2£SSS'
*U.OM.yamrr iTBMnatfliBSHina,
nftflWaimsMra "SfcmMi venb
AMWKTMMMt

2d half

Sam

1st half

Nolan ft Nolan
Col Jack George

"Women Can Do"

Hnlaey

Harry Oaks Co
Cahtll & Romalne
Hamlon & Mack

(Others to nil)
Alma ft Merrlman
Proctors BSth St
Kenney & Mai ley
Walthour ft Princeton "The Intruder"
O Dudley Co
Stewart ft Neff
Willie Ma honey
ALBANY, N. Y.
8 O'Gorman Girls
Proctor's
Neff & Murray
(Troy split)
•G ft B Aken
1st half
2d half
Florensa Duo
Bicknel
Rector Weber ft L
•Elsa Ford
Emerson & Baldwin

Lane & Plant

JACKSONVILLE

Ubert Carlton

1st balf

1st half

Arcade
.(Savannah split)

lat half

Bljoa
(Jacksonville split)

Olympic
(Petersburg split)

2d half
ft Sauls
Chas Glbbs
"Sweeter"

CHATTANOOGA

Caluette
Arlos 8

Daring Sis

8

Vim Beauty ft H
Allen & Dog Taxi

fill)

C

Gilbert

Rlolto
(Knoxvllle split)

to All)

ft

Belle Sis

"Prosperity"
ft Curtis
Willie Hale ft Bro

Auger

2d half (10-18)

(Others to

C.

Llbby ft Nelson
Fred Roberts

(Others to fill)
1st half (7-9)

opening)
Onrl ft Dolly
"Neglect"

(Sunday

Dawson L

(Two

Sterling
O'Nell

ft
ft

Foley

SAVANNAH

(Others to AH)
2d half (10-18)
*L Gunning; Co
Bob Hall
(Others to 81 1)

1st half (7-9)

Jones ft Sylvester
Herbert Trio
(One to 811)
IT HA CA. N. Y.
Star
Duvall ft Symonds

split)
1st halt

Zelaya

Zelaya
Dixie Serenade!*
(Others to All)
Proctors 12»th St

ft Kloter
White's Kids

C

ft

I

Rekoma
Jimmy Savo Co

8T.)

Davis
Johnson Baker ft J

Wayne Beeman

Moore

Suter
2d half

(Others to 811)
1st half (7-9)

NEV
EW YORK

43RD

DeLeon

2d balf

Reed ft Tucker
Shea Dufesne
Geo D Hart Co
Cantwell ft Walker

Co

"Heart of
Fenton ft Fields
Toto Co

Law

B. F. Keith's

(Columbia

Jimmy Savo Co

ft

C Avery

ft

Mails

ft

Gabby Bros

A Wood"

INDIANAPOLIS

Victory

Tivoli Girls
F Stafford Co
Lillian Fitzgerald

(Two

Healey

V

'

Lew Hawkins
CHARLESTON, S.

•Louise Gunning Co

ft

& Urma

hS&s ABOVE

The Magleys
Hlbbert

Ann

Palace

Will Ward Co
(One to 811)

Morgan

Imhoff Conn ft C
(Others to All)
Keith's Prospect
2d balf (8-6)

(Two
Fox

Proctor's
2d halt (8-6)

THE PR0FE8SI0M

CTH8ft

MT. VERNON, N. Y. Hendrlx Belle Co
•Chas King Co
Martin ft Webb

FRANK

M.

SOBOEON
DENTIST
'
688 EIQH

Roanoke

Kaufman

NEWARK,

The Youngers

Roberts Animals
Chas Martin
John McCowan Co
Jerome ft Herbert
Harmony Club

ft

&

DR.

BOANOKB

2d half (8-6)
Roatllho ft Barrette

Mi. Morris Pic

•

W. J.

Helen Miller

Alex Sparks Co
to All)
2d balf (10-18)

to All)

2d half

1st half (7-9)
ft

HOLYOKE

Towers

Wolfus

ft

Hamlin ft Maok
Helen Vincent
(One to 811)

Whiteside 81s

CAMDEN,

Kelth'a Grcenpoint
2d balf (8-8)

Pal

The Leigh tons

(Two

Don

Ryan ft Healy
Marx Bros Co

Walman

Bennett

ft

"Flirtation"

Murray Bis
3 Eddys

S
Proctor's
Leonard ft Anderson Top ft Bottom
J ft M Harklns
Colvin ft Wood
Wilson Aubrey Co
Anderson ft Burt

2d half

Toots

Arnaut Bros
Venita Gould

Ebbs

Dennis Chabot

Kenny Mason

All)

;

'.

v

(Louisville split)
1st half

Molntyre

ft

(One to

Jack Hanley

Larry Rellly Co
The Sharrocks
Emma Carus Co

ft

Peek

Shea's

Keith's Orphetun

Wms

Feeler's
Helen Miller
Grew A Pates

BUFFALO

Sis

ft

Margaret Young
Dare Bros
(One to fill)
HAZBLTON, PA.

Bonlta ft Hearn
4 Boises

Andrew Mack

Wm

Ernest Evans Co
Ashley ft Skipper
Jason ft Half
Jas Lucas Co
Ciecollnl

Rlgoletto Bros

Vokes

Royal

Kelth'a
Kartelll

WITH THE MEGAPHONE WALLOP

BROOKLYN

Curaon

Alfred Farrell

MADGE MAITLAND

V

Hill ft Sylvanla

Wms

Chlnko

;,

-;•
:

Sheldon ft Dalley
Helene Davis
Marie Hart Band
Dan Holt Co

Ford

KEITH

'

.

2d half

In VaoitrtU* Theatres
'

,;•

.

..

"Only Girl"
(Three to fill)

NEXT WEEK (JULY

BILLS

•

^VARIBTY

'

E.

All)

Old Soldier Fiddlers

Winona Winters
Ruth Budd
"Current of Fun"
3 White Kuns
Sen Gerards

HEMMENDINGER

43.

JOHN STREET

NEW YORK

Jewelers to the Profession
Tel.
LIBERTY B0N08 ACCEPTED

Mo

S7I

—

•--

—

,'--

-.

-

-.•.
"Harmless Bug"

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
14*8 Brtadwsy

'/

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE
MINNEAPOLIS

CHICAGO

.
.

Grand
Kayle ft Coyne
Conrad ft Jante
"Dreamland"
(One to fill) '

Hippodrome

The Gibsons

&

Sontl

Parti

ft E Conley
Mai Tal Tal
Al White. Co
Ray L Royce
Fred Zoebedie

Pal see

Grace Wallace

{Others

& King

Miller

B

(One

to

fill)

Bob White

Fox

ft

Cosola

ILL.

Cm

Juggling DeLiele
•Evelyn Bates
ft Jordan
Carson ft Wlllard,
'
"Just a Girl"

Wasalagte*

Lennle

Keene
Lillian

ft

Chyo

Mario

2d half
& Duffy

B

All Theatre*
ewrtral Park .. _._„_

CeadttlBj of Parlor, Bedroom and Bath
Light, Airy,

with All

58th Street and Columbus Clrde
City

Jamleson

Davie
"Shrapnel Dodgers" The Mclntyres
2d half
Crystal Ball
(7-9)

& Monde
LaDora ft Bachman Gus Erdman
ST. PAUL
Clay Crouch
Palaea
MEMPHIS
3 Wheelers
Leslie

(10-12)

Oiliw

Kenny ft LaFranoe
Folsom ft Brown
JoUy Wild Co
Id half
Flake ft Fallon
Hall ft Shapiro
(One to ail)

MILWAUKEE

Bob White

Caesor Rlvoll Co
Lee ft Bennett
Galettl's

Monks

Sd halt
3 Melvln Bros
Williams ft Taylor
8 Beauties
Grace Wallace ft B

WINNIPEG

Palace

Strand

I Vaasar Girls
Paul Klelst Co

ft Jennings
ft George
Powell Troupe

,

2d half

Earl

Andrus

Francis ft Alexander
Louis London

(Two

3

to 811)

Macks

MARCUS LOEW
Potnam Balldlnr, New Terk City
CITY Baker & Rogers

HBW TORK

America*
ft Wilson

Francis
•Rice

ft

Graham

Juggling Nelson
Ford ft Goodrldge
Morton Bher Co
•Jack Reddy
Z> Richmond Co
•Patrick ft Otto
Mario ft Duffy
Sd half
•Aldlne

ft

Wright

•Evelyn Bates
•Martin ft Courtney

Cook & Oatman

Nell McKinley
Oklahoma 4
2d half

Rose & Shaw
Gertrude Rose
"Harmless Bug**

TCrady & Mahoney
"Just a Girl"

Lincoln Square
Aldlne ft Wright

•Ted Healy
"Mimic World"
Sd half

Baker & Rogers
Qulnn ft DeRex
"The Owl"
8 Rosellas
•LeVey ft Welst
Billy Schoen
A Sullivan Co
(Two to All) '
•Morris ft Weston
Greeley Square
Reddlngton ft Grant Rose & Shaw
Victoria

Paul

ft

Pauline

Howard & Jenkins
Qulnn ft DeRex

CLAY CROUCH
''SINGLE

NHKT SEASON"

Allen

..

Pless

Scott

Will Morris
Vlotorla 4

Cook ft Oatman
Manning Fealy &
Aerial La Vails
DeKalb

"Some Baby"

SEATTLE

8

Herbert Sis
ft Welst

Plsano & Bingham
Tabor ft Green
3 Lordens

Warwick

Judge ft Gail
Frank Ward
Frazer Bunce

(Two

to

ft

H

fill)

3d half
Adonis & Dog

Henderson

ft

ft
ft

Howard

Morris ft Weston
8 Rosalias
2d half
Francis & Wilson
J Leonhardt

ROOHRLLB,
N. m
Loew

Pete George

H

Sd half
Musical Chryatles

Frank Ward

Grand
Stylish Four

Dudley Douglas
(Three to fill)
2d half
Flo Ring
Thorfidyke ft B

Hanlon & Clifton
(Two to fill)

BALTIMORE

Hippodrome
Walsh ft Austin
O'Brien

ft

So Girls

Oautler's Toyshop
ft Brltt
Willlard's Fantasy

Rookie Lewis
Harry Tsuda
Joe ft Rosle Moy

O'Donnell

VICTORIA,

B, C.

Paatagea
Empire Quartet
Leila Shaw Co
Clark
Nadell & Follette
Joe Fftn t on Co
Cliff

PORTLAND

WINNIPEG

Pantasee

Pantaarea

Sehepp's Circus
Ramaroff Trio
Tetter Septet

Golden Troupe
Marie Fltsglbbon

COok ft Lorenz
Arthur Lloyd
Josephine Davis

Panama

Le Grohs
Chlsholm
Dorech

ft

Holden

Russel

Hodklni-Pantases Bookings

Jefferson

Zara Carmen 8
Lowe ft Bakers

Bolgor Bros
Nelson & Cronln
Hudson A Jones
i

Long

ft

Burkes

ft

Kendall

PROVIDENCE.
Emery
Smlletta Sis

Ronalr

McKay's Revue

ft

Ward

R.

'

Noodles Fagan Co
Durkln's Dogs

Ward

Lang A Shaw

SAN ANTONIO,

DALLAS, TBX.

Lycenm

I.

Hippodrome

HOUSTON. TEX.
Prince
"Frltchle"
Ulnars: Brink

ft

H

S Miller Kent Co

Hawthorne ft Cook Eva Munster
4 Nsesses
8 ft M Hughes

Hans Hanke

De Winter

(Others to

York ft Marks _
Fred La Reins Co

Blue Cloud

ft Rose
Mabel Klllsen

Remains

ft

Florence Bell Co
Eugene ft Kindler
Clinton Sisters
Bijou Circus

Sd halt
Ella La Vale

Royal
P Pedrln! ft Monks
Walter & Dyer
Chas Llndholm Co
Trovoto
4 Bards

WACO, TBX.
Orphenm
Aeroplane Girls
Julia Glfford
Valentine

Hill
8

SACRAMENTO
Ella

La Vale

Hill

ft

8

ft

Rose

Gray

Sis

:;->.T"M?i

Nick Hufford
Toosonlan Arabs

TAFT. CAL.

Rose

Gray

ft Romalne
Eugene ft Kindler
Arthur Valll

Plunkett

Sisters

Hans Hanks
Nick HuSord

(11-13)
Claire Hansen Co
Blue Cloud ft Winona

3d half

.

Wlaeas

ft

Alma Grant Co
Stone ft Manning
Lowry's Dogs
Claire Hansen Co

Gray

ft

fill)

STOCKTON

Hippodrome

3d half

Nagel

Plunkett

Vox

Mel Klee
Million Dol Dolls

YW/%&

V

Lea

ft

Fltoh Cooper
(Others to ail)
3d baltr

LOS ANGELES

Hugh Johnson
In galls * Duffleld

Alma Grant Co
Marlette's Manikins

Hal Johnson Co
B. S.

MOSS CIRCUIT

728 Ssveath At*.,

New York

City

NEW YORK

Cross Keys
CITY.
Three Melfords
Hamilton
Camm & Farum J Hortls Co
Resral

Mack

ft

Montrose ft Allen
Murray Bennett

Sd half

The Glockers

Pollykoff Trio
3d half

W

ft

H

Delight Girls

Monarch Comedy

Brown

Joe Sherman

Permane

ft

.

Burke ft Walsh
Harry Antrlna."Oh that Melody" <T

Octavlo

Shelly

Jean Barrios
Beth Stone Co

Rosa Co
Globe
ft

1

-J2i~
'ji.47

'

Russell

Beatrice

Gus Bohm

Jefferson
Great Buck Hart
Mumford ft Stanley
Juliette Bush
Dunn Sisters
Lulu Coates Co
Ohappelle ft Stennett Dancing Kennedys

Hippodrome Four F ft B Lucler
Pvt Bobby Randall "Married Life"
Cooper ft Rlcardo
Three Ankers
Chas Ahearn Co
Sd half

Emma

Stevens
Allen Co
(Four to ail)

TRENTON,

Tommy

W
Sam

Lane

Emma

ft

Harper

Harry First Co

Harris
ft

Shelly

Stevens
Beth Btone Co
(One to fill)
Sd halt

(One to ail)
Sd half
Ed Geer
Hodge ft Lowell
B Delbrldge I
Joe Hortls Co

Eva Puck
ft Mack

WASHINGTON,

Regal

D.

Murray Bennett
(Three to SID

PHILADELPHIA
Alfeaaabra

O.

Belmont's Warblers
Bar tram ft Saxon

V

ft

C Avery

Jessie Reed
Lane ft Moras
2d half
"Oh that Melody" "Oh Aunty"

Ross Co

Mary Lewis,
less Eve,"
cisco, last

a

member

opened at

of the

Tait't,

"Reck-

San Fran-

week., Ariel Fewell, anothar
of the act is at the Columbia

Inn.

The Fountain Sisters, Billy Counihan and Roger's Ban4, left on the Panama this week, scheduled to open at
the American Hotel, Colon, Panama,

Aug.

1.

Robinson's rerus moves next
week from the New House, Salt Lake
Dutch Mill in Denver,
Billie

City, to the

^

Dave Harris

Becent

H Brown

ft

Permane

'

W. J.

State Street

,

member

8

PITTSBURGH

Homberg

Breen

Trio
ft

PALISADB PK, NJ.

Fuji Japs
Waring & Alnslee
Keegan & O'Rourke Leach LaQulnlan
Blnns ft Bert
Frank Bush

ATLANTA

Bert Melrose
Meyers' ft Weaver
Betty Brooks
"LoU ft Lots"

Fox

'

Ward ft Pryor
Hyman Adler Co
ft

Amoros ft Obey
Song ft Dance Rev

(10-18)

1st half)

Conroy

North

OGDBN
Pantaa-ea

Tyson
Lewis

Avollons
2d half
(Same as Memphis

5

NEW

ft

Lady Alice's (Pete
La Petite Elva

Tommy Ray
Fennell

•LeVey

Hugh Norton Co

Sllber

Crescent
(Sunday opening)
Jesson & Jeeson

SAN 409E
Hippodrome
E Wurdette Co

Marks

Toozonlan Arabs

-

NEW ORLEANS

K

Marietta Craig Co
Tracey Palmer ft T
S Merrill Co
Lerner Rose Co

4

Hippodrome

Maldie DeLong
Stever ft Loveioy
Harris ft Manlon

GT. FALLS
Paatafes

Duo
Ramsey

Estelle

8 Musical Queens

(Sunday opening)

Faatagcs
James
Paul ft Pauline
(Same bill plays Primrose Minstrels
Revue DeLuxe
Helena 10)
(One to ail)
Lawrence ft Edw'ds
KANSAS CITY, MO. Ben ft Eva
Booth
ft Leander
Angell ft Fuller
BROOKLYN
Hanlon ft Arthur
Metropolitan
Lillian Ronalr
Carroll
Harlshima Bros
Coffman ft
Bennington & Scott Jerome & Albright
A Sullivan Co
LaPetlte Jennie Co
Plsano ft Bingham
2d halt
la "TEARS"
"The Owl"
S'eabury ft Price
Featured on Psntages Circuit
2d half
Watkins ft Wms
Burro & Clifton
Lord Roberts
Var & Tunis
Lambert ft Gordon
Florence Rayfleld
Zlegler Twins Co
Hugh Norton Co
Williams ft Daisy
Creamer Barton ft 8 LeRoy Dresner
Nell McKinley
MEMPHIS
Singer's Midgets
"Her Left Shoulder"
(One to fill)
Lyceum
SPOKANE
Florence Rayfleld
Palace
Louis Leo
Paatasss
Musical Chrystiea
ft Green
LOS ANGELBS
Novelty Minstrels
Keegan ft O'Rourke Wlnchell
Gresham
LaRue ft
Faatagcs
The Cromwell s
Conroy & O'Donnell Gorman Bros
Caltes Bros
"Submarine FT*
(One to fill)
Revue
Gypsy
Race
ft Edge
Argo ft Va Bis
2d half
2d half
Ruth St Denis Co
Juliet Dlka
• Al Rlcardo
(Same as Birming- Joe Reed
Green ft Pugh
'Mlmlo World"
1st half)
ham
Co
Teddy
Alice
TAOOMA
(One to All)
Abrams ft John
Pantasree
MONTREAL
Fulton
Kelly Fields Players
Loew
8 Lordens
MINNEAPOLIS
Joe Darcy
Josephine Leonhard Marshall ft Welton
Pantasree
4 Rennees
Malcolm ft LaMar
M Samuels Co
opening)
(Sunday
8 ft A Beverly
Armstrong ft 8mlth TJyeno Japs
Tabor & Green
Monroe Grant
Carl McCullough
2d half
Clyde Cook
VANCOUVER
Jordan Girls
The Parshleys
Venetian Gypsies
Pantages

Armstrong

ft Yvonne
Hippodrome

(Sunday opening)
Zola

'

Panteste

Ray ft Emma Dean
Ray Conlln
5 Romanoff Sis
Little Lambs

ft Lennle
Rector

Britt

SAN FRANCISCO

Imperial Quintet

N. J.

ft
ft

Jimmy

Fantasies)

3d bait

Bennington

Gordon ft Day
Stampede Riders
Eddie Ross

EDMONTON, CAN.

Averitt

ft

ft

pasta see

4

Loew

Clayton

SAN DIEGO

.

..

Napier

Thomas

De Lore

-

'::. ,

Hymen Myer

ail)

ft

;v

i

-

Sisters

Anderson ft Golnss
Lewis Hartt Co
Jane O'Rourke Co

Moore

Kill sen

Sedelll

Denlshawn Dancers
Raines ft Goodrich

Chas F Semon
Danubes

Hudson

Hippodrome

Mabel

,

Casino
(Sunday opening)

Taylor ft Arnold
(One to ail)

Sparks Co
ft

SAN FRANCISCO

LONG BEACH

Aerial

Rose

ft

Thomas

ft

Fred La Relne Co

Dougherty a Sealla

York

Dorothy Roy
Klass ft Termini

Lav ell e

ft

G

Minnettl

Tribble

Hippodrome
C Estey

Quaker City

Trio

Musical Queens

De Winter

ft

Tribble

is
,

Arnold

2d halt
8

Marietta's Manikins
Claire Co
(Others to fill)
Sd half

ft
ft

_

Gray

ft

Wyoming

Hansen Co

Delmore

ft

Taylor

(11-13)

M

-:-.---ti'i

Clinton Sisters

Sd half

Pswtage*

Benn Linn
J

Nagel

Hyman Myer
FRESNO

(One to

Hoosler Girls

Colinis Dancers

Whitney's Dolls
Goeta ft Duffy Herbert Brooks Co
Julian Hall
Ambler Bros

(One to ail>
Sd halt
Legal
O
Storey & Clark
Cook ft Vernon <
Frazer Bunco ft H
(One to nU)

.

Paatacen
Joe Jackson
Bobbie Henshaw
The Shattucks
Rialto Quartet
Gilraln Dancers
Gaylord ft Herron

Haush

Sisters

SALT LAKE

CALGARY

Bullet-ProotLady
Beth Challls

Tr

HOBOKEN,

CanBeld ft Rose
Porter J White Co
Anita Aolus
Al Wohlman

DENVER

HAMILTON, CAN.
Loew

2 Misfits

,

The Gabberta
Harry Sterling
Earl & Edwards
Hodge Podge 8

<Fourtoam
f
Bell ft Wood

Ruby

Carroll

Jarvis Revue

Morak

(9-10)

plays

bill

Saskatoon 10-12)

ILKA MARIE DEEL

InpronmirrU

REiSENWEBER'S HOTEL
New York

N

Renard & Jordan
Bevan ft Flint
Rose Revue
Avenue B
.
2 Harvards
Grace Leonard Co
Frank Bush

•

Mlputn from

OveHwWu

Foxworth

ft

Arthur DeVoy Co
Thos P Dunne

Vincent

ft

Chyo

K

$14^kR00M?ort£S'

.

Exposition 4
Sd half

4

soula 10)
Brosins ft Brown
Stewart ft Olive
Hello People Hello
Ball ft West
Richard the Great

(7-»T

(Same

Dorothy Lewis

& Burr
Henshaw ft Avery
Ward ft King

LeVeaux
L ft G Harvey Co
O Handworth

Edwards

Mason ft Cole
Rev Frank Gorman
Baraban ft Grohs
Ash & Hyams
Margot Francois Co

Harrison

Boulevard

Dietrich

mm

Musical Walsh
Bijou Circus

.

RBGINA
Pajatagea

.

SAN DIEGO
Hippodrome
Aerial De Lors

Alma Grant Co
Claire

;.

Bob Brown
Whirlwind Gypsies

(7-8)

Wilson ft Wilson
DeWItt Stroes ft D
Stone ft Manning
Claire Co

Chicago Offices

,

(Same bill plays
Anaconda 9, Mis-

McVfckera
ft Church

Forrest

BUen
Breakaway Barlows

2d half

Skydocae
Julia

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
Faatasea

MASS.

Equillo Bros
Jack Reddy
Ford ft Goodrldge
D Richmond Co

&

Ward

New York and
BUTTE, MONT.

FALL RIVER,

Renard

Oklahoma

Friend ft Downing
Chalfonte Sisters

Broadway

fill)

CHICAGO

Grant

Maxims
Howard ft Jenkins
Peggy Brooks
Dietrich ft Vincent
Orphenm

Clayton

Winters

Ysaags
3d half
as Kansas Smith ft Tossell
Connolly ft Francis
City 1st half)
Hudler Stein ft Phil
MASS.
Resists
ft

Ban Pranelsee

Hippodrome

Marietta's Manikins

TORONTO

SPRINGFIELD,
Goldle

fill)

(One to

3

Verdi

ft

Ward

ft

(Same

Exposition 4

Flint
ft

Witt

Henshaw & Avery
Ward ft King

2d half

Julia Edwards
Folsom ft Brown
Miller ft Ralney
(Two to fill)

Cabaret De Laze
Frank Barton

National
Misfits
ft

Ruby

Breakaway Barlows
Harrison & Burr

Whitman Co

Sevan

McLatn Gates Co
"Old Time Darkles"
Whirlwinds
M(One
Lunnette Sisters
to fill)
(One to fill)
Rtalte
B. ST. LOUIS, ILL.
2 Blondys
Flake ft Fallon
Cabaret Da Luxe
Royal
Hawaiian 4
halt
Sd
Fred Lewis
S Blondys
(One to ail)
Fred Lewis
Sd half
Royal Hawaiian 4

OBAlfiTH

ft

BOSTON

Ronalr

Hawthorne ft Cook
S ft M Hughes

Sd half

Otto

Reddlngton

Ingraham
ft

Chyo

M

.

Monks

Chyo

Two

am

Alt Rlpon

&

The Parshleys

Fashions a la Carte
Steve Stevens >
Fashions a la Carte Lee ft Bennett
(One to fill)
Tom Mahoney
ROOKFORD, ILL.
Sigsbee's Dogs
Palace
(One to All) „
Bell ft Wood
3d halt
Earl & Jennings
Pauhl's Trio
Andrus
& George
Can* Trio
Dan
Ahearn
Bobbins ft Fulton
(One to fill)
Christie & Bennett
half
2d
Baboons
Norrls'
Alanson
DVLUTH
Dolan Lenharr Ce
Grand
Klutlng's Co
61"
"Girls Of
(Two to
Jim McWilliams
ST. LOOTS
"Foughkeepsie"
Giaad
Maker & Redford
Marlon ft Jovlt*
Kay Hamlin ft Kay Frank Barton
Sd half
"The Puppets"
Gellettt's

Patrick

Lang & Shaw

Sherman ft Rose
Knowles ft Hurst
Fagg ft White
Jobn O'Malley

A DeVoy Co
Thos Potter Dunne
N Carroll Tr
(One to

ACKERMAN & HARRIS CIRCUIT
BAKBRBFIELD

Sisters

Garrlek

Orphenm
Keene ft Foxworth
Lillian

,

Wheelers

3

I A.

_
K

Jimmy Reynolds

LOUIS

ST.

1st half)

Ted Healy
M Samuels Co

2d half

ft

Sd half
as Atlanta

(Same

Juggling DeLiele
Rice & Graham

8

to nil)

DBS MOINES,

ft

Gaynell

Maude Keller
ft Kennedy
(Two to All)

Wlllard

21

3d bait

LaF

Aerial LaVaila
2d half

Beauties
3 Melvln Bros

Lynch Trio
Lucy Gillette Co
frank Hall Co

&

Carson

Harlshima Bros
Delancey St.
Burns & Clifton
Peggy Brooks
Cook & Vernon
Rose Revue
m
Manning Fealy ft

State-Lake Theatre BnLldlnr, Chlearo
.

.'.-..-

Goldle ft Ward
Harry Mason Co
Jimmy Reynolds
Sampson ft Douglas
Harry Mason Co
Hubert Dyer Co
Sampson ft Douglas
Sd halt
Hubert Dyer Co
Smlletta

ail)

~ BUooMack

BIRMINGHAM

LeVeaux
L & G Harvey
O Handworth Co

New Ytlk

Bonding).

(ftrtaui

Adrian
(One to

Billy Schoen
Equillo Bros
2d halt

N. V. A.

Official Dentist to the

VARIETY

.-

-:i,^-

SHOW REVIEWS.
when

ollectlon

of

new

Jokes and gags,

and know-

put them over without playing
for applause, they bad the house from the
Their stuff hasn't been heard here bestart.
Incidentally
fore, they brought it in new.
one of the team did a Jazz dance that was as
good as one would wish to Bee.
Cbilson-Ohrman, the prima donna soprano,
occupies a prominent place on the bill, wblcb
Her voice Is wonderful,
Is at It should be.
although at times it must be admitted that
the tones fall to reach the outer edges of the
auditorium. She. has five songs, all of which
were well chosen, and she closed with a
popular number. Mr. Wu, who accompanied
her on' the piano, Is entitled to a vote of
thanks for always remembering that he Is an
ing

bow

player, who could not work owing to receivsevere sunburn.
Miss Moore's endeavor
entertain singly did not hit the mark,
nevertheless it was convincing enough that
tbe girl was under a severe handicap.
The
announcements of her numbers should be made
so everyone In the house may hear.
Private Bobby Randall (New Acts) followed, and scored the hit of tile evening.
The Hippodrome 4, originally scheduled to
close the show, preceded the closing turn, and
registered.
The tenor and the comedian do
tbe most, the latter being responsible for continuous laughter during the school setting.
Although possessing quartet vocal ability, they
fall with the right selections.
Several good
additional numbers offered with effort, would
undoubtedly strengthen the act. The Dancing
La Vara, before an exquisite drop, closed the
show without a single walkout. Tbe couple
are of the dapper type, with toot work that
held the Interest at all time.
Constance Talmadge In the "Experimental
Marriage" film finished the performance tor
tbe evening.

ing

(Continued from page 19.)
Lorctte pulled a quick little
"shlmmle." Oh, boy! Let's hope It Mays In
the act In Boston. Probably won't, though.
Moran and Mack, billed as "Two Black
Crows," came pretty near being the hit of
the show. They occupy the spot Just ahead
A oouplo of
of Frisco, and hold it well.
comedians working in blackface with a fine
act,

to

.

accompanist, and It would be well for some
of the other accompanists who work .with
She announced at the
stars to emulate him.
conclusion of her act that unfortunately she
bad lost her trunk with some beautiful gowns.
Miss Ohrman wore one gown during her enBut sbe brought her voice along
tire act.
with her, and that was the Important part
The Musical Johnstons open the show la a
xylophone act which was very fair for an
opener,
They work hard, picked their selections V with care, and therefore got over
very well. Alfred Farren and Co., the company being a clever little miss, have a novel
act.
It is based on the Idea of trick picture
painting, with rags instead of paint being
used by the pair to get the desired effects.
Homer Dickinson and Oracle Deagon followed. They make a good working pair, she
being especially clever In her Imitations of a
little girl and he carrying along the act In
Just the proper maner.
Bert Fitzgibbon always gets across here
with his usual line of crazy stuff.
Charles
and Henry Rigoletto, assisted by the Swenson
sisters and a company, closed the show In an
act called "Around the World." Len Lftoey.
i

to

81ST STREET.

A

really

Interesting Educational travelog
opened the show on schedule, with
Brown's Dogs opening the vaudeville.
A
stronger finish would not be amies, that being

study

the only thing lacking to the turn.
Nora Norlne, before special curtains In
"one," offered four song numbers, the last
being In the nature of an encore, somewhat
forced.
Florence Henry and Co., the latter
a man essaying a "patient" character, and a
youngster, preached the gospel of domestic
happlnes to good returns. It Is a fair sketch,
Following intermission, Douglas Fairbanks

In "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo" met with
a good deal of approval. Ralph C. Faulkner,
trading on his really remarkable resemblance
to the President, offered a new monolog, and
scored the hit of the bill. Faulkner Is a good
showman. The LaMont Trio is an interesting wire act, held them In.
The Oaumont
Graphic concluded the program.
Aoei

SHOWS LAST HALF,

r

(June 46-29.)

FIFTH AVENUE.
There was but one new act in the eight-act
at the Fifth Avenue the last half. Consequently there was a lot of speed to the show
possible exception of the Charles
picture "Sunnyside," placed In the
centre of the program, and which, because of
Its failure to win laughs slowed up the entertainment considerably. Incidentally it seems
to be a mistake on tbe part of the vaudeville theatres to run a comedy of this sort
because of the fact that the majority of the
audiences that are attracted have seen the
picture elsewhere.
This was quite apparent
at the Fifth Avenue
on Thursday night
through tbe audible protestations from those
seated in the audience.
The vaudeville started with Arnold and Miss
Florens. The Arnold of the team offering his
feats of balancing on glassware and Miss
Florence acting as tbe assistant His tricks
were productive of hearty applauBe. Keating
and Walton who followed with their "long and
short of it" specialty gained a few laughs, but
for the greater part their work seemedvunusually forced. There Is a rough 'un lnihe
act that should be eliminated and It is the
fact that the girl of the team wears a huge
artlfliclal rose at the end of her spine and
the comedian starts to sing "Rose of No
Man's Land," as she turns her back to the
audience and exposes it
Zelaya, the pianist, with his combination of
talk and music, pleased the audience, as did
also Joe Maxwell and bis quartet of singers
in the fireman act, which seems to be featuring "Bubbles" most effectively.
The Chaplin

contrast .although
regular standard.
ling

not up to Chaplin's

slight

dancing ability and

little

else

to rec-

ommend them. A season in the outlying email
timers would do the act a world of good. The
turn Is much too long as It now stands.
Nell McKinley next toicloslng with the same
act shown around the local pop houses for
the last five years grapped off his full share
McKinley works in an
of the comedy honors.
easy confident manner, a little too confident
A
at times, especially in the audience stuff.
plant In ' a balcony b ox singing the second
chorus of "Friends" out of the, northeast corner of his mouth, much after the fashion of
the warblers on the rear seats of the Coney
Island trolleys, hindered rather than helped.
McKinley doesn't need singing "plants."
Kamerer and Howland have all the ear
marks of the Middle west small time singing
and dancing turn. Tbe man handles the comedy which consists in the main of released
gags.
The woman sings fairly, and! wears a
couple of tasteful costumes. On second they
did fairly well.
Adonis, an equilibrist with an average routine of hand balancing stunts, overplays the
spotlight
Adonis, by the way, was not the
only offender In this respect, the entire nine
acts using spots indiscriminately. A cute little fox terrlor. assisting Adonis shows evidence of competent training.
The finishing
trick, performed on a whirling chandelier. Is

showy.

Tabor and Green stall too much. More of
the real coon comedy and less of the high
brow singing would taper off their/ act properly.
The tenor has a sweet voles, which
could be used to much better advantage If
bandied with discretion.
Larry Rellly struck a soft spot wltL possibly three-quarters of the audience of Irish
ancestry.
Rellly handles his heroic Celtic
character with considerable charm and hla
supporting company give him -unusually good
support
Morris Samuels and Co. In "At Bills Island"
cleaned up.
Samuels is playing the act as
low comedy instead of seriously as the late
Joe Welch did.
Crane Sisters (New Acts).
Oliver, an accordion player, opened and scored
exceptionally well.
Ben.

show

FIOTHAVENUE.
Enough vaudeville 'Vans passed up the wake
of John Barleycorn Monday night to (111 the
6th Avenue comfortably.
The optimists who
gave John the cold shoulder were rewarded
with a seven-act
entertainment.

hill

that played

for

good

Murray Bennett (New Acts),

next to closing, grabbed the applause honors.
Blllle Seaton (New Acts), in fourth position,
was well received and shared the remaining
honors with the "Suffragette Review," a girl
act with seven principals, 10 choristers and
the usual light book. AH the ingredients were
present, Including the "Elixir of Love" and
the comic who Is mistaken for a baron at
the "Buffs" hotel. Nevertheless, It entertained,
and the work of Bobby Bernard as the Hebrew
baron was very funny. Frank Neville made
a pleasing Juvenile and handled numbers
Bmoothly. Velma Htnkle, the Ingenue, hogged
attention every time she was on.
This girl
has a good vocal equipment and much personality.

Laura «nd Billy Deyer, In a straight dancing
followed tbe, opening pictures and
Mabel Burke.
The msn sbowed some neat
stepping In a solo soft-shoe buck and wing
and finished tt with a new eccentric break.
The girl is a slender blonde and a good hoofer.
The opening dance Is In Chinese costumes, and
they do some back to back double stepping that
They are a good big small
starts tbem wed.
routine,

•-

<$&?*-'

;

time acquisition.
Fox and Ward got over, but they are on
too long and might move the rhymed recitation
about their careers up, In place of some of
/
the ancient crosB-flre.
Le Malre, Hayes and Co., the blackface
comics, are still experimenting for a finish.
The dialog Is banged over to good results, and
Le Malre is constantly improving as a reader,
but tbe finish 1b still weak. The act doesn't
wind Itself up, and the drill dance leaves
some of the audience mystified.
Three Les Genie closed. These women are
showing some new wardrobe since their recent
appearance on tbe Roof. They are featuring
ring work and have a fast smooth routine.
.

with the
Chaplin

picture followed.
Opening after the celluloid the "Fiesta Espanola" (New Acta) with a flock of the former members of the "Land of Joy" with Bilboa as tbe featured member of tbe aggregation.
They were an absolute and unqualified
hit, but the act needs a little speeding and
perhaps James J. Morton standing on tbe side
lines (after the fashion that Julius Tannen
was employed at the Park) might enhance
tbe value of the turn for the big houses and
give It a comedy element
Georgle Jessel seemed to walk away with
tbe laugh and applause honors of the ebow.

The boy

HAMILTON.
r^-'-

:

Considering a quartet of disappointments
the bill at the Hamilton Monday evening was
well balanced and well arranged. Louise and
Mitchell, substituting for Ed. Oreer, are a
combination that can give any show a good
After briefly opening in "one" they
do a' pleasing routine of acrobatic work in
"three," featured with comedy aplenty, especially by tbe girl.
It is a brother and sister team, and they can stand in line with
start.

competitors.

Harvey Haney and Orayce were billed for
No. 8, but dud to their predecessors, Schram
and Armstrong, disappointing, and the substitution, Dancing La Van, placed at the
end of tbe bill, they were forced to come on
Besides Oracye was absent, having
No. 2.
contracted ptomaine poisoning after the matinee.
The two boys were formerly of the
vaudeville team known as the Three Liars.
They are billed "On the Course," meaning a
golf course as represented by a special drop.
In blackface, more or less for the

One works

preliminary comedy.
Their subsequent playing of various musical Instruments called for
an encore.
The blackface artist especially
stands out as a drummer.
Jean Moore and
Co. were next. The company part la her piano

23RD STREET.
The show stuck to seven acts for the last
half, not reducing the vaudeville section in
spite of the presence of
"Sunnyside," the
Chaplin comedy being spotted in the middle of
tbe bill. This made for a bill of extra length
with the feature "The Blazed Trail," also

a.

feature.

The 23d Street but partially knows what it
is to expect in the way of a show.
Oftlmes
several "harpoons" are thrown into the works
In the way of new acts of unknown worth.
There were several such "Jabs" In the show
and aa one or two didn't deliver the goods
the going was bad, tbe under standard Chaplin not helping any.
The noted screen comic
slips In a bad boy once. In awhile and "Sunnyside" is one of them.
Bartholdl's Cuckatoos opened the show amid
much chattering from the birds. The constant squawking and brilliant plumage of some
of the birds made the stage resemble the Inside of a zoo.
Various gear, supposed to be
operated by the birds, made the offering a
novelty with the bicycle stunt of one cuckatoo
quite a trick.
Al Rlccardo a ventriloquist,
followed (New Acts) doing fairly well.
Vine and Temple on third started something and that through the personalties of
the pair. The man's business with a cigarette
stub Is an exposition of what was once considered a sort of fine art
He does all the
tricks of old "masters." The show was given
no special tilt by Beatrice Morgan A Co. In
a sketch on fourth. Just the same as playlets
go, It was a chance of pace .from the Jungle
of triangle plots.
Renee Bonatt (New Acts) took up the going after the Chaplin and could do nothing.
This left Lewis and Dody In next to closing
to cop an easy hit (New Acts) which they
could have stretched had they prepared any
extra material.
Goslar and Lusby, a newly
formed piano, songs and dance turn (New
Acts) closed very nicely. It wasn't the spot
for them and placed down earlier they might
have scored strongly.
Tbee.

"there" with the laugh produc-

Is

ing material

method

and be has a delightful little
of slipping the audience the laugh on

own thoughts.
Charles Howard and
Tyler Brook, assisted by a young woman unbilled, were another of the hits of tbe bill,
but this act needs a little speeding also.
Duquesne, the magician, closing the show,
found tt rather difficult to get anyone to step
up from the audience and finally he landed
two young men who had every earmark of
plant, although the majority of the audlenae
did not seem to suspect them.
His efforts
seemed to hold those who got into the show
late and he managed to pull some laughs from
about half a house.
Fred.
their

AMERICAN ROOF.
A badly blended bill, top heavy with an overabundance of elnglng aits at the American
the InBt half. The Vita fomedy which started
the show, one of the most tiresome and unfunny films ever perpetrated since pictures
were Invented, put a damper on the proceedings that would have killed any bill.
"Flips
and Flops" this alleged Vita comlo is entitled.
It's a cinch that It will never have any
difficulty In living up to the last part of Its
name. Charlie Chaplin's latest, "Sunnyside,"
at the other end of the bill, offered a start-

is probable that at some time they had a frame
up caricaturing those late celebrities. Their
cross fire about the old prices and the present,
and the old material and the present contained a lot of truths and blended nicely. They
close with an old song and dance, the same as
shown by them 50 years ago at Tony Pastor's.
Barring a tendency to do too much, Fox and
Ward will appeal to the old times and most

The Three Herbert Sisters, placed for closing, would have fitted in much better in the
Initial spot
Tbe girls have youth and some

125frTsTREET.
Five acts on account of tbe Sunday law was
the program at Proctor's 125th Street Sunday
afternoon. The Berlow Girls and Lillian and
Twin Bros, were off the bill. The American
Comedy Trio didn't appear, although Messrs.
O'Donnell and O'Nell kept the wires hot trying to locate them.
A Sunshine Comedy opened and the Pathe
Weekly closed tbe matinee. Jimmy Savo and
Co. got tbe comedy honors in third position.
Assisted by a girl in a riding habit Savo makes
a grotesque appearance with an ill-fitting suit
of the type adapted by most picture comedians.
The girl does straight and her efforts
at vocalizing, etc., arc continually Interrupted
by Savo's eccentric clowning. He is a good
comic and puts over a series of eccentric
dances and finishing them all with poses, that
won big applause.
Gretta Llttlefleld, a female song "plugger"
from Wltmark's, was disguised as an act by
the absence of .slides.
Sbe sang two ballads
and a Southern melody to mild returns. Gretta
followed the opening picture.
Fox and Ward, the old school comedians,
were second and delivered through their Interesting routine.
They look like tbe old cartoons of Mark Hanna and Tom Piatt, and It

—

of the new ones.
Bob be and Nelson scored In the next to
closing spot The straight exhibits a pleasing
voice but should avoid the assured way of
reading that he has adopted. The talk doesn't
amount to much, but the comedian nuts it over
with his mugging and clowning. A medley
used at the finish Bounds rather long.
Brtndamoor (New Acts) closed.

ciW.
Were It hot tor tbe Burke-Valder classy
dance turn, and Ben Bernle'a surefire hokum,
aided and abetted by the "un looked for" appearance of hla old partner, Phil. Baker, the
entire show would have been a flop. Even the
Chaplin feature contains few real laughs extended spasmodically at points in the run of
the film, with lew high lights.
Two new acta, in the forms of Cuba, a rope
monologUt and Allen and Richmond, started
the vaudeville, after a clever Universal short
comedy reel. Work and Kelt fared well wKb
their "souse" acrobatics
mixed with some

/

chatter.
"Sunnyside" interrupted the bill
here, with Yates and Reed resuming the vaude.
One of the men pulls an Eltlnge and fooled
the house up to the unmasking.
When he
later renders a ballad, using the second verse
and -the T. R. version chorus, It sounded wrong..
It la bound to, when the original^version Is not sung first.
This is probably

done in an effort to make it sound new, although it fooled no one. They stopped for
extra bows.

Burke and Valdor Co. (New Acts) preceded
Bernlce, next to closing.
Phil. Baker,
is playing a date at Loew's Ave. B, not
far away, helped out Thursday with his accordion aa in the days of yore.
The stunt
must be reciprocal, Bemle no doubt hieing
himself down to the eastern part of tbe East
Side for the same purpose. They cleaned up
between them and individually. Leo Zarrell
Duo, a heavy built chap with a diminutive
top mounter, held 'em in with handstands,
The feature completed the program.
Abel.

-Ben

who

The Lights

Club's

feature of

last

Wednesday's entertainment was a
travesty on the coming of Prohibition
entitled "John Barleycorn's Funeral
and Resurrection." The playlet? based
on the recitation used in vaudeville
and called "The Wake" carried the following cast: Pall Bearers: Bert Kalmar, Geo. Barry, Tom Dugan, Herbert
Williams. Mourners Lew Kelly, Chas.
Middleton, Harry Sullivan, Fred Gray,
Jas. Diamond, Harry Von Tilzer, Geo.
McKay, Victor Moore, Billy Montgomery and Roy Summers. Three Visitors: Billie Reeves, Eddie Carr and
Joe Towle.
The club's clam bake.
.

:
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OBITUARY
Memorials In this department in display type, are charge* *5 per Inch (14
lines) and 110 two inches (28 lines).
No spaee smaller than tt inoh (7 lines)
accepted;
inch. lASo.

%

All memorial copy must be accompanied by remittance.

Luigi Sertori.
Luigi Sertori died in St. Luke's HosNew York, June 25, after a long
illness.
The deceased, who had been
a guest of the Actors' Fund of America for 14 years, was a retired grand

pital,

opera singer.

Eddie Gorman.
Eddie Gorman (Smith and Gorman),
also well

known

in legitimate circles,

IN FONDEST MEMORY
of My Hatband

LOUIS

FOWLER

Who. departed this life July
Hit Wife

5th,

1918

EMMA FOWLER

died June 28 at the age of 47 at the
Manhattan State Hospital. He had apin a number of stage productions between vaudeville engagements.

peared

Helen Armstrong.
Helen Armstrong, of the Kenneth
Gratton Co. vaudeville act, died June
21 and was interred under the direction
of the National Vaudeville Artists of
which she was a member.
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Continuation from last week of the verbatim

1

i

testi-

in the proceedings of the Federal Trade Commission in the matter of the vaudeville Investigation.
The* bearing was resumed, pursuant to notice, before
Examiner Charles S. Moore, Esq./
Appearances as heretofore noted.

The report below
gj

i

T

of the proceedings

is
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(CROSS EXAMINATION CONTINUED)

customary when an actor buy a advertising or
anything else In connection with bis act to give the seller an
I. 0. U. or an assignment of some kind to the seller drawn
on tbe box office when he Is to play the performance?
You mean for
A. Never to the best of my knowledge.
Q. Isn't

it

s

.

advertising?
.
Q. Well, for anything, advertising or anything else.
A. For instance, if I take an ad to the Variety, I make
an assignment to the editor of Variety and make it collectable at the box office?
Q. Something like that has to be done.
A. Never to my knowledge, and I advertise considerably In

'

Variety
a fact that that custom of giving an assignment
under the circumstances I have outlined arose because of tbe
nomadic existence of an actor, that be Is constantly being
on tbe road?
Q. Isn't

It

A. I don't think so.
Q. Did not the White Rats Actors' Union in Its constitution
take practically the same method for securing Itself against
its own members for money loaned to them?'
A. No, indeed.
Q. I call your attention to Article 24, entitled "Loans,"
of the Constitution and By-Laws of the White Rata Actors'
Union as follows:
"Section 1. Tbe International Board In Its discretion or
the discretion of Its duly appointed representatives, may
advance a loan or ticket tor transportation to members In full
benefit who are In need and who have no other means of
providing money for traveling expenses to an engagement
*"-: that the member Is about to perform upon the presentation of
an enforceable contract with a responsible manager for such
• engagement or satisfactory evidence of such engagement with
responsible manager.' Such loans or transportation must be
.

,

.

.

'

I

'a

>

.

.

''

evidenced by a promissory note signed by such member who
agrees to repay the amount of the loan out of the salary of
said engagement, and such member shall also execute an
order upon any manager tor whom the member Is or may be
under engagement authorizing such manager to deduct the
amount of such loan from such member's salary and pay the
same to this organization, or Its proper representative to be
used upon the member's failure to pay from said engagement
At' the discretion of the International Board, all expenses
Involved in granting a collection of such loans must be paid
by the member receiving such loan."
What la the question on that?
Q. Now, the question Is whether the White Rats Actors'
Union have not by their own constitution taken means to protect themselves In a fashion similar to that of the Vaudeville Representatives?
They take measures, yes, but
A. No, I don't think so.
similar to that used—
,
What elements did
Q. Ton have answered the question.
you take into consideration in fixing a price for your act?
A. Which act?
Q. Any act?
A. How much I could get for it.
Q. Did you have three people in your act all the time?
A. In the "Turn of the Tide" there was a period when we
did not carry a third man. And "The Wanderer" we had

A

means.
Q. No,

Sir

When you had

of

The Witness:

It,

that

Q. Then it is your judgment that an actor never considers
his overhead charges In arriving at an asking price?
A. As a general rule, no, I think he does not

Examiner Moore:

t

>

1

Vf -.

:

•

'

--

••

was going

•

-»

Q. I am talking only of the actor, now.
A. No, you ask as a general rule. No, I think, Mr. Goodman, he does not do anything of the kind. I think any average
actor looking tor an engagement says, "I have got an act and
I want so much money for it"
He don't figure the commission, he don't figure the railroad tare, be don't figure
anything else. He figures, "This la my act and It is worth
so much by virtue of Its drawing power or entertaining
power." That is one of the reasons I have for saying that I
think tbe old type of booking has certain advantages because
a man comes In contact with the man who wants to engage
him and discusses these things. I don't think be considers
those things at all.
I
am of moderate intelligence and I
never did. It never occurred to me.
Q. So, if an actor makes a profit on bis act it is Just' pure

1

A. Yes sir.
Q. In 1000,' Mr. Mountford

__

.

_

and had nobody elso to do
wouldn't you?

A.

.

Examiner Moore
p.

THERE WILL BE NO
OTHER FLOWERS."
We will take a recess

:

(Whereupon, at 12:80
m.)
*

'

p. m.,

until two o'clock.
a recess was taken until 2:00

I

it,

you would do

yourself,

it

v

would try

What

to,

yes.

am

getting at Is to clearly define If we can,
through you, tbat tbe personal representative is engaged
by tbe performer to do for him what the performer himself
would do If he could, or was a. le to do It?
A. Yes, I think that Is true.
Personally I have no objection to tbe personal representative.
Q. I understand tbat.
I
am just trying to get the exact
service tbat the personal representative does.
Q.

A

:

.:-

&

.-

:

:

J':-.

-^

.

•

HER

not.

•.

ADVISE

HAND

v^-iaic

whether you agree with him

;

ANY ONE

LILLY

to find out

Q. Well, If a personal representative was a man of good
character and a good business man and desired to represent
his client to the best of his ability, why, he would be of
service, would he not, In tbat respect?
A. If he were working actually for the actor, but they are
I had an Instance in my own
not.
Q. No, you need not give me your instances now.
I want
to get your opinion about some matters.
When you engaged
Hart, didn't you employ blm to act as your alter ego, act tor
you as though you were personally present?
A. No, I did not. I hired blm to secure work for me.
Q. Well, it you did not have a personal representative,

THEM TO
CARRY

somewhat?
Tbe Witness :

Oh, no, be don't know what tbe distance is
In all the negotiations I have ever bad with
my act, tbe question of how much

editor of that paper,

GOES TO WORK
AGAINST THE
STRIKE

IN HI8 OR

I

Q. In your testimony you testified at page 1871 of the
expense and trouble the performers, were put to when they
were out on the road and cancelled on short notice. Now
isn't it in just such cases where a personal representative
fits In and performs a service to the performer tbat he could
only accomplish himself if he were personally present in
New York City?
\
A. How do you mean a service?
In straightening out
,
the cause of bis cancellation?
Q. In representing blm, talking for blm.
A.. I don't think they Interest tbemsolvcs at all.

"SERIOUS.

-

,

means.

(It is agreed that the following be substituted for Respondents' Exhibit No. 57, which has been already copied Into the
record)

WE

-

A.I don't know whether all the facts contained in It
I don't know what he
are Mr. Mountford's opinion or not.
alludes to by "the manager In the long run pays the commission."
It is not clear to me.
I don't know what he

-

.

ORDER

going to read to you, Mr. Fitzpatrlck, a statement
The Player of January 7, 1010, on page 8, and

in

wanted
or whether you do
opinion.

A. I believe so.
Q. And Mr. Mountford then was also International ExecuWhite Rats of America, was be not?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you recall the existence of the Independent Booking
Agency In 1008 and 1000, and part of 1010?
A. No, I do not

IF

bIp

am

-

tive of the

don't say that
Q. There have been actors In this proceeding wbo have
testified to the Commission tbat they did take Into account the
expenses they bad In arriving at what the asking price
should be.
A. I don't think it 1b tbe general habit, Mr. Goodman.
I
know I never did it
Examiner Moore
It would depend on distance, wouldn't

managers about booking

was the

was he not?

I

.

'

,

I

going to be.

way what an

mediocre ability.
'
By Mr. Goodman:
Q. Isn't it a fact that when everything is said and done,
Mr. Fitzpatrlck, it Is the manager who is paying the 10 per
cent commlslson and not the actor?
A. No, it Is not Mr. Goodman.
Q, The Player was the official organ of the White Rats of
America and its successors the White Rats Actors' Union,
was it not?
of

chance?

It,

general

The Witness: No, that goes back to the question of
standardizing the amount of salary for an act which nobody
ever dreams of ever doing.
Examiner Moore : There are certain kinds of acts, a group
of tumblers, whatever you call them, five or six people, which
would be worth more than two people, wouldn't they?
The Witness: It all depends on tbe quality of tbe act
Two people might be of such extraordinary ability and such
extraordinary skill, and such extraordinary value as an entertainment tbat they would be worth a troupe of fifty acrobats

to be.

Q. Does not the average actor In fixing his salary, of course,
try to get as much as he can, and doesn't be take into
account the expenses be Is to be put to?
A. I don't think so, Mr. Goodman.
Q. If an actor has eight or nine people in his act and a
lot of Bcenery and has to pay royalty tor the music or
sketch, do you mean to say that he does not consider the
elements of expense In arriving at his salary?
A. He might consider it, but the man who hires him does
x

A. No,

a

In'

much?

so

not

ji

He knows

The Witness: He knows in a general way, Mr. Moore,
what he wants to get; in a rough sort of way it is worth
several hundred Pollers.
Examiner Moore: If it is a two-man act it would be so
much: and if it is a live-man or five-woman act, it would be

is,

Yes

Q.

I want to state to you, Mr. Examiner, that I do not read this
tor the purpose of having tbe statement go into the record
as a statement of facts. I am not going to prove any facta.
I am trying to prove the occurrence of a fact, that la alL
"Mr. Fiber stated that
I read this to you, Mr. Fitzpatrlck
graft has gone on for some time in the above office by a
certain gentleman, meaning the Independent Booking Ageney,
name not mentioned, who was collecting commissions and at
the same time drawing a salary. This waa a direct violation
ei the principles of that office, and that these graft charges
were put directly up to tbe board of directors, and that
tbe other three directors took no action in the matter. He
further stated thatjio had on several occasions notified the
White Rats of America as to these graft charges, and as far:
as he knows, no action bad been taken. He said that it bad
been published and circulated tbat the White Rats of America
were affiliated with the Independent Booking Agency, and
Now in connection with
that they controlled Mr. Mozart,"
that there appears in the second volume of "Tbe Player"
what purports to be a copy of a letter from Mr. Mountford,
tbe secretary to Ed Mozart, reading as follows: "Dear Sir:
I have just received the following certified copy of a letter
from Mr. O'Brien, which I enclose, and which please return.
If the charges contained in this letter are true, this is
graft pure and simple, and If after investigation you find.
Here is the very
this man guilty, you ought to fire him.
thing tbat we have been fighting against, apparently coming
up In the I. B. A. Besides, It the actor Is paying two commissions, one secretly and the other to his recognized agent
commission
the
In the
manager
who
is
paying
it is tbe
long run. not the actor. Very truly yours, Board of DiI ask you whether
rectors, Harry Mountford, Secretary."
you still adhere to your statement that the actor, in the long
run, and not the manager, pays the commission?
I
A. I still insist that the actor pays the commission.
know nothing of that incident at all.
Q. I know, you don't, but this expresses Mr. Mountford's
:

.figure,

act is worth, doesn't he?

the act with three people In

j^_

appearing

—

•

•'-

ing Agency?...
v
A. Since the investigation started. I have, yes.
Q. I show you this paper headed "The Independent Booking
Agency," and ask you to state if you can, whether the John.
Qulgley who Is thereon stated to be the business manager,
is the same Qulgley who was a witness In this proceeding? '.
A. i could not say as to that, Mr. Goodman.
Q. Do you recognize this paper which I now show you as
a copy of "The Player"?
A. Yes sir.
Q. And that was the official organ of the White Rats of
America in 1010.

By Mr. Goodman:

is all.

It

some

m,

J.

Yes, there are certain considerations which
enter in, but the idea of an actor sitting down with a pencil
and paper and saying, "I will get so much tor commission,
and I have to pay so much for salary, and I have to pay
so much for railroad fare, and I have to pay so much for
tips, and I have to pay so much for depreciation, and I have
to pay so much and I have to pay so much"
they don't do
it, that Is all.

Nothing but just some stage property?

knew what

of people cuts

doesn't it?

^

U

...

The number

v..

.

it is.
.

Parts of It I do and parts of It I do not
Do you agree with Mr. Mountford's statement that If the
Is wise the management pays the extra percentage in

We know what Mr.
Q. You have answered the question.'
Mountford's views are, because they have been published.' In
your open letter you made statements concerning conditions
in vaudeville as you understood them covering tbe yean from
1000 down to 1010, and did you not run across some data or
records about the Independent Booking Agency?
A. No, I did not
Q. Do you know what the Independent Booking Agency was?
A. No. I do not
"•>?.
Q. Did you know who was connected with Itt
A. No.
Q. Did you ever hear it referred to as the White Rats Book-k-

back

And he

Examiner Moore:

Q. Costumes?
A. Just tbe stage clothes we wore.
Q. You paid this third person a salary, did you not?
A. We did, yes.
Q. You would not have accepted a salary, would yon, that
would have meant a loss to you, that is to say, a salary less
than sufficient to pay this third person's salary?
A. No.
Q. You also had to consider your railroad fares, your expense of baggage, did you not?
A. Did not consider any railroad fare, because no one ever

I

Q.

'.. •.
-._:.'__
*......'.:
the. form of an increase in salary?.
A. No, i don't
You will have to ask Mr. Mountford about
r ••'•
that, Mr. Goodman.

'

;

1

A

actor

but you do.

to get his $4,000

.

that statement?

-

A. No.
Q.

that,

.

.

naturally would consider In the fixing of his
salary, or in his asking price, a certain amount covered over
a period of weeks to make sure that he got his investment
back at least?
I think he
A. No, I don't think I wonld, Mr. Goodman.
figures he wants so much money; if I get so much work, I.
will get out with a clean skin ; If I don't, I lose. That is my
V
absolute honest conviction.
Q. Then it is your opinion that the great majority of the
actors in this country fix their salary arbitrarily and without
any basis of expense, their investment or cost to them?
A. They toy to fix their salary. They ask tor a certain
figure, I believe, first of all, because of the quality of the
I don't think they
act, its novelty and entertaining quality.
consider the railroad item at all, because they never know
what it is going to be.
Q. What I am getting at, Mr. Fitzpatrlck, is this, that til*
actor does not arbitrarily fix upon an asking salary without
giving some consideration to bis cost and his expense, his
initial cost and the expenses of bis help, his tips, for instance, each week
It may be that he does not get all that
he asks, but in asking and trying to get it he must take into
account the moneys he lays out?
/
a. I don't think he does, Mr. Goodman.
I am quite euro
he
that
does not
Q. Then he fixes his salary on a purely arbitrary basin,
doesn't be?
A. No, it is not an arbitrary basis.
It is a question of
what he thinks the value of bis act la and the quality of
entertainment and what the need of it is and what the novelty
Q.

one besides you and Mr. Madden, did you carry certain
baggage?
A. Yes.
.;
Q. Did you have any scenic effects of your own?
A. That

know

amount on it—
Q. The actor knows he would have
somehow?
A, Yes, be does.

two people.
Q.

I

(Continued).

your attention to Respondan article In Variety of

December 10, 1915, entitled "Our Policy," by Harry Mountford, to which article Mr. Mountford made this statement:
"We desire the elimination of more than one agent In proWe do not believe tbe system of
curing an engagement
compelling or Inducing the' actor to go to more than one
intermediary is of any advantage to the artist or to the
manager. The system of .the free-lance agent who has to
book through another agency invariably leads to some collusive agreement between the two agents, -an agreement entered
Into simply with a view of making more money for one or both
of the two and having no bearing whatever upon tbe supply
of a good show to the manager, or providing good employment
If the actor. Is wise, the management pays
for the artist
the extra percentage in tbe form of an increase of salary.
If the actor is not wise tbe actor pays the money and the
management is obtaining an Inferior act for the salary which
be agrees to pay." And I ask you whether you agree with

•

A. I don't mean what the word depreciation means, but
what the Idea of depreciation means. That it losea a certain

'

P'-'

'

A. No, he does not. That Is only In an extreme case where
he is playing the Southern time and be bas an extremely
long jump and he has to go from New Tork to Atlanta to
play a certain few weeks there, that be adds the amount of
In the ordinary
the railroad fare on bis ordinary salary.
salary, no railroad Item has been computed.
0- Do you mean to tell us that an actor who has to pay
a royalty for a monologue of $100 a week, does not take that
fact Into account In asking for more than $100?
A. He probably does, yea, if he Is not a fool, but he does
not take his railroad tare into consideration, because be never
knows what it is going to be, nor bis commission.
Q. Suppose be spends $5,000 on building an act, scenery,
gropertles and so forth, wouldn't he consider tbe amount that
e would have to charge up by way of depreciation?
A. No, I don't think they know what the word depreciation

'

-

CROSS EXAMINATION

By Mr. Goodman
Q. Mr. Fitzpatrlck, I will call
ents' Exhibit No. 10, which is

By Mr. Goodman

some more?

m

JAMES WILLIAM FITZPATRICK

He figures a certain
Q. That is the point I am getting at.
salary for himself, and because It is a big railroad jump be
figures in

'. -:;V.",*-'J

-
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AFTERNOON SESSION

I was going to pay or the amount of jump never
There are certain theatres In certain sec*
enters into It.
tlons of tie country whore if an actor Is asked to play he
wants so much more money on account of the long jump. For
instance, what is known as the Southern time, it he Is
playing It from New Tork, but that Is additional to his
salary, not figured In It.
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A. Is supposed to do.
Q. Well. I am not going to quibble with you about words.
I Bay he does.

You say "supposed" and
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A. Well,

It

in

a question of feet

It It not

quibbling.

a

question of

.

Q. If you haven't any personal objection to the
yon Juat stated, and you an the
an organisation of acton, and In the same breath,
too personal representative doesn't do anything
representative,

u

you say
for

the

actor—
A. I didn't say that. I said lie wa» supposed to represent
the actor.
Q. if the personal rspresontatira does not do the things
that yon ssy bs Is supposed to do, why Is It In the Interest
of the White Rats Actors' Union and your own Interest that
yon are not opposed to them, Instead of being In favor of

IUU'

themT
A. If the commission for the personal representative la
properly regulated, he becomes the employe of the actor.
Under the present conditions be Is the, employe of the booking
offices, because he la dependent upon them for the return
of a certain amount of his commission.
Q. By the same token. If the personal representative le
to get for his performer a larger salary or a bigger route,
it means just that much more return to him, doesn't ltt
A. It means more return to him it he gets all the commission.
Q. Isn't It a fact that performers give their representatives
something even in addition to the five per cent as an extra
inducement?
•••;.
A. No.
Q. To the representative to get out and hnstle for him.
A. No, I don't think It Is an extra lndieement at all, Mr.

,:)!•.:

*-'
Goodman. It le demanded.
, £5
Q. Do you eee anything as a praeffrar? matter, aside from
any question of law, do you see anything to prevent an
actor from saying to his representative, "Now, I want 1300
ae my salary, but if you get me (600 I will split the difference between the |300 and the $500 with you."
A. I think it le a menace to the business Itself.
Q. Well, aa a practical man Is there any means or any
way that you can stop actors and personal representatives
from making that kind of a deal?
A. If you bave an organisation you can.
Q. I would like to know, I would like to hear yon teU
ub how you oouid stop it.
A. Well, if yon can nx the amount of commissions by law,
that an actor shall pay five per cent of his salary, ae was
fixed, then if you can secure the evidence, it might be
difficult to secure the evidence, and you find a man is
violating the rules of the organisation by paving bis personal
representative a bonus, or splitting an added salary with
him, you can suspend him and keep him out of business
until he behaves.
.

i:.:'-.

::
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Q. Ton realize, Mr. Fitzpatrlck,
such a thing occurs, the manager
foot the

you,

don't
the

man

is

that when
that has to

bill?

A. That Is my objection to it Mr. Goodman. Not on the
part of the actor; it is because it is an injustice to the
i

v

manager

.

|

Q. la there any other method that you can conceive of to
prevent collusive dealing between an actor and a representative to procure an Increase In salary T
I know it is not
A. I don't think it is altogether wrong.
wrong for an actor and his representative to secure an honest,
legitimate increase in salary, but for a man to enter into
an agreement with an agent whereby be floats bis salary
legitimate
value, making all due allowance for
beyond its
all the conditions that should enter into the consideration of
what la a decent salary, I think a man who does that, both
the actor and the personal representative, ought to be actually
driven out of the business forever.
Q. What I would like to know, Mr. Fttspatrlck is, Isn't
that one of the difficulties In the vaudsvllle business that
arises out of the peculiarities of human nature, whether in
vaudeville or any other business, that an actor to get a
greater salary or more money, will offer to hie agent or the
agent will ask the actor, "If I get you more will yon give
me more"? Isn't that something that you cannot atop by
legislation or by orders or laws or anything else!
A. It would be a difficult matter to stop, but I believe It
could be stopped; but I believe if a sufficiently drastic
example would be made of the offenders that It would be
I don't mean suspending a man's
stopped for all time,
franchise, or breaking htm; I mean absolutely eliminating
him irom the business forever. He le dpne with the theatrical business; and if that were done once there would be
a decided Improvement, I think. My object I repeat again,
la because it is a rank Injustice to the management and to
the public.
Q. Now, you testified that there were certain acts in the
profession that were bad acta or impossible acta, and I
think in your open letter you referred to the elimination of
such acts?
A. Tea,
Q. la there in the vaudeville a large number of acta or
persons who call themselves actors who are what yon would
term bad acts, impossible actors or piratical actors stealing
o there' material?
A. I think there are a great many, especially now.
Q. Of course, as you said before, there are good and
bad actors and good and bad managers, because there la
good and bad in everything, and you cannot expect per.
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fection?

A. Yea, sir.
Q. But can you give us any Idea what percentage of the
actors are of the type we have just been discussing—I mean
the bad and impossible acta?
A. I think that 86 per cent of the existing vaudeville
bills are not good vaudeville shows, and I think that 85
per cent of the actors now appearing In so-called first-class
vaudeville theatres are bad actors.
Q.

How

long back

has

that

condition

existed

In

your

Judgment?
A. I think back until Mr. Williams went cut of the busiI think the business has steadily degenerated artistiand from the standpoint of good, clean entertainment
within the last seven years.
I think ever since I came
into the business.
I have watched It with a great deal of
anxiety and a great deal of interest. I believe that as soon
as the actor and the quality of the entertainment get so
bad artistically and so obnoxious from the standpoint of
cleanliness that the theatre Is going to be driven back into
the self-same position it was in the latter part of the 18th
century, and a few centuries before, when actors were the
pariahs of the buman race.
Q. Vaudvllle oonslsta of a variety of talent, doss it not?
A. Yes, It should.
Q. Well, It does draw on people from every profession
and walk of life, does It not
A. You mean
Q. The vaudeville profession.
You saw draws on everybody. You mean the character
of the audience or the character of the performers?
Q. The character of the performers.
A. My answer to that Is that it should consist of a variety
ef elements. I don't think that It draws on people from all
ness.
cally

A

walks of

life.

Q. Well, I don't mean that there Isn't one occupation or
business that is not skipped, but I mean as a general thing
the people la vaudeville are made up of people, the people

SS

performing in vaudeville are made up of an innumerable
character of people from different parts of the globe, doing
different things?
'

personal
beta of

cally.

Q. This change in conditions yon attribute entirely to
the conduct of the respondents in this proceeding?
Secondly, to
A. Pint of all that then la no opposition.
the fact that I believe then is no spirit of personal pride
in the quality of the performance that Is given.
Q. You would not blame the White Bate Acton' Union
tor a closed shop at
propaganda carried on in 1810 and
all for the condition, would you?
A. Not at all; nothing to do with it
Q. Do people go into vaudeville tnm the legitimate stage?
>
A. Occasionally.
Q. And from burlesque?

what

U

'

Very

.

tKJldoEH.

Q. Are they ever
ville?

drawn from the

circus to appear in vaude-

an

drawn flrom circuses. They
A, I don't know that they
appear.
Q, I am not trying to quibble with you, Mr. Fitspatriok.
A. No; they appear In cireusee and in vaudeville. Vaudeville in the winter and circuses in the summer, a certain
percentage,
Q.
then not in vaudeville the following character of
acts and attractions: Acrobatic, floating aerial acts, trapese
acts, Juggling acts, clown acts, Risley acts, tight-rope walkers,
animal acts, including trained dogs, cats, horses, elephants,
seals, birds, rats, lions; aren't those Included in tne category
of vaudeville?
A. Yes.
Q. Physical acts, dancing acts, Juggling acts, musical acts,
singing, sketches of all kinds, including dramatic playlets,
comedy acts, pantomimes, ventriloquists, illusions, magicians,
comedians, impersonators, speeches and monologues, waterdiving aots,
day modeling, lighting calculators, sharpshooters, whistlers, sketching, bands; those all fall under
the category of vaudeville acts when they are doing a tun
In vaudeville, do they not?
A. Yes.
y. And Included in this category and performing these
acts are Japanese, Chinese, Russians, Arabians, American
Indians, Mexicans, East Indians, Frenchmen, Englishmen,
Germans, Italians and Spanish, and representatives of other
nations?
A. Yes.
Q. Isn't it due to this great conglomeration and the great
variety of the people and class of people
in other words,
this
cosmopolitan make-up of the profession, that the
vaudeville performer la a man usually of temperament, great
artlstlo or professional temperament?
A. I don't think so, Mr. Goodman. I think they an not
very temperamental aa a class in comparison with legitimate

An

.

;

vaudeville and they have given rise to
the managers and the actors?
A. I think it has happened occasionally. X don't think H
I think then
weir few
Is a general rule, by any means.
instances in comparison with the number of acta which an
booked.
Q. At the time of your assuming the office of president now
many of the so-called bad actors or Impossible aotorf wen
members of the White Rats Aoton' Union, if any?
A. I think 75 per cent, and 80 per cent of all the aoton
in the vaudeville business wen members at one time of
other, good, bad and indifferent.
Q. what percentage of your membership at that time would
vou Bay wen headline acts?
A. At the time I came In?
Q; Yes.
A. 85 per cent
Q. And of the other 15 per cent, how many of them would
you say were Just mediocre or fair acta?
A. I think the odd 15 per oent—now, let mo got that
Tou asked me what percentage of the headllnow
, Q. No, what percentage of your membership were headlinen. Tou said about 86 per oent
A. Oh, I misunderstood the question. I thosght 70a said
what percentage of the headllnen wen members of the
organization,
,

A. Yes.
Q. For the entertainment of the public?
A. Tea.
Q. And least, what they think will entertain the publio?
A. I think the class from which the vaudeville performers
have been drawn in the last seven years bave changed radi-
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Q. No.

i

A. I think 85 per cent of the headllnen in the business
at that time were members of the White Rata Actors' Union.
1 don't mean to say by that that 85 per ceat of the membership were headllnen.
Q.jThat is what I am trying to get at What percentage
of tbe Union were headllnen?
A. Oh, I couldn't say that Mr. Goodman.
Q. Now, as president of the White Rata Aoton' Union,
what class of actors did you find gave you most work or
who was
trouble, the actor who was employed or the actor
'

rial

and

their offering Is

good?

A. Tee. I think they do.
Q. Is there what Is known In the profession as professional
Jealousy among vaudeville performers?
A. I never experienced any.
Q. Isn't It a fact that every performer on a bill wants
to be headlined or billed In big type or bigger type than
the other fellow on the bill?
A. No, I think not
Q. Does not the average vaudeville performer want the
best dressing room no matter who else is on the bill?
A. I think that is altogether untrue. In all my experience
In playing vaudeville theatres I cannot recall a half dozen
instances of rows over dressing rooms among the ordinary
members of the bill. Of course, if you have 'a star who
has been brought in from the legitimate, or who is not a
trained vaudevllllan, then may be a demand for certain
things In the line of dressing rooms, but the vaudeville
actor as a class, I found, haa been a very long suffering
Individual, quite content to do his work it let alone.
Q. With ngard to billing, hasn't It been one of the greatest
causes of trouble to the managers that actors would walk
out of a bill because they were not billed to suit them?
A. No, I think they walk out of the bills In isolated oases
and In some instances, yes, I think so. That Is one of the
things that we had in our mind to stop Instantly.
But I
think that In many cases the reason they walk out of the
theatre Is that they were billed, because the billing was
misrepresented to them when the engagement was booked on
the part of either the booking manager or booking agent
and led to believe one thing; the actor went to the theatre
and found another thing had been done, and he considered
that he had a legitimate nason for walking out
Personally, I don't think he has any nason.
I believe If be makes
a contract that he should play it and that is one of the
things that we were most insistent upon in trying to stop.
Q. Reason or no reason, it Is my Judgment, and I am
simply trying to bring It out, that regardless of the whys
and the wherefores, the condition which Ib existing In
vaudeville and has for some time of aoton being dissatisfied
with their billing or their place on the bill; that Is to
say, an actor wishing to be down near closing Instead of No.
2 on the bill, or right after another man, Instead of some
other place on the bill, that those things have occurred In

:
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That

is 1910.

20,006 showmen.

'

Since 1910, if I understand your
Q. Now, wait a minute.
previous testimony correctly, there has been an influx of a
lot of undesirable or bad acts. Is that right?
I think
A. No, I don't think there has been an influx.
tbe quality of the acts which have come In wen inferior
in quality to those of the preceding vaudeville generation
In schooling and ability, in stage deportment and ability to

tion

to
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them?

A. I think they took the places of those who had left the
variety business and gone into some other branch, of musical
comedy or something else.
Q. What is your best Judgment about the number of

vaudeville acts now in the profession?
A. Oh, I would say about ten to twelve thousand people.
Q. Tou mean twelve thousand people, not acta?
A. People, not acts,
Q. Would you say that that was about the number a tew
yean ago when you were president ten or twelve thousand?
A. I think so, yes,
Q. Tou are talking now of vaudeville acts, the numbers
In vaudeville acta?
A. Yes.
Q. With the number of theatres such aa there are la this
country it is an impossibility to play all of the vaudeville
acts in the country, is it not.?
A. Ob, there is bound to be a surplus, yes.
Q. As there Is In any other business?
A. Tes,
Q. Always bound to be a certain amount of unemployed?
A. Tea.
Q. Now, when a man buys a ticket to eee a vaudeville
show, be pays not merely for a seat In the Place, but to ate
show,
a
that intangible thing called entertainment doesn't he?
A. Yes.
Whether ho gets It
Q. He expects to see a good show?
or not Is another question?
A. Yes.
Q. When a manager employs a vaudeville performer, he
pays him to render for the publio, to the beet of his ability,
his particular specialty or service, does he not?
a

ypr

sir

Q. In 'other words, the quid pro quo for the manager's
salary Is the service of the actor?
A Yes, sir.
Q. And the best service he can nnder?
A. Absolutely.
Q. When you were playing in vaudeville and yon went
from one olty to another, you carried your personal baggage
and tbe properties which you needed in the theatre In connec•

.

with your act, didn't you?
A. Certain properties which were not In the theatre.
Q. Performers in vaudeville usually carry their own stage
where they use stage effects, do they not?
A. Yes.
Q. Are there not many acts that require no baggage other
than their purely personal belongings, such aa monologue
tion

effects

.

.

acta?
A. Yes, that is true. Not very many, though. Very few.
Q. You bave noted in the vaudeville theatre when yon
have played that each theatre is equipped With a certain
stock set of scenery, such aa a scene depleting a garden
or a parlor or a street ; that is so?
A. Yes.
Q. And then they have their local stage hands In the
theatre?
A. Yes.
Q. And electricians to handle that scenery and handle the
lights for the performance?
A. Unless the scenic effects required In the act demand
the services of an electrician which the actor has to oarry
with him, himself.
Q, In traveling from one city to another to nnder your
professional sorviccs as a -vaudeville performer, don't yon
carry your own theatrical properties with you, which Is the
same in principle mark you, I am talking of principals
now In principle as a surgeon traveling from one city to
another who carries his surgical Instruments and medical
properties necessary for him for tbe performance of his
professional duties?
A. I don't think that Is a parallel case, Mr. Goodman.
Q. I know It Is not parallel in the sense that the services
rendered by the doctor
the same aa the services ren-

—

—

an
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:

1

A. I don't know that I nave.
Q. How many acton do you think then an In the vaudeprofession today?
A. Well, the United States Census for 1910 gives the total
number of actors in the business as 28,297.
Q. In vaudeville?
28,287 aoton.
A. In all branches of theatrical business.

entertain.

other by force of hie very profession, is required to bave
and possess a very strong sense of his own importance in
the profession?
A. No, I don't agree to that no.
So far as his offering la concerned, to be successful he
must believe that he baa a good act whether the audience
agrees with him or the managers agree with him or not?
'
A. Tea, certainly.
Q. And a great number of acton believe that their mate-

c.

ville

Q. Would you say that those who came in subsequently
took the place of those who were before or came la in addi-

A. Yes, I think I have.

8'

unemployed?
A. Most of the trouble we had was with acton who wen
employed and had trouble with their contracts or playing
their engagements.
We bad no trouble or cause for trouble
with the actors who were unemployed because they had
nothing to kick about
Q. Did you never meet an .unemployed actor who believed
he was out of employment because he bad a bad act?

Q. Are they people of a nervous and excitable disposition?
A. No, 1 don't think so. They are under a certain nervoua
strain which is necessary to give a successful performance,
but nervous and excitable, I think not
Q. Ton don't think that the expression so frequently heard
about acton concerning their artistio temperament applies
to vaudeville performers?
A. I never heard any vaudeville actor talking about his
artistio temperament
Q. Did you ever bear a vaudeville actor admit he bad a

Q. How many of all the acton that you have known In
the White Rata have ever admitted to you that he really
had a bad act?
A. I could not fix the number or the amount
Q. They an mighty few and far between, aren't they?
A. I think most people have to have an Idea of the quality
of their own act and I think it is an absolute necessity for
the production of that act because It they had any idea
In the back of their bead that the act was not good It would
be automatically transmitted to the audience and the audience
would get the same idea.
Q. An actor, whether he be a vaudeville performer or any

IE

,

actors.

had act?
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one.
Q.
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Q. Where do they come from? Where do they get big time
acts?
A. God knows, I don't I think the atmosphere of the small
time theatre does not make for the development of high class
vaudeville material. The atmosphere is different. The duality
of entertainment, and the quality or the appetites of the
audience Is different, end the entire environment of the small
time theatre is not conducive to it
Q. While you are on that point, that is due to the fact that
in one the man who buys a ticket pays 10, 20 or 80 oenta for
It and the other case, the big time he pays 25 or 60 or 76
cents?
A. No, I think .that is because the actor is obliged to do so
many shows a day he does not have a chance to perfect his
talent, it he has any.
Q. All right, we will take that question up a little later.
'For the time bslng, aren't there actors that go from the big
time to the small time?
A. Yea, there are.
.

.

Q. Will you define for us a big time theatre?
big time theatre In my Judgment has two essentials.
A.
Two shows a day is the absolute essential. The other is the
quality and character Of the entertainment.
Q, That is of the general bill?
,
A. I mean the quality of the entertainment, the skill of the
performers, the quality of the act that they do, the type of act
that they do.
Q, It has nothing to do with the structural or architectural
features of the theatre?
A. I think it has, yes, something.
Q. You mean that a big time theatre is built differently
from a small time theatre?
/
A. I think it is built more elaborately, with more taste,
better Judgment, and as you say, more convenient for the
people who are playing In the theatre.
q. Let me put a concrete case to you. You take the Marcus
Loew Metropolitan Theatre in Brooklyn; have you seen It?
A. No.
Q. Well, do you happen to remember any one of Marcus
Loew's theatres in New York that yot have seen?
A. I have been In the American, I think.

A

,

-

The American Music Hall?

A. Yes.
q. 42d street

and Eighth avenue?

Yea

i

Q. Is there anything apparently different

which would prevent Marcus Loew,
give

A.

If

from that theatre
he had the mind to

to put big time acts in that theatre?
No: the mechanical equipment Is there.

it,

".-.•':'

£

'
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By Mr. Walsh
q. How are they

.

A

small time act
reference to the elimination of bad acta and people
tailed In the commercial business and bad some
sort ot talent, about which you testified, do you believe that
the White Rats would occupy the position of censor or
licensors of those who desire to enter the vaudeville prof p RH OQ 7
A. I taint that there ought to be some sort of examination
on the part of the actors' organisation to say who shall
become a member of It, yes, for the protection of the business.
Q. Was it not a part of the union shop policy to keep such
acts as they thought bad or impossible from entering the
profession?
.
,
„.
A. No; as a matter of fact, a labor union has no choice
in the matter as to whom it shall take into its membership
at all. We were obliged to take In anybody and evsrybody
who could lay claim to being In the theatrical business. We
had no right to pick or choose at all. We were obliged to
eliminate the system ot voting on members by black balls
by the American Federation of Labor.
Q. Isn't it a fact that it you succeeded in unionising vaudeville performers and vaudeville theatres in this country your
union would have been able to keep any man or woman out
of vaudeville and out of employment It the union saw lit to
do so?
A. No.
q. I call your attention to Respondent's Exhibit No. 8, an
article In "Variety" of December 8, 1018, entitled "The Union
Shop and Its Advantages to All," by Harry Mountford, and I
read therefrom as follows:
"The union shop means that no person oan work in any
theatre unless he or she carries a fully paid-up card of the
White Rats Actors' Union of America, or Associated Actresses
And I
ot America, or any ot Its affiliated organisations."
ask you whether you still adhere to the statement that It you
organized the vaudeville performers and the vaudeville theatres as closed shop, you could not keep an actor out of
employment by keeping him out ot the union?
A, We could not keep him out ot the union. We. would lose
'
•
our charter Instantly we tried.
Q. Do you mean to tell us that anybody and everybody who
claims to have any talent at all, without regard to his moral
qualifications or any other qualifications, can apply for membership In the White Rats Aotors' Union, and must be admitted?
a. With the exception of the moral qualifications, yes. It
Is defined in the constitution.
q. Point out in thst constitution any provision whloh makes
it absolutely Incumbent upon the Whits Rats Actors' Union
to take In any and every one who claims to bs an actor?
A. "Every white actor, performer or entertainer In the
amusement world, male or female, of good moral charaeter,
'
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Q. Isn't the theatre artistically decorated?
•A. I think it is; yes, not bad.
..
. .
q. If an act Is good and plays the Colonial Theatre, even
at a out salary, f*e act is still a big time act It it plays, big
time theatres, isn t it?
cutting ot the salary does
A. Yes, that is quite true.
not necessarily make it a small time act, but it tends to

1
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elected?

''.'•'.,,'

,

him in, what remedy would he have; how could be make
you take him in?
A. He would want to come in In the first place.
,
Q. Is that, your best answer?
A. No; that is one of the answers,
q. How could he force you to take him in?
A. He could go to the American Federation of Labor and;
compel us to take him In under penalty ot the revocation ot

!

,

V

:

'

make it a
Q. With
who have

;

'

'

.

By

*f&$l3
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our charter.
Q. Bupposlng the American Federation of Labor, being your
parent organisation, refused to compel you to take him in,

what would this applicant for membership do?
A. They could not refuse to force us to take him in.
By our very existence in the American Federation of Labor
we are obliged to take them In. They are covered by a
constitution and by-laws the same as wa are.
q. Suppose a man did not want to Join your union, then
what would happen 7
A. 1 cannot conceive ot a man not wanting to Join oar
•-

union.
Q. No, that is not the question.

A.

.-/,
{

-

.>.;*

.

.

You are asking me supposing a man, and

any such supposition.

'•

make

I cannot
.

q. You are president of this organisation and you went out
You must have foreseen that some
to unionize all actors.
Now. I ask you
actors might not want to Join the union.
today as president of the White RaU Actors' Union II you
had succeeded in unionising all the thestres and thsy were
all unionised today and the aotors were unionized, and one
wouldn't
union,
he be kept out
actor did not want to Join your
*
of work?

™y:

'

.

A. No.

•

.

::

id*

;
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Q. Nevertheless, the White Rats Aetors' Union reserve tke »
right if they deem a person does not possess the quallfloatioaa
mentioned to keep that act out ot the union.
'•''
A. No.
q. How do you explain that, that they don't?
A. If a man made application tor membership and there
was any doubt about it, an investigating committee would be
powei
appointed on It, and that he would have full, complete
'
to justify bla claim to membership, and we would have to
take him In.
Q. Suppose you did not though ; suppose you did not take

.

act

''•

••'

A. Their names are presented and voted upon la open
* * '. ""-"''.""^F
meeting.

ness deal, should it?
A. On the part of the men who are engaged in it, yes.
q. It Is your Judgment then, that this business should be
A
run with some affection connected with it?
A. I don't say that at all. I say the actors who are in the
business should have a love for the business, instead of hating
the people who are In it and welcoming a chance to get
*
out of it
q. You don't think that Mr. Mountford's propaganda and
speeches in the White Bats' meetings bad anything to do
with the lack of affection and love for the managers?
A. Not a bit ot It It had nothing to do with It It was
there before he ever came to the country. It was there In
1000
Q.' You testified that the Colonial Theatre was once a firstclass theatre under the management ot Percy Williams. You
I wish you would give us
did not testify what it is now.
your opinion about that
A. I think it is what Is known in the—
Q. No, no, let us have your opinion. That is what I am
get
to
trying
A. I think it is a very ordinary vaudeville theatre, not
first class or big time at all.
q. Aren't there any big time acts on the bills there?
A. Occasionally, yes.
- ^
q. Aren't they nearly aU big time acta? .
A. No, I don't think they are. I think they are acta that
are playing big time, but that does not make a big time
.

'-!-'

•

|

and In mental and physical condition satisfactory to the lodge,
irrespective of' religion or nationality, who Is now and baa
been a bona fide actor and performer or entertainer In the
amusement world tor at least one year and pursues such as
his principal moans of livelihood. Is eligible to membership,
provided such person -does not act in the capacity of partner
or manager, sub-manager or agent, clerk or assistant to manager or agent or Is not financially Interested with any person
who is engaged in such business, and provided such persons
accept such acts or engagements over their own signatures
or take part in the entertainment provided by virtue of said
engagement but If at any time after election to membership,
they shall become exclusively engaged In any other business
outside of the theatrical profession, they shall ba known as
non-aetlve members, having no right to legislate, discuss or
vote on any questions Effecting the business of tho actor.
Male applicants for membership, under Section 2 of this
article must set forth the necessary qualifications In writing,
signed by the applicant and endorsed by eleven male numbers of /the order In full benefit, and who must know thst the
applicant possesses the necessary qualifications for membership.
Female applicants for membership In that portion of
the order known as 'Associated Actresses of America' must
set forth all necessary qualifications In writing, signed by the
applicant and endorsed by two members of ths order la full
benefit and who must know ths applicant possesses the neeessary qualifications tor membership."

-•;••
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the general scale of admission to the so-called
popular-priced or small time vaudeville theatre t
A. I could not testify as to that now.

-.

It

-

is

When you*wore on the stage?
A. I think it was 10, 20 and 80 in the Poll times. That
was about the smallest time there was.
Q. Pantagas, was that a little better, a little higher-priced J
A. I think It waB a little higher.
Q. And the so-called big time or high-class vaudeville, what
was the scale of admission then?
A. I think 25, GO and 76.
<J. In the evenings?
A. Evenings, and I think the matinees were 29.
Q. You testified so far as your own act was concerned, that
some of the time you played between 1000 and 1816 was small
time and most of It big time?
A. Yes. a few small time weeks.
Q. Isn't it a fact that there are many acts that play small
time theatres and then graduate or play on the big time
theatres?
A. You mean go from the small time theatres to the big
time theatres?
Q. Yes.
(
A, 1 think the percentage is very, very small.

sold for two cents.
Q. You think the more they get for their product the better
paper they can print?
A. I think they can do more in the line of newagsttlng and
•'
make it a better newspaper. ,
..
Q. You think if the vaudeville managers charged more for
their admissions they could afford to pay the actors more
and give better bills?
A. I think it the vaudeville managers would pay the salarlea that the scale ot admission at present existing Justifies,
that they would Increase the quality of the entertainment,
and increase the type, the artistic abilities ot the people who
are in the business, and also give them what Is most essential
to the success of any enterprise, a spirit of love' and affection
for the enterprise In which they are earning their living and
which they have not now, the spirit of affection for the vaudeville theatre which is non-existing in America.
Q. You don't believe that spirit ot affection and enterprise
was shown In the fact that Madden and Flupatrlck started
out to work at I think you said 1100 or $160 a week?
A. Yes. - = -Q. With three people In the act.- and finally, in the course
of a tew years with only two people In the act, reached the
•
point where they were getting atSOO a week?
A. It was a very cheap bargain. I don't think the element
of affection entered Into it at all.
busienter
Into
a
should
never
element
affection
ot
The
Q.

.

.

*

A.

Yes,

when

And you think that the small time theatres and that.moving picture theatres do not take away certain patronage
which the high-priced theatre might otherwise get?
A. There isn't any doubt of that,
Q. That they do or that they don't?
'
*
A. That they do.
What

:

'

,

A. I think in some instances they are. I don't know that
I think a great
they are In the great majority or cases.
many, at least some of the new theatres where I have played
I think that Is a
the dressing rooms were downstairs.
!."1:j \'
heinous thing, myself.
q. You say new theatres, built within recent years, with
dressing rooms downstairs?
A. Yes, sir/
Q. Where, tor example?
..
A. Mr. Poll's theatre In Scranton. They dress in the cellar.
Q. Is that a new theatre?
A. Comparatively new, yes. Within the last ten yean.
Q. Ob, well, 1 don't consider a theatre built within the
I am talking of theatres built
last ten years a new theatre.
<
in the last five years.
A. Of course, I don't know as to that, because I have not
played very many. The theatres that I played in my last
years In the show business were just the same as they were
I
them.
went into
when
Q. Haven't the number of so-called small time theatres
greatly Increased in number In the past five years?
A. Yes.
Q. In the theatrical business, Isn't any form of entertainment, whether it be a baseball game or picture show, or
anything else in a way opposition to any other form of
entertainment in the same city?
A. No, 1 think there is some difference, Sir. Goodman. I
think, for instance, if there are two first-class vaudeville
theatres in a town, instead of being opposition to each
I think they
other that they are a help to each other.
create a vaudeville audience much more so than if there la
only one.
Q. Of course, it is a matter of opinion, but don't you
think that there are some towns that cannot stand two
vaudeville theatres and that there are others that can stand
two or sometimes maybe more than two that only. have one?
A. 1 think the majority of towns in America where there
Is a vaudeville theatre of any*Blze at all can stand another

Q.

-,'.•"

q. So that one of the essential differences between big
time vaudeville and small time vaudeville is the atmosphere?
A. Absolutely, I think. That la a personal opinion.
Q. To give an actual example, a oartain egg purchased in
Delmonlco'B Is a fresh egg, even when purchased la Child's,
but the atmosphere Is different?
A. Yes.
Q. But the egg is the same?
A. The prloe la different, too.
Q. And the price la different ; precisely.
"•'
A. I never bought any egga at Delmonloo'a
Q. The New York Times was none the less a first elan
paper when it sold at one cent, because the New York Herald
sold tor three cents?
A. I don't think that la an exact parity. I don't think the
New York Times was as high class a paper and as good a
newspaper In every particular when It sold for one eent sa

rooms 7
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A. Give it a different atmosphere.
Q. Painting It and giving it a different atmosphere?

--.

i

r
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fying it?

•

q. Are not the vaudeville theatres today of larger capaelty
than those built In former years?
A. Yes, sir.
..
Q, And are not the newer theatres recently constructed
more convenient to the actors as well as to the public In
the matter of conveniences, such as bathrooms and dressing

I:

:••,:••'-:
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Q. That la whit I mean.
k. But I think there would have to be a change in the
make-up of the exterior of the theatre, the auditorium.
Q. He probably would have to spend some money in beauti-
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a matter of principle, it la tho
dcred by the actor, bat
«
name, Is it hot?
..
A. No, I don't think no. A surgeon can go to another
surgeon and get a scalpel or a knife or a saw or axe or
whatever he wants, and an actor, cannot go to another
actor and get what he wants tor his act.
Q. But If he did carry and did prefer to oarry nla own
Instruments and medicines he would be doing the same thing
that the actor was doing In carrying his own stage properties, wouldn't he*
^
„ _
A. 1 don't know. I suppose he would, it he was a travellng
niediolne

>.

q. In the unionised theatres.
A. No, he could go to law, I believe, and compel us to taJta
In.
I believe that kind of a closed shop is called a
.i •;-.;—-.
conspiracy.
Q. Didn't the White Rats propaganda, by wblob I .mean Mr.
Mountford's statements In "Variety." say time and time again;
that aetors to procure work would have to be members ot toe.
White RaU Actors' Union?
.

St.

'

him

V
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.
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A. Not to procure work.
q. To work?
A. Quite true, yes.

To work.

:

..
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q. Now, I repeat, if an actor did not want to join the union
and the union shop was in tone, bow would that actor get.
work?

A. Well, he would loin the union,
q. He would Join the union? In other words, be could not
work unless he did Join the union?
.,
No, I don't say that he could not work. He would Join
i

",

get

A

••

voluntarily.

.

..

he would see he could not work and he would
Join voluntarily.
/
.. ^
^ L
A. I don't know what bla mental processes' would be, bat
he would Join, Just the same as Mr. Victor Herbert Joined the
American Federation ot Musicians, Just as a lawyer has to
Q. That

Join the

Is.

•

Bar Association.

Q. You mentioned the Bar Association. The Bar Association, Is that affiliated with the American Federation of Labor!
A. No, but it la a labor union Just the same.
Q. The Bar Association is a labor union?
A. Yes, and you have got to have your paid-up card before
you can practice, too.
„
Q. I presume you are referring to the Bar Association all
over the United States.
A. No, I mean the courts. I don't mean the Bar AssoThe same way with the profession of medicines, you
ciation.
have got to pass your State examination, which la controlled
by a board of unionized doctors before you oan get your
license to practice, which is your paid-up card.
.
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Examiner Moore: What happena to aetors expelled from
the White Rats Union?
The Witness He Is given a fair trial, and if he figures he
has not been tried fairly be can go to court and always get
We have bad cases ot that kind where the man was
Justice.
Illegally expelled and was ordered to be restored to membership and was reinstated to membership.

":

:

By Mr. Ooodman:

„.

"

•

q. Now, I call your attention to Respondent's Exhibit 8,
entitled ''Till the New Year," appearing at page 16 of "Variety" of December 8.
A. What year, Mr. Ooodman?
In wblch this appears: "The Four Weeks for
q. 1016.
Which the Charter was Opened Expires Todsy, or at tho
moment when this meets the eye ot ths reader In whatever
part of the world he or she may be.
"And It was the original Intention that this should be the
final day.
"But so many protestations, so manr applications for an
extension of time have been received by the Board of Directors and myself, that after •wnsultatlon, the Board of
Directors passed the following resolution :" Then follows a
resolution concerning so extension of time: "So Ibat now
there Is another four weeks added to the opening of the
charter, and another four weeks in whloh the actor or actress
can enter without the payment of back dues or of Twenty-five
(26.00) Dollars Initiation.

«'•
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VARIETY
give every one a chance, so that when the time
cornea when the door Is shut, It can never be said that a
bar of high prices was raised against the purchase of the oil."
What do I mean by "Door was shut" and "Purchase of the

"Thla

Is to

oil."

.

*

"Once upon a time there were ten virgins, who, taking their
lamps, went out to meet a wedding party at night, and 'Five
of them were foolish and five were wise' ; five put oil in their
lamps, hut five took no oil with them." At midnight there la
a cry, "Behold the bridegroom," and the foolish said unto
the wise, 'Give us of your oil,' but the wise answered, 'Go ye
rathor to them that sell and buy for yourself.' Thence the
foolish went away to buy.
'The bridegroom came and they
that were ready went in with him to the marriage feast and
Afterwards came the foolish saying,
the door was shut.'
'Open to us,' but he answered and Bald, 'Verily, I say unto
you, I know you not.' The door was to be shut today,' but
we are giving the foolish four more weeks during which
time we shall know each and every one who applies for the
'oil' which will keep the machinery of the theatrical business
going smoothly, but en December 31, 1015, at 12 midnight,
the door will be shut, and we shall answer, 'We know you
not'."

Didn't that mean, Mr. Fltzpatrlck, that actors had to Join
the White Rats Actors' Union prior to that extended time,
December 31, 1915, or If they applied thereafter they would
not receive admission to the union?
- A. No, indeed net. It meant If they wanted to get In—
Q. Ton answered the question.
Examiner Moore. The -witness has a perfect right to explain
his

answer

he wishes

It

to.

Mr. Ooodman : I object to It, but he may go on.
The Witness : It simply means if they want to get In for a
certain price they can come In, and after that price It la
going to cost them more, that is all. There was never any
intention of trying to keep people out of the organisation.
Our whole endeavor was to get them in.

By

Mr. Goodman:
call your attention to Respondents' Exhibit 0, which
In "Variety" of December 10, 1015, entitled "A
from a member of this organization to me," by Harry
Mountford. In which Mr. Mountford said, referring to the
letter, "Because I publish It, it does not follow that I agree
or disagree with any or all of it ; but I print It to show the
trend of opinion amongst the members of this order." And
then you will find this as part of the letter, "What can the
White Rats doT Of course, we don't know all we can do,
but we know one thing we are going to do. The White Rats
are going to get an estimate of the actual demand for vaudeWhatever number
ville In the United States and Canada.
is required to meet that demand we are going to take Into the
White Rats, and 1,000 acta over that demand. That will
give the managers a chance to select, hold out and regulate
salaries, and for the actor to do the same.
After we have
taken in the 1,000 acts over the actual demand, we will take
In no more. Those who did not take advantage of the opportunity to loin, up to that time, will have to be left on a waiting list, and cannot play any union house, and cannot get a
union card until some act leaves the business or an act
breaks a contract Then that act will be put on the waiting
list for six months and another act put into hlB place for that
length of time to play the union houseB providing he can book
the time with the managers. Those on the waiting list can
play non-union houses or go back to their trade. We should
worry. We are going to regulate the greatest trouble with
Q.

.

i

business, regulate the supply, first"

Does that express your sentiments concerning the White
Rats?
A. No, nor tho sentiment of the organization, nor the pub-

—

lished policy of the organization.

Q. Why was it published by the White Rats Acton' Union
in "Variety," which was then running the official news of the
organization?
A. Well, I was not a member of the board of directors.
Q. At that time?
A. No.
Q. Then you don't know the reasons, is that it?
A. I can give what would appear to me to be the reasons,
knowing conditions as I did.
Q. I don't care to have you give what you think are the

reasons

if

A. That
particular.
'

Q.

you are not conversant with them.
my policy nor do I approve of

was not

It

In any

But was not everything that was published by Harry

Mountford either In "The Player" or In the "Variety"' authorized by the board of directors of your organization?
A. I don't know about that, what the directors did. They
did a lot of things that were strange.
I never knew what
they did. Building the club house which the N. V. A. holds
as lessee.

•?

Q. Is it your opinion that a woman's or a man's character
In private life should debar him or her from earning a livelihood In vaudeville?
A. Is it my opinion that a woman's private life?
Q. Yes.
A. Or a man's private life?
Q. Yes.
A. If it Is not a matter of public scandal, no. I don't think
•It is an asset though.
Q. If Evelyn Ncsbit were to apply to your union shop for
admission she would probably be denied admission, wouldn't

she?
A. I
in,

would

though.

fight

her admission. I think she would be let
could not stop it, because actors are

I think I

a soft-hearted

lot.

Q. You said on direct examination that Jack Wilson had
offended audiences or given a dirty exhibition, or words to
that effect.
A. I said; yes.
Q. Don't you think that it Is necessary for the managers of
vaudeville theatres to be able to control the acts appearing in
their theatres and to require actors to eliminate objectionable

material?
A. Don't

I think it should be the province of managers?
Q. Yes.
A. Absolutely.
Q. You don't know to what extent the Keith Circuit has gone
to eliminate objectionable material In acts, offensive words,
offensive gesture* and offensive dress?
A. I do know It stopped me from saying "hell" and let
somebody else say It
Q. Isn't It a fact that even when actors are requested to
eliminate certain parts of their act they go on and repeat
those parts Just the same?
A. No, It Is not.

i

Q. Where were you asked to cut out "hell" in your act?
A. The Colonial Theatre, Orpheum Theatre.
I was requested In Pittsburgh to eliminate the word "pants" as it
substitute "trousers," and the man on the
bill almost Immediately after me used "pants."
Q. Do you recall the case of a woman in Portland, a member of the White Rats, appearing at a theatre In the course of
her act dropping an outer skirt and being canceled and your
organization complaining about that cancellation?
A. What is her name? Portland, Maine?
Do you know of any vaudeville circuit In the
Q. Yes.
United States or vaudeville theatres run on a higher plane of
responsibility than the Keith Circuit?
A. I think It is the best of the lot by far.
I don't mean
to Bay by that that I approve of some of the thlnga I see

was Immoral and

Micro.

president?
air
Q. There are other members, are there not?
A. Yes, sir; I believe so.
.
Q. Have you attended any meetings since you returned?
A.
meeting of the International Board, yes.
Q. Has there been any meeting of members?

Did you

Mr. Mountford?
A. I think there are such advertisements.
Q. Have you received any dues from proposed members?
A. Have I?
Q. Yea
A. No.
Q. Do you know whether Mr. Mountford has?
A. I believe he has, yes.
Q. Have you discussed with him the number of members
that have come In during the past few months?
A. He said they were coming in at a great rata
Mr. Ooodman I want to stop Just a second, Mr. Examiner,
to make this objection.
When I started to ask this witness
about the membership of the White Rats Actors' Union, Mr.
Mountford talked up in a tone loud enough for all of us over
here to hear, and I assume Mr. Fltzpatrlck to hear, to say to
counsel for the Commission, object
Now I protest against
Mr. Mountford speaking in any audible tone of voice while
I am interrogating Mr. Fltzpatrlck.
The Witness: Is there any Inference that I answered that
•
question cued by Mr. Mountford?
Mr. Goodman : I am not making any statement of that kind
or inference.
As long as you have raised the point about Mr. Goodman
falsely assuming anything, I wish to show the Examiner and
Mr. Walsh a copy of the "Billboard" within the recent weeks,
and you will find this week's "Billboard" containing Mr. Fitsi

:

Pemberton case?

testify in the
'
.

.

•

Q. Did you not testify at page 587 and 538 of that case as
follows "When I was elected to office a resolution was passed
that the International Board was to be empowered to Impose
a levy of five per cent on all actors' salaries who were members of the organization in the event of a strike or lockout,
and when the strike was called thla was put into effect and
the levy subscriptions were five per cent of the salaries that
the .men received and were sent In or purported to he five
per cent."
Didn't you so testify?

Patrick's name.

The Witness I haven't any
By Mr. Goodman:

:

A.

I

:

Q.
In?

A.

platform and carried separate from my candidacy altogether
and waB passed by the membership at large.
I don't accuse you of being the cause of the
Q. Correct
I claim that at the time you
resolution, Mr. Fltzpatrlck.
were elected, whether you wanted it or not regardless of
who wanted It, a plan was devised to raise funds for a strike
_,-;
that might occur?
A. As an eventuality, yes ; or lockout A strike or lockout
But there never was any strike contemplated, planned or
•

devised.

Q.

The referendum to which you referred

on page 53 of your constitution and by-laws,
A. It is one of them, yes.

Is this resolution
Is It not?

Q. I mean concerning the levy.
a. No, no, this says, "Are you in favor of an offensive,
defensive alliance?"
Q. It la the next one.
A. "Do you grant the International Board In case of necessity the power to order a levy of five per cent upon all
actors' salaries who may be working in other theatres during
Resolution submitted at the special
the strike or lockout.
general election held February 28, 1910."
Q.That la the time that you were elected?
A. Elected; yes, sir.
Q. Was George Fuller Golden the founder of the White

Rats?
A. Yes,

sir.

%
Q. Mr. Mountford?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Where does the White Rate Actors' Union now meet?
A. I cannot answer that question.
Q. Hasn't It any meeting place?
A. I cannot answer that question either.
Q. Why Is that?
A. Because If I tell here where the White Rate Actors'
Union meets we will have the meeting place picketed. It Is a
secret organization, and we have a right to meet anywhere
'
at any time.
Q. Do you meet at 207 East 54th street?

.'

NA.
Q.

Q.

What

i
A. Yes.
Q. And at the head of the letter is the address, 207 East
54th street, New York, N. Y.?
A. Yes.
Q. And you say that Is one of your offices?
A. Yes, sir.

Mr. Goodman:

A.

I

I

the membership of the White

A. Who Instigated It?
Q. Yea
A. I think it was started as the result of complaints made.
had something to do with it myself.

Q. Did you make a complaint to the Federal Trade Commission?
I think I wrote to Mr. MurA. No, I don't think I did
dock some letters relative to the situation.
Q. Mr. who?
A. Mr. Victor Murdock ; not Mr. John J.
Q. You did make some complaints?
A. No, I don't think I made a formal complaint. I wrote
a statement of certain conditions that existed, and asked him

to give it his consideration.
Q. I don't know what they
know whether you did.

couldn't tell you.

months.
A. No, I have not; I have only seen it since I have been
home.
Q. At least your membership consists of yourself, Mr.

;

was marked "Respondent's

Rats Actors' Union?
A. I don't know.
Q. That Is Just shortly prior to the beginning of this
Federal Trade proceeding?
A. I could not tell you, Mr. Goodman. I was absent all the
time, and I was out of touch with It
Q. Do you know how we can ascertain that fact?
He may .tell you. He
A, You might ask Mr. Mountford.
has charge of those thlnga I have not
Q. Do you know who instigated this proceeding by the
Federal Trade Commission?

your present membership?

.

paper In evidence.

By Mr. Goodman
Q. On May 1, 1918, what was

,

ford at all.
Q. Haven't you read the advertisements of the White Rats
Actors' Union in which your name and Mr. Mountford's name
are very prominently printed week after week, in which the
statement is given of the new members taken into the White
Rats Actors' Union?
A. I never put any signature of mine that I know of to
any advertisement of new members coming in.
Q. Have you read the "Billboard" for the last couple of

I offer this

(The paper above referred to
Exhibit No. 108.")

,

Q. I don't want to know their names. I just want to know
your present membership.
A. I couldn't tell you. I have had no time to go over the
books of the organization since I came back. I know it is
less by many thousands than it was when the managers
announced that you had to get out of the organisation before
you would get work. \
Q. Is the membership less than 1,000 at present?
A. I could not tell you. I know nothing at all about the
actual membership. I have not gone over it with Mr. Mount-

*

been over there.

etc"

White Rate Actors' Union?
sir.
is

I haven't

Is that the office of the White Rate Actors' Union?
A. One of them, yes.
Q. Look at this paper and state whether you know whether
that has been sent to actors by Mr. Mountford at or about
this date?
A. I was In Germany, Mr. Goodman.
Q. la that a fac simile signature of Mr. Mountford's?
a. It appears to be, yes.
Q. Is the "Billboard" the official news medium of the
White Rate Actors' Union?
A. I believe it Is, yes.
Q. This letter states. "This is to advise you that we have
picked the "Billboard" as the press medium to carry our
propaganda and -in which to publish our official notices, calls,

Q. At that time It was not affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor?
A. No.
Q. Wasn't George Fuller Golden opposed to the White Rate
becoming a union?
A. I could not answer. I was not a member of the organization at that time.
Q. I refer now to the time when It did become a part of
the American Federation of Labor.
A. I was not in the organization.
Q. Did you ever read this or see It In the "New York Review," a theatrical publication (showing paper to witness).
A. I think not I don't know that I ever saw It That
don't agree with what I saw there.
Q. Were there any members of the White Rate Actors'
Union who were opposed to the idea of a union or closed
shop In vaudeville?
A. The biggest vaudeville actors In America were unqualifiedly In favor of the policy. Including the president Mr.
Frank Fogarty.
Q. Please answer the question, Mr. Fltzpatrlck.
A. I have answered that to the beBt of my ability.
(The prior question follows : "Were any of the members of
the White Rats Actors' Union who were opposed to the
union or closed shop in vaudeville?)
A. I beg your pardon. I did not understand that question.
Not that I know of.
Q. I understood you to say you are still president of tho

A. Yes,

objection.

has the custody of these dues that are now coming

.

mean

Q. Walt a minute.
Now, can't I explain that answer? When I was elected
to office there was a resolution on which the entire membership voted, that in the event of trouble or strike, five per
cent, levy should be made.
That was part of the election

Who

A. The secretary-treasurer.

did.

Q. Yet yon -say
A. What do you

'

Yes.

Do you know

that this week in the "Billboard" and in
previous weeks for the past few months advertisements have
appeared over the name "Harry Mountford," and with your
name in the advertisement asking actors to join the White
Rats Actors' Union and send their dues either to you or to
Q.

A. Never.
Q.

.

A

A

-

A. I did; yes.

'-'

'

A. Yes

A. Never, never, never.
Q. Didn't you then and there make plans immediately for a
strike although the date was not fixed?
A. Never, never.
Q. At about that time didn't you and Mr... Mountford, or
your organization, begin to organise your deputy organizers?
A. You mean to send men out as deputy organizers?
Q. No ; name them and pick them ; appoint them?
A. I think they were appointed before I was elected to
office.
I think they were appointed when Mr. Mountford came
back, before I was elected to office at all. I am quite sure
they were.
Q. At the time of your election, or immediately thereafter,
were not plans made to finance a contemplated strike?

I

show

.

Mountford, 21 members of an International board and a vice-

on strike, that is all.
Q. That is, in the event of any trouble with the White Rats
they would he, because of some alliance or other
A. Because they were members of the same International
body they could not go in and take the place of the* White
'
Rats who were on strike.
Q. When you were elected to office in 1010, didn't the
International Board and Mr. Mountford and you then and
there decide to call a strike- of the White Rate?

appears

letter

.-..•,.

1

Q. You testified to some distinction between the White Rats
"
Actors' Union and the International Union?
A. Yes.
Q. And I believe that the White Rats Union was one of
several units making up the International organization?'
A. Yes.
Q. Now, the difference that arose between the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Association and the White Rats Actors'
Union were confined to that particular unit were they not?
A. Yes.
Q. They did not have anything to do with the Hebrew actors
or the Grand Opera actors and all the other units?
A. No, except in the event of trouble they could not go
Into the theatres where another unit of the International waa

contained, and I Just

want

to

A. I*dld call the attention of the Commission to it through
Mr. Murdoch.
Q. Did Mr. Mountford also call the attention of the Commission to any complaints?
A. I could not tell yon about that
Q. Did you and Mr. Murdock make a Joint call or visit
to the offices of the Federal Trade Commission at Washington
to complain about vaudeville conditions?
A. No, we went down there to consult with Mr. Reeves and
Mr. Walsh. That was after the complaint was Issued.
Q. But prior to the issue of the complaint you did not
visit there?
A. No.
Q. Was Cora Youngblood Corson a deputy organizer of the
-

'

White Rate Actora' Union?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Will you please tell us the duties of a deputy organizer?
A. To secure new members for the organization, to seek an
amicable adjustment of difficulties which arise In his territory between actors and managers, and generally to act
toward affairs in the theatrical business to keep them running smoothly and decently and fairly.
Q. You ^testified on page 1828 In the record In this proceeding that In the previous administration the membership
of the White Rats had deteriorated almost to extinction?
A. Yes.

.-
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What happened under that administration to bring about
deterioration almost to extinction?

nothing

..

better conditions In the vaudeville business.
It
was an absolutely supine, worthless organization ; It did absolutely nothing except to try to sell bonds to actors, bonds In
the club house.
Kp

amount

:
*.
By Mr. Walsh
Q. What Is there to these bonds In the club house?
A. The White Rats Actors' Union, after Mr. Mountford got
bought this house, and the Board of Directors, or Cook
and Fogarty, sold bonds In It, and when I was elected to
office, and when Mr. Mountford came bach, there .were, no
more bonds sold ever, and it van to protect the men who
had their money tied up in these bonds in the club house, and
which had been bought at the instigation of the previous
administration, that we were forced to sell our lease on the
ground to the gentlemen who now hold It, Mr. Albee and Mr.
Keith I mean 228 West 46th street.
By Mr. Goodman
Q. Since Mr. Walsh has raised that feature of the case,
did not the previous administration lend or advance or In
some way or another transfer from the funds of the White
Rats Actors' Union to the White Rats'. Realty Company, which
was building the club house, the sum of $101,000 belonging to
the union?
That was before I
A. I could not tell you about that.
came into. the organization. And I don't think there is any
lawyer in the world can find out the Inside of that transaction.
Q. It Mr. Mountford so testified, that would be sot
A. Yea, he knew the facts better than any one.
(At this time a short recess was taken.)
By Mr. Goodman:
Q. Mr. Fltzpatrlck, at page 45 of the minutes in the Pemberton case, Mr. Mountford did testify that the White Rats
Actors' Union, or White Rats of America as it was then
known, paid $101,000 to the White Rats' Realty Company tor
stock of the White Rats' Realty Company. And you testify
If Mr. Mountford so testified that Is correct?
A. Tea, sir.
Q. Isn't it a fact that this deterioration to almost extinction, 'to use your expression, amounted to a deterioration
until the membership at the time Mountford came back in
1915 was not over 800 members?
A. I think that is true, yes.
Q. Then when Mountford came back, he came back for the
purpose of rehabilitating the organization, did he not?
A. Yes.
-

The Witness

&?

'

A.

Y es.

Q,

And

|

that

was

Its

purpose?

A. Yes.
Q.

And

that was, of course, looking towards the establish-

ment of the closed

union shop?
A. No, I don't think so, Mr. Goodman.
So much stress
has been laid upon the union shop Idea that everybody,
apparently, believes that it was antecedent to the settlement
of all these discussions.
It was nothing of the kind.
We
wanted tho union shop simply and solely for the police power
of the

Board

oi\

of Arbitration.

Q. You have explained that, but the fact is that you wanted
that is the point I am getting at
A. Oh, yes, we wanted It.
Q. And that this propaganda referred to the union shop
and was for the purpose if you got a sufficient large membership of some day putting it over and establishing It?
A. Among other things, yes.
Q. Since you became president of the White Rats do you
know the amount of the Indebtedness from the members to
the organization for moneys lent by the organization to the
It;

members?
A. I could not tell you that, but I think the audltor'o report
would show that In the first anneal.
Q. If Mr. Mountford testified at page 409 In the Petnberton
case that the amount which the organization had lent members was $18,000, you would say that is true?
A. That Is true, yes.
Q. That Is from the
eighteen thousand?
A. That is correct

auditor's
.

-

seventeen

statement,
t

-

i

.

•

or

belief

none were used:

'

.'..'

:

W

about the Incorporation of the
O,! Do you Jtnow anything'
White Rats Publishing Company in ~09?
q!

The advertisements with regard to that levy and the levy
was the result of that referendum that you spoke

itself,

'

about before?

And did not

an advertisement

Q/And these moneys were sent to you or toft r. Mountford^
--—
*,
were they not?
-Jr.-:V.*a'a
A. Some of them were. I think some, were sent direct to

*

..'
the office.
>j
Q. And were not those moneys deposited in the personal
and Joint account of you and Mr. Mountford?
A. They were.
Q. In the Greenwich Bank?
A. Yes, sir.
1
....
. '"'..-_
.,
Q. And was not that contrary to Article 6 of your Consti"
--•!
;•
tution?
A. That was done with the full knowledge and approbation
of the International Board.
Q. At that time who were the members of the International
Board that authorized you to deposit funds of the- White
Rats Actors' Union to the personal account of yourself and
.

.

\

am

•

*

in

Q. Did It require both" signatures?
A. No.
If I signed a check, I signed It James William
Fltzpatrlck, or Harry Mountford and James William Fltzpatrlck, and he did the same.
Q. So that Mr. Mountford could draw any part or all of

sure.

those funds without consulting you?
A. Yes.
Q. Or the members of the organization or the International

Board?
A. Yes. Always subject to the fact that I could ask all
about It. And the Board, also.
Q. How many checks did you draw on that levy account?
A: I could not tell you offhand, now.
Q. Did you or Mr. Mountford do more of the signing of
checks .on that account?
A. I think Mr. Mountford did.
Q. About what percentage of the amount In that levy account In your personal names was withdrawn by Mr. Mountford since?
A. I could not tell you that
Q. Well, what percentage would you say you withdrew on
your check of this $12,000?
A-Oh. a very small percentage I think It was less 'than
$1,000, but I cannot be positive about that, without going
and hunting It up. Tho checks for that account were stolen
from the offices on 54th street
Q. You were not asked the question, but I am perfectly willing that It should stand, only I would like to warn you to

.

•

A. Originally?
Q. The stock bought with funds of the White Rats Actors'

Union?
do not.

»

whose name

it

was

my-

Q.

You say

originally.

Do you know

in

self.

Did you own It or what?
Mr. Walsh
The Witness: Ob, no, we simply held It
By Mr. Goodman:
Q. Will you look at Article 6 of the Constitution of the
White Rats Actors' Union, which reads, "All funds must be
deposited and all property must be brought, held and sold In
:

the

name

stitution

Was that provision of the Conof the order."
changed so as to permit the stock of the White

Rats Realty Company
the members?
A. I could not

to

be held in the individual names of

tell you that, Mr. Goodman.
Were you a director of the White Rats Realty Company
at any time?

Q.

A. Yes, I was.

your name and Mr. Mountford's?
A. I cannot recall that now. I can find that out later..
were checks signed that drew moneys out of

„

A. No, I

.

Q. By whom
this account?

Mr. Mountford
Q, Who has the books of the White Rats Realty Company,
or 'where 'are they?
_
__
A, I could not tell you. They may be In the custody of the
Referee. I don't know, I am sure.
.
. _._ ;
Q. In any event, while you were President and Big Chief
of the White Rats Organization, did the club, separate and
apart from the union, do very much more than take care
of expenses?
.
A Yes, we had the special account which was to take care
I think we had it up one time as high
of the bondholders.
_
as $11,000.
, .
Q. Can you Btate what excess over your expenses the club
earned during the six months' period, from October, 1915, to
April, 1916?
A. What excess over the expenses?
Q. Yes, what balance did it have over and above expenses,/
if any, during that six months period?
A. I could not tell that without reference to the books, Mr.
Goodman.. I know that we wore getting along very welt,
slowly and surely, until this thing happened and the bottom
•dropped out of it.
„
_ .
Q. Do you know In whose name the stock of the White Rate
Realty Company was Issued?

held at any time?
A. Mr. McCree and Mr. North and Mr. Mountford and

.

.

•

•

r
recall the other names offhand.
,
Q. Was there a resolution of the International Board
authorizing such deposits or do you want us to understand
that they had knowledge of it?
_,.;,
"
'.•:'
A. Yes.
Q. Which Is itt
•
A. Pull knowledge of it ."":
Q. But there was not any formal authorization by the International Board?
7
A. I cannot recall now, without looking it up.
I know
everybody knew about It on the International Board and approved of It
Q. Was the deposit of these funds made In your name with
the words, "Trustee, Agent, President" or any other representative capacity attached, or were the deposits just made
'

A. You mean In my administration of the club or before?
,
Q. I am talking of prior to your administration.
I am quite sure It
A. Ob, I think it was run at a loss.
was. Taxes were not paid and the water rent was not paid
and the electric light bill was not paid and nobody was paid.
The only time it made money, I believe, was during the period
which I have mentioned, from the time Mr. Mountford came
back until the events which I have narrated.
Q. Have you a statement of the receipts and expenses of
the club, I mean the club aside from the dues. Initiations, and
so forth, for the period from October, 1915, to April, 1917?

has, I

'

'

'

A.

;,

Mr. Mountford?
.
A. I cannot give you all the names now. Mr. Dolan, Mr.
Marco, Mr. Edwin Archer, Mr. McCree, Mr. Delmore. Mr.
Theodore Babcock was a member of the Board, too. I cannot

A. Until the managers announced that no more White Rate
would be played and until the establishment of the •Armstrong
Amusement Bureau across the street it was making a small
amount of money each week which was set aside in a special
account which was to take care of the bondholders.
Q. Is It not a fact that the taxes of the club tor the years
1914 and 1915. and the water taxes for 1918 and 1914 and
V1915 were not paid?
_\\

'

'

•

>

'.__..
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•

•

•
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'

.

.
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Variety, or I think it was The Player conof the White Rate Actors' Union requesting these levy contributions to be sent either to you or
to Mr. Mountford?
Q."

tain

We

—

I

and

Win ylftr?°?o

'

I

.

V

•

6
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Chorus branch—

talking now about the White Rate Actors' Union.
A. That was a branch of the White Rate Actors' Union.
will say $86,000 divided by five.
That was per capita tax.
.Q. About 7.200?
A. Yes. This is from June 1. 1916, to June 1, 1917.
Q. Then the additional number was about 3,600?
A. Yes, that would be oloser.
\
Q. So you had 12,000 the first six months from October,
1915, to April. 1916, and then about 8,600 between April,
1916, and the following June?
j^ Yes.
Q And that would make $79,000 or thereabouts for the first
six months' period from October, 1916, to April, 1918, and*
$86,000 the balance of the period or a total of $116,000?
A. Yes.
Q. Now this White Rate Club, was it ever a financial sueQ. I

;

Si

mem-

obligations or expenses?

Realty Company?

The membership would be that divided by

The Witness: Yes.
By Mr. Goodman:

•

':.-"

:

bership?

true, yes,

think that refers to the club, the White Rats'
Realty Company, and not the organization itself.
Q. Isn't it a fact that the White Rats' Realty Company and
the White Rats Actors' Union were known as one?
A. No.
Q. If Mountford so testified i« it a tact?
A. I don't think he did testify and If he did it is. not so.
It never was run as one, not In my time.
Q: No, no, I am talking of the time that brought this
organization to the verge of bankruptcy.
A. You mean before be came back?
'
•
Q. Yes.
A. I could not tell you about that, Mr. Goodman.
Q. I am not referring to your administration at all in
reference to the bankruptcy conditions or the lack of memberam
referring
ship.
I
now to the time when Mountford came
»
back the condition pf the organization at that time.
A. I could not fell you about what went on then, because
I was not on the Board of Directors and was fighting them
from an entirely different angle.
Q. Do you know that In addition to the $101,000 invested
by the White Rats Actors' Union in the White Rats' Realty
Company there were sold to members of the White Rats
Actors' Union bonds in this White Rats' Realty Company to
the amount of about $56,000.
A. Yes.
Q. And that about $64,000 of those White Rats' Realty
Company bonds were pledged with the Mutual Bank by the
White Rats Actors' Union to secure a loan made by the
Mutual Bank to the White Rats Actors' Union amounting to
about $49,000?
A. I believe that Is so.
Q. Were not the various -printed page advertisements In
"Variety," commencing with Respondent's Exhibit 1, which
was published October 22, 1915, and the others which followed
It all part of a propaganda to Increase membership of the
White Rats Aetors' Union?
A. I cannot testify as to that which was before my own
administration, but I believe that was the purpose, yes.
Q. It was continued during your administration?

Mr. Walsh

its

of the funds
of the debts

any
any

connection with
Q. Are yoil'acquainted 'with the facta In
something that octhe Associated Actors Company or is that
curred before your time?
. . .
A. I know nothing about that.
, „
.
Actors' Union InQ. Do you know whether the White Rats'
In 1908 or
vested $6,000 to the Associated Actors' Company
.','..'
1909?
d
it was.
Q. lt Mr"°Mountford so testified you would say that
......
...j s .„.-. ,^.. ,v;'.;.
,,._..
bo, would you?

five?

Q. I call your attention at page S44 of the Petnberton
minutes to this testimony of Mr. Mountford. "I tried to go
bankrupt because it was such a hopeless task. I fought tor
It to go right into bankruptcy, because of the Immense
amount of debts that were owing." Mr. Mountford having so
testified you se,y that that was correct?

A. Yes.

.,

The Witness: Yes. Cabaret branch, $1,008.50.
Mr. Walsh: That would be divided by five to find the

-_,..*»

'

Union, myeverything that was in the club belonged to the
That was my personal opinion. I still think so.
self.
separate bank account
Q. During your regime was there a
Rate
White
and
the
Union
Actors'
Rate
White
the
kept for

from the time Mountford came in in October

638.50.
I

%iSg&

fact that for

A Yps sir
Q. About how many members came Into the organization
between April, 1916, and the date of the strike in the early
part of 1916?
A. I could not tell you that There was no record kept up
There was a steady growth
to the calling of the strike.
until the notice was printed about no more White Rats being
played.
Q. They were coming In In goodly numbers, were they not?
A. Yes, sir; they were.
Q. In addition to the $74,000 that came In between October,
1915, and April, 1916, bow much would you say come into the
organization between April, 1916, and the date of the strike?
A. Oh, I could not judge that now, Mr. Goodman, without
consulting the auditor's report for the year.
">
Q. Will you consult the auditor's report and tell us?
A. June 1, 1916, to June 1, 1917, regular members, $85,-

A. Yes.
Q. Putting pep and life into It?
A. And getting back the old.
/
Q. Is it not a fact that at that time, referring to October,
or when Mr. Mountford came back, the White Rats
Actors' Union was absolutely bankrupt?
>*
A. Yes.
Q. Isn't it a fact that Mountford at that time urged the
organization be thrown Into bankruptcy?
A. I could not say as to that I was not on the—
Q. If he so testified you would say It is true?

-

Isnt It a!
refresh your recollection?
one thing the furniture of the club house was
under
mortgaged by a chattel mortgage and $5,000 was raised
the strike?
Sat cnlttel mortgage and that $5,000 was spent Infigured
that
Personally, I always
A. Yes, that is true.

"

am

1915,

Nor any of

strike that subsoouently occurred?
AT To the best of my knowledge

A. Until the filing of the report, yes. And that the rate of—
well, it you figured at $5.00 that would be 14,000 members.
If you figured it at $10, it would be about 8,000 members.
Q. What would you figure" It at?
A. It was between eight and twelve. I think we were paying
not sun.
per capita tax on eleven thousand. I
Q. Well, about 12,000 members?

Working up new membership?

is

testi-

..•

six months.
Q. That is

'

q' Were'any of the funds of the White Rats Realty Cpmused to
Dany or any moneys taken in for the use of the club
T"
pay any of the expenses of the White Rats Actors' Union
.
A. The accounts were absolutely. separate.
to we
belonging
funds
the
none
of
that
swear
Q Will you
connection with the
In
used
were
Company
Realty
Rats
White

.

fied to was true.
By Mr. Goodman.
Q. At that time I think Mr. Mountford found that there
was an overdraft at the bank of $85 and this indebtedness and
no money in the bank?
A. That Is true, yes..
Q. Had you any knowledge as to the number of members of
the White Rats Actors' Union when you became Big Chief?
A. No, I had not
The only means of estimate I have
was from, the auditor's report, which shows that approximately '$79,000 was paid In In dues and reinstatements In

until April?

-

White
of the White Rats Realty Company?

.

,

...

A. It

•?

-

«..»,.
incumbency as president of the

in office wore
Rats Actors' Union used to pay

of the

q!
.

bonds?
That included the bonds. Whatever he

.

;

I

:

.

my

o Vurlng' your incumbency

-

.

Q.

°r a

.

'

Q. If Mountford so testified
"
A. It Is true, yea
Mr. Walsh : Did that include the

'

out,

.

Q. During what period?
A. During the period of

1

;

I

£i\.

.

Q. Has any part 'Of that money been repaid to the organisation?
'
_•:_:
A. Very, very little, Mr. Goodman.
Q. Did not the White Rata owe. In October, 1815, when
Mountford came back, because of what had occurred previous
to his returning to the organization, about $225,000?
A. I don't. know about that
I. presume It was about that

Q.

A. The fact that the mdmlnlBtratlon In power, Mr. Fogarty
and Miy^ook and. the Board of Directors did absolutely

i

i

i

a.

——

.•--.

«...

-

,

please answer questions.
A. All right.
,
Q. Can you tell now what Mountford did with the moneys
that he withdrew from this account?
A. To tho best of my knowledge and belief he paid the
legitimate expenses entailed by the strike taking care of the
board of pickets who had no money, transportation and all
Incidentals that come up in the conduct of a strike.
Q. How were these monoys paid to you or Mr. Mountford, in
cash or check, money orders or Bow?
A. In every way.
Q. In every way ?
~~
A. Yes.
Q. Who received most of the moneys that were sent In?
A. I" think most of them were sent Into New York. The ones
that were sent to me In Boston, If they were money orders 1

•

simply endorsed them and forwarded them to New York.
Q. You at that time were not In New York?

.

:r^

,i^*-

w
VARIBTY
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A. No, I was in Boston.

Q. And all the moneys were sent to New York T
a. They were sent to New York to be deposited In the
Greenwich Bank.
Q. Thoeo moneys would first come into Mr. Mountford's
hands would they?
A. No, the bookkeeper's. I think the bookkeeper deposited
it 1 don't know whether Mr. Mountford handled' it or not
Q.

You

know bow much

don't

ot the levy

money was

re-

ceived by Mr. Mountford In cash?
A. No, I do not Not very much.
Q. Well, you don't know, do youT
A. Yes, I know. I can aafely swear to that.
Q. Did you and Mountford publish in The Players a Hit
of the names and initials ot those who compiled with the
levy, so as to indicate to those who had sent moneys that
they were received T
A. Yes, I did. I sent in my list in to The Player.
Q. Is it not a fact that fake names Were used in your
printed list of contributors to the levy to (encourage other
members to donate
A. I don't know. I presume there was.
Q. If Mr. Mountford testify in the P ember ton case that
that was true, would you say that it wasT

.

.

A. ,\

A. That it was true, yes.
Q. "In other words, those were simply camouflage or evidence of humor? A. Deceptive coloration."
Q. "Were these lists of donations inserted for the purpose
of encouraging other persons to donate?
A. Yes, sir, absolutely."
You say that the list of contributors, then, that
was published was not an accurate list?
A. No.
q. Well, it contained such names?
A. Yes, some.
Q. Was not that levy list padded to a very great extent
for the purpose of inducing members of the Association to
make contributions to this levy?
A. It was padded to get them to do their duty which they
to do.

Q. You mean by that that it was their duty to make this
levy?
A. They had passed the resolution themselves, and that Is
what its purpose was.
a. Do you know whether prior to your coming into office
that The Player, the official organ of the White Rats Actors'
Union, carried false and misleading advertisements that were
published from time to time to Induce members of the organization and of the vaudeville profession to purchase
White Rats Realty bonds?
.
.'.
A. I do not know.
Q. Your attention waa never called to any such advertisement?
A. No.
Q. If Mr. Mountford so testified, you would say that that
was true?
A. Yes.
Q. "Q. And those officials many of them were also In office
at the time you returned to the organisation? A. No. I think
the misrepresentations were made by three men.
Q. Who
were they?" and he mentions three men. He says, "I think
one of them (mentioning him) drew the advertisement up."
Are you able to testify from what I have read of Mr. Mountford's testimony, believing as you do In Mr. Mount fourd'a
verity, that those misleading advertisements were printed?
A. I am quite willing to accept anything Mr. Mountford
says about the situation.
Q. Do you recall the proceedings that were begun by the
White Rats Actors' Union before the License Commissioner
of the City ot New York against the United Booking offices
in or about the year 1010?
1

M

...

m
§

?

r. '*'-. '

A. I do not, no, sir.
Q. In your investigations as President, when you were compiling your open letter of occurrences beginning in 1900 down
to the time you wrote it, didn't you come across the record
of that proceeding?

LLac.

A. I don't recall that I did.
D,
0U c me acroaB U»e record of

.

a proceeding brought

v ^l.. £Z
5
by
the White Rata Actors' Union or somebody In

its

behalf

before the Mayor of the City ot New York, to remove the
Commislsoner of Licenses, because of his failure to sustain
the proceedings that the White Rats Actors' Union had
begun against the United Booking Offices?
..A I,Ieca,,.J10a/,55, 8ometnta 8 00fore Mr McClelland, but I
don't

know

-

the details.

B
a n al
ne International Board
°'
^%i
V
.'IP .*
e J&L
w 5£.
Rat8 1
Actora
Union made on or about June 26,
toi? «y
l

*

." .

B"'

t nls atatement occurs, that the -organization
"was only
I
halted in its successful career by the abuse of the processes
of the law and not so much of the law itself, but
by those
charged with administering it" And In the same
report I
call your attention to the statement:
"Marcus Loew's busl8U
th at sU DerBo nB in his theatre would
con2?i!?..
,
stitute a good audience,
and then the abusive law known as
the injunction, was brought into force;"
and I ask you if
BUC h statements about the courts and persons
ta^SS&SS,?
T0UP organlzatwn as guided by
Mr

WM

?

Mountford?

j

'

P$^

A. No j it was a statement of facts.
An injunction was
secured on perjured affidavits, affidavits
containing"perjury^
.2" ,you r. ef ?r L° an abUBe °' Processes of law, and
i.
°«t
those charged with admlnisterL°
gf.8e cb ar8«d with by,
n {7 tl
administering
it meant the Judges,
i f i?
L.
uiu
it not?
« A. I think the Judge who isssed the Injunction
did not
know the facts. Certainly he did not know the affidavit was
perjured, or he would not have issued the injunction.
—.9' And those injunctions were issued in New York and

—

rg *»$
.

Chicago?
A. The one In
Q.

New York

I

But there also was an

was there not?

am

referring to.
injunction Issued

In

Chicago

A. Yes.
Q.

And

in St.

Louis?

A. Against the White Rats Actors' Union only.
cal y our attention to Article I of the
Q NoW
By-Laws
.
. :t.
l . Actors'
of
the White Rats
Union, entitled "Policy," which
provides the policy of the organization shall be the
union
shop and then some other things?
A. Yes, sir.

mL

Q.

Then Article

II, Jurisdiction,
"It is hereby declared
the White Rats 'Actors' Union of America,
branch organizations, claim the right of Jurisdiction
actresses, whether legitimate, lyceum,
Rn<
!,
ShS-^LfiS?
circus,
cabaret, vaudeville,
burlesque, motion picture stage
managers, directors, assistant directors or stage
managers
or any other entertainers of the public." Then

and
and

set forth that

its

I will skin
he,r Pro'osalonal business remanagers, agents, railroad
fcompanles and others, song writers, trainers, bureaus,
etc."
Further down in this same Article II. "It is further
declared
and set forth that no other organization, order or association has any right or Jurisdiction over
actors and act»!">ther legitimate, lyceum," etc., etc
I ask you
whether tne printed advertisements or propaganda, as
I have

i«f?n«
lations

We

SiA
with

'

In

h
each

aU

«v
other

of

«l
with

258

,D Va ' to ^taglnnlng In October 191™
k your administration,
and carried on through
was not pur-

SPSUL&tt

Q. Did you hear or read the testimony ot John J. Qnlgley
proceeding?
/
/•
A. NO, I glanced through it
.

In this

.

When
plaining what the word "Jurisdiction" means there.
a charter is issued by the American Federation of Labor to
>
any organization of labor
q. Just a moment. I am afraid we will get away off. What
I want to know is whether that propaganda was carried on
to effectuate the business purposes and policies and jurisdiction of your association.
I won't get
A. No, I am trying to answer that question.
very far away from the question.
Q. I wish you would keep to it
A. The field In which your organisation Is allowed to
That Is what is known as Jurisdiction.
operate Is defined.
and that is what is referred to in that Article I. It refers to
the area in the craft over which the White Rats Acton'
Union has control, and those specific details are 'made so
that it in the future there should be any encroachment upon
any branch of the craft contained in onr Jurisdiction right
Issued by the American Federation ot Labor with oar
charter, that we are In a position to say, "This Is an encraebment on our Jurisdiction and these people have no right
to our craft and do so so." It has no relation to the propaganda ot the White Rats at all.
Q. But your propaganda for the Union ahop, such as It
was, was perfectly consistent with your policy set forth In
your by-laws, was it not?

—

'

_^

1

A. No,
q.

A.
A. Yes.

S. S.?

.

q.
Its

Yes, sir."

-

Q. Then you did know that there was such an expenditure?
A. I have Just testified there was such an expenditure, but
further testified tbat I knew nothing at all about its going
to the United Booking Offices, or nothing at all about its
being paid by Mr. Mountford. I simply testified I knew.
Q. Did you know that the payment was to be made to the
employes of another person or Ann?
A. No, I didn't know anything about it
Q. You now know, do you not or have learned since the
payment was made, that Mr. Mountford did pay employes of
the United Booking Offices to procure Information from them?
A. No.
Q. Didn't Mr. Mountford so testify in the Pemberton suit?
A. I don't know tbat he did.
He never told me that he
paid any money to any employes of the United Booking
Offices.
I don't believe he ever did.
Q. If he did make any such payments, do you consider
such a payment proper, either from the standpoint of
president of the White Rats Actors' Union, or from the standpoint ot an outsider?
A. Well, personally, I don't think Is was proper to bribe
anybody, although it is done, even members of the White
•
Rats Actors' Union.
Pember-Q. I will read Mr. Mountford's testimony In the
under the
ton case, page 603: "Q. What does 8. 8. mean
heading of General Expense? A. Secret Bervioe. Q. And
genby Sat you mean expenditures that could not be made
A. Yes. payment to persons
erally known to the members?
Q. By
in the employment of the United Booking Office*
payment to persons In the employm«nt of the United Booking
what
for
And
A. Payment Q.
Offices, what do you mean?
A.
For the purpose of procuring information.
purposes?
A. Salaries.
Q. That is to eay In the nature of bribes?
to £•
Q. Brlbea or salaries? A. Yes. sir. Q. *» PW]"
employ of the United Booking Offices to obtain information
from them? A. Correct Q. And did you obtain vouchers
from those persons? A. I did not Q. Who handed these
A. Yes, sir, I dld._ You
persons the money, do you know?
8.
will find it marked on aU these salary receipts here,
"By the Referee: Q. Was there an authorisation from the
Board of Directors of the respondents Union permitting
money to be spent that way without record? A. Yes, sir.
the
from
authorisation
Now I ask you If there was any
Board of Directors ot the White Rats Actors' Union, permitting money to be spent that way without a record?
I
A. I could not eay without referring to the minutes.
presume there was.
Q. You presume there was because Mr. Mountford so testi.

K

fied?

•

A. Yes.
Q. Do you recall whether as a member of the International
Board you participated in the passage of such a resolution?

A. I don't recall.
Q. Do you recall whether you presided as Big Chief or International President at any such meeting?
A. I don't recall. The statement was simply made Secret
Service.
That is all we knew or were Interested in.
Q. Do you recall Mr. Mountford's testimony to the effect
that the Board specifically authorised these payments to be

made?
A. To the United Booking Offices?
Q. To the United Booking Offices.
A. No, I do not think there was any such specific resolution
made at all. I don't think he testified to such.
Q. The question waa. asked. by the Referee In that ease,
"Was there an authorization from the Board of Directors
of the Respondent's Union" meaning the White Rats Actors'
Union—permitting money to be spent that way without
record," and the answer waa, "Yes, sir."
Do I understand
you to say tbat that authorization, whatever it was, was a
.

he was not.
here the Saturday, I think

was, that he

It

the room, yes, for part of his testimony, not

Did you hear his testimony about his corporation, and

capital of «80?
i did, yes.

A.
Q.

And the manner

A,

I did.

which he made contracts with acts?

in

Q. Do you believe It Is to. the Interest of the vaudeville
profession tbat this Commission should make an order against
the respondents In this case, so that independent so-called
managers and booking agents of the type of Quigley should
be permitted to continue doing business In the manner In

which Quigley nas

testified be does It?
A. I think they all ought to be put out of business,
Quigley and the whole lot of them?
Q. You don't approve ot Quigley 's (methods and business
policy?
r.
A. Ito, I do not, any more than I do ot the respondents.
Q. When you say they all ought to be put out of business, you also refer to all the respondents?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Were you conversant with Mr. Mountford's movements
from 1911 to 1915, the period during which he was not connected with the White Rats Actors' Union?
A. I never met him until he' came back to the White Rata.
Q. Do you know what he was doing then between 1911 and

.

I

sir,

Were you

testified?
A. I was in
all of It

—

meaning Secret Service?
A. I know there was a certain sum paid for the Secret
Service, but that It went to the United Booking Offices or
any employe of the United Booking Offices that was paid by
Mr. Mountford, I have no knowledge at all.
Q. Weren't you asked this question in the Pemberton ease
at page 060, and did yon not make this answer: "Q. Now, If
your memory has been refreshed by seeing these check
vouchers, Mr. Fltzpatriok, you say that yon made at that
time, you knew that there waa such an expenditure as
8.,

,

And

•...<
his arrest of actors?
I think I heard him testify that he had them
A. No.
arrested for breaking their contractu.
q. Did you also hear him testify that ho attached the
salaries of some actors ?
*"
A. For breach of contract, yes.
Q. For breach ot contract and commissions?
A. Yes.
Q. Was Quigley siding and assisting the White Rite in its
strike in or about Boston in 1017? «

q.

A. Oh, yes.
Q. While you were president and Big Chief, did you know
that the funds of the White Rats Actors' Union were being
paid to persons who were employes of the United Booking
Offices for the purpose of having those employes of the
United Booking Office give information to the White Rats
Actors' Union concerning their employers' business.
A. No.
Q. Didn't you know that Mountford used the money ot the
organization to make payments to employes of the United
Booking Offices for the purpose of bribing them to secure
information?
A. No.
Q. Don't you know that the payments which were so made
were noted In your books or memorandum by your books I
mean the White Rats Actors' Union's books— under the title
S.

re tarred to. his

q. Did you notice that portion of it which
method of doing business in Massachusetts?'
A. No.

'

*

|

had sworn

suant to that policy and that Jurisdiction as defined la yon
by-laws?
.^ > _'
A. I could not answer that, Mr. Goodman, without ex-

.

a. i do not
Q, Do you know that during that period -he was known as
one of the insurgents, known in the White Rats organization
as one ot the insurgents?
'
A. No.
Q. Do yon know that between 1911 and 1915 that he In
collusion with Harry De Veaux, Val Tralnor. Nathan Bunln,
Robert Nome, Major Doyle and 8. D. Rlcardo were to harass
and annoy the White Rats Actors' Union?
A. No, I do not
Q. I show you this leaflet dated December, 1915, and ask
you if you saw that at or about that time?
A. No; this was sent to me by Major Doyle Just before I
.

waa

eletced office.
Q. And that sort ot leaflet
actors, was it not?

was sent around

to

many

other

De Veaux writes letters to everybody.
mean there was an active distribution of that stuff?
A. I don't know anything about the distribution of it
1 *m
Hi. *
J! ot now dahalng, Mr. FlUpatrick, that what Is
A. Mr.

Q. I

.

in that Is true.

>

-A

1. k 0W nothing at all about the distribution of It
That Is 5
the second copy I ever saw. While I was la the
business I never received a copy ot It
| rou la January, 1916, or thereafter receive
:.
a copy
r
ot that paper (handing paper to witness) ?
A. I dont recall that I did.* I know I never read It If
2* * !t' ! ***>*nlsed bis capitals and that stopped it
Mr. Goodman:
I offer in evidence, Mr. Examiner, these
D6 ,
0t fo r the purpose of proving any statement In
iff
I! »..S
.
the P"
papers
themselves, but merely as showing that they were
persons who were antagonistic to the White Rats and who
were endeavoring to affect it or attack it and not aa proof
of the contents at all.
Examiner Moore: What Is the purpose of all this evidence?
T
:2?°2S*$} The80i"P*j*iL!i P'ove that the respondHfiJfV'fi,**
""H ,, ?' th* Wn,te RBta downfall. It Is
tll
t
t tt * wapondent smashed the
*JJomD Union.
!? ?
White Rats Actors'
bow tn,t Def0 anT
on. the part of the
f
the
«" smashed and were just trying to pick
J
S
fe
their beads up again, and there were
other InrirumentatPP ,
<
e wi t6 Ra
Actowr Union that helped the
i«.rt i l2i^ S ,. i ,
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EFftri-L? ? 2
as the tnth.

competent and very germane
tt t0 proye tte contents

te ttafc

anrihb5*about St*"*
BxanMner Moore: We will
wort n, under those
>W

!

M

^

them

taow
In,

**

lt to

'

subject to

w

what

conditions.

By Mr. Goodman:
S:

i*dw™taow?

,er

a wwte

H*t

Mr> FlteDatr,okT

Q. Or was he at any' time?
A. I could not tell you.

^6HVSMRb*» su*
A. Yes, that

was voted

on.

A. It did.

°U hBPPen to nntmbtlT tt
«

Jr

storied?
A. No, I don't

„»-i<g «gMW

*«• when

that strike

on direct examination that the

was

strike,

3&£5F*« it 'rwrrsi
A, Yes.

—

general authorization?
A. It was not specific at all.
Q. Did you know that In making payments to the employes of the United Booking Offices, such conduct was in
vlloatlon of the penal law of the State of New York, prohibiting corrupting and Influencing of employes of another

person?
I never knew it was paid to employes ot the United
Booking Offices or any other employes of any organisation.
Simply 8. 8.

A.

&uSS&*S5£& m* * ™' P^i» 8 V anT«7n.l%
ntt&vBrurt?* *-> "*•*•? * *™"
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was
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Variity
A. No, I think the musicians vent oat first then the stage
bend, went out later; then the White Rate went out
QTBut the White Rate went out to help the other*, did they
A. In accordance with a local agreement made In that
town at that time and for that town only.
f
White
Q. Didn't aome of the deputy organizers of the
Rate Actora' Union go to Oklahoma City to assist the striker
A. I think that there was one there.
Q. Who was that?
A. Mies Corson.
^ .*..
Q. Didn't Mlse Corson subsequently go out there?
I think Mr. Qllmore was there and Mr*
A. Later, yes.
Sargent also at Intervals.
Q. is It not a fact that on Sept 8, 1910, Mr. Mountford
wired an Act called the Pour Kings, who were then p ay log
at the Princess Theatre In Wichita, Kansas, the following
"Suggest on leaving Wichita; get lost on Jourulegram:
ney; never arrive Oklahoma City. This fight ie for your
DisObedience your simple duty.
benefit and all actors.
obedience lei treachery. We did not allow headline act McVictors to open this week, but know can depend on all of
Signed, Harry Mountford, International Secretary.
you."
A. I don't know that any such telegram was sent I don't

.

.

_

„

=

.

that Mr. Mountford sent It
Q. Do you know that Mr. Mountford testified before the
Oklahoma Btate Board of Arbitration T
A. I know that he testified, yes.
~
Q. Were you there at the time?
A. No,
Q. If he testified that he sent such a telegram, you would
say that occurred T
A. If he swore he sent It, he sent It
Q. Didn't the White Rats Actors' Union pay out as expenses on the Oklahoma strike over 84,000?
A. I cannot tell you about that without referring to the
books of the organisation.
Q. Will you refer to it, Mr. Fitspatriok?
A. I will It I can. I think it la In the Auditor's report
Oklahoma Strike Expense, $4,498.08.
Q. Waa not the strike in Oklahoma City by the White
Rats the result of an International executive order?
A. Tea. It had to be.
I
Q. And isn't Respondents' Exhibit No. 87 that order!
will show it to you, appearing In Variety of August 11,

know

"

.".

1915?
i
•
A. Tea.
in Variety of August
Q. And was not that order repeated
*^
28k 1916T
A. I could not tell you, I presume it was.
Q. In and by what order were not the members of the
White Rata Actors' Union, directed not to appear or play
in certain theatres In Oklahoma City, excepting two, I think T
A. They were directed not to appear in certain theatres.
Q. And those theatres were
A. Theatres on strike.
Q. Were non-union houses T
A. On strike.
Q. Had those theatres refused to sign the closed shop
agreement?
A. Mr. Slnopoulo refused to do anything.
Q- I call your attention to this language in Respondent's
Exhibit 88, whioh la an advertisement In Variety of August
1016, entitled. "To all concerned In the operation of vaudeville in legitimate theatres." and signed, "Harry Mountford,
International Executive." In that advertisement appears this
statement "Members of the White Rats and A. A. A. and
Members of the Musicians' Union and I. A. C. S. G., to avoid
trouble with these aots and actors are requested not to associate with them, to have nothing to do with them, and not
even to talk to them until tbey have purged their offenses
against organised labor"; and Just preceding that statement
are the names of four acts. And I ask you what offenses
against organized labor the acts named in that advertisement were guilty oft
A beir nad violated their sworn obligations an members of
.v *.X
the White Rata Actors' Union to obey the call of the duly
elected and properly constituted authorities, and in refus©woe out of the theatre when ordered they violated
5*.
BMWJNUM and ware not to be depended upon by anybody,
What r °U W ° Uld Ca " und6Blrables or unde "
neanabl ft
A. I would not mention them at all. I think they are
the
scum of the earth.
Q. That list continued to Increase from time to time, did
X not?
•

^

A.

7m

*"*$*

,. *** t0
^«. IS
Would you call
8,

A. No,

decent people, yes.
that a blacklist?
call that a black border.
0f
*>
lW not dlsnI,y

I

all

am
torn ™aMt"i
A. No,
it

™

7m

'

waa not a black list
*' W,U

Uhm UnUI
oX

mo'row^fnlT
Th«

»«h™

\

* lth

u,e

ten °'<*<* '<"

.

S
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City.
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CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Goodman

(Continued)

mS^L^J

F

1
rike
t0 ?i
*" aCtorB

««*»* «*«

addressed*''
8
and ?
on
b, » In
Oklahoma, Mr^P?tswtr i°ck?
A. Tea.
Q. When you testified on direct examination that ) h .,.
a a
n5r ttoe m
S-'7d.7 f» J.,f.
.
a DB
8tr ke how d0 y°u reconcile
that wKh
the fiat ?h-5 M
l
01
<*" a " trtke ,n
*
inV'rsummer^
A. It was forced on us.
aJS. «£ not a fBct that while this strike wbb on In ow«

^

-

iW'

ft8

K

™

W

,n
ahomft Clty
A?. nr 8 . ?, nl(>a
,
f r

ttTwhlto Htt. A
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*

ASfflW £%£

^

to adjust
the tr*
U
•ren1S St.r othe? act B ?
A. No,

,

"

»

?

*

W

S*

1

a requo?t ?o

Wh "e

Rata a pref "

w»«"bw» and
°

offered

sir.

^£LP£lg"J«F*to** ItuWto
OkMed shop?

managers agreed

adjust or settle
to an absolutely

my

eleven acts, did

A

It

tion

to

had the two

16, 1018, Is

an

advertisement bearing the name Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association at the end thereof.
A. Tes.
Q. Isn't that the first advertisement or statement of any
kind up to that time printed In "Variety" by the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Association affecting the White Rata
or giving notice of any kind that they would not employ
White Rats under the conditions mentioned In the advertise-

ment?

A. I don't know without looking over the—
Q. Well, I have all the "Varieties" here from September,
A. I know whether It was published or not it was known.
Mr. Goodman : I move to strike out. the answer, "it was
known," Mr. Examiner.

By Mr. Goodman:

>

Q. Was there any printed matter In "Variety" or any
other publication prior to that date?
A. Tes, I think I can find lots of them If I have time
to look them over,
S«™ you all of the recess and all of the
"Varieties" that are here to look them over to find them.
On that point, the "Varieties" are all here from September,
1916, to and beyond this date, and I will ask you to go
through all of them or Mr. Mountford can do It meanwhile.
Examiner Moore: Suspend that until Mr. Mountford can
get It all together.

«& SFMJ!?

By Mr. Goodman
Q. I ahow you "The Player" of January
you to look at Respondent's Exhibit 67.

26, 1917,

and ask

:

Is.

.

"It was quite evident that this organisation would have to
resort to force."
What I want to know, is, what time were
you referring to, when was It quite evident that the organisetion would have to resort to force?
A. I don't know.
I will have to aee the context of the
report I don't keep that in my head. Mr. Goodman, there
was only one copy and two carbons of that report printed.,
How have you got a copy of it?
,
Q. You can search me. Here It is (showing paper to wit-

A. Tou mean, what does it mean?
Q. What time, what period are you referring to when' you
it was quite evident that the organisation would have to
When did It become quite evident?
A, It was evident after the publication that there would be
no White Rata played In any theatre after October 81st
;;.'.'-',
Q. 1016?
A. 1818, yea
Q. Are you quite certain about that being the time?
A. As near as I can recall. There is a break there in the
continuity of that report
Q. Tea, I am going to give you the balance ot It now. Tour
report to your members continues with this statement—
A. I think It all ought to be read, Mr. Goodman.
Q. Now, Just a moment, please. I am cross-examining you
you are not cross-examining ma
A. No. but it is unfair to take one sentence of a report"
Q. This Is all going In.
Immediately following that etatement la this, and I will
read it all: "It waa quite evident this organization would have
to retort to force, and the problem faced' the officials charged
with conducting it of how with their limited capital they
would compete with the unlimited capital accumulated by
graft and extortion by their opponents."
Now, in October
or September, or In the summer of 1016, what waa the limited
capital to which you referred?
A. The limited capital to which we referred?
resort to force?

.'

'

.'"
.

.

A.

the

The

fact that in proportion to the

amount of money

Managers' Protective Association and, the
bad at our disposal and our obligations was little
"

Vaudeville

editor?
A,
es

persons

was

who

them as pure and

purpose of threatening any of those
violated your strike ordtir with physical violence,

It?

A. No.
Q. Tou testified you had a conference with Mr.
at the Knickerbocker Hotel?

A

Yss

Q.

Do

A, No.
Q. I

—

Pantages
mf*™

*'

sli*

'you"

remember the date of that conference?

mean nearly?
hlnk * waa tM tlned
i

A X
in the latter part of «u»oai«r
November
or the first part of December, 1016.
Q. Of course it was subsequent to the adoption of the
referendum on this resolution providing for offensive and
defensive alliances with the other crafts in
the theatrical
trade T
A here was no provision that it should be done at all,
that; ?i
there should be suoh an alliance.

A

h

.*--»««•

raw

In

A. I don't know. I knew at that time. I don't know now.
knew every week how much money we had.
Q. Have you any means at hand of Informing this Commission how much money the White Rata Actons' Union had In
the summer of 1016?

te "entity

-:'&

Q. Tea.

money we

* WM

-

say

or nothing to face a big fight
Q. How much money did you have at that time in the

PerbapB

'

ness).

«

,.I - v
Illy-like characters.
Q. It was not for the

m

'

flowers.'

i,i

''-

•i;';:'

expression of the opinion how the actors In the country felt
shout it that that resolution was submitted to a vote. It
was not to secure any power, or anything else.
Q. When yeu submitted the annual report on June 25, or
thereabout, 1017, to the White Rats Actors' Union, did that/
report contain a true statement of the conditions?
-„;:;
A. Tes.
Q. That report waa signed by you and Mr. Mountford?'
.'A. Tea.
Q. I call your attention to the statement in this report:

A. I don't know what it meana, unleas It is a reprint
,ln
? *hich was in a Broadway show at the time used
by Mr. Jolson at the Winter Garden.
Q. Tou notice that advertisement is on the editorial pan
right underneath the statement of the ownership of "The
Player" and the statement that Harry Mountford Is the

2'

v
•'.V.;

*

Q. Inasmuch as their opinion waa in favor of It didn't you
have authority to make such offensive and defensive alliance?
A. We might have, yes. Not on the strength of that rase*
It would havo boon—
-y
Q. Ton have answered my question, you had the right
A. And I have the right to anawer it and explain It it
was merely an expression of opinion. We wanted to find out
how the actora in the organization felt about such a protective
alliance, because It was a constant source of argument and
discussion that If the White Rats' were unionized they would
be drawn into atago-hande' lights and musicians' fights, and
that is an absolute untruth, and it waa to get an exact

>

I believe, that

went on
Including

lution, though.

A. Tea, the first one.
Q. But the International order ot the strike still continued?
A. Tee.
Q. Directing members ot the association not to accept
contracts or appear upon the stages of the Empress Theatre
or the Broadway Theatre of Tulsa, Oklahoma.
J^ Ygg
Q. Waa there a strike on at Tulsa, Oklahoma, at that

page 18 of "Variety" of September

i

first
In,

White Rats?

Board in its actions.
Q. Why did you want an expression of opinion If, after you
got their opinion, It was never your intention to make any
offensive or defensive alliance with those crafts?
A. Because we must know what the opinion of our organisa-

not?

was the same manager,

that la utterly untrue"?

—

signed by Mr. Mountford?
A. Tea. That Is entirely different This was an Interna*
tlonal order ordering White Rats not to come from one
state into another to play with a Sunday night show In
Waterbury.
Q. This In one portion on page 16.

A. It

Is bosh,

A. Tea.
We had an agreement In Oklahoma City. We
had no agreement with the Janitors' Union, nor have we
any International agreement with the stage hands, musicians
or operators. That waa a local situation, purely.
Q. Mr. Pantages, or the Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association, could not have prevented you from making any
agreement you pleased with the Janitors' Union, or ^..any _
~
other union, could they?
A. Ten, they could, by giving us a conference.
Gould
have prevented the whole trouble. They were assured again
and. again and again that we had no agreement with anybody
In the organized labor movement nor that any one could
force ub into such an agreement
Q. Then why waa there a referendum vote of the members
of your association when you were elected for them to pass
on this question?
A. It was to get an expression.
Q. Now, wait a minute. To pass on this resolution: "Are
you in favor of offensive and defensive alliance wherever
and whenever poasible with the organized musicians, organ-.
ized stage hands, and all other organised bodies of the
A. As an expression ot opinion to guide the International

ot September 16th "Variety" contained
two pages of party executive orders and partly statements

theatres.
Q. On

"That

Q. Haven't you testified that the musicians
and that the other crafts were drawn

Yba

time?

said,

Now, Isn't It a fact that that Is exactly what happened
Oklahoma City in the summer of 1016?
not
i

the

And the week

Q.

walk out

Tea.

strike

.

amounted

Mr. Fitzpatrlck,

y

A. No, It is

.

date,

:&

••

Q.
In

A. It waa a .repetition of this original.
Q. And a repetition of the original strike order?
A. Tea,*
Q. And also a list of aots which the White Rats Actors'
Union requested other actors or members of the association,
rather; not to associate with or have anything to do With?
A. Tes.
this

will

And you

A

under the heading "White Rata News."

on

bill

Q.

,

IIsca

em

A. Tes.

of preference.
Q. That la, to give them a preference?
A. Tes. Have to keep faith with people.
Q. Did not your organisation continue each week to publish either one or two-page advertisements* in "Variety*' containing executive orders connected with this strike and
statements by Mr. Mountford about the organization, Its
policies and so forth?
A. I could not tell you without referring to "Variety,"
v
Mr. Goodman.
Q. well, for example (showing paper to witness), September 1, 1916; they did that week, did they?
A. I think that is a repetition of the original strike order.
Q. Tes, but I mean it was continued, not going into what
the contents were particularly.
And the following week,
September 8th, there were also two pages ot advertisements
.

:

•'.;

>

conference

A. Yes.

JAMES WILLIAM FITZPATRICK
teeUned'

for

Q. Will you please explain to the Examiner what Is meant
by that advertisement which reads. "Serious. It any one
goes to work against the strike order we advise them to
carry a lily in his or her hand. There will be no other

Appearances as heretofore noted.

PRIDAyTmAY

"Managers make two requests

appeared in "Variety"?
A. No, it was being handled by Mr. Mountford and the
deputy organizer who had charge of the situation there, and
they were perfectly able to handle it If there was sa agreement not to go back unless all went back, I am very glsd
to know that the White Rata did not accept any suoh offer

The

.'•

'-'

Q. No, but the International Board was authorised?
A. It was, not It 'eaid, "Are you"— in the words ot the
resolution— "Are you in favor ot an offensive and defensive
with the other crafts in the theatre?"
Q. Was that voted in favor?
A. An expression of opinion, yes.
:.
Q. Tou testified on direct examination that Mr. Pantagea
objected to the White Rats' Union Shop, and stated that, "If
a scrub woman had trouble with me and she belonged to
the Janitors" Union and she walked out of my theatre— If I
sign this unlpn shop agreement with you all the actors on
7'

A

Q.

:

alliance

I did, yes.

enough

(Whereupon at 650 P. M., an adjournment
was taken ",,n
May 28, 1919, at ten'
"
ok A? M.)

tU to-morrow,

I aerer hserd It

Any conference we have ever had with anybody, either
in Oklahoma or anywheres else, we have always been surprised and ttokled to death to get
Q. It any such request for a conference was made In
Oklahoma City to the representative of the White Rata in
Oklahoma City, you don't know anything about it do yon?
A, No. I would know though If it was made, I think.
Q. And do you now deny that the managers In Oklahoma
City in September, 1816, asked for a conference with the
organisers or representatives ot the White Rats then located
out there?
A. No, I would say I don't know anything about It, I did
not deny it
Q. Did you make any Investigation at the time this article

-

ftaSMtt"
D

that that Is true, no.
(

Q. Headed,
to end fight"

-'

'V':"v>.

.,*•;

you "Variety" ot September 8, 1010, sad ask
you whether that recalls any of the facts to your mind?
A. No, that la a news story, Mr. Goodman. I haven't any
knowledge ot what is In the newa story.
Q. I know, but did you read the story at the time?

A. It did, yea.
n
P aMtah «l the list of the names of those who
„2;.i, ?to comply
refused
with your strike order?
A. TftS.
tt aome, Instances you published that list with a
...Q* A*
,tae Wlth tt
^MUoriam*a1
°
'

know

A. I don't
before.
Q. I show

;

:

m

I

v

.v..
.

;

JJ.V-.

r

.-M

A. No.

'ft Would you aay

that

It

was more

than a few thousand

A

I wouldn't say anything about It
I don't know.
Q. Perhaps this will refresh your recollection : The report
continues, ''Therefore, the only posalble way of making the
few thousand of White Rata' funds do the work of hundreds
or thousands was to tire the managers out in spending
money
before the actual blow waa struck." Does that refresh your
recollection as. to the moneys the White Rats had?
*• No- I knew alwaya that there never waa very much.
q. When you made this report, however, that statement to

your members was true, was It not?
A. Yea,
Q. At another part of this report you say, "Hundreds of
acts were sent all over the country and kept In readiness, and
ao great was the expense and so severe the strain that Ions
before February 5th, when the strike was declared, Mr. Murdoch wrote to Mr. Albee, whioh letter we have in our pos-
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VARIETY
the strike was fully on with at least 60 theatres affected."

between Mr. Murdock, Mr. Albee, Mr. Casey and Mr. HumphWe nave records of tbelr telephone conversations In
rey.
spite bf the fact that they placed two private wires In the
"We were perUnited Booking Offices during the strike."
fectly well aware all through as to the Identity of the persons
In their pay." When you made that statement to the mem1

I ask
"This must never happen again.'
you if that statement Is true or was true at the time.
A. I don't know whether that statement was In the original
report or not.
...
Albee
possession,
Mr.
Q. Have you that letter now In your
to Mr. Murdock?
A. I say I don't know whether that statement was In the
original report or not. I could tell by referring to the original

and

session,

said,

...

report.

.

code,

Q. Do you know how you
A. I have seen them since,
Q. In whose possession?

:

I

:

..'

.

read

it,

•-

i-

'JL'

,

is

YflB

.

Q, And' your reference to the Boston Tea Party was one of
the cases where the respondent was put to severe strain of
Bonding acts to protect a strike that was never called?
A. Or Intended to be called.
Q. Or intended to be called?

"We

have in nor postelegrams and: letters

further say in this report,
session now, their private code, the

recall

'

.,

;

y

whether he was arrested on or about

Loew 'a

at one ot Marcus

'
:

No.
Q. And found guilty. Do you know Hazel Hall?
A. Yes.
Q. Was she a White Rat or a member of the Associated
Actresses of America In March, 1917?
A. I could not tell you.
Q. You don't know whether she \was arrested or not and
found guilty, do you?
A. No, I don't I presume I have heard of all those cases,
•
but I have no knowledge ot them.
Q. Weren't there more than 60 theatres affected by this
'

A..

strike?

A. I could not tell you without counting them up.
The
whole Loew. Circuit was affected: the whole Poll Circuit. I
presume that means more than 6Q.

The verbatim report of the investigation will be continued in next week's
issue of VARIETY.
.
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A. I'do not
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LETTERS

.

:

1917?

16,

Q. For creating a disturbance
theatres In New York?

*

sir.

Do you

Q.

after this so-called Boston Tea Party failure.
month after, yes.
A. Oh.
Q. "The next blow was delivered In East St Louis," continues the report. "After the Marcus Loew and five houees
In Chicago was hit and the Grand in St Louis, and thus

,

A Yes
Q.You

A. I don't recall.

March

....

*

*

fill*

'i';i

.

;

"The result was that the Vaudeville Managers'
Protective Association did exactly as we wished them to do."
A. Yes. Spent money foolishly.
*
Q. Because you wanted them to do it?
A. Wanted to force the financial strain on the small time
managers to be so that they would force the boBses to hold a
conference.
Q. Then you say In your report, "While every one expected
the strike order in Chicago of February 5th, the first blow
was struck In Boston with gratifying success." That was

yes.
.
there Incorrect about the statement which I
The sending of these acta was due
to these take telegrams and fake information that you testified
oh direct examination you gave some detective employed by
r
the respondenta?
I

What

have just read to you?

.

.

.

:

yes.

think.
Q. You say,

..:.'

Q.

,

.

these gentlemen say, why not have the original report?
Mr. Kelly Let us assume that this Is a correct copy until
It la impeached, and if there Is any attempt to Impeach it, let
us then produce the original copy.
Examiner Moore: Yes.
By Mr. Goodman
Q. Whether this la in the report or not, will you state
whether vou have in your possession or know where the letter
Mr. Murdock wrote to Mr. Albee Is?
/
A. I do not.
Q. Did you ever have It?

A.

*

,

Q. And .notwithstanding your knowledge at the time and
your belief that this detective was a fool—
A. Oh, he was not a fool.
,
Q. Oh, he was not?
v
A. No: he was a knave.
Q. And notwithstanding that you reported and accepted the
private wires and the telephone conversations which he gave
you as correct?
A. I didn't say any such thing.
Q. Didn't you want your members to believe and understand by this excerpt which I have Just read that yqu had
correct records of telephone conversations?
A. No, telegraph communications.
Q. From whom did you get the telegrams?
A. I cannot tell you. I don't recall now. I think it was
also an employe ot the detective, a man named Johnson, I

was.

'

:

Q. And was found guilty?
Mr. Walsh. Now, watt a minute, Mr. Goodman. You can't
•
prove it that way.
.
By Mr. Goodman: •
<
Q. Do you know Herbert Jelly?
». -.
A. I do know him, yes.
Q. Is he a member of the White Rats Actors' Union?
A. I could not tell you.
Q. Was he in March, 1017?
A. Yes, and a very good one.
-;
•:
Q. Was he a striker during that period?

s

.

:

'

.

I think.

A. I think In Mr. Mountford's. '
Q. How did you get records of telephone conversations?
A. 7 don't think I ever had any records of conversations.
Q. Were the wires of the United Booking Offices tapped?
A. No.
I think the Information came from the detectives.
am not sure.
V.
Q. What detective?
This man to whom you gave take tele-

grams ?»
A. The Sherlock Holmes,

The Witness I did not say an absolutely correct copy.
Examiner Moore: Of course, It would be Impossible to tell
without comparing them word by word.
Mr. Goodman : If we are trying to get at the truth of what

»r

_

>

,

—

.

. ft. Do you know Arthur Jennings?
• A. No,
J.. ..
...,;._ ....
Q, Do you recall whether he was arrested and arraigned
before Magistrate Murphy on March 16, 1017?
A. I know nothing about the New York strike, at all. I
was not here.

'

:

-

.

don't know;

:

report?
A. Tes.
Q. Will you do so, now?
The Witness Yes, will you produce it, Mr. Mounttord?
Mr. Mountford: At the request of the Government, yes.
Mr. Goodman I ask the Examiner to call upon Mr. Mountford to produce the original report submitted by these men
to the -White Rats Actors' Union on June 26th, 1917, of
which I say this \s an absolute and correct copy.
Mr. Walsh: I would like to ask counsel how he knows that
Is a true and correct copy?
Mr. Goodman. Because, Mr. Fitzpatrick testified yesterday
after glancing through It that It was.
The Witness: No, I don't think I did.
Mr. Goodman: I asked you If It was a copy and yon said
it

creating disturbances In these theatres?
A. No, I do not. There was no disturbance of any kind
where ,1 was, except that committed by managers' agents.
Q. Isn't It a fact that over a hundred of your members
were arrested at different times in connection with this* strike?
' "
•'
A. I don't know.

Q. Are they In the possession of Mr. Mountford?
A. You will have to ask Mr. Mountford,
•-•-•
Q. When did you last see them?
A. Ob, I could not till you. I saw them before I went to
••
Europe.'

.**

\

<•'

>,

.

-.:

Q. Do you recall the number of actors who were members
of tbe White Rats and arrested as a result ot picketing and

now?

AVI

keep the

A. Mr. Mounttord, I believe.
Q. Will you ask Mr. Mounttord to produce the original

.0,,

A. Yes.

bers of the association, you told the truth, didn't you?
A. Yea.
Q. Where are those letters and telegrams and that private

._

Q. Will you please produce the original report?
I
don't
A. I haven't got the original report
documents of the organization In my possession.
;,Q. Whoidoes keep the documents?

Is that correct?
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ERNIE YOUNG
/7H«-

(Of Chicago)

.

Masonic Temple
Chicago
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Relley Joe F
Rlngliag John

Morettl Helen

Payton Dlllie
Plngree Earl
Plante Robert J
Pollock Jean
Porter Evelyn

Marvifl & Young
MorrUey William
Moyer Slaters
Murdock Jappy
Murray Crystal

M

Powers

Murff Iska

Wm W

<V:\

Nicholas

'

Rot her Florence

P

W

P G

,

R

S
Soggart Hal
Sam Long Tack

'•

Nonrelle Lou
i

•

_

T

Tenny Harry
.:

JAZZ BAND
Six

Men

for

...

Terry Arthur

W

Riley Francis
Riley Agnes & Joe

WANTED!

}.'''"

Savo Jas
Shallman Sidney
Sheldon Rose
Sblmlzu Yoshl _
Shubert H
Sldwell Alfred
Singing School

Remoll Erna
Renard Charlotte
Renard C
Reddy Jock
Richmond Babe

Noraln Nada
North Bobby

Owen Hilda

_Q

Qlntrell

A

Soper Grace
Speer Fred
Stanton Walter Jr
Stern Jack
Stevens Betty
Stevens Irene
Stephen Murray
Stephen Norman
Steuben J
Storey Kenneth

Ryan Mary

Noble Hermaan
Noon RBlsley

,i>;

&?
i

Smith Sue
Snead John

H

Rath Kathryn

Presberg Jack

N
Nazarro Nat
Nelson & Barry Bros

,:

;

Smiletta Sisters

Robertson Frnnklyn
Roberts Richard
Roche Virginia
Rogers Dorothy

Thomas Hildo
Troupe Yuma Japanese
Turse Edward

London, England/ At Once
Twelve weeks guaranteed, transportation paid

wanted

GIRLS

Iii

h
h

and Principals

for first-class productions. In

New York and

girls. $30,00 and up per week. PrinUnless you are pretty and expecipals, no limit.
rienced,. Girls, do not apply.

on road. Chorus

WARD &

ROBI CO,

CHARLES BORNHAUPT

INC.

Room

Producers and Artists' Representatives

SUITE

301,

PUTNAM

BLDG..

NEW YORK

414

'

Putnam

Building,

CITY

New York

City
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PAT CASEY
Presents

AT
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WEEK

B. F.

KEITH'S PALACE,

(June 30), the

late
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NEW YORK

Lieut JIM EUROPE'S

PROTEGES
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Noble Sissie

Eubie" Blake

IS'""

THE DIXIO DUO
NEXT WEEK

(July 7),

MARYLAND THEATRE,

Baltimore

i
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Valerie Sisters

Holm an

Van Aken Alexander
Verce & Verol

Hallemen Mrs

Anna

Hallo Eunice

Vlllanl

Vincent Ella

Westcott Ida Wynn
White Jackie

Lamert L

Whitehead Ralph

Lynch Trio
Lewis Henry

Wlleon
Wilson
Wilson
Wilson

M

-\

Martelle Angle

Young Beatrice
Young Mary

Major Oarrlck
Morris Dorothy
Montgomerys Musical

Chicago Office
Anderson Lucille
'
Arena The

Mathews Mrs Jane

Adams Don

Norman

Brown Florence
Burnham Alice
Clifton

&V'
g&

?;.
T

g

':.;

Summers

#

,;;'•;'

Willis Louisa

Zeleya

Eary

;:
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Furman
First

|
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Fred Walton, presenting "The Toy Soldier,"
a very big bit In r,Goody Two Shoes.''

Is still

Ashley
Phillip

Martin, the dancer, died, a victim of the

'llu.

Clark and Wallace have left the Al Bruce
Revue Co. and are doing a two-act on the
Fuller Circuit.
s.

—^—

Sydney.

i

TIVOLI.—"The

Better 'Ole." big.

PALACE.—"Jack

and

Jill."

Astras,
Phillips'

HOYT'S,— Pictures.

Clark
Revue.

'

CRYSTAL PALACE.—Pictures.
GRAND.— "The Better 'Ole" (picture).
Melbourne.

HER MAJESTY'S.— "Going

Nodworth Ned
Muriel

Window has

Theatre.
'Lauder Co.

By CHARLES SCHEUER.

scored a personal hit at
fa with
the Harry

She

E. W. Morrison, from whom Sylvia Bremer
obtained a divorce, Is an American producer
Imported by J. C. Williamson. His first big
success was gained when he produced "Within
the Law," with Muriel Starr In the lead.

The Shubert "Gaieties," which opened here
17, with an uneven performance closed
21st with a bigger, and better performance that
included Clayton and .White. Ed Wynne and a
specialty shimmy dancer. The production was
in rehearsal during the entire week and was
Among
greatly speeded up during its stay.
the reactionary effects If its short stay was
the exception taken by the Shubert organization to statements made on the first night
critic
Oasseboom,
Jr.,
Will
C.
performance by
Casseboom. who
for the Atlantic City Press.
retracted his faulty statements, also left the
employ of the Dally Press, owing to the attitude of that paper, and haB become associated
with the Gazette-Review in giving Atlantlo
City theatre a more complete first-night surJune

-

Up," big.

Witness."
Frayle."

>.

v
T

June

revue.

-

Mme. Olgo Petrova, who filled Keith's Theatre recently during the week of the American
Medical Convention, will return to that theatre
week July 1, following a two weeks' rest and
work In other fields. She has been the biggest drawing card In Atlantic City for the
past season of vaudeville.
Belasco's production of the "Gold Diggers,"
at the Apollo last week to capacity business at
every performance, has excited prognostications as to its future here. One famous crltio
and Journalist has offered a wager that the
new play will "play capacity for one ysar."
and the opinion Is apparently Justified.

"Chu Chin Chow" haB been secured for

pro-

BOSTON.

Selma Brats
Chadwick.

Co.,

ft

'

and Sybil Warren.

ST.

JAMES.—Pictures and

— Pictures

and

MAJESTIC—Another
Unpardonable Sin."

Muriel Starr and Louis Kimball are leaving shortly for America. At present they are
co-starring In "The Silent Witness" at the
Royal, Melbourne.

Taylor Derbyshire, general manager for J.
C. Williamson, has resigned.
Mr. Derbyshire
is going to London for the Australian Assoc.
Press.
He Is succeeded by a member of the
firm, C. B. Westmacott.
On account of the New Zealand authorities
Jirohiblting passengers from Australia landing
n any part of New Zealand owing to the flu,

week of

film,

"The

—Program

switched this week,
where Griffith Is presenting his repertoire.
"Fall of Babylon" is being used, following a
run of "Broken Blossoms."
PLYMOUTH.—For the second week using
"The Firefly." Musical stock company bis hit

TRBMONT.—Another week

of

"Daddy Long

Legs." another one of the films playing to
big business now.:
COPLEY.—The second week of "Two Palm,"
tbe new show which the Henry Jewett Players
are using as a part of their repertoire for the

summer.

TREMONT TEMPLE.—Second

week

of

"The

Life of Theodore Roosevelt"

AUSTRALIA.

By ERIC QORRICK.
Sydney, June
Is

4.

singing on the Fuller Cir-

FREE!

Syd, James and Coy leave this
tour of the Far East.

month

for a

FREE!

FREE!

AN IMMEDIATE IRRESISTIBLE HIT
DAN J. SULLIVAN

cuit.

this week
will close Its regular season

,wf
The Peerless, Holyoke, Colo., Is the latest
addition to the state's list of picture houses.
Ed. Buick, principal of the Junior high school,
has purchased a half Interest in the Strand,
Durango, and with bis partner, L. A. Moran,
has Inaugurated a series of improvements.

The Morris Stock presented "The Guilty
Mother" at Akron, Colo.,- last week with special vaudeville turns between the acts.

''••>

n

"Open Your

of

Eyes," film ; advertised widely and going over
Six shows a day.

big.

COLONIAL.

.

vaudeville.

GLOBE, FENWAY, LANCASTER, STRAND,
BEACON, MODERN. EXETER STREET,
COLUMBIA. CODMAN SQUARE.—Pictures.
PARK.—Pictures and songs.

SHUBERT.—Fourth week

Jack Cannot, leading* comedian for Williamson, has left the firm and opened a studio for
the teaching of vocal and dramatic art

announcement was made

Denham

It will reopen after five weeks or on
August 80.
No word of any contemplated
changes In the personnel of the Wllkee Stock
players has been given out

July 27.

1

Dugal

and Fletcher, Bunco and Walker, Britt Wood,
Travilla, Girlie and Seals. "Putting One Over,"
i

i

Strand Trio.

"The Down Maker,'

OLYMPIA.—Vaudeville.

vaudeville.

The Harry Lauder Co. Includes Muriel Window, Eddy Montrose, Heather Belle, The
Crelghtons, Kennedy and McBrlde, Colin Crane

George Herrmanoe, recently discharged
army (91st Division) has resumed hie
with theatricals as scenic artist for
He formerly held a
the Denham Theatre.
similar position with the Wilkes, Salt Lake.

the

Official

film.

GORDON'S CAMBRIDGE.

duction here by Tlvoll Theatres.

took ths whole city by the ears.

With the presentation of "Maytlme" this
week the season of the Broadway will coma
The house will be dark until
to an end.
August 25, when the "Merry Month of May"

that tbe

BOSTON.—Vaudeville with feature film.
BOWDOIN.—Pop vaudeville.
SCOLLAY OLYMPIA.—Vaudeville, Stone and

film.

The enterprise of Ben 8. Ketcham, manager
Denham, was made manifest last week
when through the columns of a local dally
he conducted a "Baby Picture Guessing Con-

Dr. C. T. Horseoll Spencer, the private

BIJOU.—Pictures.

and

"Better

the
retary for Peter MoCourt owner of
Broadway, Is going to spend his vacation on
a ranch at Del Norte Colo.

By LBN LIBBBY.
ORPHEUM.—Vaudeville.

GORDON'S

'

affiliation

Co., big.

PLAYHOUSE.—Vaudeville.
PARAMOUNT.—Pictures.
MELBA.—Pictures.

Davis

entire

opens.

7,

Mess."

KING'S.—Harry Lauder
BIJOU.—Vaudeville and

Delbanty,

the

Silent Witness."

TIVOLI.— 'The Silent
TIVOLI.—"My Lady

'

Valll Arthur

Rochelle

of the Hills."

picture.

'Ole" company, at the Broadway last week,
spent Thursday afternoon at the Government
Recuperation Hospital, near Denver, entertaining the disabled overseas soldiers who are
inmates of the Institution.

test", that

The

and Wallace, Royal Nine, Nat

for

ATLANTIC CITY.

Amy

moving

of the

ROYAL.—"The Squaw Man."

Karloff Boris

Francis Milton
Gibson Hardy

Shoes."
Truth," big

hit.

Minnie Love will leave hero 1b September
England to take up vaudeville engagements.

A

.King's

m

CURRENT ATTRACTIONS.

HER MAJESTY'S.—"Goody Two
CRITERION.—"Nothing But the

"Officer's

Adams Trio

Barney

.

ROYAL.— "The

Max

Offlew

Fox D,E

,"
C. Williamson's revue, "Hello Everybody
ha? disbanded.

J.

FULLER'S.—Silvester,
"The Caillaux Case" is showing this week at
the Piccadilly.

San Frnnelsoo

Faber Earl
Sfe

-Bmoiio Polinl is to begin a farewell tour of
Australia In Melbourne, opening In taer former
success, "Do Luxe Annie,"

Stewart Beulah

Earl Zella

Ketcbam. mgr.)—Wilkes

TABOR GRAND.— "Shepherd

States Right

/

Vert Hazel

DeCourney Nettle
ft

Mess," a new musical comedy,
by the Tlvoll.

Officer's

to be produced shortly

"Oh How I Hate to Get Up In the Morning,"
sung by Toby Claude, is a big hit In this
year's pantomime.

Volpert George
Voltaire Mrs Harry

Dahlberg May
Downey Maurice Mrs
Donlta Miss

Bary

gjj?'

"The
is

Cecil

Valyda Roas
Velde Maria
Winters Blanche
Wheeler Luclle

8.

De Wolf Hopper and

A

Smith

Damerel Geo J
Downing Sam
Downing Harry

i

:

Dale

M

•
.

? ;,.,.

ft

(Ben

'

Stanley Frank
Sullivan Altos
Htroud Trio

Cornalla Ernest
Croft Kenneth
E
Clark
Clayton Vada

DENHAM

deville.

614

Beatrice
Elsie

DAY."

Stock players In "Baby Mine."
EMPRESS (Louis Devan).—PanUges Vau-

ELLIS, Publisher
MARQUIS
MAJESTIC BLDG„ LOS ANGELES

Mario Miss Rita

Newman

8. C.

i/
Flowers," a Bennett Comedy.
BROADWAY (Wm. B. Hone, mgr.)—John
Charles Thomas, and company In "May time,'

LOVE BALLAD BY MARQUIS ELLIS

,

"Nloble"
Bimbos Cbas
Owen Jack,
Bernard Idlke
Blaney Irene
Patts Aerial
Brazeo Mr.-Mrs. Jack Parrtsh Frank
Barry Lydla
Plunkett Nina
Bennett Cbas
Rleiy May
Bert 2 Violets
Ray fl eld Florence
Bean J W'
Russell Flo
Beldlng 8 Miss
Rifle Roale

Si

By

(A. G. Talbot, mgr.}—Constance
in "Happiness a la Mode," film.
princess (Homer 8. Ellison, mgr.)—
Robert Warwick In "Secret Service," Paramount- Arte raft special, film, and Fatty Arbuckle In "Desert Hero."
RIALTO (Homer 8. Ellison, mgr.)—Mar*
guerlte Clark In "Girls," and "Hearts and

(DUEL AND SOLO)

Mayne * Mayno

DENVER.

'"

AMERICA

Talmadge

"TWILIGHT DREAMS"

W

Wilson & Wise
Woodward A P

with veude-

the Liberty Players.

Lilly

Beatrice
Wolf Lucille

jjtefe..'

IN JAZZ

INSTRUMENTAL BY PAUL VAN LOAN

Lubln Lew
Lloyd Leslie
Margaurete
Langford Howard
Morris Mrs
Malvern Jake
Moore Grace

Dolly

Al
Frankle

films,

PARAGON PARK.—Onletta Trio heading
NORUMBEOA PARK—"Charley's Anal" by

(OR TROMBONE SNEEZE)

Laretto

and

vllle.

cabaret

"MARKEE JAZZ"

Lacoate Harold

Whitfield Anna
Wllmot Dolly

NEW

SOMETHING ENTIRELY

Kinkald Billy

•

Globs Trotters."

HOWARD.—Burlesque

GET ON TO THIS ONE!!

W

James Jlmme
Kelly Mrs Eddie
Kennedy Ethel

W

Wm A

Contortionist

Howard MarUn

Weber Carrie
Weston

CASINO.—"Ths

Mr

Hayes Brent

Words and music by

Theatrical Press Agents, Please Take Notice,
There Is a weekly newspaper at Alamosa
which boasts that It announced "Exclusively"
the coming of tbe moving picture "Mlokey"

';

...

to the Isls Theatre.

Verne Layton of the Wilkes Flayers has left
the company and gone to the .Northwest for
a rest.

Frank Duffy, special representative for
1b In Denver on his way to New York.
is making, a tour of Inspection of Pathe
Exchanges throughout the country.

Pathe,

He

Kenneth B. Richards, former treasurer of
tbe Orpheum, has returned from the Faelao
coast where he spent several weeks resting
service in the army. He will resume
his place In the Orpheum box office when the

up after

new, season opens.

John

S.

Barrows, former dramatlo editor of
has forsaken the critics

the Denver Times,

'<''

If
'.

THEATRICAL OUTFITTER*
Broadway
New Yerk
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Official Dentist to the
Specialising

In

Expert

N. V. A
Work

I

for the Profession

11482 Broadway,
I

City

New York|
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OLIVER DITSON COMPANY,

;

RED, "THICK,

A

(ox trot with fetching words and fascinating melody. It will
carry you, by the magic of words, to the conntry of elephants, Ivory
and magicians. Bat it's the tone that takes yon captive—the dancing, entrancing melody that fizzes and sparkles like champagne in
a thirsty land.
A free copy with orchestration to public singers on request.

Your
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song written this year
follow "Poor Butterfly"

.

•

I or "Smiles."

you a^e

in town, call at
H
professional studios.
If

S.

SONG* ROLL

.'<';%'

our

K If Out of town, go into any
music store and hear the

\ Q. R.

y-r

(BALLAD

No. 750

FOX-TROT)
I
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ME"

Lyrics by J.

WILL CALLAHAN

WRITER OF "SMILES"

Music by

MAX KORTLANDER
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Published by

LEE

S.

ROBERTS, 25

E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, HI.
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AND DENE AT

*.

LEONARD HICKS » HOTEL GRANT
'The Keystone of Hotel Hospitality
Offers Special Weekly Rates to the Profession

Madison and Dearborn Streets

500 Housekeeping Apartments

\

CHICAGO

AROUND THE

DINE

ICE

(of the better class, within reach of economical folks)

Under the

ownen.

direct supervision of the

Located In the heart of the city. Just

off Broadway, close to all booking; offices, principal theatre*,
Ilnei, "If" road and subway.

department

aterea, traction

We

are the largest maintainors of housekeeping- furnished apartment* specialising:
to theatrical folk*. We are en the ground daily. This alone Insures prompt service

and

cleanliness.

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

HILDONA COURT
341

to 347

West 45th St

A BUILDING DE LUXE
JUST COMPLETED; ELEVATOR APARTMENTS ARRANGED IN SUITES OF O NE/ TWO AND TNREE
ROOMS, WITH TILED BATH AND SHOWER, TILED KITCHENS. KITCHENETTES AND VACUUM
SYSTEM. THESE APARTMENTS EMBODY EVERY LUXURY KNOWN TO MODERN SCIENCE.
$98 Up Neatfaly; 916.00 Us WsaUy
.

YANDIS COURT

.

8t

241.247 West 43rd

HENRI COURT,

Phone: Bryant 7912

One. three and four-room apartments, with kitprints bath and telephone*. The prtney
these apartnsats are Beted for Is one of Its attras*
eheniettse,

tlons.

IRVLNGTON HALL
Phone: Columbui 7192
St
An slentor, fireproof building of the newest type.
Apartments
having every device and convenience.
are beautifully arranged, and cemlet of 2. 8 and 4
rooms, with kitchens and kitchenettes, tilsd bath
and 'phone.
117.00 Up Weekly

Address

»

all

Phono: Brjant 8560

Aa up-to-the-minute, new, fireproof building,
arranged I* apartasats of three and four rooaw wtn
kitchens sad print* bath.
'Pbone la each apartUp Weekly

117.00

855 to 359 Wert Slst

PRESENTS
Twice Nightly, 7:30 and 11:30

N
E

GOLDEN GLADES
"The

/

Phone: Bryant 4293.9181
325 and 330 Wert 43rd
Three .and fear rooms with bath, furnished to a
degree of mtxiernneu that exeeli anything la this
type of building.
These apartments will
medate four or mora adults.

—

Up

Merrick Bead, Lynbrook, L.
,

OANIEL, Proprietress
Special Summer Rates

from June to September

AVENUE

THE BERTHA

Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS

—

Complete for Housekeeping Clean and Airy
YORK CITY
323 West 43rd Street,
Private Bath, 3-4 Booms.
Catering; to the comfort and convenience of the profession.
Steam Heat and Electric Llfht - - - - $9.50 Up

83.60 per

Week Upward*—Housekeeping;

156 West 35th Street, off Broadway,

Single Rooms, 93.50 Up
2-Room Suites facing front, 59.00

West

HOTEL CLARENDON
North Clark and Ontario Street*,

;

Five Minutes from the

Weekly

Loop—Modem

Phone: Superior 0070

to edit a

weekly magazine for the Rocky
of
the American
Red

Division

Cross.

Choice"

;

"Hobson's
next week "Mary's Ankle."

LOBWS.—Vaudeville.
IMPERIAL.—Film

for

Ray
in

^RrJKfe2$4r
B

first

half, Charles
half, Fairbanks

iu "The Bushor"
last
"The Knickerbocker Duckaroo."

GRAND.—First

;

half,

%

I.

•

;

'.

Unequaled in Cuisine and Service.

Under direction

of H.

&

J.

Susskind

Phones; Bryant 8950-1

Louise Huff In "The

LOUIS ZILTSCH,

Prop.

Steam

Heat,

Boctrio

Light

By the Day, Week
-4(4-8

New

Address:.

MP*,

17S N. Clark St, cross from the

^m-gjgjz

or

WEEKLY AND
ur
misd UP
weekly

NEW YOBK

Wlllard

and

Bryant

At S3rd

xLBEBT

The International Hippodrome, opening a
few weeks ago with Vaudeville and Boxing

matches at 82.00 top prices, is now running
as an open air dancing park at lOe. admission.

The Auditorium, Quebec, at present playing
pictures will next season play road ebows
under the management of the Allen Enterprises of Toronto.

On his return from Quebec Manager Geo.
Botsky, of the Aliens, announced that they
have taken over the Olympla Theatre there
and will play pictures.

NEW ORLEANS.

"Elmo the

By O.
PALACE.—Few stage Inebriates are laughThat of Alan Devitt, at the
Palace the latter part of last week, was so
to give the show an awful
as
inefficient
He
wallop, from which it never recovered.
was part of a headline sketch called "Her
Bosom Friend," which also brought to view
able—very few.

Mighty."

STRAND.—Bert

Lytell In

Aolljr

"The Lion's Den,"

REGENT.— Features Mary Miles Mlnter In
Bachelor's Wife"; Wm. Farnum In "The
Jungle Trial."
ALLEN.—Features Shirley Mason in "The
Close Up"; Enid Bennett in "The
Haunted Bedroom";
In
Marguerite
Clark
"Come Out of the Kitchen."
HIS MAJESTY'S opens flrst week in Sept.

INERS

"A

AKE-UP

Final

tst.

HENRY

C.

111,

MINER,

Inc.

UK1J

^
&:

1698

^ .Best Manager
GUMBBJER,
Central

Strsst

with two weeks' engagements of "Chu Chin
Chow."

and Theda Bara In "The Siren's Song."
TIVO LI.— "Mickey"

Hotel, Chicago,

i

SPECIAL SUMMER BATES

M. SAMUEL.

Mean

Little Intruder" feature; second half,
Washburn In "Putting It Over."

Sherman

NEW YORK
WHEN IN
v#m —* »-*-— n|ffr|' 1

AxvDSLE Y

and

WEST 23RD STREET

Near Ninth Avenue

i/X JulM

Jadiclous Delicatessen Food onr Specialty

Eugene Mayers Is manager at Loow'b hero
while Ben Mills is away on his holiday.

All Improvement*

8
m

m>T?vr

POnS PLACE-"The Greasy Vest"

FURNISHED

With. Baths,

HOLMAN.—Jess

MONTREAL
ARTHUR SCHALEK.
ORPHEUM.—Orpheum players In
By

:,.:

Up

THE
FLORIDA
BOOMS
ELEGANT

Batee, $4 to 310

hen writing for reservation, please mention
or cut this ad. out and keep It until you
arrive In Chicago—it wtll pay for the transfer of your
baggage from depot to hotel.

Mountain

City

Double Rooms, $4.90 Up
8-Room Apartments, 919.00 Up

Telephone: Chelsea 7785

CHICAGO

VAIUETV.

field

Avium.

Central

WHERE YOU MEET THE GANG

x
NOW

•19
912

New Tork

101st St.

Conveniences

NOTE,—

:

*ta

BBOADWAT

If you want a borne for housekeeping with hotel service combined, this will
interest you.
Our buildings are fireproof and modem In every respect.
Fifty feet from Central Park West
Near Eighth Ave, surface cars. Sixth
and Ninth Ave, "I," stations. Fifteen minutes' ride from booking office.
Telephone In every apartment Some rooms with running water. Schedule
of prices. Including gas. electricity, maid serrioe and use of kitchen:

CO., 14

Loading Motor Resort

EIGHTH AVENUE

Privilege*

Newly Benorated

Private Baths

JOHN MILBERG

!

MBS. GEORGE HIEGEL. M*T.

Strictly Professional.

MBS, BBXLLT. Proprietress

MARION HOTEL
ARTISTS

.-,

1

then

One Block West sf Broadway
Between 46th and 47th Street*
Three. Fonr and Five-Room High-Class Furnished Apartment*—$10 Up

NEW

ATTENTION

Woodlawt:

THE ADELAIDE

•
Office:
778 EIGHTH

NEW Y0RK

Phone: Greeley 5373-9874
1, 1, 3 and 4 Boom*, from

\

EIGHTH AVENUE

Phone: Bryant 1944

«*?•-..•

E

'."

*

Between 47th and 48th Streets

ZSEEtSUEl

Vt-

Town"

Westshsster County
to

i

c

I

PELHAM HEATH INN
BLOSSOM HEATH INN

754-756

776-78-80

Ceoeeerse

OpenAll Year

Up Weakly

The Edmonds Furnished Apartments
MRS. QEOROE

--

Pelhsm Parkway, at East cheater Avenue; and

Principal Office—TandU Court, 241 Went 43rd Street, New Turk #
Apartment* can be seen evening*. Office in each building;.

Cateriof Exclmlvely ts the Profession

Coolest Spot In

Jay-November Farm, HarMll*, M. V.

ROAD DIRECTIONS

mo¥oTreIo bts

communications to M. Claman

N

M.

Only Ice Skating Show in New York
«On the Roor In the
\

THE DUPLEX
St
$9.50

P.

"Blossom Festival"

eat

Up Wsekty

112.00

West *8tfi8t

312, 314 sjid 318

o

D
A

C

7.

Phone: Bryint 6299

I

Location

Phone: Circle

1114

Mabel Cameron and T. F. Mulligan. Plelert
and Sconeld, Juggling, were the recipients of
the greater part of the slight approbation
bestowed. The Musical Hunters disclosed nothing novel or especially invigorating. An "audience" turn held the next-to-closlng position,
Alice Nelsoa and Co. In ''The Advertiser." It
runs very much to the accustomed pattern,
save for the finish, which is decidedly bright.
It Is small town and small time.
Keney, Mason
and School were lost In their skating specialty.
Their number needs proper routining, with a
lack of epeed and enthusiasm militating against
'
them.

CRESCENT.—John O'Malley is the headliner
the quintet of acts recently touring the
South, and at the Crescent during the concluding portion of last week. He has the old
full dress, with the 'kerchief tightly clenched
during renditions, but veers some in the matter
of sticking in toto to selections of Emerald
Isle hue.
He did very well with "Mickey,",
good song, but a Jazz picture, and left just
when his leave-taking was best, Instead of
lingering toe long, as so many ' tenors are
wont to do.
A two-act opened the show
Sherman and Rose. Look like they have been
members of a Russian ballet at some time or
other, considering the evolutions and general
deportment. A pleasing small-timer that can
Kbowlea
Jog along In the opening position.
and Hurst embody the tuxedoed fellow and
the fly gal.
She shows two gowns, the last
being rather odd, while his tux Is a little out
The song about "Barney"
of the ordinary.
might be camphorlzed with the peace script.
Fagg and White did better In the matter of
applause.
Some of their sallies have an odd
trend.
It would appear the Impersonator Is
making up a trifle too light. Little too much
disparity In the coloring. Just why they carry
a special drop with aru "impractical" door is
bard to fathom.
Writ and Winters, two
splendidly formed athletes, could do a much
better act than that employed at present with

;
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GREATEST JUVENILE STARS
OF THE WORLD
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POSITIVE FEATURE ACT!
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Sailing for

England on the

S. S.

"Mauretania"

-•...A_._.'-Li£:

;

•.'. slarft

July 11th, 1919

Open at

the Paladium, London, Aug. 4, 1919
BEST WISHES TO ALL OUR FRIENDS
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EXCLUSIVE SONGS
COMEDY SKETCHES
LYRICS
TABLOIDS
GIRL ACTS
ACTS REVISED AND REWRITTEN.
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AG-EMENT
ERNIE YOUNGMASONIC TEMPLE ^ CHICAGO

I1IKI2.M3

OPERA HOUSE.— House continues dark.
Several years ago summer musical stock went
big here, but a trial of it this year proved

some practice. They have all the requirements necessary to work up new acrobatic
feats Instead of sticking to the time-worn routine used,

STRAND.—"True-Hearted
lin In

unsuccessful.
E. F. ALB-EE.— Helen Relmer, for the first
time this season has the leading role with the
Albee Stock in this week's production, "Mother

Susie" and Chap-

"Sunnyslde."

LIBERTY.—Dorothy

Dalton in "Other Men's

Wives."

Carey's Chickens."
/
FAY'S.— Kaspar vand Stone, Mr. and Mrs.
James Brown, Corrine Tllton, Rogers and
Pearl, The Hayataka Japanese Jugglers and

is due in New York this week,
will start organizing the stock burlesque organization that will open at the Delphine. Rose has been making a cross-country
automobile.
more-or-Iesa
tour in a

Lew Rose

when he

Fred Keener.

—

A

Helen Flynn says the kisses in a Ford are
generally more sincere than those in a Packard.

PORTLAND, ORE.
By JOSEPH ORANT KELLEY. Jr.
PANTAGES.—Vaudeville.
HIPPODROME, STRAND.—Pop. vaudeville
and

pictures.
29,

Baker Players
BAKER.—
Marry Ann," with Verna Felton.

in

V

Alcazar Players In "Spring
Maid," with Mable Wllber and Oscar Flgman.
HEILIO.— Dark July 7-0, "The Honor of
the Family," starring Otis Skinner.
AUDITORIUM.— Dark.
LYRIC. Musical comedy stock.
;

Folly Co.

LIBERTY, COLUMBIA. SUNSET, MAJESTIC, STAR,

PEOPLES.—Pictures.

Headlining the Columbia and Liberty Theatre screens In the near future may be Emaline Gladys Walker, "fllmdom's newest star."
The quotations are an advance prediction of
what "Happy Jack" Walker may be expected
to promulgate In the way of an announcement
ot the tact that the little lady who bears his
name was born at the St. Vincent's hospital

Monday.

if?

At a recent meeting of the Portland Opera
Association It was decided that the opera
selected for rendition next season Hhnll be a
'grand opera, not lighter than "Mlgnon."

5.

»

PROVIDENCE.
By KARL K. KLARK.
8HUBERT MAJESTIC—This house, which
has tried feature films and musical comedies
for its summer program, announced this week
that It would remain closed during the grunter
part of the remainder of hot weather.
.

The

secret

Coffee

is

G. Washington's

of

simple.

the waste*

is

It

minus
coffee—with

L. B.

Players

in

"Sick

Qlaser Co. In "Upstairs

FAMILY.—Vaudeville.
VICTORIA.—Bert Lytell
Eyes,"

berry eliminated.
cof-

N. Y.

SKEFFINGTON.

and Down."

all that's

not coffee in the

tee.

ROCHESTER,
By

LYCEUM.—Manhattan
Abed."

TEMPLE.—Vaughan

the wood, and

Try it for iced

Negotiations are said to he under way for the
sale of the property in Pawtucket, which Includes the Imperial Theatre.
It the deal Is
put through the theatre will be remodeled.

// is coffee
just

"Merely

ALCAZAR.—30,

—
OAKS. — Armstrong

Foster Gardner, house manager of the Albee
Theatre, was called West last week by the
death of tils mother, Mrs. W. S. Lardner, at
her home In Oconomowoc, Wis.

The Secret

Arthur Leopold, the theatrical attorney, will
spend August In New York.
Foster Olroyd, manager ot the Strand, has
recovered from a severe illness.

Film.

Jack Hess, press agent for the Modern here,
appeared last week with a new automobile
which has been the talk of the town. Some
call it the "Coroaa on Wheels," but the press
agent himself has named It the -"Bug," which
would seem more appropriate.

interests have lost another ot
their Canal street picture theatres the Bijouclothing store will be installed
Dream.
in its stead.

The Pearce

first

half; Viola

in

Dana

Man's
"Satan Jun-

"Blind
in

Have Your Face Corrected
,

/

Dissolves in

_r
,

IMMEDIATE, PAINLESS. INEXPENSIVE

9&rtt i

cold water.

Ready instantly
when you pour on
the water
cold.

—hot

or

Went
to War!

Home
Again.

Notet Corrects at

0n«

BEDFORD
FACIAL STUDIOS
'Phone Madison Sq.
7230 for Private

Appointment
Avevne

2(3 Fifth
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ALBEE,

President

J. J.

MURDOCH,
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:

General Manager

F.

PROCTOR,

F.

Vice-President

Exchange

B. F. Keith Vaudeville
[AGBNCT]

r \

New

.(Palace Theatre Building,

EDWARD

R.P.
'£ KEITH

F.

ALBEE

A.

York)

PAUL KEITH

PROCTOR

j P. F.

Founders
-.-

-*..'....

•

can book direct by addressing

Artists

'

-.-'

.-

S.

K.

HODGDON

Marcus Loew's AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

nses

President
'
•

General Executive Offices

Putnam

729

SEVENTH
M.

Nfcw York

-

ARTISTS

Joseph m;schenck
General Manager

l

General Executive Offices:

Times Square

Building,

/

t

AVE., at ^ty-ninth St
D.

SIMMONS

General Booking Manager

can secure long engagements by booking direct with as

.

H. LUBIN

J.

Booking Manager
\

Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily
Between 11 and

1
1

Acts laying off in Southern territory wire N. Y. Office

1493 Broadway

CHICAGO OFFICE
North American Building

_..

J.

C.

MATTHEWS

(Putnam Building)

in charge

New York Gty

\

:.

ARTHUR J. HORWITZ-LEE KRAUS, Inc.
Representing the Best in Vaudeville

1493

BROADWAY

(Putnam

Phone: Bryant

-

i

NEW YORK

Bldg.),

557- S5S

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE
BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

v
ior."

FULLER'S

Australian
and N. Z. Vaudeville
Governing

Director:

BEN

I.

FULLER

BOOKINGS ARRANGED
For

M>i

»»JUngj from San Francisco and Vanconrcr

Ajrenta:

Weitera Vaudeville Hpi.' Ajin., Chicago

second half.

REGENT.— "The
S,\..P\.

Warner

ln

'

Managers' Association
HORT

SEVGER, Genera! Manager

—

Alice
naif.

The Manhattan Players will finish a 12-week
engagement at the Lyceum next week', the
final offering being "Lady Huntworth'B
Eiperl-

TOM CARMODY,

.

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.

Four acts to All.
White Heather," first half;
"
Tno Man Who Turned

White," second half.
IC( DILLY
Katherlne
MacDonald ln
..n£
he Woman Thou Gavest Me," first half•T,
Brady In "His Bridal Night," second

^

The Western Vaudeville

Harry Rickard's
HUGH
Frittered Cable Addreu:

TivoIi

ILL.

Theatres, aStraua

D. McINTJOSH, Governor Director

"HUQHMAC,"

American Representative,

L

Booking Manage?

CHICAGO,

Sydney

Head

Office:

NORMAN JEFFERIES

TIV0L1 THEATRE. Sydney, Auitralfa
Real Eitate Trurt Bldg.. Philadelphia

f
,7

W.

LEW CANTOR

!

ANNOUNCES

-/':'
:*.

The Removal

SUITE

of His Offices to

MASONIC TEMPLE,

1413,

246

N. E. Corner State and Randolph. Telephone, Central

-

•

.

.

CHICAGO

.

1

;•

{

-.;:

•

I.

.

Booking Exclusively with W. V. M. A. and Keith's Vaudeville Exchange (Western)
Seventh
meat."
the Lyceum.

season of this company at

Vaughan Glaser opens hie tenth annual engagement for the summer at the Temple thla
Ur. Olaser and hla players are a
week.
popular Bummer institution here. The season
will last for ten weeks.
In the salts brought by Albert Laylne and
Charles Lambert against the Family Theatre
tor alleged assault, the Jury brought In a
verdict of $75 for each ot the plaintiffs, beThe Jury was
sides the cost of the action.
out more than five hours. The theatre management claimed the young men were making
themselves objectionable and disturbing the
andlence and that they were asked to leave.
The plaintiffs alleged that they were merely
laughing at the show and were forcibly ejected.
A feature In the trial of the action was when
the pair illustrated to the court and Jury the
various kinds ot laughs they emitted, In the
theatre.

•A romance of circus life culminated In LockN. T., when Theo. Qlrard, aged, 28, of
Bedford, Mass., and Cleo Hurray, aged 19,
of Omaha, were married in the law ofllces ot
WitJustice of the Peace Harold Bradley.
nesses to the ceremony were Mr. and Mrs.
Leo Carroll. All tour are with the Brown and
Oyer Shows, exhibiting in this section. Hr.
and Mrs. Oirard will go to Cincinnati at the
end o' the season.
port,

New

"Wrecking the Rural Malls," a picture depicting the effects of the recent organisation
or the rural service by the post office depart-

ment.

Is

being shown most of the communities

In this section with a view to arousing Interest
In the demands upon the department tor better
service.
The film Is being fostered by the
newspapers, who are responsible for It.

Manager John O'Nell, of the Gordon Theatre,
has started a little movement to reduce the
Every
high cost ot living tor his patrons.
patron will receive a coupon with each ticket,
and once a week these coupon holders will be
entitled to participate In a drawing for a prise.
The prize for the first week will be a chair

|2&

ralued at

IRVING

COOPER

M.

ARTISTS' BKPBESENTATIVB

«

1416

JOE COOPER,

SEATTLE.
By W.

BURTON.

E.

MOORE.— "The Hearts of the World" Aire
opened 22, for week. Next, "Heart of Humanity."

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Gen. Mgx.

Planet Bryant {"Jf

METROPOLITAN.—Dark current week. 2729 and week, Julian Eltlnge Show. The Eltinge show was booked here last February
during the strike, but had to cancel on that
~

account.

WILKES.— "Charlie's

NEW YORK COSTUME CO.
LABQEST COSTUME
MANUFACTURERS IN WEST

COSTUMES
1S7 N.

WABASH

Hams building has been leased by the Ashton-Jenkins real estate firm to a party ef
Eastern and local capitalists who Will a nance
the erection and operation of the playhouse.
The theatre will be 168 feet deep by 49 feet
Building
wide, exclusive of the corridor.
operations will start Just as soon as all details
are completed. The site of the proposed house
is owned by W. N. Williams, of the Co-operative Furniture Company.
The doors at the Wilkes Theatre closed
Sunday when Marjorle Rambeau completed
her three weeks' engagement, and, in company with the rest of her players, departed
The house will be dark
for San Francisco.
tor some time to come, the company having
engaged Pantages for next season. The company will open Dec.

1.

Crane Wilbur will

play

The

male roles.
The remaining
company has not been decided
declares that a collec-

leading
the

Tom Wilkes

tion of local

The

film,

favorites will appear.

"The Unpardonable Sin,"

ing Blanche Sweet,

featur-

having an exception-

1b

ally good run here.

Claire Sinclair for some time one of the
favorites with the Wilkes players, will appear next season on the coast Miss Sinclair
has departed for San Francisco.

pany,

with

{

Aunt,"

with

Howard

role.

Carter Musical Comedy com.

Monte Carter.

—

ORPHEUM.
Mid-summer "Folly Company," with Lew White and Ert C. Hunt In
comedy.
LYRIC—Walter Owens Musical Corned;* or-

IF YOU

DON'T ADVERTISE IN VARIETY
—DON'T ADVER-

DE VERE

i

PALACE HIP.—Pop. vaudeville.
PANTAGES.— Vaudeville.
ARENA.— Roller skating.
HIPPODROME.—Dancing.
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RATK0WSKY, Inc.
WEST 34th STREET

some import.
Children

are

Orpbeum Theatre
and several
bill

local

now

admitted to the Levy
for the lc war tax charge,
youngsters are added to the

SUMMER
FURS
All the smartest
coaties,

Come

in

summer furs—eearfs,

and novelty fur pieces.
and examine these values.

"Bal"

EVERY

%

Special discount to the

Profession
Winter Fnrt Stored, Repaired
and Remodeled

OFFER

"Llkly"

"Murphy-

"Hartmann"

SIZE

THERE

THEATRICAL

SPECIAL

Ladles' or Men's

FIBRE

Model
(As Illustrated)

$«17.50

12

Hangers

5 Deep,

Roomy

Drawers
Regular
360 Value

Lock in
Top Drawer
Shoe Pockets

Mail Orders

Laundry Bag
Hat Box

Filled

EDWARD CROPPER, 208 W. 42d St.
fcPHONE:

BRYANT

8678

ofthe stage
Tfaxremadelt
Hie rage.

EVERY

Guaranteed
Five Years

As the

She Stirs

YOUR, PURCHASE FOR FIVE YEARS

"Taylor"
MAKE LEATHER GOODS"Indtitructo"
AND TRAVELERS' OUTFITS

stoles

eldest established farriers In the
city we vouch for the superiority of
our display; as manufacturers we aave
of the regular wholeyen at least
sale prlees.

WARDROBE
TRUNK

NEW YORK

CITY!

I

It

it

in kid specialties.

ALB0LEN

World's Largest Theatrical Baggage Dealer

SPECIAL

r

...

EARL * TATE*

MY GUARANTEE-PROTECTS

i

COLISEUM, LIBERT*. MISSION, CLEMMER, STRAND, COLONIAL, REX, CLASS A,
VICTORY, RIALTO. STAR, FLAG, LITTLE,
CIRCUIT, UNION, YESLER. OLYMPUS, SOCIETY, MAJESTIC, EMPRESS. FREMONT,
HIGH CLASS, GOOD LUCK, GREENWOOD,
QREBN LAKE, COWAN PARK, YE COLLEGE PLAYHOUSE, MADISON, BUSH,
JACKSON, WASHINGTON.—Pictures.

Wanda Pettltt (Hawley), Seattle torn and
reared, is to be starred In a big picture production of "Peg 'o My Heart," under direction of Wo. C. De Mille.

TISE

Lake

A.

,'

ganization.

SALT LAKE CITY.
One of the largest picture theatres in Salt
representing $400,000, will be
City,
erected between South Temple and First South
streets.
The north half ot the W. N. Wll-

-•

.

Albert Eden, Northwestern manager of SePictures, has resigned and gone to New
York to begin work on a new proposition of

wtth a Vole*

Girl

title

OAK—Monte

lect

Fuller Circuit, Australia

Direction.

CENTRALISM

roster of

upon, but

THE FAYNES
LILLIAN

GOWNS

CHICAGO

AVE.

Russell In

are cold creams galore,
but the make-up remover which
first place in the regard of the

holds

profession fe

ALBOLENE.

It'

is pore, safe,

and helps yen change from "on to "of
quickly, pleasantly and easily.
Prevents
make-up poisoning.
For the make-on box 1 and 2 onnee tabes.
Abo in and lib. cans.
Sotditydruggitttanddealeninmalf am
Write for free sample.

%

McKESSGN & ROBBINS
IncarpsrsM
Manufacturing- Chemists
Est. 1880

91 Fulton Street, NewYork

.

'.

I

HAZEL RENE

ILLLR
SHOES

Ml

.

GOWNS

HATS

THBLARCEST THEATRICAL SHOE
MANUFACTURERS INTHE WORLD.

806-308 State-Lake

Building,

IB EVE

17, Green St., Leicester Sq.,
Phone: Oerrard 7417

& Co.
ud

C.

London

2,

lit

la the United States

m

band.

277-279 Columbus Ave.
San Francises), Cal.

Canal Street
N. Y.City
''::

6M

-

WARDROBE PROP.
FRANK

TRUNKS,

$5.00

Big Bargalna. Have been used. Also a few.
Second Hand Innovation and Fibre Wardrobe
Trunks, $10 and |15. A few extra large Prop.
•rty Trunks. Also .Id Taylor and Bel Trunks.
Parlor Floor, 28 Weat Slat St, New York City

HICKS & SON

I

557 Fifth Avenue, at 46th Street

Beautify Your Face

HAVE A LITTLE FRUIT DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME
OR YOUR FRIENDS—TAKE IT TO YOUR WEEK-END OUTING

Yob murt look toad tt make good. Many
the "Proieuion" ha«e obtained and
retained better parte hy having ma correct their loatural Imperfections and re.
move blemishes. Consultation tret, f eae
reasonable.
of

THEATRICAL COSTUMES
Gowns—Street Costumes

Evening

Short

44th ST.

'

CITY

Vamp Specialists
•'

We Fit Entire Companies
Mall orders given prompt attention

.

Wflt. for Price List

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

HEADLINERS!

Steamship Accommodation* arranged an all Lines, af Main Office Pricee. Boats are going very
Liberty Bonds Bought and Sold.
full; arrange early. Foreign Honey bought and sold.
PAUL TAUSIG & SON, 104 East 14th St., New Pork. Phone, Stnyvceent 1860.

We

have all the Beast.
liners'
musloal diraatars c»
our staff of arrangers and
this la the tine of year they

'

ACROBAT

EIGHTH AVE. AT

NEW YORK

86 West Randolph St.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Phone: Baadalph 1730

Inches with ONE JAR of COST
External. Absolutely harmleaa.

4442.

707

Lingerie and Hats
SKETCHES FURNISHED

REDUCE YOUR BUST
Reducee fat on any part of the body. No dieting,
starring, exercising nor taking dangerous drugs. Have
the modish figure. For men and women. Price, postBUd. 47.00: (ample. 10c, CURRIE & CURRIE.
rucglrU, 2909 Avenue 0, Brooklyn. N. Y.— Phone:

EMPIRE
SHOE SHOP

'

(

F. E. SMITH. M.D.
347 Fifth Arenac, N. Y. C.
(On. .Waldorf)

'''.

are hers.
This stamp ea
their work Is your protection.

L. L. VosBnrgh, Mgr.
304 Gaiety Bnlldinc

CORRESPONDENTS WANTED

AT LIBERTY

VARIETY wants correspondents, newspaper men
Address VARIETY, New York

Com-

Ground and
edy or Straight Act, or will
as partner good
comedy man; 8 seasons with
Lofty, for

Bepalrors.

Tel. Franklin

hog to take this opportunity of advising too that the partnership
bet ween Mr. W. B. Daw and myself baring been dissolved, I. am earning on the
business formerly known aa DaWe Steamship Agency at the old addreee as above.
The booking of panagea aeaaeJaBj theatrical— baggice forwarding, care of mall,
exchange department* will be earned on aa efficiently aa heretofore.
money
and foreign
Yours faithfully.
FRANK OOBIUNQE.

Largest

Manufac-

and

Now

TO CIJXNT&— I

The only Factory that makH
any set of Seeds, mad* by

Manor*

W.

Professional

accordion
turers

Incomparable 8pedal
Works.
Idea
Patented Shift Keys.

«.

Accordion
Factory

FAT 2 to 4
OBE8ITT CBEAM.

•

Cablet Frankogo, London
Artistes! Don't forget Frank.
Pasaports, Panacea.
Personal Attention flven to all who wlah to travel.
Largest selection of American Periodicals In London.

Guerrini

or other

N. Y. Office open as usual

"J raatewt

m *6-- St.
& Monroe Sts.

T?ie Leading

My

Shipping and American
News Agency, Ltd.,

GORRINGE'S

'

1554 Broadway
State

COSTUMES

Chicago.
Tel./ Cent. 1899
Formerly with
Edith Strickland

E.Galizi&Bro.

OF ANY SIZE
A1S0 INMVIDUA1 ORDERS
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

".?>!

n

DUBUQUE)
HAZEL RANOUS j

WE FIT ENTIRE COMPANIES
W£flU EVERY STAGE REQUIREMENT

James Madison's Address
Iron June 20th
Aug. 2tta will be Flatlrea Bolldles,
B44 Market Bt.. 8sji Frtnelsoo. Address hla there far
acts ta be written during the Summer.

New

York City

preferred

BREAK YOUR JUMP

m

consider

Leopold Godowsky will open a master class
here In August, according to Mrs. Margaret
Hughes, his advance representative.

Zoeller Trio.

Tacoma is ready for the monster test to be
known as the Tacoma Peace Jubilee, held
there June 30 to July 7. The proceeds are
to form the nucleus of a fund to build a

JOHN SENAY
79

Peckham

St.,

Fall River, Mass.

memorial for war heroes.

SYRACUSE,
By CHESTER

B.

EMPIRE—Knickerbocker

Write VICTORIA Theatre

N. Y.

ROCHESTER, N.V.
yMJ. Faiien. Secy. & Mgr,

BAHN.
In

"The

first

part,

first

part,

Players

Little Puritan."

TEMPLE.—Vaudeville.
STRAND.— "True-Heart

Susie."

film.

ECKEL.—"Oh, You

Women,"

film.

Scenery Wanted!
Interiors and exteriors. Drops
and tack wings preferred. Must
be in excellent condition. Ad-

FRED FLEMING,

dress:

Tremont

Boston, Mass.

St.,

224
»

Lorenzo Jordon Cole a local negress, and
a pupil of Marie Qashweiler, was heard In
recital at the Fine Arts Hall, Tuesday, 17,
in a program of popular and classical numbers and negro folk tunes. Miss Cole's recital
was attended by a full house and her work
'

the

Justified

praise

has

that

preceded

her.

She will make a tour of the Northwest and
Pacific coast next

season.

John S. fWoody, Seattle film manager, has
been elected general sales manager for the
United States for the Realart Pictures Corporation.

WANTED
Comedian who can play piano

and

recognlied vaudeville
Apply any day at 2 P. M.

act.

sing,

for

E. K.

Room

The summer season

NADEL

320, 1493

booked

BROADWAY

of

show.

Flash-Back

Write R. W.

223

West 44th

St..

New York

City

BAWEr^&MAKE-Upl
-

•113

^S^W

It Is Best
Us Prove
Send for Price List and Color Card
New York City
West 48th Street

Let

I.IACK

practically

Metropolitan is
beginning with the

at the

solid

Kolb

and

Dill,

and

"Twin

Eltlnge
Beds," were the best business getters during
the past season, "The Man Who Came Back"
drew pooreBt patronage.

FOR SALE
OPERA CHAIRSI
LONG
Lot

Maurice Browne, and his wife, Ellen van
Volkenburg, founders of the Chicago Little
Theatre, and of the Little Theatre in this
city, have decided to remain in Seattle for tho
present and will continue to direct the destinies of the Carnlsh Little Theatre.

Wm.

H. ("Lonestar") Dletz, former footcoach of the Washington State College,
and with the Washington Motion Picture Corporation, Spokane, went on trial in his draft
ball

questionnaire, upon which he was exempted
from military service. The Government contends that Dlotz is not an Indian, as he stated
in his questionnaire.

The Mlscha Guttorson Russian orchestra is
putting on a musical novelty at the Clemmer
this week, using a stage scene most appropriately for presenting the waltz. "Jolly
Fellows," while the tlcketholders whistle the
melody.

L.

SAVOY.—"The Fear Woman,"

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS

29-80; "The

Challenge of Chance," last half.

The summer

season has struck theatBusiness at
rical Syracuse with a vengeance.
the Temple continues about normal, and the
stock at the Empire la drawing satisfactory
crowds.
The greatest summer slump Is in
the films. The drop Sunday was particularly
dull

noticeable.

PianB for the construction of a new theatre
In Johnson City, N. Y., are announced by
George F. Johnson, millionaire shoe manufacturer, who has purchased the Benjamin property In Willow street and engaged Architect
S. O. Lacey, of Blnghamton, to design the
house.
The theatre will be built to show either
film or legitimate attractions, and will have
William H.
a seating capacity of 1,200.
Mack, present manager of the Endwell and
Cltilyne theatres In Johnson City, will also
assume the management of the new house when
Johnson says the theatre will be
It opens.
called the Goodwill.

Robert Rofinot, vaudevllllan, is back in
Watertown after a year's service with the
Rofinot entered the service as a
F.
privato In tho Medical Department, but after
the armistice was signed, was drafted for the
soldier show, "The Doughboys' Frolic," which
toured France until May 21.
A. E.

ART UOOKBINDING
il'i

Wcsl «,id

!>ir,-rt,

X. V.

CO.
('.

O. S. Hathaway, owner of the Stone Opera
House and the Blnghamton Theatre, now is
of construction, will also make Improvements to the Oneonta Theatre In Oneonto,
N. Y.

course

Col. Ferarl, of the Ferarl Carnival Shows,
isn't exactly pleased with the treatment he rereceived in Oswego, N. Y., last week. Ferarl's
attractions were originally booked to feature
the "Home-We-Come" celebration, which failed
to materialize because of lack of contributions.
According to Ferarl, Oswego business men
combined to "black Jack" him for the privilege of showing. When the "Home-We-Come"
affair went up In smoke, tho carnival contract
was taken over by the Oswego Post of World
War Veterans. $300 was deposited with the
Oawego mayor.
The celebration committee
has also turned over $105, contributed hy the
city's film houses, to the mayor,
To Just what
purpose tho $403 will be put Is uncertain. The
Ferarl Shows held over In Oswego until July 2.

I
;
•

,

Hoyt's Rovuo opened Its summer run at
Rortck's Glen, Elralrn, on Monday. "The Land
of Poppy" was the first half attraction, with
"Sweet Daddy" following, the last half. Fifty
cents Is the top price at night and a quarter
at the matinee.

Arrangements have been completed for the
transfer of the Cortland Theatre, Cortland,
to the Burham Amusement Co. by Dillon
Brothers, who acquired the house 10 years ago.

Tho Amusement Co. 'a president Is James S.
Burnham, who owns the Temple Theatre,:
across the street from tho Cortland. William
A. Dillon and Stephen Dillon will embark in
business outside of Cortland.
Lawrence Dll-

1

SelU-Floto
July 23.

Circus

will

LIPSHUTZ

show

in

Ithaca on

EVERY TUESDAY IN NEW YORK
Note

NEW PERMANENT

Hah reos— Phone: Bryant 115

ADDRESS, 162 Weat
PHILADELPHIA—

408

48th Street

Walnat

Street

I

1
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VARIETY
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BILLEE SEATON
And

:<*-

her accomplice

JUST RETURNED FROM A SUCCESSFUL TOUR OF AUSTRALIA AND THE FAR EAST
First Half of This Week (June 30-July 2)
Direction,

HARRY WEBER

Avenue the

Fifth

Ion, who managed the Cortland, has not announced his plans. The three Dillon boys were
all In vaudeville at one time.

four days and this gave them time to press
the charge.

X

:mkm

I*:-'

of Mine," which was
Empress the week /of
June 23, Is probably the play which was at
first advertised as "Under Arizona Skies."

VANCOUVER.
By H.

P.

TO ALJ_,.Sl.NGAN^;

NEWBERRY.

Hours."

ROYAL.—All week, Prlscllla Dean in "The
Wildcat of Paris."

a position to offer wiji.

our professional MV|uirUin-iit. it

hi

He

I

it

was the

)

I

I
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ilijis
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"

Cl'l

REHEARSALS

TEMPTERS

"Elec-

say I am the first

to do the "Moving picture
bit" is not right as I did not

originate it. I copped
the Winter Garden.

These cracks are

it

from

liable to

wrong with the
booking office and I will be
compelled to take it up with
in

Mr. Chesterberg.

BAKER, Room

ORPHEUM.—30,
Wonders,

of

first

.

1

BERNARD

and his Show
two weeks engage-

week

of

7,

Alice Joyce

in

PANTAGES.—Vaudeville.
COLUMBIA.—6 Whirlwind Gypsies, first
half.
Hal Johnson & Co., Ingalls & Duffleld,
Hugh Johnson, Bob Brown. Feature film.
REX.— Charles Ray in "The Sheriff's San."
DOMINION.— Clara Kimball Young In
"Cheating Cheaters."
GLOBE.— Dorothy Gish in "Peppy Polly"
and Pearl White in serial, "The Lightning
Raider," the latter only showing first three
days.

COLONIAL.—1st
"The

Midnight
Spender" (film).

Frank

half,

Stage";

2d

MAPLE LEAP.— Kathlyn

H.

A.

Street

M.

and 6th Avenue

Bldg.,

New York

City,

N. T.

Buller'a Circus here recently had trouble
with the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals.
Mr. Duller had to appear in
court to answer the charges,. but was allowed
to go, -the Judge, however, recommending that
the dogs with the circus be kept in larger
boxes j it being said that they were being
carrleM around in boxes which were too small
for them.
A complaint was made by the
S. P. C. A. against the Al. G. Bernes Circus,which was here early in June, but nothing
'

was done as the organization was only In
town one day. Butler's were in the city for

.'

S.

Hart

in

Husband."

Last week at the Pantages the Three Girls
from Melody Land replaced Josephine Davis.

MEYERS

Indications the general strike
be over shortly. It has hurt
attendance at the theatres somowhat as
no street cars are operating.

Prom present

this city will

tho

D0DD ACKERMAN
SCENIC* STUDIOS
P.

fessionally

as

WEST 39th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
140

Phone: Greeley 3009

Nelson.

'

COSMOS.—Vaudeville and

LOEWS PALACE.—Elsie
Avalanche." Mrs. Sydney
as an added feature.

pictures.

Ferguson in "The
In "Squared"

Drew

"At 9.45" at the Playhouse

'V/.i-':

'.
'

'•'

:'

;•**&&*&

M

£

I

:-:

"SB
..*
:

'

Ev?
fe-.r-

Rrul'

LOEWS

COLUMBIA.—Ethel Clayton in
"Men, Women and Money."
MOORE'S RIALTO.—Jack PIckford In "Bill
Apperson's Boy."

CRANDALL'S
Dana and

Irving

—

METROPOLITAN.
Cummlngs

In

"Some

Viola
Bride."

i

Cora B.

Shreve's Annual Festival by her
pupils in singing and dancing, introducing "A
Rainbow Cocktail," appears at the National
July 7.
After this performance the house
dosses for the summer.

jttapbelle
MODISTE

ALREADY
FOR THE

d0$£y

fsllsss^

.

SEASON

(

145

North

Clark

St.

Suite 503

^
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^,

£jl«

/faZ-Ct^T^**-*-*—

CHICAGO
Central 4354

'if'

NEW

ft'xx^
.

y
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ROBERT LAWNEW YORK
SCENIC STUDIOS

H.

w

lent business.

STAGE ^ PRODUCTIONS
Designer)

2.

—

For Act or Production

DODD ACKERMAN.

i

POLI'S. "Snap It Up," presented by the
boys of the 110th Field Artillery and 115th
Infantry, which General Pershing said was
the best of all soldier shows. Attracting excel-

Exclusive and Latest Styles

Productions of Distinction

1 i

mansgement

INC.

(P.

has

—

'wM
WM

STUDIO:
Harold Nelson Shaw has returned from his
summer camp and has opened his summer
dramatic school.
Mr. Shaw la known proHarold

Belasco

NATIONAL. After a dark week this house
reopened, Sunday night with "New Glory for
Old," a Government film taken by the U. S.
Signal Corps, arranged by Lieut. E. H. Jacobs
and Private C. H. Wallace, and compiled by
the Historical Branch, War Plans Division of
the General Staff, U. S. A.
SHUBERT-GARRICK.—The Garrlck Players
in. "The
Brat."
Eileen Wilson In the title
role.
George Marshall and L. Monta Bell, the
owners of the company, took the house for a
five-week period with an option for an additional eight weeks. .Monday they attached their
signatures to a contract for the additional
eight weeks. These two youthful producers are
deserving of credit, as the theatre is an outof-the-way one, of limited capacity, and the
fact that the business has been extremely
good speaks wonders for the company and tho

"Iks

"The Poppy

AND
CHARLOTTE

night.

Jk

Keenan la
"The

half,

The Aerial League of this' city held a
"Jazz Sky Ball" at Minoru Park, on D«h
minion Day, July 1.
A large number of
features were on the program, such as the
blowing up of a building from the air and a
marriage ceremony performed in an aeroplane.
Sherman Batnbrldge of the Empress
was Jubllclty manager and arranged a bathing girls parade simllac to the one he conducted at the Actors' Ball.

in

Theatre

Williams In "The

Do Well."

BROADWAY.—Wm.

truly,

Columbia

Alexander

Prices, $1.00 top.
ment.
film "Within the Law."

Ne'er

BILLY

701,

IMPERIAL.—Dark.

Girl's

Yours

A.

CALL

All ladies and gentlemen engaged for the above ahowa kindly acknowledge by letter
or person. Can use a few more choiu* girls. Mo bonus—or would-be promises—but
you get what I sign yon for—every week—for SO weeks.

CHA9. H.

As for the reviewer,

me

i/itlltir

I'opic-

AUGUST 9th— 10:00

sore.

get

,-,

&RYANT HALL—42nd

to

tric-bell," to

II

.«<-.

JULY 21st— 10:00

quite unfair for

is

,\j

tho

elevated Ina Claire to stardom and is presenting her this week in a new play, "The Gold
Diggers," by Avery Hopwood. The supportingcompany includes Bruce McRae, H. ReevesSmith, Horace Braham, Frederick Truesdell,
Ruth Terry. Gladys Feldman, Jobyna Howland,
Louise Galloway, Bovcrly West, Luclle Gear,
Lilyan Tashman and Pauline Hall. The play
was produced under the direction of Mr. Belasco, who was here for the opening Monday

i

"SWEET, SWEETIE GIRLS"

cleverest

say I am funnier than
the others as they might get

him

N C K E R B( C K £ R

"Dumb-bell"?

comedian he ever saw.
think

(uiiv.

Out-ol lovVji'acIs; 'tiia\

the matter with

critic

said

room,

luVfi;

manager and we"will mail

CALL

DEAR EDITOR:
is

.ILyou

at

SHUBERT-BELASCO.—David

Forum"

"Artists'

What

.;.

attraction

WASHINGTON, D. C.
- By HARDIE MEAKIN.
KEITH'S.—Vaudeville.

vl/xTit^iAj..

!

ffisional

your

\( 7 v

MEW UNPUBLISHED -\S0S C
a.nv o<vn>ion..

•JSia

"An Old Sweetheart

the

EMPRESS.—2IJ, "An Old Sweetheart of
Mine" was well staged and acted by the EmEdythe Elliott gave a splendid
press Stock.
performance in the leading role and received
good support from Ray Collins and other
members of the -'cast. Business is good in
Next: 30,
spite <tbat no cars arc running.'
"After
Office
In
Edythe Elliot featured

!

\

RAY TRAYNOR

/

I

yt

'f{
i

WOV

I

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD.
Luther Reed has joined the Ince

staff

TOO MANY CROOKS.
of

scenario writers.

"A Very Good Young Man"
Washburn's

next

la

the

release,

title

which

of
la

dated tor July 6.
Field Carmlohael has been appointed branch
manager for the Patho Exchange In Los Angeles.

'
.

Homing has been engaged by

Violet

play the title role In Walter
morality play, "Everywoman."
to

F. P.

Browne's

the second of the Frank
Keenan Productions, heading the Pathe program for July"B.

"Gates of Brass"

Is,

"Yvonne from Paris" will be released by
American, July 18. Mary Miles Mlnter la the
star.

Gladys

.-:.

Vltagraph
Up."
T.
the
'

S

Boston Fanny

know a

Leslie has completed her .latest
feature, "Belinda Puts Her Hair

manners.
Oil top of that comes a lawn party next
Boston Fanny keeps all the men Interdoor.
ested while her young pal, Slippery Slim, getB
next to their bank rolls.
Next, Charlotte's
burglar guest Frisco Jimmy, does a little local
burglary work and chases for cover. Charlotte
has to hide him. She puts htm in a window
seat and locks him in and forgets him. When
she finally remembers to let him out ho is
in a state of mind. One thing leads to another,
and all things lead In the end to a final
close-up that Is like all of them, but pleasantly

that—goodness, no

Still,

I

he

different,

too.

THE UPL1FTERS.
The latest Metro release starring May Allison is a rather light romance with more comedy than the usual feature. of this kind. The
story is an adaptation of the tale "Free,"
which appeared In the Saturday Evening Post,
by Will Irwin. George D. Baker adapted It and
Herbert Blache directed the production, with
Eugene Gaudlo turning the camera crank.

* Charlotte Browning wants to write a crook
play, but thinks that she should study crooks
at first hand.
She Is- introduced to the handsome young Bldwell Wright, who promises to
provide her with material. She gets the Idea
that Bldwell Is a crook.
He's a nice fellow,
but not

underworld characters, and he

party.
furlouB.

Gladys doesn't do her share to provide entertainment She' does, but the whole show rests
on the pretty shoulders of a newcomer named
Jean Paige.- Miss Paige walks right Into the
center of the first shot and holds down first
place pretty well all the way through.
She
had lots of help, however, for Ralph Ince
knows how to, direct, and proves It over again
in this offering. The story Is from a magazine
yarn by B. J. Rath. Edward J. Montague did
the continuity.
The photography was all to
the merry, full of unusual shots with nothing
easy about them.

lot of

brings them to Charlotte's house for a house
The fun begins and It Is fast and
In the first place, there Is a dinner
party with an exhibition of picturesque bad

Gladys Leslie

Browning
.......Jean Paige
BldweiKWrlght
.Huntley Gordon
This is a crackerjack little feature.
The
story moves swiftly, 1b full of excellent comedy
and keeps the Interest screwed down tight.
But why. is Gladys Leslie featured? Not that
Charlotte

Ralph D. Robinson baa Joined the Metro
publicity staff as assistant to Jack Meador.
Bryant

PIC T URE
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.
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The scene of action Is laid In New York,
where Hor tense Troutt gets mixed by the
"bull-shcvlki" and blows her Job as stenog
for the Sbllptcks. The more youthful of the
Shllplcks is in love with her and finally trails
her to her lair with the "bull-shevlki," and
by the time he arrives she has had sufficient
first hand information regarding them and
their definitions of "free" to be willing to setdown In a little flat with Shtlplck, Junior,

tle

as the boss of the works,
Is furnished largely by
short-haired women and the long-haired
of the "bull-shevlki" and the presence

The comedy element
the

men

In their flat of little Hortense, who la forced
to become the maid of all work, which Is
.

about the only thing that the leaders can
suggest to her when she offers to contribute
her bit to the cause.
Miss Allison has a role that she fills admirably, and her leading man, Pell Trenton,
a former stock favorite In New England, looks
He played Shllplck,
like a find tor pictures.
Jr., most aptly and was a convincing lover.
Kathleen Kerrigan was one of the "types"
and carried a distinctive mannerism through,''
.•.'.
out.
". \
'

'-

•

From

a

standpoint the -picture
to shoot, for there was litas sets were concerned.

production

was easy enough
tle

expense

as

far

Hayes Hunter, the director, has Joined
Wallace Worsley has
Goldwyn forces.

also joined

Jr.-

M|

i.i«j;..--i.,V,

the directing staff of Goldwyn.
•

-

»

The Brighton Beach Music Hall opened July
2aia film theatre, under the direction of the

!if

Pioneer Films.
,

m

According to her mother, Mary Plckford will
retire, after she has made nine more pictures,
the first of which she has started work on.
In "The Way of a Woman"
by Select this month, the
announced later.

Norma Talmadge

•>.

be released
exact date to be

will

•

Effig

m

Frank Reicher has been engaged by World
Films to direct Montague Love In a new fivereel

Wrmm

feature.

••#*

m

Dorothy Green and Arthur Ashley have begun work on their second picture lor World
Films.
It bears the title of "The Praise

Agent"

Frank Crane

tf&

ifetfi

;;

.

..--.v-Sft

''i'wm

.

Is directing.

m

XSt-

Clara Kimball Young's latest picture, "The
Better Wife," will be released by Select, July
15.

Nigel

Barrle

la

Miss

Young's

leading

man.

-

Dr. William Green and George Havnes have
returned to New York from Guatemala with
several thousand feet of negative for Prlzma
Natural Color Pictures.

Scheduled for release July 14, Metro announces Hale Hamilton In the double role of
star and author of the comedy entitled "In
His Brother's Place."

:<*w
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Victor Nulty. before the war auditor for
Kessel & Bautman, Is now in the base hospital
at San Francisco as the result of gassing recelved In France with the Regular Army.

'-.;,

ifj

lasse

amalgam*Goldwyn Picfrom Adolph

.V

"2te

Zukor.

Marjorle Daw has 'been signed by Marshall
Nellan to appear In the productions to be made
by him, for the First National Exhibitors Cir-

t

$mm;

mi SSSSfJ

Publication of the report of an

,..}•

§{$B tlon of the F. P. Corp. and the
tures last week, brought denial

n

[

">'.-v',-.-.,*.'

m

m>

cuit.

The Pennsylvania State Supreme Court has
upheld the action of the' State Board of Censors in their rejection of/the Rex Beach film.
-

"f

"The Brand."

mm*-

Bebe Daniels, principal comedienne with the
Harold Lloyd comedleB, has signed with
Famous Players-Lasky. Miss Daniels will be
[.assigned to the Cecil De Mllle Co., starting
work at Los Angeles next week.

:w:

m#

1£. \
%' At? the F. P. Fort Lee studio Blllie Burke Is
now engaged under the direction of John S.
Itobertson In the production of a feature based
u P°n Avery Hopwood's play, "Sadie Love."
raft will be an August release.
!;
'

m

......

&"
Mm

smith.

The Bureau of Pictures of the American"
Red Cross has received 8,000 feet of new
"esatlve film from Lieut. Merle LaVoy, the

Red Cross cameraman assigned to
Constantinople
and the Balkans.
When
jeady the new material will bo released
through Educational Films.
official

,

.

Albert W. Eden Is the new Western DiviManager of United Picture Theatres succeeding William Alexander who has been
transferred to the Eastern Division.
Jack
i»evy has been made a special representative
for the company and will travel
In the Eastern
territory for them.' He was formerly Detroit

Harry Raver's

\

presentation of

t

AUGUSTUS THOMAS
drama
and

challenging

VOLCANO
inspiring

and

Helena Lawrencei Grant are going to appear in and direct tworeel comedies for the newly incorporated
RlverPTOJWgl Cd: This organization is capitalised
at $10,000.
The Incorporators are Theodore A.
Llebler, Jr., C. M. Rosenthal and S.
Gold\

mm

JfM

M

Grant

to book at once a thrilling special production
that mirrors the stamping out of disorder and revolution in

America -

« Henry W. Wlllard has been appointed man| ager of the Chicago office of Realart Films
I and Walter R.
Scates has been placed in
.[.charge of the Boston office. The New York
exchange of Realart Films is now In charge
B
stj Lester W. Alder.
.Lawrence

America—

We are ready

ara|';
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ft/*'

in

«§&'*

i

Bands of bomb-plotters planning death and destruction In
underground retreats. Attacks upon Government officers
by assassins. Radical meetings and thrilling raids by returned soldiers and the police in defense of law and order

fy^j^sSt

starring

m
Wkf,

LEAH BAIRD
S&5

and a

"

."•'.

'

cast of 2000 persons including

i :.-.'ft-L*_'?fe;

.

mm

Gov. Alfred E. Smith of New York
Directed by GEORGE IRVING
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Every newspaper in America has paved the way for an exhibitor clean-up with this big Four Star special production.
You will get more publicity for this picture than any' one
f
you have played in a year.

sion
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Fifth
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Avenue, New York City
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manager.
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MOVING PICTURES
.

OPEN YOUR EYES.
Tbere will always be a goodly percentage
of mothers and others adverse to visualization
of sex secrets and cohabltatlve pitfalls for the
benefit of hoys and girls who are maturing,
even though the ultimate objective is the elimination of diseases.
The pros and antls on the subject may both
have powerful arguments. Tet If it is true
the medical profession is for such dissemination then the ultra-moralists are at fault The
latter may frown upon such pictures as "Open
Tour Eyes," which presumably has received
commendation from Federal and municipal
health bodies as well as the police, and undoubtedly keep away from its exhibition those
whom it may. The other Bide will recommend
young persons to see and profit from it

"Open Your Byes"

te

management, nevertheless, started the picture
on schedule time, which led to many persons
straggling In late. As the picture runs but an
hour and 20 minutes (without Interruption)
a better premiere would have been had had
the film outwalted the storm.
The film Is tagged at the finish with announcements that persons interested Bhould
get in touch with the Federal health authorities, or with the New York Health Board at

Walker

and Centre
goes for victims.

streets.

That probably

Seena

INCORPORATIONS.
Social Hygiene Pilaw of America, Manhattan, pictures, $6,000; 8., A. & H. Cummins, 60 Bast 42d street. Mew York.

Eft" and ES Producing; Co,, Manhattan,
pictures, $25,000; J. £ A. Finger, C.
Frankel, 116 Nassau street, New York.
Shorter Theatre Co, Bllenvllie; picture exhibitors; $10,000; & a ft J. I* ft
H. J. Shurter, Bllenvllie, New York.

ibee.

DELAWARE CHARTERS.
Metro has secured the rights to Avery Hopwood's "Fair and Warmer." As soon as the
scenario Is prepared May Allison will start
work In the leading role. Howard Gaye will
be leading man.

Mitchell Lewis Prodnctlons, Inc.; picE.
Drew, S. B. Dill,

&

tures, $100,000; P.

Knox, Wilmington.

Owen Productions, Inc., pictures,
same as above.
Q. Nllaon Productions, Inc., picIncorporators same as

$100,000; incorporators

Anna
tures,

$100,000;

a, bo vs
Oataerln* OartU Corp, pictures, $456,OOu,
B. Phillips, M. E. Scanlan, of
Dover.
United Amusement*. Inc.. $16,000; 8.
B. Dill. P. B. Drew, H. B. Knox, of Wilmington.
Spiegel's Productions. Inc., Manhattan,
theatricals, $26,000; M. Spiegel, T. F.

u

,

MacMahon,

New

B. C. Elliott, 1400

I

Broadway,

York.

DISSOLUTIONS.

Nile* Welch Production*, Inc., pictures,
$100,000; Incorporators same as above.

PeeksklU Theatre

Corp., Peekskill.

plainly a picture tract
on syphilis, against prostitution, which is
blamed entirely for the inoculation of the
unwary, and for the riddance of that scourge,
the quack doctor, who poses as "a specialist."
It tells a story, or several stories, with syphilitic victims always figuring, but Is minus the
revolting details which caused a storm of proThere are several
test against "Fit to Win."
scenes In which a facial chancre 1b pictured
Without It being so titled.
Otherwise gruesome angles are not present.
"Open Your
Eyes" bad been shown In most of the bigger
cities before It opened-- in New York at the
Central last week. Each of the persons invited to the opening was given a printed
group of testimonials from various officials in
other cities.
Also there was the speech of
Louis Brownlow. president of the Board of
Commissioners for the District of Columbia,
who, in speaking before a combined mass meeting of the Police Department, Rotary Club and
Home Defense League, to consider co-operation
with the Government in the venereal disease
campaign, said: "One little street walker will
spread more disease, cause more misery, ruin

.,..

is

more lives, bring about more deaths in the
course of two or three years than all the
lepers who have been in the District of Columbia since the foundation of the Government"
Although the Hon. Mr. Brownlow probably
meant "Open Your Eyes" .when he advised
everyone to see the picture, the specific title
of the film Is not mentioned, which may have
been an error In the press department of the
Warner Brothers, who are presenting the

FATTYS

14

POINTS

picture.

There

l

a sort of prolog picturing a convention of medical men to discuss the venereal
disease problem.
These scenes are photographically the best in the flve-reeler, although
they are comparatively brief.
In the course
of the medical session titles give the gist of
the speakers' remarks.
Such as: "Syphilis
can be contracted through kissing, public
towels and drinking cups.
Ten per cent
of our young men are syphilitic and that because of prostitution. Twenty-eight per cent
of the Insane are so because of syphilis. That
the sentiment 'silence Ib golden' Is wrong, and
the new slogan that silence Is criminal Bhould
be the by-word.
That venereal diseases are
not a necessity and that It Is time for moralists to stand aside and health officers
to roll
la

.

.

.

up tbelr sleeves.
The atory starts with the birthday party of
16-year-old Kitty Walton.
After the party
the Parents* friend and physician advises
them It Is time Kitty should be told of the
mysteries of life and so on.
Kitty's mother
e8 ier asl<,e Bna presumably tells the girl
;,
,.
J
all about It," though pictures of
a hen hatching chicks didn't seem to fit at all.
In any
event, Kitty goes the right road, but two
years
later she falls In love with a youth
who has
been a rounder along Broadway, a youthful
bone-head who had contracted Byphills years
before, and though plentifully supplied
with
money had gone to a quack instead of a regular physician.
ThlB same youth bad seduced
a young girl from the suburbs, a gal whom
he
had set up In an apartment without any
response from her socially ambitious mother
(one who had been particular about
her
daughters associates too). The suburban kid
8 her 8lf In the dreaded ten per
cent class
?-S she dramatically
2
and
crabs the rounder'B marriage with Kitty by exposing him as
a syphilitic before the assembled wedding
gueBts.
In

e end the
uni5cr S°« to the nut factory,
S,
ii
.v
F°.
while
the girl
victim (after being cured)
a ??" tb no nftd eone to the city and
SS'lS
had
been bitten ^
by a prostitute who
more rawly than the cops permit these worked
days.
Broadway is a featured spot In the picture,
as a place where most of the
harm is done.
. ce * 1
howejer, show the Interior of a
5^TS,
2f
kB ofl,ce
whose address is given as
SS?i.
"1461 Broadway," that rappond
to
"thl
Monroe Building." The director mightbe easily
have secured a Broadway site for
the exthe quack's Joint.
Instead he chose
i?'
some house
front r'dlculously unlike Broad-

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Art.

Avoirdupois.

Mandatory laughter.
Freedom of the wheeze.
Book 'em while the booking is good.
Sweet a|e the uses of advertisement.
There are smiles that make you happy.

'

*

9

Open-faced laughter, openly arrived at.
good comedy turn deserves another.
10. Always .leave 'em laughing when they say good-bye.
11. One laugh is worth a hundred groans in any market.
12. Send your audiences away smiling and they'll come back
for more.
13. A comedy you've never seen is better than a bunch of jokes
you've never heard.
14. All the Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies are worth rebooking
—any time. They're as full of laughs as the day they made
8.

9. One-

,

.

their great success.

Book em and rebook
f

ft

'em.

It

pays!
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and boosts the stock of the old family
physician, which In as It should be.
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PICTURES

I

Magazine completed the film bill.
The musical numbers were unusually tuneful and Included the duet from '11 Trovatore," sung by Rosa Legela, soprano, and
Edgardo Alband, baritone.
The duet was
finely rendered and the applause prolonged.
The audience undoubtedly would have liked to
hear the singers In something else, but

H

encores

tenor,

fun along.
Following "Sundown," Julia Henry sang
"Homing" In a pleasing manner.' Miss Henry
has a fine soprano of considerable range and
her voice seemed to reach every corner of the

...Elsie

V

Price Ruyler
Mrs. Ruyler

...

Price

Nick

Delano

Some

i

Esmelton
Rosalie

young men with orig-

inal Ideas have been snooping around the Artcraft brain shop to good purpose for they
came to bat this week at the Rlveli with a

"The Avalanche," written
by Gertrude Atherton, and In which Elsie
production

called

Ferguson Is starred.
Mrs. Atherton Is one of those who
you exclaim, "Oh, Lady, Lady, you're
author," when It comes to devising a
and Miss Ferguson, as we all know,
accomplished actress and a very, very
person,

•

make
some
story,
Is an

lovely

Indeed.

the picture— and right
only fair to remark that It has few
troubles, but shows most of the signs of being
a first class feature and then some— the main
trouble with it, then, Is the revision supplied
the story by ,Oulda Bergere who did the

The trouble with

here

it Is

scenario.

\

Miss Bergere makes her continuity very
jerky, and, despite that be has greatly impressed the local wits who write for the
newspapers, George FlUmaurlce, who directed,
hasn't done as much as he might to emooth
The- story, however, was
off the rough edges.
too good for them. It stands out despite all
tinkering, and these two old hands at screen
work were lucky In their choice of material.
But story or no story, this picture would live
In the imagination because it has Elsie Ferguson as a part of it.

She U rarely beautiful, this woman is, and
suggests in this picture an extraordinarily
interesting
combination of Nazimova and
Mary Plckford. Indeed, the resemblance to
Nazimova Is startling. This strange amal-

gam

possible, mainly because Miss Feris
guson plays a dual role. She Is both mother
and daughter. Her acting Is excellent, her

and the technical exthe Paramount workshop have sec-

differentiation complete,

perts In

recital,

and

ing

onded her efforts perfectly.
The story starts in South America. The
photography and the scenery In this early
part of the picture has a 'warmth and charm
that Is thoroughly delightful.
Later It is
neither so good, nor so well developed. Parin the Interiors there is too much
suggestion of lack of correct focus. At any

ticularly

rate, the story concerns Helene L'Estrange,
daughter of a gambler, who later escapes from
a convent only to marry a novelist, somewhat
stiffly Impersonated by Lumsden Hare.
When
she comes to Nick Delano's gambling place,
her mother, now Delano's wife, suspects who
she la and tries to protect her. Unfortunately,
the girl to difficult to handle, and In trying
to save hwrself from Delano tumbles him over
a high balcony.
His fall Is perfectly pictured.
Blame tor his death Is taken by the
mother.
There are big moments In the picture, but
what will sell it chiefly Is Miss Ferguson's
rare beauty, which was never more perfectly

pictured.

PUTTING ONE OVER.
George Walsh is starred In this live reel
Fox feature, made under the direction of
Edward Dillon. It Is a thriller of the modern type and apparently written with the purpose of giving the star opportunities of displaying his athletic ability.
There are a number of thrilling Incidents,
Including a realistic train wreck, two or
tbree rough and tumble fights and the other
Ingredients which go to make up a picture
of this type.
Mr. Walsh is of the Fairbanks
class of screen actors, as far as "stunts"
are concerned.
'Tutting One Over" is not lacking in comedy and there are numerous clever titles
which are good for laughs. Edith Stockton
as Helen Townsend is leading woman.
The
heroine has quite a difficult part to play, but
she handles it intelligently and she carries the
sympathy of the audience with her.
Mr. Walsh has a dual character, but It Is
not difficult to play, as the parts do not clash.
There Is nothing new about the theme, It Is
along the usual lines of this kind of plot.
Some unusually handsome Interiors help to
add a little "class" to the production.

title

"Vox Angelica," were the open-

that

was a reproduction

COLONEL BRIDAU.

/

of the scene Just

-

GIRLS.
Marguerite Clark

Mary Warren

Kate West.. ........ .v..
Edgar Holt..............

Helene Chadwlck

Harrison Ford
Lee Hill
Mr. Loot
Sprague. ................. .Thomas D. Feme
Lucille
Virginia FolU
.Tom RIckerU
Mr. Dennett.........
..Clarisse Selwyn
Mrs. Dennett
Searles
Arthur Carewe
This Is an adaptation of Clyde Fitch's comedy by the same title. The picturlzatlon has
been made by Paramount, as a vehicle for
Margeurlte Clark, Clara Beranger and Alice
Eyeton wrote the scenario and Walter Edwards directed. It is the first picture Miss
Clark has made on the coast for four years,
Pamela Gordon, played by the star, Is a
confirmed -man-hater. Her views are so confirmed she seeks to convert other girls to her
principles, and has formed a man-haters' club
consisting of herself and two other girls, her
room mates. While it Is obvious how It is
all going to end, there are many amusing
situations before the trio of man-haters capitulate.

I

MIbs Clark has been seen In productions
which have suited her better, inasmuch as
they have given her more work to do. "Glrla"
Is the lightest kind of a trifling comedy and
there

Is

very

call for acting.

little

The

star

romps through scene after scene, many trivial
and having little bearing on the main theme
Tet the heroine carries the production. "In
other words the spectators will go to see Miss
Clark and not "Girls."
Some high class photography helps. Techj

nically It has been well put together. The Interiors are rich looking and Impressive, while

a number of picturesque country scenes add
charm.
But there are altogether too many
close-ups. They are; so frequent they mar the
continuity and the thread of the story is often
while a picture of the heroine or some
persoa Is being thrown on the screen.
Harrison Ford is the leading man, as Edgar
Holt. Ford is amusing in a mild sort of way,
but he could have secured more comedy if be
had loosened up and put a little more "pep"
into his work.
He has a number of opportunities which should bring hearty laughs, but
beseemed to miss them.
lost,

Mary Warren and Helene Chadwlck, the other
two! "haters" are clever In their respective
part3.
The other players handle their roles
intelligently.

THIN
Wlnton
Benjamin Graves
George Wlnton
Rose La Vere

Alice

story.

Corlnne Griffith
Rogers Lytton
Charles Kent
.....Eulalle Jensen
Alice Terry
L.

'

In the story, as

It stands, Alice, to save her
gives an unscrupulous mining promoter a check. Later she marries a man,
who Is a darn nice fellow and all that, but
who has ideas about "once a thief, always
a thief," that make the spectator wonder
right off the bat how soon trouble Is going to
start and how much trouble there Is going
to
be.
Well, there's plenty, and Corlnne
makes the most of It. She Is really very
charming and It is extraordinary how this
mild and pathetic little feature has failed to
hook on, so to speak, to the big time. But
hasn't, probably because--the story Is so
It

brother,

artificial.

Tom

Mills

did

the

tography was adequate.

The Strand's business Sunday
of .laughs.
afternoon was exceedingly big considering the
delightful weather outdoors.
Fred.
'

SAHARA.
Mignon
John Stanley
Baron Alexis
The Boy.....

James De Rosa

Gllet

'

firm located In Philadelphia, evidently was
not originally produced by the Quakertown
The cas't, In the press sheets disconcern.
tributed at the press showing last week, Is
conspicuously mentioned as "an international
cast" That's wrong. It is strictly national
-'
—Italian by the looks of It
The Entente Imported it and re-tltlel the
captions for- the edification of American and
Canadian audiences,' which rights they con-.;
trol.
They made a bad Job of It The entire
production, cast, story and direction is at
fault
The grotesque, at times foolish, gesticulations of this particular cast— which might be
the thing as far as native Italian audiences
are concerned— look queer to the typically
American audience.
,
The locale Is not Italian. It is French—of
the days of Napoleon Bonaparte ;' being, necesStories of this type
sarily, a costume play.
need a master hand to sustain Interest Joseph "
Plntus, captioned as director, did not do blmBelt credit
The photography of Julius Rossi
-

•-'••,.

ta pflHStthlfl-

.Louise

..'

Max

.Farlo Ferrarese
Jean Jacques Rouget
Philip Rlccl
of Montrlgneuae
Nicholas Crespl
Joseph Brldau
This Entente Films' release, an Importing

Duke

Glaum

.Matt Moore
....Edwin Stevens
Master Pat Moore

Mustapha.....
..Nigel De Brulller
The feature production at the Strand for the
current week Is the W. W. Hodklnson released production presented by J. Parker Read,
In it*
Jr., with Louise Glaum as the star.
present shape the picture seems a little
lengthy, running about an hour and five minutes.
From a production standpoint, however,
It la a feature that looks very big, and for
lighting effects and corking camera work
stands out as a real work of <art.
The story of "Sahara" was written by 0.
Gardner Sullivan and the direction of the
picture was by Allan Dwan. The scenes are
for the greater part laid in South Africa,
with the exception of the opening, which takes
place In Paris.
Mignon, the heroine, Is played by Miss
Glaum. She has been the favorite toast of the
Parisian boulevards during her life on the
stage there, -She has married a young American, ordered to the Sahara country to take up
bis work as an engineer.
His wife accompanies him, but after six months of the lonely
life on the desert she leaves blm for a Russian nobleman, who takes her to Cairo, where

,

I

-

The yarn Is adapted from Honors de Balzac's novel, "La Raboullleuse," also adapted
a stage version which Otis Skinner employed at the Globe Theatre, New York, early
this spring, under the title of "The Honor of
the Family." Balzac's fame and name is sufficient proof bis. story was noteworthy.
But
the screen version Is weak.
Fepa Bonafe, featured on the press sheets
as the "international vamp" who could "outBara Theda," was very, very tame.
for

.

THE AMERICAN WAY. j
.-

-

Richard Farrlngton
Betty Winthrop....
Stuyvesant Van Allen
Mrs. Van Allen..

.Arthur Ashley
......Dorothy Green
Franklin Hanna
...Lisle Leigh
Henry Stelnraets.
Carl Sauermsn
Bill MeginnjB
Ed Rotemaxt
j
Jerome Schwartz.............. Robert Fisher
Half Breed....',
.......Harry Semels
Lord Farrlngton............ Charles V/cllsloy
Tony
.....John Adrlzonl
Glna
..Hazel Sexton
John Smlthers
, . . .Stewart
Fisher
A World five-reel feature, in which DorothyGreen and Arthur Ashley are co-starred.
Frank Reicher was the director. It is along
the usual lines of the so-called society drama,
he establishes her In a palace.
The story Is an Improbable one, but that, is
Sometime afterward she runs across her husnot so much the fault as that It has been deband and her child, who have become beggars,
veloped with scant show of Imagination and
and she rescues them from their plight. The
still less a display of care.
tact that she takes them to the Palace angers
The story is by Florence 0. Bolles and the
her protector, and he starts to choke her. As he
scenario by Wallace 0. Clifton. Max Schneider
is In the midst of this scene the beggar huswas the cameraman.
"The American Way"
band recognizes the man that wronged him
Is supposed to be the thrilling and Irresistible
and he kills him. The wits, husband and kidway In which Richard Farrlngton (Arthur
Ashley) courts and wins Betty
dle go out Into the desert again and time
winthrop
brings about a recovery from the drug habit." (Dorothy Green), the ward of Stuyvesant
".-' :,
that the man had acquired, a clarifying of his
Van Aliens.
memory and a spirit of forgiveness on his
The feature does not allow one to become
part for the wife who had left him.
acquainted with Its characters and is totally
lacking in what is generally termed "atmosIt Isn't the story aa much as the handling
phere. "
of it that makes the feature worth while. The
No particular character appears in
desert scenes with sand storms, the weird
a truly sympathetic light and the mult la
lights and the effective manner in which they
that one Is not greatly concerned with anything that befalls anyone.
have been captured by the camera make the
,
picture unusual In a great many ways.
The English characters are far from trueto type and the American ones little better.
There Is a suggestion of vastaess about the
ontofdoors that makes one see the unusual, and
The stars do aa well as can be expected wit*.
the couple of palace Interior sets cost a lot of
Impossible parts.
The casting director— If
thoro was such a person—mode a horrible
money. Mlas Glaum seems to have taken on
mlx-up of things. "The American Why" baa
a little weight since last oh the screen, but
this does not detract from her beauty and
little to recommend If

.
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ICE.

Mrs. Miller
Corlnne Griffith shows up photographically
to first rate advantage In "Thin Ice," a recent Vltagraph release which has already,
by some strange process, reached the second
run houses.
It was shown at the Stanley
last week and revealed Corlnne in a rather
ordinary story of intrigue. It was ordinary
in the sense that it took Shannon Fife, the
scenario writer, too long to get her In a position where she had to betray her love for a
man or betray her brother. By the time he
got her there you began to wonder whether
It wouldn't have been much simpler to explain about brother and let it go at that—
but then, of course, there would have been

no

1

Peps Bonafe
Flora Brazier
Madame Brldau. ................. Jennie .Vitti
Nelly Flatus.
J....
Marietta
Ida Bruai
Vedle
Col. Philippe Brldau.... Ohev. Ralph Marlanus

,'

Two vocal numbers by Redferne Holllnshead preceded the comedy, which was the Universal release, "The Jaza Monkey," a mighty
clever two-reeler that got an unusual number

Violet

.

course,

;

Pamela Gordon

very busy. On the eve of losing his
he thinks of a scheme to make a lot oC
for the firm, and plunges In. All, of
ends happily.

money

shown.

closing numbers.

...Ltunsdea Hare
Zef&e Tilbury

Grace Field
'Warner Oland

.'

of the bright

Ferguson

WlUlam

Derenfortb

Sybil

.

v ...Fred

Harvey

John
Ferdle

organ

1

.

very,
Job,

It
number sung off stage, was effective.
showed Paris by night and then as the scenio
effect faded the pisfure came in with an art

big theatre. Rlalto Magazine consisted of pictures of topical subjects.
An overture, "Beautiful Galatea," and an

THE AVALANCHE.
Helene

•

the, Rlalto

the

finale.

Mme. Delano J

are against the rule at

and Rlvoll.
The "Merry Jail Birds" was the title of the
/comedy, and they certainly were a merry
band of criminals. The applicants for Jail
were so numerous that the warden had to
hang out a notice "No cells vacant today."
There was enough roughhouse comedy crowded Into the two reels, to make a five reel feaClever and up-to-date captions helped
ture.

sang Gounauds aria
Martin
from Faust, always a popular selection. After
the pictorial. Van Dyke, the cellist, save the
Why
•'Spanish Serenade," by David Popper.
John Wenger should edit It to a mystery, and
why he should be given credit on the program for doing so, when he ought to be hung
for touching It, la a deeper mystery still.
The pictorial was a well chosen collection
a
of news pictures, and "Just Neighbors,
Harold Lloyd comedy, handed everyone plenty
There was an organ solo aa a
of laughs.

Chlchlta

Managing

A

was preceded only by the Overture, Emanuel
the Prlzma,
After
"Espana."
Chanrler's
Brefel,

Director Joseph Plunkett has
This week at the
evolved something new.
Strand he breaks Into the middle of a feature
with a tableau that carries out the atmosphere
of the picture and marks a lapse of time. It
was ymy effective and carried out the Idea
of the picture perfectly. The feature for the
week was the latest Louise Glaum production,
"Sahara," presented by J. Parker Read, Jr.
The picture is being released by the W. W.
Hodklnson Corp.
The scenes, as suggested by the title, are all.
laid In Africa and the program that has been
selected to surround it Is in keeping with the
atmosphere of the principal production of the
program!
Victor Herbert's "The Wizard of
the -Nile" Is the overture selection and It is
followed by the Strand Topical Review, In
which Is included the Harry Relchenbaoh arranged comedy of the Crown Prince of Germany, with views of the "quince" taken In
It
Holland and shown with comedy titles.
/
was a decided laugh to the audience.
A water wagon scenic of the Outing-Chester
series showed some very pretty, views.
the
feature,
with
a
vocal
prolog
scenio
to
A

"Girls," with Marguerite Clark (reviewed
In this issue), is the feature at the Rlalto
Sunshine comedy, a Bruce
this week.
the Rlalto
scenic, called "Sundown," and

Rlvoll entrance, but In falling to do
the
missed one of the best features offered
public this year, namely "The ^^bache,
This Artcraft producwith Elslo Ferguson.
columns.
tion Is reviewed elsewhere la these
The rest of the show, of course, had to live
up to the feature, but managed pretty well.
The Prlzma color offering, photographs of
in
the Yosemlte Park geyser, Old Faithful,
high action, proved a pleasing starter.

aware that she is going to add to the housebold income, he feels that he has to get

STRAND.

RIALTO.

R1V0LL
The crowd was probably all at the Broadway Sunday. It certainly didn't mobso the
it

($353

directing.

The pho-

'

forceful manner of putting over a scene. There
were, to be sure, rather too many close-ups of

BE

her emoting.

The

picture, however, can be handled In a
it will deliver for almost any

big way and
audience.

Fret.

PUTTIii^gIt OVER.

A

LITTLE SPORT.

This is the third of the Albert Ray-Elinor
Fair comedies, produced by Fox Films.
It
a
to

live

reel feature.

Hale Merrlmaa wrote

the story and the scenario prepared by
Joseph
A. Roach.
The picture was made under the
direction of Scott Dunlap.
"Be a Little Sport" to an amuelng comedy
'

Buddy Marsh
Mary

Bryant

Wa eh burn

.Shirley

Jane Pel ley

Mason

Wlnnlfred Greenwood
Adele Farrlngton

Mrs. Pelley

Mr. Hard
Clarence Geldart
\
George Montegu
Edward Alexander
"Putting It Over," a five reel Paramount
program offering with Bryant Washburn In
the leading

role, Is one. of those cute comedies that tickle the sense of fun Just enough
to keep you happy.
Clean and amusing, It
is excellently acted, well directed and well
'photographed,
George Weston wrote the
atory, Marlon Fairfax adapted It to the screen,

and Donald Crisp
put

In

several

directed.

The

last

named

unique touches.

The story Is a simple enough yarn, clean
and wholesome and decent, and the star brings
Just that kind of a, personality to bear on it
As tbe young druj? clerk, he squeezes light
comedy all over the picture. Buddy Marsh
is clerking at the soda fountain at $12 per
week when he goes to the drug clerk's ball
and meets Mary. Infatuated, he pursues her,
telling all sorts of stories about the large
salary he's receiving.
Mary, however, Is on
to blm, but says nothing.
Instead of talking,
she takes a Job herself and accepts him. Un-

much backbone, but it gives the hero
wnple opportunities to get into a number of
funny predicaments and then extricate
blmand th re nre no eai ot healthy laughs.
.
Hfrlrr
!
While comedy
Is Mr. Ray's forte, it Is not
because ho Js really funny or because
he
tries to be funny,
it It his very seriousness
without

.---.

'.

-;

v.-sfc

that causes

tbe laughter.
And as the story
unwinds and the complications Increase
the
solemnity of the hero' becomes more
acute
Miss Fair Is a fine foil for' Mr. Ray,
the U
vivacious, of pleasing screen appearance
and
acts woll.
The pair have a good supporting

company.
Tho photography is clear and
sharp, and the settings are all the
story call
for.
There Is an up-to-date air about ths
whole production which Is ploaslng.
The story evolves around a $100,000 gift
which Is promised a nephew by his uncle as
a wedding present, if he Is married within
a stipulated time. Of course nephew annexes
the $100,000, but all ends In a hurricane
to!
Ish agalnBt tlmo and ho has to get
the stonoK.
in the next office to consent to
a fake mar.
rlage before he Is able to collect.

"Be a

Little Sport" la an
feature for the dog days.
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ONTHS in advance, Goldwyn prepared for the new

;

:

*

•

season and its new demands. It saw the calibre
of picture that would be demanded— the only kind
that could live. It began to build such pictures.

INS

V

:

Ii'

...

!•

production
forces working on more elaborate, more powerful, ,and
more vivid pictures than any it or any other company had
ever consistently produced. It h&d the stars. It sought
and secured the greatest authors, the greatest directors,
and the finest supporting casts. It put into production
Six months before possible release

V*

:••''

it '.had its

s
'v*

•-

stories calling for technical mass and detail such as had
gone hitherto into very few pictures.

/

.Goldwyn did this to provide pictures that would meet
the public s demands, the exhibitors demands and the
demands of the new era- in sales which it saw coming.

Four such pictures

W%i

will

be released each month.

i

Six months ago Goldwyn began in the same way to create
a systematic organization of advertising and exploitation
suited to the distinction and individuality of these big
pictures. This included a national campaign of poster
and newspaper advertising, the creation of exploitation
units for exhibitor-service in every Goldwyn exchange,
and a trebling of the service force in the central office.
Only such organization, Goldwyn knew, could meet the

new season s

conditions^

That was

pre-visian.

Goldwyn

credits thatsameiability

I

and
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necessity of seeing
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things before they happen, to the exhibitor

K«1

bSII

.

1

who

.:

fap

is

:

sighted enough to do business with this company.

^-"^joldwyn has therefore evolved a sales plan which ^0p^^i
mit the exhibitor to exercise the sartie careful foresight ancl
consideration that go into the

book productions months
*

;>

V

The

making of the pictures— to

i

advance.

in

book each production only, however,
he has actually seen it on the screen.

exhibitor, will

after

ss-\

Goldwyn

be prepared to display aU productions far in
advance of release in the projection rooms of its exchanges.
The resident manager will invite the exhibitors of his district
in to see what he has for sale.
will

-.

~
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'

'

'
•

'
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'

the exhibitor finds that in hh x^hmn
made the sort of splendid, special drawing productions that it has promised, then h£ may book-~oiie or
all, two, three or four, as he thinks wise.
.
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exhibitor

The' issue
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simple and ufiescapable.

They must and
is

•

the yardstick of the industry.

Quality pictures are

That

''.'•--,.'

will

made

individually

— on

their merits.

on

their merits.

be sold individually

1

the 1919-20 policy for Goldwyn Pictures.
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rock chiffon drapery over white satin.
The most effective of all Miss Deane's
good-looking apparel, was a transparent rose georgette veiled in spangled
SMITH *
net, which" blended with the rose silk
draped setting.
dance number and her opening cosThe women in the Marx Bros, acttume (which she terms a modest violet) there is one new one—were, freshly
is a petal effect in blended shades with
arrayed in the River Villa Fete scene,
a green bodice and small brimmed hat •but their opening appearance is still
carrying out the stem effect
incongruous. A pink velvet jacket' and
Then besides Bessie Clifford's artis- tarn with a pearl gray velvet skirt is
tic posings, Aleen Bronson's chatter
hardly in keeping with mother's rain
and Jack Norworth's "leading lady" coat and tight blue velvet fez. The
(colored baby), there was that clever
baby vamp now wears a plum satin
dancing pair, the Ford Sisters. New
cherry lined cape with the white satin
artistic and beautiful were the cossport suit she "lands" in. The little
tumes they wore for their waltz num- dancer looked well in a chocolate colber.
A lovely soft quality of silver ored net that seemed to just match
The long her hair. There was a full-pointed
cloth was the material.
skirts made in a double puff about the
overskirt and a drop that showed a
hips, split at sides, showing underborder of pink roses, faintly through
skirts
of accordion plaited orchid
it, all over a pink foundation.
geogette, side panel trains faced with
Florenz Tempest impersonated two
the orchid, fell over opening when the
lovely boys and one adorable girl. She
lithe bodies .were not. swaying in the
was a fussy yet charming picture in a
movements of the waltz. The bodices silver cloth wrap the bottom, top and
built high in front and low in back, a
armholes bordered with seal and the
la Ford, had scarfs of white tulle floatlining pink chiffon. A gown of silver
and iridescent embroidered blue net,
ing from shoulders and they carried
sapphire blue ostrich feather fans.
over charteuse chiffon skirt with lace
inserting and edging, was girdled* in a
single row of large rhinestones. The
Ernest Evans and his fair associates
same brilliant stones were encrusted
contributed a goodly share of the enabout the top of decolletage.
tertainment at the Riverside Monday
Miss Norton (Norton and Nicholson)
night.
Estelle McNeal, Gertrude Zowore her black sales ladies' dress and
bel and Mildred Rife have been added
trench hat, and Ruth Roye her burnt
to the act since at the Fifth Ave., with
orange trimmed with the blue green
that charming little dancer, Ora Deane,
ribbon.
All of the costumes
still retained.
t
were fresh and pretty. Miss McNeal
Oscar Aptel has started his third production
wore a lovely silk lace flounced affair under
his contract with World Films, using
and 'an orchid net with broad silver as a vehicle "The Oakd&le Affair." Evelyn
embroidered band running serpentine Greelev will he the star. It will be released
fashion about top flounces. The lower In Augustskirt was appliqued with satin bow
Motion Picture Operators' Union, Local 806,
knots and there was a silver girdle en- covering the New York and Brooklyn territory,
morning.
circling the slender orchid bodice. The held an election of officers Wednesday
Sam Kaplan, President; Bam Ooldtarb, Busiviolinist wore a lavender net over self- ness Agent; Harry Sherman, Secy.-Treas.,
toned silk and the pianist flashed sham- were re-elected without opposition.

AMONG THE WOMEN
By PATSY
"Sahara" reflects much credit on the
director and photographer in the delicate and dignified handling of material
in hand. Louise Glaum as Mignon is
Closeaps
sympathetically appealing.

on Rock of Gibralmost so unattracand unresponsive that red cor-

of women mounted
tar pedestals show
tive

puscled beings pass them shoulder to
shoulder without recognizing their
presence. A flash of Miss Glaum (cut
back in story) as the Opera Comique
star shows her in real Parisian looking apparel from the exaggerated headdress to the tips of her high heeled
black sequin gown, tight at
boots.
bottom and with side pocket or hip

A

drapery all in one piece, topped with a
high girdle bodice of same, was effecVelvet and fur wraps, although
tive.

Eg

e)

:

•*•
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Pi

spectacular photographically, seemed
out of place on the sands of Sahara,
even in her Sand Palace, but then Sahara is a big place and the locale was
For an elaborate fete in
indefinite.
a spacious Peacock room, in honor of
her friend the Prince, she was gowned
in loose net drapery, embroidered in
great peacocks over a gold foundation
•—only the tight long sleeves of the
metallic cloth showing. Long peacock
feathers adorned her nicely coiffured
head, and she carried a large peacock
lace negligee robe and a satin
fan.
toga sort of garment and Arabic turban, were especially becoming.

A

-,

For the feminine admirers of Elsie
Ferguson, "The Avalanche" will prove
a gold min,e, for there is a wealth of
gowns, and the clever actress is seen in
three distinctly

different

roles.

The

<

theme is the curse of heredity—the second story of this sort which Miss Ferguson has been seen in. The other
was the taint of liquor—this is the inherent, gambling instinct.
First as

^TTT

'

tT

EfisXi-

JjM;

1SS

with lace, jet or sequins. As Helene
she was f rocked in the checked gingham of the convent and in youthful
suit and shirt waist.
As Mrs. Price
Ruyler she was a young matron of exceeding charm, always delightfully costumed, even to her intimate boudoir

i

|

ity.
<-*<
i

May

Boley, with the "Overseas Re-

ir
A

mast

bizarre,

A

Elizabeth Brice is now wearing a
black buster wig for the splendid
"Gob" number. Mrs. LeVolos (The
LeVolos) was in a blue silk gold brocade soubret dress, the bottom turned
up in an Oriental puff hem. Florence
Ames (Winthrop and-Ames) has put

more comedy

falls

in*

their

Roman

"Yes."

The "No" men have agreed in their
by-laws that cost what it may, they
will at all times express their convictions when approached by their emEloyers. The "Yes" men are said to

e responsible for

junk that finds

its

much of the
way to the

this film factory

market from

picture
world's

town.

FORGED FOR HER SWEETIE.
Portland, Ore., July

Helen Mannin,

actress,

aged

1.

19, is in

for forgery. She admits passing
many bad checks. Though she faces a
term in the penitentiary, she still says

jail

"Move him"
The next two paragraphs is the story
taken in 'an interview with her.
One day, aboufsix weeks ago, Helen
was at the Strand Theatre when Hammond and Hayes, comedians, were
Hammond flirted with' her
playing.
from the

stage, -she

She

says.

liked

appearance and so met him after
For about four weeks he
remained in Portland. Then he left,
promising to write. He wrote asking for money.
She had no money, having stopped
in Portland while on her way to Los
Angeles to meet Pearl White, film star,
whom, she says, she knows well. Helen
took the easiest way; she wrote a
check, cashed it and sent the money
to her sweetie. Hammond then wired
for $40. She cashed some more checks
and was arrested
Police take little stock in her story,
other than admitting that she is apparently a guileless girl. They say she
is one of the cleverest forgers they
ever had to deal with.
his

amai-

1ns and nnnanal story
is unfolded. Your audiences will be mystified,
thrilled,

the
llres

and then given

surprise of their
at the end. Not
fifty who see
picture will ever

one out of
the

guns

WILLIAM
RUSSELL

the finish.

William Russell will
win thousands of new

'•

dnetlons Now
Arailable:
"Hobbs

In

a Hurry"

"Where the West Begins"

"Bnu

•

Buttoni"

hibited at the Harris Theatre, and because of the mixed booking of a play
called "Who Did It," resulted in legal
action.

A

William Russell Pro*

"All the World to Nothing"
"Whan • Man Ride* Alont"

BOOKINGS RESULT IN WARRANT.

A warrant was issued for H. H. Moss
through the instance of Abraham Crosney, attorney for the backers of "The
Spreading Evil," a film which was ex-

The picture people were required" to
put up the sum of $1,200 guranteeing
the exhibition of the picture for a
month, and it is this money that is
sought.
civil suit was started to recover
the alleged conversion, but with no
prospect of the case being heard until
fall, the picture men decided to protect
themselves.

friends for himself by
bis splendid work in
this production.

A

vue," wore a new lilac silk dress.
scalloped ruffle at bottom was drawn
in tight about ankles with a cord shirring. There were two ruffles just below hips, put on apron fashion, and
smart little short sleeves.
leghorn
hat, faced with the violet tint, had a
green satin bandeau tied in front and
a jet necklace and large cameo brooch
served further to break the solid color.

"NO" MEN ORGANIZED.
Los Angeles, July 1.
Film City humorists have just banded
a bunch of strong jawed film players
and directors into a secret society
that has a surface purpose of fun but
an undercurrent of seriousness.
The new body calls itself the "No"
men, and have been organized in contradistinction to the subservient and
often sycophantic followers, employes
and others, of most of the big stars,
who are privately known here as
"Yes" men.
These "Yes" men get their affirmative
handle through their readiness to acquiesce instantly with any suggestion
made by any of the stars or directors
in power.
„
It is a tradition here that if a director or a star: of any account should
affirmatives
ask any. group of these
whether the said director or the said
star could swim Niagara Falls, the answer would be a vociferous chorus ot

•

things.

The Palace bill this week is replete
with novel offerings and artists of abil-

''-'.v

.''- .' '?-..

the show.

| ] "ft

Chichita, daughter of a gambler, she
shows a born love for the spirit of
chance. Only a peasant girl in simple
but gay attire, she so fascinates a

sporting Englishman that he marries
her and for five years with their common love of gambling they drift Then
the deluge— bankrupt and suicide of
husband and, fearing child will be
tainted with their awful curse, the
mother puts her in a convent. As the
wife of the Englishman, Miss Ferguson
was a handsome picture in long lace
mantilla and lace and jet trailing clinging gown. Later as Mrs. Delano, the
wife of an American gaming house
keeper, she parades some effective creations, sticking to the intense Spanish
type throughout—black wig, dressed
high, and long clinging robes, enhanced

.-."..

BY STEPHEN FOX
OIRECTED BY HENRY KINO

"Some Llsf

WILLIAM RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

Distributed

by PATHE'

The defendant

in

such actions

is

usu-

ally sent to Ludlow street jail, where
$1,000 bail must be supplied to secure
a release until the action is heard.'

Where judgment

is obtained the defendant must supply bail to twice the
amount of such judgment. The Moss
warrant was secured to insure his
presence within the jurisdiction of the
court when the case will be called. He
was arrested Tuesday but immediately

released on

bail.

,

'•';'
I

oviNG Pictures

.

STATEWIDE PROBE INTO THEFTS.
Rochester, N. Y., July 1.
Investigation of film thefts, aggregating $1,250,000 in New York state
alone, has been placed in the hands of
John J. Mclnerney, attorney of this
city, by the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry. He has been
authorized to conduct a statewide
probe into the matter and to use all
the power of the law to stamp out all
forms of film thievery and to bring the
guilty parties to justice.
It is said that the film which disapEears each year in New York state
as an annual earning power of $12,-

That

900,000.

large to

this loss

is

sufficiently

warrant the expenditure of
sum which will stamp out

almost any

the criminal practices that have flourished almost unchecked is the opinion
of those who are behind the present

campaign.
.Producers, distributing agencies and
exhibitors have joined together in the

movement and from now on every susticious action in 'the handling of film
asiness is going to be investigated.
With the growth of the industry and
the increase of the film business the
thieves have grown bolder as their
methods have become more skilled and
effective. It is said that railroad cars,
express wagons and theatres have been
systematically robbed and in many instances dishonest employes within the
industry have furnished the needed information and assistance to the gang
leaders.

s

In addition to representing the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, Mr. Mclnerney is also
general counsel for the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League of New York State,
the executive committee of the latter
body having just engaged him in that
capacity for another year.

POLICE

AT COMEDY OPENING.

The opening

of the

Mack Sen net t

comedy, "Yankee Doodle in Berlin,"
with Bothwell Browne and the Sennett Bathing Beauties pulled so big a
crowd to the Broadway, Sunday night,
the police reserves from the
street station

West

had to be called

On two shows Sunday

30th

out.

night, with

drew a
under $2,000. Monday five shows
were run, with the girls appearing at
four, the supper show being given
without the beauties.
Tuesday Sol Lesser made arrangements with the management of the

60 cents the top, the houses
little

Broadway whereby the

scale of prices
the house would be raised. Now
the lower floor and the balcony are
engagement
The
quoted at 60 cents.
at the Broadway was originally for
three weeks, but the time has been
extended because of the success of the
picture so far this week.
in

'

the Palace, Tupper Take, and called
witnesses to prove that it was not
sent by the corporation from which it
was stolen. Richard C. Fox, a Buffalo
film exchange manager, testified the
film was not sent to Tupper Lake by

the Famous PlayersrLaskjSr Corporation, which he represents, Fox claimed
that the film was rented to the Tupper
Lake playhouse by Van Arnam.
William Candee, of Northrup & Candee, testified he bought, out Van Arnam's film exchange here and with it
He
secured $6,000 worth of films.
v

showed

a bill of sale
Among the picture

from Van Arnam.
men who were in

court were Frederick H. Elliott, executive secretary of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry; E.
H. Goldstein, general secretary of the
Universal; F. H. Hopkins, of Famous
Player s-Lasky and Samuel Ziegler, of
the same concern.

LOOKING FOR THEATRES.
'

The

theatre probia just

VV^'J

•

':

with ice skaters. That some reformation of the property i contemplated
is theoretically supported by the fact
that many of the skaters had bought
club and season tickets good into July,
the controllers of the property, Jacobs

now gorg-

ing the visions of the operators of
several of the big producing and distributing film organizations keeps adding to its indications, with the big
cities of the country the prime targets.
of the sharpshooters. The nine-days'
wonder of the B. S. Moss skid to the

& Greenbaum, preferring to redeem
ii-2ffi:K
the club and season tickets 4hanLto
keep the "rink peopled.
~"~"~~*~7^<m
The St.. Nicholas Ice Rink property '£%3&i
is managed by Cornelius Fellowes.
is now subleased by the "Dance Catnival" exploiters, who cleaned up at the
Grand Central Palace and were forced
therefrom by the adaptation of the
building to war uses. It is controlled
by the Du Ponts.
\
The Iceland property is held in trust
by C. Fuller. Originally a horse mart,
:>
then a roller skating rink, then a picture theatre and dance cafe under the:
name of the'; "Rose Gardens," it
been a skating rink four years, with its
floor space sublet in the summers to
an auto sales firm.
' :

'

R

Famous

Player s-Lasky combine is
scarce moribund before the offices of
the Shuberts and Klaw & Erlanger are
made the spots for further negotiation
by the big syndicates.
Within the week the Shuberts received an offer for their Chestnut
Street theatre in Philedelpbia, their
Belasco in Washington and the Academy of Music, Baltimore. Klaw &
Erlanger were asked for figures on the
Hollis, Boston, as well as for a purchase sum for the Colonial, one of the
most valuable properties in Chicago.
Forced from considering the available theatres of Broadway, the side
streets and the 42nd street theatre
canyon, of Manhattan, because of the
limited seating capacity of most, of
those theatres, negotiations have been
instituted within the week seeking the.
transfer' for picture theatre reconatruc-l
tion of the St. Nicholas Ice Rink property at 66th street and Columbus avenue; the Iceland rink property at 52d53rd streets and Broadway, and the
181st Street Ice Palace, at 181st street
and St. Nicholas avenue.

'"'

:

Imm

ALLAN ROCK A FIREMAN. >
Allan Rock has qualified to become
member of the New York Fire Department.
Last Thursday morning
about 4 o'clock, some lodger in the
•'Vt,'Bartholdi Inn playfully sipped a^cigarette from his window. It landed bn-^tli^
the awning of the bVabihtt office infc':^M
a

;

'

Samuel Jacobs, realty operator, with
an office in the Longacre Building, denied that the 181st street property*
.would be sold for picture theatre use,
but color is given jto rumors that a
theatre will shortly! go up on the site
by the abrupt closing of the Palace Ice
Rink, now on the property, Sunday
night, weeks ahead of the date announced for the regular closing of the
ice-skating season, and at a period
when the rink was crowded nightly

sent

it

up

'/

"-,

in flames.

Rock, who was passing, but wnb ^?;f
wont say where he was coming from^yyjpp
or going to at that hour, noticed: the-^^.
fire, and with the aid of the .street
v^$|$
cleaning department, which was wash< vl^i|?
ing down Broadway at the time, ex- v?|# sS
tinguished the flame.
i

;

&wm

s.

EUle After Insurance.
:•"

:i'_'

Elsie Ferguson is after a life insur
ancepolicy of $300,000. She has made
her application and the life insurance
companies are considering it.

U^

FILM THEFT EXAMINATION.

'
:

* :'"?!?

;m?

m
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Syracuse, N. Y., July

1.

John R. Van Arnam, circus owner
and former Syracuse University star
two weeks ago in connection with the $12,000,000 picture
theft case, is held under $5,000 bail for
athlete, arrested

THE MOST THRILLING MOTION PICTURE
EVER MADE!

H

Grand Jury, following
examination in police court here.
Justice Benjamin Shove ordered Van
Arnam held after following the testimony of five witnesses. An array of
picture talent was present at the hearing. Officers of several of the prominent film corporations heard the examination and a few testified.
Charles P. Jordan and Irvln I. Brown,
the film sleuths who were instrumental
in Van Arnam's arrest on a charge of
the action of the
his

'

criminally

receiving stolen

1

Sounds extravagant, doesn't it? But that's what the
thrill-hardened rathe film committee jaid after. seeing
'"''i£

ANNE LUTHER
in

property,

the

and
new

,

CHARLES HUTCHISON

fifteen

episode

film broker, who was taken
into custody here a few days before

Van Arnam. Frohman is now out on
bail until July 15, when his examina-

Mr. Hutchison does stunts that do not seem humanly possible. He takes his life
He jumps from great heights; he scales the side of
into his hands time and again.
a tali building with no assistance from a rope or anything else; he leaps from one
of its high windows into a clothes line; he is carried over a boiling waterfall;, he
does a hundred such death-daring deeds.

tion will be held.

The

detectives recited the story of
their trip to this city, telling of how
they went to Frohman seeking the
purchase of stolen films which they
stated were to. be sent into Mexico.
They induced Frohman to come to
this city with them where the films
could be purchased and claim that as
a result they secured "The Inner
Shrine" and "The Golden Fetter."
Brown in his testimony claims that

It's

a great

serial;

your audiences

will

say

Produced by Western
Photoplays, Inc.

PATHE
Distributors

Arnam.
Mclnerney, chief

counsel for the National Motion Picture Producers, spoke of the showing
of the film, "The Golden Fetter," at

- •
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RELEASED AUGUST

while in New York he drove a truck
endeavoring to get a clew in connection with the wholesale theft of movie
films. He testified that while doing this
he found a stolen film in a Fifth avenue
theatre which was purchased by Van
J.

;

"THE GREAT GAMBLE"

New York

Attorney John

is

serial

•<v:x

were the first witnesses called. They
were also the same detectives who
forced the arrest of Hans Frohman, the

mm

3rd
Written and directed

by Joseph A. Golden

H.kw&i^
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O V INiJ^^1C^RES
FOR MAJORITY STOCK
IN LONE STAR FILM COMPANY

$600,000

Interest

of

Freuler- Hutchinson

syndicate said to represent the
Exhibitors-Mutual and headed by
President Clarke of that corporation
purchased this week 51 per cent, of the
stock of the Lone Star Film Corporation, paying $600,000 for the control.
The principal sellers were John R.
Freuler, formerly president of the Mutual, and S. S. Hutchinson, of the
American Film.
Through the purchase the Exhibitors-Mutual secures the 12 MutualChaplins, made by Chaplin when under
"1ns "first big contract with the Lone
.

tral.

of the film there.

DISEASE FILMS INVESTIGATED.

$685,000 in salary. The Lone Star, after paying additional costs, including
production, was reported at the time
to have made a handsome profit on

Investigation by the District Attorney of the legitimacy of ownership of
several sections of certain clinical sex
films now and recently bidding for
patronage within the zones of Greater
New York is presaged by the presence
of government observers at certain
performances of the "Fit to Win," "End
of the Road," "Open Your Eyes" type
now bidding for States Rights buyers.

the Chaplin engagement. The Lone
Star passed Chaplin up at the expiration of his contract,

much

as George

K. Spoor for the Essanay had done
before it. Spoor had the first Chaplin chance, but seemed to miss gauging his future value on the film as a
comedian.
The value of the Lone Star stock majority, placed at $600,000, basing the
whole at about $1,200,000, is reported
to have been only through the Lone
Star's possession of the 12 Chaplins.
These are to be re-titled and re-issued,
it is said, and again placed on the market under the Exhibitors-Mutual direc-

The claim has been made that enormous footage included in some of the
pictures

which

demand from

exhibitors

for

Chaplin's latest (First National) "Sunnyside," may have had something to
* do with the appraisal of the Lone Star

Notwithstanding it is
stock, value.
conceded by exhibitors that "Sunnyside" is one of Chaplin's poorest in recent seasons, still the strength of his
"Shoulder Arms,"
success,
biggest

which immediately preceded "Sunnyside" as a Chaplin release, has brought
requests from exhibitors for "runs" and
return dates in such quantities that
the First National may net a larger
profit on the poorer Chaplin than it
did on Chaplin's best.
Exhibitors who ordinarily would
have played a Chaplin for two days
have booked "Sunnyside" for a week,
and there are many indications Chaplin's hold on the lovers of film fun
is so healthy that "Sunnyside" can not
perceptibly dent it.
To crest this current popularity the
new controllers of the Lone Star believe is the opportune time to realize
once again upon the old Mutual-Chaplins.

FILM IN TWO HOUSES.
The feature "Open Your Eyes," which
opened at the Central last Saturday,
is to be shown at two theatres at the
same time in New York. If the arrangements are successfully concluded
the picture will also be on exhibition

>'

v.

at the Republic next week.
The advertising for the picture was
a copy of the letter from the National
Board of Review, which was sent to
all of the daily papers in New York
After running the ad in
last week.

government property, for
revenue

department

at

fraudulently.

'

-The

is

the

Washington received nothing, and that
in certain instances the army and navy
footage was obtained speciously, if not

tion.

.

In the case of "Fit to Win," it is
averred by the influence stimulating
the District Attorney's office that both
the government and certain divisions
of the marine and military arms of
the county were imposed upon, the
consent of the latter to appear in the
pictures having been gained upon the
assurance that the films were to be
shown for military or naval purposes,
that posing for th^ picture was a
patriotic duty.
One of the pictures
("Fit to Win"). being investigated, is
controlled by Isaac Silverman, a former $1 a year man in Washington,
who recently branched out as a purveyor of social hygiene features for
public consumption and private gain.

"Know Thy Husband," the newest of
pictures of the sort, is being hurried
to completion this week, and will be
offered initially at the Belasco, Washington, D. C, next Monday. It has
been made-by Samuel Cummins, after
an original scenario, by Jay Holly, directed by J. D. Williams. Cummins
claims every foot of his picture is a
legitimate part of his production, and
that any_ government naval or military
footage included has been turned over
to him regularly by the government;
that he is backed by the moral support of national and Manhattan sex
hygiene bodies, including Health Director Royal Copeland, who will be
pictured in one of the groups.
Eastman Numbering Film Footage.
The Eastman Kodak Co. is now numbering its raw film footage from 1 to
100,000.

This has proven of considerable aid
in cutting pictures.

age

At their wits' ends for feminine
camera stars of high power voltage
enough to blaze box office profit, the

^^

may

The

deleted foot-

easily be replaced

and a record kept

through it
__^

producing corporations, that beieve in the star system are fast being
driven back over their trails to take
supplementary consideration of stellar
material they have sporadically employed and then let go.
The return of the producers followed the discovery by one that the
biggest successes in the film business
popularly are scored invariably by
players familiar with the screen, whose
personalities are adapted to camera
fiicture

..*,

On and after Jan. 1, 1920, every distributor desiring to do business within
Pennsylvania shall keep on deposit

reflexes.

W. EXHIBITORS ORGANIZE.

N.

Seattle,

WasiL, July

.

1.

The Northwest Exhibitors' Circuit
was incorporated here last week with
The new organization
75 members.
went on record as being violently opposed to pictures of a salacious charIt will endeavor to raise the

acter.

'standard of picture presentation, improve working conditions and promote
a spirit of co-operation and unity of
aim.

The business of the new organization
be to stabilize and render uniform
as far as possible the handling of films,
to manufacture, rent, lease, buy and sell,
films and pictures productions of all
descriptions and to buy and sell all
kinds of merchandise and equipment
for the use in picture theatres.
The following officers were elected:
James Q. Clemmer, Seattle, president;
Frederick Mercy, Yakima, first vicewill

C

F. Hill, Albany, second
president;
vice-president; B. W. Bickert, Boise,
third vice-president; Frank T. Bailey,
Butte, fourth vice-president; H. B.
Wright, secretary and general manaThe directors are as follows
ger.
Tames Q. Clemmer; J.,OStille; H. T.

Moore; Frederick Mercy; John Ranz;
Frank T. Bailey; C. F. Hill.
$300,000

MYSTERY SERIAL.

The news of the
new big mystery

;

projection of two

by Louis
Burston, one with Francis Ford as the
lead, and another with King Baggot
as the man of suspense and adventure, is followed by the organization,
consummating Monday, of a new re-,
serials

leasing combination to shoot a 15episode mystery serial with Romaine
Fielding and Mabel Taliaferro as the
stellar headliners, the new production
to cost not less than $300,000, and to
be, in design, the most pretentious of
all recent installment dramas of the
suspended climax type.
The picture will be marketed by the
International.

Lloyd Lonergan,

who wrote "The

A result of the situation has been
by one of the biggest of the
producing syndicates of about all the
feminine and male players of star quality who have scored worth while successes under the camera within the
past several years, and the eventuation
the securing by this company of options on the work of three of the
female stars and two of the men
players so reconsidered until the coming holidays, barring the engagement
of these particular pantomimists by
other companies meanwhile for a longa line-up

with the Board of Censors an amount
of money or securities equal to the
amount of deposits held by such distributor and paid by exhibitors as a
license or as pare payments on contracts of leasing, or as a pledge or
security lor damages or for any other
purpose provided for in any contract
between the distributor and exhibitor.

-

has given over the
Woods, Chicago, for the summer run

.

FEMININE STARS NEEDED.

Harrisburg, July 1.
the bills passed finally during the closing days of the Pennsylvania Legislature was the Soffel bill
requiring motion picture distributors
to take out an annual license at $50.
The State Board of Motion Picture
Censors is empowered to revoke th*.
certificate of approval of any film
which is being exhibited under a lease
from a distributor who has failed to
secure a license and to refuse to grant
certificates for the films of a distributor who has neglected to take out a
license.

Woods

£iJ

PA. DISTRIBUTORS' LICENSE.

Among

.

A. H.

Star, which then distributed through
the Mutual and was looked upon as a
subsidiary of that distributor. Chaplin received for his dozen Mutuals

:

Exhibitors*

one edition, the "Evening World" informed the management of the show it
would be unable to accept it. The
morning "World" followed suit. At
that one of the laudatory notices that
the picture received appeared in the
"Evening World."
With two shows on Saturday the
picture played to over $2,000 on the
day and Sunday was practically a
turn away from noon on at the Cen-

A

V&:

of.

sidered Remarkable.

.

m

Disposed

Mutual Now in Control. Old Mutual-Chaplins Secured
by Purchase. To Be Retitled and Reissued.
Demand for Chaplin's Latest Con-

-

;

er period.
The corporation that bored most
comprehensively into the drive for new
material compounded a digest covering the /past half dozen years, the
deduction from which pointed clearly,
according to the compilers, to the
conviction that a better knowledge of
the capacity of player% now available
is more needed by the pickers for the
big film troupes than a raking* over
of the beauty and virility marts for

new film subjects.
The digest listed among those now
riding the high rollers of production
and public popularity Mary Pickford,
Pauline Frederick, May Allison, Marguerite Clark, Nazimova, the Gish girls,
Bessie Barriscale, Dorothy Phillips,

Norma and Constance Talmadge,
Hammerstein, Louise Glaum,
OlivesThomas, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks,- Charlie Ray, June Elvidge, Evelyn Greely, Eugene O'Brien,
Viola Dana. Theda Bara, Dustin Farnum, Bert Lytell, Anita Stewart, and
Elaine

among those

a combination of

men

desirous of

Michigan automobile

making

a film plunge.

by past per-

The compilers of the digest make a
special notation of the many admirable
players for the screen whom circumstances have practically eliminated
from big work, though but a few seasons back their names were household words for big companies that
went defunct or suffered a- loss of
identity through the constant amalgamations that are a part of every day's
filmdom.

Million Dollar Mystery," is announced
as the author, with Fielding directing.

The backing by the Howell Motion Picture Corporation is said to come from

qualified

formances to be as successful as any
of the above, a long list no member
of which, it is said, is retained long
enough by any one producer to cinch
the hold oh the public that the occasional pictures make, this list including
among others, Louise Huff, Leah Baird.
Blanche Sweet. Grace D'Armond, Gail
Kane, Anna O. Nillson, Henry Walthall,
Zena Keefe, Madeline Traverse, Margarita Fischer, Ruby De Femer. Orme
Hawley. Lillie Leslie, Claire Whitney,
Bessie Love and Ruth Stonehouse.

EDEL COMPANY FORMED.
Lionel

brother

Edel,

of

the

late

Harold Edel, has formed the Edel Pictures Corporation to specialize in tworeelers.
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FORMED
TO BUY AMERICAN MADE FILMS

New Organization Open For All Kinds of Purchases, According

Day

A
With every

in the country bringing bonanza rates,
with audiences piling into the country's

volumes and

at higher prices for seats than they
have ever paid before, even in the

season, the news of the
formation last week in Toronto of a
big group of war-rich speculators, who

warm weather

design buying up American-made
and incidental film values, comes as an
films

:

added thrill just now even to the mute
drama's optimists.
Alexander Hawtrey, one of the cluster, who arrived from Canada and is
stopping at the Astor. spoke unreservedly of the purpose of the combination
of whom he is one.
/
"I am not at liberty to 'mention the
names of my associates. I myself am
one of the many film men of London
put out of business by the war. It will
be some time before the old country
gets its pace back, and as I and my
partners feel that as pictures are a
perishable commodity, we prefer to
deal in existing values rather than in
the futures that investment in the foreign market must mean at this time.
"We're open for all kinds of picture
shall not produce, but
purchases.
we shall be glad to finance pictures
already under way that we may deem
will enprospectively profitable;
gage stars and negotiate them, where
our judgment directs. WCwill invest
in theatres already going.
have

We

We

We

in

Lack of

We

ample capital.
do not consider our
business unusual in any of its departments.
"My two associates are familiar with
most phases of the film business.
shall buy the rights to produce certain
novels and plays, and negotiate for
their resale.
believe the present
year of films a stabilized one, during

We

We

which anyone reasonably adventurous
and reasonably conservative and I
don't regard the condition as a paradox can make big money by big and
even by small investments."
Desirous of justifying his claim to a
knowledge of the several branches) of
films, the visitor bewailed the lack at
this time of what he termed "artistic
perceptions" in all save one or two
of the big producing companies. He
and his associates are plunging into
films in this country to take advantage of what they deem "soft spots*
Saying his judgment was shared by his
associates, Mr. Hawtrey said he and
his partners planned to clean up main-

—

—

by directing their whole attention
what he designated as "manipulaNone of the big companies, save
the Fig Four, he said, was getting 100
per cent, out of their products. The

ly

to

tion."

big combinations are all so tense in
turning out pictures or increasing the
number of their theatres or franchise
holders that they have wholly lost
sight of the fortunes in their hands
that they do not negotiate. Illustrating his point, the visitor pointed to
the casual interest given the productions of the French producing directors
for the World several seasons ago a
Tourneur, Capellani and Chautard—
with Alice Brady, Robert Warwick,
Clara Kimball Young and Vivian Martin, among the World's stars at "that
time, and to the fabulous fortunes
made by other exploiters of, these
same directors with these same\ stars
subsequently when .the product was
blazed for its full face value, and ex-

ES

DORIS KENTON WITH HODKINSON.
Through an arrangement which has
been completed by Theodore C. Deiand W. W. Hodkinson, the future

trich

productions in which Doris

Kenyon

is

to be starred will be released through
the Hodkinson exchanges. Instead of
these productions being made by the
De Luxe Pictures Corporation they
will be the product of Deitrich-Beck,
Inc.

.

.The company was organized this
week in Albany. Mr. Dei t rich was
elected president, and production man-

Present

Pictures.

foot of studio floor, space

16,000 picture theatres in

Visitor Bewails

Perception"

"Artistic

ICT

P

BIG CANADIAN COMBINE

to Alexander Hawtrey.

-j— ;i..O.-:<. -.-»., am

:;-;;-

ager of the organization while Arthur
F. Beck treaturer of the, Artco company (producers of the Augustus
Thomas dramas) is secretary, treasurer

hibitors throughout the world aroused
by agitating publicity to an appreciation of the unusual quality offered in
the films of the three Frenchmen. Clara
Kimball Young was as good an actress
when the World first marketed her as

and business manager.
The entire
North American rights will be in the
hands of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation while the foreign rights will
be controlled by the Frank Brockliess

she was when Lewis Selznick grabbed
her and squeezed the cards for every
dollar there was id the hand. In like
measure, the same statement is true,
of Miss Brady, Warwick and Miss
Martin, Mr. Hawtrey urges. At the
time the World Film Corporation was
marketing these productions abroad
the British rights could have been told
for twice what they brought if the
leaseholders had only gone about their
business informed.^ Mr. Hawtrey declared. Other convictions he expressed
were that the Vitagraph in its palmiest
days never did "go after" the 100 per
cent, returns its productions warranted, but kept, literally running around
in a circle, chasing its own tail, and
adding star after star and director
afjer director to its producing staff
with little or no attention to price-

and profit-getting; that the pictures of Dorothy Kelly, since retired,
produced by the Vita could have drawn'
the Pickford money of today if as^
tutely. marketed ; that Anita Stewart's
films could have been sold by the Vita
for approximately as much money as
that star's present operators will clean
up on her ; that film men would do well
to heed the advice of the late J. P.
Morgan that/no investor should embark in any/ kind of business unless
equipped with three things—nerve,
ample capital and accurate and intimate information of all branches of the
business, involved; that Mary Miles
Minter, who jumped into a contract of
more than a million dollars for three
years' service last week could have paralleled the business of Mary Pickford at different times within the past
two seasons under the right manipulation ; that the judgments of film leaders
needed standardizing, as witness Lewis
Selznick, far-visioned enough two seasons ago to grab and operate Clara
Kimball ifoung, falling down the same

company.

The

plan is to produce from four to
six pictures annually with Miss Kenyon
All of the pictures will
as the star.
be made from stories by Louis Joseph
Vance. The first will be/ "The Band
Box" which has been in the "best
seller" class during the last year.

FIRST NATIONAL ASSESSMENT?
According to report about an assessment of First National franchise
holders is imminent. !£he amount is
not mentioned.

The franchise holders' so far are
said to have paid in over $1,000,000 to
the First National treasury and are
obligated for $1,500,000 more on conby next

tracts

fall.

*fj:'

DISPUTE OVER INDIA'S RIGHTS.
'

Calcutta,

May

2d.

Bijou, Ltd., distributors of picture
films in the Indian Empire, secured an

injunction May 24, forbidding the Interna tionalJB anking Corporation to jmL-~
Forget, a production
lease "Lest
film corporation.
The dispute rose as a result of a dis-

rr^r-y

We

made by Metro, an American

agreement between Bijou and D. B.
Howells, an American film agent with
offices in New York.
Bijou claims
Howells agreed to let them have, for
a consideration, the .distribution rights
for India to the feature picture in question.
Later he entered into another
arrangement with the International, it
is alleged. To prevent this arrangement
going into effect Bijou applied for and
secured an injunction from Justice
Greaves.
F. P. IN

<'.

\:'-i

MEMPHIS THEATRE DEAL
Memphis, July

1.

A

deal for the sale of the Majestic
Co.'s holdings, including
five picture houses and a lease on the
Lyric Theatre, to the Memphis Enterprise Co. was closed here last week.
John D. Martin, an attorney through
whom the transfer was made, declined
to discuss the connection between the
Memphis Enterprise Co. and the Paramount-Artcraft Films, but it is understood the picture concern is interested
in the local purchase.
.According to Mr. Martin a formal
announcement of changes in policy will
be made in a few days. The Majestic
theatres were purchased from R.
Tarlton and
F. Bridges.

Amusement

m

C;

C

-fixing

season

m

letting

Mary

Miles Minter

sl'P through his grasp for a difference
of $50 per week in the salary she asked
and that which he was willing to pay,
the star, asking $300, $350 and $400 per
week, successively in a three-year contract and Selznick losing out because
he refused to pay more than $250, $300
and $350, progressively for a threeyear period; that the native market is
red hot with past and present illustrations of the bonanza fortunes in films
for operators who know how to play
every card for its full face value.

JEAN PAIGE'S LUCK.
Vitagraph has just signed Jean Paige

on a two years* contract.

A

newcomer

in pictures, her luck was proverbial.
She appeared in what was to be a
minor role in 'Too Many Crooks," an
offering starring Gladys Leslie. Much
to everyone's surprise, she walked away
with the picture.
The result was that Vitagraph officials signed her as quickly as
possible.

FRENCH BUYER HERE.
Rosen, of Paris, arrived in the
country last week to buy American
films far France.
Ho will remain
several weeks.
J.

.

^VANCOUVER VERY BUSY.

WOODS' PICTURE.

..\

A. H. Woods is to send a number of
.road companies on tour next season
with a feature picture entitled Tree
and Equal." It is a story of race differences in color.
The picture was secured by him
"more than a year ago and has been
kept on the shelf until the closing of
the war.

ALICE BRADY IN "SINNERS.*
Alice

Owen

Brady

neth

.

do "Sinners" by

will

Davis as the

tures she

is

Webb

of eight picfor Realart. Kenfirst

make

to

will direct.'

OWN

DORALDINA'S

H. Diets Reindicted
Seattle,

circulating in .regard to the erection
of a-uew legitimate theatre. Several
years ago a new house was started, butwas abandoned after the foundations
had been put in and the steel work
erected. Last season it was reported

Erlanger would complete this

-^

undertaking, but nothing was done.
The season just ending has been one

I Eg£

Klaw

&

_

of the best here in a,number of years.

by Government.
Wash., . July, 1.

-

:•

CO.

Doraldina, the dancer, who +ias appeared in several film productions, is
tb have a picture company of her own.

W.

Vancouver, Can., July 1.
According to reports, this city is going to have several new theatres. The
Aliens of Toronto will commence work
shortly on their new pictureT&euse.
Meetings are being held, to try to
arrange for the construction of an
auditorium to seat 5,000. Rumors are

F. P.-L, People Sail.

London.

Eva

Unsell,

who

will

--&.
V-"::U=v.
•

Albert Kaufmann, studio manager for
Famous Players-Lasky, sailed forEngland June 30 on the Aquitania to take
charge of the F. P.'s new producing
studios now in course of erection near

-J.'-

"•%

'

head

the F. P. foreign scenario department
After 14 hours deliberation, the Fedsails July 15.
-7
eral Grand Jury, in Spokane, disagreed
in the case of William H. (Lone Star)'*'
'
Dallam with Pathe.
Dietz, a picture player charged by the
Government with making false regisFrank Dallam, newspaperman just
tration at the time of the draft. Dietz
returned from France, has been added
asserted he was of Indian parentage,
to the publicity staff of. the Pathe
therefore exempt
company. He is assistant to Randolph
v
Shortly after his discharge he was
Lewis.
re-indicted on two counts, charging
.

registration and falsifying his
questionnaire. Dietz is out on bail.

false

Anderson Starts for Coast.
G. M. "Bronco Billy" Anderson left
for the Coast, last Monday. He will
start immediately on a new series of
five-reel

Westerns.

The demand from

field.

Norwegian Film

Man

Here.

G. A. Olsen, general manager of the
Corp., of Christiania, Nor-

Nora Film

way, arrived this week on the Frederick VIII.
He will remain in the
country for about a month studying
film conditions.

Mae Murray Back with Famous.
Mae Murray has returned to Famous
Players-Lasky for picture appearances.

Jack

the European mar-

ket for Westerns for the continent has
been so big as to prompt him to return to the film

iiSso

Cunningh
Free Lancing
:

Again

:

..,:<?:'
'••*;-:•"'

Hollywood, Cal.
Phone: 579,129—1919 ViiU Del Mar
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TREMENDOUS EXPORT DEAL.

FOX MUST PAY.

E "-

.

,f

.

Martin T. Manton handed
decision in the U. S. District
Court permanently restraining the Fox
Film Corporation from interfering with
Jewel Carmen in her choice of an en-

FAILURE OF CHAPLIN "SUNflYSIDE"
CAUSES UPHEAVAL IN FILmDOM

...

r.

Judge

down a

gagement.

|

injunction awarded Miss Carmen
provides she be re-imbursed by

The

Rival Producers See Imperative Necessity of Keeping Closer
Watch on All Releases and Exercising Greater

also

for the time lost by her since last
July when she started to work for
Frank Keeney. The exact amount of

Fox

Care in Producing End of Industry.

:

The bomb that the funny failure of
"Surtnyside"
unfunny Chaplin
the
proved to the film trade throughout the
in one all
resulted
week
last
country

i

PS-

nals. The veterans can't see anything
but wrecks ahead for the big organizations unless the greatest care is exercised at the producing end of the
These experts raise their
industry.
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will

Manton

later.

estimated that Miss, Carmen lost
about $53,000 by her twelve months of
enforced idleness. That is the amount
her attorney, Nathan Burkan, will submit to- the court as approximating what
his client would have earned/ in a year
under the terms of the Keeney agreement.
In writing his decision Judge Manton made a particular point of the
question of interference, stating: "If
one maliciously interferes with a contract between two persons and induces one of them to break the contract to the injury of the other, the injured party can maintain an action
again the wrongdoer. That the defendants acted intentionally is proven
It is

voices for quality in the output. Of
night conference and several protracted
what gain, they ask for the big comday ones within 48 hours after the
panies to gather in hundreds of theFirst National released the last MilAnd
atres, with' nothing* to fill 'em?
lion Dollar C. C. feature.
they point warningly at the walk-outs
The conferences bombed by the pre- throughout
the country of audiences
miere of the uncomic comic have since
on "Sunnyside" and name in the same
been followed by others, and are being
breath more than a score of other failsupplemented by other meetings of
ures in films within the past three
executives of the film firms, who sudfailures that might have proved
months,
denly discovered in the unamusing
successes if given the concentrated atChaplin surprise a "Stop, Look and Listention at the production end that the
ten'^ warning.
companies circulating them exercised
The conferences sparked to imme- toward the features' distribution.
diate action following "Sunnyside's"
Everyone knows that Chaplin's adrelease were meetings of the financial
mirers are world-wide, and that capand directing powers of two of the
tious criticism or envy never enters
summarized
trinity of big rival camps
the judgment of the world's milwhen mention is made of the Big 4, the into eager to roar at a universally
Famous Players-Lasky-Moss Syndicate lions idol, but not all the affection of
comic
and the First National.
all the comedian's followers could stem
And all the conferences indicated the admission everywhere that "Sunnywere aimed at the imperative necessity side" should never have been written,
searchlight
instant
considering
of
never touched, and never circulated,
close-ups of all products planned for
save possibly as a rube drama. No one
release by the two combinations herehas yet been found who thinks it is
after.
funny unless, possibly, the picture's
What the big combinations suddenly surely stage-blind producers.
discovered with the; advent of the new
The puzzle to the picture's exhibitor
Chaplin flivver, the rank and file of excritics is how the studio and scenario
hibitors, East, West, North and South,
departments of a corporation that has
are never tired of shouting to the
literally in the palms of its hands the
Eroducers, and that is that the best
fortunes that the Chaplin name spells
rains of the creative elements of filmcould so blindly and dumbly spill the
dom, authors and directors, are cheap beans and send "Sunnyside" forth as
ink
that
all
the
'and
at any price, and
a "Million Dollar" picture, when even
paper that the big producing octopus!
unfunny Marie Dressier is a Bert Wilcirculate yearly in advertising space
liams roar in comparison.
that runs into millions must perforce
The red lanterns of the warning
prove all sheer waste unless the prodswitchmen point to the fate of the
is
of
standard
advertised
value.
uct
General Film, one of the most astutely
Digging into the ether of filmdom
sewed-up financial institutions in all
with the jagged ruthlessness of a buzz the category of the world's big business
saw through a piece of cheese, the of all kinds. The brains of the G. F.
Chaplin flop, furnished the trade' of
were all at the top, or organization
the country with one of its biggest
pivot of the group, and no one thought
laughs coming as "Sunnyside" did fast
to take a look at the bases upon which
upon the heels of flamboyant expan- the whole thinfe rested, i. e., the picsions of screendom's three leading ortures, until one day the whole thing
ganizations.
turned turtle and carried down pracOldtime film men who can take a
tically all the units that the G. F. inhunk of camphor and a thimbleful of volved. The veterans, exhibitors and
Run cotton and chemicalize it into cel- producers, who swing the danger sigluloid and then make the celluloid benals suggest that it would be a good
have until it is the carrier of a play thing for the film industry now; conof grip and intelligence, whether comic
fronted by a prosperity wave without
or serious, are a unit in a hurried
precedent if the men who are giving
swinging just now of red lantern sig- all their attention to the capture of

.

W.

be determined by Judge

damages

beyond dispute. The mere fact that
they may have thought they had an
equitable or legal right to do so is
not an answer to an equitable action
if they were wrong in this judgment."
In deciding the action in favor of

Miss Carmen Judge Manton also stated
that "the measure of her damages is
the loss of salary which she sustained
by reason of her inability to carry out
the Keeney contract. But for the defendant's interference, she would have
earned such salary as the contract
provided. A decree may be presented
accordingly.

,

GRIFFITH TO PRODUCE IN N. Y.
D. W. Griffith wi\l either build or
rent a studio in the vicinity of New
returns from the coast
Griffith has decided to make
15.
his maiii headquarters in the East,

York when he
July

hereafter^.

The California studios will be retained, but all of the future productions will be made in New York.
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films,

all

American
Ger-

and

Balseveral months past, ever since the signing of the armistice, there have been
signs of activity in the foreign rights
for these countries, but the details of
the deals that were being put over by
film

men who were working
'

in

fhe
he background, did not fully come to
ight until the signing of peace.
The corporation handling the rights
for the European countries is the Atlantic Cinema Corporatiqn, the officers
of which are Benj. Blumenthal, of. the
Import and Export Co., as president;
William M. Vogel, vice-president and
treasurer, and Samuel Rachmann, the
German impressario, who has been in
this country for a number of years.
They have secured the rights to Ger-

000,000.

They have secured 400
reel features, turned out

and sixby Triangle,

five

Which includes all of the Fairbanks,
Hart, Marsh, Talmadge, Ray, and other
star features made by those producers
since 1915, and none of which naturally
got into any of the enemy countries.
They also have something like 300
Keystone comedies.
They have 100 five-reel subjects,
turned out by the Metro in the last
couple of years, as well as 12 special
Nazimova productions. The entire output of Goldwyn, Select and Selznick
are also signed tor.

The Charles Chaplin comedies

that

were made by the Mutual and the
product of the First National are contracted for and will be in the first
shipments made for abroad.
Of the shorter subjects,' the OutingChester scenics and several comedy
series are also arranged for.
Approximately 100 independent feature productions are purchased outright
and the serials include "The Master
Mystery," with Houdini, and the "Craig

Kennedy"

serial.

many at the earliest possible moment.
The other two partners are still in

have as its plot the recent bomb outrages and the tracking down of the

country and arranging for the
purchase of additional pictures for the

its

principal punch.

....

.....

^M-imfflk

'

countries for over 1,000 feature subjects and state their investment represents between $15,000,000 and $20,-

The Oliver Films is to produce a
serial picture with Chief Flynn as the
central character. It will doubtlessly

theatres and film contracts would instead dig into their scenario and studio departments and have every move
made therein the best that money could
buy, and then have the work of the departments so equipped checked up by
.another staff of editors and creators
so that when any picture was finally
released it came forth with a better
blessing than a gambler's chance.

-

many, Austria and Russia and other

Mr. Blumenthal is at present in
Copenhagen making arrangements for

criminals as

..,

in

FLYNN SERIAL FOR OLIVER.

'..v.

..

$20,000,000

made, ready to be dumped into
many, Austria, Russia, the Jugo
Czecho Slovak states, Poland, the
kan States and Hungary. For

the shipment of the film into

this

Ger-

i

territory.

Working on Chamber*' Features.
The Thanhouser studios at New
Rochelle, N. Y., recently purchased by
A. H. Fischer, are being occupied .by
B. A. Rolfe, who has started on a
series of ten features by Robert W.
Chambers for Mr. Fischer.

The first will be "The Shining Band."
The plant was purchased from Crawford Livingston and Dr. Schallenberg.
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Emotions

We are betting our money that Willard will wla—
and pulling with all our might for DEUPSBY to
oome through victorious.

IM
In

Starring

"Mr.

Manhattan" In

An

BOOKED SOLID

London Repr.i

Direction:

MURRAY * DAW

HORWITZ-KRAUS,

5.

Inc.

Lisle

8U

Care of

Rawson

who always said New York

and Clare

BRADY and MAIIONEY, ploaae drop us a line
with your addrew
t hare something Important
Address oare of Norman lefferlei. 641
to tell you.
Ileal Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

•

Bepr. I

SAM. BAERWITZ
IMS Broadway

oddity in terpsichore

1* the fiJIow

would never go dry?

England.

New York

When

W.C. 1

Auburndale,

JIM and MARIAN

HARKINS
v

L.L

Mar Time
NORMAN JBFFERIE8

Playing- the Del

Direction,

THE

•

CLYDE
NELSON
THIS

MOSS TIME

MISS SCOTT
..'

'an..

.--

'

wnuy

:

Wooed and Won

KEITH VAUD. EXCHANGE

MJ»(iU:ej»«.-B«IWHfll/PT

by a come.
MARIE

HOTEL
JOYCE
31

West

71st

St.,

Honeymoon they
framed a two-act so
they could be together
and last night
Entered Vaudeville
ns an
Act In "ONE" •",'

AND
EARL

LaVERE'S

"

\

"111 never forget the
day our town, Cucumber Junction, went dry.

The

blow

and

Uncle Ezra, you might
say, Instantaneous."

"You know bow

all

know

neat:

the alia ef a Ud, hare a voice
you cant beat.
of ways there are to reach fame—

! my

middle name.

.

Justly featured wherever I play.

Everywhere from the Coaat

to Broad-

way.

COOK

my

killed

ota

tomorrow at 10
No Supper Show.

s

yon

Though

Funeral Services

'

I;

an TanderUle'e "Mite ef Mirth."
Three feet tall, I am clauy and
|

g£ntcrtalnlng
.

FRIEND MAGGIE SEZ:

Ask BILLY GLASON, LARRY
REILLY, HILL HALLIGAN or
GEO. MOHAN.

ITTLE JERRY am

After the

CLARKE

New York

Direction,

Becogniaed

O ATM AN

artist,

no stranger to fame.

Really, why aakT yon

LOEW CIRCUIT
HARK LEVY

know my

all

name:

Your,

truly, •

"Mite of Mirth,"

LITTLE

JERRY.

It Is

with me, Timmle."
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HORDES DUO
(MARIA and IVAN)
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PRESENTING,

v':#

A EUROPEAN
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WMm

NOVELTY

'

SINGING, MUSIC
and
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1

Mabelle Fonda
Trio
Thi.

Week (Juno 30)—Dayls, PltUbnr«h

DANCING

Pauline Saxon

1

B

With Original Costumes and Scenery

SI

DIRECTION

PERKINS'

LEW GOLDBERG

KID
FLO

EL

8 to 16

Weeks

firm.

CONTRACTS FOR
FRANCE
APPLY TO

Nothing too
big!!!

ExclwnVa Booking Manager for

CH. DEBRAY'S HALLS
NOUVEAU CIRQUE, PARIS
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An American With Advanced
New York
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ALICE
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(Hlmaelf)

BOOKED SOLID BY

EARL & YATES

CHICK OVERFIELD
That Sensational Chap on the Wire.

LOU
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THEIR OWN ACT

"Waiting for Her"

.

FRED LEWIS

BRENDELandBERT
IN

HUGHES RYNER
?
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\

was

THEATRE
PATRON

RICHMOND

\

WW)

Emulsional Actress
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NORFOLK

3
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"All for a Song"
Henderson's, Coney Island
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1211-12- 13 Masonic Temple
Chicago,

Ills.,

July 4th, 1919.
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PLAYS, SKETCHES and LYRICS
JACK LAIT
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EMIL DE RECAT
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London, July 9.
"The end of road touring in America
is

only a matter of time unless the

younger generation reverses its present attitude and turns from blind
adoration of film stars to at least equal
appreciation of the spoken drama."
This is the opinion of George Arliss,
is
here for his annual summer
holiday at his home on the East coast.
a representative of Variety, Arliss

who
To

declared conditions as he found them
from Massachusetts to California were

1

identical in so far as the films' hold

on the coming generation was concerned.

"My own season," he continued, "was
extremely successful although for a
time it looked as if it wouldn't be as
we were closed by the influenza epidemic. But my audiences were composed altogether of middle-aged folk
playgoers who have come to regard
me moce or less as a hardy perennial
and who count coming to see my performance annually in the light of a

—

—

habit.
"It was
fact that

not at all because of the
my company attracted only
theatregoers of a past generation that
I found myself forced to the conclusion that the young people of America
are not taking their amusement in the
legitimate theatres—because I realized
that after all no generalizations can be
wisely made from an individual case.
But inquiry among other actors who
have been touring through the States
this past season developed a similar
situation in their own experiences.

"Warfield and Skinner and Gillette
and Maude Adams and Ethel Barrymore and Laurette Taylor—along with
all the other popular stars of the spoken drama, have come to mean almost
nothing at all to young America as
compared with Fairbanks and Chaplin
and Hart and Mary Pickford and Marguerite Clark and Bessie Barriscale.
,

/
per week.
No mention was made regarding New
York crews, since no scale is followed.
In many cases house carpenters in
New' York receive as high as $75
'

'

"In the smaller cities whenever the
conversation is of the play—it is theN
stars of nlmdom who are discussed to
the complete exclusion of representaAnd all
tives of the spoken drama.
students of the theatre know that success for the actor is measured absolutely by the degree of personal interest, potential audiences feel in him.
"How to account for this situation is

weekly.
Several managers stated the increases would be granted without contest, although in the case of one
firm it will be an increase of yearly operation cost of approximately $20,000.

EXHIBITING "DEADWOOD."
One of the most unusual window dis-

beyond me. Undoubtedly the tremendous amount of skilful publicity these
film stars have had has much to do
with it. But after all the hold they
have on the young folks all over the
country is not to be explained in this

plays along Broadway is that of the
United Theatre Ticket Co.y in small but
prominent windows close to 42nd
It is an exhibition of "deadstreet.
wood"—representing tickets bought by
the agency but never sold. The value-

Pessimists who predict the
present death of 'pictures'
unless
there is a decided improvement in the
quality of stories screened are evidently ignorant of the true state of
affairs.
The legitimate drama has
never known anything like the popularity which is the movies' priceless
possession.
"Naturally I am keenly interested in
the
matter from a self-interested
viewpoint. But of greater importance
is the fact that the coming generation
is denying itself all the cultural value
of the spoken drama, by patronizing
the picture houses to the exclusion
of the legitimate theatres. Playgoers
surely get invaluable education, however unconsciously, by hearing good
diction, carefully constructed dialogue, •
by seeing correct deportment and
graceful carriage and by sensing 'the
correct thing' as it is portrayed in the
well-produced play. None of this education is to be found by witnessing a
screen representation of a drama. At
best the motion picture is merely a
series of animated photographs appealing entirely to only one of the five
senses—and to date taste has played
an appallingly small part in these pro-

—
—

—

ductions.

admissions to all
sorts of attractions, said tickets having been purchased by the agency but
unsold and therefore representing bad
guesses on the expected demand.
J
Ordinarily a ticket window is used
for the literature of some current atIn exhibiting the unsold
traction.
"merchandise," two ends are probably
sought, to show it isn't all "gravy" in
the "spec" business and at the same
time proving propaganda to offset any
criticism of the brokers. Dave Marks
estimated that the tickets on view represented in part losses to the extent
of $25,000 within the past four seasons.
less tickets represent

t
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SHOW PLAN FOR DEMPSEY.

for $10 weekly for electricians
and property men and $5 weekly for
carpenters. This: would make a uniform wage for all three classes at $55
.

M

22, 1005, at the

N.Y., under

calls

...

fashion.

Entered as second class matter Deoamaer
Post Office at New Tort,

1919

Due for -consideration by the managers this week are the requests expected to be made by the I. A. T. S. E.
for a wage increase, as outlined in the
Ottawa convention several weeks ago.
Although the stage hands had made
no definite scale, it is understood -road
men will be granted the boost which

Only Matter of Time, Says Star of Speaking Stage, Unless
Young America Is Weaned Away from Screen. Explains
Why. MrvArliss Gives Out Interview in London
vs. Films.

11,

STAGE HANDS RAISED.

ROAD TOURS
MAY END THROUGH PICTURES

ARLISS BELIEVES

on Plays

JULY

cv.*
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SHOW FOLKS IN OIL BOOM.
Fort Worth, Tex., July 10.
Dick Ferris, who disappeared from
theatricals some years ago, is running
the, biggest oil exchange in the state,
cleaning up a fortune. Ferris was for
years a prominent stock manager and
outdoor amusement promoter, as well
as the producer of "Checkers," which
made him $300,000, which he later lost,
as well as several other theatrical fortunes.
"Doctor" Cook, the explorer

and monologist, and Count de Beaufort, the nobleman who later became

"However, the serious fact remains
that the motion picture has all young
America enthralled, and unless the
spoken drama can allure this younger
generation back into the theatre, the
end of road tours is an absolute cer-

stage "freak" act, are also here
speculating.
Harry Lefkowitz, former owner of
the Referee and the Rounder, San
theatrical
weeklies,
has
Francisco
changed his name to Lewis, and is
president of a boom syndicate, getting

tainty."

rich.

a

.
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Wednesday morning Ray Hodgdonand Harry

J. Fitzgerald, the vaudeville'
agents, left for Cincinnati, to inter-j

view Jack Dempsey and Jack Kearns7
his manager, relative to a traveling

show

:

proposition.

Mr.
Hodgdon represents , Ernie
Young, of Chicago, in the negotiations.
Before .the Toledo fight 'Mr. Young secured an option on Dempsey's theatrical appearances.
Mr. Fitzgerald, accompanied Hodgdon, to insure the
champion of financial backing. It was
reported before the New Yorkers left;..
that Flo Ziegfeld, Jr., had authorized
:

;

!

Fitzgerald to

guarantee

Dempsey

:~m

in

any amount demanded, and that he
(Ziegfeld) would make the necessary
deposit.'
It

is

expected the management of
will ask a guarantee of $5,000
weekly. The proposal will

Dempsey
or

$6,000

-

an athletic carnival with';
at its head, to travel in circus
fashion, making two towns daily at
times, the tour to start with a gala
include

Dempsey

Dempsey night
Garden,

New

Dempsey

at

Madison

Square

York.

just

now through

his. sen .i¥&

sational capture of the championship
is looked upon as a big and certain
Vaudeville alight
draw anywhere.
give him $3,000 a week on a route and
could not afford more. As a touring
attraction it is claimed he could not

^$|
'"

draw

less than $20,000 weekly, while y; V
0<
during the country fair season startr
ing late next month, he would likely
receive guarantees of more than that
amount weekly for special appearancesy?;V^
upon the fair grounds.
Dempsey this week is" receiving $5,000 for a park appearance at Cincin-.
nati. He has a sort of verbal contract
?3?l
it is said with the Sells-Floto Circus-'^SI
for 10 weeks at the same amount. Otto
Floto closed the circus agreement with ...
Dempsey at Toledo, with the proviso,
according to the story, that Dempsey
was not bound if favoring any other
»"-'':^i
proposition submitted.
.;

-^

i

;

'

;t

:
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RANCH FROM "MOTHER" ROLES.
(Miss) Jess Pringle leaves "Lightnin'" this week to spend two weeks
at her ranch near Denver, which she
has bought from money she has earned
playing over one hundred "mother"
parts.

On her return she will adopt a child
now on its way from France. Miss
Pringle

has

signed

Golden for another
IP

with Smith and
year".

YOU DONT

ADVERTISE IN VARIETY—
DONT ADVERTISE
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MASCAGNI OPERA FOR MILLER.

COMPLETE PRODUCTION PLANT
PLAN OF AMERICANS ABROAD
to Deliver Show Complete With Cast,
Staging, Costumes, Scenery and Effects. Will Also
Produce For Continent. Law to Do "Velvet
Lady" Piece For London.

Studio to

Be Equipped

London, July 9.
Plans are well under way here for
the establishment of a complete production
1

-

studio

from scenery

',

effects.

trical

to
to

supply everything
costumes and elec-

The

idea

is

described

as an Americanized plan of concentration and it is known that an American

scenic artist is in back of the scheme,
btit in association with several EngOriginally the
lish theatrical men.
outline for the studio" was mapped out
about two years ago, but was dropped
because of the war.
The comprehensive scope is that a
producer may turn over only the book
of his play, the studio offering to supply everything in detail for the premiere, to the cast and directors if deThe studio organization will
sired.
even go so far as to build theatres or
superintend such construction.
The point in the prospective realization of the idea has reached the stage
where the America originator may
come here to complete arrangements
for the "complete studio" consummation. In the plan, together with several American directors located here
are a -group of English stage directors.
The aim of the proposed studio does
not only include England, but offers
for complete new productions are reported to have already been made from
continental countries, specifically Nor-

way and Sweden.

MM

London, July 9.
Herbert Ward, representing the Law
studios of New York, has contracted
to furnish the settings for "The Velvet
Lady," to be produced by J. L. Sacks

and W.

The sets will be
J. Wilson.
made in a London studio under arrangement with Ward and* under the
latter's direction.
Ward was insured
for $50,000 for his

London

trip.

ACTORS VOTE FOR ARBITRATION.
London, July 9.
The Actors' Association met Sunday
at the Adelphi, lent for the purpose by

:S?S

Sir Alfred Butt, at 3:30 in the afternoon and resumed discussion of the
matter of securing a standard contract
from the managers of touring companies.

A

from Manager Bannester
Howard was read, in which he alleged
he had' paid artists for rehearsals and

-

shows under assumed names.
The combined Touring and
atrical

J

a.:.-...-.

.-

,1

...

son.

Mr. Kelly sailed on the Carmania
July 5, firm in the belief antagonism
toward Americans exists here, though
the manager where he was playing
insists the interruption Kelly complains of consisted in soldiers remarking audibly that Kelly was clever.

Managers'

shown no

Association

inclination to

Thehas

resume nego-

Mascagni is in the country to attend
performances of his opera, "Iris/* produced Monday night at Covent Garden
for the first 'time in England, He was
born in Leghorn in 1863 the son of a
baker. As a young man he studied
law, but soon gave this up for music.
He is the composer of several opera
scores, none of which, however, met
with the unprecedented success of
"Cavalleria Rusticana."

London, July

With few exceptions the

theatres
registering a steady decline in business. Several pieces are
nearing the end of long and profitable
runs. The exceptions are "Chu Chin
Chow," which played last week at His
Majesty's to $16,000, "Monsieur Beaucaire" at Prince's $14,000, "Maid of the
Mountains" at Daly's $11,000, and
"Caesar's Wife" to capacity at the

here are

still

Royalty.

Among

the

halls

the

'TOST LEADER" GOES ON.

9.

Hippodrome

claims to have pulled in $25,000 last
week, and the Alhambra $15,000.
"The Cinderella Man" at the Queen's
got $7,000, "The Naughty Wife" at the
Playhouse $8,500, and "The Very Idea"
in its last week at St Martin's did a
record matinee, taking in just $20.

London, July 9.
Despite all the prophecies that it
would prove a failure, as it deals with
Parnell and the Irish situation, The
Lost Leader," with Norman McKinnel,
has proved such a success at the Court
its season has been indefinitely extended.
J. B. Fagan has prevailed upon Andre Chariot to postpone his own season at this house in order to allow
the run of the Lennox Robinson play
to continue

GERTRUDE ELLIOTT LEAVING.
Gertrude Elliott (Lady Forbes Robwho has given almost 400 performances of m "Eyes of Youth" at the
St. James, will tour the provinces in
"Come Out of the Kitchen," by A.
Thomas, the American playwright,
when she brings her London season to
ertson),

E

OBJECT TO STATE'S SUPPORT.
Paris, July 9.
play by Geraldy
(who has been lucky of late), was presented July 6 by Gavault at the classical Odeon and did only fairly well.
In the cast were Mmes. Briey and
Odette de FehL Messrs. Dubucourt
and Yonnel played the male leads.
Meanwhile, a crisis has developed at
this theatre as the country people are
objecting to the help given by the
state to so many Paris theatres, notably the Comedie Francaise, the Odeon
and the Opera, from which they derive
no benefit. In consequence, if taxes
are increased and the state subvention
is not, Gavault may withdraw from the

"Princess," a

new

management.

MANAGERS AND ARTISTS MEET.
London, July 9.
Representatives of the managers and
variety artists failed to reach an agreement regarding amendments to the
music

hall award made in 1913. These
amendments were brought forward by

therefore the Actors' Association voted to submit the whole
matter to arbitration. If the managers
fail to agree to this the actors will reconvene July 31.

the Variety Federation.
The Ministry of Labor has appointed
A. Ashton, K.C., to arbitrate at a series
of meetings that begin today.

COLORED ORCHESTRA "ARTISTIC."

FROM SERVICE TO OLD PART.

London, July 9.
Andre Chariot presented Will Marion
Cook's Syncopated Orchestra July 4 at
Philharmonic Hall.
The presentation was an artistic success.
Whether it will be a financial
one is doubtful, but it may get over if
properly boosted.

London, July 9.
Randolph Sutton, demobilized after
nearly three years in France, has reopened in his old part in "All Aboard"
at the Theatre Royal, Worcester.

tiations,

ing role.

LONDON RECEIPTS.

letter

that they never opened, going to other
.

i: is ••i? -•
!: rv -•;*.

sage to return on the Rotterdam week
of Aug. 25 and Ernest Edelsten is endeavoring to arrange accommodations
to sail at the same time.
Kelly plays a tour of the Keith circuit, comes back here next summer
for about ten weeks and the following year plays England for a full' sea-

London, July 9.
Pietro Mascagni, famous Italian composer, who became a world figure overnight when the intermezzo to his oneact opera, "Cavalier ia Rusticana," was
first played in 1890, is negotiating with
Gilbert Miller, son of Henry Miller,
the American actor, and himself now
one of the most powerful managers in
London, to compose a light opera for
the latter to produce at one of his
London theatres. If this deal is consummated it will mark an epoch in the
music world.
Miller himself recently made a great
success of a musical comedy version of
Booth Tarkington's play and novel,
"Monsieur Beaucaire." It is still running at Prince's Theatre to crowded
houses, with Maggie. Teyte" in the lead-

a close.

GOOD SOLDIER ACT.
London, July

Concert' Party,

consisting of 12 clever soldier artists,
made a highly successful debut in a
diversified act.

"TRIMMED IN SCARLET' IN DOUBT.
London, July 9.
in Scarlet" opened July 7
Globe and was well received at
performance.
Though the premiere was successful
and developed into a personal triumph
for Irene Vanbrugh, the ultimate suc-

"Trimmed

at the

the

first

cess of the piece

is still

Paris, July
will

9.

remain open for

the summer.

Christy Willis and the
Elray Sisters made their debut there
July 4 and did nicely. Also the Clovelly Sisters and Tom Davis, in his
cycling act, opened and met with a

good reception.

WALTER KELLY'S BOOKINGS.
London, July
Walter C Kelly has booked his pas9.

HONOR AMERICAN

OFFICERS.

Paris, July

A

9.

gala performance of "Faust" was
given at the Opera July 4 in honor of

American

The

officers.

presentation

was mediocre.

FRANK MOTLEY WOOD DEAD.
London, July 9.
Frank Motley Wood, the actor, died
June 30, aged 75, and will be buried
in the same grave as his wife, Kate
James.

PILCER MANAGING BALLROOM.
Paris, July

_,

9.

The Apollo opened Sunday as a ballroom with Harry Piker (American)
the

fl

oor

m anager.

my

1.

vaudeville

of some 300 representative artists
entrepeneurs and others connected
with the vaudeville profession in England as assembled at the Savoy Hotel
Sunday night (June 15) to do homage
to Sir Oswald St oil on his receiving
the dignity of Knighthood from King
George V, and be addressed by the
Lord Chamberlain as "My Lords and
Gentlemen," I would not have believed

jt
There

-».

v

is an unrepealed Act of Parliaqpnt forbidding that any gentleman
should invite an actor or actress into 3
his house because legally we are
classed as "rogues and vagabonds."
And yet, Sunday evening, by the very
men assembled who addressed us as
stated above and whose ancestors
drew up this Act of Parliament, we are
considered today good enough to take
wine and food at the same table with
them. I don't write in any spirit of
arrogance, but I think I'm justified in
being proud of my profession when in
so few years—so very few yestrs—we
have risen to this position, not only
in the eyes of the public, but in the
esteem^ of the noblest gentlemen in
England.
Not since the day when Sir Henry
Irving was created a knight can such I
a parallel instance be quoted as regards the theatrical profession and I
think from this moment that any dividing line between the vaudeville and
legitimate professions ceases to exist
As Sir Oswald has received this signal honor, largely because he has been
so instrumental in the purity of the
entertainment given at his theatres,
from the Coliseum down, I feel convinced that many artists will take a
hint and "clean up" many of the socalled "humorous" gags and eliminate
such form of obtaining laughter for all
time to come.
The vaudeville profession is now
standing on a pinnacle of its own in
this country.
In one word, it is acknowledged and there is no need to
look back.

1

t

Paris, July 9.
At a meeting of the Syndicate of
Lyrical Artistes, held in the Trianon
Theatre, the stars Note and Allard explained the situation, and it was decided that a standard contract should
be used. The minimum salary is to be
$100 per month for the first year for
chorus singers, and $120 per month the

second year.

An amendment was adopted

limiting

the number of foreigners in a company or troupe to 8 per cent.

SUMMER CLOSINGS

doubtful.

ALHAMBRA STATS OPEN.
The Alhambra

London, July

At the beginning of

some 18 years ago at the Palace,
London, had my best friend told me
that one day I should sit at a gathering

career

1

FRENCH MINIMUM SALARY SET.
9.

At the Victoria Palace this week
"Les Rouges et Les Noirs," the First

Army Headquarters

VAUDEVILLE ACKNOWLEDGED.
ByR.A. Roberto

IN PARIS.

Paris, July 9.
Several houses with long-run pieces
threw up the sponge at the end of
June. Among these were "Reine Joyeuse" at the Apollo, "Roi des Palaces"
at the Theatre de Paris, "Le Secret" at
Gymnase, "La President" at Palais
Royal; "Couche de la Mariee" at the

Athene'e.
It has been decided by the Government that the Comedie Francaise and
Opera Comique shall remain open (both

these

theatres

being

State

subven-

tioned).

ARNOULD'S REVUE FAIR.
Paris, July 9.
Volterra presented Arnould's summer revue at the Casino July 5, but it
went only fairly well, as it is lacking
in features.

The American Colored Jazz Band,
however, was well advertised.
De Flers made the production.

I

VAUDEVILLE
from the ordinary slaving hours) which means that after
8 p. m. in the heart of London as
well as elsewhere throughout the
United Kingdom nothing except
food, drink and medicine can be pur-

NEW HALL AT HAVRE.

to save clerks

AMERICAN ARTISTS ADVISED
TO EVADE ENGLAND JUST NOW
[

chased,
of the various music hall
are necessarily reluctant to
discuss the situation for publication
for the good and sufficient reason that
these conditions are irrefutable. It
can be stated with authority that the
books of most of the music hall circuits are pretty well filled up so that
an act coming over with the few weeks'
contract "to show," stands very small
chance of procuring further immediate
engagements. For example, the London Theatre of Varieties (Gulliver
Tour) has no room for American acts
for the, remainder of the current year.
Llewellyn Johns, representative of,
the Stoll Circuit, says:
"We shall never attain to the American salaries over here. There is small
likelihood of the country being over
run with American acts for the reason
that the salaries asked by agents for
American artists are based on their
American salaries plus the increased
cost of living, income tax, etc. Most
managers here did not foresee the sudden end of the war and booked up
pretty solidly until the end of the current year, which would make it difficult to secure a route for most foreign turns. Of course, one can always
make room for the exceptional hit
but, on the whole, our best advice is
have a
not to come over on 'spec'
number of American acts pencilled in,
but our latest advices are that they are
reluctant to come over."

The heads

Over There Not Anticipated Before
Normal
January Next. Acts Going Over on Speculation May
Find It Costly and Inconvenient Trip.
Production Engagements of Extended Term
Pronounced All Right.
Conditions

By JOSHUA LOWE
.

London, June

27.

After three weeks of painstaking,
thorough, unbiased investigation it is
the opinion of iVARnrrtfs London representative that the very worst possible
move an American vaudeville artist
could make at this time is to come to
E» B .».d ,o play the

caping complete economic annihilation
is to dig in and work—and do it with
more hustle and muscle than he ever

_* Mb-

m

"spec.

The basic reasons operating against
the chance of success for the American
vaudevillian in England at this time are
generally the same as operate against
entering the United Kingdom under
existing conditions. In a word—whereas artificial, war-made prosperity has
made theatres and music halls veritable
gold mines for several years now, just
as it has boomed all retail business
is a tremendous slump coming.
accurate the slump has already
begun and, as usual, the theatres have
been first to feel it.
A source of information is one of the
ablesT newspaper men in Fleet street,,
who for six months has been at work

there

To be

—

investigationg labor conditions for the
The memoranBritish Government

dum which he

is

now drawing up

will

show that:
The "ten day leave" spirit engendered by army rule for almost five years
has worked a marked effect on workmen, demobilized and

still

keen about

the frequent holiday with its careless
flinging about of all the money in their
possession.
There is no trouble over the matter
of wages.
Most employers are prepared to pay
even more than the maximum demands
of all classes of workmen.
The trouble is that labor is getting
more money now for three days' work
than it got for six days' work before
the war.
The result is that after half a week
of work the average working man
knocks off for the next four days.
further result is that not only is
production cut in twd, but is actually
less than half as much as it was in
J913, because the artificial prosperity
of the working classes has developed
a tired feeling that makes the usually
sluggish individual about one-third less
effective than previously.
Not only in the coal mines—now
about to be nationalized if a report
favoring this move is adopted by the
House of Commons—and in other producing lines is this unwillingness to
do more than a bad half week's work
found—the same spirit underlies the
attitude of every London shopkeeper,
hotel and restaurant proprietor.
It is not only the American who is
being "stuck up" these days; the native born Londoner is paying $80 for
an ordinary suit of clothes which five
years ago he could have bought for
$20—and he will telj you he is glad to
get it at all.

..-
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Wise men in the financial
insist that in the end

I

district

common

sense
the present

win out, and that
wild schemes ranging from "direct
action" proposed by Bolshevist emissaries to a complete paternalistic regime on the part of the Government,
of which the taking over of the coal
mines is but the first step, will all disappear when the British working man
realizes that his only chance of eswill

y:

%

did before.

The only way this tight little isle
can support any part of its population is to import almost every kind of
raw and food product in the universe
JJ?

oT/^TS 'p^S.Spori

is to produce and export a relatively equal quantity of manufactured

bill

goods.

And 'since

:

bT'.VV>

•
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the

,

to present conditions
in the music halls one of the f first
things an American act will discover is
that before it can enter England it
must have a bona fide contract calling
for a specific engagement. While these
contracts are not difficult to obtain,
owing to the scarcity of novelty acts
on this side, they are seldom for more
than four to six weeks. At the ex.
piration of this time almost invariably,
nowadays, the act discovers there is
no more work in sight—irrespective
of the success it may have had— and
then comes some bookkeeping to see
how much is left after the cost of the
round trip and living expense have

been deducted.
Primarily responsible for this state
of affairs is the Variety Artists' Federation which is openly hostile to
American acts and which succeeded in
inducing the Board of Trade to put
contract scheme into

bona fide
force. Each week the V. A. F. publishes
the

list of "artists demobilized who want
work"—which in itself is enough to
show how much chance newcomers
have against English artists who have

a

seen service.
This does not apply, to artists holding contracts with producers of musical
comedies or revues such as Sir Alfred
Butt, Albert de Courville or J. L. Sacks,
all of whom stipulate* in the contract
that the engagement is for the run of
the piece.
The experience undergone by Walter
C. Kelly is simply one of many of more
or less similar kind. Although he had
both a Board of Trade permit and detailed route, the authorities stopped
him at Liverpool and for some time
made it look unlikely that he would
be allowed to land.
Assuming that an artist obtains a
bona fide contract and is thus permitted to land at Liverpool to begin an
engagement, he then encounters
Fifty per cent, tax on all railroad
.fares, making the trip from Liverpool
to London to cost $10.99 as against
$7.25 in 1915.
(In the past, in touring, he became a member of the
Railway Artists Association and obtained a 25 per cent, reduction over
the regular rates.)
Unbelieveable difficulties of securing living accommodations in the
provinces, which even stuns the na.

tive player.

General cost of living. In this connection this can be summed up by
the statement that the purchasing
value of a pound as compared with

New York

$5.00 in

Income

is $2.37.

tax.

Early closing law (put into effect

'

-

all

Coming down

•

i
I g
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production in

industries in the United Kingdom is
almost at a standstill—it does not take
an especially clever mind to foresee
the very trouble which is now at band.

"
"
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circuits

We

As

this sounds,
there is the promise at least of the
silver lining to the cloud—many close
observers of the situation declaring

pessimistic

as

all

that as early as January, 1920, conditions will have so far improved as to
swing the pendulum back a long way
toward the height of the war-made
prosperity. It is certain that English
financiers have got to get together with
English labor long before that time or
the rate of exchange will be hardly
worth talking about. Production must
be resumed on a vaster scale than ever
and building operations long planned
must be begun. Unquestionably before next winter is half over London
and the provinces will be in full swing
once more, theatrically speaking. If
present promises are fulfilled the country will see a great many new theatres
built, and the demand for American
acts will return to what it was in prewar days.

•
v
Paris, July 9.
Ch. Debray is constructing a vaudeville theatre at Havre, on the lines
of the Tivoli at Rouen, with which it
will be booked in conjunction with the
Nouveau Cirque.
It is possible a variety will also be
built later at Nancy, to form a chain,
from London to Strasbourg.
Hughes Ryner is agent for the. cir-
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CURIOUS TITLE ENDS

••-;fc-***

IT.

Paris, July 9.
matinee was given at the Vieux
Colombier, with a piece by J. Casson
and Georges Pillement entitled "Le
Soleil Enchain6 ou la Dame au Champignon" ("the chained sun, or the:-

A

mushroom lady").
The interest seems
that

ii«iai»

".

m
*lfe

to terminate at
:'•"''

^___

London, July 9; ^
"Nobody's Boy" was presented at the ;
Garrick tonight Jointly interested in
Alfred Butt, J.
Sir
are
production
the
L. Sacks, Ltd., and Percy Hutchison.
The piece is a musical adaption of
Stock and Robinson's 'The Foundling,"
with book and lyrics by John D. Wilson and music by Edward A. Horan. :
^i. -^ -£
Both are Americana.
The production was staged by WiU
liam Wilson and in the cast are Donald
Calthrop, Marjorie Dordon, Frank La<
lor, Daisy Burretl, Eddie Morris, Amy
Auguarde, Dainty Doris, Johnny Dale
and Percy Parsons.
,

:

.

ACT TOO AMERICAN.
London, July

9.

At the Empress, Brixton, Les Copeland and McCloud got less than they
should have received at their English;
premiere by using melodies too technically American, but they managed
to finish strong with a popular melody.
What their act needs over- here ir'
more ditties with popular choruses.
At the Finsbury Empire, Eagan and
Delmar. when they opened there tbUi
week, did only fairly well.
b$$g&
1

DIES.
London, July,

9..

;;

SsiTl

of Sir Arthur
Pinero, the dramatist, died June

Wing

3a
She was formerly the popular actress
Myra Emily Holme, but retired on her
/
marriage in 1883.
^
:

"CHEMINEAU" REVIVED.
Paris, July

9.

v

"Chemineau," by Jean Richepin, 'was

Ambigu

revived at the Theatre

are expected to furnish a big proportion of the money-to-burn influx. Obviously wise caterers to the public's

At the Drury Lane July 2, Beecnam's
revival of "Madame Angot" proved an

will be more than willing
to talk business with American favorites.

But the point is that this summer is
not the time for the American vaudeville act to follow the custom of other
years and come over for "a vacation."
It will undoubtedly turn out to be a
very costly venture.
On the other
hand, it is hardly necessary to state,
the act with a legitimate long-time contract can make the trip with absolute
assurance that the terms of the contract will be fulfilled to the letter.
Victory Bond* Selling in England.

London, July

July

7.

"Mme. Angot" Revival Succwiful,
London, July

;'M

<9>.

unqualified success.

Lecocq's delight-

melodies were

welcomed enthu-

ful

siastically.

Desire Ellenger, Gladys Ancrum.
Miller, Arthur Wynn and,
Herbert Langley are all members of
'>.;
Beecham's grand opera company.

Webster

Americans for English R«we,
London, July 9. V

When Andre

Chariot sends over to
the Shuberts his successful revue combination of "Bubbly" and "Tails Up,"
now running at the Prince of Wales',
an American company will be recruited
with the exception of Phyllis Monkman and Jack Buchanan, who are in
the cast here.

9.

The Lord Chamberlain's' appeal to
managers and representatives of the
Manager's Association at the recent
meeting at St. James' Palace when he
called on them to support the theatrical
end of the War Loan Campaign met
with a hearty response.
Victory bonds were on sale in most
of the theatres during the week.

_^

LADY PINERO
Lady Pinero, wife

Everybody knows. that 1920 is going
to be the biggest year in the history
of Europe so far as tourist travel is
concerned, and, as usual, the Americans

amusement

'•':i

"NOBODY'S BOY" PRESENTED.

Cochran Sees Puccini.
London, July 9.
Charles B. Cochran is in Paris 'discussing with Giacomo Puccini, composer of "Madame Butterfly,'' "Ihe
Girl of the Golden West" and other
operas, a proposition to compose an
operetta of the musical comedy type
for presentation at the Oxford,

HHHf*?
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LOEW SET

CONTRACT FORM

it=

YOUNG COMES EAST.

IN DETROIT.

Chicago. July 10.
Ernie Young left here today for his
invasion of New York as an agent.
will make his headquarters in the
office of Ray Hodgdon, with whom he

Detroit, July 9.
Plans of the Marcus Loew Circuit to
build up its string of houses between

BEING ISSUED BY V. M.

P. A.

first

He

York and Chicago have been

New

realized as far as this eity^is concerned.
It became privately known this week
Cohen's
that the pretentious Warren
Colonial will revert to Loew vaudeville Sept. 1. Shows of seven acts will
play a full week at the Colonial, but
two outlying houses, .also, controlled
by Warren & Cohen, will play the show
bills on a split-week basis, this giving
the Loew office two full weeks in

recently formed
connection.

&

Mew

frh]

>

:

mr[

./.:

|.

>

Two- thirds Shorter Than Old
Contracts. Provides Against Shifting Acts From
Six to Seven Day Towns. Prevents Acts
From Maying Opposition.
Equitable Agreement Is

or pay contract between managers and
artists, and a letter from E. F. Albee to the members of the V. M. P. A.,

recommending
ing

its use,

besides explain-

its simplicity.

as published carries few
conditions for the artists and has been
printed in less than one-third of the
for the preceding artists'
required
type

The form

.

latest

agreement for an

artist's

engagement provides against a manshifting an act out of a six-day
into another city and theatre

-'
.

ager
town

to play the seventh day. It contains
another provision that where an act
engaged for one circuit plays at a theatre other than on that circuit, during
the pendency of the agreement, that
that will suffice to cancel the agreement for the circuit engaged for. The
wording of this clause seems to indicate a departure in booking relations
artist and managers. It does
not read as formerly that all contracts
^issued through one booking agency
would be canceled by such an action.
The clause might be liberally construed- to prevent an act appearing in
an opposition house. It could likewise
be construed to read that an act, for
instance, holding contracts with the
various managements represented by
the Keith agency, would be canceled
only for the circuit then playing if cancellation was evoked through a violation of contract but the cancellation
would not operate against other circuits booking in the Keith office. Thus,
if an act playing the Keith houses
should be cancelled and held contracts
for Poli, Shea or Proctor, the Keith
cancellation would not bring about
a cancellation of the other time. That
makes the agreement a practical "play
or pay" instrument with the fulfillment

between

£&y.r.~

.

•

really up to the act since the possible
violations are meagre.
Such clauses as cancellation for difference in personnel of act, in the
former agreement, reported illness re-

'»•

;

Monday.

The

first bill will

Friday, Aug.

The

appear

in Victoria,

IS.

was closed by Manager
of the Victoria house and Or-

deal

Denham

pheum representatives.
The Royal Victoria Theatre

is a large
first class house playing legitimate attractions and pictures.

i

contract issued by the Keith agency.

The

by boat for Victoria, playing there
Friday night and Saturday, and then
return to this city to open a full week

quiring affidavits, etc., liquidated damages and penalty for failure to forward
photos, all in the other agreement are
absent in the new contract.
At a meeting held ^in the N. V. A.
clubhouse and attended by upwards of
200 members, President Edwards Davis
read the contract to those present, explaining in detail its various paragraphs. He also pointed out the advantages of this contract over those of
any others previously in use.
Those present endorsed the contract
in enthusiastic applause and the fact
of its issuance soon became the topic
of conversation at every gathering attended by vaudeville artists.

ORPHEUM PLAYING

VICTORIA.

Vancouver, B. C, July 9.
Arrangements have been completed
for Orpheum Circuit vaudeville to play
the Royal Victoria, Victoria, next season.
This will break the former half-week
lay-off here. The bill will close Wednesday night in Calgary and arrive
here Friday morning, leaving at once

TIMBERG'S PRODUCTIONS.
A new producing concern that

will

lean heavily toward the vaudeville
stage in its output has been organized

by Herman Timberg, with Garry Hermann, the famous Cincinnatian, president of the Herman Timberg Producing Company.
Timberg's desire to produce may take

him away from the

ally accredited as

one of the best acts

vaudeville has seen.

The

production of the firm will
be called "Chicken Chowmein," with
Clark and Bergman and a company of
first

Henry Lewis

12.

is

another vaudeville

the Timberg company will surround with a production.
The firm has taken offices in the
Lyric studios, on top of the Lyric Thestar

atre

'

BREVOORT. BROOKLYN, LOEWS.
The Brevoort, Brooklyn, seating
2,200, will pass to the possession
of Marcus Loew. It is in the Bedford
section of Brooklyn and may be utilized by the Loew Circuit for pictures.
about

Ernie Young and Ray Hodgdon have
come to terms in an agreement whereby Young will represent the Hodgdon

It is understood, however, the Loew
people intend remodeling the Fulton,
Brooklyn, around the same neighborhood, to increase the capacity of the
latter house. The Brevoort may take
on the Fulton's present policy of nop
vaudeville under the Loew direction
until the Fulton reopens.

office in the middle-west and Young's
Eastern interests will be supervised
by the Hodgdon office.
While at Toledo this week it was
reported Young had settled negotiations with Jack Kearns to handle the
bookings for Jack Dempsey, although
the current week's engagement at Cincinnati was booked direct by the

ENLARGING

,

single turn in vaudeville next season.
Mr. Morton has been on a search for

such material as he wants.
Paul is of the original Four Mortons.
The entire ''family, including Naomi
Glass (Mrs. Paul Morton), are now at
Freeport, L. I.

BERT LEVY NOT WITH FROLIC.
fiert Levy did not open with
feld's "Midnight Frolic" Monday

Ziegeven-

ing and the roof engagement has been

A

called off.
misunderstanding regarding the artist's booking which was to
have been for six weeks, lead to the
cancellation.
It is understood that the management
of the Hippodrome, where Mr. Levey
is to repeat next season, objected to
the roof date.

SARANOFF FOLLOWS TIMBERG.
The Herman Timberg girl act has
been booked over the Orpheum Circuit, with Saranoff taking Timberg^
place.

Weber

in

Chicago Aug.

IS.

Harry

presents the turn.

Exchange offices.
Maurice Goodman

will

Seattle, July

occupy the

upper floor in the Witmark extension,
Mr. Goodman's present office being
taken over by E. F. Albee.

The H. B. Marinelli agency is now
represented in the Keith agency by
Dorothy Burman, who may be temDe Bondy. Mr.

porarily replacing Fred

week

for the other

side.

Miss Burman has been with the Mariagency for several years, and is
conversant with vaudeville in all of its
details.
This is her first booking
attempt.
nelli

The money derived from the jubilee
is to form the nucleus of a fund to
build a half-million dollar auditorium
as a memorial to local war heroes.

is arranging it.
by the Weber
Kitty Gordon,
with a production, be given big-time
The act asked $2,500 and the
dates.
managers offered $1,750 a week.
Wilson for a long while played
vaudeville as the Jack Wilson Trro
himself, another man and a young
woman. Hurst previously appeared in
one of the Wilson trios.

It was first proposed
office that Wilson and

BATHING GIRLS TOURING.

Mack Sennett Bathing Beauties for
next season with the right to use the
Mack Sennett name and also the bathing scenes from the "Yankee, Doodle
in Berlin" film. Maurice Rose, of Rose
& Curtis is handling the matter, and
the price reported quoted for a route
for the girls is $1,000.
/
Last week at the Broadway where
the entire "Yankee Doodle hi Berlin"
film and the bathing girls are showing
the business is said to have touched
$18,000 gross with a 60-cent top scale.
On the strength of this business, William A. Brady is said to have made Sol
Lesser an offer for the rights to the
girls and the picture for a number of
the eastern states.

Chicago, July 9.
Helen Bolton, principal in Boyle
Woolfolk's "Honeymoon Town," filed
suit for divorce this week against A.
Coolihan, charging desertion.
W. J. Cornican was cruel, Grace De
Winters charges in the suit filed this
week against her husband. She also
charges, drunkeness.
Edna Mayer filed suit for divorce

from Frank Barr. She mentions desertion.
Edna states in her bill she
married Frank on a dare.
All suits were filed in the Superior
Court.
Leon A. Berezniak acted as

.

Chicago, July

attorney for the complainant in each

>

PRIMROSE DANGEROUSLY

ILL.
Seattle, July 9.
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Howard A. Rousch has asked
the police to search for her husband,
who, she charges, deserted her when
she told him she was. about to become
a mother.
The couple had lived together at the
National Hotel here. They formerly
did a handwriting act in vaudeville.

,

Dolly Hackett Marries Milt Francis?
Chicago, July 9.
There is a report Dolly Hackett and
Milt Francis Were married in this
vicinity about two weeks ago.
Miss H?ckett was formerly of Morrisey and Hackett. The team, husband
and wife, were divorced some months

I
..''••-

POLICE SEEK HUSBAND.

Mrs.

*&
-.

'

There is a deal on this week whereby the Orpheum Circuit may get the

SPEAKING OF DIVORCES—LISTEN!

Reports received here this week from
San Diego state George Primrose is
seriously ill in a hospital in that city
and the attending physicians hold out
little hope for his recovery.
Mr. Primrose arrived at his country
estate at Multnomas, near Portland,
Ore., two weeks ago, but. was forced
to journey to southern California because of his health.

9.

of-town folks and the hotels and eating places could not begin to take care
of the crowds.
It was the biggest
event ever held ih that city.

Jack Wilson is going to return to
The other
vaudeville in a two-act.
George
half will be Frank Hurst.
O'Brien, of the Harry Weber agency,

case.

left last

TACOMA'S BIG PEACE JUBILEE.
The Northwest Peace Jubilee in Tacoma ended Monday after a week's
run. The city was crowded with out-

.

Mi»» Burman Representing Marinelli.

De Bondy

champion. Early this week the Keith
office decided to play Dempsey, despite
a former ruling that pugilists would
not be accepted for booking.

KEITH, EXCHANGES.

wall on the fifth floor of the
Palace Theatre building is being broken through into the adjoining Witmark building, the upper floors of
which will house an extension of Keith

JACK WILSON'S TWO-ACT.

Paul Morton, formerly of Morton
and Glass, has decided to attempt a

opens

.

The

(43d street).

PAUL MORTON AS SINGLE.

It

The Colonial has been playing feature pictures, as have the other two
houses, though the Colonial at one
time did attempt vaudeville.
The new arrangement brings t the
Loew office in active competition
against the Miles houses and the local
bookings of the Keith agency.

where he

stage,

has been an attraction for many seasons.
Lately he has been a headline
his "Violin" turn, gener-

number with

inter-operating

accounting as handler of the local sale
for the big doings. He refused to discuss the report that he has Dempsey
tied up for show business, but it is
known that the new champ signed with
Young for something, probably future
Dempsey was
vaudeville bookings.
offered $2,500 for six weeks in vaudeville, it is said. Young countered with
a demand for $3,500, and, at that, would
not deliver his man immediately, asking a delay until fall.
Young will seek new material in
New York, not being interested in the
regular run of vaudeville acts but determined to stand by his slogan, "a
new agent for new acts."

Detroit.
In this issue of Variety appears a
double page advertisement of the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, setting forth the proposed
form of an equitable and simple play

W-

an

Young returned here from Toledo,
fight, and made his

where he saw the
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ABOUTION OF "TIPPING"
STAGE HANDS HAS OTHER SIDE
One Turn Obliged to Pay $35 For Week at Rate of 50 Cents Per
Each Appearance of Stage Hand in Act. Convention
Abolishing Tipping So Ruled I. A. T. S. E. Can
r
Not Alter Condition., May Mean
Less Material in Turns.
The abolishing of the tipping system
of stage hands by the I. A. T. S. E. at
the annual convention at Ottawa has
is being bitall vaudeville artists

caused a condition that
terly

opposed by

who

require

the

assistance

crew's for bits or setting.
According to the union

the

of

interpreta-

tion,

any member of the organization

who

is

forced to appear in view of
the audience must be paid at the rate
of 50 cents for each appearance. This
sometimes runs up a big total.
prominent team recently at the Co-'
lonial, New York, disgorged $35 at the
end of the week. Dumb acts are particularly hard hit for it is very rarely
this kind of act doesn't require the
assistance of one of the crew while
on the stage.
In an uptown house last week an act
which called for the removal of signs
from a stand was forced to pay the
sign boy at the rate of 50 cents a performance.
Local managers who have appealed
to the union say that the I. A. T. S. E.
officials can give no relief, and that
if the ruling isn't modified it will react against the quality of their shows.
They contend that an artist that will
be justified in discarding everything
of a special nature that will require
stage hands handling and will stick to
the house props and the bare necessities.
Acts may also eliminate "bits'*
and the utilization of stage hands for
the creation of comedy situations.

A

WIFE WON'T REMAIN DEAD.
Chicago, July
J.

9.

the recent
death was largely exaggerated.
She states that Feb. 14 last her husband (Mack and Ferguson) caused her
death notice to be published in the
trade papers.
In a statement to Variety here Mrs.
Mack says: "My husband at the time
he published my death notice wrote
and asked me to say nothing about it.
At the time I thought I might let it
go at that, but I have found it necessary to work in the profession, and
it's pretty hard for a live one to get
a job nowadays, let alone a dead one.
So please let the world know that I

am

IN LONDON.
London, June 25.
Talk about Allcock—or all the other
pioneers and discoveries of ten cen-

COLD DRINK

turies

Your correspondent has got

1

alive

and

well."

*'T5SNrHAEPERIN 'S FIGURE.
A salary of $1,000 weekly is reported
to have been set by Nan Halperin for
her return to .vaudeville.

Meantime Miss Halperin is in negowith the Shuberts, with only
the matter of the conditions of the
contract to be agreed upon.
A. H. Woods is said to have proposed to the Shuberts, if they contract
Miss Halperin, to turn over the agreement to the Woods office, which has
the leading role in "The Unexpected
Visitor" listed for her. The piece is to
be produced by Woods in September.
tiation

"SECOND SIGHF ACT STOPPED.
Syracuse, July

9.

Upon complaint of Mayor Kelly and
Alderman Lynch, of Ogdensburg, N.
Y. the engagement of Mme. Wanda
billed as a "psychic seeress," was
stopped yesterday at the Hippodrome
in that

The

town.
authorities stated

their

action

He has found

a public
them
place in London where a cold drink
can be bought 1 It is a little chemist's
shop not far from Piccadilly Circus.
On the floor, in plain sight of all who
all

fadedl

enter, is an enamel pail and in itmarvel of marvels a good-sized chunk
of icel Gracefully grouped about this
are a dozen round bottles that look

—

grenades—containing a
charged water which the chemist declares is a "tonic." True or not; at
least it is wet and cold—and so far as

hand

like

i

known the only spot in the United
Kingdom where ice and water are permitted to associate together.
(Incidentally the chemist proudly
confided that "presently" he was going
to do an unprecedented thing; install
a regular refrigerator to supplant the
pail!)

private life Mrs.
to make known
publication of her

that

anti-fortune-teiling

Mm*. Wanda's manager
ordinance.
protested she should not be classed as
a fortune teller and that she had appeared' in Ogdensburg several times
before without interference. The police, However, warned him that an arrest would be made if she persisted in
continuing. Mme. Wanda stated that
she would contest the right to stop
her engagement. Extra billing of tne
act read that Mme. Wanda would tell
questioners how long they would live.

Belmont (in
Mack) desires

Bella
J.

was backed by the

NIBLO DEPORTED.
It

was not known

Until

late

last

Niblo, his wife and
four children were ordered deported
from this country and- sailed for England under the order June 28.
The cause of the deportation is said
to have been through Niblo virtually
making his family a public charge.
Niblo has appeared in vaudeville over
here with a bird act, known as Niblo's
Birds.
complaint to the authorities
by some relative of the family is reported to have been made, alleging
that Niblo's wife was in a public institution at Central Islip, L. I, and that
his children had been taken in charge
by the Gerry Society. All the Niblos
are English. After an investigation,
the order sending them back to Eng-\
land was issued.

week that Victor

A

HOLTZ CANT SING SONG.
Justice Hand, of the Supreme Court,
handed down a decision last week,
whereby Lou Holtz and George White,
respectively performer and producer
of "The Scandals of 1919," were temporarily enjoined from employing Mc-

Carthy

&

Fisher's published number,

"You Don't Need the Wine." The firm
had previously granted Flo Ziegfeld
the sole production rights to use it
in his current "Follies."
Holtz' defense that he had been using it in
vaudeville prior to his engagement with
the revue, wa.s of no avail in staying
the Court's decision.
The argument to affirm the permanency of the injunction is scheduled
for next October, when the matter
may be "dead" as far as both producers
are concerned.

S.-B.

GIVEN SONG VERDICT.

The

first dispute over prior rights
a popular song to arise between
two music publishers and left to the
Arbitration Board of the Music Publishers' Protective Association for settlement .was decided this week when
Maurice Goodman, acting as arbitrator
ordered that Jos. W. Stern & Co. immediately suppress in whole or withdraw from publication the song entitled "Dixie Is Dixie Once More."
The case arpse through a complaint
made by the Shapiro-Bernstein Co.,
that contended its song of the same
title had the prior privileges of publiThe Shapiro-Bernstein song
cation.

to

was written by Billy Tracey and
Maceo Pinkard while the song found
to be a "copy" was composed by Leo
Turner and James Karp.

Theodore

B. Richter acted as counsel for Stern
while the Shapiro-Bernstein firm was
represented at the hearing by William

Grossman.

The
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ing to be kept very dim, the score be- '
ing.nine to one; in favor of the visit-:
ing team. But there was a sudden
flare in the fifth inning and from that
time on the Lights finished in a blaze
of glory with a score of twelve to ten. 5

,

SviUfc

Saturday night was one of the best
nights at the Light-House in a long:
.time, in spite of the fact that poor old
John Barleycorn has been laid away.;'
to rest (?). Talk about entertainment!
The three hundred or more guests are
still talking about it.
Besides the "ad
there were two numbers produced which, in our own language, were "screams."
They were
"The Freeport Police" and "The Girl
on the Magazine."
lib" entertainers

'

arbitrator

also

insttucted

the

Stern firm to recall or withdraw a letter which had been previously mailed
to the trade in which the Stern firm
advised the Shapiro-Bernstein firm
was trying to put over an imitation
Mr. Goodman contended this
song.

was uncalled for and a full investigation of the Shapiro-Bernstein
side of the matter should have been
made before the trade was circulated.
Anna Chandler testified that she
sang the Tracey song in vaudeville
Dec. 9, 1918, while the Stern song was
written later in the same month, although the latter firm beat the publishers of' the original to the copyright,
this being the sole basis of the Stern
letter

Mr. Goodman
decided the writers of the Stern song
copied the lyrics after hearing Miss
Chandler sjng it, the composers of the
"copy" living in the neighborhood of
the theatre where it was .originally
firm's claim to priority.

sung.

RAYS FROM THE LIGHTS.
(From the Lights Club of Freeport.) T v
The first few innings of Saturday's:
game between the Lights and the N. V,/.
A.'s looked like the Lights were go-.,/;

•

decision was a wholesome victory for the Shapiro-Bernstein forces
since the Stern number will have to
be promptly taken from the market
while each publisher will be assessed
one-half the costs of the hearing. The
Stern firm proper was vindicated of
any actual theft, the arbitrator feeling
they had acted innocently in publishing the number, but the rebuke in reference to the letter circulated throughout the trade rather reflected on the
business methods of the Stern com-

The

pany.

Pending the hearing both firms have
held up action on the song, but the
Bernstein firm now propose to go after
it since it carries all the earmarks of
an early hit.

Saturday night was Tom Dugan***
night and he was responsible for the *'
entertainment, which was a huge success. Dugan led the "Police" number,
made up as a captain, red wig, dancing
clogs and all, and behind him as a
chorus of plain coppers were Jim Dote; j

<M

.

George Whiting, James C. Morton
and Bert Kalmar. The lyric of the/!
song was entirely lost on account of
V
the screams from the audience. The
song and wait clog were done in all msam
ley,

.<-

..••-s.sW.J
-

which, with the slightly
misfitting suits, made the number:;
'
^
doubly funny.
;^
seriousness

Then came the surprise of the evenHarry Puck sang the verse of the
on the Magazine," and when he

.'

ing.

"Girl

M

reached the chorus, out walked a bevy
dames that made Ziegfeld's beau-'
ties look like a flock of old crows. The"

of

dames were done by Monroe Silver, y
Sam Summers, Bill Rio r don, Charlie
Middieton, George McKay and Ftttikf.;.
Tmney. The make-ups were all excellent, Tinney's make-up rivaling aay-kthing seen in that line. Several: encores were demanded and the laughs

,-;mi

just rocked the building.

There will be "bigger and better"
shows each succeeding Saturday night

'

sponsored by some prominent artist:
of the club, who will be known
the "Skipper."
Geo. McKay .is
"Skipper" for July_12..

member
as

-

.<g

;

.

Sunday was the annual meeting. iot;if^^
the purpose of electing new officers. ,.
The following are the new officials and
from all indications, judging from the ,^g|
enthusiasm displayed, we are entering \^j
•oa one of the greatest seasons this
v^j
club has ever known
.!„..:...,;;:

m
r

:

"ZOUAVE" ACTS AGAIN.
Battling the ramparts of the vaudeville booking agencies these post-war
days are more wall-scaling acts of the
old days of vaudeville than have been
pedaling around in a long time. Fol-

lowing the Spanish-American War, a
number of acts of the kind popped into
being, while after the Civil War not
to have a wall-scaling "Zouave" act on
the bill was like offering a present day
vaudeville program without a "single."
The members of the scaling groups
now trying to bust into big and small
time payrolls are mostly youths from
the war camps, inspired to strive for
some new field for employment by the
freedom and opportunities for exercise
of all kinds that war camp life gave

them.

SWOR AND AVEY SEPARATE.

Angel—Frank Tinney.

Bordoni and Gitz-Rice Returning.
The former vaudeville act containing
Irene Bqrdino and Lieutenant GitzRice will resume playing about Aug.
16.
Miss Bordoni will return from
abroad shortly before that date.

v:

Vice-President—Albert Von Tilzer,
Secretary— N. E. Manwaring.

-I.TJA

Treasurer—Frank Kaufman
Board of Ushers—Victor Moore, Ged^u^Mill
Whiting, Chas. Middieton, Bert Kaf
mar, Harry Von Tilzer, Billy Murray,
Fred Gray, Harry Puck, Sam Summers,,
Geo. McKay, Lew Kelly, Tom Dugan,
J. Francis Dooley, W. M. Riordan, Jas.
Diamond, Geo. Barry, J. B. Isaac,
'rm
Sonny Barkus.
1

^

W\

Al Von Tilzer worked very hard as
he usually does to make the entertain^
ment successful and was the official
announcer. AI is always ready to welcome guests and seems to make them
feel perfectly at home while they are
at the club house.

New

Orleans, July 9.
Swor and Avey, the blackface vaudeville team of men, have dissolved their
partnership.
Avey is reported seeking another partner.
Swor has announced no future intention.

.:

Wednesday,' July

16, is

"Christmas.'*

Keith, Bklyn. Houses Open All Summer
The quartet of Keith houses in
Brooklyn are expected to keep open
through the summer. This includes
the Orpheum, which has always been
dark during the hot months, but for
which no closing date has been set.
The other houses are the Bushwick,
an all year theatre, and the Greenpoint
and Prospect.
.
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The prices charged for the preceding attraction would have no bearing. A motion picture theatre may charge ten cents on its regular program and twenty-five or fifty cents for
a special feature. Such charges in each case would be the established price, and tne twentybe excess over the estabfive or fifty cents charge during the run of the feature would
and not the
lished price.
The price charged for the ATTRACTION and the
usual prices of tbe house, governs. Tbe matinee price tor an attraction may be less than
that for tbe night.
Wednesday matinee may be less than a Saturday or holiday matinee;
the charges for Saturday night performances may be more than that for other nights, and
In
still be tbe established price If no tickets are sold at the scale for other performances.
other words after a theatre has begun Its sale tor a performance, If the management, because
it sees there will be a sell out, seeks to raise the price, it cannot rales Its prices to later
purchasers wltnout becoming liable to the excess tax. (Regulations 48 (revised) Part 1 p. 83.)
Changes in prke after tickets are on sale and some have been sold, do not change the established price except in the single case of a reduction in price and then only where refund is
made to previous purchasers who bought at the original price. (Regulations p. 44.)

be.

ADMISSIONS TAX DIGEST

,,:
:-'

,

NOT
PERFORMANCE

A

most comprehensive digest, with practical examples and plainly worded
sentences, has been made of the Internal Revenue Department's recently published interpretation of that section of the new income tax bill of 1919 relating
to admissions taxes. The commissioner's consructive pamphlet is 106 pages of
text—really an explanation of the single section, number 800, of the income bill.
This has been quite briefly but skilfully digested as set forth in full below by
Ligon Johnson, secretary of the United Managers' Protective Association, and
will be bulletined to the members of the U. M. P.
Since the bulletin plainly sets forth the regulation and enforcement of the
new law (which has been effective since April 1) and clears up many points,
including wrong interpretations, which have, since the law became operative,
resulted in losses to managers, the digest as printed below should be kept for
reference by managers of amusements of all kinds where admission taxes apply.
It is to be understood that all persons admitted to any amusement must have
a ticket or pass—something which must be dropped into the ticket-taker's box.
Even in cases where an annual pass is issued a pass for the specific date used
must be issued. But under the paragraph "Employees" is given the exemptions,
who are not required to pay tax Employees include all persons in the employ
of a producer or manager, whether such persons' regular business calls for their
attendance in theatres or not. Newspapermen are classed as employees when
attending for the purpose of reviewing. Some managers have been prone to
draw the lines too strictly in the matter of employees or owners and those
financially interested in an amusement venture. Among those specified as not
entitled to admission tax free are policemen not on duty.
Through the error of a trade paper, which printed a communication from a
Washington correspondent, a considerable number of managers (particularly of
picture theatres) were confused, and not a few have been paying to the Government what are termed "excess admissions taxes" though they are not required
to do so. This is explained under the paragraph "Established Price," and there
is also a paragraph explaining how managers who paid such excess may secure
a refund. The error of paying the excess admissions taxes arose through the
-misstatement that when the house scale is changed one-half of all, over the
recognized house price was to go to the collector.
The explanation sets forth when the excess admissions tax applies. If a
manager having a hit suddenly increases his scale and the increase is effective
after he has sold some tickets at the old scale then he must pay to the collector
one-half of the excess on all tickets sold at the increased scale. An attraction
or amusement can raise or lower its scale, however, at any time without becoming subject to excess admission taxes. Just so long as all tickets are sold for any
performance at one scale no excess tax applies. In other words, a $2 attraction
may lift its scale to $2.50; but so long as no tickets have been sold at the old
scale for any specific performance the excess does not apply.
It appears that a western picture exhibitor, along with others, failed to
understand how the excess tax applied. He lifted his scale upon showing a
special feature and paid as excess tax the sum of $250 for the run of the special
showing. As he had not sold tickets at the old scale and the increased scale
for the run of the picture he had merely made a new "established price," and
no excess tax applied. As the sum was paid in error the exhibitor may apply
for a refund, although required to pay the regular 10 per cent, admission tax.
*!
Considered, however, as figuring in excess admissions taxes are sales to
speculators. In the matter of ticket speculators' sales to the public it is shown
that where a ticket is sold at $1 premium the "spec" must pay the collector
something around 80 cents, thus giving him less a margin of profit than when
selling at the legal 50-cent limit. The digest is as follows
1
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TAX EXEMPTION OWNERS.

Owners, of course, require no tickets at any time. By owners is meant sole owners, joint
owner or lessee of the place. To illustrate: Two brothers are sole owners of a lot and a
building thereon which contains a theatre. One of them is proprietor and manager of this
Tbe other brother, though
theatre and in the course of management enters It frequently.
having no connection with the theatre (other than being owner of the structure) also enters
It from time to time.
Such entering by them is not an admission within tho meaning of the
Act. Neither the directors nor the stockholders of a corporation owning a place can be considered as owners within the meaning of this article, but officers and directors of a corporate
(Bulletin p. 21-2.)
proprietor may come under the head of "employes.''

EMPLOYES.

The term "bona fide employes" Includes: (1) Every person regularly employed by the
proprietor of the place or the attraction (including tbe officers and directors of a corporate
proprietor) in connection with the business there transacted, whether the duties of such
person require admission to such place or not; (2) every person regularly employed at the
place, or regularly engaged In work or business there, with the consent of the proprietor of
the place or the attraction; and (8) every person whose admission to the place Is required
for the performance of a duty to the proprietor of the place or the attraction or to some
other person who, with tie proprietor's consent, is engaged in work or business or Is in attendance there. Persons included within either class 1 or class 2 have the character of "bona
Persons not included within class 1 or
fide employes" at all times, whether on or oft duty.
class 2 but only within class 8 have the character of "bona fide employes" only when in performance of a duty which requires admission. The fact that a person is not being paid for
the service rendered does not necessarily exclude him from any of the above classes.
The following may be listed as examples of theatre employes. Officers and directors (in
case of corporate owner), treasurer, his assistants and substitutes, publicity man, stenographer
and other office or general employes, advance man of an attraction booked, house physician
and regular' employed attorney; (b) actor and actresses, stage bands, musicians, ushers,
program or refreshment venders, etc; (c) newspaper critics in the theatre to review the
attraction, speakers between the acts, souvenir sellers for some benefit, a physician called in
(Bulletin p. 41-2.)
to attend a patron, etc.

TAX FREE PASSES.

Children under twelve, municipal officers on official business and soldiers and sailors
in service and in uniform may be passed in free and without the collection of a tax. In
other cases the tax must be collected.
"Municipal officers on official business" includes policemen, firemen, and other officials
when admitted in the course of OFFICIAL duty. The admission must be one NECESSARY
to perform an official duty. A policeman, in uniform and traveling his beat, drops into a show
without any official cause. He Is not "a municipal officer on official business."
The tax exemption for soldiers and sailors does not apply to one no longer in the service.
"A person In the uniform of the United States Army" marked with a red chevron on the
left sleeve, or with any other Insignia showing that he is no longer a member of the military
forces of the United States, is not included within the meaning of tbe term "persons in the
military or naval forces of the United States even when In uniform."
still

all

•

'

PASSES GENERALLY.

Each person passed free must have a pass or ticket which must show on its face the
established (box office) price for seat ussd or tor similar accommodation (Regulations p. 81),
collected on the base of the established price of the seat or of accommodaThis applies even to passes for ladles when issued and good only when accompanied
tions.
by a paid ticket The full tax mast be collected on such passes and all other passes except
those covered by preceding division.

and tax must be

,

LITHOGRAPH, EXCHANGE TICKBTO, ETC.
Under such tickets, the tax must be collected on the basts of the established price of the
seat occupied. This applies to lithograph passes, passes given for props, newspapers, general
advertising, etc. Where a patron holds an advertising or free or lithograph exchange ticket
under which by the payment of a specified sum seats in the balcony or down stairs may be
had, tax must be collected on the established price of the accommodation. If the pass and*
a payment of fifty cents entitles the patron to a .81.50 seat, fifteen cents tax must be collected.

.

In order that the members of the association may have a quick and easy reference guide
to the present admission tax and recent ruhnga of the Department of Internal Revenue, the
following supplemental bulletin Is Issued.
It Is possible that some of the local collectors
may not be familiar with the latest rulings and therefore reference is made to the last
bulletin (Regulations 18 revised Part 1 approved June 19, 1919), and Just issued to local

CUT RATE TICKETS AND CUT RATE BROKERS.

collectors.

The general admission tax

The full tax on all out rate tickets and under sales to cut rate ticket brokers (except In
the single instance just noted) must be collected; 1. e., the full tax on the established (box
office) price must be collected, where the box office or established price of a seat Is $2.00 and
the theatre sells this seat to a cut rate broker for eighty cents, the theatre must collect
twenty cents tax. For any other sale at less than the established price the full tax must be
A manager, BEFORE any performance and sale of tickets therefor, may reduce
collected.
his prices at will, but in order to escape the collection of the full tax under a reduction after a
sale has begun, no ticket holder for similar acommodatlon at such performance can have paid
more than the reduced rate without refund to such patron.

THE TAX.

now

ONE CENT

on each ten cents or fraction thereof paid
for admission at the regular established admission price.
This tax must be paid by the
patron and there are no exemptions either for children or adults. The tax on passes bill
board tickets, exchange tickets, cut rate tickets, excess charge over regular admission price,
speculator's tickets for children under twelve, employes and soldiers and sailors in uniform
will be treated separately.
The tax on a one or five cent ticket, whether by chUd or adult
Is one cent ; on a ten cent ticket, one cent
on a fifteen cent ticket, two cents on a twenty
cent ticket, two cents ; and so on. This applies to all paid admissions.
Is

;

^
Every

:

-

effect

H

REFUNDS OF TAX TO PATRONS.

TICKETS.

person admitted, whether paid or free, must be admitted under a separate ticket
or card. Where an annual admission card Is sold or a season pass 1b issued, a separate
ticket or pass must nevertheless be issued, and collected each time the season admission
card or season pass is used.
In other words, the revenue deportment demands that evidence of the basis of each admission be in the ticket box for each performance, so that a
check may be had at any performance.
This requirement, of course, does not apply to
owners or to bona fide employes then working or city oScIalB on official business, as they
are In the theatre on business and are not "admitted" under the law.
Where, however, one
of this class occupies a seat or witnesses a performance from the front, not as a matter
of work but as a mere matter of pleasure or amusement, a separate ticket or pass should
be Issued and stamped or endorsed to show such person Is a member of one of the above
specified classes and admitted free and therefore without tax.
For soldiers or sailors in service and in uniform and children under twelve admitted free
individual passes should be Issued and stamped "Good only for admission of U. 8. soldier (or
sailor) in uniform" or "Good only for admission of child under twelve" or words to this

The rule is unchanged as to refunds. If a ticket is redeemed before a performance the
tax Is also refunded. There can be no tax refund for a ticket outstanding for a performance
but not ussd, and redeemed after the performance.

BENEFITS. ....
,,.
The rule as to these is unchanged. Where all tho proceeds of a performance (after payment of reasonable expenses) lnnure exclusively to the benefit of religious, charitable or
educational Institutions, societies or organizations, societies for the prevention of cruelty to
children or animals or exclusively to the benefit of organizations conducted tor tho sole purpose
of maintaining symphony orohestars receiving substantial support from voluntary contributions
or exclusively for benefit of U. S. soldiers and sailors, no tax Is collected.
Tou will note that several new organizations are exempted. In case of any proposed
a
benefit coming within the exemptions prior to any performance, notify your local internal
revenue collector of the intention to give the benefit and proceed as you have heretofore done
under previous bulletins.

EXCESS TAXES.

Where a theatre manager charges an excess over his established price there Is a tax of
For example, where the ticket price is $2.00 but the manager
fifty per cent, on sueh excess.
gets $2.25 from a speculator, he must collect 28 cents admission tax from the speculator and
pay a twelve and one-half cent tax himself, making the tax return 35% cents. This must be
shown on the ticket Where a theatre management puts tickets on sale at $2.00, and after tbe
sale starts It becomes apparent that there will be a sell out, and the prices of tbe remaining
tickets are advanced to $2.60, the manager must collect 25 cents admission tax from the patron
and he himself pay a 25 cent excess tax, making the tax 50 cents on each ticket This must
be endorsed on the ticket.

PRICE HARKING TICKETS.

•
All tickets must be marked (1. e. by printing stamp or writing) on the face with the
price of same. It is preferable that the ticket show the price, the tax and the sum total of
the admission. This the department requests in .the following form:
Established price

Tax paid
r^\

\

Total
not practical to so print a ticket, several prices may be printed and the price
charged punch marked, as for example:
Established price
BO
.75
1.50
2.00
2.50
Tax paid...
05
.08
.15
.20
.25

Where

REDUCED RATES.

The only persons who may receive reduced rates without paying the full tax on the
established or ordinary price of the ticket are bona fide employes, municipal officers on ofIf these are
ficial business, U. 8. soldiers or sailors in uniform and children under twelve.
passed free, no tax Is collected. If given a reduced rate, tax Is collected on the reduced rate
but there must be printed, stamped or written on the ticket the reduced rate and the fact
that the ticket is only good tor a member of one of the classes specified, in a manner similar
(Bulletin p. 88.)
to that noted under the heading "Tickets."

SPECIAL TAX B ULLETIN

'

SPECULATORS' TAX.

it is

Where
tax

Is

more than fifty cents over the box office price the speculator's
For example, where the box office price Is $2.00 and the speculator sells at
must collect 25 cents admission tax (of which he may retain 20 cents, as
office), and he himself must pay a tax of three cents, making the

speculators charge not

5 per cent

$2.50, the speculator

he has paid this at the box
Total

.55

.83

1.65

2.20

2.75

ESTABLISHED PRICE.

The tax to be collected Is based upon tbe "established price of admission." By this is
meant the full rate price (usually regular price printed on ticket where the manager gets
ticket speculator) charged for the attraction.
It does not mean the
usual price of the theatre but the price for the particular attraction and performance.
A
theatre may have a ten, twenty, thirty repertoire show one night and a 52.00 attraction tbe
next.
The established price for the repertoire show would be ten, twenty and thirty cents
and tor the other fifty cents, a dollar or dollar and a half and two dollars aa> the case might

no excess bonus from a

M

total tax 28 cents.
.
When the speculator sells a $2.00 seat for $3.00, he must collect from his patron 80 cents
admission tax and pay himself a tax of 60 cents (50 per cent of the excess charged) on a total
tax of 80 cents. The speculators' tax Is five per cent, additional to be paid by tbe speoualtor
If not more than 50 cents in addition to the box office price Is charged, and 60 per cent of
the total charged over the box office price if more than fifty cents advance Is demanded.
.

1

(Punch out one star.)
In all events the price at which It is sold must be printed, stamped or marked on tbe
Tickets must also be dated or serially numbered— (Bulletin p. 81-2).
ticket.

OVERPAYMENT ON TAXES.

If at any time you find you have erroneously overpaid any tax or the local collector has
forced the payment of taxes not due by you, you may secure refund of these taxes (Tax Act
The latter is the
Art. 86) or obtain credit therefor on any later return (Tax Act, Art 65).
more expeditious form of procedure. Apply to local collector for proper form and follow the

form

carefully.

(.Continued ort page 18)
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WHO'S WHO-^AND
IN VAUDEVILLE

(To be continued as a series, with one Who's Who article weekly.
supplied upon request— this one by Johnny O'Connor (Wynn).

WOLFIE GILBERT.

can

in what's left of Moscow,
Russia, there is a birth record of this
scintillating genius showing that his

Somewhere

proper monicker is Louis Wolfe, the
son of a prosperous Moscow marchant.
Just where he grabbed the
name of Gilbert is a silent mystery,
but perhaps it's best he did, for there
is a lot of competition in the Wolfe
tribe and very little in the clan of Gilbert When he was a chump kid they
used to make him carry hot coffee for
the Cossacks, but he couldn't earn any
roubles that way, so as soon as he
got through wearing "cut-down" editions of his father's pants,
out on a cattle boat and
Philly.

he lammed
settled in

A

Keith's Theatre there, all his usher
pals gave him a party. Most of them
were bearded ushers, but they all remembered Louis Wolfe. Philly was a
slow burg then, almost as bad as Moscow, so Wolfe took a rattler for New
York and settled downtown. He lived
around Essex street and connected
with a job sneezing ballads in the back
room of a gin mill. As a canary
Wolfic was a success. As a beer slinger

he was a

flop.

Jimmie Kelly's rum garage gave
•Wolfie his start in life. Wolfie was the
chief cuckoo in the joint during the
days when Irving Berlin and a flock of
other celebrities worked there. The
gang took to the Moscow kid like a
cootie to khaki. And Wolfie' s idea of a

man about town was

up and
down Allen street with Dopey Benny,
Mike the Goat and other heroes of

the cannon.

to parade

He knew

the gorillas
beer
him.
party wasn't a- hit unless Wolfe was
there to croon eight, or nine hundred

and the goofs

all

all

knew

A

numbers.
Pretty soon he learned how to make
up like a bomb thrower and took to
the tall grass with a monologue. Whenever he thinks of those days a cold
chill runs up and down his back. He
realizes now what an awful fizzle he
was. In San Francisco one critic broke
his heart when he said "Gilbert started
fairly well, but slowed up and flopped
at the finish." That killed the Moscow
baby, but he's outgrown it now, for
he's a feature on the big time and has
passed his 1,000th song composition.
His entrance in the music game was
with the F. A. Mills firm and he stuck
there until Mills hung up the bankruptcy notice. Whether he had anything to do with the firm going democratic is a question.

After that he joined Jos. Stern

& Co.,

and put some "pep" into that house

new professional department.
He made all the cabarets personally
with a

and soon marked up a hit score that
made them gab a little. He liked a
highball now and then and generally,
after a night's tour, wound up with a
little "snoot-full."
But after looking
over a few of Stern's royalty statements he took the veil and ever since
has been on buttermilk. He also took
the air and with Anatol Friedland, his
associate composer, went out for himself.

The. pair were pluggers and kept going along in vaudeville popularizing
own numbers until they chased
all the bill collectors away from the
joint and then Wolfie talked turkey to
Anatol and Anatol lammed out with
a bankroll, leaving the works to the
their

Moscow wonder. Now

he's set

and he

of writer

the Cossacks to chase their

tell

Vodka.

A

great

Eats at Wol-

little hustler.

smokes two-bit cigars and rides
in his own machine. Is happily married and has three youngsters, which
fact queers him with the dames for
pin's.

keeps, lives at the seashore in the
summer, and in the Bronx in the winter.
A pretty smart egg for a Moscow

Yowse

refugee.

I

Reported through Paul Tausig &
Son, 104 East 14th street, New York:
July S, Al Lewis (Lewis and Gordon),
-j
Orduna.
July 11, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Alexander and the Alexander Kids (Maure•

•

,

July 24, Grundy and Young, Charles
and Anna Glocker, Mr. and Mrs. Arturo Bernardi, Bert Lamont, Mr. and
Swanberg, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. E.
Douglas Mclvor, J. Phillips, Fred D.

L

McGee

(Adriatic.)

July 28, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Reeves,
Carrol Clucas (Carmania).

,

Roby's Book Published.
London, July 9.
/
George Roby's humorous book, "My
Rest Cure," illustrated by John Hassall, was published by Grant Richards
June 30.

Chicago.

act

I

Forbes and Miller,

net.

about

3

p.m.

Jimmy Duffy and Harry
.

MARRIAGES.
Coapley, of Denver,' at Duluth. July 1.
Rose Sonderling (Rose White) to
Elian Maurer (Elias Stanley) (Stanley
and Moore), July 1, in New York.
Conrad Neigle (pictures) to Ruth
Holmes, Chicago, newspaper woman,

Chicago last week.
Jim Doherty (vaudeville) to Edith
Robertson, non-professional, at Holy
Cross R. C. Church, New York, June

in

"Daddie." in

West End House.

30.

London, July 9.
Courtneidge will present
"Daddies," now running at Belasco's,
New York, at a West End playhouse

Ruth Burtwick, who appeared

Robert

in

the

''-':

rick.)

:

,

Harry Goodwin (Avon Comedy'

,

caster, Pa.,

May

nett Sisters) at

i

New

Orleans, July 7.
New Orleans

Monday from Kansas

City,

to

meet

Ben

Jack Gardner.

Ruby Raymond

May

to S. R. Boyd, non10, in

New York

City.

divorced last February.

from France this week.
Awaiting discharge at Camp Merritt,

..L^i

Boys From Dixie; Millards
and Marlin) and Dorothys
Payton (Payton Howard and;
Lizette) and Ward (Tilyou and Ward);
\j;
(Mandel and Rose).
Three

(Millard

Doyle

;

W

""

AND OUT.

IN

Howard and Clark had to cancel the
Royal this week. Miss Clark was ill.j
Replaced by "For Pity's Sake."
Lydia Barry, Out of Hippodrome,SiS^_
Cleveland, this week. Miller and Lyle
.

'

;«£

-

•

:

Mk*

week.

last half last

Manus

filled

H" mon

'

and Mte^;

the vacancy.

Miller and Lyle dropped out of the
at the Hip, Cleveland, Monday

bill

night Miss Miller was informed of
the death of her father, hence the^an-'

cellation.

Charlie King, scheduled to present •
act at the Riverside this weefei-allL
sustained a severe injury to his '-\tnvm$^^
the last day of rehearsal, causing : M'^Mh
*i
Nat Nazarro and Co.
cancellation.

new

substituted.

'

m>m

"a.^

,

i v.-

PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENTS.

v-Ff

Keegan and O'Rourke with "Listeaggg||
Lester" for the road.
t
Mabel Elaine with "Hello Alexander"
(Mclntyre and Heath).
^-

3ppfk
:

!

will rejoin Barnum and
show next week.
?^ :^
Patten and Marks have been placed
under contract by Cohan & Harris for
a new musical production.
V/
Bobby Higgins replaced Olin HoWjw;^
land in "She's A Good Fellow" at'. ihv^fiW
:

Bailey's

'.

:

Miss Raymond's former husband was
Montgomery' Moses, the theatrical
manager of Trenton, N. J. They were

OUT OF THE SERVICE.
Henry Catalano (Feiber and Cata-

Broadway

bard, is.
now with Loring Sweet, doing an act
similar to the one he appeared in with
Schaeffer, the

:

her husband.
professional,

-Y.i.i'*.—

"m&

York.

Matt Keefe

Miss Bennett reached

lano) returned

Globe, July

5.
&ft$|i
Val and Ernie Stanton were added y^".^
"Greenwich Village Nights" cast,—
and
also
engaged.
Wyde
Wood
Barney Ward (Irving and Ward) has
been engaged for "Flo-Flo" (road
. .^^
show) next season.
Harry Howard (Howard and Shaw),': ;#:
for "Live, Laugh and Love," which
goes into rehearsal Aug. 5. Marie Fitzgibbon will be featured in the show.
J
Arthur Hammerstein has signed; |
Adele Cleaves for two years. She replaced Nonette in "Somebody's Sweet-

to the

1

N. J.

BIRTHS.

Jack Ginsburg is back practising law
with House, Grossman & Vbrhaus, after several months' service with the
U. S. A. He will be connected with
the uptown branch, as before, which
takes care of most of the theatrical

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Corbett, July

8,

daughter.

,

1,

daughter.

'

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ellis (May Lyman), at their home in New York, last
month, son.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Adams, July
Mr. Adams is a musical
3, daughter.
director.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chaplin, at the
Hospital, Los Angeles,
Mrs. Chaplin was Mildred

Good Samaritan
July 7, son.
Harris.

;- :}:
.

Mr. and Mrs. Scott (The Philmers),
2, in New York, son.
Mr. and Mrs. Pero (Pero and Wilson), at their home in Brooklyn, July

July

practice.

Harold Belmont (Counts and Belmont) will re-enter vaudeville with his
former partner shortly after his arrival here July 15 on the steamer President Wilson. He was discharged from
the army March 1 in France, and since
then, under the auspices of the Y. M.
C. A., has been touring France, Italy
and Belgium as an entertainer. He
has also visited Sicily and Mesopotamia. In the service he reached the
grade of sergeant

26.

Frank Everest. (Everest's Circus -animal act) to Mary Bennett (Three Ben-

Demobilised Juggler In New Act.
London, July 9.
Wyotti, the comic juggler, now demobilized, will reopen shortly, presenting a new act at the Victoria Palace.

4),

and Frank Sabini (Sab in and Pearl),
comedy singing. (Ray Hodgdon.)".. -T;
closed with
Belle Rutland, who
"Somebody's Sweetheart," will play a
few weeks of vaudeville around New^

in the

sketch, "Petticoats," was
married in July to Sam Ballin, nonprofessional of Jackson, Minn.
Miss Alberta, of Altoona, Pa., in
vaudeville, to M. R. Krader, of Bellefonte, Pa., non-professional, at Lan-

Ethel Levey Slightly Injured.
London, July 9.
Ethel Levey was slightly injured this
week' in an automobile col is ion.

V'v

Frank Hale and Dixie O'Neil with
colored jazz band of .10 people, assisted
by three girls (Pat' Casey).

vaudeville

fall.

black-:

Hall and Tyson (man and woman),
comedy singing act Chas. Fitzpat-

Baggage delay caused Barney Daly
to withdraw from Keith's Jersey Cityf

David Cohen, general manager of the
Wortham Shows, to (Miss) Joe M.

Portsmouth.

Tighe, two-

(Harry Weber.)
John Neff and Tom Murray,

face.

filled in.

Formby Back on Stage.
London, July 9.
George Formby, after three months'
rest, has resumed at the Hippodrome,

1116

(Morris &Feil.)
Stanley and Phillips, men, talking

act.

Maude

man and woman,

Fitzpatrick.)

(Chas.

dent.

The wife of Harry Strouse, bur-,
lesque producer, underwent a major
operation at the Flower Hospital, New
York, last week. She is reported recovering.
Jack Dempsey, having fully recovered from an operation for hernia,
fierformed while on his .vacation of
our weeks, will return to his desk in
the Keith agency July 14.
Ben Bernie has been laying oft for
two weeks and undergoing oesteopathatic treatment for an old injury
at the base of the spine. He will continue his interrupted route July 21.
George Primrose, the minstrel, is
once more seriously ill. At the sanitarium in San Diego, California, where
he is, his physicians announced he had
small chance to live. Eight months
ago he underwent a serious operation
in Roosevelt Hospital, New York.
Caroline Ross was struck and injured
by a Black and White taxicab July 2,
while on her way to a rehearsal with
one of Charles B. Maddocks' productions. She was crossing the street at
Broadway and 47th street when the
taxi knocked her down, crushing one
of her feet. The chauffeur was arrested and taken to the West 47th
street Station. The accident occurred

cabarets.

Versatile Sextette

Reine Davies was able to walk out
early in the week, following rather severe bruises sustained in an auto acci-

to Tour.
London, July 9.
Cyril Maude will reappear here in
autumn, touring under the manage?
ment of T. Dagnall, in "Richard in the
Pantry," a play adapted from the novel
of the same name.
Cyril

ACTS.
from

Prank and Ethel Carmen, hoop rolling and club juggling.
"The Beginning of the World," scenic

.

SAILINGS.

tania.

His first effort in this racket was as
an usher in a Philadelphia theatre.
few seasons ago when he played

Name

NEW

ILL AND INJURED.
Fannie Donovan is recovering from
an operation performed at the Lankanear Hospital, Philadelphia.
G. Valentine ("Passing Show") ; Carroll Dickdon ("Oh, Pretty Lady") are
at the American Theatrical Hospital,

i

heart."

For

Max

Spiegel's

"Look Who'i^

Here," Cleo Mayfield and Cecil Lean,
George E. Mack, Joe Latora, Herbert
Hoey, Martha Kraber, Neysa Tempest
FlorGeorge Fitchet, manager; Geo.
ida, in advance.

A

.

.

Percy O'Malley Jennings, the English comedian who was one of the original exponents of the "silly ass" type
comics in vaudeville, has signed
with Chas. Emerson Cook's "An innocent Idea" for next season.
of

.
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By JOSHUA
London, June 20.
George Paish, editor of the Statand admittedly one of the world's
greatest authorities on finance, deSir

ist

clared during the

that England's

war

one best bet—when the time came to
her finances—was the
rehabilitate
American tourist.
Experts estimate that in 1920, when
it is expected all restrictions on travel
from the United States to Europe will
be removed, American tourists will
spend on this side of the water upwards of $1,250,000,000.

How much

of this vast

sum

will

Eng-

land get?
If the present conditions in London
hotels are any criterion it would seem
that Great Britain is not in the lea,st
interested in the subject.
For here is a literally truthful description of the experiences that befell
one American traveler within the space
of one 24 hours in a London hotelone of the relatively new, expensive

unobtainable.

He must pay

rate for two persons
ters elsewhere.
„

RES"

or

the full
seek quar-

"We

are not booking single rooms
until September," announced the blase
young woman behind the counter, one
of a dozen clerks whose chief occupation was apparently practicing the difficult art' of soundly sleeping with their
eyes wide open.
^ The porter entered the American's
call for 8 a. m.— in a book that looked
like a double-entry ledger. The American grinned. This 17th Century method of booking calls was funny. Evidently the unnecessary labor involved
in sorting all the calls, set down one
below the other without regard to time,
hadn't occured to anybody in the hotel.
Yet %iglish hotel men must have been
to the United States and seen the
printed call sheets in use from Portland, Maine, to Portland, Oregon.
''_v
It was laughable then.
:•But the next morning the newcomer
was awakened by a sharp knock, followed immediately by the entrance of
an indignant chambermaid inquiring
with large British severity if he were
going to stay in bed "all day."
glance at his watch stunned him. It
was almost ten-thirty!
His whole
business schedule for the day was

—

I

appeared on the scene,
however, was more communicative.
"You cawn't expect us to keep breakfast going all day now, can you?" she
said.

The American agreed on that point
still wanted to know why he had

—but

off into the side room.
"This is reserved for after 10 o'clock
breakfasts," replied the waitress. And
then presently she laid a slip of paper
before him and he discovered the
"free* breakfast was to cost him ninepence. It was a fine for lateness
request for a glass of water
brought forth undisguised astonishment from trte servitor who could not

been shunted

I

A

have been more shocked had her nationality been questioned.
"Water?" she echoed. (It 'seems a
chronic habit with the serving classes
here to repeat a question invariably
and demand its asking at least twice
before giving a reply.)
"Plain, every day water," said the

American.

—

crazy.

Porridge without sugar or cream;
however else it might have
been brewed never had any acquaintance with a coffee bean; a fried egg
that might have been hot at some early
period in English history, and toast
coffee that

air-dried in racks especially supplied
for the benefit of British haters of

anything approaching intimacy with
the kitchen range—these were the
items of the free breakfast that cost

money.

the former place the American passed
a candy shop whose window announced

bath,

for
table

The newcomer smacked

his lips in
anticipation of something wet and cold.
Finally he 'managed to elbow his way
to the one-horsepower, antiquated soda
fountain that must have been bought
in Barre, Vt, just after the Civil War.
For five minutes he tried in yam to
induce the stout woman manipulating
the fountain to realize the fact of his
existence. Finally she cast a disdainful
glance at him.

"What

"Why?" from

the chambermaid quickly admitted it
"might" take—at that unreasonable
hour for her to "prepare" the bath.
So the traveler rushed into his clothes
and headed for the dining room.
An undertaker's assistant in a frock
•^oat of the vintage of 1872 steered him
diagonally across the big room, still
half filled with English breakfasters
(there since early morn and still occasionally swallowing a bit of toast and

Having made the

from Richmond to Hampton Court by river
steamer tea was missed, and the Amer-

—

t?r

:

adjoining. To his question as to this
discrimination the sotemn-visaged one
deigned no reply whatever, but for a
second displayed astonishing speedin getting away.
The waitress who

the American.

"All ices are served upstairs.
You
must sit at a table."
And there it was. Your. British disinclination to exercise the swallowing
muscles when in an erect position opcrated here as elsewhere. As sitting
at table meant a certain wait of at
least half an hour, the traveler went
his way— his throat still parched.

the bedroom ind'hote breakfast,

marmalade between editorials), and
finally landed him in a smaller room

have you got?" asked

reply.

o wait the interminable length of time

it'.

flavors

the American.
"We cawn't serve you here," was the

light, boot-cleaning and attendance,"
So read the ticket the American had
got on registering. It was too late

fe

Soda Water Obtainable
A half score American soldiers
uniform crowded the little shop.

"American
Here."
in

ican

^~

without anybody's having deemed it
necessary to change the painted sign
on the front of the hotel There was
an additional charge of ninepence for
what they called coffee. An additional
item of one shilling also appeared on
the bill. The waitress was not quite
sure what that was for. The American
:

what it was for when presently she returned from the cashier with
the item erased and the total reduced

'decided

to 5/3.

Back

in

London and once more

in

the hotel— at 9 o'clock— the American
discovered he had run out of cigarettes. The cigar counter in the hotel
was closed 1 Inquiry elicited the information that it always is at 8
o'clock
Out into Piccadilly Circus
went the American looking for a tobacconist's.
Dozens were in sight
but every one shut tight. Finally the
stranger asked a policeman where he
I

could buy some cigarettes.

"Nowhere in England after 8 o'clock
in the evening, sir," replied fhe Bobbie.
It is the lawl
Not only cigarettes
but every other purchasable thing in
the world excepting medicine—can be
bought only in. the daytime in England
in this year of our Lord 1919.
And at this time of the year it is
broad daylight until 10 o'clock at
night
In the lounge of the hotel—packed
with folk of a dozen nationalities
the American seated himself at a table
and counted sheep going under a gate
for an hour or so until a waitress hesitated at his side. On her tray were
two glasses containing an attractivelooking drink. The stranger asked the

—

arrived

name.
"Iced coffee," said the waitress.
"Iced coffee?" echoed the American
involuntarily falling into the custom
of the land. It was assuredly iced coffee, the waitress responded.

Arthur Mayer and Billy Davis with
Abe Reynolds' Review.
The roster of the "Lid Lifters" for
'

•

next season is Harry Lang, Charles
Cole, James Gallagher, Ted Roberts,
Camille Polaire, Viola Penny, Gillette.
Sisters, Dave Hemil, agent Otto Mulbauer, leader; Barney Smith, carpenter; Frank Wilson, electrician;
Dick Forster, property man.
Henry H. Wolff will be ahead of
"Sliding" Billy Watson's show next
season. The report he was connected
with Beef Trust Watson's aggrega:

tion was an error.
Leona Earle, with "Girls A La Carte."
Jean De Lisle, prima donna role with
"Bon Tons."
Claude Schenck will be in advance of
"Broadway Belles."
Harry Shapiro will manage /'Girls

A La

Carte."

Peter Kelly and Frank Murphy, for
"
*
scks

''Pr acrccri

Mart

Collins at Cadillac (stock),

Bonnie Lloyd, soubrette, "Mischief
Makers."
Jack Kennedy, "Monte Carlo Girls."
Teddy Symonds has been appointed
manager of James
Cooper's new burlesque show, "Victory Belles."
Lew Hilton, featured comedian with
"Girls of the U. S. A."

E

CRAWFORD IN "STEP LIVELY"

MISS

Arthur Pearson has induced his wife,
Catherine Crawford, to move her
"Fashion Show" vaudeville act and herself into the Pearson's Columbia Circuit production of "Step Lively Girls"
for next season.
Although a vaudeville feature for
several seasons with plenty of bookings in sight for the new term, in the
variety field, Miss Crawford capitulated

when her husband poured

the honey

about what she could do for his show
and the circuit's box offices. Miss Crawford's "Fashion" display will be the big
attraction of the "Girls" production,
which will be built around it

"Can I have one with some
asked the innocent.

ravenously hungry.

It

eating and drinking. Signs everywhere
told the world that dinners could be
had for 2/6 (60 cent*) and these dinners had a good reputation in the prewar days. The traveler ascended to
a balcony and took a seat. A waitress

approached and surveyed him

HUSBAND CHARGES CRUELTY.
Chicago, July 9.
Charles Allen (Stone and Mitchell),
through his attorney, Benjamin H.
Ehrlich, filed shit in the Superior
Court this week for divorce from Kate
R. Allen, a burlesque woman, charging
cruelty, and asking for custody of the
child.

One of the charges he makes is that
last fall Mrs. Allen tried to throw him
out of the room occupied on the fifth
floor of the St. Regis hotel.

ice in

"No, sir," replied the waitress. "We
have no ice."
"How can you have iced coffee without ice?"
"We have no ice, sir," was the
answer.
"But you must have ice to make
iced coffee."

"We. have no

and

time
there was a suggestion of pity in her
voice as if she were really sorry for
the madman. "If I were you, sir," she
added, "I'd try hot chocolate instead,
ice, sir,"

this

sir."

And
And

she meant it seriously!
there is London in June, 1919.
a nation of money-spenders

With

•

A

KNOCK,

HEAVYWEIGHT
CHAMPION OF

PUTT
ALWAYS

CREATIVE ACTS I
HAS MET

IN

CONDITION"

AUDIENCES <
ALL OVER THE WORLD

AND KNOCKED THEM
COio!

Kahn'f Stock Principals.
B. F. Kahfi has re-engaged Leo Stevens to produce the weekly stock burlesque shows at his Union Square
house, which is scheduled to open La-

bor Day.

James X. Francis, Bradley Sutton,
Babe Wellington, Frank Markey and

Lew

—

—

.

"Dinner, please," said the American

prin-;

straining at the leash to be allowed
to visit Europe where their sons and
brothers and husbands and fathers
have fought and died with the appeal of a trip abroad intensified a
thousand-fold as a result of the happenings that followed April 6. 1917
here sits England absolutely and completely apathetic and listless. Instead
of planning to make it easy for the
American to spend those $1,250,000,000
or as great a part of it as possible
within the confines of the tight little
isle, Londoners seem to count it good
business to discourage spending in
every way possible.
The English, newspapers, day after
day, refer editorially to the war's
greatest boon
the solidifying of the
entente cordiale.

critic-

ally.

cheerfully.

Lederer have been signed for

cipal roles.

7*cn£WlB

BVg< EVANS.

'eru

London

hotels,

merchants and res-

taurants arc doing their stupid best to

make

this

desideratum an impossibil-

ity.

-

\.

De-

troit.

it?"

trip

was just 6 o'clock. Fronting the river
were a half dozen attractive-looking
hotels with their balconies crowded
with men and women seated at tables,

.

'

"What

traveler.

are all these people eating then?"
"Tea," replied the waitress.
And then it developed that dinner
would not be served until 7 oclock—
although in an adjoining room were all
the "joints" smoking hot and fresh
from the oven—for their hour's chilling 1 .An appeal to the manager of the
place availed nothing. Money was no
inducement. The American had his
choice of spoiling his appetite with
tea and toast and jam or of risking a
headache by continuing to starve for
another hour.
After dinner came another surprise.
The bill was not 2/6; it was 6/3. ' Investigation brought to light that the
regular price had been raised to 4/6y-

I

The afternoon included a trip to
Richmond and Hampton Court. At

The chambermaid (and later the
porter) had no idea why his 8 o'clock
call had been overlooked. The attitude
of both these individuals suggested
the visitor was altogether unreasonable in counting the oversight proper
cause for complaint.
"You might realize," the chambermaid volunteered witheringly, "that
you are not the only gentleman what
puts in a call."
"The charge

—

1

upset.

cludes

cold?-' from the waitress.
it finally came
held high

And when

on a tray for all the other waitresses
and breakfasters to gaze upon with unmistakable horror the American discovered it was neither hot nor cold.
It was of a sickly, luke-warm temperature
A request for ice was met with
a stony glare. The American began to
wonder if perhaps he might not be

A

EE&&

LOWE

"Hot or

the evening from
Liverpool he found the single room he
had wirelessed for from mid-ocean was

from the waitress.
"No?" asked the

eventually

hostelries.
On his arrival in

BURLESQUE ENGAGEMENTS.

•"We're not serving dinner now, sir,"

THOSE LONDON HOTELS H
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has been rewritten by
Harry Sheldon and will be routed over
the K. & E. time, opening about Aug. 15.
last

Frank Stammers has completed the

new three-act musical show in which
Andrew Tombes will be featured by
Chas. Maddock next season. The piece
has not been named as yet. Rehearsals

Ttaos ltotk BetfsUnd.
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dermen several

times, snowing that
nearly $100,000 had been spent on the
front or the house, though the beauty
of the exterior was not fully realized
because of the theatre's side street
location.
The massive columns designed by a Parisian architect will be
saved since they are to be supported

start July 21.

SUBSCRIPTION
*5 Foreign...
Single copies, la cento

annual

Mbrley and McCarthy Sisters
partnership

vaudeville

solved

dislast

week, presumably on account of the
sister team having been placed under
contract for

Max

Spiegel's

new

by

Cecil

Plains,

closed for the season July

Clark, the ex-song writer, has
had his summer vacation at Atlantic
City and returned to Broadway this
week, having been towed back to the
big street by Harry Kelly and Lester

Gillis is

Palace,

managed Pantages, that

•

•

With the

city.

,

Tingle will start a sea-

C*pt. Charles
son of comic opera at the Rorick Glen
Theatre, Elmira, N. Y., July 21.

Courts,

in the Berkshires, leaving

;

,

C

Smith is again on BroadJoseph
way, having received commissions for
the staging of several shows due next
.

Vane.

John Cort left his offices in New
He jumped into a
flat Monday.
machine and started for Maine. On

York

his return rehearsals of several productions will be gotten under way.

The Coliseum, Johnson opera house
and Strand, Gardiner, Me., have passed
to Manager Gray of the Union Theatres Co., giving the Gray-Carrigan com-

Fight experts said that Willard was
"hard as a rock." It must have been
from the neck up.
going. Cafe
owners have not yet found a way to
make the "near-liquor" checks look
like the numbers in the telephone

Harry A. Shea secured a judgment
for $21420 in the Municipal Courtjast
week against Britt Wood, based on
four I. O. U.'s, made by Wood to Shea
in lieu of commissions due the vaudeville agent
Julius Kendler appeared
for the plaintiff.

"

Charles E. Bray, accompanied by
Mrs. Bray, sailed Tuesday from San
Francisco on the Sonoma as the start
of the Brays' around the world trip.

pianist with the Ivan
Bankoff turn, will, starting with the
become accompanist, for Sybil
fall,

since

The cabaret revues are

tion here.

Leon Domque,

Congress stops the sale of beer
entirely, quartet will have to get another song to replace the one about
"the stein on the table."

ing of only 2.75 per cent, beer put a
dent in the returns.

absence.

season.

TOMMrS TATTLES.
THOMAS J. GRAY.

By

The first
prohibition.
Wednesday after the 1st of July was
known as "Kid Party," but the serv-

Mon-

Kerry Meagher and Mr. and Mrs.
Frint George motored to New York
and are spending some of their vaca-

&

legal firm of O'Brien, Malevinsky,
Driscoll, have gone away on a vacation.
All theatrical attorneys will welcome
a rest as things legally were unusually
active this past season.

ment,

Jeff Davis is vacationing in the White
Mountains. Fred Mack will handle
Davis' bookings during his two weeks'

...

the

Wednesday night parties at the
Lights Club House have taken a considerable drop in the line of entertain-

day.

I

of

If

Nellie Revell, the John Cort general
cress representative, is to spend two

weeks

closing

Dennis F. O'Brien, Arthur F. Driscoll
and Arthur Walsh, members of the

Ben Freedman recently discharged
from the marines, is now the assistant
manager of Loew's Fulton.

book.

Rumor has

it

that vampire movies

are not as popular as they used to be.
It's tough on the girls who have been
rehearsing their faces in that "Even
as you and I" look.

Arthur Loew, son of Marcus Loew,
in the Loew booking office, is handling
the books for the Fulton and De Kalb,
in Brooklyn. Young Loew is a graduate of New York University and computed quite a record as an athlete,
playing on the baseball and basketHe is engaged to
ball teams there.
wed the daughter of Adolph Zukor.

11

A Day In an
A.M.—Arises.

Agent's Vacation.

Gets reports from
on commissions paid
the day before. Not so good.
Only orders one egg.

office

12

M.— Starts

to play golf.

2 P.M.-Golf.

P.M.— Stijl thinks he's playing golf.
P.M.— Stops playing what he said
was golf.
7 P.M.—Dinner.
Falls
movies.
8.30 P.M.—Goes
to
4

Lights' annual election was held
July 6; The following officers were
elected: Frank Tinney, Angel; Albert
Von Tilzer, vice-president; N. E. Manwaring, secretary, and Frank Kaufman, treasurer.
The Board- of Directors includes Victor Moore, George Whiting, Charles

The

6

asleep.
11

P.M.—Retires, deciding he had a
great day of rest.

Harry Von Tilzer, Billy
Murray, Jack Welch, Harry Puck, W.
M. Riordan, Sam Summers, George McKay, Lew Kelly, George Barry, Tom
Dugan, J. Francis Dooley, .Bert Kalmar, James Diamond, J. B. Isaac, Sonny
Middleton,

President Wilson has returned with
Peace Route all signed and the
contracts for his All-Star League of
Meanwhile a lot of smallNations.
time critics are panning the show before it opens.
his

Barkus.

assistant

treasurer of Fox's Ridgewood,
Brooklyn, has announced his engageto Marie Schneider, non-professional of Brooklyn.

ment

Mr. and Mrs. Lew Rose, of New Orleans, and W. J. Dinkle, orchestral
leader at Mr. Rose's Dauphine in that
city, motored to New York from the
Gulf, reaching here July

3.

Chris O. Brown has been placed under contract by John Cort to travel in
advance of one or the Cort productions
next year. Fred Zwifel is to be back
with the "Listen Lester" show.

Norman
producer,

Frlederwald, the Chicago
in New York, arranging

is

for routes for the coming season for
two road shows which he has produced
in the Middle West.

Happens

Everybody," withdrawn after three weeks at the Park
"It

to

^

.

:

the "Mystic Clayton" or one of
are supposed to have
past on the future will cum up
here to this burg, he can grab himself
a summer job and if he delivers he
won't have to worry about no lay offs
fer a long time. I'll explain what I ih'.-r
mean and see if I ain't right.
^1;^
There's a guy lives about ten miles;
frum here who has a 250-acre estate
any
one
could
that
and all the jack
spend in one hitch. His old man left
him this kale and the son has been
trying to burn it up ever since. When V;
the war breaks out this egg is in Paris *i
and hittin' about 350 in the cabaret /.
league. He managed to bow out of the
draft and nothing wuz heard frum him_
until just before the big thirst is"
All of a sudden his -,
into effect.
So
ead care taker on the estate gets a
wire instructing him to buy $25,000^
worth of liquor and to bury it on the J
If

'

first

',, }';!

:

aa

fe

:

i

-:

'.'.vT5*"'

-

%;^

old

home

lot

somewhere.

,

->

^

/'.

3|

'-'.&M

":

The care taker is instructed to hire
four assistants frum out of town to
bury the stuff at night and then Itie a
can on the strangers, all of which cum v
off as per schedule.
The care taker hires four rums who;
hopped off a John O'Brien that wuz
passin' thru, and in the middle of the
night the stuff is lugged out and salted.
After he gets these bums on the wagon
he blindfolds them and after the stuff
is buried he blindfolds them again and
ships them out of town on the cushions. Then he cables the thirsty wanderer that it's all right to cum home,:
fer they're set fer two generations...
The day after the country goes i«t
mournin' this guy breezes into towh%
with a satisfied look on his pan and a
mysterious smile for all those who inquire about what he's go in' to do
when he gets a -yen fer some hard
He makes a few wise cracks
liquor.
about the saps who didn't take, time
by the forelock and grabbin a taxi he
hurries out to the half a county he
owns, and smacks his lips all the way
when he thinks qf the damp rosy fuHe's kinda sorry
ture he's facin'.
there's no servants to meet him as he
let them all out when he started abroad
two years ago, but he brushes this
thought aside and concentrates on his
faithful lobby gow and the buried
;.••'
treasure.
As the taxi swings up the approach
to his big time hut he is roused frum
his day dream by the car suddtehiy^
'"'
veering and the chauffeur's exclami-
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The body of a man

is

lyin'

/y :[.0

in the':';

road and they both hop out to inves- j]
They turn him over and it is;tigate.
the care taker in his last sleep. The
local croaker was summoned and sa >d
he had dropped dead frum the heat
brought on by some extraordinary,
physical exertion.
if

yuh know any guy

who"

can comb 250 acres and guess right,
why send him along and he's set for

manager

and

July. 9.

them eggs who

So Johnny

bination 47 houses.

Aaron Epstein,

Binghamton,

Dear Johnny:

;

dramatic

reviewers and newspapermen with duties inside theatres. Kelcey explained
to former collector Mark Eisner the
variance of the former ruling that
made baseball writers immune from
the tax and went into details as to the
duties of the old "Ten O'Clock Club."
Mr. Eisner then recommended the recent revised ruling.

Sharp.

now manager qf the New
He formerly
Minneapolis.

Allen,

editor of
"Women's Wear," comes forth to take
credit for bringing about the elimination of admissions taxes for theatrical

Dave

David J. Luetig has resigned as manConn.
ager of the Empire, Bridgeport,
Al

Kelcey

N. Y.,

5.

steel trusses.

:K'^-:

PEEKING THROUGH THE BUSHES

;

Lean and Geo Mayfield show.

The Strand, White

i;:-':;vCv.^:V-

After delaying action by the city
authorities for two years, work on the
entrance of the Lyceum, New York,
has been started to allow for a widening of the side-walk, ordered by the
city when 45th street was widened.
Daniel Frohman argued before the Al-

season,

VARIETY'S

LONDON

ground,
this

28 Gerrard

now

London,

JOSHUA LOWE
(JOLO)

IN

CHARGE

why

send him along before

dies of thirst.
of selling

Your

-m

him the lay out

and

„.

old side kick

Con.

,

Our

located at

St.,

guy

I'h thinkin'
retirin*.

OFFICE
is

life.

This egg has been in town ever since;
tryin' to get a kick out of Sherry,
Claret, Port and the rest of the light
wines. So I say if you know any second sight guesser who can see thru

Pictureless Outdoor Life Reel.
'.
In the Hoko Mountains.
.yV

W. C.

Off from camp.
Shooting the rapids.
Nature's own whirlpools.

Tracks of big game.

Lunch

'neatli a big oak.
Birds nesting.
brings a worm for baby.

Mother bird
Time worn

We
A

rocks.

carve our initials.
valley, looking north,
rainbow.

The
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ZUKOR-FJtOHMAN CONTRACT
GUARANTEES ALL STAGE LOSSES

\m

Famous Players -Lasky

Finance

to

Adolph

Productions.

Frohman,

Chas.

Now

Zukor

President

Inc,.

of

MUSICIANS' MATTER SETTLED.
The New York musicians' wage

eliminated.

Frohman Concern. Picture Rights "An Out"
Against Production Cost

scale

probably becoming effective this week
was finally adjusted last week, with
only matters other than those concerning the scale increase to be settled.
The managers' committee in agreeing
to the increase stipulated the demand
for extra pay for musicians playing on
the stage during a performance be

The demand

that

eight

weeks be considered a minimum engagement was also discarded and the
usual four weeks' period retained.
The new scale for dramatic attraccalls for $30 weekly for eight
performances for four weeks or more.
For musical shows the rate is $38
weekly for eight performances for
four weeks or more.
Single performances are to be $6
per man. All performances over eight
per week are to be paid for. There are
to be no free rehearsals after the opening of an attraction. For rehearsals
after opening the rate per man is $2.00
tions

1%

The. deal which
Charles Frohman,

last

week brought

the aviation corps, stole a march on
some of the largest factors in the theatrical field by obtaining the "John
Ferguson" piece. Wanger, with several associates now has the production by an arrangement with the The-

action.

atre

Several years ago arrangements were
for the
F. P.-L. to handle all the Charles Frohman, Inc., productions. This contract
expired about three weeks ago and
the new deal is not only a continuation
of the former arrangement, but gives
F. P.-L. an interest in all the legit imate productions. F. P.-L will finance
in part, or all if called on, the legitimate productions of the Frohman office and; will participate in the profits
of such attractions in' the measure of
the amount of backing supplied.
>;.This works out to mutual advantage

made by Daniel Frohman

i

••;'*
'

--

•

in

it
:

two ways. The

F.

P.-L become

in-

terested in the legitimate attractions
all such plays for picturization.
Secondly, productions of
the Frohman concern are practically
-.guaranteed against loss, since though
they might not turn, a profit in the
regular course of, showing, the picture

*

"I

s

and they secure

IP
Mm

rights would more than
losses sustained. It has

edly 'shown
.

;

that

make up any
been repeatshows considered

"flops" have provided an
their producers through the
picture rights.
,
It is this new principal
F. P.-L. and Frohman office
and placed first in actual

"out" for
sale of the

which the
recognized
operation.
to

The guarantee against loss appears
be the best method of production,

in

that it eliminates largely the matter
of risk on the part of the producer.
Applying the principle plans now call
for greater activity on the" part of the
Frohman office than ever prior to the
death of Charles Frohman. Alf Hayman, who remains as general manager
of Charles Frohman, Inc., will sail for
Europe Saturday, his mission being to
extend and unify the Frohman office
in London.
He will contract for a
number of new productions and will
tie up several new authors in addition
to renewing the contracts of a number
of well-known playwrights who for
years have given the Frohman office
first call on their works.
Mr. Hayman
was appointed general manager of the
Frohman activities in the interest of
the creditors. With all debts now paid,
he continues in charge.
The position of Daniel Frohman undergoes some change, with Adolph
Zukor becoming president of Charles
:

:

m

mI

Frohman,
II

He becomes

Inc.

vice-presi-

dent of Charles Frohman, Inc., is vicepresident of the Famous Players company and is a director in the Paramount corporation.

The

Mr

turned from overseas after service in

Inc., under the control of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, places the picture concern in
active touch with legitimate production, but the statements issued did not
fully, place the status of the trans-

new

arrangement

does not
change the manner of presentation of
productions. All such will be under
i the name of Charles
Frohman, Inc., as
.\<n the past two years. ,Frohman
pictures, however, will no longer
be
known as such, they losing identity
and being produced and presented under the name of Famous PlayersLasky.

Guild and the play was moved
the Garrick to the Ful-

Monday from

ton, opening there to about $750 gross.
Since" "John Ferguson" was presented at the Garfick and created a
distinct impression, A. L. Erlanger,

Lee Shubert, John Cort, Joseph Weber
and the Coburns were after.the property.
At the last minute Wanger
stepped in. Rollo Peters and Lawrence
Langer, of the Theatre Guild, made
the arrangement whereby it was decided to let Wanger handle the. future
destinies of the piece.
Wanger then closed a rental agreement for the Fulton. After the opening he announced he would be decidedly active next season, and that he had
secured a French drama, a comedy and
a comedy with music for production.

ANOTHER GEORGE "COHAN."
During the

last week the various picin
York have been
letters from Poughkeep-

ture offices
New
flooded with
sie, N. Y., stating the writer was completing an organization for the distribution of films in the state of New
York outside of Manhattan.
The letterhead, a brazen red on
white, held the name "George Cohan"
and further stated that "Motion Pictures, Vaudeville, Columbia Burlesque
and Film Exchange" was the business
being conducted. All the fetters were
signed, with a rubber stamp and the
signature in this case was "George Cohen," the writer evidently figuring on
an out through this in the case of a
rebound from the original George.

The Poughkeepsie manager's name
has always been "Cohen," at any rate
entered
into
the show
He has Cohen's theatre at
Poughkeepsie and another at Newburgh. Those who have visited his
house in the first named city have
marveled. As a theatre it is probably
the freak of the world.
since
he
business.

SELWYN'S NEPHEW PRODUCING.
J. S.*

wyns,

Tepper, a

nephew

is

being

"Curiosity"

producing.

ANNA HELD ESTATE,

Superior Court.

Her property

WANGER GRABBED "FERGUSON."
All theatrical
f

Broadway

is

marvel-

in Cali-

stock in a sugar

company worth $1,700.
The entire estate was valued at nearly $500,000, most of it in New York and
Paris.
Part of the Paris property
a string of grocery stores.

The managers
of

stated that the matter
the elimination of free rehearsals

was perfectly agreeable, since it has
been provided that there are to be no
substitutions in orchestras. It has been
a practice to substitute men, that causing ragged playing at times. When a
substitute is used, the manager may
discHbrge the delinquent player without notice. Where cast changes necessitate rehearsals, they will be paid for
as in the past.

As announced before

is $5 per man per- week, which
applies to vaudeville, burlesque, musical comedy and pictures.
The raise in
the dramatic houses is $4 per week.
At the Hippodrome the boost is from
$44 to $49 per man.
The vaudeville
houses jump from $32 to $37. Combination houses jump from $35 to $40.
Contractors also receive a $5 increase.
The next musicians' scale to be adjusted is that for the road men. The
agreement of the road men with the
managers expires Aug. 1.

crease

DORALDINA HEADS "RED DAWN."
"The Red Dawn," the new Thomas
Dixon play (changed from "The Red
Dance"), will open at Stamford, Conn.,
July 21, and after a week in Washington is due in the 39th Street Theatre
Aug. 4, with
Doraldina
featured.
Although the piece deals with all sorts
of socialistic topics, including Bolshevism, the action takes place on a South
Sea island.

The

addition to Doraldina,
includes De Witt Jennings, Flora McDonald, Gladys Hurlburt, Austci Webb,
Averall Harris, Billy Wells, Marcel
Rosseau, George T. Meech, John
Saunders, Willis Evans, Mrs. De Witt
Jennings and Louis Lytton.
It, is

cast,

in

not founded on "Bolshevism on

Trial," the feature picture based on the
author's novel, "Comrades." The idea
that it was was current this week on

Broadway.

Mr. Dixon promptly deexplaining that his play was
the story of the conflict between the
right and left wings of the Socialist
nied

it,

is

$

COUNTER CLAIMS RE CONTRACTS.
Counter claims have been made regarding A. E. A.-U. M. P. A. contracts
covering the casts of the two new
season attractions already on Broadway. There were statements that players in "At 9.45" were working with but
verbal contracts. This the.
E. A.
denied and at the same time claimed
that practically all the cast were given
the old standard contract. The facts
appear to be that both the Brady play
and Comstock & Gest's "The Five Million^were cast before the squabble between the Producing Managers' Association and the Actors' Equity Association arose and that all players in those
attractions were given the A. E. A.

A

forms.
It was stated by one of the largest
producers that the managers' association had actually agreed not to' issue
anything by the new standard forms on
June 20. and that no contracts but that
kind have been issued since that date,
nor that none will. A meeting of
the producers this week resulted in a*n
answer being made to the
E. A. that
the request for the various points of
difference be arbitrated would nof be

A

«
considered.
Indications now are that the managers will stand pat. The A. E. A.
stated that not having any definite information regarding any refusal to
grant standard forms, no action had

been mapped out. The Equity intimated that it expected a considerable
percentage of its members to hold out
for the old standard forms.

WORKING FOR MEMORIAL DAY.
Work on the part of the special force
installed under Daniel Frohman at the
offices in the

Commodore Hotel

idly progressing in

an

effort to

is

rap-

make

the Actors' National Memorial Day.
Dec. 5, a big success.
The event is being prepared for in
much detail, for on the amount of proceeds depends the placing* of the fe-

tors' Fund on a solid basis and it was
to attain that end that prominent men
pledged support.
In spite of the benefits this past sea.son the Fund continues to run heavily behind.
The benefit at San Francisco reached a gross of $7,000. The
Los Angeles benefit occurs next Sunday. It will be the final one of the
series.

JOE HARTS COBB COMEDY.
Joseph Hart, following the lead of
other vaudeville agents, is
into legitimate production
casting a comedy for fall show-

several

plunging

and

is

ing.

The piece is by Irvin Cobb, a dramatization having been made by Charles
Kennedy, '.hough a title has not been
finally selected.

Lester Lonergan will stage the play.
Since the Hallen and Hart productions, Mr. Hart has practically confined himself to vaudeville offerings.

CHICAGO BOOKINGS.;
Chicago, July 9.
theatres are beginning to announce bookings for the coming season, most of the shows being scheduled for an opening early in August.

The

The Blackstone announces /the new
Tyler show "On the Hiring Line";
"Three Wise Fools" will come into the
Olympic; "Up in Mabel's Room" is
scheduled for the reopening of the
Woods.
Princess,
Powers, Playhouse and
Auditorium are dark, with no set attractions.

Craven Staging "Cook»" Abroad.
Frank Craven

will

sail

for

London

Saturday to direct the English presentation of "Too Many Cooks," in which
he is to be featured.
This is to be the first of several
American plays arranged for English
showing by W. A. Brady during his
recent trip abroad.

.&
..:

the actual in-

party.

$500,000.

San Francisco, July 9.
Letters of administration on the estate of Anna Held were granted here
to Attorney Charles F. Hanlon by the
fornia consisted of

g at the manner >" which young
«r
Walter Wanger, who recently re-

of the Sel-

to produce

on his own, his
a
sex comedy entitled
due to open at Asbury
Park next week. The piece is by the
same author as " 'Ception Shoals."
Young Tepper has been with the
Selwyn office for about five years, being successively placed in various departments, in New York and on the
road, the idea being to groom him for
first

for two and one-half hours. Where
there are rehearsals on the same day
performance the rate is to be $1.00
per man. Overtime is to be paid for at
the rate of $2.00 per man, per hour, the
time to be divided into quarter hours
(50 cents for each quarter and 75 cents
for the contractor).
as a

*•..","-:-

£*. ;•_•.•': -^.

Fixing "Auctioneer" for Warfield.

A

new production, for "The Auctioneer" will be built for David Warfield, who will again tour in the comedy
next season.
The old settings have been patched
up time and again, more as a matter
of sentiment than anything else.

i?vt"~"£"

-
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LEGITIMATE

;

HALF DOZEN NEW PLAYS READY
FOR BROADWAY DURING JULY
Link- Up Between

New and

Old Seasons Complete. Shuberts

"Gaieties" Looks Like Hit.

Midsummer Finds

23

Attractions Attracting Crowds.

Broadway's

unprecedented

summer

is holding to more ,than predicted form, not only as to the number of summer novelties but the number of holdovers from last season. Of
the latter there are 13 attractions still
sticking and of that number seven are
non-musical pieces. Current the total
number of offerings is 23. This is the
minimum number for the summer for
next week no less than four new at-

season

$.

tractions are due in, "The Crimson
Alibi" at the 48th Street, "Dreams of
Three" to be offered by a Spanish
Opera Co. at the Cort; "Greenwich
Village Nights" (delayed again)- and
"Oh, Uncle," for which no house had
definitely been set early in the week.
Since there is but two sure withdrawals this week ("Tumble In" and
"39 East"), the new and old seasons
will have actually merged and at an
earlier date than ever before though
possible. Already there are two shows
of the new season in, "At 9.45," at the
Playhouse, and 'The Five Million,"

renamed from "Welcome Home," which
opened at the Lyric Tuesday. Both
shows have good prospects, especially
the latter. "Gaieties of 1919" at the 44th
Street which was the, other opening
of the week is technically classed a

premiere was
Its
summer show.
scaled at $5 on a par with the Winter
Garden and "Follies" openings, the indications being that the attraction has
been groomed for the new season.
With the middle of July not yet
passed and already a half dozen new
shows due for premiere by that time,
producers state that not only the new
season is remarkably early but that
it will be one of the busiest in the
history of theatricals. August usually
finds the vanguard of fall offerings
but in the past that month has seen
but a limited number. This year, however, all signs point to the season being in full swing by Aug. 20 and a
whole flock of new pieces are listed
to bow in from late July on.

The weather has had considerably
to do with the rush to Broadway. Last
week's four-day torrid spell hurt but
was counterbalanced by' a cool wave

i
•

-

I
-•-

that started Sunday night. The warm
weather could not have happened in
a better week as far as the managers
are concerned for the week of July 4th
is always the worst of the year, since
more people are then absent from the
city than at any time. Even the Polo
grounds drew the record low baseball
crowd Sunday last. The current week
is figured the keystone of the summer
season and most attractions able to
weather the going are believed safe
for the rest of the summer for beginning next week the seasonal influx of
buyers begins.
"The Follies" as the sole attraction
to play to capacity (save for the gallery) among the Fourth's matinees.
Several other houses called off the
afternoon shows with the temperature
showing' around 98 degrees. Through
the extra holiday 'show the "Follies"
again went over a $29,000 gross and
again more than doubled any other attraction's business (excepting Winter
Garden) for the week. It is probable
the "Follies" season will be extended
at the Amsterdam until October or
even later. Usually the Ziegfeld show
takes to the road around Labor Day
with Boston the first stand. This year,
however, the Boston date may be put
back because of the repeat engage-

ment of last season's "Follies" several
months ago. Also there is no big
attraction

ready to

Amsterdam.

succeed

at

the

r

Among the other summer shows
"Scandals of 1919" shows surprising
strength and is hitting a pace second
to the "Follies" with the exception of
the "Gaieties" which

is

bound

to attract

big business. The Lew Fields show
"A Lonely Romeo" at the Shubert has
fallen off and last week a number of
choristers were eliminated to cut down
the operating expense. "East Is West"

head of the nonmusical plays with a gross last week
of a little under $14,000, remarkable
considering the hot weather. "John
Ferguson" the dramatic play offered
by the Actors' Guild moved up from
the Garrick to the Fulton Monday.
Business immediately jumped and indications in the middle of the week
were that it would beat $800 this week.
The forced entrance of "The Crimson Alibi," which succeeds "39 East" at
the Broadhurst next Monday,' is aimed
to offset the Brady show, "At 9.45,"
A. H. Woods'
at the Playhouse.
"A Voice in the Dark," a play of the
same class will hold off until June 28,
reopening the Republic at that time.
The fourth mystery play, Cohan &
Harris' "The Acquittal,'* which has
drawn strong notices from out of
town, will probably be the last to areasily runs at the

September.
Forty-Second street holds up as the

strongest "percentage" thoroughfare,
and out of the eight theatres in the
block between Seventh and Eighth
avenue only two are dark. "A Little
Journey" is due to move from the Vanderbilt to the Maxine Elliott next
week, and it will be the only attraction
south of 42nd street with the excep
tion of the still successful "Listen Les

—

ter.'

Activity in the scenic studios

is

an-

other indication of the forthcoming
busy season.' The studios are jammed
with work and several are in a position to pick out the production which
they wish to do.

"LIGHTNIN' " IN STOCK.
Vancouver, July

9.

The Empress Stock Company announces for week of July 28 "Lightnin.

"NIGHTS" "SUGAR" CHASING.

Charles Howard, Betty Braun, (formerly at Maxim's Restaurant) Simqne
docket (new Parisian, dancer) Lillian
Kimball Cooper (former dramatic leading woman who is to be the prima
donna), Harry Kelly, Ruth Mitchell,
Florence Denishawn and an Indian act.
There are also four noted English
showgirls on the way to this country,
having sailed from London yesterday.
The chorus numbers are \p be staged
by Julian Alfred, while Raymond Hitchcock and Richard Ordinsky will stage
the general business of the piece. Prior
to opening at the Colonial, Boston, the
piece will have three days at Parson's,
Hartford, and after three weeks in
Boston will be brought to the Globe,
New York.

where

it is

still

current.

"ANGEL FACE" ON BROADWAY.
W. Lederer

Geo.

Chicago, July 9.
has set his plans

for "Angel Face," now one of the summer hits here. The show will remain
at the Colonial until about Sept. 1,

when

it

will

move

to

Broadway.

*$».

night, with Bessie McCoy and.-.; -;*$|p
her associates and satellites in. the
pink of chiffon condition for the premiere public that has already asked
for more seats at the top price' than the management can supply.
'XXXX.
The postponements have been va- V
riously explained by the directors of r
the new show, and, so far as the ex-.:i
planations go, they explain everything; -X
management.;::
for the
satisfactorily
But, added to an announced desire of
the promoters .not to reveal the ehr 'X
tertainment until everybody was, let- [-.
ter perfect and not until the artistic;':'
fervor characteristic of the Village |1
was hemmed in by prudence, so that;'
•the law couldn't be resorted to -by";
x:
rivals to check the exhibition because ''X
of the artistic abandon of some of the
feminine tableaux and other promised
authenticated
story
that
delights, is an
the promoters were using the v. post* -:\
ponement intervals to seek more sugar,
not the brown kind that comes from N
sugar cane nor yet the bleached sort
from beet mills, but the more valuable V
kind that passes for currency when X- -X
one is engaged in staging a big New~~
York production bulging with girls, :'X
dotted with high price stars and designed to appeal to the recherche audiences who may run into town from
Bar Harbor, Newport or Red Bank.
The scouts for the coin hadn't haf-;:^
vested successfully up to Wednesday,
'
though they were safely over the
shoals of uncertainty, the original
'-'ia
backer who had up tp Wednesday
supplied over $30,000 having come into
view again with several supplementary bunches of new glitter.
The Greenwich Village Theatre with
eight performances weekly, even at $3
per throw all over the 300 seat house,
shows a loss of a good part of half a
5f
thousand dollars weekly, according to
the salary list and general expense

Monday

m

all

,

K

;

t

DILLINGHAM TAKING TINNEY.
Frank Tinney

with Charles
Dillingham for next season. According to friends of the blackface comic
he sought a conference anent the production of a book he had, titled Jim
Jam Jems." The producer countered
with a proposal that shelved Tinney's
book, and in all probability he will be
seen under the Dillingham banner next
will sign

season.

FIGHTER DODGES OPERATION.
Wounded

Syracuse, N. Y., July 9.
at the front in

17 times

France and gassed as many more times,
Zane Gray, upon seeing the can of

room yesterday,

ether in the operating

asked that his operation be postponed
until today, which was done.
The novelists wanted treatment in
the West, but local surgeons advised
him an immediate operation was imperative.

Mr. Gray, who

when not

is

a

civil

engineer

LAW OF 1919
M.

P. A. bulletin

up many

points.

For

and connected with
the State Highway Department, has
been in Syracuse under his proper
name, E.
Carvel. That Mr. Carvel
was the noted author did not become
known until he was removed to the
writing,

R

hospital.

LA VERNE'S DIVORCE CASE.
Wednesday an action for divorce'
La Verne, who for-

started by Lucille

merly played leads, but latterly has
been doing character work in pictures,
against William Wade Scott, also professional, was heard in the special term
of the Supreme Court, Kings County.
Miss La Verne alleges adulteries at
sundry times and a Broadway hotel is
mentioned.
Scott was recently discharged from
the army. During the war Miss La
Verne was a major in the women's
auxiliary police reserve. The couple

were married at Norfolk in July, 1912.
Samuel Altman of the Herman L
Roth office appeared for the complainant.

"Lightnin"' has been running for
about a year at the Gaiety, New York,

!

The Greenwich Village "Nights/.',
which has already won the name of
being the best postponed show of the
year in New York, is said to be all
hopped up for a bona fide getaway at
the Greenwich Village Theatre next

It contains much valuable information and clears
that reason the digest should be kept for reference.

in

.

"HITCHY-KOO" CAST SET.

On page 8 of this issue of Variety will be found the U.
in full of a digest of the new admissions tax law.

and it may succeed "The Royal
Vagabond" at the C. & H. Theatre early

•

The first rehearsal of the new edition of the "Hitchy-Koo," at which the
principals were present, was called on
the stage of the Globe Theatre yesterIn the cast are Sylvia Clark,
day.

DIGEST OF ADMISSIONS TAX

rive

mm*
•

CORT DIRECTING MAUDE FEALY.
Maude Fealy, who toured last season under the management of Cohan
& Harris in "The Little Teacher," will
return to John Cort's direction in the
Autumn.
Miss Fealy will appear first in a new
play by Grace Wilbur, which is termed a melodramatic-farce. The title is
"The Fool's Game." It was tried out
in San Francisco last spring.

_

responsibilities

shown

to

;

several

money-getters that the show's owners
approached When this was pointed
out as a valid reason for refraining
to fraternize with art as it is to be
displayed below 14th street, the ''G. Vy
Nights" owners pish tushed the :0b-!
jection as irrelevant, since the gains
of the production naturally Were to

come not from

its returns downtown,
but from the tidal fluxes sure to inundate the extravaganza when it
should be forced to a big uptown theatre by public clamor.
When the
moneyed men asked the show's owners
what big uptown theatre might potentially house the show after its downtown
exposition,
or
tryout,
the;
"Nights" owners couldn't think of the
answer— not that quick. The men approached, who are alive for investments promising a fighting chance,
held back because of the expected opposition of the two big forces controlling not only the big uptown theatres,
but also the big theatres of the country, the -Shuberts, on one hand, and
the Klaw & Erlanger firm on the
other, both of which have gaiety shows
of their own, one at the Amsterdam in
the Ziegfeld current "Follies" and
t'other the new Shubert girl exhibit
at the 44th Street.
Paul Salvain is reported as the latest approached for the "Nights," now
rehearsing for 11 weeks. John Murray
Anderson, one of the producers of the
"Nights," was the author of two revues which Salvain had at his Palais
Royal. The piece is now scheduled to
be revealed for the first time next
Monday night. Early this week, however, it was shown at a dress rehearsal
the scenic equipment that had been
provided was too high for the stage
and there was a question whether or
not the scenery would be cut down or
.

if

the

show would be moved

other house.

to an-

m
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THE STORM.
Atlantlo City, June

A melodrama

0.

depends for its success
on two vital factors, the spectacular scenic
setting and a broad human passion, is the
offering which George Broadhurst brought to
the Globe Monday tor a first performance.
It is called "The Storm" and attracted a large
local audience.
Louis Cllne, former dramatic
-,

fM

that

crltlo of this city, is general representative
for Mr. iiroadhurst for the production.

"The Storm" has assuredly more possibilithan were demonstrated last night, but
being announced largely on its scenic value,
it proved a surprise for its dramatic touch and

ties

fC

dopth.
In the fceconu act there came near being
a successful duplicate of that famous scene
of the human gamble of man for woman that
distinguished and made the reputation of "Paid
In Full." And this Impulse, set again in the
Srlmeval forest, will bear a vindication with
le public of today, we are assured.
Throughout the four acts this dominating
play of man for woman drives two men farther and farther from mutual companionship,
for the setting is that of the Canadian Northwest with a lone young girl the sole companion
of the two partners.
The months are long
and dreary and the winter develops In them
the master instinct— love.
That love proves the city man to be "yellow"
and the forest man to be "white " though education belongs to the first.
It 1b a problem
of possibilities that can easily be developed
to the point of assured success.
There are other things that may appeal to
uncertain Broadway a bedroom scene, for
.

ri

*

—

Instance.

Truly dramatic though this Is, it
has its bearing on the present

nevertheless

New York

atmosphere.

The realism of

fl:i'

snow scene In the first
set which determined the necessity of the
forced retirement, and the forest fire at the
close of the third act which tries the Ore of
the human heart of both men as well, are
spectacles of the finest achievement.
Perfected details should make them noteworthy.
But with all of its dramatic developments,
'The Storm" would not be much, either In
nature or in the souls of Its characters, were
it not for the winning and forceful acting of
Helen MacKellar in the title role of the girl
with braided hair, who eventfully falls in love
with the companion of her father.
Miss MacKellar made a very visible impression on her audience last sight and her sobs
and her laughs proved to be strongly of that
reality that Is born of natural talent.
Her
Impersonation of the uneducated girl of the
woods had somewhat of the Scotch brogue,
but it bad still more or the ring of sincerity,
the bright note of human inspiration.
Edward Arnold achieved something fixed
and stable in making bis "yellow" streak grow
from a small beginning to big proportions.
Robert Rendel, as the broad shouldered and
plain principled woodsman, was a wholesome
Character. Max Mitchell and Charles Henderson, as the father and the Indian guide respectively, completed the small cast.

;

the

Paris, June 26.
"La Trempe," a comedy in four acts, by
Jacques Mldouze, Is tbe best attempt of the
Nouveau Theatre Libre, the new independent
dramatic society for bringing out the works
of unknown authors founded recently by P.
Veber and Arquilllnler.
The best, however, does not signify a great
deal, and it has not yet revealed another
Demasy.
Nevertheless, this play, produced
at tbe Theatre Antoine, Is well Interpreted

and

IS»

&#;•

u

delicate even to go to the war.
The father
tbe Illegitimate son as indispensable
to work on munitions In his foundry, where
be makes himself remarked by his sptltude
.

claims

and is instrumental .n breaking up s strike.
pne of the discontented workmen who knows
the family history, reproaches the boy with
being born out of wedlock. This is the first
indication the poor fellow has of bis origin,
investigates. There is a violent scene
between the two brothers, interrupted by the
Ironmaster, who confesses his early fault, but
shows bis Integrity by bis fidelity to his natHe opens bis arms to embrace
ural child.
them together, and the two brothers become
reconciled.
Both are in love with the same
the mill, and the elder
girl, a worker in
sacrifices himself by withdrawing in favor
of the legitimate, returning Joyfully to the
trenches to fight the Boches.
The story has pleased the critics, and a
Kendrew.
second show Is being arranged.

and he

THE FIVEMILLION.

LIU
Phil

Nlni

its

acter analyses,

Clarence

Is

witty and well turned.
a discharged soldier who comes

Mr. Wheeler, "a specialist In
dollars," to get a Job.
Unwittingly he hears
all the family scandal as told by two, refractory adolescents, a daughter and a son.
Because he can drive army mules without
swearing, Mr. Wheeler gives him a position
In bis home as a sort of secretary.
Clarence,
by fixing the heating apparatus, tuning tbe
piano,
repairing leaky pipes, playing the
saxophone and turning tbe vory young daughter's attention from a grass widower much
older than herself, eventually wins the affecto the office of

'

tion of all.
It Is then that a mild but very amusing
surprise Is sprung, which is best left for explanation to the stage.
In the end all comes
right, and only the romantic daughter suffers.
Her little moment 1b tragedy to her,
but' comedy of the finest type to the audience.
Mr. Lunt's methods are quite indescribable.
In effect ha is thoroughly charming, deft in
comedy, and so genuinely convincing that
one's admiration goes out to him without
apparent reason.
Miss Hayes Is the cleverest adolescent JuveShe and Mr. Lunt renile upon the stage.
ceived vigorous applause at the end of every

scene.

Mary Boland as Mrs. Wheeler also prean admirable picture of an earnest
stepmother trying her best to help straighten
Phoebe Fosout two very wilful children.
ter, charming as ever, gave us a very winsome governess and tutor, Her scene with
Mr. Lunt In the final act was admirably
done, a fact which emphaslied the general
sented

1

Bishop
Bishop

Marjorle

"Mac"

Purnell
Beatrice

Ralph

Colonel

Dan

Higglna.
Qucenie
Al

Pratt

Noyes
Morgan

Percy Helton
Charles Abbe
Robert McWade
Edward Poland

Jefferson Adams
Otis Weaver

Van Alstyne
Monahan

Poir

Meehan

William B.

Weaver..;
"Midge" Monahan
Douglas Adams
Grant Adams
Albert

Harry Harwood
Harry MacFayden

Amy

Ongley

Announced bb the first offering of tbe
"new" season by F. Ray Comatock and Morris
Gest, "Tbe Five Million," written by Guy
Bolton and Frank Mandet, bowed at the Lyric
Tuesday nlgbt (July 8). This Is the same
out

tried

lately

under

Actually

It

the
Is

name
the

of
second

which ordinarily would have been
brought In with the fall crop of plays, "At
fl.45" being the first (presented by W. A.
Brady, June 28). Both plays were rushed in
despite it being midsummer to "beat to it"
other producers who were readying shows
supposed to be respectively of tbe two types
represented by the Initial brace. The Brady
"The Five
piece Is a murder mystery story.
Million" is a comedy on tbe returned soldier
Both opened with great weather
situation.
breaks, for on both opening nights the temperature was of delightful summer coolness.
Just how many plays dealing with returned
soldiers are In tbe making isn't certain, nor
whether any are anywhere near ready for
showing, so that the haste In which Comstock
& Gest did "The Five Million" may not have
been necessary. Yet "The Five Million" looks
so good that the two-firm Isn't to be blamed
for declining to take a chance with other attractions taking the edge off of theirs, through
piece

psychology and technlc. The story is
a typical Tarkington fable, keen In its char.

Sue MacNanamy
Marie Abeam
Luclle Webster
Helen Barnes
June Holbrook
James Gleason

Ruth Hunter

Mary
Ada
Rhy MacDonald

"Welcome Home."

C

in

promise.

full of

An Ironmaster has two soub, one legitimate.
He has a preference for the second, who Is
more intelligent and energetic, while the former is only a nice kind of young man, too

piece

CLARENCE.
'

Atlantic City. July 9.
One of. iW
the warmest welcomes ever given a
premiere ut the Apollo was accorded Monday
to "Clarence," Booth Tahkington's new comedy
Or characters presented by George
Tyler
.for the first time.
Every act colled forth applause so Insistent the curtain had to be
raised many times.
This new comedy Is perhaps the most charming play seen here since Barrle's "Dear
Brutus," bringing with It Alfred Lunt, comparatively obscure, and the adorable Helen
Hayes.
Mr Lunt rose to stardom in one
bound.
His personality Is unique and thoroughly captivating.
Mr. Tarkington, who built this new comedy
specially for Lunt's use, has written a very
delightful and altogether charming vehicle.
It is a play of moods and characters, rich
with wholesome comedy, and almost flawless
-;

The action

It was a similar reason that
prior display.
led A. H. Woods to bring "Friendly Enemies"
into the Hudson In July last year. The Cornstock. & Gest show may not achieve the same
measure of success, but if the weather doesn't
wilt it, it has an excellent chance, for It
deals with a theme that tbe five million men
who formed the American Army will want to
see, and what Is of even more importance it

—

has laughs a wealth of them.
Perhaps many of the boys who went across
wondered, with "one foot in Hades and the
other on a banana peel" bow they would be
received when they got back home, that is if
they ever did get back. And perhaps It baB
happened that the boys when they did return
didn't get tbe reception they should have gotten, v somewhat like In "The Five Million."
But on the theory that the man who had the
guts to go through over there, has the stuff
In him to fight It out over here to at least
attain the same standing as when be went
across, nil things hecame balanced apaln— at
least that la so In this play.
In no way detracting from the comedy but
rather adding to It by r touch of the dramatic, the power of the discharged A. E. F.
purposes—
Is Intimated If fused for political
for It Is to be remembered that "ten presidents
of the United States were ox-soldlcrs and at
least five of them were elected by the soldier
vote."
The constructive outline of "The Five Million" may be said professionally to have much
that is "old stuff," with Its vlUIans. Its romance and ltR types even down to n.n old
soldier,
But there are new tvpes In the form
Not nnlv them but
of the returned Nnldlers.
the o'her characters are so heavily weighted
with laugh-brlnglng bright lines that the coli

.

set in a small up-state town,
opening with a scene In the school house on
the day when the town's unit is being given
a welcoming home from tbe war. Two of tbe
boys, Phil and "Mac," gain the school house
where a "lay-out" of eats has been set up
for them, and where Rhy, Mac's wife, 1b
waiting for him. Rby has been holding down
Mac's Job as an Insurance agent and calmly
Informs him that he had better start reading
tbe help wanted columns, as she didn't Intend
going back to the kitchen. Mac. having been
a cook in the army, having "stood over the
fire," instead of being "under fire," has no
choice but to assume the duties of cook In his
household.
Phil has brought along Nlni, his
French bride, whose Inability to assimilate
English, forms one of the funny side lights,
There is mention of Douglas Adams, an
aviator, who had been shot down over the
German lines and been reported dead in a
Hun hospital. But Doug, too, comes 'home.

HIb

is

Ruth

affianced,

Hunter,

him

thinking

secretly
became engaged to Albert
Weaver, one of tbe boys whom the doctors
said had "flat feet" and whom the girls unmercifully guyed.
Doug takes Ruth to bis heart again, and
though bis grandfather has sold their law
office practice with the stipulation that they
could not practice law for. five years in the
town, they arrange that he start all over
But it
again and she Is to wait tor him.
turns out Ruth's association with young
Weaver becomes known to Doug, wbo In the
end finds that clever little Midge Monohon,
turns
out
one of whose father's inventions
ihe finish
to be valuable, is the real girt,
finds Mac getting his old Job back through
tbe laughingly simple reason that bis wife,
Rhy, was approaching tbe blessed state of
motherhood and had to stick around the house.
The first act and the third are the best,
still with scoring lines being pretty well disAlmost
tributed throughout all three acts.
from the Jump the laughs coma One of the
girls In the school started it by saying, "I'm
glad tbe boys are home for I'm tired of going
to dances and things with men old enough to
be my father."
The ex-service men In the
house were particularly tickled when one of
the returned soldiers when asked If the girls
in France were nice to the boys sold, "If they
treated us any nicer we would have been compelled to send for the police."' When young
Weaver, the stay at home, explained about
bis feet. Midge exclaimed, "Good. Lord, they
didn't expect you to kick the Germans to
The old soldier wrung a hearty
death."
lough when he said, "They tell me Fifth
avenue Isn't used for anything but parades.
Life In New York is JuBt one dammed parade
It would be unfair .to tabuafter another."
There surely
late the laugh-getting lines.
were enough, but their effect is naturally to
be appreciated fully with their association
to situations. Sentiment was not missing, and
"the least we can do for the 74,000 boys who
will be forever over there is not to forget"
expressed tbe feeling of the characters.
The company of 18 roles is admirably cast.
Not a weak spot was discernible, and a majority of the players have drawn attention
within the last several seasons. Ralph Morgan as the returned aviator gave a splendid
His two old pals, Phil and Mac,
performance.
the returned doughboys, respectively played by
James Gleason and William E. Meehan, formed
a trinity with a scoring effect something along
Beatrice
the lines of "Turn to the Right."
Noyes scored a hit as Midge, the leading
Helen Barnes as Rhy
feminine character.
was enjoyable. Sue McNanamy played nicely
as Ruth, a role not sympathetic. Amy Ongley
delivered an excellent comedy bit as a slavey.
Charles Abbe added another splendid characPurter to his repertoire as the old soldier.
nell Pratt as the stay at home handled himself excellently in a thankless part, while

dead,

Harry Harwood

and

Robert

McWade added

Perhaps the only
characterizations.
of' the cast who was overseas was
He
Helton, who recently returned.
quite a reception on his entrance, his

finished

member
Percy

drew
work

"Young America" and "The Miracle

in

Man"

being

..promisingly

Doug.
Mr.

remembered,' and he played
as the young brother of

again

and Mr. Mendel have turned
Robert
the earlier work of the latter writer.
out a really entertaining play and make good
Milton

Bolton

staged

the

piece

cleverly,

as

ubusI.

The main defect noticed on the opening night
was that It ran too long, getting away to an
A
8.30 start and reaching a climax at 11.15.
quarter hour can be easily cut, not from tbe
flrBt

act,

however, for that

Is

all

meat.
foer.

SHUBERT GAIETIES OF

1919.

J. J. Sbubert rather surprised the talent
the 44th Street July 7 when he first prepermanency,
latest
Shuberts'
sented
the
The Shuberts put on a regular
"Gaieties."
*2 show, even though they did charge $5 for
orchestra seats to witness the premiere. All
selling at
were
some
but
sold,
seats
were
the
the box office that evening as late as 8.20.
The "Gaieties" Is a new scheme of the
Shuberts, a near relation to their Winter
Onrdcn productions, and to be set for "The
Geietlcs or 1020-21-22" and forward as the
years arrive with the summers In them, always nt the 44th Street. That's a good house
'or this tvne of strictly revue entertainment.
It wns built for n music hall and started oft
holding the best
vaudeville,
almost
with
v-iiid-vlHe show on Its opening matinee ever
presented In America, but J. I. didn't know
ii?
mueh shout vaudeville then as he does
J. broke up
nnw.
s'o nfter the mnllneo J.
the program, to shorten It, and broke up the

at

scheme for, a vaudeville circuit

Shubert
the

same

at

time.

But that

and always humorous.

STEEL TEMPERED.

.

'•3sft

lectlve result is sure-fire.
New situations are
created amid the old ones, sometimes logical

excellence
of
her
George
performance.
Howell as Mr. Wheeler portrayed a busy
business man with family cares with a finish
and verve was splendid.
An excellent cast supported those playing
the principal roles.
8cheu.tr.

psst history, though the 44th
retains its outlines originally
laid out for Weber and Fields, and it makes
Street

Is

still

any kind of an engaging

light

show stand up

the better for the lay out of tbe house. That
may account to an extent for tbe fast pace
the "Gaieties" appcarod to secure, nqtwlthcomedy scene*

standlng that several of the

and numbers dragged

out.

Tbe tempo was

greatly

aided
by the music which Jean
wrote.
The theme of the piece,
plnyed, la very catchy.
All of the
numbers excepting tbe tenor-aoprano duets
or solos were in a rapid measure that kept
everyone moving:
There was no "moon" or

Schwartz

often

"Dlxey" slow number among tbe selections.
Mr. Schwartz did not write all of the numbers.
Blanche Merrill bad three, Interpolated,
One was a novelty number, called "The Crazy
Quilt."
This stood up even with the .best
novelty song number Broadway has seen in a
decade, "My Tiger Girl," coming late in the
performance. It was led by Harry Fender as
an animal trainer behind the bars of a cage
holding

girls

In

tiger

striped

dresses.

The

number

is
unlimited for effect.
Miss Merothers were "This Is the Day," elaborately put on and led by Stewart Baird, and
Marjorle Gateson, and "Coat o' Mine," sung
by Mr. Balrd at tbe opening of tbe show.
Another number worth while was "Baby
Vampire," also on early and led by Julia
Ballew,, who walked down to the edge of the
runway over the orchestra pit to sing it.
That runway sends the people on it right into
the audience.
It made the "auctioneer" bit
for Ed Wynn a simple task later on.
The "Gaieties" seems to 'be an accident. It
was Intended as a little Sbubert intimate revue production to keep the 44th Street Roof
alive.
Developing, it played Atlantic City and
was thought to be Impossible.
Many cast
changes followed, and after a week or more of
rehearsals In New York, it opened, to exhibit
a handsome production from every point, a lot
of girls, seemingly more of them than any
other Broadway musical show has at present,
and what will likely be the show's best drawing card, about the handsomest collection of
tall show girls one stage has held in years.
Tbe Shuberts did tbe tblng right when they
decided to go ahead for a Winter Garden show
farther downtown. The performance balances
rather well, in comedy, songs and dancing. It
Is this balance that prevents either from stepping forward for extraordinary attention.
While many of the wise bunch may have
stuck their tongue out at some of the comedy
the opening night, the folks from the woods
who bold Broadway up in the hot weather

rill's

will like it

The Shuberts have a very

fair

summer show

thlB production that they will Improve as
plays until It can take to the road in the
as a competitor in its class with any of
them.
It might be said that the comedy was bogged
by Mr. Wynn. He went into the performance
following the opening.
Those who know how
musical comedies are set and how featured
comedians or comediennes always "protect"
themselves might be curious to find out Just
how much Wynn grabbed off for himself or
held out on others, after be got In tbe cast.
It's legitimate enough of course, for a $1,000
comedian Is not going to allow a $250 boy to
run away with any show, if the higher salaried
artist can prevent it. They usually prevent it
by threatening to walk out. And it isn't always a $250 artist who suffers. Sometimes
the other artist receives much more, but not
as much as the one "protecting" himself. This
Is a point that many vaudevllllans who receive offerB for revues or musical comedy productions might carefully consider before falling over themselves on the hope of becoming
another Jolson or Wynn on Broadway. They
are
going
against
"protectors," men
or
women, in every musical show they engage
for.
If they survive they are fortunate, but
they are gambling and the management Is not.
Which subject is suggested by that "Auctioneer" number Mr. Wynn did.
It must
have been in the show before be Joined it, so
someone else must have lost that opportunity
in
It

fall

when Wynn annexed

Wynn
the wait

It,

does very well In this piece.
filler In, with several scenes.

He

Is

The

program announces his scenes were written
by Harold Atterldge and himself. A couple of
them reflect credit upon Mr. Atterldge, but it
would be worth much more to Wynn if an uniniated audience were permitted to believe that
comedian required no author, for he has the
Impromptu style adjusted to a nicety. It is
a pity to kill an Illusion worth so much.
Wynn's "plot of the play" got over very big.
His "Laugh Drive" Is not a bad Idea pX all.
but could stand Improvement. Too many loud
voiced plants killed it
Wynn might have
taken that scheme from some of his business
In the .Century Roof show.
A large dial is on
the stage.
Wynn says there have been all
kinds of Drives, he will go after 1,000 laughs
that the show needs. He marks up laughs as
received. Some may allege It Is fin adaptation
nf the Stan Stanley dollar a laugb thing or
Henry Lewis' cash register for laughs (more
rearer the latter), but It Infringes on neither.
During this bit Wynn remarked that If Flo
Zlegfeld was In the house there was no laugh
there. Zlegfeld was In the audience, and as no

hlsslnt was heard during the performance Mr.
Zleefeld retained his rep for gentleness.
Other principal comedians were William
Kent and George Hasscll. They were In two
or thre<> travesties, with the travesties bespeaking no originality to those familiar with
Mr. K-mt has been
vaudeville or burlesque.
In great demand of late as a comedian of the

As no reviewer lives; wbo can
light style.
gainsay the experience of a practical producer,
(Continued on page 15.)_
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(Continued from page 14.)
Kent must be a comedian of considerable value,
but ho did not evidence tbat value Monday
nlgbt. He appeared limited In scope and action,
as though the piece was not his forte.
Mr.
Kent acknowledged applause rather self-consciously when first appearing as though It did
not surprise him and be drew laughs intermittently, but for a first sight of this young
man In "Gaieties" he was far from sensational.
Mr. Hassell In bis ponderous way had
grasp upon the travested section of
a. good

Playhouse (2d week). Fouled
with the hot going of Us Initial week,
but figured to have a fair chance.
"A Lonely Komeo," Shubert (Cth week).
Slumped away off during hot spell.
Business here lately has not been turning a profit and show may not last
out the summer. Heavy competition

"At

0.45,"

weathers

the

money-maker

weather it
for
Boyle

be a'
Woolfolk.

will

,

hurting.

(4th week.)

PALACE—Still

getting in the neighborhood of $20,000 for the Shubert
show and the big winner in town.

.

"Century Midnight Whirl" (26th week).
Holds to fair business. New revue set
for late in August. Front tables now
$6 through the week.
"En»t Is Weit," Astor (29th week). Still
maintaining the lead in non-musical
plays.
Got little under $14,000 last

SHOWS

IN FRISCO.
San Francisco, July 9.
The Marjorie Rambeau engagement

Rambeau

will

appear

"The Fortune

in

week).

••Greenwich Village Nights," Greenwich

The Columbia Tias Henry Miller for
a summer engagement and is doing
quite well.

Has one more week

Cut rates

to go.

a life-saver last week.
"Galtle» of 1919," 44th

St.

Opened Monday night

(1st

Good summer

attraction; full of girls.

'

Village. Again delayed. Premiere set
back until next Monday night
(29th
Lester," Knickerbocker
week). Walloped by hot weather last
week when for first time it went under

"Listen

stop limit Should recover and stick.
"LightninV Gaiety (47th week). Looks
Booking still inlike a sure sticker.
definite.

"Little Journey," Vanderbilt (27th wk.).
Moving out Saturday. Goes to Maxine
Length of Btay not
Elliott Monday.

"Oh Uncle" possible suc-

determined.
cessor.

"John Ferguson," Fulton (9th week).
Moved to Times Square from the far-

away

Has attracted interest
staying ability. Business

Garrlck.

through

its

for first nights uptown jumped, as
expected.
"La La Lucille," Miller (7th week). Is
getting only a fair play, with location
handicap distinctly felt
"Monte Crlsto, Jr.," Winter Garden (22d
week). Expected to stick for summer.
"Peek-a-Boo," Columbia (10th week).
Maintains fine gait and will establish
a mark for summer burlesque shows
to shoot at
,

"Royal Vagabond," Cohan & Harris (21st
week). Holds to good business and
should remain until September.
"She's a Good Fellow," Globe (10th wk.).
Has established a credible summer
showing. Leaving date not set
"Scandals of 1919," Liberty (6th week).
Is making money. Getting some "Follegitimately
lies" turnaway, yet is
drawing on its own. May win back
?;ood percentage of production cost by
Performance improving all the
all.
time.

East," Broadhurst
Going out Saturday.

"89

week).

(16th

"The CrlmBon

Alibi" opens next week.
In," Selwyn (16th week).

"Tumble

Excellent impression.
"The Better 'Ole," Booth (39th week).
day.

Approaching end of run.
"Three Wise Fools," Criterion (42d wk.).
Fooling wise ones by attaining one
-__..
of the season's longest runs.
"Up in Mabel's Room," El tinge (26th
About three weeks more.
week).
Due for Chicago early In August.
"Ztegfeld Frolic," Amsterdam Roof (32d

A new

readied.

Nine

midnight show being
performance
o'clock

remain.

SHOWS

CORT—

Love You";

fair.

will

be two

floors,

with a seating capacity of 3,000.
Building plans will be under the direction of Montgomery Moses.

Joe Glick spent his time from July
4 at 4.30 p. m. until July 6 at midnight,
explaining how Willard lost the fight.
J'oe saw the scrap over the ticker in
the Friars. When Willard went down
in the first round, Joe went with him.
Mr. Glick says that though he knows
every city and hamlet besides tanks
and way stations in the U. S. and Canada, he never knew Jack Dempsey was

born in Salt Lake.
Another summer like this, says Joe,
and he will go into the longshoreman
business to reduce, also build up his
bankroll. Everyone knows Joe works
like a beaver in the winter, to give
some other fellows a good time in the

ROSHANARA'S RIGHT NAME.
Indianapolis, July

9.

Roshanara is appearing with the
Stuart Walker Players at the Murat
under her right name, Ena Risley.
The dancer opened with the company in "Kismet," the first time that
piece ha'd been seen here. No mention
was made of Roshanara in connection
the billing of Ena Risley, but
publicity work may have obtained in
setting the matter before the local
public, though it being alleged several
in the audiences recognized Miss Risley as Roshanara.

with

(8th

Rudolph Friml, the composer, is not
engaged to marry Elsie Lawson. the
actress who has had several parts recently in musical comedy.
Miss Lawson and Mr. Friml deny
any such understanding.

week

GARRICK—"Scandal"

dropping; fell
below $7,000. (20th week.)
GRAND—Grant Mitchell in "A
Prince There Was"; good trade. (9th

week )
ILLINOIS-"Broken Blossoms" hurt
by hot wave; about $4,500. (Film.)

TUCKER PIECE SHELVED.
The William Morris production of
proposed show starring Sophie

the

Tucker

LA

SALLE—"Honeymoon

l-r-.-r

if

the

After

five

authors took

none

satisfied

BROADHURST OPENING.

getting
by with Richard Carle, but on erutches.
(7th week.)

holding well at $7,000;

is off.

a whack at the book
either star or manager

(6th week.)

STUDEBAKER—"Sunshine"

Town"
piece

that

tickled

One was Queenle Williams, programmed
as Ina Williams, who led the "Crazy Quilt"
number in her own individual way. There
is no one else like Miss Williams In action.
She seems to be a perpetual spring dancer
while singing, never quiet In vaudeville she
grew upon one with this work and should
have been given another number later on, to
dance and sing the same. Instead of being
saddled as she was with many encores for
the "Quilt" bit .But, at that. Miss Williams
was Immediately accepted as a novelty, something new and different. She scored decidedly
and is there In the future for musical comedy.
In vaudeville she held up a mediocre sketch
tbat had a few scenic effects for several seaThe
sons, solely with her gingery manner.
other girl was Julia Ballow, who is on the
Miss Ballew in the "Baby
Century Roof.
Vamp" number rather staggered the house by
She did
the etherealness of her appearance.
the number nicely, her personality standing
her in much better stead on the stage than it
does at close range on the roof. Miss Ballew
came Into New fork (Century) from Kansas
City and a cabaret. Her Jump to a big production speaks more for her than it did for
soms of the other cabaretters on the bill In
the same show. Miss Ballew can shimmy and
Her two numbers were handled quite
didn't.
out

JOE CLICK INFORMED.

FRIML NOT ENGAGED.

Chicago, July 9.
Face" getting

in face of terrific
$10,000 on the week.

along swimmingly;
hot break, got

The new theatre

George Broadhurst will present his
•wn play "The Crimson Alibi" at the
Broadhurst, commencing Monday, July
14, unless the plan is changed by that
day.

,

mMM

The Shuborts have purchased from M.

&

Crawford, a play entitled

P. B.

"HU

iL.

Wife,"

W:}

Jack Hazzard has purchased a home at Great
Neck, L.

Charles Frohman Ino. has purobased "Poor
Mother," A. B. Thomas' latest play and will
glye it an early production.

persiflage

'

house.

IN CHICAGO.

COLONIAL—"Angel
(4th week.)
"I

0. H.
Trenton, N. J., July 9.
At the annual meeting of directors
of the Trenton (N. J.) Theatre Building Corporation, which controls the
Trenton theatres, Taylor O. H. and the
Poster Advertising Co., it was decided
the Taylor O. H., erected 52 years ago,
should be torn down at once, and on
the same site to erect a vaudeville

The Shuborts have accepted a play by B*U0#; ": *\fe|
Reynolds,, an advertising man from Cincinnati, .'':,'

One of the soldiers (Civil War period) said be
bad to get through to Richmond. The other
replied he would have Lee sign a pass tor
him. Mr. Hassell exclaimed, "Does Jake know
Lee is- signing passes?" In the war burlesque
was a blackface soldier who spoke with a
Hebrew accent. This was done In "Hanky
Panky" years ago by Harry Cooper In about'
the same scene. "Hanky Panky" was written
by Edgar Smith, who wrote the non-discoverable book of the "Gaieties."
Smith probably
also wrote "The Trial of the Shimmy" scene,
a shimmy dancing finale for the first act. It
was very effective, the stageful of people all
shimmying. In William Morris' "Dance Mad"
some seasons ago there was "The Trial of
the Turkey Trot," then prevalent, and It ran
along quite similar lines. So, also, in another
travesty of "Please Get Married," where the
action is broken up at the finish through one
of the characters refusing to continue in a
"dirty" piece.
The other and prominent male members
were dancers, lead by Clayton and White, who
scored in each scene they had part of. The
boys are feet twisters of much elasticity and
have no trouble in getting over on any stage.
Ted Lorraine and Gladys Walton danced prettily, especially in one scene.
The Glorias, man and woman, In varied
They
dances, left an excellent impression.
are graceful dancers of the foreign school
and were the first over here to do the "skating
dance," which they are still doing much better
than any of their many Imitators. The Gardiner Trio did this skating dance In "Take It
from Me" without any credit to the Glorias, and
It put the trio over In that show.
The women principals as a whole shaded
the men. Two new girls to the f 2 field stood

TEARING DOWN TAYLOR

summer.

ping on Saturday.

week).

'

the Fulton,

to

Bobby Hlgglns has succeeded Olin Howland
"She's a Good Fellow."

In

"John Ferguson" has been moved up from .';;.>VS#?'a
the Garrlck to the Fulton, for a summer run. ''v^&twf

,

Teller."'

Stop-

"The Five Million," Lyric (1st week).
Second show offered ahead of the season; the first for Comstock & Gest
Rushed in to beat other shows dealing
with returned soldiers. Opened Tues-

mr

to three,

Last week and this, "Eyes of
Youth."
The Will King Musical Comedy Co.,
featuring the bill at the Casino (Ackerman & Harris) is averaging between
$10,000 and $11,000 weekly.

"Friendly Enemies," Hudson (51st wk.).

i

Rambeau run has been cut
ending next week, when Miss

weeks, the

DAILIES.

"John Ferguson" has moved

in the war travesty, originally
bis work,
probably from "The Little Rebel" or some
meller like that, and better known to vaudeville as "The Battle Of Too Soon," Mr. Kent
and Mr. Hassel indulged in a bit of prothe house.
fessional

at the Curran has brought disappointOriginally set for five
ing returns.

week in spite of torrid spell.
Is a
"Foiiie.," Amsterdam (4th week).
sell-out with weather not interfering,
Sold out except,
save for standees.
gallery on Fourth of July matinee; the
only attraction to pull real business
then. Beat $29,000 last week.

NEWS OF THE
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legitimately.
One of the other cabaretters

was Gllda Gray,

from Chicago first and Maxim's, New York,
last
Gilds was formerly May Gray, coming
east as half of the sister team of Gray and
Vernon. Gilda did the "Balstreet Blues," with
the shimmy side issue, even using the line,
"Get Over Dirty," that bad been cut out in
But the applause Gilda got
Atlantic City.
must have made Sophie Tucker happy, for
Sophie has had the Chicago girls under her
Miss
wing since they reached New Tork.
Gray did not do anything else, which displayed a sense of Judgment by someone. As
a shimmy dancer she's a selt-admltted rival
to Bee Palmer.
Two other girls from Chicago are in the
show, Freda Leonard and Kathryn Hart They
had a bit in a number. Another Chlcagoan
was Llora Hoffman, who got all the attenNo one knew Miss
tion with a rich voice.
Hoffman, although she headlined on the Or-

pheum

I.

Comstock & Gest will produce In the faJI a
musical comedy called "The Rose of Cathay,"
by Guy Bolton with music by Armand Vecsey.

Marjorie

made

a

did
singing speso

score,

Margaret Farroll. Miss Farrcil
Miss Farrell Is another from
cialty songs.
vaudeville.

•

Village Restaurant scene
attractively so. The Cherry
Blossom Grove scene was another worthy. The
Lamp of Love scene was where Lorraine and
The TransWalton did their best dance.
Atlantic Flight, in which Wynn appeared for
comedy, was rather cumbersome and long.
But the mixture of the whole was done In
an expert manner. Someone must have worked
bard on thlB show, perhaps many did. J. 0.

The Greenwich
was oddly set, and

r^'
•'••':

?

• ..'

"His Wife," a drama by Maurice V. Samuels,
author of "The Wanderer" and Paulino-. B.
Crawford, will be produced by the Bhubetts.

.

Ottokar Bartlk, balletmaster of the Metropolltan, has sailed for Europe to see new ballets
and operas, some of which he will bring back
--.•
next season.

;

'!-

-

'

Tom Wise, who Is under contract to A. H.
Woods, has been loaned to Oliver Morosoo,
and will continue to appear la "Cappy Ricks''
next season.

Jack Norworth la preparing a new musical
revue which he plans to present In New Yor*
next month, under the title of "New York
Nights."

mi

-:

.

Bruce Reynolds, an advertising -writer of
Cincinnati, Is the author of a new play which
Shuberts have acquired for Immediate

the

presentation.

'

William A. Brady.'

charged last week with

Jr.,

violating traffic regulations before Magistrate
Miller, of Long Island City, was paroled In
order that he might go to Toledo to see the

n * nt

-

;'

..-..

-.

-

;**.'!

:/:'; I;..;.;

.

;

Eugene Brleux's play. "The Red Robe," will
be produced in New Tork early In the New '.££
Tr^i
Tear, with Lionel Barry more In the loading
role.
The production will be made Jointly by
John D. Williams and Henry Naegle. The.
;

play

be

will

Law."

known as "The Letter

of

the

--.--? r^ss

•

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court
:% J
last week awarded William A. Brady $40,000 i&is-s&S'
in a suit brought by him against A. L. Erlsngwr
The action, which 1b of many years' standing,
was concerned with the leasing and operation $mism
;

r,:

,

the Auditorium, Chicago.
Chlcam.
clslon given In
in 1911 was in
Erlanger.
of

A

de.
former ds^#
^ "j
of Mr.
Ii

fsvor

:'

The July 4 Legion, organized on Independence

Day of last year, announces plans for the extension of the Legion to all parts of the nation.
The national meeting will be held In Now York
In Sept.
The Legion Is composed of persons
born July

4.
George M. Cohan is honorary
and Thomas Hgan, the tenor, is the

official

founder.

"A Regular Fellow," a melodramatio comedy
by Mark Swan, opened at Stamford, Jul* 4,
with Ernest Glendlnning, James Bradbury
Vincent Coleman, Roy Gordon, Miriam Sears,'
Eunice Elliott, Dudley Clements and May
Anderson In the cast. The show will go to
Long Branch, Asbury Park and Atlantic City.
Charles Emerson Cook, the producer, plans to
bring it to Broadway in August.
..-.:.:'

:V;?:«j

m
•m

William A. Brady-has been awarded 120,000,
plus Interest from 1011, by the Appellate
Division of the Supremo Court, which last week
confirmed a judgment entered against A. L.
Erlanger some time before. Brady has been
seeking for nine years to establish bis share
In the ownership of the Auditorium, Chicago,
on the ground tbat he lent Erlanger $20,000 to
purchase that property. Erlanger maintained
the $20,000 was a loan, and sold the lease refusing Brady any share in the profit.
''"',
'•:

DEATHS.

Circuit last season.

Gateson

Sv^l

-"•:

...V

%

I

..:-!L\i,,

Arthur Stanley.
Arthur Stanley died June 21 in the
American Theatrical Hospital, Chicago.
The deceased was the owner and manager of the Stanley Stock Co.

.

Alfred Bryan wrote the
It.
Allen K. Foster and Kuy Kendall arranged the fast dancing numbers and Oscar
The other musical comedy producers are
apt to keep close watch on the Sbuberts' "Gaieties" if they go ahead wltb tbetr proposed
There's a lot
plan of a new one summerly.
of latitude for a show of tbls sort that could
be so closely fitted to the "Follies" scheme of
Sim*,
production.

Huffman staged

lyrics,

Gilbert H. PadeJford.
Gilbert H. Padelford, for many years
of the Taunton Theatre at
Taunton, Mass., and at one time head
of the business staff of "Winchester,"
which toured the country 15 years or
more ago, and connected with various
other theatrical enterprises, died at the

manager

Morton Hospital
after

a

by one

long
sister.

at

Taunton

illness.

He

is

last

week

survived
;

<

.

:H

'

'.
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LONDON OFFICE

GERHARD STREET
A

London, June 27.
W. Orton Tewson, formerly Eurobean correspondent of the Hearst
newspapers, is about to sail for New
York to establish American headquarters of the Cross Atlantic News Service—a unique organization he has

"

feature
other legitimate successes.
of these travesties is the use of new
gags every night—based on news de-

velopments of the day. Reference to
a story that "breaks" in the last editions of the evening papers seems to
be thoroughly understood by all parts
of the house—a tribute to the Londoner's exhaustive newspaper reading.
THe same stunt has been tried in New
York unsuccessfully. Of the present
players,
Cast only two of the featured
will be seen in New York, Jack Buchanan and Phyllis Monkman, neither

spent the last year in organizing.
Tewson's idea is to get as clients newspapers in cities outside New York and
Chicago for which the cost of maintaining a

London

office is prohibitive,

and then giving each of these newspapers individual service. Thus the
Toledo Blade, for instance, can have
an interview with one of its eminent
citizens visiting London which the
other press organizations here would
not think of either cabling or mailing.
Tewson has'taken a whole building in
Fleet street, with an adjoining building in Hen and Chickens court, offering a dozen "rest" rooms, a library,
private conference rooms and a file

whom has been seen in America.
an
is a light comedian with
engaging personality who offsets his
inability to shine as a dancer by his
MonkMiss
finished art as an actor.
man is a very excellent dancer who
has been a reigning London favorite

of

Buchanan

for several years.

W-

in

Outiide the Comedy Theatre are onesheets giving the casts ol the five oneact plays that form the current bill
there. Aaron Hoffman, author of The
Unexpected," one of the playlets, is described as "Author of 'Uncle Sam.
"Uncle Sam" is the revised title of
'

'

Dick Bernard
"Friendly Enemies."
(playing brother Sam's part in the
piece) saw the bills outside the Comedy yesterday and expressed a fervent wish. "If only Louis Mann and
Sammie Shipman were here with me I"
:he said.

m

|
'

-.

Derwont Hall Caine has just finished
producing a feature picture here and is
now appearing in the provincial music
halls in "The Lincoln Highwayman," a
While in
sketch by Paul Dickey.
America Caine bought the English
rights to "The Choir Rehearsal," by
it in
produce
will
He
'Claire Kummer.

London

shortly.

Andre Chariot's. attempt to interest
London in the Grand Guignol form of
entertainment was the outstanding
feature of the week, and if the newspaper notices are a trustworthy .guide
the experiment promises to be successful The first night audience was only

mildly enthusiastic.

Of the

five plays

on .the bill two have been done in
America, one, "The Unexpected," by
Aaron Hoffman, proving the hit of the
evening in spite of the fact that it
was badly played and staged with complete misunderstanding of the author's
intentions. "The Mask," which created
more or less of a sensation as produced by Holbrook Blinn at the Princess several years ago, did not begin
to score as it might have done had it
been adequately acted. From rise to
fall

of the curtain this gripping trag-

edy of Cornwall never once rang true.
three plays were comedies

The other

of the usual British sort deserving no
serious comment. There are 13 actors
engaged in the five plays, not one of

whom

has any reputation in London.

At the Holborn Empire the other
Elida

:

night, with the exception of
Morris, the turns' were almost identical
with those offered there four years
ago. Miss Morris was a veritable not
of applause and she worked most
The only other turns
strenuously.
known in America are Elven Hedges
(late Hedges Bros, and Jacobsen) and
Marie Dainton. Both are prime fa-

vorites here, though it is doubtful if
either would prove acceptable for big
time vaudeville in the States.

The Daily Express has

Campbell's interpretation of the leading role. He is alleged to have said
I
"You're too flamboyant.
to her:
want a nice, ordinary human creature,
such as I always create." To which
the actress replied: "You're a terrible
man. One day you'll eat a beefsteak;
and then God help all women." (It
should be explained that Shaw is a
vegetarian.)

K. Isaka, manager of the Imperial
Theatre, Tokio, is in London, after
having toured the United States in
Speaking of the
search of ideas.

shows he saw in America, he said: "I
have been surprised at the number of
plays in which bedroom scenes are
used. In Japan love enters into our
historical dramas, but we have a censor who would not permit such scenes
Your plays go too
in modern plays.
far. To me it seems strange that actors and actresses should appear as
themselves before* the end of the play.
call

Wilkie

"Bubbly" and "Tails Upl"-a combination of two former successes which
\

Andre Chariot is to present in New
York in association with the Shuberts

—

considerably above the average of
rev\ies.
It is questionable as
to how much of the present 'script
will have to be deleted to make it appeal to New York audiences, but there
are several very tuneful numbers in
the score and it looks as if it ought
to be a hit. Like all the current revues
it depends for its fun largely on travesties of reigning melodramatic and
is

London

published a

little story which, if true, must be
about five years old. It was supposed
to have occurred when "Pygmalion"
was being rehearsed at His Majesty's
Theatre. Bernard Shaw, author of the
piece, found fault with Mrs. Patrick

The

spoils the illusion."

Bard's

probable

postpone-

his American engagement with
the Keith circuit may possibly be occasioned by the likelihood he will be
compelled to pay double commissions.

ment of

The present arrangement was made by
Horace Reeves when he visited America a

few months ago.

latter has his

whenever mention was made of New
York the tears would actually stream
down Jimmy's face.

The feud between George Robey and
Leon Errol at the Hippodrome continues

Several years

ago Ernest Edelsten was deputed by
Bard to book him in the States and
Edelsten still has the correspondence
to prove his authorization.

The most homesick individual
London these days is James Doyle,

in

of

without abatement.

Errol

is

fully determined to play out his contract rather than have it said he ran
away from the conflict. Robey signs

the salary sheet every week, adding
to his name the initials "C. B. E." having had the honor conferred upon
him of "Commander of the British Empire." Errol supplements his signature
with the initials "C. E. W." After this
occurred several times the treasurer of
the house, consumed by curiosity,
couldn't resist the temptation to ask
what the initials stood for. To which
the American. corned j|h replied: "Collect

Every Week."

Ever hear of a Rolls-Ford automoFred Duprez has one. It is the
smartest looking machine in London.
It is an ordinary Ford chassis, with a

bile?

*
_

Gilbert Miller is sailing in July to
assist bis father and Klaw & Erlanger
'
in the New York production of Monsieur Beaucaire." It is not yet definitely decided whether Maggie Teyte will
production,
York
appear in the New
although the end of the run here is
in sight. Its success in New York is
doubtful. It is distinctly highbrow.

which newspapers from all
over the United States will be at the
disposal of American visitors.

room

The

wife with him and is quite cheerful, but
prior to the dancers opening in the
provinces Doyle could be found almost any day standing in Leicester
square, an absolute picture of gloom.
It is no exaggeration to state that

'

body on

it

impossible

that cost $2,500. It would be
to describe the accessory

equipment with which the "flivver" is
augmented, but suffice to say it can
make 60 miles an hour and looks like

named

its
1,000th
pera record for Daly's
Theatre.
Pieces scheduled for early
withdrawal are 'The Man, from Toronto," "Going Up," "L'Aiglon" and
"The -Very Idea," also "Lilac Time"

and "Hullo America."

summer season

atre for a

Vanbrugh
'Trimmed

to

To-get anything more than

New York

morning newspaper

office is an impossibility after 10 o'clock in the evening
(S p. m.
York time). Every day

New

the press bureau issues a schedule
approximating the delay that will probably operate against the various classes
of cablegrams and wireless messages
Anything less than an eight-hour delay
is considered cause for congratulation.
In the old days, before the war, despatches filed here as late as 5 a. m.
reached New York in time for the first
editions of the morning papers.

Leon Errol, in "Joy Bells" at the Hippodrome, has found it necessary to get
his own publicity by his own efforts
and has engaged Walter Duggan,
known in New York as a press agent
and recently demobilized in Paris, to
dig up "stunts" for his benefit.
The
burst into print for Errol came
off as a result of a clever scheme of
Duggan's going through without a
hitch.
All yesterday's papers 'carried
news stories of Mrs. Errol's catching
the Aquitania at Southampton after a
flight from London by aeroplane, the
Cunard line seizing the opportunity to
get out a booklet containing photographs of the comedian's wife and'
billing her as "the first lady in the
world to make connections with a foreign sailing via an aeroplane."
first

1

%

i

Violet
of

her production
in Scarlet"
for

%

Phyllis Neilson Terry has been engaged to play in a film adaptation of
Hichen's novel "The Call of the
Blood," which will be made in Sicily.

^Robert Loraine, who recently made
a three-years' starring agreement with
Charles B. Cochran, has cancelled the
arrangement owing to a difference of
opinion over the financial value of

"Cyrano

de
Bergerac."
Cochran
to have lost $40,000 on the
Loraine is continuing at Drury
Lane with the financial aid of Boris
Said and will shortly transfer it to the
Duke of York's. He has engaged
Percy Burton as manager.
claims
piece.

Albert de Courville will shortly with-

American correspondents here deany immediate improvement in
the cable service which, far from improving since the armistice, is worse
spair of

the briefest bulletins into a

26,

Marie Lohr has definitely decided on
Robert Hichen's play 'The Voice from
the. Minarets" for her autumn production, to be followed by a revival of
"Fedora." In both plays she will have
Arthur Wontner as her leading man.
Norman MacKinnell and Henry Vibart
will also figure in both casts.
In the
meantime she. has let the Globe The-

a million dollars.

than ever.

ii

celebrated

formance June

3

f

draw 'The Very Idea" from St. Martin's and replace it with Harold Brighouse's new play "The Bantam, V. C"
Basil Dean, formerly associated with
Tree and later with the
Liverpool Repertory Theatre, has secured a lease of the Scala and in association with Violet Tree, will produce plays at the Aldwych. The program at the latter will be initiated
with a new play by Arnold Bennett
entitled "Instinct." This is an adaptation from his novel "Sacred and Profane Love."
Sir Herbert

George Arliss has been busying himself since his arrival in London searching for new plays. Louis N. Parker is
writing one for him and Justin Huntly
McCarthy another. Arliss is also in
negotiation" with Sir James M. Barrie
and Sir Arthur Wing Pinero.
Hetty King and Ella Shields, English
male impersonators, are both anxious
to play in America.
Each fears the
other will get there first and each is
negotiating in the fond belief the other
isn't aware of it

ll

1

1

1
1

\
»

The will of the late Imre Kiralfy has
been filed for probate and totals $683,-

He

400.

divides $150,000

among

his six

children and the residue goes to his
wife "to whose love and devotion I
success of my life," says his

owe the
will.

Sydney Olcott, the picture director
(they call them producers over here)
in London and leaves for Paris
shortly. He has been in Europe several months but is not yet ready to say
is

Albert de

abandoned

Courville

his

has definitely
proposed Music Hall

project in Paris and will make his
usual annual visit to New York in the
fall.
It was not until de Courville had
virtually completed all his plans for
conducting the Paris home of his re.vues and had brought Julian Mitchell
to London from New York to undertake the staging of the first show that
he realized his lease could not be 'extended beyond a five-year period.

The slump continues in the theatres,
and only "Chu Chin Chow," "Monsieur
Maid of the Mounand "Kissing Time" of musical
and "Caesar's Wife" among
legitimate plays maintain their posi-

Beaucaire," "The
tains",
plays,
tions.

Last week "Chu Chin Chow"

played to $15,000; "Beaucaire," $14,000;
"Kissing Time," $16,000, and "The Maid
of the Mountains," $11,000. The last

what

for.

Frank Van Hoven
sition as regards his

a

in a tactical pogoing to America.

is

He can

afford to be stiff in his demands
for the reason that he is practically
solid over here for the next
seven years, with an increase in salary
each season. He is playing the Palla-

booked up

dium

this week, on at 11.05 p. m., following a slapstick Sketch that contains
35 minutes of almost constant laughter. After the matinee Monday he was
shifted to that spot when the sketch
people protested against following
him. VanHoven good naturedly consented to the shift and it really made
no difference with the way the audiences take him.
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three men each were staggering all
IN PARIS.
drunken man in [f*g.«
over the sidewalk.
Paris, June 27.
the morning on 7th avenue had not >• TihV Saint Nazaire "Play Factory,"**been observed before in years by a •Saint Nazaire, closed end of June with
continual traveller of that thorough(life
final performance of the "Crinv
fare.
sofl Cocoanut," by the Base Section.
No. 1 players.
'.''
The roof gardens as well as the theatres suffered during the heat and the
"The Arkansaw Travellers," comJuly 4 vacation. The Amsterdam and
Of 22 soldier-actors, who have: V
posed
Century roofs have new shows in
been so successful at the various camps
mind. Their present ones are trimmed
down pretty close for the hot season. between Bordeaux and Brest, finally
The Amsterdam will put on its new crowned their career by a week at the .J
Palais de Glace, Paris, under the Y. ff:
production shortly and the Century
M. C. A.
\.
v&g
will follow about September 1.
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To shimmy or not to shimmy in
New York isn't to be a question for the keepers of theatres, cabarets, dance halls, or any other form of
public resort if a bill now being
rushed through for presentation ^by
Alderman Dowling gets an affirmative

16.

shape whatever can be had on Broadway though right now provided the
purchaser is known or properly introBooze poured from sherry
duced.
bottles is the system employed, while
cocktails with a vermouth kick takes
the place of the former Bronx and
Manhattan. Members of several antisaloon leagues circulated through the
Broadway section Mis week, purchasing sherry and ojther wines to test the

vote for the elimination of the dance
from all forms of exhibitions not considered strictly private, if not, indeed
properly conjugal. The bill's conception follows in the wake of storms of
protest that have .flooded the elected
public keepers of the commonwealth's
welfare, since the shimmy dance craze
got a new public start through its inclusion in many of the Broadway musical shows, as welt as through its varied
manifests in most of the cabarets of
the three boroughs. The Committee
of Fourteen, an organization that
watches the city's dance halls, theatres
and general, amusement spots for tendencies calculated to corrupt accepted
standards of modesty between the
sexes, is an accredited promoter of the
bill to anti the shimmy terpsichore
publicly. The 14's complaint, it is alleged, is exhaustive, naming more than
114 specific spots in New York where
members of its staff have viewed the
dance publicly within the past several
weeks. The citation includes an open
exhibition of the dance at Luna Park
divertissement openly called
in
a
"Shimmyland," several presentations
of it in the new Ziegfeld "Follies," one
of which is given by colored children

under seven years of age; other innew Shubert show, the
"Gaieties," produced Monday evening
at the 44th Street, and other presentations of the sort at practically every
"cabaret along Broadway. The bill arraigns the dance as a "shameless evidence of debauchery, wholly lacking in
beauty, and the product obviously of
innate or acquired pruriency, the effect
of which upon observers can be but to

'

ratio of alcohol.

inflame and debase."

The restaurants in the first week of
saw no glittering prosThe city places could not obpects.

-prohibition

tain a true line through the extended
week-end holiday, but they found out
enough about what it means to the
gross where there is no booze to be
freely
served.
The road houses
profited by the hot weather, but only

One road house man
Saturday night, with a crowd that
evening equal to the one the same
in

attendance.

said

week before, the gross receipts reached just SO per cent, with
a dry bar that the former night wet
night the

had brought him. Patrons who were
known in the restaurants could get
about what they wanted with some
exceptions and a great deal of secrecy. It was an unsatisfactory manner of doing business. The weak beer
and lightwines, with almost everything included in the latter, were not

enough for the thirsty, One arrest
was made on Broadway Friday for
selling port wine. Even with the mild
i

£

*

dryness the restaurateurs are not
hopeful and are waiting for the war
period to be declared over. One of
the best illustrations of a dry condition for the cabarets is reported from

Mont. That town went bone
dry January 1 last. Some of the cabarets attempted to survive with a soft
drink bar. One by one they perished
and the final one to close was last
week, leaving the city bare of floor
Butte,

entertainment.

Broadway, on
light

wines,

its

diet of beer

show

and

noticeable
any condition although the
late cafe parties have dwindled down
to some extent in the larger places.
With the demobilization of the army
Sept. 30, the saloon and restaurant
owners find themselves with three and
one half months of "wet" condition
prior to constitutional prohibition Jan.

change

fails

to

in

.*.'.;

"
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The Flanders Hotel, for many years
a stopping place for theatrical people,
will become the property of Mark
Aron, proprietor of the Palace Cafe
next week when the title comes into
his possession.
Aron purchased the
site last

Thomas Healy

is

one of the moving

in the organization of the
Hartsdale Country Club, the papers of
incorporation for which were filed with
the County. Clerk in Westchester this
week. Associated wit him are a group

it

week and proposes

to continue

as a theatrical stand.

factors

New York and Westchester residents, the members of the board of directors being Thomas Healy, John E.
Connelly, M. E. Kelly, Charles D. Milliard, William A. Buckley, Rodney Jarvis, Charles V. Benton, William La
Comb, George T. Washburn, George
T. Washburn, Jr., James Campbell, Guy
Hutchinson and George H. Bradley.
of

The clubhouse

will be built on the
property adjoining the Healy May-toNovember Farm, the plans having been
completed by William H. Gompert. In
addition to a fine golf course, there
will be tennis courts, and a baseball
and athletic field.

stances in the

-

any

While none hold out for

chance after that date, they are sticking to the finish, figuring on a cleanup
during the short period of grace between the date of demobilization and
the. middle of January. Drinks of any

Greater

.

Despite numerous prophecies that
the large cabaret establishments would
continue attractions, subsequent to
the prohibition, many have eliminated
them within the past week. 'It was
said at first that the big hotels and
cabaret places in and around New

York, would continue to sell, regardless, with intentions of making test
cases, if arraigned for violation, but as
present it looks as though the law has
gained the upper hand.
The Ritz,
Brooklyn; Healy's, 66th street; Reisenweber's, Churchill's and Rectors
have discontinued their shows. Rectors closed its upstairs ballroom this
week.
.

The "Romo Follies of 1919" are «p-V-'
pearing this week at Brest, after passing through the Doughboy Theatre at
'

Is-sur-Tille (in the
trict of Bourgogne)

was closed
without notice this week, the move
coming as a surprise to the members
of the show. The -fall off, in business
since the war time prohibition law became effective was the cause of the
Rector's

at

move.

.

Lee Kraus went

week

to Chicago this

to arrange for the opening there of
the new branch of the Arthur Horwitz-

Lee Kraus office. The office will open
about Aug. 1. Mr. Kraus while West
will spend his vacation in northern
Michigan.

Cabaret engagements

for

the

:

An interesting event .occurred with
the K. of C. circus this week while the
show stopped

The revue

wine growing dis':
and Le Mans.

at

Saint-Aignan.

The

pet kangaroo of the troupe, "Queen
Ann," gave birth to two babies, and
all the performers are falling oyer
each other, in their anxiety to nurse
them. It is hoped the twin kangaroos;
will, be on exhibition with the circus
before' it leaves France.

"Put It There," the show of the kotor Transport Corps, has been playing
at the .Theatre des Champs Elysees*
Paris, with

French

em-

girls (formerly

ployed

in the service) appearing with
several American .sisters of the Over
There Theatre League in the cast

m

past

week were Astor Quartette and Frank
The authorities recently informed'
Walker (Film Cafe), Florence Press managers it was decided, in view of the
(Rockwell Terrace), Gladys Quinn
increased cost of living, to charge 8
(Parkway Palace), Misha Ferenzo' frs. instead of Fr. 1.50, for uniformed
(Pabst-Harlem),

Carmencita

(Paris-

ienne).

A

new r»vue opened at the La Marne
Hotel, Atlantic City, N. J., Monday.
principals are Ted Hoffman, Irving Selig, Rose Lee, Tony Southern,

The

Miss Bergman and Miss Van, with a
chorus of eight.

policemen and Republican Guards doing duty to keep order in the various.;
places of amusement. The police decide on the number of officials to be
employed by managers. The various
directors' syndicates protested at the
extra cost, and a compromise has been
accepted, the charge now being fixed
at 5 frs. each man, to take effect
,

August .1.
Sodas have jumped up
rent scale.

A

:;'

"

„

in the restau-

check for a party of
four, ordering ice cream sodas in 'one
restaurant the other day, reached a
total of $2.80.

Elizabeth Marbury, under the auspices of the Knights of Columbus, gave
a lecture at the Cinema' des Arts, 325"
Rue Saint-Martin, Paris, June 24, and
explained the gospel of "Back to the'
Land," which has the support of Frank|
lin K. Lane, Secretary of the Interior,
and who supplied the speaker with
films and slides belonging to his. department, portraying attractively life,
on the farm and ranch. There were
also pictures of the relay road race

:

(

Whiskey in small bottles is being
carried into restaurants by patrons and
mixed with ginger ale or whatever
water or soft drink may be ordered.
This was a practice first placed in
effect by men in the service during the
war. At that time the restaurant men
were vigilant against the usuage, but

Nelson

Eastman

Snow
act

will join the

Gretchen

the fall, playing the
juvenile' role. He has been appearing
in the Century roof show.
in

The Beaux Arts at
Wednesday

reported

40th street
to

was

have tightly

closed.

now

they say they are powerless to act
if they wished to.
The restaurateurs
believe it is none of their business
where men with bottles under their
coats secure the liquor as long as it
was not sold to them in their place and
they are accordingly paying no attention to

it.

Cabaret bookings this week include
Mable Percival (Shanley's), Alice Howard, Diana and Rubini (Boulevard),
Marguerite Calvert (Wallick's), Minerva Clark (Tokio), Babe Kerwin (Hotel De France), Christine and Marie
Burke, Gloria Hilderbrandt, Fanchonette,
Emmett Gilfoil, Leeming and
Gray, Mason and Doyle, Louise and
Mitchell and O'Brien Brothers (Martinique, Atlantic City), Mile, and Frank
Gill, Norse Sisters, Frank Arnhouse
and Miss Sessions (Moulin Rouge),
Harry Glynn and Vera Griffin (Beaux
Arts, Atlantic City), Elsie Burchell,
Jeanette Kane, Clara Martin and Billie
Wilburn (Cafe Martin).

Prohibition appears to be increasing

number of drunks around Broadway. The other morning, early, shortthe

ly after eight, on 7th avenue between
47th and 49th street, two parties of

from Chateau-Thierry to Paris, which
was contested on Memorial day, May
30.

Isabelle Jason and Billy Wilson have
been engaged for the Wintergarden,

Chicago.

SHUBERT -GARRICK SOLD.
Washington,- D^

„,

ing the theatre and the lot it occupies,
coupled with the adjoining corner
property, was secured by a local clothing film and will be utilized for an
addition to their store.
This house has had a varied career
and until the past season has never

been a money maker. The Shuberts
took it over, remodeled it and called
it a "drawing room" theatre.
Some of
the successes that are now playing on

Broadway received
ings in this house.

(.t'-'-a-a

their

first

"Demi-Vierges" (Porte St. Martin);
"Bonheur de ma Femme" (Capucines);
"Ecole des Satyres" (Edouard VII);
"La Dame de 23" (Cluny); "Amour eti
Cinema" (Dejazet); "Mme. 1'Ordon-vO
nance"
(Scala)
"Hari-Kari,"
etc.;
(Grand Guignol) "Phi-Phi" (BottffesjV
"Sept Baisers Capitaux" (imperial);
"Paris New York* (Trianon) ; "Ver^
dun" (Arts); "Un Mariage Parisian^
(Varietes); operetta revivals at Opera 3
Comique, Empire, Ba-Ta-Clan; revues at Casino de Paris, Olympia,
Folies Bergere, Ambassadeurs, Cigale,
Gaite Rochechouart, Boitc a Fursy, Pie
qui Chante, Perchoir, Potiniere, Repertoire at Opera, Odeon, Comedie
Francaise.

show-

;

If you don't
advertise in Variety

don't advertise

1
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;

now

occupied by the Garrick
Players, a stock company operated by
two young Washingtonians, George
Marshall and L. Monta Bell, both former actors. Business has been excellent.
It is stated Bell & Marshall will
secure another theatre to present their
company in next summer, as this
house will be torn down in the fall,
is

'^?'w

;

C.,;iri»lyt9.

:1

r*.
The Shubert-Garnck
was sold last
week for $60,000 by Captain and Mrs.
Julius Peysor. The purchase, includ-

It

:•

Paris Theatre: "Le Mari, la Femiflel'Amant" (Vaudeville); "Aladin" '.'"
(Marigny); "Systeme D.
(Ambigu);V

et

>.-.;
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WITH THE MUSIC MEN.

OBITUARY

".

Summary of the Keith and Orpheum Golf Tournament at' Mt. Vernon (N. Y.)
County Club, June '23-25:
Winner, qualification round—James Plunkett, 95.
Runners-up— Schanberger and Lauder, each 99. Schanberger won pla> off.
Class B, Second 16—Winner, F. Bostock ; runner-up, H. Watkins.

accepted; tt lnaa,

•

RS

Class A, first

16.

F. Vincent
Lothrop

l vin cent
J

S*g*~

Muc.kenfuss
J" "'"""*""

McKowen

J"

^.Muckenfuss

Lauder

Hennessey
Hart*
R, Albee

Albee

{"

Jordan
Plunkett

J

-Henderson
Henderson

July

IRrawn

The following

punch in the first round ended the battle. William A. Brady won $72,000 betting on Dempsey. One of his bets won
by him, was $2,000 to $200 that Dempsey would not win in three rounds.

day,

Dempsey

appearing this week at a
Cincinnati park (booked independently) receiving $5,000. Commencing next
week he goes with the Sells-Floto Cir-

Saturday , the Lights suffered their
second defeat of the season by the
Freeport A. A. The score was 16 to 9.
Sunday was the big day. It was the
second game of the three-game series
between the Lights and the N. V. A.,
won by the Lights 12-10. The N. V. A.
got the first game about three weeks

cus as special attraction at $5,000 weekly for 10 weeks, though not tied down

by contract. The circus is in Newark,
N. J., next week. Among the losers at
Toledo was Frank Moran. He had
fought both men, saw them both in
Toledo, then bet $1,400 on Willard.

According to reports anybody
could have secured a four-round bout
on the slightest provocation, and in
ago.

special precautions

had

Notwithstanding the
be taken.
N. V. A. had their opponents 9 to 1 in
the third inning, they failed to hold
their lead to the end of the seventh.
Stanton and Van were the winning

Club will be held Thursday, July 17, at
Karatsonyi's, Glenwood-on-the-Sound.

There will be a clam bake, baseball
game, athletic contests, aquatic sports
and swimming races.
Many prizes

Score by innings:

521100100-10

A

00

The N. V. A. baseball nine defeated
the J. P. Morgan Co. team at Isham
Field Saturday afternoon, 12-0. Incidentally the Morgan aggregation leads
in the Bankers' League at the present
Brown, on the mound for the
time.
theatrical club, let them down with one
lone hit.

;

;

B. C.

Jess Willard seems to be getting the
credit

John Fox,

preferred.

nowadays among those who

know him

well for being a business
man. They say Willard really engineered the championship battle on the

Jb» Grand, Montgomery, closed last
wee«. for the summer.
The Princess, Montreal, closes for
the summer July 12.

and his arrangement with Tex
Rickard was that he (Willard) was to
receive 70 per cent, of the net proceeds, with Richard securing the other
It is even said
that
30 per cent.
Willard laid out the entire working
plan and stood ready to lend any financial assistance required.
One report
alleges Willard went so far as to secure an interest in Dempsey's future
interests as champion though there is
no suggestion in this of any "frame" in
the fight. Willard thought he had that
won before entering the ring. One

Silverstein

,

Managing

in Bronx.

Morris Silverstein is slated to be the
next manager of the Bronx opera
house, succeeding Mike Selwyn, who
followed Jake Rosenthal.
Mr. Rosenthal, now manager of the
Woods, Chicago, came into New York
for a couple of days last week, to escape the heat in Chicago.

former husband of

JUDGMENTS.
Judgments filed In the County Clerk's officii
The first name is that of the Judgment debtor,
the second the Judgment creditor, and the
amount of judgment.

at Big Stone Gap, Va., July
brief illness of pneumonia.

$40.38.

after

8,

Joieph D. McArdle.
Joseph D. McArdle, newspaper and
theatrical man, died July 6, in Bellevue
Hospital, New York City, after an illness of several months.

wife

Hiller,

died in

trainer,

New

month ago. Hiller
wood Lake, N. J.
EN
of

My

is

'

Andrew

May

iJJ"

;

theatrical

agent,

liabilities, $11,093;

no

No. 2310

assets.

ENGAGEMENTS.
Lela Frost, "Wedding Bella."
Pauline Garon, "Buddies."

"The Bantam V. C."
May VokeB. John Cort's "Three's a Crowd."
Renee Adoree and Lewis Sloden, "Oh, Un-

Nancy

W. SUMMERS

D.

Brlggs,

av.

.

MEMORIAM

Dear Departed Father

Fair,

Robert Edeson, "The Woman in Room 13."
John McKee will produce "See Saw" for
Henry W. Savage. Julian Alfreds will arrange

this life July 3rd, 1918.
hie aonl rest in peace.

ALLEN SUMMERS

the dances.
Ignacio Martinettl

'__._«

.

"Oh, Uncle."
Sidney Blackmer, "39 East"
Jennie Eustace, "An Innocent Idea."

The

father' of Aubrey Miller (Miller
and Lyle) died July 7 at his home in
Richmond, Va. The deceased was 70

PORTLAND TO HAVE NEW HOUSE.
Portland, Me., July

years old.

The Portland Theatre,

Inc.,

9.

have

old.

leased from the Bacon Realty Co. for
a period of 80 years, 12,000 feet of land
west on Congress street of the Libby
House at the corner of High and Congress streets northerly on High street
of the same house. This property has
been acquired for the construction, at
once, of a modern theatre. It is estimated that the total expenditure involves over a quarter of a million dol-

Tha mother of Max Winslow (Berlin
and Winslow) died July 6 at her home

2,300.

Mrs. There** Cox, mother of the
Four Cox Sisters and of TilHe Cox,
formerly of Rome and Cox, died in
Philadelphia July 6, aged 57.

James C. Short.
James C. Short (Short and Edwards)
died of tuberculosis, June 30, in Brooklyn, N. Y. The deceased was 56 years

lars.

The seating capacity will be about
It is understood that this new
playhouse will become a part of the
Black circuit which controls 18 theatres
in New England. Mr. Black states that
he will provide the city with the very

Boston.

REDLICK OFF "AMERICAN."
Leon Redlick, who has been handling
the dramatic and picture advertising
departments of 'The American," is no
longer connected with the publication.
He finished July 1. The entire depart-

ment

is

best theatrical attractions obtainable.

FARN HAM-KLEIN PARTNERSHIP.
Joe Farnham and Philip Klein, son.

now being handled by John

full

the

of

MacMahon, dramatic editor of the
publication.
As a result of the change the Shuberts are now giving the "American"

late

Chas. Klein, playwright,

have formed a partnership and will
produce for the legitimate starting in
August with a revival of "The District
Attorney."

space in advertising and the slight

The new firm will also make picture
versions of several of the Klein plays,
preparations already having been made
to screen "The Diplomat," "The Cipher
Code," "The Outside" and 'The Next
of Kin."

misunderstanding that existed seems
wiped out

to have been

PICTURE AT WOODS.'
Chicago, July

The

day of the month following that for whieh the

picture

•pen at the

QUESTIONS NOT COVERED.

"Open Your Eyes"

9.

will

Woods Theatre Sunday

(July 13).

general counsel of the Association haa been In constant conference with tha revenue
Should any question not covered by this bsllet'.a
should

"

officials and
full
all rulings,
rulings.
of an
" copies or
! ?.ua.. uhas IU
arise, write the Association Immediately and

e*

A.

__

SATISFIED JUDGMENTS.

Ernest

the

RETURNS.

_
The

Co.;

Inc.!

Joseph Weber; M. Weber, $2,937.51.

animal
York about a
now at Green-

of

CABARETS.

last

Courier

Enterprises,

120,077.08.

BANKRUPTCY PETITIONS.

Mrs.

(Continued from page 8)

Returns must be made and In by the

;

Jose. Usera; Musical Courier Co.; $1,103.25.
Cafe de Paris, Inc.; D. H. Csler, ad'm'r.
$2,252.50.
Ira L. Hill; M. P. Beegle; $318.70.
Ideal Studio, Inc.; Variety, Inc.; $76.10.
Cfersten-Cramer Amusement Co., Inc. ; J.
W. Rumsey; costs, $110.15.

Cabarets are charged both on any admission, couvert or seat charge, and also oa tha food
bill as well.
Any member interested in this ean obtain full information upon
writing the Association.
returns are made.

Musical

Valverde
Llata et al

divorced from Miss Scheff in 1913.

Musical

Dowalle;

Augusta

a

He was

and drink

lay off his money and succeeded in reducing his prospective loss to $1,250.
All of the New York bunch returning
from TnhAn
tha* tbe
itu lett
l.lt hand
t. B j
irom
loieao idtmi!
agreed that

*

Joe Morris has spent some money to renovate bis offices. The Morris professional departments will rank with the best in the
country.

TAX ADMISSIONS DIGEST.

sporting writer had bet $1,500 on Willard. He saw Willard the morning of
the fight. Willard said: "I'll kill him.
Just a little fellow. There's nothing to
it."
The writer after hearing that and
looking W'llard over, rushed out to

page with the

author of "The Trail of
Lonesome Pine," "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come" and "Following The Sun Flag," died at his home

in

HOUSES CLOSING.

4th,

Jr.,

title

Jr.

the

Cunning-

has resigned from the
"Lights" baseball club to play with the
Loew-Variety team. They will play
the N. V. A. and "Lights" on their first
open dates. The Loew-Variety line up
is
Schenck, lb. Conway, 2b.,; Silverman, ss. Loew, 3b.; Spring, If.; Page,
cf.; Friedman, rf.; Turek, c; Simpson,
Utility, Levy.
p.
The Loew-Variety
bunch challenges any theatrical aggregation for Saturday or Sunday
games, clubs having their own grounds
:

most

his

Mpe Schenck

Mrs. Brusso, the wife of Tommy
Burns, the prizefighter, is suing her
husband for a divorce in Vancouver,

which place his family

Who pawed

Marty Herman drove

ham 1,200 miles within four days over
the 4th, going to Maine and roundabout, without engine or tire trouble
of any kind. Marty says the car is
all right but it's all wrong making 300
miles a day sitting up.

To-morrow, July 12, both teams will
engage in their final game.

.

France.

1818, in

Fritzi Scheff,

104070x— 12

Umpire—Halsey Moore.

\ir.yr

Qod

for hli country,

John Fox,

have been donated. The outing is in
charge of a committee of which George
S. Dougherty is chairman.

battery.

N. V.
Lights

6th,

new

The Fisher Thompson Music Publishing Co.
baa incorporated under the laws of Montana,
with $20,000 capital stock. William I. Llpplncott, of Butte, is president, while Mr. Thompson will be active manager and principal
contributor as well as secretary-treasurer.
The house will open Sept 1. It la the Bret
music publishing house to be launched in
Montana.

Hoop. Y. 0.. A. E. F.
to

a.

chestra leaders.

Broth*

Dart lag

life

for burial, at
reside.

The Annual Outing of the Friars

to

Wl

is

I

be-

"Taps," the band and orchestra manager of
McCarthy & Fisher, is back in town from a
"barnstorming" tour of the country in "plugging" his firm's publications with the or-

MAY GREENE

1

some instances

Flold

gov* hit

Brown

score of 12 to 11.

w.h

lOIrt

Who

•Defaulted.

IK

My

was

waa

WM. GEO. GREENE
[-Brown

Sports galore at the Lights Club
House, July 4 to 6, with the scheduled
baseball games dominating. The 4th
tussle was won by the Lights, who
defeated the Freeport All Stars by a

is

necessary
necessary "dedication" Inscription thereon.

PROUD LOVING MEMORY
of

Brown

town from a trip

release is entitled, "A Knight of Western
By hitching both song and picture together, as has been done often before, an increased demand for the number from the
jobbers is evident, thanks to the picture's
Similarly, Famous-Players-Lasky's
publicity.
recent release of Marguerite Clark'e "Qlrla"
has done the same for Remlck'a already pubAH that
lished number of the same name.

Clarence Powell.
Clarence Powell, 54, with Harvey's
Greater Minstrels for the past two
years, and a member of that organization at the time of his death, died in
Auburn, Wash., June 26, following an
illness of several weeks.
Powell was
with the Al Field's colored minstrels
prior to joining with Harvey. The remains were sent to Palestine, Texas,
IN

'

in

ing favored by increased salea of their "Western Land" number by virtue of the fact that
Neal Hart's latest Capital Film Corporation

^.Brown

{

back

Land."

Ulbee

Q uaif

H

panied by remittance.

Hennessey*

Henderson

i

.Vincent

„ J

Muckenfuss
Beck*
Lauder
r

I

-

•Schanberger
Sc h,„b„ e

}

SIM.

manager for

professional
is

Harms, through a coincidence,

T. B.

memorial copy must be accom-

All

Fordan,

Louie

Shapiro-Bernstein,
to Atlantic City.

Memorials In this department. In display type, are charged $6 per Inch (14
lines) and 110 two tnehet (28 llnei).
No space smaller than
huh (? lines)

It

is

New

you will be promptly advised.

now

exhibiting at the Central,

York.

i

i
i
.

i

;

:
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NEXT WEEK (JULY

BILLS

The manner In which these bills are printed does not denote the
nor their program positions.

Before name Indicates act is now doing new
vaudeville, or appearing In city where listed for the
*

New York

Palace Theatre Bnlldin*,

NEW YORK

Mayo & Lynn
Kharnum
Color Gems

Appointments made.

Fallon

Gerard's

(Two to fill)
8 1st St.
B & L Walton

Raymond ft Crosby
ALBANY, N. Y.

•Allnda Tiffany
ft

CAMDEN,
The Alberts

& WUlette
Hampton ft Blake

Halliday

"BJverysallor"

Ave.

"World of Novelty"

split)
1st half

Nolan

K ft M

9567
,

4

Pyorraaa (BJfaa Dleaaaa) beta, pro-|
ranted and owed by out Eleo-

CHESTER

split)

ft

Hill

Nolan

Slatko's Rollickers

B. F. Keith's

(Sunday opening)
Upside D Mlllettes
Georgia Emmett

Howard &

Dawson L

Brooks

Zelaya

Blake

2d half (17-20)

BINGHAMTON
Stone
Evelyn O'Neil

fill)

Cavanaugh

CONEY ISLAND

ft

Wrenn
Walsh

Perrone ft Oliver
Brooks ft Powers
"Some Bride"
Gould ft Lewis
Doyle ft Dixon
Chalfonte Sis

ft
ft

Klmbell
Dotson

Cunn'gham
Edwards

Barney
Calvin

Lyric
(Atlanta split)-

4

BOSTON

Suffragette Revue
(Others to nil)

3

Co

Milo
(Othera to fill)
B. F. Keith's
1st half (14-16)

Helen Miller
Vinle Daly
Lawlar & Daughter
(Others to fill)
2d half (17-19)

REISENWE3Efe'$ HOTEL
58th Street anil Columbus Stale

New

Billy Miller Co
Flstel ft Cushlng
Columbia 6

(Others to

TRENTON

Taylor O. H.
Novelle Bros
Carle ft Inez

m
Lynn Osborn Co

Lillian Herleln

1st half

Moran ft Mack
Mascova Ballet

Bud Lorraine
Large Children

M

burg

split)

& Ryan
ft

BRIDGEPORT

Shaw

ft

Saxton

Man

Singer's Dolls

Farrell

ft

Wagon

2d half

Arch

ft

Foley

Hair
Lehr Edwards
Jason

Edwards
fill)

ft

Kuma

ft

ft

O'Neil

4

2d half

M

Simmons & Brantley
Phil Davis
Althoff Sisters

NEW

HARTFORD

Kanton

Frankle Fay 8
Early ft Laight Co

Bob Hall

Opera House
Blnger'B Dolls
Florence Mlllette

-

West

Moore ft Sterling
Leon Varvara

2d half
"Bride Shop"

ST. JOHN.N.B.
& Twin Bro
HALIFAX
_ Opera House
Ackers
Hank Miller

McCue

(19)

Hank Miller
McCue ft Dean
Colen, Feeley

&

•

-.,..'

I'.:.

\>t

V'l

.

)

1

i

Strand

Walsh

;

Beatty
Cecil

ft

,

ft

ft

Blxim

Bernfce

& Burke
ft Adelle
LYNN

Gordon's Olympla

Arch
Countess Verona
ft

Bob Hall

i\\

SYDNEY

Z

McMahon
Macy

ft Dean
Colen, Feeley ft Z
ft Burke
MoMahon & Adelle
2d halt;

Ward & Murray
Jim Williams
Fashion De Vogue

(19)

Hank Miller
McCue ft Dean
Colen, Feeley

,

Walsh
Z

Walsh ft Burke
McMahon & Adelle

-'-

Palace

..-

yJw

;

Thompson

ft
ft

Richards
Panzer Duo

-'-:-V---"«~
i

i

(14-16)
Little Alright
Mitchell ft Markam

CHICAGO

Hale

L

$si

New York City
Sasaki Bros
Mnjestle

State-IiBke
Montgomery & Allen
Bradley & Ardlne
Little Hip & Pony

S Leonard
"Old Time Darkles"

Harry Cooper
H & A Seymour
Harry Holman Co

"Race of Doath"

Llbonatl

J

&

Murphy & White

w

Lew Wilson

3

Diana Sisters
Kings
"The Owl"

'
,

Whiteside Sis

*

m

"DcKlnnlng of World".

H BMW

B1EB, PHYSICIAN

J.

Ream

208,

Putnam Bulldlas

NEW >YORK

Broadway

1493

m

-V"

Clifton Crawford
MIllerBhlp & Gerard

CITY

Mameasj

3

•s
^

•

^

'•

.

(Continued on

])»*;<?

.
;

,;

?G,)

Jl

»
,

\2s-

am
ii
.™
-

•

.

Lillian

2d half

Palace
Elliott ft

NOW

i

•

:

M Montgomery
Frank Farron
The Rios

•
...-

"V-

•

NEWPORT

Campbell

Off Dae

..V

'-.'

•

Aust Stanley

Macy

V.

r

Countess Verona ''
Aust Stanley
Shaw ft Campbell

Palace Theatre Building,

"Oh George"

Poll's

Faber Bros
"Girl from Mil"

1st half

Wist

2d half
Barletts

CAMBRIDGE

Central Sq.
Brlcknell

Poll Cirenit

Majestle
(Sheridan Sq PittsInnls

Dancing Dorans

Montgomery

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

fill)

JOHNSTOWN

Wood

roik City

Barra Sisters
Frank Farron
•

^elaya

DOING A SINGLE

Paul Decker Co
Sherman ft Uttry

Cellos
Georgle Price

Wms

ft

Walling

ft

CLAY CROUCH

Ed Morton

Morrison's

JERSEY CITY

Wm

Dahl

Lillian & Twin Bro
Green & LaTell
Newport ft Stirk,

2d half

.

Nelson

to

B. F. Keith's
Kartell!

ROOKAWAY

Van

Kenneth

Roses

ft

Burke

8

McCarton ft Marone Clark's S
Black ft White
TROY, N. Y.
Demarest ft Doll
Proctor's
Geo A Moore
(Albany split)
Helen Gleason Co
1st half
Venlta Gould
Morlan
Harry Watson Co
Jones ft Sylvester
Irving Fisher
Mr ft Mrs Melbourne
4 Bolses
Ruth Roye
Grand
Johnson Bros & J
WASHINGTON
El Cota
Realto Mclntyre Co
B. F. Keith's
Regay ft Larraine
Alfred Farrell Co
Finley ft Hill
Bowers Walters & C
PITTSBURGH
Sully ft Houghton
Sheridan 84.
Sinclair ft Gasper
(Johnstown split) Blossom Seeley Co

1

Palfrey Hall & B
Keller & O'Dare

Wilson Aubrey

Libby

ft

Gordon's Olympla

AND BAT "
WEEK ROOM
ItUUttl FOR TWO

Glllen

(Three
Temple
Coates & CrackerJ'k
KNOXVILLE
Stella May hew
HAVEN
2d half
Bijou
Gallagher ft Martin
Bijou
(Chattanooga split) J ft I Melba
Eddie Borden Co
Klein & Frazer
Miller ft Mack
1st half
The Duttons
Dancing Serenaders
Frank Mullane
Chick ft Chicklets
White Coon
Kelly
Kelly
ft
(Two to fill)

Rosamond ft Doroty
Ben Smith

i

ft

DETROIT

1st half

Henderson

fill)

DAYTON
B. F. Keith's
(Toledo split)
1st half

BIRMINGHAM

Helene Coline Co
Fern & Davis

Tucker

ft

(One to

T

2d half
Martelle

Brighton

Frank Shields
Don

C

Rhea Dufresne
Cantwell ft Walker

Ellys

Helen Miller
Misses Parker

Sterling 4
"Prosperity"
ft Curtis

Walsh

Conilillno of Parlor, Bedroom and Bath
CUh|, Airy, with All Improvements

Pagie Dale Co
DeLler & Erma
Billy Goodhall Co
Lucky ft Harris

B. F. Keith's

Ryan

& Z

Colen, Feeley

5 MJnutei from All Theatre)
qnnjMklng Central Park

split)

2d half

PHILADELPHIA

B. F. Keith's
2d half (10-12)
Cutty

(Charleston split)
1st half

Reed

Jack Inglis

5

S.

Columbia

ft

Dean

.;

$14

ft

Helen Vincent
3 Melfords

Dog

Aerial Mitchells

Anger

C

George

COLUMBIA,

"Indoor Sports"
Sybil Vane
The Casinos

Mary Howard Co

ft

Adelaide Bell Co

Sadler

Coakley ft Dunlevy
Adler ft Dunbar

.,

ft

Ryan

ft

Hippodrome

split)

1st half

-

(ltf-17)

Miller

$16 uwps# SUITES ISSJSSS

Florenze Duo
B ft P Valentine
Meryl Prince Co

split)

ft Norton
Taxi
ft
LeMalre ft

Arcade
(Savannah split)

.Empress

-1

McCue

TORONTO

1st half

JACKSONVILLE

Neglect

Davis

•

Tom

Santry
Allen

,:

Off Ice

„
Hank

Laurels

4

Dolly

Herbert

Hayes
Yip Yip Yaphankera Dennis Chabot

LaTour ft Gold
"World of Novelty"
CINCINNATI

Reeves Co

BALTIMORE
Maryland
& Pelie

O Walters

Hill

Hallen ft Gobs
"Cranberries"
Gilbert Loosee
"Pity's Sake"
3d half
The Alberts
Art Smith

Dickinson ft Deagon
Frisco
Brendel ft Bert
McKay ft Ardlne
"Girl in Air"

(Others to fill)
1st half (14-16)
John LeClalr
Helen Adler Co

ft

,

!'(-& M-

-

Wagon
monoton,n.bV

The Bramlnos
Ja Da 8

Lee
•Father's Daughter"

PETERSBURG, VA.
Century
(Newport News

N. Y.

Man

=
-

L

1st half
ft

Manning

1st half

Star
Henrietta Byron
The Valdares
Melanl 6
2d half
Elvira Sisters
Little Jerry

Aatfcement

B. F. Keith's

Frank King

ITHACA*

;;

,'

.

.

(Dayton
Onrl

Gingras Co
Margaret Padula
Powers & Wallace
Terry

the Tlislaianl

'

Vr ,;

•

Strand

TOLEDO

Academy

(Richmond

8.

3d half
Brlcknell

Saxton ft Farrell
Dancing Dorans

Sam Hearn
McMahon ft Adelle
BROCKTON, MASS. NEW BEDFORD

B. F. Keith's

(Petersburg split)
1st half

WORK AND EXTRACTIONS

!H.Ulp.a.

Frisco
1

3 Eddys
Chas Wilson
Grew Pates Co
O'Connor Sis
Temple 4
NORFOLK, VA.

8PEciALirriNomnrN«,8RiofiE|

Otlaa Hoatn:

Ka.si.ta2f.Bi.

Dave Roth
Blllle

2d half (10-1S)
The Gingras

Eddy Duo

Worth Waiting
(Two to All)

Provan

Boston

Rosa King Co
Henrietta Byron
Hooper & Burkhart
Geo Bandell Co

Olympic

PHONE Pr. J. C.TOOLE
BRYANT 1432
Broadway, Car. 4tth St.

Roeders

4

Dancing Dorans
Chas Lawlor Co
Slesle ft Blake
Jimmy Hussey Co

(Others to

VA.

Malta

ft

!

Wostv

•

Mystic Hanson 8
Mildred Valmore
Lola Girlie Co
Arco Bros

•

NEWPORT NEWS,

mansaRBI

Ward ft Van
Dawn June
ATLANTIC CITY

(Others to fill)
2d half (17-20)

ft

Flager

Florence

BOSTON

Baldwin
ft

ft

2d half

Olsen & Johnson
"Only Girl"
(Three to fill)

B. F. Keith's

(Sunday opening)
Jerome ft Newell
Manning

Alice

Carmen's Mln
Burke ft Betty
Bui Iowa Girls

ft

let half

INDIANAPOLIS

(Knoxville split)

Emerson
Avery
V&C
Rector Weber

;-;:

Plasa
2d half (19-20)
Elliott

Chas Kenna
Frankle Fay

(14-16)

Barra Sisters

2d half
Cleveland

ft

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Orescent
Erford's sensation
McD ft Cleveland

Palace
(Mobile split)

U

Vaudeville Exchange
Boston

Empress

Scottie

Emerson ft Baldwin
Avery
V&C
Rector Weber ft L

NEW ORLEANS

Dolly Kay Co
Berzac's Circus

Rial to

Geo D Hart Co

•"Every Sailor"

Argonne

&C
CHATTANOOGA

Patrtcola

1st half (14-10)

Hampton

Green & Parker
Leonard ft Whitney

Suter

Gabby Bros

1st half

Klein Bros
Alex Sparks Co

ft

Htbbert ft Malle
Florence Henry Co

Kanton Trio

Curtis

AMHERST

Frisco

2d half (17-10)
Raymond Wilbert
Marguerite Padula
Stone ft Kails?
Jack Wilson Co

_;

& Neally
Lorraine ft Chase
Captain Powers Co

Rosa King Co
Gordon ft King
Geo Randall Co

McD

:

-.,>

Millett *ft
WATERBURY
Capt Powers Co
MrQiM *
SJwopdrow Girls ;&:•£§?
Simmons & Brantley "Oh George"
- BOSTON B. F. KEITH

Ryan

Proctor's

J.

2d half

Dancing Humpreya
Leon Varvara
*5
"Man Hunt"
Foley ft O'Neil
v

Wheeler

M

SCHENECTADY

Glasgow Maids
Sissle ft Blake
Jimmy Hussey Co

HOLYOKE
Mt. Morris Fk.
Nestor & Vincent

ft

Moran

Palace

Barthold's Birds

Poll's

Eddie Hastings
ft J Dove
Anderson ft Burt
Alex ft Fell
Corn Cob Cutups

Fltzgib'n
Shirley

ft Cody
ft Wiser

Orth

1st half (14-16)

DeVoy & Dayton
Fox & Ward

S. C.

Victory.

(Columbia

.

NEWARK, N.

Gold

ft

2d half
Carle & Inez

Lucy Brush

Cook

(Birmingham

Wayne M ft G
Keane ft White
Jimmy Savo Co

F

LaTour

&

Marconi

Gonne ft Albert
Texas Comedy 4
Emma Frances Co

Harmony Club

CHARLESTON.

Ann

Herman &

Everest's Monks
Mudge Morton

Feeley's
Lestro

Hill

Hallen & Goss
Cranberries
Gilbert Loosee
"Pity's Sake"

Lyric

John LeClalr

•Peterson

2d half

&

Woodward

Prlneeas
(Louisville split)
1st half

Eyes
Hickey Bros
The GelUs
HAZELTON, PA.
Girl 1,000

G

ft

Bijou

NASHVILLE

ATLANTA

.

2d half (10-11)

Relcom.

-

Lt Brown

SAVANNAH

.

Frank Mullane
Chinese Mua Rev

'"••i?-.^

(Jacksonville split)
1st half

Breen Family

Sis

McC. ft Mellen
Eddie ft Ramsden

„ Polta
mu
The Brads

Permalne ft Shelly
McCarthy Sisters
Jazzland Naval 8

Melville

Gruett Kramer

Louise Gunning Co
Bob Hall

'

WORCESTER

M Feiber ft Small
CrackerJ'k Diana Sisters

ft

ft

'

Billy Gleason

M

Earl

2d half

..

Faber Bros
Moore ft Sterling
Berk & Valda

8ORANT0N

Elsie

2d half

Winton Bros

ft

_

2d half

Temple

LaVlva

Hampton & Blake

T
Melanl 5
GRAND RAPIDS
Ramon* Park

Slatko's Rollickers

Hill

Praetor's
2d half (10-12)

Mae

&

Mack

2d half

"Flirtation"

Vine

.

Evelyn O'Neil

Lachman

Clyde Nelson Co
Rubint ft Martini

Sheldon ft Dalley
Helene Davis
Marie Hart Co
Dan Holt Co

Ford & Urma
Chlnko ft Kaufman Col Jack George
MT. VERNON, N. Y. Qulxey 4

The Valdares

N. J.

Art Smith

Jack Hanley
Young ft Wheeler
Harry Oaks Co
Hooper ft Burkhart
Bender & Meehan
"Here & There"

2d half

2d half

Kennedy & Rooney
Roland TraverB Co

tormv*

¥fxi

"Not Yet Marie"

Valda

.&

Coates

Ed Marshall

Roanoke

split)

Berk

by

Frank Gould

The Brads
"Girl from Mil"
Jason ft Halg
Lehr Edmonds ft

Fields

ft

afc

"Man 'Hunt"

ROANOKE

Lyric

Yip Yip Yaphankera

Cavanaugh

Bandy

UK

Billy Gleason

1st half

Sis

1st half

Little Jerry

H

Tower's

1st half

Orphea

ft

Edith Clifford
Mason & Keeler
Marie Nordstrom
El Cleve
Stars in Toyland

Proc tors'
(Troy split)

B Conrad

Herman Berrens
Riva Larson Tr

th

ft

Alex

Sherman Van
E ft L Ford

R

Lyric
(Norfolk split)

W

(New Orleans

Girls

Walsh & Edwards

Shea's
3

Weber

Majesrle
Elvira Sisters

1st half
Willie Hale ft Bro
Jessie Morris

•Alex Sparks Co

Miller

3

.BUFFALO

Monks

(One to fill)
2d half
ft Irwin
Mildred Hayward
Bert Wilcox Co

Mary Howard Co

ft

ft

i

Green

ft
Miller ft

RICHMOND

The Faldrens

Wire ft Walker
EJ.MIRA, N. Y.

•Bessie Clifford

Wm

Murray

Brown

.ft

ft Darnell'
"Creole Fashion"

.

2d half (17-20)
Peterson K & M

Moyer

Madison

T P Jackson Co

Nat Nazarro Co

Wilton Sis
Josephine ft H
Lucille & Cavanaugh Joe Towle
Rigoletto Bros
Bonlta & Hearn
Alfred Lotell Co
Curxon Sis
Hyams & Mclntyre
Keith's Royal
Ben Welch
Delano & Pike
•D'Amore & Douglas
Jennie Mlddleton
Keith's Greenpoint
Beatrice Morgan Co
2d half (17-20)
Ashley ft Skipper
John LeClalr
Doree's Celebrities
F & O Walters
Lew Hawkins
Langford ft Fred'ks Bobbe ft Nelson
Glasgow
Maids
Jack Norworth
Prospect
•Johnny Clark Co
2d half (10-13)
Keith's H. O. H.
Walmap & Berry
2d half (10-13)
Imhoff Conn ft C
Fox ft "Ward
Jimmy Hussey Co
Tracy ft Wahl
(Others to fill)
Zelaya
1st half (14-16)
Travers ft Douglas
Marguerite Padula
Dixie Serenaders
Geo Kelly Co
1st half (14-16)
Bobbe
ft Nelson
F ft O Walters
Mllo
Misses Parker
Alex Sparks Co
Jimmy Savo Co
2d half (17-20)
(Others to all)
Cutty
2d half (17-20)
American Comedy 3 Bert Earl Co
(Others to fill)
•Saranoff Co
Halsey
(Others to fill)
Dunn Sis
Praetor's 128th St.
Mary Maxfleld Co
2d half (10-18)
King ft Golden
8 Tlvoll Olrls

Chas A Loder Co
Hughle Clark

£

ito

Palace

1

Page

Whipple Houston Co
Cooper ft Rioardo

Chas Olcott
Whitfield ft Ireland

Bryant 2552

Tel.

Davis

Keith's Orpheam
Felix ft Fisher

J C Nugent Co
Gygl ft Vadle
Hoey & Lee

Farmer
McM Diamond ft
Brown Girls
Smith

MOBILE

Burns ft Frabrlto
Larry Rellly Co
Al Raymond
Ryan & Healy
4 Marx Bros

(One to fill)
Keith's Riverside
Wilfred DuBols
Bernard & Duffy
Job E Bernard Co

Budd

Clifton

Moon"

B. F. Keith's
"Girl in Frame"

.

LOUISVILLE

WEST 48th STREET

162

Gaston Palmer
Hughes Duo
Arthur Havel Co

£4s

B. Fi Keith's
(Nashville split)
1st half

EXAMINATIONS FREE

Keith's Bushwlck

ft

Cooney

PORTLAND, ME.

Novella Bros

M. SHIELDS

B Matthews

ft

Lacoste
"Girl in

Hamlin & Mack
Chas Martin

time.

For
to Ml* Thaatrleal Prafaaelaa.
ladles and gentlemen. Hair Drawl in. Shampooing,
Manicuring and Hydro-Facial Maaiage. Specialist In the adentlOo core of baldnaae. falling hair.
Itching icalp and dandruff. Quick results.

ft Wolfus
Marie Dressier

Harris
Clnka Panna

B

relative

Catering

& Family (Two to nil)
BROOKLYN

•Spanish Revue
Bert Fitigibbons
Arnaut Bros
"Sweeties"

E

flrst

City

Wms

CITY.
Keiths' Palace

Eddie Foy

Importance of' Roma's Tr
2d half
turn, or reappearing after absence from Souths & Tobln

KEITH

B. F.

Co

LANCASTER, PA.
Colonial
DeLler & Erma
Pagle Dale Co
Fox ft Ward

from.
acts

"Father's Daughter"
Gilbert ft Saul

Fredericks Co

Violin Misses

In Vaudeville Theatres
open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise Indicated.)
below are grouped In divisions, according to the booking offices fhej* are supplied

bills

:

Rome

Alice, Nelson

14)

(All houses

The
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New

setting of

York, July 10.
three weeks ago

Sime bet me
would be back in
month and I bet

I lose.'

-that I

New York
I

within a

Here am

Chicago, July 8.
Congratulations and felicitations are coming
to Erwln and Jane Connelly (or giving vaudeville the sweetest little tidbit the variety stage
ever had In the way of a sketch. In a tast
bill of super-Jazz, neo-nut comedy and whirlwind acrobatics, the little comedy called "The
Tale" of a Shirt" stood out like a pearl in a

ttW
wouldn't.

I.

can I roast New York if I
come on and keep my material

How

fresh ahd brushed up? At that, I feel
rather kindly toward the Grape Dry
this time, because I came in from
Toledo, and after Toledo even New
York* looks good.
It was a wonderful fanning party,
that Billy Gibson special back from
Everybody was in rotten
•the fight.
humor as the result of many things—
the heat, the miserable contest and
the reaction .of the Toledo whiskey,
which proved up 110 per cent alcohol
and which was sold over the bars as
cold and open as it was a year ago.
Toledo certainly seceded from the
union for the week ending July 4.
The town itself gave the scrap little
support, indicating it had advance information or that it is just naturally
an oilcan. But the show business was
there with $60 pasteboards en masse.
Among theatrical notables whom I
met in the blistering heat of the 120
degree picnic were William A. Brady,
Myron Selznick, Harry Rapp, Ernie
Young, Ashton Stevens, Percy Hammond, S. Jay Kaufman. Ethel Barrymire, Billy Caxton, Earl Reynolds,
Tifmes J. Corbett, Fred Block, John J.
Gieason, Georgie O'Brien. Walter Hast,
Ring Lardner, Irvin Cobb, Nate Spin-

Way

gold,

Tammany Young, Nat

Phillips

and many others.
The fight was as sickly an exhibition as ever the eye beheld. Wilhrd
was like an old woman iri^ every "reDempsev was a lithe, cruel
spect.
young animal. The whole lack of balance came in that Dempsey had too

much punch and Willard too much
paunch. Willard took a healthy trimming, but he quit like a welcher while
he was still strong enough to stand,
unheard of for a champion, and wiped
himself out with the ignominous towel
of surrender.

There seems to be an affinity between showfolks and pugilism which,
for some weird reason, always makes
Broadwayites and stape people prominent about these functions.
Thev are good-natured, long-suffering birds, these liberal-minded children
of the theatre. Toledo took them bru-

was $10

for a cot and a dollar for a drink of gin and seltzer. But
there was no squawking. The theatre
teaches one to take without a thrill
tally.

It

and trive without a string. It is at
an affair like that where the sterling
sportmanshin of showmen stands forth
in exaggerated relief and one may renew his pride at being related to a
clan of good scouts.

BUNTING SOUTH IN "SCANDAL"
Chicago, July 9.
Emma Bunting arrived here to see
"Scandal," in which she will star
through her old territory the South
by arrangement with Walter Hast, subject to approval of Cosmo Hamilton in
the cast.

—

The southern opening
10, at

is

set for Sept.

Norfolk, Va.

more

brilliant

—more

gems

The name

<

the author
not mentioned In the program. It really might
have been written by O. Henry, by Robert
Louis Stevenson or J. M. Barrle. It Is minus
stngtneBS, struck with whimsical characterizations;, a delightful, beautiful little play—one
of this sketch is

of

of the most delicious characterization comedies in vaudeville, and like all real comedies,
has a tear or two mixed in with the laughs.
Both Connellys do fine, sincere work In it
Erwln In the character of a big, uncouth,
bromtdic hick, and Jane as a frail, friendless
and loveless little laundry worker who Is tired
of romances based Just on her fancies and
wants a real love affair.
It is patent the author believed In the
Intelligence of the audience and that the players too give credit to the folks In front for
npperclatlng lines that are not Just gags
and situations and do not Involve mere mechnnlcat evolutions to get laughs.
The rest of the bill was of a high standard
from opening to closing. Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Wilde and their daughter Connie opened with
a clever shadow act, the girl singing a couple
of numbers, and Mrs. Wilde assisting with
the shadow work, which Is artful and olever.
The Lachman Sisters, a couple of dainty
miniatures who get sympathy from the start
by virtue of their vest-pocket proportions and
then sustain It by handing out the goods.
Tbn littler of the two little ones tosses her
tiny legs in a fine routine of steps, and the
larger of the little ones has a sweet, tinkling

—

.

voice.

material, while by no

The

ST. REGIS.

means

riot-

ous, Is clean and pleasant., The act represents
vaudeville in its most palatable phase.
Leon a La Mar followed the Connelly sketch.

Wallace Bradley ««nd Oretta Ardine put over
their superlative dances with a cumulative
effect, saving their unbeatable cartwheel for
the finish.
Miss Ardine would register still
better it she refrained from singing, hut her
dancing Is on an order which makes forrlvnblo any slight defects in her vocal efforts.
Eddie Moran is at the piano In this act, and
he plays It like a master.
The Jazzland Naval Octette blared the brass
so violently thev could he heard over at
the CJty Hall. Those gobs are fixed in vaude.

ville for life.

Blllle Montgomery and Minnie Allen cleaned
up with an act approximately the old Montgomery and Moore offering. The Gellls, direct
from Paris and omacklng of It, held the malorlty of the house with their splendid aorogiving.
battcs and balancing stunts.

Chicago, Julv W.
A little of everything this week, and that
little
good, beginning with the Sensational
Gerards. who start the show prettv with their
halnnctng business. The Threo White Kuhns
make a high snot of No. 2 with instruments,
voices and comedy.
The Old Soldier Fiddlers have added another member since their last appearance In
Chicago. Colonel Pattee announces him as his
son.
Tho young man. wttlred In modem
douirhhoy uniform, sings several numbers In
a good volco and brings the Civil War atmosphere of the act up to dnte. Otherwise the
net has only a sentimental value, nnd some
of the material doesn't take Into consideration
the fact that the peace treaty has been signed.
Winona Winters, with a couple of nice songs
nnd her ventrllonulal business, was liked.
Mosconl Brthers and Co. did the dancing for
the show, cleaning un on class and speed.
Bert Swor followed with his blackface monolog.
and Ruth Budd closed with her sensational
work on the flying rings. ,
Tho last three acts were reviewed recently
nt the Majestic.
Bioing.
.

__«__

Chicago, July 9.
Al Meis, who owns the Virginia in
Kenosha, will, after Aug. 25, book the
Rialto (five acts, three-spliO and the
Palace (three acts, last half) at Racine.

and angeled by Blancherd Brothers, of Davenport, has been playing to
about $7,000 weekly since the opening,
but the large salary list doesn't permit

By SWING

folk

a profit at this figure.

came on

Chjcago and has been attached to
the show. Harry Lorch, the manager,
and Mr. Woolfolk, the producer, continue to be active, but it is said there
has been a disagreement of some sort.
to

HORACE NOBLE MAY WED.
v

&

effort.

NOTES.
On to New Tort this week: Bill Gorman
manager of "Tulle"; 8am Oerson, western
representative for the Shuberts; W. G. Tisdale, manager Majestic.
la

lyn Vitto-Levin.
She's only 12 years old, but they

me

"Broken Blossoms" will soon be followed at
the Illinois by the second of the D. W. Orlfflth
Aim repertory, a picture called "The Mother
third edition of the White City outdoor
revue is called "The Midsummer Nightcaps."

The

Jed Pooler has Joined the Marigold Garden
"The Revue .of Revues."

revue, entitled

Fred Ackerman, in the box office of the
will leave next week for a couple
weeks communion in the woods of Wis-

Majestic,
consin.

Phillips

Harry

quick there and back
business this week.

made a

New Tort on
Redell,

say.

the whole neighborhood flocks to the

home when she starts
bow across her violin.

stoop of her

to

A

couple of days ago a prominent
musical instrument manufacturer

heard her playing at her exercises in
a local musical college. He was so im- >
pressed with her talent that he gave
her a very valuable old violin.

You know how

scarce real talent

is

who 'billed

himself In vaude-

"The Original Ginger Boy," has been
for seven months overseas entertaining the
soldiers.
Writing from headquarters of the
First Division, Montebaur, Germany, Harry
asks that his friends In Chicago and New
Tort write to him once in a while.
is

on his way to California in

his automobile.

John D. O'Hara stopped off In Chicago this
week, breaking a Journey to Australia. H»
has been signed by Hugh Ward to act In the
Australian production of "Llghtnln' ," O'Hara,
accompanied by his wife, will sail from San
Francisco, July 8.

Al Jolson dropped

In

off

Chicago, visiting,

Earl Steward has returned from his vacation
Is

they've gone

went and done

it.

Recently "A Sleepless Night" played
Chicago. It was a miserable failure.
tried the Studeba'ker and Woods,
and died at both. It was the show of
which Ashton Stevens said "I wouldn't
take my chambermaid to see it." Reports of its pseudo naughtiness reached the Y. M. C. A. and the Juvenile
in

It

Protective Association, and now these
organizations have announced they
will make a survey of all theatres and
places of amusement wjthr the end in
view of reporting on their moral tone.

Jimmie Whitaker, former music critic of the Examiner, said to
be the
only man in America who can use bigger words than Percy Hammond, is attempting to organize The Society for

Compelling Song Writers to
Their Lyrics.

Rhyme

"In the past wwk," Mr. Whitaker
writes to this column, "I have
heard
bath rhymed with 'laugh;* 'kiss* with
resist; 'time' with 'mine;' 'pearl'
with
world.
These are mild specimens of
the daily rape of the muse which
takes
place in Tin Pan Alley. These

persons
indignation when they
hear a blue note, but they tranquilly
permit and practice blue rhymes.
Can't

scream with

you do something about it?"

Chicago, July

Jim Coitslmo has

9.

Kenneth Craft has been organizing
which is to nlay in the
oil
fields
through Oklahoma and
a turkey tab,

Texas.
It is reported Eugene <Howard
angeling the venture.

has been given
one of the Comte &
girl,

is

sold his

famous Arrowhead

Inn in Burnham and will confine his activities
in the future to his Chicago place.

Ernie Young has signed Gil Browne, the
producer, on his large and growing staff.
is managing the Rialto
absence of the manager, Normon Field,
away on a two months' vacation.

William Rosenhlum
In the

who

Is

SPLIT.

Chicago, July

Not

a thing,

James.

millenium

Only when the

arrives, will song-writers
their lyrics. You are shooting
at the unattainable, reaching
for the
stars, looking at a
timetable

rhyme

to Utopia.

Heigh -Oh! The nation
everything else is all wet.

is

dry, but

Flesher shows.

STICKS.

9.

Irving Roth has already prepared
an act entitled "Family Scandal," which
he will show soon.

If

%

Yours,
Swing.

back at the Palace.

a prima donna role in

TURKEY TAB FOR

Hirsch

en route to California.

and

A

along.

ville as

Eddie Hayman

,i

yon don't

advertise In Variety
don't advert!**

i

:'

in vaudeville.

Her address is 2746 W. Sixteenth St.,
Chicago.
Don't mention it, Gu9. I always liked
your stuff and wanted to see you get

Now

and the Law."

Nat

They

vacationing In the Michigan

Chuck Relsner, formerly In vaudeville, is
now connected in an executive capacity with
the Rothacker Film Company.

dash to

tell

there isn't a kid in the world can'

lure that

woods.

of

i

You being the original Chris Colorhbus of juvenile talent, I thought maybe you ought to know about little Eve-

play a violin like she can.

Chicago, July 9.
Horace V. Noble has finished a season of 53 weeks playing cantonments
through the South with Boyle Wool"Yankee Princess" and has
folk's
signed for the season with Shean
Shean.
The success prompted Noble to contemplate matrimony, and it is said the
wedding bells will ring out in August.
The. name of the bride has not been
announced, but it is Mr. Noble's second

Lou Houseman

Mr. Gus Edwards:
'Somewhere Along the Line:
Dear Gus:
*

This week John Schonberg, manager

,

of the Columbus, Davenport,

Phylls Maltland, chorus

couples.
The hotel
in

Chicago

9.

of "Honeymoon Town" at the La Salle.
The show, produced by Boyle Wool-

Harold Vlekers has replaced W. H.
as leader of the Colonial orchestra.

The team of Roth and Roberts ("The
Cop and the Wop") has split, both men
announcing they would work single.

times

STATB-LAKZ BU&JKNO

*•

MEIS GETS MORE HOUSES.

Chicago, July 9.
The police raided the St. Regis hotel
last week, and the wagon toted off 20

has been raided several
the past few weeks.

Chicago, July

There ars/unconfirmed rumors concerning a shakeup of the management

George B. Sphlller has been added to "Angel
Face," replacing Oarrlck Major in the role of
the cccentrlo college professor.

STATELAKE, CHICAGO.

ROTH AND ROBERTS
RAID ON

brilliant,

but not as pure.

522,

SHAKEUP AT LA SALLE?

-

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO.

Cfttcago

don't

H

vSi

20

NEW MUSIC FOR "ANGEL

PACE."

Chicago, July 9.
Victor Herbert has written a new
number for "Angel Face" which protnr ival ' T11 Be Your 0nce
ir» a
wl-.^
,
While for
popularity as the theme
piece of the show. It is called "These
Since I Met You Days," and is sung by
Marguerite Zender, Mary Milburn and

Alan Edwards.
Additional comic verses have been
d
ohn
York's number
.
SSrL t^°
ake Them So Beautiful?" and Ada Meade has been
supplied with encore stanzas for her
num-

2 wR
yfrJ* *» ¥
bers.

-8
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VARIBTFS SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

PANTAGES

THEATRE

BUILDING.
'"-iW'T

atmosphere, and the numbers on the stage and
runways finding the usual big favor.
The vaudeville section waa 50 per cent.
singing, some good and some not so good.
Will and Linda Newman opened the show
on unlcycles. Their work on the wheels la
only secondary, the team depending on a
boxing finish to pass them along, The Varloety Four male quartet. In a straight singing
turn, received big applause at the finish with
a song about the Kaiser, but not so much
tor their harmony effortB In the early part.
"Days of Long Ago," composed of four
women and a man, offered the good singing of
Their songs of long ago are prethe show.
sented in appropriate costumes and stage
settings, the elderly appearing lady, playing
a violin behind a transparent drop adding
Donaldson and Qeraldlne were fourth
colorr
with talk and songs. Donaldson was in cowboy outfit and has an individual style, also
He puts his stuff over In a
a nice way.
likable manner.
The number bringing In the
names of different cigarettes and other forms
of tobacco is well constructed and found big
Qeraldlne is good looking and a good
favor.
partner.
for
her
foil
Mareena, Nevar and Mareena followed with
acrobatic and equllibrlstic work. The comedian keeps the house in good humor and pulls
some really good stunts In his line. Abyssinian Three, colored folks, one a female, before a circus drop, closed the vaudeville. The
men talk comedy, dance and otherwise make
a lot of noise, but It's the woman's good
colatura that gets the applause.

ORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO.
Ban Francisco, 'July 0.
The Orpheum show this week Is nothing to
rave about, but there Is enough In It to provide
satisfactory light entertainment

Nellie V, Nichols headlines.
The early
part of her turn didn't get over any too strong,
but she began to strike her stride with the
Reml-Irish-Jew comic and the Italian bride
numbers.
Her routine now includes a piano
selection and she finishes With a Bong, ac-

companying

herself on
good sized hit,

the guitar.

'

She puts

over a
though nothing equal
to her former successes here.
Dave Ferguson and Co. scored heavily In
"The Rounder of Old Broadway." Ferguson
himself drew the individual honors, but the
whole thing was well done and a good cast
helped bring down big returns.
lironson and Baldwin la their "1010 Song-,
ology" trotted out a new routine this seaIt Is full of good material.
son.
A classy
appearance waa their outstanding feature.
Mies Baldwin wore her usual attractive selection of costumes.
Oobson
Sirens,
Frank
and His
a holdover,
still proved an exceptionally strong support
for the bill.
Emile and John Nathan, who
opened last week with their feats of daring,
made a good closing act. Lew Williams and
Ada Mitchell, in "June Time," a quiet and
mediocre sketch, gave the show a poor start
as tbjey hardly had a chance with their materia] at the opening.
Bspe and Dutton were another versatile pair
on tho bill with an act Including talking songs.
Their clever acrobatic stunts, however, got
the most applause.
Their opening to loud
music resembled Avellng and Lloyd's bit.
Jack Josephs.

,

SjSan Francisco, July

Though the headline billing was
between "Some Baby," a miniature
comedy with Agnes Burr and Johnnie
and Jack Robers' Shimmle Dancers,
feature was Roy Stever and Mildred

,[,

The benefit performance given last week at
the Columbia netted* the Actor's Fund approximately $7,000. The aggregation of stars
appearing made up one of the biggest and best
George
boneflt shows ever seen In this city.
M. Cohan's "The Farewell Mystery," was put
on by Marjorle Rambeau, Helen Trowbridge,
Hugh Dlllman, William H. Crane, Henry Miller, Thomas Wise, William Courtney, James
Rennle,
Sydney Booth, Edward Fielding,
Charles Trowbridge, and Blye and Bayfield.

•"•

/

0.

divided

musical
Keenan,
the real
Lovejoy

-

Val Harris and Jack Manlon

In their

engagement
Rambeau'a
In
Marjorle
"Eyes of Youth," originally Intended for a
five week's run at the Curran, will not reThe
main over three weeks at the longest.
company will play two weeks In Los Angeles
following the local date, after which Marjorle
Rambeau will spend the balance of the summer at Lake Taboe.

comedy

singing and talking act were at the Orpheum
last year and got the applause next to closing.
Their routine chatter got excellent response, and when It came to singing jthey
showed they were still In good voice. Maldie
Do Long got away with her character songs
In nice fashion and convinced the crowd she
was a regular fan when It came to baseball.
"Some Baby" proved a good closing act. The

A welcome home reception and party that
lasted all night was given to Sergt. Wm. Kenneth Datley, son of BUI Dalley, of the Ackerman & Harris office, who returned here last
week after nineteen months with the A. B. F.
George Baldwin

San Francisco News, Is
manager and promotion expert

Domlnick Buckley, manager of the "ReckEve," has been keeping the members of
Bpoll,
troupe busy during the lay-off
ponding the opening at the local Orpheum
July 27. Nearly all of the principals have
taken a turn at repainting and otherwise
brushing up the scenery of the act, and according to Buckley, everything will be new except
the players on the opening date.
less

the

Billy White, assistant manager
of
the
Casino, who was formerly a dancer, was called
upon to assist Id a bit In the Will King company show last weak. It happened that White's
dancing was the applause winner at all his

their plnces, and, as finally revealed, the bill
proved a neatly arranged and gqod playing

show.
The Hudson Sisters proved to be a
nifty pair, doing a turn good enough to meet
,

all

•

editor of
publicity
in this territory

now

for the Universal Film.

San Francisco, July 0.
Several late changes were necessary in the
Hippodrome show, as Lercer, Rose and Miller were unable to appear on account cf the
illness of Alleen Miller, while Tracy, Palmer
and Tracy were switched to the Casino. Anderson and Oolnea and the Hudson Sisters took

San Francisco, July 0.
Tho Will King Company In its seventh week
continues to do a nice steady business for the
Casino, but the capacity bouses which ruled
early
part
of
tho engagement of the
the
Id
musical comedy company only happen now
on the big nights of the week (Saturday and
Sunday). In costumes and stage settings the
King show is Improving. Last week. In a
beautiful Mission setting, the company presenting " I'll Say S o," were given pl enty of

New

Ben Westland, formerly dramatic

HIPPODROME, SAN FRANCISCO.

CASINO, SAN~FRANCISCO.

here last week for

the

Jack Cluxton, Pantagea representative hore,
announced their absence and filled their place
by singing several ballads in a surprisingly
good baritone while the stage was being set
for the other acts. *
Jack Josephs.

the big time requirements. The smaller of
the two girls Is
an exceptionally clever
dancer and displayed considerable class in
putting over a song.
The two scored the
show's hit.
Anderson and Oolnea were a laughing suecess next to closing with their familiar routine.
Marietta Craig and Co. got laughs
throughout with a good small time sketch
called "The Glad Hand."
The work of the
man who played the father was so good he
deserves equal honors In the billing.
Estelle
Ramsey, doing a Blngle at the piano, did only
fairly well with her songs.
Her work at the
piano got over better. The Zola Duo, acrobats,
Bhowed nothing new but did well at the opening, their finish creating considerable excitement. Sebastian Merrill and his company of
cyclists closed the show to good effect.
The
many comedy props kept the bouse In an uproar,
The picture was Oladys Leslie In "Too
Many Crooks," with Jean Paige grabbing the
honors from Oladys.
Jack Josephs.

left

York.

were in excellent costume and Agnes
Burr held up tho comedy end in great form.
The Shimmle Dancers, a holdover, appeared
minus the Camp Dlx muBtclans who were with
them Inst week and suffered accordingly. Wilt
Morris, as a tramp comedian riding a bicycle, kept them laughing all the way through.
Faye and Jack Smith were out of the bill.
girls

%..

Garclnnetti Brothers, Dlero and Ann Gray
are among those mentioned who will be with
the Trlxle Frlganza temporary road show.
-

-~—

•

*

The autographed Actor's Fund program
auctioned by Crane Wilbur at the benefit last
week, brought $100.

W. Vaughan Morgan and Rosamonde Joyzelle were added to the Alcazar company for
the "Walk-Offs," the attraction this week.
Nelblas & Ledwidge built the new stage setting displayed at the California Theatre for
the first time last week.

Pearl Lowrle opened at the Fairmont last
week, i
i

Francis P. Shanley, of the Continental Hotel,
elected third vice-president of the Creators at the Portland, Ore., convention, recently.
Leonard Hicks, of Chicago, was elected president.

was

The new Remick Song Shop had

formal

Its

opening last week.

9.

Several members of the Roy Claire
Co. were severely injured in an auto-

mobile collision at Fresno last week.
Walter Spencer and Marjorie Shaw
were among those hurt. Gladys Bannister had her back broken, and according to reports will be maimed for
life and unable to appear again on the
stage.

RESTING.

San Francisco, July

White. The team will probably be added to
the Trlxle Frlganza road show composed of
Orpheum "lay-offs," who will tour the "one
nlghters" until the dates set for resuming
their vaudeville

The company has been playing continually for over a year and the hard
work of changing the show weekly
was beginning to affect the temperament of the players.
Mr. Carter will rusticate in this vicinity.

Robert

Sandberg

and

Lou

Davis, members of the show, will visit
their relatives in Chicago and Buffalo,
respectively.
Carter, who is said to have cleaned
up a fortune in the northern city, announces he has secured a site for a
new 'theatre which he will have before
another season elapses.

ONE-NIGHT COMPANY FORMED.
San Francisco, July

9.

The Lew Herman "Oh, Girlie, Girlie"
road company for big one nighters has
been formed and will open about August 10 in the Middle West.
In the company are Joe Shriner and
Lew Herman, Marion Ostium, Gertrude
The show

will have, including chorus,

it is

claimed.

Lucas' Permanently Separated.

'

San Francisco, July 9.
Helen Lucas was granted a divorce
here last week from George F. Lucas.
Both are members of the Lucas Quartet.

They were married in Denver
and separated last April.

in 1904

George C. Warren on "Daily News."
San Francisco, July 9.
George C. Warren, from Chicago and

Omaha,

is

now dramatic

critic for the

Daily News.

routes.

Jay Haas Managing Alhambra.
Charles Jacobs, publicity director for the
Pantagcs Theatre left last week to spend a
couplo of weeks In the mountains.

Barney Hagan leaves for

Seattle Friday to

take charge of Wltmark & Son's professional
office there.

San Francisco, July 9.
Haas, formerly manager of
Levy's Orpheum in' Seattle, arrived
here last week to take charge of the
Alhambra Theatre.
Jay.

James Madison arrived here last week to
spend his annual vacation. Upon his arrival
he received an order for new material from
Lloyd and Wells.
Several notic es ap pea red In the gallery of

been

Harvey and Natalie, Mary Lewis arid
Harry Bloom. Fanchon and MarcO re& |
main at the head of the show/ and^
!

;

promise a surprise in cafe entertain'
ment in the near future. The Gqud^
smidts are due to open here iriext
'-,'
week.
'0t\
The Fairmont, running along the past $s
few weeks with solo singers arid | ;

}(

'.'•**

1

classical dancer, Vanda Hoff, as the
sole entertaining -feature, have also

announced a revue.
The Pbrtola-Odeon

is

another

that'

increase the entertainment expense. The Columbia Inn, one of the
smaller places, discontinued the Jade"'
will

.

Roberts' Revue June

30.

Many of the

I

<

Honky Tonks have

also eliminated '\th$£
revue feature and are hanging on hop'•'
ing for the best.
i
The business at Tait's and the Fairmont is good despite the soft beverage

'M
.t.l

.

.

CAPT. B0TTERFIELD

ON LEAVE.
"-;'"

Washington, D. G, July 9,
Everett Butterneld, who has ap«
peared in a number of J3 roadway pro^r.
ductions and who was among the first;
of the actors to win commissions from
the officers' training camps, will shortly be discharged from the service.
His name appeared in the recent
army orders granting him a 15-day
furlough with ordeVs to report on of
before July IS to the commanding geftw

//'.',>'"-

-'

.•-• 1

'

eral,

Eastern Department, Governors

,'5iV

r.

m

,v

m':

.

Island, for discharge.
Commissioned as a first lieutenant/
Mr. Hutterfield has reached* the rank
of captain. He was a popular member

of

the

old

Company

Columbia Theatre Stock

in this city.

3n

HELPING "SCANDALS."

§*

"Scandals of 1919," the George White
show at the Liberty, New York, ;':fips
picking up since the revamping .of the
Siece and the introduction of comedy
as been playing to profit since the.:
fixing.
It was hit by the hot weather
of last week, but still attained a $10,000
gross, which is considered very good.
Evidences now are that "Scandals will
prove a winner.
It has received second reviews from
three of the dailies and several more
have promised additional Criticism.

>,..';:;•

:

;

Jos. P. Mack Injured in France.
Jos. P. Mack, who recently sailed
across as an entertainer, was badly injured while moving a piano in one of
the camps over there. Writing from
St. Sulpice under date of June 24 Mr.
Mack stated he was then in a hospital
awaiting removal to a hospital ship, to
be returned home for an operation for
hernia.

$&4

:

...

Arthur Lamb's Musical Piece.
Arthur Lamb with Charles Previn is
organizing a producing company to put!
on a musical show they are jointly
writing and which is due for the fall.
Previn is the orchestra leader, at
present conducting for "La La Lucille."

Musical Piece for Powers.
The
Shuberts
mu-sicalized
have
"Somebody's Luggage" produced last
season as a straight comedy, and wilt
send the piece out in the fall under the
title of ''Hello
Hopper" will a cast
headed by James T. Powers.

s

V,

•

added.
Bert Ford /and'.;:
Pauline Price, recently at the:dOt|Bs
pheum, are now doing their wire kurtt^
at Tait's. Bert Ford is also doing a»;v5
v
'acrobatic dance that outclasses anything in that line that has been at the
cafe.
The wire act is a big noveltyf
for a cafe, the first time an act of this
kind has- ever been presented ijn~-fe.
local cafe. Other members are Thelma h

have

list.

Carter, lessee, producer and
principal comedian of the Monte Carter Musical Comedy Company of the
Oak, Seattle, has closed for the sum-'
mer to give the company a rest.

Darling.

Steve Juhasz has written a singing and
talking act for R. Cecil Rhodos and Louise

affected, thein the smaller' <cafes, :th|:"''.

larger restaurants are planning bigger
shows and revues than ever before. J
Tait's is giving the best show itycyer
had. In addition to a big chorus and
excellent principals, several specialties-

Monte

25 people,

Richard J. Powers, representing the A. J.
Stnany Music Co., arrived here last week to
open an office.

While prohibition has
entertainment

•

9.

Snyder' in that city.

,

1

'.,

9.

;

MONTE CARTER

Leonard Van Berg, formerly owner of a song
shop la Los Angeles, has been engaged by
Mort Harris to represent Waterson, Berlin &

A pleasant feature of the Will King comat the Casino 1b that girls from the
chorus are selected from week to week and are
given opportunities to display their individual
talents by being assigned numbers to lead. A
few of the girls have shown possibilities, most
notable being Dorothy Caldwell, who has had
her salary increased since the Innovation.

San Francisco, July

\

appearances.

pany

PROHIBITION IN FRISCO.

'

BAD AUTO ACCIDENT.

The program Included acts from all theatres
and visiting artists and was presented under
tho management of Ralph Plnous.

a popular singing and dancing feature.
On a richly dressed stage, the girl going oft
on- to change Into several pretty costumes,
the team danced in perfect rhythm. It was a
classy appearing act.
Their songs were well
chosen and clearly rendered. They gave an
artistically presented heel apin that seemed to
be original with them and proved the finest
dancing bit seen here.
They proved a big
success and could hold an Important spot in
the best houses.
in

and

is.

Eddie Nelson (Nelson and Chain) and his
new car are vacationing here pending the
opening of the act at the Orpheum, July 27.

San Francisco, July

NOTES.

PANTAGES, SAN FRANCISCO.

Orpheum Theatre last week offering a reward of |50 for the apprehension of disturbers.
the
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TO THE MEMBERS 5f THE
VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS'
PROfEGTI VE ASSOCIATION

-i

A contract has been sent you which it is desired by the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Association that every manager use. Those of you
who were at the last dinner of the managers will remember that I referred
to a new contract, and that I promised to send one to each manager when,
it

was completed.
In reading over this contract,

and those formerly

in use,

I

have come

to the conclusion that with the National Vaudeville Artists, Inc., looking

after the interests of the artists,

and the Vaudeville Managers' Protective

Association attending to the managers' interests, and both organizations

co-operating in the most liberal spirit for the benefit of the vaudeville
business in general the fact that

simple contract

is

more evident

we

need, with any

artist, just

since our relationship has

a plain,

become so

cor-

That the entire vaudeville business has improved by our relationship
with the actor, and our relationship with each other, cannot be disputed.
There is no doubt but that it is every manager's desire that this feeling
continue, with the object in view of building a foundation under our business that a few managers, a few actors, or a few agitators cannot destroy.
Today, we believe that 99, if not 100, per cent, of the managers have confidence in the advanced policy of co-operating in our business, both with
the managers and with the artists.
dial.

With

this in view,

won't you kindly give your most serious attention
and equitable standard contract? If there are

to the use of this simple

any violations of this contract, the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association and the National Vaudeville Artists will gladly see that you receive
justice; and, on the other hand, they will also see that the actor gets justice in the

carrying out of this contract by the managers.

VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION,
By

,w.

&

E. F.

ALBEE.
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PROPOSED FORM OF EQUITABLE CONTRACT
TO BE USED BY ALL MEMBERS OF THE

£auoetriUe Jttanagers' ffrotecttoe teoriaticm
§

AGREEMENT made

this

.

.

.da? of

191

,

between

-

of ... .

:.:••

hereinafter called the "manager," and
S..S
1.

The

.-...hereinafter called the "artist."

artist agrees to present his certain

persons therein for

act with

.....,....,..;,,<

.. ...

—

.

{weeks,

••'.'

"follows:

THEATRE

COMMENTING

m

»•••«•••••••••••**

'tm
I

*••••

.........

.............................

*

|

......

• • •

•

I

•

•

•••••••

••

'• I

• •

• • • • f • • •

•«•»*• ••••••••

........ •••*

shows per day except that on Saturdays, Sundays when lawful, and Holiday performances occurring durshows per day, upon the following terms for which the
ing this engagement the artist will present his act at
Dollars.
manager agrees to pay the sum of $.

at

2.

If

above place of performance is changed the manager will pay any extra railroad fares and baggage charges
is otherwise to pay all transportation. If operation of the theatre is prevented by fire, casualty,
any other cause beyond the manager's control, the manager shall pay only for the number

caused thereby, but artist

public authority, strikes, or

~

of performances rendered on a pro rata basis.

.

•

I

by the rules and regulations in force at said theatre or other place of performance,
(b) report for rehearsals promptly at such times as the manager may require, (c) furnish complete orchestration of
music used in act, (rf) eliminate any part of the act deemed objectionable by the manager, and (e) not to permit any
reduction or change in personnel or number of pesons in said act or any change or alteration in quality thereof.
3.

""So

fl!

The

artist agrees (a) to abide

4.
If Sunday concerts cannot lawfully be given during this engagement, the artist will not be required to give
performances in another city in lieu thereof unless expressly agreed to by the artist in writing or by endorsement on

this contract.
5.

If the

manager receives notice that the aforesaid

manager

against any loss or

an infringement of a property right, copyright or patent
manager before continuing with his act, to indemnify the

act is

right, the artist agrees to furnish security satisfactory to the

damage whatsoever, by reason of

his permitting the presentation of said act.

not appear for any other person between the date hereof and the end of this engagement, either
publicly or at clubs or private entertainments in the city mentioned in paragraph "I" hereof unless consented to in
writing by the manager.
6.

The

artist will

i

City

of

7

is

Msm

acting for the manager in employing the artist.
'i

The

8.

whom
9.

City, as his personal representative to

of

artist designates

all notices,

agreements, consents,

etc.,

may be

Five per cent. (5%) of the above salary

engagement.

is

to

sent or accepted as the case

may

and from

be.

be deducted for

j^fe>Tgaa

for procuring artist this

I

10.
If the artist wilfully violates or refuses to play any other engagement with a theatre on the
Circuit of which the theatres mentioned in paragraph "1" arc a part, the manager herein may terminate this contract.
'

11.

SPECIAL—Where

the manager operates only one theatre, and not a circuit, Paragraph 10 will

be eliminated.
I'

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the

parties hereto

have hereunto

set their

hands and

seals the

day and year

first

above

written.

%
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ACTS THIS WEEK

.

24
•'-,,
.

George Kelly and Co.
•

';

Billy Tracey and Dorothy Wail.
Piano and Songa.
17 Mint.; One.

(4).

Comedy Sketch.
27 Mint.; Full Stage
'

l%s>

Fifth Ave.

George Kelly, of "Finders-Keepers,"
fame, has come along with a new comedy sketch which is a veritable gem.
It is one of those happy themes that
will hit home to the wise audiences as
well as those who do not really know
anything regarding the inside of stage
Still it carries a touch of the
life.
actor's side of the general scheme of

At
done

such comlife.
is laugh after laugh, each
edy
the result of tt natural development of
the story. It appears as though Mr.
Kelly has taken an incident here and
another there that have occurred in
life and has pieced them into a whole.
The principal theme is that every person, no matter their status, has at
some time or another wanted to be on
the stage. It is a secret ambition everyone has nursed in their innermost
minds, and when the moment arrives,
no matter how much they have expressed themselves against the theatre,
if they are given the opportunity, the
secret will crop out. So it is with the

:.

But it
There

is

comedy—and

pharacters in the playlet. It is also evident Mr. Kelly is not extremely tond of
Youngs town, for he makes that the
The principals
scene of his action.
are a minister and his wife (the latter
a school chum of the character Kelly
plays), and one of the ladies of the
church and her daughter. Mr. Kelly is
a successful actor who is playing the
town for a single performance. He
calls on his former school friend, to
learn she has not been in a theatre in
seven .years and that her husband is
against the theatre as an institution.

He propounds

his theory, illustrating
with the material at hand. The lady
member of the parish is his first victim. She is impressed and rushes off
to bring her 15-year old daughter to
The minister is the
recite for him.
final example on whom the test is'
tried: He proves as susceptible as the
others. That virtually closes the act
The finish seems to drop a little, but
ithe laughs arrive so frequently during
Vfchje earlier action one cannot expect
Mr.
a howling guffaw at the end.
Kelly may congratulate himself upon
having evolved a vehicle that will stand
him in good stead for the next few
years in vaudeville. His present supporting company is about all that
could be asked for. They are .types
Frea.
and fill the bill to a nicety.
.

fe;:H

Dolly and Calaine.

Song and Dance.
10 Mini.;

One.

American Roof.
This is of the conventional type of
acts of the song and dance brand. The
man's clog dance is commendable and
was well appreciated; the girl does all
the vocalizing except for a double number. She is somewhat shy on that end
of it, but is passable for a dance turn.
They deserve better than opening, as
they did at this house. Small time.
Abel.

last
it.

has bit

harm. But at that Mr. Tracey is no
worse than any of the other successful
song writers who have stepped on the
vaudeville stages to plug a few of their
own numbers and incidentally grab off
a piece of change. What Billy needs
the most right now is to begin to feel
sure of himself and lose a little of the
self-conscious staginess that is very

much apparent.
on his
Wahl.

trip to

Accompanying Billy
is Dorothy

vaudeville

He might have made a happier
Miss Wahl does not seem

selection, for

fit the scheme exactly, that is at
as far as Billy Tracey is conMiss Wahl starts the procerned.

to

least

ceedings with an introductory number
with Tracey arriving in time for the
second half of it. It is a retailing of
the reasons for the two appearing.
Then Billy offers a new song entitled
"Oh Those Landlords," which got over
fairly well.
his

Mammy

With Miss Wahl he

sings

Mine," which would be
better appreciated if Miss Wahl did
n'ot take a vocal part in the presentation.

o'

The "Hanging Around" number

by her is worth a laugh after which a
recitative bit brings laughs. "Dixieland
Dixieland Once More" was another
hit, and after a medley of the choruses
of Billy's hits of bygone days from
"Gee, But It's Great To Meet, a Friend"

and "Barber Shop Chord" down to
those of today, he offers "If Ireland
Was Only Free," which was a sure
fire applause winner.
Mr. Tracey will
get by just about as well as any of the
rest of them did and he deserves to,
is a great little fellow who has
plugged along with the song game all
the way from 28th street north and
that is going back some, for Bill was
a plugger way back in the days of the
Tivoli, Chimney Corner and all the

for he

places that were places below the 34th
Fred.
street line.

Burt Earl and Girls

(6).

Musical.

•'••.

favor per-

sonality and appearance. That may account for the warm reception accorded
their efforts as a whole. He is clad in
a Tuxedo and she wears but oite costume.
change is advisable. He got
an "Irish" ballad across, although taking liberties with the original lyric.
And then they had to spoil it all by
offering a prohibition "whistle" number, passe just now
in fact for over a
week. They didn't seem to know it.
That's out.
Good small time act,
though.
Abel.

A

—

Formerly Farrell,
Farrell, Taylor and

(

Taylor Trio,

now

two women.

The

blackface comics open in "one," retaining the former Mandy and Bill Dody
that
characters.
Dialog discloses
Mandy is to take Bill to a musicale
and introduce him as the "Duke."
Then to full stage parlor, the act following the old idea. One of the girls
plays a harp solo here and proves an
excellent musician. The other woman,
a large voluptuous blond, does the indignant mistress as Beatrice Diamond
did. Back to "one" the blond solos a
heavy classical number. She has a
grand opera appearance, but the voice
disappoints.
The blond makes a
change by adding a cloak and the
other girl in Chinese garb followed by
Farrel and Taylo^, also Chinks, finish
before a special Oriental drop. Dody
plays a sax, the girl a piano accordion,
while Mandy and the other woman
vocalize "Hindustan." Mandy does an'
abbreviated shimmie and all sing at
the finish. The act is running too long
and the woman's solo might be
dropped. The finish is there for any
kind of audience and will land them
solidly no matter what precedes it.
Con.
•

Fifth Ave.

Burt Earl has taken the musical act
he formerly presented with three girls
and has added three others. They play
violin, banjos, piano and saxaphones,
composing about as pleasing and nifty
a musical turn of its kind that has been
seen in a long time. The girls look
pretty and are daintily dressed and
their handling of the musical instruments is compelling. Mr. Earl is naturally the central figure with the six
girls about him. He is a showman all
the while and carries the act ajong
with all the pep possible. He injects
a touch of comedy here and there that
takes away from the straight musical
idea.
The act looks to be the class as
it

now

stands.

Fred.

Patrick and Otto.
15 Mini.; One (Special Drop).

still

<

attempt the soldier characters but

and Malia.

shine of Virginia," using dialect In
same garb he sings "Oh Jenny/Vand
gets laughs with some distasteful manThen the sign informs us
nerisms.
that the next is an "Uncalled for Solo"

with a piano
solo of patriotic airs. The last is a
dope fiend and "Rainbows" is the vocal vehicle delivered in a green spot a
la Corse Payton, with pantomime of
a "cokie" taking a "blow." The woman
is probably forced to removing her own
signs by the stage hands' 50 cents a
performance ruling. The act entertained the Proctor audience, but is
it

small time.

Jack Reddy.
Songs.
15 Mins.; One.
American Roof.

Jack Reddy opens with a sure-fire
revised version of "Alcoholic Blues,"

with a perfect "souse" personation accompanying it A ballad with which he
seemed unfamiliar followed, only to
be spoiled by an inane T. R. version
Instead of singing it as
follow-up.
others do, Reddy recites the second
verse and the extra chorus in "pome"
his

is
snappy, original, with a
laugh in every line. That author deserves some billing mention for when
last seen in winter under the title of
Patrick and Rose, the turn was a fizzle
mainly due to the poor material. They
scored the applause hit of the show,
next to closing. They should make a
good feature turn on better bills.

crossfire

announcement of

his attempt of a character personation

and his making up, on the stage, he
gagged a few annexing Al Herman's
drinking a lot of water gag about the
'

Depends on

his material.

IF

Abel

YOU DONT

ADVERTISE IN VAJUBTY—
DONT ADVERTISE
t

Man With a Thousand
given

a spot on

the

Foyer was
Poems'."
being In fourth

bill,

He opens In
extremely large for

position and following a sketch.

a rather spacious

suit,

.

his physique since It covers the khaki underHis introduction brought a string
dressing.
of really humorous lines through bis Impression of a hick waiter In a three-cent
coffee bouse.
This gave Foyer a flying start
from which he leaped Into a recitation of

"Dan

The introduction

McQrew."

at

first

looked like the sound of his death knell, but,
on the contrary, after Foyer had sucessfully
assassinated Dangerous Dan the house gave
him a reception that rattled the rafters. Allowing the audience to select his next recitation he drew "The Old Man and Jim," and
at its conclusion there was no doubt of his
mark. But a few months back a small time
feature, Foyer has permanently Insured' his
big time connection with his Palace engagement, for while he may have goaled the small
time audiences, as one might naturally expect,
he floored the Palace gathering for
keeps.

Marie Dressier is the topllner, offered a
mixed routine of comedy stories and recitations, closing with 'The Working Girl," one
of her established piembess.
That finesse, so
noticeable in those of the old school of acting
and that delicate touch of showmanship In
the registration of the various points, stands
out

conspicuously

in

Miss

Dressler's

stago

She knows how to handle any
behavior.
brand of audience, keeps them continuously
in the proper spirit and leaves them at .the
pscychoiogical moment.
Her success Monday*

The Yip, Yip Yaphankers opened with
Frank Mellco leading the aggregation, but

Man and woman. She stays at piano
during entire act. They have an easel
on which signs are displayed and he
goes in for character stuff. The first
is a rube in duster and straw hat, "You
Ought to Go and See the Women
Swimmin'."
The woman makes an
awkward turn on the stool to remove
a sign and it reads, "Our Friend the
Swede." The male in a tight fitting
coat and a trick derby then solos "Sun-

Between

—

—

the gathering was far too small at this hour
In
to give the ex-service men their Just due.

23d St.

form.

While the current week's Palace program
runs far away from the usual standard, principally through the absence of comedy, the
show made a fairly good running vaudeville
entertainment as It played Monday night to
a capacity house incidentally and disclosed
several really marvelous things that come
under the notice of the vaudeville observer
only on occasional Instances.
The most pronounced of these was the
score rolled op by Eddie Foyer billed as "The

night was decidedly pronounced.

liquid fountain being in front of an
actress* dressing boudoir, whose door
was open. The characterization was a
"coke" number, which brought him a
recall for another poem, "Women."
Sure-fire small time feature as he
stands. He has the ability to advance.

with a change in material. They did
wisely when engaging this writer to
'concoct a decent vehicle for them. The

AbiL

Flagler

Piano and Songs.
14 Mins.; One.

and the woman proves

13 Mini.; Three.

former attempt
at an act is the drop, supposed to represent an exterior of the Rio Grande
River and the Mexican border. They
in their

PALACE.

Is

All that's left of the

12 Mine.; One.
American Roof.

Taylor and Co. (2)

Harlem Opera House.
Tracey has gone and

Billy

The lure of the Footlights
him where it does the most

American Roof.

Rice and Graham.
Song and Dance.

The couple have

Farrell,

Comedy Review.
22 Mine.; Full Stage (Special Drop).

<

Fifth Ave.

1

'

(Interior).

the second spot came the Four Harmony
Kings,
well
named, for this quartet of
Ethoplans dispense a specie of harmony that
any quartet would do well to boast of. And
with "Prohibition Blues" to a smart orchestration, they were promptly insured for the
evening. They also do the callope number,
getting harmonious chords from the "bit"
It's
that may be equaled but never topped.
a great combination.
Joseph E. Bernard in "Who Is She" did
the sketch honors, and from his opening
laugh was never in doubt Mr. Bernard is a
clever chap, shoots his punches over In proper

•

style and is excellently supported by his
working partner, an attractive looking blonde
does much to keep the tension at the
They rolled up their usual
proper angle.

who

score.

came "Kiss Me," the Fried-

After Foyer
lander-Herbert
million
cipals.

production that looks like a
In class, barring the prinwhile evidencing some

dollars

The

latter,

run so tar back of the production in ability, the contrast is harmful.
The wardrobe carries the outfit, over with the
efforts of Dorothea Sadler getting^ the best
Improvement,

-

returns.

The Llghtner

and Alexander opened
the second part, following the Topical Comedy
reel, one of the best numbers on the program.
Girls

feature Is developing into a standard
vaudeville attraction with Its comedy references to timely topics culled from the Literary
The Llghtners have some new numDigest.
bers, with the comedienne doing much to insure the success of the specialty.
Bernard and Duffy were in the next to
closing spot, but the going was somewhat
rough for the couple, undoubtedly one of the
The
best two-man acts on the current bills.
dancing finale earned them a fair hand, but
they did a genuine "flop" In the preceding
section, the spot and the type of the earlier
This
turns mitigating against their chances.

This

Is no reflection on their ability, however, for
they can measure any audience under normal
circumstances.
Gygl and Vadie closed, aided by Nora Norman at the piano. The house was on—the
move continually during their stay. "Wytm.
•

RIVERSIDE.
The show ran minus a legitimate headliner, that because Charles King was threatened with water on the knee due to a bad
wrench while trying out his new act last
Tho accident apparently did not beweek.
come known until Monday morning, and there
Although
was a scramble to replace him.
the Keith office has declared against the custom, Nat Nazzaro, Jr., was called upon to
King's injury was
double from the Royal.
announced from the stage, when it was Bald
that he might not be able to appear for some
weeks.
He was to show in the Hassard
Short act, "Dream Stars," which drew atYoung
tention at the r< cent I ambs' Gambol.
Nazzaro was given tla topllne billing, the
bottom line being spli. between Den Welch
and Ivan BankofL
Monday had a balmy summer's eveningand a goodly orowd was in, not so good as
might have been considering the blessed relief from the doj>gono dog weather of last
Some of the uptowners who beat It
week.
hence over the Fourth probably were afraid
While the opening
to venture back to town.

m
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acts did well enough, tbe going was klckless
until Burns and Frabtto spilled wop dialect
Their "Shoos" was a
In fourth position.
comedy hit and did much for the first section.
The balloon bit set the house off to
laughter, and the balance of the turn was
"In."
They scored with their own Idea of

"I Love Your Ooh, La, La." They made very
pleasant music with mandolin and guitar
for an encore, with the blending of clevei
orchestration. The men might do a bit more
of the Instrumental work it's really good

—

stuff.

The Nazzaro youngster followed, giving the
He Is
closing intermission spot a punch.
using the same eleven gobs who Jazzed it Up
They are billed as the
for. Rube Marquard.
One sang from a
Atlantic Fleet Jazz Band.
box, while Nat accompanied with his cello.
Tbe youth mostly on his smiling personality
made himself .firmly liked and drew a world
of applause at the close before he encored.
It was his dance at the ilnlsh that "got em."
Nat seems to be doing too much leading of
the jazz band and too little single work, of
.which be did more while with the troupe than
Vow. Still he Is delivering, which, after all,
tells the story.
Bankoff plus his affianced but publicjy
mysterious Miss Phoebe and Leon Domque,
a bard working, clever pianist, moved down
from closing Intermission to No. 7, tbe spot
The dancing
originally programed for King.
turn delivered with a bang, running about tie
with Nazzaro for show honors. The brilliant
.

of Miss Phoebe is always a delight and
Her good looks and remarkable
wonder.
toe work which is heightened by the extraordinary back kicking, easy gives her a standIn total
lug equal If not peer to Bankoff's.
the turn is one of the most sure fire dancing
acts developed during tbe past season, and
It's one which can stand repetition as well
as any of the others.
"You're a bummer and an A. P. A.," an
offstage pistol shot, two cap pistols in reply
and Ben Welch was oft to his familiar, though
not to be ' denied, funny -monolog, he supply-

work
.1

It is
ing too comedy of the second section.
just possible that some of Welch's talk was
burnished, and if that Is so, it was the portion devoted to "Awverne," well known to
Klversiders.
Ben described it as "garbage
beach, situated 500 feet over a sewer," which
brought wholesome giggles from tbe assemblage.
The balance of the monolog certainly
wasn't new, but it brought the laughs with
the same old sureness.
Sybil Vane, the little English girl who
started something at the Hippodrome a season or two ago, made a charming appearance, opening after intermission.
For one so
small her firm voluminous voice is a surprise, and since her registers are attained
without hesitation at any time, her offerings
are made the more pleasant Twice she was
called for an encore.
For the second she
did not sing, expressing her thanks Instead
and wishing for more appearances in New
York.
There is little doubt that her desire
will be gratified.
Donald E. Roberts opened the show. Just
why wasn't clear, for logically he should have
exchanged places with Alfred Farrell and Co.,
who made cloth pictures, on second. At that
Roberts made good with his song routine,
which in style is suggestive of the old-time
vaudeville tenors-rldlng breeches, crop and
everything.
He earned an encore.
Paul Decker and Co. with "The Ruby
Ray," a familiar Hassard Short playlet, was
third.
Following Short's appearance in the
turn Decker, while acceptable, doesn't show
to the best advantage.
He giggled at the
start when
the role calls for effeminate
playfulness, which may be tbe way he feels
about It.
Short Is reported writing a new
playlet for Decker, and It will probably be
ready In the fall.
The "Ray" turn about
ailed the spot with nothing to spare.
Togan and Geneva closed the Bhow with
the "Midair Dancing."
Some started walking when the girl said "more than one has
fell for me."
Since they chatter throughout
the turn that should be looked after.
The
man's work is exceptionally clever, not alone
In the dance steps but the nej-vy back somersault at the finish.
In spite of the headllner being out the
-

show shaped up

nicely.

fbee.

KEITH'S, PHILADELPHIA.
It takes
devotion to

a

little

Philadelphia, July 9.
the ordinary
to attract one to a
Its best to

more than

vaudeville

show with the thermometer doing

highwater mark, but Ik can be said
without any attempt to boost this theatre
that It always lives up to Its trademark of
"The Coolest Place In Town."
There was a slight break in the weather
Monday, and the evening show was played to
a well filled house, and with the audience in
a warmly responsive mood, the result being
that the show, which did not have any big
names for drawing power, worked into a
very good summer season entertainer. There
were plenty of laughs distributed along with
more than the usual applause.
The Aaron Hoffman sketch, "The Honeymoon," which enabled William L. Gibson and
Reglna Connelll to score a great comedy hit
here several months ago was back as a
This may well be considered one
headllner.
of tbe real comedy gems of vaudeville but
there was something lacking in It Monday.
Whether it was the way tbe principals played
hit tbe

maybe the weather, there did not seem
to be the same snap to It as before, and It
did not strike home wltb the same punch.
it or,

There are many good linos. and great comedy,
situations,' but many missed.
At that it was
a big laugh-winner and It may have been
just one of those performances which often
occur, and in this case It was not pro-

H

take himself so seriously but Injected some
of the freedom into his work that Miss Regay
employs. The girl is a corking good dancer,
as well as a contortionist of more than ordinary skill, and she works tbe two Into a
donee combination
act
that
carried the
through to the applause hit of the show.
AX Herman was his usual comedy hit with
about the same routine of talk used before.
He has some new gags and uses a fellow In
ono of the boxes for the butt of one of his
remarks, but be got his usual laugbs with a
lot of the old material and some new stuff
and put over his songs in the regular way.
Herman is a good entertainer. He does not
cling closely to his own. stuff, but gets more
out of it than, any of the others, and what he
does he does well, whu?v is good enough for
anyone as far as the audience Is concerned.
He always has some good "scandal" to say
about the other acts in the ''show, and of
course this makes a hit. None of them has
anything on Al tor "dishing the dirt," and
be docs It without offending anyone.
El Brendel and Flo Bert, a fiouple of locals
who used to play principal roles in one of
those tabloid musical sketches, put over a
good sized laughing and applause hit They
"Waiting tor Her,"
repeated
the sketch,
which they used for quite awhile, and although
it shows signs of wear, the comedy of Brendel
Is still good for laughs and little Miss Bert's
fenfale-baritone voice appears to be richer
and stronger than ever. Brendel made tbem
roll in their seats with bis finishing bit with
the eccentric clothes make-up, which he has
improved by adding something for tbe bows.
Ideal, tbe woman swimmer and diver, bad
the closing spot, and it was just the right
kind of an act to send the folks home feeling cooler. They seemed to .get a lot of enjoyment and comfort out of watching the
well built girl dive into the tank and splash
around in tbe water. It, might be a good
thing to have two or three more tank acts
on the bill If the weather keeps so hot.
Sinclair and Gasper proved a new kind
They handle comedy and
of "sister" team.
songs, one of the girls adopting the "gabby"
saleswoman type, and she has supplied l herself with a fine lot of fresh talk which caught
tbe fancy of the wise ones as well as those
who were a bit doubtful what some of bier

meant.

It

is

a good

act,

away from

The
usual run, and scored solidly.
"tough" girl might help herself some If sbjj
would not make It quite so "tough,"- and she
could do it without lightening the character
enough to hurt it, for she can handle It all
right.
Lillian Hcrleln, who has been playing about town for the last year or so, showed
her ability to hold down her spot In the early
She made her usual fine
half of tbe show.
appearance In two changes of gowns and got
good returns from each of her songs. Swan
and Swan did nicely wltb a juggling that contains a bit of stepping and a tinge of dancing, and Tbe. Act Beautiful filled the opening
spot with a very showing series of poslngs.
the

form of

entertainment

They are using their new act,
"The Ke views leal Comedy Couple."
The Eddy Duo opened the show. Tbe girl
most of the work on the wire
and she does it well. Her partner, however,
is spectacular in those stunts he does perform and the act as an opener is high class.
Frank Mullane follows this pair In tbe No.
2 position.' He, fortunately, has a brand of
entertainment to offer which would take the
house if a phonograph was put out on the
stage and recited the same stories and sang
the same songs that he did. Irish and' Jewish
stories, of tbe old sure-fire hit school, and a
very good.

respective

roles

of

dancer,

TA

Har em's other festivals in
tB * corking good show
th {

any
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to this country.

Monday

was an

night

for this time of the year,
'Jfeld

a

almost

,

act

"

"Frenchie" and make It siund
like
he
aB
! and""* nan<1 ' «• Both glrle '*a«
Pianists
can vocalize pleasingly.
The*
have some classy wardrobe and
this
Poarance makes them a sure thing »lur
for*^.";

lT

theatre

C
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with
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AMERICAN ROOF.
Four,

their

first

number,

was easy going

and

new

V

•

acts on this nine-act bill. Dolly

and Calalne and Rico and Graham the
two turns in the order named being Bret"
new
hereabouts and both on the same
song-anddance-couple order. Jack Reddy opening
the
socond half and Patrick and Otto
known as Patrick and Rose) next to(formerly
closing;
The latest Mack Sennet effusion opened the
show to a dressed house, which could not
en»

camouflage its scarcity.
Juggling Nelson, on third, has added some '"'
bits since last seen, and has
Increased bis value of entertainment
That boy sure can juggle things.
Ford and Goodrldge, the third song and dance
5°.' on .,tile b ' 1, ' b y no means the last, pleased."""
Their deceive" number cycle Is a gem.
Came :
Norton, Sher and Co., the latter a? piano
ac°
coinpanlst, and hold everyone's attention
with
their nifty stepping, although three
acts of
the similar brand had just preceded
them.
Spanish and Costor numbers, granted,
are usually accompanied by not Uttle
/wlggllnK
and accentuated feet stamping, but that Is
no
excuse for the man's perpetration of his
great
numbor of grotesquo gyrations. The woman
also attompts Bomo vocalizing; which should
be left to the man, as he Is tbe better warbler
of tho two.
Tho turn as It stands Is somewhat too long, .and the entire ^Zlegy-Dil.
llngham" numbor could bo eliminated to adadvantage. -The act Is heading tbe bill, but
the very super-abundance of hoofing on the
bill proven ts any outstanding features
of tbe
act making Itself cvldont.
One tblng Is
tlrely

now comedy
only

and as song movies are

for them.
The long, lean, lanky girl of the four tries for
comedy at all times, und lands effectively
When they had finished tho house was asking
It

the more.

,

.

pretty clear— tbe gaudy and numerable costumes.
They should headline around the
present time.
\
After Reddy's resumal of tbe vaude. fol-

lowing Intermission Dorothy Richmond and
offered
a fairly entertaining sketch.
Downstairs on the bill posters the turn !•'•
billed as a playlet, "A Friend In Need," by
Harry S. Sheldon, with J. Morrill Morrison In tho cast.
Mr. Morrison, tho man essaying
the wealthy artist, presumably, bears the
brunt of tho lines, reads tbem tho best and
Co.

on the stngc throughout. In fact, It would
bo only fair that Mr. Morrison be the only
(Continued on page 20.)
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night.

The Four Haley Sisters were another cleanThe girls stepped into tho affections of
audience

Ms
"

though now divorced from
ormer monicker. He crossflreSIs seated In a box and finally

L
who

introduces some of the best palming
seen
He Is a clever showman and
was a welcome addition to the bill. the turn&
Alexander Sparks and Co. (New Acts), ioN
lowed by the feature picture/closed.
Con

before

up.

from then on

girl

in ages.

offering.

the

follow<!a '
Checkers stall has the
in his hair and retains

wave
,

.

^

'

,

--.

-

VlteB
or
ioln nlnl on ""> Platform
Al.
tuough the if
idea is ancient the dialog
and they hold\ interest They had nois brlahfr'

.

seemed

&£££%££,

man

getting scarce these days, anything does in a
plncb.
The Van Cellos were the opening act of
The man Is a marvel wltb
the show proper.
his feet His rlsley work is most excellenfand
his manner of achieving comedy delightful. Tbe
audience got many a laugh from bis work.
The, woman In the turn making three changes
during the act seems to furnish sufficient excuse for her taking a bow or two. Other than
that .she does nothing.
William Cutty with
his combination of piano playing, songs and
stories scored.
"You Don't Need the Wine"
slipped over with a decided wallop for him,
but it was really "My Wild Irish Rose" that
cursed the greatest applause.
Green, and Parker in "At the Station" were
laugh producers from the very start,' and
with the advent of this pair a laugh hound
in the audience got under way and help things
along.
His laugh was so pronounced It even
Billy
broked up tbe team several times.
Tracey and Dorothy Wahl (Now Acts) offered
a pleasing little piano and song melange that
was strongest when Tracey was on the job,
oven though bo docs not seem to be fully at
caHo as yet when working on the stage.
The big laughing bit of the show was the
sketch George Kelly and Co. (New Acts) arc

to please tbe

sticking to his old ve-

is

Loder has hard work tttmt
dialect

"° troublo
™""°^
with the 123th street bunch.
Keane and White, tho, magician and
the 2
Pianist, followed. It is a novol
frame up. thea
woman remaining at the piano while
the

was because there was a
it,

Loder

delivery,
of h ,a

SSftB
with the

Mabel Burke sang a number that was about

go with

-

''T**X?

,

as poor. a lyrical demonstration as tar as the
chorus, went as anything that has been heard
In a long time.
Five lines, of the chorus
The
start off with the same expression.
chances, are that the only reason that Miss
to

A

small time.

'

The act would strain the
0t
m0T0 c rltlcal Wthcrlng. but at
Zfit!2 1 I
PlaCed Just il * ht
over well." * '"
™*
Hampton- and Blake with the girl lb ihV
audience and Checkers Hampton
opening as

.

It

They too* numerous bows.

ting his Dutch
now aud then.

wasn't, a serious moment in It, for the acts
were either providing laughs or music.
Following a series of picture news views

.selected

i

iiie

.eight, o'clock.
As the evening progressed the
rear of the theatre filled up, bat there was
lacking the usual line of standees. The shew
was a corking one, with a distinct leaning
Aa a matter of fact there
toward comedy.

Burke
movie

*S&

«£

and the Fifth Avehouse

!

,

devllle.

to the visit of the
Lett Libbey.

ideal

S

,

on the patronage.
UB to mention there
the Willard-Demp-

capacity

I

—**

2rLt J
«S

FIFTH~AYENUE.
nue

'

fe*

effect'

forget, allow

'

H

>

nave

waa

8e

$&

to come In
the next place with his act, did not show at the
Monday night performance, and Grace DeMar
was pencilled In. She uses a monolog, and a
good one, combining personality with some
tine comedy stuff, and she 'got over very well.
Pencilled in, as she was, and with such an

we

Ho

P6ra

vaudeville
too, and as usual

neav r Monday night
?.
V
thing in the nature of a surprise
for the Amm."
gain hunters.
It was the Police
d
w * ra the a PP lau«o hit of theQl7*
evening
$2 husky
huJE, coppers invaded
ii
Sol's sanctum kiS'
requested to be allowed to sing
and sen Mcketi
Po»ce Field Day at
They sang, and sold tickets "sheepsbead to.'.
nearly as well /s
they sang. The harness
dickdwere oh » ixfh
*«» 'ollewed by Farrell,
and C
Co°"
(New Acts) who were a young-Taylor
riot.
Dd rnle **
maintained the high
n
average and scored heavily
following
These
a oout to step, into a production
and
ftf*
ar tiBi
werc th ° class of the hui
Th-^hi've
P?oved steadily in delivery ani
?£? ru£* 0f lnj
t,
plns at tbe finish rounds ou?
. nn»
J, ;?
performance.
£?eveL nrartistic
ee Mo w atU gave the show
a start
,»ili7 a
„ ^
W
faB . rouUne Of single, double
and trio
i Jk
f
club
Juggling.
One of the passing tricks B
knocking a balopn. then a pipe
froaf the moum
and8 between ina Itao^of
flight
llaw and Ca »upbell were
second and lifted
.»,?
.
the first
part mlghtly. They are still uilrfr 3

£&

Jimmy Lucas, who was supposed

to
lest

plwMd

L

singer,

ance.

.

Fred;

0?Jra House

^

.

And,

neatly.

n effect tot upon enterlni the
Mh K the eye ?
lobby
is exhilarated by tie
b .St^ofar l9t,0 orU8h work o? the
r
flags 5" the
!r.
,
The
flags are painted over
the artists*
V
tn
8| 8DaJn tbe outside
di 8
S ffl ke8* <,u,te
?,
flaeh A » <" which means
%So1 Levoy
,
J?
hasn't
run out of Jubllecs*aad l-i-SiS
!£» D

Sylvia Jason and William Halg, using for
material "The Book of Vaudvllle," an excuse
for them to show what .they are capable of
doing as singers, dancers and imitators, were
a real bit A pair that gives one tbe feeling of gazing on unrestrained youtb, they
have picked their material with care and shoot
The act is nicely costumed
it over with speed.
and full stage Is used for the entire perform-

seem

and, scored

«rh?„Vi
?.
h 0V
,u,te

A

<

S

honors

i°m!=
Allies.

Ashley and Skipper were one of the big hits
of the evening. A pair that are bubbling over
with personality, who have a smooth running
Skipper
act they almost stopped the show.
knows how to sing ballads, and he sung "iuinbows" In a way that made one feel like chasing them himself. He also sang "Kisses" as It
hasn't been sung here before this season. And
Ahley with his parodies' ox these popular
Into the

hit

* BPot they held

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE.
8n almer al tne Harlem

'

affair.

humor

completely *«..

.

.

S!' house
hi'.
the

deals principally with 'his joy at not being a
"buck private" In the army any more, and
then telling how he thinks the audience will
The audience did like the girls
like' his girls.
and furthermore they liked Evans alter he got
that little speech-song off his chest He does
several dances with Ora Deano, who Is fair
to look upon and who also dances well, Estelle
McN'eal as the soloist also got over big and
Gertrude Zoble as the violinist and Mildred
Rife as tbe pianist performed just as well as
anybody could wish for.
splendid little

injected the

rl *
(New

w

violinist and pianist, are In three position.
Evans Introduces the act by a song which

numbers

i

b
c os,n 8 act was Burt
EaW
Act8)
">« ban joist having
SLiftfi
Cd
y 0U ng ladles to n »» 'o™»er offers
In?
w ln
tll0U8h
the clmia

22 n.T

Ernest Evans and "his associate artists,"
the same being four girls who are quite fine
their

Then Bob Hall stepped onto the^

:U e audiooce
L hel*—»«
?
up the

g.

couple of Irish songs.

was but one reference to
sey fight and no reference

bouse Bonita is not seen hero
frequently enough to be anything but new, and
Then there
Is In tbe same class.
Is something about this pair which makes for
laughter at the start and Hearn's brand of
humor, the quiet sort, which isn't pounded
Into tbe heads of an audience with. a hammer,
docs make a hit. Bonita Is good to look upon,
she is a strange comparison physically with
Hearn and the combination taken altogether Is

for more.
<
,B

2V **"*»*
£.n,?t

•

in the .act does

In

mm

t

however, and even though It was a bit
muggy and the town was laboring under its
first Monday prohibition handicap it did not

scattering but insistent sort and it was a
50-50 choice as to Ciccolinl returning for an
encore.
Return he did and selecting two
semi-popular numbers, "Dear Old Pal of
Mine," and "Mother Macbree" scored bis bit
of the evening. In fact he bit some notes In
those two songs Which to the uninitiated
seemed to be what should be expected of a
tenor singer, although of course bis voice was
beard to better advantage In the three first
and heavier numbers. It does seem that during the summer months, especially in a musical centre, such as Boston is, that those
who would appreciate the best the work of
an opera sieger would not be likely to be
found at a vaudeville house and in the winter months there would be plenty of concerts
for him to slag at.
But then Ciccolinl probably wouldn't be at liberty to tour during
the winter and there you are.
While Ciccolinl was billed as the headllner,
and heavily advertised, Bonita and Lew Hearn,
who followed htm on the bill, really held that

Their

M

finish,

KEITH'SBOSTON.

spot.

-— v

i

act to offer she Is entitled to every bit oi
credit that can be given for getting away as
well as she did.
The show is closed by the Four Sensational
Boiuea, a matter of fact acrobatic act, wltb
four people In it
The house was rather late la filling up Monday evening.. It was about capacity at the

Boston, July 0.
One cannot help wondering after seeing tbe
show Monday night, as to whether or not it is
good business to book a grand opera star, especially a male singer, for a tour of the vaudeville bouses during the summer, when it Is
necessary for the singer to use heavy material
to do bis best work and when it does not seem
as though audiences are in the mood for
anything but light stuff. Ciccolinl, principal
tenor of the Chicago Opera Company, who
headed the bill this week is responsible for
For a few minutes at
this trend of thought
the Monday night Bhow It looked as though Jibe
worst possible disgrace for a Boston audience
was due to occur. It looked as though Ciccolinl would be allowed to leave the stage
The two
after singing but three numbers.
opening numbers were heavy, the first one
being a "Prison Aria" and the second "ElThen Ciccolinl followed
ogle," by Massanet
this up by "Until," by Sanderson, which be
sang in English. He then bowed himself oft
the stage and tbe applause wasn't of the
spontaneous, show-stopping sort that might
have been expected. Instead it was of the

Lew Hearn

i.

RE

nounced enough to hurt a very good play-*
Poarl Regay and Lester Sheehan have built
up a very good looking dance act. It would
be even mucb better if Mr. Sheehan did not
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DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
Official Dentist to the N. V. A.
MB3 Brwdwty (Putnw Bullalu), Niw Yort

State-Lake Theatre Building, Chicago
CHICAGO
2d half ,

& James
Fredericks & "Van
Bimbo

Hippodrome
Doherty Kenton
Larose & Lane
Andrus & George
r FolBom & Brown

(Three to

MINNEAPOLIS

Howard
Golem Tr
Bort

-

3

Grand
Billy Hicks
Swiss Song Birds
Smith & Lawrence
Mabel Fonda Trio
Palace
Morris BaboonB

Jupiters

&

Frawley

i-

Louise

Ed & Joe Smith
Shrapnel Dodgers

Dwyer & Mae
BES MOINES,

& Wood

Bell

IA.

McLaln Gates Co
Alf Ripon
Mme Bianca Co

Emprfii
Roberts Trio
Girls from Dlxlel'd
Nell ElBlng Co
2d half

Grand

,

DCLTJTH
Grand
& Lea
Bob White

-

"Fashions a la Carte"

&

Lee

-

3

IT

,

.,.

Bennett

Melvlri Bros
2d half

Jenlcs

Smiths Animals

Hodge Podge 6
Nixon & Sans
LaVine Trio
B. ST. LOUIS, ILL.

Lunnette

Tourettl
Frank Halls Co
J

C Mack Co
2d half

The Sterlings
Fox & Ingraham
Fred

2d half

Elliott

J C Mack Co
Tourettl

"Old Time Darkles"

Lunnette Sis
GRANITE CITY,

2 Blondys
LaFrance Bros
(One to fill)
Frank Barton
2 Kerrs
Smiths Animals

Skydome

ILL.

Washington
(13)

The Patricks

TOURING ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

MADGE MAITLAND
WITH THE MEGAPHONE WALLOP

|

tef

Billy Kllgarde
(14-16)
"Old Time Darkles"
Lezlle & Monde
i
(17-19)

Palace

"Poughkeepsle"
& Bennett

Blondys
Gus Erdman

Christie

2

Hodge Podge

MEMPHIS

2 Careltons
Betty Fredericks
2

S

2d half
Nofrls Baboons

Orpheum

Miller

PAUL

ST.

Rainbow Trio
Murray & Popkova

Bell

& Wood

McLaln Gates Co
Mme Bianca Co
(One to fill)

& Ralney

Kerrs

WINNIPEG

2d half

Strand

Wendell Hall

Anna Vivian Co

Mossman & Vance

Ferro

Rusticating

Worden Bros

Miller

& Coulter
MILWAUKEE

Palace
Juggling D'Ahrmo
Castle & Davis
Choy Heng Wa Tr
(Three to AH)

Misses

& King

(One to

All)

2d half

Kayle & Koyne
Conrad & Janls
3

Beauties

Taylor Triplets

MARCUS LOEW
Putnam

Building,

NEW YORK

CITY

American
•Edna Lee

&

Blnns

Durkln Girls

Bert

Cook & Vernon
"Somewhere In Fr"
'Ernest Hlatt
* Pearl

Sandelier

Frazer Bunce

Chyo
frer.

&

(One to

New York City
Bert Walton
Ronair & Ward
Rainbow

Girls
2d half

3

Lordens

Plsano & Bingham
Co Hugh Norton Co

&H

Chyo
fill)

2d half

Armstrong & James
Norton Sher Co
2 Misfits

Roso & Shaw
•Brindamour
•June Mills Co

•Summer
Guys

Girls Fall

Gertrude Rosvr
Maurice Samuels Co

Baker & Rogers
Oklahoma 4
2d half

Aerial LaValls
Ferdinand
Collins & Lee
Ronair & Ward
Sen Francis Murphy Ernest Hiatt
Regan & Jordan
•Rainbow Girls
Frazer Bunce & H
Victoria
S & M Hughes
Mario & Duffy
Delancey Street
Ford & Goodrich
Hugh Norton Co
•Suzanne & Ernest
Annette Dare
Patrick & Otto

S &

M Hughes

Lang & Shaw
O Handworth Co
Pisano & Bingham
3 Maxim Girls

2d half

Suzanna & Ernest
Jack Reddy
O Handworth Co
Carson & Willard
Equillo Bros
Lincoln Square
Smlletta Sis

E.

Gertrude Rose

2d half

Edna Lee
Baker & Rogers
Chas Deland Co
S Rozellas

HEMMENDINGER

45

& Cook

Hawthorne
3 Maxims

Qulnn & DeRex
Capt Kidder Co
Carson & Willard
3 Lordens
2d half

Whitman Boys

Cook & Vernon
"Somewhere in Fr"
(Two to fill)
A venae B
Juggling DeLlsle

Frank ward
Bard
(One

JOHN STSECT

NEW YORK

Jewelers to the Profession
LIBERTY BOND* ACCEPTED
Td. Jala VI

(Same

bill

plays

Saskatoon 17-19)
Golden Tr
Marie Fltzglbbon

to

Pantagea

K

Reddlngton & Grant
2d half
Kruzo
Tabor ft MoGowan
"Poor Jim"
Nell McKlnley
Paul & Pauline

HAMILTON
Loew
Smith & Tosel
Hlnkel & May

Montana

fill)

&

Patrick

Otto

Oklahoma

Lyceum

Tom

Mowatt & Mullen

&

Romalne

& Marks

.

&

Wayne

W

ft

Drenno

& Goodwin

Aerial Smiths
(18-19)

Luckle ft Yost
Dora Dean Sunbeams

The Newmans
Mowatt & Mullen

SHOW REVIEWS.

(Continued from page 25.)
featured member of the company, with the
other man next in order according to ability.
Miss Richmond does the least and her "actMario and Duffy closed.
ing" Is mediocre.
Ahel.
,

•

I

HAMILTON.

-

Follette

B. C.

Pantagrea

Rials
Whitney's Dolls
Primrose Mins
A Beverly
Connolly & Francis S &
Revue De Luxe
Herbert Brooks Co Monroe & Grant
Hudler Stein ft P
2d half
Bennington & Scott Danse Fantasies
NEW ORLEANS
Sampson & Douglas
Orescent
Metropolitan Trio
In "TEARS"
Gaynell & Mack
Bard & Benn
Maude Kellar
Harlshlrna Bros
Featured on Pantages Circuit
LaF & Kennedy
Fulton
McC ft Irving
Aldine ft Wright
4 Rennees
OAKLAND
Bros
Aro
3 Rozellas
Lawrence & Edwards
Pantagrea
2d half
Brady & Mahoney
Booth & Leander
(Sunday opening)
Fred Poro
'M Whitman Boys
LeRoy & Dresner
Will Morris
Hall & Tyson
Singer's Midgets
2d half
Victoria 4
Stylish Four
Juggling Nelson
VICTORIA. B. O.
Maidie DeLong
Dudley Douglas
Tyler & Crollus
Pantagea
Stever & Lovejoy
Carl Eugene Tr
Wheeler & Potter
& Mannion Amoros & Obey
NEW ROCHELLE Harris
Durkln Girls
Baby"
Song & Dance Rev
Bennington & Scott "Some OGDEN
Melrose
Bert
DeKalb
Keegan & O'Rourke
Pantagea
Meyers
& Weaver
Ferdinand
Frank Bush
Betty Brooks
Sampson & Douglas
/ „ (17-19)
2d half
"Lots & Lots"
Ben Linn
Wheeler ft Potter
Frank Ward
WINNIPEG
J G Sparks Co
Equillo Bros
Weston & Peggy
Pantagea
Hawthorne ft Cook PALISADE PARK Minnetti & Sedelli
TJyeno Japs
Dorothy Roy
2d half
Holden
Clyde Cook
Klass & Termini
The Parshlsys
Fuji Japs
Venetian Gypsies
PORTLAND
Lang &Shaw
LaQulnlan
8
Leach
Pantnge*
Silber
& North
Martin & Courtney Casting Lannys
Kelly Field Players
Lady Alice's Pets
Conroy & O'Donnell
PITTSBURGH
La Petite Elva
Joe Darcy
Chyo & Chyo

Adonis & Dog
Al B White
(Three to fill)

ft

Arthur Rlgby
Fox Benson Co
T A FT, OAL.
Hippodrome
(Is)

2d half

Clark

VANCOUVER,

Ioleen Sis

Keno

Alma Grant Co
Florence Bell Co
Eugene & Kindler

Nadell

Fitch Cooper

2d half
Wlntergarden 4
Jack & Eva Arnold Arthur Davids
Allen & Moore
Mann & Malloy

Rhooda & Cro mpton

Cliff

& Delaney

Austin

Loew

Abyssinian Trio

2d half
Armstrong & Neville

Chief Blue Cloud

Daiz Monks
Joe Fanton Co

Murry Livingston

MONTREAL

Palace

"Honeymoon Inn"
Shaw & Bernard
Karemka Duo

STOCKTON

York

Empire Quartet
Leila Shaw Co

Pantagea
(Sunday opening)

Curran

Murphy & White
Hanlon & Clifton

Duffleld

Hippodrome
The Newmans
"Days Long Ago"

Keno & Wayne
Arthur Rigby
Fox Benson Co

Great Arnesen Co
Bijou Circus

Pantagea

&

Bob Brown

Hippodrome

Plunkett

TACOMA

MINNEAPOLIS

Hippodrome

(Sunday opening)

Toozonlan Arabs

SACRAMENTO
Arthur Davids
Allen & Moore

Kajlyama
F & J Smith
Helen Jackley,
Hager & Goodwin

Richard the Great
Dorothy Lewis

Kelly
Cp Dick's Jazz Band
Hall & Gullla

2d half
Wright ft Narl
Flo Ring

Hal Johnson Co
Nick Hufford
Whirlwind Gypsies
Hugh Johnson

Hans Hanke
Three Gay Sis
Hal Davis Co

Anderson's Revue

SEATTLE

Oastao
(Sunday opening)

Lowrys Dogs
Hill & Rose

Ingalls

Ho Trio
SAN DIEGO

'

MEMPHIS

ft

Gas Henderson
De Witt Stross & D
Wilson & Wilson
Claire Hansen Co
Great Arnesen Co

.

The Ferraros
(Two to ill)

Thorndlke

Sis

Marlettes Manikins
2d half

Hippodrome
Mabel Kllleen

Pantagea
(Sunday opening)
'

.

I

SAN FRANCISCO

,

M

& Evelyn

Bally

SAN FRANCISCO

Pantagea

(15-16)

Mimic World
2d half
Peggy Brooks
Fields & Wells

4

R Moy
EDMONTON

Jarvls Revue
Canfleld & Rose
Porter J White Co

OT. FALLS
Pantagea

Fred Pero
Hall & Tyson
Josephine Leonhardt Stylish
Four
Summer Girls Fall G
Douglas
Armstrong & James Dudley
Carl Eugene Tr
.(One to nil)
2d half

ft

\

Paatag-es
(Same bill plays
Novelty Minstrels
Helena 17)
The Cromwells
Joe Jackson
"Submarine F7"
Bobble Henshaw
Argo & Va Sis
The Sbattucks
Juliet Dlka
Rlalto Quartet
Green & Pugh
Gilratn Dancers
SPOKANE
Gaylord ft Herron
Pantagea
LOS ANGELES
BrosinB & Brown
Pamtagea
Stewart ft Olive
Lucy Valmont Co
Rucker & Wlnfred "Hello People Hello"
Ball & West
Martha Russell Co

LeVeaux

The Brlghtons
Ford & Goodrich
Capt Kidder Co

J

6

HOBOKEN

BROOKLYN

Race & Edge
Ruth St Denis Co
Joe Reed
Alice Teddy Co
Abrams & John

Rookie Lewis
Harry Tsuda

Morak

Carl McCullough
Llpton's Monkeys

Metropolitan

Brltt
Wlllard's Fantasy

Anita Arllss
Al Wohlman

Loew

& O'Rourke
"Harmless Bug"
Al B White
(One to All)

Caltes Bros

&

Fox

& Manning
Alma Grant Co

W

Mareena Nevarra A

Pantagea

Oautler's Toyshop

ft

Stone

Davis

Jimmy Britt
SAN DIEGO

DENVER

Louise

Moore
Douglas Family
Manning Fealy &

Lambs

Little

Nellie

& Bann

2d half
Callahan Bros

ILKA MARIE DEEL

Everything was rosy at the Hamilton Monday evening including attendance and the program.
The lobby advertisements anent the
current showing of the English R-34 landing
at Mineola, may have caused more attendance
Murray
than usual for a summer's night.
Bennett, next to closing,- had them In an uproar and easily could have entertained longer.
After taking an encore, the crowd evinced a
further desire.
Carron and Farnum opened
the show, offering a comedy acrobatic routine,
Octavio, billed as the
of the ordinary type.
"double voice vocalist," also held the patrons.
She seems an excellent attraction, really
astonishing the audience at times. Regal and
Mack In "The Book Store" were on No. 8 and
have comedy aplenty to carry them for an lnr
deflnite run.
The couple execute some very
graceful dancing. Spencer and Rose registered
solidly, and the Pollykoff Trio closed the show.
Texas Guinan in "The She-Wolf," film, confor the evening, folthe
entertainment
cluded
lowing current events, with many walkouts.
-

,

O

K

Warwick
Legal

Weston & Peggy
Peggy Brooks
(One to

fill)

2d half

Mimic World
(One to fill)

Greeley Square
Juggling Nelson

Zlras

soula 17)

& Eva

Bell

Chief Blue Cloud

(14-16)

(Same bill plays
Anaconda 16; Mis-

& Carmen
Moore
,

Hippodrome

Pantagea

(12-15)

Pauline
2d half

ft

FALL KIVER
BIJou
& Carmen

2 Misfits

Pearl Sandelier Co

Betty Frederick* Co

'Frank Barton

&

Aldine

Keegan

Sis

REGINA

.

Pantagea

McKlnley

Louise

Metropolitan Trio

Taketa Bros
Singing 3

Erber'a

-

Allen

Hialto

The Patricks,
Fox & In graham
'

&

New
BUTTE, MONT.

& MoGowan

•"Poor Jim"
Nell

.I

Malettes Manikins

& Goodwin
LOS ANGELES

Drenno

Offices

DouglaB Family'
Qulnn & DeRex
LeGrohs
Angell ft Fuller
Maurice Samuels Co Manning Fealy & K Ziegler Twins Co
Chlsholm & Breen
Keddlngton ft Grant
Tabor & Green
Creamer Barton ft S Panama Trio
(One to fill)
Orpheum
Dorsch & Russell
"Her Let Shoulder"
CHICAGO
Zlras
Florence Rayfield
SALT LAKE
MeVlekera
Rose & Shaw
CALGARY
Pantagrea
Sherman ft Rose
June Mills Co
Pantagea
Denishawn Dancers
ft Hurst
•Martin & Courtney Knowles
Imperial Quintet
Raines & Goodrich
O'Mally
John
Dean
Tabor & Green
Ray & Emma
Gordon & Day
Fagg & White
Norton Sher Co
Ray
Conlin
Stampede Riders
Jerome & Albright 3 Romanoff Sis
2d half
Eddie Ross
3 Rogals
Wright

M

Bert Davis

Rainbow & Mohawk
Lucy Gillette Co
Hal & Francis
Royal Hawaiian 4
Tom Mahoney
Jolly Wild Co

|

Stanley

Krtuo
Tabor

Nellie

The Parshleya

Christie & Bennett
7 Jolly Jesters
ST. LOUIS

"Poughkeepsle"
Clay Crouch
8 Whirlwinds

(One to All)
2d half
Smlletta Sis

BonleVsral

Murray Popkova

The Puppets
Lydstrom & Emerson

& Lee
& Jordan

.

2d half
Rainbow Trio
Spanish Trio

Frank Devoe Co

ep

Entertainers
All)

Klutlng's

Nattoaal
•Collins

Regan

York and Chicago

M

Plunkett A Ronaine
Bijou Circus

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Orpaeam

'

Conroy ft O'Donnell
Paul
Harlshlrna Bros

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

f':\.-.

BOSTON

Mario & Duffy
(One to All)

Grand

Wlkl Bird

Rodman & Wells

Milloy Keough Co

Hlcky

Sis

2d half
Dolly ft Calome
Norah Allen Co

Al Taylor
Ferraros
(One to fill)

Hippodrome
P George
ft

Harmon

Cook & Oatman
Morris ft Weston
Techow's Cats

BIRMINGHAM
Bijou
Wright & Narl

Flo Ring

Thorndlke

ft

Curran

Murphy & White
Hanlon

&

Clifton

2d half

Wlkl Bird

Romand & Wells

Milloy
4

Keough Co

Hlckey

Sis

Ambler Bros

Bodkina-Pantace* Booking*

Goetz & Duffy
Chalfonte Sis
Great Howard
(One to nil)

DALLAS. TEX.
Jefferson
Fritchie

PROVIDENCE
Emery

Foxworth

ft

Ruby

Lillian

Arthur Devoy ft C
Thos Potter Dunne
Nettle Carroll
2d half

Tr

4

Naesses

Walzer & Dyer
Chas Ltndholm Co

MASS.
Broadway
F & E Carmen

Duval

Burr
Avery
Ward & King
Exposition Jub 4
Harrison

ft
ft

2d half

Keene & Foxworth

Ruby
Arthur Devoy Co
Thos Potter Dunne

Lillian

Nettle Carroll Tr

TORONTO
Younge

& Welton
Fred Weber Co
Long & Ward
Marshall

MUSKOGEE. OKLA.
Broadway
(13-14)

&

Klmawa

Japs

Weston Girls
Murray & Volek
"Miss 1920"

SAN ANTONIO

T&G

Royal
Floren2e

Julia Gifford

Valentine
Mel Klee

Vox

"Oh Baby Boy"

WACO, TEX.
Orpheum
Duval & Lee

Irene Trevltt
3 Weston Girls
Murray & Voelk

"Miss 1920"

Lee

ACKERMAN & HARRIS CIRCUIT
San Francisco

BAKERSFIELD
Hippodrome
(13-16)

De Witt Stross

& D

Wilson & Wilson
Gus Henderson

Adams

Dora Dean

Sunbeams

FRESNO

Hippodrome
Dora Dean

Sunbeams

Luckie

ft

Clair*

Co

Yost

2d half

Trio
Fitch Cooper
Abyssinian Trio
(Others to All)

LONG BEACH

Musical Queens
Garcinettl Bros
Claire Hansen Co

put him away

solid,

Mullaly, McCarthy and Co., the company
being Lois Howell, were next In favor with
their maternity hospital sketch. It Is a dandy
Idea, but misses being a big timer through
faulty production and the overplaying of one
of the trio as the anxious husband about to
become a father. The other father to be, a
wealthy business man, is very well Played, and
the nurse gives an acceptable performance.
The act lacked atmosphere. The house set
is all wrong, In fact the only thing suggestive
of a hospital Is the nurse's uniform and a
sign labeled silence.
They were third with
Flagler and Malta (New Acts) following.
Holllday and Willette on fifth entertained
mainly through the likable personality of the
man. They use a special drop and Holllday
db a cop responds to the widow's telephone
call for a protector. This slight plot is utilized
to drape the first part of the turn on.
Later
they make a quick change to evening clothes
and he gets some laughs trying to danoe with
tight trousers.
The talk Is bright and the
act Is a pleasing one for the smaller circuits.
Ullo waB next and Rosa King and Co.
closed.
Rosa is assisted by two young chaps
on the wire one looking like her brother. This
is probably why be doesn't insist on billing
for he sticks out like the obelisk In Central
Park This young chap does about everything
ever seen on a wire and his running to a

mnde them

gBBP.

Barnee and Berner, magicians, opened and
Rhodes (New Acts) was second. The
man and a female assistant
in male attire who works "dumb" and exposes

magicians are a

Eugene & Kindler
Fred La Relne Co
2d half

his imitations of animals, freight trains, eta,

Billy

3

Mareena Nev&r.-a k
'Stone & Manning
Variety 4

the

The

attendance was all that could be expected with
the down stairs portion well filled and the
balcony showing some empties.
Milo who is exhibiting a tendency to labor
this summer, grabbed the hit of a rather weak
The tramp
bill that played very small tlmey.
comic has wisely trimmed down his monolog
and sticks to the imitations and singing. His
opening was a surprise to this audience and

split

Hippodrome

(16-19)

The Newmans
Mowatt & Mullen

Armstrong & Smith Variety Four
Julian Hall

H

HOUSTON. TEX.
Prince
Pedrinl & Monks
Trovato
4 Bards

Henshaw

Irene Trevltt
3

Ulmark Brink ft
S Miller Kent Co
Eva Munster

F & E Carmen
& Burr
Honshaw ft Avery
Ward & King
Exposition Jub 4
SPRINGFIELD
Harrison

.

BALTIMORE
Harmon

3

Keene

ATLANTA

4

Lyceum

23D STREET.
Seven acts and the usual pictures comprised
the bill at the Proctor downtown house
first half, with tour of the acts in "one."

M

the magician's, ordinary routine.
The assistant trios for comedy but misses widely and
thu magician falls to mystify.
The feature picture was on about ten o'clock
and started a procession to the street.

Con.
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VARIETY

FTlDEttAL ENfVESTIGATIGN
Continuation from last week of the verbatim testiIn the proceedings of the Federal Trade Commission In the matter of the vaudeville investigation.

The

In the

—

report below is of the proceedings

May

23 (Continued)

<

By Mr. Goodman

JAMES WILLIAM FITZPATRICK
(CROSS EXAMINATION CONTINUED)

--;—;

theatres.

Q.

Was

A.

I

•

,

.'.

.

.

as bad as you say here?
I hope it was.
It was worse.
We
Q. You also in this report say, "We did not surrender.
We asked for no terms and we. were, not
did not give In.
beaten.
We simply with a devotion to our country and a
feeling of patriotism called off the strike for the duration of
the war." I ask you if it Is a fact that the strike Is not
it

It Is

that-

merely temporarily suspended?

A. It is suspended, yes.
Q. It is your Intentions, then,

to revive the strike

when

the proper time in your Judgment comes?
A. I did not say that.
Q. But if it is suspended as you say, some day it is the
Intention of your organization to revive it, la it not?
A. We haven't any such intention.
will be guided altogetter by circumstances. If the managers are willing to meet
as in conference and discuss the things amicably and decently,
fairly and honorably, and In the fashion recommended by the
President, we will be very glad to do that. Otherwise, if we
are driven to the wall again we will have to go to the bat.
Q. Didn't you say in your report to the members as follows: 'The expense of the strike to the organization was
ridiculously small"?
A. Yes.
Q. And when you made that statement, of course, It was
correct?
A. Yes. In comparison with what it cost the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Association.
Q. And is it a fact that the strike only cost your organization about $18,000, according to this report?
A. About that, yes.
Q. Didn't you state In your report, "The sum total of the
strike expenses Including a donation of almost $5,000 was
approximately $23,000. Including a donation of almost $6,000"?
A. I think $23,000 Including everything; Including the
donation.
Q. What was the nature of this donation?
A. Well, the furniture in the club house was mortgaged,
and when the lease of the club house was sold the parties who
bought the lease had to discharge the mortgage and we deemed
that waa in the line of a contribution.
Q. In other words, the $5,000 that you received on this
mortgage was added to the $18,000, making $28,000?
A. Yea, as a contribution, because we did not have to pay It.
Q. Then, as a matter of fact, It really waa not a contribution ; it was moneys raised on a chattel mortgage on the
furniture of the club bouse?
A. Yes, except that the chattel mortgage had to be I' don't
know what the term Is. Liquidated, is it?

We

e

-•

!

—

Q. Yes; paid, satisfied.

A. Paid; satisfied

by the gentlemen who bought the

lease of the club house, Mr. Corcoran, the dummy for
229 West 46th Street Corporation, Mr. Albee and Mr.
Keith.
;
Q. When the strike was over how much money was
In the treasury of the White Rats Actors' Union?
A. I could not tell you that. Not very much.
Q. How much money was In the treasury at the time
you rendered your report that I am reading from the
treasury of the White Rats Actors' Union.
A. I could not tell you that. The auditor's report.
will show all that.
Q. Look at the auditor's report and state,
A. I think the balance was $64.13.
Q. How much money did the White Rata Actors'
Union have in the White Rats Actors' Treasury the
day before it sold the club house or the lease of the
club house?
A. I could not tell you that.
Q. The club house was sold In April, 1917, was It
not; a couple of months before you made this report
A. Yes. It was before I made the report, because
that report was made in a church.
Q. Up to the time that the club house was sold the
real estate taxes and water rents, amounting to $12,278.29, had not been paid for the years 1914/1916, 1916

—

and 191% had they?

>

know

the water rents and the taxes before
office had not been paid; no,
I don't
those are the exact years or not
a fact that up to April 20, 1917, the White
Rats Actors' Union had not even paid the rent of the
club house for the month of April, 1917, which should
have been paid on April 1st?
A. No, I

we came Into
know whether
Q. Isn't it

A. 1917?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. I don't know about that.
Mr. Walsh: Didn't the White Rats

house?
The Witness: No,

It

own

this club

waa the White Rats Realty Com-

They we're separate organizations; a separate
ank account, and separate everything.
Mr. Goodman: But the testimony In this record and

§any.

witness' statement, Mr. Examiner, Is that the
White Rats Actors' Union took $5,000 that was raised
on a mortgage of furniture belonging to the White
Rats Realty Company.
Mr. Walsh: No, he said yesterday that the Rats, as
an organization, owned the furniture.
The Witness Yes. That was the Impression and the advice
of the man who made the title search on which the mortgage

the

:

wae

issued.

By Mr. Goodman
Q. I show you what purports to be a
dated March 10, 1017, between Jacob J,
county and state of New York, and the
Company, and ask you If that Is not a

copy of a mortgage
Lubell, of the city,

White Rats Realty
correct copy of the

mortgage?
A. I don't know. I never saw It before.
Mr. Goodman Mr. Examiner, may I withdraw this witness
:

ch I think as long aa you are on the stand we can save
time by doing it as long as there isn't any doubt about It.
A. There isn't any doubt about it.
Q. Didn't the White Rats Acton' Union owe Mr. Mountford for unpaid salary from October, 1815, to April, 1917,
«
money amounting to over $4,000?
*
.....'
A. I believe they did, yes.
Q. Or for part of that time?
A. Yea
Q. You testified yesterday that during the first sir months
of Mr. Mountford's return there waa about $79,000 paid Into
the organization in dues and reinstatements?
A. Yes, sir ; the auditor's records show that,
Q. And about $35,000 was paid in thereafter up to about
June, 1917?
A. Well, within the next year.
Q. You testified that the levy produced something over
$12,000?
A. No, I don't think I did testify—I testified I could not
Oh, yes, the auditor's report
tell you the exact amount
shows. That la right, $12,268 44.
Q. That waa $12,000 In levies In 1916 and 1917?
A. Yes.
Q. Now then, there was $5,000 received on this chattel mortgage ?
A. Yes.
k "
Q. If I have figured correctly, that makes a total of $131.000 received In the means Just testified to between October,
1015, and June, 1917?
A. I think It waa more than that.
Q. More than that?
',_ A. I think so.
Q. Now your report states that, "When Mr. Mountford came
back there was $22,000 owing by this organisation to members
for money loaned."
That has all been paid back to these
members." That means prior to the time of your report,
June, 1017, $22,000 had been repaid?
A. Yes, during that period, or a little more.
Q. Of the sum of $131,000 of receipts, which Is now unquestioned, It this $22,000 was paid, it would leave still to be
accounted for $109,000?
A. Yes.
Q. Now the strike expenses were $18,000?
A. I think $23,000 Is the amount
Where is
Q. $23,000; that Is right That. leaves $86,000.
the $86,000? How do you account for the fact that at the
time of the making of this report or the end of your organization you only had $54 or $45 left
A. It had all been spent and, accounted for to the International Board, and explained.
Q. No, I want you to account for It here.
A. Do you expect me to remember all the' Items?
you can refer to anything you please.
Q. No
A. I can refer to the auditor's report for two years, That
Is all I know about what was done with the money.
I know
Every week there waa a financial statement
at the time.
submitted, examined and approved, both by the International
Board and the members of the Lodge, each week, without
exception. I satisfied myself at each meeting, and each week
that those items were correct and the explanation honest and
satisfactory, and ) made every man who was In the organisation, and woman, at the meetings who had any doubt of any
kind, do the selfsame thing. When they asked any questions
1 made it a rule never to permit them to sit down until they
admitted that they were satisfied, and when that happened I
let the details pass from my mind.
I never considered them
a second Istcr
Q. You know how much or how little actors understand
about finance?
A. Oh, they understand a lot when they want to know any
organization matters, especially if they have been put up on
the outside to ask Questions.
Q. Included in that sum total, which I hare figured out to
be $131,000, Is $12,000 which I have referred to as levy moneys.
Those are the moneys which were In your name and Mountford's name personally?
A. Yea I would like to explain
Q. And which either of you could check against?
A. Walt Just a minute.
Q. Wait Just a minute yourself.
A. I have the rig'.t if I answer a question
„
Q. I will give you all the opportunity you want.
Either
you or Mr. Mountford could check against this levy money?
A. The $12,000, yes.
Q. Now, is there any further explanation you want to make?
A. Yes.
Q. Go ahead.
A. The auditors who made the examination of the books, the
certified accounts had In their possession all those checks
accounting for the expenditure of every penny of it except
this balance that la here.
Q. Waa all that money disposed of by check?
A. Yes, to the best of my knowledge. I know I never drew
any cash. Mr. Mountford, the same: Those checks, with the
vouchers, were submitted to the Board and passed with the
regular financial statement and when the office at 54th street
was burglarized those checks and vouchers were stolen because of tbe Idea that something would be found incriminating
in them to show that we had used money for violence.
They
were In the possession of the auditor, examined by him, and
explained to the International Board. That was put in the
name of Mr. Mountford and myself upon the advice of
counsel, for one reason. Secondly, because there was a leak
;

'

'<

.

;

—

.
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individually?

«r$

:

m

disposition was made of It,
But the United Booking Offices did not have any account
,-'
"-:s.
in the Greenwich Bank?
A. I didn't say that They did have an account In the bank
where our organization money was.
Examiner Moore What bank was it?
The Witness: The Mutual Bank. Add because there Was a
leak between the bank and us as to the amount of money we,
had on hand we decided to transfer to another bank where
they were not depositing, io 'far as we knew. In addition to
that, we owed tbe bank $89,000, and at any time they could
have held up the organization's money for that debt. There
-_

Q.

:

-

think

over but

it was to the Qreenwlcb Bank and thereasons for it
Q. I understand you' ware explaining why It was In yor-

from the bank where

the

A. I don't recall now.
Q. Didn't the White Rats Realty Company owe Frank North
$3,800 on account of moneys advanced by him from time to
time for the purchase on the bonds that were never delivered
to him?
I
A. I have always had my doubts about /that myself.
don't believe they do.
I don't know who owes It to him.
Q. Who was Prank North?'
A. He was a member of the International Board.
Q. In April, 1017, Just prior to the time this club house
was sold, or the lease of it sold, didn't the White Rats
Realty Company owe upwards of $8,000 for ordinary running
expenses of the club? "•
A
A. I could not tell you now without referring to the books
of the White Rats Realty Company.
I believe there were
some commercial debts. I don't know what they were.
Q. .1 show you this paper and ask you if; from that, you
can testify as to the indebtedness (showing paper to witness) ?
A. Yes.
There are a lot of those details connected with

Q. Then you continue to say, "And the strike'', was won.
Bueiness fell to nothing. The audiences were checked each
night, and in the fire Chicago theatres one night there were
only 600 people. Marcus Loew's business was such that Six
persons in his theatres constituted a good audience, and then
the abusive law known as the injunction was brought Into
force." Were those figures reported to you by some organisers
or some members of the White Rats from which you made up
%"-.•
this report?
A. Yes. I saw myself the condition of the audiences In the

Loew

Had

;

name and Mountford's name
A. Exactly, and why that

.

White Rats Realty Company paid the rent on
the club house up to April 20, 1017?
Q.

d*f

Q. Do you testify that the United Booking Offices had. an
account In the Greenwich Bank?
A. I did not say the Greenwich Bank. I am explaining how
that money of the organization happened to be transferred

explanation attached to It.
The only
Mr. Goodman, You can make those later on.
point I am getting at Is that the mortgage was made by the
White Rats Realty Company.
Examiner Moore: There la no objection to that.

before

notice,

amount

actual balance.

:

Friday,

The hearing was resumed, pursuant to
Bxamlner Charles S. Moore, Esq.
Appearances as heretofore noted.

'W

our deposit, at the bank where the United
Booking' Offices banks, so that the statement which was given
out on Saturday night from the bank was published in opposition papers during the week, and It didn't correspond to our

and have Mr. Mountford called to^the witness stand to Identity
that paper, or will' he Identify It off the record? I only want
to establish the contracting parties. Mr. Walsh.
Examiner Moore: It Is not a certified copy?
Mr. Goodman: No, but I have got someone here the
mortgage when satisfied, the original had to be returned.
However, I have somebody who made a copy of It, whose
affidavit I have right here.
Mr. Mountford It apparently Is a copy, yes. I don't deny
that these are approximately the facta, but there la an

mony

I

-m

'

'

:

-

Is
'.'

the explanation of that personal account.

Mr. Goodman: I simply- want to call the Examiner's attention to the fact that this witness has characterized something.'

,

:

as burglarv, Which. If Itt.was burglary, he does no t know ~
anything about' It, for he was not there, or he would Uira
stopped the burglary; and, furthermore, he goes so far as to,
try to characterize the reason why there was this burglary- to:
ascertain what moneys,' If any, were spent for violence. I am
Just calling It to your attention, that u? all.
The Witness: Because that is tbe charge made In- the
Investigation
which >the Vaudeville'. Managers! Protective':
r ''\\ '.
>
Association financed for Miss Pemberton.
Q. You testified yesterday that the otab, during your administration, was getting along very well and was making a
little bit more than enough to take care of Itself.
,

'

.

'

A. At a certain period, yes, I did. Up to a certain period..
>
Q. Up to what period would you say?
-A, Until the organization was blacklisted by the managers,
Q I want to know jthe time, the month, if possible.
/.,.'.
v
A. Up to, I would say, September. s
^
Q. Of what year? ;
'
;
A. 1916.
Q. What other expenses waa the organisation, the White
Rats Actors' Union, put to; I mean what were the overhead
adminduring
your
Actors'
Rats
Ualon
White:
of
the
charges
istration? By that I mean the rent It; bad to pay, Insurance, ;;
salaries, taxes?
I don't want the amounts, I want to know
.;'",:
what the Items were.
v
•A. Well, for the year June 1st, 1916, to June lBt, 1917,
;•
Si
members' loans refunded, $1,860.
Q. In that respect you returned $22,000 total?
;v
A. I am giving you the Items. That Is what you wanted,
-

m

^:

!

g

.

'

wasn't

It,

of these disbursements?

-

.A
not the

.

Q. I want the names of the overhead charges;
v .-.
amounts, the names.
A. Oh, I cannot give you the names of overhead charges.
Rent; did
Q. What wore, the general overhead charges?
-"
you pay rent?
'

A. Loans to members, legal expenses, salaries, stationery
and printing, telephone and telegraph; general expense, sick '-;
fund, branon office expenses, colored 'branch, cash transfer*—v.
and checks Issued, members refunds,' Oklahoma strike, notes.
--.--:¥ ->;«:.
Q. Notes payaple; that is, notes that you owed?
A. Owed, yes; to be paid. Postage, cabaret branch, adver,•./'
tising, furniture and fixtures, organization expenses.
Q. What does that mean?
A. Expenses for organizing.
Q. In connection with the strike?
^iSiP
-

A. No.

S

--iPM

of these items that you have read off are Included
;V.
a total for the strike?
A. Well, I could not tell you now without- going over—there
£....
Is one item here of $5,892.
Q.

Which

'.

in the $18,000 spent as

>

^

-' aV'tHBB
Q. For what?;
.,'.;'
A. For strike expenses. Then there Is $4,493 for tbe Okiei-.'-y.
'%%,
home strike. It Is all Included In that strike. '
y..
Q. Was advertising Included In the strike expense?
'•'
that
you
about
...
'.tvi:-w
tell
A. I could not
.'
%-SgB
Q. To whom were these notes payable, do you. know? ^
Mr. Mountford handled that
A. No, I could not tell you.
end of it. You see, this runs over a whole year, long before "\
I bad anything to do with the financial end of the organisation, except to examine the accounts at the weekly meetings,
and there are a lot of those details I don't know. He can
'*.;
tell you about them.
Q. How do you reconcile the report you made to your
members that you bad but limited funds, not over a few
thousand dollars, and which you said' waa la the summer of
:;^
1916, how do you reconcile that statement in your report with
uyour testimony In this proceeding that there waa $70,000
,':
received up to April, 1016, and $85,000 after that, part of
which must have been received between April, 1916, and the
- ----summer of 1916?
A. Well, during the period when the $79,000 came in the
gross receipts were $118,553, and the gross expenditures for
that period when the $70,000 item occurs were $101384...
v* *
Q. That Is between October and April?
A. The large Item of $70,000 is counterbalanced by the
expenditures during the period wherein that money came In.
Q. You are talking now between Ootober r 1015, and April—
You have got $79,000 as If It came in
A. The full time.

m

.

;•

,

;

"

;

;

-

:

.

s
;

».

!

bcLwcHTj
Q. October, i915,
*

'

'•"

>•;
and April, 1916?
'?'• ;><
A. Yes.
1
Q. What were your expenses during that time, do you say?
A. $102,884.29,,
April?
Q. Between October, 1915, and
A. Yes, eight months ending May 31, 1916.
:Jr.
Q. That would be
•.
A, About eight months.
i?.s .~r;V
Q. That would be from October?
iic,
A., From October until the 1st of June,
.-^ .
Q. Then, your expenses exceeded your Income between thst.
r
•
period, Is that what I am to understand?
-v-'A. No. There' was $113,000 paid Into the organization and
$102,000 paid out, leaving a cash balance on May 31, of $10755.47.
You are figuring In the $70,000 there aa if It came la
-,.,'•
the same period with the $86,000.
Q. Up to th/it time there had been no strike?
A. Nrt.
Q. Not even In Oklahoma? .
i I
A. No.'
Q. Was Mountford drawing any salary at that time?
A. Some, yea.
Q. By the way, your constitution provides that the salary
of the International Executive, 1 think It says Becretat/*
Treasurer, doesn't It? International Secretary-Treasurer and
Executive shall be $10,000 per year?
',
A. There Is a footnote (here.
j"
Q. And as I recall It, this constitution was amended at
... about the time you were elected president?
A. No, before. It waa made before I was sleeted president
Q. The footnote to which, yoti refer is, "Subject to existing

atm&

'

:

*1

.

•

-

agreement?"

•

;

(Continued on page 30)
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FEDERAL' INVESTIGATION
Do

'

Q.
A. No,

I

':

you know what the agreement contained?
It was an agreement between Mr. Mount1 don't

report.
All

must have been more used, as I
««««-««.
A. The total Income In that period was $113,563.50.
Q. In other words, whatever deficit there waa over and
above the $79,000 must' have been made good out of other
funds that you had?
The Income for that period
A. No, there was no deficit
used, and there
S.erstand It?

Maybe I am all
tell you what I understand.
wrong. I understand you to say that between October, 1915,
and June, 1916, there was $79,000 came In in dues and relnq. Let

h"""

"

v

V

me

statements.
The gross Income—there
A. There was more than that
was $118,000 from all sources.
Q. And among them was the $79,000}
A. Yes, $113,653.50.
Q. And during the same period, October to June—
A. Yes, the expenditures were $102,885.29, leaving a balance

'

of

$10,765.43.
Q. Can you state during that period
received, if anything, by way of salary?

.-•'

V-v

what Mr. Mountford

A. Oh, he received Borne salary. I don't know the exact
'amount here. There Is an Item here of $18,406.12. That
includes the salary list of the club from January 1st, you see.
Because that is when the divorce of the White Rats Actors'
Union and the White Rats Realty Company took place.
'

•

.'•
,

Q. When did that divorce take place?
A. January 1st. That is, the organization BBBumed
responsibility for the debt of the club house.

i„vV.

:v
;

•••

-",'

<J. After January 1st, 1916!
A. After January 1st, 1916.

'
.

.

no mors

also Includes the total

to June, 1917?

%
.":'

That

list of organization's salaries, Mr. Mountford and the Chief
Deputy Organizer, and whatever expense there was.
Q. How much was paid to Mr. Mountford after that and up

.

A. The salaries In the auditor's report referred to In that

-

report are $11,111.
suppose.

Now, that includes the same

Items,

I

Q. Was there any other money paid to Mountford?
A. No, not that I know of.
Here Is a disbursement of
,Harry Mountford, $200. I don't recall what that was tor.
(At this point a short recess was taken,)
By Mr. Goodman:
Q. Did you make the statement in your report that the
White Rata' bonds were not worth the paper they were written
on in 1916, the club house was not paid for, nor was the
furniture, nor back taxes, ground rent, and bo forth?
I ask.
you if that condition did not continue; that is to say, that
non-payment until the date when the White Rats Club was
.

sold?

A. I think the furniture was paid for.
Q. Aside from that, however, the taxes and these other
items were paid for out of the proceeds of the Bale, were they

not?
A.

W:

—

know who paid

the taxes, Mr. Goodman.
Q. Then, further on, you say that, "At the present
I don't

moment"

speaking of June, 1917— "the White Rats Realty Company
owes not over $400, which will be settled up within the next
three weeks; that the taxes have been paid, and building,
furniture and all other accounts paid."
You say, "In fact,
for the first time since their issue the bonds are now a good
security and have no liens against them."
At the time you
made this report and made that statement the club house bad
already passed out of the hands of the White Rats Realty

Company?
A. Yea,

.

•

maintain

>..

sir.

Q. Although the bonds were good the White Rats bad lost
the use of the club house?
A. YeB.
Q. Didn't you or Mountford call on Mr. Sackett, president
of the Mutual Bank, prior to the sale of the olub house, and
ask Mr. Backett to try and find a purchaser for the club?
A. I don't think I ever did. Mr. Mountford may have.
Q. Did Mountford ever report to you that he had or have
any talks about it?
A. I don't recall.
I know there was a prospective purchaser or lessee before the note was called. v
Q. In your report you say that during the strike Mr.
Mountford out of his own pocket paid the running expenses of
the organization right through the strike and subscribed heavily to the levy and for many weeks drew no salary.
The
organization oweB Mr. Mountford at the present times many
thousands of dollars. That la the same $4,000 or thereaboutB
that you referred to before?
A. Yes, or more.
Q. Well, it would have to be more if $4,000 was for salary,
wouldn't It? If he advanced running expenses of the organization?
A. I don't know whether that is all included, or not.
Q. You don't know how much he advanced for the running
expenses of the organization?
A. No.
Q. Can you state how much money Mr. Mountford received
from the organization from October, 1015, until June for his
own services?
A. You mean In the way of salary?
Q. Yes, or as compensation, or anything?
A. I cannot tell you, except that Item of $18,405.12.
Q. But he did not get that all for hlnwelf?
A. Oh no.

You would not know whether any
were receiving salaries now,

A
as

Mr. Walsh: Disagreement as to what?
The Witness: Disagreement of the Jury, and when It waa
judgment was brought In for the defendant
By Mr. Goodman.
Q. I Just wanted to know If such a thing did happen?

A. Yes.
Q. Shortly after the time you became president or shortly
after the time Mountford came back in October, 1916, the
"Billboard" started to attack, whether properly, or not, the
White Rats Actors' Union, did It not?
A. Yes.
Q. And almost weekly it carried statements and alleged
news Items and stories about Mountford and the White Rata?
A. Yes, It did.
Q. And the "Billboard" la a paper and was at that time a
theatrical paper of wide circulation?
A. I think up until recently the "Billboard" never had any
very wide circulation among vaudeville people.
Q. Since Mr. Mountford started writing for it it has a larger
circulation?
A. Among vaudeville people, yes.
Q. But it did have, some actors did advertise in It, and
booking offices advertised in it?
A. Yes, but from my own Judgment I never read the "Bill-

board" myself until I came Into office.
Mr. Goodman Mr. Examiner, I do not propose now to offer
in evidence all these attacks that were made on the White
Rats Actors' Union or on these men, but I will offer three
very short ones, for admission In evidence, merely as Indicating a sample of the attacks that were made, and my purpose
is to show that whatever happened to the White Rats' Union
the result was not due to the conduct of the respondents,
because It Is charged in the complaint here that the respondents, through "Variety," which paper was used as their
means of communication to the actors, made these, attacks and
smashed the White Rats, t will Just refer to a few of those
advertisements, and then I am through.
As samples of the
propaganda carried on by the "Billboard" I offer In evidence a
certain article on page 10 of the "Billboard" of July 16, 1916,
as follows
"Mr. Vaudeartlst:
"As the 'Billboard' predicted they would do, the agl-dlctator
and the board of wreckers of the Rats have slipped another
one over on you in their annual report
They intimated that your organization had $79,000 In the
bank.
:

They lied.
They Intimated that the membership was steadily growing.
They lied.
They intimated that all they owed was $71,000.
They lied.
Why don't you make them tell you the truth?
For a long time the 'Billboard' has been telling you that
your organization was being handled in a manner that was
making It putrid. It now Is beyond all hope and It's your own
fault.
You were warned !"
Mr. Goo'dman I also offer In evidence a certain article In
:

the "Billboard" of July 29, 1916,
"W. R. A. U. In Its
"The White Rats Actors' Union
credited that it Is no longer much
artlst's Interests.
It died because It

at page 6:

Last Throes.
is now so thoroughly disa menace to the vaude-

of

—not a labor union.

was a rank fake

For three years It has been doomed. In all that time it
never bad a chance to come back. To rehabilitate it and put
It on its foet as a strong and useful organization was an
impossible task.
It Is hard enough to build up a union that starts even
with the world.
But to try and bring back an organization that was as
deeply in debt, in such bad odor with actors and In such bad
repute with labor leaders, was beyond the pale of possibility.
There were ten or twelve years of advertising back of the
title, however, so It proved an excellent cloak for a confidence
game at which operators could trim actors like so many
come-ons.
That is why the 'Billboard' fought it and that is why we
will continue to fight it to the end.
It was a sham, counterfeit, false
spurious, and we wanted
to save actors from being bilked and buncoed.
We did save their money for many.
And in so far as we succeeded we did a good thing for vaudearttsts and a good thing for union labor."
Mr. Goodman I offer in evidence an article on page 6 of
the "Billboard" of August 26, 1916:
"Sluts, and Other Things."
Vaudeartjsts fear ridicule as they fear nothing else in the

—

:

'

world.

The dread of a whip of scorpions is as nothing to them in
comparison.
They writhe helplessly under its lash and simply wilt and
shrivel up under repeated blows.
The Green Slut depends upon

ridicule almost entirely to

cover

green.
Ridicule ts safer and even
Its

Is

more potent

„

paper to Mr. Goodman)

Goodman.

,

retried a

_/

for.

For that is what the White Rat membership, exclusive of
life members, really ts— a list of which. If regularly and systematically wbr"ked, will yield easy money tor the support of
a bunch of New York grafters that have never worked and
never will, as long as they can help It"
Mr. Walsh : Will you put that In In the same way (handing

In evidence

A. It did, yes.
Q. As a result of those you sued the "Billboard" for libel,
did you not?
A. I did, yes.
Q. And I think you won in one Instance?
A. One case, yes.
Q. Settled in another.
A. In one case there was a disagreement and In the other

Is In

that will overwork ridicule, as does the Green
would not hesitate to resort to blackmail but for one
At heart It Is as yellow

There is little doubt that Mr. Mountford uses this blackguardly sheet for his White Rat propaganda, hoping that its
menace and the horror of it will scare vaudeartlsta into
_"_
signing" his sucker list
.
...

;

-

.

iilTv;

successfully,

it

reason— it has not got the nerve.

would you?

yesterday a letter which
was sent out to various actors notifying them that the "Billboard" was the official— this - letter, Respondent's Exhibit
108, signed by Mr. Mountford, or with a f ac simile of his
signature, states in reference to the "Billboard" as the best
medium to carry our propaganda, that we have since moved
to this course, by reason of the fact that this paper is lndedependent, strives always to publish news fairly, and without
bias.
And then follows some others. During the summer
and fall of 1916 the "Billboard" made attacks on you and on
the White Rats organization and on Mr. Mountford, did It
not?

uses

sheet

Slut,

of the deputy organ-

either,

It

panning be

a. no.

There was marked

you will— in the

.

for many a frightened and
wretched artist, terrified and desperate at ita Impending derlBlon, Is prompted to offer a propitiatory advertisement in
the hope that It will at least temper the severity of the

And

that

Q.

if

'

.

It uses It to

'

Q.
izers

position—call it ascendancy,
.'.-.''
.
.^
compel advertising.

Its

vaudeville flew.

'

ford and the Board of Directors, who asked him to come
back, In which I was not concerned at all.
Q. How much of his salary did Mr. Mountford receive Id
How much was owing Mr. Mountford for
the year 19167
salary in June, 1017, when you made this report?
A. That last report?
Q. YeB.
A. There Is $4,000. Wasn't that the Item that was In that
statement that you read?
That Is the amount, about $4,000.
Q. Yes.
h A. As far as I know. I don't know how much they owe him.
You understand about that $79,000, do you, Mr. Goodman,
now? That that was In one period of the organization's
existence, and during the period when that' $79,000 came In
theVsurn total of the income that year was
Q. ..First you Bpeak of a period and then you speak of a
year.
A. I mean eight months. The period when that $79,000 came
That
In is between October, 1915, and the first of June, 1916.
Now, the $86,000 Item,
Is where that $79,000 item comes In.
or whatever It was there for dues and reinstatement, comes in
the following period.
Q. From June, 1916, to June, 1917?
A. Yes. $79,000 was exhausted, so it could not be figured
It was gone long before the year 1916.
in In that statement.
There" was a balance of $10,000 only.
Q. I understand now that the $70,000 came In from October,
1915, to JuriB 1st, 1916?
A. Yes. That was all used.
Q. That was all used?
A. That was all used and accounted for in this auditor's

'

am

trying to separate that if you can.
cannot tell you, Mr. Goodman. Those are all things
that came under his own province as Secretary-treasurer.
Q. Did he have the right under his employment or under
the constitution of the organization to engage in any other
occupation outside of being Secretary-Treasurer and International Executive?
A. I could not tell you about that
Q. Do you know whether he did engage In any other occupation between October, 1915, and June?
A. No. I know that he did not
Q. Is Mr. Mountford now being reimbursed out of the dues
that are floating into the White Rats Actors' Union for any
of the moneys owing him?
A. I cannot tell you that. I have not had a chance to go
over the financial statement at all.
Q. Do you know whether he 1b at the present time drawing
any salary from the White Rats Actors' Union?
A. I could not tell you that, either. Don't you see, I have
only been back a week and I have been busy down here all
the time.
I have not had a chance.
He can tell you about
.Q. I
A. I

(Continued from papo 27)
A. Yes.
Q. Have you a copy of that agreement 7
A. No. that was before I came Into office, you know.
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„
_^._^
have no objection to this clipping which

Mr.
Mr. Walsh hands me going Into evidence as proving that on
April .4, 1916, the New York Herald printed this statement,
or that this Is a clipping from the New York Herald of April
4, 1916, but I do not concede the contents of It any more than
Mr. Walsh, as I understand it, concedes the contents of these
"Billboard" items.
Mr. Walsh : Will you concede that you gave that statement
to the reporter?
Mr. Goodman: I would have to have a good memory. No,
It la
I would not admit that I made It, nor will I deny It
pretty hard for me.
I have talked with a million reporters
I have no objection, as I say, to Its going
since that time.
In, that on April 4, 1916, that statement was printed, but I
do not concede the truth of the article.
I

"WHITE RATS AND MANAGERS ARE AT WAR..

Vaudeville Managers Prefer Non-Union Actors and
Contracts of One Hundred Unionized Artists.

Cancel

One hundred members of the White Rats Actors' Union of
America were prevented from appearing In the theatres affili-

1

ated with the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association
throughout the country last week.
Maurice Goodman, attorney for the United Booking Offices
and treasurer or the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, said that last night vaudeville players who are not
members of the White Rats are preferred to those who are,

and that the cancellations In vaudeville theatres last week
included one hundred White Rats.
"The organization threatens to become a menace,' said Mr.
Goodman. 'Managers have taken no unfair advantages. They
have Issued no ruling against the White Rats, and will not
do so unless they force it but they resent the agitations of
irresponsible persons against the vaudeville interests of this
country.
'While managers would favor a club more in sympathy
with the aims of those who operate the large theatres of the
United States and provide work for the actors, no such organization has been formed, though several famous headllners not
In sympathy with the White Rats have talked of forming such

a club.'Mr. Goodman declined to allow the names of these artists
to be used, though he said they had a wide fame.
Ernest Carr, secretary of the White Rats, who represents
Harry Mountford, general director and organizer during his
absence from New York on a tour of organization, said that
vaudeville managers had been working against the White
Rats through various agencies by asking members not to pay
their dues. He produced letters from vaudeville agents asking members whether they were going to stand by the agents
or the club.
Fred Nlblo, who has always taken a deep Interest In the
White Rats, said that all the organization sought for Its
members was an equitable contract and the 'open shop.'
'Ninety per cent of the vaudeville players in this country
are members of the White Rats,' he added.
'In England a
vaudeville player can borrow money on his contract which Is
made two and three years ahead But American contracts are

it

very uncertain, and the White Rats are striving to get equitable contracts. It is not a question of salary at all. I do not
think there will be any trouble, however. There Is no reason
'
«
why there should be'."
Mr. Goodman : Mr. Fltzpatrlck, when Mountford came ba£k
to the organization In 1916, were not new members admitted
at reduced entrance fees?
A.

New members?

Q. New members.
A. I think the membership admission was reduced, yes.
I
not sura.
Q. Did not the constitution provide for the amount of
initiation fee and dues?
A. The constitution did provide that, but I think under an
agreement with the Board of Directors Mr. Mountford wss
given free band In the matter of reorganization,
Q. Isn't it a fact that the International Board had no right
under the constitution to change the provisions of the constitution, fixing the amount of Initiation fees and duesT
A. The Board of Directors.
It was not an International

am

1

Board.
Q. I don't know what you call It
A. The Board of Directors, under the old constitution, and
the new board was an International board made up of members
of all these other organizations.
I could not tell you about
that unless I went over that old constitution.
Personally I
think they did have the right
Q. Did I ask you yesterday whether the "Billboard" was
noV carrying advertisements calling upon members of the
profession to send the dues to Mr. Mountford and to you?
A. I don't recall whether you did or not, but it is.
Q. In January, 1917, "The Player" was the official organ
of the White Rats Actors' Union?
A. Yes.
Q. And you considered It a truthful paper?
A. As newspapers go, yes, In the news items.
I suppose
there is a certain reportorlal latitude, but In the signed statements, I think they are true, yes.
Q. Well, were they news Items?
I could not say that positively.
I thing the general tenor
of the news Items was true.
Q. Do you consider Cora Youngblood Corson's act a bis
time act?
A. I never saw It, Mr. Goodman.

A

Q. I call your attention to a news Item In "The Player," of
January, 1917, reading: "J. Leslie Spahn, Manager of Cora
Youngblood Corson's Instrumentalists, send in word that the
act is playing Independent dates through the West and Is
meeting with great success." Did you know that she wss
playing independent dates through the West at about that
time?
A. No, I did not
Q. You testified, I think, that there was not sufficient time
outside of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association
through which an artist could earn a living, didn't you?

A. Yes,

air.
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Q. In all cases where an actor plays six days In one town
and finishes the week/ playing a Sunday in another town,
doesn't his contract specifically provide tor It?
A. No, I don't know that It does.
Q. Do not All artUta' contracts, Including those that have
been approved by the White Rats Actors' Union, known as
the White Rata form, provide that a manager may at any
time change the route of the engagement, providing; that he
pays railroad fares?
A. I don't know that the so-called White Rats contract does
contain that clause, but I don't think bringing a man Into
another town to complete his week's engagement is in line

i

about die talents of the man playing, to Judge Inside ot
three days, or at the least two three-day engagements, whether
the act la available and whether It la worth the money
which he asks tor it I don't think any man ought to show
a brand new act, for Instance, wblch has never been tried
before the public and, If be Is getting $500 a week for his
previous act,' demand $500 for the new offer.
I
think It
would be unjust and unfair. But to keep him playing four
or five weeks on the plea of coming up to see him and not
coming to see blm and at the same time creatiug a situation
in the theatre whereby a theatre gets the reputationof a
try-out theatre, I think lt Is wrong.
Q. Isn't It true, Mr. Fitzpatrlck, that a man may have so
to speak, the makings ot a good act?
A. Yes.
Q. And may require changes from time to time until It Is
put into good shape, and that may take more than one
week
and more than three weeks?
A. Yes/but If you acted on that theory, many a man's act
P' ayln 8 tryouts as long as he was in the show

<

with that
Q. I show you a contract and the form of the Independent
Booking Agency, which at the bottom, bears the statement:
"Approved and Published by the White Rats of America, 1668
Broadway," which provides for the usual number of performances In said respective theatres, and so forth, "But the

manager may, alter the aforesaid route for the aforesaid time
of said engagement providing said alteration does not Interfere with contracts already entered Into by said performer,
and that said manager shall pay the difference In transportation, including fares and baggage, that such alteration may

busl
Q-

It

means that the engagement, the

date of the engagement, may be changed, but that the place,
that there cannot be an additional place Inserted In the
route.

Q. Were you president of the White Rats during the influenza epidemic last year?
A. I was, but I was in Europe.
Q. Did you know or have you learned, since you returned,
that during that period theatres were In a number of cities
closed by order of the municipal authorities?
A. I have heard It.
I accept it as a fact, though.
Q. Tou don't know what was done by the managers or your
association to alleviate the conditions of the actors during

that period?
A. No, I don't.
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made

A.

When

the salary cut came.

Q. That was in 1914?
A. In 1914. Oh, no, I never meant to imply that they took
the railroad fares and cut the salary at the same time.
Q. Regarding the salary cut In 1914, you testified that Mr.
Madden reported the cuts to you?

A. Tee.
Q. Whatever dealings were had concerning that were between Madden and Hart or Madden and the Booking Office?
No, between Madden and Hart, but I suffered the cut
Q. Then you don't know what talk or what arrangement

A

resulted in that cut?
A. I know that the time was booked and we were to open
at $300 and that we did work.
were obliged to take this
cut of $50, or not work.
Q. Tou cannot swear that that cut was not made before
any contracts were actually signed by your act?
A. No, but I was to open on Monday in Lowell.
Q. In other words, for all you know now, Mr. Hart may
have signed a contract as your representative for that cut

We

.

A, No, I don't think he did.
I think new contracts were
lesued.
Tou see, we never saw a contract.
Q. I understand that, but what I am trying to And out Is
whether there was a signed contract for, we will say $300,
and notwithstanding that signed contract, another one was

A

Offices?
A. Yes,

sir.

An Mr
oA
A
rnlJaaelpnla?

,-
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manager

of Keith's Theatre in

A. He Is, yes, sir.
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ls loth'ng. objectionable
In that.
There Is
no injustice to the public; for Instance,
If one certain night
at the Palace Theatre. In New York,
actors of recoenized
reputation who are trying out new acts
got an »PP°nunuy
opportunity or
of
showing their acts in addition to the bill
know tbat on any morning except Monday
morn,.
in?' Ek
i,°V
,.
ing,
when
they have
rehearsals at the Palace they have
tryouts of any act that presents Itself
at the Pa ace Theatre
before those managers who happen to
be at the time In the
booking office? Do you happen to know that.
I moan?
A. I know there is such a condition,
but that Is unrair,
unfair
because

you cannot play to a manager
Q. That Is true, but a manager that has exnerlennn run
6
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Q. You testified that you bad heard lt wsb Mr. Albad'a
attitude to keep the actor poor. With regard to that, la that
.-':'•'>
i
-:v - VKp*«i
your belief?
A. Well, I would rather not discuss Mr. Albeo.
r don't'
like to go Into personalities, Mr. Goodman.
Q. No, but you made the statement that you heard It
•;
A, Yes, I did hear It
~
Q. I am trying to find out now whether you believe that
'•

Is true.

','•'':

•

'''!:';:%:

'

A. I am sorry to say I think it ls true, yea.
I don't know
Mr. Albee, and If at any time I have occasion to correct th»t
impression I will correct lt Just as publicly as I make lt
Q. You have testified that Mr, Albee ls the brains of the

;^

":'»'•.

vaudeville business.'
A. He absolutely ts.

Q. With your education and Intelligence, how oan you
believe that Mr. Albee, if he is the brains of vaudeville, would
want to keep the actor poor; what benefit would that be to
him or what benefit would that he to the business, to keep
;.--•-=

the actor poor?
Because, in the

A

first

place;

the stifling of competition

forces the public to go to the theatre which Is open. Peoplehave to have amusement and they will go whether the show
is bad or not, under certain conditions, if there is no other
place for them to go.
Now, if a man with brains realizes
that condition, there Is no reason why he should not, all other
things being considered, why he should not regulate the
thing which goes Into that theatre to entertain tho public
as long as he gets some return for It. I don't mean reducing
them to starvation, you understand, but I mean reducing
them to such state or such financial condition that they
cannot afford to ttold out for what they believe to be their
Just salary. In other words, a man In order to live and pay
his obligations, has to take the figure which Ib offered him;
Tho» prosperous actors are apt to, perhaps that is the best
explanation of It the prosperous actors cannot have their
salaries cut, they cannot be dictated to as to certain unreasonable conditions the same way that a man can be dictated to
who has no money. In other words, It alt depends on a man'sbank account whether he is a free agent In signing a contract

'"•-

'.

or not
Q. And that ls all of your explanation for the belief which
you hold of Mr. Albee's attitude?
\
A. Well. I think Mr. Albee has a great contempt tor aotor*,
Personally, I don't blame blm for having contempt
myself.
for some of them.' I have myself, especially the) ones who
do not live up to their obligations.
Q. You stated on direct examination that reputable: large
producers have been driven out of the business, and you
referred to Lasky and Rolfe. Isn't lt a fact that Jesse Laeky
left the vaudeville business to go into the motion picture
business,
•:.;".
.
A. I think his first enterprise after he left the vaudeville
business was in the Follies Bergere, on 46th street, with the
i

hJvLSJSLS

^ftj*" 8 '

created

or fostered
by the propaganda of Mr. Mountford and your organization
in
Its attempt to build up the organization?
A. No, it has not, Mr. Goodman.
Q. Did you ever hear Mr. Mountford's speeches at the
meetings of the White Rats Actors' Union?
A.

I

•o&i

-'

Hnrrla
Q.
Q.

intorCBt-B

.

And then he drifted
And he Is now one

into the

| ''

j

,

.

'-'I.

i

'

motion picture, business?

of the biggest 'picture men in Jhe
';".>
country. Isn't he?
.V>
A. Yes, sir.
:-'M\
]
Q. And how about Rolfe, he has been successful since he left
'•...'.
vaudeville, hasn't he?
A. I don't know anything about him. I know he had a
'
band ono time In Atlantic City.
/
Q. You don't know that he Ib In the motion picture bufiness
;

.'

•

>

'

;->,

-.'

•

-

'.^/iv&jfe
The same talent which Mr. Lasky employs
In the picture business could very well have been retained in ;:-if
contention that the best
It is
the vaudeville business.
brains in the entertainment business should be kept tor
•
r.t.J-T-^
vaudeville, not driven out of it.
Q. But that same talent does go Into vaudeville, does it not.

my

•
.
at times?
A. Occasionally, and gets out of it as quickly as possible.
Q. Do you know the various items of expense which areattached to the running of a vaudeville theatre on the part
of a manager?
A. Yes.
Q. They Include rent, light, heat, advertising, house salaries;
the actors' salaries, Insurance, taxes and many other things?,
• •'.
A. Yes.
Q. When you say you never saw a better business than
"A
any of the theatres you played In 1014, Is lt not a fact that the
number of peoplo In the theatre does not always lndicato
whether the manager ls going to be on the 'right side of the
balance sheet at tho end of the week?
A. No, if he does capacity business most of the time, lt ls
a pretty even bet that be will come out,
Q. How can you tell he has done capacity business?
A. Looking out In the theatre, watching the audiences as
tbey come out and as they go In.
Q. You thereby have a knowledge of how many seats are
paid for and how many are not?
A. Yes, as a rulo, and whether lt is a paying audience or
l
not. as distinguished from a paper audience.
'\~$j$
Examiner Moore: we will take a recess until two o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12:30 o'clock P. M., a recess was taken/ until
-i
- --i4 .v^
2:00 o'clock P. M.)
-•'

:

'

'
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,:

did.'

Q. Is tbat your belief?
A. That ls absolutely my conviction.
Q. Does the average actor In vaudeville possess your Intelligence or has he had the benefits of the education
that you
D&V6 rGCGJ VGu 7
A. No, I don't think he has. I know he has
not
has not been

have.

,

.

'

work

now, do you?
A. No, I do not.

signed for $250?
A, I cannot testify as to that, as I say we never saw our
contracts until after the engagement was played.
Q. Isn't it true that your cut was reduced to $25 afterwards
on some of that time?
It was, and I would like to explain why.
Q. All right.
A. The act that we were doing at that time called for the
services of a third man to play a policeman, and we had great
dlffleulty in securing the right kind of a man to play the
part In the different theatres.
The property man usually
played it.
There was the necessity of rehearsing him on
Monday and being worried all through the opening performance as to whether he would get his cues on time or
whether he would play the part right, with the result that
we were always bothered and disturbed and we could not do
our work properly.
So I wrote to Mr. Hodgdon, Mr. Sam
Hodgdon, and explained the situation to him, and explained
the fact that there was a man I knew who was in rather
bad financial circumstances and that I was willing, I wanted
to take him along to play this part, but I did not feel
that
under that fact that we had been cut $50 that we could pay
his railway transportation and pay him his salary under those
circumstances, and asked If he would allow us $25 more to
cover the expense of this man for the benefit that the performance would receive from it and that he would be glvlne
value for his money.
Q. And did he agree?
A. I heard nothing from it for a while. Then
I spoke to
Mr. Harry Jordan about It when we were playing Philadelphia, and he said that is a very 'fair idea, and he said, "When
I go over to the booking offices on
Monday or Tuesday I will
take it up with Mr. Hodgdon and see what can be done about
It
Subsequently we got the $25, which paid the fare of the
man and his salary.
Q. The booking office you referred to is the United Booking
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one of those cases where the par-

Is

tlfular conditions ""rounding the act, the actor
himself,
has got to be taken into consideration?
X 2°°'* tb,nk 90
Mr- Goodman. I think it Is a
'
.-«?.•
great
abuse from Jthe managerial standpoint.
P088lb,B tbat a Tery BOod aotor may have a very

-

does not occur,
\
your report to the members', you referred
Managers' Association as grafters and ex-

-

?

A. Oh, years old, yea
Q. In other words, it

It

A. I think they are yet.
I don't make a business oK
"
:'
publicly bowling that all the time, though.
Q. But you do In your talk with actors express that senti'?
>.''./
ment Just as you do here?
A. Occasionally, when a particularly flagrant case comes to
my knowledge, I do.
Q. You spoke of managers generally ; you did not simply'
:
accuse the individual one?
V '''"'''"l;* ?]£!i
A. No. I have always particularized the man.
And any
man I know to be honest I have always said so.
Q. You don't think tbat any of these speeches of Mr.
Mountford at the meetings or any of this propaganda hat had
anything to do with creating this feeling or belief on the part
of the actor?
A. No, sir
You have got to have soil to
I do not.

I

?•

Q. Tou swore that when payment of railroad fares was
eliminated by the Orpheum Circuit that at the same tune
they reduced the salaries?
A. No, pardon me, I don't think I said "at the same time."
I said that salaries were subsequently reduced, but not at
the same time, because that would be untrue, I think.

A. No.

Q. You recall in
to the Vaudeville
tortionists?

grant you that some managers may abuse that.
A. No, what I meatn is a Conscientious actor always
strives
to improve bis act and to make changes.
e
*' ter the a0t '" Droaucea and running along
suc-

entail."
A. Tea, that is In there.
Q. Under that provision would not a manager have a
right to alter the time and place of the engagement even
though It were only for one week?
He might say, for instance. "You are hooked to
A. No.
play Dayton next week, your route Is changed to read IndianBut that does not mean that he could
apollB or Cincinnati."
say, "You play Dayton next week for six days and you play

Kankakee on Sunday."

•31

Q. They are always red hot, aren't they?
A. There is a certain amount of oratorical
fervor in them.
Q. And be never falls to accuse the managers of being
thieves and vultureB and crooks and grafters?
A. No, that 1b not true.
An occasional reference may be
made to some man whom he considers a thief, but tho Idea
of nny man standing up and calling people
who are opposed
to him everything on the calendar—
Q. Does that occur?

-

AFTERNOON SESSION.
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2 o'clock P. M.

JAMEB WILLIAM FITZPATRICK, resumed.
CROS8 EXAMINATION (Continued).

••'

By Mr. Goodman.
Q. Do you wish to correct your answer to the question as to
whether Mr. Mountford bad any other occupation between
1015 and 1017?
A. I do not know. He did not, to the best of my knowledge.
Q. What Is the average time spont by an actor doing two
"
shows a day on the stage In presenting his act?
A. The average time?
::-!<; JL
;

Q. Yes.

A. Well,

would say 15 minutes.
Q. And what would you say the average time was that
spent by
A. That Is, actually on the stage?
Q. Actually on the stage— by a small time act?
I

'

',

If

Tf.i

On the stage?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. Well, of course that would vary In proportion to the
number of performances. I have been In small time theatres.
leatresj
A.
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his vaudeville offering loses Its value.
Q. Have you any objection to telling
as press manager or agent at Poll's?
Not at alf

_ .„.'

o'clock until eleven?
A. No, I think I did five on
Impossible to leave the theatre

Bat It wu
that occasion.
and take off your make-up
on again. ,,
Q. These five performances were on Saturdays?
_. . .. .
A. Saturday a and Sundays.
Q. But I mean the actual time on the stage is what, sbout?
A. In the ordinary three-a-day show I would eay about—
well, an hour is the maximum, average.
o what, of each act?
Averaging
bill.
I think eoTtaklng all the acta on the
20 minutes, IB or 20 minutes to the act.
q. I see. Bach act would not go on an hour, though.

and oome back and put

A

it

Q.

A

A

^A

FY

—MM

'."

A

A

twenty minutes?
A. Yes.

,

Q. Or about one hour?
A. About an hour.
Q. You testified that you met actors coming from Toronto
five shows a day and were utter physical
wrecks, did you not?

who had done

A
A

I did s y 03, air.
Q. What were those acts?
I cannot recall the names now . I remember the incident
I -was in Baltimore at the convention of the American Federation of Labor, and some people I met during my stay there
had Just come -from Toronto; they complained bitterly about
their treatment and doing extra shows.
Q. Will you describe to the Examiner what a stock com-

pany performance is?
A stock company performance?
.

A
Q. Yes.
Well, a stock company
A
some legitimate—or

performance

Q.

a performance

A

Q,lam

Dramatic performances?
A
Q, For Instance, a dramatic

performance played on Broadprevious season?
A. Well, that to a performance given by a company which
remains Intact or is supposed to remain intact for a theatrical
season, and consists of giving one play one week and a new

way the

play the following week, rehearsing the new plays while the
current performance to actually running. Is that what you
mean, Mr. Goodman?
Q. That is correct Are you familiar with the stock company over at Keltb'a Theatre, in Union Hill?
No, I am not
Q. Well, they are run about the same?
I am with those on the Foil time, though.
Q. Now, to It not a fact that while that stock company le
rendering the performance; we will say, this week, that beginning Tuesday of thla week they begin to rehearse next
week's show and begin to study the manuscript of their parts
for the following week's show?

A
A

A. Yes, that la true.
Q. Bo not the stock companies usually give two shows a
day, a matinee and evening performance, excepting Sunday?
A. Well, I don't know whether they usually do. Some do,
I know. I do not think the higher class stock companies give
two shows 'a day.
Q. Is it not a fact that some of our greatest actors and
actresses on the American stage have graduated from the

took companies?

A.I

think there are a few circumstances. I do not think
the great majority have, no.
Q. Well, .have not many of the successful actors and
actresses appearing on Broadway at the present time come
from stock companies and gained a broad experience in stock
companies?
I know of one instance. Miss Fay Bainter.
That Is the
only instance I know.
Q. Well, did you know that Jane Cowl was the leading lady
at Keith's Theatre in Union Hill for several seasons?
A. I did not know that. I believe, though, she was In stock
somewhere.
Q. And Ann Murdoch?
A. I don't know about her.
Q. And Lowell Sherman?
A. I don't know about him.
Q. Well, their work la quite severe, Is It not, the work of

A

and actresses, in stock companies?
It Is of a different type than the work of a vaudeville
actor. There to a greater amount of nervous energy required
to give a successful vaudeville performance than there 1b
to give a dramatic performance, because In vaudeville you
have to get your effect quickly and more surely. You have
sets in a dramatic performance, four acts to make good In.
Q. Yes, but after you have succeeded in knowing! your act
and Studying it, and playing It, we will say, one season, does
it sot after that become almost automatic— that you know
year lines and work?
No, Indeed, Mr. Goodman, It doea not. That is one of
••
physical drags on a conscientious vaudeville actor's
actors

A

A

And Weber and

Fields, in the early

gave eight or ten shows a day with very

A

-

through.

<

:

ceeding.

Mr. Goodman Yes, air.
Mr. Walsh : It to a report of the referee which has not been
acted upon by the court It may be confirmed or It may not
:

be confirmed.
Mr. Goodman : That to correct I will go further and agree
that I will file, if It comas down before the matter to finally
decided, the Judgment of the court whether it to confirmation
or reversal. For the time being, though, It la a decision of the

court
Mr. Walsh: It cannot be said that it Is a decision of the
court
Mr. Goodman: A decision of an officer of the court The
referee to an officer of the court, appointed by a Judge of the

Supreme Court
Mr. Walsh. I object to It as being incompetent Irrelevant
and immaterial, not binding on any one; not the decision of
any court, and simply the report of a referee which may or
may not be accepted by the court In the case pending. I will

Examiner Moore : Objection overruled.

days of vaudeville,
compensation?

(The paper above referred to was marked Respondent's

little

Yea

Exhibit

Number

ill.)

Yes.
Q. And Weber and Fields have been successful on the
stage?
A. Yes, air. As soon as they stopped these performances.
Q. As soon as they stopped doing them?
A. Yes, and their talent had a chance to develop.
Q. When you were a newspaper reporter how many days In
the week did you work?
A. Seven.
Q. When you were on the railroad bow many days a week
did you work?
A. I worked all the time when I was on the railroad. I
mean from very early morning until very late at night. I
was on the engineering staff, and we had no set noun.
Q. You testified that you objected to giving more than three

Q. Mr. Fltopatrlck, since this morning have you been able
find any advertisement on the part of the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Association prior to what I showed you
in "Variety" of September 15, 1916?
A. No, the only reference I have not been able to find any
advertisement In fact I did not have an opportunity of
looking. The only thing I know of Is that Interview alleged
In the "Review of Reviews." in the New York "Herald," and
the news items printed In "Variety," especially relative to
the cancellation of William Courtney, the Shepherd of the
Lambs, on account of an open meeting of ours.
Mr. Walsh: Did you look for any?
The Witness: No, I did not look for any.
Mr. Goodman: If there are any such, Mr. Walsh, I am
perfectly willing it anybody can find them to put them in.
I have not been able to find them.
Mr. Walsh: I offer In evidence the certificate of Ernst &
Ernst, certified accountants of the State of New York, carrying with it a statement ot the condition of the finances of the
White Rata Actors' Union of America for the period from
June 1. 1916, to June 1, 1917, and I will substitute a copy tor
the original, for the record. I Just offer the letter, or cer-

shows a day?

tificate.

A. Yes, sir.
Q. You also' testified that you asked on the Pantages or on
the Sullivan & Consldlne time to cut out part of your act?
Yes.
Q. And I understood you objected to that?
a.
strenuously.

Mr. Goodman Mr. Commissioner,
petent Irrelevant and immaterial.

Q. Very

little

compensation compared with what they get

today?
A. Yes.
Q. George M. Cohan today Is a very leading actor,
and author?
A. Yes.
,
Q. And has been successful on the stage?

to

is

he

not,

A

A

I did,

work?
Because the actors have no right

A

conspiracy

cheat

to

the

public

out

of

to take part in

any

anything they

are

entitled to.

Q. And that to the only reason?
A. That Is the only reason.
Q. So that the actor complains If he works he complains,
rather, of working too hard, and Aen he complains of working
too little?

A. No, he complains of being obliged to work too hard, and
he complains when he Is obliged to work this additional
number of shows, because he is not permitted to give his
exact performance.
And there to another angle in that
Suppose, for instance, I am playing In a theatre where they
do more than three shows a day and I am obliged by the
running time to cut my performance, and a man from a big
time theatre or a big time booking agency or a representative
of the Keith Booking Agency comes into my theatre and sees
my set, and he sees this fragment of It, It I go to him afterward and say, "I would like to have you book my act or get
some time," he says, "Why. I saw the act at so and so and
there is no act there at all."
Ton never know when some
one Is in there watching you.
Q. You could readily explain that was not all of your aet,
couldn't you, and refer him to the manager?
You could, but that would not remove the first impression
on his mind, Mr. Goodman.
Q. This running to schedule, which you speak of, which
gave rise to cutting down part of an act so as to meet the
schedule, does not occur on big time, does It?
On two shows a day?

A

A

Q. Yes.

A. No.
Q. Because their two shows are separate and distinct?
A. Yes.
Q. One closing about 5 In the afternoon and the other
beginning at about 8 :15 in the evening?
A. Yes.
Q. You testified that in November, 1916, you were given
powers equal to Mr. Mountford to all particulars. Now, did
Mr. Mountford have greater powers than yon prior to that
time?
.
A. Oh, yes, he was the International Executive.
According to the constitution I had no right to call a strike or spend

any money.
Q. But after November you did?
A. Yes.

Q. You referred to the Elks and Rotary Club entertainments to whlcb managers sent actors to play for nothing, the

manager receiving the compensation?
A. Yes.
Q.

of

—

:

Examiner Moore: The objection
(The paper above referred
Exhibit Number 70.)

And you mentioned a case in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
prleBt who gave you the Information about It

some

A. Yes.

Did that ever occur to you in your experience? Were
you ever asked by a manager to?
A. I have been asked to go to performances and have
refused them. I think I have, yes. I do not recall the exact
occasion now.
Q. In what year would you say?
A. Well, I could not say sb to that, Mr. Goodman. I do not
want that to go down as a definite statement.
Q. You mean you do not want it to go down as a definite
statement where I asked you
A. No, because I cannot place the exact time.
Q. Did you ever play any so-called club engagements while
you were on the stage?
A. No, I don't think I did. I am quite sure I did not
Q. We have been mentioning the Pemberton case in this
proceeding and reading the testimony from it You testified
on direct examination, I think, that the referee had not
yet decided the matter before him and you claimed that that
matter has been decided by the referee?
A. It has, sir; yes.
Q. Are you acquainted with his report filed In the Supreme
Court?
A. Some of the details of It I am, yea. I have act read
Q.

'

—

to

Is

we

object to

It

as Incom-

overruled.

was marked Commission's

ReDIRECT EXAMINATION.

most

Q. Well, if the actors work so hard, or too bard, by these
three shows a day, why should they object to being relieved
of doing part of their

—

to

rather dramatic composition or
given on
play, from three to tour acts, or a musical act of from two
to three acts, given by—
I do not think I made myself clear.
Q. Just a minute.
I am not
I mean a stock company playing dramatic plays.
talking of vaudeville now.
No, but there are some plays, tor instance, on the Poll
time, In the ran of the stock season, that will put In a
musical play, don't you see?
not referring to that I am referring to the usual
stock company that gives—

all

Mr. Goodman
I have a certified copy of that report here,
Mr. Examiner, and I would like to offer it in evidence. It
appears on the question of this burglary, that this witness has
referred to, and the loss of books that he haa referred to,
and it is a decision of an offloer of the New York Supreme
Court
Mr. Walsh : I have no objection to Its going in, but I want
it to be understood that thla la simply sn interlocutory pro-

Just note that objection.

did.

.

It

i

M-

A

A

,

what salary you got

it?

night and opened on Monday.
Q. Now, you Bald that the giving or playing of more
than three shows a day was detrimental to the actor and was
bound sooner or later to hurt the business and hurt him, or
something to that effect Do you recall that?
Yes, I do.
Q. Did you read the testimony of Mr. Hddgdon about George
M. Cohan, who gave, I think he testified, eight or more shows
a day?
A. No, I did not
Q. He and his family?
A. I do not recall that testimony, but I have no doubt he

An

hour'i total for the day.
dressing
Q. And how much time is actually spent in the
up, as a rule?
_,
room
Well, now, Mr. Goodman, I could not answer that quesperson
tion exactly because it all depends on the type of act a
actors
does and their conscience in the matter. I have known
of them
who came in at the last minute when the act ahead
other
was on and made up and rushed on, and I have known
time.
their
of
acts
ahead
three
theatre
actors always in the
tried
be.
always
to
myself,
or
was,
I always
as
Q You think the work of a vaudeville performer, snob or
the work you did with Mr. Madden, was any more trying
wearing than the work that Mr. Walsh or Mr. Moore, Mr.
Reeves and the rest of us are doing here as lawyers?
A. I think it to equally trying, but of a different quality.
I think the nervous strain la greater.
q. The matinee performances always begin about one or
two o'clock In the afternoon, do they not?
In the big time theatres, and in some of the other
theatres they begin at eleven, and earlier, I believe.
Q Then there la a recess between the matinee and the
evening performance of about how long. In the small time
theatres?
A. Well, if you had a supper show there is not any recess
for- the actors. That is a picture.
Q. If the house runs continuously, of course there Is no
recess, but bouses that give—
A. Three shows?
Q. Tea.
a Oh, yes, there to a recess between the matinee and
evening performances, of, I should say, from a quarter to
five until seven or thereabouts.
Q. If an act gave three shows a day, excepting Sundays
ana holidays—I am talking now of the average act—
Yea, sir.
Q. His actual time on the stage would be about three times

What was

I think I went to work for Mr. Poll for f IB a week, and
after I succeeded—after two years I succeeded In raising my
salary to 125.
Q. And how long after that was it that yon went on the
stage in this act?
A. I think I got $25 for about—well, perhaps six months.
Q. How long after that did you go on the stage?
Well, I closed— as a matter of fact I worked Saturday

-

A. Oh, no.

...

existence— that he always has to do the same quality of show
—he has to fight that mechanical feeling and that mechanical
appearance, and Just the minute he does become mechanical

when I went into the theatre at one o'clock In the afternoon
and did not get ont until eleven o'clock at night
Q. Bat you were not doing three performances from one

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. In the report ot this referee I find as the first finding
of fact as follows:
"The sum of $146,000 belonging to the respondent, which is
the White Rata Actors' Union of America, was converted by
McCree. Cook & Waters, and the directors that approved ot
the olub house transaction."
I ask you if 'you know whether or not the Cook mentioned
in this la the same William J. Cook that appears in this
proceedings, who delivered over the minutes of the White
Rats Actors' Union to the respondents in this case?

A. The same man, yes.
Q. Were you a director during that time?
A. No, sir ; I was not
Q. Was Mr. Mountford?

A
A

No,

sir.

Q. Was Mr. Keough?
I cannot recall about Mr. Keough.
Mr. Mountford was
out of the organization at that time.
Q. Now, referring again, it you please, Mr. Fltopatrlck, to
the sum of $10,478, which this referee says that you and
Mountford diverted by depositing it in your Joint individual
account; how was that money disposed of?
A. To pay the expenses of the strike; the payment of
pickets; food and lodging, expenses of men who had to be
sent fror tor instance, Mr. Mountford going from New York
to Chicago, and myself coming from Boston to New York.
I suppose there was some printing.
The details and the checks
were all given to the auditor when this audit was made up,

—

with an explanation and a voucher, and from those checks
and vouchers he made up his report
Q. And was this $10,000 all checked out ot this bank, the

Mutual Bank?

A

Every bit, with the exception ot the balance of $54 odd.
And checked out for the purpose of the strike?
A. Absolutely every penny of it
Q. And did any Individual connected with the White Rata
get any part ot It or get any sum of money?
Never, not one solitary penny.
Q. Yesterday, in discussing the question as to whether or
not the booking office renders any service to the actors, you
expressed it as your pronounced Judgment that the booking
office renders no service whatsoever for the actor.
In your
judgment to whom does the booking office render service,
and what does that service consist of,
A. To the manager. In securing talent for his theatre. In
fact, on some contracts Issued from the United Booking
Offices the name of the office man who books the act to designated as representing the manager, Mr. Delmar. His name
Q.

A

was mentioned,

I

believe.

Q. In the cross-examination by Mr. Goodman I took it
that in the booking office there are rest-rooms for women
and various things for the convenience of actors and actresses.
is there anything different in that than there is in the
large department store rest rooms, where they have conveniences for women established In the large department store?
A. No, sir; nor In banka
Q. Women who have to visit some banks are not made any
charge for an opportunity of sitting In their reception rooms?
No, sir; they are not
Q. You stated yesterday that your own experience has been
that you could not book direct, that you had some experience in trying to book direct when the booking offices were
In the Putnam Building.
A. Yes, air.

A

Q. Well, you did not go Into that fully.
I would like to
have you do that
A. Well, when we had open time It was the habit of my
partner or myself, one or both of us, to go to this room in
the Putnam Building, to a room about this size there. There
was a counter at the end of it.
Q. That is, 12 by SO?
A. About this size, yes. 13 by 30, yes. We asked to see
a certain manager, Mr. Mike J. Shea or Mr. Williams or
Mr. Shamberg, or any of the men who were booking for
theatres.
The boy would ask "What la your name?" write
It on a piece of paper, and go into the Inside office, and ha
would come out and say, "He cannot see you," or usually,
"He is oat to lunch.** Occasionally, but oa yerf rare oc-
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to
cations, you might sag » men, the man that yon
tee.
But as for going In to Mr. Hodgdon, who wat the
booking manager of the United Booking Offloao, and sitting.,
down and explaining your case, and taking for time, I never
knew of any one who waa able to do It I never wai.
Q. But you were going to tell about your experience at the

A. Tat,
Q. That

—

-.«,.

•

there would not be agents who wtra of ths
will of the booking office

q! I call your attention to Commission's Exhibit Number
80, which appears to be a form of contract approved by the
B, F. K. Circuit It appears to be a blank contract between
the B. F. K. Company and a corporation of Boston for the
employment of B. F. Keith's theatre in Boston, Massachusetts and the- third paragraph of the contract Is this, "B.
Hodgdon, of 1694 Broadway, New York City, la acting
for the manager In employing the artists."
I will ask you If that la the same 8. K, Hodgdon Who labookthe booking manager and superintendent In effect of the
ing operations of the U. B. O.T
A Yes sir * ho 18
o! Nevertheless to this contract I find that tie actor auBooking
United
the
pay
thorizes the manager to deduct and
What do
Office for procuring the artist the engagement'
you say about that sort of an arrangement?
A. Why, I think it la altogether wrong.
Itt
with
matter
la
the
what
_-,
I
mean,
Q.
and you getJi /alA WeuTyou play in the Keith theatreoffice
6 per cent of
ary, and "you pay Mr. Keith's booking
your salary for hiring you to play In his theatre.

Building.
A. These are the experiences. I have also written letters
asking for time, at the period when I, had no agent, with

no success.
Q. Now, I understand you think that an actor ought to
be represented by an agent or personal representative In some

K

way?

wbo

.•'•' •

is,

rellshls agents.

and at the

selection

Putnam

A. Personally, I do. There are people In the organisation
differ with me. especially the men who have played in
England, and wbo book direct with the owners of the theatres; but I personally believe that the personal representative is a necessity In America.
Q. And you think there ought to be some sort of a booking office, a central booking office I
You can
A. I think there ougbt to be a booking office.
call it a booking office, but I would call it a registration
bureau, at which every manager who runs a theatre la America,
or wbo hires actors, sbouid be obliged to register before
he can operate bis theatre. I think that every actor who
works In those theatres must be registered before he can
secure employment. I think then that the owner of the theatres should hire his own representative to select the material for his theatre, and I think the actor should hire
bis personal representative to book him, with the theatre
manager's representative ; that there should be no connection at all between any form of booking office and any
man who has any interest In a theatre, directly or indirectly.
I think there ought to be in connection with that government registration bureau a complaint bureau before which
complaints of actors against managers and managers against
actors could be heard and decided, and I think if a manager is found guilty of violating his contract he- should be
suspended from the list of registered managers or owners
and should not be permitted to run a tbeatre again; and
the same way with an actor, that if he violates his contract
he should be suspended and not permitted to earn his living In the business again. Of course that means the elimination of the White Rats Actors' Union, It means the
elimination of the N. V. A., of the United Booking Offices,
and of the other Anna of booking offices now existing.
Q. You think that the personal representative should be a
tree agent?
A. I think he should be employed by the actor and act as
the actor's servant, being paid by him to do as he Is told.
Q. What do you say in reference to the system in vogue as

r to, think sey-ttore

:'

•

'

^

Do you know Jules DeJmar?
.,
A. I know who he la yes. I £ave met Mnt
Q. He occupies a position in the U. B. o. oncer
Q.

*

.

q! Does he°book what

Is

known aa the Southern time?

what purports to be>a cohttact with tha
dated
Academy Theatre Company. Charlotte, North Carolina,as Nat
.known
the ethday of December. 1018. with an artist
contract
Burns, and ask you it that Is the same character, of
marked
and subject to the same objection aa the contract
1 "show 'you

Q.'

.
Commission's Exhibit Number 89?
for tne
A. Yes, Mr. Delmar here Is described aa acting
manager and employing the artist
attention, that
Q. In thess Instances to which I call your
is designated as too
Is the contract In which Mr- Hodgdon
Mr.
manager In employing the artist and the one In which «•
Jules Delmar is designated as the manager In wnplcjlJJ*
those Instances
artist, can you conjuncture In any way in
actor
the
for
service
any
renders
how the booking office
circumstances,
A. I never have been able to see under any
v

,

1

.

Q*!*!

a

think "yotTtestlned yesterday in reference to

letter

which you received from Mr. Fogarty?
.:_J "^ v „
Mr.
A. Yes. I did. That waa In answer to a question of
Goodman's it I had ever heard any protest made about the
He
I said No.
election by members of the White Rats.
asked if I had ever neard of Mr. Frank fogarty JMMttM
and I said No, and I started to say In addition that I had
««dldate
received a letter from Mr. Fogarty when I was a
possession
In
my
for office, and I atlU have that letter

giving franchises to a number of representatives
A. That is the application of the dosed shop and the booking business to which the managers make -such violent objection among the actors.
Q. What Is your objection to Itt
to

It keeps a man from going anywhere he will to book his
For Instance, if 1 have a franchise with the Keith
Office, and I represent 800 acta, and I cannot book them
at the Keith Office, 1 cannot go across the street to the
Loew Office and book them, and vice versa. It is done

A.

act.

Mr. Goodman: Walt a moment I object
A. (Continuing.) Wherein he says that he haa seen my candidacy and intends to vote for me.
f
Mr. Goodman: I object I do not care anything about
ought to
It but when I start to object, I think the witness

through an intermediary, now.

Q. Howt
a. By a go-between agent For instance, the man who has
the franchise in the United Booking Offioes has a friend
friend who la an agent in the Loew Office, doing
business with the Loew Office. So, if my value has expired
on the Keith time and my agent can secure me no more work
on the Keith time, he cannot go direct to the Loew Office
and book me, so he uses this intermediary with the agent
who has a Loew franchise, and so the result is that I pay
the Intermediary agent— I pay the United Booking Agency
and I pay the Intermediary agent and I pay the Loew agent
Q. Is there anything about the system of personal representative or agent that makes him more the servant or the
agent of the booking offices than he Is of the actor T
A. The fact that be does not get his full amount of commission is the chief thing. The power that one man has
to hold out money which is coming to another man makes him
automatically subservient to the man who holds the purse
strings, and it also compells blm to get the additional
amount of the actor,, the same amount or a greater amount
which the intermediary or Intermediate accepting agent
keeps out of his commission. For instance, if Mr.
la
my agent— I use him as an Instance, not because be la one
°* the <»•» who does this sort of thing, because I cannot
testify of my own knowledge that he does—but my commission slip for Mr. .Hart, which la put Into my salary
envelop on Saturday night, calls for 5, per cent of my salary.
Mr. Hart does not get that 5 per cent of my salary, because
the Vaudeville Collection Agency keeps a certain percentage
"U'iE010 bUa tor the Privilege or right of collection.

QUlt.

The Witness: All right Mr. Goodman.

who has a

Q. Referring again to this proceeding of the
ton, that waa Instituted against tha White
did you know this woman?
A. I did.
.

left
Q.

him gives him unlimited

.

.

agent and personal representaand receive the full B per cent
believe he ougbt to get what be earns.
1
aM,
T **tmtlon *« the Respondent's Exhibit
v.&iL? ?n«
Sf I°?
Number
100, which is an assignment by you of B per cent
commta " ,on to your ••"t, Jo Paige Smith, on December 7,
u
1812.
Is that the statement which you referred to—"This
assignment and power Is Irrevocable" T
A. Yes, sir.
Q.

What do you

think about the proposition of limiting the
of agents who shall do business at the booking office?
don't think they should be limited.

A.

I

Q.

WbyT

Because the more men who work for actors, the more
. A*
interest they are going to take, and If one agent
does not
dp the work for you you can go and get another, and with
the supply always at hand there is always an Incentive
for
an agent to work more earnestly for you and more hon-

estly

and conscientiously

;

whereas,

If

the

number

Is limited,

you cannot go from one to the other, by the terms of that
assignment that Is made, or by your contract.
You have
to stick to the man whether he works for you, or not
Q.V D.° rou ,nk wbere *! •wata are limited in number,
i„ that
in
way he Is in a position to present the interests of
the actor as vigorously as if the number were not
so limited,
and he did not have to rely upon the vaudeville collection
r *"» '""•"ion of his eommlsslo"i and dlvW.
lS
**? *£* ite
N«cy part of his commission?
A. Do I think
It would be better It ths agsst wvm
ware free
and there were mora agents?

?

SMSl
a

Yam.

jgMM"

^^
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the meeting.

|

Did you leak her to leave?
Mr. Mountford did. The following FriI was In Boston myself winding up the affairs of the
office there, and she came to me before the meeting and
wanted to know why she had been asked to leave the meet*
lng In New York: that Mr. Mountford had asked her to
I told her because she wss under suspicion, and In
leave.
view of the fact that she wss an object of suspicion and that
the members know it there might be some balrpulllng, and It
was best that she go. I said, "I must ask you to do the
same thing here." She said, "They had no right to suspectma." .1 said. "Well, I have been told that you were getting
816 a week from the United Booking Offices to come to New
York and report the meetings, the proceedings of the meeting, to the managers." She said, "That Is not true."
I said,
"Welt, why do you come to New York every week then?"
Bhe said, "Well, I am the victim of a very serious complaint
and I had to——"
Q. What do you mean; what kind of a complaint?
A. Oh, soms sickness or other.
Q. Physical complaint?

I

number

regular atten-

A. No, I did not.

tive should be entitled to

A.

New York—a

day night

'.

,

both In Boston and

.

r ,aj act,v, "«i I cannot get a release from him
xf^f ovu
.!
to '"•ocable and in perpetuity, I believe.
«HS?
Q. That la, you believe the
.

did,

Q. When?
A. Week after week, and week after week.
Q. How would she attend it and where would she have to
go, from Boston to New York, to attend these meetings?
A. Yes, sir. The meetings In New York were on Tuesday
nights and the meetings In Boston were on Friday nights..
She would come from Boston to New York weekly.
Q. Do you know whether or not she was a woman of means
A. Well, I only bave her own statement for It
Q. What la that?
A. May I tell how It happened?
Q. Yea.
A. When we were closing up the office of the White Rats
Actors' Union In Boston, after the strike was suspended,
she waa present at the meeting and she had been asked by Mr.
Mountford at the last meeting at the club house In New York
to leave the meeting because she was under suspicion -by the
members, and In view of the tense situation that there might
be some trouble, and she had her choice of leaving the meeting or standing up and being accused of being an employe
So she
of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association.

1

fact that the contract I sign with

,

dant

*

w

.
Q. Where did she live?
,
A. She lived In Brookllne, Massachusetts, Just outside of
Boston.
_.
Q. Did she attend the meetings of the Whits Rata Actors'

Union?
A. She

Q. That is a collection agency T
agency keeps a csrtalu proportion, two
-O" a^.collection
and
half, or more, per cent out of his 5. handing
back to
him the remaining, two and a half per cent Mr. Hart
says
to me—this is a hypothetical case, understand—
Mr. Hart
says to me,
I cannot run my office on 2% per cent and
8
addition
** ' to h?Teu 2%, Der •"* *»>*•"
*»
pe r
the booking office, the 5 per
i**', 1
£n^-i5L
lB 25'
deducted from my salary for my personal rep!">-^l*
lta
~!? ,UT2 1 ff"
J*"**1 to par him on the outside 2)4 per
t0 taaslie my business; and by virtue of the
5f^» fff.'g"
.

Union,

Actors'

'

Han

L^

woman Pember-

(

A. Physical,

,

a

yes—and, -she

said,

"I

am

obliged to consult

and cannot afford to go to the specialist here
In Boston because I have not got the money." So she said,
"I go to New York to a clinic because I can get treatment
there for nothing." So I said, "Well, I am very sorry that
all this has happened, but I think for your own best Interests, and in the Interests of peace and to avoid a scene,
you had better get out" And she got out, and subsequently
started this accounting or the demand for an accounting of
the White Rata funds.
Q. Did you ever see her since then?
A. No, I never have.
Q. Did you ever appear In any of these proceedings?
A. Never to my knowledge.
Q. And did you ever know that the V. M. P. A., or ths
U. B. O., or ths respondents In this case ever had this respecialist

port until

sV.lgs

garbled

was presented here In this proceeding?
I.ssM not.
There were extracts from tha
It

extracts

printed

in

certain

theatrical

report.

newspapers

9*V,

but there was no copy of tha report printed to too hast of
knowledge. I never saw one.
.
Q. In this report It says after October 81,—I assume it
1016— It became evident that the order would bave is
is
resort to force. What did you mean by thatT
_v_.i--'
a. Well, we would have to nas ail possible meant of tryias
to secure a conference, and the conference having tailed wa
would try to see If we could not resort to a strike or some
other thing for forcing the managers Into a conference.
Q. Does this force or pressure relate to physical violence?
A. No, I have always—and I think even the members of tha
White Rats who perhaps did not agree with me will go «s
record aa saying, that I never made a pcbllo speech or
utterance or had a private conversation in which I did not',
asy that I was unalterably opposed to any force of any kind,
sort or description.
'

my

;

,

,<-.-

(ftjf
<g

;

q. That

physical force?

is.

_

U»

;•
A. Physical force,
.
Q. Were you willing that other fores should bo applied?
A. All the legal means should be applied or enforced. 1
posted a notice la the Boston office that any member or the
White Rats Actors' Union that was known to go Into a theatre
,

on strike would be instantly expelled.
Q. There is soma information of the men carrying a lllly In
their hands,
I did not get clear What tha tlgn Utonon o£
that waa; will yon state It now?
v
A. I do not know what the Inference was, ox what the Infefc. ;.
ence drawn from It was. Yon can draw any Inference yon
like from It I suppose.
The Inference waa that if yoa go
to work and take a lily in your hand— I dont know whether
it was for purposes of Identifying you as a ledy-llko character or what At that time there waa a show running In
New York, If I remember correctly at the Winter Cardan. In
which Mr. Jolson used that phrase, something about taking a
Illy in your hand and— vaudeville actors have a vsry strong
sense of humor, and I think It waa comedy advertisement more
tbnn anything. else, for certainly no one who went to .work
while the strike was on In the theatre took a Illy In their
hand.
Q. I call your attention to what is designated as the answer of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association,
which has heretofore been put In evidence, the exhibit number
of which I do not have at band, la which waa plainly stai.d'
this anawer, the answer being directed to yoa: "Thu totes):
sole issue between this Association and your Assoclcticn.
This issue cannot bo and will not be arbitrated or discussed.
Wc absolutely refuse any conference with any committee of
White Rata as long as the White Rats bears too Union's
stamp." Notwithstanding thin ultimatum In September, or
the latter part of September, did you still seek an Interview
'''.'
With the managers?
Y-.'
A. Constantly. I would seek one tomorrow, If I could get

Q. Then In the same answer there Is this: "Strike or no
we are forever pledged agalast the White Rata find
against any conference with It and any of its committees, so
long as the White Rata continue to be a labor union with Its
policy of closed shop, and what that baokward step would
mean to vaudeville." How did you regard tha question as to
whether or not the managers should have anything to say as
to the term Of organisation of the actors?
A. I felt that tha actors ought to form their organli^tlon
and run their own organisation, and direct tha affaire of
their organisations without any assistance from, the managers
">...;
at all.
there any claim made by your orgaatoaUoa that H
Q.
should come into camp, as it were, and disintegrate and
attempt to deal with the managers over your grievances,
•,
other than
your White Rate Actors' Union?
fflr
A. I do not get that question, Mr. Walsh.
Q, (Repeated by the stenographer.)
A. Yes. , We agreed or were willing to agree, olnco that*
was such violent opposition to the closed shop idea, to substitute a bond for the olosod shop, that every man who ran a
theatre In America would pnt up a bond of sameieht slse,
for every theatre that he ran, to insure the findings cf
this Arbitration Board which waa to consist of one manager,
one actor and a third man to be selected by ths first two.
to see that the findings of that Arbitration Board wsrelivaa"
up to. I made the proposition myself to Mr. Pantages. The
objection was raised to Mr. Mountford and Mr. Mountford
offered to resign.
.....v.:
Q. I show you what purports to be an advertlslment of the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Assootaaion, Inserted In
"Vsriety," of November 8, 1010, in which the coaoludlns
paragraph Is this : "In conclusion, there la no use of Mount*
ford trying to make a martyr of himself or trying to deceive the artists as to our attitude toward Union labor.
Conditions have reached such a stags now, that wo wish it
known by all concerned, that we are opposed to tbo Whit Rate Organisation, whether Mountford stays or rsslr
whether the White Rata continue its affiliation with
American Federation of Laborer not"
A 'r
Mr. Goodman: What Is the date of that, Mr. Walsh?
r *v\
Mr. Walsh: November 0, 1916.
Q. Was there a proposition that Mr. Mountford should rei
sign?
A. Ths suggestion was made directly—or Indirectly, rather
—that the whole trouble was Mountford, Mountford, Mountford, Mountford, Mountford. Mountford was this and Mountford was that, and the White Rate would never get anything
as long as he waa In the organization that he was supposed
to be the chief stumbling block to ths conference and to ths
amicable settling of differences.
A. And was there a proposition to eliminate Mr. Mountford?
A. How do mean, proposition?
Q. Was there some talk of eliminating him from ths organization so that some conference and settlement might be
strike,

'".

Wm

p

M

'

;

had?

A, Yss.'
Q. What waa It?
A. Mr. Mountfoid

•

-

pr

made tha statement to Mr. Pastagse In my
It to me personslly and made It to members
the International Board-that If he was the stumbling
block and they would . )rn the agreement be woold resign
the day thoy did It, and than when the statement was made
«/, the telephone.<»"•«"»». * talked with Mr. Sam McKsi
ovsr
.•
Q. Who Is he?
A. He is the representative of the Morning Telegraph. Hs
'« »
of Mr. Albee's, and I thought I might be*able to
talk to him and see if he could not say a word to us
that
would. result In a .conference.
Mr. MoKee told me that
Mountford was the objectionable thing. I ssld, "Weil, Mount~'
ford Is willing to resign." Then be said, "Wall, what
about
your charter In the American Federation of Laboi
presence—msde
of

LrS^l

««d

U

M|
-

Never"'
'

Q. There hss been some talk about Mountford being out Of

certain policies which were to be pursued, they were unsbl
MBMB
d **' B mUoro *"**"
tns o^n%s«cT
Q. How long was he out?
A. Hs was out fou r years. ] never know ths totalis
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FEDERAL INVESTIGATION

wrongfully' disbursed or dishonestly used against
anybody, and I know that Mr. Mountford never took a penny
of any actor's money for his personal use, and I would
stake my life on it.
Q. You spoke or said something yesterday or this morning
that it has been your observation that there has. been stifling
competition in the Industry. What do you mean by that, or
in what respect Is competition stifled?
A. For Instance, in a certain town there is a big time vaudeville theatre booked by the United Booking Offices or the
Orpheum Circuit Now, It is impossible for another man
to go into that .town and start a theatre and- book big time
after this, because he has opposition and he cannot get the
acts, and If he cannot /get tbe acts he goes out of business.
That is the situation in a nutshell. In order to have competition you have to have acta, and the man who controls
the acts controls' the situation,
Q. Has it been your .observation that there could be more
of competition and more theatres In towns throughout the
,'%?.'
"
';«
<
country? ' .<
A. I think there is- scarcely Playing big time vaudeville in
America that could not stand at least one more theatre and
disbursed,

(Continued from page 88)
leaving the organisation. I beard film attacked constantly
by Mr. Cook and others at the meetings of the Board, or. at
the lodge meetings, and I asked on many occasions what the
reason was, and I never could find out. When the plan was
known that Mr. Mounttord was to resign, I personally waB
most bitterly opposed to it and expressed my opposition most

V,V'..;-

vigorously.
Q. Upon was that based?
A. I gave as my reason that the Board of Directors, which
in power, was in power when they let him go or
I believed that if
fired' him, as I was always led to believe.
bo -wob dishonest when be was fired they bod no business
hiring him back again, now. I believe also that it they were
wrong and he was not dishonest when they fired him, they
were a lot of fools, and their Judgment could not be trusted
'

.,.,

.

was then

,.

..''..

and because I, like many other actors, bad formed an Impression of Mr. Mounttord by reason of the attacks which
had been constantly made on him for years. A member of
the organization came to me, Mr. Lorella, and we hod many
violent discussions and I announced my intention of leaving
the organization. Mr. Mountford returned. "Well," he said,
"You better wait and see, don't convict anybody until you
So he said, "Would you like to be confind out yourself."
victed yourself, on some one else's testimony without being
given a chance to defend yourself T" I said, "No." He said,
"Well, why don't you give someone else the some treatment?"
I said, "All right, that licks me, I will go back and find
out tor myself." So I went back to the organisation and
when the revision of 'this constitution came up, there was
certain points In it, with which I disagreed violently,
whom?
_
Q. With
A. With Mr. Mountford. We talked It out on the floor.
Q. How did he come to get back at this time?
A. Ob, the sheriff was at the door. The man was at the
bull switch In the building to pull the light out and—
Q. When was that?
We were
A. This was in 1916, In September, I believe.
all expecting to be thrown into the street
*
Q. That is, at the club house?
A. At the club house, yes. The Board of Directors which
were
which
members
of
the
and
resignation,
his
had accepted
dishonest enough to permit him to remsln away four years
-under the accusation of dishonesty, had to get somebody to
bring back the organization. They went to Mountford and be
came back under an agreement which was known to the members and which waa discussed on the floor and voted upon
by the members.
Q. la this a statement which was published In "Variety" as
to these facts on October 22, 1915 (handing to witness)?

-:

That was when the proposition was on?

Q.

i

>

—

some

P-.

time.
Q. That you were?
A. Yes.
Q. So that he was in office there from October until tbe
next spring, before you became an offloer?
A. Yes.
Q. Then henceforth you were Jointly officers?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Previous to the time you became Big Chief and up to
the time he came back to the organisation, were you associated with him In tbe work of tbe organization?
A. No, sir.
Q. Your association with him began at the time you became

Big Chief?
A. Yes, sir

I was always looked upon as an Insurrectionist
;
by the Board, which I helped put out of office.
Mr. Kelley : I think it is In the record, but Just for my
information, when was It that Mr. Mountford became
re-established?
The Witness : You mean as an officer?
Mr. Kelley: Yes, coming back again.
f
The Witness: He became International Executive.
Mr. Kelley: What Is tbe date of that?
The Witness: That same election, April 1.

own

officially

Mr. Goodman: 1910.
The Witness: But he was hired as organizer or engaged
as organizer In the Intervening time, Mr. Kelley.
Q. And have you been associated with Mr. Mountford In
that work ever since?
A. Ever since, Intimately, day and night
Q.
self?

.

.

.

William Morris?

of

A. Oh, only remotely, that

ppt*

..
all. 'I.,

'
.

.

is

1

not

want to moke

_.•

know Klaw & Brian'

tried

'''

i*

Q. Now, In the matter of the club house, when did you lose
.':/'.' .\, .possession of the c\ub house?
...
A. I cannot fix the date now. It was in "Variety."
:*-""•."
Q. I think in April, 1917.
*'.
.•
'"•..A. Yes.
Q." What became of the club house?
A. The club house was bought by a man named Corcoran.
Q. And where dtd the title ultimately go?

.'

.

'

:

„

'

."

.'(..''

:

.

now?

.

>;;,

•
•

'">

:?

A. Yes, sir.
*-'l_
.
.
Q. Where did the sale take place, de you know?
A. In the Directors* room, at the Mutual Bank. In 34th
street I think.
'£&.'
,.,
Q. 83d stret
A. 33d street, between Broadway and oth avenue.
Q. Did you ever meet Mr. Corcoran, the gentleman who
.

.

What has

been bis behavior towards the organization

It-

A. Well, he, I bellove, has done more for it than any man
that ever was in It, and endured more for It than
any man
I know of, in or out of It
Q. What would you say In reference to the disbursement
or the funds of the organization by Mr. Mountford?
ny money that was ever disbursed by any member of
the White Rats Actors' Union when I was in office, at the
tims It was disbursed, I went over with a magnifying glass.
a. is that true with reference to all moneys which Mr.

.v™

bought It?
«
••_>>
A. No.
.
.,
Mr. Goodman: .That transaction was conducted by Mr.
Mountford, wasn't It?
The Witness: No, I was present.
Q. What occurred?
A. Mr. Mountford had been In. negotiations with tbe company for eight or ten houw. I think it was on Monday, and
<m Tuesday Mr. McCree and Mr. North and Mr. Mountford and
myself went down for the final conference on the disposal of
At that hearing or at that conference, rather.
the lease.
Mr. North who contended that the White Rats Realty Company
or Union owed htm $4,000, I think insisted on getting the
Mr. Sackett offered htm a certain sum. I
full amount.
cannot, recall tbe exact amount now. I think It was three
thousand odd dollars. Mr. North protested against the disposal ot the lease until he got his money, which resulted
between himself and me, In which I told
disagreement
in a
him that be was willing to sacrifice $58,000 worth of actors'
money, who needed it as badly as he did. for a miserable
few hundred dollars ot his own, and, In tho record of that
meeting, which was held, I went on record as being unalterably opposed to paying him one single solitary penny more,
than what Mr. Sackett offered htm. The lease was 'disposed
of to Mr. Corcoran and under certain terms, tand that we. were
That conto be 'permitted to take out our office furniture.
ference ended at One o'clock In- the morning or thereabouts,
and I went back to the clubhouse and went. to bed, and at
ten o'clock In the morning when. I came down, I found Mr.
Sackett talking to Mr.' Mountford, and he said,- "I am very
sorry. to tell you that my client, or the man. for whom- 1 am
acting, absolutely refuses to- permit anything to be taken
out of this room with tile exception" he designated a
chair and a desk and a typewriter. I said* "You call yourself honorable business men, to make an agreement at
one o'clock in the morning to do certain things, and come
back at ten o'clock In the morning and say you won't. do> it,
and ypu accuse me ot being a fanatic and suspicious." I
said, "It is no wonder I am, when I have to do business with
He said, "I regret It, Mr. Fltzpatrlck,
people like you,"
So
sb much as you do, but I am helpless in the matter."
In the meantime Mr. Mountford, who was not as gullible as I
was, and who had had more experience In dealing with these
reputable business men, determined that he would get tbe
membership Cards out of the building, because we had a very
strong idea In fact Mr. Sackett did not deny it when I
said that Mr. Albee was the purchaser or was to be the purI
chaser, and he said, "I cannot say anything about It"
said, "Well, if Mr. Albee 'Is going to be the purchaser ot
tbe White Rats Club I am unalterably opposed to tho disposal
of the lease, and I won't be a party to it" He said, "Well, I
cannot say anything about who I am acting for." So the
membership cards were taken out ot the White Rats office
that night, between one o'clock In the morning and ten, because if the sheriff bad come In or tbe caretaker had come
In and taken possession of our office, the very thing which the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association most desired to
find out, who our membership was, and who paid their levy,
would be in tbelr hands. We had given .our word to the actors
that we would keep faith with them and that no one would
know or ever would know. .That Is how the membership cards
and the levy list were taken out of that house and out of the
State. I brought them to Waterbury, Conn. They were token
out of the club houBe the night we left the club house, but
montbB and months before tbla Pemberton investigation was

•

A

'

i

Mountford disbursed?
A. Yes. Every week at the meeting I went over that
financial statement with a magnifying glass
snd I never
infl a penny out of tho way, I never Found a penny illegal!-

—

i

'

.

—

started.
Mr.- Walsh

.
:

I offer these three
to
Exhibits Nob. 71, 72

(The papers above referred
Commission's

papers in evidence,

was
and

received

and marked

73.)

RE-CROSS EXAMINATION.

-

a. Yes, sir.
Q. Isn't it a fact that the booking office, however, booked
for theatres other than Keith theatres?
A. That does not alter the fact that I have—
Q. Now, wait a minute, let us follow It along.
A. Yes, that Is true.
Q. It books for Buffalo and Toronto and Mr. Moore In
Rochester and Detroit and for other managers?

''

But remodeled?

,

Q. You mean he paid how much per cent?
A. 15 per cent, at least*
r
Q. To get a Job?
A. With his own office, through, the agent.
Mr. Goodman : On the point that Mr. Walsh might want to
examine this witness, I do not want to get Into an altercation
with the legal propositions, but I Just want to make this
statement on the record—that these contracts between actors
and personal representatives, as a matter of elementary law,
as contracts between any principal and agent, are absolutely
revocable at any time, no matter how many times and In what
language the contract states tbey cannot be revoked, unless
It Is an agenoy coupled with an interest
We, as lawyers,
know that
Q. Now, you were shown the Keith contract Commission's
Exhibit No. 39, and then you said that your objection, or one
ot your objections to tbe payment to tbe booking office, was
that you bad to pay a Keith booking office a commission to get
work in a Keith theatre?
.

I think

•;

Q.

that' clear.

.

•

A. I beg pardon?
Q. Where did the title go, finally?
A. It went to 239 West 46th Street Corporation.
that is the name.
\Wt
,
„
.
Q. Is that where the club house of the N. B. A. Is
A. YeS.
Vi
>;; V
Q. In the same building?
'A. Yes. -.'-.
ia<#l*s

,

.

who was the representative In' the Loew office. I did
mean to Bay he paid the booking office 5 per cent I

friend,

'

carried.

Q, What was it proposed that he be taken back for?
a. To bring back the organisation from the state of doprepltude in which it was to what it had been when he left,
i By Mr. Kelley:
1
Q. And that covered a period, as I understand, of about
four years, did you say?
A. Four years, yes, Mr. Kelley.
Q. Preceding what date?
A. From 1911, in October, until October, 1915.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. When did you become president?
A. i was installed In August I think I was slsotsd on the
1st of April.
Q. What year?
A. 1916.
Q. 1916?
A. Yes.
vi. The 1st of April, 1916?
t
A. Yes.
Q. And when was Mr. Mountford elected?
A. He was—do you mean elected or brought back? He was
eleoted International Executive the same election, at the
.

ifr-

;'

.

A. Yes, when the discussion was on, -whether he should be
taken back or not It was submitted to this special meeting

ttlQt CffSCt.

A. I did not say he would turn him over. I said the work
would be secured tor him in the Marcus Loew agency by that
means.
Q. But you gave vent to this expression—that that meant
you would pay the U. B. O., the Intermediary and the agent?
A. Well, I was wrong there. I am glad you called that to my
I mean be paid his personal representative, he
attention.
paid his representative's friend, and he paid bis friend's

-

-,>

Yes lp

and was

.

,

'

*.'

,,

.

<

,

Q.* That is a statement published by the Board of Directors?
A. By the Board of Directors of the White Rats Actors'
Union.
Q. Was this resolution passed upon bis return: "This special meeting of the White Rats Actors' Union hereby unanimously endorses and heartily approves of the action of the
Board of Directors in re-engaging Harry Mountford, as International Organizer, and pledges to the Board of Directors
and to him their absolute support in any steps It may be
necessary to take to re-establish the power and the Interest
of the organization and to protect the actor in the exercise
of his profession and obtain for him fair treatment and
justice." How long after he returned was this passed?
A. That was passed before be came back at all.

,

,

,

.

.

.

,

'•.'*:•

•

,
;
in some places two more )theatres.
<Q, What effect would that have oh the profession itself it
•'
there were more theatres?
'A. It would afford a larger opportunity for work, It. would
afford an opportunity for greater Initiative on the part of the
actor, it would create vaudeville audiences, and help the
'•»
" '"• ,
'jj
•business.
tf
.
;_
\
obserQ. Are vaudeville Audiences created by education and
,.,
.
vation and going to vaudeville theatres?
A. They are. There is •* type of tbeatre-goer known as a
you
and
else,
vaudeville fan and; he doe.8 -not. go anywhere
make the type of audience thatt *tf in your theatre by giving
*•
they*
want.
them the kind of stuff that
class
first
start
a
to
who
attempted
one
any
yon-know
Q. Do
Do youMtno* anything -of the activities
vaudeville house?

•

a

:

'

>:

',

-,,'
Q. Are you sure of that?
..
.'<f-vh>V
r
A. No; I am not sure.
Q. Was tbe auditor's report Introduced in evidence?
Mr. Walsh: No, not the report, but the statement In reference to it
Mr. Goodman: No, I am talking ot the Pemberton ease.
Was the same statement that 'was offered In evidence, here
offered in evidence there In the Pemberton case, in the: refer.- ••
N,
ence?
Mr. Meyers: It was submitted, but whether it waa offered
in evidence, I do not know.
'
-\
A. I could not tell you : I was only there once.
Q. With the statement of Mr. Meyers, your counsel/ who has
epoken with our permission, can you say whether It res or
not?
Mr. Meyers: I don't know, but if we have the record I will
look it up for you. I can And It in the record.
Mr. Goodman: Very well.
By Mr. Goodman
,Q. You said something about a case where an actor not being:
able to get time through the United Booking offices and his
personal representative would then turn him over to a friend,
who had a friend in tbe Marcus Loew office, or something to
'

:

By Mr. Goodman:
Q. Was tbe auditor whose report was admitted In evldenehere a witness In the Pemberton proceedings?
A. No, sir ; sot that I know of.

'

Yes

sir

Q.' So while It is true that the Keith
Interests have theatres
and are Interested in the United Booking Office, It is not true
that the only theatres that the United Booking Offices book
for are the Keith theatres?
A. No, that Is quite true.
Q. I Just want to get the record to show It
A. That is true. They book tor other theatres in which they
have no interest that I know ot.
Q. Now, you said you did not remember or know of this report which you and Mr. Mountford made to the White Rata
Actors' Union In June, 1917, ever having been published?
A. No.
Q. In any paper?.
A. Not fully, I said, Mr. Goodman. Not in full.
Q. All right, I show you a "Variety" ot July 6, 1917, at
page 6. I will ask you It that article does not Indicate that
at that time somebody connected with "Variety" or the man
who wrote the article had or wrote or saw a copy of the report (handing to witness) ?
A. Well, I don't like to say unkind things) Mr.- Goodman, 1
hope If I answer that that you won't feel that I am trying to
be nasty, but perhaps the man who wrote that'story had access
'''..%'•
to that oopy which you have.
Q. Now, I think we all understand here that It Is your contention that the condition which the White Rats found themselves in In October, 1915, Just before Mr. Mountford's return,
was brought about by the misconduct of the Board of Directors
or by whatever name they were known—the Board that controlled the White Rate Organization up to that time?
A. It was due to the failure ot the Board of Directors to
do anything to remedy, correct or eliminate growing abuses
in the theatrical business.
It was an absolute supine organization, which did nothing, literally and figuratively
nothing.
Q. Well, don't you understand or want us to understand that
some of these directors were guilty of malfeasance In offloe
or misappropriation ot funds?
A. I could not say. 1 never made that accusation, Mr. Goodman. My chief contention was I conducted many a fight
on the floor when there were only 50 or 100 people at the
meeting and attacked them simply and solely on the fact
that they were doing nothing, dying of dry rot.
Q. The condition they found themselves In was due, was It
not, to the fact that they invested money of tbe
White Rats
Actors' Union In this club house?

'

i

'

—

A. No, sir.
A. No, sir.
Q. Well, did not Mr. Mountford testify In the Pemberton
proceeding that he asked the Board of Directors to
bring
action against the previous board for misappropriation
of
conneotIon w,ucluo -"""a* or •**• diversion of

%

th?m?

A

e

may
e but tbat t0 "••*
m£
That7 was only a side

*» with
tS. .
do
it
'

tt

'

,

mmd

nB* nothing at all toThe membership, Mn
from the numbers which

Issue.

Goodman, had so far deteriorated
were in the organization when Mr. Mountford

left

that I

figured It cost the organization In lost dues about
$000 000
In that four years that If they had had
that

membership
and that membership had been kept up by a vigorous, honest
flght g pol
been*
!S have
K
*T
in $600,000, and they would
been able to weather the
bad management and the building of the club house
Ha tn e 11116 ^ 84; Union ever begun an action* against
„„S' of the
iL
.
any
former
Board of Directors or the members of the
International Board, to recover S100.000 or any
Bart of the
Mr Mouatford c,a 'med hB « "een dlwted
by
Wrn?"
kn ow UlBt the organization has. I think my-A'
self J,*
that SS
there Is no reason for It.
I think
mistake
was an honest one and made under the advice the
of counsel
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Mr

don t reproach them with dishonesty at all.
1 tblnk that
they acted according to their lights in the
matter/
X nnjejjtood you to say on your redirect
a moment aao
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OU
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A. i did not say tbat I was net opposed
to the sal* I sold
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Q.

Albee was the buyerl

And

somebody

If

else

Q.

was the buyer you would

.

..--•'.*

A Yes

same thing. I do not want to quibble
I do not think you do with me.
objection to Mr. Albee was not to the fact that
If he got possession of the club house
but
Albee,
Mr.
i was
destruction and
all probability It would mean the utter
the propaganda
inlhllation ot the organization, and I knew
"There, your club
nlch would betused on the actors of
party to It I
juae Is gone," and I did not want to be a
It otherwise.
id no objection to Mr. Albee buying
whether It
Q Isn't It a fact that these booking agencies,
agency, acted In
the United Booking Office or any other
that capacity
dual capacity and must of necessity act In
parpresenting not the actor particularly or -the manager
bothT
for
nilarly. but a go-between,
or not Mr. Goodman,
A. I do not know whether they do
shouldthey
why
reason
any
seen
it I do not
should?
Q. You do not see any reason why they
a No I think the booking office should be
Number 39
Q You were shown a Commission's Exhibit
that
Walsh called your attention to the provisionsBookid Mr
to be deducted and paid to Uie United
you took exception to that dnd said you did
o! Well, It Is the

A

'

and

Offices,

i

'

•

the Marcus Lowey Agency?
I never played for Mr. Loew, but if
A. I do not know.
ey approved ot it in fifty instances it would not alter my
inlon.
I think it was wrong.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION.

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. This contract which Mr. Goodman showed you, dated the
th of January, 1910, which appears to be approved and
ibllBhed by the White Rata of America, Is there any proslon for the payment of any other fee than the 5 per cent. ?
I did not read the contract
A. Not that I know of.

rough.
Q. Well, I see in black type these words, "All engagements
iced under this contract are subject to 6 per cent amission."
Does that mean two 5 per cents, or one?
-

A,
Q.
re

A.
t

do not know, Mr. Walsh.

I

.

ctlonlst.
Q.

Was there ever any approval while you were a member
the organization of what purports to be the Moss conic t which Mr. Goodman shows you?
A. No, sir.
Mr. Goodman : Mr. Walsh, is there any claim that the
atracts that we used of Mr. Moss or Mr. Loew, which I
n get, and have not got at this moment are not approved
the White Rata Union?
Mr. Walsh: I do not know anything about that.
(Witness excused.)
Qene Hughes was called as a witness on behalf of the
nplalnt and, having been duly sworn, testified aB follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION.
a
By Mr. Wfish:
X Mr. Hughes, your
a. Gene Hughes.
Q.

And what

Is

full

the

name

is

character

Gene Hughes?
your

of

business,

Mr.

ighes?
a. I

am

3.

Here

K.

Yes,

a manager of vaudeville acts, or a representative.
in the city of

New York?

3.

Yes,

sir.

The U.

office, by rubber stamp, and with your name and
Mr. Joe Paige Smith?

A. Yes, air.
Q. A. A. Copeland was an actor?
A. Beg pardon?
Q. A. A. Copeland was a vaudeville actor?
A. Well, I am not certain about that.
Q. What do you think he is?
<
A. I really could not testify on that.
Q. What is your best Judgment?
A. I presume that he was.
I will tell you why that la so,
Mr. Walsh. Mr. Smith, sometimes, as I do, has special acta
that he handles, and we have our correspondents and while
it is done through the office with the one man, I could not
tell you what that one particularly is, and whether Mr. Copeland was an actor or not, I do not know.
Q. But In view of the fact that the letter states: "It will
be impossible for us to negotiate any further time for your
act in the U. B. O., inasmuch as you have Just played at
-

Exchange?

B. O. Vaudeville

Yos,

?•
I.

ow on S nave you acted ,n that business. Mr, Hughes?
5
Eight years, last January.

sir.

J

3. You were at one time
me of Jo Paige Smith?

At the present

3.

You are now?

L

Yes,

•

-

associated

with a

man by

the

time.

air.

Providence," that of course would carry a very strong presumption that he was an actor, a vaudeville actor?
A. Yes, it might be Copeland & Smith, or Copeland & Johnson, or Just A. A. Copeland. I cannot Just tell whether A. A.
'.Copeland was the title of the aot.
Q. At that time the only vaudeville house in Providence was
Fay's Theatre, was it not?
t
A. No, I know Mr. Loew has a bouse in Provld0B.ee, and I
know they have.
3
Q. Well, assuming that Copeland was a vaudeville actor,
would It be Impossible for you to negotiate for his act or
negotiate further time for his act, inasmuch as he had Just
played Providence? Please explain that, Mr. Hughes?

'%:
throw hie contract, down.
Q. Now, what was there about F. Roser that he would have
•'".
to straighten out?
3
A. Well, in connection with Mr. Roser, the testimony, to get
it really right, would have, to come from Mr. Smith, aa I
never handled the act personally and never talked to the
man. It was an act that Mr. Smith did all of the business
on himself.
Q. What was the attitude in your office, tbat a man was
looked upon as a White Rat would have to straighten the
to

,

matter out ln^some way?

'

,

•.

,

never saw this letter

before and I don't know anything about what the matter at
i
Ibbuo WAS 01^™
Mr. Goodman: Tell him whatever your belief Is, very
frankly. Let us find out what It is.
The Witness. Mr. Smith might have meant when he wrote
this that Inasmuch as you played In a city where the Keith
Interests have a house, that he could not continue booking

>
the Keith

Interests have a house there?
Q. Did
f
A. In Providence; yes, sir.
Q. Well, Mr. Fay had a theatre in Providence at that time?
I don't know whether he was
A. I believe he had, yes.
pfaying at Fay's Theatre. It may have been at Loew's, for

Q.

know.

But Fay did have a

Ladies and

theatre there?

A. I believe he has; yes, Blr.
Q. Well, what was tbe situation at that time with reference to actors who played in Fay's Theatre, the opposition
theatre in Providence, so far as getting time with the U. B. O.
was concerned?
A. It would be impossible to book an act in Providence
with Mr. Keith in case in a certain length of time the act
had played for Mr. Fay or Mr. Loew, for the simple reason
that the difference in the price of admission, and after playing
in the cheaper house Is not an attraction until after a certain
time haa passed before it plays the other houses.
Q. Now, Mr. Hughes, that is a very plausible explanation,
but you understand you are under oath?
A. Yes, certainly, I understand that. I understand what an
oath is, certainly.
Q. Tbat 1b not the full explanation?
A. That is the best explanation I can give you.
Q. Well, isn't it a fact, Mr. Hughes, that was the understanding In your office. In the U. B. O., that a man who
played with an opposition house In Providence, notwithstanding
a limitations as to time, could not be booked at the U. B. 0. ?
A. No. sir. I have booked acts that have played Providence
for Mr. Keith.
Mr. Goodman Mr. Examiner, I want to call your attention
to the long lists in evidence In this case, verified by Mr. Fay,
of acts that played Fay's theatres and then played through
the United Booking Offices.
Mr. Walsh But not in Providence.
Q. I ask you, Mr. Hughes, to look at this letter again, and
I ask you if you notified that actor through that letter that
the objection to giving him further time In playing Providence
Is limited as to time or place?
A. This letter don't so state; no, Blr.
Q. Well, doesn't It appear there that the reason he could not
be booked up there was because he did play at an opposition
house at Providence at Borne time or other?
A. That Is the reading of the letter, yes.
Mr. Walsh : I offer in evidence the letter.

-

'

>J

A.. Not necessarily 'Bo, not from my: standpoint.
No, I
booked him even when he was a White Sat
,-'<
;••*.
Q. I call your attention, Mr. Hughes, to a letter of March

28, 1916, the same act, F. M. Roser, addressed to the 81ft
Street Theatre, City, signed in the same way, "Gene Hughes*

Inc. and Jo Paige Smith/; I ask you 1£ that la not a Tetter
or circular that you sent out to the' actors whom you represented (handing to witness)? - ->
Ivii. •«...
.HA. Yes, that is a letter that I wrote myself.
Q. How many of these did you send out?
-..•'.>
A. I sent one to every act that we bad.
.
Q; How many did you have?
A. I probably had 80 or 90 acts.
Q. Did you at that time have a franchise with the U. B. 0.?
atj
A. I did; yOB, air.
»
Q. At the time that you. sent out this letter, this circular
letter which I showed you a copy of, which was sent on
March 28, 1916?
A. 1916?
;«•*
'.':,'&
Q. Yes, sir; la that right?
A. I don't think that Is correct
I think that should have
•'....-:'
'•,.;
been
;
VTf
Q. Well, now we can get some more.
We will settle that,
A. I don't think that was at the time that the agitation
was in progress. I think that la a clerical error on the
part of the stenographer as to the date. I do not think
near as my memory serves me, Mr. Walshes, Are you willing to have it go down on the record that it
is aj clerical error as to date and that you sent out these In
1917 Instead ot 1916?
A. Let me see?
Q. Yes, take your time, now.
Mr. Goodman : Is there any way that you could make eure
of the date?
Mr. Walsh: Yes; I wanted to make sure.
Mr. Goodman: Have you any other copies ot It?
The Witness. I have not got any other copy of it, Mr.
'

.

'•

1

-

—

>

i

:'

'

'

.

u

:;-T

Goodman.
Mr.

Goodman: What

Is

it a mimeographed

letter

circular letter?

or a

The Witness: Just a circular letter, yes.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Did you ever Bee that circular letter published, Mr.
Hughes?
A. It was published in "Variety," I think.
Q. Yes, about the time it was Issued?
A, About the time it was Issued.
Q. Look at this and see whether or not that refreshes your
memory and see whether or not the utatement that it was
•

,

<4

published a year after the date on It Is true (handing to
witness) ?
A. Well, that la a copy, with the excoptlon of the name
to whom it is addressed.

The verbatim report of the
tion will be continued
issue of VARIETY.

in

investiga-
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my

not?

him.

-.'MB3 Sfe

White Rat or was not a White Rat, If he bad a good aot I
would book him, but I did not want him after he was booked

A. It is signed with a rubber stamp, yes, Blr.
Q. Well, what are the facts, now? You know them, and I.
just want to get them.
A. Have you something that follows this?
Q. No, I have nothing; it la entirely a different matter I
desire to call your attention to. I will he Just as frank with.
'
you if you will be so with me.
&
A. Well, the only reason that I could give for that 'Is—
now I may be wrong, In Mr. Smith's Judgment when he wrote
I

-

people

....
not fulfill their contracts.
Q. I am.inot asking you about that
What was the objection to tbe White Rats tbat you did not want to book them?
\,A. There was no question in
mind whether a man was

As

and what he meant by It

make any engagement with

to

at

The

this letter

,

to—

who would

aware

it

jaL

/-.^•r.uaas.l

.

'possible for you
A, I did not want

letter,

Q.

.

;

were

I said before, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Smith dictated this
and what be might have in mind at that time I am not
of, but I could' not definitely testify on this.
letter was signed in the usual method by your office
when you were associated with Mr. Smith.: The letter is signed
In the usual method, with your name, and JO Paige Smith, Is

A.

(The letter above referred to was marked "CommlsBioh's
.'.
'.
Exhibit No. T4.")
Q. Now, Mr.. Hughes, I show you another letter, that la
signed In the same manner aa the one that I previously showed
to you, dated 'January 2, 1017, addressed to F. Roser. Orpheum
Theatre, South Bend, Indiana, and ask you if that went out
from your office In the due course of the mall (handing to
witness)?
A. Yes, that letter went from the office and was dictated by
Mr. Smith.
Q. Roser was an aotor?
A. Yes, air; he han an animal aot
Q. In the second paragraph ot this letter I find the statement Mr. Hughes : "By the way, we wired "the Simon Agency _
last week to the effect that you had been looked upon as a
White Rat, and we wanted you to straighten the matter out
Probably you have already got word from the Simon Agency,
and we are welting for a reply letting us know your determination regarding tff*> Southern time." What was the situation at that time In reference to the booking of actors who
were members ot the White Rats, Mr. Hughes?
A. You mean generally?
'•:-'
•'
.••
>; ',
Q. Yes.
A. Not taking tbat letter as a foundation for my reply? ;':••'
Make
Q. Yes, you can use the letter as the foundation.
your reply in your own words and in your own manner, aa you
see fit.
A. Well, the situation as I looked upon it at that time, and
probably what Mr. Smith meant by this letter, was that actors
who were then or at that time considered White Rats, there
was a lot of trouble and discussion going on at that time,
and it was a question In the minds of the bookers whether or
not after you booked a .man, if he was a White Rat,, he
would fulfill his contract and make good, it he were called
out on a strike by the powers that be in the White Rata,
Q. And therefore you did not propose to book any one if it
.

CALL
AH

10 A. M.

,'.'.

'.

:

I.

I.

the Palace Theatre Build-

:

sir.

And you were one of the representatives who had what
known as a franchise to do business?

3.
k.

In

.from your

all I

At any rate this contract wrfs in force a long time heyou became a member of the White Rats Actors' Union?
Yes, sir, and whether the White Rats approved it or
I do not.
That perhaps explains why I am an insur-

;

office

New York?

Blr.

,

•

Now I show
^ know why that payment should be made.
Booking Agency
u a form of contract that the Independent
the statement,
Ulch bears in the lower left-hand corner
America,
of
Bats
White
the
by
published
Lpproved and
J. Qulgley,
ipearing to be a form that was signed by John
Rube DicUnaon.
tebalf of the United Booking Agency, and
see Urthat
far back as 1910, and I ask you it you don't
witness) ?
ntract a provision for 5 per cent, (handing to
are conA. Well. I do not know what the circumstances Booking
ned with the membership of the Independent
Rats and that
?ency. but It I were a member of the White
Just the same as I
Ire put In I would, fight It to the death,
•_ ._•
.
raid the booking office.
won't deny
Q. Well, the fact that I am getting at Is, you
a form of
at the White Rata of America have approved
cent, to
ntract which provided for the payment of 5 per
agencies?
booking
e
A. To a booking agency, yes.
tne
Q Well, I will show you another of the Secretary otyour
I call
tudevllle Managers' Protective Association.
tentlon to paragraph 11, which contract bears at the bottom
Rats Actors
e statement, "Contract approved by the White
At the time of this contract, 1 preilon of America."
me that printed date down there would Indicate It aB
14 (handing to witness).
no
A. Well, If the Amalgamated Vaudeville Agency has
with the B. S. Moss theatres,
covered,
or
real
nnection,
of
ly there may not be an objection to It on the part
me people. Personally I object vigorously to any fee
ing paid to a booking office. That Is by personal opinion,
Goodman, and on that opinion, as well as the matter ot
r.
s personal representative, there Is some disagreement
Q. And isn't it a fact that the Marcus Loew Agency has
ed for many years a form ot Contract approved by the
bite Rats Actors' Union, with a provision in it for the
ductlon of 5 per cent, from the actor's salary, payable

are not partners

Yes

Q. I show you a letter dated New York ,Clty, April 23,
1918, to A. A. Copeland, of Boston, Massachusetts, and ask
you if that letter went out from your office to Mr. Copeland
.''
;
. ;
.Vv
at Boston?
i
s
A. This letter was written by Mr. Smith, but not by me.
<'<
Q. It went out by Mr. Smith?
A. I presume it went through the usual course, yos sir,
Is
and that
Mr. Smith's dictation.
Q. Is this tbe usual method by which the letters go out
'

.

i.

And you have your

,

associated,

•

m

wMtm

We

Q.

the—
we are

in

office

A.

A.

My

No.

partners in that business?

sir.

And have your

ing here in the city of

•

tb you and

Yon and Mr. Smith are

A. Yes,

he,..*.

Q.

irty to ltT
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Return Engagement at B. F. Keith's Palace,
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New

New

THE CLOWN

(NOVELLO)

Opportunity

me

HOWARD THURSTON
a large number of beautiful plots of various

that they are earnest' in their endeavor to advance.

At the same time their salary with my shows will be the top
figure with the certainty of 40 weeks or more consecutive work,
commencing about Aug. 11. I have the reputation for the best
choruses and the highest salaries. I want to maintain it and
want the best youthful choristers that I can secure. It's up to you
whether you advance. I will furnish you the opportunity. Apply
immediately, Arthur Pearson, Selwyn Theatre Bldg., 229 West
42nd

Street.

sizes

CALL

OVERLOOKING THE SOUND

"STEP LIVELY GIRLS"

Ife;

30 minutes from Broadway, at

BEECHHURST,

L.

MONDAY, JULY

June

21st, 10 a.

m.

I.'
Chateau, Lexington Ave., and 86th St.

whereby the Shore Acres
Co. property at Beechhurst, L. I., was sold by the Jerry
Johnson, Jr., Auctioneers, as directed by a Receivership, I
bought many beautiful plots. The most attractive home
sites on Long Island, in a colony composed of business
and professional men with a population of 900.
sale

Girls

Through desiring chorus girls of intelligence combined with
stage experience and who are therefore naturally ambitious to
advance into principal roles, I will engage such young women for
the chorus of my two shows on the Columbia Wheel as may assure

ALL YOUR OWN

At the auction

Chorus

for

half price

A HOME
offers

(July 14)

Brighton Theatre, This Week, (July 7)

BOUGHT AT FORCED AUCTION
sell at

Week

York, Next

TOTO
Will

;/

'.'"'

r

28,

A LA CARTE"

"GIRLS

MONDAY, JULY

paid less than half the Shore Acres' value for these
plots and will sacrifice them at a great bargain for about
one-half the price.

28th, 10 a.

m.

Chateau, Lexington Ave., and 86th

St.

I

On

Acknowledge

Selwyn Theatre Building, 229 West 42nd

ACT QUICK

LETTERS

ADDRESS

When

Telephone Flushing 1214

call

to

ARTHUR PEARSON,

the water, yacht club, tennis courts, golfing, swimin which I have built a beau-

ming and boating, the place
tiful home.
Easy terms.

HOWARD THURSTON, Beechhurst, L.

thia

I.

sending for mall to VARIETY,
address Moll Clerk.
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Bowlln Mary
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Boyle Jack
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Brittaln Frank
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Bruce Harry
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Arnlnl Walter
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Aniens Henry

Ahem

Wo

Allen Mickey
Allison David
Allyn Arthur
Anderson Andre
Anderson Arthur
Anderson Pauline
Andrews Miss M
Arben tt Dixie

DON'T ADVERTISE
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B
Badle Mr
Baker Marlon
Banker Doris
Barry Mabel
Baptlste John
Bayard Victor
Belmont Harry
Bennett Dot
Berg Mr

W

Celbourne
H
Canwon Fred
Carlton Elenor
Casper Ernie
Caseon Jimmy
Cavanagh Edith
Chandler Joseph
Chase Lena
Chassler

D

Claire Alice

New York

City

Claire

Doris
Clay Clan
Cleveland Babe
Cleveland Jane
Connell Teddy
Conley H ft E

Cooke

W H

Corbett J J
Cordlll S H
Cornell Christopher

Cowles Roy
Craig Betty
Crawford Anns
Crosby Jack
Crowley & Burke
Cuby Clement
Cullen Frank

Dale Sid
Daley Mr & Mrs
Dalton J B
Davidson Budd
Davis George

Deane Phyllis
Delane & Pike
Detty

Maud,

De Voe Frank
Dillon Tom
Dillwortb Lillian
Dolly Sisters
,
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MISS CORDELIA HAAGER
Presents to

VAUDEVILLE
The Charming

\':

;

'; l

.'>.i-Vj

g?g

MISS

MARTHA LAWRENCE
and

.:

x-M'

I

\

MR.
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TVS

*?

EASTON

.'"Jta

<'.m
1
;
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YOUTH
TALENT AMBITION
OPPORTUNITY
Direction,

M.

S.

BENTHAM

ij:P.
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AFTER TWO SEASONS
at

.

VAUDEVILLE

IN

BABE

m

Returning to burlesque as the

CO-STAR WITH DAVE MARION

i

Season 1919-20, Dave Marion's

Own Show

r-

Season 1920-21, starring alone in

-

f*:';':

:

BABE LA TOUR'S

OWN SHOW

''',

Under the Management of

i&g&

Dunbar Rose
Dunlay Billy
Dunedlan Queenie
Duyer Leo.y

Donovan Fannie
Donnelly Mr J P
Downing Harry
Downing z«Vi
Draper Bert :
Duff Sadie
Duffett

W

Keno, Keys & Melrose
Kerksmlth Gertrud

Keller Marie
Kendol & Doll

King & Lovell
King Frank

King Emile
King Rosa

'

Hand Hazel
Harclurt Leslie
Harmon & O'Connor
Harrison Buddie
Hartfords Tom
.

Paber Harry

MEYERS

and

Billing

Floyd Walter
Foose Anna
Forbes Marlon
Fosse Chas

..

COMEDIANS
DE LUXE

Foyer Dorothy
Francis
Frank F J

Frank Jessie
Franklin Irene
Frazer Arthur
Frazler Louise
Francis Larry
Freeman Capt Ernest
Freeman Mrs J

Palace,
-

Harvard Mr & Mrs C
Harvey Miriam
Hawkins Lew
Haves Otto
.

...

Fox C Roy

'

Helena Edith
Henderson Norma
Hertz Ralph
Henry Margaret
Hewes Jane
Hewitt Emma
Hill Walter
Hillman A Chas
Hon ban Frances

•

Dear Agent:

Understand you do not handle anything
but new acts. Did yon ever see- ours?
If not, nothing lost.
They claim I am
so impossible and the lady so clever that
we make all the agents laugh.

Howard
Howard
Howard
Howard

We

once laughed a route out of the
W. V. M. A. and they were so mad they
wouldn't book us in Chicago, so you see
we would be a new act for yon to handle
*••
W§
now.
f.''

Ollltgan

'

Florence

\

KINGS

Emily
Jack

& Sadler

James

K

Irving Miss

I.

D

Jerome Mrs Frank
Jones Geo
Jones Mabel

BROWNING

H.

CHAS.

W.

.Tames Marie
Jarvls Jean

Edna
Grady James

H.

W.
V

A.

Direction.

Goodrich

Grey Clarice

L

$'

Wm

Olyn Harry
Goldberg Jack
Golden Grace

(July 7)
:-

*

.

Bert

Garvin Betty
.-•*
Qazton

G oh rue Mayne

Week

This

•*

Hooper Phyllis
Hoover Mary

II

Gabriel Master
Garrison Syd

New York,
.v'

RETURN ENGAGEMENT

Frost Russell

YOUNG

MR. ERNIE

.

Farrell Alfred
Fields Johnny
Fields Sam
Finn Albert
Fisher Mae
Fitzgerald Myrtle
Fitch Dan

Earl Verna

Our Broadway

BERRY
E. DRAYTON
HANN

PETE

9

MACK

V

K
Kadlson

?

Blanche

.'

•

Mt

Grlndell Esther

Gruett Jack

'

BERNARD
I

C

Everett. FJossie

-

Bruce

Duffy James
Duffy '& Caldwell

Mi

Easton Mrs

Edwards Sam
'

DAVE MARION

\

Erne, I don't want to be temperamental,
but I won't play under any condition the
Palace, Majestic or the State Lake theatres as I don't understand their time.
Is it the same- «s McVicker's, and do
we need a dinner pail?

t
ALL LADIES and' GENTLEMEN ENGAGED FOR THE FOLLOWING SHOWS
WILL REPORT FOR REHEARSALS AT TERRACE GARDEN, 145 E. 58th
STREET, NEW YORK, AT 10 A. M. SHARP.

Now, Youngie, we can't do less than
shows a day at the most. Your

six

chance of a life-time is in the handling
of our act as our regular winter agents
are absorbed in travel. One is in Europe,
the other stranded in Toledo on account
of Willard. You know both these boys
only by sight so you're safe.

We
on and

have snappy photos, dress well
off, no boozers, have medicine exand our lowest 80 (eighty).
chaser,

you know!

Yours chummy,

BERNARD
Care

and

•

•»

MEYERS

ROSE & CURTIS

PALACE THEATRE

NEW YORK
P-

8.— Pleaie answer

In the

meantime.

....

"ROSELAND GIRLS"

V

"SIGHTSEERS"
"BEST SHOW IN
"BLUE BIRDS"
.

perience

Man no

"VICTORY BELLES"

ALTHOFF

.

.

;

TOWN*

JULY
."TT" "

.

....

.

;

.

"
.

21

28
28

AUG.

4

«

4

.

WANT THE REST CHORUS GIRLS FOR MY SHOWS—SALARY $22.00NO HALF SALARIES—EVERYTHING FURNISHED—FARES PADD BOTH
WAYS. IF YOU WANT A REAL GOOD SEASON DONT FAH. TO REPORT AT
I

TERRACE GARDEN, AS STATED ABOVE. ACKNOWLEDGE CALL
OR IN WRITING.

JAMES

E.

IN

PERSON

COOPER

Columbia Theatre Building,

V.

New York
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BERNSTEIN

41

sic PUBL,SHERS

CO., L .„,rBERNSTEIN,

President

NOTICE TO THE PROFESSION
HAVE WON THE LAW SUIT AGAINST
JOS. W. STERN & CO.
IN THE MATTER OF OUR

•

';-":\V7,'t?i

'

-

RAG SONG HIT
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By
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Billy

Tracey and Maceo Pinkard

THE JOS. W. STERN SONG HAS BEEN ORDERED

-.

SUPPRESSED AND WITHDRAWN FROM

|

THE MARKET.

':$->

|f

.-.-.

Lii&

IF

YOU WANT A REAL SMASHING SENSATIONAL
OPENING OR CLOSING SONG HIT

THIS

IS

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN
CHICAGO

&

B'WAY and 47th STREET

'.;.!

NEW YORK

CO.

Suite 3, Lyric Theatre Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO-209 Pantages

'

/

^
1

THE ONE

MINNEAPOLIS

Grand Opera House Bldg.

' ^fL

./

Theatre Bldg.

CITY
BOSTON
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HEADLINING,
At B. F. Keith's Riverside and Royal, This Week (July 7)
.'>•" "t%-

m:

M•
r
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ATLANTIC FLEET JAZZ BAND
r>y

!,-.

Personal

•••

Ret-'.

Direction,
King Malaie
Klngaland Madltne
Knoll Gub

$='•'.

McGuIre Fred

Le Fleur Flora

Lew

Lcondar
Lelpslg

McKltterlck Geo
McMahon A Adelaide

Nat

Le Valle Chat
Le Van Harry
Levino Alexandria

':•

Wm

Levy Archie

Mo

Lambe Alec
La Mere Oertrudt

LowIb Cleo

Mack ft Walker
Madden Jennie
Maheney Tom

Laplne Jack
Laval lo Julia

[I

McNeal Batelle
McPheraon

Lamb Dot

Layden Jack
Layden Harry
Lazar & Dale
Leach Hannah
Leigh Lester
Leignton Bert

Llttlejobns
Lorraine Lillian

Neil Marie

McArta Grace
McCormlck Hugh
McCloud Jack
McGlnnls Hazel

Montgomery Marshall
Moore Dorothy
Mortenaon Marie

Moras B L
•Morgan Betty
Morgan Kathleen
Mortenaen Marie
Mullaly Jack
Murphy Frances
Murfl Iska
Murray Helens
Murray Marlon

Murdock Japple
Makk Harry

M

Mercedes
Mlllano Otto

N

Miller Mrs John

Moentenick MIbb
Dorothy

Mitchell

B. F.

E

Nagel

B

Nash Delia

Nickson Cam
Nestor Ned
Neuson Ghas

Paul Steve
Pavey Marie
Pender Chas
Peton Blllle

Noe James
Norvell

Florence
Norton Hattle
Norton A Mednotte

Phillips
Phillips

Frank
Rosa Reik

Trio
Phillips Evelyn
Phillips Sidney
Potter,

W
W

Ohaus Bd

O

P
Duo

Pardo Sam
Pattl Felix

FEIL

Raynore Bdythe
Reavls Ruth
Reese Constance
Rentx Rosa
Rice Sally
Riley Agnes ft Joe

Richmond Dorothy

H

Powell
Pratt Herbert

Onrl Archie

Pantzer

&

MORRIS

Ross Harry
Roth Katbryn
Rozella Mrs Marie

St Onge Fred
Saunders Georgia
Walter

8cott
Scott

Thomas

Roberts C Lucky
Robinson Ghlta

Shannon John

Rogers Alex
Rogers Dorothy
Rogers Frank

Simpson & Dean

Quilts Crazy

Romer Samuel

Qulxey Four

Rosen Edith

KEITH'S ROYAL, THIS WEEK
BROTHER and SISTER

Sherlock Bisters
Shilling Marjorie
Stafford
Sterling
Sterling

Frank
Ruth
Harry

£

(July 7)
,

ELLSWORTH

m>-

HARRY

NAZARRO

Management QUEENIE

and

SMILING SMATTERING OF SONG AND DANCE

HENDERSON'S, NEXT WEEK
l

Direction,

(July 14)

LEO FITZGERALD

:<
i

'

I'*:

AT

jfji-?

£jgg
:

B. F.

KEITH'S RIVERSIDE THIS

^

SYBIL

WEEK

(July 7)

VANE

THE GALLI CURCI OF VAUDEVILLE
Direction
HART

MAX
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(The "Pint Sized Comedian")

FORMERLY OF LAURIE

and

BRONSON

.-.

m
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PRODUCTIONS,
MUSICAL COMEDY,

etc
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ADDRESS

FRIARS' CLUB,

NEW YORK

CITY
r

The former Laurie and Bronson act
States Copyright

is

fully protected
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Material Department
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Stevens Betty
Stuart Austin
Sully Estelle
Sullivan Tom

Van Aiken Alex
Van SUten
Viollnsky

Vine

Thomas Trio
Thompson Edward
Thompson & King
Tobias Sophia
Tolraka Toyo
Traoy Claudia
Tracer Roy
Trennel Joe

Turner Fred

H.

& Temple

Vivian Ada
Vincent Ella

W

Wallace Dolly
Waltson Evelyn
Watker Herbert
Watson Tod
Webb Teddy
Weems Walter

West Billy
White Rose
Williams Tina

M

I

Williams Marie
Wilton Siaten

McNamara

Madlyn
Worth Madeline
Wylle Raymond
Wyckott Frank

-.Vorth

Chicago

Fischer Arthur

Gerard Helen

Mllllkln

Bob

Mortimer Robert
Nestor Ned

H

Russell Flo
Shirley

Sims Rouble
Styne & Arnold
Trosper Elton B

GORDON'S

BOSTON.
By LEN LIBBEY.
ORPHEUM-LOEW.—Vaudeville.
BOSTON. BOWDOIN.—Pictures

Nellie

Roder Billy
Roder & O'Brien

Office

Bennett Chas

Brown Sherman

Mrs
Gee J
Kashner Ida
Lunnette Bis
McCarthy Jack

ville.

Newport and
and vaude-

Dale

&

Co.,

Morton
Laveen and Gross, Rogers and
and Gray "The Wilderness

Pearl, Perlnkoff
Trail," film.

SCOLLAY OL.YMPIA.—Buddie
ton

and

Elaine,

Girl

Clark,

Wes-

From Milwaukee, Mr.

and Mrs. Carter, TravUle, Girlie and
"My Uttle Bister." picture.'

Simmons and

Norlne,
Brantley,

—

—

BIJOU Pictures and songs.
GORDON'8 OLYMPIA.—Martelle,

N

CAMBRIDGE.—Nora
Stirk,

Green and Lafell, Plquo and Tellows. "Avalanche," feature.
ST. JAMES.—Pictures and vaudeville.
PARK. Pictures and songs.

seals.

GLOBE, STRAND, FENWAY, FRANKLIN
PARK, LANCASTER, MODERN, BEACON,
EXETER STREET, COLUMBIA, CODMAN

SQUARE.—Pictures.

SHUBERT.—Fifth week- of the film, "Open
Eyes-," being heavily advertised and do/
ing big business with six shows a day.

Your

MAJESTIC.

— "The

Unpardonable

SCENIC STUDIOS
ROBERT LAWNEW YORK
Gretchen Eastman at Brighton Beach, this week

THE DAINTY

TRANSFIELD SISTERS
THIS WEEK

"MUSICAL MOMENTS'

7)—DAVIS THEATRE, PITTSBURGH
NEXT WEEK—KEITH'S HIPPODROME, CLEVELAND
(July

Personal Direction,

BOOKED SOLID

RAY HODGDON

Sin,"
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MUSICAL
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Music, Lyrics and Staging
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Direction,

EDW.

S.
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Most gorgeous display of femininity and costumes ever
presented to vaudeville, with a typical metropolitan cast
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KELLER
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NEW YORK,
THIS WEEK (July 7)
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A COMPLETE KNOCKOUT

I
ep

A.
i:n M.wo.

J.
56
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STASN Y MUSIC GQ
West 45th

Street. "New

-M-n-Nor-t-li

Internal Revenue Collector Rlordan this
week called the attention of amusement park
owners to the fact that all outdoor amusements are subject to a Federal tax. Buffalo's
situation in this regard is peculiar Inasmuch
as most of the popular resorts near here are
on the Canadian side.

excellent work in the presentation of musical successes and good business is claimed
for the engagement so tar.

COPLBT.—Third
"Two

week,
Pairs."

PALACE
THEATRE BLDG.
1004

Henry Jewett Play-

critic."

supplanted the cabaret. This park is one of
the few places in the state which has sold
2.75 per cent, beer daring our recent dry
spell, and of course has been jammed to capacity as a result.

PEMPBRTON INN.—Another summer

•

HAVE YOU SEEN

DOG

park

going big with the seaplane flight Mr. and
Mrs. Addison Fowler entertaining.
NOnUMBEOA PARK.—"The Lion and the
Mouse," by the Liberty Players as this week's

ED.

i

-

WATCH FOE ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW YORK

have

acts

TAXIE
Ask PETE

ALLEN

MACK

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE

SOAD MANAGER

Mil.

B. F.

Up to the time of this writing, no one as
seems to have been able to tame that
Like Basque's ghost,
house cat at 8hea's.
she continues to "strut and vfret ber hour
upon the stage." The worse the bill, the more,
often she appears. These days sbe Is in evishow.
Perhaps, like Sir
the
dence most, ot
Beerbohm Tree's horse, she is "a bit of a
yet

some

ers, la

--

l)e;i r-bof-n-.SL.

BILLY 31ASOX, M^r.

YorR

playing to heavy business despite it has
been here for several weeks now.
COLONIAL.— "Daddy Long Legs." film;
patronage guarantees Ions stay.
COLONIAL.—"The Fall of Babylon," of the
Griffith film repertoire, here for second and
floal week.
PLYMOUTH— Musical stock company reviving "Floradora," not seen here by the present
generation of theatre-goers but about which
everybody has heard. This company has done

.'PARAGON PARK.— Vaudeville

CHICAGO O.FF1CK

.

film,

PJ&-'.:

:

KEITH'S RIVERSIDE,

NEXT WEEK

Charlotte, appearing this week at the OlymAs Charlotte Kaplan
is a Buffalo girl.
locally as a violinlste of

pic,

she Is well known
more than ordinary

ability.

This week marks

her professional debut.

The "Auction of Souls" did unusually well
at the Majestic last week, running close to
$2,500 the opening day. The Shea Amusement

(July 14)

WILFRID DU BOIS
JONGLEUR

Week July 28—Keith's Royal, New York
Week Aug. 4—Keith's Orpheum, Brooklyn
BRIGHTON THIS WEEK (July 7)
Direction, ALF. T. WILTON

Week July 21—Keith's,
i

NEW

All the burlesque
for the season.

houses are

new

Atlantic City

In the three seasons which, the Henry
Jewett Players have been at the Copley nearly
100 plays of all kinds have been given by the
company. The runs have ranged from one
weak to the famous 27 weeks of "The Han
who Stayed at Home," which hung up a
record for stock company runs.

IRVING

M.

15.
Sylvia Clark
main support on this oc-

BUFFALO.
By SIDNEY BURTON.
The Bonstells Stock opens at the Majestlo
July 14 With "Why Marry?
Miss Bonstelle
with Paul Gordon

will Play the female lead
opposite.

1416

JOE COOPER,

BROADWAY,

Ph.ne: Bryant

{

J J]|

'

butteThont.
By DAVE TREPP.

exchange building will be erected in
house the Universal branch office.
It will go up corner Galena and Montana, and
will provide ground floor location.
film

to

Dick P. Sutton, the dean of Montana showthe theatre world
"Uncle Dick," accompanied by bis wife,
on an overland auto trip to Chicago and
Saginaw, Mich. Despite his 75 years he entered upon the long trek with all the zeal of
a boy. Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Belmont are also
with the party. Mr. Belmont Is manager ot
the local Empress.

men and known throughout

NEW YORKJO^TUME CO.
COSTUMES
187 N.

WABASH

MANUFACTURERS

AVE.

IN

WEST

CEICAGO

GOWNS
CENTRAL

1861

as

is

leading lady of the Empress
has gone to San Francisco for the
She will be back late in August tor

May Newton,
Players,

summer.

JACK HANLEY'S

3»<

^T

LATEST

*TVE GOT TO PAY FOR THIS AD"

Shea's Theatre, Buffalo,
PLEASE LOOK AT IT
W-,

advertising.

i

A

NEW TORE

Gen. Mfr.

lent

Butte

due to open

is

at the Colonial here Aug.
will be Hitchcock's
casion.

COOPER

ARTISTS' REPRESENTATIVE

-

The new "Hltchy-Koo" show

ran the picture and Manager Franklin,
of the Hipp, was responsible for some excel-

Co.

closed

-
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You Can't Beat Our Royal Flush of Songs
You've Got a Royal Chance to Be the Hit of the Season With Any of /These Songs.

.;••:,-.,•..•?»?

VSr

...w-^'^af-SS'
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(THE KING)
pim

:•

,

«

)

•

Be Happy
Preacher Makes You Mine

•

-

••....'

.'i

111

:'

The King Pin song of the season.

Nothing can stop it

The double versions

;

:

$83

rule supreme.
i$2#?

-j

c

(THE QUEEN)
ii

Oh! What
The Queen of Ballad Land.

A

•.-

v.

-|-

*

Pal

Was Mary

All the other Ballads are court jesters

compared with her.

;

Mj'Oi;

Some Queen.

?;.

(THE JACK)

Me To The Land Of

"Take

Jazz"
i

The Jack runs wild and the audience

will go wild

-<

when they hear it The Jack has a laugh up his sleeve in ev'ry line.

(THE TEN)

"And
He'd Say Oo-la-la! Wee-Wee"
—
—
The Ten

some big Ten

Ten to one ifs bigger for you than "Come on Papa." Some business and extra choruses.

.

(THE ACE)

S?-J

Si

"When You See Another

it.

i-r

(That's

The Time

The Ace—This

is

You'll

-

STRAND THEATRE BLDG.
MR.

MORT MORRIS,

Hfr.
602 Pantages Theatre Building
San Francisco, Cal.

MR.

MURRAY WHITEMAN, M S
381 Main Street
Buffalo, N. T.

W. Randolph

Globe Theatre Building

Chicago,
r.

Philadelphia, Pa.

111.

188

Randolph Street,
Detroit, Mich.

we can say

MAURICE ABRAHAMS,

MR. FRANK WATERSON, Mgr.

St.

All

—

it's

an

$".

H

ace.

& SNYDER COMPANY

MR. FRANK CLARK, Mgr.
81

X

Want To Come Back To Me)"

our Ace in the hole—You can't beat it

WATERSON, BERLIN
j

Sweetie

Hanging Around

.

Prof.

MR. RICHARD REEVES, Mgr.
23S

Loeb Arcade

Minneapolis, Minn.
711 Holland BaUding
St. Lonla, Mo.

-

Mgr.
MR. JOE HILLBR, Mgr.
405 Cameraphone Building
Pittabargh, Pa.

MR. DON RAMSAY, Mgr.
240

Tremont Street
Boston,

Hail.

sap

''"'''

-^

48

'

?;

MILLER
SHOES

I.

".,

7 S#f

.''}/

['\'mi^t$tY-

17, Green St, Leicester
Phone: Garrard 7417

THE LARGEST THEATRICAL SHOE

1554 Broadway

at 46'.-

a Monroe

STATt

Guerrini

My

Mpn

faithfully,

St

& Co.

"

Accordion
turer!

Accordion
Factory

HAVE A LITTLE FRUIT DELI\ EBED TO YOUR HOME
OR YOUR FRIENDS—TAKE IT 10 YOUR WEEK-END OUTING

118 Canal Street
N. T. City

HL

,

Franklin 523

'.WARDROBE PROP.
TRUNKS, $5.00

r

Columbus Ave.

ManufacRepairers.

New

557 Fifth Avenue, at 46th Street

.

.

Big Bargains. Have hcen used. Also a few
Second Hand Innovation and Fibre Wardrobe
Trunks, fit and 915.
few extra large Property Trnnke. Also eld Taylor and Bal Trunks.
Parlor Fleer, 28 West 31st St., New York City

A

THEATRICAL COSTUMES
Gowns—Street Costumes

San Franelsee, CaL

and

Incomparable Special
Works.
Idea
Patented Shift Keys.

TIM Leading and Lariert

277-279
-

.

E.Galizi&Bro.

HFCKS & SON

H,

Sts.

V

Greatest Professional

FRANK

"

FRANK OOl

-

.-'

N. Y. Office open as usual

Dm

Toon

-

James Madison's Address

the United 6t«tw
His only Factory that makes
«nj nt tf B**ds, madt by
band.
:

.

from Jtoe 2ftm to An. 2tts will be Flatfrea Bsildlaa,
644 Market St.. SaaTraneltea. Address him there for
aots to be written deriag the Summer.

in

-t:

-

•

:

News Agency, Ltd,
Sq., W. C. 2, London

fprwardlns. can of
The booking of pejiageo-etpectally theatrical—
and foreign money to. change depertoenu, will be carried on as effleton

MM STAGE REQUIREMENT,

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

.-

.

bat to take tola oroortanity of anUai /oar that toe paitearantp
dlaeelved. I am oarrymg on the
between Mr. W. B. Daw and myself hsring
bustneai formerly known as Daw's BUeaatrip Aaanoy at the. old addxeaa a» above.

A1S0 iNDI VIDUA! ORDERS
W£fttt

';

.

Cablet Prankogo, London
Artistes! Don't forget Frank. Passports, Passages.
/
Personal Attention given to all who wish to travel.
Largest aeleetlon of American Periodical! la London.

TO CIJHNT8.-I

i

;

.-•-

Shipping and American'

GORRINGE'S

r

MANUFACTURERS /NTHEWORLO.

::'-

'V"' ^

.'•'

Evening
Beautify

Your Face

Lingerie and Bats
SKETCHES FURNISHED

You muit look good to make good. Many
Of tho "Profusion" have obtained and
retained better parti by having ma corrant their featural Imperfections and remove bitmlihet. Coniultntlon free. Feea
reasonable.

F. E. SMITH. M.D.
347 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C.
(Opp. Waldorf)

REDUCE YOUR BUST
otherFAT 2 to «
am
OBESITY

or

mm

Inches with ONE JAR of COSI
Absolutely nannies*.

36

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

10a

VARIETY

SCENERY

men

preferred

Short

Tel.:

L. L. VosBnrgh, MgT.
306 Gaiety Building
New York City

BREAK YOUR JUMP
Write VICTORIA Theatre

BENROCKE

ROCHESTER. N.Y
JnoJ.Farren.SGcy.^ Mgr.

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

1552

Suits are the talk of show business. Cease In and look them over.
"Exclusive READY-TO-WEAR CLOTHES"

Oar Two-Piece Sam mer

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS

Ballen, will visit

DETROIT.
Stock

Co.,

"Penny," at Gar-

In

A

rick.

Sam

Own Show

Levey's

W.
Wayne,
at

the

Detroit Opera House
not proved a success,

Pictures have
owing to the terrific

1b

particular*

In first letter.
Only first-class references conaldered.

Write D. B„ VARIETY, Chicago

dark.

beat
C. G. Klngsloy, recently special representafor Select out of Cincinnati, has been
appointed Detroit manager for Realart Film
and offices have already been opened In the
film building.

Robert
troit

NOVELTY PIANO ACT
Comedy male;

straight female, at piano; gnorar.teed to
go over with a bang* Also blackface cotnody f.ct, two
See William Russell Myers. Vaudeville
girl! and man.
Author. 208 Palace Theatre Bldg,, New York.

the re-openlng of the house. Val Howland, the
leading man, has gone to Portland for the
summer, while Alt O. Lane and Dorothy Mitother members of the company will frolto
along the coast until resumption of work
here.

chell,

J. Churchill

"Bird

of

Labor Day.

the Flnlen, the last one to close.
"We lost
money. One or two soft drinks a night seem
to do tho average patron and tben they sit for
an hour or two, listening to the entertainment
and dancing on occasion. It's a hard game
and I'll never tacklo it again." Butte has
been dry since Jan. 1.

M

I

Artists Corporation.

Paradise" will open Garrlok on
"Friendly Enemies" may open

Detroit Opera House.

is

the

new Fox manager

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
llfl

At the photoplay houses: "A Rogue's Romance" (Vitagraph), at Adams; "I'll Get Him
Yet"

(Paramount),

at

Majestic;

"Men,

Women and Money," at Broadway Strand;
"Ab a Man Thinks" (Hodklneon), at Grand
Circus; "The Man Who Turned White" (Exhibitors Mutual), at Washington; "Human
Desire" (First National), at Madison.

playing Regent, Orpheum and
Liberty this week.
Is

It is announced that Marcus
his vaudeville* Into the Colonial

Loew

will book
starting Labor

Day.
Clyde Qulmby, of the Empress and Strand
Fort Wayne, Ind., has purchased property
nt Grand River avenue and the car lino loop
In

West 42nd

Street. N. Y. C.

In

A

J. Moeller announces a change of policy
at the Deluxe for next season.
It will play
two changes weekly and when specials can be
secured first run they will be shown an entire
week. Prices will be raised and the orchestra

enlarged.

KNIGHT STUDIOS

INDIANAPOLIS.

Walton Ave. and 135th St, New York City
Phone: Melrose 1631

By ^ WILL B. SMITH.

MURAT.—Don, Stuart Walker
KEITH'S—Vaudeville.

SCENERY FOR SALE
30 Complete Sets—In Splendid Condition
Exteriors and Interiors

Players.

MONTREAL

ENGLISH'S.—Vaudeville.
RIALTO.—Vaudeville.
CIRCLE.—Pictures.

By ARTHUR SCHALBK.

ORPHEUM.—Orpheum
"Mary's

"Sunnyslde"

The soft drink cabaret is a failure In Butte.
"You can't put It over," said Otto Meagel, of

Miles Gibbons
Detroit

has been appointed De-

manager for United

Butterfleld has leased property In Fort
for a theatre.

Ind.,

Cadillac.

tive

full

and will erect a picture theatre on the propHoward Crane Is the architect. It
erty.
will seat 2,000.

C

By JACOB SMITH.
Bonatelle

Good burlesque.

State

on their

nude what the difference Is.
Price and
RESULT.
Our
patrona are our references.

Cent. 1899

Telephone; Bryant 6595

'

Attention—Will invest $5,000
cash in Musical Comedy, Al
Burlesque or Legitimate.

En tire Companies

that hai thli stamp

BROADWAY CLOTHES SHOP

Ruth Burtwick Booked Solid

Vamp Specialists
Fit

COSTUMES

State-Lake Building:, Chicago.
D UBUQUE) Formerly with

MAX WEINSTEIN

York.

44th ST.

CITY

ASK ANY ACT

York

HIS J Edith Strickland

Anyone knowing the whereabouts of
Harry H. Oakley pleaie communicate at
once with Edith Oakley, 273 Weat 38th

Ruth Burtwick and her husband, Samuel
New York this week. They
were married June 14th by the Reverend
Kaufman. Mrs. Ballen now owns the largest department store in Jackson, Minnesota,
a PIcrce-Arrow car and 4 rings weighing
three karats each, and an unusually exThe wedding ceremonies
quisite home.
were most unique.

GOWNS

HATS

306-308

VERY IMPORTANT
W'-

New

HAZEL'RENE

Bryant 1493

PRICE, Manager

HARRY OAKLEY
New

wants correspondents,, newspaper

Address VARIETY,

OF ALL KINDS—FOR ALL OCCASIONS
American Velvet Scenic Studio
New York
407 Gaiety Theatre Bids.

St,

NEW YORK

Hall orders given prompt attention
Write for Price List

CORRESPONDENTS WANTED

CURRIE 4 CURRIE.
Y.— Phone:

Kenraore 4842.

Phone:

EIGHTH AVE. AT

W*

wMv

w **gV

717

Steamship Accommodations arranged en all Lines, at Main Office Prices, Boats are f cdng vtry
Liberty Bonds Beaght and Bold.
full; arrange early. Foreign Money bought and sold.
PAUL TATJSIG & SON. 1M Kaat 14th St, New Pork. Phone, Stayveiant 1S10.

Avenue 0, Brooklyn, N.

E. A.

EMPIRE
SHOE SHOP

CHICAGO, ILL.

St.

External.

sample,

$7.00:

ruBBttta, 2909

West Randolph'

Phene: Randolph 1720

Reducet fat on any part of the body. No dieting,
starring, exerddng nor tailng dangeroua drum. Hare
Lne modlah figure. For men and women. Puce, poat-

Bid.

'

"Kismet" was shown In Indianapolis for the
time on an elaborate scale by the Stuart

first

Walker Players at the Murat. Despite the
summer heat and exodus of vacationists the
bill
drew midwinter crowds, breaking
atendance records for the summer season.

all

Geraldlne Farrar In "The Stronger Vow,"
and Fatty Arbuckle in "The Desert Here"
was a bang-up and profitable offering to Circle

patrons this week.

The Isis, Crystal and Colonial continue to
tempt patrons with special musical features
Bryant Washto augment their movie bills.
burn in "A Very Good Young man" was the
Isis offering this week, while Fanny Ward's
self-confessed screen masterpiece, "The Cry
of the Weak," -was shown at the Colonial.

JACK L. LIPSHUTZ

Ankle."

Players

presented

Next week, "Daybreak."
in "The New

LOEW'S.—Norma Talmadge
Moon."

Feature and vaudeville.
IMPERIAL.— Feature tor the first half was
Vivian Martin in "An Innocent Adventuress."
Feature last half, "True Heart Susie," and
Hermlne Hudon (soprano), all week.
GRAND.—1st half: Alice Joyce in
"The Spark Divine," feature. 2d half: "City
of Purple Dreams," feature, and Euglne Maynord all week
STRAND.—1st half: Haley Hamilton In
"Full of Pep."
2d half: Anita Stewart In
"The Painted World," films, and Willie Eck-

NEW

stein.

TIVOLI.—Feature
llnson
vided."

all

week.

and Sylvia Breamer

in

Herbert Raw"A House Di-

HOLMAN.—Mildred
Clothes"

Is

Harris In "Borrowed
the feature for the 1st half.

EVERY TUESDAY IN

NEW YORK

Note NEW PERMANENT ADDRESS, 162 West 48th Street
Behrens— Phonet Bryant 935
PHILADELPHIA—»08 Walnnt Street
•
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A SALVO OF SCREAMS
-.

.vy.*r:

-

;'.'•:»

4

';.:

JOAN FRANZA

Assisted by

-

'irr:— '.--:,»p.'

.v.;

ORPHEUMTOUR

DIRECTION—

OPENING MAJESTIC, CHICAGO, JULY

&

ROSE

28

CURTIS
XtSW

:
REGENT.—Features for the week are, 1st
2d
Sessue Hayakawa In "His Debt."
"Two 'Women" and
Anita Stewart.
Regent Ladies' Orchestra.
In
Dorothy Dalton
ALLEN.—Features:
"The Lady of Red Butte," Tom Moore In "One
ol the Finest," Charles Ray In "The Busher.*'

THE

half:
half:

Vessela's Band opens an engagament of 16
days at Dominion Park starting July 12.

Fuller Circuit, Australia

LILLIAN DE VERE
The
Girl

(MARIA and IVAN)
Polack Bros. 20 shows opened a two weeks'
engagement on the regular circuit lot to big

The Princess

Is

A EUROPEAN

closed for the season.

NEW ORLEANS.
•

By 0. M. SAMUEL.
CRESCENT.—The fourth audience

at

NOVELTY

the

fourth show on the Fourth of July was beaming and responsive, Its pet, particular predilection being the petite, pervasive and persuasive Lord Robert. The split-sized and titled

SINGING, MUSIC
and

personage, with Christmas atmosphere and a
Santa Claus dresser, has evolved a delightful
moment, which reaches Its apex during his
Seabury and Price
final "vamp" delineation.
are. trying to do something with a painting
The idea of
act, and are to be commended.
sketching tho subject of a song is quite good.
The dressing, too, is apropos, though sombre.
Black could be supplanted by gray or some
other bright color.
profitably replaced
lets

conventional.

and clothes that

Neat-appearing
immuring in her
•oft and magnetic way, the duo pleased Immeasurably.
About three minutes could be
clipped from the turn, which Is running a
trifle long.
Gordon and Lambert were confident
and at times obtrusive, with neither disclosing
a modicum of talent. The comic's opening and
most of his lore is very small time, with the
Gordon and
"straight" Jerky and rambling.
Lambert might do something with an act
What they present now is a badly put together
lumble of hokum. Cowboy Williams and Daisy
have not changed their number perceptibly,
cannon ball juggling still being held of prime
Daisy is
Importance during the unfolding.
Just a
more buxom, but is singing better.
small time closer, minus originality.
PALACE. The assemblages which gathered
at the Palace during the latter part of last

DIRECTION

LEW GOLDBERG

NOW

IN

TOWN"

SAVE YOURSELF FUTURE
PAIN AND TROUBLE

See Dr. A. M.

WEISS

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO
1482

N. V. A.
Broadway, at 43rd Street

E7" Special

Summer

Rates

"d

* TATM

week were palpably bored by the program that
obtained, evidencing their displeasure by walking out almost continuously. Reno began. Ha
is atlll using everything of Joe Jackson's
save
his name, but is adding some filthy matter
of his own.
Just why the managers are
booking this, one of tho most glaring "copies"
In vaudeville, considering their repeated announcements that acts and material would
be protected, is hard to fathom. Tiny Armstrong had nothing to offer but several «oln1 Hating costumes.
The best one might remark
la that hor concluding dance betrayed
agility.
Her reception was cold.
Bert Albert and
Lillian Gonne need an act.
The present turn
is all through, and besides, they have outgrown
the characters. Youth will be served, but It
will be served by youthful-appearing parsons.
If served at all.
A quartet, called tie WorthWayten Four, was nest-to-oloBing. Tha same
old Jazzy Idea with three "straights" and a
comic.
One
difference,
however.
Tho
"straights" wear solid green straw bate. Other
Items of ohange were as scarce as tablecloths In a Chllds' restaurant.
So much that
1

,

CONTRACTS FOR
FRANCE

8 to 16

Weeks

firm.

Nothing too
bif!!!

HUGHES RYNER
Exclusive

Booking

Manager

CH. DEBRAY'S

four

men who

sing could

do.

They might

give a serlos of impersonations, with specially
written numbers, of barbers, waiters, mallcarrlors, airmen, adding swift
for each.
At that, quartet*
our toad some. They seem to

APPLY TO

—

•YOU ARE

DANCING

With Original Costumes and Scenery

The last sketch might be
with something livelier and
Watklns and Williams dis-

played a bright, cleanly drop
were thoroughly in keeping.
and capable, with the woman

Dirufct,

PRESENTING

crowds.

>*$ts

THE FAYNES

HORDES DUO

.-sis-.t

costume changes
have lightened
have eliminated
"The Old Oaken Bucket," "John Brown's Body
Lies Moulding in the Grave," and the bass

HALLS

Pays in Business, in the Home, In Society—
or Wherever You G*
Immediate, Invisible, Improved Methods

gn

NOUYEAU CIRQUE, PARIS
REGARDS TO KNOCKERS

"MY GAL SAL*

WEEKS

:

;;

s

BEST WISHES TO FRIENDS

BELLA BELMONT
64

...

.

Have Your Face Corrected
It

far

m

National Theatre. Detroit, Mich. How eonld she stand ltT
looking for Mr. Samebedy Else"—
SONG

NEW

"I'm

SAGGING
FACES
LIFTED

BED FORD

IMPERFECT
NOSES
CORRECTED
Call, 'Phone,

rffl

i

...

.

:
'

,

•

(

.

1

Writs

25S Fifth Arena*
So. 7138

B7 Phenei Madison

:< .;•;<
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VARIETY

50

-

BEST PLACES TO STOP AND DINE AT

-

~'.

'

.

LEONARD HICKS m HOTEL GRANT
Offers Special

elm,

Pelham Parkway, at Eastchester Avenue; and

BLOSSOM HEATH INN

within reach of economical folks)

Merrick Bead, Lynbrook,

Under the direct supervision of the owners. Located in the heart ef the city, Just
off Broadway, elese to all booking offices, principal theatre*, department atom, tractlen
line*, "V read and subway.

We

Open

are the largest maintalnert of housekeeping furnished apartments specialising
are on the ground dally. This alone Insures prompt service
to theatrical folks.
cleanliness,

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

HILDONA COURT
to 847 Wert 48th St.

YANDIS COURT
One, tars*

4M St

Unas aasrtJMrti

;*"*

an

astat rer

li

aoe sf

its

attrao-

812, SI4

aad SIS Wart 41a

St

Waskiy

IRVINGTON HALL
Pleas: CMaashas 7182
SSJ to 539 Wart met St.
An rtentsr, llrstresf Mlflat ef the awstftt*.
Aeartsiannj
hart** every devtee and eei»r*»Jeno*.
an basuriffslly arrewd, in* oaaalrt at 2, 8 and 4
roefna, wltt) aJtehse* aad kltohecettee, tiled oath
•Jl '(haoe.

THE DUPLEX

all

173 N. Clark

airsseatseata for ear
- dattan.

!?:>:

THE BERTHA

:

IN

111.

NEW YORK

esetslst*

i
svfjhr*«t»

hstvtuk

Enry

AoH-T OKD

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

IMS

BROADWAY
At Sard

last

Street

Orel* 1114

ALBERT GUMBTNER, Manager

240-259 WEST 46th
(OPPOSITE N. V.

AVENUE

Prep.—MRS. L

:»
Phone: Bryant 1944

not*

Shermsn Hotel, Chicago,

American

776-78-80 EIGHTH AVENUE
Between 47th and 48th Streets
Office:
778 EIGHTH

cross from the

St.,

Rooms with
modern
Improvements by day or week.
Housekeeping
Privileges.
109 Furnished

Proprietress
SpealeJ Bssifjer Rata* from June to September

NEW YORK

2, 8, 4

MM

MRS. 8E0R0E DANIEL.

and 'Phone
Bash Apartment

I

Night and day settle*.

WEEKLY AND UP

The Edmonds Furnished Apartments
Prtyate_ Bath

I,

ARDSLEY
312

Citsrlog ExotiNlraly to the Profeaaldn

|

Susskind |

OPEN

Judicious Delicatessen Feed ear Specialty

Address:

cammnnicstlons to M. Clamen

Principal Office— YandU Court, 241 West 43rd Street New York
Apartment* can he seen evening*. Office in each building.

K

J.

EIGHTH

WHEN
Make

Us Waskiy

SS.S9

Address

New

32$ aad 830 West 43rd St Ptieao: Bryant 42*8-11 1
Tare* asd fear reaaaa wttb hath, fin st ewed ts a
desrss ef asd iiiRi ase that exeat* aaythlns la this
type of bonding.
Tseas aaarUa oB i* srlfl aooeejmodate foar or mora adults,

8I7.N Us Weakly

&

POnS PLACE-'Tne Greasy Vert"

Us Weekly

117.00

direction of H.

WHERE YOU MEET THE GANG

NOW

An n-ro-rfte-ariitnta, new, nYesreef handl**,
arranged la saartsHarts ef three sad foar raaaas wtft
kjttflesa aad trlrete bats.
'Phon* In each apartmeat

II2H Us

...

Unequaled in Cuisine sad Service.

Under

Between 43th and 47th Streets
One Block West ef Broadway
Three, Forir and Flve-Beem High-Class Furnished Apartment*—310 Up
MBS. GEORGE H1EGEL, Max.
Phones: Bryant 8550-1

OSS

Plena: Coast

I.

Strictly Professional.

HENRI COURT

Psoas: Bryatt Till

ass jpwjpjMJ ejsrtsjeshy.ai1h.Mt.
beta tmt Msshesaa, The prlveey

iliiaattaa, prrrata

L.

Year

754-756

Phase: Bryant 1289

A BUILDINO DE LUXE
JU8T OOMPLETED; ELEVATOR APARTMENTS ARRANQED IN SUITES OF ONE, TWO AND THREE
ROOMS. WITH TILED BATH AND SHOWER. TILED K4TCHEN8. KITCHENETTES* AND VACUUM
SYSTEM. THESE APARTMENTS EMBODY EVERY LUXURY KNOWN TO MODERN SCIENCE.
$88 If Monthly; tlf.K Up Weakly
241-247 West

All

THE ADELAIDE
AVENUE

Wc

and

Ml

STREET
A.)
LUBAN

Gee. P. Schneider, Prop.

FURNISHED

W1LDW00D,

APARTMENTS

NEW

Strictly professional. $1.99
per day, $4.00 up per week.
Telephone: Bryant 6882-261

Farnum

In "The Lone
film.
COLONIAL.—House dark. Alterations in
to be taken over Labor Day by
Klaw £ Erlanger, are progressing very rap-

this house,

Catering to the profession
From the Nlxen or Btaker's Theatre*.
Write in fer Boon*
Tenth Season
MR. and MRS. ET. CAMPBELL

....

latest

Friend and Carter, Alice Kendall.
William
Star Ranger,"

N. J.

Woodlnwn, 119 E. Magnolia Ave.

Complete for Housekeeping—Clean and Airy
YORK CITY
323 West 43rd Street,
Catering to the comfort and convenience ef the profession.
PrlTat* Bath, 8-4 Rooms.
Steam Heat and Electric Light
J9J0 Up

idly.

The Emery Amusement Co. has expended
several thousand dollars during the past few
In adding new scenery, floor coverings,

weeks

painting and generally renovating the
Theatre. All this work has been done,
without closing the theatre, where Loew
vaudeville Is shown six days a week.
etc.,

Emery

Phonal fireclay 6378-5374
1, 1, 8 and 4 Booms, from

MB*. RB3LLT.
83. SO

per

Week Upwards—Hoasekeaptn*

Propriety***
Privilege*

taking over the old Orpbeum at the end of
Its present lease.
Another had the Saenger
Amusement Co. taking over the theatre for
pictures.
Neither report had any foundation.
Dr. George K. Pratt, who owns the theatre,

MARION HOTEL

has had no offers recently.

Newly Renovated

Private Baths

158 West 36th Street, off Broadway,

New York

Dolly Lee Is to head a musical stock that
B. F. Brennan Is to send to Florida.

City

Addy

ATTENTION

ARTISTS

If you want a home for housekeeping with hotel eertloe combined, this will
Interest yon.
Our buildings are fireproof aad modern In every respect
Fifty tee. from Central Park West
Near Hrtta At*, surface oars.

and Ninth Aye "L"

-

2-

Ream

Resets, 84.80 Up
3- Reset AasrtaMSti, 318.80

8900 Up

14 West 101st

HACK

St,

B.

"

"

5

.

HOTEL
CLARENDON

W28-4I4*

lanche."

LYRIC.

Fire Minutes from the Loop
Modern Conreclencea

Bennett's

Colored

nival.

01

The Lyric Is
Its
own

with

colored

to remain open all
particular brand of
colored
for

entertainment

s

Steam

Heat

484-8

WEST

Near Ninth Avenue

Car-

summer

Prep.

Bseonio light
All Improvements
By the Day, Week or Month

Bath*,

Weekly Rates, $4 to $10

—Clarence

LOUIS 2ILT8CH,

B.

8.

firm

PROVIDENCE.
By EARL K. RLARK.

and

23RD STREET

NEW YORK

Is now offering five acts of vaudepictures.
The crux of a playlet
last week was whether a colored
brought a colored girl from one
another for Immoral purposes could
bo accused of white slavery.

The house
ville and
presented

man who
state

to

Johnny Detroit Is being featured
Green Mill Gardens, Chicago,

'

at

—

E. F. ALBKTE. Isadora Martin has the
"The Thirteenth Chair," pretitle role In
sented by the Albee Stock this week.
The
attraction Is of unusual Interest to Providence theatregoers because the author, Bayard Velller, worked out the plot during a
summer he spent In this city with his wife,

Margaret Wycherly, who Is leading lady of the
Albee Stock.
FAY'S.— Milton Trio, Selma Bratz and Co.,
Davis and Chadwlck, Jane Houlton and Co.,

INERS

report

AKE-UP
Ut KZMMYC.

natives.

A

around

last

Bud Hymie Pearson, formerly a newsboy
and for the past seven years In
comedy and vaudeville, visited this
city last week after an absence of seven
years.
His last engagement was with Max
In this city

musical

Bloom

In "The Sunnyside of Broadway." H»
announces that next season he will work
under the direction of Menlo Moore, of Chi-

ROCHESTER, N. T.
By L. B. SKEFFINGTON.
LYCEUM;.—Manhattan. Players in
rTuntworth's

Experiment"

TEMPLE.—Vaughan

Glaser

Long Legs."

FAMILY.—Fred Webster and

"Lady

In

"Daddy

Co.

musical

comedy.

VICTORIA.—Allice Joyce In "The Third
Degree," screen feature; Felix Herman, W1I
lie Evans.
REGENT,—Elsie Ferguson In "The Avalanche,"
Urst
half;
Madge Kennedy in
"Through the Wrong Door," second half.
PICCADILLY.—Olive Thomas In. "Upstairs
and Down," first half; Dorothy Glsh In
"Peppy Polly," second half.
F. Clayton Lamphan, local bandmaster, and
Arthur Rowland have organized a show called
"Lamphan and His Big United Revue," opening Aug. 3 at Hanlon's Island, Toronto.

The other night Fred Webster and his wifS
went motoring. Fred Is the owner and star

the

Norman Dablman, attached to the Tulane
and Crescent theatres, has returned from an
expansive, expensive trip through the West.
Dahlman saya that In Los Angeles there Is
film every place save, on the teeth of the

strictly

persons.

a Kansas City

W.

, The Btudlos of the Diamond Film Co. will
be sold at public auction during the latter
part of this month.

FURNISHED

With

behind the instruments,
\
STRAND.—"The Heart of Humanity."
LIBERTY.—Elsie Ferguson In "The Ava-

Sny-

French opera 1b assured for this city next
eeason, enough persons having entered subscriptions to assure a pretentious roster of
artiste.
Opera was discontinued at the Bourbon street temple of music with the beginning
of the war.

Us

THE
FLORIDA
ELEGANT
BOOMS

CHICAGO

aolo (usually base) of "Asleep In the Deep."
speechless quartet, the Sterling Saxaphone
Four, be-tallored In advance of their predecessors, gave the show Its period. The playing
was -as resourceful aa the tones were resounding, but there 1b not enough enthusiasm,
which causes the act to sag.
Quiet musical
acts are only accepted now with pretty girls

the

A

The southern

Elsie Riser, of the Community Theatre
Players at Newport, left that organisation,
last week.

cago.

ZTMBT. Manager

Rlveralde

Tel.

.

Telepha**: Chelsoa 7738

North Clark end Ontario 8tr**ta

A

'
.

be opened by

to
shortly.

DeaMe

U*

Slnole Rooms, 83.B9
Suites feeing front.

Fhotie: Superior t070

:

with Watereon, Berlin

stations,

P*

•

Brltt,

der, is here for a fortnight
territory Is to be covered by
office

Fifteen sdnntas* tide from booking office.
Telephone In erery apartment Some rooms with running water. Schedule
of jrloes, including gas. electrlolty. maid ssrrlce sad nse of kitchen:

JOHN MILBERG CO-

:

JB&BSS& PELHAM HEATH INN

500 Housekeeping Apartments
(of tii« better

\

CHICAGO

"The Keystone of Hotel Hospitality"
Weekly Rates to the Profession

Madison and Dearborn Streets

week had Paatages

.«

the musical stock company playing the
Family, while his wife Is the prima donns.
They violated the traffic laws and were halted
by a cop. Fred was nice and polite, but his
wife landed on the cop and told him Just
wbat she thought about him and everything
in general.
Result: Fred was pinched for
of

traffic violation
wife likewise pinched for
obstructing and Interfering with an officer 1Q
the performance of bis duty.
;
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FRED DUPREZ

CLYDE NELSON
AT

STILL

.

ThU Week

IT

(July 7)

Starring

OLYMPIC. NEWPORT NEWS. VA.
CENTURY, PETERSBURG. VA.

w

St..

Where

t»

the fallow

li

scarce this

I

—ICE—
year—
but

s ddraas

with your
to

you.

tell

hotel

Norman

Jeffstlasv

m

and Clare

a Una

Ml

Auburndale,

MARIAN

i

:-;:n

L.L

^

|

NORMAN JBFFERIB8

(Say Hello to the

Drummer

4

'

miyj

.

ft

iSBlfe

me)

THE WORST PART

popular

with

Ask

stars.

BETTY BLYTHE
Exclusive, cool

RHEUMATISM

and comfortable.

Is

THEATRE
PATRON

HOTEL JOYCE,
Park Weat, N. T.

71at 8t, Central

_JU._-A.MlL

the

1000-Different Cures-1000

SAJTM

J

Yonr Friend* Suggest

C

IIP

Wy.

COOK and OATMAN
Direction, MARK LEVY

Loew

^

.-;

m

ciatwi

by Joe Daniels and atop at

W.

oare of

and

/.!

Playing the Del Mar Time

W.C. S

always cool

"Fourteen floor* of sunlight."
I am not coins to mention Billy Glaaon
thia week.
Two things yon should do: Read column

31

please drop us

/IT)

it iit

setting

Is

Care of

Rawson

New Tort

HARKINS

TOM MOORE
movie

aald

a* I hare sssattMsj important

Addnaa
JHeT

hotel.

says the

who always

Beal Estate Trust Bid*., Philadelphia, Pa.

Direction.

at this

OSWALD

<

would never go dry!

Londea Repr.t
Lisle

wm

dudm

MURRAY A DAW
I.

OB

Wt an bet On* oar am ty that WUlart
and palllat with all osn tight tor
coma through vlotorlooa

Mil Broadway

CLYDE NELSON

51

bsady and KAHONaTf,

New York Bepr.i
SAM. BAIBWTTZ

stuff before.)

.
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Business vs. Emotions

England.

NEXT SEASON A NEW ACT
(Maybe you have heard that

:

m

•;.

.-.V

•.*« .-

"Mr.

in

Manhattan" in

I

r.^;v

."'

l

ten:

Circuit

cnni.-eoMMufr.

rtvimm.

Z

Ct-Wjr/

HASTE

Duchess"
Says

EARL*

has been said that the world is
made up of a bunch of people, mostly
fools and a few wise ones.
(Which

am

MADE

the

SHEETS

FRIEND MAGGIE SEZ:

BARTHOLDI INN

Though

I hate to brae on
but tola ain't brassing.
saylof what someone
This la what was la a
paper In Lynn, Mass,:
" 'darks and La Vera introIt's

Pauline

else

S--:-

I

demure

a

country

little

maiden. They know how to dance,
sing, laugh,

make

lore, tell stories

and play aocordeons.'
"Working erery day.

Sum

"You know how

with ma.

it is

Tlmmte."

SI

PERKINS
KID

Mabel Whitman

,

has fully recovered.
Opened Thursday
with her Dixie Beys, Loew's Palace, Brooklyn.
Closing the bill scoring the usual
instantaneous "HIT." Booked indefinitely.

FRED LEWIS
EARL & YATES

HUNTER, CHICK
and
12

FLO

HUNTER

Minutes of Fun and Harmony
'

Direction,

BRENDELandBERT
IN THEIR

OWN ACT

—

skating.

Mildred Sturgls, of the Orpheum cast, left
for San Francisco to spend a short vacation.
Her sister, Flossie, of the same show, returned
Wednesday from a vacation.

Blanche Latell
NOW WITH

"OVERSEAS REVUE"
SEATTLE.
By W. E. BURTON.
METROPOLITAN.—Julian ElUnge

show.

Skinner.

MOORE.—"Hearts
Next,

of

World"

the

"The Heart

of

second

Humanity."

WILKES.—Wilkes
the Bride."

Players In "Here Comes
Next week, "Yes or No."

PANTAOES.— Vaudeville.
PALACE HIP.—Vaudeville.

ORPHEUM.—Mid-Summer Folly Company in
"Three Weeks."
LYRIC. Walter Owens Musical Comedy
company.
OAK.— Dark. Closed for a month during
alterations.
Monte Carter to spend short

—

vacation in California.

LIBERTY.—"Sunnyslde."

CLEMMBR.—"One

of the

,

Finest"

COLISEUM.— "The' Lonestar Ranger."
BTRAND.—"Putting H Over."
COLONIAL.— "Fighting for Oold."

the alee ef

la

my

a

i

kid,

have a veies

to reaeh

fame—

middle name.

lastly feetared wherever I play,

Cvery where
"
way.

BELLE MONTROSE AND CO.
Moss Time
Direction. MARK LEVY

i

ant claaay and neatt

p (cognised
Really,

from the Ceaat

:£

Bread*
j

artist,

no stranger to

why aak? yea

name

to

all

f a ma.

mm

knew my

I

yeara tody,

a "Mite ef Mirth," LITTLE

.

i

Russe for years,
summer.

Is

teaching danolng here this

Seattle Moving Picture Operators' union
Its returned war veterans at a dinner
at the Panama cafeteria.
The service men
are: Arthur L. Bohnert, Archie Howard. A.
H, McQuestion, George Kalushe Eugene Havllck, Walter Nellson, Hary Smith and P. O.
Cawthorne.

honored

'

Dainty Musical Genius

^4ad

COMPANY

,

K
'>.

Shrs

The

Actors' Ball given at the Masonic

Temple

26, for the benefit of the actors' fund, was a
huge success.
Mayor and Mrs. Hanson led
the grand march. Carl Relter, local manager
of the Orpheum, was master of ceremonies.

Eight "Sbimmie" dancers said to hail from
Los Angeles, were brought to the Pantages
theatre, Thursday afternoon and went on at
the matinee show In street clothes owing to
non-arrival of baggage.
Church people and
others

of

By CHESTER B. BALM.
EMPIRE.—Knickerbocker Players.
Little Teacher," current.

STRAND.—Rothapfel

part

"The

Fine production.
Unit Program, firet

ECKEL.— "The New Moon," first part.
SAVOY.— "Experimental Marriage,"

first

part.

LEW GOLDER

REX. "The Challenge of Chance."
MISSION.—"A Daughter of the Wolf."
LITTLE.—"Out of the Fog."
CLASS A.—"The Girl Problem."

ARENA.—Roller

"Waiting for Her"

Next, Otis

know

all

Mirth."

SYRACUSE

(Himself)

BOOKED SOLID BY

RL

yea

you can't beat,
entertaining

"covered more acts"
than SIME.

lun

seil.

duced

tall, I

Lots of way a there are

I

myself,

Will pay $500 to the Home for
Superannuated Dogs if h & L. can prove
that my announcer was ever fined for
ill-using me oV any other dog.

It

am vaudeville's "Mite ef

"Three feet

"Ton know,

I?)

P. S.

week.

|

for the

It

|_ITTLE JRRRT am

ho

LaVERE'S

i

\

THE MAN

CLARKE
AND

"Ik

no particular

religious

Friends learned with surprise this week that
Mrs. Barnet Kaufman, mother of the late
Philip Kaufman, the actor, and of Irving
Kaufman, also a professional/ has been in an
unconscious condition at the
Crouse-Irvlng
Hospital here since May 31, the day after she
was stricken at her home. Mrs. Kaufman
lays apparently asleep, responding to no attempts made to arouse her. Her heart action
is good, and physician declare that the case
1b most
remarkable. Persons generally In a
coma do not live more than two weeks. Mrs.
Kaufman suffered a stroke of apoplexy In
November, 1018, and for a long time was
speechless. When the body of Philip Kaufman
was brought here from New York In January
and his mother saw his face, she recovered her
speech. A few days before the second stroke,
May 30, she again lost it. Friends also learned
that on the day following Mrs. Kaufman's
second stroke, Irving Kaufman rushed here
from New York to see her and was stricken
suddenly with appendicitis. He was operated
on at the same hospital where his mother Is,
and has now recovered.

sentiments

seemed much against the shiver sort of dancing.

The day of the "male flirt" In Syracuse Is
by edict of Chief of Police Martin L.
Cadln.
This week, the Syracuse polios force
started to canvass the local picture bouses to
land the genus flirt who, while the house is
In darkness, attempts to strike up a conversation with the girl who may he seated at
his side.
Other police crusades are aimed at
the flirt who uses an auto and the flirt who
trails
unaccompanied girls on the streets.
Six months In jail is the sentence that will
be forthcoming for every flirt, the warning Is
given.
In the past, the male flirt has escaped
lightly, but the feminine brand has been given
a vacation at city expense.
The practice of
"mashing" In some of the local film houses
has been too frequent of late, It it said.
over,

After being tied up for a short time on
account of labor troubles, Frederick Mercy's
new Liberty, Yakima, Is being rushed to completion.
The new house will be the largest

and most modern of any showBhop outside of
the larger cities of the coast and will utilize
the K. & E. shows and such other traveling
attractions as play that city.
Mercy owns
alt the theatres in Yakima.
He was formerly
associated with Eugene Levy In theatrical enterprises in this city.

Ivan Fehnova, Just out of Uncle Sam's navy,
but prior to that with the Pavlowa Ballet

r-

I

"

'-"--,

\
Twelve thousand saw the Selln-Floto circus
at Watertown on the Fourth.
When the shew
pulled out for Carthage, the next stop, Fred
Bascornbe, of Dorchester,
Mass.,
a horse
trainer, was left behind.
IJaHcombe is serlously ill with pleurisy at the Watertown City
Hospital.
H. A. Tobey, of Burlington, Vt,
also
remained when the circus departed.
Tobey decided tho Army offered better opportunltleB than the sawdust ring and enlisted as
a member of the 63d Infantry. He was sent
to Madison Barracks.
Auto thieves, apparently trailing the Sells.FIoto outfit, were busy at
Watertown, and several thefts wore reported
to the police.

Syracuse and Utlca police, as well as the
State Troopers, were asked on Monday to
search for Paul Forster, of Utlca, who has
been missing from his home since Saturday.
Forster Is leader of the Majestlo Theatre orchestra at Utlca, and Is also secretary of the
Utlca Musicians' Union. He Is said to have
drawn f300 from his own personal account In
a Utlca bank to pay off his orchestra and
started for the theatre about 2 P. M.
That
was the last seen of htm. It Is believed that
Forster either Buffered a head stroke which
affected his brain or that he met with foul
play. Forster Is 26 and married.
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E. F.

ALBEE, President

J.

J.

.

V

MURDOCH,

General Manager

F. F.

PROCTOR,

Vice-President

Exchange

B. F. Keith Vaudeville

I

IAGKNCT)

(Palace Theatre Building,
B. F.
•-.•:.

EDWARD

KEITH

F.

ALBEE

New

York)

a

PAUL KEITH

A.

F. F.

PROCTOR

Founders

HODGDON

can book direct by addressing S. K.

Artists

Marcus Loew's AMALGAMATED
Enterprises

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
President

General Executive Offices

Putnam

Times Square

Building,

General Executive Offices:
729

SEVENTH

M. D.

New York

St.

SIMMONS

General Booking Manager

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

.s\

'-

AVE., at Forty-ninth

ARTISTS

can secure long engagements by booking direct with us

General Manager

H. LUBIN

J.

Booking Manager
Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily
Between 11 and

Feiber

1

& Shea

Acts laying off in Southern territory wire N. Y. Office

CHICAGO OFFICE

1493 Broadway

North American Building
J.

C.

MATTHEWS

(Putnam Building)

in charge

New York Gty

ARTHUR J. HORWITZ-LEE KRAUSJnc.
Representing the Best in Vaudeville

1493

BROADWAY

(Putnam

Bldg.),

NEW YORK

Phone: Bryant 657-558

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE
THEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE
SAN
BUILDING

FULLER'S

Australian
and N. Z. Vaudeville
flomnlno

Director:

BEN

J.

FULLER

BOOKINGS ARRANGED
For

til iiUlnyi from Sin FraJUdaoo ana Yanooum
Atentat
Weitern VeaaeTlIU Man.' Ann.. Chleaie

&£>

FRANCISCO

Dan Martin, who fathered the Krazy Kid
baseball team 'at Watertown this spring, Is
about to blossom forth bb a theatrical producer.
Martin Is organizing a stock company
for either the Strand or Olympic at Watertown
early In the fall. Martin says ho will change
bii' lw,co a week ftnd *»" open with
).?&
]ho Krnzy
Kids," of which he Is the author.
Martin once had a tab. show that traveled In
Vnudcvlllc.
To adapt either of the theatres
named for stock would require the enlargement
of the stage.

The Western Vaudeville
Managers' Association
MORT

SINGER, General Manager

TOM CARMODY,

Raglrttrad Cable

HUGH

D.

ILL.

LTD.

Harry Rickard's
'

Booking Manager

CHICAGO,

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.

Tivoli

Theatres, AUSTRALIA

McINTOSH, Governor

Director

w
AYireMr 'HUQHMA(V *8ydnay ~'H'ai<l 0fl»»:>IV0LrTHEATBEr8rt"a^Aartfilla
,

American Reprejentatrra,

,

NORMAN JEFFERIES

Rati

Mate

Treat BUo., FalUJilaila

TED SHAPIRO

Assisted by

;ta

CRITICISMS OF ACT WHILE PLAYING COLONIAL

-'

.

VARIETY

Although "Sunnyside" is universally acknowledged a flivver, the Star, Binghamton,
went the limit In advertising the Chaplin
"comedy" this week.
Says the Star in its
newspaper ads.
"Sunnyside Is considered by
all critics funnier and better than any picture
this screen artist ever appeared in."

world of good stepping. Miss Josephine is
good to look upon and wore several dresses

AT VERY LOW PRICE

a quarter of, a century wa have
been recognized primarily for the
great beauty of our furniture designs—and for the very low prices we

FOR

C. Dlmmlck, of Binghamton,
bass
artist, theatrical man and publicity exsevered his long-standing relations with
Hathaway, owner of the Stone and new
Binghamton Saturday. Atter three weeks vacation, Diminick will become advertising agent

Loron

because of our location out of the
high rent zone. We cater especially to
offer,

Strand Theatre Co., of Binghamton,

under Manager Fred GUIen.
Dlmmlck was
engaged in the capacity of stage hand when
the first show was put on at the Stone Opera
House by Charles M. Stone. Later he was
promoted to the position of advertising agent.

members
Liberty

of the profession.
,

Loan Bonds Accepted at Fall
Face Value

Am£ ngf,
r

VALUE

Conilitlng gf

$300

VALUE

4Q7KU

Elaborate Deslgni In Period Furniture

MOO
ISO

soon as I can shed this royal
raiment and get busy with ALBOLBNE
remove this make-up, I'll go with you to
the hotel for something to eat."

'lVTO, sir, as

U 1"
-

to

Deposit
10.00
15.00

200
300
400

20.00
30.00
40.00

300

150.00

15%

2.00
2.25
2.50

Up

For some time he was also

Every man and woman on the stage knows
that nothing equals ALBOLENE to remove
the paint and to keep the skin in good con*
dition.

For the make-up box 1 and 2 ounce tubes.
Also in ^2 and 1 lb. cans.

V

ALBOLENE

is

sold by druggists and
dealers in make-up.

Free sample on request.

McKESSON & ROBBINS

Terms apply also to New York
State, New Jersey end Connecticut

Cash

Easily reached from West Bid* by
86th or 59th, Btrtet Croistovm Cars

Discount
to 15,000

HOLZWASSER &

J.-

In the Stone's

box

Remodeling
Bastablo here
Monday. The work will be rushed to permit
tho reopening of the house with burlesque the
middle of August.
the

started

Robert L. Kinney and A. J. Oingras will
erect a theatre In West Main street, Gouverneur, N. Y.
While a corporation will be
formed, the two men will control the stock
and will take a long term lease of the property,

Is

guaranteeing 6 per cent.

Treasurer Sam Rosenberg, of the Bastable,
back in town after two weeks in the wilds

of Massachusetts.

Inocipofstsd

ManufaeturtM Chemists
Brt-Tfe

91 Itlton Street,

«

New York

THIRD AVENUE
NEAR SOTH STREET

1423

CO.

office as treasurer.
Dlmmlck was a member
of Knapp's "Millionaire Band" which Jumped
Into the spotlight some 13 years ago.

of

$75U

80-Patje Catalog

and 8-Page Special Sale Circular

Special

13.00
4.00
11.00

Larger Amount*

New

Write for

Week

«KQK
$000

A e-ROOM APARTMENT

OUR LIBERAL TERMS
Value

1

A BROOM APARTMENT

$245
tj>u I

P«rlod Furniture of Rare Beauty...

/appear

,

Period Furniture.

A 4-BOOM APARTMENT

lamvmat
'

til

1700 VALUE
Incomparably Rloh Period Furniture

D. B. Conklin Is in tho Binghamton City
Hospital as the result of the acldental Igniting of the film being run through the operating machine In the People's, Binghamton. The
fire occured as the early show came to a close.

The cause

Is

unknown, but the flames spread

showman's

five-year old child.

SfcW

,.••".

'tfiKSes

'-7--M

Shipley entered pleas of

the Inst four years.
The woman figuring In
the first charge is also traveling with the"
carnival.

Will Binghamton have two or throe new
theatres Is the question being asked this
week on the Parlor Cltjt Rlalto, following the
discovery that tho option on the Ely property
thoro where the now Majestic was to be
orected had expired last week, without an ex-
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Your

NOSE
RED, THICK,
INFLAMED

for an employe
hit the five year

A. Zobrjat, old time showman
and vendor, who died at his Ooneva home some

!

not guilty and asserted ho was one of the
most abused men In the world. Mrs. Shipley
told the Binghamton authorities that the showman had spent about $4,000 of her money in

Watertown, has closed for six

of the Ferarl Carnival who
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Marshall
with a baseball bat.
The little girl lifted
up the corner of a tent, and hor curiosity was
rewarded with a blow from tbo bat that cut
her forehead.
Oswego youngsters, It Is said,
caused the show management no end of trouble
by their peeking tactics.

Was Henry

:wSi

wife.

weeks.

Oswego police are looking

l

August Clomenco Shipley, of Baltimore, an
attache of the carnival playing Binghamton,
last week, was arrested on two charges, tho
first alleging a statutory offense and the second alleging abandonment of his wife and

so rapidly that before Conklin could make
his way down the narrow stairs loading from
Ho was
tho booth, his clothes were afire.
rushed to the hospital, whoro it was said that
while his condition was sorlous, ho would
recover.
Patrons of the house did not know
that a fire was In progress until after the
arrival of the firemen, and smoke began to
enter the auditorium. There was no panic.

Tho Lyrlo

.«r-..i.-.!-

relatives hope to prove Zobrist was insane,
gave some Interesting testimony. Mrs. Elliaboth Rogers, of Geneva, swore that Zobrist
onco told her' that he thought more of v his
dog than of his wife. Stella Bennett of Genova, testified that the showman had told her
that he and bis pony could not get along without booze.
She also declared that she had
beard Zobrist trying to coax his dog, Fido,
along the street by asking it which It would
rather have, Ice cream or candy.
Attorney
George I. Teter added to the testimony by
saying that Zobrist loaned money at 4% per
cent, when others were securing 6 per cent.
Zobrlst's will left money to establish a cemetery where Zobrist, his horse and bis dog
were to be Interred. The contestants include

tho

A 3-RO0M APARTMENT

S32S

:

WW

months ago, leaving a freak will, insane T A
Supreme Court contest of the testament is
now on. Witnesses, upon whom the contesting

ART FURNITURE

0. S.

.

ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN

(July 14)

drum

the

A

with grace.

pert,

5

Especially entertaining was the singing and. dancing act of
Lois Josephine and Leo Henning. Hennlni has a pleasing
personality and dances well
Indeed, the cl cf merit of the
offering; lies in the sprightly dancing of the couple
Miss
Josephine dresses in her usual smart and dainty style. In
Jaunty sport costumes they sing 'TinMhc Boy and You're
the Girl.
A pluno solo follows by their accompanist, after
which they appear dressed for a wedding. A mock ceremony is a pleasing climax.series of representations of
Valentines concludes the act, In which Miss Josephine and
Mr. Henning Illustrate -dances of the various periods. The
offering is presented on a full stage with a blue velvet curtain as a backdrop.

Lois Josephine and Leo Henning presented a
neat singing and dancing act that contained a

NEXT WEEK

for

"DRAMATIC MIRROR"

"CLIPPER"

Lois Josephine and Leo Henning are adhering to the same
frameup Hiss Josephine recently used. Henning is a good
dancing partner. He vocalizes considerably, but as a dancer
he impresses. He is a well appearing youngster with a quiet
personality. Miss Josephine is still doing the "Fishing" number as a solo and Henning has a solo song. "My 1910 Valentine" gave opportunity for different styles of dancing, and
that is where this couple shine. They were together as dancing partners in the May Irwin show.

THEATRE

Nose gene
normal

will malco it
again. Thli preparation,

produced to a notod phynlciin-Bpodillit. will give
results almost overnight.

$2 the

tube—by Mall
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PLAYED MORE THAN ANY POPULAR NUMBER OF TO-DAY!! THERE'S A REASON

fti

SONG

By

S. R.

yv a

Henry, D. On Iran and Frank H. Warren, writers of "Indlanola," "Kentucky Dream," "Tears" and "Hlmalya"
Phenomenally effective for Dancing Acts, Jugglers, Musical Acts, etc

Professional Copy and Orchestration (Vocal or Inst.) FREE to
recognized artists.

JOS. W.
181

&

STERN

119 No. Clark St, Chicago,

III.

CO.

M/^p

\J AINL/H

LEADERS — SEND
FOR DANCE ORCHESTRATION OR
FULL BAND, 25c

SIG BOSLET, Prof. Mgr.

Tremont St, Boston, BILLY MORAN, Prof. Mgr.
New York City, HARRY TENNEY, Prof. Mgr.

1556 Broadway,

m
m®%

While admitting that as far as a
tension.
site 'was concerned, the theatre proposition la
up In the air. Secretary James Brownlow, of
the Blngbamton Chamber of Commerce, who
fathered the project, Is still hopeful. Brownlow says that while there 1b still $30,000 In
stock to be floated, that can be done easily.
The new theatre Idea has so long been exploited In Blngbamton that it la now looked
upon as mirage in the desert. Several years
ago local men made ambitious plans for a
four-story theatre building, which

was

Sells-Floto Circus will

July

CHORUS GIRLS KINDLY READ!
REAL CHORUS.
TOU
A REAL POSITION AND I WANT
My contracts read without any strings. No half salaries. No wardrobe. No railroad
fares either way. We pay sleepers. And yea get {22.00 every week. Girls with Individual talent paid extra. All week stands except Penn Circuit. 4* Weeks. Call between
11 A. H. and 3 P. M.
LEW TALBOT, Boom 7M, Colombia Theatre Bldg., New York City.

CALL—"The Lid Lifters of

to in-

clude everything from a restaurant in the
basement to apartments for Bingo's "400" on
the top floor. David Belasco expressed his admiration of ths plans, and even promised

A

WANT

MANNEBCHOB HALL,

Char as

Monday, Jnly

SI, 10 A.

203

Bast

Mth

1920"

St, Nesr Third Ave.
Principals: July 24, 10 A. KL

M.

Reports to the

HARRY

•:

effect

that the Crescent here

IRENE

«

NOW—July

Prospect, Brooklyn

smoke.
Since then there have been several revivals
of the plan, the Majestic being tbe latest.
in

When first boomed, Brownlow announced a
New York theatrical man would furnish the
major amount

of the required cash

and take

the theatre on a long term lease. Stock was
sold in Blnghamton, the option on the site
secured and anouncement was made that the
building work would start several weeks ago.
The next move was the discovery on Tuesday that the site option had expired and tbe
project was again up in the air.

Filming of tbe movie to be produced by the
Morgan Theatre, of Auburn, with tbe cooperation of The Citizen, of that city, started
this week.
It Is a real story, free from tbe
customary advertising features, and was written by Mrs. Thomas M. Walker, of Auburn.
The leading roles will be taken by John Vail
and Irene Beers, of Auburn.

99

WANTED

July 14-16:
Proctor's, Yonkers

10-13:

Proctor's 58th Street,

Direction,
David Warfleld for tbe opening attraction.
There was Just $10,000 lacking that bad been
provlosuly guaranteed when tbe plan went up

MUSIC

IN

July 7*9:

$m

K

at Blnghamton,

and BERRY
WAIMAN
A TREAT

as*.?;

p!aK.-x•

show

'

20.

Friends of George P. Gray, proprietor of
tbe Bastable Cafe and Pool Parlors, and
patron saint of every burleequer to play this
city, learned with surprise Tuesday that Gray
haa been strangely missing since May 11.
His wife is offering a $200 reward tor information locating the missing man.
Intimates had understood that Oray was out of
the city on business; his continued absence
leads to other conclusions. Oray always carried a large roll.

New York

RAY HODGDON
would be booked by Marcus Loew next season,
offering opposition to the Keith bills at the

FEATURE AND STANDARD ACTS FOR ONE PERFORMANCE AT COLONIAL THEATRE ERIE, PA*
TUESDAY, JULY 22nd,

Temple and new B. F. Keith Theatre, were
branded as without foundation this week by
Jacob Lubln, general manager for Loew.
Since premature publicity nipped the plan
of William Cahlll, owner, to turn the Crescent Into a Columbia Wheel house, there hare
been various rumors regarding the future of
the Crescent.
The most persistent was that
Cahlll would have Loew bookings.
Cahlll,

honor Pennsylvania State Retail Clothiers' Convention. Big features and
high class standard acta jumping East or West communicate quick. No act
too big. Only the best is good enough. Address G. EARLE REINER, Colonial
Theatre, Erie, Pa.
in

After spending one unsuccessful week at
Borlck's Qlen Theatre, Hoyt's Revue shook
the dust of Elmlra at the conclusion of tbe
performance Saturday night, and this week
the house is dark.
The Hoyt projected run
was promoted by the Hoyt management, which
leased the house from tbe E. W., L. & R. R.
Co. The Revue failed completely to meet the
demands of Rorick's patrons, and lacked tbe
pep which featured it when it played the
Lyceum In Elmlra upon many occasions.

It Is understood that there Is a strong possibility that an opera company will be organized to replace tbe Revue.
Friends of
Charles Tingle, a former Glen favorite, are
urging Charlie to take up the white man's
burden, and Charlie Is agreeable.
He had
planned such a step when the Hoyt's lease
cut It. Tingle was a captain In the aviation
section, Signal Corps, during the war, and

Just
first

recently

came

to

received

his

discharge.

He

Elmlra several seasons ago as
in the Rorlck Opera Co.
made that city his home.

the leading tenor
Since then he has

*

outside of saving that there will be extensive
changes In the theatre before tbe reopening,
is

keeping

mum.

The Knickerbocker Players at the Empire
were augmented this week by Margaret and
Frances Lapslay and Thomas Gillian, of New
York, and James Peterson, of this city.
First steps to give Oneida a $100,000 picture theatre were taken this week.
Tuesday
M. J. Kallett closed a deal for the purchase
a Central avenue site In Oneida at a cost
The property haa a frontage of

of

of $40,000.
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WHEN YOU WRITE A

HOW EASY

HIT

TO WRITE ANOTHER

IT IS

%Wffl
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(OPEN FOR ME)
SOME SONG

& BROCKMAN,

By KENDIS

.

f

•:•

.

<iM

writers of

BLOWING BUBBLES."
MEANS TO BE LONESOME"

"I'M FOREVER
$v

KNOW WHAT

"I

IT

ETC.
1

-'"H%\

Leaders, send for our band and orchestra numbers

BROCKMAN MUSIC

145 W. 45th

CO., Inc.,

St., N. Y. C.
•'

'•'•tfssBS
•

CALL

.-•;•

World's Largest Theatrical Baggage Deal

Henry P. Dixon's Big Review
July

28—1

People engaged

HENRY

P.

ML—Palm

kindly

P.

Garden, 58th St. and Lexington Ave.
acknowledge.
Can me lome good looking charm girls*

DIXON, Room

1010,

GOOD TREATMENT

SPECIAL

Columbia Theatre Building
GOOD BOSS

»Bal"

•Xlkly"

mm

FIVE YEARS

"Murphy"

"Harlmann"

Guaranteed
Five Years

Ideas.

Address VARIETY,

..-*.'•

OFFER

"Taylor"
MAKE LEATHER GOODS"Indeitructo"
AND TRAVELERS' OUTFITS

CHICK OVERFIELD
An American With Advanced
New York

TRUNK

MY GUARANTEE PROTECTS YOUR, PURCHASE FOR
EVERY

That Sensational Chap on the Wire.

WARDROBE

rim

--'^

EVERY
SIZE

FIBRE

t

THEATRICAL

SPECIAL

Ladles' or Men's

Model
(As Illustrated)

J.

Warren

KEANE and WHITE,
IN

5th Ave.

12

Grace

5

NOW

Rep.

runs south about 101

feet,

the south-

ern end of the lot being about 82 feet. In addition, Kallett has leased the Dreamland Theatre In the Clark Building and will use this
ss a lobby.
Ground will be broken at an
early date, the plans now being in the process
of completion.
The bouse will have a capacity
of 1,500. A costly pipe organ will be in-

I

RAY H0DGD0N

stalled.

Kallett is secretary of tbe Oneida Theatre
.Corporation, owners of the Madison Theatre
In that city, and for tbe past three years has
given his entire time as house manager. Before that time, Joseph Kallett, his brother,
took charge of things In his absence.
With the new house being used exclusively
.

for pictures,

tbe

Madison,

Alphonse Sardlno, Syracuse theatre manager, has settled with the Syracuse section
of the Council of Jewish 'Women for the failure of the Washington Birthday entertainment staged by the society in 1018. Satisfaction of a Judgment of $122 obtained In
Municipal Court against Sardlno was entered
Tuesday by counsel for the Jewish organization.
Sardlno was formerly manager of tbe
Regent Theatre here and rented tbe house to
the Council for the entertainment.
At the
last moment he changed his mind. The Council sued and won.
Sardlno took an appeal,
but the settlement was effected.

By H. P. NEWBERRY.
EMPRESS.— Empress Stock 7, "Daddy Long
Legs."

AVENUE.—7-8,

Harvey's

Greater

Min-

strels.

THEATRICAL OUTFITTER*
1678 Broadway
New Yerk

ROYAL.— "Tbe Whip."
City

Sim

here.

IMPERIAL.— Dark.

Fourth week of this

in

Top Drawer
Shoe Pockets

Laundry Bag
Hat Box

Filled

the latter will be dropped from
which will care for road at-

EDWARD GR0PPER, 208 W. 42d St.

tractions.

VANCOUVER, CAN.

fe

Roomy

Lock

Regular
$60 Value
Mail Orders

,C0 feet,

Hangers

Deep,

Drawers

A NEW IDEA

PHONE: RRYANT

Krw YORK
Vadv
NEW

SK7S

ORPHBUM.—SO,

2d week of Alexander and
to good business. Prices
up to $1.03 for boxes. Two matinees are given
for ladles only and Alexander Is answering
questions each day in the "Sun," the morning
paper and on Sunday had a full page of
answers in that paper. 7, Alice Joyce in film
"Within tbe Law."
his

Show of Wonders

PANTAGES.—Vaudeville.

—

;

Jack

& Eva Arnold

;

film

feature Dorothy Phillips In "The Talk of the

Town."

REX.— "The Light of WeBtern Stars," film.
DOMINION.—"Eyes of the Soul."
OLOBE.— "Captain Kldd. Jr."
COLONIAL.— "Mandarin's Gold."
MAPLE LEAF.— "The Wildcat of Parle."
Picture was at the Royal last week.

:••-

Current attractions at Victoria, B. C. are:
Royal Victoria, Clara Kimball Young In
"Cheating Choators"; Princess, The Princess
Dramatic Society In "The Pantomime Rehearsal" ; Pantoges, vaudeville Opera House, dark
Columbia, Dominion, Variety and Romano, pictures.
Billy Oswald and his company are
appearing at the Gorge, a summer park. Tbe
Columbia formerly played vaudeville but Is
now showing pictures, while the Royal Victoria plnys road attractions and films and
will piny Orplieum Circuit vaudeville every
Friday and Saturday next season, starting
Aug. 10.
;

COLUMBIA. Hippodrome Circuit vuudovlllc
and films. Bill, 30 first half, Wlntcrgardon
Four; Bally Hoo Trio; Armstrong & Ncvillo;
Mann & Mallory

smtv^
ITY
C

BROADWAY.—

"The Sheriff's Bon."
Prlseilla Dean in "The Silk-Lined Burglar"
will be shown at the Orpbeum shortly.

H. Watcrbury, a pianist, played at Fletcher's
Music store tbls week, He played coatlnuously

I
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Now

ready to serve every want of

ARTIST OR PRODUCER
Entire Productions

Our

Specialty

—Exclusive Designs

Distinctive Styles

'

•:

.

.

\i

HAVE YOU SEEN

EDWARD

BECK'S

LATEST REVUE AT THE

MARIGOLD GARDENS

HvW

145

NORTH CLARK

ST.

Bait* 503

:

CHICAGO, ILL.
Phone Central 4354

trying to break the record he
Wash., of over 05 hours.

The
at

re

In

the

made

THE FAMOUS

ot

For Renovlw

FRENCH

Twins and Florence Marlon are
Orpbeum with Alexander, appearing

Nartell

a number

Tom Moore has been presenting for the past
week at his Garden Theatre, "Auction ot
Souls," which he is continuing for this week.
The picture 1b doing business.

at Everett.

DEPILA-

TORY

Oriental dances.

POWDER

Mads

Hair

/fcoHziti

th«SlMV«lBM

Gown

the
S. Z. Poll still retains his lease with
government on the theatre on tho avenue bearing his name which was formely the home

Pmiltrie

h

The past season was
vaudeville.
entirely booked by the Shuberts and excellent
business was continuous throughout the seaall
son, the Shuberts sending Jnto this house
C. J. Harris will
productions?
larger
their
of

no longer,

Since the Introduction of X-Bnzin it is
immodest or embarrassing to wear evening
gowns without sleeves or made of sheer
fabrics, because this famous French depilntory removes superfluous hair just
as simply as soap and water dissolve dirt. X-Bazln provides the
comfortable, dainty way of making underarms smooth and
does not stimulate or coars-

WASHINGTON.
Dy HARDIB MBAKIN.
KEITH'S.—Vaudeville.

of /Chase's

'

.

The showing of the
Government film, "Old Glory for New." during the past week attracted excellent busi-

NATIONAL.—Closed.

Although It Is stated there is no connection between the presentation of this film
and the recent statements of a member of
the Senate before the other members ot that
body, considerable conjecture was rampant In
The Senator claimed that
theatrical circles.
he had positive proof that a large number of
the Government films, produced with .Government money, were being exploited for private
"I will
gain by companies In this country.
put someone behind the bars if it Is within
my power, as I have absolute proof of this
latest form of 'graft,' said the Senator.
SHUBERT-BELASCO.— This house has reverted to Alms for the week, showing "The
Beginning and Mysteries of Life." The performances are divided between men and women
and L. Stoddard Taylor, the local manager,
must be credited with having put over something new in the advent of "A Milkman's
Matinee." All local papers carrying the folness.

en

again handle the house when

itorei.

SOc.

week

and

RUCKEL, Inc.
225 Washington St.

Price
J 1. 00 In

U. S. A. Elsewhere
and $1 .50 or we
will mall direct It preferred on receipt of pfloe.

appearing at Keith's this

is

alone.

{'

Frederick Forrester, well remembered In I
Washington from the famous Btock days ot the I
Columbia, was in the city during the part j
week visiting his brother. Mr. ForreBter has*
recently returned from service overseashiit
where he has driven an ambulance for the j
past seventeen months In the Medical Corps j
o f the army.
|

HALL &
New York

75o.

i

Irving Fisher

later growth.

'Jvm

itla at

reopens. There

season.

For
drug and
department

It

may be a few preliminary weeks during the.
summer, but Saturday night closed the official >

Satisfaction guaranteed
or money refunded.

A.RATKOWSKY,Inc.

VAUDEVILLE MATERIAL

NEAL

R.

34

West 34th St.

O'HARA

Humorist of the N. Y. "Evening World," Contributing Editor
of "Life" and "Judge," will write for recognized artists.

Staff

New

Ideas in

Comedy

Now Ready

—Topical
for

INTERVIEWS BY
APPOINTMENT

D0DD ACKERMAN
SCENIC STUDIOS

P.

STAGE PRODUCTIONS
If

Productions of Distinction
DODD ACKERMAN.

STUDIO:

140

WEST

NEW YORK

Deilrner)

39th

CITY

Phone: Greeley

MM

STREET

All

Communications:

WILBUR CUSHMAN
226 West 50th St,

milkmen

In the District to at-

tend the presentation of this remarkable picture tomorrow night (Tuesday).
A seat will
bo Riven free to all those presenting proper
credentials." As milk is a vital matter in the
beginning of life, this performance may be
given to appeal to tho dealers in milk to
properly care for tholr product.
8HUBERT-GARRICK.— Garrlck Players In
"Johnny Get Your Gun." Barle Foxe In the
lead and the house continues to attract excellent business.
COSMOS.— "Oh! Oh! Oh, Aunty!"; Bar-

piece to

n light scarf for the evening,

thatn and Saxon In "Dixie Memories"; GUlen,
Carleton
and Company In "The Slippery

Duck"; Bert Walton, monologlst;
and Kramer; Belmont's Warblers
Canary Cottage."

LYCEUM— Closed.
LOEWS PALACE.— Marguerlto

Kennedy
"Tho

In

GAYETY,

Clark

In

Ray

lu

"GlrlB."

LOEWS

COLUMBIA.— Charles

"Hay-Foot-Straw Foot."

MOORE'S RIALTO.—Mrs.
in

Charlie

"Home."

CRANDALL'S
Thomas

in

desire a smart neckwear with a tailored dress,
or any
of the fashionable fur effects, you

Whether you

New York

Phone: Circle 6435

lowing announcements, "Special
Milkman's
Performance.
The management extends an
invltntlon to all

INC

(P.

ONLY.

and Timely Material
Your Inspection

METROPOLITAN.

"Upstairs and Down."

Chaplin

—

Olive

can find it here. Years of service
to New York's smartest women have
given us an insight of your, desires.
Remember that as manufacturers, we
save

you at

least 1/3 of the regular

wholesale price.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO
THE PROFESSION
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W. Adler has been appointed manager

Lester

of Realart'a

ft!

New York Exchange.

;

have begun

The H. & H. Productions, Inc.,
work on tbelr initial release. "The Strange
Romance " starring Viola Dana.
B. Walthall has

Henry

begun work on his

second of a series of Pioneer releases,
fessions " from the play of Hal Held.

Sydney Garrett, president

J.

Con-

Frank Brock-

sails for
liss Co., film exporters,
the Baltic, July 12.
•

England on

Edith Taliaferro has signed to play the
Pictures
female lead in a five-reeler the Curtis
Corp. will start producing next week.

The new Strand, Brooklyn,' originally schedopen to the public Monday, Sept. 1,
instead.
will get under way Saturday, Aug. 30
.led to

:

:

Ncill,

formerly

Dorothy

Bandbox," a screen play based on
by Louis Joseph Vance.

the-

novel

W. W. Hodklnson's forthcoming release,
"You Never Know Your Luck," by Sir Gilbert Parker, has been completed under Frank
Powell's direction at Fort Lee. House Peters
starred.
Claire Whitney assumes the lead-

is

ing,

feminine

role.

Frank Q. Hall will make his first serial
production since his advent in pictures, to be
called "The Trail of the Octopus," of the conventional twin reel, flf teen-eplBode length. Ben
Wilson and Neva Gerber, two former Universal stars, will

1

CT
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Dal-

ton's director, has been engaged by DeitrlchInc., to direct Doris Kenyon In "The

Beck,

"Fires of Faith," the six-part feature proreleased,
duced by FamouB Players, will be
Aug. 3.

/

William

R.
.

Basil Brady, who runs the Buffalo office for
York on a brief
the Pathe Film Co., is In New
business trip.

;<

i

hods connected with' the film Industry, are to
bo Investigated by the House Committee on
Expenditures in the War Department.
Preliminary Investigation has disclosed conditions
which may result in criminal prosecutions.

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD
I

I

Plans to send over 50 million feet of American pictures into Central and Eastern Europe
the near future, were completed last week
by the Atlantic Cinema Corp., a newly organized company with offices in New York., More

in

<

than- $25,000,000 is Involved In the transaction
and 'Prints of more than a thousand feature
productions will be Included In the shipment.

Metro has acquired the rights to Holman
Day's play, "Along Came Ruth," to be UBed

by Viola Dana as a starring vehicle. "The
Hermit Doctor" and Thomas Hardy's "Teas of
the D'Ubervilles" are two other popular novels
It Ib not unlikely
to bo screened by Metro.
that Mme. Alia Nazlmova will appear in the
"Tees" play.

assume the'leads.

R. William Nell! has been signed by Deitrlch-Beck, Inc., to direct their star, Doris
Kenyon, in the first of a series of Louts Joseph
Vance stories. Work on the Initial production, "The Bandbox," has been begun at the
old Biograph studios.
W. W. Hodklnson will
release.

Alleged frauds on the Government, resulting
being pocketed by per-

in millions of dollars

Rldgeley Torrence, poet and writer, Is reported to be in a state of mind over the use
of 'his name. in a World pjicture called "Dust
of Desire," which Is shortly to be released.
Rubye de Remer Is the star of It The part
of the villain is played by Stuart Holmes.
In the press notices sent out the name given
On
this part is that of Rldgeley Torrence.
the film the name Is changed to Clayton Torrence.
The writer may let the whole matter
drop.
:

.

feature,

Is

,

.....Dorothy Dalton
Douglas McLean
.....Beverly Travers
Marcla
'The Homebreaker," shown last week at the
Stanley with Dorothy Dalton In the leading
role, is one of Thomas H. Ince's Paramount
In"* five parts. It la an adequate,
offerings.
decent young story by James Lynch\ with some ...
good exterior shots on board a train and on'
the yacht while It circled the harbor. These
were made by Cameraman Cecil Smith. Victor
Schertzlnger directed, and considering the aver*,
age nature of his material, did an average
good Job. There 1b nothing in this picture to
go mad over. It Is Just a good program filler.
From a
It holds you and that's about all.
mechanical standpoint, It may be remarked

Mary
Ray

.

•

that the use of the circle vignette in this new
offering is a happy illustration of how muchcan be done with that effect when it Is properly
handled.
Mary Marsden Is a traveling saleswoman, a
McChesney, for the firm of
sort of
Abbot ft Son. With the Junior Abbot, Raymond, Mary Is In love, She returns from her
trip, to find the youngster has been neglecting
business and tearing round town with a couple
of Russian Impostors ' whom Mary has met
elsewhere. But she does 'not give them away
She and Abbot; Sr„ devise a plan
at first.
whereby the old man begins to take dancing
lessons and to behave like tho very mischief as
a bad example to his son. His conduct has
the proper effect.
It sobers Sonnle consider-

Emma

.

ably.

The climax Is reached when the Russian
adventurer starts to elope with Raymond's
'•
sister. This elopement Mary frustrates, incldcn tally catching the adventurer In theft, so
'
all ends happily.
...\

Sydney Hall has been appointed manager of
engagement department of Edgar DudHall was formerly a picture director.
ley, Inc.

Mae Murray

.;.-'.'.l'.i(

•

THE HOMEBREAKER.

the film

craft

5;
.

.

,

announced to start an Art-

W

THE BETTER WIFE.

"On With the Dance," next

week.

Clara K. Young
Edward M. Kimball

Charmaln Page
Mr. Page
Sir Richard Beverly
Lady Beverly
Little Dick
Helen Klngdon
Mrs. Klngdon

Barbara Caatleton will be featured in a new
be proserial called "The Lady in Grey," to

duced by George Wiley and released through
•

the Triangle exchanges.

..Nigel Barrle
Kathlyn Williams
.....Ben Alexander

Lillian Walker
Barbara Tennant
Comte de Cheveral. ........ .Irving Cummtngs

"Loot," the Arthur Somers Roche Saturday
Evening Post story, is to be made into a
feature by Universal, with Darrel Foss and
Ora Carew in the leading roles.

.'.

-.

"The Better Wife," adapted to picture purposes for Miss Clara Kimball Young, follows
the outlines of the English novel, a piece of
work virtually unknown, to the fans. For this
reason, and because. Miss Young is no longer
tho drawing card she once was and shows no
sign in this picture of returning to her former
status, exhibitors will find this feature only
an average buy. It is a fair 'program offering,
nothing more. There is little story and less
action.
But excellent photography, good Interior shots, well chosen exteriors and dignified
acting bring It up to the average standard.
.

Paramount has leased for a term of years

the Ideal Studio at Hudson Heights, N. J. In
future all the Briggs comedies will be made
new location.

at the

William Faversham and Maxlne Elliott have
Their first proformed a film partnership.
duction will be baaed on "The Man Who Lost
Himself," a novel by H. DeVere Stackpole.

Miss Young can
mature woman and

Ben Turpln has signed a contract for anMack Sennett and will
Paramount-Sennett
in

C. C. Johnson, formerly manager of the
United Picture Theatres' local exchange since
of the company, has been appointed business manager of the United forces.

h
•

'

A showing, commencing at midnight. haB
been added to those already being given to
"Yankee Doodle In Berlin" and the Sennett
Bathing Girls at the Broadway Theatre.
started work on bis first
"Mothers of Men." The screen adapby Charles Whlttaker from the novel
William Warner and De Wltte

Edward Jose has
feature,
tion is

':':

.

W. Chambers,

the novelist, will write
original screen stories for Fisher Features,
Inc., now producing at the old Thanhouser
Charles A. Logue
Plant in Now Rochelle.
will do the continuities.
.

Victor Wilson, the p. a. of the Broadway
Strand, will also assume a similar capacity
with the new Strand in Brooklyn, also a picture house, which is almost completed and Is
scheduled for opening on Labor Day.
J.

Maurice Tourneur announces that Jack Holt,
Seena Owen, Lon Chaney, Wallace Beery and
Bull Montana will appear in "Victory," film
version of Joseph Conrad's novel which Tourneur is now picturing at Culver City.

H. C. Arthur, Seattle and district manager
for United Theatres, spent last week In New
York.
Before leaving the West he placed
the Clemmer Theatre on the United books as
the first run house In Seattle.

Tho Blanche Sweet Productions has been
organized by Jesse D. Hampton to exploit his
star In a series of eight pictures to be released
through Pathe. Work will begin shortly on the
iCoast.

A catalog of "Picture Films, Valuable for
Education," listing 550 travel scenic, nature
and science pictures, handled by various, companies, has been Issued by the National Board
of

Review.

""••

-

girl.
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film.

by Henry
Kaplan.

Robert

now a

.

In the cast supporting Douglas Fairbanks in
his first picture for the United Artists will be
Marjory Daw, Sam Sothern, Frank Campeau
and Albert McQuarrle.

I

Is

-

the inception

{•

She

with an extra well defined flare for acting. V
Miss Young is supported by Nigel Barrle. He
Is an Englishman, born to the knowledge of ~Z
what constitutes tho proper thing In clothes 1
and behavior.
He gets 'no particular credit
for this, and he certainly ought to be lassoed
and dragged twice around the lot for the bad
tasto of the dinner coat ho wears in this picture.
Ben Alexander, as the kid was attractive, Lillian Walker left much to be desired
In her Interpretation, for she by no chance
suggests the part, and Irving Cummtngs, as
a French count, was a scream without meaning to bo.
Tho story opens with. Charmaln Page, an
American girl, paying a visit in England.
By chance she discovers that Sir Richard
Boverly'B wife Is untruo to hlra. When that
wife Is killed, she nurses the Beverley boy
back to health and marries Sir Richard. He
believes she has done so for his title, thereby
doing her an Injustice ; but this Is straightened out as It should be In any woll behaved

.

.

act.

more than the average pretty American

Harry J. Cohen, manager of Metro's foreign.
bureau, will sail July 12 to Join R. A. Rowland, president of Metro, who is tourning
Europe for business purposes.

:

still

to bo a maturo woman and
succeed In pictures one has to be something

other two years with
appear
to
continue
comedies.

As a result of the writ of attachment awarded
Mrs. Josephine Bushman, former wife of Francis Bushman, tho picture star; Baltimore officials havo seized the actor's chattels and household property at hU homo, Bush Manor,
Itlderwood, Md„ for auction sale to satisfy
the attachcc'B many claims for alimony, lawyers' fees, ot. al, Tho goods consist of costly
pointings, fourteen Great Dane dogs,* silverware and furniture.
Justice McClane, who
handed down tho divorce decree, awarded Mrs.
llUBhuiun $40,000 alimony payable in four annual Installments plus $4,000 annually for
the support of their five children, all ofvrfhlch
clnlms, except tho first $10,000 Installment,
were not fulfilled.

INCORPORATIONS.

BOTHWELL BROWNE
A

Star

Among

Stars

BOTHWELL BROWNE, the clever actor of feminine roles, who is the star of the Sennett
feature comedy, "YANKEE DOODLE IN BERLIN," might class himself ns a stnr among stars.
In this comedy on the German war lords Sennett placed each nod every one of his famous
comics in the various roles. When the cast Is flushed Upon the screen, Browne's nnmc appears
on top In large letters, while comedians such ns Ford Sterling, Charlie Murray, Ben Turpln,
Bert Roach, Chester Conklln and others nre captioned below in smaller type.
Browne Is appearing on tour in connection with the photoplay, and in addition to his
personal appearance, Sennett 1ms loaned a bevy of his bathing girls, who also appenr as

nn added attraction.
The show Is playing the Broadway theatre, New York, and Is on Its second capacity week.
When first booked into the Brondwuy, the engagement was for n period of four weeks. The
tremendous crowds, Irrespective of hot weather, have cued the managers to extend the engagement for a period of eight weeks.
This is the some BOTHWELL BROWNE who starred In Shufacrt's "MISS JACK" and who
was one of the Hammcrsteln footliglit favorites. His return to Broadway as n stnr of the
silent

drama

is

welcomed.

Iliirnhnm
Amiixoment Co., Cortland,
$30,000; C. H. Gardner, J. S. & G. B. Bumham. Portland, N. Y.

Wnrrt
ricals,

Ward.

«

Robert

Co.,

Manhattan, theat-

$5,000 ;0. Renakon,
251 W. 39th street,

A.

New

Robl,

L.

York.

DELAWARE .CHARTERS.

Motion IMctnre and Theatrical C-oopcrntlve AsNodatloii of the 'World, In<\,
$1,000,000; Cornelius A. Colo. Hack en
sitck, N. J.; Robert Vnn Voorhls, Jersey
City. N. J.: Arthur R. Oakland, Pearl
River, N. Y.

Equity iMi-tiircM Corp., $500,000; W. L. N.
Loflund, Charles H. Jones, Frederick
Jackson, Dovor.
INCREASE IN CAPITAL.
Ryan'M Theatre Ticket Oilier, Inc., to
Company's Theatre Ticket Office.
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stand for the ultimate in photoplay excellence. Its stars
have a record of great achievements with promise of
still greater, because all are equipped with the three
cardinal requisites youth, beauty and talent Backed
by vehicles of surpassing excellence, with super direction, production and and exploitation, the combination
Here are three great young stars:
is invincible.
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MARY MILES MINTER,
the vivacious and sparkling golden-haired

I'-sh-'-j.,--

for

m

W

little

interpreter of

American Girlhood. Her bubbling spirit and joyous personality
have, through the medium of pictures, been carried into most of
the homes of this broad land and her enchanting style is a model

¥-•-

'

.'

many

devoted millions of her

girl compatriots.

.

K

•"•:•
.

.absolute mistress
of screen art
whose sure grasp
on the photoplay
public has been immeasurably heightened by her recent unparalleled run in

ALICE BRADY.
!
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the slashing Broadway stage success,
"Forever After." Her tremendous
following, in all sections of the country, will react instantly to the great
Realart productions, work on which
has already begun.

m

CONSMCE BINNEY,
a young "comer"
did screen

»

work

who has

already "arrived."

opposite John Barrymore in

Her splen"The Test

of Honor" has been a revelation of photodramatic power.
Her Realart de luxe offerings will be further augmented

by the tremendous prestige of her wonderful success in
"39 East," which is now breaking all New York hot
weather attendance records.

*

-V

THE FIELD covered by Realart Pictures is as broad as the
,MV

demand for good photoplays. Realart will offer
an open market to all who have distribution rights to place
for the world for unusual screen features. To this end

universal

negotiations are invited.

Sfe

Recognizing the Exhibitors as

the accredited representatives of millions of patrons of
picture theatres, it will be the aim of the organzation to
i':V-

give each one a square deal and to his local clientele the

very top-notch of picture excellence.

PICTURES

REALART PICTURES CORPORATION
ARTHUR

UO-12-14WES
',

2m%.

S.

KANE, President
NEW YORK. CITY
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OVING PICTURES
fringe and made changes to a fussy net
and a soubret dress. The latter had a
carnation satin body atop a double

AMONG THE WOMEN
ly PATSY SMITH.
"Kiss Me," the new Wm. B. Friedlander girl act, presentation passed
muster at the Palace, Monday, for
three reasons. The music (there are
three catchy tunes), looks of girls, and
the individual work of Dorothea SadThe setting, blue
ler, as the vamp.
walls hung with bronze and. green drap-

another shade
eries,
of brown draperies with orange back
walls, was a bit disconcerting with
the girls in various modes of smart attire each wholly different in coloring,
There was a white
at the opening.

boxed

:

in

with

still

satin "dressy" suit, the skirt enhanced
with small lace frills, a pink coat and
.white satin skirt, and a gold skirt and
peach
French blue georgette jacket.
satin trimmed with narrow bands of
plum ribbon velvet, a white banded and
girdled with emerald green chiffon,

A

and two orchid toned combinations.
For the "Lin§erie" number, they first
appeared in georgette peignoirs in delicate shades, displaying ruffle collars,
and flutings (put on tn scallops) of
Miss
contrasting shades of taffeta.

my

estimation, held up the
Sadler, in
interest in the entire act. She was a
vamp who breathed real humor, at the
same time handling the role seriously.
A national blue satin skirt and exag-

gerated chapeau and gold draped
bodice appliqued with queer red and
green shaped things (one might see
in a wet country) was a laugh at start
For the "Painted Lady" number in
which attentifijgjis called to the prestige of famous vamps of the past, Miss
Sadler was in black velvet very much
split up in sections showing spring
green satin lining and nice silk encased
nether extremities. Many ropes of jet
twisted about arms, neck and shoulCleopatra, Salome, Du Barry,
ders.
Helen of Troy, Carmen, etc., were presented as "types," clad in costumes
characteristic of the fashion and glory
of their day.
Ethel Corcoran's white
satin and georgette tucked frock, the
full skirt held in half its length with
a deep band of handsome lace, and a
peach chiffon draped gown girdled
with silver, were her best. Isabel Winlock, as the matronly Aunt Julia, was
appropriately attired in lavender and

"The Fear Woman" has received
some strenuous cutting it appears.
Toward the finale it is so abrupt you
feel you have been cheated—that the
title is a misnomer and the heroine,
started out with a promising
tragic temperament, only a silly woman after all. What threatened to be a
gpod lesson on the curse of liquor
turned around and laughed at the idea
of heredity—but it was only a halfhearted laugh, no punch whatsoever in
the entire story. The fear woman appeared to be afraid of everything.
As usual, Pauline Fredericks' wardrobe was worthy of special notice.
Among her best looking frocks was a
velvet draped skirt attached to a plain
broad girdle bodice and an evening
Long tight
toilette, mostly of tulle.
sleeves of handsome lace flouncing had
the upper part of the plain fillet net
attached to yoke of same. There was
a beautifully embroidered georgette
with neck and sleeves built in of brussels net and a handsome velvet broblack and
cade chiffon negligee.

who

A

white checked skirt and black fitted
coat sweater was worn for a tennis

tournament and a full skirted linen
riding coat had a let in belt of same.
As usual, Miss Frederick looked best
in

her plainest darkest outfits.
Lydia Yeamans Titus was a delicious

bit of satire in the role of a retired

camp

cook.

Elaborately

gowned

worn by the big

in Irish lace and conspicuously
adorned with jet and jewels she put
a punch in the character part, as she
does in most any part (no matter

light

small) she

The Lightner
striped

were in pink
and figured faille and light
sisters

overskirt dresses.
The pink,
girl, had dangerously
shoulder straps. As it was, the
dress was cut so low she could not sit
up straight. The green had an opal
9
bordered petticoat, and was trimmed
with green and brilliant banding.
Marie Dressler's purple and silver
brocade tunic over black net was apparently built to order of the comedienne. So long as it pleased or satas isfied her, why worry, for no one in her

green

.

•.-

a quiet classical offering should draw
Miss Vadie
the closing position.
opened in a picturesque costume of
pink crepe delicately printed with blue
Lace flouncing on skirt and
circles.
around square neck. There was a bonnet to match. A cherry chiffon flower
dress, and a black silk coat stitched
with gold over gold pants and vest,
worn with a long pointed black and
gold cap, were other artistic apparel.
The pianiste was clad in white.

mining

lace.

:

world of admirers cares one whit what
she wears so long as she talks or sings
or performs antics for them.
Those who went out before Maryon
Vadie and Ota Gygi had finished
missed two of the rarest artists in
vaudeville. It was a great pity such

how

is

seen

in.

There was a splendid showing of
feminine apparel at the American the
first half. The five women on the bill
were all costumed above the average,
two of them showing a wardrobe that
would attract attention in any theatre.
Dolly (Dolly and Calamme) opened
in an evening wrap oddly trimmed with

59

is
it likely such a young man
would stand calmly by and he laughed

nor

It's simply a story suited to the.
at.
whimsical personality of the little
flounced white skirt, piped in the color.
star, Constance Talmadge, and gives
Rice and Graham includes one of the
her ample opportunity to shine as alittle (Buster) O'Neill Sisters, nicely
society miss and an honest (?) work-V
frocked in salmon satin, modest boot
ing girl. There is much amusement atbaby bodice of delft
top length.
tempted in the Beauty Shop scenes,
blue beads or sequins, had tabs of
but nothing that Mack Sennett and
ribbon velvet in self tone falling to
other comedy producers have not em-*
just below the hips.
ployed in "Beauty and Rejuvenating
Miss Goodrich, of Ford and GoodParlors" pictures in the past. There
rich, was the real flash of the bill.
was one good laugh for those familiar
thin -layer of mousseline de soie in
with the dope handed out by scalp speelectric blue, veiled pretty flesh undercialists—a model who came for treatOstrich fringe in a deeper
things.
ments. She surely had the thinnest
shade, edging narrow skirt panels and
An ocean green thing in hair ever on exhibition. Miss
long loose sleeves.
Talmadge is most attractive in plain
taffeta overskirt dress had a petticoat
Jane clothes. In apron and simple
of white gold brocaded chiffon and
checked voile she was quite as winshort
elbow sleeves extravagantly
some as in lace and net voluminous
jaunty strawberry satin
flounced.
lace and
tulle and satin creations.
box coat a la mode had a long narrow
satin negligee was so large and straight
in
skirt of white crepe, batik painted
and unbecoming it could hardly have
blue and rose, with an inverted hem of
been made for her. The other girls
the fruity colored satin ; a round rolled
wore good but unattractive! attire. "
brim hat was faced in the same.
The title, "The Firing Line" appears
dainty abbreviated affair had a sextet
to bear small relation in the pictured,
the
of plaited pink ruffles forming
A- production of Robert W. Chambers'
^kirt and iris ruffled bloomers.
mushroom bonnet of pink and iris had novel, as the punch line or scene that
sets the title for the book, is rather
the brim in front caught up to the
slighted in the picture.
The clever
crown, with a small bunch of pink and
male cast makes the picture well worth!
blue flowers.
while, even were there a less popular,
The woman of Norton, Sher and Co. less attractive star in the leading role.
was effectively gowned throughout. A
Irene Castle has evidently graduated
white silk polonaise costume was worn
from "just dancing" and she surely
at opening with scarlet hat, shoes and
should be commended for her serious
hose, which she changed marvelously
work in this production.' As Shiela
quick to a shawl dress handsomely
Car dross, the adopted daughter of patviolet and
fringed, of solid orange.
rents who winter in the luxury of Flor-;/
silver checked metallic cloth skirt rfid,
ida and summer in the Adirondack*
bottom edge, tam, suspenders and girshe displays a variety of beautiful
dle, trimmed with pearl buttons to
clothes. She is first seen in a bathing
carry out a "coster" effect. Over a
cape and cap of figured silk over a
black net ruffled and gold piquot edged
short full skirted satin suit—the top
bloomer costume, a cape of orchid and
of the low square neck built up an
silver blended metal cloth was worn
inch or two with white.
lovely lace
for a' couple of minutes.
deep band
dinner dress had a full flounce of the
of orchid satin with a strip of gold
lace draped over one arm and a short
cloth in same width on either side,
net sleeve, like bodice top, set in an
finished the bottom and top of wrap.
armhole. There was one taffeta frock
There was a small silver poke, with
with full side puffs exhibited, having
orchid feather sticking out in front.
very short sleeves like most of the-'
others worn.
straight line model of
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Bruce Weyman, back from the front,

now

at the Strand, much to the joy
of his old following. It is a real pleasure to announce that the popular
singer and soldier has returned in fine
trim vocally and judging from his reception has not been forgotten. His
offering, "On the Road to Mandalay,"
however, did not iseem to be a wise selection. Mile. Marguerite LaMare sang
"Love's Garden of Roses," in a white
satin robe veiled in sapphire net: Three
bands of sapphire sequins, trimmed
bottom of front panel girdle and
is

shoulder straps.

"The Veiled Adventure" is not a very
nor a plausible one. To
proud high-minded young man

brocaded satin had long plain satin,
sleeves and a double ruffle in the
square neck.
A satin with tucked
bodice front had a novel touch in the
suspender straps which crossed in
back and fastened to the bodice well
down on the chest. There was a good
looking loose box suit with narrow
turned back collar and cuffs and a
fitted eton suit accompanied with a
pointed fox scarf and smart turban..
Countless bathing suits and sport

clothes were paraded and from a woman's viewpoint I should say it will
prove a most interesting picture. The
title may prove misleading, however,
and hold back patronage that think it
another "war play."
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pretty story
fool a
is

IF

YOU DON'T ADVERTISE

not a pretty pastime for young girls

IN
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Wrong Door/' with Madge Kennedy
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THE SHE WOLF.
Texas Gulnan
George Chesbro
Jack Richardson

Fan MartlnBon
Joe Larkln

Sberlfl of Mad Dog
Dolia Wayne
Sally Blgby
Thia Frobman Amusement Corporation production, presented by William L. Bberrlll, Its
president, starring Texas Qulnan, Is due tor
an early and speedy journey to the Jttneymat picture bouses. Wbereln the trouble lies
Tbe production from
Is difficult to determine.
a technical standpoint Is meritorious, insofar
as art, titles, direction and photography are
concerned. The yarn, as a whole, is at fault
for one thing, simply because it is "old stuff."
In trying to provide Miss Gulnan with a vehicle wherein she could creditably live up to

her

billing of. the

unofficial

"female William

8. Hart," John Colton, who is responsible tor
both the story and continuity, has only trodden

the beaten path over which so

"Western

writers

stuff"

have

many

plainly

angle falls to give credit to oast, director or
cameraman. They are not mentioned, and the
reason Is fairly obvious. All too evident Is the
fact that this Is an Importation, and, worst of
all, an English Importation.
They haven't the sunlight or the mastery of
lighting in the Island kingdom that is necessary
to excellent photography.
What is more, the English haven't motion
picture skill. They are not Importing AmeriThis particular
can directors for nothing.
picture poorly photographed throughout, hasn't
a close-up In it, though once an amateurish and
unsuccessful effort Is made to use the circle
vignette. The acting, too, was so melodramatic that the audience tittered, and exhibitors,
making careful selections should bear that fact
well In mind.
it is a typical Dickens story.
The unloved
(

little girl whose sweetheart Is lost at sea and
found again. That is the main theme and the
one by which the story in primarily motivated so far as "getting" a picture crowd is
concerned. That is one thing the producers
seem to have realised the value of, and they've
got a capable little girl to play tbe important
role.
What with no close-ups, she did her
best, but unfortunately she suggested all too
frequently the points she was missing, the
points that Mary Plckford, for example, aided
by superior mechanical means and superior
direction, would have eaten up.
Besides this

young woman

HAMBURG BACK FROM

CHINA.

Alfred P. Hamburg, who was sent to
China with a small company to shoot
a number of scenes that are to be incorporated into a new D. W. Griffith
production, returned to New York this
week. The balance of the production
will be personally handled by Griffith

on the

coast.

several actors in comedy roles
did their work well.
A poor picture even on an ordinary program.

Murlelle Ostrlohe has formed her own company known as tbe Popular Productions, Inc.
capitalised at $20,000, with theatrical and pic-

Tbe "Anne" stories by L. M. Montgomery
have been bought for Mary Miles Winter.

man

Interests mentioned as their proposed
commercial pursuits. Walter Irving and NorB. Saohe are backing the corporation.

ture

other

and

paved a risible route. The cast and
tbe production, in fact, are unconvinclngly
presented in an unconvincing manner. Cliff
Smith, who directed, did a good job considering tbe material.
Miss Gulnan has It In her to start a new
vogue of female Western leads, hut what she
needs most is a worthy vehicle, supported by
an equally meritorious cast. And, always, a
good looking hero at least. The photographer,
who made the best Job of all, goes nameless In
this production.
Likewise, the role of an
astute Chink, Mul Fong, very ably pertritely

\l.:l.

yes
m.

sonated. Is anonymous.
It would be a waste of space to record the
resume of the story. The crook sheriff, the
Chink proprietor of a dance hall and lots of
excellent "local color," in the form ot dandy
shots.
Put them all together they spell any
Western picture tbe only difference being
that some are better spellers than others.
Abet.
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THE WILDERNESS TRAIL.
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Mix
Tom „,

Donald MoTavleb
Jeanne
Her Father
Mary

.

Coleen Moore

Frank M. Clark
Lulu Warrenton

w

Sid Jordan
a regular he-man on and off
his latest picture, "The WilBut
is a he-man's picture.
It ;ls more than that.
Shown this week at
the Academy, It delighted the girls as well as
the boys, thanks largely to the efforts of B.
Serglus

Tom Mix

the- screen

is

and

derness Trail,"

.
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He will bear
Saint, who directed.
watching, this director will.
When you see
his name, look tor something good.
Another item in this Fox offering's favor
baby-girl face
Is Coleen Moore.
piquant,
Her
photographs like one hundred thousand, gold.
There are a lot ot beautiful exterior shots
over the snow In this feature, but where
Friend F. Baker, the photographer, made exceptionally good was in tbe way he managed to
Le

J,
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catch tbe fights pulled off every other reel.
The first one Just gave the spectators a taste
of what came to tbem In the last reel. That
last reel was a peach so far as fist work was
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A DAUGHTElfOF THE WOLF.
Lila Lee
,,,.1

:

:

MM

A

Annette
Draly

;'s
:

concerned.
In the story, Donald MoTavish loves the
Factor's daughter, but the Factor accuses him
ot being a free trader and of stealing skins
from the Hudson Bay Co. Out goes Don to
§rove bis Innocence and round up the thieves,
'hey catch him.
He gets away, and In a
lonely cabin' discovers his sweetheart a prisoner.
Meanwhile, the Factor starts after him
under the assumption that It was he, not the
halt breed, who stole the girl.
The plot Is clear and reasonable and the
acting fine.
good feature.
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Elliott Dexter

Charles Ogle

Roper
Richard Wayne
Jim La. Rue
....James Mason
Jean
Marcla Manon
There Is some corking good movement in
"A Daughter of the Wolf," the flve»part Artcraft feature at the Academy this week with
LHa Lee and Elliott Dexter In the principal
roles, but the story Itself Is not well thought
It Is based on a yarn of Hugh Fendexter's In the Woman's World and is Just the
sort of sentimental rot the girls will fall for.

out.

it to tbe screen, and
Irving V. WHIat directed, getting in some
corking fights.
Despite, you are never sure
That's the
is who, you enjoy the scrap.
trouble with these Westerns. As soon as the
girls and boys in them get on their legglns,
their fur coats, their hats, their mufflers and
their ear muffs they all look alike. A detective, much less a director, would have a hard
time telling tbem apart.
In this particular picture the mix-up all
happily comes at the end. The story Is concerned with smuggling furs from British
Columbia across the United States border.
Annette la tbe daughter of the chief smugFather takes Angler, known as the Wolf.
nette to the big town and there she meets a
city man who falls In love with her in the
course of a couple ot hours only to he called
away by his own dad's death. This Is the part
that Isn't likely. It isn't likely, to begin with,
that a city man would fall so bard for a girl
from the backwoods.
However, tho story works out well enough,

Marlon Fairfax adapted

who

and

Is

a pretty

THE

MAM BEHEATH

The exceptional quality of Hayakawa's interpretation of the Hindu surgeon
makes it one of the most sympathetic roles he has ever portrayed.
"The Man Beneath" is an adaptation of the powerful book by Edmund
Mitchell. An unusual cast, which includes Helen Jerome Eddy, Pauline Curley,
Jack Gilbert, Fontaine La Rue and Wedgewood Howell, assist Hayakawa in

fair feature.

DOMBEYAND SONS.
Some

pictures are so bad that only fear of
the heat keeps the padlock on the profanity
chamber, and of this class the five reel production, "Dombey and Sons," offered lest week
at the Circle, Is an excellent example. It la
founded on the novel by Charles Dickens, but
in loosing It on tbe American market. Tri-

the interpretation of this production.

^^

Produced by
Distributed by Exhibitors

.U.

Mutual

HAWORTH

Robertson-Cole Company
Controlling

World'*
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Pauline Frederick
Helen Winthrop
Milton Sills
Robert Craig
Walter Hlers
Percy Farwell
Emmett King
Harrison Winthrop
.Harry 8. Northrup
Sidney Scarr
Ernest
Pasque
Terhune
Bruce
Beverly Travers
Stella Scarr
Mrs. Honorah Farwell .Lydla Yeamans Titus
Looks like Goldwyn lost the race with prohibition in the releasing of the latest Paulino

The husband
oil fields, and she visits friends.
In this household neglects his wife for business and the wife falls for a' young fellow,
who the titles state is an artist with the women.
She is in his rooms one night when Miss
Winthrop learns of the fact and hurries there
In time to shield the wife when the husband
arrives. The story of the affair "gets out" and
Miss Winthrop Is socially ostracized which
causes her to leave the town.
At a beach resort sbe runs Into a family
that has lately stepped Into the heavy dough
class through the discovery of oil on the "old
farm."
It Is Just mother and son and the
latter is the apple of the old lady's eye.
He
falls for the Winthrop girl and starts to give
her a chase, which causes mother to call in
the family attorney.
With the usual picture
coincidence he Is the same attorney Jilted
by Miss Winthrop. Just as naturally, as far
ss pictures go, there Is a reconciliation and
the usual catch-as-catch-can at the finish.
There are times when the story seems a little
vague, but eventually these little off-shoots
from the plot proper are accounted for.
In sets the picture abounds in showing that
money has been spent lavishly and there are
some very pretty exteriors.
tennis matoh

movements

handled effectively from a photographic
standpoint. There is also a shot taken through
a closed window showing an automobile and
two people getting into tbe car that is a little

from the usual run.
Miss Frederick handles her role most conscene when she

different

vincingly, especially In one
clinches with her leading

third

,

Lonely Heart." sung by a contralto, Edna
Mampel, whose voice Is sweet, but who like
most slngera leaves you In some doubt as to
the language she is enunciating. Probably It
was French. There were also shown a Sunshine comedy and "War Spruce," an educa.

Film Co.

tional

LINE.
Irene Castle
Irene West

Mrs. Cardross
Constance Pallser
Virginia Suydatn

Cardross
(Bradley)

Cecils
Jessie

May Kltson
Jane Warrington
Anne Cornwall
Gladys Coburn

...\
3d..

John Garret Hamtl
Louis Malcourt
Neville Cardross

R.

V.

Steele

David Powell
J. H. Gllmora
James Wayward
Frank Losee
"The Firing Line," a Famous Player fivepart

special,

'.....

presented

week by Adolph Zukor,

at
is

the

Rlvoll

a good feature.

this
It

is well photographed, though Florida exteriors
are not up to those in California, and It Is
well captioned. The lighting effects are often
less attractively thought out than they might
be, but the picture cannot help selling, for the
story Is probably the best Robert W. Chambers
ever did with the general public in view and the
slim, girlish Irene, what with .the romantic
claim on people's attention her life has given

her and her own

abilities

always draws the

.crowd.

The

pity is that this feature is not better.

Some day it may be done again.
Charles
Malgne directed, and, while he may not be

OUTCASTS OF POKER FLAT.

been

James Young will
Pictures for Select.

tbe

direct

Elsie

Emmy
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several years ago.
When completed It
was shelved because not deemed good enough
Since that time, however, it has been resurrected and given a set of supposedly humorous
titles and released.
The result Is that it is
about as bunk a piece of hokum as has ever
been slipped to exhibitors.
It Is rather generally conceded Francis
Bushman has slipped into the discard of film
Film men generally believe that
Eopularity.
Is family affairs are in a great 'measure responsible "God's Outlaw" will assist materially.
All the heroics for which Bushman In
his heyday was famed are unmercifully kidded
lit this picture, but at that the Job is a rather
sorry affair.
It looks as though some one
started out with a good idea to burlesque the
action with hoax titles and then either got
"too wise" or else their extremities became
chilled.
The result Is Just a very poor melodrama for the rank and file of film fans. The
wise ones will get many a laugh from tbe picture, but all audiences are not Broadway and
42d street
In Jazzing this production the leader starts
with "This. Is a Drammerl
Honest It Is."
Tbe scenes are laid In the town of Quinine,
evidently with the hope that the name would
act as an antidote to the chill that one receives
In looking at the burg Itself.
Here the dauntless F. X. B. Is the "sheruff and his rival for
the hand of "Beautiful Beverly" Is none other
than the Village Chestnut blacksmith, who
shimmies a ledge and shifts a snaky anvil.
Percy Smallbead is the "dan-dee boy" of the
village and "he's done wrong by our Nell."
As Nell Is working as the one gal cabaret in
the village gin emporium, it is safe to reckon
that the wrong wuz dona

X

'

*

'

Even in a "clown drammer," there has to be
something of a plot, so know ye all by these
presences that the mother of the aforesaid
"Beautiful Bev" believes her daughter should
marry either a check-room boy or a retired
bartender.
For third choice sbe might have
picked a taxi-cab driver, but as the "dan-dee"
boy is in the ring she picks on him. "B. B," is
strong for the "sheruff," but he thinks that sbe
is willing to follow mother's lead in the auction game and grab off the kid with the bank

A bank roll la handy even in a. burg
where there are only 6T kinds of human beings.
Therefore he dashes but and orders a plate
roll.

{ ••*•"•••
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John Oakhurst J
Billy Gentry

Oakhurst' a Adopted Son

\

On page 8 of the current issue of Variety- will be found the U. M. P. A.
bulletin in full of a digest of the new admissions tax law.
It contains much valuable information and clears up many points not
heretofore clear. For that reason this digest should be kept for reference.

responsible, has too, overlooked
enough. But It is in the scenario that faults
are chiefly evident
Tbe story should have started with
Sheila's first marriage and the reason! tor it
developed.
The sympathy should have been
thrown to her and Malcourt Hamtl should
have been let alone to stand on his own feet.
Instead of doing these fairly obvious things—
any of the writers for the Cosmopolitan or
the Saturday Evening Post learns them in his
cradle the deviser of tbe scenario concentrates on Hamll.
Little sympathy, either for
Shiela or "that very gallant gentleman/'
Louis Malcourt, is allowed by the continuity
writer.
The result is that tbe drama misses

altogether

'

—

flrtTn pi flt ft

of

ham-and

dreadful dissipation.
Later, when the Village Chestnut 1b about
beat up the "dan-dee boy" the "sheruff"

to

steps in and the two tear off a couple a hundred
feet of rut an' tumble.
This waa the one
section where the house got a laugh, and it
was accomplished very easily through the medium of repeating the sub-title "Oh, How They
Fought" three times with the lettering larger
on each occasion.
The finish finds the "sheruff" and "B. B." in
the clinch. \
But the lowdown on the picture is that it's
the bunk.
Fred.

DUST OFDESIRE.

fiffoct

drew a heart throb.
Tbe audience caught Its breath in a near sob.
Malcourt'8 sacrifice got them as It did in tbe
novel. The picture is by no means a failure.
But consider the story the director bad to go
Shiela, adopted daughter of wealthy
by.
Hurt
people, learns that she is a foundling.
and overcome, she marries Louis Malcourt, "to
get a name for herself." Malcourt loves her.
She does not love him. When she falls In
she
that
with
Hamll,
Malcourt
suggests
love
get a divorce. This she refuses to do because
Nevertheless,' the climax

of her foster parents, so, to free her. Malcourt
kills himself.

BETTER TIMES.
Zasu Pitts
David Butler
Peter
This is "The Fortune Hunter," Wlnchell
Smith's play, retold in pictures, in an entirely

Nancy

new way and an

entirely

new

setting.

Made

by

that evidently being bis Idea of

Beth Vinton
Rubye de Remer
Dick Thornton
Thomas J. Carrlgan
Mrs. Jack Stevens
Marlon Barney
This is a production of little or no merit,
but with a certain pronounced market value.
It is a melodrama of the sex type; crudely
devised, directed and put together, and badly
acted. Rubye de Remer is a foolish little girl
to associate herself with this type of part, and
as tor Betty Blythe, admirablo actress and
charmingly pretty woman, she does not escape
the faults that good direction would have
guided her past Perry Verkoff did the directing, and he certainly did it up brown, for at
no point does he seem able to keep the players
from that exaggerated form of acting which
Is sure ruin to a screaming meller of this
type.
To be sure be had bad men to work
with. Thomas J. Carrlgan and Stuart Holmes
from their clothes to their gestures, are pretty
near absurd.
In every first class house a majority of the
patrons now know the real society "stuff"
when they see It. They do not see It In
"Dust of Desire," and so this World picture
will probably do the best it can trailing a
path to the backwoods. The story 1b by Clara
Beranger and Forrest Halsey and would see
print In some such publication as "Breezy
i

Stories."

Beth Vinton has had a lover. When the man
she really loves comes along, she tells him
part of the truth.
The part she tells him
that is not true is that her former lover is
dead.
Very much alive be turns up at tbe
South American station whore Beth is living
very happily with ber husband.
To get rid
of this unpleasant intruder, Beth sees that he
I'alls through a trap door Into an aqueduct
from which he Is rescued by her husband.
Grateful, the former lover abandons the two
to their happiness.

Carey'

...Cullon Landls

J

_•-.- _ __
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...moria nope
The Girl
J
Ned Stratton
Joseph Harris
P. A. Powers "offers" a novel screen adaptation of two of Bret Harte's stories, the picture.
bearing the title of the most Important one.
Although H. Tipton Steck has taken quite a

number

of liberties In tbe adaptation, he has
the gist of the original yarn, hut
adding a few modernities for popular
consumption. With the aid of a brilliant cast
and Jack Ford's sterling direction, Universal
has turned out a ^worthy "special" feature.
Mr. Stock, In his continuity, has taken advantage of the tlmeworn "story within ft
story" stunt, but the result this time, Justified the means, in a way.
The picture opens
with a triangle situation. Billy Gontry (Cullen Landls), with youth In his favor la acknowledged by The Man (Harry Carey), as the
logical contender for Ruth Watson's (Gloria
Hope), hand. Although he does not know it,
Miss Watson is really willing to answer the
Han's plea of devotion, the latter, however,
being a coward as far as women are concerned.
Is unable to bring himself to the point of pro-

retained

•}

.
.

also

.

':,

posal.

The Man promises to Join Gentry's proposed
mine development trip. Exit The Man, to pick
up a copy of Bret Harte's "The Outcasts of
Poker Flat," after which follows the enactment
of the story. Carey assuming tbe role of John
Oakhurst, Landls his adopted son and Mill
Hope the role of the girl who has been led
on by "lady killing" Ned Stratton, admirably
'•',
'.-,
personated by Joseph Harris.
As everyone knows, in the yarn, a similar
situation as before cited occurs.
The Girl
being in love with the more mature John

Oakhurst, who gives way in favor of bis
adopted son, who is also enamored with The''.'
Girl's charms,
The book ends with John's
self-sacrificing death.
Whereupon, Carsy remarking, "The feller in the book was a dura
fool," goes forth to plead his case only to
find she was his all the time, having waited
all this while for his proposal.
Her wait was
not In vain as the clinch at tbe conclusion of
this bIx reel romance proved.
It pleased the
audience at the New York Theatre, where it
was on exhibition last week.

The man essaying the head of a masked
band deserves captioning.
The:
dance hall girl, the dance hall mistress, ft
"rube" chore boy and a perpetual "eouso" feat
fitting comedy, and pathetio touches to the
picture and are all worthy of screen mention,

Vigilantes
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DIGEST OF ADMISSIONS TAX LAW OF 1919

Blllle Rhodes has completed work on "Tbe
Blue Bonnet" which will be released shortly
by W. W. Hodklnson.

has

>

jr.

Vji'r

offering.

THE FIRING
Sheila Cardross

Jants

Be,er

appointed assistant
f
branch manager of Select's local exchange.

ment to

order.

Wehlea has announced her engagemarry Lieutenant J. Q. Parks, V. B, A.

William A. Brady has refused $25,000 for

the film rights to "9:45."

Nat

In

tbe Brentwood Film Co. and released
through tbe Exhibitors Mutual by the Robertson-Cole people, It is an excellent little comedy
of its kind. King W. Vldor Is both author and
director. On the whole bis work Is well done,
though It is this reviewer's opinion that the
production would have been better with less
farce and more straight and appealing comedy.
It is the story of a run down hotel and an
enterprising daughter who seizes on a male
guest from the city as a God-sent opportunity.
He Is the only guest who has been in the hotel
In many a day and so she la able to give him
complete attention and in tbe end he turns
out to be a bonanza in disguise. Sbe cures his
health and he reestablishes the hotel.

man and kisses
him. Milton Sills is the leading man. Walter
Hlers plays the young oil-can of the gusher
millions and gets a lot of comedy out of it.
Lydla Yeamans Titus, as his mother, handled
the character role very well.
"The Fear Woman will get by with any
audience.
Fred.

|

The

that reverse
Russian's last composition made a great hit
with tbe meagre Sunday audience, as did the
basso profundo solo of Emanuel List, "Asleep
In tbe Deep," sung by H. W. Petri, against a
background of quite unusual beauty.
The chief offering of the afternoon, and one
Intensely disappointing to those who liked the
novel, was "The Firing Line," a Paramount
feature founded on the novel by Robert W.
Chambers, with Irene Castle In the leading
role.
It was preceded by "None But the
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Metro Is trying to, put over this Bushman Bayne feature on the strength of "kidding" the
original story. The picture is one of the William Christie Oabanue directed productions
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GOD'S OUTLAW.

Frederick starring feature entitled "The Fear
The story is by Izola Forrester and
the theme is the "curse of drink." The production 1b the work of John A. Barry as director.
The entire plot hinges on the fact that Miss
Frederick is afraid to marry the man of her
choice because she fears'that she ha* Inherited
a taste for strong llkker. But with the country
gone dry why need the girl fear a heritage
of that nature?
Outside of that the picture
Is rather an interesting, if poorly assembled,
feature.
With Miss Frederick as the drawing
card there seems to be no reason why It should
not attract patronage.
The story Is simple enough. Miss Frederick
plays Helen Winthrop, wealthy and about to
Father likes his booze and on
be married.
tile night that his daughter's engagement is
announced he takes a little too much, does a
stair fall, and fades out of the picture for all
time.
He has left a note to the daughter to
be opened In the event of his death and in
it be relates the falling of the Wlnthrop's of
the past four generations have had for the
cup that cheers.
Because she fears that she may transmit the
same desire to her offspring she breaks off
the engagement Her fiance takes a trip to the

:,;
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Aside from the news pictures, about as attractive as an open fire on a hot summer day,
tbe Rivolt program this week, lived up to
That
the interior decorations of that house.
is to say, they were ornate and satisfactory.
The music was more than that It was excellent
Led brilliantly by Erno Rapee. the
Rlvoll orchestra played Tschalkoweky's "Symphonic Pathetlque," or rather the fourth and

Woman."

..
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RIVOLI.

attendance an awful
The weather
wallop tor the first two shows Sunday, then
along came the rain storm about the end of
the second show and managed to scare a
few Indoors. Last Sunday was the worst in
the history of summer sbowdom, because It was
tbe day coupled In the weekend layoff of the
Fourth and everybody wbo possibly could get
away managed to leap out of town.
At that the Rlalto management didn't stint
on program and a bill thoroughly enjoyed by
The Pauline Fredthose present was given.
erlck-Goldwyn feature, "Tbe Fear Woman,"
topped the bill and a Mack Bennett comedy,
"Trying to Get Along" were tbe big punches.
In addition there was the usual Rlalto Magazine, with a flash clipped from -the Gaumont
News and Graphic Issues, the International,
Klnograma and Fathe. The latter put over
tbe news scoop of tbe day by landing the arrival of the R-34 in the theatres In time for
tbe Sunday afternoon performances, although
tbe giant overseas "blip" arrived only Sunday
A nature picture entitled "The
morning.
Leopard Hunt," photographed by Major Jack
Allen and released by Universal was the scenic
feature of tbe Mil.
Musically the program held Liszt's "Thirteenth Hungarian Rhapsody," with a special
orchestration made by Erno Rapee, conductor
of the Rlvoll orchestra. It was very effectively
played. There were also two vocal numbers,
one by Greek Evans and the other sung by
Rosa LeBca.
Tbe Sennett comedy was a real old fashioned
slapstick affair that got a host of laughs and is
one of the beet that has been shown in the last
Fret,
couple of weeks.

THE FEAR WOMAN.
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THE MAN BENEATH.
Dr.

Chindl Ashutor
Kate Ersklne

Mary Ersklne
James Bassett

Bessue HayakawftL

Helen Jerome Eddy
"Pauline Curley

Jack Gilbert

Countess Petite Florence
Fontaine La Rue
Francois
Wedgewood NoweU
This is the latest Robertson Cole-Exhibitors
Mutual release starring the Japanese actor,
SeBsue Hayakawa.
"The Man Beneath" is
the title, tiie story having been written by

Edmund

Mitchell

houses.

'mm®,

and directed by William

Worthlngton. The tale Is rather disconnected
on the screen, and the average audience will
have a rather hard time following the trend
of events.
The cutting is quite faulty and
the tilting might have boon a great deal bettor.
The lack of subtitles seems to be the*
trouble with the feature.
But for a single
day run the picture will get by in most

l-»:ta<V...

,

The author has chosen racial differences as
the principal theme of bis plot, and mixed a
bit blackhand in it for good measure.
In
this particular cast Hayakawa plays a Hndoo who has been educated in England and become a famous scientist, He is in love with
a young Scottish lass whose slater is the
betrothed 'of his school chum,
On tho evs
that ho n to depart for India be roveala his
love for the girl, but sbe refuses blm because be is not of her race, despite the fact
that ebo really loves him.
He leaves for India, and during the months
that follow devotes himself to his profession.
In the meantime tho young man who
is to marry the sister becomes entangled in
a blackhand web and flees to where Hayakawa
is,
reveals hlB terror and asks his aid.
scheme Is evolved to dispose of tbe spies that
are trailing him.
This seems to work out,
but then the story takeB a twlBt and the
blackhandcrs are still on tbe Job.
But
Hayakawa manages to thwart thorn in tbe
end.
There Is a happy conclusion for the
young couple and Hayakawa for the second
time takes leave of the girl he loves With ft
speech that his love for her will never lessen.
This closes the picture. It Is a rather unsatlsfactory ending and in keeping with the
balance of the picture.
Hayakawa gave a really clover performance
in tho role of the Hindoo, holding to the
character at all times and winning tbe sympathy of the audience. Helen Jerome Eddy Is
Ma leading woman, and in rather an ungrateful role manages to stand out.
Pauline Curley and Jack Gilbert furnish the Ingenue
lovo Interest In a satisfactory manner.
In settings the picture shows that there was
some money spent, but the camera work
shows nothing extraordinary except two outdoor shots at tbe end of tbe film. Both of
these were very pretty.
Fred.
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UNIVERSAL LOSES ANOTHER.
Another executive of the Universal
left that film

i;

concern the other day.

He is J. I. Schnitzer and was the U.'s
Mr.
'general manager of exchanges.
Schnitzer is following the exodus of
the old staff of the U, which built up
that concern at one time. The first
to vamp was M. H. Hoffman, about a
year ago, then Jack Cohen, who made
the show people recognize the merits
of the U's film Weekly service. Cohen
was followed by Joe Brandt.
Carl Laemmle is now on the Coast
looking after
City but there. He
will probably remain West for the rest
of the sumer. One of the important
missions of his trip is to keep Priscilla

U

script

Though Miss Dean holds a
contract that expires in November,

pi

Mm

1920, it does not carry a startling salary in view of other offers made Miss
Dean. The last one reported for her
was $1,500 weekly by one of the standard film organizations having headquarters in New York. Laemmle is
trying to pacify Miss Dean and make
her like the U contract. The latest
story from the Coast says he has his

hand full.
The resignation of Schnitzer from
the U is said to have been prompted by
an understanding he has to organize
the distribution of the Clara Kimball

Young
of

pictures for the corporation
that name.
Mr. Schnitzer is reinterested in the

ported financially

company, along with several of his relatives. One story had it this week that
the U was behind the CK.Y. distribu.
tion plan, but this is
Schnitzer's connection.

attributed

to

Of the other former executives, Jack
Cohen,

now

association with his
brother, Harry Cohen, has started independently to manufacture comic pictures in two reels, commencing with
"The Hall Room Boys" series. The
first of these will show at the Strand,
in

to

Miss

.

The Realart Pictures is making its
announcement this week of stars
and exchanges. The new organization
first

started business June 9 and since that
time three stars have been signed and
20 exchanges started. The trinity of
stars are Mary Miles Minter, Alice

Brady and Constance Binney.

Miss

Minter will make her bow as a Realart star in a picturization of the four
"Anne" books by L. M. Montgomery.
The title chosen is "Anne of Green Gables," and all four books will be woven
into the one screen feature.
Miss
Minter starts work at once in New
York under the direction of William

Desmond

She is also
in line as a
star.
just now the U.'s star attraction for
features.

and promptly went up

Keeney'i, Kingston, Taken.
Binghamton, N. Y., July

9.

The new Keeney

theatre, at Kingston, N. Y., has been leased by O. S.
Hathaway, who has several theatrical
interests in the center of the state.
Hathaway will continue the picture
policy of Frank A. Keeney, who built
the house.
Hathaway has also, extended his
lease on the Kingston opera house.

New

York, Sunday. They feature Flanagan and Edwards, from vaudeville.
No arrangement is reported for their
distribution and the Strand's week exhibition is thought to be for the purpose of showing the comedy film to
the trade.
Mr. Brandt, since leaving the U, has

formed a business connection with the
National 'Film Corporation.

To what extent the action of the
Universal toward its employes in the
days of the influenza panic last summer enters into the quittal of its most
important men is problematical. While
alt other regular film concerns paid
its staffs in full during those hard days,
the
cut the New York salary list in
half, at the same time laying off its
large playing force at
City without

U

U

salary at

Taylor. Her contract with
th'escompany is for three and one half
years and during that time she is to
make 20 productions.
Miss Brady is already at work on
her first production under the direction
of Kenneth Webb. It is to be a screen
version of the play "Sinners" by Owen

WHAT EVERY

Advices received in

Mexico City

OW-CjIN
HI.

JAMS

week

refuses to patronize any picturization
of the Allies' side of the world war.

Myron
Myron

Selznick Back from Coast.
Selznick returned to New

York from the Coast Monday. He has
an extensive scenario
department for the Selznick produclaid out plahs for
tions.

Among

the additions to the staff

MOOrtrj

placed under

year's contract last
week.
Montagne's principal assignment will be to work on special stories
for Ralph Ince.
a

Miss Binney will start as soon as the
run of the "39 East" is completed and
her first picture will be 'Erstwhile
Susan" which served Miss Fiske as a
stage vehicle.
There are to be 20 Realart exchanges
in operation.
Those in the central
distribution points are already opened.
Lester W. Adler will manage the New
York Exchange at 729 Seventh avenue
Harry W. Willard, in Chicago; Nat
Barach, Pittsburgh; J. C. Ragland, St.
Louis; C. G. Kingsley, Detroit; Walter
R. Scates, Boston; H. E. Wilkinson,
Buffalo; Mark Goldman, Cincinnati;
and Bert R. Latz, Denver.

LOEW INTERESTED IN DAYTON.
Dayton,

Tiger's Cub" for Pearl White.
first picture that will be made by
White under her new Fox/contract will be a picturization of "The
Tiger's Cub." This is a play by Paul
M. Potter, which ran for two years in
London with Madge Titheridge as the

The

(First production to

9.

tion with the Indianapolis coterie of
picture men, headed by Mark Gates.
picture theatres in and
out of Indiana.
Mr. Loew's interest includes the operation of the Dayton with pictures.

Settling Mirror Film Claim.

The Mirror Film Corporation

is set-

tling the judgment of $15,000 with interest which the father of the late
C.

Goodwin had awarded him

after the death of his son/

Prior to his death, the younger Goodwin made an assignment of his claim
in the suit, which was then pending,
to his father.
IF

YOU DON'T ADVERTISE

IN

DON'T ADVERTISE

EXHIBITOR

July

They control

Nat
Pearl

O.,

Marcus Loew has become interested
in the Dayton Theatre here, in associa-

VARIETY—

WANTS
Cousin"

be announced soon)

MORE COMING—SELZNICK QUALITY
Distributed by

is

Edward Montagne, who has been with
Vitagraph for -six years.
He was

"Everybody's Sweetheart"

in

state that D.

Griffith's feature, "Hearts of the
World," was presented there during
the middle of June and the attendance
was thoroughly disheartening.
The Mexican populace .is still proGerman to such an extent that it

OLIVE THOMAS m "The Spite Bride"
EUGENE O'BRIEN » "The Perfect Lover"
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN * "The Country
ELSIE

this

W.

Davis.

star.

all.

MEXICANS STILL PRO GERMAN.
New York from

REALART READY FOR BUSINESS.

ONE WEEK.

Akins' apartment and sat there until
the author completed and read to her
the third and last act.
This much accomplished Miss Barrymore, her mind at ease about a starring vehicle, left for Toledo to see the
fight

U

Dean

IN

The new play by Zoe Akins, in which
Ethel Barrymore will star next season,
was written in one week.
Miss Akins showed the scenario to
Alf Hayman, of the Frohman office,
and was commissioned to go ahead.
She had written two acts in four days,
when Miss Barrymore read the manu-
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\
THE RE-FILMING BUG.
The running short of the story marthe fact that film people feel that
the time has not yet come to buy orig-

feet,

screen stories, and the necessity
for big names as a selling background,
have resulted in extensive plans for
Universal will make the
refilming.
attempt with Arthur Somers
first
Roche's best seller, "Loot," which ran
in the Saturday Evening Post as a
serial. Universal first issued this as a
serial called "The Grey Ghost." As a
production it wasn't accorded the
highest praise. They are now refilming it under its own title, "Loot," into
a five reel feature which they will
shortly issue.
There is also talk that Famous PlayAll
ers will do a lot of refilming.
week comment to the effect that "The
Firing Line," in which Mrs. Irene
Castle is showing this week at the
inal

E

;

.

E.

Rivoli,

would improve

V*«.-

EARLIER CONVENTION.
As

London, July 9.
Last week proved the most eventful

a result of

CHICAGO FILM CORPORATION.

George Eastman's, of

the Eastman Kodak Co., request that
the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry hold its third annual
convention earlier than planned Aug.
5-6 have been chosen as the dates for
the meeting, at the Hotel Seneca,
Rochester.
It was originally planned for the
latter part of October.
J. E. Brulatour and Fred Elliott have
appointed
been
a
committee
of

men known since the
industry began. About 40 new features
were given private trade showings. Of
these features one was Danish, three
were British and 36 American.
The argument was heard on all sides
that if this was the present proportion,
what will the percentage be when
Famous Players-Lasky gets its English
producing and exhibiting concerns going?
for English film

,

arrangements.

Chicago, July 9. .:>
The Joseph A. Shaffer Co. was incorporated this week for $1,000,000.
The organization will construct film
theatres in Chicago and other cities
in the Middle West. The first of the
ventures will be a picture house atKedzie and Ainslee avenues, Chicago,
seating 3,000. Ground has already been
broken. Joe Shaffer, head of the new
firm, recently terminated a connection
of fiye years with Ascher Brothers.

ai

SURE TO MAKE A CLEAN HIT

it was done
maybe Fam-

if

over, has suggested that

ous intends raking up past performances that weren't as successful as
they might be and doing them again.
Joseph Medill Patterson, publisher
of the Chicago Tribune, let his famous
novel, ''A Little Brother of the Rich,"
be done into a picture by Universal.
Now it is said that he has the "refilming bug" as they are beginning to call
it in picture circles.

''-'''
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this particular "bug" is going
trouble for film producers is
has already given a number of

"

-X.'"-

.

.v;

*

'.'-

'
.

much

-

talk of this.

TO REVIVE "BIRTH"

FILM.

D. W. Griffith has practically decided that he will present a revival
of his masterpiece "The Birth of a
Nation," at the Cohan Theatre before
The
his tenancy of the house lapses.
"Broken Blossoms" feature is to remain there until July 21, when "The
is
the
Babywhich
Babylon,"
Fall of
lonian period of "Intolerance," is to
After
be presented for two weeks.
that the "Birth" is apt to come back

Broadway.

to

In the event that "The Birth of a
Nation" does not draw to the extent
that is expected at present, then the
final week of the Griffith tenancy will
really be given over to a repertory.
At present Griffith has under consideration for this the presentation of an
early two-reel Mary Pickford picture
entitled "Friends" and also his first
famous play "Judith of Bethulah." At
one time during the run of "Broken
Blossoms" he seriously considered
presenting "Friends" as a curtain raiser
to
\>

that feature.
If

the repertory

week

is

played the

will comprise "The Fall of Babylon," "Broken Blossoms," "The Hearts

of the World," and finally "The Birth
of a Nation," with the two shorter

used to

-..iKM.^

>
A
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BUNKERED

w

the days when Mrs. Sidney Drew was Jane Morrow, there
never has been such a favorite with the public in high class screen

SINCE

comedies.

.

;

fill

in.

L.

AND

J

I

The fact that Mrs. Drew is to continue the making of the Drew
comedies has been hailed with delight by exhibitors everywhere who
realize the box-office value of this human, joyful, clean sort of

-ft

Jt--i4

screen humor.

"Bunkered," a

ANOTHER

,

•

bill

films

.

^m

members of the Authors' League there

B.

HOUSE.

Chicago, July 9.
!&& Lubliner & Trinz have taken the lead
:*?'; in
local building activities. Following
f their announcement last week of a
i' theatre
at Madison and Kedzie, the
firm announced plans for the construction of a theatre and apartment hotel
;•
in Oak Park. The theatre (5,000 seats)
and hotel will be in the same building,
on the present site of the First Baptist
'church and adjacent property, all acquired-by Lubliner & Trinz.
The structure will be nine stories
j
high and represent an investment of
ft
"
$1,500,000.
Manager Hodgson, of the
Oak Park Theatre is interested in the
;

humor

that

made

new

all

subject, is filled with that quality of fun and
Paramount-Drew Comedies the success they have

W^'M
I

been.

it.

It is worth while playing up big. The public will be anxious to see
Released July 13.

;,'.

;

' t^'.v

that it
bright authors the idea that what they
ought to do is sell rights to their books
for only five years. Then they would
be free to let some other company try
Among
to make a better picture.

has been

sf»)S

v._-

t

Where
to make
i

-

.

LIVELY ENGLISH FILM WEEK.

i

project.

The policy of the theatre has not
been definitely fixed, but
ably play pictures.

it

will

prob-

By Emma Morrison Anderson

Produced by V. B. K. Film Corporation

Under personal supervision of Mrs. Sidney Drew
lg«M^*^**^-«">*
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V
SEATTLE'S FAVORITES

NOVELTY FILM EXHIBITED.

MEXICAN PIRATES CLEAN UP
SMUGGLING AMERICAN FILMS

showing a new novelty film this week called "The Ghost
of Slumber Mountain," the first screen,
production of Herbert M. Dawley, for-

Showing Stolen Features Net Them Yearly

mer art director of the Pierce Arrow
Motor Co. Major Dawley until a' few
weeks ago was in the commissary de-

:

Shea's Hipp

'

Firm
Longacre Building Suspected of Complicity. Newspaper
Man on Creel Committee Accused. Cost Him His

.

111

$100,000.

in

The
week

film
at a

where

Douglas Fairbanks
namely 24,609.
stood third with 21,176, Charles Chapninth with 18,472, nosing out Bessie
Love by an even 400 votes. All the

was shown

lin

Northwest voted.
Wallace Reid, Fay Tincher, Frank
Keenan and Beatrice Michelena were
favored in the contest as they had
previously announced they would attend and it was -understood all stars

scored such a decided hit
of the Hipp decided
to give it a public showing. The picture is an effort to place on the screen
living representations of prehistoric
it

Manager Franklin

A

:
:

concerted

move on

the part of a

check
the notorious practice of smuggling into Mexico duped prints of big Amer-

/number of big
:''"':•

film producers to

ican film successes, especially serials,
Was taken last week in a petition to

i;

the secret service department at Washington, asking for drastic punishment
of all offenders, based upon the rights

M-t :&
:

guaranteed by the international copyright law.

who

Louis Burston, film veteran,
claims he has suffered immeasurable
injury by the film infringers, estimates
that the owners Of film rights in America lose not less than $100,000 per year
through the wholesale piracies perpetrated by a band whose headquarters are located at Mexico City.
Because of the present lack of amity
between the two countries, the film
men say they are unable to prosecute
their rights, and for that reason are
asking the co-operation of the U. S.

.:;?....

;

government.

Longacre Building
dealing in exports and imports between the two countries, while os-

An

in the

tensibly devoted to the transfer across
the border of miscellaneous merchandise, is said really to be maintained
as a fence for the ready transportation
of the copied prints from this coun-

•

•

.

certain newspaper

1

FIGHT PICTURES BANNED.
pass the

Kte,

"!':

Hall estimates that Ohio's action
will cost him $200,000 in that territory
alone.
What the ultimatum will be
in the finals, when the cost of fighting the country's censor boards is
added to the production expense,
which involved a considerable advance,
deducted largely from the proceeds of
the earlier Hall picture (Willard in
"The Challenge of Chance") is only
to be conjectured when the censor
boards can be lined up and counted in
the opposition line.
As the reports of the fight get more
intimate in cities where the picture is
listed for presentation, the public opposition grows. Everyone who returns
to his home from Toledo is unreserved
in describing the exhibition as gory
to a degree not peculiar to any other
1

i>>—i

-, ...i.;*AA.„.*.V_..

J'L

:_.Lk:_.„..

and

tedious.

WEST WINS

'

The
mon-

were Mary Pickford, Wallace Reid,
Douglas Fairbanks, Norma Talmadge,
Frank Keenan, Fay Tincher, Charles
Ray, Mabel Normand, Charles Chaplin,

SUIT.

Chicago, July

Bessie Love, Beatrice Michelena, William Farnum.

9.

Billy West was victor in a lawsuit
last week when the federal court here
refused to uphold the application of
the Bullseye Company, a film concern,
to restrain West from taking part in
a series of pictures filmed by the

WOODS WANTS THE

1

HAMPTON TO BUILD STUDIO.

for the Emerald.

B. B.

Burton Holmes Arrive*

representatives ; J. W. Hanlon and
O. P. Hall, Atlanta ; J. D. Levine, Boston ; Lester D. Wolfe and M. A. Zamar, Buffalo ; Lawrence Romaine, Henry Thomas, J ule Sarzin, New York ; H.
W. Given, Harry Ertel, J. A. Bachman,
William T. Butler, Philadelphia; G.
Reid, Pittsburgh; H.
Arthur, Seattle and D. F. O'Donnell, D. M. Mitchell,

CASINO.

A

H. Woods is after the Casino theatre for hisvpicture production, "Free
and Equal," which was directed by R.
William NeilL
Mid-week there was a hitch between
Woods and the Shuberts about the
house, the Shuberts wishing to reserve
it for one of their musical attractions.

Emerald Motion Picture Co.
West had a two-year contract with
the former firm, and fulfilled about
four months of it, when, according to
West's statement, they failed to keep
their agreement. West then left and
joined the Emerald forces.
West has completed his third picture

cial

Hampton

is

selecting a site in

Los Angeles for the building of a studio.
George W. Yates, comptroller
for the Zane Grey and the Great Authors Pictures, Inc., is on the ground
looking for a location that will meet

in Paris.

Paris, July 9.
Burton Holmes, of the Lasky office,
has arrived here to study local angles

the demands of the
ing units.

of the picture business.

Hampton produc-

C

BY LATTER & BLUM,

BY LATTER & BLUM,

INC.

INC.

The Central and Western Division
in

Chicago and Lee Ochs,

vice-president of the company, presidThere were present E. J. O'Doned.

Receivers' Sale

and Alfred Eden, Central and
Western Division Managers; David G.
Rogers and Milton Simon, special representatives; C. W. Bunn, Chicago; D.
M. Thomas, Cincinnati; Sydney Rosenthal, Cleveland; Ralph Meyer son,
Kansas City; E. J. O'Rourke, Minnenell

In Bulk

Of the Well Equipped Motion

apolis; E. J. Lipson, Omaha; while the
sales force was represented by C. H.
Sedell,
C. Whefan, Alfred Tanzer,
Strafford, J. H. Berchey, Stephen
H. O'Brien, F. Needham and G. S.
Davis.

C

Wm.

Picture Plant

1

of the

FILM WORKERS STRIKE.

.

Board of

Dempsey-Willard fight films, promoted
by Frank Hall, has been followed by a
determined current of opposition to
the pictures from most of the salable
territory in the country where the
censors hold drastic power.

come

but

excellent,

is

reconstruction and filming of the
sters is cleverly done.

UNITED'S CONVENTIONS.

•

refusal of the Ohio
Motion Picture Censors to

est thread, is dull

The United Theatres Inc., held two
conventions of the managerial and field
forces of the company last week. They
were held in New York and Chicago.
In New York 30 members of the
New England, Eastern Division and
Southern territory attended.
Those
present were J. A. Berst, president;
Jack Levy, Eastern Division Manager
Ira Anderson and Stanley Hand, spe-

managers met

man

The

The photography

the story, which hangs by the slender-

Washington.

stationed at
the Mexican border listed recently for
a special award from the Department
of Public Information, but suddenly
sensationally deposed before the award
could be accorded him, is now cleaning
up through the illicit shipment into
Mexico of pirated films of all kinds.

:'

in the contest could not arrange to
here.
In the order of their standing, the
12 who stood highest in the voting

birds and beasts.

boards and generated their opposition
to a degree that may make the picture
Cart of the fight profitless in the final
ookkeeping.
The Pennsylvania censors are up in
arms against the pictures because of
the claim by Billy Kocap, sporting
writer of the Philadelphia Ledger, that
the fight was promoted through the
collusion of Willard and Tex Rickard.

C

Re-cut and given Spanish titles and
sub-titles, the American pictures are
the most popular of the films shown,
with mystery dramas and exciting serials holding first place.
Burston contends that his last season's serial, "The Silent Mystery," was
stolen and garbled out of all semblance of the original by Mexican film
pirates. The producer further alleges
in the request made by the serial producers to Washington for action, that

.a,

1

office

fight offered in the country in the
memory of living fight fans. It is this
repulsive sanguinary quality in the
picture, the scene of a pig-sticking, literally, as one report described it, that
has aroused the vigilance of the censor,

VOTED FOR.

In

privately last
special luncheon of the
Buffalo Advertising Clubs,

Greater

Chicago, July

9.

Diamond Film Company,.-

Employes of 16 film exchanges went
on strike .last week after demands
drawn by the Film Exchange Shippers'
and Helpers' Union had been presented to managers of the exchanges
and refused.
It is claimed 150 men and women
walked out.

The union demanded a minimum
week and a shorter work-

Among

the exchanges affected were
Universal, Celebrated Players

OWN

Sweet

Be Sold

at Public

Auction Wednesday, July 23,

1919, at 11 O'clock A. M.,

DISTRIBUTOR.

1347 Moss Street,

Following the $250,000 or $300,000 settlement made by the Clara Kimball
Young Corporation with Lewis J. Selznick, the C. Y. K. people concluded to
organize their own distribution bureau
for the firm's output.
This will principally consist of pictures starring Miss

W.

ARTHUR
SUTHON,

B.

on the Premises,

New Orleans,

La.

TERMS: CASH.

- .
HANNON.l Receivers

3.
J. S. CODIFER,

J

LEOPOLD and
Attorneys

for

H.

LATTER & BLUM,

S.

Receivers,

New Orleans, La.
DAVID STEmiTART,

Auctioneer!, 401 Carondelet
New Orleans, La.

1499 Broadway,
Attorney for Receivers, New York.

Young and Blanche
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Orleans

is

office furniture, etc.

Will
CO.,

New

equipped with carpenter shop, property room, paraphernalia, scenery,
furniture, clocks, domes, laboratory, projecting machine, electric polishingmachine, machine for making cartoon pictures, telephone system, raw material,

Studio

and Fox.

YOUNG'S

Orleans

Located on Historic Bayou St John in

scale of $40 a
ing day.
Selig,

New

of
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*

A
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.
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Seattle, July 9.
the Northwest Film Board of
Trade contest for picture stars to attend the screen ball to be given here
July 1& the last day of the Northwest
Film Convention, Mary Pickford received the highest number of votes,

9.

is

partment of the army.

Decoration. Action Contemplated Soon.

't

Buffalo, July
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NEED FOR GOODIDIRECTORS
DELAYING BEST PRODUCTIONS
in

I,

Thomas Won't Work

When

Impossible to Hold.

w

Get

"

They

Release

refusal of Olive

Thomas to get

under the camera again until she can
have the direction of Ralph Ince
brings violently to the fore the timeworn problem manufacturers are ever
facing in their efforts to keep their
-directing staffs at a maximum efficiency, a puzzle no producing concern
has yet successfully solved, and kept
solved for

any length of time.

to the Selzleavened by the
plea that she needs a vacation, and
that the summer ia the appropriate
time for dalliance, but behind the excuse is a condition that confronts
manufacturers—the trouble to team up
stars not only with play material suitable to their personalities and kind of
histrionism, but more importantly to
team up both the star and the play
with a director who can get something
like 100 per cent, out of the combi-

The Thomas ultimatum

nick combination

nation.

-'

is

'

|

Miss Thomas makes no suggestion
on the part of the directors who have recently staged her,
but says she has seen the Ince kind
of direction and that's the kind that
will suit her just now and only that
kind, and, therefore, if the firm doesn't
mind, she'll lay off until Ince gets
through his present picture, and then
be directed by him, and if she can't
have that then, why
The situation churns up again the
whole psychology of film direction, one
element in picture making that manufacturers cannot control even to a
minor degree by any power save by
depending upon the honor of the directors themselves. Within the past
six months there have been four sepaof inefficiency

rate efforts made by small pools of
picture makers to form a league that
would be in the nature of a peace

each member of which
would be pledged to suffer a forfeit of
a considerable sum for any attempt
to lure a director from any other member of the combination. Each of these
plans of the producing firm to get together have failed, the heads of the
big concerns, for the most part, preferring to trust to their own wits than
covenant,

;,

Directors Can't

Make Poor

Features. Training Talent

'

The

Until

any covenant The difficulty of
holding any director of account longer
than the director may choose to remain with any particular firm is so
well recognized by the leading picture
manufacturers that many of the biggest firms long since abandoned de-

intelligence, and scarcely one director
of the first class now working but
has one or more freshmen under his
wing, showing him what's what and
But this generosity of the
how.
stagers of the films appears to affect
the field but little.
Manufacturers today say unreservedly that the big producing directors
of the. country can be counted on a
single hand, and that no amount of
instruction can make a brain quality
that nature didn't first put there, and
that technical knowledge of directing
is but a minor asset of the responsibility; that what the field requires
first, last and all the time is dramatic
instinct, and that this quality is possessed by hut one person out of so
many hundreds of thousands. These
bureaus of information recall the
early days of the studios, when films
were in the making, when directors
were evolved from general utility men
in the studios, when the Vitagraph, for
instance, paid Ralph Ince $12.50 per
week for all kinds of miscellaneous
studio chore work, besides a salary of
no great amount for direction, and
how Ince himself developed, but a
dozen others who tried side by side
with him and failed, the contention
being that Ince had brought to direct-,
ing the dramatic instinct transmitted
by his father, an actor and producer
of stage plays of a former generation.

COMPETING WITH SENNETT.
Chicago, July 9.
Chicago is to make an effort to compete with Mack Sennett in the matter
of bathing girls. The Herald and Examiner is taking the initiative in the
matter. Each day the newspaper runs
a picture of some beautiful young Chicago women in bathing attire—usually

one

piece.

The Rothacker Film Co. has already
signed up

-

cost one of the industry's biggest firms
so much money through the misdirection of an absolutely competent director that the head of the producing firm
was forced to a rest cure retreat for
two months before he could quite un-

derstand what had struck him.
The director subject has curious
phases. Strange as it may seem, all
the big directors welcome students of

Allen, formerly

a checkroom girl at the Hotel La
Salle.
She has been featured in one
film, and will be starred in others.
The firm has promised to pick others
the same way.

The newspaper

been incorporated here.

300

shares

1,000,000

which

of

management

shares.

London, June

$5

each,

The

of

Aug.

• "^'.^pil

15.

:•/>.';
Lorna Dale, former leading lady for
the Barker company, has, been signed '> ''' ^
British Actors' Film Co. for
the role of Vittoria in the screen ver-^:i§^g||
sion of W. J. Locke's novel '^hei'^s^gQ
Usurper."
'-.:\:>'rS\Mw

999,700

United Kingdom, commencing with the
utilization of the old Tivoli site on the
Strand, London, to be followed by
similar ventures in Manchester, Glasgow and other large cities.
The London Joint City & Midland
Bank, Ltd., is the official banker for
the concern and Haes & Sons, stockbrokers, have
underwritten 250,000
shares.
Major David Davies, said to
be the principal backer of the British
Eroducing branch of Famous Playersasky, is a sub-underwriter of 40,000

and John Cecil Graham and
Chester Arthur Clegg, also connected
shares,

with Famous Players-Lasky, are joint
sub-underwriters
of
40,000
shares.
Various other sub-underwriting contracts have been entered into.
Of the six directors already named,
five are connected with the English
branch of Fambus-Lafcky. They are
Major David Davies, M. P., chairman
Famous
Players-Lasky
Producers,
Ltd.; Norman Edward Holden, deputy
chairman of'the same company; Alexander Nisbet, director same concern;

John

Cecil Graham, foreign representative Famous Players-Lasky; Corporation; Chester Arthur Clegg, managing
director Famous Players-Lasky Film
Service, Ltd.

That the Famous Players-Lasky will
not have things all its own way in the
matter of building large cinemas in
Great Britain may be gleaned from the
fact that the Provincial Cinematograph
Corporation, in which Jury, Ltd., film
dealer, is heavily interested, is being
reorganized with a capital of $5,000,000, and offered to the public.
The present issue offered is 225,000
7J4 per cent, cumulative preference
shares of $5 each at par and 75,000 ordinary shares of $5 each at par. The
reason given for issuing this stock is
that the money is wanted to pay for

'"••>

^^'1

by the

.

,

A

filming of Charles Kingsley's story
"Westword Ho" is being made by Mas-;;,
ter Films, Ltd.
i

%V

'

Sir Hall Caine has written a story
especially for the screen called '"Darby;': t:

and Joan."

It

:

'i

$Mm

has been completed un-

der the direction of Percy Nash.
";.•;-.-,

English Righto to Italian Combine*

II
WAsa

;

London, July: 9./;;

The London Independent Film

Trad-:'

ing Co., Ltd., has secured for the United Kingdom the distributing rights of
the Union Cinematografica Italiana, an
organization which embraces the producing companies of Italy as follows:
Caesar Films, The Cines Co. of Rome,
Palatino Films, Tiber Films, Celio
Films, Itala Films.

Canadian Co. Making

Initial Film,

i

Montreal, July 9.
Co., the first
picture producing organization in Canada, has started on the special feature
The World Shadow," which has Government backing.
Harley Kiioles is general director. He
is an American.
Travers Vale, who %
was to have directed the Adanac s production acti vines, resigned several
week ago and suggested the appoint-/
ment of Mr. Knoles.
,.

The Adanac Producing

%
•

2a;^3

Jack

Cunningham
Free Lancing

Again

properties already secured and acquiring other cinemas.

YOU DON'T ADVERTISE

'.'.".'tflji'j-''

and

shares are offered for subscription at
par, with but three days allowed the
public to participate.
The object of the corporation is to
erect cinemas in Great Britain with
seating capacities of from 3,500 to
4,500, patterned on the lines of the
more modern American picture houses.
These are to be located throughout the

IP

25*;'.::

Charles
Chaplin's
latest
feature,
"Sunnyside," has arrived in England,
but will not be exhibited until about

It is divided

999,700 are ordinary shares

;0

-.-

r

:-•

LONDON FILM ITEMS.

London, July 9.
Picture Playhouses, Ltd., authorized
capital of £1,000,000 ($5,000,000), has

Hollywood, Cat
Phone i

IN VARIETY—

DON'T ADVERTISE

giving plentiful
publicity to the venture, and Mack
Sennett is warned to look to his

STMM—MM

Vlita D.l Ifar

is

INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
TO THE

laurels.

THEATRICAL and MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

DIRIGIBLE FILMS.

'to

pendence upon contracts.
Included in the unwritten history of
the film business are the sudden
wrecks of three big producing firms,
brought about by directors who had
asked for releases from contracts, and
when refused freedom, started in to
free themselves by making pictures
so bad that they summarily released
themselves. A fourth case of the kind

one—Edith

,

ENGLISH CAPITAL OF MILLIONS.

into

i

Ralph Ince Returns.
Supervising Genius in Pictures Hard to Get and

Olive

/"'M'

f

- 3

London, June

17.

Exclusive pictures of the R-34 on
all-night

shipped to

this

flight

week

will

its

be

New York on

the Caronia
sailing tomorrow, and will probably
be released simultaneously with the
departure of the dirigible for its trans-

An interesting feature of the picture is that it shows
the first glimpse of the R-29, said to
be faster and in every way a better
airship than either the R-33 or R-34,
although for unknown reasons it will
not be chosen to make the first ocean
crossing.
The picture was made at 9.30 o'clock

*

'?,';-!

Samuel?

atlantic crossing.

summer time

in

latitude there
plenty of sunshine at that hour.

is

at night, but
effect and in

with
this

Publicity

London, July

9.

(ARTHUR)

BOLTON

GLASS

and

;rv.

SYNDICATED PUBLICITY

PICTURING "MR. WU.»
The Stoll Film Co. is filming "Mr.
Wu," with Matheson Lang in hit origi-

Makes the Movies Move!

(ROSEMARIE)

We

Reach Everybody
Worth While

LET US DO IT
FOR YOU!

|

Suite 612, Grosse Bids;.

Los Angeles,

Col.

Phone: 16165
..
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OPEN MARKET IS "PLAIN BUNK"
SAY PICTURE EXHIBITORS
'Ticking What You Please" Doesn't Seem Appealing to
x Picture Men Outside New York. Exhibitors Claim
Quality Service Preferable to "Pig in Poke"

.

--

•

-

.

t:

Manufacturers Have
Answering Arguments.

System.

*

-

-

':
.

Stung to a frazzle by what the manufacturer of pictures calls the "Open
Market," but which the exhibitor who
resorts to it is calling the "shell game,"
the exhibitors of the country with theatres so far off the main line that
they've got to buy their "pigs in a
poke" are raising a yawp that's got
the producing firms listening in with
something like a trade scare on all
the branch lines.
The exhibitor so placed that he must
buy his pictures without seeing them
is saying unreservedly to the producers
that all their literature about the abostar system so that
lition of the
cheaper and better pictures can be
made is just sheer bunk; that the
"Open Market" idea is only a new way
that the manufacturer has discovered
to gyp him, and that the sooner the
manufacturer solves the riddle he himself has created the better it will be
for the manufacturer.
The star system that Goldwyn recently announced it was disposed to
renounce, the exhibitor who is making
the kick against the "Open Market"
policy, says is the only plan that gives
him any sort of guarantee of the quality of a picture, for, it stands to reason, he declares, that no star of any
account will hook up to any but a production that has a chance, but that
where the star is missing, the assurance of quality must be missing also.

The manufacturers

have

answered

some of the

recalcitrant exhibitors
that the exercise of patience on the
part of the theatre owners will eventually work for the common good of
the entire industry, and that if the
theatre owners keep insisting upon
the presence of stars of account in the
pictures the prices for the releases
must necessarily be kept at figures that
make it prohibitive for some exhibitors to break even.
.
The recent sensational expansions

A. T. S. E. at Mansion Hall, 57 St.
Marks Place, New York, on July 2.
The new ticket was elected by a
I.

sweeping majority and the installation
of officers will occur at the same place
on July 16, by International President
Chas. E. Shay and the eritire international staff.

The

polls

were open from

10

a.

m.

to 1 p. m. and when the ballots were
counted, Sam Kaplan had been reelected president for a third term. The
rest of the elections were as follows:
Vice-president Abe Brenner; corresponding secretary, Morris J. Rotker,
second term ; financial secretary, Henry
term; treasurer,
J. Sherman, fourth
Joe Hornstein; sergeant at arms, Sergeant Daniel J. Donohue, A. E. F.;
business representative for New York,
Sam Goldfarb, second term; business
representative for Brooklyn, Jack S.
Winick. Trustees: Dave Engel, Chas.
N. Jawitz, second term; Si Innerfield.

Executive Board Members
Edward
J. Wilson, second term; Fred M. Stuff
regan, Edgar T. Stewart, Daniel J.
Sheehan.
:

FOX OFFERS TO BUY.
William Fox

week

sent a letter
broadcast to all exhibitors offering to
buy their theatres. In his letters he
stated that exhibitors were well aware
of existing conditions which virtually
forced him to make the offer of a purchase.
The Fox office during the current
this

this

week.

PICTURE OPERATORS' ELECTION.

who

the ensuing year was held by the Moving Picture Operators' IJnion of the

C

studio.

$50,000

FOR SCRIPT.

offer.

.

.

STAR FOR STAR.
London, July

9.

Albert Kaufman announces that Famous Players-Lasky will organize an

exchange of film stars.
For every American star brought
here, that company will send one British star to America.
Kaufman will have two companies
working here by October and expects
inter-allied

to

make

15 pictures yearly.

RE IS LEAVES R ALTO.
I

New

1

to

engage and

drill

A

scheme was evolved by William Brandt
is managing Feltman's open air

theatre.
It was
for "Sunnyside,"

week.

attract

business
which he played last
to

house em-

E. J. Bowes is general manager of the Capital, which is not expected to open until September.

Olcott Hat Film Engagement.

London, July

ment.

picture

producing

10.

leaps

pilots.

The scenario was written in New
York by a Chicagoan and telegraphed
in its entirety to Los Angeles.
Locklear will be heavily featured.
received $9,000 above expenses.

He

Some of the aerial tricks accomplished by Lieut. Locklear over the fight
arena in Toledo are said to have caused
hundreds of the spectators to turn
away their heads, in fear of a fatal
accident to the flier..

Goldwyn is to build up a repertory
at Culver City.
It is not to be confused with the old idea of stock companies that had their vogue in the early
day of pictures, and the process of assembling the best players of various
types of characters is already in process.

Among the newest recruits to the
Childers, formerly
with Vitagraph, and Sidney Ainsworth.
Others are Herbert Standing, Aleck B.
Francis, John Bowers, Macey Harlan,
Florence Desbon and Kate Lester.
Betty Blythe is also to join the company shortly and appear in the Eminent Authors Pictures, which Goldwyn
company are Naomi

is

making.

PLUNKETT WITH FAMOUS PLAYERS
Joseph Plunkett, who has been man*
aging the Strand since the death of
Harold Edel, has been placed under
contract with the Famous Players-;
Lasky Corporation. His duties will be
the special exploitation from the exhibitors' viewpoint in presenting the
picture to audiences.
His successor for the Strand has not
as yet been selected.

;

BARRYMORE ON SICK LIST.
The reason for John Barrymore foregoing appearing before the camera
during the summer months is because
his physician forbade it.
He was to have, appeared in several
pictures for the

Famous Players-Lasky.

These productions are now put over
until such time as Mr. Barrymore is
able to work.
i

WHARTON STUDIOS

LEASED.

Ithaca, July 9.
Pictures Co., of New
York, specializing in the making of
serial film, leased the former Wharton,
Inc., studios at Renwick Park, near

The Grossma'n

9.

Chauncey Olcott sailed on the Carmania July 5. He will return in three
weeks to conclude an important continental

who

from one plane to another and does
other hair-lifters, arrived here to do a
picture for Universal. He left Toledb
immediately after exhibiting over the
fight arena and goes to work at orlce.
He brought three planes and two other

GOLDWYN REPERTORY COMPANY.

Eugene Walter received from the
Selznick office the biggest offer of its
kind in the history of moving pictures^
He was offered $50,000, or $25,000 each,
for himself and the producer, for the
rights to a play as yet unproduced,
with privilege of setting their own releasing date. It is believed the picture
was wanted for Clara Kimball Young
and that the play will open next season in Chicago. Walter refused, the

ployees.

Police Stop Brandt's Ballyhoo.
Chaplin ballyhoo, which included
a cow and an impersonator of the comedian, was stopped by the police at
Coney Island .for blocking traffic. The

of officers for

K. Hoddy Milligan is president of
the concern; B. D. Bigger staff, viceShively, secretary
president, and C.
and treasurer. Roy Sheldon, formerly
with.Fox, will direct productions. 'The
company will make two-reel comics
and also serials, which will be released
three, instead of two, reels at a time.
Frank C. Bettle, with offices at 116
West 39th street, will handle advertising and publicity. A considerable sum
has been spent remodeling the old

Aug.

VALE ASKS FOR RELEASE

Los Angeles, July
Lieut. Locklear, the flyer

Griffith

agreement

series of productions.

nation are confessedly aimed at the
establishment of a colossal picturemaking mill that can grind on forever
with stars or without 'em.

election

and move their
headquarters East found they had lost
one more chance to make a good buy
when it was learned the old Kalem
studios at Cliffside, N. J., had been
bought by Creation Films, Inc., a new
half-million-dollar company.

W.

Travers Vale, a director of high
standing in pictures, and who held a'
contract with the Fox Film Co., was released at his personal request from the

week has placed Olga Petrova and
Taylor Holmes under contract for a

AIR LEAPER IN FILM.

Producers intending to follow the
lead of D.

Charles Reis, manager of the Rialto,
York, for the past year or more,
has resigned, and will leave the house
this week. Differences with an assistant led to Reis' withdrawal
The
assistant is on the staff of a trade
paper, and, in addition to "reviewing"
the Rialto and Rivoli weekly, is under
salary as "assistant manager" in both
houses.
It is understood that Reis will have
charge of the front of the Capital,
entering upon his duties there about

oL the Famous Players-Lasky combi-

The annual

CREATION BUYS KALEM STUDIOS.

arrange-

,

here, for six months.
Work on a new serial will start before the end of the month.
.,-..-
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VARIETY

AT BROADWAY A RIOT

MACK SENNETTS

Six Part Super

"YANKEE DOODLE
STARTLES

.

IN

NEW YORK

':

-:

Crowd's attending

I

"YANKEE DOODLE IN BERLIN"

Broadway Theatre, New York

;.'..

I
=

I
|

|
|

Doors torn from hinges and box

office

Police reserves called.

I Want to Sell the Rights to Mack Sennett's "Yankee Doodle in Berlin"
featuring Bothwell Browne, Ben Turpin, Chester Conklin, Ford Sterling,
Chas. Murray and Marie Provost, including the Sennett Bathing Girls
Themselves, for Greater New York and the Southern States ONLY.

SOL.
418
|
I

pushed from lobby into auditorium.

PHONE BRYANT

L.

LESSER

LONGACRE THEATRE BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY

9846
P.

S.—For FOREIGN RIGHTS communicate with E. M. ASHER, Personal Representative Mack Sennett, 418 Long Acre Building, New York City.
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NEW ACTS
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Suite 1211, 1212,1213 Masonic Temple Bldg., Chicago
AM NOW IN NEW YORK where I will be pleased to see acts desiring bookings on the WESTER?
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VAUDEVILLE ASSOCIATION and

the B. F.

KEITH WESTERN VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
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THE FAMILY'S BACK
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JAMES
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OPENING

Assisted by

with the

new

season in

EDNA,

•;:

AND

-..,-

&

ALFRED

Representative,

MAX HART

MORTON

my old pal and partner, Frank
rejoined temporarily for a few
weeks during the summer.
Regards to

Moore.

L

EDNA

We

ALFRED

•-

Vol.

rauiM vest* »t me
TIom 8q^M», Nf» Ten*,

LV, No. 8

NEW YORK

by Tariatj. laa

Ho*.

W.

'

JULY

CITY,

18,

Entered as second class matter
22, 1905, at the Post Office at Niw Tort,
N. Y., under tht Act of Martb I, 187».
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SHOWS AT THE BOX OFFICE
IN NEW YORK AND CHICAGO
ss

Broadway's Record Theatrical

With

Supplied

Attractions.

Summer

Many Houses

Sees

Year's Runner, "Friendly

Enemies," Closing This Week. "Follies" Leads
in Gross Receipts, With "Gaieties" Second.
Variety's Estimate of Box
Office Takings.
For the first time .Variety is printing a resume of the mid-summer business along Broadway. In the past such
information was not offered in hot
weather for the reason there were but
half a dozen or less attractions operating. The present unprecedented summer season, however, finds 26 offerings
listed for the current week (July 7-12).
There have' not been less than 23
houses going since the old season
ended, and indications are that there
will be no greater number of theatres

-'.:

dark between

now and

when the new

season,

next month,
already anwill be in

nounced as having started,

i.-

full

swing.

The weather has prominently

figured

the record number of attractions holding over, for
there has been but two really warm
stretches, one being of four-day length
during the first week in July. Nine of
the ten summer musical shows were
produced as planned, there being but
one yet to come ("Oh Uncle," announced to come, in this week but delayed).
Of the summer crop, all are
still running save one ('The Lady in
Red").
The "Follies" easily leads the summer bunch with the "Gaieties of 1919"
running a close second, and "Scandals
of 1919" an easy third. The leaders of
the musical shows holding over are
in the continuation of

K
:

»\

5
-

-

"Monte Cristo, Jr.," "A Royal Vagabond" and "Listen Lester." Leading
the non-musical shows holding over,
are "East Is West" and "LightninV
At least two 152-week runs will be
recorded for the season of 1918-19,
"Friendly Enemies" accomplishing that
at the end of the current week, and
"Lightnin* " sure to better that record,
it being slated to run
into the fall
season indefinitely.
Business along Broadway rebounded
from the expected slump of the first
of the month, excellent weather being
of invaluable aid. Saturday night saw
un usually heavy business ^ with a num-

holding forth along Broadway—"Broken Blossoms" and "Yankee Doodle in
Berlin."
The former, at the Cohan
Theatre, drew $8,200 last week, and will
be succeeded next week by The Fall
of, Babylon." The Sennett film, at the

Broadway, drew around $10,000.
In the cut rates, where strong business is recorded, there were 12 attractions offered. Lower floor seats were

Room"

(Hud"At 9.45" (Playhouse); "The
Journey" (Vanderbilt).; "39 East"
(Maxine Elliott); "The Five Million"

son);

Little

for:

den);

"Listen

'

Lester"

appears to be settled that there
be no further production under the
K. & E. trade-mark, with Erlanger
^producing with several other managers,
but particularly with Mr. Dillingham.
The latter's offices have been unusually
active lately in placing artists under
contract.
Marc Klaw is preparing a
number of offerings, but whether he
will associate with another producer
appears not to be set, though A. H.
It

will

is a possibility.
His son, Joseph Klaw, is to produce
his own for the present. He may
later join with his father.
One of the first productions of Dillingham for ,the new season will, be
an operetta by Fritz Kreisler, the violinist.
This piece is designed' for the
Globe to follow "Hitchy-Koo." Wish
Wynn has been engaged for it.

on

mer Saturday business. Takings early
this week were very brisk, and signs
point to bigger grosses this week than
last. But two big feature pictures are

(Lyric);
bocker).

That A. L. ErlangeV and Charles Dillingham will jointly produce a number
of attractions was indicated this week.

Woods

ber of houses getting capacity, which
was surprising, since. the usual week
end rush out of the city reduces sum-

to be had for "Up in Mabel's
(Eltinge) ; "Friendly Enemies"

ERLANGER-DILLINGHAM SHOWS.

(Knicker-

Balcony seats on sale were
Cristo, Jr." (Winter GarFerguson"
(Fulton):
"John

"Monte

"Three Wise Fools'* (Criterion); "She's
A Good Fellow" (Globe); "La La Lucille" (Henry Miller).
There are only five "buys" left. This
is the record handed out at one of the
agencies this week. The shows are:
"The Royal Vagabond" (C. & EL);
"She's A Good Fellow" (Globe) ; "Scandals of 1919" (Liberty) ; "Follies" (New
Amsterdam) ; and the "Gaieties of 1919"
(44th Street).
The buy for the latter attraction is
400 seats a night for four weeks, with
a- third return allowable.
Variety's estimate for last week, including the three plays announced as

grouped for the new season ("The Five
Million," "At 9.45" and "The Crimson
Alibi") is:

"Five Million" (Lyric) (2nd week).
Widely credited with being a timely
attraction with bright material, the
opening week about attained expectations with a gross of around $5,500.
(Continued on page 14)

MOSS' HOUSES CLOSING.
Sunday, July 27, will mark the passing of B. S. Moss' Hamilton and Regent
as pop vaudeville theatre, both houses
closing for four weeks, during which
period each will undergo an overhauling process by the Fleischman Construction Co., reopening Labor Day
with the Famous Players-Lasky picture and concert policy.
The seating capacity of the Hamilton will be enlarged by about 400 seats
and the Regent's orchestra pit will be
doubled in size to accommodate 50
musicians. The Jefferson, Moss''14th
street house, xloses Aug. 17, for' repairs. It has not been decided as yet
•

whether the pop vaudeville policy will
be continued at the Jefferson when it
reopens Labor Day, the F. P. interests
being undecided as to the advisability
of installing the straight picture policy
in September or later in the season.

VAUDEVILLE IN FILM HOUSES.
Chicago, July

16.

Picture theatres with ample seating
capacities in Chicago are beginning to
install standard vaudeville features as
extra added attractions.
Aileen Stanley appeared at the Pan-

theon last week.

Perone

and

This week Count
Oliver are ap-

Trixie

pearing at the Riviera.

ALAMO SHOW

IN SEATTLE.

DEMPSEY WALKS OUT ON
An offer of $7,000 for this
Electric Park, Kansas City,

$7,000.

week at
made to

Jack Dempsey by Ernie Young, of Chfc
cago, was turned down by Jack Kearns,
Dempsey's manager, t
Dempsey walked out on all show
engagements after his week at Chester Park, Cincinnati, ended Saturday.
He left for his Salt Lake home and the
Coast, telling Young he would enter*
tain no proposition to reappear in pub-,
lie before Aug, 1.
Included in the
Dempsey walk out' was the Sells-Floto
Circus engagement that was to have
commenced this week. Young holds an
option on Dempsey for theatrical engagements.
Young was prepared to give Dempsey
four weeks at $7,000 each if the K.
date had gone over. Before August Mr.
Young will ejMibmit a route to the
champion, mostly in parks, but there %
is
no assurance that Dempsey will
agree to play it.

C

Chicago, July iov'
Reported here that Jack Dempsey has
agreed to appear on the Coast for 10
weeks at $10,000 weekly.

ASKING HEAVY GUARANTEES.
The Broadway houses are asking
heavy rental guarantees for the presentation of feature pictures. The price
of the Broadway has jumped to $4,500
first money guarantee on a 50-50 atvrangement, since the success of the
Mack Sennett picture and bathing
girls at the house.
In the mad scramble for a Broadway
house of a feature production an independent producer with a picture that
promises to be sensational from an
advertising standpoint, ran up against
a blank wall in New York this Week.
Not a single K. & E. house is available
and the Shuberts are in a like position.
This makes the Broadway about the
only open bet for a producer who
wants to give Broadway a peek at his
production.
•

INDIAN GIRLS FOR HITCHY.
Raymond Hitchcock's newest "HitchyKoo," slated as the Globe's fall attraction, is to have a real Indian number
which is to be one of the show's
specialties. For the bit six Indian girls
have been engaged. One of them is a
full-blooded tribal princess.

•

Seattle, July 16.

The Greater Alamo Show opened
here

Monday under

Seattle Boys' Club.
It is the first big

the auspices of the

show

to play here

and has been accorded fine
patronage with ideal weather in prospect for all week.
this season,

j

Rehearsing at Thousand Islands.
It

is

Clayton^ N. Y., July 16.
expected the entire company

engaged for May Irwin's show, 6The
Water's Fine," will be called to Miss
Irwin's island to rehearse.

VP-'

.vT.!.

"' --•.!':

;

'

CABLES

•

BAD WEATHER

London, July 16.
Fred De Bondy sailed from Havre
July 12, jobbed by English agents. Had
he arrived but one boat later he would
have been refused a landing. Vakibtt's
representative here

De Bondy

Hippodrome Playing to Capacity Once Again, Drawing $30,000
Russian Ballet at Alhambra Gets
Weekly.
$25,000. Several Houses Doing Under
$10,000, However.
London, July

16.

Business at the theatres has mateimproved of late days. This
is principally due to the bad weather

rially

and no intense

and probably

Wyndham's

moved

will be

is

Alfred Sutro's

in

America under another

got little.
$7,000.
"Caesar's Wife" (Royalty).
"Maid of the Mountains" (Daly's).
Now nearing its 130th week. $11,000.
title

"Cyrano" (Duke of York's). $8,000.
In its sec"Going Up" (Gaiety).
ond year. $7,000.

"Trimmed

in Scarlet (Globe).

$7,000.

"Uncle Sam" (Haymarket). English
for American play, "Friendly
Enemies." $6,000 last week.
"Monsieur Beaucaire" (Prince's). $14,-

title

000.

"The Naughty Wife" (Playhouse).
$4 000

"Cinderella
"Killing-

Man"

Time"

(Queens). $8,000.
(Winter Garden).

$14,000.

"Hit

Little

Widows" (Wyndham's).

$8,000.

Russian Ballet (Alhambra).
"Lilac Domino"
year. $9,000.

$25,000.

(Empire).

Second

"Hullo America" (Palace).
With
Rock and White, Will West and George
Glover featured, $6,000.
"Joy Bells" (Hippodrome). Business
back again to capacity, $30,000 last
week.

DANCER MAY COST BALLET MILLION
While

London, July 16.
Loupokova, whose extraor-

dinary disappearance created a sensation here, has been found. She is ill,
and it is not yet known how soon she
Her husband has gone to
Paris and it is reported that a domestic upheaval was the cause of her
failure to report at the Alhambra July
10.
At any rate, her disappearance created consternation:
Unless her absence makes it necessary to change plans considerably, the
Russian Ballet will play the Alhambra
till the end of this month and then
go to Paris for fifteen weeks. The
ballet has been granted by French officials a subsidy of a million francs.

Paris, July

DOUGHBOY THEATRE

CLOSES.

Paris,

July 16.
The Theatre Champs Elysee closed
July 12, after the Brest Stock Co. had
given an extra week's performance of

"Bunker Bean."
This theatre has been kept open by
A. giving shows for Amerthe Y. M.

C

ican soldiers.

The Theatre Albert Premier will remain open giving shows for American
soldiers until the last one has left
Paris.

16.

Colors have changed in France and
the revival of brilliant tints is affecting
Women's dress in Paris,
all trades.
to a great extent, is being revolutionized after a long era of sober fashions.
Even funeral wreaths are made up of
flowers of deep hues. Wall papers show
varied bright tinges such as have not
been seen before.
waist. Dressmakers are selling ladies'
coats, to beyworn with tailor-made costumes, of Louis XV brocades shining
with gorgeous designs. Pyjamas for
both sexes must be vivid, if not eccentric, to find a ready sale, while the
ordinary handkerchief should be of
vermilion, green or some such striking
tint, with a hem of contrasting color,
to be up-to-date^

BEST "WISE FOOLS" IN LONDON.
London, July 16.
"Three Wise Fools," with a new third
a far better play than the New
York version and scored a sensation
when it opened here July 12 at the
act, is

Comedy Theatre.
The cast is on the whole
the one seen in

New

inferior to

York.

UNION TO SURVIVE.
Paris, July

16.

The French Actors' Union, founded
question of dissolving this association,
of which the greater number of members have gone over to the new syndicate, recently organized'. It was decided, on the proposition of Calmettes,"
to continue the life of the Union for
the present.

COCHRAN GETS ALDWYCH.
London, July
Aldwych's,

now

Y.

M.

C. A.

16.

head-

quarters, will shortly pass under the
control of Charles B. Cochran, who has
arranged for Basil Dean to reopen the
theatre with a new comedy by Arnold
Bennett, after which Viola Tree will
produce several new plays there.

AINLEY IN "REDEMPTION."
London, July

16.

Gilbert Miller's version of the Tol-

stoy play, "Redemption," now definitely
renamed "Reparation," opens at the
St. James in the autumn with Henry
Ainley as the star.

Wanda Lyon

in Shirley Kellogg's Role.

London, July

16.

Wanda Lyon is the latest to take
Shirley Kellogg's part in the Hippodrome show. For the last 12 months
she has been appearing before the
American Expeditionary Forces with
her own company.
Courtneidge Producing on Both Sides.

Shows Changing Houses.
London, July

16.

"Hullo, America" will close July 26
the Palace and "Monsieur Beaucaire" will be moved over from Prince's
July 30 to take its place. "His Little
Widows" leaves Wyndham's July 26
at

V

was announced by the H. B. MaNew York at the time

London, July 16.
Robert Courtneidge sailed Monday
New York to complete arrangements for the presentation in the West
End in September of Belasco's New
for

York

He
Lady

success, "Daddies."
will also arrange to present
Frail" in
York.

New

"My

London, July

->
\

16.

"Tilly of Bloomsbury," the long ex-

pected play by Ian Hay, was presented
by Grossmith & Laurillard at the
Apollo July 10. It did not prove to be
a good adaptation of the book.
This noted author is a novelist by
instinct, not a playwright.

The

characterizations were poor, old

fashioned, Dickensonian. However, on
account of its brilliant cast, the piece
will have some success here, but A. H.
Woods will have to have it considerahly rewritten before it will do for
America.
Among those in the cast were Fred
Lewis, Marie Illington, Geoffrey Kerr,
Kathleen Dawes, Allan Aynesworth and
last but not least, Arthur Bourchier.

rinelli office in

Mr. De Bondy left for London that
he was sailing and that De Bondy was
a director in the Marinelli corporation.

NEW LIGHTWEIGHT DANCING SHOW

NEW SHOW MAY DO OVER

HERE.

London, July 16.
"Nobody's Boy" was presented at
the Garrick July 9, but the result is still
doubt.

in

London, July 16.
"The Latest Craze" was produced at
the Ambassador's July 11 by Gladys
Lloyd, who is something o,f a mystery.
*
No one seems to know her.
It proved to be a hodge podge dancing show, redeemed partially by the
work of Arthur Roberts, the comedian,
and that of Emily Earle. The latter is
an American girl making her English

Paris, July 16.
Free matinees were given at the majority of theatres here July 14 in honor

debut.

of the national French fete.

U. S.

possibilities so far as

Don

Barclay's Change.
London, July "16.
Don Barclay, who was to have opened in "The Very Idea," has been switched to "The Soldier Boy," which goes on
tour shortly.

has
con-

London, July 16.
Frederick Gordon, the comedian, is
dead, aged SO. He leaves a daughter,
Lillie Gordon, the actress, and a son
who recently returned after 12 months
in a German prison camp.

CHARLES ROCK DEAD.

London, July 16.
,
Charles Rock died July 12 of a painHe was 54 years old and
appeared in pictures as "Old Bill."
ful illness.

"Nothing But Truth" Again in Paris.

w
Max ^
Dearly

Paris, July 16.
will

revive

Bat the Truth" at the
August.

Stoll to Build Another.

London, July 16.
It is reported that Sir Oswald Stoll
will build another mammoth cinema
theatre costing a couple of million dollars.

Beyer and Hayman Producing.
London, July 16.
Ben Beyer, performer, and Joe Hayman, former writer and producer for
Harry Day, have formed a production
and booking agency which will start
business in September.

New Manage-

ment.
London, July 16.
Godfrey Tearle will probably appear
in the legit next season, starred under
new management. He is now appearing in a sketch at the Victoria (hall).
Errol Staging for deCourville.
London, July 16.

Leon Errol is staging a touring show
for Albert de Courville and will also
put on a second edition of "Joy Bells."

_

It

"Topsy Turvy" Revived.
London, July 16.
At the Kennington, Ernest C. Rolls
revived "Topsy Turvy" July 9. It was
put over by a strong company headed
by Claire Romaine.
Elida Morris Coming Over.
London, July 16.
Elida Morris sailed on the Aquitania
July 12, for New York.

16.

fully

"Nothing

Gymnase

Midnight Revue at Sherry's.
London, July
,

Jack Haskell
restaurant its
since the war.

is

in

16.

staging for Sherry's

first

"Midnight Revue"

Ray Walker Reaches 560th.
11 months since Ray Walker,

js

song writer and entertainer,
reached France, where he has since
remained.
During that time Mr. Walker has
given over 500 performances in the
A. E F.
France, Belgium, Holland
the

m

ana bermany.

SAILINGS.
Rpported through Paul Tausig &
Son, 104 E. 14th street.
July 12, Mrs. H. B. Soper (Baltic).
July 15, Bert and Betty Wheeler, Mr.
& Mrs. P. Swanberg, and Mrs. Douglas
Mclyor, Grundy and Young, William

Hughes

(Northland,

from

Philadel-

phia).

July

Babs Fully Recovered.
London, July
Babs (Beattie and Babs) has
recovered from a severe accident.

It
is

FREE MATINEES GIVEN.

.

government propaganda work.

Godfrey Tearle Under

several

America

cerned.

FREDERICK GORDON DEAD.

Films.
Hart is connected with the Committee on Public Information, Division of
Films. Sisson also has been prominent
in

The cast has undergone
changes since the premiere.

FILMS IN PRAGUE

Paris, July 16.
David Howells, Charles Hart and Edgar Sisson have gone to Prague, Bohemia, with United States Propaganda

by Felix Huguenet, held a meeting in
the Gymnase Theatre to discuss the

will dance.

this .before

arriving in London, Eddie Darling
was met at the boat train by emissaries
warning him against associating with
a representative of an enemy alien,
whereupon Darling explained De
Bondy was merely a fellow, passenger.
De Bondy himself refused to make any
statement other than that he had accomplished what he came for and would
•
eat Christmas dinner in London.
It

BRIGHT COLORS FASHIONABLE.

heat.

estimate of the receipts of the
leading London theatres last week is:
"Chu Chin Chow" (His Majesty's).
run of this play seemremarkable
The
ingly keeps on unabated. $16,000 last
wcclc
*The Boy" (Adelphi). $8,000. Another long runner with a cast of two.

knew

from New York.

On

new

An

Same show

to Prince's.

to reopen Aug. 28, with
play, "The Choice."

sailed

m

..

CAST HOLDS UP POOR PUT.

DE BONDY'S TROUBLES.

LONDON'S SHOW BUSINESS
PICKS UP WITH

.•£

16,

Boganny Troupe

dam).

(Noor-

July 22, Bert Lamont, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank H. Gaines (Celtic).
July 26,
Gaston Palmer
(Royal
George); Mrs. Ellen Coakley (Carmania)).

July 28, I. L. Barkus, Mr. and Mrs.
Bilhe Reeves, Carroll Clucas, Irma
Orbassany, Nathano Bros (Aquitania);
Mr. and Mrs. Arturo Bernardi, Raymond Gonzolas (Cedric).
Bert La Mont's Cowboy Minstrels
sailed July 15 on the Northland for
England.
,
Sailings from England.
July 28, Doyle and Dixon. Mrs. Dixon,

New Amsterdam.

.
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VAUDEVILLE
'

BARNEY FAGAN BENEFIT TO BE
GET-TOGETHER FOR OLD TIMERS
Inside

Dope and Low Down on American Theatricals
Making Promised. All Big Present Day Man.

in the

agerial Characters to Appear.
\

American showdom in the making is
apprehended in the personnel that will
be behind, with, and for the testimonial that the profession is to tender
Barney Fagan at the Manhattan opera
house Sunday evening, Aug. 31.
Benefits of various kinds have furnished unusual diversion for not only
public, but for professional audiences
in the past since the custom was first
instituted in the early days of New
York's indoor amusements, when P. T.
Barnum kept a place on Ann street
and a resort known as the Chrystal

-

Palace bid for semi-olio interest in the
section of old Gotham now known as
Bryant Park.
But in these later days of the theatres's ultra sophistication it is a fair
gamble that New York will never have
an opportunity to get intimate glimpses
of the pasts of the native theatre such
as the big affair planned for Fagan's
I

»-

r

;

r

»
-

':

r

--.-

will offer.

Few people know, for instance, that
John Cort was at one time a singer
and dancer in the main drag and side
purlieu honky tonks of the principal
cities of the Northwest, but they'll
know it at the coming complimentary
performance, for' the manager will be
an interlocutor in a minstrel first part
that will group a great many of the
stage confreres of the beneficiary as
well as of the present producer.
Charles Dillingham is known to the
present' generation of the stage and
public for his activities in the promotion of plays chiefly, of a musical character, but the public that turns out for
the Fagan show at the Manhattan will
see something more of the beau of the
native theatre, for Dillingham, who is
known now simply as a director of
amusements, was at one time not exactly an actor, but as near one as he
could be when he wrote and rehearsed
"12 p. m." a musical comedy projected
by him at the old downtown Broadway
theatre known as the Bijou a full
score of years ago. It was "12 p. m."
that led Montgomery and Stone, then
a twain of minstrels, to the Dillingham fold, Dillingham himself sliding
under the wing of Charles Frohman as
a consequence of his attempt at author-

And Dillingham will tell something about it at the show.
But getting closer to the branch of
the profession that Fagan has principally adorned during his long stage
life of fifty years
he is now seventy
is the intimate touch the benefit performance will reveal in the appearance on the stage of several big stars
of account, as well as in a kindly confession of his first meeting with Fagan
ship.

—
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:

:
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in Boston before Oscar Hammerstein
was known even to the tobacco interests that led him to patent a tobacco
cutter that led him to build a theatre
that led him to write and later produce grand opera, days when New
York was young and Boston was still
a loosely mapped out bunch of hilly
cow trails once one left the precincts
of Washington street, where Albee and

B. F. Keith first started in at the little
Boston/ playhouse, the Bijou, to produce musical tabs, a start they" made
after each had come through a gruelling period as aids with the then wellknown O'Brien's circus, bought by
Jawn of the Irish monacker from Dan
Rice, days before Morris Gest, who

jU

gives the Manhattan for the benefit,
was born.
Some benefit truly, the Fagan affair
will be,

with everybody

who

is

any-

body in the theatre stampeding to get
on the bill, or among its auxiliary aids,
to show their affection for Fagan, one
of the best beloved of vaudevillians,

whose work covering

his half century
him in contact

of stage life brought
with practically all the high and low
spots of the theatre of the past and

present
Bill Randall,

who

is

handling the or-

ganization end of the testimonial, will

be among those present, and will
glimpse back into the past from the
stage and reveal how Keith and Albee
first broke into New York, through
Randall's aid in effecting for them the
transfer to the Boston amusement purveyors of the old Union Square theatre. Randall and his partner, Dixon,
then in the booking and theatre brokerage business, got a commission of
$500 for the deal, the largest sum
passed up to that time for such service.

Some

because among other
things that Randall or Albee will tell,
if not Fagan, will be of the genesis
benefit,

in showdom of J. J. Murdock, dating
back from his advent at the Masonic
Temple of Chi., when he branched out
from stage management to house man-

agement, leading off with a big splash
by introducing a Windy City surprise
in "The Auburn Haired Mystery," a
special
player.

wonder feature

in

•

:.>::
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T1MBERG GETS ADVANCE ROYALTY.

ODD COMPLAINTS*
A

complaint placed by an artist be-

fore the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association asks for compensation
through a possible loss of prestige.
The artist had appeared upon a stage
to do his turn in street clothes.
The complainant alleges he haft to
thus appear owing to a delay in the
arrival of baggage. He played in street*
clothes for one performance, received
his salary in full for the engagement
and has no complaint against the

management or express company. But
someone should reimburse him, he
says, because of the possibility of those
in front who saw him without his
proper stage attire not knowing what
his exact act was like and perhaps misjudging him. This, says the artists,
amounts to a loss of prestige.

Another complaint asks that the V.
M. P. A. recover one day's salary due
an artist last fall during the closing of
a theatre by the influenza epidemic.
Queried as to why he had not made
demand for the one day's salary when
the V. M. P. A. ordered its membership
to pay salaries in full at that time
(October, 1918) the artist said he had
forgotten about

it.

Sophie Tucker hi Mclntyre and Heath

Show.

The Shuberts have contracted for
Sophie Tucker to appear with the Mclntyre and Heath show. It is shortly
to start rehearsals, preparatory to its
Broadway showing next month. The
show was on the road last season.
Mra. Ai Jolion Secure* Divorce.
Henrietta Jolson, wife of Al Jolson,
secured an interlocutory decree of
divorce in Oakland, Cal., last week.
They were' married for 12 years.
Mrs. Jolson charged desertion and
extreme cruelty in her complaint.

What is said to be the first advance
royalty ever paid for the publishing
rights to the music in a vaudeville act,
before the act has been produced, is
the payment this week by McCarthy
& Fisher of $2,000 to Herman Timberg.

iv

"~

Mr. Timber's producing company is
to launch "Chicken ChoW Mein" with
Clark and Bergman. Timberg wrote
the book, lyrics and music. There, are
Fred
to be six or seven numbers.
Fisher, for the music firm, besides paying Timberg the royalty for the acrfl
songs' rights, placed Timberg as a
writer ort. the McCarthy & Fisher staff
for three years.
"Chicken Chow Mein" when produced
will be booked through Harry Weben
The Weber office will represent the _
Timberg company in all of its other
"-'

!

.

;

vaudeville productions.

ASS'N'S COLUMBIA, ST. LOUIS.

The Western Vaudeville ManagersAssociation has taken over the Columooked with
bia, St. Louis.
It will be
Association vaudeville by ( larlie Free-:'
1

man.
This gives Freeman the booking of
every vaudeville house (e: cepting Or-

pheum)

1

SISTERS

t:l

-

in St. Louis.

MARRY BROTHERS.

Two

of the Three Bet aett Sisters
have marr sd brothers.
About a year and a half igo, Crystal
Bennett married Leo Den lis, an automobile dealer in. Onta io, Kansas.
(in vaudeville)

March 11, last, a son was 1 orn to them
This announcement is now followed by
the news that the second sister, Alia
Bennett, married her sister's brotherin-law, Arthur Dennis, in

Kansas

Zim

City,

Mo.

comedy

a

among the chairmen,
for any particular feature

A. L. Erlanger,
isn't slated

the program, but it is expected
the present head of the K. & E. forces
will tell for the first time how he busted
into the show business as a box office
boy in Cleveland under the regime of
the brother of Mark Hanna, then running the old Euclid Avenue opera
house, later going out with "Hazel
Kirke" through the South and meeting
Marc Klaw there, then just joined out
with the Mallory forces of the New
York Madison Square Theatre, whose
attorney in prosecuting play pirates of
"Hazel Kirke" he had been.
Willie Collier, George M. Cohan,
in

-&1---I

Raymond Hitchcock—master

of cereaffair, by the way— are
down for bits, as well as a list of
others so formidable and imposing in

monies at the
all

their individual and collective public
and private draught as to insure a
fete of affection few men may receive
and fewer deserve.

SARANAC CARNIVAL FROWNED
Saranac Lake, N.

The church element

Y.,

of the

July

ON.
16.

town has

frowned hard upon the annual mid-

summer carnival. The church people objected to the games of chance.
affair has been abandoned.

The

William Morris supervised the carnival last summer, making a huge success of it. The proceeds were given to
local charities.
Mr. Morris, who is
spending the summer here again consented to donate his services.
Cordelia Haager Engages Harcourt.
In the new turn Cordelia Haager has
planned for her debut in vaudeville as
a single turn, she has engaged George
Harcourt to do one dance with her in
it.
Besides there will be a piano accompanist and special properties.

Miss Haager formerly appeared with
George Austin Moore. Besides her
siri&e number, Miss Haager is

own

overlooRlfig the production of a couple
of other new vaudeville turns.

JOSEPHINE

HARMON

CAniUE
and

McMANUS

"WE AND US"
EVANS—

Direction, FRANK
Presents Qunllly Vaudeville
The bubbling comedy, seemingly extemporaneous, 1*
act of youth and spontaneity.
decidedly laugh-provoking. A delightful act, refined nnd entertaining.
Booked solid, Orphcum tour.
Palace, Chicago, next week (July 21).

An
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LIBERTY THEATRE CIRCUIT

OPENING
.

-

Broadway, New York, with director of
bookings J. R. Banta in charge. This
brings into existence a new booking
office with about 20 weeks time expected. Acts will be able to secure
time by appearing in person or can
use agents who will operate along the
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Washington, July 16.
Starting Aug. 1 a new system of supLiberty theatres in the cantonAnents will be inaugurated for all
vaudeville employed. Booking will be
done direct by the Liberty Theatre
Division through its offices at 1520

Wing

';

r

OFFICE

Will Offer Acts 20 Weeks' Route. Play or Pay Contracts.
Commissions. Office in New York. Transportation
and Baggage Provided by Government.

^

-,

OWN BOOKING

'-'

....

i

.

lines

now

as

in

force

in

the

Keith, Loew, Fox, etc., booking offices.
Those at the head of cantonment entertainment have decided upon the
elimination of what they regard as
"middlemen" and are actually those
managers who have heretofore sent
shows to the camps as units. A number of those managers have profited
considerably at times and although
they have also had to sustain losses,
it is felt that amusement in the permanent camps, shall hereafter be carried
on without a profit, privately resulting

therefrom, since the welfare work in
addition to training will be entirely
controlled on the military.
The new regime aims at giving the
professional the best of treatment and
the "breaks." Contracts will be of the
pay or play order and no commissions
will be deducted. This means that each
act will have a net figure on its contract and there can be no deductions
unless turns act through an agent. In
such cases commissions would be sent
direct from act to agent. The contract
figure will be actually net, however,
since the new military booking office
will

handle

all

baggage without charge

defray transportation.
The plan calls for acts to be sent from
New York to the opening point, where
manager will not
Theatre
the Liberty
only pay salaries, but furnish transportation to the next point.
The present outlook is that vaudeville
exclusively will be handled at the start.

and

will

also

The new booking

an
advantage the fact that there will be
shows at night only, seven performances constituting a week. If in traveling an act is forced to lose a day no
deduction is to be made, the act receiving the same weekly salary as conoffice will offer as

tracted for.

The handling
tions

is

of legitimate attracnot set at this time but should

they be employed it is probable that
they will be bought outright for their
Liberty Theatre engagements.
The
elimination of a percentage split (70-30)
as the rule since the start of camp
entertainment will be effected for legitimate attractions as well as vaude-

LOEWS TWO MEMPHIS HOUSES.

NOW
No

tilted next season. The top price will
be $1 for the boxes and the first dozen
rows will be 75 cents, the old rate having been 50 cents.
For the afternoon performances
(Sunday), instead of the entire lower
floor being 35 cents, it will be scaled

at 50 cents for the front twelve rows.
will be in charge of Sam
Bernstein as last season. He will book
Sundays for Miner's Empire, Newark,
and the Miner American Wheel house
in that city.

The shows

BOSTON'S AMUSEMENT BOAT.
Boston, July 16.
The newest thing in the form of an
amusement enterprise for these parts
is a gigantic houseboat, mounted on a
scow, to steam up and down the
Charles River Basin, Boston's big
waterway, every evening during the
summer months. Blake G. Purdy and
associates are behind the venture. The
boat is capable of developing 580
horsepower and can make about eight
miles an hour.
On the lower floor will be a dance
hall, with a floor space 150 feet long
and 32 feet wide, and the stage will be
located in the stern. Soft drinks will
be served on the upper deck. Just what
form of entertainment will be given
has not been announced, but probably
moving pictures. The cost is estimated
at $60,000.
While this is

new form

of entertainold in years, for

ment for Boston, it is
the same idea was successfully worked
on the Mississippi River years ago.

C

MORTON FAMILY RESUMES
JAS.
James C Morton, with his wife, Mamie Diamond, and their two children,
Edna and Alfred, have been booked
on the big time for return dates next
season by Mac Hart
This will be Alfred's second season
with his parent's turn. James C. and
his former partner, Frank Moore, rejoined in the spring in Chicago for a
short stay in vaudeville, playing together a few weeks. They only made
one New York appearance, at the Colonial.

TO SMOKE OR NOT TO SMOKE?
An actor who has just returned from
England says that there has been considerable excitement created there by
women smoking in the music halls.
Some places they do and are promptly
discouraged by an usher with a forbidding look. In other places they get
away with it without any trouble. The
general feeling seems to be that it
should either be allowed in every hall
or not permitted in any of them.

Memphis, July 16.
Ground leases for the two locations
on which Marcus Loew is to build
closed late last
here
were
theatres
week. Thomas W. Lamb, the New
York architect, is here looking over the
ground and will draw the plans for
the theatres which are to cost $1,000,000.
They are to be known as Loew's Metropolitan and Loew's Palace and are
to be ready to open by Jan. 1, 1920.
The Metropolitan is to be combination vaudeville and picture house while
the Palace is to be devoted to pictures
When the Metropolitan
exclusively.
is opened the Lyceum will again return
to the policy of playing combinations
E. and Shubert routed
with the K.
attractions playing there. Loew's lease
of that house still has four years to
run.
Loew's Princess on Main street has
been sold to the Memphis Enterprise

&

Corporation.

REORGANIZING "OVERSEAS REVUE"
The vaudeville bookers understood
early in the week that the Will Morrisey "Overseas Revue" was to go
through a process of reorganization,
with its leaders, however, Elizabeth
Brice and Mr. Morrisey remaining with
the turn.
The act as it appeared lately at the
Palace was offered an Orpheum Circuit
route, at the same salary it received in
New York, $2,500. While negotiations
were pending the act's people or some
of them secured engagements elsewhere or made arrangements that
would interfere with the travel. This
led to the Orpheum withdrawing its
offer, awaiting the reorganization when
the act will be looked over once again
for the prospect of the Orpheum route.
May Boley is one of the principals
who will not continue with the turn.

HOW

"CHESTERFIELD" HAPPENED.

Henry

Chesterfield

The number of weeks and camps to
be supplied is not yet set and will not
be until Congressional action defines
the number of men for the peace time
army. The sites for permanent camps
have already been selected and include
a number of present cantonments, but
final action by Congress will hold back
denfiite orders
tre Division.

Piermont Returns to Sheedy Office.
Benny Piermont is returning to the
M. R. Sheedy office. He was associated with the Sheedy agency before

a

leading

with an Atlanta stock company
11 years ago.
A small tobacco manufacturer named a cigarette after him.
Liggett & Myers absorbed the smaller
concern and today "Chesterfield" cigarettes are disputing the popular supremacy of our best sellers. Vaudevillians desiring Chesterfield cigarettes

usually

"Give

preface their demands
a pack of N. V. A.'s."

with

me

MANAGERS ACCEPT NEW CONTRACT
At the
agers'

offices of the Vaudeville ManProtective
Association,
Pat
in the week that

Casey stated early

over 50 per cent, of the membership
of the V. M. P. A. had signified their
intention of adopting the new form of
artists' contract, which was published
in Variett last week.
Mr. Casey said that although the let-

A

ters from the V. M. P.
to its members drawing their attention to the
new form had been written but a few
days before, answers had commenced
to arrive rapidly. He anticipated that
before this week ended he would have
heard from all within mailing distance.

Francais, Montreal, Full Week.
The Francais, Montreal, heretofore
playing stock, will change policy to
vaudeville,

ville.

was

man

It will

six

commencing Aug. 25.
full week stand, playing
by the Plimmer

be a

acts,

booked

idea has for its
ultimate purpose a reduction of admission scale and a bettering of the grade
of shows, since no profit over operating cost is sought.

Miner's Scale Boosted.

The. admission scale for Sunday concerts at Miner's 149th street, will be

Binghamton, July

15\

wuz sorry you were out of town
while we were playin' in Jersey City
and Newark. We went down to Long
Branch that Sunday to play an exhibition game and I wish you were there
to see what cum off.
The ball orchard is right near the
ocean and they get some very heavy
I

fogs,

sometimes so thick they have to

the game, fer the ball gamers
can't see each other. Well we started
call

game O. K. and old "Kid Fog"
started to blow across the lot around
the second inning making it hard work
fer the outfielders to judge fly balls.
Schulte is a wise old bird and the
fog made him thoughtful, finally he
gets an inspiration as he saw it gettin'
denser and denser and neither side
gettin* any runs. So he gets his other
two outfielders and outlines his scheme'
to them. He tells them to put a ball
apiece in their back pockets and be
our

ready to use them in an emergency,
he doing likewise. Do you get the
,

drift

Johnny?

Remember you

see the outfielders
this time.

can't

from the grandstand

by

Well, we bowl along 0-0 fer seven
innings with both pitchers throwing
them past us. They had a Cuban workin' and his, fast ball cum over like a
marble, the* fog makin' it almost impossible to see it, and our meal ticket,
with his hopper.
In the eighth inning I get a walk,
steal second and score on a hump backed liner that their right fielder lost
in the fog, giving us the first run of
the pastime.
gettin' results

We

blank them in their half of the
eighth and they reverse in our first half
of the ninth, so we only got three men
to get to cop the ball game.

With two out
Gillespie

in the ninth inning
fumbles a ground ball and

then throws wild past our first sacker,
putting the tieing run on second base
with a pinch hitter up. It's lookin* not
so good.
Sure enough Mister Pinch
Hitter gets a hold of a fast one and
it cracked off his bat like a shot.
The
minute he hit it I figured a sure homer
and the guy on second lit out fer the
plate like a greyhound. As he rounded
third I turned and looked to see where
our outfielders were but I couldn't see
a thing fer the fog. Half way between
third and home the runner slowed up
and a ball shot in frum out of the fog
right into our catcher's hands.
He
tagged the runner as he slid in and
the umps who wuz right on top of the
play, called the runner out Just as he
turned around two more balls arrived
from out of the fog and that ball field
resembled the peace conference fer
about 20 minutes. The crowd swarmed
'out to lynch us and we merrily lammed
as f as^ as we could. The umps couldn't
reverse his decision fer we had gone
,

away frum

there.

But you ought to hear Schulte bawl
out those other two outfielders. All
three of them threw in the spare balls
they had on the same play. The ball
the pinch hitter smacked is goin' yet.
Schulte said it went clear over the
centre field fence.
Regards to the gang,
Your old pal,
Con.
Seguin Visiting New York.
Carlos Seguin, director general of the
Seguin South American tour, is due to
arrive in New York the latter part of
September. This will be Seguin's first
visit to the United States.

entering the service.

Jimmie Sheedy remains in the
agency, handling the book with Piermont.

&

"Bubbles" A.
A.'. First
"Bubbles," the first production by the
A. &
Producing Co. (Milton and

•

A

Sergeant Aborn and P. Dodd Ackerman), opens in Troy, N. Y., next week,
playing Brighton Beach week July 28.
In the act are Carlos Sebastian, Olga
Myra and Andrews, a pianist. Miss
Myra is a dancing violinist and was
formerly known as Olga.

PEEKING THROUGH THE BUSHES.
Dear Johnny

Agency.

from the Liberty Thea-

The new booking

'

Branson and Baldwin's Production Act
Chicago, July

16.

Becker Brothers are building a masproduction for Bronson and Bald-

sive
IS

IN A CREATIVE OOQfW THAT
NEW AND UP-TO,OAT&-..ASK-FRANHEVANSy-

EVERLASTINGLY

w^

be shipped to the Pacific
will show a new

win.

It will

coast,

where the team

act, entitled

"Visions of 1969."
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CONEY ISLAND'S BANNER YEAR;
WEATHER BREAK BRINGS COIN
Best Season Since
Gaynor Reform Wave Hit the Island. Brighton
Cleaning Up On Overflow.

Old Timers Hail Return of "Olden Days."

Stick a pin in
at the point

map

draw a bulging

vv

your easy money
named Coney and

circle

around

it

in all

gold ink, for the Coney of the good old
days is back again, for the first time
in almost a score of years.

|g
?>

i

The Island has never had such a
since 1900, when the late
Mayor Gaynor, then an investigator,
played hity tity with its fortunes by
sending its greatest boss, John Y. Mcfeast year

"

proper is at the expense of the
In past seasons
Brothers Feltman.
they themselves ran the big airdrome
movie at the water end of their extensive Surf avenue establishment.
This season, because of bad weather
results in former years, they sublet
the space. William Brandt, the wellknown Brooklyn exhibitor, was the
lessee. To date the new tenant hasn't
had a losing night.

Kane, to jail for grafting.
In those spectacular days and nights
FREE SHOWS FOR SOLDIERS.
the Islanders made easy money while
Camp Merritt, N. J., July 15.
the rest of the world, save the devil
By order of the commandant the
and his friends, slept. But it's mostly
Y. M. C. A., K. of C, and Jewish Welare
the
concessionaires
coin
that
clean
fare Board, acting as affiliated bodies,
::",
grabbing this season, with the good
are offering free shows here nightly
grabbing due mainly to a season of
in the open. The success of the Fourth
weather made in heaven, the unbroken
of July free show, obtained from the
continuity of which hasn't been known
Keith office, given the men, lead to the
later
Rock,
"Pop"
days
when
the
since
continuance of free shows, which, while
president of the Vitagraph M. P.
v the
in opposition to the Liberty Theatre,
concern, used to push the first Edison
does not appear to have much affected
movie bioscope perambulator along
the latter's business.
Coney's Bowery, offering animated*
pictures at a nickel a peep.
THE LLOYDS CELEBRATE.
Since that period there's scarcely
';
The third birthday of "Tommy*
been a summer at the Isle that hasn't
Lloyd was celebrated by the Lloyd
docketed from 100 to 150 dispossess
family and many of their friends all
_;.
cases promptly with the passing of the
day Sunday at the Lloyd home in
Fourth of July, the date traditionally
Beechhurst, L. I. "Tommy" was too
covenanted for the second payment by
young to notice the Statue of Liberty
concessionaires.
This Fourth passed
when she left for England shortly afwithout a single come-across-or-beat-it
ter her birth over here. Now "Tommy"
eviction. Even the prohib. cabarets are
is observant, loves her mother and pans
cleaning up and all in a nice orderly
her father, so Alice Lloyd decided on
way. With the weather fine, theatres
the party to give Tommy a better idea
for the most part closed, the movies
of America.
Tom McNaughtom ap"too warm, and a post-war craze for
peared as the father and also in his
safety-valve diversion reaching the
hewtest specialty, "Defying Prohibiproportions of an epidemic, Coney's
tion."
regulars are turning out en masse, supThis week Miss Lloyd and the childplemented by the newly created waves
ren left for the Thousand Islands.
of fun
hunters driven from New
Alice is to reopen in vaudeville the
York's, Brooklyn s and the country's
latter part of August, first playing the
boozeless bars and cabarets.
You can get your 2.75 per cent, beer Princesss, Montreal, and about six
weeks outside New York before apat the Island without trouble, as the
pearing at one of the Broadway vaudelaw prescribes. Of course, all the beer
v
ville houses, probably the Palace.
consumers carry alcohol percentage
The same evening was Ned Waytesters with them, and of course the
burn Night at the Bayside Yacht Club.
Surf avenue and Bowery picture saBayside is a suburb of Beechhurst. Mr,
loons and the cabarets all give cerWayburn took down the Amsterdam
tificates of the denatured ratio with
every purchase.
crew on their day off to supervise the
Luna hasn't had such a run of steady production for the occasion.
;'.-.

?.

-

1

-'.

.

crowds

since Fred Thompson's real
elephants' used to scoot the chutes, and
Perry's, Morgans', the College Inn, the
College Arms, the Alamo and Sohmer's
cabarets all get a drag from the
crowds making to or from Steeplechase.
Toward Brighton the game this sea-

",""

son is even better. The Shelburne is
proving the big brother of its summershot twin resort run by the Reisen-

'
.

weber management at Columbus Circle,
now with other Manhattan gay spots
suffering the doldrums of a dry fishing
season.

The Island's one drawback this year,
raw booze excepted, is the bathing
season, but, at that, enough patrons
of

the bathing pavilions have taken
the plunge to furnish six drownings

GRACE HUFF

IN VAUDEVILLE.
Seattle, July

16.

Grace Huff, leading woman of the
Wilkes Stock Co. here, has accepted
a vaudeville tour to begin at once.
She will not return here next season.
The Wilkes Stock Co. closed Saturday
evening and will reopen August 31.
This makes its fourth year here.

that Brighton is
putting on this year is the roller chair
dido, copied from Atlantic City's board
walk. Somehow the passengers in the
perambulators at Brighton seem out
of place and lonesome.
But the B. end of the beach is getting its share of the general tidal wave
attendance and is exchanging noisy
congrats.
One of the big laughs of Coney

•

LL£

act of

The

in Nip and Tuck Act.
Nip and Tuck as now comTurk and Joe Labick.

Bill

latter replaces

Tommy

Nip, en-

gaged for the May Irwin show.
Nip and Tuck (the originals) are
brothers and have been in vaudeville
•

for several years.

Birth*.

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Butler
home, 15 Pembroke street,
July

3,

daughter.

at

their

Boston,

*£L

Ha,

v..

tX.<

«
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OIL FOR THE OIL MERCHANTS.

ed

THANKING ENTERTAINERS.
Horchheim, Germany, June

24.

Editor Variett:
I want to thank the following teams
for -the bolly entertainment they provided for the 500 of us who are watching the Rhine here.
The men all wanted me to thank the
teams, and I know of no better way

than through Varibtt.
The teams are Hunting and Frances,
who, besides playing their sketches
from Coblenz to Trier, are in charge
of and do the booking- for the whole
A. O. in the Coblenz area. I owe Tony
Hunting a whole lot of thanks as he
has kept me supplied with shows, so
we seldom have had a dark night. The
army has shown its appreciation of his
efforts by presenting him with the
swellest limousine in the
O.
Next come Perry and Vardon, who.
besides being a knockout, gave encore
after encore until they had to stop
from sheer exhaustion. Their support
was splendid and they could easily
have played a week instead of the one

A

night.

Nicola with his Mysteries and Billy
Broad and others to help him raised

such applause that the German fraus
came rushing down to the "Y" thinking
war was on again.

the

Theresa Dale, John Clay Rowe and
Co. gave us some bully sketches and
worked overtime, giving matinees and,
wherever possible, two shows at night,
and the last I saw of Miss Dale she
was vainly endeavoring to have her
contract extended so she could continue to amuse the boys.
have some great soldier shows
in the A. O., the 6th Marines easily
leading with theirs, and from all I hear
Broadway will probably have some five
thousand new actors going the rounds
of the agencies when we all get back.
The great work the profession has
done over here has sure been appreciated and those artists who made
their way to the outlying posts instead of sticking to Paris, London and
the big cities are going to get some
rousing receptions when they hit some

We

towns

back home.

The boys keep,

pretty good tab on those who make
the "front" and those who prefer the
They also have a list of those
who carried an "Officers Only" air
around with them.
Thanking you and hoping to be back
S. O. S.

on Broadway soon(?)
Sgt.

Howard

In charge of Entertainment M.

Fav.
S. T.

things,

meaning

"
;

De Witt

Mott, manager of the EmY, to Phene Prece
(non-professional) July 11, at Glen
Falls, N. Y.
George L. Bobbe (Bobbe and Nelson)
to Betty M. Frank, July 16, in New
York City. The bride has appeared
in musical comedy productions in Chi-

Glen

Falls, N.

time.

'

-

:*;:

OUT OF SERVICE.
Miss Charmian Edwards arrived July
15 from overseas, having toured France;,
and (Germany for eight months with"
the Over There Theatre League.
Harry Lenetska, formerly in the Orpheum Circuit booking office, returned
from France this week. He was with
-

Avery Hughes, formerly with the
Belmonts and Four Konerz
is at Camp Stuart, Newport

Four

Brothers,

News, Va., awaiting, discharge from the
Army. He is a corporal Co. D, First

•:">'•

Pioneer Infantry.
-"'
"
The Monte Carlo Four, A. F. Deiser. W. B. Mclnroe, U. B. Best and V. B.
Acers, all of whom have just been discharged from .the Army after serving
a year abroad with the 36th Division:
are atthe.Byers Theatre, Forth Worth,
Texas, for an indefinite engagement
Elmer L. Bedford, basso with the
Liberty Four, who was discharged
from the army July 3, after getting
back to this country on the Pastojres. >'
June 26, fought all through the Argonne battle. In March he joined the
show troupe, "Front Line Revue," of
which Harry Lenetska (agent for Martin
Beck) was advance man, ind
shaped up a quartet out of a bunch of
soldier song birds.
Belie Gold, while on her way to give
an entertainment at the front in
trance, was caught in a collision at
fchrenbreitstein, Germany. The automobile in which she was seated was
run into by a large truck. Miss Gold ;
suffered three broken ribs and rajnoi
injuries,
but is. slowly recovering**
While she now walks with a limp, shjLii
expects shortly to be entirely well and
will return home early in August.
:

,"

Two

illness.

Replaced

Jesters.

Illness
prevented Blossom Seeley
from opening at Keith's Washington,
D. C, this week. "Kiss Me" substituted.

>:-;%'.,

'•:

'S'%.

.-.-y.^.M

'

!

'

NEW ACTS.
Jack Goldie

new black

(Pealson

WW'

:;/.;."

and Goldie):

•

face single;
:. ''j-yr.'j-A

John Woodford and Co., two
and one man (Frank Evans).

women
..

Joe D'Leir (formerly D'Leir and
Green) and Sadie Fondeleir. Harry
Weber Agency.
'f'A'0
Mayo (Conrad and Mayo) and Irwin i
(Irwin" and Ward) in a singing arid ';
king
k,t
bv H «man Timberg.
^u
a ,1
v
(Chas. Allen.)

Harry and Dennis DuFor, formerly

Boston, because of

P^

the 168th J.nfantry (42nd Division).

DuFor Brothers,
IN AND OUT.
Robbins
and
Partner,
out
of
Brighton, replaced by Ben Bernie
Mildred Valmore, unable to open at

3Si..

,

Pasquale, accordionist, and Phil Gordon, violinist.

415.

pire,

•

standardize

to

thereby the agents in the Putnam
Building, those boys that have been
greased time and again have at last,
fallen. It took John Considine to slip
the halter off of their Rolls Royce
bankrolls, but he managed to do it
nicely and now the boys are all holding nicely engraved certificates for "oilstock: in the promotion that Considine
owns and is going to develop.
The Considine land is. located in
lower California and Texas and adjoins
a tract which the Standard Oil people
own. The latter company has offered
to buy the Considine tract, at least
that is the report that some Of the
buyers are circulating, and with the
agents buying freely Considine thinks
that be will start drilling in a short

Two

to be

known

as the

DuFors. Dennis recently returned
from service in France.
Willie Mahoney, single; Nelson ana*
Evans (formerly Nelson and Castle);
Toot Sweet 4 of the late "Toot Sweet"
show. (Edw. S. Keller).
"Up In the Air," two men and one
woman; Lynn Osborne and Co. in
"Stocks and Petticoats;" Girls (6). (Lee
Muckenfuss).

f
ha*flfe

'

Sh! The original hard boiled eggs
have been cracked at last. The original
oil merchants, who have been in the
business before even old Jawn D. start-

:

by the

t

...

FORUM.

Mill*.

Charles Reese, of the Rialto staff,
has succeeded Dave Schneider as Company Manager of the Liberty Theatre,
Camp Mills. Schneider will return to
the Republic as treasurer.

/

Evans ville, Ind., July 8.
Editor Variett
Regarding the Wilton Sisters claiming the song we sing, wish to say that
song was sung by Lee Haley and ourselves while on the bill with the Wilton Sisters on W. V. M. A. time about
five years ago.
The girls liked the
number and so we taught it to them.
Their claim is correct, the. song is a
St. Louis number.
Leonard and Haley.
)

cago.

Re«te Managing at Camp

frills

'

-"•

MARRIAGES.

Now Man
The

posed has

so far.

Among new

1
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London, July 6.
The Regent Palace is becoming the
midnight hang-out for the American
contingent of theatrical folks in London. As liquor is not to be purchased
after eight o'clock it can readily be
imagined that there are no scenes of
hilarity. A few nights ago there was
seated in one group Leon Eroll, Doyle
and Dixon, Jack Haskell, Gus Yorke,
Pal Moore and his manager, Nat Lewis,
Herbert Ward, Walter Duggan, Hayden
Talbot, Don Barclay and fully a dozen
'military officials, all drinking tea.

"Jimmy" Doyle, of Doyle and Dixon,
is still as homesick as when he arrived, despite the enormous success of
the team's act in Birmingham and at
the Stratford Empire. At Birmingham Monday, he was told that in order
to have any supper or refreshment it

was necessary

to order these things in

advance. He ordered a simple meal of
cold meats and "two highballs." Returning from the theatre he found his
supper awaiting him all right, but instead of "two highballs" he found two

They
what "highball" means in
and the waiter mistook
hard boiled eggs.

don't
this
it

know

Gertrude Elliott is about to bring tor
a close her run of about a year at St
James' in "Eyes of Youth." She concludes the London engagement Aug.
It started off as a distinct failure,
the critics "slammed" the piece and the
end appeared to be in immediate sight.
But she persevered, the piece was rewritten and people began to flock.
Miss Elliott will tour the provinces in
A. E. Thomas' "Come Out of the
Kitchen" until she can secure another
West End theatre, when she brings the
American piece to town.
9.

T*he St. James will.be closed for
about six weeks for alterations and re.

decoration,

I

when

Gilbert

Miller will

bring Henry Ainley in late in September in a version of Tolstoy's "The Man
Who Was Dead," played in America
under the title "Redemption." The
tentative title here was "The Depths,"
but it has been changed to "ReparaIt will have a preliminary
tion."
try-out in the provinces, opening Aug.
18 at the Grand, Leeds.

The French premier, M. Clemenceau.
I.--?-:

wrote a one act play, "The Veil of
which was successfully
produced in Paris in the early days of

Happiness,"
the war.
in

It is shortly to

when hypnotized by her husband. She
says: "I do not know myself how I
dance when under the hypnotic spell,
for when I wake up I have no knowledge of what I did, but people tell me
that my dancing is as natural and
spontaneous as that of a child."

be presented

London.

As cabled a couple of weeks ago, Sir
Alfred Butt will produce musical plays
at the Lyric commencing in September.
is being redecorated at a
:ost of some $50,000.

The house

In conjunction with J. Mollison Kidd,
Robert Courtneidge will produce next
autumn the David Belasco American
success, "Daddies."'

Melville Gideon has returned from
the United States, where he concluded
arrangements for writing the score of

"Buddies" which, he says, will be pror
duced in Boston the middle of August
with Wallace Eddinger and Sari Petrass in the leading roles. He has "written the score to Edward Knoblock's
book "Cherry," a cockney piece which
Charles Cochran is producing here,
also, in conjunction with Herman Darewski, the score of "The Eclipse."
Here's a corking publicity stunt of
the "Trilby" order: Mme. Caro Cambell, a Frenchwoman, will shortly' ap-

pear in "dream dances" at special
matinees at St. Martin's. She claims
she cannot dance a step excepting

Max

Rejane), and will probably play in the
revival of Offenbach's "Belle Helene,"

masque, entitled the Stage Garden
at the Royal Botanic Gardens on July
17, in aid of the United Stage Charities.
Nevil Maskelyne will on July 5 close
St. George's Hall for a short vacation in order to give the decorators
their chance.
Oswald Williams will
have made a year's non-stop stay.

Maskelyne's Mysteries will re-open on

August Bank-Holiday with an entirely

new program.

Menelas.

Palace, will hold the role

casinos of these fashionable resorts,
but the bill granting the privilege for
visitors to lose their money on the
gaming tables has been defeated in
the Parliament, and there seems to be
no hope of the gambling concession being renewed. The Spa municipality has
resigned, alleging the town cannot

cope with local financial difficulties
without a special attraction for tour•

at the Casino, this attraction being roulette, as at Monte Carlo.
ists

IN PARIS.
tax, of

Paris, July 5.
10% of takings, at

places of amusement and race
courses in Paris during May last
reached 1,997,000 frs. whereas jn May,
1918, the amount collected was 896,000
frs.
The money is paid now by the
public, in addition to the war tax, and
calculated separately; it is collected
daily from managers by a delegate of
the Assistance Publique administration
who has a soft job of attending at one
establishment during the show to see
there is no tinkering.
all

The revue, "Hercules in Paris/' by
Regis Gignoux and Rip, to be mounted
at the Palais Royal next season, will
be created by Le Gallo, Lamy, Palau,
Miles.
Spinelly,
Fusier, etc

Marken,

Isabelle

The Union Syndicate des Artistes
Lyriques (the music hall federation
in France) has held its first general
meeting since the outbreak of the
war. It was decided to raise the subscription to two francs monthly, but
members mobilized to be exempt of
payment. All back dues are eliminated.
The committee was elected comprising
Albens, Bach, Bergeret, Delmas, Marion Darey, Paul Darny, Jeanot, Honors
Leprince, Montet, Salvator, G. Pary,
Romagnan, Yvonneck, Watson, Wal-

WITH THE MUSIC MEN.
Will E. Skidmore Is professional manager of
the Skidmore Music Co.

Arthur Glllham
Stasny Music Co.

attending the peace conference in Paris.

Herbert Bayard Swope, of the N. Y.
"World," acted as toastmaster. There
was a theatrical entertainment during
the meal, the program comprising the
Scrap Iron Jazz band, Rita Gould," Al
Mitchell and Rainbow Quartet', Jane
Marnac, some English chorus girls
from the Ambassadeurs revue, and
Misses Forsythe and Dutton, who have
been entertaining under the auspices of

The American Soldiers and Sailors
Club, 11 Rue Royale, which has been
open for the past two years and where
some good vaudeville has been seen
from time to time, closed its doors
July 3. The canteen will be main-

now connected with

A. J.

Gilbert & Frledland have opened a Philadeloffice at 829 Walnut street, with Nat
Saunders In charge.
/

phia

Nat Sanders has been appointed professional
manager for the Philadelphia office of Gilbert
& Frledland. He has been with the firm a
year.
Maurice Rltter will not assume his duties as
of the Berlin Co.'s Chicago office

until

He

fall.

will

stay

In

town for the

Joseph Bennet will be in temporary
charge of the Windy City branch.

Carl Lamont, now connected with the local
professional staff of Harry Von Tiber, will
be given charge of bis firm's new San Franbranch, cheduled for opening next

cisco

month.

Murry Helms, the arranger, has been signed
by Irving Berlin, Inc. Harry Israel, recently
returned from service with the A. B. F., will
the band and orchestra department of

manage

Irving Berlin, Inc.

NEWS OF THE

DAILIES.

"39 East" has moved from the Broadhurst to
the

The Palais de Glace having closes'
July 1, the most^ frequented resort
the Y. M. C. A. in Paris at present is
the Theatre des Champs
Elysees,
where a regular professional band, directed by Mortimer Wilson (late of
the Symphony Orchestra of New York)
plays every night for the vaudeville
shows. Changes are made in the program every evening, the opening entertainment including the Six Boston
Cut-ups, Nestorescu party, "Some half
a dozen Company" in a farce, and the
six Ozabs.

Is

Louis Bernstein left this week for a month's
vacation In Maine.

manager

newspaper men who have been

:]

A

summer.

farewell press dinner was offered
Sunday evening 'by some American journalists to a party of British

-

.

at her home in Freeport, L. L
Robert Friedlander, manager of the
Continental Vaudeville Exchange, is in
the American Hospital recovering from
an automobile accident He is under
Dr. Thorek's care.
Fred Fleck, one of the best known
road company managers for
H.
Woods, is recovering from a broken
shoulder blade.
The injury resulted
from an auto accident about three
weeks ago.

A

Maxlne

Elliot Theatre.

Wallie Decker has been appointed
agent for H. H. Frazee's attractions.

By

press

out the rear boxes and substituting chairs, the Shuberts have added ICO
seats to the 44th Street Theatre.
tearing

William Harris' first production tor next
season will be "Dark Horses," a comedy by
Samuel Shlpman and Perclval Wilde. It goes
into rehearsal next week.

"On the Rocks," a play by James Fa Her,
will be brought out this fall by a new concern, the Dowell Producing Corporation.
This
company has the rights to several other plays.
After 52 weeks at the Hudson Theatre, Louis
Mann and the "Friendly Enemies" Coc close
tomorrow night to reopen again at the Manhattan Opera House Labor Day.

"The Gibson Upright," a new comedy by
Booth Tarkington and Harry Leon Wilson, was
produced July 14 at the Murat, Indianapolis,
by the Stuart Walker Co.

tained for a while at the Elysee Palace Hotel headquarters.

Susanne Caubet, god-child of Mme. Bernhardt, will be a member of the new Theatre
Parisian this coming season. She was formerly
with the Theare des Varieties In Parts.

Circus and Wild West
of the S. O. S., which showed
of the
Champ de Mars, under the auspices of
the Knights of Columbus, was a big
feature in the A. E. F. entertainments

dam

The Bordeaux

Clarette Tambour, who has been seriously ill, has returned to town fully
recovered.
Her last part was in an
up-to-date and irreverent stunt of
"Daphnis et Chloe" at the Theatre
Edouard VII.

Show

on the old exposition ground

which have visited Paris. The opening
on July 2 was postponed on account
of rain. Civilians were admitted after
soldiers had been accommodated, and
there were immense crowds during the
week's "engagement."
roller skater

Geo. E. Peugh,
is with

(Muzano Brothers)

the show.

PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENTS.
(Cartmell
and
Cartmell
Charles
Harris), "Hitchy Koo."
Patricia O'Hearn, Willie Dunlay,
Archer, D. W. Lanthurn,
Coutts & Tennis, "The Kiss Burglar."

Donald

George McKay with Sam Shannon's
"Checkers."
to music.

The old

piece

is

being put

ENGAGEMENTS.
Harry

,

ILL AND INJURED.
Laura Harris (Cartmell and Harris)
recovering from her recent operation for appendicitis. Miss Harris is

last

the Y. M. C. A.

Andre Chariot will transfer the five
one-act plays, now being presented at
the Comedy to the Court about July
7.
Making way for the production of
"Three Wise Fools." J. B. Fagan is
taking his Court company to Manchester for an eight weeks' season at Miss
Horniman's Repertory Theatre.

The poor

Mogador

of

authorities of Spa and
Ostend requested the Belgian government to authorize gambling jn the

ed,

will
ball
Ball,

the

r; r:

is

The municipal

tional anthem at the theatres here.
Instead of starting off the performances, just as you are comfortably seat-

The Stage Victory Celebration
take the form of a fancy dress

Dearly has quitted Leon Vol-

which Trarieux intends to mount at the
Gait£ next season.
Girier, a local
comic who was seen in the last revue at

They have an improvement on the
American method of playing the na-

with "God Save the King," thereby
necessitating the disarranging of your
apparel, it is rendered immediately after the performance. They also have
another excellent idea—they do not exact a tax on free seats.

;

terra's service as producing manager
at the Theatre de Paris (ex-Theatre

The following American acts have
been booked over .here by the Jack
York Agency, opening in August and
September: Jimmy Savo, Violinsky,
Masters and Kraft, Bernivicci Bros.,
Mang and Snyder, Keaton and Walton,
Togan and Geneva; McConnell and
Simpson, Ben Deely and Bobby Nelson,
Boyle and Brazil

country

for bard

boiled eggs.

M:W

-

.'

tons.
Commission: Fernandez, Strit,
Boitel, Bordes, Ducar, Lyjo, Delayrac,
Rithier, Maintzer, Smitson, Dirnest,
Lydia-Berthy. General secretary, Wat'
son ; treasurer, Albans.
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First, "Business Before Pleasure."

R.

W.

OlBchansky, formerly with the Joe

Boganny Troupe, has received, his discharge
from the army, and left July 16 on the Noorfor England.

"My Lady Friends," a new farce with music,
Clifton Crawford in the leading role,
will open Labor Day in Pittsburgh.
This
Frazee production will probably reach Broad-

with

way

in October.

Kenneth Douglas, the English actor, arrived
last week and immediately began rehearsing
in "Too Many Husbands," the farce by W.
Somerset Maughm, which A. H. Woods Will
present August 11 at the Hudson Theatre.

Thomas Egan, the tenor, sails from San
Francisco Aug. 12 on the Ventura for Australia.
He has been engaged for grand opera
Other
production by J. C. Williamson, Ltd.
Americans signed by this organization are
Alfredo Valenti, Karl Formes and Walter
Wheatley, all of whom sailed July 12.
Joe Weber returned from his vacation this
week and immediately sent out a preliminary
call for the rehearsals of "The Little Blue
Devil," a musical comedy founded on "The
Blue Mouse." The piece, after a brief road
tour, is to open in New York early In October.
In the cast will be Bernard Granville, Fay
Marbe, Edward Martlndale, Jack McGowan,
Louise Kelly, Wilfred Clark, Jean Merode and
Catherine Duffln.
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WHO'S

WHO-AND WHY

IN VAUDEVILLE
Who', Who article weekly.
(To be continued as a series, with on*
Jack Conway {.Con).
supplied upon request-this one by
1

Horatio Alger missed a lot of copy
failed to get acquainted with

and has
is good to his family
with
a host ot xriends who will nght
_ ».
nim or ter him.
Keai
em.
of
Lots
The kid has guts.
steering
guts. When he got $5 a week

Johnny O'Connor, now known to artists
and bartenders as .Wynn. But what
Horatio passed up Jay Kaufman
grabbed, so it's all apple sauce. Johnny
has been getting by as a New Yorker
for a long, long time, and now that
he is busy recoverin' frum a trip to
Freeport, I'm goin' to give yuh the low
down on his career frum the time Sime
bailed him out of the Alhambra and
led him to B'way, up to the present.
He wuz born in a town called Junction, of poor but honest parents, and
as soon as he learned to string words

together, he asked his old man to get
him a 'box of pencils. The family
migrated to 8th Ave., Harlem, and
Johnny wuz planted in Public School

No. 5, just because it wuz the, custom.
After a few months at school, Johnny
ran away frum home, fer he wuz determined to be a Jockey. He and another young yegg slept in Father Bill
Daly's stable and were up bright and
early the next morning, ready to exercise any skinner that felt so inclined.
They were up early enough to see
Father Bill break a fence paling over
etiquette,

stable

and that night

Johnny was among those present when
Mrs. O'Connor said grace at the evening meal.
.
,
Eventually Johnny graduated frum
No. 5, and after a short course in
St.,
125th
on
college,
business
Wood's
he grabbed himself the Alhambra job
as a seat finder. Variety wuz a toddling infant in those days, and Sime
used to catch the Alhambra weekly,
gettin' the same seat each time. Johnny wuz the usher in that portion of
the house, and he and Sime got friendly.
Johnny made a few cracks that
Sime liked, and Sime decided that
Harlem wuz too far uptown fer Johnny,
so we find him now on Varhstt as
As
first mop or somethin' like that.
Variety, grew, Johnny grew with it,
until now the old man writes him up
in the Xmas number as one in a million.
Johnny acquired a lot of things as
he went up the ladder, among them a
Mrs. Johnny and a baby girl who has
a lot to overcome, fer she inherited his
He is a
trick pan and everything.
Friar, an Elk, a K. of C, but he still
likes to play the joints where they
He also
use sawdust on the floor.
likes to run up to Harlem occasionally
to visit what's left of the old gang.
off
to visit
day
the
You have to take
the absent ones. Up town they call
him Winnie, fer when he wuz bit by
the race track bug he would beef about
Winnie O'Connor, the jock, to any
'

would listen. They afterbecame great pals, and when

one who

ward

Johnnie picked a
he stuck to his
himself Wynn.

nom

first

de typewriter

love

and

called

When Johnny wuz about 14 years old,
he wrote a poem about his father's
death and "The Still Alarm" recognized his budding genius by coppin' the
I

programs.
His father wuz a fireman on the New

poem and

usin'

it

in their

York City Department and wuz killed
making a rescue at a midnight fire.
Johnny now wears crepe de chine
underwear and has quite a wardrobe,
but he still features a green cap. He
can write English like a college professor but he won't talk it. He can
make money but he can spend it faster
fer with all the things that Broadway
taught him it couldn't learn him to say
no.

He

votes the Democratic ticket no

matter

who

runs, goes to

flies in left field

Loew, as

mass every

him

If..

H

LigMa
J.¥cnenck. lb.
Van, c
Mack, 2b
Norwood, ct.. 1
Dempsey, as.. 1

E

1

1

Kaufman, 3b..

1

Total

.....

.

.

8

8

SPORTS.

the tonal score being 14 to 1.
Ernie Stanton pitched for the Freeporters and didn't take much into the
box with him except his unie and
glove. He didn't get much encouragement from the makeshift line up in
back of him and the whole thing was
just a workout for the 46th street gang.
Brown pitched good ball for the
N. V. A. team and Harvey handled the
receiving in great shape. The lattex
is
a sweet-looking ball player and
proved a tower of strength to the winBenny Piermont started the
ners.
game at third base for the N. V. A, but
switched to the Lights when Sid Silverman arrived on the ball field.
Benny caught for the Lights and did
well, considering his lack of practice.
The box score follows:

N.V.A

R

HE

Brown, p
Harvey, o

9.

2

S5&r«fV.:3
Bernard, rf....O

3
14

Total

1

c.

q Rttter, lb..
1 oPKrmont If..

PltsoD. S8,rf...0
Hitter, B3

Stanton. 8b...
1
Davis, 2b

Mack, p
V Norwood,

1

Schenck, lb....
North, If
O

Lights
Puck, 3b

1

2

1 Murray, of....
Regal, sb, rf..
1 Kaufman, rf..

13*3

Total

1

1

6

1

played one of the principal roles with
"The Girl from Brazil" at the 44th
Street. He was taken sick last October
In.
while playing at Reisenweber's.
December he left for Calgary, thinking
that the change of climate would beneHe is survived by his
fit his health.
wife Dorothy Wahl (Tracey and Wahl)
and an eight-months old son. The burial will take place Saturday, July 19, in
Toronto, Mr. Jackson's birthplace and
the home of his parents. Mrs. Jackson (Dorothy Wahl) will be in charge
of funeral arrangements and requests
that all communications be addressed
to 535

The Lights, strengthened by several
new faces, among them Randall, a
Freeport semi-pro pitcher, came back
gamely Sunday and lost to the LoewVariety team in what was acknowledged to be the best contested and
most interesting- game of the season.
Both clubs seesawed along for nine
innings 'the final score being 4-3.
Charley Simpson pitched airtight ball
for Loew-Variety, striking out eight
men and allowing eight hits. He received errorless support. Sid Silverman doubling in the eighth inning, fol-

Moe Schenck's second hit, a
accounted for the winning
run. Pet"! Mack contributed the fielding feature when he speared Moe
Schenck's hard grounder with his
gloved hand and fell into second base
for a force out. There were two on
at the time and the play made the contest that much closer.
Dempsey at
short for the Lights tore off three hits

lowed by

line singk,

and copped the individual batting honors.

Jeff Davis, pinch hitting in the

W.

On

Prohibition has not dented business
road houses around New York,

possibly with the exception of one or
two which are looked upon strictly as

155th street,

traffic.

secure

|

he

wants,

^a

O.,

Edward Abele*.
Edward Abeles died July 10
monia

tarium

in

Along Broadway one
anything

New York

July 9th, 1619, at hli late inI*

.

I

charge was asked if he thought any
chance was being taken. The reply
was that he thought the whole war
prohibition a joke, and that he was
willing to stand for a test. Besides,
he added, no revenue officer or other
official could interfere with serving
guests liquor and could only ask the
guest to testify that he had ordered,
received, paid for and drunk liquor.
This was unlikely to happen, the manager stated, and the other way for
an official to obtain evidence was to
order the drink himself. As they were
not serving strangers no official could
obtain a drink there, he added. It is
quite likely that this road house has
not suffered a 10 per cent, drop in its

can

2&1

proprietor of Gerdea Hotel, In Ma 79th
year.
Deotuat le&ee two daughter*. Mr*. In.™
Carman and Mlia Emma Qertw. of Cincinnati,
and one ion. Wlltrad Qerdee. of Now York.

,

drinking places. Those that depend
more upon the kitchen to fill guests
orders, say the gross business has
picked up beyond the former average.
This has happened within the past ten
days. One road house that goes in for
food as a specialty claims its business
has taken a decided brace since the
country passed into the dry column.
While the menu prices were slightly
raised in some instances, the general
buying, the manager said, held up past
the former checks that had booze as
an extra attraction for the checker.
This restaurant is putting on a coveur
charge of 50 cents to parties not ordering food after 8 p. m. The same
road house is serving drinks freely
and without caution to those known
who stop there. A party was served
with Bronx cocktails the other evening, to repeated orders, in the usual

liquor

mm

WILLIAM GERDES

at the

The manager

<

--.<(%

.

dence In Cincinnati,

and openly.

r

son was the juvenile with Lasky's
"Red Heads" for two seasons, 1912-13.
In 1916 he was a member of the cast
of the Passing Show at the Winter
Garden and the following year he

2

CABARETS.

glasses

w

member of the vaudeville team of
Stone, Wahl and Jackson. Mr. Jackas a

runs,

Piermont, 3b.. 1
Silverman, 3b.
Tborne, 2b
2

Hospital, Calgary,

Canada, July 13, from stomach trouble.
He was 29 years old and had been in
show business for nine years, starting
1

Randall, p....
DavlB

4 11

^

Stewart Jackson.
Stewart Jackson (Jackson and Wahl)

Abe Fineberg claims he holds the
record for auto driving between New
York and Ocean City, N. J., 12 miles
beyond Atlantic City. Abe says that
he made the 177 miles in his Mercer in
is
5 hours and four minutes and now
out with a challenge to all the other
Mercer drivers in town to a speed conSid
Sid.)
chance,
(Here's your
test.
says that when Abe can make Albany
from New York, 149 miles on a straight
road with no ferries and riot counting
time from city limits in four hours
and 20 minutes or less, he will test out
Abe's yellow runabout.

Saturday, at Freeport, the N. V. A.'s

:';;

died at St. Cloud

Betting on the game drifted from
evens to 7 to 5 against the Lights
shortly after the game started. About
$1000 was lost and won, Johnnie
O'Connor^ winning $250 of this amount.

and the Lights hooKed up in the third
game of their series and the Lights
were swamped under an avalanche of

-

(

3

Regal, rf
Stanton, It....

Strause, rt....

best.

given.

9^m

OBITUARY.

1

1

Turek, rf

Total

is

Ernie Stanlong

Ill
11

Wilson; c

Friedman,

over^

all

:;'

A

He smashed

was

of
for the Lights.

HB

'L-Varietv ..R
Spring, ot..
Silverman, 3d . 1
M. Schenck. . .
Simpson, p.. .
Conway, 2b... 1

week. As Johnny advanced, his grandmother prospered until her death,
wnen Johnny dug up some other relaAnd Johnny
tives to look out for.
O'Connor, although he did his best
or worse, to prevent^, finally turned
can,"
a now fa"oil
an
be
to
out not
mous phrase coined by him, but he became and is the best theatrical newspaper man in America.
This is written about him for hes
wandering around Broadway somewhere, still thinking he's in Freeport,
but Johnny will show, read this and be
sore, then stake some friend to his
salary for his present open week.
Some kid. We'll say so and we know

"The management earnestly requests that patrons refrain froin throwmember of this coming hammers.
pany had an eye seriously injured by
a hammer thrown by a thoughtless,\<
announcement on a J
This
person."
card is placed on each table at :tbe-~
Century Roof, where a midnight show-

down a couple

ton dragged

me

another kid's back for some infraction
of

plate like a big leaguer.
out two clean hits and
the outfield on .fly balls.

Alhambra,
"overs to their seats at the
a
he spent $3 for a bum room over
bum saloon, gave his grandmother
a promise
for
Sl.b0, in maKing good
spent
given to his dying mother, and
other 50 cents on grub for the

-

.

of vriter

Sunday,

JOHNNY O'CONNOR.

when he

.,**

Name

v
of water asked for, and they mix the
highball on the bar, paying the waiter
.•>•
five cents or so for the water.

ninth inning, struck out fitfully.
the
Joe Schenck played first base for
Lights and Gus Van did the receiving,
Arhandling Randall in great shape.
thur Loew, at short for the L. V. team,
handled several difficult chances and
nice
some
made
third
Sid Silverman at
conplays. Mort Spring, the smallest
center
testant, played a great game in
the
for Loew-Variety and stood up at

if

known. Some places are serving liquor
wide open over the bar. In some of
the restaurants rye and Scotch highballs are already made up in small
ginger ale bottles, ready to drink, and
are served as ginger ale. At the Lamb's
Club members take bottles of liquor

from their lockers, go to the bar,
where a barman gives them any kind

of pneu-

in Dr. McWilliams' private saniin this city. Three weeks be-;

fore he had gone there to undergo i|
minor' operation. He was forty-ninjs?
years old and is survived by his widow/!
Lottie, a brother, Samuel C. Abeles,. dl;;
St. Louis, and by a sister and niece.
The funeral service was held July 11
and the body taken to St. Louis for
/•
interment. He was a member of the
Lambs and several fraternal organi-

zations.

:..

>

Of a charming personality, his wide
travels as an actor won him a host of
friends. While he was on the stage
from his early youth, he first gained
any great deal of fame when he took
the leading role in "Brewster's Millions." In New York he was last seen
in

"Oh, Lady, Lady."

MEMORIAM

i

In Loving Memory of

JOE WELCH
A

devoted

who

and wonderful hatband and father,
paeaed away July

SADIE

isth,

1918,

WELCH

John "Chick" Owens.
John "Chick" Owens, negro in vaudemet his death in a row with an-

ville,

who told the police his
name was Frank Summers, early in the
morning of July 13. Owens was stabbed
with a stiletto. Summers had asked
for a cigarette and Owens offered him

other negro,

the "makings," which led to a dispute.
The dead man lived at 408 West 36th
street.

Fred Wilton.
Fred Niess, known on the stage as
Fred Wilson (Stoddard and Wilson),
died at the home of his sister, Mrs.
Lilly Hollcnbach, Syracuse, N, Y., June
of tuberculosis. He retired
the stage some years ago.

30,

from
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FEDERAL INVESTIGATION
Continuation from last week of the verbatim testimony In the proceedings of the Federal Trade Commission in the matter of the vaudeville Investigation.

IV.-"

The report below
Friday,

May

is

The hearing was resumed, pursuant to
Examiner Charles S. Moore, Esq.
i

notice,

before

Appearances as heretofore noted.

JAMES WILLIAM PITZPATRICK
(CROSS EXAMINATION CONTINUED)
What do yon say now after looking at that

as to tho
Q.
Is the date on the letter which I Just gave you the
correct date or is it an incorrect date?
A. Well, I will tell you, my Impression is that that should

date?

have been 1917.
Mr. Goodman: Well, what

Q. A vaudeville actor?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Is he an old friend of yours?

of the proceedings

23 (Continued)

A. Yes,

book them.
Q. How long ago was that?
A. Oh, I think that Is a couple of years ago
I cannot
give you tha exact date, Mr. Walsh.
Q. Did you take the matter up with Mr. Murdock?
A. I did not
It wasn't far enough along for me to do

:

:

Q. After refreshing your memory, Mr. Hughes, what
to the year you Bent out the letter which I

Bay as
you?

do you
showed

'

A. I think

was

1910.
Mr. Walsh: I offer it in evidence.
(The letter above referred to was
it

had run along far enough you would have to take
up with Mr. Murdock?

Q. If it

—

A

Q. That would be either Mr. Albee or Mr. Murdock?
A. Either Mr. Albee or Mr. Murdock; yes, sir.
Q. That Is, you could not then, of course, take Mr. Morton
as a partner unless you had the sanction of either Mr.
Murdock or Mr. Albee?
A. Yes, sir.
in

marked "Commission's

CROSS-EXAMINATION.

Exhibit No. 76.")

By

A.Tes,

Blr.

Q. You said that you
A. Yes, sir.

Q. It Is

Oene Hughes, Inc.?

Q.

A. Incorporated, yes,

sir.

Q. And this so-called franchise which you got from the
United Booking Offices Is a contract that you bad where the
United Booking Offices gives you a right to the floor and to
do business there?

Jt

A. Yes,
Q.

sir.

Then Just how do you make arrangements with the

whom

(SS»

acts

A. In what respect do you mean, Mr. Walsh ?
Q. I understand that a vaudeville act comes to you and he
says, "Mr. Hughes, I would like to have you act as my agent
or , ijrsonal representative," and you say, "All right." After
tha -for your services you are to get 6 per cent.?
A. 5 per cent
|
Q. Yes, and In what way are the terms of that agreement
arrived at?
A. Well, it is generally understood by the actors who are
playing tor the B. F. Keith Interests what those are.
I
usually take a contract with the actor as bis personal representative and attorney, In fact, to represent him with the
B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange.
Q. You do not book acts playing anywhere else?
A. No, sir; nowhere else; only with the Orpheum Circuit.
Yes, I book also for the Orpheum Circuit
Q. What is that?
A. I book also for the Orpheum Circuit
Q. For the B. F. Keith?
A. And the Orpheum Circuit .and the Western Vaudeville
Circuit, which is a part of the B. 1'. Keith Circuit
Q. Do you know an agent and personal representative by the
name of B. A. Myers?
A. Mr, Myers used to be In the business a number of years
ago. \ I don't know whether he Is representing any acts at the
present time or not
Q. I will show you a form of contract which apparently
is the form of contract used by Mr. Myers, and I ask you
If. that Is substantially the same kind of contract which you
"uss with your acts (handing to witness) ?
Examiner Moore: You can state generally, can't you, Mr.

Hughes?

Beg pardon?
Examiner Moore: Can't you state generally?
The* Witness: In a general way. It is, bnt there are some
The, Witness:

clan .es In this that do not exist in the contract

.

I

have.

out any in this that do not exist in your

contract?
A. Yes, Blr.
This clause in reference to the amount of
money that should be paid and according to the amount of
salary that the act receives did not exist in my contract
Q. What number Is that?
A. That Is No. 6.
Q. No. 6 is this: "The actor agrees to pay the buslnoss
manager for all his services rendered hereunder ?
during each week, that the act may perform at a salary of
t
per week, less or more, and such compensation
in proportion to the salary earned by the act And furthermore to pay to him that such sum or sums as he may outlay
or disburse for printing, billing, or other things necessary fn
managing the aforesaid act, that said compensation aforesaid
shall also be in full for bis services rendered by the business
manager while the act is without engagement or laying off."
You say that you did not have that kind of an arrangement?
A. The clause In my contract does not read like that, Mr.

Walsh.
Q. What Is the nature of the clause you have?
The nature of the clause that I have, as near- as I can
remember I have not got it verbatim, you understand— but

A

—

it Is to pay the representative so much of his salary for each
week, or words to that effect
Q. That is 5 per cent?
A. 6 per cent, yes.
Q. Your contracts provide that the actor shall pay you
5 per cent and that Is all it says In reference to it?
A. Yes, sir; that is all it says- -as near as I remember.
As near as my memory serves me at the present tlmo.
Q. Well, If you are wrong in that statement, Mr. Hughes,
and find that you are wrong, will you bring your contract
back tomorrow?
A. I will, certainly.
Q. I do not say you are wrong, understand.
A. Of course there Is a clause In my contract that covers
that, but it has not all that that has In It
Of course, I
could not tell you right off the reel what It says.
Q. Did you ever use a contract like the one which I show

you, Issued by Mr. Myers?
A. No, the body of tho contract Is virtually the same, tho
conditions are the same, but the wording Is a little different in
the different clauses.
Q. From whom did you got contracts?
You have » form
of contract?
A. I have a form, yns, sir, thnt I drew myself.
Q. You drew it yourself?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you know a man by the name of Joseph J. Jorton?
A. Joseph J. Morton.

that was, and you said

A. No, I have an agreement.
Q. What do you mean by an agreement?
A. Well, an agreement giving me authority to

and book

different floors

A. One Is the American Theatre, on 42d street and Eighth
a Marcus Loew house; the other is the Bijou, a
Marcus Loew house in Brooklyn.
Q. How did you become booked for these theatres?
A. The same agents who booked me for the others, Thalbelmer & Saransky.
Q. Do you know Joseph M. Schenck?
A. Not personally.

avenue,

Q.

work on the

acts.

Q. When does that expire?
Is there any date to it?
A. I don't know, Mr. Goodman, I cannot recall that
Q. You have not anything In writing, nave you, with the
United Booking Offices, giving you this commission that you
speak of and call a franchise?
A. I have, unless It expires.
I did have one for five

years. It was issued on—well, In 1913.
Q. Well, you had an agreement In writing?
A. Well, a franchise, whatever you wish to call it
Q.
in

With the United Booking

your

Offices?

Have you got

it

up

understand it
Q. You understand what?
A. That they have a representative In Chicago.
Q. Who has?
A. Oh, I mean the B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange, at
tho present time.
Q. Has a branch office in Chicago?
A. As I understand it, yes.
Q. And you meant that as the Western branch of the
booking offices?
A. Yes, sir ; the Western branch.
Q. The United Vaudeville is not the Western branch?
A. No, sir; that Is a separate and distinct institution, as
I understand it
Q. Did you want ua to understand that you would have to
get Mr. Albee's consent to take Mr. Morton in as a partner to
write or to act as a personal representative?
A. Act as a personal representative and write; yes, sir.
At the time I was talking with Mr. Morton, Jim Morton
wanted to do some writing,, and wanted to produce some acts,
and so forth, and so on, and I told him before he could get
on the floor I would have to have the permission of some one
In the office to do that
(Witness excused.)

—

,

LEE BEGGS
was called as a witness on behalf of the complainant and,
having been duly sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION.

By Mr. Walsh
Q. Mr. Beggs,

Is

he?

We

I—

"

;

what

Is

your age, and where do you reside,

;

Union?

It

was.

,sss

"

:

By Mr. Goodman:
Q. Who?
A. Joseph Hart, the Panteges agent—at least Thalhelmer
and Safransky told me so.
Q. Who is Joseph Hart?
A.
all know Joseph Hart, tor goodness' sake.
is he?
Q.

We
Who

A. Panteges agent at the United Booking

Office.

Mr. Goodman: I move to strike it out.
Panteges agent of the United Booking Office.
ducer,

and what is your business?
A. 50 years old I live in Eltlngvllle, Staten Island. At the
present time I am part owner and manager of a theatre.
Q. Where?
A. Great Kills, Staten Island.
Q. What is the type of the theatre?
A. It Is now a plcturo theatre, but I intend to try to run
vaudeville during the summer.
Q. How long have you been an actor?
A. I guess for about thirty years.
Q. And what has been the character of your performance?
A. Well, In tho early days I was dramatic actor and played
iu dramatic shows.
I was also a stock director In various
dramatic stock companies. From that, In about 1900, or 1910,
I drifted Into vaudeville with a vaudeville act.
I stayed in
vaudeville for a few years and then I went In as a motion
picture director. I was in that line for three or four years,
a motion picture director, and then I came back into vaudeville with my old sketch.
I have also managed stock theatres,
with stock companies, and had a little Inkling of managing
a combination of theatres during my course of business.
Q. Did you ever accept any time In the year 1918?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. On the Moss Circuit?
A. Yes, sir. '
Q. I show you a contract .entered into by you on the 28th
day of June, 1918, for four days, beginning on the 4th day
of July, 1018, for the Jefferson Theatre, 214 East 14th street,
New York City, and ask you If that was a contract for that
engagement (banding paper to witness)?
A. Yes, sir; I was.
Q. Had you ever been a member of the White Rate Actors'
A. Yes, sir;

Who

A. He is general manager, or booking manager, of the Loew
time. I do not know him personally.
Mr. Walsh : I otter these four contracts in evidence for
the purpose of placing In the record the statement incorporated
in each of them, as follows : "The artist warrants and agrees
that he and the members of his act are members of the
National Vaudeville Artists, Inc., in good standing, and that
they are not nor any of them members of the White Rate
Actors' Union nor the Associated Actresses of America, and
in the event that this warranty or representation shall be
found untrue the manager may forthwith cancel this agreement without any liability to the artist whatsoever."
Mr. Kelley: Mr. Walsh, I think that clause which you
have read Is similar to certain other clauses in our contracts,
which were named heretofore, under a certain statement from
the respondents as to the manner In which they were executed.
Mr. Walsh: That is true, I think, but it is particularly
introduced now for the purposes shown that the contracts
carrying such warranty on the part of the artist were In
vogue at the time that these contracts were executed, to
wit, in June, July, August and September, of the year 1918.
Mr. Kelley : I wish to make this statement to the record, so
that if may not be forgotten hereafter, or overlooked, that
the respondents had the testimony to show that the extent
If any, and to what extent' the contracts were used, embodying
this clause, was due either to oversight in that being printed
In the contract or to old contracts being picked up through
confusion and being used; that since the time of the strike
there has beon no clause of that nature used, and, on the
contrary, it has been the intention of the respondents not to
use that clause In the contract; and, further, that the clause
In Itself was never enforced or Intended to be enforced.
(The papers above referred to were marked Commission's
Exhibits 76, 77, 78 and 79, respectively.)
Q. Were you ever on the blacklist?
object to it
Mr. Goodman.
A. Yes, sir; I certainly was.
Q. How do you know that you were?
A. Well,
Q. Did any one tell you so?
A. Yes.
Q. Who?
I.
-i
A. Mr. Joseph Hart
•

office?

A. I have, Mr. Goodman.
Q. I would like to see it I wish you would brine It down
here tomorrow.
A. I will look it up, if I have got it
Q. You said the Western Vaudeville Circuit or Association,
as you have termed it, was a part of the United Booking
Offices, or a branch of the United Booking Offices.
Aren't
you mistaken In that statement?
A. The Western Vaudeville Circuit— the United Booking
Offices have an office or representative in Chicago, as I

.

sir.

you?

Offices?

you represent?
how do I make arrangements with them?

Yes

ments, (handing paper to witness)?
A, Yes, sir, to that one and yes sir, to this one (Indicating).
Q. And what theatres are these last two which I banded

had a franchise?

And Mr. Walsh asked you what

you bad a contract
A. No.
Q. No, but that Is what you said, that you had a contract
Do you remember that?
A. I had a written agreement, not a contract
Q. Have you got a contract with the United Booking

A. Just
Q. Yes.

By Mr. Walsh
Q. Can you point

N

By Mr. Goodman.

Mr. Walsh:

Q. Mr. Hughes, you have a corporation?
.

A

Q. I ask you if that Is a contract' which you executed at
that time (handing to witness) t
A. Yes.
Q. The contract which I showed you previously appears to
he executed by you with the Jefferson Leasing Company and
Who
the second one with the Lafayette Leasing Company.
owns these theatres?
A. They are booked out of the Amalgamated Booking
I secured
Office, by the B. 8. Moss, on the B. S. Moss time.
those contracts through Thalbelmer & Saransky, who were my
agent s at the time. They are franchised agents, as I understand, of the Fox, Loew and Brill offices. Fox & Brill offices,
I guess they call it; I don't know.
Q. I also show you two contracts which purport to be
executed by you, one dated the 5th of August, 1918, and the
other the 26th of August, 1918, each for four days' work, and
ask you if you executed those contracts for those engage-

that

office.

that 10167

I

—

By Mr. Walsh.

Is

-

_,

The Witness: There Is no date on it.
Mr. Goodman: Wasn't there some date on that "Variety?"
The Witness I am not certain as to the date, though.
Mr. Goodman Is the date of "Variety" 1916?

there;

•

sir.

I

Artists?
„
This
A. I will have to answer that In the earns way.
season, after I started to work for the United Booking Offices,
sent in $5 after I had been working several weeks, and then
I was informed that it cost $10 to join the National Vaudevaudeville.
more
in
played
no
ville Artists, and after that I
So I did not send in the other $5, and I do not know Whether
I am a member of the National Vaudeville Artiste, or not
Q. I call your attention to a contract for an engagement by
you, dated July 2d, 1918, such engagement to be for July
8, 9 and 10, 1918, at the Regent Theatre, on the Moss Circuit That Is 116th street and what?
A. That is 116th street and Seventh avenue, I think.
Q. Is that In the city of New York?

\

sir.

A. I would have to take It up with Mr. Murdock or Mr.
Albee, but I could have taken him into the office, certainly.
Q. What part of the arrangements what would they have
to agree to In the matter?
Why, before a man can go on the floor and do business
you must have the permission of the business manager of the

the date of that "Variety"

Did you continue

Q.

A. Yes,

tunately,

know whether

Q. Did you ever have any negotiations with him or talk to
him about taking him In as a partner?
A. At one time he and I he wanted to come into my office,
and Jim Is a writer as well as an actor, and he wanted to
associate himself with me, if he could, In that capacity, him
to write the acts, and we would produce them, and I would

it

is

to be up until now?
I don't know whether I am, or not; unforhave not been able to pay my dues, so I do not
I am considered a member, or not, but I am
from the heart, It I am not from the pocketbook.
Q. Were you ever a member of the National Vaudeville

Q. Yea, sir; either Joseph or James J. A. James J. Morton, Jim Morton?
Q. Yes, who Is be, Mr. Hughes?
A. He is a man who has been in vaudeville tor, I presume,
25 or 80 years.

The Witness

:

He

i

is

a producer

;

He is not the
He is a pro-

he has a right

the United Booking Offices.
Mr. Kelly : He is stating his conclusions.
The Witness: I am not stating conclusions.

I

to

book for

am

stating

what he told me.
Mr. Walsh: The conversation does nqt establish facts.
Q. Did you have any talk with Mr. Hart?
A. Yes, I will tell you the way I surmised that I was
blacklisted.

Q. Let me bring it from you. I do not want any surmises,
but did you ever talk with Mr. Chesterfield in reference
to it?

A. Yes.
Q. Where was that talk and when?
A. Well, this season, after the season opened; I played
those few weeks for Loew, and Mr. Kauffman, who, by the
way, I understand Is a franchise agent of the United Booking
Offices, up at the American Theatre, and be sent me a
telegram to come over and Bee him, I went over to see him,
and he said he could get me some time in the U. B. 0. I
slid all right He took up the phone and be called up Mr.
Delaney, and I think he laid out four or five weeks, Pittsburgh, outside of Pittsburgh there, that other town, and
Toronto, and somewhere up state four or five weeks. That
was to start about four weeks after this time. In the meantime tho flu epidemic came along, and when it came time to
open I was not in a position to moke the jump to Pittsburgh.
I went around and tried to get some money to get to Pittsburgh, as the last couple of seasons has been pretty bad after
the strike. So I decided to call upon Mr. Kaufmann to see
him and have the booking office advance me the fare to
Pittsburgh, as that had been the custom at one time anyway.
He called up John Burke, of the Family Department. Burke
evidently asked him over the phone if I was an N. V. A., beItiontlnued on page 21)
.
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«ni Wells, who separated
about five months ago, have rejoined.
Fields

Pete Mack will leave July 18 on a
business and pleasure trip to Chicago.

He

will

Held,

Jr.,

of

purchased 100 acres

of land, last week, on the Moses Knapp
Estate, Yorktown Heights, N. Y, which
she intends to cultivate for farming
purposes. The price is reported at $75,000.

No. 8

VoL LV.

Peggy

O'Neil
of "Tumble In" (which closed Saturday), was broken into at the Selwyn
Theatre last Friday night Four costumes were stolen. The value is placed
at more" than $500.

je/£TK

be gone two weeks.

auto
Bernstein's
traveling to Camp Mills last

while

persons in the Bernstein car.

None

Freeman

Sunday
was side-swiped by another car and
was badly smashed up. There were six
were hurt except Freeman who sustained several bruises.

Sydney Wire, well known on Broadas a press agent, is now with the
two circuses run by Polack Bros, and
called respectively "20 Big Shows" and
"World at Home Shows." H. R. Polack and Irving J. Polack once had a
vaudeville and tabloid agency in Pitts-

Sobel, the pianist, who has been
rein England for the past six years,

turned last week.

burgh.

The

5th

tinued

its

Ave, Brooklyn, has disconSunday night vaudeville

shows for the season,

j

Paul Ryder, formerly assistant treasurer of the Shubert, Brooklyn, is now
treasurer of Loev/s Metropolitan.

The Burtus Grand, Auburn, N. Y.,
playing stock and road attractions for
several seasons, was purchased last
week by' Abe Cohen. The new proprietor will inaugurate vaudeville, commencing Aug. 25, consisting of five acts
on a split week basis, booked by the
_

Walter Plimmer Agency.
the Vendome,
Stem this w.eek
looking 'em over for next season.

Col. Bill Sheets, of
Nashville, hit the Main

and

is

accompanied by his
wife, is spending the summer at Lake
Placid, N. Y., and will not return to
late in August
time
town until some

John

L. Golden,

Mabelle Maybourne has been signed
by the Fortune Gallo Opera Co. for
next season and is at present at Monmouth Beach, N. J.

Victoria Wallace, a stock actress, has
started action for divorce against Eugene Wallace, electrician at the Audubon, New York. The action is based
on statutory grounds. Alimony and
counsel fees are asked. The couple
were married in 1906 and there are
three children. The wife is represented
by Goldstein & Kendler.

The home of Mr. and Mrs. Casper
known as the original Royal

Weiss,

Lilliputians

caught
land, female impersonator, has inherited a fortune from a relative on his
mother's side in Sweden and sailed for
that country July 8.

Billy Delany joined the vacationers
on Friday. Bob Hutchinson will handle
Delany's bookings in the Keith office
while the latter is away.

Irving

Simons

left

Chicago for his

visit to Broadway on WednesSimon will make his headquarters

annual
day.

m

with Harry

Weber

(Queen

fire

after the bolt struck, but

the blazes were extinguished before
serious damage was done. The house
was formerly the home of Fanny

Davenport.

William Harris, Jr., returned from
last week. He made a brief
abroad with the object of seeing
the English presentation of "Abraham
Lincoln," which he is to produce on
Broadway in the fall. While aver there
he was impressed with "The Lost
Leader" by Lennox Robinson, now running at the Court, London, and bought

London
trip

the American rights.

while in N. Y.

Danny Simmons,
manager,

Harry Fox had a narrow escape rewhen his car was smashed into
by a woman driving a Cadillac Harry
crawled out from under the wreck
cently

without a scratch.

Walter Brower was offered a contract by the Shuberts for the next Winter Garden show, but decided to stick
to vaudeville. He has been routed for

next season by the Keith

office.

cisco last

Icelander,"

is

spending his vacation in his home
town, Akureyri, Iceland, where there
is polar ice in
the harbor even in
June.

Paul Dempsey, connected with the
Wilmer and Vincent office in the
Keith Exchange for the last three
years, joined Frank Evans' booking
staff on Monday.

Moss booking

New York for San FranSaturday for the purpose of

left

Kearns anent

Jack Dempsey's contemplated theatrical venture.

ownership

Shea claims that Mae
West signed a contract with him Jan.
14, 1918, in which she agreed to place
herself under his management for a
two year period. According to the
terms of the agreement as contained
in Shea's complaint Miss West was
to pay Shea a stated sum weekly, the
same to be computed by each, dividing
equally all Miss West received in exShea
cess of $150 or thereabouts.
claims that he placed Miss West with
Hammerstein in "Some Time" and further asserts that although the contract
held a clause whereby Miss West was
not to play in any show unless permission was granted by him, the agreement was broken on several occasions,
when Miss West appeared at Sunday
concerts. Shea states that he has not
received any payments whatsoever
from Miss West, since the contract was
signed. The case will be tried in the

Municipal Court in Sept James Timoney is Miss West's attorney.

Walter C. Kelly returned to New
York Monday after ,the shortest Enghe has yet made. He stated
frankly he gave up his bookings abroad
because he was hungry. That, because
in the provinces the kind of food which
he considers regular was not to_ be had
lish visit

any price. Had he opened in London as originally booked, he probably
would have remained for the 12 weeks
contracted for but a "bone" on the
at

part of a steamship line lead to the first
Coliseum date being set back The required Board of Trade number was
wrongly filed, which lead to the authorities at Liverpool holding up his debarkation. When the matter was finally adjusted Kelly insisted that the au-

wire London to guarantee
hotel accommodations and he refused
to leave the steamship Baltic until
everything was made "tight"
With
the London opening set back he started playing time in the provinces, finally claiming to be ill and arranging to
have the balance of his time set back
for one year. Passage was secured for
thorities

him on 24 hours notice, a stateroom
having been commandeered for him.
Kelly declared that a steak would cause
a panic in England anywhere outside
London.

of

Gray.
I

last

<

half.
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Can't call the French so original.
The^ Allied Victory parade staged in
Paris had the same idea (soldiers of
the Allied nations) that was used in

America by twelve thousand six hun-"
dred and seventy-four musical shows
for a finale.

Glad those "Give a thought to Broadsigns did so much good. Twelve'
advertising signs in Times square
this week. It gives the
painters more work.

way"

were changed

People say a "dry" country will make
the public demand better musical comedies.
Can't agree with them.
think the costumers and, the Scenic
artists are doing wonders now. Composers and authors don't have to worry
because they ceased to count a long
time ago.
^:L ^

We

.

Managers say the public will demand more "kick" in the shows. They
are getting it now from the ticket
speculators

charge

who

fifty

are only allowed to
cents advance on each

~

ticket

^:

'-

Reported that soldiers who thought
they would become actors after discharge from the service are now giving
up that idea. That's *the worst of
bringing an army home during the
"lay-off" season.

A

lot of the boys are finding out
they are having just as hard time getting out of the navy as they had get*
ting in.
\x&

Vaudeville's League of

Hokum.

Slap sticks.
Falls.

•.

Parodies.
Egg-in-the-bag.
Seltzer bottles.
Bevo gags.

Flag

%m

X

$?,'.

WxM.
;>

-

finishes.

Bowing

babies.

.?^'.
Audience plants
"We thank you from the bottom: of ?"
r:
our hearts."
^\i
.. :.

:
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:
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In decorating heroes the Government
should not forget the film censors who.
have to sit through all those seven
Especially the
ones showing the pretty boys with the
thirteen-inch collars knocking out the
"rough necks."
reel sob stuff pictures.
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They can say what they like about
the Kaiser, but you must admit he lost
one of the best wars ever lost

—

\

in Washington are trying to
so coal and wood are the only
things allowed in the cellar. It's nearly time for someone to put an advertisement in the European papers reading "For Sale—The Statue of Liberty."

"Drys"

fix it

,

When those Ford jokes started, nobody thought they would end up in a
million dollar lawsuit.

,

Chorus men are going to stop wearing wrist watches. Say they are getting too common. Oh, Goodness

After having arranged to take over
suite

J.

Those mysterious men seen near the'

ing officers elected: W. D. Fitzgerald,
president; Montgomery Moses, vicepresident; Nathan Appell, secretary;
Charles A. Yecker, treasurer. Members of the executive committee besides
he officers are W. S. Butterfield, Harry
>omers, I. C. Mishler and. Ford Anlerson.

of

the Putnam building from
on for his vaudeville booking
offices, William Fox discovered that
his lease on extensive offices on West

By Thomas

British Blimp, the R-34, went
from New York to London the first
three days of this week. The commander of the airship couldn't get the

Kaiser's castle in Holland were probably agents trying to sign Willie up
for pictures.

second annual meeting in New
York July 11. New amendments and
by-laws were adopted and the follow-

Seot.

TOMMY'S TATTLES.
The

tion of contract.

its

offices

i

-•

some

Joe Shea, the vaudeville agent,
through his attorney, Anton Siegel,
started an action for $1,000 against
Mae West last week, alleging viola-

theatrical properties the Famous Players-Lasky combination have under consideration for purchase. Among the
houses that F. P. are dickering for is
the D. J. Grauman house in Los
Angeles, with the money offered a trifle
below what the Graumans think it
should bring.

Frank Keeney's lease on a
Jerry Hitchcock was in charge of the
Ray Hodgdon office during the absence
of Ray Hodgdon, who jumped to Cincinnati to interview Jack

changed
months ago.
having

making an inspection of several coast

held

The

B. S.

-.---

•

ii

building ou 10th avenue, will also house
all the executive offices of the Fox enterprises except the vaudeville booking -department
The new buildings
are expected to be ready about the
first of October.
The agent of the
Putnam building refused to extend the
Keeney lease because of the building

The Central Managers' Association

*

Jolt. Josefsson,

Mab and Mr. Weis)

at Canton, Oj, was struck by lightning
The house and the barn
last week.
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46th street did not expire until next
February. The new Fox studio now

Ida

who has been

Van

Tine.

entertaining in France, Belgium
and occupied Germany with the American
Expeditionary Force.

If everybody has as much stuff in
their cellar as they claim they have;
it should not be so hard for people to
'
find janitors,

m

M
.
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"NEW YORK

PROVINCIAL"
ACCUSATI ON OF MAGGIE TEYTE

Won't Appear Here

aimed at the show business.
The managers will take the plan un-

islation

"Monsieur Beaucaire," Although SingAppearance in Comic Opera in

der consideration at their next meetUnion officials are very sanguine
ing.
of its early adoption.
Heretofore labor officials have sent
representatives to the state and national capitols to lobby against obnoxious
bills only to find other theatrical interests in opposition and vice versa. The

America Would Be Professional Suicide.
Lays Blame to "Ignorant Prejudice."

-i

.--

...

8$

Theatre, will not sing the, role when
the piece is presented in New York this
fall— her reason as told last night to a
correspondent of "Variett being that
no management in America could afford to pay her the salary she would
demand to appear in New York in

comic opera.
"If Caruso himself were to sing in
the Winter Garden in the regular bill
for any length of time," she explained,
"it would finish him for all time as a
grand opera singer in the minds of the
directors and box holders of the Metropolitan Opera House."
In a word Maggie Teyte hurls the

—

accusation at New York that provincialism and bourgoisie hold sway to
such an extent in the world of grand
opera and concert circles as to make
it impossible for any artist, however
great, to appear professionally anywhere except "m grand opera at the
Metropolitan or in concert at carefully
chosen places unless the artist is to
commit professional suicide!
"Here in London," she went on, "it
dees not hurt my reputation in the
least to be singing in 'Monsieur Beau-

—

Covent Garden

caire.'

is

open to

as

me

ever was. It is quite possible I
shall return to grand opera there next
season. It is the same in Paris everywhere that narrow, ignorant prejudice
.and stupidity do not hold sway. But
New York would hold # up its hands in
horror and shut the doors of the Metropolitan tight against me if I were
to appear in comic opera there. The
thought that flexibility is the surest
proof of real art has not yet dawned
on New York. As a matter of fact
my future includes my doing straight
dramatic work. I have already an offer
to play Ophelia— and I can hardly wait
as

it

—

to.
.

do

it.

"So it is I say that no American management has enough money to pay me
for appearing in America in 'Monsieur
Beaucaire' or any other comic opera.
Until the men in whose hands grand
opera* and concertizing in America
awake to the fact that even vaudeville
is good experience for the artist who
would sing 'Madame Butterfly' well—
until they realize that nothing except

grand opera

by no means sufficient
training for a great grand opera singer

New York
self to

is

will continue to

present itthe rest of the world as hope-

lessly ignorant.

-:

m
."•..

|

"Even to sing grand opera in English
America is to cheapen oneself in
the eyes of the arbiters of America's
musical destiny and to make admission
to the charmed circle of Metropolitan
grand opera nearly if not quite impossible. Yet the stupidity of such an attitude must be apparent to the most
casual thinker. For one, I am keenly
interested in the spread of grand opera
in English— for English-speaking audiin

oes.

'La

Boheme'

is

no

less delight-

and can find as beautiful expression—in whatever tongue the lyrics
ful

are sung.

"There is one woman in America who
can sing Lady Mary in 'Monsieur
Beaucaire' adequately— and, so far as
my acquaintance goes, there is only
one. I have repeatedly told Mr. (Gilbert) Miller,

who

will present the piece

New York, that a successful presentation depends very largely on his

in

choosing a Lady Mary who will be adequate in the role. But he disagrees
with me. His choice is Eleanor Painter.

expected to
bring about cohesive opposition to any
legislative

Mine is Peggy Wood.
"Peggy Wood not only would bring
all the requisite charm and distinctly

legislation
terests.

there.

"Last season's venture sponsored by

Mr. Hinshaw at the Park Theatre did
more to prove that there are audiences
for

grand opera

in

English

in

New

am immensely

interested in Mr.
Hinshaw's ambition to make grand
opera in English occupy as permanent
and important a place in America's
music fare as the Metropolitan does.
And I have every reason to believe
that soon or late the downright snobbishness that stifles every attempt to
do anything worth while outside the
Metropolitan—will be shown to be

yet.

I

eges to burlesque as arc

the front of the stage.

engage

"I shall not return to America for
work is cut
the next two years.
out for me here. I plan to open a
school of singing in London and teach

My

young

infinitely

—

more

to

me—at

first

.

one influence now existing."
Miss Teyte is a sister^ James W.
Tate, the English pianist and composer,

who appears

in vaudeville

here in sup-

port of his wife, Clarice Mayne, under
the title of "That."

Brother Understudies for Brother.

When Charles McNaughton takes a
vacation for two weeks away from
"The Better 'Ole" in New York, his
brother, Harry McNaughton, will temporarily step into the role.

I:-.

.:

Now

in

some

NAN HALPERIN

.

cases.

IN "GIRLS."

week that Lee Shubert proposed
to the authoress that she adapt "Girls"
Miss Merrill
for a musical comedy.
is to revise the story and supply the
lyrics and musjc for the numbers.
She
wrote the words and music of her
songs in "Gaieties."
<
last

HOUSE"

Nellie Revell's

Arthur Hammerstein has under way
the presentation in London of a number of musical plays, six in all, they to
be done with American casts. The idea
to first give "Somebody's Sweetis
heart," it to be sent over with ^ast
and production at the end of the
coming road season, which is virtually the start of the London season.
The sixteen or seventeen principals
would be sent .to London, also a misical director and stage director the
latter to go in advance to drill the
chorus, which would be made up or

Should "Sweetheart"
English girls.
not meet with financial success, "Tumble' In" would be put on, some of the
"Sweetheart" cast being retained in
London and the balance sent from
here. Successively he would in similar
manner put on "Sometime," "Katinka,"
"You're in Love" and "The Firefly."
In the matter of transportation expense, it will cost no more to send a
cast and production from ^tfew York to
London than it does from New York
to the Coast, and in the matter of cast
replacements for the various shows to
follow the initial production, the transportation item is no more than is often
involved in sending stock leads, from
New York to, say, Portland, Ore. The
English rights for most American successes have been sold. Mr. Hammerstein, however, has retained foreign
rights to his productions, so that his
scheme of progressive presentation
coujd be more easily and economically
carried out than perhaps any other

American musical comedy producer.

they can

The musical version of the Clyde
Fitch play, "Girls," to be prepared by
Blanche Merrill and produced by the
Shuberts, will have Nan Halperin featured in the production.
Miss Halperin signed a Shubert conWhile the general
tract this week.
impression is that Miss Halperin's experience on the stage does not extend
.beyond vaudeville, the fact is that she
toured and played in stock for several
seasons in the West before entering
the twice-daily.
Miss Merrill wrote several of the
hit numbers in the Shuberts' "Gaieties," now at the 44th Street.
It was
following the premiere of that piece

"R

HAMMERSTEIN'S LONDON PLAN.

BILLIE BURKE BACK ON STAGE.
Burke is to return to the

at the local scale

Federation of Musicians regarding the
scale of road men were practically
settled early this week.
There will
be no increase over the present rate
of $50 per week, since there was a
boost of $9 per week allowed last year.
Changes in the agreement concern
the matter of lay-offs. Road leaders
are to be scaled higher, but that does
not particularly interest producers
since many leaders are paid more than

more per week

—

—

members

the scale, receiving from $75 to $100 and

—

—

local

Several minor changes in the agree-

16

to .hear DeRezke say the
time I sang for him that within
two years I should make my debut in
grand opera than anything else that
ever happened to me. In exactly 'two
years and three months I did ma'e my
debut at Monte Carlo, in 'The Marriage of Figaro.'
"My statement that a turn in vaudeville would do Caruso or any other
grand opera singer incalculable good is
not based on mere theory. I know
whereof I speak. I myself have tried
it.
In 1915 I put in two weeks in the
music halls in London, and I have reason to believe I was a success. But,
even had I failed, I learned a great
from that experience learned
deal
that the human ear is essentially the
'same and will react in quite the same
fashion whether the hair which encircles it is embellished with priceless
diamond tiaras or is covered with a
cheap bonnet.
"The attitude of the Metropolitan
Opera House in New York to put it
mildly is as inartistic as it is bourgeois. It has done in the past and
will continue to do more in the future
to hold back real progress in music
in America than probably any other

years of age

allowed

ment between the managers and the

with promising voices all
I learned from my teacher, Jean DeRezke. It is not enough to have a
good voice; of vastly greater imporIt
tance is to have encouragement.
girls

meant

now

to operate front lamps, if the lamps are
permanently installed in the theatre.
This should not be construed as permitting transportation of electrical apparatus from one point to another
without engaging an electrician with
a road card, the union points out.

than snobbishness.

less

affecting their mutual in-

managers of combination theatres.
v Burlesque shows formerly were required to carry an electrician if only
for the operation of effect lamps from

—

nothing

is

upon in the I. A. T. S. E. road contract.
The principal change is the modification of the clause requiring a manager
to give two weeks- notice of closing.
The new agreement calls for one week
notice but requires the crew members
to give two weeks' notice of intention
to leave. Another change affects the
Xmas and Holy Week clause. Half
salaries are paid and the crews can
load,' unload and make a jump. The old
agreement called for full salary if the
crew did any traveling.
Another modification affecting burlesque shows extends the. same privil-

—

York than anything that has happened

committee

changes have been agreed

Several

English characteristics the part calls
for, but she could also sing the role.
Let no one in America doubt this. Hers
is a voice that is quite the best I have
heard in light opera in America and
her right to admission to the Metropolitan would be recognized anywhere
except in the land of the free-^-where
appearance before the public in anything except Metropolitan grand opera
forever bars one from appearance

—

CONTRACT CHANGES.

a plan to the United Managers' Protective Association, for each to appoint three members as a legislative
committee to oppose all pernicious leg-

ing Role in London.

London, July 4.
Maggie Teyte, who has scored a triumph as Lady Mary in Messager's
"Monsieur Beaucaire" at Princess*

S. E.

Chas. C. Shay, International President of the I. A. T. S. E., has submitted

IS

in

>

A. T.

FINISHED.
country home at Long
IS

Beach is finished as far as building is
concerned and there is to be a formal
house warming within the next few
weeks. The country home is to be
known as "R House" and folks will be
invited for the warming. An ice-box
•containing nothing but ice has been
installed.

J\

Billie

speaking stage next season, under the
management of her husband Flo Ziegfeld, Jr.

Arrangements have been completed
whereby she will appear in New York
late in September in the principal role
of Wm. Somerset Manghm's three-act
comedy "Caeser's Wife." The piece is

now

being presented at the Royalty,

London.
Charles

Dillingham

controlled

the

to the play, and Mr.
special arrangement
for the piece.

American rights
Ziegfeld

with him

made

a

MUSICAL "KITTY McKAY."
The Coburns

are to produce a musicversion of "Kitty McKay" in the fall
in addition to other new pieces. They
have rented the Broadway Theatre' and
will take occupancy in the fall. The
39th Street Theatre is mentioned as
having been secured/ by them. Their
first offering for next season will probably be "All the King's Horses," which
is designed for the Booth Theatre. The
piece deals< with social and labor unal

rest.

They're Off" Is Shannon's Show.
"They're Off," the musical version of
"Checkers," which is to be produced
by Sam Shannon, will start rehearsals
late this month and is due for a premiere in August.
George McKay, Renee Riano and
William Meehan have already been engaged, the latter to appear in the rolt
of "Checkers."
The music for the show is by Al
Von Tilzer, the lyrics by Neville Fleeson and the book by Edgar Allen Wolff.

"Lightnin"' Chicago Date Off.
"Lightnin' " will not open at Cohan's
Grand, Chicago, on Aug. 31, as originally
intended.
Business
at
the
Gaiety, New York, has been so big that
the attraction is to remain at that
house and run right into next season.
"Three Wise Fools," however, will
lay off for a few weeks after the run
at the Criterion, which ends July 26,
and will reopen at the Power's, Chicago, Aug. 24.
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LEGITIMATE
Providence, R.

Met This Week to Outline Campaign. ManNot Working in Unison on Contract Stand.
Number Are Standing by Producers' Association,
While Others Issue A. E. A. Forms.

Equity Council
agers

1

That the managers are not completea unit in the matter of issuing only
the "standard" contracts provided by
the Producing, Managers' Association,
became known this week when it was
stated that the Charles Dillingham of-

ly
-

using the A.

fice is

E

A.-U. M. P. A.

was shown

this was correct
officers of the new

That

form.

when

managerial

organization admitted Mr. Dillingham

was not a member.

It is

understood

Flo Ziegfeld, Jr., and several managers
less active are not members.
Practically all other big producers
are' members, however, and insist that
either the new contracts .are to be
One Actors'
issued or none at all.

Equity Association member claimed to
have received the A. E. A. form of
contract from one of the most important producers last week, but that

manager denied anything but the new
forms were used in his office since the

1

Producers' decision to discard the A.,

forms.

E. A.

among legitimweek was to the
number of Equity

Undercurrent feeling
ate professionals this

that a great

effect

members were holding out and there
were many reports of members refusing the new contracts. This was especially true of those Equity members
who had signed the A. E. A. pledge
which is supposed to make liable to
injunction and a $1,000 fine, any member who accepted any other form than
the A. E. A.-U. M. P. A. contract.
It

is

Equity

claimed that the number of
members having signed the

pledge is 1,400, approximately 33 per
cent of the A. E. A. membership. The

Equity

making no
the number of members

officials,

though

claims as to
who will hold out, expect a fair percentage of non-pledged members to

hold out for the old forms.
The managers say that the A.
A.
will not' hold in law, on the
grounds no judge will uphold an agreement which would keep an individual
from earning a living. Apparently the
managers are anxious to have a test
case made on the matter of the pledge
and they also are seeking any attempt
to intimidate members against accepting the new forms. Such action is con-

Attorney's offices that a number of
"specs" were not only not complying
with the law in stamping tickets with
the price paid by patrons and the name
of the agency, but also' that exorbitant
prices were being charged. The federal law does not limit the price of
tickets so -that the complaints were
erroneously filed in that respect. It
prohibits
is a city ordinance which
more than 50 cents premium being
charged. The Internal Revenue Collector, however, must be paid one half
of all over a 50 cents premium.
The brokers who appeared before
Commissioner Hitchcock were held under nominal bonds of $100 each and
requested to send their attorneys to
see the Commissioner. Mr. Hitchcock
stated that there were a number of
points in the new revenue law which
had not been fully cleared up and that
he desired to reach a basis of settlement. The brokers state that there
will be no action until all of the forty
agencies are called before the Commissioner for it appears that all failed to
comply with that section of the law
calling for stamping of tickets. The
"specs" further say that the law is incomplete for it does not provide for
the stamping of orders on box offices
which call for a premium just the same
as when the actual tickets are supplied
patrons.
It was alleged that 21 agencies have
been charged excessive prices. Federal
authorities cannot delve into that
angle of the situation just so long as
the brokers pay the collector the
proper amount of tax.
However,
around the agencies this week there
was a marked tendency to advise patrons that only 50 cents advance over
the box office prices was being asked.

w;"

WOODS SIGNS MANY AUTHORS.

THEATRES MUST PAY FIREMEN.

OVER CONTRACT FORMS
BETWEEN A. E. A. AND MANAGERS

IATTLE
>.

i«?;s

N

."'.';'."'
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E

pledge

•

sidered unnecessary

by Equity

officials

of the pledge itself.
That there will be a fight between the
A, E. A. and the Producing Managers
is
believed
on its way. Meetings of the
V
A. E. A. council this week had for
their purpose the outlining of a camin light

|

paign.

E

will

•j

ated.

Along what

lines

proceed, however,

the Equity

was not intim-

With the Dillingham office issuing
Equity forms an "out" is seen for A.
L. Erlanger if the two managers are

j

>

to

j

b

(

jointly

produce

as

reported this

week. Erlanger has signed the Producing Managers' agreement which
provided for a bond of $10,000 which
{
sum is to be forfeited upon violation
of the by-laws.
But if Equity forms
are issued by Mr. Dillingham it could
not affect Mr. Erlanger's standing with
the

managers' association.

GOVERNMENT AFTER

the house.

Committees have been formed

Samuel W. Fairchild, clubs M. L. Morgenthau, candy trades; F. W. Wilkin;

son, fish markets; Louis J. Robertson,
hide and leather; J. C, Good, meat

products; Arthur Lehman,

New York

Exchange; Benjamin Fox,
brokers; John R. Wildman, accountants Alfred Marling, real estate John

Cotton

Harris.

something" and has called upon managers to comply with the law. Several
managers are said to have complied
with the act and are paying the $3 a
day as required. Others, at last reports, had not acted.
It is also rumpred that the managers
got together recently and mapped out
a plan of action. It is said that some
of the managers look upon this law
as decidedly unconstitutional and they

tions.

maintain that even the law requiring
them to have firemen on duty at their
theatres

is

questionable.

an interesting situaAt any
tion has presented itself and within
the next week some action is looked
rate,

for in the matter.

Whether

'all

will

be settled O. K. or whether open warfare will break out, none seems able
to say at present.

;

Jack Norworth and William Friedlander have agreed upon a show that
the latter will write for Norworth.
Nothing else has been set, excepting
that the time of production will be
early next season and Harry Watson
is to be a member of the company.
.

;-:

with the United States District

CHICAGO'S LEADING FAILURE.
Chicago, July

16.

D. Berg, who originally caused
Like It," the most complete
musical comedy failure in Chicago's
history, to be produced, and then withdrew from the management before the
opening, this week bought in the costumes, scenery and properties at auction for $695.
That being the total
salvage, it is now unlikely that one-:
third of the unpaid salaries of the
company and its other liabilities will
be met.
B.

'You'll

DECREE AGAINST SIPPERLY.
The

the divorce action
brought by Florence Sipperly against
Ralph W. Sipperly, with the "A Prince
findings in

There Was" company, were signed by
Justice Benedict in Part II, Supreme
Court, Brooklyn, last week, awarding
the plaintiff an interlocutory decree of
divorce.

;

shoe industry; J. A. Chipperlaundry trades; E. F. Albee, theatrical and picture interests; Sidney
Blumenthal, upholstery and lace cur-

"Sunrite" for

Winchell

Broadway

Smith

is

in

August

conducting

hearsals for "Sunrise," which Smith
Golden tried out a few weeks ago.

The

piece

way house

is

re-

&

to be seen at a Broad-

late

in

August, with the

Criterion as a possibility.

addition he has an exceptional
of material which js ready for
immediate production. This makes for
a continuance of Mr. Woods' lead as
the biggest individual producer of nonmusical attractions. He will start the
season with 35 companies on tour.
The Woods office will be unusually active in productions also. For the number of Broadway successes staged, Mr.

'm

In

amount

Woods

is

WM

tj

•/MS

about tied with Cohan and

picture rights for
Woods productions is understood to
be arranged with the playwrights at
signed for stage
are
contracts
the time
presentation, and a deal is on for the
picturization of Woods plays somewhat similar to the Frohmans-Famous
Players -Lasky deal. However, the picture people will in no way be concerned with the Woods' stage produce

The matter

of

HAMMERSTEIN VS. WYNN.
Through refusal on the part of Ed
to go on tour with- "Some Time,"
Arthur Hammerstein may place the;;

Wynn

AmSB

T

matter before the Producing Managers' Association for a decision as to
whether he or the Shuberts has prior
right to the comedian's services. Wynn
was under contract with the Shuberts
for a term of years. Last season he
was farmed to Mr. Hammerstein who

V

claims that Wynn was engaged for the
"run of the play" and that his services
therefore for the coming; season belong to "Some Time" which is due to

open

in

Chicago Aug.

24.

Recently when the Shuberts* "Gaieties
of 1919" opened, Wynn was called upon for needed ifomedy and he was at
once featured 'with the show. The
Shuberts now appear quiescent, in the
matter of Hammerstein's demands, although the latter took the comic off
their hands when there was no play
for him on the Shubert lists.
Wynn's salary is $900 weekly, an In>/crease of $100 over last season, as provided in the term contract with the
Shuberts, which calls for $1,000 weekly
next season. Wynn is actually receiving $1,000 weekly in tlfe "Gaieties,"
since he is being paid $100 per week
for the use of jokes or gags which he
placed in the show.

'j.-:;-]

'

WRITING NOR WORTH SHOW.

Slater,
field,

placing under con-

It is said however, that some managers have looked upon the law as a
joke, in view of the tact that the firemen at their houses are not members
of the regular fire department but are
men hired by the managers themselves
as required by law.
It is now understood that the Board
of Fire Commissioners, which sent
printed copies of the law to the managers several months ago, has "started

in sev-

eral trade centers and chairmen are
being appointed. Those who have accepted the invitations to date are

tains.

Internal Revenue agents "raided" a
number of theatre ticket agencies last
Saturday night and five "specs" were
I
*aken
down to Federal Commissioner
%
I Hitchcock's office. The arrests were
made following a number of complaints
filed

Trades are to have an important part
in the forthcoming "drive" for the sale
of tickets for Actors' Memorial Day
performances through the country.
The general plan is to have one theatre
in each of the larger cities "assigned"
to a certain trade which is expected to
take care of selling out the house in
entirety. For New York as an instance
the Liberty Theatre has been assigned
to the leather trade, which has already been reported to have sold out

"SPECS."

\

|

COMMITTEES FOR MEMORIAL DAY.

is

tract an astonishing number of authors, both new and old, and during
the past month is said to have tied up
on an average of one writer, per day.

also

.

Woods

A. H.

July 16.
The Providence Board of Fire Commissioners and theatre managers or at
least some managers, are said to be at
odds and war threatens to break out at
any moment. At the last session of the
Legislature an act was passed providing that theatres must pay the firemen
on duty at their houses not less than
$3 a day—$18 for the usual 6 day week.
Up to this time the average pay was
$12, the firemen in some cases being
pensioned men who with their pensions and the salary from the theatres
were able to make a living.
I.,

Ends Stock Work.
Justine Johnston, after eight weeks
with the Poli stock at Waterbury, returned to Broadway last week. She
was offered several roles for new productions, but may accept a moving picture' berth.
Miss Johnston played ingenue roles in Waterbury and is cred-

Justine Johnston

ited

with having played cleverly.

The matter of William Kent, also In
the "Gaieties" and also claimed as tinder contract by Mr. Hammerstein, will
be decided this week by a committee
of three appointed by the Producing

\

Managers' Association.
Erlanger'*

Mayflower

in Providence.
Providence, July 16.

!

The Colonial has been renamed the
Mayflower and will open Labor Day
as an A. L. Erlanger house.
Albert M. Sheehan, formerly manager of the Tremont, Boston, will be
the resident manager succeeding Robert J. McDonald, who assumes the
management of the Holyoke theatre
for a short time prior to taking charge
of the Park, Bridgeport, Conn., in the
fall.

H

'

$m

Miller with "Passing Show."
Eddie Miller teamed with Tom Pen-

and lately of "Toot
Sweet" (Overseas Revue), has joined
the cast of 'The* Passing Show of
1919," cast rehearsals for which started
this week.
The date for the Winter
Garden premiere is now set for Aug. 18.
fold last season

"Challenge"

Due Aug.

II.

Liberal publicity during her engagement was stated by James Thatcher,
the Poli stock manager, to have made

Selwyn & Co. are to bring the
Eugene Walter play "The Challenge"
to the Selwyn theatre on Aug. 11.
Holbrook Blinn is being starred in

Miss Johnston an excellent draw.

the cast.

"

I
}
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SHOWS AT THE BOX OFFICES.
(Continued from page 3)
Undoubted heavy summer competition
hurt, but should hit a winning stride.
Show will be plugged with extra advertising campaign. Business jumped this

week, Monday night drawing over
and Tuesday* going over $1,100.
'-•

.;...

x

;

-

\

.

l

$27,000.

That

is

slightly

under the

first July week, because of
the extra performance on the Fourth.
It's topping the "Gaieties." its nearest
competition by about $600 per night,
though an increased scale and larger

capacity.
"She".

week).
9

"

V..."
--

-

and

A Good Fellow" (Globe) (tilth
Drew around $8,000 last week,

on sale until August.
Business expected to improve this
week. Probable successor is new edition of "Hitchy Koo," due in late next
month.
"John Ferguson" (Fulton)
(10th
week). Second week uptown, having
moved from the Garrick. Show origtickets are

inally presented by the Actors' Guild,
but private interests have bought in
(Walter Wanger), which is the reason
for the house switch, the Guild having
an easy rental arrangement at the
Garrick. Show had intense dramatics,
and is standing up exceptionally for
this time of the season.
Last week,

which was
drew over

its

first

on Broadway,

it

$6,000.
Guild will produce
in the fall.
"Ferguson" is

at Garrick
playing the Fulton on a summer rental
arrangement. In the fall, a new rental
and sharing plan will become effective,
Wanger with Jack Hughes producing
a new play. Clever handling of "Fer-

guson" by new interests commented on.
"Friendly Enemies" (Hudson) (52nd
week). Going out Saturday, finishing
to better than $5,000 gross. House has
participated in great takings during the
run, with $17,000 attained for some
weeks. Last week it drew $6,380, and
up to that time the gross from the
run was $653,522.75, so that "Enemies"
will close a year's run to an average
of around $13,000 weekly. The theatre
(Estate of Henry B. Harris) drew down
as its share, up to last Saturday, $168,000. Of that sum, $92,000 was rent, the
balance representing 25 per cent, of
the .profits. This is the first time the
Hudson has run 52 consecutive weeks.
Profits for the "Friendly Enemies" New
York run reach $300,000.
Spanish Opera Co. (Cort) (1st week).
Same company announced to open several weeks ago.
With added principals and a new "angel," house has
been taken over on rental for four

/I

weeks. The Spanish bunch is offering a double bill, "Dreams of Three"
and "The Old Lady." Regular season
due to open in August, with a John
Cort attraction, either "Three's a
Crowd" or "Roly Boly. Eyes."
"Little Journey" (Vanderbilt) (28th
week).
Last minute booking switch
kept attraction in at Vanderbilt. Is
getting $4,000 weekly, but that turns
a profit, since the show has a small
operating cost and like others has
pooled with the house since the start
of summer. "Officer's Mess," an English musical play, is due in August.
"East Is West" (Astor) (30th week).
Still drawing at a $14,000 pace, with
that figure topped last week ($14,800).
Business has jumped over June takings,
and the indications are that the piece
will continue right into the fall, with
advance sales denoting strength. Other
producers are after the house, but the
William Harris, Jr., attraction appears
sure of remaining.
"A Lonely Romeo" (Shubert) (6th
week).
Recovered nicely last week
with the general upward trend, the
gross going to $8,500. Interested with
Lew Fields are several backers, one a
Philadelphian, they having supplied
$30,000, which was the production cost.
While "Romeo" may not win back its
production cost during the New York
run, it should prove a road winner,
the star alone ensuring that.

-

$860,

"Gaieties of 1919" (44th Street) (2nd
week). Show claimed to have "made"
the 44th Street Theatre, a house that
has long suffered through weak attractions.
Over 100 extra seats placed in
the orchestra floor on the second night,
replacing some of the side boxes.
Gross for the first week about $24,000,
making a close bid for the figure attained by the "Follies," which is scaled
at $3.50. as against $3 for "Gaieties."
<p ne 44th St. show is aimed for annual
edition, emulating the Ziegfeld production. "Gaieties" is advertised as under
the "Winter Garden Co. Direction,"
which means that it is controlled by
Lee and J. J. Shubert. For the opening
of the attraction Claude Grenecker
secured unusual pictorial publicity. Full
page layouts were the rule rather than
the exception.
"Up in Mabel'. Room" (Eltinge) (26th
week). Was the outstanding success
of the bed-room farces. Last week the
gross was $7,982. The attraction will
remain all summer at the Eltinge
from present plans, although a strong'
cast will start a Chicago ran at the
Woods Theatre, early in August.
"At 94S" (Playhouse) (3rd week).
The new season's first offering, a mystery drama. Opened well, then met a
heat wave that placed takings down to
a minimum. Recovered last week and
drew $5,800. greatly aided by unlooked
lor good Saturday business.
"Follies" (Amsterdam) (5th week).
Holds to capacity with the takings last

week running

**-
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"Century

Midnight

Whirl"

(27th

week). It was planned to raise the
price per seat at the front tables to
$5 after July 1, but the $3 scale has
been retained. Business claimed to be
as good as last season at this time,
so far as admissions go.
There is
naturally a reduced gross through the
slump of catering and bar receipts. A
new revue being prepared for Sept. 1.
"Greenwich Village Follies" (Greenwich Village Theatre) (1st week).
After a series of postponements, this
attraction debuted Tuesday night, additions to the cast being made almost
directly up the opening. The title was
changed from "Nights" back to "Follies" again.
Reported operating cost
of the Village show may necessitate its

moving uptown, if right.
"Crimson Alibi" (Broadhurst) (1st
week). Premiere Monday was postponed until Thursday night. Further
rehearsal in handling heavy sets the
reported reason. The attraction is a
mystery drama forced to early opening because of new plays of similar ilk.
"Listen Lester" (Knickerbocker) (32d

week).

Standing

up

with

holdover

leaders, with last week's takings $8,700,
a sharp recovery from business during
the torrid Fourth of July week. Indications are that the $10,000 gross will
obtain for the current week. Might extend into fall season.
"Lightnin'" (Gayety) (48th week).
In length of run is next to that of
"Friendly Enemies," which it will beat,
with business last week around $11,000.
Another show practically certain of extending into the fall season, and perhaps longer.
"La La Lucille" (Henry Miller) (8th
week). Will probably stick out the

summer season. Show undoubtedly
handicapped by location off Broadway.
Is about breaking even, with the takings a little over $7,000.
"Monte Criito, Jr." (Winter Garden)
(23rd week). Has about a month more
to go, its successor

now

in

rehearsal

being "The Passing Show of 1919."
Business continues to a profit helped
by Sunday night concerts, which are
drawing about three fourths capacity,
and will continue throughout the

ris)

(22nd week).

it

away

business.

With

a

good break

Saturday, it should go to $9,000 for this
week, the scale on that day being lifted.
Show will run right up until the start
of the new burlesque season next
month.
"Royal Vagabond" (Cohan and Har,

i

..

is

$6,800.

will

replace

Charles Coburn for two weeks, starting next Monday.
"Three Wise Fools" (Criterion) (43rd
week). Will end its long run next
week (July 26). Last week's gross,

Management of show wanted
$7,000.
to continue, but K. & E. insist on having a month to redecorate and re-seat
the house.
Ziegfeld "Frolic" (Amsterdam Roof)
(33rd week). Business claimed to have
increased since "dry" edict of July 1,
with admissions greater at nine o'clock

show especially. New midnight show
in several weeks.
Loss of bar .hurts
gross here as at Century Roof.
.

Chicago, July

16.

"Scandal" (Garrick) (21st week).
Picked up again and is still running
to nice profit with the taking around
Gross attained
last
$10,000
week.
through aid of cut rates but considered
excellent for length of run.

"A Prince There Was" (Cohan's
Grand) (10th week). Holding up nicewith last week's draw going over

ly

$9500
"Sunshine" (Studebaker) (8th week).
Spurted for a time when Richard Carle
went into cast. Is hanging on for
about even break at $6,000 gait
"Passing Show" (Palace). The Winter Garden outfit is easing off. Last
week's takings were down around $11,000.
A good percentage of that gross
was won Saturday and Sunday.
"Honeymoon Town" (La Salle) '(5th
week). Business going up again with
the draw last week around $8,000. Still
regarded as having fine chance to turn
real
"I

profit.

Love You" (Cort) (9th week).
Carries on to fair business with last
week's gross barely touching $5,500.
"Angel Face" (Colonial) (5th week).
Georger

show

Lederer's

and

strongly

now

is

running

beating $10,000

rejrularly.

"Broken
week).

Blossons"

(Illinois)

(7th

Recovered somewhat with
Final week. „

$6,-

000 last week.

STOCKS CLOSING.
The Irving James Players have
wound up their run of summer stock
the Burtis Grand, Auburn, N. Y.,
and the company has disbanded. The
at

season ran seven weeks.
The Lyric, Hamilton, Can., playing
stock for the past month, will close
July 12, reopening with vaudeville 'next
fall.

S

Wilkes Stock

.'

J'

listed

"Scandals of 1919" (Liberty) (7th
week). The excellent box office pace
of the last month proves the White
show a valuable property. After a
slow opening, the attraction has picked
to a steady good business. Introduction of comedy greatly aided the show.
Last week the gross went to $15,800,
and it is claimed that figure has been
topped since the opening.
"39 East" (Maxine Elliott) (16th
week). Moved over from the Broadhurst, Monday, although first listed to
discontinue.
Show has been a consistent winner, and under a pooling
arrangement, can continue several
weeks longer. Under $5,000 last week.
"The Better 'Ole" (Booth) (40th
week). Indications are that it will
After
finish out the summer season.
a bad slump the first of the week,. last
week's takings claimed to have reached

DeWolf Hopper

:

A REGULAR FELLER.

mu-

leading the

At that
be succeeded by "The AcGross last week went above

may

quittal."

,V

!

$12,000.

summer.
"Peek-a-Boo" (Columbia)

(9th week).
Drew down $7,900 last week, at $1 top,
and this week started off with turn-

Still

sical comedy holdovers, and
to continue until Labor Day.

time

".'.';

Co., Seattle, July 19.

Atlantic City, July 16.

Melodrama, bandied humorously, was at the
Apollo last week when Charles Emerson Cook
presented "A Regular Feller," with Ernest
Olendlnnlng In the. title role. This new play
has the virtues of story, comedy and Rood
There Ib no particular distinction to
acting:
the thing when looked at from the literary
point of view, though its very avermgsness, If
the word may be made, possessed charm. However, it has the power to Intrigue the interest
and a genuine ability to produce laughs and
these two In considerable measure.
The tale concerns Itself with a punctureproof tire which & young man of the name of
Winter hss invented. While in his garaee
Dan Brackett has a quarrel with his father
and parts from him. 8tranded in the small
country town which is Winter's home, he
agrees to sell the tire to the proper Interests
and receives an option from Its owner. Meantime, the head of the Cross Tire Company
comes into the garage for gasoline. In the
daughter .Tocelyn. Winter- finds the sweetheart
he has temporarily renounced until success is
What happened to the ear after Dan
his.
found out to whom it belonged brought gales
Enter then Into
of laughter from the house.
the plot a treacherous secretary. Brackett. Sr.,
becomes an unwitting tool of the secretary,
and the story was on In full swing.

—

The comedy scenes were particularly funny
snd well acted, due In great measure to Mr.
Olendlnnlng, whose work Is faBt, accurate and
wholly winning. There was a sincerity about
him which won his audience at once. Contributing in no small measure to the fun of
the piece were Charles Bradbury, as a country
road ooramlsslsner who has nerome infec'H
with the automobile bug, and Dudley Clement"!,
as Butch Hawkins, a fat. faithful and funny
mechanician. Eunice Elliott, as Jocelyn. end
Miriam Sears both nresented pictures of two
sweet young girls whose hearts were wrapped
up in the respective activities of their men.
The mechanical work In the third act. which
purports to show the race for the crossing
between the two cars,- Is not yet In Its best
This, however.- Is a mere aupstlon of
form.
time, as Lincoln Carter was noticed in the
In fact, he
audience with his eyes alert
made a flying trip from New York for the
exnress purpose of viewing the piece.
Even as it stands. "A Regular Feller" Is an
Interesting and enloyable play, written In a
broad style and replete with many snappy lines
couched for the moat part In perfect automoTt Is well played too, and prebile English.
sentably staged.
Mark Swan Is the author.

Jas. W. Castle, formerly of Baker
Castle, has been appointed manager of the stock company Arthur Aiston will place in the Auditorium, Kansas City, Aug. 1.

James Cormican and John Hogarty
have started a dramatic stock com-

pany

in

New

Britain, Conn.,

the Cornican Players,

I

\

i
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known

as

THE SPANISH OPERA.

M

DEATHS.
Adelaide Cumming.
Adelaide Cumming died at the Bellevue Hospital, New York, July 13, from
Her last appearBrights' disease.
ance was in "The Little Teacher," playing the Coast. She. was 48 years old
and is survived by a sister, Mrs. Agnes
I.

-

4

The Spanish Opera Co.. which reonened the
Cnrt Theatre. July 14. with "The Old Lady"
(La Vtelecltal and a revue that reminded of
our local reviews chiefly bv Its difference, got
away under a handicap. Grand opera can be
sung In any tongue and people are sure to
snv thev enloy it. If thev do not understand,
they will pretend they do, so that no one,
not even the orchestra leader, will have anyBut with light opera It is
thing on them.
People feel cheated If thev do not
different.
understand the Joke, and the majority of the
audience
the Cort was American, and conleRSt idea what the noise
the
sequentlv hadn't
was all about. Then, too. lined un on a sideboard were bottles containing liquids that
In the course of
looked suspiciously guilty.
the performance everyone on the stage had
Then one of the characters said
a drink.
"let's have another drink," and someone In the
audience obligingly translated and the rest of
the audience cleared their very drv throats.
Despite this unpleasant reminder of the
desert we are condemned to. desnlte the heat,
for the house was stuffy, this Spanish comnany made Its merits, such as they were. teV
by all those present. No one. however, should
go to the Cort expecting a Ziegfeld degree of
nulchrltude In the chorus, nor the rip and
bang and go of American musical comedy proThey won't And It. Instead they
ductions.
will hear pleasantly harmonious singing and
lilting tunes that, In s strictly musical sen=e.
The story of "The
are superior to melody.
Old Lady." the light opera sung first, is thnt
of a young rogue who, barred from bis ladv
love by an Irate father, goes to a hall and
Consnelo
sees her disguised as an old lady.
Balllo sang this part acceptably and acted It
with finesse. The only other interpretation that
stood out was thnt of Miguel Pros as the
Englishman who spoke poor Spanish. The singing, however, was uniformly good.
The light opera was followed by a revue
called "Dreams of Three" and designed to get
the mob where the opera will get the cultured
There were four scenes, a studio, Italy. FTanre
and Spain, "The Land of Joy," something Stmln
Even on holidays, feast
isn't and never was.
days, when officially they are supposed to be
having a helluva time, the Spanish are the
solemn owls of all folks. However, the tableau,
pantomimes and songs were well rendered, and
there were some gorgeously effective dances by
the Senorltaa Nelly, Suzy, Sidonta Hesch and
Lola Bravo.

STOCKS OPENING.
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The manner In which these bills are printed does not denote the
/
nor their program positions.

relative importance of

acts

Before name indicates act is now doing new turn, or reappearing after absence from
vaudeville, or appearing in «ity where listed for the first time.
*

B. F.

KEITH

" 28«8B5ff2K Identutj- to the! 1£%21%S$Z

New York
CITY. Ja Da 8

Palace Theatre Bulldlnr.

YORK

ITHW

Keith'. Palace
& Glrla
Frisco & Band

Chas King

Ben Welch

Toto
Albertina Rasch
Klein BroB
Billy

Co

Reeves
& Moore

Regal

Kitaro Japs
Keith's Riverside

L & B Dryer

Ashley & Skipper
Greene & Parker
•Davis & Rich
Eddie Foy Co
Irving Fesher
Jason ft Hals
Bert Fitzglbbon
Keith'* Royal
Curzon Bis

Sherman

&

Uttry

King
C Nugent Co
Geo Kelly Co
Mayo & Lynn
•Jim, Jazz

J

Blossom Seeley Co
Keith's H. O. H.
2d half (17-20)

City

Brlndel & Burt
(Others to fill)

t

Keith's Bnahwick

Wilton Sis
Fallon & Brown
Beatrice Morgan Co

Clark

Vokes ft Don
Jimmy HuBsey Co

Stanley & Moore
8am Liebert Co

James Barton
Lewis & Dody

Martin & Frabinl
2d half (24-27)
Daly ft Berlem
Duffy ft Caldwell

Hipp 4
Mllo
Proctor's 12Stfc St.
2d half (17-20)
Van Cellos
Peterson Kennedy &

Lucille Cavanaugh Co
Leightner & Alex
ChllsOn Ohrraan
Bob Hall
Kelth'a Greenpoint
2d half (17-20)

John Le Clair
M & J Dove

&

Ritchie

2d half (24-27)

Aus Stanley
Tuba Meroff Co
Wyatts Lassies
Walter Brown
B ft P Dale
2Srd St.
2d half (17-20)
Helen Miller
Wlllard

& Wms

Misses Parker
Geo Jessel

Will J Ward Co
(Others to fill)
1st half (21-33)

De Lea & Orma

4

to nil)

1st half (21-23)
Camille's Birds

Aus Stanley

Lyric

&

Fltzglbb

"Flirtation"

& Cody
Moran & Wiser

Orth

ATLANTIC

(Two

CITY,

N.J.
B. F. Kelth'a

Wilfred DuBols
Kennedy & Burt
Bowers WalterB & C
Lillian Herlin Co
Muller & Frances

Harry Watson Co

to

fill)

BALTIMORE
Maryland

2d half (24-27)

Mlllettes

Strand 3
Sam Tlebert Co

Sam Greene Co

CONEY ISLAND
-

Brighton
The Plckfords
•"4 of Ub"
Mosconl Bros
"Fashion Plate"
Bllnore

& Wms

Ivan Bankoff Co
Reynolds & Dongan
(One to fill)
Henderson'*
McKay ft Ardlne

&

Rosedale
Julia Kelety

Burt

Man Hunt
Moscova's Ballet
Al Herman
Emerson

ft

Baldwin

BINGHAMTON
Stone
Bijou Russell

Weber Beck & P
Moon"

"Girl

In

Blllle

2d half
Llngard

Mason

& Gwynne

Jack Martin Co

split)

ft

Llngard

Renn & Cunningha
Plstel ft Cushlng
Columbia 6

2d half

Johnny Reynolds
Bijou Russell

Weber Beck &
"Girl In Moon"

F

GRAND RAPIDS

&

Anderson ft Burt
Marino & Maley

Barl

Walman
Walter

ft

2d half (24-26)

NASHVILLE, TBNN Lucy Burch

Rainona Pk.
Jean Barrios
Princess
3 Weber Girls
Florence Henry Co
(Louisville split)
Larry Comer
Olsen & Johnson
1st half
Stephens & Holllste Chick & Chickletts
SCHENECTADY
Royal Gascoynes
Henry & Adelaide
CAMDEN, N. J.
Proctor's
Sherman Van & H
Tower's)
H Fredericks Co
Jack Hanley
Hip & Napoleon
"Oh Sweetie"
Bensee & Balrd
Young ft Wheeler
HAZELTON, PA.
Kennedy ft Kramer
Willie Hale & Bro
"Bride Shop"
Feeley'a
"Memories"
2d half
NEWARK. N. J.
Schwartz ft Clifford Hallen ft Gobs
Dolly Kay Co
Palace
Realsto
J & I Melba
Morlan
2d half (17-19)
Hary Gbulson
2d half
"Here & There"
Raymond Wllurt
Entertainers
half
2d
Chines
Bender ft Meehan
Marguerite Fadula
Variety Girls
Wlnkel & Dean
Karl Emmy's Pets
Chas Purcelle Co
Art Smith
Van Sheldon Co
M & A Clark
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Watton ft Keating Jerome & Herbert
Stone & Kallz
Orescent
Earl ft Bartlett
4 Bolses
Jack Wilson Co
Morlan
1st half (21-38)
Francis ft Overhort
Zelaya
"Here
& There"
TOURING ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
"Large Children''
Bender & Meehan
Walter Brower
Dolly Kay Co
(Two to fill)
Karl Emmy's Pets
2d half (24-26)
2d half
WITH TBB MEGAPHONE WALLOP
Cammllle's Birds
Jack Hanley
Walman & Berry
Young ft wheeler
CHARLESTON, S. C. HOLYOKB, MASS. Martin ft Webb
"Bride Shop"
Mt. Morris Pk.
Victory
"Pity's Sake"
TOLEDO
Dancing Dorians
(Calumbla

Bddie Borden Co

B

Miller ft Lyle

ft

-

McCormack

& Urma
& Temple
Kramer

Gruett

CHATTANOOGA
Rlalto
(Knoxville split)
1st half
Everest's Circus
Anna Sutor
Whitfield ft Ireland

Texas Comedy 4
Emma Frances Co

CHESTER
Adgement

Dancing Demons
Wlnkel ft Dean
Van Sheldon Co
Walton ft Keating
4

B. F. Kelth'a

(Sunday Opening)

Homer Romalne
Geo Emmett

"Musical Echo"
Brooks ft George
Green Miller & G

ITHACA.

N. Y.

Star

Johnny Reynolds
Mason & Gwynne
Juvenile Follies
2d half

&

Cunningha
Plstel & Cushlng
Columbia 6

Renn

Bolses

2d half
"Oh Sweetie"

&

Clifford

The Magleys

a

1 **
FOR TWO
$14 iRftlMII**

B. F. Kelth'a

(Sunday Opening)

Norman Telma
Nets'

'

&

"Home Guards"

& Walker
Gabby Bus ft C
JERSEY CITY
2d half (17-19)
Willie Mahoney

Woi
Day & Neville
Ducuesne Co
McCormack & Wine (Others to fill)

& Delmar

COLUMBIA,

S.

C.

Columbia
(Charleston split)
1st half

George Moore

Mae Melville
Herman ft Shirley
Qulxey 4
(One to fill)

Academy

*">

ConNstlBf of Partoa. Oasroon ami Beth
Lljht, Airy, with All Improvements

»

REI9ENW£BER*S HOTEL
58th Street and Columbus Circle

New

split)
1st half

ft

3

4

Caron

J Dove
Melfords

Mahoney

ft

Whitney

Mumford & Stanley

BRIDGEPORT
Poll's

2d half (24-26)
Brads
Edmunds ft Slegal The
Neary & Gore
Grew & Pates
Anderson & Burt

Haley Sis
Black & White
4

Bob Randall
Berk

& Valda

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
Official Dentist to the N. Y. A.
Building),

N«w York

Vlana Sis
Fred Clinton

Mrs G Hughes Co

Greenlle

ft

Romas Tr

Drayton

Plasa
Rlcardo
ft Nlckerson

Hunter Chick
Girls & Guys

ft

Farmer
Girls

Phil Davis

ft

;rs»stsa.

MUNOTON.

N. B.

(28-24)

The Brlssons
G ft M De Glenn

Wood

H

Chinese

I

.

Entertainers

NEW BEDFORD

Gordon!* Olyaapta
Octavlo
Gordon's Olymsla
Lillian ft Twin Bros Homer Llnd Co
Brltt Wood Co.
Wells Virginia ft
Man Off Ice Wagon
Mildred Valmore
Marshall Montgome Frankle Fay >
2d half
2d half
Wells Virginia ft
Joe Sherman
Mildred Valmore
Homer Llnd Co
Cooper ft Rlcardo
Pop Ward
4 Laurels
The Valdares
NEWPORT
Strand
Opera House
(Sunday opening)
.

W

W

Barra Sis
"Tom Sawyer"
BROCKTON, MASS. Pop Ward

Four

Laurel
Lazar ft Dale
Mystic Hanson S
(Continued on pag n 20.^
...*m.m>nmmts*nn « JOHN STREET

Strand
Singers Dolls

i

Sam Hearn

Palace
Abdel ft Gillette
Florence Mlllett

Jewelers to the Profession
fsl. John
LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTED

HARTFORD)

..

,

Burton
Green ft Parker

2d half
Le Roy
Myrl Prince Co
Richard Lee

A&D

;v-- jija

Empress

B

,

Dare Bros
Gordon & Delmar.
V & C Avery
Carlos Sebastian Co
Rosa King Co

Ott

Woodrow

LYNN

3

Leonard

ft

The Rlos

Peggy Vincent
Rae E Ball
Alex Sparks Co

N. Y.
Prootor's

Poll Clrmlt

Orphea

(26-1)

Jack Marley
Cooper ft Rlcardo

Brltt

'

TROY,

Entertainers

Strand
Blcknell

Smith

Octavo

split)
1st half

Gingras Co

-m

Davis
2d half

ft

Chinese

CAMBRIDGE

2d half

(Albany

split)
1st half

Burke & Betty
Margaret Ford
Walter Fenner Co

2d half

Brtaaway (Putnam

3

KEITH

Fern

Rudlnholf
Marion Weeks
Canton Trio

McM Diamond

2d half
Jules & Bernard
"Cranberries"

M &

B. F.

Vaudeville Exehsnge
Boston

Central S««
The Valdares
Joe Sherman

Neff

Maxims

Century
(Newport News

Willie

ft

Lady Sen Mel
3

PETERSBURG. VA.

1st halt (21-23)

Strand

Taylor O. H.
Pequo & Fellows
Wlllard William Co

Taxi

BOSTON

York City

AMHERST

TRENTON

Stuart

(Richmond

Bell

El Clove

Syncopated Dancers

NORFOLK. VA.

Chung Wha

Walsh & Bdwards
Martelle

Kennedy & Rooney

&

Hippodrome
Jack Morrlssey

Mr & Mrs Melburne

Fields

'

Dorothy Southern
"Meanest Man"

Barry Boy Minnie Dupree Co
Waiting 4
Zelaya

Hackett

ft

Allen

Cantwell

CINCINNATI.

1st half

Bandy

Edward Marshall
Arthur Finn Co

vm

S Minify* Iron All Thstlns
a
OwrltaUnj Otntral Park

UP FEB em vce p° r T
ICO PERSONS
$16 WEEK 901

Mystic Hanson t
Laiar ft Dale
Mitchell ft Markam McMabon Diamond ft R
HALIFAX
Thompson ft Hale
Ackers
Lawrence
Richards A
(26-1)
Panzer Duo
The Brlssons
BOSTON
De Glehh'"
M
G
ft
Boston
Burton
Rldgon Dancers
Green ft Parker
F ft M Brltton

TORONTO

Olympic
(Petersburg splits

Brdsell
Melll Slayraan's Arabs

ft

ft

(21-22)
Little Alright

Hudson ft Jones
Jerome & Newell

Hart Co

Arcade
(Savannah split)

Dayton

Reslsto

D

NEWPORT NEWS

JACKSONVILLE

1st half
Kennedy & Kramer Mile Paula
"Memories"

Schwartz

George

Ward ft Van
Dawn June

Hayden

Empress

'

G

ft

B. F. Keith's
NEW ORLEANS, LA
Kharnum
(Dayton split)
Palace
Wayne Marshall & C
1st half
(Mobile split)
Ryan ft Healey
Ed Hastings
1st half
Monarch Comedy 4
Cooney Sis
Nolan & Nolan
INDIANAPOLIS
Harry Oakes Co
Patrlcola

Kelly

ft

Koban'a Japs

Roses

4

MADGE MAITLAND

Ford
Vine

,,

City

Harmon ft McManus
Jimmy Savo Co

Tr

Gelll

.

Clyde Nelson Co
Rublnl & Martini

Crackerjao

ft

New York

Swift

L Ford
A Seymour

ft

H

fill)

split)

Coates

M

ft

Majestic
CHICAGO
State Lake
Clccollni
Stella Mayhew
Millershlp ft Gerard Halg ft Waldron

(Three to

1st half

Lehr Bdmonds

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Bijon
(Jacksonville split)
1st half

fill)

<

~-

.,, .,.

Abdel ft Gillette
Barly Lalght Ce

-

Palace Thestrs Building,

SAVANNAH, GA.

Mliuno Japs

2d hall

Bartlett

Lee Stoddard
Ara Sisters

& Ryan

Ryan

Zelaya
(Others to

Poll's
ft

Harmony Club

Dennis & Chabot
Lemalre ft Hayes
Primrose 4

Berry

Weema

Wyatts Lassies
(Two to All)

Plans.

8CRANTON
Zlnko Pana

4

2d half
Santry & Norton

-'^

Scott le Provan
Moore ft Sterling
Dancing Serenaaers g
Harry Antrim

Rubevllle

Temple

../ t.:i--!g

Miller ft Mack
Shirley Sis
Billy Glason
Will Ward Girls

2d half
Kartelll
Zella Nevada

Mllo

1st half (21-23)

Maley

ft

Tozart

Frey

Romas Tr

8

Chas King Co

Prince Co

Kartelll
2d half

Shirley Sis

4 Haley Sis
Anderson & Burt

Cecil

PoU'a

My rle

Moss

O'Connor Sis
G & E Parks
Chas Wilson

Fentelle

WORCESTER
Fred Clinton

Alex Sparks Co
ft

.

Florence Mlllett

H AftDLeRoy

Guys

ft

M

,

Dancing Sereaaaers
Harry Antrim

Dancing Humphries Marino

Lyric
(Norfolk split)

Doroth

Rubevllle
2d half

Palace

RICHMOND, VA.

1st half

Rosamond

Girls

Rlgoletto BroB

split)

1st half

Rhea Dufresne
Marconi

N. Y.
MaJeJ.tic

Blllle

Ferrarrl Girls

Wm

(Birmingham

Orleans

& Gore
Ott & Neckerson
Santon & Farrell
Hunter Chick ft

;££'

>*|p3

The Brads

2d half

Neary

Paul Decker Co
Bernard & Duffy

Gene Green Co

(Others to fill)
Prospect
2d half (17-20)

(Two

L (New

NEW HAVEN

Bijou
Richard & Lee
South ft Tobln
Greenlee A Drayton
Will Ward Girls

.

& Rome

VW'I

V ;*^

Leon Varvard
Saxtone Farrell
Lehr Bdmonds ft

Berk & Valda

5

Wms & Bernle
PORTLAND, MB.
B. F Keith's
Pollard
Emma Stephens
Arnaut Bros
Shaw & Campbell

Lyric

BLMIRA.

BUFFALO

Eleanor Cochran Co Jack Norworth
Hipp 4
Regal ft Sheehan
Breen Family

Orphea

B. F. Keiths'

Shea's
Benlvlccl Bros

Melanl
Dotaon

MOBILE, ALA.

Sensational Gerards

Roland Travers

Frank WilBon

2d half (17-20)
Gary Owen Co
Alma & Merrlman
ALBANY, N. Y.
Maggie Le Clair Co
Proctor's)
'Chas Lawlor & D
(Troy Split)
SUsle & Blake
Jimmy Hussoy Co
1st half
Helen Miller
Robbie Gordons
Macy ft Arch
(Two to nil)
Maggie Le Clair Co
1st half (21-23)
Ruth Roye
Work & Kelt
Yip Yip Yaphankers
Grew & Pates
"Pity's Sake"
ATLANTA, GA.
Mllo

Onge

"Indoor Sports"

Marie Nordstrom
Ishikawa Japs

(Others to fill)
2d half (24-27)

Wm

St

Geo A Moore
The Casinos
Sissell & Blake

Marguerita Padula
"Every Sailor"

Cutty
Monarch Comedy
Jack Kennedy Co
Al Shayne
Bert Earl Co

Neglect
Rector Weber ft
Adelaide Bell Co

Inez

Ben Smith
1st half
Temple
Palfrey Hall & B
McConnell ft Austin
Leona Le Mar
Kellam ft O'Dare
Kamplln ft Bell
Montgomery ft Alle Wilson Aubrey 3
Adler & Dunbar
Ioleen Stanley
MT. VERNON, N. Y. (Two to All)
Chas Edwards 3
Proctor'*
ROANOKE. VA.
Mr ft Mrs G Wilde
Roanoke
2d half (17-19)
Howard ft Sadler
*
Bxgott's Lilliputians 3 Eddys
.
Lohse & Sterling

Halllgan ft Sykes
Vinle Daly
Mason ft Keeler
Josephine A Banning
Bonlta ft Hearn
"Act Beautiful"

Walters
Bobbe ft Nelson
Glasgow Maids

Alice

arris

&

Fox & Ward
Florenze Duo
Mr ft Mrs M Hart
Manning ft Lee

"Only Girl"
(Three to fill)

DETROIT

Lew Hawkins

F & O

Minnie Dupree Co
4 Haley 81s
Mary Howard Co
Johnson Blake & J
Clark & 6heppelle
2d half (24-27)
Alex Sparks Co
Martin ft Frabinl
(Others to fill)
Mary Howard Co
1st half (21-23)
LewlB & Dody
Daly & Berlew
Fitzslmmons & Nor Nat Nazarro Co
HaUey
Marguerite Fadula
Al Stryker
"Every Sailor"
Orben & Dixie
(Two to nil)
Sean Adair Co
2d half (24-27)
Helen
Vincent
4 Cliffords
(One to All)
Cutty
2d half
Mumford & Stanley Paaquale
& Golden
Breen Family
Guth Dennis ft Q
Oth Av
SeSan Adair Co

ti

BOSTON

•

M

i

Buttercups

4

Powers & Wallace
B. F. Helta's
Delano & Pike
Jennie Middleton
Jos B Bernard Co

Wm

Goslar & Lusby
1st half (21-23)

Boy

Curtis

& Mack
2d half
Mrs G Hughes Co Pique ft Fellows
Billy Gleaaon
B ft B Mathhews
Coates & Crackerha Hendrlck'BCo
Harry Goulson
2d half
Novello Bros
Pearl 3
South & Tobln
WATERBURY
Bob Randall
PoU'a
Lorenz & Francis
Pearl 3
Fay & Jazz Duo

PITTSBURG
Carle

:-M

CITY

Miller

Kallsz
Frablto

&

Burns

NEW YORK

>

t

...

Putni* BulUIsi

206,

Broadway
'

i

"Girl In Air"

Colonial
Variety Girls
Art Smith
"Cranberries"
Jerome & Herbert
2d half

Lexy

Edwards
Manning
ft

&

Stone

B. F. Kelth'a
(Nashville split)
1st half

1st half

West

Nelson

Sterling 4

Keith'* Orpkennt

The Brianta
Hickman Bros
Bert Earle Co
Harry Delf

Blllle Llngard
American Comedy 3
1st half (21-23)
Elmer Thompson Co
Cutty
Diane & Rublnl
Mary Howard Co
Peck & Mclntyre
Peck & Mclntyre

Mlzuna Japs

&
Auger &
Llbby

^ointment

1493

Houghton

Sully

1'A.

Ara Sis
LOUISVILLE. KY.

B. F. Keith's.
(Toledo split)

1st half

Fredericks

LANCASTER,

W

DAYTON

Lyric
(Atlanta split)

Roy Harrah

A&N

by fcwjsj

BIRMINGHAM, ALA

BROOKLYN
A

*^~

-,Haari lOoo t» S*>-

Budd & Moyer Sis
Spencer & Hand
The Paldrens

BIER, PHYSICIAN
Room

Gygl ft Vadle
Fenton ft Fields
Master Gabriel Co

Malle

Zinka Panna
Williamson Co
Lady Sen Mel

MlM.P.m0iW-DHL.<5LUCKJWil1
PUTNAM BUIlDINC-HOJBRMDVHy
sum su-nis
_ hxW yon*

Ernest Evans
Henry Lewis

Langford

*

Z&S&gSXs. \mmaimamsSSSNSSk

&

|

DR.

Weber & Redner

& Maret

Prosper
HIbbert

ill

B. F. Keith's
Bessie Clifford

split)

1st half

In Vaudeville Theatres
(All houses open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise Indicated.)
The bills below are grouped in divisions, according to the booking offices they are supplied
from.
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By JACK LA1T
"Scandal" completed its nineteenth
at the Garrick Theatre and the
sheet showed total receipts for the
period of $249,875.50 from 170,645 admissions, an average of about $13,000
weekly from 9,000 patrons weekly.
Walter Hast's screaming success is
still running strong, in the middle of
July, in its twentieth week.
To begin with, "Scandal" is a great
comedy. That, of course, is the bedrock of. its success. But, again, another management had it, had opened

week

.

it
and closed it as hopeless. Now,
^what were the elements that Hast gave

to

it

which turned an abandoned

flop

into a sensational triumph?
First,

Hast followed his
spite of that bugbear, a

courage.

judgment

in

"failure."

v

Second, a cast

Hast picked Fran-

cine Larrimor°e out of the whole field
he was certain she was the
__ because
girl. He induced her to have a throat
operation to refine her chords.
He
induced her to attempt a new style of
-art for her.
In compensation he costarred her with Charles Cherry, an
established figure in the theatre, and
brought her forth a full-flowered star
in her own right, the season's outstanding "discovery."
Third, Chicago. Hast banks on the
mid-western verdict without the New
York stamp, necessarily. He proposes
now to float half a dozen companies
through the country on the strength of
the Chicago reputation the Cosmo
Hamilton piece has made.
Fourth, John Garrity. The chief of
the Shubert staff here is an astute
salesman of theatrical attractions.
Aided by a splendid staff he gets results.
It is needless to make detailed

comment on

;•

•

•

tions
"

w
"

methods and

talents,

'- _
Chicago, July 16.
With the weather as hot as Hades, the
Majestic had a well-filled house and a fair
aummer show.
Clifton
Crawford, next*tocluBlng and headlining, copped the laughing
honors with Harry and Anna Seymore running him a close second.
Whiteside Sisters
opened the show and have a fair dancing
act with special scenery.
The act Is a bit
slow for the two-a-day. Llbonatl, on two with
his xylophone, scored very heavy and deserved
every bit of applause he got. He works hard
and gets some real music out of the Instru-

ment
Harry Holman and Co., the company conAnabel Nielsen and A. E. McComas.
is very ordinary with a few good
laughs that Holman himself gels. Miss Nielsen and Mr. McComas do very well with what
little they have to work on.
Harry Cooper
sang, talked, and played the violin for comedy.
sisting of

The act

Harry

and illusionary

rules'

of

show

business that it is worth discussion as
a masterpiece of constructive value
building.
There is nothing of the
scratch" about it.
Thought, action
and stamina behind it, as well as a respect for the stage and its better fundamentals, a refinement of methodstoo
often elsewhere vulgarized for immediate profit, and a faith in a great
amusement market—Chicago.

an old

la

reliable

that always

makes

good.

Harry and Anna Seymore have some pleasing
Is developing Into a real

songs, and the girl

nut comedienne. Their act at the present time
would make a corking good production number.
Alfred Oerrard and Florrie Mlllersbip, last
Been here with Charlie O'Connor in "The Girl
on the Magazine Cover. Qerrard and Millership do a fine song and dance act with special
scenery.
The vehicle is purely big time and
should precede the Seymore act.
Clifton Crawford, in songs and stories, is an
artist and had the audience falling out of their
seats.
His drunk bit Is great, as is the impression of an elocutionist that has to sneeze.
"Beginning of the World" is a scenic spectacle
with lighting effects worked from back-stage.
The act held .the audience.

EMPRESS.
Chicago, July 10.
This theatre has inaugurated a summer
policy with six acts of vaudeville and pictures on Saturday and Sunday only. The orchestra consists of a piano player that can't
be heard and for an act to break In material
It Is all wrong.
Three Dennis Sisters copped
the bit honors with a little singing and talking skit.
The girls should quit talking and
Walter
sing as their harmony Is splendid.
Gilbert opened with a fair contortion act and
has a little comedy talk that goeB pretty well.
•

Lawrence and Neuman, man and woman In
high class songs and dances, look well, sing
well and dance well, making It a corking
good small time act They closed with "High
Brown Babies Ball" and did very well taking
everything

Into
Polk, a

consideration.

comedian, was next to
closing, but walked off the stage when he
found that the pianist could not play his
music.
Polk is very well known on the big
small time.
Hamilton Walton Trio have a
sketch that is too high brow for the Englewood crowd and a bit too talky for any
The act, with a bit
other kind of a crowd.
The
of slashing, would make a good vehicle.
Haas Brothers
performers are all capable.
.'losed the show with a fast comedy acrobatic

Jack

nut

NEW HOUSE FOR BLANCH ARD.
Chicago, July 16

Finn & Heiman and the Blanchard
Amusement Co. have taken over the

American Theatre in Davenport,
la., which will be torn down and reThe new theatre will have a
built.
seating capacity of 2,500 and will cost
half a million dollars. It will be one
old

of

the

finest

picture

houses

in

Dempsey

tickets

for his share.

The

were all priced to include war
an instant come-back from the
Toledo revenue collector apprised the
ambitious Bloom that he was holding
out government money. Bloom kicked
tickets

tax, so

in

'army, on some service. She testified
that he kissed her good-bye in 1917 and
has not been back since. They were
married in 1913. MacVitty is an ex-

tremely artistic man, slight and temperamental. When married he was interviewed and said that his marriage
meant his entrance into Utopia, and
Miss Ingram was everything that his
soul craved.

RUFFO FOR CHICAGO.
Chicago, July

nounces that Titta Ruffo will sing during the final three weeks of the forthcoming season, the great baritone having rearranged his Havana schedule to
baritone

""
2,000

...
Local critics

Chicago, July 16.
were invited by wire to
attend the pageant, "The Wayfarer," at
Columbus, Ohio, as guests of the management.
It was announced in the
telegram that the big production has
been definitely settled for a New York
production in the fall with a cast of

Blanche Yurka and Henry HerThe production
is by H. L. Rich and is said to be
so
stupendous that it would tax the Hippodrome stage capacities. T. T. Frankernberg issued the invitations, on behalf of the Centenary celebration.
2,000.

bert play the leads.

Carlo Galeffi, his
had already

rival,

been engaged and will remain with
Campanini's organization.

NEW MANAGER.

WOOLFOLK'S

Chicago July 16.
Will Singer, manager of the Princess
Theatre, has been appointed manager
of

"Honeymoon Town," Boyle Wool-

folk's show now playing the LaSalle
Theatre. Singer will remain there until the Princess opens its regular season. Mr. Singer is representing the
Blanchard Amusement Co. interests.

Billy

Camp a

Banker.

husband of Belle Ashlyn.

The firm name is Camp, Thorne &
Thorne is the young millionaire

Co.

who

is soon to be Camp's stepson by
marriage to his mother, widow of the

late partner of

Montgomery Ward.

Emma

Bunting.
Chicago, July 16.

Old Landmark Sold.
Chicago, July 16.
The Alhambra (State and Twentieth
streets) was sold and will be torn
down to make way for a hotel.
The old theatre had its greatest
prosperity during the old Stair & Havlin days, when it played melodrama.

"Oh, Pretty Lady" Goes Flooey.
Chicago, July 16.
"Oh, Pretty Lady," a turkey show
owned by Eugene Carey, stranded at
Port Huron, Mich. Carey got the people out of town by disposing of the
costumes and scenery at a forced sale.

16.

Through a Liberty Bond robbery it
became generally known that W. C.
("Billy")
Camp, famous Broadway
character and cigaret agent who was
recently divorced by Elita Proctor
Otis, is in the banking and brokerage
business here with Alanson Folansbee,

with sighing alacrity.

Emma

Bunting was signed to a contract for next season by Walter Hast
to appear in a road company of "Scandal" and create a Broadway role in
mid-season.

Hast went East early this week. The
Cherry-Larrimore original cast in
"Scandal" will open in New York at a
Shubert house on Aug. 15 and four
road companies on Labor Day.

Demerol on Pan Route.

r
r»
beorge Damerel
,

Chicago, July 16.
has signed contracts
L

tor a jaunt over the Pantages time,

opening July

wagon

last Satur-

New

York.

Tad the gang

called

of inseparable urchins in

One was a

freckled

The other one was a homely little
Jewish boy they called "Holy Joe," because his shoes and stockings always
had holes in them.'
They went swimming

in the

Hudson

together (no bathing suits, see?), were
partners in the alley crap games,
fought anybody who tried to fight
either of them, and always sat in adjoining seats in the gallery of the
Star.

That was when they used to play
"The Gambler of the West," "Chinatown Charlie" and "Bertha, the Sewing
Machine Girl."
In between these indoor and outdoor
sports, "Holy Joe" sut on the curb at
106th street and Columbus avenue,
making notes in a pad. It was the
scenario for a great play, to be en"The Belle of the Brewery." No
this the section was honeycombed with breweries, and every
brewery had its belle. It was a neightitled

16.

The Chicago Opera Company an-

this possible.

the water

a long story.
Fifteen years ago there was a couple
It's

MAC VITTYS DIVORCED.

Hast Engages

"WAYFARER" WITH

I fell off

day, prohibition or no prohibition.'

"Boston," because once he had hopped
on a freight for that cultured burg.

Chicago, July

Chicago, July 16.
Al Bloom, ticket broker, is in a jam
with the government. He held out 3
per cent, of his gross sales of Willard-

After being good for several weeks

Chicago, July 16.
Karl G. MacVitty, formerly a producer of the firm of Gaskill and MacVitty, which made a competence with
Harold Bell Wrights's plays, was divorced by his "Utopian bride," Fiances
Ingram MacVitty, an opera sjnger. He
is now overseas, though not in the

nearest

to the Boas.

Dear Sime:

adjoining the links.

the

JACKS UP SCALPER.

By SWING

A Letter

on hand were Mort Singer, Harry
Singer, "Tink" Humphreys, Tom Carmody, Chuck Freeman, Cal Griffiths,
Nate Archer, Bob Sherman, Ed Clifford, Ed Rowland, Coney Holmes and
Adolph Linick. They were all fed
later at Aaron Jones' country estate,

make

?

&? Bap

Later Jones did the 36 in 165, however.
Asher Levy was breathing on his neck
with 166. Frank Gazzolo drew the
booby prize. Among the show people

West.
U. S.

Ctjuago

.Chicago, July 16.
theatrical men's golf tournament
at Idlewilde proved that the Marcus
Loew forces are the golf bearcats
around here. Pete Schaefer won the
36 hole match in 178. Sam Kahl and
Aaron Jones tied for second at 183.

A

act.

.

,

'-.

his

but what the job needs—he has it, and
he uses every grain of it. A quiet and
never sensational man, he has the efficiency of a banker with the quick
wallop of the showman.
Fit th direction.
Hast— a man who
,
has handled
superstars abroad— has a
knack of extracting effects from manuscript that is uncanny. He makes the
risque delightful and the commanplace extraordinary. He centers on the
big ideas and does not, as so many
producers erroneously, do, figure on
one scene or several to put a product
over, or on names and titles to sell
his
goods. He calculates on the general
effect, and he gets it.
"Scandal" has been such a complete
reversal of accepted veteran supersti-

i.M

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING
MAJESTIC.

Cijtcago

-..-'"

;

—

satire

-

borhood drama.
While "Holy Joe" was

in the throes
composition, the other kid would
be standing on the corner dancing.
"Boston" was always dancing.
Came one day when "Boston" approached his pal
"Gimme a buck," he said.
"What for?"
"I'm gonna run away an' be an

of

actor."

So "Holy Joe" fared forth to a crap
game, called upon the gods for luck,
and ran a thin dime into four thick
quarters.

With many
pal

his

tears he bid his buck and

good-bye.

"Holy Joe" went

home and "Boston" hopped a

freight.

That was fifteen years ago.
»
Saturday night your correspondent
dropped in to see the show at the
Rialto. Among the cast was one billed
Keene and Walsh. After the show I
dropped into the Greasy Vest for my
early morning bowl o' borsht. Walsh
was there. Somebody pulled him over
to my table and introduced him.
"Walsh, meet Swing*
Walsh dug into his pocket and
handed me a dollar.
"There's the buck I owe you, Holy
Joe," he 'said.

"Much

obliged, Boston," said

L

.

"Lucky thing I don't have to pay
you interest," said Boston. "Ever finish
that play about the Belle of the Brewery?"
"No. But I'm working on another
one."

So then I started to tell him about
it,
and we couldn't talk in a place
where there were so many people, and
besides, borsht
goes.

is all

right, as far as

it

Anyway, we fared forth to a certain
where we could get something
little stronger than borsht, and we

place
a

both

got
cuckoos.

drunker

than

a

pair

of

m

going to frame that dollar Billy
Walsh paid me. The next time anyI'

body

tells me actors don't pay their
debts they'll be talking to a stranger.
I'm sober now.

20.

Stuing.

/

PANTAGES

VARIETY'S 6AS PR&SCISCO OFFICE
Lou Calhern & Company presented a sketch

ORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO.
Sac Francisco, July

walkouts.

'

1

that

about bait

of holdovers, the

In

the

next

to

closing

position,

Harry Hlnes In "Welcome Home," described
on the program as the "58th Variety," proved
extremely popular with snappy songs, modern
It
talk and lots oi foolishness that got over.
The
stopped the show Monday afternoon.
Three Jahns, European equilibrists, were remarkably good. They pulled off some risky
were
and
applause
tremendous
got
stunts,
the show's outstanding feature.
Eddie Janls and Reno Ohaplow in "Music
Hath Charms" presented a neatly arranged
Janls did some excellent violin playroutine.
Miss Chaplow sang songs In honor, of
ing.
several picture stars whom she Imitated deThe act scored nicely. Nellie V.
lightfully.
Nichols, held over from last week, showed
her old time form and went much better than
she did during her first appearance. For one
piano selection.
thing, she eliminated the
Dave Ferguson and his company in "The
Rounder of Old Broadway," was in sixth position tbls week, and, while a holdover, he
went big. Percy Bronson and Winnie Baldwin, also holdovers, had rearranged their
running much more
It
routine and had
smoothly. Espe and Dutton had an easy time
repeating their success of last week.
Jack Josephs.

HIPPODROME
San Francisco, July 16.
The Hippodrome offered a good entertaining
show with Mabel Normand topping the picpart of the bill in her latest release,
"When Doctors Disagree." This Is the first
time she has been seen here since her astonThe show began
ishing success In "Mickey."
very quietly with Ingalls and Duffleld offerThey did very, little with
ing their skit.
their talk and songs, but finished to good apThe
plause with a revolving neck swing.
man was supported by a concealed wire.
The Beu Hassan Troupe of Arabs were the
headllners and proved to be a tumbling act
way above the average. They succeeded In
injecting a lot of comedy Into their performance and closed to tremendous applause.
The Three Gay Sisters, who closed the show,
scored nicely with good single and trio numbers and attractive costumes which the girls
sbowed off to advantage. Hans Hanke and
his piano proved the hit of the bill with his
ture

I

classical

selections

excellently

Hal

played.

Davis and his company appeared in a well
presented comedy sketch full of good laughs.
Bob Brown opens with good talk and songs
that get by all right, but he should do the
As It Is. he apwhole thing in blackface.
pears in white face and makes up in black
face at the finish while singing ''Mammy
Mine." However, he scores big just the same,
though the bang comes after the change of
Jack Josephs.
make-up.

PANTAGES, SAN FRANCISCO.
San Francisco, July

16.

The Pantages show this week reaches a
good average without stirring up much noise.
No one broke their hands by trying to clap
them off, although Hager and Goodwin, singing comedians, in the next to closing position
proved a big bit with their cleverly delivered
songB mostly of their own composition. Tameo Kajiyama, offering a mental demonstration, held the Interest throughout
He of->
fered a novelty act in which be writes
simultaneously with both hands In addition
to reading and writing newspaper headlines
on an Immense blackboard, while explaining
Japanese figures to the audience. Rhoda and
Crampton, former opera singers, gave the
show a touch of class with well presented
descriptive songs.
Late bookings Included
the Misses Patton, Wantis and Rooney with
-

their harmony singing.
Some of it, unfortunately, was off key, but on the whole it
went well. There was a popular number at
the finish, but the act should employ more

rag throughout.
Monroe and. Grant opened on a bounding
net camouflaged as an auto truck, and went
very good. Lawrence and Edwards appeared
In a pension office act that contains some
mediocre talk, but Is otherwise pleasing. In
their third week, Jack Roberts' "Shlmmie
Dancers" were more elaborately presented
than ever before.
Interest in this act is
increasing, and was helped along by inviting
the audience to participate In the singing.
Jack Josephs.

.CASINO, SAN FRANCISCO.
San Francisco, July 12.
The vaudeville, which held five acts Instead
the usual six, provided only fair entertainment.
There was not enough variety to
the bill, but what was lacking In that section
was made up by the presence of the Will
King Company, now in its eighth week here,
and the patrons got more than their money's
worth.
Napier and Yvonne opened the show
with a rather peculiar constructed turn consisting of contortion by the man and dancing
by Yvonne. The strength of the act Is In
the contortion work for which he la perfectly
adapted,
a
feature
being
the unnatural
positions In which ho is able to twist his arms,
The dancing of the girl is only secondary,
but serves the purpose, the act's billing, "The
Spider and the Butterfly."
Jane O'Rourkeof

by Miss O'Rourke, entitled "Bluffing
Bluffers." The company Is Hugh Metcalf, who
ia -just as Important to the act aa are the
featured pair. The idea of the sketch is not
an original one, dealing with a newly married
couple calling on a lawyer, each seeking a
divorce, their difference being adjusted before leaving the attorney's office, after tl>e
latter advises them to dose their eyes to recall their home lite, the scene changing to the
home and back to the lawyer's, 1b depicted.
The principals are excellent, but the sketch
is not there and got nothing.
Hy Meyer gave
some piano Impressions. The bit imitating
a rooster concealed in the piano appeared to
be most appreciated.
Louis Hart was the
featured turn, presenting his feats of strength
and posing In true showmanship style. The
principal stunt of having five men stand on
him won admiration.
Tracey, Palmer and
Tracey, a two girl and a man piano act,
closed the vaudeville portion with songs,
patter and dancing.
A nice appearing trio
and capable.
Jack Josephs.
written

16.

the bill was
Orpheum show this
week went stronger than it looks on paper.
Taylor Granville and Laura Plerpoat, In
closing position was a big, spectacular, noisy
war meller with many thrills. It was rather
lengthy and had some draggy spots, causing

Considering

made up

SAN FRANCISCO NOTES.
Charles

Blanchfleld,

and his

dent,

uniforms

last

staff

Orpheum

superinten-

sprung their new

gray

DRAFTED FOR SALT LAKE.
San Francisco, July 16.
In order to place a show in Long
Beach which opened with Pantages
vaudeville last week, acts from various
bills were recruited for the Salt Lake
house, which was left without a show.
The drawing included the Victoria
Four, from Portland, and Helen Jackley, from Victoria, both acts losing the

On

Joe Carter, manager for Monte Carter at
Oak Theatre In Seattle, arrived here last
for a brief visit, having motored from
the Northern city In four and a halt days. He
was accompanied by Lola Barker.
the

week

Verna Mercereau, who has been conducting
a

dancing

here tor several months,
to open at the Pantages The-

school

Denver

left for

new act "Re-Incarnation.'
George McCormack and Leona Vaughn, other
members of the act, accompanied Miss Mer-

atre

The George White show opened at the AlTheatre

(formerly Liberty) this week.
The cast Includes Tommy Burns, Carl Case,
Marjorle Shaw, Miss De Vere. J. McNulty,
Eddie Gilbert, and a chorus of twelve.
Sylvia Yaffa, the youthful comedienne, has
been specially engaged for the Will King

Company.
R. Dailey of the A. & H. Offices, who
has been having considerable trouble with his
eyes, has been forced to take a rest of several
weeks.
Kenneth Dailey, recently returned
from serve In France, his son. Is filling
his place In the office.

manager of the Princess Thehas returned from his honeymoon at

P. A. Frease,

Napa Soda

Springs.

L. Kallskl, who recently disposed of his
interest in the Empire Theatre, Napa, is contemplating the construction of a new theatre
In the San Joaquin Valley, seating 1,500.
Plans and specifications are now being drawn.
J.

Nlelson,

C.

manager of

Clune's.

Pasa-

dena, is contemplating an enlargement of his
vaudeville policy, starting
September,
in
booked by Bert Levey.

P. H. Harkowlts has been appointed resident manager of the Modesto Theatre, Modesto,
succeeding Harry Kelllng, who resigned.

Ruth St. Denis and Ted Shawn will have
leading
roles
"Miriam, Sister of
in
Moses," which will be staged at the Greek
Theatre on the nights ot Aug. 1 and 2.
the

Bobbie Dean has been engaged for soubret
with the F. Lew Fields show in Fresno.

Harry Williams has Just completed his fifth
number for Daniels and Wilson's catalogue,

James
couver,

Pilling,

of promise suit of Caralyn McEvoy,
organist at the Hippodrome, against
Bert Regan, leader of the orchestra at
the same house, was dismissed. The suit

was brought for $5,000 damages when
Regan wired, "Have just married my
ex-wife."

Olympian for a

George Rubin, special
motor to 7 Atlantic City.

song

,

-

:

-x-

will

writer,

—"

x

Mort Singer's

office
a.

hours during summer

m.
>;^.-

are furious against the
Municipal Pier, the gigantic dancing and entertainment pavilion run by the city and being
It Is a
heavily billed with' taxpayers' cash.
good season, though, for White City and Riverview.

<''>?:-'.

;

Flake O'Hara In "Down Limerick Way," a
new Erlnoaity by Ann Nichols, will reopen the/

'"..

Olympic for two
Aug. 18.

or

weeks beginning

three

Willie Howard was so sunburnt on the lake
front last week that he sent word he couldn't
appear In the "Passing Shaw," but Ed. L.
Bloom Induced him to work swathed In cotton
eoaked with linseed oil.

Bobby McLean, skating champion, discharged
from the navy, is back at the College Inn.
William ("Smiley") Corbett, owner ot the
City Hall Square Hotel and Lambs Cafe, /fell
heir to S200.000 on the death of his brother,
Walter

Dunn,

manager

Mollne, is in Chicago on

Palace,

the

of

a protracted vaca-

tion.

Rambemu Crosses Bay.
San Francisco, July 16.
Marjorie Rambeau, closing a threeweek engagement here will appear at
the Ye Liberty Theatre in Oakland, in
the "Eyes of Youth," following the Los
Angeles engagement
Mooser Going to China.
San Francisco, July 16.
George Mooser arrived here en route
to China, sailing August 7 from Van-

i

—
his-

house will play American Burlesque
Association attractions and will open
Aug. 25 with "Sliding" Billy Watson's
show. The Buffalo. week was listed on
the American's route as open until the

Academy was acquired.
The American Wheel also added a
week to their circuit last week when
Levy & Mack added the new Gaiety
(formerly

Monte Carter and Max Dill left last week
a month's sojourn in Yoscmlte Valley.

for

Harold Reld and E. Bondesen, treasurer
and door man at the Curran, took the house
to give the returns of the big fight at 75
cents per head, clearing a neat profit on the
venture.

Columbia Stay* Open.
San Francisco, July

16.

Due

to the spurt in business, Jimmy
Rowan has decided to keep the Co-

lumbia Theatre in Oakland open
throughout the summer. Solly Carter,
heading the musical comedy show, is
nearing his fifty-second week as chief
funster here.

Weinberger Resigns.
San Francisco, July

16.

Leo Weinberger, for the past several
years manager of the Strand Theatre,
resigned last week. He was succeeded
by Guy Smith.

Majestic),

St.

Paul.

This

house has a seating capacity of 1,200
and will be completely overhauled.
The Buffalo* week breaks the jump
from Niagara Falls to Toronto, and the
Paul bridges the Minneapolis-Sioux
City jump.

St.

9,

Eddie Kraus has returned from overieas
where has was stationed at General Headquarters.
In

He

has managed

several

theatres

the Midwest.
'

Esburg, treasurer of the Blackstone Theatre, left this week tor a three
Baweeks' vacation at Delavan Lake, Wis.
burg will resume his work at the opening,
*
Aug. 24.

Arthur

Boyle Wool folk will present Jack Tralnor
Nat Phillips
in a new farce by Jack Lait.
engaging people for the act and it will
be ready to open the latter part ot August.
Is

will return in October.

summated last week when Levy &
Herk purchased the new Academy, a
1,600-seat house of Main street, Buffalo.
The deal involves a plot adjoining the
theatre proper costing $335,000. The

•

left this

He

TWO NEW AMERICAN HOUSES.
A deal involving $500,000 was con-

vacation here.

—

week for San Diego
the Virginia Brissao Stock Company.

-

couver.

Orpheum manager at Van-

spending

Is

Ruth Ormsby
to join

Suit Called Off.
San Francisco, July 16.
request of the plaintiff, the breach

'

W.

atre,

his

her

In

cer au.

lies'

16.

Harry Seibert Smith, representing
T. Daniel Frawley, has secured the
Burbank, Los Angeles, and is organizing a company that will open August
3
The company, which will have
George Banta and Marie Rich as
principals, will tour the Orient under
the Frawley banner, sailing some time
in January.

week.

Frankie.

Joe Swerllng (Swing), of Variett'b Chicago
motored from Detroit to New York In
new Paige, having turned In the famous
nickel. He took as his guests
Ebrllcb, theatrical attorney, and Mr. and
Mrs. Taylor Ferrell. Mrs. Ferrell was Josephine Huddlestone, legitimate and film actress,

staff,

Amusement parks

New

Frawley Co.
San Francisco, July

BUILDING.

Ben

are frbm 9 to 10 ;30

California dates.

Mike Berger has been succeeded as amusement manager of the Portola-Odeon by Grover

THEATRE

CHICAGO NOTES.

CAMP D1X THEATRE BURNED.
The Camp Dix Theatre burned July
causing: a loss of $65,000 with some

of the artists at the house losing wardrobe.
A stock company was playing at the
theatre, which is under the management of Ben Levene. Through catering to soldiers the performance was
over nightly at nine. It was shortly
after this hour that the fire broke
out, destroying the theatre, the hotel
adjoining where most of the artists
were staying.
Mr. Levene suffered a total loss. He
had intended to move the stock to the
Grand, his other theatre at Trenton.
The Grand will house the American
Wheel shows next season.
Among the artists in the stock company and at the hotel at the time
were Harry Steppe, Flo Owens, Hallie
Dean, Michelena Peneretta, Leo Leon,

Eddie Collins, Ray Montgomery, Ruth
Addison.
Among the loss of Mr.
Steppe was a trunkful of odd scripts.
The Salvation Army took care of the
professionals after the fire until they
arranged to leave the camp.

A new theatrical colony la being founded
near Liidlngton, Mich., promoted by the following attache- a of the W. V. M. A. offices: Max
Richards, Nat Kalchelm, Lou Holleb, and several secretaries to the big desk

men.

"

;

Paul Goudron, ot the association, is vacationDiamond Lake, with Billy Jackson and
Will J. Harris as his guests.
, Y
ing at

George

(Pork

Bvers

Chops)

and

Jamas

Frazier have been signed to play the leads with
"Ob, Min, " a cartoon show being made up

.

..J.

\-'

here.

A. Leon Bloom has been signed as orchestra
director general for the Ascber de luxe pi'
Bloom formal
ture string of 21 houses.
toured In vaudeville as a single under t,
name of Jaschonovsky, coming to this regie
V
with the Vesta Victoria road Show.

John Thome, of "I Love You," la going int
vaudeville with an act by Gitz-Rice.
:m
E. J.

Sullivan,

who has been

relieving the,

managers of the Palace and Majestic, Chicago
while they have been vacationing, has let:
New York, where he will spend a fe\
weeks before resuming his duties as manage,
of the Orpheum, St Louis.
for

A

Clay Crouch, formerly with George LeMalrt.
haB a new aot written by Andy Rice. Crouch
will open In New Tork under the direotlon of

*

\

X

Harry Weber.
1

Bardell, the Juggler, Is back from France,;
where he served In the A. E. F., and has.,."
united with Otto, formerly Otto and Olivia.
They will present a new act.

Jack Tralnor Is to be presented In a new
act next season, said to be a most pretentious rfarce.
Boyle Woolfolk Is presenting It and
Nat Phillips will produce it. There will be a -•-.cast of six people and the aot will carry a '.:.
special set.

'

Helen Murphy returned to Chicago Thursday
after looking over the Eastern vaudeville market for two months In New York.

Shows OpealBgr

BLACKSTONB.—Aug.

In Chicago.
24: "On the Hiring

Line."

ILLINOIS.—Aug.

31 : "Listen Lester."
OLYMPIC—Aug. 18: "Fluke O'Hara."
POWERS.—Aug. 18: "Three Wise Fools."
8TUDEBAKER.— Sept. 8: "Take It from

Me."

LA SALLE.— Sept.

WOODS.— Aug.

21: "Tea for Three."
24: "Up In Mabel's Room."

;

~

.

a

'/:.:

'

..VJ-.'Si:

ACTS THIS WEEK
Argonne Five.
Song* and Comedy.
15 Mint.;

.•'/! '

Liberty Dancers

On*.

23d Street.
This ^quintet was in the show of the.
77th Division boys which, under the
name of the Argonne Players drew attention in A. E. F. areas in France
and was presented in New York last
fall.
The turn as now presented is
much the same as when with the Division entertainment, there being four
boys in khaki (displaying discharge
stripes), the fifth being a comic. Singing as a quintette there are three
numbers in succession, the first being
descriptive of the trip overseas, the
second being "So This Is Paris," and
the third "Back in the U. S. A.," all
more or less dealing with the. pleasure of the men at coming away from
the land of "Ooh, la, la." The comic,
with one of the doughboys doing
straight, bisect the routine at this
point with dialog, most of which will
appeal to returned soldiers. The pair
finish off the bit with a lyric, called, "If
I Had a Million Bucks." The quintette
formed for a finishing song, "The More
I See Paris the Better I Like New
York." They drew an encore, it being
"Land of Jazz." The turn frames up
for the three a day, where it should
have no trouble in delivering. Ibee.

-

Cook and Vernon.

.

Talk and Songs.
14 Mini.; One.
American Roof.
As a precocious nine year old in
rompers the girl gets some results with
her sophisticated retorts to her partThe dialogue should be cut down.
Neither of their solo songs got much,
but his is necessary for she changes to
white satin pantalettes and velvet
From here on they pick up
jacket.
and the double vocalizing at the finish
showed them capable of handling more
of this kind. The girl should watcli her
make up for she uses altogether to
much rouge. Her appearance in a colored spot was almost grotesque. Both
have appearance and it should work
into a good small time feature.
Con.
\
ner.

m.
HfMfi:

Marva Wrenn.

(6).

Six

City.

m

"Persian Pianist."
t

dances

cial attention paid to the lighting of
the stage. The latter was exceedingly
faulty at the City this week.
The
act in its present shape is a cross between a classical dancing turn and a
pony ballet. None of the numbers
stand out, and the routine as presented
looks as though the layout was originally intended for the camps. Just a
small time offering in its present shape.

lace.
his is

I

Khar urn's

Palace apance although he has played other
ime houses. Sticking to a classical
ne on a grand piano for the maportion of his routine his success
rather unusual. He opened with
Next was a
raphrase" by Lizt.
ction from "Lucia" played throughwith one hand, a difficult accomFollowed an "interpretahment.
i" of "Hello Central, Give Me No
in's
Land."
Kharum drew three
rned encores, going for a hit that
early stopped the show, he being
drawn out even after his piano was
taken off. One of his encores was an
imitation of a music box. The bit was
clever. Kharum is a clever pianist and
the illusion of his appearance is doubtless of value to his performance.
first

Ibee.

Elaine Gordon (1).
Songs and Musical.
11 Mini.; One.
23d Street.

Miss Gordon is of nice appearance.
Her routine, in which she is assisted
by a piano accompanist, holds much
that is classical. Opening with "The
Heart of the Rose," she follows with
a cello rendering an operatic number,
also vocalizing for the latter portion
of it. "Swannee River" and two medleyed numbers of lighter nature than
the others winds up the routine, which
includes a solo by the accompanist.
Miss Gordon has a well trained voice

and although her turn is framed along
concert lines it needs something mere
the better bills are sought.
Ibee.

if

coholic Blues." The shimmy stuff is
slipped over with "Jazz Baby" and this
seemed to be held in restraint,
for she bears all the earmarks of being able to "shake it mean." She followed a news weekly in the City show,
but despite this handicap about stopped
the show and was really the first act to
get anything in the way of genuine
Fred.
applause from the audience.

Fred.

13

Mini.;

One.

City.

Sid Turner, formerly a member of
a three-act, is presenting a song and
story routine with tne assistance of a

Comedy Talk and Songs.

Edna Lee.
Songs.
12 Mini.; One.
American Roof.
Edna, very becomingly gowned, opens
with "Land of Jazz" followed by "A
Good Man Nowadays." Then another
popular number with a recitative second chorus. She has a likeable personality and could have done more
for she was heartily applauded. Edna
holds plenty of jazz technique and
should keep very busy around the
smaller circuits.
Con.
The Yaltos

(2).

Dancers.

A

numwont
Joan

Sawyer's aeroplane number of years
ago, was the best thing in the act and
the only dance that earned applause.
It is just a small time act, although
the special hangings used for the turn

show

class.

Fred.

Russell and DeWitt.

Comedy Acrobatic Dancers.
7

Mini.; One.

City.

These two men are offering a combination of comedy, acrobatics, contortion and tumbling.
A little singing,
a few gags and in all a pleasing little
offering, which with a little polish
will be worthy of an early spot in

some

of the better houses.

Runaway 4.
Comedy and

Songs,

14 Mini.;

'

that should qualify for the small time.
.Following the opening in "one" rendering a song, the couple go to "two" executing a routine of dances on a checkerboard stair case. Several changes of
costume are made and the couple again
appear in "one," finishing to light ap-

Fred.

PALACE.
A

well-framed summer.

bill

this

week with

considerable comedy present plus novelties.
The five turns making up the first section of
the show ran well ahead of the portion after
intermission, both as to strength and scoring.
Monday night found a capacity audience In,
and one that was friendly and appreciative.
The hit of the evening fell to Kharum (New
Acts), placed number two and billed as a
"Persian Pianist." Eddie Poy and his family,
save Bryan, down closing intermission, again
proved prime Palace favorites. "Slumwhere"
Is still the vehicle of the Foys, who are reported going Into pictures.
Eddie, upon entrance, In reply to one of the kid's queries
as to why he didn't go to work, replied that
he was a bartender and there web no more
work for him. He advised the audience that
up In New Rochelle. which he persists In plugging, that the police bring every lost child
to his house In the hope that it might be one
of his gang. He also thought tbat If the war
had continued he'd have had to go back to
doing a single or else raise a new family.

Marlon Foy lead one song number, "RoseCovered Shack," her sister leading the finish
number, "Salvation Nell from Broadway,"
which brought Marlon out with a basket of
doughnuts, a dozen of which she threw to the
audience.

Acrobatic.

One, Full.

Hamilton.

The Runaway 4, consisting of 4 men,
have a variety. act that can entertain
from start to finish. They are only
youngsters, and can't help improving
as they go along. Dressed in typical
tough style, they open in "one" working the comedy and song angles for 9
minutes, thence go to "four" offering
a few stunts along the acrobatic line.
The latter is at present a faiture. While
working in "one," an Italian comedian
is responsible for many laughs.
The
4 should easily find work as a closing
act at the smaller houses.

Splitting the headline with the Foys was
the New Spanish Revue first billed several
weeks ago as "Fiesta Bspanol." There surely
are some of the "Land of Joy" dancers with
the revamped turn, which Is along very similar
lines to the "Joyers" vaudeville ottering of a
season or so ago (In vaudeville). Taking the
hint, the Spanish affair Is fully programmed,
there being a special slip In addition to the
regular house programme.
On this slip are
tho names of all the principals and explanations of the ten numbers given,
However,
there was no specific mention of the toe
dancer's name, nor was there mention of a
number this artist offered with a youthful
male dancer, be being an added member of

the cast, there being fifteen persons In all,
Including a chorus of six girls. There is also
an orchestra leader (Jose Molera). The principal dancers are Antonio de Bllboa and Maria
and Julia Berdlales. ''Rosa de Qranda is the
prima donna. Others mentioned are Senorltas
Josephine, Florenz, Santas, Ruiz, Ortiz, Maclas,

&
•:*

wounded boys coming back from France. Jack
Weiner stands out still a bit ahead of the other
men, as the "Jewish ace." The act drew five
The Briants opened the show. One of the
men does a remarkably "life-like" dummy.
The pair drew heavy returns for the spot and
took several bows.
"Color Gems," the class posing novelty,
Itee.
closed the show.

BRIGHTON.
Qood entertaining show at the Brighton this
week, with comedy and dancing dominating the
Petrova, headlined, proved a good
draw Monday night. Hits were numerous,

proceedings.

A

Loring and Hardy.
Songs and Dances.
11 Mini.; One, Two, One.
Hamilton.
Loring and Hardy are a man and woman singing and dancing combination

S3

curtains.

'

plause.

ballroom dancing act. Three
bers, the- first and last of which
do.
waltz, something like

A

13 Mini.; One.
Hamilton.
This combination was formerly Millard and Marlin, the latter being replaced by Miss Doyle.
Opening in
"one" as bride and groom, rendering
a song anent their marriage and their
future possibilities as a life long couple,
followed by Millard rendering an individual number. They manage to satisfy.
Both men change to typical
"rough neck" attire which does not
mean anything for results.
piano
and additional song numbers by Miss
Doyle would improve the act, for better
time and more work..

la

.

Millard and Doyle.

piano player. The act is a good little
small time offering that will get over
through the personality of Turner and
the popular type of numbers that he is
using. The boy seemed to be suffering from a cold on Tuesday night, but
despite that and also the fact that he
followed James C. Morton and Co.,
who were a terrific hit, he managed
to please.
Some of his story material is a little old.
Fred.

Edouardo Arozamena

started.
Soon after he opened he remarked
to the orchestra leader that he was "a panic,"
meaning with reverse English, however.
Harry Mayo and Basil Lynn were perfectly
spotted In No. 4, where they recorded a comedy
success. Lynn's rattling good English chappie
was made for Mayo's straight work. The humor
of their comio grief over the attempt to "take
away their beer" found laughing response.
From the strength displayed the duo might
have done equally well further down In the
going.
"Sweeties," the miniature musical comedy,
made an excellent No. 8. and. In fact, went
over better than Its Initial Palace showing.
Lillian Berse and the same mala Quartet oast
were present The tact that the act was put
on during the war and has that atmosphere
makes no difference to the turn's value. Several small changes in the talk have been made
to bring It up to date, though one line appears
That referred to
to have been overlooked.

girl

Songs and Stories.

Isabella.

down a hit. There are one or two copy acts,
but the Arnauts are far and away ahead of
the others, either as athletes, clowns or pantomlmlsts. They made the "love bird" finish as
big as ever, getting hearty laughter when one
distinctly whistled "Bevo" and the other as
planly replied with a whistled request for a.
large stein of beer.
Following the Spanish bunch Bert Fltzglbbon
(next-to-closlng)
never got rightly

t

Sid Turner.

7 Mini.; Full (Special).
City.

Mint.; One.

long and lean, but very pretty
blonde, who can sing, handle comedy
and shake a mean shimmy. There is
just a little too much "aside" stuff with
the musicians in two of her numbers.
This in a way breaks the illusion for
those in front. Her. numbers could
also be slightly rearranged. She opens
with a "Dixieland" song that gets by
and follows it with a rather suggestive number, "You Know What I
Mean." A ballad is next and then "Al-

dancers in a reperranging from solo
numbers to sextettes. The act is a
good sight turn, but it lacks pep,. Showmanship is badly needed, with espeof

"

Kharum.

A

girls, all toe

toire

Tolanda and

the baritone and director. Tho Spanish turn
is a novelty and It went over rather welt, on
seventh.
On Just ahead, opening Intermission, the
Arnaut Brothers made the going easy, taking

Singing Comedienne.
11 Mini.; One.

Classical Dancing.
14 Mini.; Full.
City.

and La Salle
stopping the show.

Kranz

and Ben Bemle both

Norton and Lee were the first to reach the
audience with dancing, and made the nicst of
the "break" accorded them. Ruby Norton is
showing five of the nltUest costumes seen in
vaudeville this season, the tasteful dressing
adding a touch of class which contributed Quite
as much as anything In putUng the act over
for a knockout The closing number, a jazzy
affair, aided materially by the cornet player
of the Brighton orchestra and a Spanish dance
costumed like a production, were the bestliked numbers of the routine.
O'Oonnell and Blair were a scream from start
O'Donneil's antics on the ladder
to finish.
sending three women In the rear of the orchestra Into hysterics. Besides being a corking ground and lofty tumbler, O'Donnell la an
accomplished pantomimlst With the movies
yearlng for good comics it seems Strang* that
he has been overlooked.
The Bert Melrose
tall, used for a finish, should be dropped.
Kranz and La Salle, on second, did a lot
for the first half, putting pep into the show,
which created real vaudeville atmosphere, usually lacking until the fourth or fifth number.
The boys are Inclined to sing a bit too loud
at times, a fault which they should correct
Immediately. An Italian medley and a lively
rag number were exceptionally well handled.
Petrova got the most with her familiar
parrot imitations.
The rest of tho turn Is
rather tiresome, the double voice singing offe."lng comparisons with others who do the twovoice thing ten times more effectively. Possibly the movies slowed Petrova up.
At any
rate, she works at a snail's pace throughout
the act.
The excerpt from "The Shulamlte,"
Intended evidently to be intensely dramatic,
verges on travesty at times.
The audience
liked everything Petrova offered, however, and
after listening to her sing and watching her
"act" for twenty-five minutes, insisted on a
-

speech.

Ben Bernle, substituted for A. Bobbins and
partner, went right after 'em opening the
second half and quickly kidded his way into'
favor.
Bornie has personality, a real .knowledge of comedy values and a ready flow of
conversational wit. The violin playing a strong
and likable feature of the act at present eould
be dispensed with tomorrow If Bernle felt like
doing a "Julius Tannen."
Following twenty
minutes of solid laughs and applause, Bernle
was forced to beg off with a speech, whloh Is
going some for opening after intermission at
the Brighton.
Seabury and Shaw suffered through following
Norton and Lee, the latter taking the edge
off the Spanish and raggy dancing numbers.
Seabury is a remarkably clever dancer, but
lacks class In dressing, the trousers of his dress
suit, for Instance, resembling sailor pants as to
width.
What this team of capable youngsters
seem to need more than anything Is a producer. The singing should go out and a brand
new dancing routine developed. They have
the goods, but are not presenting them any
too well at present.

Al Herman had a battle following the show.
got 'em after a while, however, and managed to hold 'em until he finished. Al's confidential remarks about the rest of the performers landed the usual big results.
The Tamaki Duo opened with an exhibition
of Jlu Jitau, and Three Mowatts closed with
a conventional club juggling turn. The Mowatts
work in Chinese costume. Just why Is a
mystery.
Bell.

He
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Nash

in

"The Man

Who Came

ceptionally good style,

number was a

i

p.

i.
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riot.

Back" in ex-

and her George Cohan
Miss Gould might drop

the Bert Williams poker game bit and also
These are her
the Eva Tanguay imitation.
weakest numbers, and she Is clever enough
to select something she can do better and
which have not been done so often by others.
George Austin Moore worked under a handicap.
He wore the uniform of the Overseas League
which entertained the soldiers, and told a Ipt
of stories and sang a couple of songs. Nearly
all of his stories, however, have been done
here before, some of them as many as a half
dozen times, and, while Moore tells them in
negro dialect and injects a lot of personality
into his work, the fact that Will Creasy, Leo
Donnelly and several others are telling the
same stuff ahead ot him does not give him a
fair chance. He did score a big applause hit,
however, for he has it all over the others in
the telling ot his stories and made every one
Irving Fisher, who apat them sound good.
peared here some time ago and later in one
of the legitimate theatres with Nora Bayes, is
trying out a "single" whleb was very well
received without getting all that a single ot
Fisher's ability ought to have had. His program of songs is none too well arranged, but
after his second, a number that sounded as If
it might have been written for the tenor and
chorus In a musleal show, he struck the right
path and followed it through to a good sized
Fisher has a spendld voice
applause hit

-

.

and knows how to sing. He also has appearance and the advantage of what was gained
It all
through association with Miss Bayes.
depends now on what songs be sings. The
local turn was offered by Marguerite MacCarton and John Marrone, a couple who have
a large local following through their appearing at Atlantic City, at private dances and the
better class of cabarets, where they have been
featured.
They did three numbers, one of
which was a revival of the "Apache" and which
The first
did not add anything to their act
and last numbers were splendidly done, parThese
ticularly the whirlwind bits In each.
are nicely handled, with one or two twlsta
which seem new, and they brought the couple
While the act has a local
good returns.
draw, there Is no reason why they could not
continue In vaudeville, but with a substitute
for the "Apache," which has long since outlived Its usefulness. Helen Oleason and Arthur
Jarrett were very well liked In the one-act
comedy, "Stateroom 19." The lines of the
sketch have been changed somewhat since It
was shown here last, taking It away from
whatever war atmosphere there was In It, but
it still remains a very pleasing sketch, with
some good lines aBd business, and It Is
splendidly played. The Four Bolses closed the
show with a good-looking casting act that contains a little comedy done by one of the three
men. The comedian is also the star flyer of
the outfit, and has some very showy tricks.
Black and White, a couple of girls, open the
show with a neat acrobatic turn. Demsreat
and Doll got by nicely on the piano playing
The girl has a good voice, but
of the man.
aside from one number does not use it to

advantage. A little more singing and not so
much dancing and comedy would improve the
act all 'round.

KEITH'S, BOSTON.
Boston, July 16.

Viewed from the angle that a vaudeville
show should be one that Includes a series of
offerings producing laughter or stir the audience by means of novelty, the show at the
Keith house this week could not be beaten.
About everything that the general public has
come to believe goes to make up vaudeville
was Included in the bill. For the most part
It is a good show, but there are three acts
in the fore part which the audience did not
enthuse about and unfortunately the closing
act, while a good one for a "closer" was a
This
bit too long to hold sustained interest.
is
an unfortunate condition which exists
more often than it should, and when a show
runs late, as the Monday night one did, such
c condition is most noticeable.
Twice at the Monday night performance the'
show was in danger of being stopped and on
neither occasion was the headline act responsible for this condition.
Once it was Nat
Nazarro, Jr., and his "Jazs" and which almost kept the swivel arrangement that de-

REVIE

notes the coming acts on the Keith program*
from doing Its duty on schedule and the
other act which Jumped into this dais was
Fallon and Brown which followed immediately after Nazarro.
The "Creole Fashion Plate," is the house
headllner this week. The advertisements carried about the show and the position be occupies on the bill, being next to closing, prove
that this was the Idea in billing him. But a
vaudeville audience Is a peculiar one and they
choose to elect Nazarro and his "Jazz" band

KEITH'S PHILADELPHIA.
Philadelphia, July 10.
Manager Harry Jordan seems to hare hit
upon the right policy (or the summer season
In making up his bills on an even balance
Instead of one or two big feature acts surrounded with an ordinary show, and It li proving its effect In the business this house baa
been doing despite the hot weather. The Monday matinee this week was played to a well
filled bouse, with a sell-out In the balcony
and the lower floor more than three-quarters
The billing honors were well divided
sold.
among five acta, one being a local dancing
turn and the other four names which are
well known without having any particular
drawing power. Harry Watson, Jr., the former
"Follies" star, had the preferred position in the
billing, and proved his ability to hold it by
putting over a smashing bit hit. Watson in
the telepbone bit and the boxing bout from
"Odds and Ends" was here only a few months
ago, but he repeated In great shape, keeping
the house laughing every minute be was on
the stage and getting a lot of applause. It la
all Watson in this act, but he has a company of five which helps fill out in a vary
While' Watson was the
satisfactory way.
laughing bit, Venlta Gould drew down the
applause laurels with ber series of Impressions
Particularly good were the
of stage stars.
Imitations of Lenore TJlrlo and Julian Bltinge.
She also handled the dramatlo bit ot Mary

W

H
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Fallon and Brown.
In the "Creole
Fashion Plate" the program stated the audience would Bee a delineator of song and

and

'

fashion.
The performer's falsetto voice was
wonderful for its kind. Not a falter In his
singing and even the throaty sounds which
cannot very well be avoided in an aot such
asthls were well timed and well governed. A
special drop is used, the act is pretentiously
staged and the two coBtumes worn by him
before he drops his female
impersonation
stuff were creations.
He used two songs, of
the "rag" sort in his female end of the act
and sang a splendid ballad when he dropped
Into his true personality. He did not do an
encore at the Monday night show, although he
might have done one by stretching things Just
a bit. Since the days when Julllan Bltinge
appeared in vaudeville a female Impersonator
such as this one haa not been seen here and
that he got away with it could be told when
one petite little blond in the audience audibly
gasped and stared ber astonishment when the

denouement came.
can readily be seen why there

It
little

fuss
talents of

over

who

Is

some

responsible for the
Nat Nazarro, Jr., after watching
him perform. Here is a "Jazz" artist of the
first water, as Bostonlans are wont to regard
them.
From the minute he appears on the
stage until he disappears In the wings In a
flip-flop to the strains ot a "Jazz" number
being performed by that splendid TJ. 8. Atlantic Jazz: Band, there isn't a dull second.
He sings, dances, leads the band like a Creatore, plays a bass viol and seems to enjoy
working. For the band but the highest praise
is due.
They worked like demons, despite
the heat ot the evening, "Gobs" are not expected to be dignified, and neither is a "Jazz"
band. While it may be a bit out of order to
compare Nazarro with "Frisco" still it is not
amiss to say that as a "Jazzer" he made a
decidedly better Impression
on Bostonlans
than did "Frisco."
The show was stopped
and the house could have stood for/ an hour
of the kind of stuff that was being shot over.
On one of the most difficult spots in the
bill Fallon and Brown scored heavily.
Having little except their personalities and a
gift of putting things over right to recommend them they went big. Fallon's antics
are of the laugh producing sort, sure to
score, his imitations of Bert Fttzglbbons being perfect, and hie partner can sure sing
the old ballads. Why. the house even stood
for army Jokes from them, and It that Isn't
Indicative at how they were getting over

nothing

is

Is.

Kartell!; a Juggler on a wire, opened the
sbow. He Is worthy of a better place on the
bill as he pulls some stunts which appear
very difficult, whether they are or not.
In 2 position Is Ed Morton who sings some
songs and then proceeds to hold a burlesque'
town meeting with the topics that are brought
up being dwelt on In song by him. Prohibition, suffrage and other topics were picked
for his efforts. His act is a good one. with
but one drawback—be Is forced to laugh at
his own stuff to get the act across, and oh
how easily an audience tires of that. Incidentally the vote he took on the prohibition business at the Monday night show disclosed a big majority In favor of the "wet"

condition.

__

Paul Decker and his company In an act

"The Ruby Ray" went rather flat.
Through no fault of his own, Decker has to
entitled

appear most egostlstlcal to get his act across
and in so doing loses much of his attractiveness.
It Is even necessary for one of the
females in the act to announce him as a
wonderful dresser, which be Is.
This acts
depending to a great extent on farcical situations and utternces which border on tbe burlesque, It drags easily and, sod to relate, did
this

at

certain

times

at

the

Monday night

show.

Sherman and TTttry have a novelty skit
with music. As far as the skit Is concerned
it could well be dispensed with, being but at?
excuse for Uttry to relate a eulogy about an
old race horse that kept him from the poor
house.
But their singing Is good. She does
better than Dttry at all stages of the game.
And Just a little tip to him, our principal and
only promenade of fashion
is
"Tremont
street." not "Tremont avenue," as he stated
Monday night. If he ever plays Boston again
he might do well to remember this.
Frank Davis and Delle Darnell in a comedy, "Birdseed," wont over big.
Davis Is
responsible for most of the success of the
skit, as he Is one of the best rapid-fire talkers
ever seen on the stage. It Is a novel act, one
well worth seeing.
BfBsln Clifford In an act called "Art Impressions," closes tbe show.
It Is a real
novelty, she posing In one position and then
by a series of spot lights and other light arrangements of the kaleidoscope order being
thrown Into view as tho central figure Irf
several tableaux.
Len, Libbm/.
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probably the reason was three "dumb" acts
who were placed first, third and closing.
Brown's Novelty Canines, one of the three,
opened and proved a good lead-off turn. The
dogB are well trained, and the oloslng trick
with Brown balancing three of the dogs oh
a slender pole was applauded.
Edna Lee (New Acta) was second and got
away nloely. She was followed by Blnns ft
Bert, two male acrobats, who featured lifting
and ring work. They have s good turn of
their class, but weren't placed right in the
trey spot
Cook and Vernon followed and had tough
sailing until they slammed over a couple of
double vocal numbers that landed them solidly
after a start that prefaced a possible flop.
Some of the dialog is worth while, but there
Their vocalizing
Is altogether too much of it
got them the moBt, and they should stick to it.
A Chinese number was well handled. The girt
is using too much make-up, it being particularly noticeable in a colored spot.
"Somewhere in France" closed the first part.
It Is a male quaretet using a trench episode
for a vehicle and going In for characters.
The vocalizing is worth while, but they read
The Englishman, a redlines amateurishly.
nosed type, Is the only exoeptton. He Is a
natural comic and pulled laughs without effort.
The dialog is weak, most of the comedy being
aimed at the Scotchman's kilts. The one doing
"Irish" doesn't look in character and shouts
The roof liked
his lines with poor dialect
them, however.
After intermission,' Ed Phillips livened the
show somewhat with a routine ot popular numPhillips
bers and Borne new sounding gags.
pulled a very good eccentric dance at the
finish, featuring some high kicks and running to a split He delivers a song in the
familiar qulvery torso manner and makes a
Phillips
neat appearance in a tuxedo suit
can't miss on the small time and should develop.

Pearl Bindelar and Co was the sketch offering on next It's a well constructed little comedy and the people are above the average as
readers. Miss fllndelar, as the actress trying
to make a touch to get her troupe out of
town, Is a clever performer. Tbe old gentleman about to a marry a 22-year-old widow Is
capably handled, and the son, also about to
embark on the sea of matrimony, deserves
mention. The finish is a trifle weak, and with
this remedied It looks like a blg-tlmer.
Frazer, Bunco and Harding are showing a
new member in place of Moran, their former
partner.
In next-to-elosfng spot with wellwTltten medleys and high appearance average,
they were the bit of the apathetic bill. They
are pleasing vocalists, and the finish announced
"As the Men Behind the Men Behind the
Oune" a dandy number. They are garbed as
army cooks and have a vocal routine about
food that is consistent and likable.
.

—

Ohlvo

ft

Chlyo closed.

The woman

In this

turn is evident] v a Caueaslon, but tries hard
to disguise It when making an announcement
They open with team dancing, tbe man a Jap
wearing evening clothes.
The woman's abnormal leg development makes this kind of
work look very awkward. She solan a dance
featuring hpek steps.
Then some, body balancing by the man, followed by leg Juggling.
On the woman's announcement,; that a cake
walk would follow the walk-out started. They
did well considering.
Con.

/
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23RD STREET.
This house probably has a minimum stage
crew and the first half the boys back stacre
had a vacation, for the entire six-act bill
worked down on the apron. Nothing was further back than "two." and the majority of
turns called for "one."
Tuesday evening with a good house In the
show ran to pop form, and though a bit shy
on laughs went over well, the fact that no
full stage offerings were present not figuring
In any way.
Zelaya. the Central American
pianist, won the show's hit In fourth position.
He does more talking than playing, but bis
chatter appears to be of considerable aid, especially for small time audiences.
He announced that he would play a Granada selection and then explain why Americans liked
ragtime or Jazz in preference to classical
music. Instead he preluded a one hand rendition of "The Rosarv" by a monolog anent nn
accomplished friend's experience in the war.

This chap bad enlisted and had lost his right
arm in action. Recently Zelaya had called

whom he declared could play
better with his left hand than he formerly
could with both.
The talk on ragtime then
followed, and after a medtted number he
off to big returns, well earning an encore.
On that occasion he said he believed
upon the hero,

went

that current popular muslo waa beginning to

be tinged with

classical

melody after

all,

and

took oportunlty to boost a young' composer,
Lee Davey, also a friend, whose number,

"Romance," he played.
Hampton and Blake did nicely next to cloning, and tbe girl of the duo came out with
the comic of the Argonne Five (New Acts),

who closed the vaudeville section of the
Mary Howard and Co. with a surprise

show.
finish

made a pleasing Interlude on third. Number two was occupied by Blaine Oordon In a
song and musical routine (New Acts). That
still very skillful old-timer, John Le Clair,
opened the Bbow cleverly as usual.
Jbec,
nklt

CITY.

AMERICAN ROOF.
Monday night and everything was quiet on
the roof. None of the nine acts were able to
rouse anything that approached enthusiasm
from the regulars. Business was aided and
abetted by the cool breezes, the lower portion
being nearly rapacity.
The

nine-act bill left a lot to be desired,

section of tbe show at the City
half was utterly lacking In pep.
wasn't so much the fault of the
acta themselves, for the orchestra seemed to
be very draggy and lacking In any animation
This
that was expressed In their playing.
naturally deadened things for all concerned.
The bill was a seven-*act show with a news

The early

the

first

Perhans

it

,"' f

•

:
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weekly and a feature. The overture started
things about 8.20, which Is a little late for tho
house. Russell and DeWItt (New Acta), a twoman acrobatlo dancing act with some comedy,
failed to get very much from the audience,
although the boys working In one really delivered.
The Columbia City Foar, in the
second spot, started nicely with a lively medley,
but flopped In between that and tbe closing
number. The latter was the medley of tbe
"Frencby" songs, and with a final chorus in
Yiddish it went over> with a bang to the City
audience. Their encore got them away nicely.
Tbe Liberty Dancers (New Acts), a classical
dancing turn with six girls, proved to be a
sort of a betwixt and between turn, a little
classical stuff, a touch of pony ballet and than
a dash of Jaw. It looks, as tbe name also
suggest!, like an act that haa been working
the camps
The news weekly split the bill
after that turn.

Following tbe picture, with rather a handi-

cap staring her on the

face,

Marva Wrenn

Acts) came along and was the first act
the bill to really start anything.
She
virtually stopped the show with her modified
shimmy shiver at the finish.
Then James C. Morton end Co. -(the letter
comprising his wife, son and daughter) tied
The act is a
the show right up in knots.
little long and some of the talking business
"seenm to have been repeated too often, but
there was laugh after laugh In the act. When
the. youngsters feel a little more certain of

(New

of

'V

themselves the new Morton fonr Is going to
be a mighty fast moving combination tor
comedy and danolng.
Sid Turner (New Acts), with a piano player
assisting, managed to fare very well indeed
in

next-to-cloelng

the

spot,

following

jflSl

the

Bongs and
tremendous hit ot the Mortons.
stories were the combination offered, and he
managed to put both over In good shape. The
Yalta* (New Acts) dosed the hill. It Is e
ballroom dancing aot of tbe variety that haa
pretty muoh passed Into the discard by this
Tbe feature picture was William Destime.
FreoT.
mond In "Bare-Fisted Gallagher."

JEFFERSON.
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Pleasing pop vaudeville bill of seven acts
at the Jefferson the first half, with business
Murray
holding up nicely for midsummer.
Bennett grabbed off the lion's share of applause, stopping the show next to > closing.
Bennett gets a lot out of hts material, handling both songs and stories equally well. »Jack
Stern and the Dawson Sisters also chalked up
a high score with their neatly costumed singStem, unlike most
ing and dancing turn.
piano accompanists in acts ot this character.
has a good singing voice and an excellent
The girl*
understanding of song deliverydance acceptably and aid the general effect
immeasurably, by their stunning appearance,
Rlgo, the Oyjsy fiddler, put over three semiclassical selection with fair results. Tool and
Fuji, gymnaRtlo combination consisting of a
Jap and white woman, offer an entertaining
The oloslng
routine on the Spanish rings.
stunt In which the Jap mattes a dead weight
lift of bis rmrtner from the floor to ati altitude
of five feet, while reclining on his hack, Is a
corking exhibition cf strength.
Spencer and Rose, conventional two man
singing and stepping duo. fared very well as
Tf the hovs'
long as they stuck to hoofing.
must talk and comede a •'nod vaudeville dortor should be consulted. Their present linn of
hnkem Is too passe even for the small timer*.
be a good Idea likewise tor the tesnv;
It
An the
to decide which Is to b* the comic
turn Is now arranged both try for the laughs,

mUM

with poor results.
Rwatn's Cats and Rats has an element of
novelty absent In the malorltv «f »nlmnl turn*.
The rodents perform saveml difficult tr'nfcs and
the tabbies dlsnlav unusual Intelligence.
A
bexlne bout between two of the cat* it nicely
w ^-irM hb. m"trtn«r • fl r*t r**e fln'rt.
Reslsta landed solMlv at the JeeVrsen. end.
ceuld undoubtedly duplicate Its bit 1" the
,

.

bigger houses.

Bell.
Tf-7

HAMILTON.

' 5"
The show on s whole did nnt come up to lbs
Nnt a *lnele set nn fh«»
rerular "tandard.
Lorlng «nd '"
reallv had a good spot.
bill
Harvey (New ArtO onenefl, followed bv M1I- :,V
lard and Tiovle (New Acts), with 'neither deleCelestial Duo. two
gated a beneficial snot.
sS
Chinese musical entertainers, wsa the first set
bS
on the bill to receive the whole favor of the
house. Applause for their contlnnatlnn lasted
minutes
after
thslr
One
exit.
of
at less* 2
them finally was forced to reappear bofnre the- ]:
-•':

•

.

'.

.

'.;

house would remain trantiull. Mumford and >-\
Stanley, although In No. 4 spot, which should,
prove a suitable position for this combination,'.':.'*'•' "•
only followed a highly annlaudert ant. consequently two consecutive hit* were virtually
.

The oonole work
In the centre of the bill.
In "one," with one of the men dressed In over-

.

alls working the comedy angle* via an assumed embarrassed attitude, Several ballad seleotlnns are then rendered, with harmony that exThey should eliminate
cels In the duo line.
a little of their preliminary comedy work and
dig right Into the song line, as It Is their
main asset and something that can't possibly

miss.

Emma

'.

&

Stevens, substituting for Blsls

White and Co. in next to closing spot, did
not overwork herself. Hor ballad selections
were very much appreciated, but the Inauguratlon of several comedy numbers, which were
virtually talked through, did not promote
thing*. She has a good voice, wonderful par*
son alt ty, and should stick to high-class maThe Runaway 4 (New Acts) closed
ferial.
the show, and have a variety aot that furnishes
comedy aplenty and a surprise acrobatic finish.
Sesaue Hayakawa In "Tbe Man Beneath** film
kept them seated

-until

the and.
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VARIETY
3ILLS NEXT WEEK.
16.)
8T. JOHN, W.

ATLANTA

Green & LaFell
Pern & Davis

Bam Hearn

Arco Bros

PORTSMITH
(Two

(18-21)

Entertainers
(22-24)

Chinese

to

Blckneil

& Farmer
Woodrow Girls
Smith

fill)

Friday and

Sat.

Phil Davis

(25-26)

SYDNEY

Panzaer Duo

(Two

to

B.

The Brlasons
O & M De Glenn
Burton
Green ft Brown

(21-22)

Early Lalght Co

Home

Opera

The Rios

fill)

Q.TJINOY
& LaFell
Peggy Vincent
2d half
Richards & Lawrence
Lillian A Twin Bros

Oreen

ft

D Ward

Billy Quirk

Geo Fredo

Rice

State-Lake Theatre Bnlldlnr, Chicago

Grand

Swiss Songbirds

& Wood„

Bell

George McFadden
Boyce Coombs Co
NorrlBfl' B aD00n8
2d half'
Allanson
Spanish Trio
Angel & Fuller
Fried ft Wilson

MINNEAPOLIS
Grand

&

Nixon

Sana

Singing Trio
(Three to nil)
Palace
Cornelia & Wilbur

Emmerson

ft

Clay Crouch

Kay Hamlin

ft

K

Bimbo ft James
Tho Puppotta
Stratford 4

George McFadden
3 Regals

PAUL

Palace

.

Bimbo & James
The Puppetts
Jesters

7 Jolly

Louts Langdon
"Fash a la Carte"
2d half
8

DeLyons

L & Emmerson

Clay Crouch

Kluting's Animals

(One to

fill)

MARCUS LOEW
Putnam

Balldinr.

New York

City

YORK CITY •Edna Lee
NEWAmerican
Frank Ward
4

Frazer Bunce H
Hughes
8 ft
2d half

M

Wascena
•Bard ft Bonn

•7

•Brown's Dogs
ft Doyl« ,_ Ferdinand
Armstrong & Smith Millard & Doyle
Ronair ft Ward
Langdon & Smith
Raslsta
•Millard

&

Esquimaux

Seals Smiletta Sis

2d half

•G &'N Fosto
Morton Bros

Francis ft DeMar
•Frank Gould
•"Oh Mike"
Annette Dare
"Harmless Bug"
•Dave Harris

'

-•

•/•
t

& Drew
Victoria
. _
& Burr

Baker & Rogers
Chyo ft Chyo

Conroy & O'Donnell
Boulevard
Maurice Samuels Co

Durkln "Girls
half

2d
4

Gertrude Rose

- -Harrison
•

—

2d half

Juggling Nelson

Mgv

Durkln Girls
Arthur DeVoy Co
Bard & Doan
•"Rainbow Girls"

2d half

Jack Reddy
"Mimic World"

BROOKLYN

Metropolitan
Binns ft Bert

Lincoln Sq.
Juggling Nelson
<

•Weston ft Peggy
Chas Deland Co „
Conroy & O'Donnell

Qulnn & DeRex
"Harmless Bug"
Dave Harris
"Oh. Mike"

•\

Oklahoma

Harlequin Trio
Exposition Jub 4
Armstrong; ft Smith
Langdon & Smith
Reslsta
Palace
O K Legal
Al Rlcardo
Patrick ft Otto

J

4

2d half
•Rose ft Shaw
June Mills Co
"Some* In France"

Baker
5

ft

Rogers

ft

M Hughes

Greeley Sq
Brown's Dogs
Ferdinand

Shaw
Ronair ft Ward

Lang

Fatlma Co
2d half

8

Rector
Josephine Leonhard

Zlras

Frazer Bunce
LaPollette Co

Lordens
•June Mills Co
2d .half
Gobs
_
Edna Lee
Hugh Norton Co
Armstrong & James
Co
Sher
Norton
Delancey St.
Hallen

G

ft

N

Fosto

"Rainbow

Girls"
2d half
4 Cliffords

Dayton
Weston

ft Peggy.
Martin ft Courtney
Adrian
BInns ft Bert
National

Chyo
Cook

Ples8

ft

Sampson

ft
ft

Martin

Chyo
Vernon
ft

Courtney

ft

Douglas

H

Fulton

ft

Morton Bros
Gertrude Rose
Dare Austin Co
Exposition Jub 4

Oliver

Francis

DeMar

ft

Arthur Sullivan Co
Carson ft Wlllard
Equlllo Bros
2d half
•3 Maxims'
Quinn & DeRex

"Holiday Dixieland"

Hawthorne A Cook
De Kalb
Francis ft Wilson
Frank Gould
Arthur DeVoy Co
2d half
Cornelia ft Adele

Frank Ward
Cook ft Vernon
Carson

Eskimo

ft

ft

Wlllard
Seals

Warwick

Pleas ft Rector
Chas Rellly
Ernest Newport & Stlrk

2d half

•Suzanne
ft

&

Shaw

Dare Austin Co
Durkln Girls
3 .Lordens
Orpaeum-

Rock

ft

Drew

Orphenro

(Five to Ml)

ft

Young

Fatlma Co
(One to fill*
Judge ft Gall
Metropolitan 8

In

"TEARS"

Pantagea

Higgle Girls
"Girl In Basket"
4

(One to

Lucy Valmont Co
Rucker ft Winfred
Martha Russell Co

Tom

Kelly

Cap Dick's Band
Hall

ft

Gullda

SAN FRANCISCO

Pantagea
(Sunday opening)
Schepp's Circus
Samaroff Trio
Tetter Sextet

Cook ft Lorenz
Arthur Lloyd
Josephine Davis

SEATTLE
Pantagea

Broslns ft Brown
Stewart ft Olive
"Hello People H"
Ball

West

ft

fill)

HAMILTON

Francis Kruzo

Japs

HOBOKEN
Loew

(One

to

fill)

McKlnley

to. fill)

MEMPHIS
Lyceum
Wlkl Bird

Paul

ft

Dorothy Roye

Reddlngton

ft

Younge

Downing

ft Bevln
Danse Fantasies
Ash ft Hlams

Musical Misses

5

ft

Herron

CALGARY
Pantagea
Jarvls Revue
Canfleld & Rose

Porter J White Co

Morak

Anita Arllss
Al Wohlman

DENVER
Pontages
Hoosler Girls
Ben Linn
J G Sparks Co
ft

Sedelll

Dorothy Roy
Klass ft Termini

EDMONTON
Pantagea
Golden Tr
Marie Fitzglbbon

LeGrohs
Ohisholm

Panama

DeLong

ft Lovejoy
ft

Marmlon
"Some Baby"

MINNEAPOLIS
Pantagea
(Sunday Opening)

"Oh

Billy"

Hall ft Shapiro
Joe Roberts

McLean
Stagpple

Sis

Minettl

Victoria 4

Maldle
Stever
Harris

ft

Breen

Trio

Dorsh ft Russell
GT. FALLS
Pantagea
(22-23)

ft
ft

Co
Spier

Mozarts

OAKLAND
Pantagea
(Sunday opening)
Anderson's Revue

Kajlyama

F

J Smith
Helen Jackley
ft

R

ft

Ray

E Dean
Conlln

Edwards
(23-24)

Donaldson ft G
Lewis Hartt Co
(25-26)

Marietta Craig Co

Ramsey

FRESNO

Hippodrome

Donaldson ft G
Lewis Hartt Co
Lerner ft Rose
Claire Co
2d half

Tracey Palmer ft T
Garclnnettl Bros
ft Golnes

Anderson
Claire Co

Monroe

.

Housch

LONG BEACH
Hippodrome

Chief Blue Cloud

Wilson
Marlettes Manikins

Wilson

ft

2d half

Gus Henderson
DeWltt Stross ft D
Mowatt ft Mullen
Luckle

D

ft

YoBt

Dean Sunbeams

LOS ANGELES

Hippodrome
The Newmans

Pnnta jte«
(24-26)

Delnshawn Danoers
Raines

ft
ft

Goodrich

Gordon
Day
Stampede Riders
Eddie Ross

Jimmy

Brltt

PORTLAND
Pantagea
•Empire

4

Nadell ft Follette
Dalz Monks

Joe Fanton Co

2d half
Wiltshire ft Austin

Adams Trio
Thomas ft Knight
Abyssinian Trio
Aerial Smith*

SACRAMENTO
Hippodrome

Spanish Goldlnls
Jones ft Johnson
Eallu Trio
Talbert ft Fisher
Toy Ling Foo
2d half
Monelles Toy Shop

Knight

ft

Gall

Bob

ing.

Next came the big laugh of the night,
'Skipper George McKay's Morganatic
Dancers led by McKay, dressed a la
Duncan, and Fred Sweeney, dressed a
la Paul Swan. The chorus of Morganettes dressed a la Morgan bare feet
and everything were Bill Reardon,

—

\

Jim
Morton, Arthur Conrad, Al Moore,
Billy Halligan, Al White, Al Klein, and
Silver,

Sonny Barkus.

LaValle

ft

F Semon

Chas

You've heard of

SAN ANTONIO
Royal
Duval ft Lee

bent the beams.

The

Irene Trevett

Wesfon Girls
Murry Voelk
8

"Miss 1920"

WACO. TEX.

riots, picnics, landthis number

and avalanches, but

slides

Dancers

Collnl

>

Frances Yates (Yates and Reed), beaugowned and with a make-up that
not even an Eltinge could surpass, put
over two numbers, and was a tremenHelen McDonough, of
dous hit.
"Hitchy Koo," followed and proved a
wonderful dancer. Alexander Carr told
stories and recited and Renee Riano
showed some wonderful legmania danc-

Sam Summers, Monroe

Grant

ft

faithful crew.

life

/

tifully

—

Delaney

ft

Beverly

ball

game

last

Saturday was a

sad affair for the Lights. The N. V. As
handed us some whipping,- score:
N. V. A., IS; Lights, 1.

Orphenro
(24-26)

Wills'

Housch ft LaVelle
Chas F Semon
Colln's Dancers

M

B

Earl
Geo Hall
Pull ft Dolls
ft

SAN DIEGO
Hippodrome
Gus Henderson
Stone ft Manning
DeWltt Stross ft D
Claire Hansen Co
Mareena N ft M
2d half

Sunday the Loew-Variety team and
Lights played one of the best games
that has ever been seen on the home
Score: Loew-Variety, 4;
grounds.
Lights, 3. The Lights claimed that the
Loew-Variety team had Miller, of
League),
(International
Providence
pitching for them under the name of
Simpson used only three
Simpson.
balls, an in, out, and a roundhouse
curve that had our boys, with one or
two exceptions, taking their three
We wonder if he is the'
healthys.
Simpson that slew all the Philadelphians with a jaw bone. (You'll never
get that unless you've heard the story

two mokes cadging for food.)
My, oh my, how Johnnie O'Connor

7Days of Long Ago"
Wilson ft Wilson

of the

Variety

can

4

The Newmans
Napier ft Yvonne

SAN JOSE

Hippodrome
Armstrong ft N
Estelle Wurdette
(Others to

fill)

SAN FRANCISCO

Caalno
(Sunday opening)
Ella LaVall
Hill

Rose

ft

J ft E Arnold
Alma Grant Co
Fox Benson 8
Adams Trio
"Days of Long Ago" Winter Garden

Variety 4
Hager ft Goodwin
ft Tost
Rhooda ft Crompton Luckle
Mowatt ft Mullen
OGDEN
D Dean Sunbeams

(Same bill plays Leila Shaw Co
Cliff Clark
Helena 24)
Imperial Quintet

(21-22)
2

Zola Duo

LOS ANEGLES

(19-22)

Hippodrome
Abyssintan Trio
Fitch Cooper

Estelle

(Same bills plays
Pantagea
Anaconda 28: Mis- Will Morris

Gaylord

A

ft

San Francises

BAKER8FIELD

Grant

TORONTO
Kremka Bros
Hlnkel ft Mae

New York and Chicago Offices
3 Romanoff Sis
Little Lambs
Pantaaes

Rialto Quartet
Gllraln Dancers

Austin

S

ACKERMAN & HARRIS CIRCUIT
K

BUTTE, MONT.

soula 24)

Kremka Duo

Vox

Willie Bros

Pauline
2d half

2

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Joe Jackson
Bobble Henshaw
The Shattucks

Florenze

Broadway

NbIIIc

2d half

(Two

T

"Oh Baby Baby"

Neil

K Legal

Geo Rosner Co
Newport & Stlrk

Pantagea

"Honeymoon Inn'
Shaw ft Bernard
Murry Livingston

Bros
Tabor ft MacGowan MUSKOGEE. OKLA. Dorothy Roye
"Poor Jim"

White Steppers
Moore
Family
SampsoTft Dowlas "ouglas
Manning Fealy ft
Jean & Jacques

Jack Reddy
J B Thompson Co

ft

Valentine
Mel Klee

Broadway

Welton

WINNIPEG

Julia GIfford

SPRINGFIELD

Loew

O

G

Pauline

ft

Primrose Minstrels
Revue De Luxe
Lawrence ft Edws
Booth ft Leander
LeRoy ft Dresner
Singer's Midgets

Hodklni-Pantagca Bookings

Emery

Paul

"Submarine F-7"
Argo ft Va SIb
Juliet Dlka
Green ft Pugh
VICTORIA, B. C
Pantagea

Club, Freeport.) ""I

Saturday (July 12) Geo. McKay
Night played to the old SRO. Skipper
McKay put on a show that will be
hard for the other skippers to follow.
The show opened with Regal and
Moore, then Billy Wayne and Warren
and Harry
Sisters, Tommy Dugan
Breen, Eva Shirley and Jazz Band followed by .the first big surprise number, Capt. Eddie Carr, Keeper of the
Eddy stone Light, assisted by a d,eep
voiced crew consisting of Chas. Middleton, Tom Dugan, Geo. Snyder, Geo.
Whiting, and Geo. Barry. They did a
song and dance entitled "In the Life
Boat Crew," with wonderful storm efCapt. Carr to get the proper
fects.
atmosphere jumped into the' bay and

was rescued by
The Cromwolls

Rials

Richard the Great
Dorothy Lewis

PROVIDENCE

Bijou
•Chrystie
Ryan

Oliver

Dow

Pantagea

ft
2 White Steppers
Loney Nase
DALLAS, TEX.
•Harold Selman Co gM"»-.*gg*
Jefferson
Douglas Family
Tabor ft Green
ft Monks
Manning Fealy ft K Pedrlnl
Erna Antonio 3
Walzer ft Dyer
Reddineton ft Grant Chas
2d half
Llndholm Co
2d half
Burns ft Foran
Trovoto
Kruzo
Malcolm & LaMar
4 Bards
Tabor ft McGowan
Renard ft Jordan
HOUSTON, TEX.
Pisano & Bingham "Poor Him"
Prince
Nell McKlnley
Mario ft Duffy

Klmawa

B. O.

Featured on Pantagea Circuit

Keogh Co

Mllloy

ft

ft
ft

VANCOUVER,

Novelty Minstrels

SAN DIEGO

Loew
Walla
Holden
Harold Selman Co
3 Alex
Tabor ft Green
Casting Lannys
Erna Antonio 8
Harishma Bros
CHICAGO
McVlekers
PITTSBURGH
LaPetlte Jennie Co
LTeeum
Lillian Calvert
Frank Hartley
Coffman ft Carroll Mason & Cole
B Morrell Sextet
Baraban ft Grohs
5 Avollons
Montana 5

Marshall
Connolly

.

Weaver

ft

Betty Brooke
"Lots ft Lots'*

'

ILKA MARIE DEEL

Wells

NEW

McDermott

Alice Teddy Co
Abrams & John

"Clifton
ft

Burns ft Foran
Malcolm & LaMar
ROCHELLE
Renard ft Jordan
Loew
Pisano ft Bingham "Mimic World"
Mario & Duffy
Bud Walker
(One to fill)
Metropolitan 3
2d half
(One to HID
Chrystie ft Ryan
PALISADE PARK
Loney Nase

Adrian

Hawthorne & Cook

Lang

BOSTON

2d half

ft

ft

Meyers

& Edge

Ruth St Denis Co
Joe Reed

2d half

Lane ft Tarper
Hudler Stein ft

Wazzans

Henshaw ft. Avery
Harrison & Burr
Herbert Brooks Co
Avenue B
Fra
"Somewhere in
Josephine Leonhard
James Dow ft Young
Armstrong
Co
Sher
Norton
(Three to fill)
Bock

Ziras

Julian Hall'
Llpton's Monkeys

Redmond

Bert Melrose

Caltes Bros

Race

Ward

ft

TACOMA
Pantagea

Wiki Bird

(Two to fill)
Anker Trio

FALL RIVER

Hugh Norton Co

Cliffords

•Dayton

Pantagea

Cooper ft Lacey
Frod Wober Co

Long

Florence Rayflold

Amoros ft Obey
Song ft Dance Rev

-

(From the Lights

-'

Creamer Barton ft S
"Her Left Shoulder"

SALT LAKE

Loew

Hanlon

Graham.

ft

2d half

ST.

MONTREAL

Bijou
ORLEANS
Dolly \& Calame
Creacent
Norah Allen Co
Jerome Merrick Co Wright ft Earl
Flo Ring
Al Tyler
Thorndyke ft Curra
The Ferraros
Murphy ft Klein
2d half

P George

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE
DULUTH

Hippodrome
Sherman ft Fuller
Peggy Brooks
Gill Carleton Co
Clarence Wilbur
Rose Revue

Eva

Bell ft

plays Angell ft Fuller
Zlegler Twins Co

bill

Saskatoon 24-26)
Uyeno Japs
Clyde Cook
Venetian Gypsies
Silber ft North
Lady Alice's Pets
LaPetlte Elva

RAYS FROM THE LIGHTS.

/

Pantagea

••

(21-2?)

(Same

NEW

Aerial Sllverlakes

Vantages

Higgle Girls
"Girl in Basket"
2d half

4

2d half
Dolly ft Calame
Harrison ft Holl'way Norah Allen Co
Ed Phillips
Jerome Merrick Co
(Two to fill)
Al Tyler
The Ferraros
BALTIMORE

BIRMINGHAM

Palace
(21-23)

Gordon Duo

T

Rice ft Graham
(Two to All)
Anker Trio

SPOKANE

REQINA

Redmond ft Wells
Mllloy Keogh Co

P George

(Continued from page
2d half
Dancing: Humphreys

L

;

:>

•:•'•
•

*i

20

ft
ft

Moore

Wagner

Arthur RIgby
ft Malloy

Mann

STOCKTON

Hippodrome
Zola

Duo
Ramsey

Estelle

Marietta Craig Co

Tracey Palmer & T
Sebastian Merrill Co
2d half
Spanish Goldlnls

Jones

Johnson

ft

Bailu Trio
Talbert A Fisher

Toy Ling Foo
TAPT, OAL.
Hippodrome
(20)

Wiltshire

Waldo

ft

Napier

ft

ft

Fitch Cooper

Hudson

ride

Pete

Sophie Tucker entertained 30 boys
from the Base Hospital at Hempstead
at the Club House Saturday afternoon,
assisted by members of the club. They
gave an hour's entertainment. Sophie
footed the bill for 30 dinners. She
has invited 100 over for next Saturday.

The Knights of Columbus had the use
the club house all day Sunday.

of

Knights and Lights.

Tomorrow (Saturday)

is

Harry Von

Skipper Harry says his
it all over Skipper Mcso, Skip, but you
have to navigate some.

Tilzer Night.

show

Kay's.
will

will put
Let's

hope

Come on you N. V. A.; we'll tackle
you again.
Come on you Loew-Variety team.
You tell that man, Simpson, we're
gwine to do some slewing ah Ownself
.

next time.

Austin

White
Yvonne

(25-26)

Donaldson

to

I

(Sunday opening)
Arthur Davlda
Allen

started

4

Hippodrome

Keno

He

talk.

Mack, then switched to Ernie Stanton,
and then to the whole team.

ft

G

Sis

Sebastian Merrill Co

Wednesday,

July

Lights, put

night.

Hollow-Een
23,
on your pumpkinyour own

can't dance with
after midnight.

heads

;

head

till

Let's go, Lights Up.

Come

on,

vA
''•'

VARIETY

to Pittsburgh."
And I
Kaufmann and explained the situation,
went
and he gave me a letter requesting Mr. Chesterfield to give
me the tickets to Pittsburgh. I came back to Mr. Chesterfield and gave him the letter from Mr.. Kaufmann,
He said
the treasurer bad gone, but if I came around the next morning he would give me the money to get to Pittsburgh. I came
back the next morning and he gave me $57 to go to Pittaburgh, taking an I. O. U. from me to have that money deducted
from my salary at the end of the week.

'

.

I

I?

|

v

1;

I

Mr. Goodman:
Hadn't we better get the balance of the
Chesterfield conversation?
It is hard, unless I go to the Hart con.'The Witness:
versation.
What
dtd
you
tell Chesterfield?
Q.
A. I says to bim, "What do you mean?" I saya, "Do you
remember the day that Mr. Joseph Hart, Mr. Hans, called
you up over the 'phone in regard to his seeing Mr. Casey,
and in regard to getting a committee together to act upon
my case, and permit me to open at the Halsey Street Theatre
in one of Mr. Hart's acts?" He said, "Tea, I remember the
'conversation at the 'phone." "Well, then," I says, "what is
Ib this going to be a repetition ; are you going to
this?
bound me the same as last season?"' He says, "I did not
hound you. I did all I could to square yon and get you
off the list and get you work," he says, "but Mr. Hart did
not ask us to get you off as an N. V. A., but simply to work,
and we could not do anything for you. rn the meantime, I
sent Mr. Hart a blank of the N. V. A. application to have
you fill in and send it to us, and we had not beard from you
in regard to that, and you have been a long time coming."
"Circumstances would not permit me to come," I
I said,

"and

I

am

When

To Our
The

LETTERS ADVERTISED IN ONE

Friends

:

Adams Beth

Cameron

Campbell Marlon
Carter Joe
Casper Emll
Casson Jimmy
Cavanagh Mrs J

Badie

I

Larry
Banks Goo S
Barnes Miss C
Barrett & Mosl
Bassltt Jack
Ball

F

Baxter & Virginia
Beardsley Harry

1

It':

Belmont Harry
Bennett John
Bennington Scott
Berg- Al

I

i
I

Bingham Marie
Bishop Mabel
Boyer Frank
Boyne Hazel
Brazee Evelyn
Brazee J C
Breen Harry
Bradley Alma
Broad Billy

Brown Tom

Isidor

Cavanagh

AC

Sizes, 16

Conn Hughey L
Connly T
Conroy John

1 E.

''

"':

;

?

«

:

.

'

v~

u^

,

'

B

>

J

"

W

The result
* overheard this conversation.
if-—
Mr. Chesterfield called up and Mr. Hans answered

was that

the^phone.

ttere ls *taolutel 5r nothing doing tor

Lee BeggS?'

(Continued In next Issue.)

BROWN'S DOGS
A
nifty acrobatic dog act, classy
the only act of its kind.

and

Direction,

and

LUBLN "

BOOKED SOLID

38,

:

*

Cummlngs Forrest
Cummlngs Billle

the

Dale Mae
Dale Sidney
Dallas Ethel
Damsel & Farr
Davenport Peggy

Make

Coudray Peggy
Crateau Diana

ST., N. Y.

Artistic

UPSIDE

We Have
Here We Will

3

4 Poses

NEW YORK

ATTENTION!
good proposition. I write, compose
and produce. Address "Attention," VARIETY, New York.

Principals and Chorus Girls (|30.00
weekly).
are casting

We

and 4

to follow. See BOBBY
Suite 301, Putnam Bldg.,

Many more

known

that

PHYLLIS DEANE
no longer connected with any of

his enterprises.

ROAD SHOWS

HARRINGTON, of Ward and Robi
New York. Phone: Bryant 6811

IF YOU DON'T
ADVERTISE IN VARIETY
DON'T ADVERTISE

ANDY RICE
a-NOW-^

SUBWAY CENTRAL BUILDING—B'WAY AND
Telephone, 3993

&2

in

A NIT'
sCri
XA7.-rVl
^ I i-il-r

finished in

DARE AUSTIN
is

MsS

Vaudevillian willing to invest
$500 and services

STANLEY

8x10 Photos

desires it

of

Salon

Created for You.

25

"PiMy Willow Tlas/ 'Tam?

BfiUKf,"L/'CMW,Ull£ sad "A Sons Jurt at
nlsQ." XSJH Bonn will lut. Corsn that attract.

DOWN

Proctor's 125th Street, July 14-lS
Philadelphia, July 17-21

Street, After July 21st, to Visit

WANTED
Past Ground Tumbler to Join partner.
Recognized act Must be able to work
in "one."
Wilt work as soon as act is
broken in.
F. C. 499 Pawtncket St.,
Lowell, Mass.

Attention Dealers!
Hone,"

/.

Photographer

Invites You to Our New Stndio
on Broadway, Corner of 50th

Dealy James
Dean Daisy

33D

The Exclusive
Theatrical

Acrobats, Take Notice

t#

'-

'

MOTSES & DREYFUS,

Cornell Christopher
Coscla Micheal
Cotton Frank

Busse

Weston

%

the excuse, but he closed that act

LONG SEASON— GOOD SALARY

& Tomp-

Dawson Frank

Julft

Is

COATS AND SUITS;

N

kins
Chaplin Leah
Clair Doris
Cole & Denahy
Cole Mrs J
Coleman Bert

Browning: Bessie
Burtia

'"

TO TRY ON

Allen Searl

Anderson T E
Andres Slgna

:]":::

did?

WANTED

Theatrical Profession.

ISSUE ONLY.

Adolphus Mr
Alger Hazel

Who

MODELS

sending for mail to VARIETY,
address Mail Clerk.

POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING OR
CIRCULAR LETTERS WILL NOT BE
ADVERTISED.

I.".

•

Deel Ilka Marie
De Buse Beulla
De Coursey Warren Deloach Nathan

LETTERS
r

'

'

tickets

:

here before you, and I throw myself on the
mercy of the court He said, "There la no necessity of that,
says,

Q.

episode?
A. We had a talk over the 'phone.
Q. And be said that he did?
A. Yea, sir.
Q. When was that?
A. When the season opened up Mr. Hart engaged me to
go out with his wife, Carrie Delmar, In a vaudeville act
This may take a few minutes to give the details.
Mr. Kelly: Give it to us in a few words.
The Witness: I will. Mr. Hart engaged me to go out
with his wife, -Carrie Delmar, in a vaudeville act. Before
I went out I wanted to find out If I was on the blacklist.
Q. When was that?
A, This was in the season of 1917. I think it was 1917.
Q. What did you do then?
A. I went over to Mr. Casey's office in the Columbia Theatre
Building to see if I could see Mr. Casey. I could not see
'
Mr. Casey, so I got a Mr. Lee.
Q. Was this in Mr. Casey's office?
A. In Mr. Casey's office, who I understand represented Mr.
Casey. I asked Mr. Lee if I was on the blacklist He said
he did not know, and be looked up the index cards, and so
forth.
He asked me if I bad joined any organization lately.
I told him no.
"Well," he said, "come back In a day or two
and I will let you know." I came back in a day or two, and
he say 8, "You are a member of the Actors' Social Club, are
you not?" I Bays, "Yes, air." He Bald, "I thought you had
not Joined another club lately." I said that was not lately;
that was at the time we were put out of the club bouse. He
says, "I cannot give you any employment as long as you
are a member of that organization."
Mr. Kelley: You are giving his words verbatim, are you?
The Witness
Not verbatim, no.
Mr/ Kelly: You better.
The Witness: I cannot That baa been, a long time ago.
Many things have happened- since 'then.
I
came back
several days after that and told bim that the Actors' Social
Club had disbanded. He said, "All right, then, go to work,
you are not on the list" With that I went out to Joe Hart's
office and went out with Joe Hart's wife and worked tour
weeks with her. Presumably her voice gave out on her;

Hart proposition and lead

''-"

,

A. Joe Hart I had a two weeks' contract for cancellation
which he did not live up to, with this proviso, that when
we came back to New York he was going to put me out on
an act. I went to him and he Bald ho was going to put me
out on an act and he gave me the script I said, "It needs
rehashing." He says, "Fix it up and let me know when you
are ready." I asked him, "Do I still continue on the i»">« ''
contract?" He said, "Select the people for the act and send
them to me." I selected the different people and sent the
people to Urn or to Mr. Hans.
Mr. Hans was his as si e tan t,
the assistant to Mr. Hart, and his representative in the office. --Mr. Hart engaged two people. I don't know their salary or
anything, but he engaged two peoplo to play thk act with
me. I rehearsed a week and a half, and I told aim I was
ready to open. The next day or so he told me, "You open
at
the Halsey In Brooklyn next Thursday."
I was rehearsing
there and I went Into the office some time after that, I cannot
remember explicitly as to the date, and I heard a conversation by the girl over the 'phone In Joe Hart's office.
'
I think
her name Is Healy.
She said, "What, anything with Lee
Beggs in Is cold?" That was Just as I entered the office.
/
Now, about that time I got -cold. I said to her when she'
hung up tbe receiver, "Who were you talking to?" She says,
I don t know."
When Mr. HanB came in she explained the
conversation to Hans that she had with Blondell. I said to
Hans, "There Ir no use of my going ahead rehearsing. £•
-r^
d
t to w w hor e I Ma at
He
"Go ahead, and Jbe
1?i .,
.?
..
.
will
fix it up."
Mr. Hans explained this matter to Joe Hart
and he asked Miss Healy ta call up Mr. Casey. She
tried to
get 'him, and I think could not get him or something. I don't
know what the conversation was, but Hart called up to the
Booking Office to see Mr. Casey. He came back and told
me
that he bad seen Mr. Casey, and Casey told bim
that 1 had
been a White Rat and that I had been a bad boy. and
Hart
said he told Mr. Casey that I was working for him,
and
he would be responsible for me, that I would be all right. that
He
said Mr. Casey was to take my case up on Friday,
and to
Bb d Md rehearse the act He got up there
too latel
M to
»
he said,
save the Halsey date, but to go ahead and rehearse the act and continue, and be would put me out
he put this other act on in Union Hill for a Saturday. Then
On a
Friday I was rehearsing the play. Mr. Hart had Bent
another
boy up there in his office, I cannot think of his name
rlabt
now. Into the rehearsal room to tell me to come to the
office
Bn
no let the people go away.
This was on Satartay!
T ?,
.l
I told he people to wait
Mr. Hart says. "Don't let theTpeople
go until we find out about to-morrow.'' I says, "Isn^t toV
morrow all right?" He says, "1 don' ttaow yet. and I doi?t
nt0„*
rjS'.*.
5ethim
J^i' .Mr. Hans called up M?. Chesterfield
and asked
if he had taken any aotlon on my
case 7
yet
d »?°'^ut be W0
what hi could do
«° 0TW » nd
T?,%Sfl the
!!
During
afternoon there
were various conversations on the

Mr. Goodman. And you were not then a member?
The Witness: I was not then a member; no, sir.
Q. Tou naked Mr. Chesterfield if he remembered the Hart

unless I refer to the Hart proposition.

'••

you the

•'.'

anyway, that

said,

said, "No,
says, "If

I wilt give
down to Mr.

me you were not an N. V. A.T" I said, "You never
asked me." He said, "This upsets everything. They won't
do anything over there tor yon If you are not an N. V. A.
I would
I wish you had told me you were not an N. V. A.
not have called up over there." I said, "Does that mean that
He said,
I lose my booking that you have made for me?"
Everything is confused
"No, I don't know what It means.
to-night. You better come In to-morrow and see me." I said,
"Don't call it off. I will go and raise a mortgage on my
home and get there." I said, "Is it ottT" He said, "I don't
know whether it is off, but come In to-morrow."
I immediately went to Mr. Chesterfield's office In the N. V. A.
I was ushered into the office of Mr. Chesterfield In the
N. V. A., and be treated me very courteously, much more
courteously than I expected to be received, and I told bim
what occurred. He said, "Well, you see It was not necessary
to be an N. V. A. to get work, if you had only got there."
I said, "Yes, but when they gave me the work they apparently
did not know I was not an N. V. A." He said, "Well, we
have troubles enough of our own without taking care of
other people's." I said, "What are you going to do with me;
the same as last season?" Ha said, "What do you mean?"
Then I told bim. Now, I don't know how to refer to this

!|

I

He

tickets,

tell

Q. Go ahead.
A. I will have-to go back to the
up to Chesterfield. I will have to.

tract?"
tract."

..'"

«'

Have you the time booked?"

(Continued from page 10.)
cause be turned to me and asked me If I was an N. V. A.
I said I was not. He seemed rather contused and spoke over
the phone to Burke, or presumably to Burke, as he called
He told Burke I was not, and the rest of the
for Burke.
conversation was yea and no, and so forth.
Q. What else?
A. Mr. Kaufmann turned to me and said, "Why didn't you

'

Be

..'

"I don't know what I can do for yea
He said, "Have you the conbecause they did not give me any conyou will come down to Mr. Kaufmann,
your agent, and ask Mr. Kaufmann to have a letter sent to
me stating that you have the time and requesting me for

Mr. Beggs."
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NEW YORK, THIS WEEK

THEBRIANTS
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WHAT THE "MORNING TELEGRAPH" SAO)

I|;C'

"The Dream of a
Moving Man"

—READ—
Is

who are primarily just acrobats, have devised their "Dream of the Moving
Man" with as much thought and care and result as that great French pantomimist, Severin.
This may sound like an extravagant statement to make about an opening act. Nevertheless
it is true and in this connection it should not be forgotten that Joe Jackson made his first
The

p
58 -•'

'

§&&
"V":-.,'.

I

(July 14)

'

'

:

Briants,

appearance on Broadway, opening the show at the Fifth Avenue.

Two moving men fall asleep at their task. In their dream one imagines the other to
be a stuffed figure and in vainly seeking a place to deposit this bundle the two tumble over
and under chairs and tables, one carrying the other tucked under an arm or draped about
a shoulder and ultimately exhaustion alone saves him from lunacy.

ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN,
NEXT WEEK (July 21)

One awakes to trundle away a truck and the other arouses to find himself alone,
whereat he walks drearily away. Not much hi the telling, perhaps. Seen, it is a gem of
artistic acting without speech, and full of comedy.

Dell Bert

Farrell Peggie

De Loach Nathan
Do Sllva B.

Felt

Delmar Harry

De Vere Arllne

Dllworth Lillian
Donovan Fannie

Dougherty Jimmy
Dudley Alice
Dumltrera George
Dunbar Ralph
Duncan Lillian
DuTell Frank.

'..".:

''."

Fay

ft

Greene Chaa
Guth Robert

Fox

Ed

G
Mr F

Fitzgerald
Fletcher Teas
Fletcher Chas L
Frabbits Frank
Francis Pee Wee

Fulton Chas
Gallager

Bd

35

Harvard

Melva J ft I
Meyers Walter
Mlddleton Jean

La Mont Mayne
Lane Ted

Lampe

Fenton Fred
Finn Albert

M

J
Len

V

Chaa
Wanetts
Hayataka TTkl
Helder Fred
Henry ft Morre

Leonard
Leonard
Le Roye
Levy Mr
Liu Val

Hewes Janes
Herman ft James
Hollaway Mrs Boyd

MeAvoy Stanley
Mclntires Mr
McMullen Peter
Mack Joe

lira

Hatfield

Herman Felix
Hewes James

pWP»

Qulgley Jack
Qulnlan Ban
Qulnn Jack

Millar Jessie
Miller Cleora
Montague Marcel lne

Grace
Pansle

& Mrs Math
Viola
1

Morgan J Burke
Mortimer Bob
Morrell Maade
Mulally Don
Mullen Ed
Nestings Bd

_

Ramey Marie
Raymond Al
Reavis Ruth

Van Aken Peter
Van Aiken Alex

Shaw Carrie
Shaw Winn
Sbea Capt

-

Spencer Lionel
Stevens Irene
Stevens Irene
Stone ft Pollard

T

%

Bmmett

8tlrk Clifford
Sutherland Jessie

West Irene
White Jack
White Frances

Tamakl Bros

Whitfield

Riley J Francis
Roatltno ft Barretts

Taylor Jack
Taylor Cbas

Whltledge Clara
Whiteside Marjorle

Rlcbel

Armstrong
ft
Henry

Ann

IRENE

WAIMANj-fLBERRY
MUSIC
"A TREAT

•
•

.
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-
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NEXT WEEK-^Tuly 21-23
Proctor's, Mt Vernon

Julf 28-30
Proctor's, 125th Street

!

Direction,
Dyson Mr and Mrs
Hal
Barle Burt
Barley ft Lalght
Bokert Pauline

Sdwards Gus
Bgan ft De Mar
Blderman Miss
Elmore Gus
Bmmett Bugene

Emmy

Karl

Bpallly Jules

Bverets Billy
,''''

Gamblna Joe

Hoover Mart
Howard Ben

M

Gardiner H
Gates BUUe
Gehrue Mayme
Gerard Charles
Giddy ft Giddy

Huffer

Julie

Hyman

Robert

Jones,

Gilbert Billy

Gtlday Geo

Gllmore Pee Wee
Goldler Miss S
Gordon Betty
Gourley Harold
Gover Mildred

Graham Bobby

Mabel

Kelly Eugene
Kelly Harry

Kennedy

ft

Fay

Kltchner Hattle

Kramer Mae

Kuma Mrs
La Mont

Billy

Mack Wilbur
Mabele ft Hlbbltt
Madore Vivian
Maltland Samuel
Mallory Ruby

Mandel Harry
Manning Alice
ft Rublnl
Maurston John
Maxwell Joe
May Evelyn
Meadows Dorothy
Meehman John
Melbourne B

Martini

July 24-27

Newport Hal
Newton Billy
Newton Mattie
Nolan ft Nolan
Norlne Nora
Obeli Mabel
Omar Mildred

Otlanno

R

Roche Virginia
Rockwell ft Fox
Rogers H B
Roos Beatrice

Rork Sam
Ross Charles
Rublnl ft Martini
Rutklns Thelma
Rutledge Gertrude
8ally

Parker John
Pennington Annie
Phillips Mabelle
Phllmers The

Taylor Dr E
Templeton Marie
Miss

Tenny

Thomas Tommy
Thompson Paul
Thompson Lottie

Whyte Lyola
Wilklns Chaa
Williams Ethel
Winkle Billy
Yates Edward

Uyeno Troupe

HarTy

Sands Blllie
Sawyer Delia
Saxon Pauline
Schepp Chas

Newark

Yuma Japanese Troupe

ATLANTIC CITY.
By CHARLES 8CHEUER.
An air race for a purse of $1,000, offered
by Jules Mastbaum, attracted considerable at-

'

'

A WONDERFUL NEW SONG
\

;!

HIT

OFMIN

Gl

'

v

Proctor's,

RAY HODGDON

BEAUTIFUL HARMONY NUMBER
i

PEOF. DEPT.

.'.,

Strand Theatre Bldg.,

FRED MAYO,
si»

Mgr.

A.

J.

STASNY MUSIC COMPANY
56 West 45th Street,

New York

-

Welsh Buddy
Weems Walter

Weir J
Welch

Rifle Rosle

Reeder

HARRY

v-n

.

«-»«-»
143 North Dearborn

St

BILLY MASON, Mgr.

The World's
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Profession.
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MORGAN AND CO.

BEATRICE

Supported by

i

JOHN CONNERY
IN

"MOONLIGHT MADNESS"
A New Comedy by EDGAR ALLAN WOQLF
ALBEE

Courtesy E. F.
This

Next Week
Week (My 14), Keith's Royal, Bronx
Week July 28, Keith's Orpheum, Brooklyn

ART FURNITURE
FOR

Face Yalee
$325 VALUE
Conilrtlni ef all Period r unlturt.

•,

tfO

JC

«)449

.

A 4-HOOM APARTMENT
1500 VALUE
Pirtod Furniture at Rara Baaaty.

:!...'

UMbUL

OUR

lamaiaraMy Rlab Parle* Faraitara

$876

State.

Cash

Eatily reaclu* from

Liryr Aramnti

Wut

flWa ay

THIBD AVENUE
NEAE MTH 8TBEET

EN ROUTE ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

14JS

CO.

WEEKS

NEXT WEEK, MAJESTIC, CHICAGO

86th or 89th Btntt Oretatewa Cart

to IB.D00

HOLZWASSER &

65

Direction, JOHN C. PEEBLES
THIS WEEK (July 14), HIPPODROME, CLEVELAND

u New Tork
New J«w and Oan aanttoni

Ttnni ippiy ate

Special

'

ROOKED SOLID FOR

Write for New 80-Page Catalog
and l-Faf • Special gala Circular

Dlicount

k

"ARTISTIC ODDITIES"

M

15%
31
63.S

.,.-

IN

* ror
*)DBD

A a-BOOM APAETMENT
-r.««-« $750
'•asw:.e5.....

TERMS

!

'

VALUE

1700

•

•

f,

A 6-ROOM APAETMENT

I

I
Tbe machines loft the
toution bore July 10.
Atlantic City airport at 11.30 A. M„ with D. K.
Steote and Phil Jenkins as aviators, Btoolo
besting Jenkins over the course, which ran
from the airport to the inlet and repeat,
covering a distance of 25 miles In 18 2-3 mlnhU'h.
Tbe race was exciting In many particulars, due to strong head winds which retarded
the speed of the machines In their flight over
the marked course. A passenger was carried
The winning machine of
by each aviator.
Steele carried Jules E. Aronson, manager of
the \ Globe and Keith theatrea in this city,
while Jenkins had an his passenger Mine. Olga
Steele made a dizzy landing with
Petrova.
his passenger, doing a loop and deep nose
dive which added to the thrill with which tbe
race was watched by thousands of spectators,
who were equally as well Interested In tbe
passengers as In their adventure. The presentation of the Mastbaum purse was made by
A. SoblotBky, of the Stanley Company, who
represented Mr. Mastbaum.
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"Snap It Up," the soldier show, 1b booked for
the Globe next week. It Is presented by Alex.
Porter, a former Atlantic City boy and vaude-

i

ville

Impersonator of Harry Lauder.

the title of the
edy at tbo Apollo next week.

"Tin Pajamas"

>

v

-

•

.
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Is

new com-

:

WANTED
Musicians,

AND OTHERS

For Vaudeville
LONG SEASON
WRITE, WIRE OR

JACK HENRY,

Putnam

feature picture for first half, "Home," featuring Mrs, Charlie Chaplin.
BIJOU.— Pictures and songs.
BOWDOIN.— Pictures and "pop" vaudeville.
GORDON'S OLYMPIA.— For tbe first half of
the wock tbo feature Dim is "A Bachelor's
Wife," and bill also includes vaudeville acts.

SCOLLAY OLYMPIA.—Vaudeville and

GORDON'S CENTRAL SQUARE.—For

ORPHBUM-LOBW.— Pictures and vaudeville
with tbe headline photoplay for tbe first half
of tbe week,

"Prudence on Broadway."

BOSTON.—Plcturos and

•YOU ARE

vaudeville, with the

NOW

IN

TOWNi

SAVE YOURSELF FUTURE
PAIN AND TROUBLE

See Dr. A. M.

WEISS

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO N. V. A.
1482

C7

Broadway,
Special

at 43rd Street

Summer

pic-

tures with the film, "Riders ef Vengeance,"
featured In this department.

the

half of week, "Hay Foot, Straw Foot," is
tbe feature film. Several vaudeville nets.
ST. JAMBS.— Pictures and vaudeville, this

By LEN LIBBEY.

«

Rates "ca

CALL—AT ONCE

Vaudeville Manager

first

BOSTON.

?-

One of tbe first of the legitimate theatres
to open for the season will be the Wilbur, a
Shubert houBe, Into which, on July 21, will
It la another one of
the Princess Theatre musical snows of the
Intimate type which have been so successful
In opening this same house for the season for
come "Oh, My Dear."

Saxophones

Cornets, Violins,

Suite 309,

house also showing "Prudence on Broadway"

Building,

New York
Com-

using "Floradora" for the second week.

pany

is

making good.

COPLEY.—For

tbe

fourth

week

Henry

Jewett Players are using for a vehicle,

"Two

Pairs."

NORUMBBGA PARK.—Liberty Players are
using one of tbe old-time "sure-fire" hits,
"Mrs. Wlggs of the Cabbage Patch."

Walter Merkle has been sent here from
as publicity manager for
branch of the Select and
Selznlck pictures. He Is one of 21 agents so
created, to give the exhibitors personal aid in
the exploitation of feature pictures.

New York to act
the New England

as a feature film.

STRAND, FENWAY, FRANKLIN PARK,
MODERN, BEACON, COLUMBIA, CODMAN
SQUARE, LANCASTER, EXETER STREET.—

Copley Theatre.

Pictures.

rent attraction.

—

PARK. Pictures and songs.
SHUBERT.— Entering on the sixth week of
"Open Your Eyes," tbe so-called educational

Harry Grlbble, an English actor, Is now the
manager of the Jewett Players at the

Btage

He

also appears In the cur-

film.

MAJESTIC—"Tbe
on the sixth week at
bouse open here.

Unpardonable Sin," also
this, the other Shubert

TREMONT.—Engagement

of

So many people ask if it paya to adverIt always pays to advertise if you hare
something worth while advertising- I adver-

tise.

'Daddy Long

tise.

Legs,"

the film, which has been most successful, advertised for an early end.
Probably
stay a couple of weeks longer.
PLYMOUTH
The musical stock company

—

8

ERCELLE

Loan Boada Accepted at Fall

Liberty

Boston

AND CARMEN

high rent tone.' We cater especially to
members ef the profeesleu.

A 3-BOOM APARTMENT

4, Keith's,

HAYDEN

a Quarter of a caetury we aava
beea recognized primarily for the
great beauty ef ear furniture designs—and for the vary law prloea we
offer, because of our location out of the

.

Week Aug.

TOMMY

AT VERY LOW PRICK

-'

(July 21), Keith's Bushwick, Brooklyn

THEATRICAL OUTFITTER
Broadway
New York

CHARLES ALTHOFF
City
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FREDriBHER

JOB MCCARTHY

WiUiib of

IN THE

"DANCING ABOUND"

"MANDALAY"

PHONE BRYANT *™«

MOON WEEB A COON"

YOU MOST OF ALL"
0" HT HEABT"
VAN WINELE"
"OH MY LOVE".
"IF WE CANT BE THE SAID
OLD BWEETHEABTS"
reoKKr,
"3PAEK OF LOVB"
"NOBWAY"
"MISS

-CETINO FOB TOU"

"PEG

-XOOT, TOOT, FAEBWBLir
"EVEBY LITTLE BIT

HELPS"
"LET HE SEE YOU BULB"

TIME!!!
IN
?*

McCarthy

"EONET MAN"
"COMB JOSEPHINE"
-THira how i need Ton*
"ANT LITTLE GD2L"
"OBT TO P ALONE TO-

'

•

.

"BIP

& Fisher

INCtK*0»ATlD

MUSIC PUBLISHE R$

•

ITALIAN WALTZ"
STLVESr*

*".

W

224 WEST 46TH STREET
MCCARTHY « FISHEN BLDO.

"MATZO TEES'*
"MBLTNDA'8 WEDDING
DAT"
"TOD MADE KB LOVE
TOO"

NEW YORK

-.-mil

"CIDEB TUB*
"SIAM"
"LITTLE BIT OF BAD
BVBBY GOOD LITTLE
GQU/*

NIGHT"

HUB
"BBUBDA

THE
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Attention Bernari Timber g, Manager
•-'• ;
•- :;.
...
'••'•'
'<'.'*;.
r
.'•

.

;

;-

'

'*..•

'

.
•

Harnan Timber g Produoing Co., Ino.,
Atop of Lyrio Theatre,
'••'
220 West 43rd St.
Hew; Y rlc city.

^Vw; v

'-'„".

y-:.\^-

w e take great pleasure in herewith handing you oheok,

wHB
-';:;•'.. :-jfe£

•ViS'"F r ' 5BiSi s
l

.

/

as per ewr oontraot and arrangement for Two Thouaand
(12000.00) Dollare, for adTance royalties on the musio
and lyrioa of your proposed, new production of "Clark
end Berpnan", to be known ae "CHI OSES CHOT MEn."

•;;,•>'
:

^

•;'.:?

v
j:
^Ti ': *- *'lfi|
,

i^nl

!

/ :;,.'

We might aay in thie connection, that this iB the firat
time in the history of our hueineaa that we have ever
given, as per above, advanoe royalties for a vaudeville
aot, but we hope that thie precedent will tend to bring
about e mutual relationship between your nee Company and
ourselves.
••
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with our bast wishes for your supoess, I aa
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Herman Timberg Producing Co., 220 West 43rd Street, New York
(ATOP LYRIC STUDIOS)
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announce with pleasure a

[

e

tr^.nendous success
The most

original novelty writte

(BLOW MY BABY BACK TO ME)
By Goodwin, Macdonald and Hartley
.
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MY DEAR OLD MOTHER'S

KNEE)

>.

By Goodwin and Hanley
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Our beautiful high-class

yvaltz
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MUSIC PUBLISHERS
LOUIS BERNSTEIN, President

feat songs for next season and predic

each and every one
A genuine

sensation

^nw
By macdonald and King

Two

great

comedy songs

WAITIN
PRETTY NAMES
and

^^^p^^^®^K^Mte

inkard
W^^M*———

Corner Broadway and 47th
NEW YORK CITY
remont St
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CHORUS GIRLSh-ATTENTION
WANTED FOR THE

LEW KELLY SHOW

CALL
All Ladles and Gentlemen engaged for the following shows will please report as below:

I
H HERK'S
''SLIDING" BILLY WATSON
140 West 44th St, New York, July
CAN USB A FEW MOBB CHORUS GIRLS

Amsterdam Opera House.

AND

"BEHMAN
•

•

I.

"GIRLS

No

Empire

August 14th.
14th,
Thursday, August

Start Monday, Aagoat 4th, 10 A. H. Open Hnrtlg * Soaraon'a Theatre, New
York, August 18th.
Both shows rehearse at Knights of Columbus Hall, 307 W. 54th St. (note
change of hall). Chorus rehearsals, mornings from '10 to 12.80 the first week
and 1.30 to 5 P. M. the second week. All people engagedJrindly acknowledge
call to Jack Singer, room 706, Colombia Theatre Building, New York.
All girls writing for positions kindly send photos and please don't sign eon*
tracts unless yon Intend to fulfill your contract as I only engage the required
number of girls necessary.

JACK SINGER, Room

706,

CALL

m-

:

Empire Theatre, Chicago, July

CALL

will kindly report f or

Ul W.

With

With

AH

and Gentlemen Engaged for

Mollie Williams' Greatest

Show

Report for rehearsal at Casino Theatre, Flatbnah Are. and State St, Brooklyn,
N. Y„ Monday, July 28, 10 A. M. sharp. Please acknowledge by letter to Mollie
Williams, 372 St Johns Place, Brooklyn, N. Y., or Phone 1099 Prospect Can

Few More Good Chorus

Girls.

I

"GIRLS
PRINCIPALS kindly

report for

mhoanal Monday.

July 11. at

U00

Cor. Smith and Sehermerhorn Streets, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Can as* Chores Girls. Salary, tzl.00. No Half Salaries. Sleepers Paid, fares
Opening and from Closing Points. Everything famished. Kindly Acknowledge
HARRY HASTINGS, Boom 804, Colombia Theatre Building, New York City.

CALL
WILL

CALL
FROM J0YLAND"

«nd St. and Sixth Aye., New York City.
CHORUS please report aame place Sunday,

REHEARSE AT

Y0RKVILLE CASINO
f

"FOLLIES

t°h e

PAI

All Ladle*

i'rli'-.,.

kindly report at
*

r

and Gentlemen engaged fax

SAM HOWE'S BIG SHOW
and

New York Tarn

Halt, corner Lexington At*,
on Monday, July 18, at 10:0»
M.

Ala*

A

all

85th Street,

a?

AI

I

New York.

people engaged for

;'

SAM HOWE'S SPORT GIRLS
sen*

'

"SOME

DAY"-

i

Albert M. Sheehan, bualneas manager of the
Tremoat Theatre for several years whan the
late John B. Behoettel was the owner, will be
L. Brlarjgsr'a representative la Basse island the coming season. He will be resident
manager ot the new Brlanger theatre to
Providence. For th* pas t two months Sheehan

A

***

7
;

>

1

'

$My

SHOW-

Morn.,

Aug. 3. 10 o'clock. Principals—
Mon. Morn., Aug. 4, 10 o'clock.
Open—Mon., Aug. 18, Baltimore,

Md.

REHEARSE: Chorus and

—

pals Satur.
o'clock.

Morn.,

Open—Mon.,

Aug.

ton.

Aug.
25,

Princi10
0,

Bingham-

N. Y.

BARNEY GERARD, COLUMBIA THEATRE BLDG.

wn/Snm

A

will also kindly report at
Hall on Manday, August a, at 10:W
M.
Kindly acknowledge in writing or call. Can ue* a few more Chora* Glrla—salary
We pay railroad far**. We pay sleeper*. We farnlih all wardrobe. We
Address SAM HOWS, Columbia Theatre Bids,, New York.

several yeara back.
Generally the first afaow
to land in there ataya for an. engagement ot
several weeks, and on some occasions haa run
for months.

Aug. 3, 10 o'clock. Principals—
Mon. Morn., Aug. 4, 10 o'clock.
Open—Satur., Aug. 16, Newark,
N. J.

pay to good looking girls—$22.00. No half salaries. All wardrobe furRailroad fare to opening and from closing point. Sleepers. Fifty
nished.
dollar bonus. Half salary daring rehearsal. Can use a few more.
m

CALL

keep oar word.

bsq

LOOKS'-

has been connected with the films being shown
by Griffith at the Colonial here.

Through an arrangement With Professor
Baker, ot Harvard College, Oliver Moroaoo
has secured the exclusive right to produce
prize plays written by the student* ot playwrighUng at the college. Mr. Moroaoo will
offer the first prise each year.
John Craig
starts* tola idea about tan years ago whan
b* ran his Black company here, and out of
the arrangenoant came each production* a*

Wi

Mora.,

We

$11.00.

,./,,"

210 East 86th St
(Near Third Ave.)

REHEARSE: Chora*—Sun.

"GIRLS DE

.'

r-r'V-i

.

BBBEABSE: Chorus—San.

P. If., Bryant

July 17, at ll;0O A. M.
Acknowledge same in person or by mail. SIM WILLIAMS
701, Columbia
Theatre Bid*., New York City.
Can ue few more good Chore* Girl*. Salary no object Everything furnished.

to

GERARD'S
BARNEY
ATTRACTIONS

Hall,

m

1

TOM HOWARD

People Engaged for Above Shows Kindly Report for Rehearsals

Monday, July 28th—10 A. M. Sharp
at Saengerbund Hall

CALL!

Use a

1919"

HARRY STEPPE

"KEWPIE DOLLS"

raheanal at 10:0* A. 11. Monday (July 21) at Holy Croaa Lyceum,
York. Acknowledge by letter to Babe Beraateln, Boom 1010,
New York.

Bid*-.,

All Ladies

-,

M.

DAN COLEMAN

With

Now

43rd St.

Columbia Theatre

at 10:00 A.

"RAZZLE DAZZLE OF

"FOLLIES OF PLEASURE"

',

11,

"HARRY HASTINGS' BIG SHOW"

RUBE BERNSTEIN'S
\4i-S:

M.

CALL

Columbia Theatre Building

:

Theatre, Chicago, July 18, at 10:00 A.

Kindly acknowledge this call in writing or in person at the above address.

and Gentttnten unseed far

All Lad it*

Inc.

"CABARET GIRLS"

"BEHMAN SHOW" REHEARSALS

m

July 28, 10:30 A. M.

"PACE MAKERS"

N. Y,
Newb
Open Cohen's Theatre, Newburgh,

M.

Ave

HERE, KELLY & DAMSEL,

LEW KELLY SHOW REHEARSALS
Start Thursday,
day, July Slat, 10 A.

at 10:00 A. M.

A LA CARTE"

Chateau Halt, 141 Beat 86th St, near Lexington

$25.00 per week.

Rijfc

7,

HERK'S -ARTHUR PEARSON'S

H.

...

•

;

Haymsrket Theatre, Chicago, August

half salaries. Every thing furnished. Fares to
opening and from doting points. 81ecpera paid. Only tiro week*' rehearsal.
All chorus gtrla holding contract* with the above shows will also be paid

Salary $25.00 per week.

A. M.

"BEAUTY TRUST"

SHOW

A FEW MORE GOOD -CHORUS GIELS
...-...•

i
j

SHOW

11, at 10:00

"GOLDEN CROOK,"
"BURLESQUE REVIEW,"
"SPORTING WIDOWS,"

Monday, July 21st
Monday, July 21st
Wednesday, July 23d

All per»on« engaged for the above companies will kindly report at the Harlem
Acknowledge call to
Caaino. 116th St. and Lenox Arc., New York, at 10:00 A. M.
ec JERMON. Inc., Columbia Theatre Bldg., 701 Serenth Are.. N*w York City.
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THE TITLft EXPLAINS~~1)0N'T WAIT UNTIL IT'S
T OO LATE! A, WQNDKRFUL SOR SONft—KUXV.
TIMFiES ANY AIJIHENCE—JUST WHAT YOU

VVf>

pn«KlN
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niHi'i

SENT AT (IN(StirON-

YOUR RKqilEST
ORCHESTRATIONS HEADY

WANTFI>y OREV^TIAT !^PUf>SE-' OR()ER NOVVv

WHEN YOU HAD ME"

YOU DIDN'T WANT ME

WHY DO YOU WANT ME NOW)

(SO
mlm

YOU DIDN'T WANT ME WHB?N YOU HAD ME

WORDS BT
BEN RUSSELL and
BEBNR3 GROSSMAN

(SO

MUSIC BT
GEO. J. BENNETT

WHY DO YOU WANT ME NOW)

Introduction.
Moderate.

l-:"::-'-:.'!i|f^a

r

Why

r

r

t

r.

do you try to
Too' there's a fin

—

wak • en men
still

down

M izW

o

•

my

in

f

it's

not

seem

to'

for

Why

heart,

Whyshould yon

fEJEEj£
j
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B
a
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* *' T

•
-

way.

I'll

HTTT^—

me

want

You say you
Too keep it

be,..
start,

m

j j

told yon once that there would come a
Each smile and kiss you al • ways gave to

yon,.
-

Ijgvfr

when

gret,.

yours from the

Then like

start..

gjTiV

If

i

a

you

had

tell

*

h

you just the same as you told me
for
a love that's true

—

J:

w~w
1

'me

\

\

J

".

some

•

child,

with

a

yon

toy,

^.iqf

just played with

heart.

;
'

•

'

I

]
x

You have heard

how,

my

Yon fooled a

the

sto

!

ry

of

M
the

1

1

• er meant

ilf

moth and

a

. . .

-

You

gain

did - n't

want

me

when

you

Copyright.

me

had

you

^aaltf

the

flame.

A
&

Co'.
by Jos. W. Stern
Cot
British Copyright
Secured.

What

.

.

/

you found,

'til

things

I

I

was

±=g

*|0

me....

told

Youcould-n't

be

1

J

I

P-J4

a

fool

I'd

be

to

play with

HI

.

me

So why do yon wantt

MCMXIX,
'MXIX.

the

round

mm
i

. .

-65-
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•

sea...

yon.

J;j

jij

'

now

You nev

of' fish down in
the
- er meant a thing to

p f y^y^f

'

me

So why do yon want

That nev

,

fire.

yon

me,.

There's lots
.

J"'

I

*<[*<[

"1

I'M J't^iMif!

if
true,

'til

day,.

I

is

UAl\\i\

love me, but you

burn-ing

mm

,;

-KJ,

Why should yOn ask me

ry.

£PP^P
-n't

bout the days that used to
try to giro that flame a

U-ttmr^,

CHORUS.

did

•

•1

:

You'd want tha> lore that yon threw a
You knew yon' J leave as a mem*o

Yon

a

talk

o-ver
I can't for -get the tears I cried
And than I put it out with team of re

true,...
get

•

^

ft

;

know

i

r

r

*y

now.

You

did - n't

now,

New York.
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THEMMOUS

FRENCH

&&'

DEPILA-

TORY
POWDER

l&r

Since the Introduction of X-Bazln It is no longer
Immodest or embarrassing to wear evening
gowns without sleeves or made of sheer
fabrics, because this famous Frenob depilatory removes superfluous hair Just
as simply as soap and water dissolve dirt X-Bailn provides the
comfortable, dainty way of maklng underarms smooth and
y
does not stimulate or coars-

ii^
;

Foe RfrivtJB
Half Mate
1h« SlMMltM
eewal
iRmIMs'

y&&32$R
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en later growth.

For
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Wives
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all

know

Blue-jay.

made by a surgical dresshouse whose products doc-

It is

ing

tors use.

Doctors' wives, when a corn
appears, apply a Blue-jay plaster.
The pain stops instantly.

H

The corn is forgotten.
In two days they remove

the

and the corn is gone for
Hardly one corn in ten
needs a second application.
plaster,

:-

Millions of others

do

SatiitaetlM foaraataaf

» raertft of aria*.

<»

likewise.

"ELMEB and HORACE"

Watch

stops.

the corn disap-

pear.

Try

it

moment

tonight, and from that
you will simply laugh

at corns.

Blue-jay
The

ALEXANDER

Scientific

Stopi Path Instantly

tMtaSS3l

Ju,y

Hf-THft.

Next Week (July
wood;
1. N. J.

21)—Ocean

(

u.
Philadelphia.

Jaiy

28—Million

Scranton:
City

Nixon.

and

Chicago,

Sterile Surgical Dressings

New

Toronto

York,

and Allied Products.
,

"Common

Clay," "Believe Me, Xantlppe" and

"The End of the Bridge."

"Two

Pairs," which is the production being
offered by the Henry Jewett Players at the
Copley this week, is now on the fourth week.
It la still going strong, but it Is doubtful It
It ever reaches the popularity of "The Man
Who Stayed at Home." which had suoh a long
run at this house.
'

During the ran of "Daddy Long Lega" here
a bright advertising scheme has been worked.
Sevoral

girls

with

aspirations to be

in

the

"movies" have been Invited to go to the Tremont Theatre and there take part In a fllm.
They are termed the "PickfordB." Mary Plck-

B. F.

(OT5)

ford'e mother baa been active In connection
with this plan.

"Open Tour Eyes," the

film at the Shubert,

being heavily advertised. The Sunday papers
here carried a double column half-page ad
in the form of an open letter to Dr. Win. C.
Woodward, the health commissioner of this
city, Inviting him and his associates to view
the film.

DIRECTION:

MORRIS and FCIL

The arrest in New York by the O'Orady
Agency, ot Buffalo, of three members of the
"Pay-OS" gang last week brings to an and
one of the moat sensational crook combinations ever uncovered in this part of the
Job? MeSherry, Charles Bruckner
•"PSfc..
and
William Jarvls, the men in custody, are
alleged to have swindled Michael Connelly, ot
M °S^ a1, a Canadian Parliament member, oat
of $125,000 on a horse racing game. The man
maintained elaborate quarters la the Liberty
Building here. A wire tapping stunt, a fake

Buffalo has bad almost everything in the
of Jan. including "Jassbos/' "Jans
Babies." "Jass Dances" and others, but It
remained tor Brie Beach to spring a brand
new one on the unsuspecting public. Last
Sunday a "Sacred Jan Concert" was per*
patented by the Webb Morel ty Perform era under the direction of Harry Webb. Just what
a "Sacred Jan Concert" is nobody seemed to
be able to find out. The nearest guess Is
that It's Jass music played on Sunday. Erie
Beach got away with it anyhow, aa several
line

Makers of

P. DODD ACKERMAN
SCENIC STUDIOS

ma

STAGE PRODUCTIONS
Productions of Distinction
(P.

BUFFALO.

KEITH'S PALACE,

this

Owners of the concession known as "Kentucky Derby" at amusement parka throughout
the country will be Interested in a motion
now pending before Judge Lalng in Spatial
Term of Supreme Court which endeavors to
obtain a permanent injunction restraining the
sheriff from restraining the game or coaces-

The sheriff conalon at Woodlawn Beach.
tends that It is a game of chance and the
The reproprietors claim it la one ot skill.

NEW YORK,

THIS

WEEK

DODD ACt-tMAN.

STUDIO:

14*

WBT

Designer)

Sit*

STUKf

NKWTOBKCHT
Phenei jgj-figsf WW

thousand extra Sunday visitors can attest

is

By SIDNEY BURTON.
The Bonstelle Company opened here
week with "Why Marry."

JAMES MADISON

Dialogue by

Wild-

Dollar Pier, Atlantic City.

Ends Corn* Completely

25 Cmnta—At Druggists

AS:

ALEXANDER and MACK

raid, a "staged" court room scene, '^bribery"
of the "court" officials and a false ''get away"
ail figured in the swindle.
The history of
the gang's activities reads like a movie
scenario.
More power to O'Orady.

Corn Ender

and FIELDS

NOW KNOWN

discredited, made by unscientific
men.
Try Blue-jay on one corn.
Learn how instantly the pain

:r;"

BAUER & BLACK,

naaay iWaMttf,

THE BOX CAR DUO

People who know the facts don't
pare corns now, or pad them, or
use old, harsh, mussy treatments.
They don't use methods, long

good.
l:iv:.

w*

of iDoctors

Don't Have Corns
Doctors

New York

we

tt

Inc.

3SS Washington St

U.S.A. El inmer*
iixfll.Mu

win mii iinot

ft

RUOKEL,

Prtoa

literal.

Wo. lid

m.

be of some
concessionaires

sult ot the action will

amusement

park

moment
in

to

these

parts.

Nina Morgans, a Buffalo girl, has been engaged by the Chicago Opera Co. for leading
roles,
among them Ophelia in
"Hamlet." with Titta Ruffo.
Miss Morgana
coloratura

(July 14)

THE PERSIAN PIANIST
(Steinway Piano used Exclusively)

BOOKED SOLID

:/~

Direction,

WM.

S.

HENNESSY

ROBERT LAWNEW YORK
SCENIC STUDIOS
Gretchen Eastman at Brighton Beach, this week
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"QUEENIE"
was only a nickname. Ina

"W'.i

is

my honest to goodness name
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The women
the men.
stood out.

in

a whole, shaded

girls to the $3.00 field

One was Queenle Williams, pro-

grammed as Ina Williams,, who led the
"Crazy Quilt" number in her own individual
way. There is no one else like Bliss Williams
in action. She seems to be a perpetual spring
dancer while singing, never quiet. In vaudeville she grew upon one with this work and
should have been given another number later
on, to dance and sing the same, instead of
being saddled as she was with many encores
for the "Quilt" bit. But, at that, Miss Williams was Immediately accepted as a novelty,
She scored
something new and different.
decidedly and Is there in the future for musiIn vaudeville she held up a
cal comedy.
sketch that had a few scenio effects for several seasons, solely with her gingery manner.

"MORNING TELEGRAPH"
Ina Williams, at the head of a nimble
chorus in a dancing and singing feature
called "Crazy Quilt," also won high acclaim
for her abounding vivacity and grace.

N. Y.

SP."*

"CLIPPER"

The "Crazy Quilt" number was novel.
From out of a large bed, which took up
nearly the whole stage, there tumbled flftyodd girls, whose quilted costumes had made
them look like a quilt on the bed. until the
girls jumped up. In this Ina Williams came
into marked favor.
In fact, the audience
could not seem to get enough of Miss Williams.

N. Y.
Ina Williams
firecracker as

is

HEYWOOD BROWN in

"MORNING WORLD"

"VARIETY"

principals, as

Two new

"STAR"

frolicksome and a

a dancer.

human

"TRIBUNE"

>:

"Gaities of 1919"

is

One who served with distinction (was Ina
Williams, who put over a song called "Crazy

Elaborate Revue

Quilt" with well-sustained animation.

"EVENING JOURNAL"

"The Shubert Gaieties of 1919" was
launched in the refurbished 44th Street
Theatre last evening with a wealth of
scenery and a large crew of pretty girls.
Among the new features is a little runway built out over the orchestra. This
platform is not so long as the Winter
Garden's, nor so wide as a church door,
but 'tis enough.
In this feminist age it is fitting that
women should have recognition ; and the
favored of last night's performance got
it, as the male comedians probably soliloquized after the curtain had been rung

down.
Ina Williams, who comes all the way
from Australia, has been brought to New
York to add gayety to the "Gaieties.*' And
she was perhaps the most successful in

fashion of Bessie McCoy Davis. In one
scene she is the chief patch in a huge
crazy quilt. The quilt comes to life, revealing a number of girls in bizarre costume. Miss Williams', dancing is an ef•
fective antidote for the heat.

\M

•«

"TIMES"

The audience wanted more of Ina Williams every time she appeared.

ig

"SUN"
Ina

Williams,

vital

with movement and

vivacity.
.;:;i/J

BROOKLYN "TIMES"

-

Ina Williams, a pretty miss from far Aus-

was In great demand at the premiere.

tralia,

BROOKLYN

commendable

enterprise.
Miss Williams did several wild, delirious, delightful dances somewhat after the
this

Ina Williams, another high light of the
performance, did eccentric dances, one in
particular, the "Crazy Quilt" dance, being
quite an original bit.

"CITIZEN"

Ina Williams danced her way into everybody's henrt and the only complaint was
that she did not dance enough.

*
r»-'-'*

rt

VKK3

CHAS DARNTON, "EVE. WORLD"
But
of

it

the

was the dancing that set the pace
performance.
Little Ina Williams
to be stepping on a live wire.

seemed always

THANKS TO

who

conceived the idea and wrote the "Crazy Quilt"

AND TO—

AND TO—

ALLAN

K.

Who

THE LITTLE GIRLS

FOSTER

Who

staged it

THANKS TO CARL HASLAM,

number

assist

me.

"CRAZY QUILT »

WHO DESIGNED THE SCENERY AND COSTUMES FOR THE
NUMBER
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ANNOUNCEMENT

AUREVOIR!

To PROFESSIONAL and MUSIC TRADE

BILUE REEVES
"Tfo? Original

Drunk

BOB

*t

Late Star, Fred Karno's "Night in an English Music Hall" and other
successes; also Ze iff eld's 'Tollies"
I

wish to thank MR. E. F. ALBEE, MR. HURDOCK, MR, MARTIN BECK,
MR. F. F. PROCTOR and other managers for their many kindnesses to
me In the past few years

PALACE THEATRE, NEW YORK
Next Week, JULY 21st

iSili:::..

SAILDJG-S.
OPENING FOR SIB

{

g*i

S.

E.

"AQUITANIA"—July

is no longer connected with this
firm in any capacity. We are not
responsible for any obligations or
debts incurred by him.

28th

MOBS— "EMPIRE," BIRMINGHAM. AUGUST

4

Sol* Representatives In Araerlta:

ErflUh Representative:

CLAUDE and GORDON BOSTOCK

MR. HORACE REEVES

GILBERT &FRIEDLAND,Inc.
232

BOOKED SOLID (THANK YOU)

General Manager

L.

President

Publishers of "Granny", "Mending a Heart"

"THE RIGHT KEY BUT THE WRONG FLAT"
son

WEST 46TH STREET
NEW YORK WOLFE GILBERT

MAXWELL SILVER

PLATING MY SUCCESSFUL COMEDY PLAYLET:

'

and

'1

Found You"

MR.

C.

CARROLL CLUCAS and MISS AMY WEBB
AU RE VOIR—But Not Good-Bye

theatres last week to the extent of
seventy-five per cent, according to the proCurtis street, known aa movie lane,
practically deserted after working hours.
Had the strike continued, it la altogether
probable that the houses would have enjoyed
a brief holiday, for the tie-up, together with
the hottest weather which Denver has exhas played
perienced in seventeen years,
havoc with the amusement business. Cooler
weather Is promised for next week and business, it is expected, will resume Its normal
condition.

ture

prietora.

was

KT BEST WISHES TO ALL OUR MANY FRIENDS t3

is v

BILLY REEVES
.-•

a protege of Caruso having sung with him
In concerts tbia spring throughout the midSome years ago she was well
dle West.
known locally as an amateur singer and acIs

Sag:

By

DENVER.
EDWARD C.

training.

World's Largest Theatrical Baggage Dealer

safe--

SPECIAL

WARDROBE
TRUNK

OFFER

MY GUARANTEE PROTECTS YOUR, PURCHASE FOR
EVERY
sagt

DAY.

A three-day Btreet carmen's strike, during
which time all Denver walked back and forth
to work, crippled receipts in downtown plc-

She was discovered here by Carueo and
tress.
was sent abroad where she received her musical

:

:

ASSISTED BT

.

"Bar

"Llaljr"

"Hartmann"

"Indestracto*

MAKE LEATHER GOODS AND

FIVE YEARS

•Murphy"
"Tayrer

EVERY

*

1

SIZE

TRAVELERS' OUTFITS

Guaranteed
Five Years

THEATRICAL

SPECIAL

Ladles' or Men's

FIBRE

D. S. Ricker, former Sunday editor of the
Chicago Tribune, Is in Denver in interest of
the Select company. Ricker Is opening a big
drive to- advertise the film featuring Olive

Thomas,

In

"Up

Stairs

and Down."

Ricker

stage a bathing girl revue at Lakeside
will be presented the Denver girl
A prise
sporting the classiest bathing garb.
will also be offered to the team of firemen
in the
scaling and descending a ladder
This stunt conforms with the
quickest time.
title of the picture.
x
will

and a cup

The Cbas. Jacobs vaudeville offices, which
books the Association acts through this territory, has added the following towns. Rock
all
Rawlins, Laramie, Wyoming,
Springs,
these houses will open In September and play
the Association acts. This will give the Association acts, after the finish the Ackerman
and Harris Ttour, Rocksprlngs. Laramie, Cheyenne, Greeley, Fort Collins, Denver, Colorado
An eighty
Springs, Pueblo and La Junta.
thousand dollar "Dry" cabaret Is being planned for this city, the men behind same are

DR. PRATT'S "LIFTING" RESTORES SHAPE
TO "SAGGING" FACE.
MAKES FACE
ATTRACTIVE AND YOUTHFUL AGAIN.
Face

Mate
Shapely

and
Younjer

Try

12
5

THE ONLY
diate.

CocjbIUUob

-

experienced cafe people, Denver needs an
after theatre place of amusement, and If conducted In a high-class fashion, should prove a
high success.
all

After, one of the most successful seasons in
the history of the theatre, the Denham closed
Saturday, the Wilkes Players completing their
The season will
first season's engagement.
reopen Aug. 31, with the same company.
Manager Ben Ketcham will spend his vacaMay Bucktion In Kansaa City and Chicago.
will visit her home In
ley, leading lady,
Maine, stopping off at Chicago. George Barnes, leading man, will see open air lite In

Featured Comedienne With "SOME
PANTAGES CIRCUIT

BABY"

Jm

Roomy

show
will
shortly
his stable of Western thoroughbred
Acts to Eastern
Booking Managers.

in

If you are from the
West and can qual.
Ify in fast company
—write or win.

Laundry Bar
Hat Bos

8678

Free.

AGNES BURR

EDWARD GROPPER, 208 W. 42d St.
^ PHONE: BRYANT

done.'

np PRATT

Shoe Pockets

Filled

Free.
Write.

Dr. Pratt's li
sure, safe, quick way: result, are ImmeIt

"Baa*" Under the Eyes Removed
4 * WE8T "th ST
1/JX. Jnvrt.Il,
call, 'Phone, Write
Go through life with an attractive face.

Top Drawer

Mail Orders

Your

Hangers

Deep,
Lock

Regular

Book

Mirror

Drawers
$60 Value

Before

Tbouiinds or New York's most beautiful lidlet ana

prominent gentlemen hsre had

Model
(As Illustrated)

$0750

It

NEW YORK

CITY,:

Suite

with

1004,

GENE HUGHES,

Palace

Inc.,

Theatre Bldr.

New York

JO PAIGE SMITH and BAY H. LEASON

f
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(OPEN FOR ME)
I

Gold- en

Anybody

can

gate,

Gold

-

by

en gate,

the

lines

"wise"

but

the

mc.

When my good

shipcomes a

mg,

- sail

Hap

-

py

I

will

be,

V

'v-'.;-v

:

By Kendis
(Jim

-
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Some-one's wait- ing, wait- ingthere for

sea.

read
1
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-
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Brockman

Kinfcrotln)

ones read

between the

6.

lines

-

pen wide,

swing

a

-

side

Gold

-

,

en

gate,

Hear

me

call - ing,

Writers

off

Tin Forever

RE AD THE CHORDS

^lad-ness

Gold

-

en gate

op

-

en for

me.

me.
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Leaders, send for our band and orchestra numbers

KENDIS-BROCKMAN MUSIC CO., Inc., 145 W. 45th St.J.Y.C.
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PP

MILLER
shoe se"

I
1

H,

swans

as Isse 20th to Ass. 2ttk will be FlaHrwe Balldlsa,
I Market Sx, SanPraaalaee. Address aim Cssrs far
hi to be written darlea &e saanasr.

My

5J57 Fifth Avenue, at 46th Street
HAVE A LITTLE FRUIT DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME
OR YOUR FRIENDS-TAKE IT TO YOUR WEEK-END OUTING

Tf/SUfifiBXr TUCXTMALSHOE

MANl/FACfURERSlfnHtWOnLD.

WrtlT^faRE COMPANIES

N. Y. Office open as usual

LGalizi&Bro.
Qrsateat Prafeanccal
AeeanBoa Itaaufae-

ORDERS

AIS0

James Madison's Address

HICKS & SON

"

fansssnd oatuws,

THEATRICAL COSTUMES
Gowns—Street Costumes

WfOi /WW JMGf REQUIREMENT.

laooeweranle Special
Works.
Idea
Patented Swift Keys.

New

Evening

mi

NEW YORK
CMICAGO

A

SKETCHES FURNISHED

.

.

Leadlne and UffSSt

TTii

Accordion
Factory
li Hit United States

The only S"eetory that makes
say set o( Beads, mad* by
hand.

277-279

Colnmbtu Are.

San FraneUee,

Beautify
You murt
Of

Mm

36 West Randolph St
CHICAGO, DLL.
Phene: Randolph 1720

& Co.

Guerrini

Cal.

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
———
————a————— —^—— ——— —

—

Steamship Accommodations arranged on all Lines, at Main Office Prices. Boats are going
very full; arrange early. Foreign Money bought and sold. Liberty Bonds bought and sold.
PAUL TAUSIG & SON,. 104 East 14th St., New York. Phone, Stuyvesant €136-6137.

make good. Many

have

and

obtained

retained better oartt by having no correct their foatural Impertectlom and remove blomlihet. Conaultatlon free. Foea
reasonable.

HATS

806-308

GOWNS

ONE JAR

of

GORRINGE'S

0081

—

Acker man

wishes to

VARIETY, New York

City.

&

Harris will have

Sept. 1.

The Patrick Pictures, Inc., filed articles of
Incorporation here. Phil B. Patrick. Charles
U. Hugo. Homer Arbuokle and H. R. Anderson.
The capitalization is $100,000.
The
company will Dim religious and antlliquor

first

showing of "The Wolves of Wall
company, a
Englewood,
Denver so-

Street," filmed by tbe Art'O-Grat
local corporation, was held at
Colo., last week.
A number of
ciety folks appeared in the cast

NEW

ORLEANS.

By O. M. SAMUEL.
CRESCENT. A peaches and cream

—

:';-.
11

Be
Let Us

;'.V

;

-':,.'.

Prore^i

It

Is Best

Send for Price List snd Color Card
113 West 48th Street
New York City
the

1

mountains,

having

purchased

a saddle

horse.

M. H. Cohn, manager of the local exchange
the Famous-Players-LaBky Corp., has

office of

II

a new house

Lake and Ogden, both opening about

Salt

In

The

known

that he is a bachelor, and is not responsible for the
eccentricities or debts of anybody
calling herself Mrs. Austin.
it

sent letters out to local exhibitors calling
their attention to the fact that a number of
contracted productions muBt be cancelled. The
cancellations are thoso featuring Marguerite
Clark, John Barrymore, Dorothy Oalton, Enid
Bennett, D. W. Urtfflth, Cecil B, DeMllIc,
Elsie Ferguson and William S. Hart.

To provide additional seating capacity

for

the ever-Increasing crowds at the Lakeside
cabaret, arrangements have been made to use
the Casino balcony as a cabaret annex after
Open windows, the full
length of the cabaret, give guests full benefit
of the cabaret entertainment.

9 o'clock each nigbt.

Once the champion broncho buster at the
round-up shows given In this section of the
country, D. E. Presley was found dead In a
hotel, here with a pistol wound in his head
and the gun by his side. Lung trouble, over
which he bad become despondent, was the

I

show

pictures.

DARE AUSTIN
desires

to the

Denver.

Vaudeville Agents

B..

was well known

cause.
Presley
fraternity.

rHANK

faithfully.

The Tabor Grand will play a musical stock
for Ave weeks opening July 27. and will reopen Its vaudeville season Aug. 31, playing the
Western Vaudeville Managers' Association
acts, booked through
the Jacobs offices in

connect with vaudeville agency. Ess had
ssraral yesrs' experience and Is familiar
with all afflee details. Salary no object.

Box R.

Ltd.,

We

W.

Toon

New York

age*,

News Agency,

Short Vamp

C. 2, London
17, Green St, Leicester Sq.,
Phone: Garrard 7417
Cable: Pramkagsv Leaden
ArtlBtesI Dont forget Frank. Passports, fnsasgei.
Attention
given
all
who
wish
to travel.
Personal
to
Largest selection of American Periodicals in London.
TO OLEENTB— I to to take thl» eprxtanatr of sdrtoju Ton tint tie
between Mr. W. B. Daw and nvaaV aaetat bean OaaolTetf, I aa
builnreo rrrmerty ksern as THVe BtaajaanU) Ayencr at Ike Sti a at— as I
The bookuu of nesaares cspeteaCy fhaaa fai l hatCts rerraRSat. cue
and rorelra money octarte ODertments win be carried on as eel

Phana: Bryant MPS
E. A. PRICE, Manager

Yonoi man, 22 year* of

:

44th ST.

NEW TORK CRT

OF ALL KINDS—FOB ALL OCCASIONS
American Velvet Scenic Studio

To

EIGHTH AVE. AT

.707

Shipping and American

SCENERY

Kr.&i.V.

Cent. 1899

Tel.:

Edith Strickland

A

if-!*"

EMPIRE
SHOE SHOP

COSTUMES

Formerly with

OBBHITT CEM1M. BiteniaJ. A*eolulel7 aarmlaa.
Bedueea fat oa any part of the tody. No dlatut,
itarruix. exeratatnf nor taking danieroua drata. Hare
tin nodlab figure. For man and wooec Prlao. aaacCURRIE
CURRIE,
peld, tt.OO: saBulo, 10a
Dmnttte. 28CI Avenue a, BreeUyc, N. Y.-Pkeoa:
Kancere 4M2.

4*7 Gaiety Theatre Bid*.

A

-

REDUCE YOUR BUST
or otharFAT S to 4 Indue with

Big Bargains. Have bean used. Also a few
Second Hand Innovation and Fibre Wardrobe

Trunks, f 10 and f IS.
few extra large Property Trunks. Also eld Taylor and Bal Trunk*.
Parlor Floor, 28 West 31st St, New Tork City

i—

«

SUte-Lake Building, Chicago.

F. E. SMITH, M.D.
347 Fifth Avenue. N. Y. C.
(Opp. Waldorf)

.WARDROBE PROP.
TRUNKS. §5.00

HAZEL RENE

Your Face

look good to

"Proleuion"

311 Canal Street
N. Y. City
M. ftankUnSie

Lingerie and Hats

.1554 Broadway »t46'-- St
Mohhoe jts.
Stat L

girlie

furnished the big moment of the last-half
program. She Is Miss Green, of Wlnohell and
Green. Her final dance brought unrestrained
admiration. This gal Is some looker and can
win the Loew 'Circuit beauty prise without a
struggle.
The Wlnohell and Green act and
that of tbe Gorman Brothers were beet liked
of the retinue disclosed.
Most of the Wtnchell and Oreen matter runs In the accustomed groove, but is delivered with enough
youthful snap to easily earn acclaim.
They
have a neat drop, but "SpooneyrHle" might be
omitted from It In favor of some less conventional name. There have been many "Spooneyvllle" curtains and curtatnettes In times agone.
The Oormnns had nice sledding throughout,
holding the auditors In the leash of approval,
ultimately earning a crescendo of applause to
with "Beautiful Eggs," a true-and-trled
number that they render differently. First
found Louis Leo, who remained long, hut did
not display anything that bordered on intricacy.
His Infantile business, employed peroratlvely, is much the best part of his turn. Altogether too much time is wasted on the ladder.
Loo has but a fatr act and was fairly well
received.
La Rue and Oreeham brought to
view a sketch along the usual lines.
The
sketch employed has many duplicates, but
there is one bit that Is removed, holding a
new aspect in dramatlo table lore. The headline number, "Tbe Gypsy Revue," held the
closing spot.
It runs much to pattern in
the matter of costuming, but tbe evolutions

exit

.

of

Write for Price List

ARRANGING DELAYS

ftwVt&aS^w.

FRANK

deliver wtMa prealaedl
This
staaa asarasteas aatttfawHoe.
Ost la ahead of the nasal

I

3M Gaiety Building
New York CUy

PALACE,—A light and but moderately pleasing show at the Palace during the latter part
of last week. It was a trifle below the Palace
standard. Spencer and Hand developed as the
unquestioned bit, the fly patter of Spencer
landing resoundingly. Tbe duo "speeched," and
later, Spencer, in order to quiet the assemblage,
offered a parodied chorus of "Sweet Angellne,"
called "Sweet Iodine," which he vouchsafed
Earl Carroll bad written expressly for htm.
incidentally lauding Carroll aa the very best
little author In America.
This Spencer fellow
has ever been decidedly humorous, and if he
got away from the old barrel Idea and secured
real material, he could assuredly work nextto-closing on the very best bills. The Edwards
Trio appeared Initially In their familiar musical act, which runs along tbe same straight
lines.
The male member In still blowing the
cornet In masterly fashion. The program stated
be used no fake attachments to reach his high
thrill notea
That Is obvious. "Four Jacks
and a Queen," the feature, proved a neat act,
with tbe pretty drop and odd costuming of the
girl aiding and abetting in good measure.
The boys with tbe turn seem aoatbetlc and
could grow mora restful with profit all 'round.
Is

retrogress,

BREAK YOUR JUMP
Write VICTORIA Theatre

ROCHESTER.

Prosper and Maret Jogged along

In conventional manner until they submitted
their last feat, which has ever been highly
surpassing, its cleverness getting tbe usual
large returns. Tbe boys are not dressing becomingly, the costuming now employed not
furthering them to any extent
Something
more befitting would aid considerably.
STRAND.—"Auction of Souls."
LIBERTY.—Charles Ray In "Hay Foot,

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS
ART nOOKBINDINC;
II'..

LYRIC—Clarence

Bennett's

Colored

summer.
Archie Lloyd returned from a vacation spent
in the east the latter part of last week.

JACK L. UPSHUTZ

KNIGHT STUDIOS
Malreee

Edward Denekamp

New Terk

City

Mil

charge of tbe Tulans
Theatre during the absence of Tern Campbell,
Is In

Tbe entire Interior of the French Opera
Is to be remodeled and rehabilitated In
anticipation of tbe coming season.
House

Alan Morits has
tion.

Ho

is

left the Fox Film Corporasucceeded by M. Simpson.

PROVIDENCE.
E,

F.

By KARL K. KLARK.
ALBBB.—William Collier's

"Nothing

but Lies" is tbe attraction given by the E. P.
Albee Stock Company players this week, this
being the first time the play has been produced in this city although it was scheduled
to come here last season.

EVERY TUESDAY IN
Note

NEW PERMANENT

Bshraas—Phene t Bryant

CO.

Slu-et, X, V. C.

Walton Ave. and llltk St,
Phone:

Car-

remain open throughout the

\Vi--:l -42ii«I

SCENERY FOR SALE

nival.
will

.

SO Complete Beta—In Splendid Ceaaitlon
Exteriors and Interior*

Straw Foot"

Tbe Lyric

N.Y.

Jno.J.FaiTen.SGcy.& ngr.

hot slightly meaty, with little or
Bensee and Balrd have changed

their stuff around slightly, with Mies Balrd's
ludicrous Impersonation posed to the fore. She
detracts from her work by unnecessary smiling,
spoiling the whole picture thereby. They tried
very hard, but never did seem to grasp the
crowd.
During the final few moments the
lack of appeal seemed to be accentuated, and
that la the part of their act needing fixing
at once.
Bensee and Balrd are clever in a
way, bave earned some reputation In vaudeville and should not permit themselves to

VosB inb, Hgr.

L. L.

are all ef tbe Russian style, and most of the
members seem to be of that nationality. A
barefoot dance by a pretty girl brought unstinted applause.
She seems to be knowledgeful In a terplschorean way, dancing with the
sureness of one much more experienced.

The natter
no comedy.

Sperfalisfts

Fit Entire CoiapanU*

Mall orders given prompt aVhVmNra

Ml

ADDRESS,

NEW
YORK
West

1C2

48th Street

PHIlJaPaXPniA-Oll Wajnat

Street
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Tb A/y Atay Friends:

you.

doubt

Yes,

I'm a

corneas a surprise to

real, live, full-fledged

surrounded by a marvelous

lisher,

songs

this letter will

and a competent

;

'

:mk^:W£

-.::

'

No

iiS^K

^:J't'!\

v

music pub'1

:'.

collection of

staff to look after

;h3s.-ou~mi

your

*..-'•

interests.

..

v

>lil

>

...

It

placed

was

me

you,
in

brother

a position

to

and

:

sister artist,

grasp this opportunity.

,;;
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Whatever success I attain will be secured entirely

/•I'd

through your co-operation. I hope you are with
me.

See

me

what you need
give
;

it

in the line of material

my immediate

Believe

me

personally if you can, or write

me

to be,

and I

will
'

attention.

as in the past,

Sincerely,
"'
-

'
.

.

-

JACK MILLS

•y
•::.

>

B.— I

take this means to thank

FRED FISHER and GEORGE FRIEDMAN

HELP ME FIRE

MY

for their

many

..-V x,Vi

kindnesses.
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ALBOLENE

®
\£7 make-up

•

ir;.

6

<.»".-*.

it*"

C
fc$e

i.

"-

-;:

It

j

m

Playing The Coolest Theatre
BERNARD

Oar Western

safe]

Billing

NEXT WEEK

What

::?•',

A QUICK

Famous

descent of the final cue.

**"

tain—then ALBOLENE—and the
make-up disappears in no time. Your

J

It

fj

a

skin is kept in splendid condition

I--

this pure, agreeable make-up reTnover,
the favorite of the stage for years. *

.-i-

3P

•
•

For the make-up box 1 and 2 ounce
tubes. Also in % and 1 lb. cans.

.

Iffeii

i

Critics

(JULY

Think Of Us

by

/,-'

"THE EDGE." Edmonton, Can.
What is the Pantages Theatre coming to,
to play such acts as Bernard and Meyers?
Would spoil my taste for vaudeville forever.
They must be related to Alex. Otherwise a
Harmaduck.
great show.

.

ALBOLENE is sold by any druggists or
Free sample on

dealers in make-up.

request.

"HARLEM STAR," New York
After seeing the show at the Harlem Opera
House last night, 111 take back all I said about
Sol Levoy. The best move he ever made was
to place Bernard and Meyers on ahead of the

opening

Why

act.

not ahead of the picture, Sol?
Milt.

mckesson & bobbins
fcmomta*

-

Est. 1833

|

91 FnltoB Street, New York

mmmkaaaf
:•.-''

week

Is

Morton

the six vaudeville acts this
Dale and bis company In "In
Others are Blllle Clayton and

Eddie Lehnle. the Ladell Troupe, Marie Stelner
Co., Billy and Edith Adams, William Dick.

and

understood now that alterations will he
completed on the old B. F. Keith Theatre
which is to open an the Victory Theatre so
V that the house will open Labor Day with pictures, high-grade singing and a ladles"- orIt Is

$•?

v.'

.

Wolpin, N. Y.
have nerve galore.
I really think their photos get them over.
The Unity Photo Co. is to be congratulated on

'.

chestra.

Firemen were called to the Gaiety Theatre
last Sunday afternoon for a supposed blaze.
The ore, however, was In the furnace in the
cellar and a back draught belched forth smoke
and flames, causing somebody to send In a
Slight damage was caused by
still alarm.
smoke.
Sol Braunig, manager of the Modern Theatre,

has resumed his duties after a slight
caused by the heat wave of last week.

their skill In hiding the real possibility they
cover. They ought to get a big season on such
'
photos.
Jacob.

in

Two

New Hampshire.

Chicago
Bernard and Movers are a great dancing act,
and if they ever play New York again they
will never annoy the West.
They went very
big at Mickvlcker's by the applause they got
It might also be mentioned that ttfey could cut
their talk and do more dancing.
Swig.

MANAGER
We do not want

MR.

the truth

something

;

Naximova in "The Red Lantern" proved so
big a hit at the Modern about three weeks
ago that the feature will be brought back here
next week, when it is expected to again draw
big bouses. On its first showing it drew some
of the biggest houses of any feature in recent
months.

ROCHESTER.
BKEFFrNQTON.
in

Co.

"Grumpy."
FAMILY.—Fred Webster and Co. in "The
Enchanted Hat," first half, and "Champagne
and Oysters," second half.
VICTORIA—Dorothy Dalton in "The Home*
Breaker," first half; Rex Beach's "The Brand,"
second half. Four acts vaudeville.
PICCADILLY.—Wallace Reld in "You're
Fired," first half; Mabel Normand in "When
Doctors Disagree," second half.
REOBNT.—Marguerite Clark in "Girls,"

first

half ; Taylor Hohnea in "Upside Down," second
half.

If

Your

NOSE
INFLAMED

Nosegene
normal

will Disk* It
•caln. TWi vrejaratloB,

produotd hy a netad sky»ldm-nw«U'.]it, will rlT»
remits almort otemlant.

5S5

tube— by Mall

INSTITUT DE BEAUTE
NEW TORK

"V" FIFTH AVE.

this

season

—therefore

the

for
write-

HARRY

have many more just as good, so if you
can book us with a good carnival show, let's
know by mail also, send us railroad tickets.
;

and

MEYERS

Care of

MORRIS ROSENSWIEG
AND

JACOB ZINN
CHATTOCKWAB BOOKERS

The Lyceum closed Its doors Saturday night
on the seventh successful season of the Manhattan Players.
Fields' Minstrels will open
the regular season on Aug. 14. Manager Wolf
Is now busy lining up next season's bookings.
Manager Charles H. Yale, of the Gayety, has
returned to the city to superintend the many
improvements which the Columbia Amusement
Co. is making to that house. The second season of burlesque will open at the Gayety early
In August, and Manager Yale says that he has
been assured that the offerings will be of a
higher caliber than ever before. *

La Grous Carnival has been

playing a week
stand at Athletic Park,- doing a fair business

BROS.
"'AWT

GRAND?"

I

Met with unanimous praise

by' the re-

viewers of the United States,
VARIETY

viz.

"Klein Bros, will always be a standard

(Bime):

vaudeville act."

New York "American": "A
Chicago "American":
of laughter;
[htcr; . .
.

antics

sure-flre act; their antics are clever."

"
.
..

and

keep the audience in roars
.
comedians of the highest order;
clever
t
.
fun, new and clean."

nightly.

Despite the extreme heat during the past
week, playhouse managers report that business is fairly good.
The parks are of course
drawing big crowds, but the playhouses are
getting their share of business.
This was
hardly expected two weeks ago when the two
conventions in session here closed.
It was
generally beleived that business would fait
off for a time, out such beliefs were blasted
during the {last week.

A

letter

.
put across a nifty fusilclean material and naturally

.

.
'

.

"Made the house merry:
work was met with continuous laughter."

Washington "Post":

their rapid lip

"...

Philadelphia. "Ledger":
offer a series of Jokes which
caught the house, and after repeated encores the music
for the next act had to cease. It was their first appear-

ance in Philadelphia.

They can come again."

has been received by a local the-

magnate from William Seymour, connected for years with Salt Lake theatricals,
who at present Is in South Duxbury, Mass.
Seymour writes that in going over old papers
atrical

discovered

a

contract executed July 4,
Harris, manager of the

1870, between W. T.
Salt Lake theatre,

and

W.

Russell Bassett and William
ager of Lawrence Barrett.

H..

Nazlmova, in "The Red Lantern," opens an
engagement at the Orpbeum, July 20, and
are

that

business

The end of a perfect route
105th week Orpheum, Brooklyn

—

Fitzgerald,

Seymour, man-

Santon Williams, four-year-old son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lou Williams, of this city, is off
for San Francisco, where he will Join Marjorie Rambeau. and Hugh
Dlllman, during
their coast engagement
in
"The Eyes of
Youth."
The little fellow appeared in this
show at the Wilkes Theatre here. His father
is card writer at. the American Theatre.

indications

:
"A big hit
lade of wit and fun . .
registered the hit."

Buffalo "Courier"

SALT LAKE CITY.

ho

RED, THICK,

$2 the

KLEIN

but

We

BERNARD

'

and

act,

must come out and we are open

ups.

'

Q laser

brag about our

to

I
1

illness

Danny Duggan and Dorothy Luce, Boston*
are doing feature dancing at Hunts Mills this
week.

L. B.

!

'

"THE HORNING LAKE,"

buildings on Hartford avenue, adjoining

By

PALACE,
NEW YORK

of Cblcsgo
' I
guess better material than Bernard and
Meyers try to make the audience laugh, and
if they take dough for that act what is this
Missouri Breeze.
world coming to.

the Royal Theatre, were sold at auction last
week, and when they are torn down the land
will be used for extending the boiler house of
the theatre and in other ways improving the
theatre property.

TEMPLE.—Vaughan

21)

MR. LAIT,

Charles Lovenberg, manager of the E. F.
Albee Theatre, 1b spending a vacation on. his

farm

and Meyers

>

FAT'S.—Heading

Self Defense."

"THE MORNING SNIFF,"
Bernard

Manufacturing Chemists

America

In

from the Palace

Direct

TZemower

-

MEYERS

and

will

be

good.

Direction,

MAX GORDON
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AND DINE AT
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"The T^ystone of Hotel Hospitali'/'
****
Weekly Rates to the Profession

Madison and Dearborn Street*
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rem

&£*&& PEL lAM HEATH
r

500 Housekeeping Apartments
(•f thi better

direct aapervislen ef the owners.
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cIms, within rweh of

Merrick Ro t

city, Jmt
»tore*, traction

Located la th» heirt of the
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off lr«idwiy, cine to all boeklnx office*, principal theatres,
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We

folks)

Open

ere the largeat maintainors of htaaekteplnj- faralahed »partra*nU ipedallilng
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to theatrical felka.

and

cleanllneia.

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS
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New
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$9.99
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Up WaaUy

Addr*aa all cennnanleatlen* to at. daman
Principal OtTce—Tandla Cenrt, 241 West 43rd Street, New Terk
Apartment* can ha seen evening*. Office in each BaHdlng-.
912

One Bleck

Bryant 554-515-7933

to

MBS. QE0R0E DANIEL,

PrepriitreM

Special

775-78-80

Samp*

Rate* froai Jnie to September

EIGHTH AVENUE

Between 47th and 48th Street*

^VwS^jAST

Address:

Office:

778

Phone: Bryant 1944

THE BERTHA

EIGHTH AVENUE

Geo. P. Schneider, Prep.

Motel, Chlcsgo,

111.

WHEN IN NEW YORK
ARDSLEY SPECIAL SUMMER RATES ASfflOKD

Every

far .oar 1.2, 9, 4 rieea

Mot
WEEKLY AKB UP

33.50

per

Week

Williams, the prominent Utah ora three weeks' engagement
American prior to departing for New
York City, where be will Join the Chicago
opera company.

H.

ganist. Is playing

MOORE. 6, International Bible Students'
Association lecture. Dark for balance of the

MII T

—

week.

,

WILKES.—Wilkes'

off

Broadway,

ARTISTS

New York

Up
«.*8

St

SI not*

Room

Nest,

Skinner.

Tel.

—

ORPHEUM.

comedy

in the

Midsummer

SYRACUSE.

North Clark aad Oatari* Strait*

CHICAGO
Fire Mlnut** from the Loop
Modem Coaroalencae

.RlvareUe M79.II4*

Comedy

Musical

Hart

8.

STRAND.—"The

"Square Deal

In

Avalanche,"

with

Elsie

Ferguson as Chlchlta.

CLEMMER.—Owen Moore

COLISEUM.—"A a Man

Balrd

In

"The Crimson

Weekly

Rates, $4 to $10

Phone: Superior 9470

REX.—Doug.

Fairbanks

MISSION.—"A Regular

-.

*

v.

•.

Meet eotrto light
Improvement!
By the Day. Weak or Month
Bet***

LITTLE.
pictures.

CLASS

—Martin

Johnson Cannibal Island

A— "The

Beloved Impostor," with
Stewart In "The Painted

484-4

best

WEST 23BD STREET

Near Ninth Avenae

NEW YORK

Charles Youngor. property man with Ralph
Clonlnger's stock company, and for years In
the same capacity on the Orpheum stage, Is
spending his summer vacation as "news
butcher" on trains running between here and
Los Angeles. He has met a number of his
professional friends since taking over the

Another film distributing company will open
an exchange here In the near future. For the
purpose of looking over the field, Harry

new

Knolts, Western district manager for Select,
was hero last week. No date for the opening

has been announced.

For the

position.

The children of the Orphans' Home and
Day Nursery had the times of their Uvea last
Saturday afternoon whan as guatto of Han.

I

time this season, an act was
held over for the second week at Pantages
last week. The Shlmmle Dancers, which made
a big hit at all performances, were continued
another week by Manager Frank Newman.
first

'

cabaret

orchestra

seen

here

since

the

town went dry in 1016.
aad

All

ager George Mayme, of tho American Theatre,
they witnessed a performance
Charley
of
Chaplin, in "Sunnyslde."

film

"The Knicker-

Sport," wltn William

Russell In stellar role.

Jean Trojanava's jazz band of 7 pieces
opened at the Tavern Cafe July 5, with the

FURNISHED

Bathe.

in

bocker Buckaroo."

Prop.

has been lavishly advertised through
all mediums and the management is looking
forward to good business.

The

\

LOUIS ZILTSOH.

Thinks," with Leah

In star part,

Gladys Leslie.

THE
FLORIDA
ROOMS
ELEGANT
With

By CHESTER B. BAHN.
EMPIRE.—Knickerbocker Players

Mitchell Lewis and his film organization are
located on the banks of the Columbia River,
working on his fourth production for Select.
The film folk lived on fresh salmon for several
days, after which they decided other foods
were more palatable.

M. Wltmark & Sons have opened an office
Barney

In the Pantages Theatre Building, with

M

INERS
AKE-UP

4RY

1st.

C

'Sick

In

A-Bed."

TEMPLE.—Vaudeville.
STRAND.— "The Woman

Owena

World."
Ttfopkoae: Cfco.**a 7799

Luna park and Alkl beach are thronged
amusement seekers and picnic parties.

dally with

Folly

roles.

OAK.—Dark.
PANTAQES.—Vaudeville.
PALACE HIP.— Vaudeville.

COLONIAL.—Anita

HOTEL
CLARENDON

available for traveling attractions beside the
of
houses.

film

"Honolulu Lou," with Ert Hunt and

In

Lew White

LIBERTY.—Wm.

R*****. 04 JO Up
;.Rw*« Aaartmtat*, 115 w* Up
HACK B. ZHOPT, MaiUf er

I*

A theatre to cost $160,000 is being built in
Wenatchee. It will have a seating capacity of
Thla will make two houses In that city

Gem, vaudeville bookings, and a couple

first

MAORI*,

Under

Oath,"

part.

ECKEL.—"Three Men

and

a

Girl,"

first

part.

SAVOY.—"Redhead,"

Sanderson."

DoaM*

Reomi, 93.59
Strife (acini (rent,

CO., 14 West 101st

Prof, and Mrs. F. W. Bouley have opened a
summer school of dancing here In the former
Theosopblcal headquarters In the Arcade Building.

Organization.

City

If you east a homo for hoinreeptir with hotel eerrto* owaWned. tkl* will
lntareet you.
Our kulldlnn are (reproof aad modem la every reneot.
Fifty feet from Central Part TTeet
Near BUtth Are. aurfaee care, tilth
and Nlata Ave. *X" stations, mfteta mleuu** rid* from aoeklaj eaTMa
Telethon la «*ry aparuataL Some 10am* with raaanaf water. Baaoaol*
of prloe*. Les.u
tuOii gBi, eleotrletty, maid eerviee aaa oe* of Muman:
2.

JOHN MILBERG

ClrUe 1114

Players In "Yea or No."

Gardenia,"

ATTENTION

1(9(

Hagan In charge. Al Browne, Northwestern
manager for the firm, has completed a three
weeks' trip through the territory over which
he has supervision.

"The Lottery Man."

:

LYRIC—Walter

Newly Renovated

Private Bath*

15S West 36th Street,

— Otis

METROPOLITAN.
"Chin Chin."

Next week
Co.

Prapriatreaa
Upward*— Ieaeekf eplnf Privileges
.

with prtvata hethv

BROABWAY
*15ia»^UMHrNl5! Man?,^^"

APARTMENTS

MARION HOTEL
s«.

eon plat* hiaaOliiiU

at the

LEVY'S

MRS.

from

Sherman

1,200.

....

Reotai,

cross from the

SEATTLE.

—
NEW

and 4

8U

FURNISHED

Complete for Hoanekeeplag Own and Airy
YORK CITY
323 West 43rd Street,
Private Bath, 3—4 Room*.
Caterlnjr to the comfort and convenience of the prof eiilen.
29.50 Up
Steam Beat and Electric Light

I, 3, 1

CUrk

Robin Selllck, of the Salt Lake Theatre
orchestra, and former xylopnonlst with the
145th artillery band, has been engaged to
play In the band In the municipal park at
Ogden, Utah.
8.

NEW YORK

Phonal Greeley 4C7J-5374

173 N.

Time* Square

The Edmonds Furnished Apartments
CttarloB Exdiulvely to th* Pn
r,

EIGHTH AVENUE

329 and 330 Wttt 43rd 8t.

•1740 Up Weakly

Tel.

Susskind

J.

Jodleloui DelUateeien
Delleate*ien Food oar pectstty
JudiehPU
specialty

ue

IRVINGTON HALL

sntamw*
.•Jit wutsiits*.

&

direction of H.

WEEKS
MEET THE GANG
NOW
OPEN
POTTS PLACE-"The Greasy Vert"

St

49th

u|.te-the.etlMta, aaw.
la rpartswrti ef three
hear
'Piiae la
kltohea* and private kath.
mtnta
917.09 Up Weekly
All

uruiid

Unequalad In Cuisine and Service.

Between 41 th and 47th Street*
One Block West of Broadway
Throe, Four and Five-Boom Hbrh-Clau Furnished Apartment*—<10 Up
Strictly FroresalonaL
MRS. GEORGE H1EGEL, Mrr.
Phones: Bryant I9S9-1

ARRANGED IN SUITES OF ONE, TWO AND THREE
TIlEO KITCHENS. KITCHENETTEa AND VACUUM
EVERY LUXURY KNOWN 10 MODERN 9CIENCE.

JUST COMPLETED: ELEVATOR APARTMENTS

L

Under

754-756

Bryant 8298

A BUILDING DE
C lo;

MOMS. WITH TILEB BATH AND SHOWER.

All Year

HEATH INN

THE ADELAIDE

We

941 te 347

Lynbrook, L.

,

INN

Parkway, at Eaatchestor Avenue; and

Pelh-

^T JSSOM

first

part.

Was Zane Grey, the novelist, whose works
have of late been adapted for the screen. In
Syracuse last week?
According to E. R.
Carvel, who says his pen name Is Zane
Grey,
he
was.
According
to
Harper's,
Grey's publishers, he wasn't.
As related in
last week's Variety,
Carvel, who was In
Syracuse In connection with State Highway
work, went to a local hoepltal for an operation.
There he revealed himself as the author.
At the last minute, Carvel changed
his mind about the operation and postponed
the cutting until the following day.
At tha
specified time, Carvel turned up and announced that all bets were off; that his acute
stomach complaint, supposedly from the effects of frequent gassing "over there," was
nothing but Indigestion.
Carvel next paid a visit to the Army
Recruiting Station and applied for enlistment, explaining that he was Zane Grey and
that he wanted to re-enter the service to
gather local color for a new novel and film
In the Philippines.
Carvel was accepted.
In the meantime, Harold MacGrnth, the
Syracuse novelist and photoplaywrlgbt, communicated with Harper's, notifying that Grey
was In a hospital here.
Harper'B declared
that that was Impossible, that Grey was hunt*
lng big game in the wilds of Oregon.
They
also asserted that Grey was Grey and that
been
In
war.
had
never
the
he
Carvel had
said that he was wounded 17 times, gassed
as many more, and that his wife and baby
had been killed In a German air raid on

London.

The Comic
Capt Charles

opera

company,

Tingle, will

make

%

fathered by
its debut at

Rorick's Glen, Elmlra, Monday. 'The Chimes
Normandy" will be the, opener and the
season will continue until Labor Day, with
of bill.
Favorite old-time

of
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NEW YORK,

KEITH'S PALACE,
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(July 14)
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AND

EDDIE
Riverside,

Week

Next
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Orpheum, Brooklyn'/

(July 21)

(July 28)
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Announcement
D'Leir, Piano Accordionist, formerly D'Leir

Fondeleir, the Variety Girls, will

D'LEIR

an act specially written for us, entitled "In Just Bits of
taking our little vacation at Sea Gate, Coney Island,
be ready to open four weeks from now.

in

Variety."

and

and Green, and Sadie

be known now as JOE and SADIE

will

Now

Extern Representative:

Western Representative:

HERMAN WEBER, Weber
operas will

BEEHLER & JACOBS

'

Agency

form the programs.
will be Florence Mackle,
favorite, while Gladys Caldalso appeared in seasons past
donna at the Glen, will be the

Elliott in

Rorick

PETE MACK

who has

well,

prima

Eva Qulntard has been signed as
character contralto.
Tingle and William
Naughton, the latter joining the company the
second week, will handle the tenor roles.
Bertram Peacock will be the principal baritone and Arthur Cunningham will sing the
character baritone roles.
James Mcllhern
will be the principal comedian and Prank
Bertrand the second comedian and producer.
Louis Kroll will be the musical director,
and William Clements will be the stage director.
There will be a large chorus and an
soubret.

t

augmented orchestra.
The Elmira Rotary
j

Club

will

attend

WILL BE

Weeks

1

the

Fred Boscome. the Dorchester, Mass, horse
trainer, who was left behind In Watertown
when the Sells-Floto circus >moved on, died
at the City Hospital there July 0.
Pleurisy
was the cause of 'death. Boscome's father is
-

.

I

•

<

e

H.

Boscome

J.

IN

CHICAGO

of July 21st

and 28th

Good Acts Desiring Eastern Representation Get
Me at State Lake Theatre Bldg.

night en masse.

first

Business good. 14, Edythe
"My Irish Rose."
AVENUE.— 7-8, Harvey's Greater Minstrels.
Well received and gave a parade. 18-10, Otis
Skinner In "The Honor of the Family."
ROYAL.—7, Alice Joyce In "The Lion and
of
the Mouse" and chapter of "The
14, Anita Stewart in
Vengeance" (serial).
'-A,
"From Headquarter*."
IMPERIAL.—Dark.
ORPHEUM.—7. Opening of the plctare tea*
eon, with Prlscllla Dean in "The Sllk-llaed
Burglar." Prices were 80o top matinees and
Klc evenings.' 14, Alice Joyce In "Within the
exceptionally large.

The prima donna
an old
as

M

Law."

COLUMBIA.—Vaudeville.

Touch With

REX.—Charles Otaplln In "Sunnytlda," nil
A
:,
third million-dollar comedy.
; y~^
DOMINION.— Charles; Chaplin in *fmu»:rTeat ot^.i0A
side" and John Barrymore in
•

.

GLOBE.—Queenle Thomas

a Lifetime," a

And Orpheum

film

"The Chance Of
from the novel toy Nat
In

Gould.

Booking Exclusively With Keith Vaudeville Exchange

of No. 05 Walnut street. Fall
He was notified and made the

t

.

"The

Honor."

TOM POWELL

Care

•

in

J

Hud

COLONIAL.—Marlon
New York."

of

Circuits

River, Mass.
funeral arrangements.

MAPLE LEAF.—"The
BROADWAY.— Ume.

Davles In "The Belle

Whip";

.• it'

.

fifth

and lam

.

'
.

I

Robert Broadway, one-time circus and vau-

\

'

NEW YORK COSTUME CO.

but now styling himself the
has been climbing the tall ones
cities and towns during
two weeks.
Souvenir post card*
showing himself at work are his source of
revenue.

man,

deville

''human

fly,"

In Central
the past

New York

According to reports current In Auburn,
Syracuse Interests, presumably the Cahllls,
have leased the Burtls Grand Theatre there
and will open with pop vaudeville August

>>.

•

15, offering opposition to the Jefferson.
J.
A. Hennessy surrendered his lease of the
Burtls Grand upon the disbanding of the- Ir-

LAMEST COSTUME
MANUFACTURERS IN WEST

COSTUMES
117 N.

WABASH

vlng James Players, a

CHICAGO

AVE.
summer

stock aggre-

gation.

Hathaway,

who

a half-adozen-odd houses In the Southern Tier, again
added to his theatrical holdings late last
week, purchasing the Paragon, Beacon, opon the Hudson.
posite Newburgb, is'.
T.,
0.

S.

controls

.

jfflapMle
MODISTE

ALREADY
FOR THE

NEW

The house has a capacity of 800 and was
Hathaway secured
a few years ago.

built

sufficient

adjoining

property

For Discriminate
145

Artists

Suite (03

CHICAGO
11

ILL.
Phoiw:
Centrtl 4354

<&*Z3&L

en-

on

his

f

By HARDIE MBAKIN.
week
SHUBERT-BELASCO.— Second
"The Beginning and Mysteries

of Life"

,

.,

Of., '';-;&

(Aim). :;,;:*:

CHNTBAL1M1

Completion of the Top Theatre, held up for
two months by the local builders' strike and
other difficulties, is forecasted by the reorganization of the Interests back of it JaooV
Nann Is now said to have become flnanlally
Interested.
Nann, beBt known as a local cafe
Invested In movie
proprietor, has capital
houses both here and lb Rochester, according
to

.

D. C.

He closed
Intimates.
night, pending

Saturday

hie

a

cafes here
decision on

2.75 boor.

A.RATKOWSKY,Inc*
34 West 34th St

SUMMER
1

The present week brought rumors of the
coming erection of a new theatre In this
city.
The northeast corner of 8outh Warren
and Harrison streets Is mentioned as the
This is one block from the Strand, and
site.
n block and a half from the Empire, the
Temple, the Crescent and the new B. F. Keith
houBe.

DR. A. A.

VANCOUVER,

B. C.

FURS

By H. P. NEWBERRY.
EMPRESS. 7, Empress Stock In "Daddy
Long Legs," with Ray Collins, Edythe Elliott

—

and Margaret Marriott In the leading roles.
Little Edytbe Royal was also In the cast and
gave an excellent performance. The cast was

SCHWABE

wishes to announce that his entire Dentil Practice has been turned over to DR. BEN
RUBER, a former associate, who will continue the same high grade service to hli
many friends and patients.

DR.

North

Clark St.

permit

running again thMt^-^
normal.
<; V'r^Jj^

WASHINGTON,

larging.

SEASON
Exclusive Designs

to

GOWNS

With the street cars
rlcal business is hack to

BEN HUBE.R

DENTIST
401 Candler Building—220 West 42nd Street, N. Y. C.
SPECIAL THEATRICAL RATES

Whether you desire a smart neckpiece to wear with a tailored dress,
a light scarf for the evening, or any
of the fashionable for effects, yon
can find it here. Years of service
to New York's smartest women hare
given us an insight of your desire*.

Remember that as manufacturers, we
save you at least 1/3 of the regular
wholesale price.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO
THE PROFESSION

.?./-'

(;-'

E. F.

ALBEE,

President

B. F. Keith Vaudeville
B.

F.KEITH

Marcus Loew's AMALGAMATED
Enterprises

.

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
President
as

General Executive Offices

Putnam

Times Square

Building,

New York
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

General Executive Offices

SEVENTH

729

AVE., at Forty-ninth

St.

M. D. SIMMONS
Geaeral Booking Manager
«\

ARTISTS can

secure long engagements by booking direct with us
i

-?

General Manager

•V

H. LUBIN

J.

Booking

tfS

Master

Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily

Acts

1493 Broadway

CHICAGO OFFICE
C.

i=

Southern territory wire N. Y. Office

North American Building
J.

&

Feiber

Between 11 and 1

laying off in

MATTHEWS

(Putnam Building)

New York

in charge

City

\

1

ARTHUR J. HORWiTZ

-LEE KRAOSJnc.

WILL OPEN THEIR CHICAGO OFFICE
OTTO SEAFTEB

1493

BROADWAY
.

fe£i

in Charge.

AUCf. 1

Pall details later.

(Putnam BW*.),

NEW YORK

Phone i Bryant M7-SM

The Western Vaudeville

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE
ALCAZAR THEATRE
SAN
BUILDING

w;

FULLER'S

Australian
and N. Z. Vaudeville
irmrriu

Miarttr:

BOOaTJBm
Tm

til

mlBam

WwUrm

tram Baa

BEN

J.

FULLER

ABSANOB
rtsMUoo ul Vumw

Vaiarriile'SSrV' JUii. OU.ac.

FRANCISCO

Papers spoke well of the picture and business has been exceptionally good.
SHTJBBRT-GARRICKV-The Oarrlck Players In "Daddy Long-Legs."
Eileen Wilson as
"Judy" and Earle Foxe as "Daddy." Business
Is constantly growing until the limited capacity of this bouse Is being taxed.
COSMOB.—Vauderllle and pictures.

LOBWS
gJALTO,
Pictures.

PALACE, COLUMBIA, MOORE'S

CRANDALL'8 METROPOLITAN.—

Managers' Association
MORT

TOM CABMODY,

SDfGER, General Manager

CHICAGO,

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.

Harry Rickards
HUGH

D.

Amerie.n B*prw«BUttr«,

Syaiey

NORMAN

H«a

ILL.

Theatres, awtraua

McINTOSH, Governor

Mttm: "HuaHMAC."

Rotatoria Catlt

Tivoli

Beeking Manager

Oflta:

Director

TIVOLI THEATRE, Sydew, Antrim

JEFFERIES

Rati

Uttt

Trait

!•>, ntlrtHiblt

fi.

:,:
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:
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URES
The Vltagraph has completed "The Gamblers," with Harry Moray In the principal
At the west coast studio Earle Williams
role.
role. At the West Coast studio Earle Williams

NEWS OF TIE FILM WORLD

now working

a screen version of the
Eugene Walter play, "The Wolf."
Is

Ralph

DePalma

Jane
motor car.

teaching

la

Katherlne Lee to drive

a"

Florence Dcshon has been
Goldwyn repertory company.

added

to

and
the

branch
S. W. Hatch has been appointed
manager at St Louis for Select.

The fourth Mitchell Lewie production made
Select has been completed and Is entitled "La Ruse of the Strong Heart"

of

Women."

Men."
<>

..

Luoy Cotton has signed* with F. P. L., and
will appear In Cosmo- Hamilton's "The Miracle
,;';
of Love."

_^

Walter Wanger'a first production will be
'The Purple Slipper," by Maria Thompson
"Profane Love" will follow.
Davies.
"

"

c

•

The second Virginia Pearson starring production to be released
titled

by Pathe will be en-

"Impossible Catherine."

."High Pockets" Is the title ot the latest
Louis Bennison picture that has been produced by the* Betiwood for Goldwyn release.

The National Theatrical Mechanical Asso-

:

ciation has been holding Its seventeenth biennial convention In Toledo this week.

i.

The Rial to, San Francisco, is the first of the
feature a serial,
"Elmo, the Mighty," opening last week.

big picture theatres here to

Louis Relchert, formerly with Metro Corp.,
has
for

Film.

..

-;

.i

___L

Joe Weber has been engaged by Herbert
Hancock to appear with Violet Mersereau In
"Low Wins."

>"

Its

He

Claire Whitney and Lumsden Hare have been
signed by Edward Jose to appear in "Mothers

re

"The World and

Nat Barach no sooner got his discharge from
the army than he accepted Realart's offer to
become manager of their Pittsburgh exchange.
Before entering the service he was with World

picture.

;

of the latest Goraldlne Farrar feature which has been completed for Goldwyn
has been changed from "The Golden Song" to
title

With James Young directing, Elsie Janla
started work; last week on her first Seunlck

Cincinnati.
ot the Realart Exchange In
was formerly with Select In that city.

f

Southern writer,

Mark Goldman has been appointed manager

*'•!

'

the

"The Sagebrush Hamlet" is the title of the
next William Desmond feature which Robertson-Cole Is to release. It was directed by Jos.
J. Franz.

for the

been appointed San
United Artiste Aesn

Francisco

manager

Bhanflon,

Brenda

Anno Hemendeen,

TJeland,

Margaretta Schuyler, Katherlne Hllllker, Phyl-

Duganne and Miriam

lis

Gartle.

j?»
Joe Weber has begun rehearsals of "The
Blue Devil," musical comedy based on
Clyde Fitch's force, "Ine Blue Mouse," which,
was based on a translation from the
Atterldge
CarLittle

Cohen,

whose rise to fame via the Saturday Evening
Post route has been sensational, has signed
a five years' contract with Goldwyn.

The

I
>

Octavus Roy

in

George M. O'Neill, formerly secretary of the
P. F. Collier A Son, Inc., organization, has.
resigned his position to accept the poet of!
assistant sales manager of the Goldwyn Distributing Corporation.

Harry Lustlg, Western

District

Manager for

Metro Picture Corp., has appointed F.
W. Veigt, San '"Pranclsco branch manager.
Volgt has been road man for Metro for the
the

Rehearsals of "Chu Chin Chow" have begun at the Century under the direction of B.
Lyall Swete.
MUe. Gullda, Marjorie Wood,
Lionel Brabam, Richie Ling, Eugene Cowles,
George Rasely,
Felice de Gregorlo,
Lucy
Beaumont and Ida Mulle are in the cast

in turn,

German.

Harold

The Smiling Billy Parsons comedies are getting over in good shape according to the
Goldwyn report, which says that new contracts are coming In at the rate of 76 a week
The latest for release is
for the series.
"They're Off," which was "shot" at Coney
Island.
'

Rupert Hughes has started for Culver City
work on the first of the Eminent Author^
Productions for Goldwyn.
It will be a ploturlzatlon of "The Cup ot Fury." from hta
latsBt novel of the same title, the scenario
having been prepared by himself and Eve
to

'

Catherine Dnffln.

The "Vents Film

Doris Kenyon haB started work on the first
of the series of productions In which she is to
star for the new Dietrich-Beck combination.
The pictures are to be released by W. W.
Hodkfnson. At present the star is working In
the Pathe studio, the picture being "The

Band-Box," by Louis Joseph Vance.

past three years.

hare

Co.," ot Chicago,

Just

completed
a
two-reel
comedy
featuring
"Chuck" Relsner In the principal role. Blanche
Martin and Billy Baetar are alsq cast It Is
a bathing girl picture and tho scenario was
written by Bryan Foy and Relsner.
It was
produced by the Rot hacker Film Co. Relsner
quit vaudeville recently to direct comedies fof
Billy West This Is his first venture as a film
'
'

comedian.

summer.
Charles A. Weeks, treasurer of the Great
Authors Pictures, Inc., and the Zane Grey
Pictures, Inc., has gone to Los Angeles for a
series of business conferences with B. B.

Hampton.

The Ohio censors have informed Frank Hall
that he can run the Jess Wiljard-Jack Dempsey picture providing he cuts the scenes of the
actual contest
It ought to be a good fight
picture without the fight.

Work on Henry Lehman's new

?^m
_£223i

.

Famous

Piaymisrhti!, inc., Manhattan
TO. theatres, 11,000,000: H. Harris,

(N.

H. O. Wiley, A. Present 501 Fifth avenue,

New York

,.
City.
^ ^_
A. Morris, inc., Manhattan (N'.'yTV
theatres. $16,000; J. Glnsburg, A. B.
Stupel, J. A, Morris, 218 West 44tn street,
New Y6rk City.

J.

DELAWARE CHARTERS.

studio at

Culver City has progressed so rapidly that the
producer has started making his first comedy
The part ot the
for First National there.
building fronting on Washington Boulevard Is
Venetian in style. Between it and the boulevard is a lagoon 600 feet long. Entrance to
the grounds Is across an ornamental bridge.

.

'

.

Max Linder, famous French comedian, Is to
appear in a film, version of "The Little Cafe."
which will be made near Paris by a company
organized by Henri Diamant Berger, publisher of "Le Film." Berger has been here this

•f-M

INCORPORATIONS.

':,"'..

CnBell.

and Harry

are responsible for lyrics and music. In'
the cast are Bernard Granville, Fay Marbe,"
Edward Martlndell, Jack McQowan, Louisa
Kelly, Wilfred Clark,
Jean Merods and

roll

~

•;

V.C

Latto Amusement Cw» $10,000:
Kelly. M. L. Horty, 8. L. Mackey,
Wilmington, 3DeL

of,

REORGANIZATION.
Ooldbreyer Theatres) Corp., Manhattan

•

p

(N. Y.); capital stock, $900,000.

L. J. Dlttmar has arranged to build a $800.000 picture bouse seating 8.000 in his home
It will be the largest
town, Louisville, By.
theatre South of Chicago, and will be operated, by the Majestlo Amusement Co., now
running the Majestic In the same city. The
Majestlo will run United Artist pictures. The
new house Is to be called the Rlalto.

If

You Don't

Advertise in

y&RIETY

"Judy," a new monthly magazine, has made
appearance on the news stands.
It is
edited by eight newspaper and magastne
women, several of whom have been closely

;|

its

Margaret Campbell has been signed by Metro
tor the leading role In "Please Get Married,"
Miss
In which Viola Dana will be starred.
Campbell was formerly leading woman with
the Bramball Players.

Don't Advertise

Identified with the theatrical world In several
literary capacities, chiefly as writers on the
theatre. They are Mary Carolyn Davies, Betty

'£^

;
:

i

T

Dainty Monarch of the Kingdom of Sweet
Sixteen, Ruling by Love Alone Her Sub-

*m
-

ii^BBBsl

ject Millions.
~

i.

:-..-

\

MARY MILES MINTfcR
Exhibitors
first

now

are assured during the

coming year the

of her long time contract to star in Realart Pictures*

•

;-.•

more important attracfounded on well-known novels and plays. All the

this exquisite artist in six vastly
tions,

winsomeness of Miss Minter's engaging personality will
be poured into the most-talked-about girl characters in,
fiction and drama, with the best production that experience
and money can furnish.

Her

first

•

vehicle will be

.

"-.

>

'

..*-.'

ANNE OF GREEN GABLES
Production under direction of
Scenario by

WILLIAM

TAYLOR

D.

FRANCIS MARION
•

>
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REALART PICTURE? CORPORATION
ARTHUR S.KANE

110-12-14 West 42nd

St.

President
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AMONG THE WOMEN
By F

.

AW SMITH.

Managerial diplomacy and artistic
temperament must have had a tug of

war at the Riverside Theatre Monday
night—several changes in running of
show resulting with another threatened

for Tuesday. Hoey and Lee, opening
intermission, were put on No. 2, the
spot alotted to Bernard and Duffy, and
Bernard and Duffy switched again
with Bonita and Lew Hearn, to next
Lucille Cavanagh, quite
to closing.
following
to
objected
reasonably
Maryon Vadie and changed places
second after to closing
from
with her,
intermission. Anita Bristow (with Joe
Bernard and Co.) and Lucile Cavanagh
wore costumes previously described,

but new ones shown by Maryon Vadie
and Bonita were well worth special
mention.
Miss Vadie's dress was a gold net
triple
in
ballerina costume, made
flounces, each fringed with gold span-

is.;

A

gles.

dainty bandeau circling the

•head was fastened with a blue flower.
She was fairylike in looks and nimble
grace. The fair pianist had a Russian
blouse effect of sheerest light blue
chiffon over a white foundation.
Bonita's gown was of handsome rose
and gold brocade metal cloth and geranium georgette. The bodice, upper
skirt part and one arm drapery were

life

georgette, lined with iridesThe brocade draped skirt had
a double sash bow and long trailing
ends of violet and blue ribbon, fastening at one side of waist line in back.
The Curzon Sisters opened in white
dresses which were quickly discarded
Great tinted
for their aerial work.

of the
cent s.

wftfrtt

.

;.

wings, attached to their
.tightly fitted white coats and fleshings,
made them look in all reality like great
butterflies in the air.

opalesque

::
I.r.'

-

'—

'

The "New Spanish Revue" may

seek

to bask in the glorious success of a
previous Spanish revue seen in the
Palace, judging from the inference of
.the billing (revival or up-to-date edition of the other), but comparisons as.
usual are odious. There is no comThe scenery is a
parison possible.
joke for a pretentious act and the costumes no better than a burlesque show
would offer for an interpolated Span\

S8&.

ish number.
Sefior Antonio
SgffiS

:

16
;"'.
i

',•""-.

.

E gtf i*<ri

K

:

<--'

de Bilbao got a ripple

of applause or reception on his entrance, hut closed his clever bit too
The girls at the opening
abruptly.
were in black taffeta wired skirts in
four deep flounces appliqued with big
red velvet cutout roses and white lace
The principal was in the
mantillas.
same type of dress in red. "Tzigana"

i

--

was danced by two
:*

-

.

ir^.T.f

m
.'it

'

-

•

-

I.

:

Jft'i.'.

gam

in

gayly

painted shawls (yellow with age), and
for "Ay Mamia," sung by Rosa De
Granada, the chorus were in white
cherry flowered, ruffled dresses, piped
with black or brown, and orange
shoulder shawls. Miss Granada was in
net
cherry satin and black lace.
side drapery on skirt was veiled with
black net edged with silk fringe and
she wore great circle earrings. Four

•&:<,'

m

girls

.

A

:
'•'

*.

$&.

••'•/-

performed a dance "in one" in
peacock blue transparent skirts, gold
bodices, sashes and head scarfs, and
for the "Mirame, Mirame" number (the
nearest approach to a hit in the act)
three girls wore orange, purple and
showing
rose satin, yellow tights
through broad black velvet lacings in
the skirts. For "Chiquilla," the principal woman was in lace over gold silk
and carried an embroidered gray
shawl. The chorus donned their flowgirls

mi*!?

;'

i

'

':

ered, silk dresses again for the finale.
act lacked the fire and abandon
associated with Spanish work, but the

The
I

music

may have had much

to

do with

this.

Lillian

Foy

girls

Berse ("Sweeties") and the
were the only females in first

half of bill. Miss Berse made a sympathetic youthful appeal in a white
satin full-skirted frock, held in from
knees down with a deep flounce of lace,
the bodice being of the same heavy

The Foy kiddies showed
fresh white silk ruffled dresses with
sleeves, finished with
headings or insertings, run with blue
White silk bonnets were
ribbons.
trimmed and tied with the narrow ribbons.
quality.

baby bodices and

Mrs. Bert Fitzgibbons was in organdie sporting dainty frills on skirt,

and roll collar. A becoming
pink chapeau had a ribbon bandeau
sleeves

finished in front with a trio of flat
The Color Gems held
tinted roses.
in nicely, but I would like to see
these restful artistic posings opening
intermission, just as an experiment to

E S

stunning as a small woman can look,
in a full velvet coat, showy with a
heavy twelve inch border Of opossum
at bottom and top, deep bands also appeared as cuffs. Miss Green showed
two beautiful long lace capes or shawls.
A white one was draped about decolletage of dark evening gown and a
black one worn over a light metal
cloth and lace dinner dress the latter
A black
itself, being quite handsome.
velvet with gold brocade watteau plait
or panel all the way day back, was attractive and both women were becomingly arrayed in negligees in one

—

scene.

There have been some extra title
sheets added to Constance Talmadge's
latest release, "The Veiled Adventure,"
or they were "cut out" for the Broad-

way showing

last

week.

The

title

— showing

sheets are of real value

a

more repentance for her heartless
little pranks, on the heroine's part and

them

bit

show how much more they would be

one, explanatory, of the fisherman's
being wrung in the film at the finale,
gets a good laugh.

appreciated.

"The Man Beneath," featuring Sessue Hayakawa, brings to the films a

woman

of individual

watching,

if

she

is

Her name,

tures.

charm

well worth

to remain in picI believe, is Helen
while this may not

Jerome, Eddy, and
be her first picture it is the first time
I have seen her and she sure looks
like a big future attraction, properly
managed. There is an inexplainable
something about her that is a great
asset in the silent drama
Cordelia Haager is very busy these
days. Keeping a line on how friend
husband is doing in his new act pre.

paring a single novel offering of her
own and coaching her young proteges,

"Be a

Little Sport" featuring Albert

Ray, has quite a few laughs to recommend it. Eleanor Fair is the romantic steno who is "a little sport" and
marries a strange young man to save his
fortune, when his fiancee disappears.
Neatly attired in suits and shirt waists
becoming her station in life she made
no especial appeal. However, she was
quite seductive in lace pajamas and
negligee.
Leota Lorraine, who was
cast for Carlotta la Mere, the vamp,
was more attractively gowned throughout.
Lule Warrington, the character
"Auntie" was splendid in her voluminous silk "crimps" and showy ear

pendants.

Martha Lawrence and Easton Yonge,
for their opening in vaudeville next

week is about all one little woman can
be expected to do these hot days. Now
and then Broadway is getting a flash
of her in her new 12-cylinder Pathfinder—which to quote her, she is "just
crazy about." She and Geo. Harcourt
(from whom she purchased the machine) left Wednesday for Washington to join Geo. Austin Moore, otherwise, friend husband as aforesaid.

Mrs. Brown (Brown's Novelty Canat the American the first half
should have her scarlet satin dress
made longer or wear shoes and hose to
ines)

match it.
Edna Lee was freshly and becomingly
attired in maize, just the color of her
hair. The skirt of silk and the. bodice
and sleeves of georgette narrow blue
ribbon, velvet trimmed bottom of long
kimona sleeves and broad girdle.
Cook and Vernon include a girl who
just misses being a good imitation of

—

Frances White though she may not
be aware of it. First in blue chambray
bloomers, suspenders and white blouse,
she changes to white satin trousers
(held in with putties) and sash and
<

black velvet jacket, sticking to the
Tomboy character throughout.
Pearl Sindelar (sketch) was stylishly gowned in orchid satin—the skirt
drapery, crossing slightly in back,
showed a facing and transparent drop
of ocean blue. A vest of lace and a
black bustle hat, faced with lemon and
trimmed with orchid and lemon feath-

were smart accessories. Chiyo and
Chiyo have an oriental looking woman
in modern dancing and evening clothes.
ers

"A Sporting Chance" makes a very
pleasing picture —the story is humane
and the characters well
drawn. Ethel Clayton, the star and
Margaret Green were both beautifully
costumed throughout. A printed lawn,
a flowered organdie and a white and
gold brocade silk with tiny lace embroidered body, were all splendid
models worn by Miss Clayton. She
looked well in motor togs and about as
and,

clean

Betty

BIythe

in

"The

Man Who

Won," (featuring Harry Morey), wore
good looking clothes—not quite up to
which is easily accounted if the
picture is an old one and I believe it is.
One evening gown of net lined with
tiny spangles or beads put on in
squares was exceptional. Deep scalloped lace flouncing finished elbow
sleeves and hem of skirt. A georgette
dress trimmed with deep bands of
taffeta might have been good, but the
lines are passe now—the same applies
to two or three other afternoon and
date,

evening

toilettes.

Two

riding habits

were just riding habits—one was of
linen—the other of dark cloth of some
sort.
A dinner party had the four
women guests and hostess prettily arrayed.

THE SPITFIRE OF SEVILLE.
Carmelite
Kent Staunton
Alice Foster

Her Mother
Don Salvador.*
Pedr o

Romero

...Hedda Not*
Thurston Hall
Anderson
....Marion Bklhner
Carl Btockdale

,... .Claire

Leo Maloney

Edgar Allen
This Universal production In sis reels, with
Hedda Nova as the Spanish girl and an adequate support headed by Thurston Hall, Claire
Anderson and Leo Maloney, la a first-rate
feature. The story gets you Interested at once
and keeps you all pepped up. The scenes are
well chosen, there la attention to detail and
the photography Is excellent Miss Nova and
Maloney particularly distinguished themselves
by their acting. Hall had nothing to do but
stalk around and look like a gift from Heaven,
but he did that acceptably. George Belgman
directed.
The story Is by Joseph Franklin
Poland and the scenario by Waldsmar Young.
The story Is a wild Spanish melodrama, but
undeniably effective and strangely convincing.
Carmellta, daughter of an old bandit, has two
lovers, Leonardo and Pedro. When her father
Is killed she has to choose between them, and
by choosing Pedro, promising to marry him at
the Feast of the Roses, she saves Leonardo's
life.
Wandering In the hills she meets Kent
Staunton, an American artist, and falls for
him hard. Promptly there are complications
In the course of which Pedro gets lodged In
jail where be belongs, being a villain unWhile he languishes in
fortunately unhung.
durance vile, an American girl who la Jealous

makes

difficulties.

When Pedro

escapes the interest gets strong
and gets there fast. There are chases, fights,
slashings of portraits, the girl Is run off, recaptured, and there are three or tour quick
moving duels.
AH together, you get your
money'* worth.

I'
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'STHE KINSMAN.

Bert

Gammage) •....•... Henry Edwards
Blols

Roger

J

Pamela Blols

Ohriaste White

Owynne Herbert
James Carew

Mrs. Blols
Colonel Blols
Colonel Lorraine.

.Victor Prout
John MacAndrews
. .

Dobbs
Footman
The Duchess

Bob
.'.,

Julia
Dr. Spott

.Charles. Vaughan
.Christine Rayner

Judd Oreen

^

»

™„.

Russell

Marie Wright

Butler

London, July
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The Hepworth Company held a trade showing this morning of "The Kinsman," written
directed and starred in by Henry Edwards
a
screen version of Mrs. Alfred Sldgwlck's novel
of the same name.
It is in five parts, and
the star Is called upon to play two roles, which
afforda ample opportunity for a series of double
exposure Bcones.
The roles are that of an
Australian gentleman and his cousin in London
a common coster, the latter believing his couBln
has been drowned and Impersonating him
In a
manner to disgust a family of wealthy people
pn whom he perpetrates the deception^ There
is
ample comedy, and the story is an excellent one throughout In addlUon, It
Is well
acted and directed, with admirable
locations
that would appeal to the average
romanticallyInclined American Him fan.
But like most
British-made pictures, the lighting Is inferior
to the present American standard
not only in
the matter of interiors, but the same
applies
ei T on whlcfc a PP« ap to have
been
;
tSJJi!
} mlnua
photographed
a bright sunlight
same picture made in America might have The
been
elaborated Into a splendid special feature.
In

P

ordinary high-grade release.

THE MAN
Chlstopher Keene

Barbara LeMoyne

^MA

He

£7 h

Joto.

WHO WON.
...Harry T. Morey
Bettv Blvthi

.Mkurfe'e^eSo

•
V production
Vii
ThisB Vltagraph
from a story by
Cyrus Townsend Brady, directed by Paul
Scardon and starring Harry T. Morey is
a corking society-mystery yarn, which is only
spoiled
at the finish by the trite German
spy twist
Why men as able as Albert E. Smith
or Mr.
Brady countenanced this now passe effusion
Is a mystery.
Otherwise, despite this drawback, the film is an excellent production,
and
should prove a worthy program feature.
The
• • • • •

supporting cast,

particularly, deserves much
And whoever la responsible for the
Is not the author of the storyshould come In for a good sized chunk
of
praise.
He has held the interest up to the
climax without divulging what the "fortune"
In question is about
Miss BIythe makes a
dandy leading lady who does some acting
besides looking pretty. We have seen so
much
or Costello in hero roles that it is
difficult
to
Imagine him personating a "villain."
Nevertheless his performance Is really noteworthy, and ranks on a par with the star's
Abel.
credit.

continuity—It

PRUDENCE ON BROADWAY
A Triangle feature starring Olive Thomas
the little Quaker story contains nothing
that Is new or novel In the story and
the feature as a whole is rather badly cut
Miss Thomas has the role of a little Quaker
maid whose parents send her out into the
world to learn the tricks of the Devil so that
she will be able to light him on his own
pound.
Her experiences in a fashionable
boarding BChool and In New York Boolety
form the basis of the plot
The early part of the feature is cut entirely too sharp and the story Is exceedingly
Jumpy as a result of this. The titling Is also
bad, especially as some one was saving footage and the titles were too short. Later the
story Is rather badly Jazzed up with the end
in sight before the picture is run half way
through.
in

Miss Thomas Is entirely charming In the
role assigned to her and there are moments
when she displays a comedy touch that li
refreshing.
Her support, while not wonderadequate.
In all, "Prudence of Broadway" Is a pleaeing little picture that will do to fill in on a
double feature day, but isn't strong enough to
stand alone for any run.
Fred.
ful, la

YVONNE FROM

PARIS.

Yvonne

Mary

Marston

J.

Pembroke
Lulgl
CecIIe

Aunt Marie
This American Film Co.

Miles

Mlnter

Barney ShetTy
Bertram GraBsby
E. Alyn Warren
Rosemary Theby
Vera Lewie
feature,

released

by Pathe and starring Mary Miles Mlnter, Is
marred hopelessly by Its poor and second rate
story by J. Franklin Poland.
Frank Howard
Clark did the scenario, Emmett J. Flynn the
directing.
The Interiors are all excellent, but
the lighting effects are Inferior. Mies Mlnter
realizes only a few of her possibilities, but J.
Barney Sherry makes the most of his an
excellent
actor,
dependable,
sensible,
well

—

dressed.

The

how Yvonne, rage of Parts
but young, ran away from an aunt who chaperstory shows

oned her not wisely but too well, and came to
America, where she got a part and fell In
love, to boot
Coming over on the boat (there
are some good steerage scenes, by the .way)
she makes friends with an Italian violinist,
Lulgl, and an enemy of a girl Apache who
later claims to be "Yvonne."
The complications are forced and unnatural, and the pro.
ductlon lacks any final punch.

\
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Jack Pickford in the Initial release by the
National Exhibitors' Circuit starring him
failed to pull business at the Strand for either
of the Sunday afternoon shows.
The production was made by the Jack Pickford Film
Company, and the title of the story is "Bill
Apperson's Boy," a drama of the Blue Ridge
Mountains of the type of "We 'Una of Tennessee" filled with "you alls" and other supposed to be Southern sayings.
It Is a good
little meller, but It hardly qualifies in the
"full week's run in the best houses" class.
Pickford plays his usual boy, and surrounding him there are a score or more of "types"
There are three or four times
of the hills.
when the story looks like it was going to be'
a shooting affair, but it falls to come to the
first

trigger point.

Surrounding the feature. Managing DirecL. Plunkett for bis last week at the
bouse has selected a program that appears to
interest
Suppe's "Pique Dame" Is the overThe Topical Review held the
ture selection.
news of the minute, and was followed by a
couple of baritone selections by Bruce Weyman.
After the feature, Ethel Newton, soprano,

tor Jos.

two numbers.
The scenic, one of the Outing-Chester series,
and entitled "They Grow Everywhere," was
devoted to the baby life of Japan.
The first of the "Hall Room Boys" comedy
series made by Jack Cohn and entitled "How
Do They Do It on $8 Per" was the comedy

offered

-

offering of the bill.

It scored laughs.

Fret.

BILL APPERSON'S BOY.
Jack Pickford
Russell Simpson

Buddy Apperson
Bill Apperson
Martha Yarton

.'.

.

1
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young man across with a greater draught

than they are obtaining for- him at present.
With the failure of the last Chaplin the field
Is open for a real comedian, and Lloyd seems
to possess all the necessary attributes:
An organ solo closed the bill.
Fred.

THE HALL ROOM BOYS.
This

Is

the

first

of a series of single-reel

comedies that are to be placed on the market
by Jack Cohn.
They are all to be based
on the famous Hall Room Boys cartoon that
McQlll has been drawing for a great many
years.
Flanagan and Edwards, a team that
have scored great comedy success in vaudeville for years, have been engaged to enact
the roles of Percy and Ferdle.
The initial
release of the series is entitled

"How Do They
It on $8 Per."
It shows promise of being
a fairly good leader to a good comedy series.
The trouble with the first picture is, however,
that whoever directed it failed to get bis big
laugh punch over with tbe smash necessary
to make it score.
It is a funny picture, and
the action leads up to the punch, but the
knockout is lacking at the last minute. There
also could be a little more wallop in the
titles.
The boys playing the parts get all
that there is to be had, and they work exDo

ceedingly well considering that this is their
first camera attempt.
No doubt the "Hall

Room Boys" will improve as they go along,
for there certainly is a fund of material at
hand in the old McGlll cartoons, and when It
is dressed up right for the screen and put
over with the required punch the pictures
should find a ready market. They certainly are

URfS

clean and classy comedies, and there Is not
an attempt at the real old-faehloned pie sling-

ing In them.

Fret.

SILK HAT HARRY.
Possibly
other animated cartoons suffer
unjustly by comparison with the latest of them,
"Silk Hat Harry," specially added to tbe
Rlvoli program Sunday. It la an International
offering.

Maybe what was needed In plotures all along
was a more varied assortment* of those lightning change pen drawings. The others have
been shown everywhere. Going from theatre
to theatre we see them again and again. Whatever the cause, this latest one of them all
made a decided hit with the onlookers.
The Idea of the first of these "Silk Hat
Harry" pictures is the old one, with Harry
getting the worst of it and the Judge a partner
to the crime. The scene is at the race course.
crowd Is betting on Jazzbo. The Judge
happens along, and Silk Hat Harry shows him
a marvellous animal, whispering "Bet on Machinery." "Looks like a horse," says the Judge.
"What Is it?" Silk Hat Harry shows him that
The Judge
it is a fake run by machinery.
bets his all, and then volunteers as Jockey.
The race is going finely, when Polly appears
Silk Hat Harry
and asks how it is run.
"back
up" and
"stop,"
her,
pressing
the
shows
"He down" buttons. When he does this the
animal out on the track goes through all the
movements, and Jazzbo wins the race. Polly
has bet on Jazzbo, and the picture ends with
the Judge putting the animal under the "kick"
button, with unfortunate results for Harry.

A

Is a tale of the Blue Ridge Mounwith Bill Apperson. a mountain char-

production does not represent any great money
outlay.
Toward the finish there Is a studio
shot in photography that Is a pippin for having been shot indoors.
It shows a meeting
on the mountain top of the boy and the girl
wonderfully well, and just as wonderfully

if

you

like

the

A

popular number, "Somewhere a Voice Is
sung by Gladys Rice, was one of the
distinct hits of the bill.
Miss Rice has a
pleasing voice, and the number Itself seemed
Calling,"

appeal.
The feature followed.
A cornet solo by Giovanni Nappl, a member of the Rialto orchestra, was very well
played and landed.
The solid laugh hit of
was tbe fast-moving comedy that cona lot of pep. It Is entitled "Never
Touched Mo," and It is as good a Lloyd picture
as has been turned out in some weeks.
It
seems as though Pathe should be able to get
to

the bill
tained

M

~?-rc

o

n,

,,

but tte

^D^score d be^t

aak Hat Horry

otter -

A SPORTING CHANCE.
*

...Hthei Clayton
Holt

..Jack

Hwb«"

Standing
Margaret Green
Davies

Howard

J?*:

ml
r-'sap

•

~

.Lew Cody
Rosemary Theby
Henry Woodward

Redding
.Nanon Welsh
J. J. Redding
...h. J. Barrows
Henry Martin
Roy Laldlaw
"Are You Legally Married?" li a wallop
right from the start as far. as the title goes,
and to anyone with a showman's instinct it

Fred.

Qaumont News.

It

Sue

.

tion contained a William Fox cartoon comedy
of Mutt and Jeff.
The weekly Itself contained
clips from the International, Pathe and the

a question, for

ARE YOU LEGALLY MARRIED?

RIALTO.

I

is

was again disappointing, Not
enough personalities in it
Mrs. Drew In
Bunkered" and a Judge Rumhauser cartoon

Wayne Hearne

and enterJack Pickford and

Manager Hugo Riesenfeld managed to dig out
summer draperies for the Rialto stage this
week, with the result that the house looked
GO per cent, cooler. The first Sunday afternoon
show managed to attract a full house before
it was half run through, and
at the flnlBh
of the bill there were a few standees present
at the back of the bouse.
This was generally
conceded to be extraordinary business for the
house at this time of the year on a pleasant
Sunday afternoon. The features of the bill
that were played up in the lights outside of
the house were the Tom Moore starring picture, "The City of Comrades," a Goldwyn production, and the Harold Lloyd comedy.
The selection from "Manon" served as the
overture, and was followed by the Bruce
scenic, "The Land of Silence." The trio from
"Faust" was noxt sung by the Messrs. Brefel,
List and Albano.
The Rialto Magazine now has also the "Sayings of Topplltzky" programed, and in addi-

week

offerings.
The pictorial

John Stork
June Redding

fairly interesting

.

after

if we got quite enough of the
Russians In the dally news, but certainly this
s composition was adequately rendered.
Helen DeWltt Jacobs played on her violin
Dvorak'B "Indian Lament/ and Julia Henry*
a soprano, sang "Sunshine of Your Smile."
These were the highlights of the musical

','

Russell Simpson as BUI Apperson is a cork-

work.

program week
does seem as

pay a good profit
They have done so here, but what a story
they had to appear In.
it was punctuated/
luckily, not only by love-making, but by some
good two-fisted fights as well. Harry the Duka
escapes from the penitentiary. He puts glass
on tbe road, and out of commission goes Paul
Sayre's car. As he Is trying to nx It, Harry
sneaks up behind and puts Paul likewise' out
of business, taking bis clothes and his car.
Dressed in the convict's garb, Paul wins the
sympathy of Carey Brent and gets a '-Job
as her chauffeur. He makes love to her, but
she repulses him. In comes the villain.
He la a low-life who has some compromising
letters written to him by Carey 'a young and
attractive stepmother.
Carey learns of bis
threats, and goes after the letters. He catches
her, but Paul also Is after the letters, and lie
saves her and does up the villain In a peaoh
of a fight.
Then it comes out that fie Isn't
a convict after all.
George Melford did the directing.

ing character and wonderfully well played. The
picture for the greater part Is exterior shots,
some of them very pretty, but the interiors
that there are are cheap enough, so that the

As a whole, a

'..

madman

to

in Jail.

his

!.'

InK )" A Sporting Chance" Is no child's
Job.
It Is a/marketable product, well directed,
everything considered, and admirably photographed, as most Paramount offerings are.
On the other hand, this story by Roger Hartman Is silly past even the giggling point The
scenario by Will M. Ritchie will pass because,
like the directing, it had a ridiculous
etory
to arrange in acceptable guise.
What gets
the picture by, however, Is tbe love Interest
Jack Holt Is one of the best leading men In
pictures, and Ethel Clayton knows how to dross,
how to act, how to carry herself and how to
pose for a photograph. Give these two sum-'
clent situations in which they can make love
and they will carry most pictures far enough

The story

taining picture

fects.

What was above criticism Sunday was the
playing Of the Rlvoli orchestra under the
leadership of Erno Rapee. This wlelder of the
baton has all the style and pep in tbe world,
and he gets pleasantly thrilling results from
his musicians.
He began the evening with
Tacbalkowsky'B "Nutcracker Suite." Why eo
much Tschalkowsky Is being piled Into the

Rev

acter that talks slow and supposedly shoots
fast, but the usual shooting that goes with
a feud in that part of tbe country is strangely
lacking, although there was reason enough for
a lot of gun play. There were several instances
where it looked as though the
"weapons" were to flash, but the director fooled
us by switching.
Jack Pickford is "Buddy" Apperson, one of
his
usual
youthful characterizations, well
played and at times carrying a comedy touch
that was refreshing. He is in love with Gloria
Hope, who is playing the role of the only
daughter of the Yarton family. There is the
parental opposition to the match, but Buddy
persists, and finally in the long run he wins
out, but not until he has had a couple of
scraps with her brothers and also does a bit

.

prepared to enjoy all that was
The big picture of the program was
Clayton In "A Sporting Chance," a
offering.
This production is discussed elsewhere in these columns. The house
applauded tbe picture and seemed entirely in
favor of It. This is interesting, because to the
critical minded, tbe picture seems full of
deEthel

4

the fans.

lighted.

thoroughly

Paramount

V-

would warrant its running for a full
week in the best of the houses. For a regular
program house with a change of- bill dally or
trl-weekly It will get by nicely and Interest

I

RIVOLI.

offered.

Paul Sayre
Br nt '
S!£E,
S,
Pamela Brent.,
Ralph Seward.

that

-

THE

Though the earlier shows at the Rivoll pulled
in only a moderate number of spectators, the
two last performances of the evening found
the house crowded to the doors, With people

CareyBrent..

Gloria Hope
Geo. Nlcholls
Zeke Yarton
This Is tbe first production that has been
made by the Jaek Pickford Film Company and
released through the First National. Of course,
-the Jack Pickford contract with the First
National was an aftermath to the Mary Pickford contract, and it was engineered by "Ma"
Pickford. As it stands it is for three pictures,
of which "Bill Apperson's Boy" is tbe initial
offering.
At the Strand on Sunday the feature
failed to attract the usual Sunday business,
even though the picture Is a fairly pleasing
feature.
It is not, however, of the calibre

tains,

43

suggests untold possibilities in an advertising
way. The picture itself lives up to the sensational title In a perfectly legitimate manner and carries the theme that the title suggests to a most complete end.
The story Is
based on a .United States Supreme Court decision that was handed down in tbe case of a
couple divorced in one state. Tbe wife then
remarried in another. Her marriage was not
legal, for the state in which she was remarried did not recognize the validity of the
divorce granted in tbe other state.
Therefore she was guilty of bigamy. After the production was completed it was shown in Confress, and as a result two measures were introuced that would nationalize divorce laws and
compel each state In tho union to adhere to a
same standard law on the question.
The production was made by the Success
Plotures Co., of Los Angeles, and tho first
print was brought to New York last week.
The Btory Is by Miles Dobson and Henry C.
Warnack supplied the scenario. Robert J,
Thoraby directed and Sol. Pollto was the
1

BOTHWELL BB.OWNE

A BROADWAY SUCCESS
Bothwell Browne has "shimmied" his way into the hearts of theatregoers on Broadway.
He might class himself as the "Shlmnile Vamp" of stage and screen. Browne, as VARIETY
stated in last week's issue, is appearing In person in connection wltii "Yunkce Doodle in
Berlin," the Mack Scnnctt feature comedy which carries Browne's name as star.
And while Browne keeps the audience in an uproar with his clever work in "vamping"
the German army, the managers of the Broadway Theatre also have a large smile on their
countenances. Why not! The box office receipts have sailed so high that a call for step
ladders is about to be made.
The film with Browne's personal appearance as well as the appearance of a bevy of
The line-up in the theatre lobby
Sennctt's California bathing girls is hi its third week.
at each performance has never slackened—in fact, it is rumored said line has stretched
out a bit.
The feature with the appearance of Browne and the bathing girls will continue, with
no Indication of "next Jump" mentioned. The entire triangle entertainment has been
brought to New York's Broadway by Sol. L. Lesser, of San Francisco and Los Angeles,

camera man.

The Robort Brunton
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studios fur-

nished the art detail.
As a states right proposition, "Are You
Legally Married?" looks like a cleanup for
the exhibitor.
It is a picture that Is sensational In advertising possibilities, but still a
clean pcture that lives up to the sensation
that Is promised. It looks like the goods for
live wires who will go out and work it up.
Withal It gives some one in cvory community
food for real thought, for there Isn't a town
of any size where there isn't some one who
has been divorced and remarried and their
status In the community will certainly be
effected by the decision in the cose that has
been plcturizod.
Fred.
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GATES OF BRASS.
Jim Blake

U;

Frank Keenan
Margaret Blake (as a child)
Tula Belle
Marget Blake (grown up)
Lois Wilson
John Wilbur
\
Edwin TUton
Mrs. Wilbur
Lillian Langdon
Dick Wilbur
George Fisher
Pathe release starring Frank Keenan, produced at the Robert Brunton studios by the
corporation bearing the star's name. It is In
for some extensive bookings.
Any exhibitor
can't go wrong with this feature. It can hold
up the weakest sort of program. Kate Corbaley supplied the very interesting story, which
Jack Cunningham's deft hand only enriched
with a mighty One piece of scenario art It
was easy for Earnest C. Warde, with a worthy
continuity script to work from, to produce a
finished product that is a credit to the entire
'cast. Charles Kaufman's camera grinding also
was no mean factor.
Mr. Kennan attempts a gentleman "Rattles,"
something on the Wellington! order, advancing
from a common "shell game" circus manipulator to a Bhrewd and crafty fleecer of millionWhen
aires, beating them at their own game.
the son of one of his $100,000 victims and his
daughter, his most cherished possession, become betrothed things begin to turn on him.
A land developing scheme finally barea to hla
daughter the methods of' duplicity he had been
practising all his life to support her In luxury.
To make amends he, offers to buy back all the

v-

it;''';

.

land, discovering, however, that the property
he had thought worthless, and which fact he
knew in selling it, was in for a big oil
boom. He Is willing to buy it back again or
allow the tract owners to keep it and reap
the profits of this unexpected good fortune.
' They refuse to take any further chances, with
the result that Blake, on developing the land be
repurchased, Is a millionaire within the year.
His daughter meanwhile had deserted her
'.'
father to marry her betrothed, Dick Wilbur.
A short while before Christmas, Blake Is informed In answer to' a telegram to his daughter
that she and her husband would be unable
to spend Christmas with her father' the first
holiday they had been apart all their Uvea.
This has a sad effect on Blake, who resorts to
John Barleycorn for consolation. The couple
had decided to surprise Blake with their
presence on Christmas Day, and they enter to
find him dead from the effects of the liquor.
Abet.
The support Is ideal.
i

:

VI

;
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well

T U

are a number of wonderful 'scenes in the splendid massing of mobs.
The hero falls in love

with the ruler'e daughter, and she elects to
return to the earth with him, saying to her
father: "I will carry your light to the world
of imperfection."

There are

no monsters or ogres, merely

pure, simple-minded people who live cleanly
and evidently In a mild climate that permits
the wearing of filmy, flowing robes. With the
departure of his daughter for the earth her
father embarks on a raft to "the Isle ot Rest"
to die in peace.
Embracing his daughter in

a fond farewell, he says: "Go, my child, and
It who am old, will pass to the beyond.
My
heart overflows with Joy and gratitude, for at
last I have sees the people of the earth. Peace
be with you, strangers, Remember what you

»?

??&;

5

seen.
As Mars Is, so shall the earth
Thus the Martian princess is transplanted to earth, where the ideal of peace and
love may grow high and strong.
Lily Jacobson and G. S. Tolness are the
leading players. The former is well known in
her own country as a screen actress and the
latter a legitimate actor of renown.
Their
work is admirable—very natural and never
exaggerated. They have a commendable system throughout the screening of not taking
the centre of the stage at all times, and
comparatively few close-ups.

have

BLANCHE SWEET WITH PATHE.

become."

Blanche Sweet has become a Jesse
D. Hampton star and the productions
are to be released by Pathe.
The first will be the James Willard

melodrama

entitled

"A

Woman

Wallace Worsley

Pleasure."
rect her.

Realart has appointed as exchange managers
the following:
Harry W. Willard, Chicago:
J. C. Ragland, St. Louis; C. G. Klngsley, Detroit; Walter R. Scates, Boston; Henry E.
Wilkinson, Buffalo, and Ben R. Latz, Denver.

"A Trip to Mars" is in six reels of full
length.
It might be quickened by the cutting
of about half a reel, and could be boomed in
America as a big special.
Jolo.

Sydney Chaplin says:

AU REVOIR AMERICA
(French slang for "[So long

folks,

see

you

later")

-

^"!-'<''L.:-.l
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une cinema comedie au bord de Paris

"Je vais faire

—

::.it''-

Toot Sweet

'

Je reviendrai avec le cinema, et

quand

je

suis—

THE CITY OF COMRADES.
*

Frank Melbury
Reglna Barry

•

"Lovey"
Dr. Stephen Cantyre

Andy

Christian

Ralph Conlngsby

:
.-"

Elsie Conlngsby
Mrs. Sterling Barry

Francis
Robert Walker

Mary Warren

White

:

"I

am going

this

interesting to the majority of picture lovers.
a story that is well told, although some
of the essentials that made it compelling In
novel form have been dropped from the plcThe original story by Basil King
turlzation.
appeared In the Saturday Evening Post. It
was one of those tales that the prohibitionists
reveled In, a sort of "a man may be down but
he*B never out" idea coupled with the theme
The first, the blind deof three affections.
votion of a pal ; the second, that of a man
for a man, and the real love Interest, with a
In
fine upstanding girl as the central figure.
the picture version the love Interest is first
and foremost at all times, and overshadows
the other two.
__,
m _
Harry Beaumont' directed the production,
and went after the half-and-half lighting
effects for the greater part of the picture.
There are places where this Is effected, but
there are others where It seems to be a mlstako to be "too artistic."
The cast was well chosen, with Seena Owen
playing the lead opposite the star. She looked
the part and handled its possibilities excelOtto Hoffman in a character role had
lently.
just ibout as much to do as the star, and
managed to extract the full value of the role.
Albert Roscoe In a very sketchy part that had
little or nothing to it managed to get by in
good shape. The others mattered but little.
In photography there are a few shots that
r
are "different, and one trick studio bit Is very
cleverly done. The wreck scene Is also a combination of good direction and photography.
With a good show around It, "The City of
Comrades" will be good enough for any grade
of house, especially if there is a good comedy
Fred.
available to play with It.
It Is

'

A TRIP TO MARS.
London, July

a trade showing

New Gallery Klnema, which was lorgely attended. There seemed to be a general Impression something unusual was about to be shown,
and In this respect they were not disappointed.
"A Trip to Mars" Is a dignified, impressive,
propaganda spectacle, preaching
consistent
peace and a better world on this earth. It
breathes purity, and the story is told rever-

entially, romantically and with a suspensivo
spirit of adventure that possesses general
appeal. It Is very carefully thought out and
splendidly produced. The direction, acting and
photography will stand the test of the best

that America has to offer.
The hero, an aviator, makes the Journey to
Mars In an airship where he encounters a
Crime is
condition where all Joy Is pure.
unknown or rather has been for thousands
of years. Tho inhabitants live solely on fruit
and are attired in flowing white robes. There

—

first five reel

to Paris to

comedy feature

make my

for

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
Toot Sweet
i

111

return with

it,

and when

I

do

GOOD NEWS FOR EXHIBITORS
The
will be

first

Sydney Chaplin

made

just outside Paris.

The

comedy feature
newly acquired studio

five-reel

at Mr. Chaplin's

subject (which cannot at

present be disclosed) will be something unique in the
film comedy, line— a sure-fire, big money getter for
those exhibitors %for tuna te enough to book

2.

Co., of Copenhagen, noted for
fine spectacular productions In the past, held
of "A Trip to Mars," ot the

The Nordlsk

y-i\

Liberal translation

Kate Lester
Qoldwyn released Tom Moore
starring production Is not an extraordinary
feature it still Is a picture that will prove

-:"•:

/

Tom Moore
Seena Owen
Otto Hoffman
Albert Roscoe
.*.Alec B.

SYDNEY CHAPLIN
PRODUCTIONS
•.•ii».

r

-

PLATfERS-lASKY CORPORATE
I FAMOUS
ADOLrH ZUKOK
it
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MOV IN G PltTURES
Miller, the actor manager,
and others in San Francisco are advising friends here that a series of

Henry

on Los Angeles that have been
appearing in the Bulletin are creating
a furore. So great is the demand they
will be issued in pamphlet form, labelled "Los Angeles— City of Dreadful
Night." They are written by Willard
Huntington Wright, most distinguished
articles

American art

of

Marguerite Snow
Mary Mclvor
Howard Crampton
Abel Crouch, Br
Abel Crouob, Jr
Ward Wing
Mr. Drake
Emmett 0. King
Ruby LaFayette
Mrs. Drake
Hale Hamilton himself wrote this story, and
despite the (act It Is more story than it ia
Kitty

Jane

picture, A. S. LeVlno,

who made

though he got away

to

difficult

the scenario,
a poor start, did a

job with considerable finesse.
it

is

allows his brother to go back to his pastorate
in his place.
The deoeptton Is easily practiced, the two resemble each other so cloeoly,
It fails to deceive Nelson's fiancee, particularly as the first thing Barrlngton does is
to fall head over heels in love with her sister,
a part charmingly visualized by Mary Molvor.
Add to the love-making the fact that then
is an impudent youth, son of the local rich
man, who gets well taken down by Barrington, and the further faot that BurTlngton,
while he's at It, frustrates old man Grouch's
efforts to take advantage of the church, and.
you have every element necessary to make a
Having the elements, Metro
good picture.
made a good Job of it

but

first

of

week by

1

which the Los Angeleno dresses. The
clothes 'of the movie actor of all three
sexes are unlike the integuments of
any other members of the higher orare
der of mammals. The male coats
shirred in under the arms, and posskirt.
sess a loose, flowing, bell-shaped
far
as
as
back
the
up
The coat is slit
juncture
the shoulder blade, at which
there is a hand-embroidered triangular

!
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these articles was rea friend of Mr.
Miller's. It is called "In the Clutch of
the Vampire." Lamenting the effect of
the movies on the City of Angels, Mr.
Wright says:
"The prima faae evidence of the
vampire's dominating presence is the
strange and outlandish fashion in

The

ceived this

-

Hale Hamilton

Nelson Drake
\
Barrlngton Drake J

It should be said about the story that

critics.

simple and very appealing.
It holds you,
touches something deep and fundamental and
is tremendously effective In a quiet way.
The feature was well acted, and Harry L.
Franklin's direction was excellent.
Rudolph
Bergquist supplied the photography and met
Fade-Ins and fade-outs were
all the needs.
particularly pleasing, and the inserts were
lettered without any attempt to be fussily
All together, the picture made a bit
artistic.
with crowded audiences at Loew's New YofTs.
It should sell well.
Twin brothers are born to a dear old
couple.
One becomes a clergyman, the other
an oil broker. One has pep, the other hasn't
On the verge of failure, the Rev. Nelson Drake

HIS BROTHER'S PLACE.

WRIGHT PANS SCREEN PEOPLE.

''.''.'

<«;

The sleeves are just
of silk.
enough to enable the hand, when
soaped or buttered, to pass through;
and these sleeves are slit nearly to
ot
the elbow, and bedecked with a row
decoy buttons of mother-of-pearl.
'Then there are the pink, magenta,
with
mauve and yellow-orange shirts,
buttons
cuffs so tight that the link
cannot be inserted until the shirt is
hook.
on and then only with a button
shoes,
canvas
white
With this outfit go
leather
crossed and latticed with tan
top
straps, after the pattern of the
Their caps
crust of cranberry pie.
hang over the forehead like gigantic
is
overcoat
movie
mushrooms. The
ex-President
cut to the measure of
the
Taft, and then drawn tightly in at
'frog*

large

this
waist with a wide belt. I mention
mainly because the style set by the
been gradually
has
actor
movie
AnLos
adopted by young and old
Drug clerks, cigar salesmen,
geles.
bank cashiers, floor walkers, white
and
slavers, Y. M. C. A. secretaries,
even the garage banditti all look like
Tom Ince juveniles.
"And the girls of Los Angeles?
Daily they see the famous vampires

m

m

I
I"'

lE

and ingenue leads riding around
limousines that look like great upholstered watermelons, for no factory
turns out an automobile that is gaudy
enough to suit the high-C taste of the
movie fauna. Consequently they buy
chassis and vie with one another in
building bodies that will assault the
ear drums, blind the eye, flabbergast
the harmones and stagger the mind.
Some of these cars are underslung so
low that they fairly scrape the ground
and the driver is almost entirely hidden as in a crypt. All the colors in
the rainbow are used for paint, and
there are interiors like boudoirs. Beside these cars a Rolls-Royce looks
like a worn-out buckboard.
'Then there is the movie vocabulary.
All these phrases and bits of badinage
are at once adopted on all sides once
the movies have put upon them their
stamp of approval. People are always
registering things; life

backs

\

is full

of cut-

and nearer views are always

close-ups, and cafe-hounds all attempt
to dance like the movie actor with the
three-inch step, the pump handle, the

backward movement, the slow, long
grinding on one spot, the juxtaposed
cheeks, the glassy stare, and the petrified shoulders, but to enumerate the
many ways in which Los Angeles has
been subverted by the movies would be
to fill columns in this great moral

,'

COMEDIES
:

Four queens and a knave
play a full house with Paramount-Mack
Sennett Comedies. They are the de-luxe editions
of the two-reel comedy world. Your patrons know
they are the best. No substitutes can take their place.

YOU'LL

Book

these

new

"Among Those

releases

Present"

"Trying to Get Along"
"No Mother to Guide Him"
"Hearts and Flowers"

2

and

let

'em laugh!
"Love's False Faces"
"When Love Is Blind"

"The Little Widow"
"The Foolish Age"

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKf CORPORATION
*»oiraiiisoa»mju»tkujnri{gJ5.c«tt»»wu«
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"END OF ROAD" BARRED.
Philadelphia, July
.

SOUNDING CONGRESSMEN.
The

16.

While a crowd of several hundred
persons were lined upon the street in
front of the Garrick Monday evening
the police announced that the motion
picture "The End of the Road" would
not be shown. A matinee was given
Monday afternoon to a crowded house,
close to $600 being taken in, with a
slight tilt in the highest priced seats.
It was said the picture did almost $9,000 last week, with two shows a day
and a 25 to one dollar scale. There was
an advance sale of almost $4,000 despite
the fact that the State Board of Censors announced last Friday that the
picture would not be permitted to be

shown after Saturday night.
It was reported the management

of

the picture, said to be Silverman &
Hopkins, of Harrisburg and Wilkesbarre, would begin injunction proceedings against the State Board and expected to resume showing the picture
before the ftnd of the week. It is contended, by the backers of the picture
that it is educational and does not
need the endorsement of the censors.
Harry L. Knapp, Chairman of the
State Board said Monday that the
management had applied for a permit
to show it and the Board refused to
take any action as it was supposed that
the picture was government property.
Chairman Knapp said that the managers then received permission from the
•?&>.

.

^C

Health Board, but under a special label
and without the approval of the State
Board.
The showing of the picture aroused
much criticism and finally, when Archbishop Dougherty addressed a letter
to Commissioner Martin of the Health
Board, the latter ordered the picture
to be taken off after Saturday night's
Archbishop Dougherty
performance.
characterized the picture as indecent
and dangerous and said it had been
strongly opposed by many prominent
persons and organizations.
Despite the order on Friday the management continued to sell tickets and
the Sunday papers carried the regular
After the matinee, however,
ads.
Chairman Knapp sent a note to Thomas
M. Love, manager of the theatre ordering the picture closed and the order was complied with for fear of endangering the license of the house.
The refunding of money to ticket
holders began early in the evening and
there was a great crush. Ticket speculators, who had been reaping a harvest and getting as high as $1.50 for
tickets, created a lot of trouble. ..Many
purchasers received only the face value
of the tickets and were out whatever
premium they had paid the "specs."
During the afternoon detectives from
headquarters made a raid on the
"specs" and arrested three of them.
Each had a bundle of pasteboards and

9m-

these were confiscated by the police.
The "specs" were given a hearing; at
City Hall and fined $5 and costs by

Manager Pennock.
If there is a legal suit over the showing of the picture, Dr. Ellis Paxson
Oberholtzer, a member of the State
Board, said that Attorney General
Schaffer would represent the Board.
Attorney John R. Geyer, of Harrisburg, in announcing that injunction
proceedings would be started, said:
"The picture is owned by the American Social Hygiene Association of
New York, which incorporated not for
financial gain, but for educational purposes.
Officials of the corporation
a
were invited by Commissioner of
Health Martin to exhibit the picture
as part of a campaign against social

--*">

legislation and tax committee
M. P. E. A., of which Louis F.

Blumenthal is chairman, is starting a
compaign against the admission, film
rental and increased seat taxes of the
Revenue Bill of 1918, by sounding out
of the

all

members of the National

Letters
Legislature on the subject
have been sent to all of the members
of Congress and the Senate stating that
in
owners
motion
picture
theatre
15,000
this country want to know just how.
they stand on the tax question.

GETS JUDGMENT FOR $43,500.
Judge Manton, in the U. S. Supreme
Court, has handed down an opinion
in the case of Jewel Carmen vs. Wm.
Fox whereby the picture star receives
a judgment for $43,500 the total amount
due on her two year contract with
Keeney less $1,350 which she had received. .Nathan Burkan represented
Miss Carmen in the action.

"SWEET AND TWENTY" SOLD.
London, July 16.
Progress Films, Ltd., has purchased
the screen rights to "Sweet and Twenty" from the Gattis.
The piece was written by the late
Basil Hood and played by Seymour
Hicks and Ellaline Terris nearly a score
of years ago at the Vaudeville Theatre
with great success.

THEFT

IN

GODFREY BUILDING.

Thieves broke into the Public Projection Room in the Godfrey Building early Wednesday morning and removed two small. dynamos and motors
used to operate picture machines. Upwards of $1,000 worth of property in the
shape of rewinders, lenses, tools, etc.,
were included in the haul.
Thieves have been active in the Godfrey building for the last three months.
The burglars overlooked three prints
of "Crimson Shoals" lying in the booth
at the time the other stuff was stolen.
Theatre-Restaurant Building in Leeds.
London, July 16.
An unnamed buyer, through his
solicitor, has purchased for $400,000 a
lite at Wellington and Quebec streets,
Leeds, and proposes to erect thereon
a theatre and restaurant building at a
cost of $750,000.

Bolthevik Feature Sold.
London, July

wyn

stars.

ZUKOR BUYING HULSEY THEATRES

counter, has also secured the picture
rights to the Jimmy Wilde-Pal Moore
encounter scheduled for Olympia July
17, for the bantamweight championship
of the world, and the Carpentier-Beckett battle for the heavyweight championship of Europe Sept 2.

Young to Direct Elsie Janii,
On his return from the Coast last
week Myron Selznick announced that
James Young, who came East with him,
would direct Elsie Janis in her picture
production

Work on

"Everybody's Swetheart."
the picture will begin im-

Organized for Comedies.

Frank P. Donovan, directing for Vita,
recently organized F. P. Donovan Productions, incorporated for $150,000. The

new concern

will specialize in comedies. The main headquarters will be
in Los Angeles.

YOU DON'T ADVERTISE

IF

IN

VARIETY—

DON'T ADVERTISE

mediately.

He has also signed a new director
who will have the direction of Owen
Moore in hand and John Lynch, scenario expert, has also been placed under
contract by the Selznick firm.

Chaplin Baby Dead.
The son that was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Chaplin on July 7 lived
but 70 hours. The burial took place
late last week. For a time after the
birth of the child the condition of
the mother was most critical and specialists were called in. She, however,
is reported as on the way to recovery

Free Lancing

Again

1

Hollywood, Cal.
P bents eTO.ttt—IMS Vista Del Mar

at present.
16.

"The Trail of the Red Flag," a six
reel Bolsheviki feature made in New
at the old Biograph studio by
the Charles Rutman Corp., has been
sold for the United Kingdom to the

York

World Film Renters,

Ltd.

"Sahara" for Britain.
London, July 16.
J. Parker Reed's production of "Sahara," has been bought for Great
Britain by Ashleys Exclusives from the

W. W. Hodkinson

Corp.

Courtney Sister* Booked.
London, July 16.
Willie Edelsten has booked the
Courtney Sisters here for a tour of
Moss Empires and other houses commencing in September.

IN

_BS *
i

Denig With Goldwyn.
Lyne Denig leaves the staff of Wid's
Daily this week to go with Goldwyn.
in

A

the publicity department.
Denig has been reviewing on Wid's
for about a year.

A

He

will

be assistant to Ralph Block

Willis Has Hackett Picture.
Lloyd Willis has secured the James

Hackett picture, "The Greater
Sinner," and will dispose of the pro-

K.

mm. ™>" w\ris

?,~'

By JOSEPH FRANKLIN POLAND
1

cast of exceptional excellence.

story of unusual ap-

peal—one of Interest to
men, women and children.

,

Lavish stage settings,—
-.ryatal-clear photography

—good

direction.

duction on a state rights basis.

The picture was completed at Hacksummer home about two weeks

ett's

ago.

Other Hlnter Saccesies
Now Booking:
"A Bachelor's Wife"

"The Intrusion of

Isa-

bel"

thought we were doing
the approval of the State

Pauline Frederick in "The Fear Woman" as its feature. Olive Thomas in
"Upstairs and Down" is toplined at the
Palace and William Farnum in "The
Lone Star Ranger" is the feature at
the Victoria. Wallace Reid in "The
Love Burglar" is the feature card at
the Arcadia.

"The Eyes
Deev"

r

Goldwyn, Eminent Authors and Gold-

The Hulsey string of theatref in
Texas are to be disposed of to the
Zukor interests.
Hulsey has been one of the big factors in the First National and he controls somewhere between eight and 12
houses in the Texas territory.

Board of Censors, but will go to court
and say that we are not required to
show this before the State Board as it
is an educational film."
The closing of "The End of the
Road" helped business in the other picture houses. "Mickey" is still at the
Forrest and has been doing around $5,-

i

BILLING CAMPAIGN;

London, July 16.
Ltd., which fared
rather badly on the Beckett-Goddard
fight through the brevity of the enCo.,

"The Amazing Impos-

We

GOLDWYN

The Goldwyn company is to inaugurate extensive billboard campaigns on
behalf of its stars and productions.
Seven types of 24 sheet stands will be
used from one end of the country to
the other extolling the value of the

FIGHT PICTURE RIGHTS.
Walturdaw

000 weekly for the past two weeks.
Monday night the house was jammed
and the Market Street houses all got
a bit of the overflow. The Stanley has

diseases.
this with

fc

of the

tor"

"Wives and Other
Wives"
"Rosemary Climbs the
Heights7'

of

Julia

Produced by
Ho.
Samuel 8. HutohlMoa, Prteldent

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY.

Dlttributed by

PATHE

Directed by

EMMET

J.

FLYNN

\
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the doings at the convention, the
first

Boston, July.

certain

»-:

I

#
t

it is still too early to get an idea
if any, damage it caused.
However, Bostonians are boycotting
the road and the number of passengers
dropped from 900,000 to 600,000 in one

of just what,

New

gotten out a

day. Before the increase the fare was
eight cents.
During the past year several big
houses, putting on first class shows
and backed by big interests, have been
built in the suburban districts around
Boston. They are doing a whale of a
business. Some of them are situated
so that they can give their patrons free
automobile parking space, not a small'
item by the way, as such a thing is
impossible downtown.
With the fare increase, the suburban
theatres, and the summer weather, the
downtown houses will do well if they
get through the warm months witho'ut
considerable of a bump.
'

The New York men

executives

NORTHWEST FILM CONVENTION.

is

The Northwest Film .Convention
opened here today with exhibitors, producers and other film men from Idaho,
Oregon, Montana, and Washington
^

present in force. The screen ball will
be held at the Arena and Hippodrome
Friday night with Wallace Reid, Bessie Love, Frank Keen an, Fay Tincher
and Beatrice Michelena in, attendance.

These
night.

The plan

Rice Goei to

The

reply that the

M.

P. Exhibitors'

The New York

I
4.

-i

I

exhibitors maintain

that with IS per cent, of the business
in this state and with proposed taxation to that extent by the national
body, they decline to accept only a one

forty-eighth representation.

Wednesday the Motion Picture ExLeague of New York state
issued a statement signed by the executive offices of the organization In part
they said:
hibitors'

"The State Organization of New
York never bolted the convention at
St.

Louis.

convention
have never

They could not 'bolt* a
whose jurisdiction they

acknowledged."
Setting
forth their status in the matter at the

m

make

this the

New

York.

Chicago, July

17.

Harry Rice, prominent in the Chicago management of the Universal,
has gone to New York to accept promotion in an executive capacity at the
main

foster a like legislature in all the other
states of the country, but the chair refused to grant them the floor.

League of N. Y. State made through

to

event of the season and one of the
biggest film affairs ever held on the
Coast.

the executive secretary of the

their executive committee to the letter
issued last week by President Black of
the M. P. E. of A., is as follows

is

West

American Exhibitors' Association of
Pennsylvania, are in- arms because of
the fact that the Convention would
not accept their plan of action to wipe
out the deposit evil. In Pennsylvania
there is a law before the Governor at
present, that has been passed by both
houses and which will undoubtedly be
signed in a few days, which compels
the distributing agency accepting the
deposit to place security to a like
amount with the State Censor Board,
which in turn will pass it on to the
State Treasurer for safe keeping. .The
Pennsylvania association wanted a
chance to be heard on the subject of
the convention adopting a measure to

While in New York last week Fred
Herrington stated that the producers
were doing nothing more or less than
using the exhibitors' own money,,
placed with the producers as deposits,
for the purpose of buying the exhibi-'
tor's theatre from him.

from points in
and California tomorrow

stars will arrive

New York

1
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office.

outset in this fashion they continue
to the question of the tax fight with:
"Mr. Black says that 'every exhibitor
in the United States will hear within
a few days direct from the chairman
of the Law and Taxation Committee,
Mr. L. F. Blumenthal of Jersey City,
N. J.' While we are glad to see Mr.
Blumenthal emerge from his usual
place of concealment we cannot say
that his appearance inspires us with
any degree of confidence.
"The exhibitors of the United States
have heretofore frequently heard from
this gentleman, but never to their advantage. The exhibitors of the country not long ago were asked to support the gentleman's publication venture 'The Exhibitors* Trade Review,*
they subscribed for and supported the
publication.
In consideration of this
support the title of 5,000 shares of the
common stock of the 'Trade Review'
was vested in the then existing National Organization. The profits from
this stock were supposed to go into the
financing of the National Organization.
Less than 12 months thereafter, the
Publisher-Exhibitor induced the National Organization, or rather its representatives, assembled at Boston to
return the stock to him without condition and without consideration."
In conclusion the statement says:
"We now desire to appeal most earnestly to all exhibitors of the country
to unite not only for the repeal of the
film rental tax, but for the purpose of
protecting our investments and retaining the ownership of our theatres.
There is good reason for the feeling
of unrest so apparent in exhibiting circles."
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PURVIANCE

'London, July 16.
There are about a dozen film distributing agencies in Norway. They have
combined for mutual protection and

i

IN

A FEATURE.

Edna Purviance, the leading woman
of practically all of the Charles Chap-

m;

comedies, is to be seen in a fivereel feature. A Los Angeles producer
has effected a special arrangement
with the comedian who has Miss Purviance under contract, whereby he is
to present her in a feature production.
Chaplin holds an option on the picture
after its completion. The news leaked
in New York this week and there was
an immediate offer of $125,000 for the
negative of the picture when comlin

declared "war" on municipal Socialists
are attempting to monopolize the
film renting business in that country.
It seems that a few years ago a
Norwegian village council started a
cinema and' its example has been followedby a great number of other cities
and villages in that country. At present there are about 35 towns where
the cinemas are controlled by the municipal authorities.
In the city of
Chnstiania, which has a population of
250,000, there are 20 cinemas which pay
a tax of 22 per cent, and 50 per cent,
of their net profits, with the result they
are the crudest in all Europe.
What troubles the distributors most
is that the municipal authorities now
want to take over the film renting business. The distributors have organized
themselves -into the Norwegian Film
Renters' Association and have sent out
letters to the distributors of the world,
explaining the situation and asking
their protection in refusing to rent direct to the Socialistic municipal au-

who

'

pleted.
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BURR MCINTOSH WAR
Burr Mcintosh

New York

this

is

M

FILMS.

due to return..to„

week on the Augusta

He is bringing with him a
quantity of pictures that were taken
battlefields of France since the;;
armistice was signed. He has a pictorial record of all of the ground over
which the American army fought -v:

Victoria.

on the

JULIA SANDERSON FOR FILMS;
Julia Sanderson, the musical comedy
star is a screen possibility in the pear
future. It is understood that she is to

thorities.

have her own producing organization
financed by a group of exhibitors.

NEW FILM

Her

FIRM.

salary for the screen

is

said to

be $2,000 weekly.

Philadelphia, July

16.

A

merger of Mitchell Lewis, an impersonator of Northwestern and Canadian-French types; Anna Q. Nillson,
seen in "Auction of Souls;" Seena

»

Owen, one of D. W. Griffith's discoveries, and Niles Welsh, prominent as
a leading juvenile, is announced here.

The title of the firm will carry all four
names and the company has been incorporated under the laws of Delaware.
Each of the stars will head his or
her own company, with individual directors.
Lewis has played on the
screen with the late Harold Lockwood
and with Viola Dana. Welsh made his
debut in motion pictures in the Metro
program and was featured with M£rv
Miles Minter. He left the Metro to
play leads for Mary Fuller and Violet
Mesereau and was also leading man
for Kitty Gordon. Miss Nillson made
her first big hit with the Fine Arts

The

Placing Divorce Picture.
Elk Photo Play Co., controlling

the New York rights for "Are You
Legally Married," will put the picture
in a Broadway house for a run within
the next week. The film deals with the
divorce question.
Negotiations are
now on for the Morosco.
A. H. Woods stepped out to a midnight showing of the picture for his,
especial, benefit Tuesday night.
The
appealed to him to such an extent
that he was willing to forego part of
his sleeping hours to' give it the once
over.
He is to make a bid .on thV
stage rights of the idea on which the ^
•.'., :;;
film story is based.
title

:

1

--£]

Von Tilzer with Biff Four.
Jack Von Tilzer, who has been with
the sales force of the First National,
has resigned to go with the Big Four.
Von Tilzer will manage the New
York exchange for the United Artists
with his offices in the 729 building.

Studio.

DINTENFASS RUNS FOR GOVERNOR
Mark M. Dintenfass, of the United

Jury Gets Nazimova Film*.
London, July

Production Corporation, of
J., is a candidate for Governor of New Jersey on the Single Tax
Party Ticket
On the same ticket, running for the
Assembly, is Orrin A. Breiby, a vaudeville writer.
He is the candidate for
Bergen County.
Picture

Palisade, N.

*•'
'.

>"'.;.

16.

Sir William Jury has signed a contract with Richard Rowland for the
sole rights in the United Kingdom of
all of the Mme. Alia Nazimova productions. The deal was closed early this

week.

INSURANCE SPECIALISTS

1

TO THE

THEATRICAL and MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
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STATE CINEMAS IN NORWAY.

Seattle, July 16.

are lined up with Fred J. Herrington,

who

16.

and

The Pennsylvania independents who

;'

•.,"'''

in store for
in
the city proper as a result of the increase in fares on the street 'railway
system to 10 cents. This increase went
into effect the last part of last week

state that
that were elected
at the St. Louis Convention are working hand in glove with the Famous
Play ers-Lasky Corp. in an effort to
practically control the exhibiting as
well as the producing end of the picture industry.
They stated openly this week that
it was their belief that this executive
was part of the Hamilton Corporation,
which has been incorporated for $50,000,000 for the purpose of buying up
the theatres of the country for the
purpose of exhibiting pictures. It is
generally admitted that the Hamilton
Corporation does exist and that it is
a subsidiary of the Famous PlayersLasky, but it is impossible at this time
to pin down the connection of any executive of the M. P. E. of A. with the
organization.

wished.

''

There may be trouble

statement explaining what was done at
St. Louis and this brought a reply from
the newly elected President of the M.
P. E. of A., Alfred S. Black, who was
inducted into office at the convention.
The latest statement of the New
York body seems to indicate that there
is a suspicion on their part that the
St. Louis Convention was stuffed by
the manufacturers and that the producing interests, or at least the big factor in the producing interests managed
to sway the sentiment at the convention in exactly the manner that they

;

'^ ':;

some of the picture houses located

and the Independents of Pennsylvania
will break away from the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc. Since
the convention which took place three
weeks ago there has been a cross fire
of statements in the trade press anent

York body having

;?'.

FARE INCREASE HURTS BUSINESS.

SPLIT?

It looks very likely that the St. Louis
Convention is going to be the cause
of another split in the ranks of the
The general indications
exhibitors.
are that the New York State League

g
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Max

Spiegel and Other Leading Picture Showmen Get
Together for Mutual Protection. Fear Manufacturers'
So-Called Liberal Booking Scheme Covers Plan to
Squeeze Them Dry. Idea Characterized
as "Bunk."
manufacturers under the new plan.
Some idea of what the manufacturer
hopes to grab, off the coming season
as his share of the trimming parties is
found in the Famous Players-Lasky's
scaling of 'The Miracle Man," a forth-

The celluloid jugglers who've been
'tossing the exhibitors in the air since
a few of the film manipulators discovered a long time back that there would
always be found a little more milk in
I

if it were squeezed hard
enough are promised the fight of their

a cocoanut

coming release, at a million dollars
gross from this side of the ocean alone.
The added amount of coke the

their efforts already planned
to give the exhib. another squeeze via
the open market lure, arraigned initially in last week's Variety:
lives

in

One

;

";
;:

.

•:

&

,

...

i

of the operators discovered that
by putting blinders on the exhib., he
could make the theatre man surrender
to the manufacturer everything that
came to the box office, and .eventually
"even surrender the theatre if the debts
for rentals mounted high enough.
This, discovery seems the principle
upon which the manufacturer is proceeding in his plans to mulct the exhib. the coming season.
Everybody knows that the big producing concerns are out at this time
With announcements that hereafter the
moving picture theatre man needn't
worry about the necessity of sewing
up his house to any one producer for
any protracted period—that the game
has broadened so that the exhibitor
may literally control his own selections, and make his own prices for
film rented.
When the change of front of the
producers first got to the exhibitors
there was general rejoicing, but this
jubilee is now turned to cock-eyed
hollers when the joker in the deck is
seen face up.
The exhib. now knows that the open
market propaganda of the big ones
but the new form of mace the producer has devised to club the exhib. to
death!
Reduced to its simplest vision, the
open market plan as devised by the
producers for the months to come is
nothing more nor less than a determination on the part of the film maker
to put the exhibitor in such a position
that the producers can auction up any
film they are selling to any figure they
choose.

h

m.

By not committing themselves to the
delivery of any particular pictures of
series that they wish to place in
the auction pool, the manufacturers
by the new proposed arrangement can
hyp. up prices by the hour once they
see a picture is in demand.
any

But the producers aren't going to
have easy sailing in their planned piracy. The exhib., recovered from his
confusion over the announcement of
the good thing the manufacturer had
cooked up for him, is now pulling
himself together and forming pools of
his

own

Max
Mark

to hold off the highway stuff.
Spiegel, head of the Mitchell
interests with the Strand in

Manhattan, and a chain of theatres
outside New York, built and building,
has already organized a film buying
syndicate, and proposes to be in a position when offered the open market
bunk to give the would-be auctioneer
the open door.

Other pools are forming with headquarters in Philadelphia, designed to
spike the gun of the gyppers when the
first of the season's
parties start.

From

little

auction pool

the populous cities of the

West

the resentment is coming New Yorkward in an exhibitors' growl that
bodes no easy money for the film

3i*fe

.

Providence, R.

him

is that he isn't being considered
all.
From the present attitude of
the big producers the manufacturers
may let the little atoms among the
exhibitors buy their pictures from
Sears Roebuck or go back to stereop-

at

ticons.

/

16.

The operators at present receive $30
a week for 6 hours work daily. During the past seven years that the union
has been in existence wages have been
increased from $12 a week to $30 and
the hours have been reduced from 12
to 6 hours.

show outright to the
five weeks with
They
$15,000.

a profit to himself of

EATON AT THE STRAND.

Players-Lasky company.

He

will

work

as an assistant to B. S. Moss in the laying out of the shows for the string of
houses which the Famous Players'

Lasky company propose

to conduct
about the country. He will also have
the exploitation of such special fea-

tures which are selected for Broadway
runs.
Later when the company becomes actively interested in the producing for the speaking stage he will
be associated with that end of the
business.

$4,000

The

girls in Chi-

cago immediately after the four weeks
at the Broadway, but on Tuesday night
Lesser believed that he would be able
to set the date back for two weeks.
The film drew over $10,000 at the

Broadway last week at a 60-cent top
scale. The Chicago run is to be played
at $1 top and there is an advance sale

RENTAL FOR CENTRAL

rental

price

for

the

first

run

.

over

them with a company of bathing girls
for 15 weeks. The Canadian territory
has been secured by the Aliens, who
have a company of girls furnished by Lesser for the same length

will also

of time.

THEATRE ON SIEGEL

SITE.

Boston, July 15.
Several months ago Variety printed
a story that the Siegel building here
was to be transformed in part into a
film house.
The building has been
closed since another department store

which occupied it after Siegel went into the hands of a receiver in 1917. At
the time the story appeared in Variett
plans were under way to transform the
house into a moving picture theatre but
they flopped. Now it is stated conclusively by one of the firm who lately
the property that such an
idea is to be worked out. The second
floor of the building is to be used for
this purpose, with the street floor used
as stores and the upper floors as a
commercial hotel. The building is a

Central,

where "Open Your Eyes" is being
shown, is reported at $4,000 a week.

SYD CHAPLIN SAILING.
Syd Chaplin arrived in New York
from Los Angeles on Monday en route
for Paris, sailing on the Celtic Friday,
July 18.
Chaplin plans to remain
abroad for two years, during which
time he will produce four comedies, in
a studio to be built by him in Paris or
vicinity.
The four pictures have already been contracted for by Famous
Players-Lasky, the latter having agreed
to pay Chaplin $250,000 for each. Accompanying Syd Chaplin will be his
wife and Carlyle Robinson, formerly
Charlie Chaplin's publicity man. Robinson, in addition to handling publicity,
will manage, the Chaplin studio.

-

large structure and is located in what
is
practically the heart of the city.

There are several moving picture theatres in the vicinity now, one of them
being the Park, another the Globe, a
house, and Gordon's Olympia is
but a short distance away.

Loew

CONEY ISLAND'S NEW HOUSE.
There is talk down Coney's way of
replacing the present shack theatre at
Feltman's on Surf avenue there with a
modern house seating at least 3,000. It
will play pictures exclusively.
If the,
plan goes through it is more than likely that William Brandt', the prominent
exhibitor of Brooklyn,' will direct the
house. Mr. Brandt is now playing the
pictures at Feltman's.
The Coney Island proposition is contemplated as a continuous entertainment throughout the year.
There
would be no opposition of any account
on the Island, and besides the winter
population there is considerably enlarged through the intended erection
of 1,000 year-round bungalows on the
site of the former Brighton Beach
race track.

FILMONR-34.
Joseph Lee, of the Anita Stewart

Company, managed to put over a trick
on the press agents in the film game
by sending a can of films and a letter
overseas on the R-34 when the big
blimp got away from New York last
week. The film and letter were addressed to Sir William Jury, who handles the First National output for the

United Kingdom.
Lee only managed to get the reel
aboard the airship after trying for
three days and "schmering" a couple
of the crew.

1

•

is

acquired

Jack Eaton has been selected to replace Joseph L. Plunkett as the manager of the Strand. Moe Mark made
the selection after there was no possibility of retaining Plunkett, who was
offered an increase in salary if he
would remain. Eaton is from the producing end of the .picture business. He
was associated with the Town and
Country Co., which produced the James
Montgomery Flagg comedies. He will
make his managerial debut next week.
Plunkett
goes
to
the
Famous

Where in former times the producer
was content to give the exhibitor one
good crushing with a contract hooking
the exhibitor up to, say eight pictures

The consideration given

July

Labor Day.

elects.

lines.

I.,

erators seek the adoption of the agreement so that it will become effective

The exhibitors who are pooling
under the new open market
policy proposed by the big producing
syndicates the manufacturer is out to
put the exhibitor in between the new
clamps
of
the
producers'
money
squeezers as often as the manufacturer

main

Lesser' sold the

Chicago managers for

want the picture and the

&

up a new wage schedule and agreement
which is to be presented to the managers shortly. It is understood that
the agreement will be one of interest
to motion picture operators throughout
the country and that it will contain
many changes of importance. The op-

know that

in

ing.

Elliott
Brockell have* secured the Illinois territory and Lesser will furnish

The Moving Picture Operators' Union

his seats.

The one touch of philanthropy

Girls

already.

in this city at a meeting last Sunday
night, appointed a committee to draw

rental for any picture save a sensation.
And the brutality of the open door
plan hits hardest the greatest bulwark
of the manufacturer, the owner of the
big capacity theatre booking on a
weekly change of bill plan. The exhibitor with a seating capacity of 2,500
up must have a real attraction to fill

the new scheme is in its bearing on the
remote exhibitor, the little fellow with
a film mill at the crossroads off the

run

s
After the Chicago

Montauk Point and the Sawmill River
tip of the Bronx that can see where
$140,000 is coming out of New York for

zone.

Sol Lesser is trying to extend the
of the Mack Sennett Bathing
and the film comedy "Yankee
Doodle in Berlin" at the Broadway
for an additional two weeks beyond
the original contract. The booking was
for four weeks, and the attraction is
now playing in its third week at the
house. The only possible hitch is a
contract that Linick and Jacoby hold,
for the show at the Zeigfeld, Chicago,
immediately after the Broadway show-

OPERATORS' NEW SCALE.

cessful as a stage vehicle.
With a million asked from the whole
country for 'The Miracle Man," New
York's percentage quota scales at 14.
At the rating, the local exhibitor can't
see where he gets off, unless he takes
it off the low jumping-off place of the
Brooklyn Bridge.
There isn't an exhibitor between

a year, now in the new plan he can
give the theatre boob eight good macerations by making him come across
to the limit every time the producer
throws a new Pickford, Fairbanks,
Chaplin, or other self-seller on the
market.
"J
In the former procedure the Paramount, for instance, was content with
a four-picture deposit arrangement
with exhibitors.
According to the
new proposition, the big producers can
turn the whole business into a wild
scramble of exhibitors for the goods
at the producers' figures and on the
producers' terms.
Where in the prior deals the manufacturer could get but one contract
out of an exhibit, for, say, eight stars,
now he can come along and demand
eight contracts, with their natural carriages of much mediocre material that
the exhib. will have to buy if he wants
the big feature being auctioned in his

TRYING TO EXTEND SENNETT RUN.

fected.

manufacturers are putting in the
needle can be figured out easily when
this scale of a million for "The Miracle Man" is contrasted with the price
got for "Paid in Full," estimated liberally at a gross take of just about
one-sixth of .that, and this for a picture
based on a play immensely more suc-

i

UNIONIZING PICTURE INDUSTRY
There is in process of formation a
plan to practically unionize the picture
industry outside of the acting and directing ends. The plan was discussed
during the ctfrrent week by labor men
in New York and it is believed that
the work of organization will be
started almost immediately. The initial steps will be taken with the laboratory workers, such as developers,
printers and tinters. After this is effected it is believed that the next step
will be the lining up the camera men.
The latter body are organized in a
club at present, but the union officials
believe
that
once the laboratory
workers are unionized, the camera men
will follow as a natural consequence.
As the property men, carpenters and
scenic workers are unionized, the production end is practically covered, the
exhibiting end is covered by the operators' union and the in-between process, the laboratory, is next to be af-
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"SUNNYSIDE'S" FAILURE HANDS
CHARLIE CHAPLIN REAL LAUGH
•

-

He

.

Making No Money on His First National Contract.
Brother Syd Drew It. Big Four Will Probably Get
»
Behind Charlie and Help Him Complete
Million Dollar Comedies Quick.

Is

•

More iriconceivably comic than his
own funniest screen skit is the present
personal headspin of Charlie Chaplin,
with C. C. and the rival executives of
the Big Four and the First National
respectively joining hands in an effort
to discover just what's what since the
tragic failure of the designedly hilarious "Sunnyside."'
With five more two-reel Chaplins to
go before his million dollar contract
with the First National is fulfilled ; with
C. C.- eager to get under the banner
of his newest allies, the Big Four, but
prevented from doing so by his bombproof First National contract, and
with exhibitors everywhere going loco
over the flop of the last C. C. release,
things are in a pretty mess* all round.
The First National heads don't think
the present status of things the least
bit funny. Nor do their opposition for
th^ Chaplin services, the Big Four.
But Charlie himself is said to regard
the situation as a private scream.
.

i

Because he'd like to be good
plenty out of his jam between the
opposing film corporations, the
picion ran riot among film folk

and
two
susthat

comedian deliberately started out
make "Sunnyside" unfunny. All Los

the
to

Angeles that saw the film in the making, however, knows this is an absurd
presumption. The only C. C, as the
fans know, worked as conscientiously
and painstakingly at his last picture
as at its associates of the M. D. series,
"A Dog's Life" and "Shoulder Arms."
The Los Angeles bunch, on the inside,
know the funny man's' comic genius
merely missed the mark for once, as
any comic muse is occasionally likely
to do. Charlie worked at the comedy
in his big new Sunset Boulevard Studio early and late, going over the situations assiduously. He and practically
i all his
associates really believed they
had another big hit in the picture until
.the exhibitors' howl came rumbling
back.

And what makes Chawles think

the
present co-relationship of everything
connected with the fliv funny is the
funny way it cuts in on his own personal situation with the First National
and the Big Four.
The screen idol isn't making a nickel
on his million-dollar First National
contract. The contract is good as it
stands, but as events are developing
it
doesn't stand for anything but a
loss for C. C.
The contract wasn't
made by the funny man, but by his
brother, as everyone knows.
Sidney
had successfully negotiated the immensely profitable Mutual agreement,

and -when

slid

C.

J.

C.

he again
wing with the

under the
D. Williams

contract for a million for eight C. C.
two-reelers, C. C. signed up instanter.

Then he

built his palatial

Los An-

fun factory and show place and
started in to clean up the millions.
But giving his energies to business
organization, with all responsibility
and costs up to him, the funny man
soon found was a wholly different job
from being merely the creative artist
for the Mutual's sure-fire equipment.

Igeles

In

his

former

relation the Mutual
the headaches and asked
only that
C. be funny. They paid
all the bills.
They provided every conceivable iota of co-operation.
And
they paid C. C. $10,000 per week for
weeks per year and gave a $50,000

grabbed

all

C

M

And

bonus besides.

via

these oiled

C. C. comics came off the
Mutual stocks with the sizzle of hot
dogs from live coals.
But under the substituted First National agreement everything jammed.
There wasn't co-operation nor organization save what C. C. himself could
devise and provide, and it wasn't until

grooves the

C.

C

discovered that the two intro^

ductory First National pictures took
a year to make that C. C. came to
long enough to ask for a second look
at the, First National contract. Then
the funny man, pencil and arithmetic
in hand, started figuring.
Tersely digested, the figures told him

him

that

the

studio

rental

construction,
#

and operation charges for making the
pictures were more than $5,000 per
week, which for 52 weeks grossed
$260,000 per year, and that his returns
for his first two pictures at the ratio

FARNUM SECOND CHOICE.
Robert Warwick was first choice of
William Fox to play the part of Francois Villon in "If I

Were

King," the
world famous play by Justin Huntley
McCarthy, the film rights to which
have just been acquired by the Fox
Film Corporation. Just as plans for
starring Warwick in this great romantic success were coming along nicely,
Warwick signed up with another company. So Farnum is to come East to
take his place in this production.
It is just possible that George Branson Howard, the author, may be induced to lend his knowledge to the

making

of this picture.

To

begin with,
excepting only H. de Vere-Stackpole,
the English writer, Howard is the best
informed living writer on the ways and
manners of Francois Villon. His stories

about Villon, which appeared several
years ago in the Century Magazine,
were regarded as amazing in their verisimilitude by, English and American
critics both.
Before writing them he
consulted at length with Stackpole,
whose Villon translations are esteemed.
.
Howard, however, while under contract to Fox, had a raw with that producer before he left for the front. On
his return he brought suit and compelled the producer to settle with him
for a nice figure. This matter adjusted
to the writer's satisfaction, he may be
induced to return to the Fox field.
"

FORD GENERAL DIRECTOR.

of $125,000 per picture for his first year
grossed $250,000, leaving him a loss of
$10,000 for* the year, as a souvenir of
his brother's latest business acumen.
Then, to this loss C. C. added the $570,000 he would have had clear if he had

The contemplated sailing of Hugh
Ford for Europe is apt to be postponed. He was scheduled to go abroad
some time in August to handle several of the productions that were to
be made in England by the Famous

stayed with the Mutual and he found
that he was a First National endowment boob at a personal cost to himself of $580,000 net and plus. Of course
then there were exchanges of perfectly
proper correspondence between the
funny man and the framers of the funless agreement, but, a bargain is a bargain, and there it all was in black and
white, ornamented with pretty red
seals, and what was the kicker to do ?
And then came "Sunnyside."
And what's making C. C. laugh now
is the recoil effect that "Sunnyside's"

Players-Lasky Co. It seems, however,
that the turn toward the legitimate
that the company has taken will make
it necessary for Ford to remain
in this
country. Prior to going into the picture producing field Hugh Ford was
the general stage director for Leibler
& Co. for a great many years, and,
with the Famous Players-Lasky people
taking an active interest in producing
for the speaking stage. Ford is to be
the director general of all stage productions that the company makes. In
the event that he does go abroad his
stay there is certain to be a brief one.

'

bloomer is having upon the First National, not only in relation to the
'Chaplin pictures, but as well in relation to other First National releases
for which the Chaplins were leaders.
And through this whirl of opera
bouffe haze looms the gallery of Big
Four executives, who have just bought
C. C.

when he

shall

have finished with

the First National, their brows arched
and their glances askance, like sunstruck 'simians trying to conjecture the
final of it all.

At the
first

gait of production of C. C's
three First Nationals, it will be
the Big Four can grab

1922 before
hold.

Speculations re C. C. throwing down
the Williams' agreement are idle. He
admits himself he is bound tight.

The
sist

.

CARTER TO MAKE FILMS.
San Francisco, July

16.

Charles J. Carter, the magician, has
organized a moving picture company,
to be known as the Carter Film Corporation. Other San Franciscans are
associated in the enterprise.
Carter
intends to put his stage illusions on
the screen, presenting them in fivereel features. Arrangements are being
made with the Chinese consul general
for a series of propaganda films to
show Chinese life in its true aspect
under the auspices of the Chinese government. Carter has cancelled his Australian tour,

where he was

the Fuller Theatre, to
time to the motion picture
in

to appear
devote his
field.

First National say they will in-

taining the C. C. quality hereafter
clean up on contracts for subsequent
C. C's to be made by the Griffith, j>ickford, Fairbanks, Chaplin combination.

Acord Sues in Reno.
San Francisco, July 16.
Arthur Acord, from the movies, has
begun divorce proceedings at Reno,
where he was appearing at a rodeo,
against Edyth E. Acord, profesionally
known as Edythe Sterling. Miss Sterling has lately been touring the A.
H. time with a pick act.

&

EASTMAN ENTERTAINING.
Rochester, N. Y., July' 16.
f|^
of the best known men in the;
business' end of the film industry wilL
be in Rochester on August 5 and 6, as '•.;
guests of George Eastman and in attendance at the third annual session
of the National Association of the moThis meetingpi;
tion picture industry.
had previously been scheduled for later
in the year, but the date was put for- .'1
ward at Mr. Eastman's request as he
expects to sail for Europe about Sep:

Some

>'

tember L •••.
The movie magnates will travel from
New York City and return in a special
train arranged for bjr Mr. Eastman
and while in this city will be his guests.
The train will leave New York on Aug-_„
ust 4, arriving here the same night,
and will leave here on the afternoon off
August 6, reaching New York before

-.
1

r'

midnight.
/
On the morning of August 5 the
sessions will be opened at the Hotel
Seneca. Between sessions the program
of entertainment arranged by Mr. Eastman will be sandwiched in. It is expected that Mr. Eastman will tell the,;
association of his plans for founding
a national institute of motion picture

<

-^

m*

art in this city.

xjm
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LONGEST FEATURE MADE.

;

;-s;:

The longest feature picture ever
made is to be brought to this country
as soon as the Italian Government lifts
the ban on exports. /The picture Is 77

i'tL-

and it takes ten days
it.
That, at least, is the information that Capt. Charles E. Kimball has received from Italy, where the
picture was made during the war. The
reels in length

to run

subject is a Biblical one, and certain
parts are also based on the story of
"The Wandering Jew." Capt. Kimball
will have the handling of the feature;
in this country.
All of the big Italian picture stars
were assembled for the work of making this production and a special pro-

ducing company was formed for the
purpose.

\

The manner
is

in

which the production

to be handled in this country is not

definitely set as

question

yet.

whether

it

There is some
would run on.ja
I

Broadway

in its original form, with
tickets sold in serial form with a showing of ten reels at each performance,
figuring seven days for projection of
the entire story.
In the event that
this is found inadvisable it is probable
that the picture will be cut into serial

form and released generally.

WANT NEW PICKFORD

M

v,

RELEASE.

Mrs. Charlotte Pickford is looking. '';.
new releasing outlet for the Jack
films. The three pictures that
by the First National of- which "Bill Apperson's Boy"
is the first, is to wind up his contract
with that company. A new productions company is to be formed with
Mary Pickford as the backer and the
plan is to turn out eight productions
of special calibre.
Either a straight market for the entire pictures is desired or an offer for
the purchase of each negative as it is.
turned out. The price per negative at -•
present is $100,000.
for a

Pickford

are to be released

.

:

:

upon C. C's completion of the

agreed eight.
The_ smart ones are predicting that
the Big Four will cut in at once, give
C. C. the support the Mutual gave him,
rush the remaining five of the milliondollar series through, and by main-

49

ENGLISH

WANT AMERICANS.

Several Americans,

who have been

managing the larger

picture theatres

in this country,

have been approached

recently with propositions to go to
to manage picture theatres
The company making the offers
is the Provincial Cinematograph Cor-,
poration, which is the exhibiting offshoot of Jury, Ltd. This company is
preparing to give the Famous Player
exhibiting enterprise abroad a battle
and believe that American managers
who have had experience conducting
houses on this side will be best
equipped for the positions.
The company is trying to secure the

London
there.

'

Palladium for their showings

in

Lon-

don, and if this is not possible they
try to obtain a site adjacent to
that house.
will

w&k

SHUBERTS HAVE "DELIVERANCE"
The Shuberts have secured the picture "Deliverance," which is based on
the life of Helen Keller. The production is in ten reels and was directed
by George Foster

Piatt. The report is
that they are to give the production
a showing at one of their houses in
New York during the early fall. The
price that they paid for the film is said

have been $137,000, which covered
cost of production.
Also they
guaranteed the makers of the film an
additional $150,000 during the first six
months after the initial showing.
to

the
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BRITISH EXHIBITORS DENOUNCE

FAMOUS PLAYERS AND HEARST
to Fight Foreign Invasion.
Denies English
of Parliament Presides.
Picture Men Are Anti-American. Famous

Remain

People

Calm.

The

last of them, "The American Language," was a scholarly work written
with rare distinction of manner.
George Jean Nathan, for. the last six
years dramatic editor of the "Smart
Set," is the only critic of trie stage in
America With an established Continental reputation. He has published
three books on the theatre which have
been well received in London and

American Publisher Called
Zukor's Ally.
American. That is a lie. I believe
commercially they (F. P.-Lasky) would
bind us hand arid foot. But' their hope
will not be realized. Not one of these
American controlled cinemas will be
opened if we can' muster the power to
prevent it. British theatres must be
controlled by Britons. I do not think

London, July 16.
A bitter denunciation of the Famous
Players-Lasky combine and William
Randolph Hearst featured a mass meeting of 400 British exhibitors held at
the Holbern Empire yesterday (July
A. E. Newbould, M. P., who held
15).
the chair, stated in his opening address the meeting should not be construed as being anti-American, but
was essentially an effort to secure fair
During the five years of war,
play.
development of British film manufac-

'

I

tain the suggestion that only those
in possession of picture houses be
permitted to build for the next five

-

•
.

The resolution, which was unanimously carried, also called upon British investors to refrain from entering foreign corporations. J. E. Seddon
seconded the resolution and stated
that Major Davies, chief British backer of Famous Lasky, is guided principally in his investment by a desire
to promulgate the League of Nations.
"The man directing a large film-producing company can, through his many
scenario writers and producers, prom-

bination's invasion of Great Britain
finish their campaign of opposition, the

ulgate

|;.\.V;-V
''

l''

:

>

On

name has been

line

of

if

his

it,

spread

would not have been possible.
Mr. Buchanan then proceeded to
take a rap at Hearst, making reference to the Iatter's German leanings
during the war. "Hearst," the speaker
declared, "is working in co-operation
with Lasky. The America film investor
has always been trimmed and therefore the British investor may expect
the same treatment. The Government
I
would
must provide safeguards.
rather see the cinema industry nationalized than under foreign control.

pire.

is

Prime Minister would be
ous

than

a

non-British

1

dangerfilm-making

less

combine controlling the British cinema
screen."

This excerpt from a letter published
an English trade journal just out
the best indication of the panicstricken state of mind in which English
exhibitors and producers find
themselves as a result of the announcement of Famous Players-Lasky intention to build motion picture houses
in
is

price of American rights to British films of 800 pounds is unjust. They
claim British films are not equal to

enemy propaganda throughout

the British Empire by means of its
possession of cinemas within the Em-

We

The
|;t:

particular

large and important
enough, throughout the entire world.
It is a power greater than that of any
statesman, any editor, any author, however popular and powerful.
shall
be wise to see that, so far as this Empire is concerned, such posts remain
A non-British
in the right hands.

organization

is
credited to the
the contrary the Lasky
established in Great
Britain, and if the Lasky trade mark
had been removed such a condition

producer.
••

own

his

thought or policy, spreading

chanan continued,

spa

At the very moment of the birth of
the League of Nations and at a time
British statesmen are telling
the
world— in
carefully
prepared
speeches delivered in the. House of
Commons—that England and the
United States are in closer accord than
ever before in history—English picture
interests are doing their best to prove
that at any moment it may be to the
advantage of the United States to favor an enemy of England, and to

when

Mr.. Buchanan closed his remarks by
offering a resolution that the Government be asked to give its hearty support to British film production on a
large scale.

Will have been
taught a lasting lesson.
The F. P. block booking plan which
Mr. Buchanan declared compelled
British exhibitors to take 104 pictures
annually was also bitterly condemned.
No British film shown in America, Bu-

IP

practically all the weekly magazines of
general circulation a veritable avalanche of hysterical protest is being
directed against the American invasion
of the exhibiting end of the film game.
Those directing the fight are using the
most telling weapon at their command
—the. inveterate British distrust. of all
"foreigners."

years.

Famous Lasky concern

JM

Paris.

play from the in-

now

group would have its hands full in
(Jhe forthcoming fight that will be
.launched against it, and When the British opponents of the American comi

fair

lets and speakers in 4,000 cinemas, Buchanan said. The pamphlets will con-

'

tvS

get

will

vaders."
British exhibitors will start a propaganda movement against the F. P.Lasky invasion at once, using pamph-

ture had been completely arrested, Mr.
Newbold said, and while British picture interests had no fear of legitimate competition they did not propose
to allow any monopoly, whether English or foreign, to seize control without taking steps to prevent it.
R. C. Buchanan, another speaker,
sized up the situation by stating that
the' Famous Players-Lasky interests
were trying to play British exhibitors
and the public a contemptible trick.
Mr. Buchanan intimated the F. P.

h.st.V.T,,

i

we

Despite the fact that the figures for
the first week's run of the Mack Sennett Bathing Girls, in conjunction with
the "Yankee Doodle' in Berlin" comedy, were officially given forth certified
above $15,000, the actual gross at the
house was slightly in excess of $12,300.

"

Member

Players

BATHING GIRLS' WEEK'S GROSS.

H. L. Mencken and George Jean
Nathan, editors of the "Smart Set,"
are to have their wittiest sayings

shown on the screen as part of the
weekly Paramount Magazine, shortly
to be issued. Mr. Mencken, who lives
in Baltimore, has long reviewed books
for the "Smart Set," but before that
built up in his home town, Baltimore,
a reputation as a newspaper paragrapher that has become international.
He is the author of a number of books.

At London Meeting They Agree
:

"SMART SET" EDITORS ON SCREEN

throughout England.
In the daily papers as well as in

Wiseacres here on the spot are inclined to take the solemn warnings as
obviously self-interested statements in
which there is not so much as a modicum of truth. On the other hand it
can not be denied that great pressure
is being brought to bear on the Government to prohibit, not only the
carrying into execution of the Famous
Players-Lasky plan, but the establishing of a chain of cinemas by any
alien concern.
The fact that Famous Players-Lasky
is not doing any considerable worrying and believe they have the situation well in hand is evidenced by a
clause in their rental contracts that
hereafter it will be stipulated that exhibitors who show their Fairbanks releases must not show films of the same
artist issued by any other company.
The penalty for a breach will be not
only the refusal of Famous PlayersLasky to furnish the offending exhibitor with any other Fairbanks pictures,
hut in all probability will cut him off
from the entire Famous Players-Lasky
service.
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The management took

it

upon

itself to

very modestly add a few hundred dollars for the lack of a matinee performance given on Sunday, the opening day and for the press seats that
were handed out to the papers for/
the initial performance.
During last week the Sol Lesser pub-;
licity department
pulled a corking
stunt' for the

but

was

it

show

at

Coney

Island,

seems that the publicity agent

rather

a

faulty

"fixer"

for

it

looked as though he was going to be
unable to get by with his stunt because of the fact that the police court
magistrate, before whom the girls
were haled after having paraded the
beach in their one-piece suits and being arrested, felt like locking the girls
up over night. As it was, the girls'
missed the matinee shows at the
Broadway and got back fairly in time
to catch the first of the night performance.

"DR." SMITH ARRESTED.
Philadelphia, July 16. J
Charged with duping girls anxious to
do film work' by posing as a physician and representative of a motionpicture concern, Edward Smith, of this'
city, was. held in $800 bail for court
here last Friday.
William J. Cross
testified that Smith came to his house
several times and said he represented
the International Moving Picture Corporation. He said his name was Dr.
K. McKay and that the firm was about
to open a plant at Bryn Mawr and that:
he was authorized to engage young
girls after making certain they were
physically fit.
The "doctor" got along all right until he suggested that Cross' wife would
make a good movie actress and called

on her when her husband happened
to be home. Cross got suspicious, obtained information from a moving picture concern and then called in the
police.

Smith or McKay 'was sentenced to a
year in jail and to pay a fine of $1,000
in 1917 when convicted on the charge
of impersonating a physician.

MIZNER WRITING FLYNN SCENARIO
Wilson Mizner has been placed un]
der contract to write the scenarios for
a series of twenty two-reel pictures
based on actual cases in the Secret
Service in which Chief Flynn is to be
featured by the Oliver Films.
The %
work on the first of the pictures will
be started next week.
Harry Grossmith, who has been as- if
sociated in the Oliver company, sev- I
ered his connection last week when I
"The Carter Case" serial was com- f
;

;
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MURRAY

ROANOKE WE FISH

I

vacation

real

with our two kiddies

Scenery an' Everything

NEW ACT NEXT SEASON

I

for a

"Mr.

In

Manhattan" in
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OSWALD
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CLYDE NELSON and CO.
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Dir.,

NORMAN JEFFERIES
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How
Great
\

Men

of the

Day

I know »o miny acta that would bo content to
ay Ken Bochdle for three days, and here I am
at New Rochelle for a -whole week.
There are thousand* of' actor* who would be
hippy If they only hid one new act, and I have
two entirely new acta.

PHIL BAKER

week at

BILLY CLAflON

comic.

Ye*,

HOTEL JOYCE,

to Vaudeville

n

£*::

and

':.

.•

""""%'--

LA VERE'S

Says:
has been said that the world

made

of a bunch of people, mostly
and a few wise ones. (Which

tip

fools
,

is

ami?)

,

*,*

P. S. Will pay $500 to the Home for
Superannuated Dogs if 1^ & L. can prove
my announcer was ever .fined for
ill-using me or any other dog.
$

that

'

.;.•

*'.

u&'lfcz-'--*"

-he

exclaimed

am

I

,

It I*

___
knew

It r»» all

"''"

>

*ti

feat tall, I

.<!

'*'

''

am

classy

yon cant

ways

a

walea

boat.

there are to reach
I*

,

and neatt

the slsa of a kid, have

Cntertalnlnc

my

fame—

middle name.

''.';'

J

uetly featured wharsrsr

.

play,

the Coast to Breed*

artist,

no stranger te tease.

way.
Bteognliad

COOK and OATMAN
'.Direction, MARK LEVY

1

Everywhere'' from

Really,

way

namst

Yonra

'

askl. yon all

knew amy

.

truly, a "Mite of Mirth,"

LITTLE

JERRY.

instance."

"You know bow

•'

vaudeville'. "Mlta .f Mirth."

ota of
.'.

"Always Ciownin"'.

Circuit

met'

Though

Just like the Wife

Loew

'

Three

—

?'.:,/

wis

—
1TTLE JERRY em

I

••*

.v.

fj..
'''':.

>
Bangs him on the Javr
While Picking up his Teeth

Bra:

"Clarke and La Vere. a young
roan and a talented young lady,
do- a comedy talking, singing,
dancing and musical act combined, which 1* one of the beat
that has beon seen at tio. Portland for many weeks. They are
do good that they were obliged
to answer several curtain calls
and each time came back with
an encore piece that was even
better than the act which brought
out the applause In the first

:

'«,.,

A Hefty Blonde

I got nothing to aay thla time.
but the Portland "Evening Express"

1;

•.-."•

«;-

iBflv-BenHH^T-

As he Opens the Door

FRIEND MAGGIE 8EZ

,-•

It

vcifliajn^

.-.

v

Kid—Always Happy
A Real
,''•'
"

•

.

reaiiviNta

".

CLARKE
EARL

•

'4V--

wavy

(Act 1)

THEATRE PATRON
Tr«e

Game

A. M.

Too late to go to the Bronx
You're comix* home with me—
Want yon to "meet the Wife"—
A Real Pal—And Jolly—
Say, she's always f oolin*.
Always sure of an Ice Box
-;, "Foil of Goodies.

St and Central Park West

u

-

:

Time 3:30

STAN STANLEY
MARIE

1

After the Card

two brand new, original,. novel and Ten
acta, and I am trying them out thla
Rochelle.
One I* au entirely new

New

-

;-'

71st

air,

i

FORREST and CHURCH
Direction, MARK LEVY
Hon Time

audience act, nothing like my other act, all new.
and a corking good vehicle for a corking good

MALVIN FRANKLIN
»re • few at the 150 gaetta enjoying the
coolness of the

k

1)1

funny new

u«h»

am!

PRESIDENT WILSON

MARX BROS.
EDDIE HEALEY
LARRY RILEY
ARTHUR JACK80N

.;...

fortunate I

with ma,

Timmle."

SI

PERKINS'

ESTELLE

BRENDELandBERT

RAMSEY

'Waiting for Her"

,

KID

Exclusive Songs

HUNTER, CHIGK
and
U
:

and

Direction,

Booked

Harmony

LEW GOLDER

W, V. M. A.

..

Solid
and

BN THEIR

OWN ACT

THE PAYNES
Fuller Circuit, Australia

Pianologue

HUNTER

Minutes of Fun and

FLO

EL

Pauline Saxon

LILLIAN DE VERE
The Girl with a Voice
Direction, EARL
YATEB

A.-n.
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CORRESPONDENTS WANTED
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VARIETY wants

NOW WITH

"OVERSEAS REVUE"

correspondents, newspaper

men

preferred
;.'|

Address VARIETY,

New York
••.•'•>

8 to 16

CHICK

Weeks

firm.

CONTRACTS FOR
FRANCE i

That Sensational Chap on the Wire. An American With Advanced Ideas.
Address VARIETY, Mew York

IRVING
1416

JOE COOPER,

M.

COOPER

HUGHES RYNER
,

Exclusive

MAYE
Material by

PhenetBryr

Booking

Manager

»{r

The Original Cheer Up Girl
SAM MORRIS

i

foi

CH. DEBRAY'S HALLS
NOUVEAU CIRQUE, PARIS

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

GeH. Mgr.
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Miss and Mister

ieville

Act:
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ASK

JACK NORWORTH

TUCKER
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'
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or
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.

H.

WOODS

or

WM.

B.

FRIEDLANDER
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;v.
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77ie#

know me for I've

hustled for them.
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Wttlingioto

a "live act.
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STILL IN

NEW YORK-JM)OM 9^ PALACE THEATRE BUILDING
V

1

(OP CHICAGO)

A NEW AGENT FOR NEW ACTS
SUITE 121 1-1212-1213 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO
MY EXCLUSIVE EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE
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sy

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH

IS

Hodgdon

B. F. Keith Circuit, Western Vaudeville Association,

Orpheum

Circuit
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Affiliations

Palace Theatre Building,

New York City
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SWANSON
Direction, JENIE JACOBS
(PAT CASEY OFFICES)
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Two

Measure Passing Required

No

Publicity Given

Successive Legisla-

r."

200,000 Traveling Salesmen Also Annually

Disenfranchised.

Some

100,000

members

Show Business Expected

profession,

atrical

the

of the theexigencies of

whose business are liable to keep them
from home on election days, have a
vital interest in the amendment to the
Mew York State Constitution permitting absentee voting. This amendment
will

that

possible to those wanting to help the
good work along."
Mr. Witein's office is at 35 Nassau
street.
Indications are the various
theatrical organizations may get together to help put the amendment over.

be submitted to popular vote now
it has passed two successive leg-

GERMAN PAPERS COME
The

While it was' forced on
attention by the National
Traveling Salesmen Assocjations, it
means so much to professional theatrical people that it is sure to have
heavy support from them, too. Salesmen aloft e to the number of 200,000 are
annually disfranchised by the fact that
there is no provision for absentee vot'legislative
Council of

W
':

Adding this number to the theatrical
people interested, plus some 100,000
other people sure to feel the need of
being allowed to vote by mail, if away,

of the

The

was

originally

.

.

goes before a general election.
Calling attention to its great importance to the theatrical profession, Jerome Wilzin, attorney, the other day
.

said:

"Success in having this amendment
approved depends almost entirely on
informing voters fully about its value.
The people engaged in the different
branches of the theatrical business are

!

;:
r.

the theatres are packed.
Both agree the cabaret in Germany
has obtained a very strong hold. There
are 60 cabarets in Berlin. Hardly a
German town without its cabaret. The
smallest have two.

introduced

.

."

,

jjf

"

more vitally affected by the proposed
amendment than those engaged in any
other vocation, with the possible exception of the commercial traveler.
They can do a great deal to insure i:s
passage. As general counsel for the
Far Western Travelers' Association, I
shall be glad to be of any assistance

the-

throughout Germany.

They say

amendment.
bill

The papers report a prosperous

.

atrical condition

it is

in the State Assembly by Senator MarIt passed the
tin in February, 1918.
Assembly., then the Senate, and this
year, repassed both houses and now

the

three years arincoming foreign mails
in

week.
The papers were "Das Program" and
"Das Organ," both published in Berlin.
''Das Program" was as late ad
June 28. Neither paper showed in its
make up any serious indentation from
the war, although the last "Das Program" previously to reach New York,
about a year after the war broke out,
had a meagre quantity of reading matter and advertisements.

clear that half a million qualified voters, denied the right to vote,
have a vital interest in the ^passage

:

IN.

German, theatrical papers

New York

"FOLLIES" AT $3.50 ON ROAD.
Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., has decided to
the road scale for the "Follies" to
$3.50 for the entire lower floor in the

»

MARC KLAW'S FIRST PLAY.
Marc Klaw

is

make as a producer on his own
will be a plav by Richard Barry entitled "The Petroleum Prince."
to

Louis

IRVING BERLIN HEADLINING.

.

,

States..'

".v

Bennison has been engaged

for the principal role and the staging
done by Harrison Grey Fiske.

:

v -<*^

MUSICAL LEADERS SCARCE.

A

scarcity of orchestra leaders is
prevalent, according to an official announcement from the headquarters of
the Associated Musical Conductors of

America. Some say the shortage is
due to the rapid increase of productions., while others allege many leaders have been induced into picture
houses, for .higher salaries.

.

According to

conductor of
around New
any
York could secure $100 weekly, but
since the admission to pictures have
gradually approached that of legitimate shows, a higher wage was offered
figures, a
production in and

has a

will be

:x

'-^

questionable whether
e'draic will be restored to
favor -just at present. Most of the
continued
to use the
comedians who
character last season had to make alterations before appearing in the Dominion. If there is any antagonism
shown in 1920 the same policy will be
adopted as soon as a show leaves the

as their services
in the film line.

production

n

,

BACK.

it is

theatres where the attraction plays
during the coming season.
It was the "Follies" that was the
first attraction to boost the road prices
to $3 a couple of seasons ago and this
season they are again taking the lead
in coming out for the stiff $3.50 scale.

initial

N.

x

forget.

tilt

The

ifty,,!

iwfcsr

Post Office ut New ywjk,
Y., under th« Act of Mareta 3, 1V79.
ut the

180'..

22,

see the chin pieces and dialects of the
"Dutch'* comics removed'frdm storage
and interpolated in the various burlesque attractions on the two wheels.
Some of the comics suspended the
rolling R for the duration of the war,
but a. few of the bolder* Ones continued
through the recent trouble, and report
that their returns didn't suffer.
v
Others who intended to switch found
after one or two attempts that they
had been doing "Dutch" so long it was
impossible to disguise it and went back
to their first love through necessity.
As far as the United States is concerned no trouble is anticipated! for we
are ah easy going people and now that
S>eace has been adjusted and the war
ords 'shorn of their former power, it
is typically American to forgive and

Canada
the "Dutch"

this

ing.

and

first

to reach
rived in

'

ii'ar,,,

.

In

No publicity fOr some unislatures,
known reason has been given to it.
:

i

Entered as second class matter

1919

25,

Irving Berlin

is slated to headline
New York, the week of
Negotiations for Berlin's re^ 7
entry into vaudeville reached a point;/
Wednesday afternoon indicating; con-,

at the Palace,

Aug.

4.

summation.

i

:'.'..

'"-r&l'M

Berlin will present a brand new re-'.-pertoire of songs at the Palace, a;:
pianist assisting.
He will receive '

mw
.

1

week.

$2,000 a

j

to Support Amendment.

•'.'.„•

j.i jU' i

JULY

According to burlesque officials the
corning season will in all probability

NEXT FALL FOR MAIL BALLOTING
Theatrical Profession Vitally Interested.

r

CITY,

f*Wltir COMING

NEW YORK'S REFERENDUM VOTE

tures.

?M

3E

a

PnWUh*

Vol.

.

J

seemed of more value

SHIMMYING IN THE STREET.
George White's "Scandals of 1919"
girl that shimmies on West 42nd

street in front of the Liberty without

outer clothing other than what is
usually referred to as "a lady's unmentionable." To date the police have let
her do it without interference.
True th« young lady is naught but a
doll and sTie is inclosed in a glass case.
The shimmying is effected by an electrical arrangement the electrician of
the show has worked out, and as a
ballyhoo and crowd collector it has

worked

to perfection to date.

BIG TIME NEEDS HEADLINERS.
A report was around this week that
.

Tim

the present prospect for'.', headliners
next season in big time vaudeville is:-:;'
not fragrant with promise, Whilethe
eastern big time just now is not making extensive bookings and does not,'
feel the reported scarcity, it is said
the Orphcum Circuit, which is actively
booking, is somewhat anxious over
,

;

v

,

the condition.
It is a usual complaint of .summer
in vaudeville that feature attractions are not offered in quantity
by the agents, but the situation .this
summer seems more' acute than in
other years.

bookings

;

;

•

NORA BAYES ADOPTS

BABY.
"

There is a child in'rthe Norah Bayes
household.
Miss, Bayes adopted it
Monday, taking it from an orphan
asylum. The child is motherless.
During next season,' Miss Bayes expects to appear in a new production
and will play the New York engage-'
mentv on the 44th street roof. The
name of the roof is to continue as the
Bayes Theatre. It was renamed that
when 'Miss Bayes appeared there last

;,

.•;•..

spring.

.

/

.

"GAIETIES"

AHEAD OF

'••.'.•-aafiU

'

>M§

0k

.;•/>

"FOLLIES.?

There seems something of a Well
founded suspicion in many quarters/
that the Shubcrts will send their new
"Gaieties", show next season into the
cities Ziegfeld "Follies" is booked for.
but that the "Gaieties" will go in ahead
of the other production.
The "Gaieties" is now at the 44th
Street Theatre, where it lately opened,
immediately playing to capacity business,

meaning around

$20,000 weekly.

Will Smith Staging Leonard Show.
Will H. Smith, of "Yip Yip Yaphank"
fame, has been engaged to stage John
Cort's forthcoming production, "Roly
Boly Eyes," starring Eddie Leonard.;

The

Sailing for South Americ*.
Ziras, the Filmers, Novellis

James and Jessie Burns and Lotta have
been booked for the Seguin South
American Tour, sailing Aug, 10, and
opening in Buenos Ayres Sept. 15. .;
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SALARIES ASKED BY ENGLISH

London, July

Syncopated Orchestra) gives promise
of becoming the biggest hit of anything in the musical line that London
has seen in many a long day. As was
the case in Chicago and New York,
the opening here on July 4 was inadequately boomed—with practically
no advance notices and scant space
afforded it in the daily press. But the
very high quality of playing and singing- furnished by. the 35 negroes under
the efficient direction of. Will Marion
Cook was quickly whispered about
town by the first "night audience with
the result that constantly growing
business is greeting the organization.
The program includes no fewer than
25 separate numbers, added to by a
generous lot of encores. Opening with
a combined instrumental and voiced
number of almost symphonic /proportions "Swing Along," by Will Marion'
Cook the characteristically negroid
atmosphere that marks most of the

Eddie Darling Books But Single Turn for This Country Because
of Terms Asked. Dissatisfied with English Situation. Now in Paris. Acts Asking Top Money
to Gross Atlantic.
London, July 23.
Eddie Darling, dissatisfied wfch the

He

has gone to Paris.

artists,

turn to
Curtis,

America by English'
will re-

New York
who came

Aug. 2 with Jack
over with him.

act he is known to have
Grook, the musical clown,
appear in your country in

.

from the same playlet as given on your
side by Paul Dickey.
.
The piece was well received at the
but

Col.,

it

lacks the intensive dramatic
to the American presenta-

tempo given
tion.

The only
booked

who

is

will

IN REVUE.
London, July 23.

AMERICAN SKETCHES

i

December.

A line may be obtained upon the
English idea of American vaudeville
salary at present by the demand of
Clarice Mayne, for $3,000 a week.
Marie Dainton wants $1,000. Other
same proportion.
America on these
terms will not be heavy this coming

figures run in the
Bookings for

season.

Eddie Darling and Jack Curtis will
from Liverpool for New York
Aug. 2.. ';

Chariot at

and now in rehearsal will have two
American sketches as a part of the
performance.

•

LONDON

x

.

SAILINGS.

A cable received from Jack Curtis
by Maurice Rose (his partner)^ says
that living conditions in London at
present are unbearable.

London, July 23.
Sailing Aug. 2 on the La France are
Al Lewis, Ray Goetz, Irene Bordoni,
Ethelynne
Clark.
Howard,
Joe
Arrived on the Aquitania the other

LEASE THEATRE HOLDING HIT.

day were Walter Jordan, Alf Hayman,
and Charles B. Maddock.

•

;.

.

London, July 23.
The comedy, with an enormous success, "Three Wise Fools", on its boards,
has been taken under a lease for five
years by Paul Murray, Tommy Dawe
and James Tate.
Andre Chariot now has the house
and show. He must negotiate with the
trio (since their possession starts October 1 next) or move. Many proposals already have been made to the new
\

m

lessors for. the theatre.

Messrs. Murray and Dawe are members of a vaudeville agency firm here.
Mr. Tate is the composer and artist.

"BANTAM, V.

C."

London, July

m

'

*

farce..

M

Although it was unworthy of the author of "Hobson's Choice," it served
to prove Dorothy Bruntort Young, the
young Australian, is a clever comedy

......

23.

Notice has been posted at the Garrick that "Nobody's Boy" will close in
two weeks.

The
at

piece will be. recast and reopen

Blackpool Aug.

29.

AL LEWIS NEGLECTFUL.
WILKIE BARD'S WORLD TOUR.

i

.

London, July

SHOW FOR AMERICANS.

mand.

London, July 23.
General Pershing and his staff attended a performance July 20 at the

London, July

And

the Chariot has closed the
Prince. of Wales, where "Bubbly" has
had a long and successful run. That
makes the 19th house to close in four

weeks.

The Prince of Wales will be redecorated and reopen with a now Chariot
revue,

still

Derwent Hall Caine

The Sheffield try-out was hardly a
fair test, as the Yorkshire city audience
is known to be one of the toughest
in England.

AT ALHAMBRA, PARIS.

author

Odette Myrtil, Beatrice

Good

Lille.

Empire, New Cross.
London, July 23.
Cross, has an exthis week, including Doyle

Bill at

The Empire, New
cellent bill

Wynn is reappearing after a long absense abroad.
and Dixon, while Wish

W';

Dramatic Tempo Lost in Sketch.
London, July 23.
Derwent Caine in "The Lincoln Highwayman" at the.Coliseum this week,
presents a

somewhat

altered version

Paris, July 23.

Conway

Leland, McLeod, Eswald Bemond's pigeon act, George Holloway's
English Jazz Quartet, Stanley, cartoonist, and the Ebray Sisters, a clever
skating act, opened at the Alhambra
last week.

,

I

Were

King."

London, July

23.

between
car.'

IN VARIETY-

DON'T ADVERTISE

and

$11,000

for

each

.,•

into with the
there would be a great'
demand for Rolls Royce (English,
made) following the war with no new
cars of that make to be had. The war
lasted longer than the aviator anticipated, with the result he "had tied up
second-hand stock a large
in his
amount of money. This has been
gradually released of late with the
Wright cars selling quite fast.
Wright is asking $30,000 for the
Rolls Royce he paid $11,000. It is said
to be the handsomest car of that make
ever turned out.
:

ENGLAND'S FINEST MUSIC HALL
•'•--.

Work

London, July 23.
in August on

commence

will

the demolition of the Empire in preparation for the erection on the site, with
adjoining property, of the .finest music
hall in England. The details are being kept more or less secret.
It is figured the new structure will
take exactly one year to be ready for
:

occupancy.

Hayman, who books

'Jack

the Vic-

toria Palace (the only hall in

England

its programs •minus stage
waits) will place the attractions at the

which runs

new Empire.

QUINLAN'S CONCERTS.
London. July 23.
23 at Albert Hall
star at a series of
subscription concerts headed by Traz-

Commencing Sept.
Thomas Quintan will
zini.

Leopold Godowski and Clarence
Whitehalls will be brought over here

from America for them..

j

London, July 23.
Fifty male and female stars and
headliners were off the local bills the
night of the Wilde-Pat Moore fight.

LONDON FALLS OFF*
London, July 23.
slumped again last week,
and the

Business

owing

to the pleasant weather
conserving for Peace night.

Y

London; July 23.
"For Pity's Sake" with Charles Withers, at the Empire, Camberwell, opening Monday, is a sensational comedy

"Dr. James Barry" at Special Matinee.
London, July 23.
"Dr. James Barry" was presented
Jan. 22d at a special matinee, in aid of
the Edith Cavell homes of rest for
nurses, with Sybil Thorndike in the

•i

name

"DADDIES" AT HAYMARKET.
London, July 23.
Robert Courtneidge, in conjunction
wiih Frederick Harrison, will present
"Daddies" at the Haymarket.
"Uncle' Sam" will be withdrawn next
month.

U

part.

It' is

a South African play written
an army

a woman who posed as
doctor for many years.

around

MME. BERNHARDT HOME.
Sarah

homo

Andre Messager, the composer of the
will conduct on the opening

$4,000

;"

The scheme was gone

expectation

Justin Huntly McCarthy has made a
deal with Fox (Films) to make a new
screen production of his play "If I
hit.
King."
The sketch is the American producThe piece was picturized a few years
tion made by Charles B. Maddock over
ago, but it was a far from satisfactory
there and here.
production.
t

Laddie

opera,

YOU DON'T ADVERTISE

Wright^ who married Ethel Levey
American aviator, of the Wright
brothers in Ohio.
Shortly after he
married, .Wright commenced buying
all the used Rolls Royce cars he could
secure. He had a collection of around
125 when the war ended. He had held
them until that time. Wright paid
is the'

Were

Palace.

night.

.

:

"PITTS SAKE" SENSATIONAL.
Refilming "If

'

"Beaucairo" Moving to Palace.

London, July 23.
Next week "Monsieur Beaucaire" will
be transferred from the Prince's to the

ffi

IF

23.

appearing in

Dickey's

,

unnamed with anonymous

and composer. The cast is
headed by Alfred Lester t Two Bobs,

is

sketch, "The Lincoln
Highwayman,"
at
the
Coliseum.
Others on the bill are Muriel George
and Ernest Butchers, in their folk
songs and comedy, Nellie and Sara
Kouns, Grock and Baettie.
,

Paul

23.

It is ""Estimated Gordon Wright! will
net around $700,000 through his invest
met in second-hand Rolls Royce car*
during the war.-

FIGHT FANS.

Tried Out in Tough Town.

Hawthorne, Jack Buchanan, Rock and
White, Good Feilo and Gregson Beatie,
Phyllis Monkman, and Violet Lorraine.

London, July

.!«••

(*

London, July 23.
Lewis and Norton opened fast week
in Sheffield, but the act did not get
across. They, cancelled the remaining
eight weeks, returning to London.

Palace, given for the American Forces.
The artists included Laurette Taylor,
George Robey, Leslie Hensen, Pater

ACTS AT THE COLISEUM.
23.

'

Al Lewis arrived last week from
and stopped overnight in
Liverpool to see Charles Withers (in
"Pity's Sake"), but failed to register
2ith the police and was arrested. He
as finally discharged with a repri-

America.

19TH HOUSE TO CLOSE.

,.

23.

New York

actress.
n

London, July

,'>

London, July 23.
Wilkie Bard has decided to tour the
world, going first to South American
for eight weeks. His trip will include

DISAPPOINTS.

London, July 23.
Martin Harold Brighouse's "Bantam
V. C," presented last week by Albert
De Courville, proved a disappointing

—

"NOBODY'S BOY" CLOSING.

i

is rapidly disclosed.
The strings
(three violins, two cellos and two bass)
are exceptionally good in the second
number, "Hungarian Dance No. 5," of
Brahms, but it is in the third number,
a series" of three old-time negro songs
sung by a double quartet that the audience is made acquainted with the full
resources of voice harmony which the
director has succeeded in developing.
The weekly magazines have taken up
the orchestra with a zeal self-inspired,
and, therefore, of greater box-office
value than any amount of professional
press work would have. Andre Charlot's confident expectations that all
London will presently be flocking to
Philharmonic Hall for all its out-ofthe way location in Great Portland
street—seem amply justified by the
really worth while quality of the musical fare offered by the dusky troupe
•of musicians.
bill

,

The sketches were first produced
around New York by Lewis & Gordon
and Geo. M. Anderson. The firm now
They are "The Best
controls both.
Sellers" and "In Bed and Out."

sail

i:yr

—
—

to produced by Anthe Prince of Wales,

The new revue
dre"

23.

The Southern Syncopated Orchestra
(known in America as the New York

HOLD UP AMERICAN BOOKINGS

salaries asked for

FORTUNE IN SECOND-HAND CARS.

COLORED ORCHESTRA FAVORED

Laddie

Cliff,

Cliff

Writes Play.

London, July 23.
appearing in "His Little
play entitled

Widows," has written a
"Live and Let Livev"
The piece will shortly
a West End theatre by
and Marie Blanch in the

Bernhardt

at

coast.

Belle
v

.

Isle,

is

Paris, July 23.
resting at her

off the

'

"Tango" Revue of Acts.

be put on at
Lewis Waller

Paris, July 23.
Another revue entitled "Tango". was
presented July 18 at Olympia.
The entertainment consists of vaude-

leading roles.

ville acts.

,
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San Diego, July

!

Washing,
v
The respondents in e

v

.

articles to the value of four
or five thousand dollars that were not
needed by her. An automobile she
paid $2,000 for could not be- located
before Miss Hager left the Pennsylvania Hotel, where she had been
stopping.

bearing befoxjethe. .Fe.de: Trade Commission have been reosted ;to Kform Edward L. Smith, e f counsel,
whether anjr intend tcjresimt evidence on their behalf.
&S-y The commission is anxi s to submit
the matter for -final conjuration. A
fcreasonable time v/ill befowed and
subpoenas furnished such»spondents

|

]

(

i

;'•

.

'

.

''

-

Miss Hager will remain at her home
until recovering from the nervousness
that overcame her. It is said to have
been augmented through religious

i

M

who may .decide to offer a»fense.
So far as known none' the resppodents has yet ndvisedhe commission they will defend t.mselves.
The Government closed its «e May
p, 24 in New York City^ whereirt JJear|i
£-

fervor.

were

ings
t.:.u

held.

SHOE DEALER SUMQfNEDv

Max

Mm*
/ii.Hver

m

tf West "S4th
police court, T«sday, ordered
Bernstein, prbprfor of a retail

Jtwtt-its^ftadwajri
,

The route of the Lights cruise has
been arranged with the opening date
•'..;,•
selected for Plainfield, N. J., July 28.
;•
Dockstader about 1900.
The following day the outfit will
Following the death of Billy West,
show at Freeport, with Perth Amboy
the firm name became Primrose and
and Bay. Shore following- Aug. 1 the
Dockstader and continued as such for
company will probably appear at Camp
seven or eight years.
..
;
r
Mills, this date now being negotiated
Geo. Primrose, following his dissolufor, and from there the Lights will protion with Dockstader in 1910, played
sale
vaudeville,
Rockaway,
the
ticket
/in
ceed to Far
occasional engagements
for this date^ being in the hands of. his last appearance in the east being
Marcus Loewf
at Proctor's Sth Ave. a year ago.
brother survive him.
Red Bank is the following stand, Aug.
A widow and
""', •?••'•, ••'< •
2. the first time the Freeport aggrega-

/

.

to de-

:

;..

.

/

'.

Miss^siftn }» professionally known
.i.f Madeline Livingston. She alleged
that after making the purchase in the
Bernstein store, she left the goods
I
*
'there. They, amounted, to $27. Later,
Livingston
.; when tailing for them, Miss
says Bernstein told her he would de-j

,

'

Deliver the goods when he -saw fit.
imanding her property, Bernstein called
Van officer and ordered the young woman out of the place.
I

;

obtained a
police court summons for the shoe
man, charging disorderly conduct.

|f:

Livingston

Mi?*

,

then

predecessor, will also be in the
organization.

been com'$$tM! dry wave is said to
t-\V ffci br Barney Myers, as possibilities
fund to be raised by bond
t. -aril a
sdlinR to finance vaudeville theatres
ti'.der the operation of the White Rats.
Myers and Some of the Rats in New
/tork are reported to have made calls
"

yon ihe men named on the list, but
ith
what success has not become
novn. Nor has the amount looked
ir or the .'Personal subscription asked

l:

.

'

Bensee and Baird have come to a
parting of the ways. Miss Baird left
Bensee after their engagement at the
Palace here, announcing, she was
through, and going to another city...
Later the couple were induced to;
play one more week together, after
which it is understood they are to separate.

.

made known.
The plan proposed and submitted

een

as to incorporate, with theatres to

be

ectircd under lease, using the latter
as assets, and issue bonds against
tjtem. ':> :,", -.':
;

MyeraVwas a vaudeville agent in New
York some years ago. He has been on
:

the Coast in recent years, dabbling in
some;; theatrical ventures out there.
Wttfied before the Federal
*Tradc Commission on vaudeville mat-

mm

CORDELIA HAGER GOES HOME.
Sunday Cordelia Hager left New
York for her home in Louisville. Her
father accompanied her, having come

on to New York when advised his
daughter was lavishly spending money
here;
Miss.<

•

Hager recently separated from

her husband

and vaudeville partner,
George Austin Moore. She then decided

return to vaudeville as a single
act Later she developed a mania for
spending money, and is said to have
to,

IF

YOU DON'T

Dawson Replace*

George Bickel stepped out of "Scandals of 1919" this week and was replaced by Eli Dawson. It is reported
that Bickel was not satisfied with his
opportunity

book

didn't

and that the rewritten
remedy it.

Making Loew

Gilbert

Circuit.

the American,

„

New

York.

ond time. Placed under observation
in Bellevue hospital for a short time,
he was committed to Wards Island as
an insane patient.
After four months on the island
Buckner managed to convince the authorities of his sanity and was released. He proposes to take a, short
rest and again enter the producing

AMOTWBHTy ACTORS
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MARRIES.
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m

at the hu-

mor of Mark
known through

Levy's, mostly made
the back page advertising column of Variety, may prepare to
forego that weekly pleasure. Mr. Levy
married July 16. Mrs. Ley,y was Ethel
Sinclair (Gaspar and Sinclair).

were valued heirlooms,

uv:<jm«jjb

Dancing Act With Nina People.

her

Stewart started rehearsals
on a new dancing act this week called
"The Wedding Dream."
Bert French wrote the book and will
stage the numbers. Willie Donaldson
Rosalie

Fannia Brica'a Expected Event
When Fannie Brice (Mrs. Nick Arnold) left the "Midnight Frolic" some
weeks ago, she, with her husband, took
up a residence at Huntington, L. I.
Within a short tune there's expected
an addition to the Arnold household.
Mr, Arnold is a non-professional.

dir.franx ewms.

•">*#

*

located.
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THAT TANNEN!

Those who have laughed

Detectives were endeath.
gaged to investigate the theft, but no
trace of the missing gems could be

TOPurirove/t!,

RipraKKrma wuocviLLe

them

having been* worn by Mrs. Foy prior

es Mi
" vnutiviue
ouy
oqy

BOY,

MARK LEVY

trinkets

.

!

if the managers didn't come
with more money, but they
didn't. After much haggling, the Eastern big time offered the monologist
$550. Tannen kept on talking for six,
and the Orpheum heard him.
Tannen had several theories why he
is worth $600, and seems to have proven

though bearing the same surname the
couple were not related.
A banquet on the stage of the Orpheum followed the wedding.

to
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Broadway

Seattle, July 23.

The

RM ACTS from vkuoeviue
NOW THE SHOW IS SOUTHttD UP
M.PtP AND SNAPPY
3O0 iWEtKS AHU5,

^vtJB

:

across

sence.

. FULL
Iffif HOUSTJ*
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"Yip Yip Yaphank."

New

when a thief broke into
the dressing room during Foy's ab«

rnwyHADTosewAKur-"

in

business to sell shoestrings or look
He was quite inover shirtwaists.
definite abdut it but patted himself on
the back as a week or so around
York came to him in the way of conTannen stilt threatened to
tracts.
wake up the commercial life of lower

The marriage occurred Sunday (July
of Eugene Levy,' manager of the
Orpheum here, and May Levy. Al-

mond

fN A BROAOWAy SHOW
WHtN THE DIG SHOW OPINED
I It took aw awojl spill
I

'"'•(la
""'.\"Ej!^f§

Some weeks ago Mr. Tannen announced he had given up the show

SEATTLE MANAGER MARRIES.

Eddie Foy Robbed at the Palace.
While playing %t the Palace, New
York, last week, Eddie Foy was relieved of $300 in cash and several dia-

* S0N6THAT YOU ALL KNOW)

flfOU*

taken off the Loew-Fox circuit.
J Manyvaudevillians have asked Savoy and Brennan to rerent them old
material for that style of turn, but the
original act always declined to accede.
The Binn and Bonn act played without
credit or payment of any kind. The
Bonn of the turn is Ben Bard, formerly
with a Fricdlander tab. he did Brennan. The Bert Savoy character was
taken by Binn, one Bauman, who lives
in Brooklyn and is unknown* to the
stage, other than his impersonation of

SMART

20),

Circuit has announced the
engagement of L. Wolfe Gilbert on a
tour of its houses, starting July 31 at

The Loew

v

Julius Tannen talked himself into
vaudeville, he has talked himself into
remaining in vaudeville, and now he.
has talked himself into a $600 weekly
salary on the Orpheum Circuit next
Besides which the talkative-'
-season.
Julius will have his fare paid by that'
chain of big time houses while he is
travelling in the West,

business.

Bicltel.

;i"~:iiVl£JBJ

-

at the American.

Savoy

;

Eli

V Sr*>.-..i:<M

.
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tentiary at Atlanta, Ga. After serving
his time and receiving his discharge, he
again worked the stock selling racket
and was taken in custody for the sec-

BENSEE AND BAIRD PARTING.
New Orleans, July 23.

RATS SOLICITING SALOON MEN.
I ^ A>3js1 of 100 saloonkeepers who felt
have
1

when JBren nan: saw

;

...i' -.

(

Arthur Buckher, the promoter who
discovered there were seven or eight
halves, nine or ten quarters and a flock
of eighths to a whole Business, and
then managed to sell them all to ambitious investors, finally landing in the
meshes of the law, is again free, having been discharged from Wards Island Sunday.
First Buckner was sentenced to a
two-year tf.rm in the Federal peni-

his

afternoon*

Through the N. V» I
Mr. Lubin was apprised of "the 7
The Loew booking was made
facts.
Leslie,
who
had been made
through
fully acquainted with the exact circumstances of the lift when it was

BUCKNER OUT.

Sunday, Aug. 3, the
colony town.
troupe will appear- at a New York
theatre, as yet not procured.
Those who have promised to appear
with the Lights include Harry Fox,
Eddie Foy, Clifton Crawford, "Frisco,"
Charles King, George MacFarlane,
Belle Baker, Pearl White and Sophie
Tucker. Frank Tinney, the present
Angel of the club, and Victor Moore,

''^w

\

A.

:.

tion has played the opposition actors'

!

'

Monday
it

.

immldjatelv<0 Madeline Kahn

purchaseibf him by Miss Kahn
Zmand
Ompalajotyi'
..;

it developed--the Binn and Bonn turn was a pure
"copy act" and without any authority
or right: to the Savoy and Brennan
turn. It was ordered off the Fox time
with the excuse made by Bonn, that
they needed the money; A request
made to Brennan that they be allowed
to play a few more weeks was refused.
The next heard of the copy turn was

.

Judge Corrigah,
street

,t;

ANNUAL CRUISE OF THE LIGHTS.

,

'
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tional Vaudeville Artists
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,

.'.".-•, '.'.-.
early eighties.
The name of the troupe was changed
to Primrose and West's Minstrels,
around 1888, and the new combination
quickly Sprung into popularity with
theatregoers.
.
,
The Primrose and West organization
was augmented by the addition of, Lew

'

..

:-„_-

,

tainer.

bought

J«iy 2X
vaudeville

fefi

l

._
s^
Brennan is of Savoy and Brettr
nan. He had occasion to complain that.
Binn and Bonn had taken the entire' *?
Savoy and Brennan turn when the
first-named act was on the Fox time
Then they were
a few weeks ago.
booked by Lew Leslie, who was informed by Binn and Bonn that they
•paid Savoy and Brennan a royalty for
the use of the characters and material,:
When the matter went before the Na-

Mn

'.

-'
W;\

t

*

day engagement.

Shortly after entering show
business he joined an obscure min<
strel organization.
.,
i
Later Primrose, who is credited with
originating soft shoe dancing, joined
the Jack Haverly troupe. A few years
with Haverly established Primrose as
one of the leading blackface entertainers of his day, and lead to the formation of Barlow, Wilson, Primrose &
West's minstrels, which toured the
country with remarkable success in the

:

;'"J^OT

Through a complaint lodged by Jay
Brennan against Binn and Bonn, at the

23.

Canada. 72 years ago, Primrose entered the theatrical profession at the
age of IS; starting as a variety enter-

for Tho> Inteitding to Present a Defense.

>$rffl

" ^.Tll

"
.,-„'...

_

George H. Primrose, the minstrel, American, the first half, Jake Lubin, the
died Here today, after an illness of
Loew booker, assured Mr. Breenan
four weeks, during which he. suffered., that the turn would be off the Loew
finished its three-i
Born in London, Ontario, books after the act
greatly.

OF RESPONDENTS

Government Officls Anxious to Submit Matter for Final Consideration. \U Allow Time and Furnish Subpoenas

'".'

"COPY ACT' STOPPED.

GEO. PRIMROSE DEAD.

composed the

score.

The turn

-

<

J

carries

nine people.
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Associated Actors and Artists of America Title Given Combination. To Embrace Members of All Entertaining Pro-

Equity Association Retains Identity.
New Order Expects to Secure International
Charter Now Held by Rats from A. F. of L.

fessions. Actors'

The formation last week of the Associated Actors and Artists of America portends the formation of a union
which will blanket the entire amusement field, taking in professionals ui
vaudeville, the legitimate, moving picIf the
tures and the outdoor fields.

recognized by the American Federation of Labor the interna-/
tional charter of the White Rats whicH
was supposed to cover the theatrical
field, will pass out of existence and
means
A. A. A. A. supersede it. This
the final passing of the Rats organization under that name, but the Rats
plan renewed activity in the vaudeville
field, under a new title, however.
7i
The Actors' Equity Association forms
the basis of the Associated Actors and
Artists. At a joint meeting between
Rats repreA. E. A. officials and the
sentatives last Friday the new body
sprung into existence. It developed
but others
A.,
E.
A.
that not only the
had asked for a new international charter from the A. F. L. It was only after
the tottering Rats organization was
ready to accept new leadership that

new union

is

-

sm

if.-.

was made possible for a new international body to be formed since the
it

Rats' international charter has not been
given up. The A.F.L has long sought
the formation of a body that would
look toward entire control of all
branches of amusements and through
the formation of the Associated Actors and Artists, this is believed in
'.... "."..• jj
sight

-

The Actors Equity Association does
not lose its identity though two of its
executives and two from the Rats
make up the officership of the Associated Actors and Artists. The A. A.
A. A, if it is given an international
charter will grant charters to other
branches of the profession not already
organized and those who now are in the
organization will be under the leadership of the A. A.° A. A. It is stated,
however, that each individual body
holding a charter will be autonomous
.

-

m
St-.

.

in its

own

field.

That action by the A. E. A. was imminent ever since the. open breach with
the Producing Managers' Association,

was

well

known

.and the "campaign"'

varibtt
last week included the formation of
the A. A. A. A. It was not until Friday, however, that the final decision
was made. At that time Francis Wilson was announced as elected inter-

announced as being outlined

in

AAA.

\:±

national president of the new
A., James William Fitzpatrick as international vice-president, Frank Gilmore as international treasurer and
Harry Mountford as international executive secretary. Wilson and Gilmore
remain as executives of the Actors
Equity Association, while it is assumed
that Fitzpatrick and Mountford will
head a new vaudeville union. There is
also to be an executive council which
will operate along the lines of the A. E.
A. council and which will be chosen
by representatives or delegates of
these unions now in existence. The
latter will be the A. E. A., Rats, Hebrew
Actors' Union and other bodies of
smaller membership.
Those in attendance at the recent
F. L. convention were surprised at
the formation of the A. A.
since
request of the A. E. A. for a charter
brought forth some alleged disparag-

A

mm

12:

-

-^v-
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AA

ing remarks concerning Equity officials
and the A.
A. stand. Only the realization that the Rats as an organization was through could have brought
about a change of heart.
It had been recently stated by an
Equity official that the A. E. A. had no
desire to affiliate with the Rats and
the attitude then was that rather than
secure a charter under the dominance
of the Rats' international grant, it
would be better to hold off.
While no definite moves against the
retention of the Rats* charters were
made at the Atlantic City convention,
inside information is that the Rats
officials were quite plainly informed
that it was "curtains for the organization. It was then that conferences
between the Rats leaders and the A.
A. began, the Rats knowing that the

E

E

time had come when they had .to quit.
Recognition of that was most clearly
expressed in a remark by Fitzpatrick,
who asked a delegate on the Boardwalk
whether he had "met Mr. Wilson, the
new international president." After the
convention a sub-committee of the A.
F. L. executive, committee was set to
work. The Rats were called in and
asked to show real cause why the Actors' Equity Association should not be
granted a charter. This lead to last
Friday's action.

The

announced are temporary and must be until an international
charter is granted for a semblance of
an organization must be made to secure such grant. Before the new A. A.
A.
charter will be granted it will be
necessary for the Rats to turn back
officers

A

international charter.
The process to be gone through before the Associated Actors and Artists
becomes an international union includes scrutiny by the e^cutive committee of the A. F. L. The executive
committee may then upon the return of
the Rats' charter, make a grant to the
new organization.
The affiliation of the A. E. A. with
the Associated Actors and Artists of
America may bring to bear some pressure on the situation existing between
the A. E. A. and the Producing Managers' Association.
Managers admit
that there have been some refusals to
accept their form of contract and that
there are "hold-outs" for the A. E. A.U. M. P.
form. It has been intimated
that some of the Equity forms have
been issued by managers and dated
ahead of the time when the managers'
association decided to exclude all
forms but their own new "standard"
contract.
In some quarters it is felt that the
managers acted too hastily at a time
when casting for the new season was
about to begin to refuse to arbitrate
any differences. From other quarters
an opposite view is taken—that the
Equity missed a chance by too quickly
refusing to accept the proposition to
continue the old agreement for two
years more. During sueh a time it was
shown, the A.
A. could have been
most strongly entrenched. Had the A.
E. A. countered with a proposition to
continue the agreement even for one
year more, without sticking out for
the changes, the present situation
would have been obviated and the actors' organization would have steadily

its

A

E

(Continued on page 16)
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COTiACI CUISE EXPLAINED.

The Vaudeville. Managers' Protective
Association, investigating a complaint
lodged with it against the Sam Bernstein office, by Fletcher and Smith,
found that the act had also entered
a complaint on the same matter with
Harry Mountford.

SET--

'••-.••;

\

COMPLAINED IN TWO PLACES.

AND WHITE RATS JOIN
TO FORM UNION UNDER NEW NAME

-
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J. R. Banta, in the Bernstein office,
told Fletcher and Smith he could place
them for about two weeks, but did not
After playing the
issue a contract.
act a week, ho further time was found
when the men complained to the V.
Bernstein to find
up
Calling
M. P. A.
out the facts and telling Bernstein he
might be sued for the act, Bernstein
wanted to know how many suits he
would have to stand for in -the matter,
since he had received a letter on behalf of the turn saying the same thing
from Harry Mountford.
Even with all of that the V. M. P.
suggested to Bernstein he give some
more time to the turn to square the
affair, which Bernstein is: going to do.

A

members
Tfknew cfititrt issued byProtectors
of tWSdtvill*Ianagers'
>

_

theatre
tearlat an opp«tion
has brough
of Antract
P. A. heaa
many queries t*e V. M.the
cancellaquartVs in refcnce to

££$.

ble' contractpecifically, states

SONC.

,

,

that

The contact
Keith
by the Loew cuit, merely the
the ac
time would r cancelled and
as it
would appeaior Loew as long
from
wished withe any interference
the V. M. P^
:

IN FRISCO.
San Francisco, July

Kvcago

FU£R
Ben
city,

Fu/r. of Australia,

is

in

23.

the

boat.
reatng here by the last

which
He reprents the Fuller Circuit; theatnow holdthe most extensive:

rical ittteris in the Antipodes
two
Mr. Fulleis to remain here for
Franweeks, and »» appoint a San
repressive. He will go^ to

Mr. Gaskill lately returned
from France, where Mr. Gray dallied
for a time. The foreign visit and return home suggested "Hello, Broadway"
to Mr. Gaskill. The first chorus line
reads, 'Tommy Gray has been away
from Broadway" and the lyric is
tommygrayed all the way. Harry Fox
is mentioned as the composer of the
music. Mr. Fox also holds the sing-

h
Los Angeles fd» wee
?Wv
latter city
and New Yorkfrom the
August.
for London at '« end of
win
While in this cotfry Mr. Fuller
several
arrange for the bcKmgs of
thea "
1
acts and pictures for the™.

ing rights to the number.

tres.-

Gaskill.

Another number Gaskill is interested
in he wrote in conjunction with Harry
Armstrong, the writer of "Sweet Adeline,"

the season's hit 17 or 18 years

ago.

The newest number

You

is "I

Love

Just the Same, Sweet Adeline."

"STAGE'S" MAN RETURNS.
New York for the past five weeks,
Case, representing "The Stage"
of London, returned home Tuesday on
the Carman ia. 'The Stage" is a very
In

Tom

.progressive English theatrical publica-

covering a wider field in a more
manner than many of its contemporaries over there.
Mr. Case for many years was a vaution,

brisk

on The Stage." He is
now giving more attention to the general management of the paper, espedeville critic

cially
in the business department.
in New York, he arranged with
Bert Levy, the artist (who is again
with the New York Hippodrome pro-

While

duction) to be the vaudeville representative of "The Stage" in New York,
furnishing it with a weekly letter.

MOSS MOVING.
The B. S. Moss enterprises, including
Amalgamated Vaudeville Agency
and the executive offices of the new
Moss-Famous Players-Lasky picture

the

house circuit are now located at 110
West 42nd street in the suite formerly
occupied by Realart Pictures, the latter concern taking over B. S. Moss'
former quarters in the Godfrey Bldg.

There

is

a possibility the

Amalgam-

ated Vaudeville Agency will take over
the Frank A. Keeney suite in the Putnam Bldg. Aug.' 1. A deal for the
Keeney offices is now pending. Keeney
books through the Amalgamated.

New Act Shown

in West.
Seattle, July 23.

"The Rising Generation,'* a juvenile
dancing

turn with
youngsters, opened

several

Monday

talented
at

Pan-

be a new act. Mr.
and Mrs. Hamilton Douglas present it.
The turn looks good for the popular
tages.

It is said to

priced

circuits.

Era

£

ifirfacrbookSor a "*•«$«*!*{
should break
on asy partictf circuit
theatre
the^ntract \ appear at.a orwraial
on an opposifl circuit the
void. Howcontract becois null and
for ten or more
ever, if an actJoked
jump
weeks on the eith time should
4 Play a hfuse booked

.

TOMMY GRAY IN

Without any malicious intent apparent, Tommy Gray has become the headliner of a lyric written by Clarence

J

ggis/s^ar

Assoliation, win
on any one circellalon of all ites
thtontracted artistt apcuit provided
during

cisco

V V\B
"
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CRAP-SHOOTING "PRINCE."

{
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om

Binghamton July 123. \ ii
Sells-Flotos > circus gave Bingham
ton a busy 48 hours. Events starte<
when the Bingo arrested "Prince. Ken
eckee" who, the circus managemen
,

asserts, is the "high royal pobaa" of
a South Sea island. The charge against
the prince was that he shot craps in
a local, cafe. He paid a fine of $15;
Fifteen vendors following the circus
also ran up against the authorities for
selling without licenses.
Some were allowed to got others
were sent out of town.
.

^

S

A

circus wagon collided jwith a
Deraney delivery rig and wrecked, it
Frank Murphy, of Portland, tOrei a.
circus employe, slipped and fell 'off
a freight car breaking his arm tod
sustaining possibly internal injures.

ACROBAT'S FALL HURTS TW«
Seattle, July 2i

William Colby, acrobat with GreaW

Alamo shows, playing here for the lsA\
two weeks, fell 40 feet, when the movM
strap by which he was holding by F
teeth broke. Colby was performing V
a slack wire. He alighted on top ol
George Williams, another employe, whi]

was also severely injured.
.1
Both were taken to the City Hospita^
for treatment.

Suit Over G. O. H. Lease.
Shea and 'Isaac Slutzkef
Michael
are named as defendants in a breach
of contract suit, instituted by the Con-'
tinental Producing Co. The plaintiffs
alleges a lease of the Grand Opera

A

New York, which the defendacting through O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll, deny.
When the Continental people attached the bank account of Mr. Slutzker, a motion to vacate the attachment,
was entered and denied. A $2,500 bond'
to release the moneys from the attachment writ was ordered put up,
from which the defendants will appeal

House,
ants,

this

week.

Reviving "Poor Old Jim."
Bellit will revive "Poor Old
Jim" for vaudeville next season. Joe
Jefferson, Jr., appeared in the sketch

Henry

n TOV DON*
ABVHsIISB D? VAfcTETYDOK'T ABVBBT1BK

several years ago.

Bellit will also pro-

duce a new dancing act with 20 people.

*

|

FORUM.
New York,

WESTERNER REFUSED ADMISSION
TO K-O. EASTERN GOLF CLUB
JET

BERLIN CO. STARTS OFF;
July

very much interested in the
Vajuett quoting Maggie
Teyte, the splendid singer, who has
made such a success m ."Monsieur

am

I

in

article

-

Young Says New Yorkers Are Afraid Trophies Will Go
to Chicago, Hence Ruling,. WilJ Start K-O. Organiza-

t-

West, with Annual Tournament with
Easterners a Feature.

tion in

'.;

.

some propor-

tions may develop from the formation
of the K. O. Golf Club in
York,
through the latter refusing admittance
to a Western wielder of the sticks.

New

The tournament,

;'-.

if

it

is

arranged,

be between the golf bugs of ChiNew York, out of vaudeville
The K. O. club mem-..,
at. both points.
bers are of the Keith and Orpheum?

will

cago and
,
•

offices in

-

New

York*.

hard workers, who always

has
the club's interest at heart, decided
that we needed a stage, and with the
assistance of Billy Murray, built a
dandy.' Hal Harrington painted the
scenery, and now we have a stage,
scenery and everything. Eva Puck' was
the first one to have the honor of ap.
pearing upon it.
real

--^-^.-^

.--*

*—

J

When Ernie Young, of Chicago, mad?/
application to the Easterners, he waf
advised those from the West could ncj
bust in.
Not accepting the place 9.
residence as a valid reason, Mr. Younjj
^concluded the East was fighting shj
of the West, not wanting to see ariji
^<>f its cups travel to Chicago.
No V
Young has resolved to urge the Wes
era vaudeville men to form a ch .}'
when he returns there, with the so
object of giving the K. O's. a tussi
in one match or a series of three, whs
% Chicago, New York and neutral groun
if necessary,
for the contests. Tl

!

wrong

all

it

Chicago has several golfers who have
so bad they play in the rain.

RAYS FROM THE LIGHTS.
(From

the Lights Club, Freeport, L. I.)

The season

for fun and laughter is
on in full blast and it looks like each
week will make a fool out of the one
preceding it.. Last week' was a corker
for

and there were
one night than

entertainment

more laughs here
you would get out
York shows.

Wednesday

in

of. a

(J u 'y

M>)

week

we

of

New

held our

'annual masquerade and there was an
abundance of original make-ups. The
is a list of the prize winners
Charlie Middleton as an Indian Buck,
with Maude Barry as his Squaw carried off the first prize; Harry Puck

following

"copped" second with a comedy makeup third, Mrs. Leo Halpern as, Columbia; Laura Kelly as a Spanish
dancer won the next; Edna Nickerson
was one of the lucky ones. Too bad
we did not have enough prizes to
v give
everyone present some sort of a
;

:

;:-

souvenir.
•

'-

''.

Saturday afternoon Sophie Tucker
"entertained one hundred wounded soldiers.

Some from Hempstead and some

'from the Polyclinic in New York.
Sophie paid for their dinners and
drinks, and the wives of the club mem-

•

bers baked cakes, assisting in the
serving of food and helped to make the
:

boys comfortable. The boys enjoyed
the show Sophie got together fof them.
The following artists volunteered: Eva
Puck, Billy Murray, Eddie Carr, Mon-

Laura Kelly, Arthur DeaLeightons, Tom Dugan,
Harry Puck and, of course, Sophie
Tuckw and Frank Westphall.
roe Silver,
gon, The

In defiance of the rain, the Lights
played the Imperials, and won the
game with a score of 7 4.

^. 6 ulfUl

voice.

Sang" "cSitraitigiff"inS

the audience could have listened to
the little lady all night, Frank Fay
with his songs and "gab" had the house'
Freda
just where he wanted them:
Leonard of the "Gaieties" shimmied
.

Tom

Dugan and
favor.
Frank Tinney did an act that was a
scream from start to finish. They
opened with an illustrated -song (with
right

into

clown slides), Tinney working the lamp
and Dugan doing the singing. Then
after a quick -change they went into
the "Broadway Swell and the Bowery
Bum." There was a laugh a second
and when they went into their routine
waltz clog, kicking each other's
heels, etc, they simply- tore down the
house. Sammy White did his eccentric dance, which was greatly appreciated. Van and Schenck followed and
could have been singing yet as far as
the audience was concerned. Sophie
Tucker sang as only Sophie can, and
then introduced her protege, Gilda
Gray, who repeated the hit she is making nightly in the "Gaieties." An afterpiece wound up a wonderful show.. It
was called "The Trial of the Kaiser."
A court room scene. The principals
of

were Dugan, Deagan, Diamond, Carr,
Siver, Dan Dody and Harry Sullivan.

The gang were

still

hanging around
good

after three a. m., which is a very
.
sign that they like our club.

last

we have something which

was

built.

Fred Gray, one of our

If

Miss

America

is

'

'

ment (Maurice Abrahams succeeding
as the Prof. Mgr.). Around',
first of the year Berlin severed his.:
business relations with W. B. & S.
Some time afterward, following conferences between Berlin and Winslow,
the latter also resigned.
Winslow is responsible for the success, or at least the successful start,
of ma*n y of the best known pres e nt
day singing acts in vaudeville, singles
and others. He possessed a peculiar
faculty of teaching a singer the best
delivery of a song. This first became
a matter of comment some years ago
when it was noted several singing
acts were; delivering their songs along
the same style. Traced down winslow
was discovered. Later he developed a
more profitable faculty, an uncanny,
knack of selecting songs for his firm's
catalog that became hit»."\
Saul H. Bernstein, the third of the
Berlin company officers, was formerly
with the Broadway Music Corporation
Mr. Bernstein is
(Will Von Tilzer).
very well known in music as a business executive and has been' rated
among the best in that line. He has
charge of the business end of the Ber-

Winslow
the

-

_"/:;

'

Some

years ago, I asked Eugene
he thought America lacked
musical discrimination. .'His reply was,
"Well, l notice one thing, only the,
great ones -succeed so you must have
exceptional musical taste in this counif

;

.

try.

..;-,,'

7

Chas. L_ Wagner..

Mr. Wagner, with D. F. McSweeney,
associated, has the direction of John
McCormack, Galli Curci and operatic
stars of that rank.% r

-

New

v

;

York, July

22.

Editor Vabijbty:
In last week's Vabijwt Bell, in reviewing our act at the Brighton, said
the Melrose fall at the finish should
be dropped.
It seems every time anyone does
any sort of a rock, they are accused of
doing a Melrose fall. It should be
called a Lamaze fall, because it was
done by Johnny Lamaze (Lamaze Trio)
over 14 years ago.
There is no comparison of the Melrose act to ours, and as for dropping
our original screaming finish it is out
..*
of the question.

look like nickle-o-dians.

Charles O'Donnell.

a holiday.

For two weeks the

offices

have been

closed on that day.

fflW
(THIS IS

NOT A FACE POWDER)

BIRTHS.

1

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Fay (Bessie
Welsh) in Lakeside Hospital, Chicago,
June

Keith Office Declare* Weekly Holiday,
The Keith agency seems to have declared Saturday during July at least

^m

i

1

:

lin firm.

,:''.•

7

-v-rv:

fe,

-,•"'.

._

»

(O'Donnell and Blair.)

Next Saturday (26th) Albert Von
Tilzer will be Skipper, and though he
has a tough road to travel, he claims
that he will make the other shows

&

a professional manager and eventually
became the manager, in charge of the
songs, singers and professional depart-

''

artists.

^

;

',.

doing the right thing by remaining in
London, America. will. continue to be
the greatest field in the world for all

Ysaye

'

Snyder, then known as the
Ted- Snyder Co., with the name
changed after Berlin joined the Snyder
staff. 'Winslow came through fast as
Berlin

certainly

is

*

Mr. ;Wihslow 'went "with .Watersohy

Teyte really thinks that
provincial, she

;

;

gown.

—

At

has been sadly missing since the club

;

-

games may be a year apart but the;:
will be a large cup and several small.

'

personal time and attention to the
business of the firm,
:i
Associated with Berlin and on an
equal footing in the concern ls Max
Win slow, who dates his music trades
experience back several years When
he was with Harry Von Tilzer. Later

:

1

-•-

,

stage, without any especial announce•' •.•;• -•
-••
ment.''
Mr. .Berlin heads his own company.
He is said to have declined to accept
any commissions to write, legitimate
productions for one year,- to give his

j

j

ones, besides the side bets that vt'\
wait for the finish.

-

Take,' for instance, the career, of
Mme, Schumann-Heinck, who sang for
three seasons in "Love's Lottery," and
then returned to grand opera and
concert work. Take the career of Orville Harrold, who sang in vaudeville,
in light -opera in English; and in the
Hippodrome productions, and is now
engaged -for the Metropolitan for all
of the. season.
Q Miss Teyte <s an exceptionally fine
'artist. I don't think I have ever heard
"Mirni" or "Mignon" better than when
she sang it. She has received a great
deal of attention in America and she
'has been very successful here.
J
<
When .she arrived in this country,
she suffered from lack of management and a press agent .that should
have been poisoned. For instance, one
of the first pictures, that her press
agent gave to the public was one of
Miss Teyte in boy's clothing.' It was a
charming picture, but hardly the sort
of advertising to start a concert tour,
because anybody who would be.'.'it*
,'tracted to a concert by a picture of
'.Miss Teyte in boy's clothes would
hardly' be satisfied with a concert
I

,

"

'

1

catalog of four numbers, all
.written by Irving Berlin, but the Berlin firm, according to accounts, has
other songs by the same writer for
its first crop.
Orders bulking 200,000 copies of Berlin music were received by the firm
before it had started to print the
music sheets.
These orders arrive
from jobbers and dealers in neighborhoods where some of the Berlin songs
have been sung by artists upon the
first

;

".

I

,

is

'

about America; I don't, think we are
rrovincial over here, just wise, arid
think any one can appear ih vaudeville or anywhere else and if they make
a success and do high-grade work,
they can appear in concert or opera
afterwards.
v

C

golf tournament of

'

The Berlin company has announced
its

*

.;

•

A

street.

;

,

Beaucaire."
J think Miss' Teyte
:

Ernie

-The Irving Berlin company of music
publishing has started at its offices in
the former rooms of the National Vaudeville Artists at Broadway and 48th

21.

Editor Varhbtt:

A

11,.

singly,

Bill

Cotton,

for "Not v

Vet Marie^

'•:•"•

(vaude'ville).

',

Eve Lynn, for "A Lonely Romeo"
(replacing Violet Wilson).

Jim Doherfy •with! Raymond Hitchcock "Hitchy Koo."
Tom McGuire, now playing with
Mary Howard & Co. has been signed
by Morrisey & Green to join the "Oversea Revue." He will play the role
ated by Lon Hascal.

ere-,

.

Williams and Wolf us and Al Herman will be added to "Greenwich Village Follies" next week. Zella Russell
will also be added to do her pianolog.

son.

local trap

drummer has invented

and patented a device to realistically
depict battle and hold-up scenes in conjunction with the films, whereby the
gun reports are realistically sounded
by the explosion of blank cartridges,
The devift holds 60 .22 caliber and 30
.32 caliber cartridges, which may be
fired

PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENTS.

alternately

or

together

by means of pedal pressure. Exploding both together will sound a report
equal to that of a

.41

caliber bullet.

The Three Musical Cates have arNew York fpr rehearsals with

rived in

Gus

Hill's

Minstrels.

Frank

B. Cate,

formerly bandmaster of the 336th Field
Artillery Band in France, has been
engaged as band leader for the min-

1

strels.

MARRIAGES.
Gladys Cooke (Cooke Sisters) to
Davis L. Snell, formerly Stine and
Snell, at Venice, Cal., June 30.
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FOR SOLDIER ENT ERTAINMENT
Orders from Washington Stop Show at Camp Mills. Bernstein, Who Arranged Show, Sells to Army. General

carnival

stalled

contracted for and in-

Monday

at

Camp

Mills (L.

I.)

was stopped on the order from Washington the same day. The War Department objected to certain features
connected with a carnival upon complaint from camps in the South and

West regarding the character

of a car-

nival entertainment.

Freeman Bernstein, who

had.

ar-

ranged for the carnival,, thereupon
agreed to sell the show to the camp,
and General Alexander, in command,
paid Bernstein $6,500.
The carnival,
with the Midway entirely out, remains
at Mills for the scheduled 10 days,
given without charge to the soldiers.
Bernstein's scale of admission had been
set at 25-50. Another carnival placed
by Bernstein for Camp Upton Aug.
8-10 has been purchased from him by
General Nicholson, in command at Upton, and will be shown free to the
soldiers in that camp.

The monies employed to buy free
amusement for soldiers come out of
There is rethe companies' funds.
ported millions of dollars available for
that purpose.
Iff-

•

•

_

'

:

,

Hardy McLean, formerly of the Palace
office staff, returned from France

week, his unit being one of the
He was attached
medical corps situated some miles
behind the lines and stated he would
not have known there was a war going on had it not been for the newslast
last

Labor Day, when the Hamilton, Regent,
Flatbush and Jefferson reopen for the
season.

agreement

with the stagemusicians'
operators'
and
unions is a verbal arrangement, no contracts having been signed or duration
of time which the agreement is to run
hands',

having been

•

from overseas.

to a

_

';.
papers.
Capt. Richard Tucker," A. E.

:
F.,

re-

turned from France this week, following two years' service. Capt. Tucker,
formerly a picture lead, will return to
pictures after "receiving his discharge

Sailors

bringin

ens);

"Kuhn Girls" (formerly Four
teXuhns), singing, dancing and
iciiahs.
(Ray Hodgdon.)
>utts & Tennis may make a con;ed version of "When Dreams Come
it

-L

e" for vaudeville.
ihh Giuran and Marguerite with
/ Griffith at the piano. Giuran and
guerite were formerly of^the
;*•
ichen Eastman act.
>h, Johnny," a musical act with 15
ile is about to be staged with F. G.
lare as the comedian and lna
:hell in the ingenue role.

Sebastian and Olga Mira-in
production called
It is a singing and dancing
turn carrying 10 people, and four speirlos

cial

sets.

•

Mae West

returns

to

vaudeville

under the direction of Ray
Hodgdon, in a new singing and dancing
act. Other new acts to be handled by
shortly

Hodgdon

the

office

Vera Michelena,

next season are

singing,

Adolphus

4,

Russian dancers, Freddy Clinton, piano
comic, and Eleanor Kearns assisted by
Arthur Frankel, singing turn.
George Skipper (now of Skipper and
Ashley) will rejoin his wife next season with a new act carrying special
scenery to be known under the old
team name, Skipper and Kastrup.
Beth Berry, a dancer who just completed a long run at Levy's, Los Angeles, has been brought east by Rosalie Muckenfuss and will be seen in
vaudeville in a new act to be produced
by Lou Lockett. Lee* David will supply the music and book and another
girl will be included.

Tremendous Film Business in

Paris.
Paris, July 23.

Gaumont's Palace has closed for the
summer, after a splendid picture season.
All the film houses have been doing
a tremendous business and playing to
capacity.
Pictures showing the military parade, held last week have been on exhibition the last few days and have
drawn capacity at each.showing.

relations.

MOSS HOUSES UNIONIZED.

A

arry Fiddler (formerly Fiddler and
ton) and James Stevens (Cook and

Eddie Lambert, discharged from the
army, will resume with his former partner, Beth Cfiallis, in September. Lambert is now with McCarthy & Fisher,
music publishers.

with the authorities in England,
presumably through his Marinelli connection.
Marinelli claims the article
left the impression DeBondy had not
landed in England. To contradict that
impression. Marinelli produced a letter written by DeBondy to him while
in England.
It is on the letterhead
of the Jermyn Court House at Piccadilly Circus, London, and dated July
8.
In it DeBondy said he could not
see the need to remain longer in London, that the English artists were asking prohibitive salaries for American
time, and that he believed he had
gone over there, a year too soon. DeBondy based the last comment upon
the conditions he found in England,
also stating so many passenger ships
were being taken off, it would shortly
be difficult to obtain transportation
over here.
Marinelli credits the DeBondy report, along with many others concerning his business, to competing vaudeHe
ville agents, mostly in London.
says they have stopped at nothing to
secure the star representation he had
before the war broke' up international

Following a series of conferences
covering the last ten weeks, held by
B. S. Moss and representatives of the
International Alliance of Stage Employees and Moving Picture Operators,
and the American Federation of Musicians, an agreement was arrived at
Wednesday afternoon whereby Moss
will install I.
stage-hands and picture machine operators and an orchestra consisting of members of the
American Federation of Musicians in
the Broadway Theatre on Monday.
The unionization of the rest of the

,

'

and wom-

lew vaudeville

ble

theatrical

.

.

sketch.
luzzett and Parker (man
'singiog and dancing,

kibble's."

Fred DeBondy of the H. B. Marinelli office, is due to return today on
Touraine from Havre, France,
where he boarded the boat July. 15,
after leaving London July 12. Mr. DeBondy arrived in London July 7.
Marinelli was much exercised during
the week over a story in Varietc last
Friday stating DeBondy had had trou-

;

<

.

Percy Walling and Dorothy Dahl,

Want Wiga and CoitumM.

The crew of the battleship Arizona i
constantly giving impromptu theatrics
performances while cruising. The chap
lain of that ship has issued an appez
for costumes, wigs, materials for make
up or anything else the boys could us
in disguising and adorning themselves
Donations may be sent to Miss Mabe
R. Beardsley, 38 West 39th street.

the

fp

dancing.

comedy

;

the

.

-

specified.

negotiations
about the final settlement.
in

.

,

(Harry Weber.)
Whitledge and Beckwith, singing and
dancing. (Harry Weber.)
Hart and Helene (man and woman),
::
singing and talking.
Maryon Vadie (Gygi and Vadie) preparing dance revue.
Allen and Betty Leibert, comedy
sketch. (Ray Leason.)
Four Buttercups (4 girls) singing and

and Harry Abbott the stage
hands, arid Sam Finkelstein the musi
cians

Plot."

Princess Hai Tai Tai (singing and

Dolliver

MARINELU'S VERSION.

!i:

"The

piano).

B. S. Moss represented the MossFamous Players-Lasky interests Le
,

':

•

107,

He

box

Moss houses, now known as the MossFamous Players-Lasky Circuit, will
also become an accomplished fact on

Moss'

•

seeing service at tfte
expects to return to the
box office of one of the Broadway
front.

houses.

Alexander Took Over Show for $6,500. Men to Be
Admitted Free. Camp Upton Show Sold.

Six Syncopated Steppers.
Nelson and Evans (man and woman).
(Edw. S. Keller.)
Toot Sweet Quartet, formerly with
Overseas Revue. (Four Men.)
Eunice Mitchell and Chas. Allen (A«•
tor Four).
"The Cat" (3 people) produced by
Friedlander & Herbert.
sketch,
dramatic
in
Fealy,
Maude

Harkness McLean, assistant treasurer of the Palace, New York, before
entering the service 18 months ago,
was discharged from the army, July 17.
He was abroad for one year with Camp
Hospital

'

NEW ACTS.

OUT OF SERVICE.

TWO CARNIVALS PURCHASED

A

/"<•.

CHARLES BIGELOW
wns America's foremost production comic.

AL SHAYNE
The Singing Beauty,
whose likeness Is above, is the 20TH CENTURY CHARLES BIGELOW. He has the most
pliable facial expression of any character comedian and possesses a wonderful voice of
three registers.
160 consecutive weeks of Keith and Orpheum time. Always next to closing, and begging
to lay off— but
Next week (July 28), Riverside, New York; and Keith's, Washington, Aug. 4.

Ask

ARTHUR

KLEIN.

Joan Hay Appearing in "Widows."
London, July 23.
Joan Hay has replaced Marie Blanche
in

"His Little

Widows"

at the

Wynd-

ham's.

"Box

of Tricks" at Stratford.

London, July 23.
"Box-of Tricks'* opened July 21 at
the Empire, Stratford, with Tommy
Mostel playing Harry Tate's part,
supported by Albert Le Fry, Garry
Linch, Nellie Turner, Venita Fitsehugh.
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WHO'S
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UDEVILLE
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•

Binghamton, July

(To be continued as a series, with one Who's Who article weekly. Name of
supplied upon request— this one by Johnnie O'Connor (Wynn).
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TINS."
To

call

him by any other name would

be a sacrilege, yet the origin of the
monicker is a mystery that he has
kept away from his friends. "Tink"
S. Humphrey, now of Chicago,
is
but formerly of Lansing, Mich.
In
Lansing he used to take tickets at
Colonel W. S. ButWrfield's Bijou-Thea.
tre.
He also sold candy, soda and
cigarettes, and when one of the stage
hands got soused, "Tink" was the egg
who used to juggle the scenery.

G

"Tink" was Butterfield's pride—and
still is^-but now, well, "Tink" is to

what cream

vaudeville

is

..."

life-long thirst,

is the best liked man on both
/show business. He can go
home nights and sleep with a clean

Lansing,

How many

conscience.

and after quenching

in,

in

it's

I
I
:

;>

pretty near all the

:

i

v

in.

But "Tink" \took to the Butterfield
He made so
job. and MADE GOOD.
good that when C. S. Bray became
the big mogul and saw "Tink" in his
way, "Tink" simply took the air and

>
.

W.

V.

M. A. with

him. Then "Tink" proved to the world
what the word "Guts" means. "Tink,"
M? Harr'y Weber and Keefe hooked up
'with ten cents worth of office space,
ten dollars, worth of credit, ten thousand dollars' worth of popularity and
T-'ten million dollars' worth of "Guts."
In 24 hours they had Mr. Bray and the
doing a solo. Bray was
W. V. M.
playing solitaire with a couple of Finn
H & Heiman theatres and poor old
Adolph Meyers. That old meeting in
.the Schiller Building should go down
in history. Keefe was "boss," Weber
was the bank-roll, kid and "Tink" was
v
the handshaker.
As those managers
"rolled in from the "sticks," "Tink"
wold knock them down with "How do
you do's," and pick them up with
v
"hellos." And Bowie Knife Abe Jacobs
was out in the hall wishing them good
:

iy

;

'

'

,'

A

;.,

'.-.

.

i

other of those
do that? He has a

Chicago eggs

cart

happy

family,

folks,

little

above

but

STICKS with

his

.

loves

he

all,

home

his

loves and
if s a

And

pals.

someone

else.

'A right egg. A mixer, not of the
solo type, but the regular.
man's
man and a man. That's "Tink."

A

SPORTS.
There is a rumor emanating from a
source close to Charles Baker that the
Philadelphia Nationals are to be sold

Frank Chance and Barney

to

Oldfield.
The purchase price is reported as $400,000 and there is no intention to oust

Gavvy Cravath
will act in

an

as

manager.

official

Chance

capacity only.

As

reported in Vabibti's sport colweeks ago, the Boston
American League club has secured the
services of Waite Hoyt, the pitcher.
He is a son of Ad Hoyt the minstrel
man, and has been going great guns
in a shipyard league around Baltimore.
He joined the big leaguers this week.

umn

several

of the rarest fistic treats ever
assembled in the East is due to occur
at the Philadelphia National League
Ball Park Aug. 11. -The card will be
Benny^Lepnard vs. Irish Patsy Kline,
Mike 0'Do"wd vs. the best middleweight
obtainable, Johnny Dundee Vs. Joe
Welling, and Joe Lynch ys.' best featherweight that can be secured. The
prices will be $1, $2, and $3, the promoters are George Engle, Bob Guinness, Mugsy Taylor and Jack Weinstein. Four six round bouts, two featuring world's champions and the others selected from' their closest contenders is something of a bargain even
in these days of frenzied promoting.

M
'

'

•;

luck.

The "Guts" of "Tink" developed into
something when J. J. Murdock needed
man to handle the west. Jake Sternad flirted with the job over the phone,
but J. J. now knew "Tink." And "Tink"
was picked. He's still there and he'll
probably be there for life, for in the
whole world there's not a better man

When the Mountford "fit"
came "Tink" was the man on the job.
He knew Harry Mountford as well as
though he had been down in Mountford's stomach with a dark lantern.
He even knew him better than Frank
Fogarty, and that's going some. But
Tink," while working for his organization, wasn't a Rat. He collected his
salary for working and then handed it

over to the strikers to pay their rent.
George Cohan may have a pension
hst.
"Tink" has a pension roll. And
now "Tink," the ticket taker from

r.

.

a club

is slippin' the releases, fly
like Flu germs. His nobs and
of a run-in. this, mornin'

I can

if he airs me.
If the worse cums td the worse, I
can join out with Brady again and take
the grease-paint out of h6ck. Brady
is still helpin' to run that slab that
we closed in and the manager, who is
a bug on baseball, belongs to me.
It's a good thing there ain't any more
than eight clubs in this league, fer if
there wuz, we would probably .- drop',
out of the bottom of it. I can see us
finishin' last right now, with the gang
of pork and beaners callin* themselves
pitchers, that we have. Johnny, they
couldn't pitch hay, and every day of
our lives playin* the infield were in
danger of gettin' killed. It's worth a
Croix de Guerre to stay 9 innin's behind them.

I said before,
if

it

St.

among

She

is

We

without this guy givin' him a' rumble.
Schuite bawls him out, and he says,
didn't know he wuz on first," so
Schulte says, "Hereafter when anybody gets on first base, tell this guy
about it, fer. I don't want no secrets
"I

on this ball dub."
About the^fifth

innin' they started
barrage this sap, and you ought to
see those outfielders hollerin' fer help.
Everytime I looked around.*.! saw
nothin' but their backs. Their tongues
were-, hangin' out like red neckties, and
they did more road work than they
done hr.the spring training camp.
Schulte kept this young man in fer
the whole game, fer it wuz lost beyond recall and he didn't want to use
to

1

biizzin'

ball club

on

around lining
Oh, it's

paper.

it's

better

the

men

in

the

Service

boys' Nlght-ln-Galc."

Miss Van Tine has been playing continuher arrival "over there" last
One of her best liked numbers
is "I Want a Soldier to Love Me."
It was
written by Major J. (Doolcy) O'Donovan.
Major O'Donovan before enlisting was manager of Keith's, Dayton.
Miss Van Tine's home is the middle west.
She has a delightful personality and a
trained voice, which, with her charming
grace of manner, has greatly endeared the
young woman to the men she has kept
enraptured with her songs.
ously, since

December.

it

coastward

t„

shortly

BubJe Blake, the vaudeville

«.n&
i Duo,"
T?.
J.
•Dixie
have signed their
services under the Wltinaric

^

sonc.writlna

hahneK

Jack Neal, last piano accompanist
with Oraea
Leonard in vaudevUle, has
'joined the 22!
fesslonal staff of th e Jw
Mbrris MusicTco. P

i^SJlli

a,

wrmng and

Pose of

8

r

local orchestra leader

arntngiag

•m

waif

MSmfimZi
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Fr^an d%f t g|u
inspection of the
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Snvder
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*»ta .Waterson. Berlin ft
D0 S ltlon la»t week. Miss
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h
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Sonhll'fnCuoV
S
of

M8D«*"*^matrt!

C°UP,e

vfrt^«w^ 1f w rlu?*

«*• *°rds and muslo

EUio Reisenberger, private secretary
to Ji.Ji Murdock, leaves' Saturday for
a vacation of two weeks. Elsie is going to catch all of the Thousand Islands she missed ou her last trip up
the river.
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fcaeka

P lece
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«"«<! "The Rose of

responsible for the ly^ci.

'

<yfate»on. Berlin ft Snyder) rW
B vacation" last Monday and
.
Vlctrola was always turned off
at
his boarding house *hen soup
was served.
I^so Lewin. who happened to
stop off one day
...£JS
61

gm

^i?

*

tu

jfc

T0

fr. J"

'iSl

Mr,11 !'^I?u' i wnIcn

opened offices
West 45th street. Vincent will alsorecendy on
contribute
numbers for publication. Jack

several

Mills
has signed a new "find," Blanche
Franklyn"
a n
rom
8
who will be a staff
iggtg
?v
r^ writer. ^°
lyric
Newman
Fler, last with the Mo* flB«»r house, has kit? Jotoed toe pr^.
fesslonal forces of the new nrm.

.

£l

g»y

T

•

isa

er Popularity songr "pluggers"
enjoy
^-Sn5?I
depends as a rule on the merits of
their number.
Blanche Moore, the comely Stem pluageress, takes the

see yuh in vaudeville,
Your old pal,

Con.

termed by them "The Dough-

hitting

Swithin and

in sixth.

couldn't play the last four days here,
and the; mob are beginnin' to think
that Swith had a big slice in some rain'
coat concern in the old days.
Last week we tried out a new pitcher
and his head must of cum frum a
marble orchard. He walked a man in
one inning, and the guy steals second

has entertained the soldiers in France,

singer

,8S e attd

we're in fifth place,

wuzn't fer

we would be

IDA VAN TINE

abroad.

;

i

As
and

I'll

lar

b e

hook on with some other club

a great life, Johnny, but
than drivin' a truck.

Who

:

«;

Keitaf Sty Jnu "rise?

? h8 jyj^3P -9Pffl.wwbr/nches

it

up a new

Germany, Belgium and Holland. Miss Van
Is now ''over there" and a most popu-

**/#** »8SBr

Wolfle Gilbert Is
reconnoitre Detroit,

whe

a..sor.t

managers were

Tine

Murray '

Fiane"

wound up by him tellin' me I
ought to jump the club and strengthen
it up.
However I ain't worryin', fer
I am getting my one a game and know

We

a

for the job.

when

around

Finally Schulte hollered in, "Fer the
love of Pete, walk eight or nine and
give us a rest."
were afraid to cum out of the
hotel that night, fer the grand stand

stuck.

1

Bronson has left the McCarthy ft Fisher
be Charles Purcell' s piano accompanist
Rubens, formerly accompanist ior

Matirle

about half his bit.
J
I may bounce in any day myself, fer

up any more of his broken armed
pitchers.
In the 8th inning the outfielders said they w.ere goin' oh a strike
unless they were served motor cycles.

A kid working on a theatrical newspaper sat on a trunk and wrote the
story that made a new combination
and threatened to ruin an old one. But
the "Guts" won and "Tink" went back
to Butterfield, Weber got a franchise
and Keefe—well, if he should have

:'

«

Earl'
staff to

sp the directors held a grand stand
meetin' after he kicked one, and decided to get some mock orange fer

the rain,

One

is

P u1
roench (Shapiro-Bernstein) la ren,.
. Jl^^
cuperating
from an operat ion for appendicitis.

gettin' the same sugar this season fer
playin', that he got last, fer managin',

and

'

fifth place,

road station, this week, and among
them wuz our old par Chick. He wuz

ten to one shot that when he goes
-%A**d
over and hits the dust it will be for

to coffee*

Chicago, he forgot both streets
Lansing. Now when you say Lansing to "Tink," he asks you what State

it

%

''.'

McCarthy-Fisher,

Diok Powers will be in charge of Staanv's
««•«•#•
office.

new Frisco

the wolves
are.growlin'.and the cans are rattlin\
They led four of the boys to the rail-

sides of

When Walter Keefe became

general
manager of the Western Vaudeville
Managers' Association, he grabbed a
job too big to handle with a flock 01
houses to book, so he suggested to
Butterfield he get someone to look after his theatres. Butterfield sneezed a
couple of times and the sneezes ended
with "Tink" coming up to Chicago.
When he blew in he had peg top pants,
flushed cheeks and lots of pride for
Lansing. But he had been weaned on
a red herring and it left him, with a

::..;

/

George Friedman, of
out West on business.

23.

./"&'

Dear Johnny:
We're back in

IN VAUDEVILLE
'

WITH THE MUSIC MEN.

PEEKING THROUGH THE BUSHES.

WHO—AND WHY

A FACE POWDER)

palm for popularity. While
Plugging a ballad at one of the local
Mobs
houses, whore she was billed as an act
playing
a full week stand, she was accorded an
ovation at every performance during
the second
pair engagement, the patrons recognizing
her
Immediately.
h

If "t"

Woat

1°

Miss Moore can show up some
tlme ,ema,e 8,n «lo» without

Bma

4ffth street is getting to look

like the

original 28th street "tin-pan alley" more
and
mure as each day passos. Two new additions
half dozen music publishers already
located on that small block, nil within
hearing
distance of the N. V. A. cluhouse, are Jos.
w. Stern, who will move Into his new quarters
next week Immediately following some Interior
decorating alterations, and Frank J. GUien,the enterprising former Broadway Music Corp.
professional man.
Olllen has already located
quarters.
Stern will bo located in the building adjoining McCarthy & Fisher. The Stern
executive offices will still remain located down

to tho

on 88th

street,

however.

w&
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London, July

The- club,has been advised by. its atDrinks of real and red liquor may
torney that the site of the clubhouse is
be easily obtained around New York
outside the town limits of Freeport.
if the buyer. is known, but the manThe clubhouse- abuts the beach of a
ner of preparing the drinks or how
always
bay.
It was news to the members, but
be
can
not
they may be served
s
One place in serving a they don't seem to care as much about
foretold.
.>
that as the locker scheme.
Scotch highball camouflages it to look
like a lemonade. There is a slice of
orange, another of lemon and a couple
The 50 Club, a lately organized social
cup
tea
a
in
cocktail
of straws. The
group, has been installed in its quarhas been reduced through the addition
ters. The Club, is limited in memberof a piece of ice. It is necessary to
ship to the number of its title. It is
place absolute confidence in the house
going to be rather an odd organization
or waiter when ordering whiskey nowin outline, if that is adhered to. Most
from
comes
it
for
form,
adays in any
of the members are connected with
his
is.
the bar ready to drink. Mo one
the show business.
own mixer any more. Some places are
not so honest about delivery in this
The Creely Hotel opened their roof
way. What they give but for Scotch
garden Saturday, July 19, with a new
whisky would make a longshoreman
midsummer revue by Al Davis and Ray
shout with joy, but what it does to
Perry titled "Cheer Up." The cast inanyone else is a sad tale. You pass
cludes Tess Gardell, Earl Miller, Babe
out on the second drink and in the
morning the first feeling is to phone Wright, Marks Bros., and chorus of
what
of
six
idea
An
ambulance.
for an
Prohibition will mean if it ever beRestaurant* suspending their cabacomes a settled fact may be guessed
rets,
revues,
say the
particularly
from the present situation. It may
weather and not the dry state brought
take two years or more after it is in
it,
about
the suspension. Many claim that
know
will
everyone
effect before
reinstated
in
up
the
revue
will
be
the fall,
dry
to
but Prohibition is certain
whether it's dusty or damp behind the
the country in time, unless every drinkbar.
Booter's household has its own still.
legging and other devices won't mean
Perry's Park Circle, Brooklyn, N. Yi,
much with the federal officers on the
get
is the latest addition on the present
It may be easy enough to
job.
away with a country sheriff on the long list to remove the cabaret attractions.
revue of 16 people last Satprohib thing, but when everybody is
urday was advised their services were
watching and waiting, the risk is going
no longer required.
to be a long one.
-

.

,,

Mclntyre and Heath show for the New
Frank Westphal will aprun.
pear with her and the couple are to
receive $1,000- weekly. The joint salary sort of gives the Westphals the
edge over any of the Freepbrt bunch
for the bank account. Sophie and her
husband are living at Freeport. over
the summer. Some very nice people
live in Freeport and Sophie is also
numbered among them. Back to the
business end—the Paradise Room is
doing remarkably well, for hot weather
and a dry spell. The crowd dances, of
course, but it's Sophie and ( her spngs
that draws 'em. Sophie has some new
songs and they have some new catch
You catch your breath as well
lines.
at some of them, but they do the biz
for the -room. Among the latest songs
sung by Miss Tucker, since last rer
ported, are "You'll Be Sorry," "Mammy
O* Mine," "Ragtime Army," "He's Got
It," "I'm Not That Kind of a Girl,"
"I'm Going to Shimmy My Way to
Paradise," "Why Do You Call Us Wild
Women?" "I've Found a Good Man at
Last," "He Does Me So Much Good,"
r
"Oh, How She Can Dance," "Driving

Bernard, Betty Lewis, and the "Dancing Millers."
Jazz Band is among
the attractions also.

A

One cabaret restaurant

York

"My Man," "What a
the
Summer," "When

an Ambulance,"

Wonderful

Preacher Makes You Mine," "At the
and Mr.

of Minnie Shimmy
Captain
Jazz," "I've Got

Wedding

My

Working

For Me Now."
at Long Beach
much of a crowd
during the summer. The present prices

Ca«tle«-by-the-Sea

doesn't need to hold

wondering how
are

still

it's done.
closing at one.

The

others

Gladys Quinn left the Parkway Palace, Brooklyn, this week, succeeding
Miss McMiller at Maxim's.

ILL

.

ANdInJURED

Dorris Duane, of "Scandal," has left
the American Hospital, Chicago, completely recovered.
Mable Ramous is recovering from
operation in the American Hospital,
Chicago.
Chandos Brenon (pictures) is recovering from a severe illness at his home
in New York.
C. Valentine, of the "Passing Show,"
has recovered, from an operation performed by Dr. Thorek and left the
American Hospital,. Chicago.
Carol Dixon will be able to leaVe the
American Hospital, Chicago, soon after
a serious operation performed by Dr.

Thorek.
Bert Kennedy, formerly of the acrobatic team of Kennedy and Melrose,
has been confined to the Hartford Hospital' for the past two months with a
severe nervous breakdown.
John A. Patten, Jr., son of Col. J. A.
Patten, manager of Old Soldier Fiddlers, has undergone an operation for
hernia at the Hooper Hospital, Detroit.

Mabel Jones, who recently left "Joy
Bells" in London to return here for
an operation, had a relapse this week.
She is in a New York hospital for fur-

like this

ther treatment.
Charles Nevins (Nevins and Arnold)
recently suffered a broken hand while
working on his automobile. It will be
several weeks before Mr. Nevins will
again have the use of it.
Ned "Cork" Norton was in the Borgess Hospital, Kalamazoo, Mich., recovering from a serious operation performed July 7. He has been since re-

One chicken sandwich,
Five covers

$3.75
1.00
2.50

$7l5
JU"

Tho Light* at Freeport, L. I., will
likely have lockers installed, where
the members may maintain a personal
supply of liquids for their own 'use.

moved

to his

in Scarlet," at the Globe,

show.

It

home, Vicksburg, Mich.

on in

is
not a metropolitan
should prove an excellent
it

New York

this fall.

Laurette Taylor

going to appear

is

one new play by J. Hartley
Manners during her stay in London,
which is limited to a tew months only.

in at least

her former husband. Thus it followed
that at luncheon King saw not only his
children, but had at table also both
his former and present wives. Gossip
states that nothing whatever was men-'
tioned by anyone present touching on
the sordid subject of alimony, although
King has to pay his first wife $35 per
week.

The newest theatre in LondonPrince's was built upwards of seven
ago, and yet the majority of
London's theatregoers don't know
where it is, according to Louis Nether-

—

years

•

sole,

who

is

managing "Monsieur Beau-

caire" for Gilbert Miller at this house.
It is considered necessary to feature
the address of the theatre—because of
its recent opening—in 1912..

remaining

there take care of the 'management if
only a few appear. One party of five
stopping at Castles for a drink, received a check at the finish reading

Five bottles beer,

I

is

It's along
all night each night.
Broadway lane and the others are

open
the

but

Leicester square 'and all the other
theatrical communities hereabouts are
discussing busily the latest - story in
which Phyllis Neilson Terry figures.
Large interest centered about Miss
Terry's marriage to Cecil King, the
match culminating a romance of several years and following King's divorce
by his wife. According to the new
story King wished to see his two children and wrote his former wife to this
effect, asking that she send them to
spend the day with him. Instead of
sending them, Mrs. King No. 1 brought
them herself to the charming home of

The "Holly Arms,"

at Hewlett, L. L,
has Geir, Buckley and Bisland. Rose

"Trimmed

press,

in Spain"
'

Rock and White will return to New
York as soon as "Hullo* America"
closes at the Palace July 26. Rock has
ambitious plans for a new kind of
intimate revue which he intends to put

;>, ;

provincial attraction.

A

RowDweWi

and "The Little Princess."

was treated very kindly by the London

1

Paradise Room, with
Sophie Tucker presiding, is hanging up
and ina summer record in New York,
cidentally giving Sophie her $900 weekhot
ly guarantee right through the
spell Miss Tucker is going with the

West/'

produced—"Castles

his plays

10.

Leon Zeitlin and associates are negotiating with William Harris, Jr., for
the English production rights to "East
is

y»

LONDON

IN

CABARET

,'.,

According to B. J. Simmons, the costumer who is making the new costumes for next season's tour of "Chu
Chin Chow" in the United States, there
is no more gold or silver tissue in
England, his requirements of 800 yards
of this material having used up the
last of it. All told he has made 200
dresses and headdresses for 46 maniof them different
One
lampshade dress took 50 yards of material.
It required the services of 100
seamstresses to turn out the order.
Simmons' statement that 'there is a
scarcity of all kinds of dress materials
in England would seem to be contradicted by an authentic report concerning a purchase of $70,000 worth of silks
by Morris Gest while he was recently
in England. The story is to the effect
that Gest had no difficulty whatever in
concluding this monster deal at Liberty's, the world-famous silk house
kins,

ail

'

here.

"'

ist.

Louis Calvert has arrived from New
York with two American plays which
he plans to produce at the Gaiety, in
August and, and with which he will
tour the provinces. One is "Daddalums" and the other "Bo'sun 'Enry."
Calvert will have two leading women,
one for each play. Edyth Olive will
appear in "Daddalums" and Margaret

"Back

in

"Bo'sun 'Enry."

Spokane" is the title of a
new play which Harry M. Vernon is
writing on order for A. H. Woods and
which is to be produced in New York
in October.
In the same month in
London Vernon will have two other of
to

understood the performances will

be for several

war

charities.

"Reparation" is the title Gilbert Miller has chosen for- his forthcoming
production, of Tolstoi's The Living

i

Corpse." It is because, Miller insists,
the version of the famous Russian play
as produced in New York by Arthur
Hopkins is altogether unlike the original that he will not follow. Hopkins' lead in the matter of the title
which, it will be recalled, was "Redemption," as played by John Barry-,
'.'
"
more."
•'

Rehearsals of Somerset Maugham's
new farce, "Home and Beauty," have
commenced at the Playhouse. A brilliant cast has been engaged, including
Charles Hawtrey, Malcolm Cherry,
Herbert Harben, Lynton Lyle, Lottie
Venn e, Jean Cadell, Gladys Cooper. In
America it will be produced by A. H..
Woods under vthe title of "Too Many
Husbands," with Kenneth Douglas in
Hawtrey's part.

You may remember George Archer,
the colored head usher at Hammerstein's for many years.
He came to
London six or seven years ago and
started a merchant tailoring establishment opposite the Hippodrome. Archer
is now the drummer with the Versatile
Four, having replaced Johnson in that
capacity some two years ago. He is
doing nicely and asks to be remembered to the "old crowd."
,

As a result of wireless messages
while coming from New York, Cyril
has accepted an engagement with T. C.
Dagnall to play the leading part in a
new comedy, "Lord Richard in the
Pantry." It will play ten or twelve
weeks in the leading provincial towns,
starting at Liverpool Sept. 15, and then
coming to London. Maude
a salary of $1,500 a

week

will receive
for the en-

gagement.

BURLESQUE ENGAGEMENTS.
Phylis
Eltis
(formerly
Academy
Stock, Pittsburgh) with "Abe Reynolds'
Revue;" Flo Radcliff (formerly With
.

"Bon Tons") with Waldron's. "Bos-

The Actors' Association, allied with
the Actors' Equity Association in the
United States, has been publishing a
monthly magazine called "The Actor,"
espousing the cause of the union.
Presently "The Actor" will appear as
a weekly, edited by a trained journal-

Maugham

It is

tonians."

Phyliss

show.
Adele

Eltis

'

with

Archer,

Abe

prima,

Reynolds'

with

"Lid

Lifters."

Ray Rottach and Fern Miller for
Cadillac stock, Detroit.
Adrian Ellsworth, straight, and Jess
Hiatt, prima, for "Parisian Flirts.
Anita Mae for "Blue Birds."
Kathryn Pearl, leading woman for
Al Reeves' show.

DONECAN. BUILDING TWO.
Joseph Donegan, owner of the Century and Edwards Hotel, Kansas City,
arrived in New York this week to
complete the arrangements for the
building of two theatres.
One is to be erected in Kansas City
and the other in Tulsa, Okla.

Jas.

"Bluch" Just Doesn't Care.
E. ("Bluch") Cooper has purYonkeri, just

chased a dwelling in
above the city line.

I
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Send the word along to Walter Kelly.
him his friend, Con McCarger, of
Lincoln, Neb., is working at" last
There's a strike on at Capital Beach,
He is
Lincoln, and Con started it

Tell
"

Variet? published it That was but
one of V-amjdty's errors, but it turned
out to be a big one. For weeks nearly
every day came a letter for or against
Walter Kelly and Lincoln. Some of
the letters were thick enough to have
held a check and the disappointment
at times was overwhelming. Then one
""day came a letter from Con MacCarVariett published that.
Con
ger,

£

cuts loose.

He

last

act

hasn't been seen since.

Tommy

is' still

and

of persistence in publicity.

"The Dog"

following issue formed what it
termed an "Oswald Club," advocating
readers of the paper to become memin the

bers as indicative of a spirit of pro-

Frances Clare could
only make "Oswald" realize who and
what he is, perhaps "Oswald" would
forego snapping at her. "Ossy" did.
that once and Frances' little heart almost cracked. But Frances claims that
as she did not have her stage makeup
on at the time, "Oswald" didn't recognize her.
Nice huge mutt, that Ossy
is.
Auburndale was a thriving village
when the Rawsons and their dog
moved in. Now it's still a village with
gressiveness.

only the

If

Rawsons and

their

dog

left.

The dog chased the other 198 of the
population off the lot.
Freda Leaser, the victim of the Harry

/.rfi'.---

the Coast,

is

recalled

reopen Aug.

It is

•

'..»/

expected to include

is

Scotch, champagne
and "cordial greetings." Still
no law against Palm Beach

plaid,- butter
is

The men who get from six dollars
a day up, in Henry Ford's factory,
don't: care how littletheir bosi-knows
about the history of his country, as
long as he doesn't forget the color of

28.

its money.'-.:

Our Pictureless Western MoTie!
gay night' at the Red Dog saloon;

A

"Quick Flash" Jack meets Geo, the
~*
v
dancing girl.
"Square Jaw" Bronson has loved her
for many moons. >
The threat
Fire water induces Chief Blue Hawk
.i=;
,...:;-;:.^.
to do wrong.
The plot.
.?

George Everette, formerly with the

<

*:

_>•'.•_

v

VAWEHINEN^

Overpowered.':

*.....

Gal."

i

]\ -.r"Square Jaw" Bronson fights hard.
,
HER chance to help HIM.
:

::.

:

-

-

:'•-:

Is all lost?;

The cowboys from Bar-23 ranch.
Thank yer Parson—we sure will be
«

is

on aale at the principal theatrical newsstands or

probable that while Mr.

offices

happy."

.-

America's fighting Ynen were so fast'
Now
in war they amazed the world.
her Senators are showing how slow
thev can be in peace.

Lowe

VARIETY

retail selling price for
reported in this respect.

Is abroad he will set a maximum
in Great Britain. Abuses have been

One London dealer is alleged to be charging
each VARIETY sold. All London dealers are charged,

-

37 cents for
wholesale, 14 cents per copy for VARIETY, postage prepaid in New York.
While many requests have been received to circulate VARIETY in
the English provinces, the necessity for that move can not be seen. The
arrangement via London should be as satisfactory.
Professionals on the Continent desiring VARIETY weekly when
away from Paris may make a similar arrangement with any of the kiosks
(newsdealers) on the main boulevards of Paris that are handling
VARIETY, weekly, for sale.
Americans leaving for Europe and wanting to subscribe for it In
New York may do so at the foreign subscription price ($8 per annum),
or pro rata. It will be forwarded to any address.

Advance styles in. men clothes show
Alice Blue linings. The belts will also
be a little higher in the back. Can
see it's going to be hard for a man to
a costume that will make them
fret
*
augh on the stage.
,:

Newspaper says expett writes

that

the cost of living has doubled in three
Doesn't take any expert to
years.
..••
write that

'

,

.

Artistic Note of the Week.
Earl Carroll had his hair cut

Shantung has had enough publicity
some song writers, to write a song
about it If any of the boys understood just why Shantung is being
mentioned so much they probably
would.
r' }

for

Minute Please" for
next Monday. The piece is to open in
Atlantic City Aug. 28* and then after
four weeks on the road will be brought
into the Knickerbocker, late in Sepsal

for

"Just

a

tember.

Marty Forlnns accompanied by his
wife, Ray Samuels, arrived in New
York from Chicago this week. Miss
Samuels was to have sailed for Europe this month, but canceled the foreign time through existing conditions
over there. She has been routed by
the Keith office for next season.

"Kalatan" is the name of a racehorse
may run this week. You needn't
make it public, but the horse belongs
to Freeman Bernstein. It does not run
That's
in Freeman's name, however.
all Freeman needed, was a race horse.
He has had everything else.
that

There

is

a possibility that the Mary
Co. act may be interthe "Overseas Revue."

Howard and
polated

into

Mary Howard

is

the

widow of Ed How-

Assisted by Tom McGuire, she
has been doing the former Howard
ard.

New murder On

will_

where American papers are handled in London.
A» VARIETY will not circulate in the, English provinces*. it la
suggested to American or English professionals that when leaving
London if they wish VARIETY on tour that they place an order for it
with any of the London dealers.
A representative of VARIETY (Joshua Lowe) is now in England to re-establish VARIETY over there as it was before the war.

sore that his letter re-

called attention to the value

The house

:

didn't want to
Then Kelly want-

..».,-.

new amendments

Out of the darkness.
"Don't you dare touch that

VARIETY

free for.
find that
.•

suits.

Century Opera Company, has been
signed by John Cort for one of the
Glorianna shows.
Everett e is now
doing a single in vaudeville.

John Cort returned to New York
week and called the first rehear-

matter.

riety,

>

.;

,

-

this

"an-

"The Dog," a 'trade paper published
by Earl Dionne at Houston, Tex., for
owners of canines, went to "Oswald"
The
effusively in a recent number.
paper called "Oswald" the best advertised and best known dog in the world.
It explained how Raw son and Clare
had constantly advertised "Oswald" in
the team's standing advertising in Va-

there

Fannie Donovan is at the King James
Hotel, Philadelphia, in destitute circumstances, being unable to work.
Miss Donovan was recently discharged
from Lankenan Hospital in that city.

Gray

.

mained unprinted and now that he
knows Con MacCarger is still living,
^fter everything that Walter wished
upon him, it is quite likely we shall
hear again from Mr. Kelly about this
:.

Scotch

New York

(Minsky Bros.) playing stock burlesque
days, and Sunday vaudeville
booked by Harry Carlin (Dept Keith
Exchange) closed for the season July

>

week

watched the rehearsal and pointed out
to Felix the "spots" he should go in,
When Felix wanted to go in them he
found all the spots taken.

ed to publish his letter as an adverBut
tisement and we killed that

Kelly

their

The new law

..

Wintergarden

•'

to the Dry
law the guardians of our free (wait
for the laugh) country forgot to make
'-it'linlawfuHtf eat rye bread. -•'' -^ '-

Tn

velvet,

National

-

.-

circuit, was married
week to Mae Heller, of the same
The wedding was performed on

the. stage.

Felix Adler rehearsed one day for
the "Greenwich Village Follies." Then
he went back to bed at the Friars and:

and Variett

start a letter battle.

:

ing the Pantages

20.

swered MacCarger and sent it to us to
print.
We. told the judge the thing
was cold, but Con"wasn't in the.show
business

.

.

tOMttrSTATTLES.
By Thomas J. Gray.
The, boys made the world
Democracy to come back and
America is a "Protocracy."

.

we would let him say
about Kelly and what we cut out of
Con V. letter would have sent Walter
back to Lincoln if he had read it.
This kid Kelly is some letter writer
when he

'

Howard Piggot, comedian with the
Honeymoon Inn, an act that is play-

self mysteriously disappeared about
years ago.
His clothes were
found on the beach, but no positive
knowledge of bis fate was ever learned.
He was a rabid German sympathizer
and believed to be connected with the
German secret service. His daughter
was a! little black -eyed girl and a favorite with all the guests of the hotel.

said everything

himself

.'
.

New

.

'

''v'-

r<$$

,

.

the organizer there for the A. F. of L.
'judge Kelly once wrote to Vahibty.
about
Lincoln.
he thought
> what

'

letter from the Apollo, Vienna (Tieber's house), dated May 31 and reachYork this week mentioned
ing
Tieber is in good health..

four

Annual............ |5 Foreign. ........... |8
- Single copies, 15 eento

•/•

Ben Ticker of Vienna is riot dead.
He was so reported during the war. A

by Ted MacLean as the daughter of
Emil Lesser, of Los Angeles. Lesser
ran the St. George Hotel in that city
and it was largely patronized by theatrical people. Several years ago there
was a fire in the hotel and' several artists lost their lives in it. Lesser him;

Tnd. Uuk

u

:

'

&

vehicle.

.

Harry Fetterer, of the Western Vaudeville's club

department, has resigned

his position and has accepted a position with the Nelson Airplane Company as sales director.

C

Flippin has been signed by Boyle
J.
Woolfolk to play the leading part
the "Gold Dust Twins.". Flippin is a
new blackface discovery and is only

m

We

know what

don't

it's

.

about

either except that they are trying to
turn a lot of Chinks into Japs. Maybe
some seaside resort is calling for more
of those ball rolling games.

sixteen years old.

week for the man in the
Nobody crossed the ocean by

Pretty dull

The A. H. Woods melodrama. "The
Voice

in the Dark,"

heaviest

i

is

non-musical

brought to Broadway.
crew of 39 men.

said to be the

show
It

moon.

his route at

afl.

ever

carries

a

A stage is being erected in the Lights
Club House, at Freeport, L. I. It will
be utilized for special Saturday night
performances.
Joe Pilgrim, manager of the Academy
Theatre, is the father of twins. This
is the second pair that Joe can boast
of since married.

George Gatts, identified with the production of popular priced attractions
for a' number of years in the middle
west, has removed his offices from Chicago to New York.
Bert Lamont, scheduled to sail for
England on Wednesday, will leave on
the Aqultania Saturday* instead;

As trade has been resumed- with
Germany we may expect a big shipment of acrobats any day.

Now

for a high duty

on

dialects... -....-.

Palace, Port Richmond, Staten Island, closes July 27, reopening two

weeks

later.

Frisco has cancelled a full season's
bookings on the Orpheum Circuit and
'
will play eastern time instead.

Joe O'Neill

is

alone at Proctors' up-

town house while Bob O'Donnell

is

vacationing.

John Lampe has resigned
of Fr&ctor's,

Mt

Vernon,

as

manager

::"

LE GIT
P. A. Predict Figures of Last Year Will

Almost Doubled.

Forecast Anticipates

360 Legitimate Attractions Will Be on Tour,
Irrespective of Burlesque and

:

the Actors' Equity Association and the

Producing Managers, accomplished
with the first hand statement made by
*he~ manager""to r the New York -news-'
papers of last Monday, with Er Ian ger
allowing himself to be quoted, points
to the beginning of a new policy of
the unhyphenated Erlanger in his attitude toward the press.
Since the combination of himself
and Marc Klaw, it has always, been

Be

*

Vaudeville.
-With the government railroad administration checking back a list of
298' traveling theatrical attractions
using some part of the amalgamated
mileage of the country during each
and every week of the season that
started last August and ended May 1,
the forty members of the Theatrical
Managers' Producing Association, in a
forecast survey of conditions confronting the new season about to begin, unofficially through a small faction known
to be the most discerning of the producer's body, predicts the coming year
will see the figures almost doubled.
Of the 298, 662/3 per cent, are rated
as legitimate attractions. The forecast
anticipates that there will be more
than 300 legitimate attractions on tour
the coming season, irrespective of burlesque, vaudeville and general miscellaneous combinations, which does not
include concert tours.
canvass by Vakiett of condition
prospects, including an investigation
of general banking, industrial and crop
relations that must bear upon the general business that traveling companies
will encounter in their forthcoming
tours, apprehends an era of optimism
greater than that experienced in the
field of indoor amusements in the past
quarter century. Bank, industrial and
crop experts agree that the money
spending wave will endure for at least
three seasons.
That this condition is anticipated by
managers with productions, to spot is
being proved daily by the many influxes of new money coming into
amusements
from
hitherto
alien
sources.
.

A

IL.

(

The Sears-Roebuck-Ogden Armour
money replacing that taken from the
K. & E. forces by the retirement from
the K. & E. monogram of Marc Klaw,
is but a straw showing the way the
winds are blowing, the street known as
Theatrical Broadway carrying hew records daily of investments by outsiders
desirous of getting prospectively profitable working action for idle money
made in other lines through and aside
from the war.
Added to the general high wave of
the money market as a sign of coming good times, shown in the willingness if not even anxiety of the money
traders to get their money into hands
that will make it work, is the impending wheat crop, the mo|t sensational
known in years, and at a price that
makes it sound like war bride stock.
Cotton's price, by reason of its application to general fabrics, at no matter
what degree! of production it" eventuates at harvest time, is another prosperity arrow on the general business
dial, as is corn, held higher on the
stalks than ever before in recent harvests.

....;...

Owning

one-third of the gold of the
at present the world's
money lender, as well as the world's
purveyor of all commodities faded out
of production through the war, the
U. S. faces a condition where all huWorld,

man

mum
'

and

activity
return.

must command

its

maxi-

The present epidemic of strikes is
but another indication of the prosperity waves present and growing, labor
knowing what's what and demanding
its
.

share.

The prophesied era

of

destructive

strikes that last J?asog_had_held,ba?l<

Klaw who was the spokesman for the
firm in any matter's that came up for
the firm's public expression.
Even
at the time of" the Iroquois fire when
the Chicago playhouse of the firm
went up in smoke with the loss of
hundreds of lives, and the wires of the
news editors of the country were humming with requests for statements

the plans of many producing managers'
is no longer dreaded.
Capital at the
head of the big producing plants has
realized that it is much less costly to
compromise, if not submit, to the asked
advances than to fight, and it is observed in the week's news of the
strikes of the country that in no instance have the workers wholly failed
in their requests for consideration.
Capital has taken the stand that if
the workers mjist have more pay,
the manufacturers will give it, and then
tack the added cost to the articles produced, so that in the end the worker
who will eventually have to buy the
product will be giving back in one
channel the extra money he has received in another.
Among one certain inter-related
combination of big steel workers
whose yearly purchases in affiliations
run into the billions, the word went
forward last week to its constituents
among manufacturers to avoid strikes
by settling them, and to make the
manufactured goods carry the added
wages burden.

^VILLAGE FOLLIES" SOLD.

owners, according to report. The interests they purchased are said to be
those that were held by Paul Salvin,
the restaurateur.
The- show is to be moved from the
Greenwich Village Theatre to Broadway, Aug. 4, and the outlook at present is that the 44th Street Roof will
be its up'town home.
..
Monday, Flo Ziegfeld, Jr., sent out
a story he was going to call his new
editions of the Nine O'clock and Midnight Frolics the Cafe De Paris and
Palais Royal Frolics respectively. The
general idea behind the Ziegfeld move
was in retaliation against the investment of the Paul Salvin money in the
Greenwich Village show and the renaming of the show back to "The
Greenwich Village Follies," after it had
been decided to call the attraction "The
Greenwich Village Nights."
The hit that Harry K. Morton
achieved in the show was of such proportions after the opening night that
it was decided to interpolate several
additional scenes for him.
Messrs. Levy and Jones refused to
state the amount they handed over for
their interest, but permitted, it to be
understood that they really had the
attraction under their management.
It may be that reason for Jones and
Levy buying in was due to the fact
that Leo Newman, a ticket broker,
made an arrangement with the management of the Village Theatre to take
all the seats for the attraction and
froze out the other speculators along

Broadway.

The Jones-Levy combina-

tion control several agencies

on upper

Broadway, and they undoubtedly will
hold the limited capacity of the Roof
entirely Tor their

own

offices.

Fay Tunis Advanced in "Romeo."
Fay Tunis, in "A Lonely Romeo"
(Lew Fields), has been promoted from
a principal chorister to the vampire
bit of the piece.

from

K &

E,

it

was Klaw who turned

sole dictaphone.
The new policy

makes it incumbent
upon Erlanger, now traveling alone,
to be his own town crier. In this relation in the future it is said he Will
have the aid of Harry Davis, a theatrical press agent besides the continued co-operation of Frank Reed,
nominally the
& E press agent, but

K

representing as well the Frohman infrom which he came.
Some years ago Erlanger made it a
point to talk to newspaper men when
returning from the other side, but
often did so without tact. One incoming boat that, carried Erlanger had
Klaw meet it down the bay, with the
result
Erlanger forever after that
even gave up his steamship interview.
This happened about the time the
Shuberts were coming along strong.
Klaw could not understand why the
papers throughout the country always
gave the best of it to the Shuberts
and seemed to bear down hard on
terests

I

Saturday the ownership of "The
Greenwich Follies" changed hands. AL
Jones and Charles Levy, of the Broadway Theatre Ticket Co., are the new

ifc*M

Klaw & Erlanger at all opportunities.
The steamship conference between, the
partners

may have

arisen

from
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"JIM JAM JEMS" SHOW.

A. L. Erlanger's personal appearance
in the trenches in the fight between

More Than

'.-..
-.

-

ERLANGER TALKING.

ERA OF PROSPERITY ASSURED
FOR SEASO N'S ROAD COMPANIES
Members of T. M.

MATE

I

-.-•-

..

>.-.y

this.

ACCUSED OF PLAY LIFTING.

"Jim Jam Jems" will be the

title of

Frank Tinney
comedian can
procure the rights to the title from
Sam Clark, proprietor of the magazine

a new revue in which
will star,. provided the

under that name.

show was arrived

The idea for the
by Jimmie Duffy

at

(Duffy and Sweeney) and negotiations
are pending between Duffy and Tinney
to write the piece.
Duffy conceived the idea of dramatizing the Bismarck, N. D./publication,
the theme showing a character made
up as "Truth" in the lobby of the theatre warning all ticket purchasers the
show within ir "rotten" and advising
them to remain anyway. It was decided to engage James J. Morton for
the "Truth" role because of his ability
to ad lib and because of his numerous
acquaintances among theatregoers.

The plot is all connected by Duffy,
with "Truth" taking a position behind
the orchestra leader, continually making' adverse references to the production. A scene showing the Indians purChasing back the country for a bottle
of whiskey turns the plot, •Truth" becoming intoxicated and finally meeting
the audience on their exit, apologizing
for his mistake and declaring it a great
show.
Tinney's original idea was to produce
the piece on the Coast and negotiations were on between he and Irving
Ackerman, of Ackerman & Harris, but
the Coast manager refused to accede
to Tinney's demands for $1,250 weekly
for 12 weeks, with return trip fares
for three people.
Tuesday Tinney signed with the Arthur Hammerstein "Sometime" show
for the road, to open in Chicago August 24. Tinney will play the, part created by Ed Wynn. His contract, calling for $1,250 weekly, provides his billing must be one-half the size of the

I

•';

.

title billing.

Chris Bro wrMvill travel with Tinney
as his business manager, arrangements'
to that effect having been concluded
some time ago. Max Hart settled the
contract between Tinney and Hammerstein, jumping to Chicago immediately
afterward to arrange for the future
business of Bernard Granville, who is
now featured with the show at the La
Salle ("Honeymoon Town".)
Granville has a 12-week contract with the
Chicago organization, but his New
York offers prompted Hart to make
the journey to decide on his future:
Tinney is now negotiating for the
'

San Francisco, July 23.
accusation of "lifting" has been
placed against the Will King musical
comedy company at the Casino,
.

An

through

the

theatre's

management,

Ackerman & Harris. The Shuberts
make the charge, alleging the play,
"What Is Your Husband Doing?" is the production of the "Jem" show with
two other principals to assume the
piece involved. They allege the King
company a few weeks ago did the same 'comedy burden.
play, without intermission, The Shubert piece was in three acts. It is
HIP SHOW REHEARSING.
known as a "straight" play (without
General rehearsals for the Hippomusic). It had a short stage life.
drome's new show started Monday,
The King company plays musical chorus rehearsals having been in sesskits of 40 minutes' duration.
King - sion since last.week. The Hip remains

said he secured the script for the skit
of the week the Shuberts complain
about, from Louis B. Jacobs, of Fresno.
The matter finally seemed to simmer

down whether the Casino people would
agree to pay royalty to the Shuberts
for the week the King Company played
the skit. It is thought the matter was
',.'•
settled on that basts.
.

JOE HART'S COMEDY DRAMA.
Joe Hart re-enters the legitimate
producing field in August after an absence of ten years from that branch.
It will be a three-act play called "Boys
'
Will Be Boys."
,

,

The piece is a comedy drama founded
on a short story by Irvin Cobb, that
appeared in the Saturday Evening Post
two years ago and was adapted for the
stage by Chas. O'Brien Kennedy.

The show

will play the K.

&

E. time,
11, and arriv-

opening out of town Aug.
ing on Broadway around Sept. 1.
Harry Beresford will be featured.
Hart's last legit, production carried
the title of "Girls Will Be Girls."

•;•?

under the successful regime of Charles
Dillingham, who will produce the new
spectacle, which R. H. Burnside will
again direct. Mark
Luescher is returning as general manager. The new
show is due for premiere about Aug.
20. The water tank is to be used after
a lapse of a season.
Of interest will be the debut of
"Poodles" Hannaford ts a comedian.
"Poodles" is regarded as the greatest
of all clown bareback riders. Prior to
the close of last season's show, when
the Hannafords left the Hip to join the
Ringling-Barnum and Failey circus, it
was arranged that he be given dialog
and business and that he work
throughout the new show as a come-

A

dian.

GUS HILL'S |2 SPECTACULAR.
Gus Hill is readying a big spectacular
musical attraction Of the $2 variety,
will put it into rehearsal sometime next month.
It will be called "The Spider and
The Fly," and will carry a cast of
and

50 people.

Nat Le Roy wrote the book.

M

¥3w
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London, July

,

10.

The London Daily Mail published
yesterday the ^following resume of the
plays of the past season:
The theatre season of 1918-19 ends
It has been a season of
this month.
bad plays and prosperous theatres. "There were fewer plays than usual
in a like period. Everything prospered,
so changes of bill were almost unneces-

"

i

WORM

PLAYS AND RUNS IN LONDON.

BROADWAY'S BUSINESS BOOSTED
BY TEN DAY FLOOD OF RAIN

\

Weather Brought Record Business to Theatres. First Week
in August to Mark Opening of New Season. Almost
a Score of New Attractions for New York
Before Labor Day.

sary. The 'producers made money on
the entertainments, the restrictions on
bar and chocolate sales were forgotten,

everything remaining in a man's pocket

Swithin was the boy that pat
in the box offices during the
last ten days along Broadway.. Since
the wet spell every one of the theatres
have be«ir doing practically capacity

Old

St.

dough

the

,

business. The weather had the tendency to pull people away from their
j. "_:;..
homes to seek amusement.^. .;'
Several of the shows just going
along to fair business and several
which had about completed their useas drawing attractions on
fulness
Broadway took on a new lease of life
with the dampness and rolled gross
business on the statements that were
-

week finds the passing of
Three' Wise Fools" which has been
This

the Criterion for qflmost the entire
season. —The business late last week
and for the first two nights of this

at

week was capacity. The Criterion is
going to undergo a overhauling and

,

be ready to reopen-late in August.
The possibility is the Smith & Golden
attraction "Sunrise" will be the reopening bilL
' For the next "few weeks a rush of
new attractions are headed for Broadway with next week bringing at least
two. A. H. Woods has "A Voice In
The Dark" scheduled for the Republic
Monday night, while Shuberts will
bring "Oh What A Girl" into the Shubert with the Lew Fields show moving
will

new

For the week of Aug.

11 there will

"The
shows.
be at least
Challenge" is certain at the Selwyn
and "Two Many Husbands" at the
Hudson, with "A Regular Fellow" due
There seems to
at the Cort Aug. 13.
be some doubt regarding which attraction is going to the Vanderbilt during
that week.
"Officers Mess" has been
announced for Aug. 11 but there are
stories Grace George in "She Would
and She Did" is to open there.
At present the openings of the Longacre and the Bijou are set for the
week of Aug. 18 with "Adam and Eva"
at the former house and the Woods
show "A Bashful Hero" due at the
Bijou.
If the Bijou does not reopen
during that week it is certain the
attraction will be in the house during
four

'£

i

the

week

At

new

following.

present

the

Shuberts

have

a

"They Who Walk In
Irene Fenrehearsal.
wick has the principal role. The production was given a brief road tour
during the spring and according to
the present plans is to open cold in
New York. Cohan & Harris for the
first time in ten years -will not have an
attraction opening during August, but
Labor Day they will bring "The
Acquittal" into the Cohan & Harris,

piece entitled
Darkness" in
:
i

:

The

replacing
there.

the
ing

The

Royal

Vagahond"

latter attraction is

first

week

in

is

especially

which

Journey"

A

check

$5.45.

In the ticket agencies the demand
for musical shows topped everything
during the last week. There are seven
regular buys running with Leo Newman holding an exclusive buy on the
"Greenwich Village Follies."
The

seven

are

(Cohan

"The

Royal

Vagabond"

&

Harris); "Gaieties of 1919"
"Lightnin* " (Gaiety);
Good Fellow" (Globe)
"Scandals of 1919" (Liberty); "Follies"
(44th street):

"She's

A

(Amsterdam) ;

"A

Lonely

Romeo"

(Shubert).

LESSER RANK AT MORE SALARY.
In the new musical comedy in which
Donald Brian, Wallace Eddinger and
Peggy Wood are to be featured are
two former aviation lieutenants.
In the play Lieut. George B. George
plays Private Henry Bradbury and
Lieut. John Willard, Sergeant Richard
Callahan. They console themselves by
declaring that, while reduced in rank,
they have been raised in salary.
Lieut. George is an Indianapolis society

man.

due at

Grand opera house, Chicago, durthe

true of "A
originally
opened at the Little theatre and then
moved to the Vanderbilt.
Generally speaking the managers believe that the prohibition situation is
helping business to a great extent. Because the restaurants are charging
prohibitive prices for soft drinks the
people want to sit around after dinner
and dance are passing up the regular
jazz places and obtaining their amusement in the theatres.
check in one
of the restaurants for four people one
evening this week reached $9 for four
drinks of grape juice. There was a
couver charge of $1 a person, $1 each
for the grape juice. and another dollar
for the waiter. In another place three
drinks of ginger ale and a glass of
mineral water coupled with the couver
charge, war tax and tip brought the

This

side.

Little

the Casino.

ing the

•-.-•

coming east for rehearsals.
Of the current attractions leaving
during the next few weeks all have
had tremendous runs and they are retiring with the balance on the right

For the week followedition of "Chu Chin
Chow" is to open at the Century and
The Red Dawn" is slated, to go into
the 39th street. These are the only
two announced thus fa? for the week
of Aug. 4, with the chances being
that several others will be set between
now and the middle of next week.
to

the principal role turned in her part
this week and this may delay the opening for about two weeks.
The Passing Show of 1919" supposed to go into the Winter Garden
during August will not be seen until
late in September. The current attraction "Monte Cristo, Jr.," is holding up
so well in receipts the management
is in no hurry to make a change at the
'
'.
house.
George Tyler has a piece in rehear sal which -opens at Atlantic City'
Monday. This is in the nature of a
tryout and it will not be brought into
town immediately.
For out of town consumption Oliver
Mofosco is calling rehearsals 'for the
Grace Valentine starring production
"Mme. Sapho," to open at the Olympic,
Chicago, Aug. 28 and remain there for
at least eight weeks before seeing New
York. Miss Valentine left "Lombardi
Ltd." on. the coast this week and is

September,

^dolph Klauber has 4gain placed

after taxicab-driver and restaurant proprietor, had had a share went. into the
box-offices. London may never see the
like again.

Paris and New York did well, but
compared with London their theatres
were "not in it." New York never had
;

.

surprising.
"

5

..

his
production "Nightie Night" into rehearsal with a view to an early opening in New York. This is the piece
he tried out in Wilmington last Spring.
Carrol McComas who was to have had

"Oh Uncle" Opening.
"Oh Uncle," out for about six weeks,
will have its New York premier Monday night

at the Shubert.
The piece has been re-titled "Oh
a Girl. The cast includes Frank
Fay, Harry Kelly, Sam Ashe, Ignatiq

What

Martinetti, Ely- Moffett.

a better season than that
Its managers boast of it,

•

;

now

ending.

and yet the

longest run through the year in that
great city is credited to "a music and
girl show" called "Everything," which,
run on twice- a -day lines, recorded 460
performances at the New York Hippodrame before it was taken off recently.
Here are the London figures: ^v_
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damaged and injured in his
good name, standing, business repu- ,
tation, property and credit," and. other ..

"greatly

things, with * "the persons, corporations and associations who might have

»>%

.

employed the plaintiff in such capacity
were deterred from so doing, to his

damage

in the

sum

of $100,000."

Before the action was started the
attorneys for Worm forwarded- tp;,;^
Variety a letter demanding a retraction, under threat of action and imposing the condition the retraction,
would have to include copies of two
.

The copies- were enclosed. -.:-<
letters.
They were letters from Louis DeFoe,

:

of the World, and Louis Sherwin, then
of the Globe, to Worm, expressing their
good wishes after he had left the
Shubert employ.
V%]r&±£s

BARNEY BERNARD'S FLOP.
"Come

on, Al,

and

give you a:
that will turn

I'll

downtown

your hair red," said Barney Bernard
the other afternoon to Al Jolsoh, as
both were returning from the races/,
"It's taking too much of a chance,,
going way downtown and then not

;

.

.

getting,

ApTUBrlU* U
Am 81 V B 1M»

1£L- N«

FlMIOM

Brftt* IS
Brltf* 128b

':*:!%
,

in which it was mentioned Worm was
unpopular among newspaper men while
engaged as general press agent for
the. Shuberts, and that he was the
cause of more embroilments between
the daily press, and the Shuberts than
any other single individual connected
with their. Btaff.
By reason of the publication the
complaint
adds,
Worm has been

Yiddish diner

gtataBJftob....

:v.l

Beale are his attorneys. The complaint
reads that June 27, Vawbttt. falsely,
wrongly and maliciously published an
article headed "Worm Won't Return,"

188
116

*M>

SUES VARIETY.

A damage action in which $100,000 is
asked of Vabibtt was started..' this
week by A. Toxen Worm. Bouvier &

a

table.

Those places are

m

packed around this time" said Al.
"Not for me," answered Barney.
"The fellow who runs the place Is an
old pal of mine. He will clear the

»'s

v

IVOWi
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Apr. 80 Brlttih
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Further..
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Three Wl»e Men.... Comedy
BonUln, V. C.
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July 10 BUUak
July 13 D. 8.
JulylS BritJth

restaurant out for us if I a?k him."
.r
Jolson consented, and with Bernard,
Bernard loentered the restaurant.
cated the proprietor and advanced,
.
•smiting, when the latter greeted him
with, "How are you. Mr, Carr."
Jolson expects to be through laughing at that one about Septal, when
he will open with "Robinson Crusoe!'
v
at Philadelphia.
During the summer Mr. Jolson will
repeat his Boston single-handed concert at Saratoga and Ocean Grove,.
N. J. Tickets will be up to $5 and Jolson is to give the entire entertainment. When A! did that last spring
in Boston, he played $4,300.
Jolson.
asked J. J. Shubert how much, he would,
have to pay rent for that Sunday evening in the' theatre all by himself. J. ~Jii0
said that as Al might be there all by
himself they did not want to stick htm
up for the rent, so they (Shuberts)

•m«M

mM

'

MUBIC AL FBODTJOnOMB
Af Ton Were...... Partllon
Shanghai
Druirl*
TeTUnc the Tale.... Amban.

SBOb
]88

BMlo

810b

Aui. 8 An. Ft.
Aug. *8 U. 8.
Aug. 81 BrlUah
'Sept *5 BrlUah
Nor. T BrlUih
The Omeer'a Men. B. M'rln'i
Not. 88 An.U.B.
AmblM.
ITS
Kor. 89 BrlUah
Jolly Jk* Tar
PrinetM
Dee. SO BrlUih
Vanderle
Bon Ban
Bea SS British
Babei In the Wood. Drury L.
Lyceum
Cinderella
Dee, 88 British
Rlngiway
Tan. ST TJ.S.
Oh. Joy

Obi

Pilaca

America.

Don't

Dolly. Criterion

Hlroodr.
lor BeUs......
Monsieur Beanoalre.. Princes
Win. Oar.
BlaalnfTbBe
Bis Little widow;... Wyndham
Laaghtag Byes
Strand

Oarrlck
Nobody « Boy
The UtMt Craie... Ambaaa,

a-Hnd

SS

Ml
881

8T

nib
i«
Iff

MS

Mar. 8 British 80
Mar. 88 Brltfih 18«b
Apr. It Pr.D.B. 101b
B8b
May 80 n. B.
June 18 tr. B.
tfb
Tune IT BrIUsh Sib
July B BriUsh
July 11 BrIUsh

Jaly It

Among plays which have been running uninterruptedly fojr more than a
year and ire still runing are the following' (the performances are calculated only to next Saturday night)
Play.

'

Peifomssies

Theatre

Cha Chin Chow.... Hli
Maid of the Moon-

Majesty's

British

1848

BrIUsh lOtl
Daly**
BrIUsh T68
The Boy
Adelpnl
fv.tj.B,
848
The Lilao Domino... Bnrptre
ft
8ft
Going Dp
Gaiety
BrIUsh 4B8a
The Chinese Pottle. . New
tt. ft
B10
The Naughty wife.. Playhouse
821
Tails Dp
Prince Of Wales. ... British
(a—Bon ends on Friday.)
tain*

C

The

following plays

were revived

"Damaged Goods,"
during the season
56; "Twelfth Night," 175; "Charley's
Aunt," 72; "Peter 'Pan," 50; "When
Knights Were Bold," 36; "School for
:

•

would gamble with him,, splitting the,
gate. That is what drove Al back to
the books this summer, to get that
money back. He has it back, several:
times over.

Jolson played

lift

toul najf

Madame

Angot,"

b—All

plsys

mmmmm—m
numtptm of
night. July

.

the

London record

'with 1,466

consecu-

tive performances.

The following plays were withdrawn
during the year after long runs
"The
Better 'Ole," 812; "Box o* Tricks," 622;
"The Bing Boys," 569; "Nothing But
the Truth," 597; "Fair and Warmer"
496; "The Man From Toronto," 485;
:

"Yes, Uncle," 627.

J.

"Cvrano de
"Pygmalion
and
will

running,

(Tins If

and,

M

m
H

.
,

perfonnanoM as* <«)~iJ»"^ in nest Batnrday
•-••'. •..?•-.
11

For the purpose of comparison I may
mention that "Charley's Aunt" holds

13b;

marked thus are

v-

Saturday andVu >bn, D,u^Jolson
was down so heavily on the horse he
watch the race.
r»
last

couldn't

Scandal," 75; "Romeo and Juliet," 73;
"The Belle of New York," 07;
"L'Aiglon," 32; "The Daughter of

Bergerac,"
139b;
Galatea," 7b.

um

,
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(7th week).
Will move Monday to the Casino to
make room for "Oh What a Girl" at
the Shubert. The piece Is getting a
strong: play on the lower floor. At the
Casino It is figured that the upper
floors will also find patronage.
«At 9ABS Playhouse (4th week). The
first of the mystery murder dramas of
the new season; slipped Into the outrates Immediately after opening, but
the rain has helped materially during

"A Lonely Ronco," Shubert

"Ontnry Midnight Whirl"

.-ass

SHOWS

Saturday matinees.'an unheard of condition In previous seasons.
At the
$30,000 mark right along.
One
(3d week).
of the attractions that profited by the
wet weather. Got around $8,000 last

house.

He

Tb (retting $20,000.

"Fn«t Tx West," Astor (41st week). The
hot spell .caused this piece to drop a
little, but with the advent of the rainy
season It took on a new lease of life
and shot back to the $17,000 mark last
week.
"Gv»*nvrlp*i villnpr* Fol1l«>i«.M Greenwich
Vlllasre Theatre (2d week). The show
Is going to be moved iiptowns^n about
a week or so. The' 44th Street roof
looks like the house at present The
show Is playing to capacity and standIn? them up six deep at every performance, but operating at a loss.
"John Ferarnsen," Fulton filth week).
Walter Wagner Is now handling this
attraction, which got around $6,600
last week
He is guaranteeing the
company $2,500, paying- the house rent
and crabbing a. profit of about $760

during

Bhow"

madge

"TIN PAJAMAS" THIN.
Atlantic City, July 23.
in all the history of Atlantic
City theatricals has a first night performance proved so thoroughly unsatisfactory and so unworthy of the
admission charged as did 'Tin Pajamas," which A.
Morgan offered at
the Apollo, Monday.
For the past ten days the evidently
well intended title has been the subject of comment and supposedly salacious possibility which drew a crowded
house for the opening night of the

Seldom

E

Columbia
strong

(10th week).
service audiences

and playing to almost capacity with
a matinee dally. Lost week looked
like almost $10,000 at the house with

Adolf

a $1 top scale.

Almost $18,000 last week—all that the
house could hold. Is in a position to
SXa ?., a ,lot °.f tne overflow from the
"Follies." a few doors away.
Opern Co., Cort (2d week).
Looks like there will be a little business for this attraction which has re-

'

Tletter

>oi*,»

Booth (41st week).

De Wolf Hopper opened in the
Monday night. Got nbout $7,600

role
last

"Three' Wlw Fooln," Criterion (44th
week). Passes away this week. Originally looked on as a flop at the opening.
Was forced with the aid of cut
rates, and after four weeks developed
Into a hit. Would remain longer, put
the house Is due for a renovation.
In Mabel**

noom, Bltlnge (87th wk.).

Paulton

"com-

Theresas much disillusion when the
"tin pajamas" were discovered to be
a suit of armor used by an opera singer, and that there was no risque
situation or even a suggestion of one.
Less than that, there was no comedy
and very

As a

Spanish

talned the original bill on the strength
of the showing during the first week.
"30 Enst," Maxlne Elliott (17th week).
Moved, over from the Broadhurst. Is
getting a class play with some cut
rates helping out In the upper floor.

Philip-Edward

edy."

"Royal Vnsrniinnd," Cohan & Harris (28d
week). Still remains one of the big
hits of the season, with the takings
grossing around $16,000 last week.
«Sh*V n Good Fellow," Globe (12th wk.).
Holding on; several changes made ln
the cast to cut the running expense.

Will stay until It Is time for "Hltcffy
Koo" to come Into the house early in
September.
"ScnndnlM of i919.» Liberty (8th week).

la Mode" as
Madge Kennedy in the

"Happiness a

showing here of 'Through the
Wrong Door," opened well at the Arcadia and business is very good at the
Victoria where the Harold Lockwood
picture, "A Man of Honor," is the
drawing card.
first

summer.
The "Passing
being gotten ready for the

pulling

in

the features.

the
is

house.

usual attendance and managers
had not looked for but little business
in the evening.
However, by evening
thousands of autos operating as jitneys
were bringing people into the center
of the city and Saturday night business was about up to normal. The
E. F. Albee was sold out Emery's and
Fay's, vaudeville houses, reported normal business in the evening as did
the Strand and Modern, the leading
picture houses.
It is said that some managers. of theatres .in the city have talked of "shutting up shop" if the strike continues,
but this is not favored by the majority.
All indications are that the strike
will be a long drawn out affair as the
receivers have announced that the
financial condition of the corporation
does not warrant any increase in expenses. The men, it is safe to assume,
will not return to work until they are
granted some Increase, although it is
known that they are willing to compromise and have no desire to hold
out for the entire 75 cents an hour

.

for himself.
/
"Little Journey," Vanderbllt (29th wk.).
Hanging on, with the possibility of
remaining until "Officers' Mess" is
ready for the house.
"Llnten
Lester," Knickerbocker
(S3d
week). John Cort is going to keep
this attraction coiner until It Is time
move It to Chicago.
to
Almost
touched $11,000 last week, a comeback
from the under ten class.
"LlghtnlnV Gayety (49th week). Capacity right along to over $11,000, and
will remain right into the coming
season, the Chicago dato for the company being cancelled.
"Ln Ln Lucille," Henry Miller (9th wk.).
While getting a nice play downstairs
the show falls to attract In the balcony.
Will stick along for another
four weeks at least.
"Monte Crista, Jr.," Winter Garden
(24th week). The show Is pulling the
out-of-town visitors and still holding
on.
The Bunday nights at the house
are always capacity and will continue

"Peek-a-Boo"

"Mickey" would have been

likely

...

Gest engineering a heavy

that he can push the show
over the same as he did "Experience."
"Gntetle* of 191fV» 44th Street (3d wk.).
Genuine hit. The Shuberts seem to
have coined a new series In this one.
Is packing the 44th street house and
specs are getting heavy premiums on
the front seats. Could do more In a
.fls-ures

hltra-er

.

reolaced with something new, but
with the field clear, the latter will
probably stay a couple of weeks more
or longer.
The promoters of "The End of the
Road" did not give up without a fight,
aoplying for an injunction to prevent
the interference of the Censors, but
the plea was denied in Common Pleas
Court and the closing made permanent.
There was a rep'ort that permission had
been granted to show the pictures,
with no mixed audiences allowed, the
week being divided, three days for
men and three for women, but while
the management had a chance to do
this before the complaints began to
pour in, there was no chance after
the picture was once closed.
Business is reported very big at all
the principal picture houses. The Stanley has been doing great business and
a good week is promised with "The
Woman Thou Gavest Me," which tops
solit week bill with Alice Brady in
this week's bill.
The Palace has a
•The Bridal Night" and Constance Tal-

it is

-

-

NEWS OF THE

July 23.

ceivers of the road, theatres in this
city and other parts of the state are
feeling the effects of the walkout to
a large extent The cars have been
locked in the barns and the receivers,
true to their promise before the strike
began, are making no attempt to operate a single car other than those tew
used « for the transportation of United
States mail.
The Saturday matinees, the first performances after the strike became
effective, were cut to 50 per cent of

showing in the legitimate houses.
Business has been steadily on the increase at the Forrest, where "Mickey"
is in its fifth week.
It is reported as
doing around $5,000 and $6,000 a week,
which is big at the scale of prices.
Had "The End of the Road" continued

"Five Million." Lyric

dally paper advertising campaign.

IN PHILLT.

Censors
last
Monday night left
"Mickey" as the only feature picture

real money.
"Follies." Amsterdam («th week). Will
have their biggest season In New Tork.
Is selting out on the Wednesday and

I.,

demands for an increase from 48 to
75 cents an hour and an eight-hour
day had not been granted by the re-

Philadelphia, July 23.

(27th week).

.jS.:'.:_.

takes in practically the entire state
tied up as the result of a strike of
trolley workers which began at midnight last Friday because the men's

The closing of 'The End of the
Road" by order of the State Board of

'

week with

Providence, R.

weeks.

Pulling a class of regulars and getting $5 a seat for the front tables.
"Crimson Alibi." Brosdhurst (2d week).
Received corking notices. Is the second of the murder-mystery plays.
Looks like It will stick and get some

"Up

>.-•

With every car on the entire system
of- the Rhode Island Company which

Got nearly $9,000 last week, whloh
was a surprise to the management.
The show has been dropping off to
a certain extent during the last few

W6€k

ttl6 ]&8t

"The

_.
-.

PROVIDENCE TIED UP.

SHOWS IN NEW YORK AND COMMENT

Is

•

•

little

plot.

,

the

asked for.
The situation has theatre managers
worrying, strike or no strike, however,
for it is known that eventually another
raise in carfares is coming and there
have been several of these in the last
year. That is, transfers are now being
charged for at the rate of one cent
each, and the nickel zones have been
shortened, all hurting theatre business
It is predicted t'.-.at
to some extent
within a year at the most the city
will see 8-cent and perhaps 10-cent
fares on the road.

Boston, July 23.
The theatres, together with about
every sort of business, got a bump
here last week when the street carmen walked out on strike and left the
transportation flat on its back and
gasping for breath. Not a wheel turned
on the elevated system from 4 a. m.
Thursday until 4 a. m. Monday and in
the meantime Bostonians either walked
of used the trains and automobiles.
Because of the Inconvenience of traveling people did not come into the
city and the theatres were hard hit
The strike is over now, but the 10cent fare is still on for Bostonians to
will make a great
downtown theatres.

cope with, and this
difference to the

result the audience largely de-

parted during the early part of the
third and final act and left a passing
assurance that no more crowded
houses would occur during the week's
engagement booked.

SEESKIND GETTING READY.
"Live, Laugh and Love," to be presented by W. B. Seeskind -vill begin
rehearsals Monday. The show is to

open
Stagehands and Musicians Ask Raise.
Chicago, July 23:

The heads of the stage hands union
and the musicians have been in conference with Chicago Theatre Managers' Association this past week.
Everything points to a substantial increase for both locals.
The stage hands and musicians are
asking for a 25 per cent, increase, and
it is likely that there will be a settlement of a ten per cent, increase.

in

Savannah Labor Day and

after

a trip of about four weeks through
the South come to New York. The
title is from the creed of the Sagebrush
Philosopher, Bill Barlow, while the
book and lyrics are by Charles K. Herd

Tom

J. Keogh.
Tom Keogh, Ruth
Jack Cook, Kathleen Fitzgibbons, Harry Howard and the Great
Del-a-Phone,, There will be an International chorus carried with the at-

and

In the cast will be

Collins,

traction.
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DAILIES.

Fields sad' his "Lonely Romeo*' will
to the Casino.

move Monday

The Shubtrts hare started rehearsals for
the Broadway premiere of "Hello Alexander."
Qustav Ambers, has gone abroad with a
commission to acquire plays for the Shuberts.

DeWolf Hopper appeared for the first time
In Mew York as the central musketeer In "The
Better 'Ole," July 2L
Ralph Herbert has been engaged as stage
What a Girl I" to open at tie

director of "Ob,
Shubert.
•

Qneenle Nasarro was dented alimony and
counsel fees by Supreme Court Justice J»hn
ln a salt for divorce from Nat Nasarro.

Ford

Three road companies of "80 East" are beTallulah Bankhead and Sydney
will head the No. 2 company.

ing organised.

Blackmer

.

Irving Plcbel has been engaged by the
Shuberts to stage "Those Who Walk in Daft•»
ness."
Imre Klralfy, organiser of pageants
spectacular plays, who died ln Brighton,
land, April 28. left 82,000,000.
i

and
Eng-

William A, Brady received a cable this week
from Frank Craven in London stating that
"Too Hany Cooks" will shortly be produced
in the English capital.

During the absence of Mr. and Mrs. Coburn
from "The Better 'Ole" they will work ont
plans for their new production, "All the King's
Horses."
A. H. Woods has conBtracted with Ralph E.
Dyar for all the tatter's plays written ln the
next five years. Mr. Dyar is a Spokane news-

paperman.
Luiea Tetraszlnl, now ln Italy, cabled friends
ln New Tork denying that she was engaged
for an American tour under the direction of
Jules Daiber.

Thurston Hall, Olive Tell, Marlon Van True,
Isabel Irving are to originate the chief parts
In "Civilian Clothes," rehearsals of which
started at the Morosco this week.

Marie Colebrook will succeed Grace Valentine ln "Lombardl, Ltd." Miss Valentine may
be starred by Oliver Morosco in "Madame
Sappho."
'

WfTnam ("Big Btll") H. Edwards, Collector
of Internal Revenue, will act as chairman of
the greater' city in the campaign' to ereate
Interest In the Actors' National Memorial Day,
Dec. B.
.

Marc

Klaw

has

purchased

"Petroleum

Prince," a comedy In three acts by Richard
Barry, for his first Individual production. It
is to be staged by Harrison Orsy Flake for
presentation early In October.

Arthur "Bugs" Baer has been commissioned
by Ous Edwards to write and arrange the
comedy scenes In his forthcoming musical
comedy production, "The Film Olrl," which Is
to have Its Broaoway premiere ln September.
Rehearsals have started on G\ace George's
play, "She Would and She Did." a comody
Miss George
about golf by Mark W. Reed.
produced the piece In Detroit and Cleveland
last season with satisfactory results.

new

A bill has been introduced Into the Georgia
Legislature which, If passed, would sprend *.
complete censorship "net over the entire
amusement field In tbat state and would hamper incoming vaudeville, legitimate, picture
and other attractions. Indoor and out If Is
considered one of the most drastic measures
of its kind ever proposed.

BERNAYS COMES BACK.
E. L. Bernays, who returned some
weeks ago from Continental Europe,
where he was assigned to government
propaganda work, has started a general publicity office, having taken a
He is
floor at 19 East 48th street.
carrying on work in .the interests of

re-employment of ex-service men, a
government bureau headed by Col. Arthur Wood3, former police commissioner of New York.
Recently Mr. Bernays was in charge
of publicity stunts here for the government of Lithuania. Prior to the

war he was connected with the Metropolitan' Music Bureau, in connection
with which he did the publicity for
the tour of the Russian Ballet.

Ligon Johnson In Washington.
Ligon Johnson left for Washington
Tuesday to confer with the House
Committee on Taxation with reference
to the U. M. P. A7s campaign to have
the theatre ticket taxes reduced.
Mr. Johnson will also hold several
conferences with the Department oi
Justice regarding play piracy, during
-.
his stay in the caplto l.

-
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GREENWICH VILLAGE FOLLIES

:

After a Btring of postponements the widely
talked of "Greenwich Village Follies" finally
opened at Barney Gallant's cozy little Village
Theatre, and, walla the opening performance
ran a trifle rough in spots, the show on the
whole was a success, and will undoubtedly be
yanked out of that queer section of the city
before It has touched Its first month's run to
an uptown house.
There Is little of the Village atmosphere to
the show, about the only one In the caat comjng under the classification of a Villager being
.

SPECIAL

from

show

will he issued

tures

devoted to the theatrical ven-

and enterprises
"'

.-;-'"*

.

presentation

ot

tne

—

have

.

done

It

"Obviously,

them

is

however," says
the murderer."

the last act, holding the centre of the
stage, Carroll eliminates each in turn.
Who.
then, did It?
The climax to act three is very much a
dragged In affair. There Is a roar of pistol
shots, and yet no one la seriously Injured.
nothing came of this la never made clear,
but, perhaps, that 1b Just aa well.
So many

In

LEE and

J. J.

s.

Why

SHUBERT

things are explained and
siderable skill and finesse.

with a very con-

THE RED DAWN.

Their present leadership and for/

midable

command

of the legitimate

theatrical field will
facts, figures

be presented in

and names.

The August 29th

issue of

VARIETY

be wholly a Shubert number,
from the regular news of the
week.
will

aside

The Shubert Number will have an
and VARIETY'S

advertising adjunct,

"The Red Dawn," a
Thomas Dixon, was shown
for the first time Monday

throe-act play by
in Stamford, Conn.,
night. It baa to do
with a phase ot Bolshevism, and after a mate
of Intrigue is set aside, becomes a preachnient against tho encroachment of anarchistic
propaganda. An attempt' Is patent to 'expose
the tenets of Russian Bolshevism as regards
the' matter of tree love, though nothing is
actually brought forth other than already reported in the press.
However, somo of the
local audience appeared shocked at the lines.
'The action takes place upon a semi-tropical
Island supposed to lie a hundred miles or so
off from the coast of California.
There a
socialist colony is turned topsy tu'rvy over
the machinations of a "Red" leader appointed
secretly by a "soviet representative."
The
schemer's plans are frustrated when he attempts to work the free love Idea, thrusting
aside his devoted wife and attempting lurid
cave man stuff to secure possession of a
young woman spoken ot aa bla niece.
The most Interesting feature ot the premiere
was the appearance of Doraldlna In a apeak-'
ing role.
Blonde wlgged abe performed cap-'
ltally as the colony's vixenish vamp.
She
worked in in addition a dance or two one
tinged with her "Larumba Shiver," which
mado the native matrons nervous.
"The Red Dawn" Is scheduled for an
August showing on Broadway, but it Is quite
likely the date will be set back for much
needed fixing. Oscar Eagle staged the show.

'

'

'
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•

advertising

rates

will

,

Wevtr.

a

Carroll, "only one of

.

workmen's committee.
Others in the play were George Somnes, BqMrt
McGroarty, Ben Lyon. Morgan 5 » rl8 y. ,J"? a :
beth Patterson, McKay Morris and Edward
tile

'

OF

Bolshevist

accurate

Tho first act opens at the home of David
He bas Just come back from seeing
opera produced In New York, and, being
detective of note, though an amateur, Is
called in to discover who killed Quincy.
In
comes Professor Bristol, fearful that he will
be suspected of the crime. He lays the case
before Carroll, and begs him to find the man
really guilty.
Carroll sets out on his task.
Person after person Is Involved until It seems
certain that three- men the nephew, the butler
and Larry Conover, who has lust escaped from
the penitentiary— that each of these three must
Carroll.

his.

will be

Gibson has inherited the factory In which
"The Gibson Upright" piano was manufactured
by bis father. He Is successful In a measure,
but labor unrest begins to breed among the
workmen. A Journalist with a brain seething

of

material handed him. This part and
crooks were interpolated, according to
report They did not exist In the book.
The whole effect was staged by Mrs. Lillian
Trimble Bradley, who devised some simple and
novel settings, but ones often entirely out of
keeping with what they were meant to portray.
Despite this fairly obvious consideration they
hit the eye.
The play opens on a dark stage.
In the dim light from two windows falling
like faint searchlight gleams a hand holding
a knife la seen.
Then is heard that old
Joshua Quincy has been murdered. This is the

two

prologue.

VARIETY'S special Shubert Number

-'

authors meant "The Gibson Upright"
to be propaganda against Bolshevism It should
be said that as propaganda it Is a good farce.
Yet, it It was meant to he a farce, one would
say that as farce It is good propaganda. The
piece is entertaining, mildly funny in spots,
but if Intended to be Instructive It missed Its
mark. It 1b entirely too untrue to be taken

fairly

29th, Next

:

21.

If the

a

.

proved very pleasing.
Excepting Catherine
Cozzens and Bertha Mann, who brought considerable emotional force to bear on her part,
the women were unconvincing. Thais Lawton,
especially, was disappointing.
William H. Thompson redeemed In the last
act what he did in the first
In the first he
was too theatrical In the last he rang true.
Gardner James as the youngster bad a stilted
role to handle, but did pretty well with the
artificial

FRIDAY, AUGUST

Home," "The Country Cousin" and Mr. Tarkington's own "Seventeen" have had in former

"chairman"

by

VARIETY

Indianapolis,
"The Gibson Upright," Booth Tarkington and
Harry Leon Wilson's new Bolshevist play, met
with a friendly but critical reception when It
was presented for the first time on any stage
at the Murat by the Stuart Walker Players
Quite a tew things will have to be
last week.
done to the piece If it Is to have a long and
successful run on Broadway as the other Tarkington-Wilson pieces such as "The Man from

gave

1

Mary Foy

—

progresses through a string of numbers, with

local summer season as Mr. Mtffin, the disMargaret Mower
organizing newspaperman.
was the factory employe, and Aldrlch Bowker

Thala Lawton
Inda Palmer
Bertha Mann
.,

Catherine Cozzens
"The Crimson Alibi," George Broadburst's
version of a novel by Octavua Roy Cohen, was
presented at the Broadhurst, July 17, and,
despite the muggy weather, got away to a good
head-start.
It suggests by its very nature
comparison with "At 0:46." Both, however,
are good mystery plays, and, If William" A;
Brady's production got a better break as to
weather, Mr. Broadburst's was more smoothly
presented and had a better last act and a more
convincing conclusion. The solution was completely out of the guessing until the last minute
fine work from the authorial standpoint. The
intoreat never sags, and the show, competently
acted as well as written, should be In for a
long run.
To deal with the acting first, It should be
stated the house was dressed to the doors
the opening night, and Lee Shubert leaning
over the aft rail seemed to be the only professional present who did not have some friend
in the cast
Practically unknown performers
were greeted with handclaps that Interrupted
the showing and were out of place.
Nor was
the best performance by any means that ot the
featured player. Harrison Hunter is rather too
much the "Bah Jove" Englishman as to accent
to be entirely convincing.
Robert Barrat and
Robert Kelly gave the beat account of themselves,
Barrat, in particular, has a future.
He has reserve and dignity and is natural, As
the old housekeeper who knew nothing "about
the case, not a single thing," Inda Palmer

the Individual specialties staged in between.
The show carries two distinct stars In Bessie
McCoy Davis and Harry K. Morton, the latter

theories helps agitate the
workmen until their demands drive Gibson,
in a moment of desperation, to turn the plant
over to them and himself to his summer home.
A minor, a very minor, love thread whloh
finally ties up Gibson and a pretty Bolshevist
miss who worked In the factory apparently Is
stuck Into the play to lend interest There will
have to be more made out of that thread II
the piece is to appeal to other than the most
radical of labor-hatsrs.
The first act, the lines of which were published in the 8aturdBy Evening Post the week
ending July 12, Is the best of the three, Introducing the charaoterB smoothly and being
unspoiled by the display of untypical asinine
stupidity on the part of the working men which
The second act is Just
steep3 the later acts.
plain weak, and the third 1b so noisy It nearly
causes headache.
.
The play was being very well presented t>y
the Stuart Walker Players. Nonchalant George
Oaul did Gibson the way one wanted him to
do It Edgar 8tehll did his best work of the

\

Julia.

-

with

rm

r

Mary Foy
Edna James

.

appropriate for the Village.
Wilson quit cold In the early part of his
After several of his "puns" were react
ceived in silence he apparently realized the
impossibility of a score and walked off, leaving.
Hurst to his fate with a ballad. The act wo J
entirely out of place In this production, and
Wilson evidently realized it when he exited.
There is no particular plot to. the piece,
the opening scene showing the interior of the
subway with a flock of "bugs" growing old
trying to follow the green line. The man with

„

*SM

.

John Ellis
.Thomas Traynor

Mrs. Williams. ..;.
Judith Darrel.
Mrs. Dean
Mrs. Burrage
Mary Garrison
Mrs. Wrench.

—Cunningham. Miss Cunningham stepped out
in "one" and drove over a genuine wallop with
songs, the opening number beiug set to lyrics

.

....Harrison Hunter
Wm. H. Thompson

Robert Barrat
Collins.
.Roy LaRue
Robert Dbrrlngton. ........ . . . .George Graham
Larry Conover.
.Rooert Kelly
Red Parks....;;
Paul Kay

shifting around Just prior
to the opening, with many specialties In line
for engagement, but the only pair retained
were Jack Wilson and Frank Hurst and Cecil

seriously.

...Gardner Jamas

David Carroll

Loomls

There was much

-

!

Andrew Quincy

paniment.

THE GIBSOlTUPUfiHT.
July

ALIBI.

Chuck Brown
Professor Bristol
James Leverage........

Edwards inuke, a home-made Instrument.
cidentally scored a nifty hit with his specialty,
a couple of songs sung to his own accom-

The show was staged by James Murray
"Suffrance" Anderson, who was dropped from
Nine or ten
the position before It opened.
postponements threatened to kill the interest,
but it turned out to be a society event for
theatrical folk, every one from uptown of any
note being present.
It should be a draw for any uptown theatre,
besides carrying box office draught through Ita
Particularly is this title good for cities
title.
outside New York. The fame (If It la that) of
Greenwich Village has spread far and wide
rfyim.
away from the North River.

->'>

-*&&&

THE CRIMSON

Bobby Edwards, who formerly used to roam
around the Village restaurants playing his

doing surprisingly well considering the chopped
up role assigned to him. But at the finale In
a number, "I'm Ashamed to Look the Moon in
the Face," he took down the song honors of
the outfit, getting In some of his acrobatic
work to great effect Morton was recently of
burlesque, and slnco be has made good on his
first production it's doubtful If that branch
will see him again.
Miss Davis whanged up a riotous hit with
her "Cameo" scene in the second act. It was
quite the prettiest affair of the show, with
James
the Japanese number running second.
Watts In a burlesque classlque dance was
funny, and Ada Forman marked up a favorOthers Included Charles Derrickable score.
son, Irene Olson, Rita Zalanl, WlUlam Foran,
Some changes have been made since the
etc.
opening last week.

.

15

.

the plot enters, and it is promptly copped
him by a thief. From then on the

;

I

•
,

changed for that

issue.

remain

un-
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Chicago, July 23.
George
Tyler has taken over the
Blackstone for the coming season and
has placed Guy Harding, of the Play-'

C

:

house, as manager. The position was
offered Bill Gorman, who managed

ByJACKLAIT

but Gorman turned it down.
Walter Mac loud, who really put the
house over as a winner with Tyler's
'Tilly," is out and has made no plans
for the future.
Arthur Esburg will
remain as treasurer.
"Tilly,"

Banff, Alb, Can., July 23.

7
•

Way up in the Canuck Rockies,
teaching the grizzly bears and the big
fish to take" a jest. For a tenderfoot

.

I art learning woodcraft rapidly, and
:^._- as for the scenery—well, Urban himself has nothing on nature in her manifestations hereabouts.
*Show business is unheard of up here.

_'

Chicago, July

is one decrepit picture house,
but only natives jgo. And,.oy, oy—you
should see a native in Banff I The

in

their

scarlet

boots, spurs and hats with
fancy bands under their chins, look
as true to life as though they had
stepped out of "Tiger Rose." I looked
eagerly around for Lenore Ulric, but

DIVORCES.
Chicago, July 23.
„
'

she wasn't.

Anyway, being up here, three days
north and west of Chi, proves that
Sime isn't always right He says I
spend all my time in New York. Tain't
true. Sometimes I go toward the set-

.':

ting sun.

In this resthaven for broken down
scribblers are Grantlahd Rice, Charles

Hanson Towne, Porter Emerson
Brown, J. Murray Gibbon, and other
destroyers of good white paper.
leave for a horseback jaunt into undiscovered wilds, abandoning the women and children to the civilization
of the hotel while we strong males
bump gingerly forth upon the backs
of sturdy and annoyed-looking mountain nags to climb the heights after
the ferocious bass and the bird' and
beast of forest fastnesses.
Sleeping in tepees and eating sizzling
bacon off a frying pan has its disadvantages, but it does a city-hound good
ynow and again to get out and realize
'that creation moves grandly on in her
appointed paths, entirely unconscious
How those snowof his existence.
.'.'.. crowned mountains and those limitless
woods must laugh, sometimes, to think
that we little insects squirm and run
and fret and battle and think that we
Face to
are of some consequence.
face with true magnitudes, we see, and,
seeing, perhaps, understand.

We

Before I left Chicago I dropped into
McVicker's to again see Senator FranI had handled Murphy
cis Murphy.
rather barehandedly because he didn't
stick to character, that valuable and
irresistible character created by
friend of theatrical youth, Cliff Gordon.

my

Murphy wrote me.

It

was an appreciation. He asked
me to come again and see whether
he meant it. He did.
> There was a punch in his delivery
due to consistent fidelity of charact e r izat ion which had revolutionized the
whole effect. It was no longer a monologue it was a one-man play, a satire
which bit and hit. His voice was
hoarse, but it didn't matter. He- had
'em now. After years of hammering
away at the Wfong nails, Murphy seems
to have hit it at last He is a big
time candidate now. Any man who
takes criticism and USES it instead
of swearing at it, always has po-

—

Erwin Brown was granted a divorce
from Julia Garrie Brown on the
grounds' of adultery. Ben Ehrlich was
the attorney for the plaintiff,

,

tentialities.

Keith Booked House of 2£00.
Chicago, July 23.
"
J. Gregory, of Chicago Heights, is
building a new house with a capacity
of 2,500.
It will be ready by September and
will be booked by Glen Burt, of the
A western Keith office.

Executive Secretary of the Actor's
Equity Ass'n.

-Actors'

.

Chicago, July 23.
Peter Schaefer, of the firm Jones,
Linnick and Schaefer, was married last
week at the Blackstone Hotel. The
bride is Clara Arnold, a non-professional.

KELLY BACK AGAIN.
Chicago, July 23.
Bert Kelly, originator of the jazz
bands in Chicago, is back after a season in Atlantic City. Kelly has taken
over a new place called the "Red

Hebrew

floor.

Holmes
bookers

is

in

office

here,

is

Chautauqua, etc.
The Four As, which is a sort of
holding company, is often termed
'The International." It has a con-

one of the best known
the west and has a host

of friends that

wish him well.

LESTER SHOP'S BIG ORDER.
Chicago, July 23.
Lester Shop, novelty modistes, received a $3,500 order from Kilroy &
Britton, who are putting out the show,

"Oh Daddy."
This is one of the largest single
orders received by any of the modiste
shops here this season.

LEAVING "HONEYMOON TOWN."
Chicago, July 23.
Roy Atwell
Town" with-

Bernard Granville and
are to leave "Honeymoon
in

the next few weeks.

Barnum Bailey-Ringling Show

for Chi.

Chicago, July

23.

The Ringling Brothers have completed arrangements for their coming
circus to play Chicago.
Their loca-

Grant Park on the Lake
Front and they have guaranteed the
tion will be

City $15,000 for a charity fund.
council has okeyd same.

stitution of its

23.

back

The

Actors. Chorus. Others.

The Associated Actors & Artistes
of America, which will be hereafter
referred to as "The Four As," receives from the parent body, the A.
F. of L., a charter covering all
branches of the entertainment world,
many of which are at present unorganized, such as concert singers,

HOLMES BACK ON FLOOR.
Chicago, July

tion;

Artists of

a.

Lantern."

Coney Holmes, who left the Association floor to become the manager

&

.

Americ
Other International Bodies.
Actors' Equity Assn. Vaudeville Actors.
Associated Actors

'

its

Own.

from

all

own and

.

-

be changes in the future it is our
honest intent that these changes
shall improve rather than injure the
actor's standing.

strictly defined in its constitution.

(Signed)

The Actors' Equity, The VaudeActors and other groups, have
applied to and received from The
Four As, charters covering their
respective jurisdictions. All these
different branches are self-governing autonomous bodies which, however, does not prevent them— should
they so choose from making agreements one with the other, or with
separate labor organizations, a step
which should not be delayed.
No branch of The Four As can
be ordered to strike because another branch does so, but if one
branch does strike, no other branch
can take the place of the one striking.
For instance, if the Actors'
Equity declared a strike at the
nth Street Theatre, members
of the Vaudeville branch could not
take the place of our members, or
vice versa.
Officers of a branch can also be
officers in The Four As, just as
business men can be officers in
several corporations. Thus, Francis Wilson is president of The Four
As and also president of the Actors'
Equity; Frank Gilmore is treasurer
of the former and executive secretary of the latter; James William
Fitzpatrick is vice-president of The

Second—That the Producing Managers' Association has undertaken
to devise contractual and other relations between actor and manager
that will as nearly approximate
equity as can be devised, and in the
working out of these relations
stands always ready t j consider
suggestions from any association or
group'of actors. This contract follows the contract under which members of your association have been
working in the past, and if there

Trusting that 'you will appreciate
the spirit in which this is addressed
to you, I am"
Yours very truly,

officers of

per capita tax
It
powers are

It receives a

branches.

L.

Lawrence Weber,
Secretary.

ville

—

——
!

refusal to

consider a conference with the A.E.A,:
the Producing Managers issued the
following statement:
Mr. Frank Gilmore, Secretary Actors' Equity Association, Longacre Building, City.
Dear Sir In reply to your letter
of the 19th, the Producing Managers' Association directs me to say
_ that it regrets it cannot consent to
appoint a committee to meet a committee of your Association, for the
following reasons:
First—That in the recent action of
your Association in bringing into
your councils men who have proved
in the past neither friends to the
actor nor to the manager, men who
have only thrived in the fostering
of bitterness and discord where it
did not previously exist, your Association has made impossible any
serious conference between it and
the Producing Managers' AssociV"

—

lished complete, was sent out by the
Actors' Equity Association on the

Actor's Equity Association.
After three years of persistent efwe have at last been able to
enter the ranks of the American
Federation of Labor, Under conditions entirely satisfactory to ourselves, but it is eminently desirable
that our members should understand
the relations of the component
bodies, one to the other.
First,
study this tree:
American Federation of Labor.

-

their respective bodies.
In explanation of their

The following announcement, pub-

fort,

held

a meeting at the Hotel Astor Tuesday, afternoon and turned down the
Equity Association request
for the appointment of a committee
by each organization, for the purpose:
of getting together in conference and
settling the points at issue between

A

matter

\

Pantages

.

The Producing Managers' Assn.

>

definitely.

SCHAEFER MARRIES.

of the

--_~>~

-

ferent branches.
To sum up, the
branches act independently, but can
act together for the common good.
Frank Gilmore,

•

on the

-

Four As and president of the Vaudeville branch; Harry MountforS is
executive secretary of The Four
As and of the Vaudeville branch.
The council of the Four As is composed of delegates from the dif-

..:.

organization worthy of support. Not
a few have demonstrated how many
matters have been straightened by the
A. E. A. which ordinarily would have
been forced into the courts. Many .of
the cases are those of salary disputes
or money due professionals. If a claim
of $50 or even up to $150 was to be
always proved
E.
settled, the
valuable. To take such, matters info
court not only would result in loss of
time, but Unnecessary expense as well.
The Equity has settled any number of
such claims, without fuss. Some have
been arbitrated and very few have been
taken in court. The actor. feels that
with the provision of arbitration in the
new contract, he has little chance for
the collection of sundry claims for he
would not alone not be able to reach
the manager personally without perhaps many visits, but that such settlements would be "stalled" along in-

Chicago, July 23.
Corliss Ciaflin, an English artist representative, is in Chicago looking for.
vaudeville acts that are suitable for
the continent. Ciaflin is representing
Wallie Rice, of the Hippodrome,'
Kotherithe.

%

-

STAl*-tAKft THEATRB BUILDING Jj

From the actors' standpoint and especially those A. E, A. members who
signed the pledge, the help given them
in the past by the.A E. A,; makes the

ENGLISH REPRESENTATIVE HERE

was not a pro-

test—it

23.

I read your ad in Varibty, and I think
you're a pretty good guy, so go ahead.
Cantor says it pays to advertise.

jackets,

II

A

grown

A

LEW CANTOR ARRESTED.

Lew Cantor was arrested for speeding the other day, and when the traffic
copper asked him what business he
was in, he replied saying he was a
theatrical booking agent, and handed
the bull a card. The copper says, well

There

Northwest mounties

..

.

?
WHITE RATS.

AND
A. E.
(Continued from page 5)
-.
.*:.
stronger.
;

GUY HARDING FOR BLACKSTONE.

i

-

-+A

VAKIETY'S CHICAGO OFFlCfi
-

..-.:---.

Frank Gilmore, speaking for the A.
E. A. Wednesday, said Mr. Weber was
laboring under a mistake when it was
stated that the A. E.
had brought

A

men into the councils of the organization, as described in his letter. The
A, Mr. Gilmore stated, was an
autonomous organization,' and as such

A E

was independent. Mr. Weber,

Gill

mo re

added, had evidently confused the Associated Actors and Artists with the
E.

A

A-

A

The A. E.
will hold council meetings every- day this week. No change
from the attitude taken recently by
the A. E.
regarding the penalty
for its members signing other than
A. E. A. contracts will be made, Mr.
Gillmore declared.

A

Andy Byrne, musical director of
Henderson's Coney Island, reassumes
the leadership of the Bushwick orchestra next season, following an interim
of five years, during which time he officiated at the Colonial and other Keith
houses. The Bushwick orchestra will
be increased from 12 to 15 pieces next
season.
-V
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San Francisco, July 28.
The bill at the Orpheum this week is made
up of several holdovers and one or two new
arrivals, hut it is a well-balanced show, and
many bits were registered. Grace LaRue, who
is a favorite here, was enthusiastically received, and her up-to-date songs were charmingly rendered.
Miss LaRue
after each number, scoring a

was applauded
hit with

final

She wore a number of
stunning gowns.
Harry Hines' dynamic style aided by two
new songs helped to earry him across. TheoBekefl,
dore
from the Russian Imperial Ballet,
assisted by Sofia Scherer and Lorraine Marie
Wise, was seen in classical and character

"Bon Jour MabeJle."

dances.
The girls were daintily dressed, and
were agile and at the same time graceful.
Bekefl closes with a hornpipe in Russian style,
and this little bit lifts the act out of the ordinary routine.
Pelro, billed as the original master of the
piano accordeon, was one of the hits ot the
show.
Clifford and Wills went over big in
their "rube" and "dope" characters, closing
with "Wonderful Mother o' Mine," excellently
sang by both. Eddie Janls and Rene Chaplow
have a novel and interesting violin playing
and singing torn. The Three Jahne, European
«qulllbrist8, gave a finished performance.
The
trio Is above the average in this line, and they
got over nicely. Hearst's Weekly and a teature picture closed the program.
'

Jack Josephs.

HIPPODROME.
San" Francisco,

The show this week Is both diverting and
Interesting, there were several new acts and
the program was well balanced.
Ella La Vail
bad the opening spot, and the young woman
did quite a number of new stunts on the
Her apparatus is up-to-date In aptrapeze.
pearance, and the act has unusual merit.
Keno and Wagner in their Impersonation of

-.-

L
v

July 28.

'

;

•

wooden toys have a turn which pleased both
young and old. Hiss Wagner took the part
'of the doll, while her partner played -the
wooden soldier.
Pretty
scenery
descriptive of toyland enhanced the offering to a
marked degree. Arthur Rigby, the minstrel
man,
went over strong with his talk
~- and clever witticisms.
Fox, Benson and Co.
'

"The First Degree," an amusing act
bearing on lodge initiations, which was an
excuse (or uncovering some excellent acrooffered

work, with good comedy talk thrown
Jack and Eva Arnold and Mann and Mallory
were switched to the Casino bill. Hill and
Mead took the place of the former, and were
entertaining with talk and songs.
Charles King and Virginia Thornton and Co.,
tie latter In a sketch, "The Counsellor," are
favorites here, and registered big.
Allan and'
Moore, both possessing pleasing personalities,
were interesting. The girl member of the team
had a number of attractive changes, and went
over the better of the two. A feature picture
closed the program.
Jack Josephs.
batic

in.

PANTAGES.
San Francisco, July 28.
The Pantages show this week was strikingly
above the average, there being a number of
meritorious turns which went over with a
Sourish.
Among these was the Teeter Sep-

&

spectacular acrobatic novelty.
The
team did shoulder somersaults and tumbling,
-featuring the tandem somersault, a difficult
-—trick.
The finished manner in which they
tette,

work was pleating.
The Olga Samanoft Trio have a

did their

versatile

act consisting ot violin, cello and piano selections mostly on the classical order, and they
received a fine reception.
Cook and Lorent,
next to closing, registered many- laughs with
their clever talk and up-to-date songs, which

.

were loudly applauded. -The bill was opened
with Schepp'e Comedy Circus, an aggregation
of dogs and monkeys who offered a podgepodge of bow-wowlem and monkey shines. The
"actors" were clever, and gave a performance
above the customary animal act
Nadeil and Follette, a mixed team, took the
place of

Mann and

Mallory.

They made a

fine

appearance, and have a neat routine of songs.
Pox, Hemson and Co. managed to hold the
Interest with card tricks and a rather novel
entertainment, with a sign card index displaying anything the audience asked. A feature picture closed the program.
Jack Joseph*.

cAsSb.

It's
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San Francisco, July
good vaudeville this week at the Casino.

One

k
.-•.

of the best bills offered here In a long
time. Nick Hufford, formerly of Hutford and
Chain, had things his own way with a well
framed single turn. As a nut comedian. Hutford can hold his own with the best ot them.
He was a big hit here, and with his present
material would be more acceptable In better
class houses.
Hal Johnson & Company presented "My Cbaperone," a comedy sketch, tbat
has many humorous situations. J hnson apaccount
pears In double role and gives age
He Is
ot himself as a female impersonali
'.

i

most capably supported by George W. son and
Florence Little. Watson also showed 'that he
could yodel, but the yodellng, while will done,
does not belong and interrupts the action of

the sketch.
Dave Lerner and Jimmy Rose
duplicated a bit from "Lets Go," as played by
Lerner and Jask Wilson. The pair received a
big reception on their entrance, the audience
thinking that Rose, in blackface, was Jack

Wilson.

In army officer's uniform,
sailor's outfit, went through

Lerner

and

the
routine word for word exactly as done before
by Lerner and Wilson. Rose 1b an excellent
comedian and, with Lerner doing a perfect
straight, the act as shaped Is suitable for big
time.
Hugh Johnson did well with ileight-

Rose in

a

.:/

-trlti

an
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VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

ORPHEUM.
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PANTAGES

ot-hand and an exposition of digital manipulations
sustaining throughout a running
patter of appropriate witlclsms.
The Whirlwind Gypsies an aggregation ot Russian
dancers, appearing in a camp scene of the
ancient Romany Rye and presenting a melange ot Intricate and characteristic dances
that met with big favor. Lowry's dogs began
the festivities with a series of canine capers.
An outstanding feature ot the Will King show
this week Is Sylvia Yaffe, a precocious child
of seven years, who entertains and Interests
by reason of her natural ability and talent
as a comedienne.
She rendered two songs,
both of which evoked vlclferous applause, necessitating an encore, consisting of a soft shoe
dance, announced as a copy of George Primrose.
Her generalship, ease and gracefulness
are worthy of a veteran. She gives promise
of becoming a stellar, light.

SAN FRANCISCO NOTES.

"

Lester Fountain returned here last week after
a brief retirement from show business. Indications are tbat Fountain will again join
the managerial staff of the Aekennan and
Harris theatres.

Leonard Dexter, Hippodrome manager at
Stockton, was married last week in that city
to a Miss Stone, a non-professional.-.
William Nelndorf, husband of Dorothy
Caldwell, of the Will King Company, left for
Los Angeles last week.
The couple were

ELTINGE S CO. FOR ANTIPODES
San Francisco, July 23.
Julian Eltinge road show is playing
"one-nightcrs'r south through New
Mexico, finishing the tour in New Orleans, after which he will return to
San Francisco and reorganize a new
company for the Antipodes. According to present plans he will sail from
this port some time in November,
opening in Honolulu en route.'

JOHNSON FORMING FILM

Eddie Mitchell, manager of the Ed Redmund
Stock Company, which has been playing a
year at the Crawford Theatre in El Paso, arrived here last week to spend a few weeks
while the show is laying off.

Sidney Grant has retired from the Julian

Show and

will leave for the East.

"Medbury*s MutUrlngs,"
Medbury,
and one of the feature writers on the call, has
been engaged by the Rlalto Theatre as press

John

ot

,;^v'.

.

|

BUILDING.

"BIG REVIEW" TITLE DISPUTED.

and was astonished when Welch
hooked it on to his Columbia attrac-

years,

tion for next season.

Welch has ordered the paper and
show will be called "Ben Welch's

his

Review,"

unless

the

matter

is

his properties

is completing arrangements for the
formation of a company to take over
and form a circuit of picture theatres throughout Northern
California extending as far as Read-

"L^ulsvllle7 JSly'23.
It was announced in court that the
action of the Whailens against the Columbia Amusement Co. had been settled out of court and the suit- discon-

ing. He will receive half million dollars for his interests and be allotted
stock in the new company proportionately in addition to the 'above amount,

The Whailens sued
Amount of settlement

?
.

WHALLEN SUIT

OFF.

/

tinued.

have been around

:.-'::;

for damages.
believed to

is

$35,000.

amount
-

.

PANTAGES AFTER

STONE AND P1LLARD ON AMERICAN

SITE.

San Francisco, July 23.
reported Bob Albright, repre*
sen ting Alex. Pantages, is looking over
Sacramento, Fresno and Bakersfield

Arrangements were completed last
week between Roahm & Richards and
Sam Levy, of Detroit, whtreby Stone
and Pillard will head their own show

for sites for Pantages theatre.
Albright, according to accounts, may
accept an executive position with the

The combination has been featured on

,

.

It is

Pantages Circuit

Harris and Man ion playing the Pantages
who were scheduled to said for EngSeptember to open on the Variety
Controlling Circuit, at Leeds, were compelled
to have the dates set back until December on
account of tbelr Inability to induce Pantages
to release them from their contracts.

..

arbitrated.

Larry Tule has been added to the staff of
the McCarthy-Fisher office here.
circuit,
land In

.

CO.
San Francisco, July 23.
Gift Johnson, manager and proprietor of the Verdi and Allies Theatres,

married five months ago and rumor has it
is the forerunner of

Dick Arnold left here this week for Minneapolis to begin a tour or the Pantages Circuit opening July 28.

THEATRE

•

Ben Welch and Henry Dixon are
having a controversy over the right to
the title "Big Review."
Dixon has used the name for 11

Big

that Neindorf's departure
a permanent separation.

Eltinge

.

~

."

SHOWS

IN FRISCO.

ALCAZAR.—"Within the Law", (stock),
with Walter P. Richardson and Belle Bennett.
CASINO.—Will King Co. (9th week) and
W.

V. A. Vaudeville.
Miller
and Blanche
Bates In "Mollere."
CTJRRAN.—"T for Three" (1st week).
MAJESTIC— Del Lawrence Stock Co.
*
PRINCESS.—Bert Levey Vaudeville.
WIGWAM.— A.-H. ft W. V. A. Vaudeville.
A.-H.

ft

COLUMBIA.—Henry

on the American wheel next

season..

the wheel for the past eight years, under the Hurtig & Seamon management
Sam Levy secured the additional
franchise through the Academy* Buffalo, an added stop on the American

WheeL
:"''V,

White Married.
San Francisco, July 23.
Billy White and Ruth Gothberg, nonprofessional, are married. Mr. White
is the assistant manager of the local
Billy

Casino.

agent.

'£

Joe Brandt, late production manager ot the
Universal Film Co., passed through here this
week en route to New York. He has recently
resigned from the Universal.

A NEW VARIETY COMEDY ACT

ij.;.*?.!

Maude Fulton's "The Brat" Is scheduled tor
an early stock presentation at the Alcazar.
Martin Kurtzlg, formerly assistant manager
at the Strand, has been appointed manager ot
the Alhambra.

Max Stelnle, whose last appearance was
with the Kolb and Dill company, is ill at
Santa Cruz and the gravity of his indisposition will probably keep him from activities
on the stage for some time.

'".

.''-'

-'-.

'

Lander Stevens and Georgia Cooper have
returned to the Ye Liberty in Oakland, where
they are heading the stock company.
Hilva Nelson has returned to the stage, having Joined Hal Davis In a sketch touring the
A. ft H. Circuit.

'

'

'
.

.

Nellie Nichols 1b considering
offer tor the Coast.

a production

Assisted

by
'

'Tolly With A Past" has proved an unusual
office magnet tor the Alcazar, the business exceeding that of the past several weeks.

box

: .'-

MISS MAUDIE

Rooky O'Rourke, fogmerly of the^ team of
O'Rourke and Burnett, and one of the early
pioneers of soft shoe and clog dancers, has
retired from active participation of stage life,
has opened a fashionable dancing school.

'.
?•'..
I

'•

.*;

MH>

\\

:\
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C-J
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Presenting

Pearl Loweree, whose work In the cafes has
attracted considerable attention, and at present at the Fairmont Hotel, Is preparing an
act for vaudeville.

A.

J.

fessional

Stosny
offices

Music
In

the

has opened proPantages building.

Co.

"A

Jack Manlon, of Harris and Manton, carried
of the honors at the Lincoln Golf Links by
eclipsing the recent record held by T. Roy

$10,000

ANKLE"

Barnes.

Evelyn Maxwell has Joined the Ye Liberty
Company In Oakland to play ingenue
Hyde was also

Stock

parts for a few weeks. Mettle
engaged by the company.

A

—A Clever Comedian
—Funny Act—Original Material.

Tremendous Laughing Hit
Pretty Girl

Fay Winagura, a newcomer, and who has
never appeared In the limelight, created such
a good Impression In an Impromptu shlmmle
dance at Talt's that she was forthwith engaged Indefinitely by the management there-

Creator of "The Baggage

Man"

in blaze tbat resulted from placing a hot
towel on a film rack destroyed $400 worth of
Sims In the studio ot Leon F. Douglas at

San Rafael

...

.-:
:

>
B
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27 Mini.;

One and

Songs.
16 Mini.;

Palace.

.

Laurence Schwab
the

presentation

credited with
King's

is

of

Charles

latest vehicle, a sort of song revue
in which Mr. King is supported by
four girls who aid him in staging the

several numbers that comprise the
repertoire, one girl remaining on the

stage with Mr. King during each song
while the others are given opportunity
The opening
to make the changes.
brings King out in "one" for an introductory number, after which he retires to full stage to take his place
at a "blind" piano. To many King is
apparently playing the instrument,
when from within the box arises one
of the girls in Geisha costume. The
couple then come up-stage for a double number. This is repeated in style
of presentation for eight songs, each
one bringing a different girj. The female shows an elaborate full stage
scene with "Jazz-land" drop and a
shimmie dancer in bed. After a verse
and chorus of a shimmie number .the
other three girls come on to conclude
the act. CHE the female contingent the
one who worked with King in the final
number strikes the audience's favor
strongest, although the other three are
eligible for the beauty class. The production from every angle is a winner.
The Palace never housed a more gorgeous set of costumes and the scenery
and style of light effects run a close
second to that department One might
conclude there is too much sameness
in the type of songs employed,>but
this slight defect can be eradicated
by a little speed toward the center
of the specialty.

One

lively

Sherman and

Irving Fisher.

Foil Stage.

number

would do this or a solo by King without a girl, for King is strong enough
alone to hold the stage in this turn.
The finale makes a great wind-up to a
truly beautiful production and both
Schwab and King are in line for the
palm of credit for staging such an
elaborate affair. It's all big time and
aims for all headline honors, for it
runs second to none from .the standVfynn.
point of production.

-

-

ACTS THIS WE E K

N EW
Charle. King Co.
"Dream Star*" (Musical Comedy.)

:'iv ?'.

i

One.

Riverside.
Irving Fisher was with Nora Bayes
for two years, acting as her singing
partner in several 'Broadway shows.
According to a speech made at the
close of his act at the Riverside Tuesday, this is his initial appearance in
vaudeville. Mr. Fisher makes a corking appearance, the "front" being
aided greatly by a cultivated singing
voice of baritone-tenor quality, containing plenty of range and unusual
grand piano and accomsweetness.
panist are used. Starting with a semiclassical number, sung in French, an
old English song follows. Both are of
the type usually offered on the concert
platform, but as handled by Fisher do
"When the
nicely for vaudeville.
Preacher Makes You Mine," a refined
coon song, and a recitation done to
music completes the repertoire. Fisher,
who was the big hit of the -Riverside
show, is a real addition to vaudeville's
single turns. He has the goods in every

A

department and, furthermore, knows
how to deliver them.
Bell.

Ethel Davis and Freddie Rich.
Songs.
.18 Mini.; One.
Riverside.

Regulation piano and singing turn,
with Ethel Davis doing the songs
and Freddie Rich playing her accompaniments on a baby grand. Rich, by
the way, is quite the best accompanist
seen in vaudeville in many a' day, playing unobtrusively but always effectively, a*nd aiding Miss Davis' vocalefforts immeasurably. Miss Davis who

makes two pretty costume changes
opens with a raggy number, then an
Irish song delivered with a convincing
brogue. While his partner is changing
Rich puts over a high class solo on
the ivories. Then another raggy song
by Miss Davis and a topical number
for the finish, the latter containing
one or two gingery chorus couplets.
On Fourth at the Riverside the act
went over fairly. It should improve
with playing.
.

Bell.

Bard and Bann.
Talk and Songa.

Uttry.

Talk and Songs.
14 Mint.;

One

(Special Drop),

v

Royal.

Before a drop representing a riding
academy, Mabelle Sherman enters and
drops a whip. Uttry picksMt up and the
flirtation follows.
He has a dramatic
recitation about a. horse that helped
him get on his feet when he played
the races. They both wear riding apparel and make a neat appearance.
The talk is consistent, but it is as vocalists they shine.
"Rose from Your
Garden. of Love" is a solo by her revealing a rich- soprano. Then a double "Paper Dolls," followed by "Where
Have You Been Hiding All These
Years," another double. They are a

Billy

16 Miner On* (Special).
23rd Street.
special drop
Man and woman.

A

carried, with a scrim window
right and a similar opening

is

on the
on the

A phone conversation with a spot
thrown on thj. speakers and the rest,
left.

of the stage in darkness starts the
turn. It's a flirtation but worked up a
bit different than the average. Talking
routine follows with the usual song
The crossfire is full
interpolations.
of good points, competently handled by
both. The man takes care of the comedy, principally with the woman slip-

ping over a laugh here and there. The
man is a good light comedian, possessing a first rate appearance. His partner, a pretty brunette, with a dandy
wardrobe of changes gets away with
the straight like a veteran^ TurnJwould
fit in nicely ;a« No. 2, in the two-a-day
Bell.

bills.

14 Mint.; One.
125th St. (July 18).
Billy Shoehn used his present idea in
his former big time "single" but the
act has been entirely rewritten by
Blanche Merrill, and is playing much

Shoehn opens wheeling a
baby carriage containing triplets and
after some funny pantonine goes into
his first number "You Don't Know
smoother.

It's a well written
the Half of It."
and delivered lyric anent his abnormal

domestic achievements. Then some
bright dialog about the three offsprings
puncuated by howls for recognition by
each. "Midnight Serenade" with the
kids, all accompanying and some funny
talk - over a phone concealed in the
perambulator is his next number. He
does the father trying to pacify, and

the babies look most life like. "Why
Should It Happen to Me" is the last
number. Shoehn doesn't overplay and

has a novelty.

Helene Millar.
XylophonUt.
12 Mini. One.
j

23rd Street.

An attractive young woman becomingly clad in evening costume playing
numbers on a four-octave xylophone.
Starting with a short operatic selecpop medley
which winds up with "Smiles" in raggy
tempo, Miss Millar follows with a harmonized ballad played without the orThird number another pop
chestra.
medley, with a raggy finish. For an encore "Dixie" and a pot-pouri of war
songs. Miss Millar shows good sense
in sticking to pop stuff for the major
part of her act. Good opening turn for
the pop houses.
Bell.
tion nicely blended into a

im

m

Special Songs.

It's

a big timer.

<

-

time performers who
should bill themselves Pirate "and Parrot. They have lifted Savoy and Brennan's vehicle bodily. The. female impersonator apes Bert Savoy's delivery,
dress and mannerisms without succeeding in getting a fair imitation of
small

The

the originator across.

straight,

to be with one of Wm.
Friedlander's acts—is just a feeder
and betrays his vocal limitations when
he struggles through a ballad. The
material is the "bluest" heard in ages
and is delivered offensively. "I'm glad
you as't me" and "You don't know the

who used

half of it dearie" are used unblushingly. With all vaudeville to choose from,
they miss being even a good copy act.
...—''' Con.

"Jim the Jazz King."
Trained Bear.

7 Wazxons.
Tumbling and Pyramids.

10 Mini.; Full Stage.

10 Mini.; Full Stage.

Royal.

American Roof.
Recently from the Hipp, they use the
usual pyramid routine; the best being
a seven high. An announcement in
Greek follows, or Arab. For the finish
all
do forward and back twisters.
Con.
Good opener or closer.

«•

The trainer has an Italian dialect
and the bear works with very little
cue work. He roller skates. Then a
drill executing commands as a soldier.
Does a turkey trot and a Spanish fandango. Two "plants" are used in a
wrestling "bit," one running off the
stage when he sees Jim throw the
other.
The big moment is at- the
finish, when "Jim "shimmies" to syncopation. He turns his back to the audience and his muscles are in perfect
time with the music.
It
brought
screams of laughter. "Jim" will do
anywhere.
Con.
'

g

'
.

-

V

.

.

.
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Willard and Williamson.

Comedy

Skit.

18 Mini.; Full Stage (Special).
23rd Street.
Two men in black face presenting a
comedy skit framed from a couple of
old time "nigger acts." Act starts with
exchange of conversational crossfire,
with Willard handling straight and
Williamson the comedy end. The dialog, which contains
several good
laughs leads up to the introduction .of
the lion bit from "Big Foot Wallace."
This is worked up for excellent comedy
results, with a "st'uge" putting over a
convincing animal impersonation. For
a finish the team uses "Blow the Horn,"
evidently new to the 23rd Street bunch,
judging by the way they ate it up.
back drop showing a well painted
mountain landscape and a couple of
set pieces carried by the turn furnish
a suitable background for the talk and
comedy bits. Act will find no trouble
in meeting requirements of small time
audiences.
>

.

D'Amore and Douglas.

—

Equilibrists and Athletes.
12 Mini.; Full Stage.

Henderson's.

Two men,

both

perfect

physical

specimens in a routine of equilibristic
feats. Both wear black and white athletic suits, the dressing adding a decided touch of class. The usual hand

hand catches and balancing during

to

the

first portion of the act, with a couple of real thrillers at the finish. First
rate openers for the better houses.

Shoehn.

Comedy Talk and

Two

classy' singing duo and the idea takes
them away from the commonplace.
They should trim the talk if possible.

Bell

Duffy and Caldwell.
Singing and Talking.

,':•

12 Mini.; One.
American Roof.

Mizuno Japs

(2).

A

-

.

Acrobatics.
9 Mini.; Four (Special Curtains).
Harlem O. H.
Of the couple, the woman, to all appearances, cannot camouflage her Caucasian ancestry.
Working before
what appears to be a beautiful embroidered curtain hung in cyclorama
form, the man goes through some nifty
foot juggling; the woman song and
dances a bit he does a few stunts with
a spinning top of super-normal size,
all of which leads up to their kingpin
stunt some risley woik wherein the
woman is the topmounter, the man balancing a collapsible ladder contraption on his feet as he lies with his
back on a low dais.^ If he could work
up more of that stunt, and eliminate
her unnecessary warbling and stepping,
which adds nothing to the picture, the
big time should find plenty of work
for the duo.
Abel.

playing Ed Howard's old part and is
probably one of the best straight men
in vaudeville.
He makes an impressive appearance.
The surprise finish
where McGuire deserts the girl to follow his pal with the box of beer is
still laughable— and will be until
Januafy-*
Con.

Smith and Baker.
Songs and Pianologue.

Peterson, Kennedy and Murray.
Comedy Singing and Talking Trio.

;

—

-

Bttt.

Mary Howard and

Co.
"

Rural Sketch.

'

..„

Two (Special Drop). 125th St. (July 18).
Mary Howard, assisted by Tom McGuire and Richie is playing the old Ed
14 Mini.;

-

.-•-

-

Howard-Searle Allen act. She is the
widow of Ed Howard. The act with
the new people is still a gem of its kind
and as a simple small town maiden
Miss Howard gives an excellent; performance. She is capably supported
by Richie and McGuire. The latter is

Con.

Oh George

(4).

K

Miniature Musical Comedy.
13 Mini.; Four (Parlor Set).
Harlem O. H.
Plot is
almost buried and undeveloped, comeding fair, with the burden resting
on one man, the warbling passable
with a little smattering of stepping.
Whoever is backing the sketch Hooverized too much by eliminating the
conventional chorus coryphees.
At
that, it holds up with several of the
tabloids unloaded hereabouts which inall the trimmings.
This act is

cluded

of a better production.

One

(Special Drop).

Hamilton.

Two men and two women.

just small time, but has the

Mini.;

makings
Abel.

Man and woman combination of exceptional young appearance. Have all
the essentials for a real good vaudeville act, but are badly in need of new
material and up-to-date songs.
The
woman, seated at the piano throughout, besides being an excellent pianiste, is exceedingly handsome.
Her
partner looks very good, therefore
there should be no reason other than
financially, that should hold them back
from securing the better class of material, for everything else is in their

favor.

14 Mini.; One.
125th St. (July 18).

.

.,

Male trio in evening clothes open
with medley. One solo "Orphela." Then
as male vamps with a nance entrance
they sing "What Did I Ever Do To
You," followed by dance.
Then a
travestied mellow drama. Some more
gab anent prohibition and a recitation
America Never Took Water." Dixieland was last and they exited the hit
of the bill. The. act is framed for a
small time feature and can't miss. The

men are good vocalists and experienced assayers of comedy values.
Con.

M

•'..'

HELLO AMERICA
London, July 11.
To your Britisher the world over, the Palace
Is as surely the bub of tbe vaudeville world
as the Nelson Monument la the heart of tbe
Empire. To the alien who knows his London
and Continental Europe tble magnificent music
hall has stood for years as tbe epitome of
"class" and gorgeousneas of production and
everything else that means the very beat In
vaudeville and revue types of entertainment.
So much for reputation.
But today the revue, "Hullo America," wbtcb
Is
Sir Alfred Butt l« offering Palace patrons,
actually unworthy of presentation In a oneof
night stand In the south—and tbla In spite
names
aucb
are
the fact that on tbe program
Stanley
as William Rock, Frances White,
here
Luplno' and English artiste as well known
Any oras the trio named are In America.
la
Broadway
dinary show at the Columbia on
and
costumed
better staged, more adequately
dull-slow-moving
infinitely cleverer than tbe
Palace.
entertainment at the
one American remarked the other night
j

h

As

of tbe final curtain, "All that s
Palace Is Herman Plnek and bis

fall

with tbe

of the

toft

the
it must be admitted that
always
"band," as they say over here. Is as
of really great
the moat perfect organisation
any ope
musicians ever gathered together to

"^.'""'passing,

Pl

have a

Attaches of the Bntt management
HuHo
failure •>'
dozen alibis for tbe obvious
the
America" to approach even distantly
Primarily, they explain the
Patoce standard
much
Suit Is that tbe piece has undergone
F,to to Jan to,
rewriting and overhauling etnce
wae originally built.
the "tir arnund whom It
out
But this explanation leaves
the cast
consideration the fact that the
few and
numbers are altogether too fashion
Mie
far
a
in
there are are dressed
standard Sir Airrea
the lavishly extravagant
has heretofore maintained.tbe capabilities
imtaas 01
of
Americans who know
Performance
WWta"In" Rock sit througha-the
.scene follows
absolute bewilderment
to
made that neither
scene and the discovery is
his
to do
of these artists to allowed
as they are unbest Neither gets a reception,
and together
known on thll side. But singly their? various
abbreviated form permitted

wt
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were putting?
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able single turn.
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Rock White

George Gottlieb and Elmer Rogers deserve
the palm for the current week's Patoce hill,
for It tops anything from the standpoint of
genuine entertainment the house has carried
in many months.
It didn't look so good on
paper, £ut- It played »o well that practically
every Individual specialty landed a bulky
hit.
And the business was never np to the
mark It scored Monday night when at 7 p. m.
the entire house had been sold out and a
few minutes later the regular quota of standin* room hsrt been disposed of. The weather
may have aided the sale, but with that Monday report spread about tbe week's business
Eeems cinched.
The usual pictorial weekly opened with the
three Kltaro Brothers starting off tbe vaudeville section.
They have something a trifle
different from the stereotyped Jap Juggling
turn. The understander has his feet full with
the two bulky aealstant*. but he handles them
with apparent ease.
The closing trick Is m
srml-thrtller snd brought the trio a solid hand
although tbe house was sparsely filled at this
stage.

Reeal and Moore were second. Thelr'a Is a
unique sneclalty combining evervthlng that
comes under the clexslfl'-atlnn of varlefy. They
started of stowly. danced their wav Into some
speed and with their string of twlats. graced
here and there with a bit of comedy they
ponied the house. The encore stunt In which
they use a set of rope rlnes suspended from
the files, down In "one." brought them better
msults than any other act. has ohatked np
th's season In that snot.
This tenia belong
down In the centre where the house can get
the benefit of their ability.
Blllto Reeves and hi" "Wrong Flat" skit
a scream from entrance to exit.
The
turn has Improved In everv anele, speeded np
where It formerly neemed slow and now
plays to s continual string of lanehs.
As
a nantom'mlst. for his character. Reeves never

was

had an equal. His falls seem mtracnloua and
Monday he smeared the light out of a score of
Incandeseents taking- what seemed to be rather
hazardous falls Into the fnotllrht trennh. Hla
support Is up to the standard. C. Carroll Clneas doing rather well with a drunk character,
realizing that with Reeves there the contrast
Is naturally bound to handicap Clucas.
It's
a sure Are act and should have been here

long ago.
.
Tt
looked rather dubious for the Kletn
Brothers In the succeeding spot after Reeves
had weaned so many laughs from the tmnse.
but this combination have the goods.
They
soon forgot Reeves once the Kleins began
their crosa-flrlne, the comic
landing
one
teneh after another with his sd-Hh material.
This tod to one of the fastest thinkers In
vaudeville, knows how to erssn an opportunity out of very odd happenings and with
the "straight" so well used to his style of
work, they mske a canltal combination. They
were also a big hit and well deserved to be.
Charles King (New Acts! closed the first
portion of the show with the "Tonics of the
Day." onentnar the second half. Tbla reel la
developing into one of the best parts of the
show nowadavs with the comedy "gaga" Insuring the Interest snd toughs.
Toto onened with the gathering on their way
In and worked like a trojan, flnallv getting
away with his share of the honors. Toto
to a contortionist of evcertlonsl ability and
this acquirement, combined with his panto
work Is sure to amuse. His sneclaltv Is well
constructed for his capabilities and hardly
HnMo to fall.
Frisco and hto .Tazr hand with Lorefta Metlermott gave the show some speed. Frisco to
develoning Into a comedlani bnt mns short
on the sneaklnar end
He has the Ides, hnt
not the proner execution, but what little ne
does get" tbe dealred results
Hfa dances
brought their usual results. The balance of
the show carried Ren Welch and A'bertlna
Rasch and her dancers.
Wynn.
i
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was pieaegown.
for the KoresHis shows he
present
Making
n possible allowance for
B every
condni nnrin London. with a ful
here UMM
Producer
the
besetting
the difficulties
In so rrow
(more
written
be
must
days, It still
Airrea bub
than a sollrt of censure) that Sir
Bucceed.ng atbtojnb cut out for him In the
to bring toe
traction to "Hullo America"
heretofore
Palace back to the Place It has
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hearts of all lovers of the
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In the matter of stage
accepteo
settlnza and chorus costumes can be
..."par? and par?™ of the
now obtaining here, but dullness •M»*H*|g
a,o , » n
and deliberate curtailing of the »•''.. f
offenses
of really clever artists are
Least of all can they
not be forgiven.
offenses la
condoned when the scene of such entertainworld-rSSarl of light Joyous
th
always
ment, and Just that the Palace has
been until now.-
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Not a sent unsold at the Brighton Tuesday
evening, thto through the hoitso hsvlner been
taken over hv the rt°ino«ratto Orvent'stlon
of nrooVWp n« a betinflt for th# Trlsh Cane».
Ton nrgnoiToHnn so'd Its t'ekefs at a *3
Amon«r the lsr<re aid select nttendscaln.
popo
donfcHpmty w«re
tpaflv
seeing the
Rrlfhtnn Tboetre for the flr«f time.
Tf so
*hov sbw n "how that owned un their *S. Tt
piev pot »»eve nnnpiled an stronelv to vsi'devtllo rno-nlqra hiif It's a rn'dwlntor ant»rt«1nmeot ttiore this week for the host of hn'ises.
The show ren yjrdl end loolred "rood nil the
Hme nunctosted hv remsrVs of .Tame* J.
Vor»nn as the "Anlmnteci Prn?n»m" as the
Mli<n« tprnie
Mr. Morton had a little
onijoiltlon
Tneodov ntoht.
A
cnunle
of
ProoMyn'tes medi» oorklne speeches for Tr«».
lend end |t« itrnecV for .Tu«t1oe. Thev were
vorv tn»erostlnn, taking place lust after Intermission.
The pcrformnnce did not end until 11.4R,'
Reynolds nnd Donegan closing at that hour".
It wns really remarkable how the house stuck
for the finish at the late hour.
It must have
been the attractive sight picture the four
people presented at the openlns. for the twin
di'iphters or Earl Reynolds and Nellie Ponecj;>n arc now In the turn.
Maude Is the added
one, her sister. Helen, having been appearThere
ing with brr parents for some time.
Is no turn of nny kind better costumed for Us
work than this net. and that roller skaters
could keep on audience Intnct nt nearly mldn'elit wl'h nil of the audience living miles
away
'Wf to ray thnt Reynolds and Done•;nn nr" n
vaudeville at'rnctlon.
The hit of the show hapi'cn-d Just ahead,
He
That was Henry Lewis.
aro'ind 11, W.
was perfectly
did a full and a peach act.
sel.
some folk snnrtwlched In botwren many
songs.
Mr. Lewis ba>- an elastic and change-

Mm

m

<

H

That must explain his fre-

quent return dates.
The current to a return week for htm at the Brighton, which
only has a summer season,
dome of his
comments convulsed the bouse. To many, no
doubt, he was worth the money alone, for be
put over a punch no once could overtook.
Hla songs were a Harem number. Buttercup (nut), operatic, Spanish, and two of
Irving Berlin's new songs to close the turn
with.
The first Berlin was a comic number.
'Tve My Captain Working for Me Now."
and tbe other, done by Lewis after the strong
return called for, was the only ballad In
Lewis' repertoire.
Tt to "The Hand That
Rocked My Cradle Holds My Heart." or something like that. If these two are a fair samnle
of the new Berlin Company catalog. Irving
snd Max Wlnslow can commence to count up.
Both these song* are In.
The ballad la
tremendously
effective
with
Its
unerring
heart appeal through the throat gripping sentiment, and the melody does the rest.
Tbe
"Captain" song has sure fire catch lines and
brings a laugh even after the first verse,

when It'a disclosed that this new Idea of
Berlin's Is the soldier's Joy of lording It over
a former officer, now both are back In private
life.
Mr. Lewis Is going to be at the Palace
next week.
If be can recall the act he did
Tuesday night snd repeat all next week on

Broadway, he will looklike a brand new tnrn.
The ahow held a lot of danolng of different
kinds, snd often not so different.
The Mns.
con! Brothers and Co. did a clean up with
their stepping.
There |i a young woman
with the two hoys. Miss Lament, who make.
trio
two
dancing numbers with them. 8he'a
a pretty girl and dresses op the turn.
The
Moseonls can dance their heeds off at their"
stvie. and mnch of their atvte could no» be
Imitated by many d»nce Imitators who creep
Info vaudeville on the steps of others.
The
Moseonls are also smart In mn«lca1 selections.
They use production m»slc mostly.
Their opening nnmher, song and dance, la the
"Bull Care" song out of the "Oatetlea," now
at

the

44th

Street.

It

Is.

melody and for danoe music.

very

pretty

to

.

One of the tarns to a noveltv for vaudeville snd waa a gasp of astonishment for the
Brighton natrons.
That was the Creole
Fashion Plate, without a doubt the best female Impersonator from all angles. Including
showmanship, who ever graced a stage, not
barring Elttnge In thto category. Nor Fltlnge
of the years ago, for Rltlnce was admittedly
an Impersonator, to. tbe public.
Thto boy
makes up for a ereole shade with a pianist,
carrying a title that reveals nothing as to
sex.
It may also be said that for a double
voiced singer aa be Is, there has none anpeered with two such natural voices. As the
girl he sings In a sonrano thst to not a
falsetto, and later, after removing his wig.
he returns In evening clothes aa a young
man, singing In his proner tones snd as
naturally.
The nrrsngement e-lves tbe impersonation three nnmhers. with two to follow as the boy. One of the totter Is an Impression, as he states, of a doable number, or
boy and girl singing duet.
Thto he does
very well. His clothes and looks as the girl
stamp him as a wonder in hla way. He to
said to have entered vaudeville from Chicago
where he wee with some music house. The
audience held up the act with their surnrt*e

when he nulled off his wig. and the astonishment lasted Into the next act, the mwrmnr
going through the house being nlslnlv besrd
hack stage. The act can atand heavy featuring anywhere.
Nat Nssgrro. Jr., snd hi* Naval Jens Rend]
closed
the first
half very
satisfactorily
Nsrsrro has something In hi* combination
that he missed as a single, though the bnv
can do a single. He Isn't doing much now
I

besides
dances,

eveon+too;
leading the hand,
hfa
and fhsy carried evervtnlng.
Nasarro has a cnunle of stsns fhst ore plain
corker*.
He lost one shoe while doing hto
flnel d«nee and finished It with his stock
lnm»d foot
The big dancing act of the bill were Ivan
Rankolf and Co., with a yoang woman toe
dancer, programed as Miss i»hebe. making
the tarn etand np and out.
Bsnkoff Is said
to, have met Mto* Pbebe In flan Francisco
and It Is stoo reported thst they have since
been married. He seems to have a find In
her.
While her toe work aonear* to he
limited fthoneh that may he through helng
In sn aetl she 1s lithe, graceful snd m*Ve«
some swift spin* that hesneek a great deal
of practice.
Besides she and her work are

most attractive, and Rankoff's single, dancing;
The pianist,
Is
quite overshadowed by It.
Leon Ttomone, Is entitled to speclsl mention.
There were several pianists on the bill, but
be walked away, for piano playing.
Some very worthy comedy was pushed In
after the speeches by Elinors and Williams.
They had a touch spot but overcame the position with their opening dialog about moving
pictures.
Later Sam Williams announced a
new song, and It was Irish. That mopped up,
of course.
Kate Bllnore made them laugh
'

all tbe lime.
The Plckfords opened. They are English
Jugglers and did fairly well considering the
might appear
It
house was slowly filling.
that all English Jugglers use the expression,
answering applause
In
"That's
nothing"
Oasrolne employs thst expression frequently,
The Four of Us, a
so does Mr. Plckford.
male quartet, were No. 2, and went through
nicely with their songs.
Figuring single conx-dy turns, .Urn Morion
position
right around the
must be given a

top.

They commenced

to

gel

Jim

nfter

his

sc<ond or third nppenrnn"o. then he was a
Morton has the announclaugh nil the time.
ing thing adjusted to the second, snd It Is
a very pleasant Innovation tor vaudeville.
Sine.

RIVERSIDE.
Pretty llght-walsted summer entertainment
at tbe Riverside this week.
The show
containing eight Instead of the regulation
nine acts, and suffered from lack of contrast,
the entire bill consisting of singing, talking
and dancing turna. The rain drove 'em In
Tuesdsv night, few vacant seats being visible

on tap

.

by 8.115,
Eddie Foy and bis youngsters closing the
first

half

got

over fairly well, the children

working like Troians.
A flalvatton Army
number,
with
doughnut
distributing
accompaniment, and especially well handled by
one of the Foy girl*, held up the act nicely.
Eddie made a speech at the finish.

Trvlng Fisher fNew Acts) led the field In
the matter of apntsuse honors.
Bert Fitsgibbon, closing, rolled up hto customary total
of giggles, but the riotous laughter occasioned
usually by Bert's nonsense figured only ones
or twice during his session. Bert incidentally
plugged a song to a fare-the-well, a Plant In
a balcony box, Introduced by him as his wife,
singing some eight choruses.

Jason and Halg commanded some

little at«

tentlon by their dancing and cuteness of msnThe team'* elaborate stage settings help
the general effect,
An earlier snot than that
of next to closing should hsve been accorded
tbe turn, th" avalanche of stnelng snd talking
preceding them putting a damper on their
ebnnres.
James ,f. Morton wrote Greene snd Parker's
act. "At the Denot," fuming oat a vehleto
that shapes fairly.
The conversational routine to funny In spots, one or two "bits" or
comedy situations apparently hein» needed to
bring the act up, Greene, although snpesrIng In cork, la not a black face comedian In
the popular sense of the word.
He's more
thsn that a real neero Impersonator, whose
work classes with that of WIIHs P. Sweatnam.
The turn lacks a good finish at nreaent, the
dnnMe singing ending sending the turn off
ner.

—

lightly.

Aehley and Skinner, on second, hit 'em
hard and heavy with their parodied numbers,
going mnch better thsn several acts holding
a more favorable position
Laura and Billy
Drever onened. doing nicely with their d""ce
revue.
Ethel Davit and Freddie Rich fNew

ROYAL
These are Eldorado days for local theatres,
the heavens seeming to be In a conspiracy
to line the coffers of the Metropolitan showmen. At the Royal Tuesday night they were
lined up for a half a block at 8 o'clock. Ohrta
Rgan, who Is relieving A] Darling to give
AI a chance to do some flsblng, said that It
has been capacity ever since the deluge
started.
Blossom Seeley waa headlined, but Illness
all

~

prevented her appearance and Gus Edwards
received s last-minute summons.
He was
present with his two girlish assistants.
Gus
explained that be tried to get Vincent OTJonnell, bnt couldn't locate him as he is tramping through the Adfrondackt with some boy
scouts.
Edwards sonmsd over hto usual bit

and closed the first half.
The Curzon Sisters opened In their flying
butterfly mechanics.
It's a pleasing summery
opener and the girls have an artistic novelty:

"'
thet was appreciated.
Sherman and Uttry (New Acts) were second
in a novelty skit with music and vocalized to
favor,
J. C. Nugent was third and had tough going
for awhile. Nugent has a nulet delivery which
grows oa one. His material Is clever and n
lot of it was missed uptown.
He finally got
'em. and a G. A. R. recitative bit cinched htm.
Mayq and Linn next pulled down the hit
of thelflrst part. Lynn's dense English characterisation la a decided contrast to Mayo's
'Americanisms, and they are a dandy combination,
They were quite a hit.
George Kelly. In "The Flattering Word,"
a sketch (New Ants), opened nfter Intermission, and waa followed by Josenh L. Browning
In his ministerial monolog.
Browning) has a
delivery aa highly polished as a Jeweler's show
ca«e and a grin that pulls a responsive laugh
whenever be drops It In, hut bis material fa
elemental. He adheres to the matrimonial and
IUV)-pnund girl on a thin man's knee style, and
sells tt.
A recitation with a surprise punch
st the finish wss a riot. It to written In poor
metre, but It doesn't seem to make any difference tbe way be handles It He waa one of,
.-1the hits of tbe bill.
"Jim, the Jazz King" (New Acts), closed.
.

,

'
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HENDERSON'S.
Henderson's is celebrating its 81st anniversary this week, with a corking 10 act bill
to commemorate the event.
Monday night
capacity nbtnlned, tbe damp weather helping
the box office to a noticeable extent.- The
show running strongly to comedy, played very
smoothly, with McKay and Ardlne, Georgia
Price, Jo-Da Trio and Felix Adler running
neck and neck for first honors.
Rekoma opened nnd sent the show off to a
flying "tart with a classy routine of equllfeats.
ihrlctlc
Hilly Trncey
and* nornthy
Wr>hl found thf-msclves nmont friend*, dilqg
remnrknbly well consld'-rlns the hnndlcnp of
the number 2 spot.
"Mammy of Mine." with
n "nelv rnt'or Interlude d"1lvored e*repttonnlly well by Trncey. landed right between the
c-mil posts
A m>'dlry of Tra> --y's imst anil
prevent *r>ne bit-- and n prohibition r«cltntlpn
hv Miss Wnhl nt«n brought worth while results.

Felix Adler m'-ved from "th to l»th spot at
.(he ntoht show hnd the bunch pulled for a
few moments, but after the regulars got tbe

'^-"v^'^vpj:"

*

',~~Vj;,

'^f^^&'T^^
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his eccentric style of comedy, it was
pie for Felix.
The vontrllocjulal bit captured the brown
derby in the lengbty routine of "nut" stuff
offered, Adler receiving commendable assist-

bang of

:>'

,

I

ance from Francis Ross and a stage hand with
a natural sense of humor, not to mention a
great comedy "pan."
Gcorglc Price stopped the show, all of his
imitations excepting Eddie Foy going over for
a panic. The Foy impression flopped not because of any lack of accuracy, but simply
because tbe audience didn't know the subFannie Brlce seems to be the rock on
ject.
which most of the' imitators stumble, Price

SK

f
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being

away

miles

dialect, etc.

her

from

poorest,

it

Beula Kennedy, "The Girl in
tbe, Air" was first to show. Sbo has given a
new* twist to the bit of projecting the singer
over the audience in a basket and got away
nicely with It, but her songs are none too
well selected.
She gets close to the right
mark with "How'd You Like to Be My Daddy?" but a couple of good, snappy songs would
help the act. It is all there on looks.
Bossye Clifford closed the show with a
series of pretty poses.
She has changed her
pictures and has developed several very pretty
effects which were attractive enough to keep
those in front seated until she appeared for

was

way

The Ja-Da Trio, three uniformed gobs,
started in at a lightning pace and managed to
for
continuously
humming
things
eighteen minutes. The boys harmonize better

keep

Evans possesses a pleasing personality
class.
and wears a dress suit like a fashion plate.
Tbe girls are all talented, the music and songs
offering a nice contrast to Evans' ball room
The quintet worked like beavers
stepping.
Monday night and deserved the rewards re-
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Swedish character comics are few end far
between in vaudeville, and Ed. Brendel, of
Brendel and Bert, should establish himself
Right
quickly in the metropolitan houses.
now, Brendel Is inclined to exaggerate the
A
character a bit for low comedy results.
little toning down of the rougher material
now in use is also in order. Miss Bert handles the straight acceptably and sings very
well, owning a resonant contralto of unusual
The act. landed solidly.
quality.
"Sweeties" seemed a bit quiet following
Lillian Berse and
three fast comedy turns.
the male quartet worked hard to overcome tbe
McKay and
handicap and succeeded fairly.
Ardine on third were one of the big hits of
the evening, George McKay's dancing and
Ardlne's cuteness of manner doing the trick.
About ten bows and a speech were their portion.

D'Amore and Douglas (New Acts), a main
of
sensational' routine
duo, presenting a
equllibrlstlc

and athletic

stunts,

held about half a houseful.

closed

and

Bell.

KEITH'S PHILA.
Philadelphia. July 23.
It has been raining here so long and the
business at this house has been so big, no
matter what kind of weather comes along, that
It is getting to be a guessing contest whether
Seriously
its the weather or whether it's not.
peaking, or writing, however, the rain seems
to have everything and everybody full of the
gumps, except the managers of tbe theatres

which will remain

.open.

Ihey have no room

It is simply murdering the outamusement enterprises. For the past
week or two the shows at Keith's have been

to kick, but

door

running pretty strong to comedy, but this
week considerable of the class and color
variety was sandwiched In and the result was
the same, a jammed house for tbe opening
show on Monday and with the rain coming
.

down

in torrents.

Amelle Stone and Arman Kallz are topping
bill in their new operetta, "A Song RoThe new vehicle lacks the snap
mance."
and comedy of their former offerings, being
tiore dainty and without as much plot to It
It is a sort of scries of
\b "M'lle Caprice."
longs depicting romance In various form, and
It is also prettily staged and
gulte catchy.
tostumed and Paul Pnrnell assists at the
is
catchy and handled In
piano.
The music
the delightfully pleasing manner which has
pado this couple great favorites here. It was
well received, each of tbe numbers setting
the

The offering of Maryon
excellent returns.
Vadle and Ota Gygl was also a classy bit.
Oygl drew down the bulk of the applause
for his excellent violin numbers, but for some
reason or other, Miss Vadie did not dance
with .her usual grace and vigor. Probably the
pretty dancer bad a long ride from the last
stand or the weather may have effected her.
but she did not display her well remembered
Rprlgbtllness. except In the closing number
which was fully up to what we know she can
The net did very well, however, getting
do.
plenty of applause and taking several bows at
;
the finish. »:.
The honors were pretty well distributed
among the remaining acts on the bill. William Sully and Genevieve Houghton got a liberal share of the recognition with a neat
They have mixed
singing and dancing turn.
in a little breezy crossfire chntter that gets
them some laughs, but the dancing of the
two, particularly one eccentric bit by Sully
was sufficient to set them In right with the
Miss Houghton disclosed a voice of
house.
good quality In her solo number and they,
closed to a big band with a speedy dnncinji
bit that also showed Miss Houghton can use
-'•

i

her

feet.

Burns and Frablto were next to closing with'
comedy turn and did very well
with it, though there is plenty of room for
them to brush up to the talk. The balloon
their Italian

Is still good for laughs, but thero is not
to the rest of the talk and the songs
and Instrumental music did n lot to help the
boys finish to a good hand. Fred Fenton and
Sammy Fields were a Inughlng hit with their
Tho boys work fast
blackface comedy turn.
and energetically on their comedy, tho gags
used In connection with cnrrylng various o\>-\
Jects from one side of t he stago to another

bit

much

.
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The Ishlkawa Brothers

closed and held the
house remarkably well despite the heat and a
bill that ran fully 15 minutes over summer
schedule. These four Japs work without ostentation, and undoubtedly have some of the most
difficult hand equllibrlstlc stunts that are being done on the stage today, and the finesse
with which they put their feature specialities

over

is

remarkable.

act does.

her final pose, that of the Statue of Liberty.
Master Gabriel was given a spot In the
early half of tbe bill and did just fairly well
with a Bketch, called, "Little Kick."
This Is
not up to what Gabriel has done In vaudeville
In tbe paBt and it does not show the little
comedian off to his full worth. Gabriel Is a
clever artist, ons who can read lines Intelligently and get all there is to be had out of the
business of the role that suits him. In his
old "Buster Brown" characters be was mote
than a "cute" comedian, which he seems to
be- aiming for now, and if he is to remain in
the two-a-day it would be a good idea for him
to start tfter a new vehicle for the coming
season.

KEITH'S, BOSTON.
July 23.
The termination of the street car strike
brought an almost capacity house on an exceptionally sultry night, with a -medlcore bill
which lacked even a feature summer headline.
The bill was a cleverly laid out bit of booking In view of the probable amount of money
spent, and with tbe juggling of places of two
of the feature acts It made really an enjoyable midsummer night entertainment. Eduardo
and Elisa Canslno are perhaps tbe surest fire
dancing act that has booked Into Boston, and
Monday night the audience gave them even
a more cordial reception than upon their last
engagement here only a short time ago. It 1b
an Ideal summer act In that this team are able
to put over three really strenuous numbers
without any evidence of the perspiration and
generally suffering appearance of the average
hard-working act during the torrid season.
Marie Nordstrom in her little character gem
was another refreshing spot on the bill, and
she apparently has solved the psychology of a

sweltering summer audience's whim.
The Dixie Duo, comprising Lieutenant Noble
Slssle and "Eubie" Blake, was placed In an
unexnlalnedly prominent place on the bill,
possibly because of tbe fact that Lieutenant
Slssle was formerly a member of Europe's
SiWtb U. S. Infantry Band. It was in Boston
that Lieutenant Europe was murdered by one
of the members of the famous band.
The
Dixie Duo as an act was saved from what
otherwise would have approached a flop by the
last encore, when he put across one of Lieutenant Europe's compositions based on going
over the top across "No Man's Land." He put
into this the pep and enthusiasm that he
should have put Into his entire act If he ever
wants to justify tbe billing that he Is being
given In Boston this week.
"Indoor Sports" proved to he n genuine summer novelty in the line of a comedy playlet,
and It caught the house just right from the
time tbe curtain went un and tbe audience
was still chuckling when the next act came on.
Tho scene of two typical family parlors In a
small apartment house with the corridor in
between tickled .the risibilities of the audience long before the two young men enrae
along and had a long argument In the corridor
as to the safest way of making way In the
respective parlors successfully without becoming actually entangled in the bonds of matrimonial promisee.
DeLane and Pike opened in a really creditable acrobatic act, which they insisted upon
crabbing, according to Hoyle, by trying a
dance that they couldn't put across and by
attempting some comedy stuff which they apparently lacked the stage presence to be able
to put across effectively.
Their actual acrobatic work was so good, however, that the
audience cheerfully forgave them for the lapse
Into what is unfortunately becoming almost
the custom among opening acts of this sort.
Jennie Mlddleton is an unusually charming
little violinist, giving the effect of immaturity
by clever hair dressing and a neat little costume.
What little technique she may have
lacked she more than made up with a winsome
smile and a childish face, and she closed with
the audience anxious for more.
Joseph E.
Bernard and MIsb Ninlta BrlBtow In the time.

honored classic entitled "Who Is She?" went
over just as big as ever before. An act of
this sort giving the very human and realistic
quarrels of a couple married only a few weeks
cannot help but go strong, as every married
person In the audience appreciated its realism
In the audience
laughed hilariously at what they fondly
imagined was travesty.
George Austin Moore, whose seven months
oversens with
the
"Over There Theatre
League" was carefully exnlalncd on the program, put over some bewhlskered stories
camouflaged with a very clever coon dialect
remarkably well considering the material he
Is using.
His uniform had tho house guessing,
but tho consensus of opinion was that It was
based on what an actor felt a Y. M. C. A.
hut worker should look like when attired in
all hja hut raiment.

nnd every unmarried person

,

of the dialog la nicely

Tbe bill had two singles, <nan and woman.
The latter was Nora Norlnce, with the usual
assortment of numbers that the average single

woman now

Len Libley.

carries,

even

seated within a curtain.
pleasant voice of much

-AMERICAN ROOF.

Swlthln and Jake Lubln were responsible
for the capacity attendance at tbe Roof Monday night. The eight act bill, proceeded by
a two reel comedy, played to good results.
Resista, the 85 pound (billing) young lady,
who resists all efforts to raise her from the
floor, was the headllner and topped the bill
In point of Interest.
She Is assisted by a
female announcer who explains all about dead
weight, etc, and then Resista goes Into the
audience and succeeds In foiling all tbe efforts of the huBkles.
Returning to the stage
a "plant" committee of six descend the rostrum and go in for lifting and comedy. The
closing trick, is to place most of the committee on one end of a see-saw while another
uses her weight resistance as a fulcrum to
raise about 750 pounds.' She makes a quick
change on the bows. It's a corking small time
feature and held interest throughout.
Newell and Most were second and the "Four
Cliffords," a hard working colored combination, overcame the first spot handicaps.
The second combination are an artistic little couple, but could have ducked the last
number.
They vocalize well together In a
quiet way and both are good steppers.
For
an encore they are using a "Blues" number
with the boy strumming a banjo. Two (New
Acts) followed and Wazzons and Bard and
Bann.
Millard and Doyle opened after Intermission
and pulled down one of the hits of the bill.
They are a well appearing duo and can harmonize with the best. The Bride & Groom
number is a gem, but the tough double at the
finish detracts from the artistic impression.
They are big timers if they watch their material.

Armstrong and Smith had the next to closing position.
It is a two man pianist and
Kltfger combination with the musician leaving
the piano to Join in a double with wooden
guns, for tbe finish.
The material used In
crossflring has all been released.
The vocalist gets laughs by maltreating bis own straw
hat, later serving his partners chapeau likewise. The opening solo is a nut song followed

by "Another Good Man Gone Wrong," heard
In "Attaboy."
Then the pianist has a eolo
and the comic comes back with a recitation
which isn't particularly funny. For an en.

core they sing "I Ainten Gotten. "
The act
all right for tbe pop bills, but lacks the
class to advance.
The comic takes his audience for granted and their Is always the
temptation to fool him.
Esquimo and Seals followed by the Universal Weekly closed.
The Seals held them
In and are a finely trained combination.
The
man's kindly attitude toward his bread winners might he a good example for some of the
trainers seen recently.
The animals do nose
juggling, walk a rope and balance a hall
while so doing and the big trick is playing
"My Country 'Tls Of Thee." It's a dandy
closer.
Con.
is

tamed

left In.

to the Chinese bit,
Miss Norlnne has a
better quality than

most singles who handle popular numbers.
She increased in favor as she proceeded, one

St.

new popular number sending her over

at the
girl taking several unjustiNorlnne should train herself
lines in
deliver popular songs with catch
"~
more of a recitative manner.
After was "For Pity's Sake," the comedy
sketch that can't miss. About the only other
title on the billboards was that owned by
Grew and Pates. Their act's title Is "Ha, Ha,
Ha," probably to be used either before or
Mllo was next to closing, and Ritchie
after.
Bime.
and St Onge closed the show.
finish, with the
Miss
fied bows.

to

58TH STREET.
Clair, with a slide heralding htm
oldest active Juggler in vaudeville,
with a background in the form of a
"three" enumerating the old-time per-

John Le
as

the

fortified
drop in

formers with

whom he had

worked, opened

the vaudeville after the Klnograms news reel
exhibition. Wheeler and Porter, a neat couple
In a well written little song, dance and crossskit, acquitted themselves creditably and
Charles B. Lawlor
merited a better spot.
and his daughters entertained during the 16
minutes they were on. Mack Bennett's "Trying to Get Along," which seemingly attempted
no trial at sidestepping any forms of vulgarity, split the bill here.
The more vulgar
he became, however, the more hilarious were
the uproars of laughter, so he accomplished
his purpose of producing a really funtr^; picfire

5

ture.

Coakley and Dunlevy found favor with the
Both are In
audience In a trench skit
blackface, the comedian attempting most of
His "Somebody's Waiting for
the warbling.
Someone," employed as a theme number, went
They encored with an ancient
big for him.
"Navy" number. Ellis and Irwin are a paradox. Why, blessed as they are with powerful
voices, they should Introduce their act with
the Inane "sketch" form, Is a mystery.
When they will take Into consideration the
fact that they are up there to entertain
primarily, they will, without doubt, acknowledge that the five minutes taken up In reading,
their weak and meaningless lines. Is a waste
of time. Besides It slows up the entire routine.
After this waste of minutes, they cape
Into "one" for ballad solos a piece, finishing
with a parody on a medley of operatic and
They were sent off big, hot
classic strains.
left 'em hungry, almost causing a stoppage
of the show.
Black and White, two misses, clad In
pajamas, with the auto-suggestive scene of
milady's boudoir for locale, furnished down
to the Inevitable four-poster, went through a
neat routine of acrobatics, exercises and
Louis
big time for them.
It's
tumbles.
Glaum In the "Saraha" film concluded the
Abel.
program.

—

HAMILTON.

FIFTH AyE.

ThiB Is the final vaudeville week at the
Hamilton. The house will close next Sunday.
July 27, and after renovations, will resume
with feature pictures exclusively, Labor Day.
Incidentally during alterations tbe manager
and all attaches of the house will be retained.
For the final week the show did not average
"o to the regular standard. It appeared as
though the entertainment was booked from an
economical standpoint. In view of the house
darkening the same week.
A McCarthy and Fisher, song plugger, appeared at 8:90, followed by Gallando. who
gave the show a slow start This artist executes a series of character faces by adding
and 'subtracting from a ball of clay or some
other like substance. Some of the faces can
be recognized Immediately, but others are not

If the electric fans were as continuous at
the 5th Avenue as the performance. It miefrt
not be as warm In the house.
Although Bill
Quaid may be unaware of the fact, those fans
whirring would not injure the results for some
of the slngerB, nor drown the volume of their
notes.
When a dumb act is on the fans run,
but with n talking act they are off.
That's
milte all right. But when a singer is singing
lot 'em go, and If the act or acts wish to place
tbe blame on something use the orchestra.
Almost any act will be safe blaming the 5th
Avenue orchestra. But keep the fans working.
Otherwise the bill the first half was a smalltime affair, with d counle of blg-tlmers thrown
In to stand It off.
This gambling with the
weather hasn't boen so much of a gamble of
late.
Everything that breaks as far as the
nubile Is concerned sort of appears to break
for the theatres and restaurants. Hot for four
days, and to hear tbe managers talk one could
tmaerlne they were making plans to visit the
bankruptcy court.
Then It rains for two
weeks, even on Sunday, knocking out the baseball crowd, but driving them Into the theatres.
Tt's not hard to believe the stories of "Wall
Street" wanting to throw $150,000,000 or so
Into the show business or buy tip the picture
houses with a couple of trillion more.
Polly Dass, an animal act, opened the bill,
with a full attendance In the seats. The turn
got lauehter toward Its' close with a boxing
nony. Next were Work and Kelt, talking acrobats.
They talked rather much, and, though
the talk sounded slim, their acrobatics got
them something, for they are good acrobats

so good.

Bennington and Scott in "Three Yards of
Comedy," were delegated No. 2 spot, and aside
from the male member who has only one leg,
nnd kicks a Diece of cardboard out of her
hand at a height of 6 feet, the combination
His appearfallB to arouse much attention.
ance undoubtedly threw a sad atmosphere over
the house bringing back to memory of some
of the recent horrors caused by the world
sufreceived
combination
Although
the
war.
ficient applause to prove their worth, it appeared as though sympathy was the cause.

•

A comedy
split the

entitled "All Wrong,"
and sure has the correct title.

playlet,

at the time of writing this playlet, for
It emis absolutely devoid of Interest.
plovs a man and woman, supposed to be marFollowing a few minutes, concerning
ried.
family troubles, she goes to sleep and dreams
that he answers the telephone and plans to
ject,
it

Trio.
In a little family spat skit, Grew and Pates
got themselves liked more by the smartness of

somn of the patter than the smoothness of It
or the two principals. It Is a series of crossfire dining, with tbe husband taking tbe meaty
end, making the wife the butt, with mother-inlaw getting many a body blow through reIn truth ah* got more
marks about her.
blows than laughs. If Grew and Pates should
want to extend this skit It would need only
the Introduction of the mother-in-law In eccentric person to make it more hefty In composition.
And even then it would not resemble
other skits any more than the present two-

bill

The author must have been thinking of the
demise of John Barleycorn, or some like sub-

and wear evening clothes.
The combination
seems to be composed of Work, formerly of
Work and Ower, and Kelt, of the Kelt-DeMont

'

Some

with a good deal shoved in for a laugh, which
The turn should do nicely early
It secures.
on the smaller big-time even with the pathos

bill.

'

than the average singing trio and handle comedy in great shape. The blonde youth scored
hit with bis acrobatic
stunts and mugging.
Ernest Evans and four female assistants
are offering a turn that ranks high as regards

a separate applause
'.

-""

,-"

VIEWS

being handled for plenty of laughs. They also
do some stepping which makes it doubly hard
for tho acts that follow them with dancing.
There was more stepping in the act of
Eddie Weber and Marlon Rldnor, but as they
got tho first crack at the house, they had It
somewhat easier than tho others. They are a
lively pair and held down the early In excellent shape.
Novelty offerings opened and
closed the

mannerisms,

that Brlce
got the most la tbe

Notwithstanding

Oeorgle's
of appreciation.

v%j"

SHO

-

*-

--',"

•''

go back to Chicago to hla wife. Following
her awakening the phone rings again, she Interrupting his endeavors to answer isme,
saying, "Let's go to bed." The curtain drops
Smith and
to the relief of the audience.
Baker (New Acts) followed and have ability.
Barnes and Freeman, In
but no material.
next to closing spot, was the first and only
act on the bill to secure the entire favor of
Adonis
the house. They are a laughing hit.

'

and Dog concluded tho vaudeville for the
evening, with Wallace Reld In "Your Fired"
picture, being more enjoyed than the entire
vaudeville bill.
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4 Buttercups

NEXT WEEK (JULY

BILLS

In Vaudeville Theatres
(All houses open for tin week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise Indicated.)
The Mile below arc groaped in divisions, according to the booking offices they are supplied

The manner In which these bills are printed does not denote the
sots oar their program positions.

Colonial
Florenzo Duo

Dixon Bowers

from

M. SHIELDS
for
Catsrias t* tks TfesaMoel rratanloa.
laoks sad gull— w Bab Dressing, aiumpootaa.

D

ft

SEW YORK

CITY.

Keltk's Palace
L Cavanaugh Co

Stone & Kaliez
Marie Nordstrom

Co

MT. VERNON,

N. Y.

McKay & Ardtne

&

Healy

Marmeln

Wms

Sis

&

3

BOSTON

Wolfus

ft

Shayne

Gallagher

M

Frisco

Ben Welch
Artistic Treat

Collins

BROOKLYN

Hugh Herbert Co
•John Dunsroure
CbaB King: Co
Brown
Fallon
Chllson Ohrman

Josephine

Banning

ft

Jason ft Haig
Bert Fltzglbbons
Roland Travera Co
(One to fill)
Keith's Orpheojn
Black & White
El Cota

Bob Ball
Keith's H. O. H.
3d half (84-87)
Daly ft Berlew
•Duffy ft Caldwell

Alma

•4 Cliffords

Martini

•Chas

Hipp 4
Mllo
(Otters to fill)
Proctor's 88th St
Benrento. Duo
Duffy ft Caldwell

(Columbus

Split)
1st half

Chas Nelson

Bandy

•Coatee
ft

2d half (24-27)

C

Lillian Fitzgerald

Walter Brown
•B ft P Dale

•Mayo

&

Caldwell
Helen Oleason Co

•Tom Varvara
Blake

Edwards

M

ft

1st half (28-80)

•Charlotte

Worth

W

•Dorothy Dahl ft
•Hughie ClFfk
Casting Mellos

'4

2d half (31-33)

The Bramlnos
•Charlotte

W

•Dorothy Dahl ft
•Hughie Clark
•4 Casting Mellos
2d half (81-33)
El Vera Sisters

•Hawthorne
Haley Sis

4

Martin

ft

ft

ft

S.

F

1st half

Split)

&C
BALTIMORE
Mnryli?|id

Kltaro Japs
Frisco

Jack Kennedy Co
Glass

Grace De Mar
Langford ft Frederl
Lewis ft Dody

BIRMINGHAM

Lyric
(Atlanta Split)

'

G ft E Parks
Le Ma Ire ft Hayes
3 O'Connor Girls
Prosper ft Maret
DAYTON

B. F. Keith's
(Toledo Split)
1st half

E Wayne Bleman
Young & Wheeler
V & c Avery
Worth Waiting 4
"Women Can Do"
DETROIT

Edmunds

La Bernlcia Co

Larry Comer

Ray Snow

ft

Lexey & Rome

(One to

&

Dally

fill)

DR.

J.

Academy
(Richmond

Slegel

ft

Dominion
Jack Morrlssey

Beckwltt

Walsh

BlJon
(Chattanooga Split)

Newport News

Dupree

Chung Hwa 4
Johnny Clark Co

LOUISVILLE

(One to

B. F. Keith's

(Nashville Split)
1st half

fill)

PHILADELPHIA'

ft

Burns

ft

Lynn

Arnold ft Alman
Paul Decker Co
Lightners ft Alex
Marx Bros
CITY Moss ft Frye
The Partrowas

BIER, PHYSICIAN

.

.

Wood

REISENWEBER'S HOTEL
58th Sliest and Columbus Circle

& Ryan

Father's Daughter
Harry Tenney Co
Fred ft Albert

Y.

Orencent
Albert

Harvey Tenny Co
Chinese Enter
Father's Daughter
Keating & Walton
Columbia 6
2d half
ft

ft

ft

NmYorkCty
Ward

Miller

ft
Gossler ft

PJke

Earl

& Richmond
"Oh George"
Allen

&

Cooper

TOLEDO
1st half

ft

& George
Mrs G Wilde

ft

ft

Thos P Jackson
Dotson
4 Bangards

F

TRENTON,

N. J.

Taylor O. H.

Homer Romaine
Murray S1b
Roy La Pearl Co
2d half
Florenzo Duo

Emily Smiley Co

Lew Hawkins
"Valley of Moon"
TROY, N. Y.
Proctor's

(Albany

Split)

1st half

Bullawa Girls
Bob ft Robinson
Mayor & Manicure

,

'_t.);:4 .jr.y.Jj
t

All)

Harlen

Saxton ft Farrell
Clark William*

Summer
B. F.

N. B.

(28-29)

Brooks

Mr

AMHERST,

Empress

Neville

~A

Girl s

Guys

KEITH

2d half
Marleln
Cecil ft Bernlce

Borden Duo

Mme

T

Walter Weems,
Farter Bro

D Word

ft

Geo Freda
Billy Quirk

BOSTON

'

HALIFAX:

"

Ackers

B

Moore

Miller
Plstel

r

v ';'
.

;#?

(J-8)

Boston
ft

Swan
& Mack

Dolly

Kay Co

Geo Armstrong

:
-

1

Aerial Sllverlakes

Swan

:

-v

Bills

ft

•

A Lewis
ft

Calvert

.

Sterling

A Hayes

Major Doyle
ft Cushlng
Ford & Hewlit
Dancing La Vars
Strand
ft Keke
BROCKTON, MASS. Challon
Dave Glover
Strand
Zella Neveda
Fashions De Vogue
G ft F Ellsworth
Shaw ft Campbell
.

Francis Renault

Kartell!

Stockton Terriers

2d half
The Rtgdon Dancers
F ft Brltton
Rudinoff

4

M

CAMBRIDGE

LYNN

,

Gordon's Olympla
Solaras
Ootavlo

Rae

B

Ball

Godon's Central Sq. Alex Sparks Co
2d half
Lestro

.

Lestro

Arthur Whltelaw

Mmo

Ellis

Hallen ft Fuller
Fern King Co

PeggyVlncent
Sam Hearn
Fern King Co

::.'<Atm

3

Harmony Club

-a

Vaudeville Exchange
Bos ten

B. F. Keltk's

(Dayton Split)
Melnotte Duo
Georgia Emmett

,;»

Field Sis

Rlcardo

BOSTON

Martelle

-

2d half

HA

Shaw Rev

'Billle

(

H

Hunter Chick ft
B ft B Ross
William Slsto
Ara S1b
(One to

William Slsto
Mystic Hanson 8
Palace
Tozart
Althoff SlB

Romaine
Aron

."

Plasa
.

Mullen

ft

Dorothy Richmond

Day

Brlndamour

'

Lusby

2d half

&

Macy

-^

ContletlRB of Psrler, Bedroom and Bata
Light, Airy, with All Improvmests

2d half
ft Parte

Cahill

MS

$16 VA" SUITES

Pike

Arch
Cahill & Romaine
Carlos Sebastian Co

SYRACUSE, N.

AND BATH
FOR TWO

ROOM

v£e K

8 Minute* (rem All Theatres
Overlooking Central Park

ft

Fred

R

$14

Proctor's

Delano

B. F. Keith's)
Millette Sis

.

Nolan

NEW YORK

Split

1st half

Mile Paula
"Only Girl
(Three to fill)

ft

Dupree

Southern 8
"Meanest Man"

1st half

.

ft

Century

Davis

ft

Brltt

.,

Neary Gere
PETERSBURG, VA. Mullally
McCarthy

KNOXVILLE

Gordon

Fern

4

'

i

Edwards

Frenzied Finance
Saranoff Co
Patsy Doyle

Nolan

Broadway

ft

Harmony Kings

ft

AlthoffSis

SCHENECTADY

Jos Bernard Co

(31-2)

Gordon

Field S1b

Florence Millett
Lorenz ft Florence

Francis Arabs

Weber Beck

OTTAWA

Andrew Mack
half

Temple

TORONTO
Bollinger ft Reynold
Hippodrome
Eleanor Cochran Co
Jerome & Newell
Storing 4
Renn ft Cunningha
(One to fill)

Garry Owen Co
"Ragged Edge"
2d

Split)

1st half

1st half (28-30)

ROOI
Room 208, Putnam Building

1498

NORFOLK. VA.

*:*£$

Greenlee ft Drayton
Mystic Hanson 3
2d half

Bijou

Rubinl ft Martini
Spencer & Hand

Austin

Pot Pourri

El Vera Sis
Whttledge

e>

Poll's

Burt

Geo Moore

G Hamplln ft Bell
Herman ft Shirley
Adler & Dunbar

Haley Sis
Frank Farron
Black & White

1st half

Sheldon

ft

4

Oerard

ft

1st half

McConnel]

B. F. KettB's
2d half (24-26)

Temple

Mlllershlp

Olympic

JERSEY CITY

C.

(Charleston Split)

Cook Jean Barrios
Willie Hale ft Bros

Frabini

Wood

COLUMBIA,

Bessie Clifford

Worth

ft

Fear Baggett

(Petersburg Split)

&

The Nellos
Bob Randall
Mrs G Hughes Co

NEW HAVEN

,

Bljon

Delano

NEWPORT NEWS

Ford & Urma
Vine ft Temple
Quixey 4

Dancing Demons
Musical Echo
Green Miller ft G
Colvin

Moran

Moyer

ft

.

JACKSONVILLE
1st half

(Sunday Opening)

ft Cody
ft Wiser

Arcade
(Savannah Split)

Mc Namee
Gruett Kramer

Yank

Lyric
1st half

ft

"Flirtation"

Orth

Margaret Ford

Stuart ft Neff
"Rubevllle"

ft

m

...'••jivv.-i-^«ji(

H

WORCESTER

2d half

Anderson

SAVANNAH

Gu

ft

The Valdares

D LeRoy

Willie

(Jacksonville Split)
1st half

m

Burt

ft

2d halt
Girls

Shirley Sisters

Mahoney
Arthur Finn Co

Neff

ft

Summer

Richard Lee

Budd

Stuart

Anderson

Lehr EdmundB ft M Hunter Chick ft
Dancing Serenade™ Ott ft Nickelson
Bob Randall
Marino ft Maloy
Will Ward Co
Will Ward Co

A

m mm

.

Richard Lee

Palace

Rooney

Hart
Vance

.

.

Lusby

Niokelson

ft

ft

WATERBURY
;
poire
A ft D LeRoy

Ward
ft

M

Mrs

ft

Ruth Budd

Lucey Bruch

Monti
Rlggs

Sis
ft Ai'itln

Nelson & Barry Boy Smith ft Kaufman
McCormtick & Wine Canton 8
Hackett ft Delmar

Girls

CINCINNATI

ATLANTA

Conlln

&

B. F. Keith's

Ann Sutor
Gabby Bros

4

Earl

Hendricks Co
ft

.

•Oh George
•Peck & Mclntyre

to fill)
2d half

Walsh

Bijou Russell

Delyte Girls
"New Doctor"
Lyric Comedy 4

Walter Fenner Co

Sam Llebert Co

(Two

Diana

Geo Randall Co

2d half

W
H Brown
•Delle Monselle Co

(Birmingham

Saxton ft Farroll
Stanley Rev

McDonald & Cleveland

Nayataka Japs

Mudee Morton 3
Cantwell ft Walker

Proctor's 23d St.
2d half (24-27)

•Jane

B

Dixie Minstrels
2d half

Monti ft Parte
Early Lalght Co
Chas Martin
"Bride Shop"

2d half (81-83)

Slssle ft

Wolf

Rhodes

Smith & Baker
•Mulvey ft Dwan

•Geo Fisher Co
•Dooley Malmoll
•Hallon ft Gobs

Tom Sawyer

Sylvester

Ott

Meryl Girls

Macy

H

by Spwul ApfointmtM

Hooper ft Burkhart Fox & Ward
Cameron Clemons C Syno Dancers
Bender ft Meehan

1st half

Irwin

Jeanettes

3

N. Y.
Proctor's

Warren

•Orphea
•Toot Sweet

ft

Lyceum

Mr

4

Everest's Monks
2d half

Ebbs Co

Dayton
NEW ORLEANS
ITHACA, N.Y.
F Henry Co
Palace
Star
Bensee ft Baird
(Mobile Bnllt)
ft P Valentine
Madlscon ft Winches B
1st half
Hickman Bros
Marconi
CHESTER
ft Fltzglbbo
Dancing Humphrys Shea Dufresne
Adgement
2d half

(Troy Split)

Mayo ft Lynn
Regay ft Sheehan
•Duffy

Rlnlto
(Knoxvllle Split)
1st half
Chick ft Chicklets

ALBANY.

1st half (28-80)
Mlzitha Japs
ft
ft

Frabini

Halsey
Marzella

mk

Sis

NEW LONDON

>hw»iiihi IgftVsBsBl

CHATTANOOGA

ft

Aub Stanley
Luba Meroff Co

Wayne

Co

•"Girl In Air"
(One to fill)
Billy

Murray

Peck ft Mclntyre
Louise Gunning Co

Wm

10 oo to gaj

BInVe

ft

(Others to fill)
2d half (81-8)

B. F. Keith's

(Sunday Opening)

Norma Telma

fill)

.

-Hmin

L

Hampton & Blake
Grew ft pates

2d half

Slssle

Shirley Sis

Harry Antrim

ft

'

Fay & Jasi Due
2d half
Ester S
Gertrude Morgan

The Brads

Clark Sllvernole Co

Leon Varvara

Earl

Plain
Mullen

ft

Jack Martin Co
Sam J Harris ;.'
"Memories"

HARTFORD

Ed Marshall

&

ft

Shaw Rev

Gossler

Boanoke

Kennedy

fill)

SCRANTON
Poll's

Elsie

Miller

ROANOKE
4

Malle

ft

Hart Co

"Pity's Sake"
1st half (28-30)

INDIANAPOLIS

Fields

ssaassasssssss bjbbssbbsbw*

(Others to fill)
2d half (31-33)

The Edouards
Belle Meyers
Mary Howard Co
J ft B Oleason
Toot Sweet 4
Proctor's 5th Ave.

D

(One to

•38

The Bramlnos

Takl

Hart

Patricola

DRM.P.<H0DQf-DR.L.GL\lCrCff1/]ri
PUTNAM &anstNC~M9)AitaajM&
sum ju-jus
mv yowl

Nofa Norinne

Stanton

ft

ft

(One to

•Sam Greene Co

Crackerjack

ft

E

Oeakl

&

Geo

Helen Vincent
Davis ft Darnell
Billy Glason
T Brown's Revue

Often ft Johnson
3 'Eddys

1st half (28-30)

Zelaya

V

H Brooks

M

Hlppert
3

3

2d half

Victory

Merrirnan

ft

Fellows

ft

Margaret" Padula
Ara Sis

Florence
Rlcardo

2d half
Tozart
Florence Millette

Primrose 4

Princess
(Louisville Split)
1st half

L

Homer Romaine
NEWARK, N. J.
Delea ft Orma
Palace
Hooper ft Burkhart Fay ft Jazz Duo
-2b half (24-26)
Cameron demons C Dixon Bowers ft D Camllle's
Birds
Bender ft Meehan
HOLYOKE, MASS. Waiman ft Berry
Bert Earl Co
Mt. Morris Pk.
Norcrosses
CHARLESTON. S. O. Lillian ft Twin Bros The
Martin & Webb

•Hughie Clark

Mary Howard Co

,

ft Murray
Mrs a Hughes Co

Maley

ft
ft

Runaway

RICHMOND
Lyric
(Norfolk Split)
1st half

.

Wm

fill)

Esther

Surprise

Wellington's

split)

2d half
Jeanettes

3

The Bramlnos
Patsy Doyle
Marguerite Padula
(One t oflll)
•"The Cfet"
2d half (31-8)
•Copeland ft McKiSfl Billy Dooley
•Bernard ft Merrltt "Every Sailor"
1st half (28-30)
Andrew Mack
Stanley
(Others to fill)
Jean Adair Co
Proctor's 25th St.
Mllo
2d half (24-27)
Hipp 4
Cutty
2d half (21-33 )
Grew ft Pates
•Helen Miller
U S Carola 8
Jean Adair Co
Brlen Family
Lawlor & Daughter
(Others to fill)
(One to fill)
1st half (28-80)
Keith's Prospect
Waiman & Berry
Hampton & Blake
2d half (24-27)

& Daughter

&

Piquo
4

Hendricks Co

Jack Singer Co
Jennie MIddleton
Ishlkawa Japs
Muller ft Stanley

Nelson

ft

Marino
Lorenz
Cooper

Auger ft Curtis Boy
Texas Comedy 4
Ryan ft Ryan
4 Paldrens
Burke ft Betty
Burt ft Rosedale
NASHVILLE

Feeler's

B ft E Matthews
American Comedy

Delyte Girls
"New Doctor"
Lyric Comedy

Dorothy Shoemaker Beatrice Morgan Co
Hipp 4
Lillian Fitzgerald
Mllo
Eddie Foy Co
vinie Daly
St Onge ft Ritchie
"Indoor Sports"
1st half (28-30)
•Edmunds ft SlegeJ Klein Bros
Oleason
Keith's Greenpolnt
Co
Helen
2d half (24-27)
•Saranoft Co

•Peck ft Mclntyre
2d half (81-8)

Libby

HAZELTON. PA.

N. J.

MJ2.
B. F. Keith's

Kharum

Lyric

BamsBs Pk.
Emmy's Pets
ft Brown

Ward

"Rubevllle"
2d half
The Nellos

Dogs

PORTLAND,

1st half

Folson

Tower's
Hayataka Japs

Lynn

(New Orleans

The Canslnos
Swift ft Kelly
Montgomery ft Alle Donald Roberts
Yip Yip Yaphankers "Not Yet Marie"

CAMDEN,

Sheehan

ft
ft

MOBILE.

P Valentine

GRAND RAPIDS

Howard ft Sadler
Jack McGowan
Hani Onukl
Kane ft Herman

Robins

&

ft

2d bait
Elsie Wheeler

Elsie Wheeler

2d half

Lillians

Castings Mellors

2d halt

B

Kole

Margaret Padula

Regay

Hickman' BroB

&

Poll's

Tom Sawyer

Ebbs Co

---

Poll Circuit

BRIDGEPORT

Hallen ft Puller
Keating ft Walton

ft

Cellos

Austin

ft

Moore

Mayo

Synco Dancers

Mnlealle

Helen Miller

Sam Greene Co

Ward

ft

Norman

ft

Allen ft Richmond
Saxton ft Farrell

Dancing Humphreys

Shea's

Rosa King Co

Sherman & TJttry
•"Man Hunt"

Fox

Hart

ft

BUFFALO

Buskwlck

Keith's

N. Y.
Hajestle
Frank Carter
Martelle

(One to fill)
2d halt
Zelaya
"Memories"
V ft B Stanton

PITTSFnULD

Delmar

"Girl In Air"
2d half (81-3)

ELM IB A,

Martin

ft

A

Clark
"6,000 Tear"
Irving Fisher
Hyama ft Mclntyre
Bernard ft Duffy
ft

Van

Diana Sis

Eva

Wm

Howard ft Scott
Bob Tip Co

Howard

Toot Sweet 4

Keller

ft

Doree's Celebrities

Mosconi Bros

Wayne Marshall &C
Smith ft Kaufman

Shirley Co

Al Rtcardo

Mary Howard Co

Ashley ft Skipper
Wilbur Mack Co
Vera Barstow

Toney

The Nagyfys

Walsh

Bellaire
Henri Scott

Carltons

2

Tomakl Duo
Bert

Francis Renault
Toto
Whiting ft Burt
Ivan Bankoff Co

Rekoma

.

(Others to

Birsat 2152

Robbie Gordons

B. F. Keltk's

Henderson'*

Keith's Roral
Wilfred DuBola
Wilton Sisters

Lawlor

Tsl.

O'Nell

Leffingwells Co

*

Procter's

B. F. Keltk's

Curzon Sis

Miztna Japs
"5,000 A Year"
Nora Norlne
Bobbe ft Nelson
1st half (28-30)

The Seebacks

loungers
ft O Ellsworth
Rlgoletto Bros
Moran & Mack
Blossom Seeley Co
Venlta Gould
Geo Kelly Co
Al

**».

Assslstasats

Chris Richards

E

>

WEST 48th STREET

162

Jimmy Hussey Co

Boetock's School
Camllle's Birds
Keith's Riverside

;

EXAMINATIONS FREE

Vane

Sybil

Proctor's
2d half (24-27)

Special-

ist In the setenllfio oars of baldness, falUas bslr,
Quick results.
Itcfclng scalp and diadraff.

Arnaut Bros

Georgle Price

Ryan

Mudaartnf acd HjOro-Tvitl Uttmw-

N. Y.
Brighton
Masters ft Kraft

Henry Lewis

N

Evelyn O'Nell
Winkle & Dean
Berlo Girls
Art Smith

YONKBRS

WASHINGTON

PITTSBURG

Sam Harris
Farrell Taylor

i

Harris
Walter J Hayes
Allen ft Jones

2d half
Neary ft Glore
Mullally McCarthy

-

New York City
CONEY ISLAND

Palace Theatre Building,

Official Dent 'At to the N. V. A.
us Ireedwar (Putsan allStat), Ns» Yest

Wilcox La Croix Co
Alex 4
"Every Sailor"

_

Emily Smiley Co

Lew Hawkins

relative importance of

• Before name indicates act Is now doing new turn, or reappearing after absence
vaudeville, or appearing In city where listed for the lrst time.

B.F.KEITH

Eugene Emmett

Dawn June
LANCASTER, PA.

from.

DR. JULIAN SDEGEL

Daring Sis

3

Dan Holt Op

28)

:

Grand

Helene Davis

E.

HEMMINDINGER *

sWfltP

Jewelers to the Profession
Tst.
LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTED

Ms

171

22
MON'CTON.

Shaw A Campbell

W. B.

McMshon Diamond * R
Kinkald
ft Murray

as

Ward

Beattle & Bloom
Id half

NEW BEDFORD

Panser Duo

Gordon's Olympla
Joe Sherman
Peg-ffy Vincent

(Others to fill)
ST. JOHN, If.

Opera House

ilcMahon Diamond

(25-28)

& R

B

ft A Lewis ...
Moore & Sterling

Sam Hearn

Fern & Davis

Calvert

half

2d
Salaras

(29-81)

Rae E Ball
Marlon Weeks
Alex S park s

Cballon ft Keke
Dave Glaver
Zeiia Nevada Co

JCKWPOHT

O & F Ellsworth
Stockton Terriers

Opera Houe
Panzer Duo

F

fi

M

SVDNBf.

Brttton
Rudlnoff

:

ft

(28-80)

Conlon Feeley

Hank

Sd half

• Drayton

ft

ft

McMann

Lyman

ft

4 Z

Miller

McCue
Walsh

Pollard
Allen

S.

If.

Palace

Marlon Weeks
Rlffdon Dancers
Qreeolte

& Hayes

Major Doyle
Ford & Hewitt

Arthur Whltelaw

E

8.

Dean
Burke
ft

Adelaide

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
v-~--

New Terk City
LOS ANfiEtB!

Palace Theatre Bnlldini
_

CHICAGO

'

,

Orpaeaas
(Sunday Opening)
Barnes A Crawford "American Ace"
Jan I* ft Chaplew
Jnllus Tanneh
8 Jahns
TCmma Cams Co
Harry Hines
Eva Shirley Co
Trlxle Fr'gania
DeLeon A Davis
Bronson ft Baldwin
Roval Gasjyolnes
Espe ft Dutton
Irene Btanley
Dave Fereusqn
Lphse A Sterling;
Majestfe

saw FmAKrcisco

State-take
,-.-

k

Orpheaaa
(Sunday Ooerilns;)

Waldron
Leona La Mar
Sherman Van ft H
Haljr

.

ft

"Reckless Eve"
Murphy ft White

Nelson A Chain;
lone Paatort
Bekefi A Sherere
Relro
Clifford A Willi
Grace LaRue

"PJanovllle"

Llovd ft Christie
Bettv Bond
Jimmy Savo Co

i
-

Henry

Moore

ft

Maboney

ft

Auburn

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

Comedy

Startford

4

,

(Two

to

2d half

Revue De Vogue
S Kesrals
(Three to nil)

HILWAtJKBB

Id half

palace

2 Blondys
Rosle Rifle Co
Fries ft Wilson
Burke A English
Co
Hodge Podge sextet Billy Miller
8lsters

A Mack

Fulton

(Two

to

Oallerlnl
Girls from Starland

fill)

W1NWTPBG

2d half
Fredericks Co
(Five to nil)

B

Srraad
Cornelia A Wilbur
7 Jolly Jesters

BinnraAPOLis
2

Boh White
A Adams

Palace
Blondys
ft Wilson

Becker

Fries

Billy Miller Co
Gallerlni Sisters
Girls from Starland

2d half
Angel A Fuller
Singing Trio

A

Nixon

Sans

Bulldlnr.

YORK OTTT.
HBW American

Greeler Somare
2 White Steppers
Morton Bros

•Emma A Boyd
Weston ft Peggy
Eare Austin Co
Sabbot A Brooks
•Tabor A McQowan Nell McKlnley
Reddlngton A Grant
Turelll

2d half

Chyo A Chyo
A Goodrich
•Mum ford A Stanley Ford
Frank Gould
Bell A Grey
Martin ft Courtney
2d half
Sen Murphy
BUieon A Brown
.

ChauRellly „ M
Glasgow MaldB
•Ooldle

Ward

ft

A Seal
Delancer Street
•Chrystle & Ryan
Eskimo

•Lew Frey
Dare Austin Co
Co Ford ft Goodrich
L Wolfe Gilbert
Hugh Norton Co
(Three to fill)
Hawthorne A Cook
Victoria
7 Warrants
•Ooldle & Ward
2d half
Ferdinand
Armstrong A Smith Emma A Boyd
Turelll
Langdon A Smith
June Mills Co
(One to fill)
2d half

White Steppers
Conroy A O'Donnell
Fabe ft McOowan
Dave Harris .
Herbert Brooks
Lincoln Square
Eequlmo A Seal
2

.

Nelson

ft

Cronln

Bell

Hughs

A Gray

A H

Xarleaal

Brown's Dogs
June Mills Co
Dave Harris
Berenvlci Bros
(One to All)
2d half

Martin ft Courtney
Musical Hodges
2d half
3 Dixie Boys
Suzanne ft Ernest

Ferdinand

O Handworth Co

gebbott

SAM

Fraser Bunce

A

Brooks

Chong
Weston A Peggy
Poor Jim
Exposition

4

Norton Sher Co

Orpkeam
Businne

Choas

A

Brntst

fill)

The Zlros

A DeMar

Francis

(Two

Klmnwa Jans
Durkln Girls
Ronair ft Ward

to All)

MEMPHIS
Lyceum

Mumford

ft 8tanley
Berenvlci Bros

P George
Rice A Graham
Dixon A Holllday
Harry Gllbery
Anker Trio

DeKalb
Maxims

A Burr

2d half

(Same as Birming-

Red Fox Trot

ham

Exposition 4

1st half)

MONTREAL

Norton SSher Co

Leew

2d half

Hlnkel

Brown's Dogs
Newell A Most
Some In France

Clark

Mae

ft

A

Francis

Downing

A

Bunnin

ILKA MARIE DEEL
I»
Feat ires'

TEAMS"

M

•

Omit

Paasages

Maldle DeLong
Ptever A Lovejoy
Harris A Mannlan

EDMONTON

Paalages
_
Uyeno Japs

"Some Baby"

Clyde Cook
Venetian Gypsies
Sliber ft North
Lady Alice's Pets
LaPetlte Elva

SAN FRANCISCO

Pasta ses
(Sunday opening)
Kellv Field Players
Joe Darcy

Weber A Elliott
GT. FALLS

.
4 Rennees
5 A A Beverpy
Monroe ft Grant

I*antaa-es
(29-30)

(Same bill plays
Helena 81)

McKlnley

Nell

A

Peullne
Palaee
ft Adele

Paul

6 Musical Misses
(One to fill)

NEW ORLBAN9

Cornelia

Jack Reddy

OresceMt

(Sunday onenlng)
Dolly A Colene

Cook A Oatman
Baker A Rogers

H

Qulnn DeRex
4 Rubes
Daras Bros

J Morrlck Co
Al Tvler
The Ferraros
2d half
(Same as Memphis

Llaseed Troupe
2d half

(Two

to All)

Allen

Co

1 st half)

NEW

Fnlroa
ROCBTELLE
Francis A Wilson
Leew'
Miller ft Doyle
Harry 81s
Conroy A O'Donnell Samoson A Deu arias

Hughs
SAM
(One to

M

Bell

Rose
Porter J White Co

Angell

Morak

ft

Sis

Anita Arllss
Al Wohlman

2d half

Louise

A Carmen

6

Honey

Girls

Patrick A Otto
Paul A Pauline
2d half

(One to All)
Jack Reddy

Sd half

Kajlyama
F A J Smith
Helen Jackley
Hager A Goodwin
Rhooda ft Crampton

MINNEAPOLIS

Paatages
(Sunday opening)
"Oh Teddy"

Bolger Bros
J Leonhardt
(One to All)

Georgia Howard

OAKLAND

Paatages
(Sunday opening)

ATLANTA
Grand

Just for Instance
2d half
Harvey
LAG
Vah A Vernon

BALTIMORE

Hippodrome
Equlllo Bros
Carson

A

Wlllard

Grace Leonard Co
Harry Brooks
Resista Co

BIRMINGHAM

Sherman

A

Rose

Elm err

Mario

*•

Duffy

Jjoney Nase
Renard ft Jordon
Tahor A Green
"The Owl"

Phillips

Loney Nase

TORONTO
Yennge

Juggling Nelson

Cook

Llpton's

A Vernon

Rainbow

Oirls

Weaver

Lane

ft

Monks

Harper

Clarence Wilbur

M

Burks

A Band

.

G

T

Florence

ft

T

Sis

des Hotel, Cincinnati, known to professional people, died there July 9.
He was 78 years old and built his hosiery 50 years ago. Since then it has
been several times enlarged. Mr. Gerdes, is survived by his daughters, Mrs.

FOND MEMORY

IN

of onr dear friend

CHARLES E.
SEWARDS

Rlalto 4
Gllraln Dancers

Gaylord
*

Herron

ft

TACOMA

Pa«tages v *
PrtmroBe Minstrels

r

»JS£22
8ln*er 'b Midgets .
VANCOUVER. B. O.
paatasres
Broslns ft Brown
Stewart ft Olive
Hello People Hello
West

ft

The^Cromwells
"Submarine F-7
Argo ft Va Sis
Juliet

pi»»„H

WTNNTPBG
Paatages
"Oh Billy"
Hall ft Shapiro
joe Roberts

who

8 Weston Girls
Murray Voelk

,

Stagpole
Moiarts

MUSKOGEE, OKXA.
Broadway

2d half
Helen Jackley
Victoria 4

"Telephone Tangle"

(27-28)

Polly Oz A Chick
Verna Meserau Co

Helen Jackley
4

ACKERMAN & HARRIS CIRCUIT
San Francises

LOS ANGELES

BAKERSriELD
Hippodrome
(27-28)

A Goines
Toozonlan Arabs
Anderson

ft

T

FRESNO

Hippodrome
Ella LaVall
Tracey Palmer
Nick Hufford

AT

Co

2d half
Ingalls ft Duflleld

Hal Johnson Co
Hugh Johnson
Claire Co

and DIXIE

L
Irene Carman and Miss Emma Gerdes,
both of Cincinnati, and his son, Wilfred Gerdes, of musical comedy fame,
•who lives in New York.

Ben

Ben
at

his

J.

Mils*.

J. Miles died suddenly July 18,
i.
summer home, Crusoe Island,

Walpole, Mass. The deceased, who
was the brother of Sam Myers, manager of the Orpheum, Los Angeles, Cal.,
had been a member of Grace Emmett's

"Mrs. Murphy's Second Husband" Co.
for

many

years.

IN LOVING MEMORY
Of My Dear Methcr-ta-Law

LENA KAUFMAN

Orphenm

Tracey Palmer
Lowry's Dogs

soul rest in peace

ORBEN

Spier

ft

WACO, TEX.

"Miss 1920"

(30-31)
Sis

passed away July 18th, 1919

Hay Ms

McLean Co

Royal
Willie Bros
Dorothy Roye
Housch ft LaVelle
Chaa F Semon
Colonl's Dancers

HOUSTON, TEX.

Claire

Bob
Gay
8

OBITUARY.

Who

Hippodrome
Hudson Sis
"Days of Long Ago"
Hans Hanke
Fitch Cooper
Donaldson

ft

G

Sebastian Merrill Co
2d half
Zola Duo
Estelle

Ramsey

Marietta Craig Co
Nick Hufford
Anderson ft Goines
Lewis Hartt Co

SACRAMENTO

Hippodrome
Madden
Mclntyre

A Bobbins

Guillens 4

Passed
"Nearer

Away

My

Joly 22d, 1919

God

MBS. PHILIP

SAN ANTO.MO,
TEX.

Prhsce
Duvall ft Lee
Irene Trevette

Gay

Yvonne

R»
Brown

William Gerdes.
William Gerdes, proprietor of Ger-

Verna Meserau Co

Julia Gilford

3

Ramsay

ft

Tracey Palmer

Toy Shop Toosonlan Arabs

Monello's

"Telephone Tanrle"
Oz A Chick

Valentine Vox
Mel Klee
"Oh Baby, Baby"

Vlctorio

Napier

Flshsr

Hippo drome
(Sunday opening)

Polly

JeaTessea

ft

Estelle

Foo

A

•

(87)

Marietta Craig Co
Zola Duo

Balla S

Talbert

Robblns

Hippodrome

Casino

Ling-

ft

TAFT, CAL.

SAN FRANCISCO

Hodkins-PanUfes Boeklagi

DALLAS, TEX.

Broadway

Asakl A Girlie
Cooper A Lacey

Harmless' Bug
Jack Goldle

ft Obey
Dance Rev

SPRINGFIELD

1st half)

Orphean

Paatages

Oxford Trio

Burns ft Foran
Malcolm ft LaMar
Harold Selman Co

Aerial LaValls
Renard & Jordon
2d half
Tabor ft Green
(Same as Atlanta) Mario ft Duffy

BOSTON

PORTLAND, ORE.

2d half

Burns A Foran
Malcolm & LaMar
Harold Selman Co
Plsano A Bingham

BUou
Plsano A Bingham
Harrison ft Haltlday Oxford Trio
Williams A Culver
2d half
Dorl Hardy Co
LeVeaux
Ed

Race ft Edge
Ruth St Denis Co
Joe Reed
Co
Abrams ft John
Alice Teddy

5

AG

,

Caites Bros

Holden

2d half

Madden
Gulllaoa 4
Skelly ft Helt
C Theodoros 3

(Sunday opening)
Spanish Goldinis
Jones A Johnson

Toy

Duffleld

ft

Mclntyre

Sebastian Merrill Co

Bobbie Henshaw
The Shattucks

Paataices
Novelty Minstrels

(81-2)

ft

Ingalls

Toet

Donaldson

N

Hal Johnson Co
Hugh Johnson
Whirlwind Gypsies

2d half
Abyssinian Trio
Fitch Cooper

Paatages
Joe Jackson

Riohard the Great
Dorothy t*^ 8 VICTORIA, B. O.

Paatages

4 Fanttnos

Lyceum

SAN DIEGO

A

ft

Hippodrome

Blpsodrosae

Luckle

Dolls

(STOCKTON

till)

Mowatt A Mullen
D Dean Sunbeams

Twins Co
Creamer Barton ft 8
"Her Left Shoulder"

Ball

OGDEN

PALISADES PARK

Coffman ft Carroll
Cook A Oatman
Sampson ft Douglas B Swede Hall
Mabel Whitman ft Wlnton Bros
PROVIDENCE
Boys

Walker A West
Buddy Walker

Schepp's Circus
Samaroff 8
Tetter Sextet
Cook A Lorens
Arthur Lloyd
Josephine Davis

ft

Bull

Adams Trio

Zieeler

LeRoy,

Fishers

Meyors

PITTSBURGH

Bob Brown

Revue De Luxe
Lawrence & Eds
G Swayue Gordon Co Booth A Leander

Bert Melrose

Mori Bros
Pless A Rector

(One to

Frank Bush

Song

A

Armstrong

SPOKANE

Fantagea
Anderson's Revue

3

A Gall
Earl

Geo Hall

West
McCoy
Logan Dunn A H
Mason ft Austin
ft

ft

Florence Rayfleld

L09 ANGELES

Whitman A Boye Amoroa

(111)

SEATTLE
Paatages
A Eva
A Fuller

Jarvla Revue
Canfleld

Knight

MAB

.

8\

2d half

Davis

Victoria

Brltt

"

Bolger Bros
Francis A DeMar

City

(•Three to

Ted Healy

Glastrew Maids
Sd half

Warwick

New Terk

Fatlma Co
•S Dixie Boys
"Poor Jim"

ft Chadwick
Jaok Moore 2

Davis

Merrwaolttaa

Harrison

N. J.

Leew

BHOOKtVTW
Herbert Rrooks
Fraser Bunce A H
Herbert Frooks Co

8

Grohs

ft

HOBOKBN,

Mimic World

MARCUS LOEW
Putnam

Baraban

fhyn A Chyo

fill)

ST. PAUL
Palaee
Taylor Triplets
Spanish Trio
Chick A T Harvey
• Regale (One to fill) m

-

Kremka Bros
Fred Weber Co
Long A Ward
Ash ft HyamB

Sd half
Cornelia ft Adele
Jessie Re«d
5 Honey Girls
Patrick ft Otto
Llsard TroupS

Helt

Theodoros

Frawley

_

2d half
J A J Laughlln
Chick A T Harvey
K1utlng*s Animals

Clay Crouch
Klutlnsr's Animals

C

Offices

Betty Brooks
"Lots ft Lots"

Paataaea
"The Owl'
Morton Bros
REGINA, OAK.
(26-29)
Armstrong A Smith
CHICAGO
(Same bill plays
Paatasen
Hallen ft Goes
MeVlckem
Anaconda 80; Mis(28-SO)
Langdon A Smith •* Seabury ft Price
soula 21)
(Same bill plays
Fatlma Co
Watkins ft William Imperial Quintet
Saskatoon 81-2)
(One to fill)
Lord Roberts
"Honeymoon Inn"
R A E Dean
Gorman Bros
Boulevard
Ray Conlin
Shaw ft Bernard
Hanlon A Arthur
Zlros
Karemka Duo
3 Romanoff Sis
(One to All)
Ellison ft Brown
Little Lambs
Murry Livingston
Ronair A Ward
Austin ft Delaney
FALL RTVBR
CALGARY
Chaa Rellly
The Rials
Bijou
Paatagee
LaFollette Co
S ft Beverly
LeVeaux
Golden Tr
Monroe ft Grant
Waring A Alnslee
Marie FltsKibbon
Sd half
The LeGrohs
SALT LAKB
Reddlngton A Grant A Sullivan Co
Armstrong A James Chlsholm A Breen
Pantages
Millard A Doyle
Panama 3
Hanley Sisters
Lucy Valmont Co
Hugh Norton Co
Dorech A Russell Rucker ft Wlnfred
Nelson A Cronln
4a half
Martha Russell Co
Musical Hodges
Juggling Nelson
DENVER
Kelly
Tom
Cook A Vernon
Paartaaes
Avease B
Denlshawn Dancers Cap Dick Jaaz Band
"Harmless Bug"
Qulnn ft DeRex
Raines A Goodrich Hall A Guilda
Jack Ooldle
Gee Klable Co
Gordon ft Day
"Rainbow Girls"
SAN DIEGO
Ted Hesly
Stampede
Paatages
Riders
Darns Bros
HAMILTON
Eddie RossWill Morris
(One to All)
Leew
Jimmy
4

8tate-Lake Tkeatre Bulldlnr, Chleare

DTJLIITU
Grand
Bimbo A James
The Puppets

BUTTE

A

Skelly

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
New York and Chicago

S Rosellaa

quotcy

Calvert & Hayes
Major Doyle
Ford Hewitt

Henshaw A Avery
2d half
Somewhere In Franc Hanley Sisters
Waring A Alnslee
A Sullivan Co
Armstrong
A James
2d half /
7

Durkln Girls

Beatrice

Lewis
BAA(30-81)
Moore
Sterling

to

Thee"

KAUFMAN

Mrs. Lena Kaufman, 65, at the Irving
Cross Hospital, Syracuse, N. Y., on
Tuesday. She was the mother of the
late

Phil Kaufman (Kaufman Bros.).
other sons, Jack and Lou, with
Emerson Phonograph Co., survive

Two
the

Gus Schmidt, for many years a carpenter at the Orpheum, Racine, Wis,,,
died July 19 at the Racine Council, J

Racine^ Wis., after a lingering illness
with tuberculosis. The deceased was
30 years old.

IN

MEMORY
of

Nelson (Buster) Sterling
Died Joly 21th, 1918.

HIS

MOTHER

William H. Welsh.
William H. Welsh, acrobat and juggler, died in Buenos Ayres last week.
He was a native of Elmira, N. Y.

mm....-

'"'•

•

MBtUi INVESTIGATION
Continuation from last w«*k af the verbatim teetlitwy la the proceedings ef the Federal Trai* Cersmiselon ia the matter ef the vaudeville inveetigatloa.

The report below
Friday,

mi

The bearing

Charts*

S,

May

23 (Continued)
pursuant te

retained,

Moan,

u heretofore

Ajpsarnn css

of the proceedings

is

notice,

before

Bee..

noted.

(CROSS EXAMINATION CONTINUED)
Q. Ton Aid not fo onT
A. I did not go on, no, sir. Now, then, he thanked Cheeterdo,
fleld over the 'phone, and so forth, for what he tried to
and Mr. Hart went out and explained to these two people
could
In mr presence, who will testify to this fact, that they
sot open the next day on my account, because I was on the
blaekllst but If they would continue to rehearse In the act
Bnother week, they would put another man in the act and
tend It out I turned this manuscript which I had rewritten
over to Mr. Hans, and Mr. Hans breaks another man Into
So that was
the act, and the act went out without me in It
what made me think I was on the blaekllst

CR083 EXAMINATION.

Mr. Goodman:
Q. When did you play the Harris Theatre in Pittsburgh T
A. I would have to look the date up, Mr. Goodman.
Q. It was In November, November 11th of what year? .
A. It was la this year.
Q. 1918
Walt until I make sure now, Mr. Goodman. It
A. 1918.
was the opening of this season right after the "In." During
It was after It, whatever time It was.
the "Bu" epidemic.
Q. That was after you played the Loew contracts and the
Moore contracts that are In evidence ?
-

A. Tea, sir.

After you played PittsQ. Have you played Pittsburgh?
burgh you played MeKeespon, didn't you!
.

•'

sir.

And Syracuse and Utleaf
VAH

i

Q.

*

flip

And Worcester and Bridgeport?

A. Tes, sir, that

is

right

Q. And Harrisburg?
'
A. Tes sir.
Q. And' Poughkeepste?
A. Tes, sir.
Q. And Auburn?
A. Tes, sir.

Q.
Q.

Then you bsd three open weeks?
Then you played Trenton and Lancaster?

Q. All booked through the United Booking Office.
A. Tes, sir.
Q. February 6th you were booked to open at Charleston,
8outb Caroline?
A. That Is the time these proceedings opened, yes, sir.
Q. That Is the time you went over and got your railroad
(are from Mr. Chesterfield?
A. No, sir, the first at Pittsburgh.
Q. All right then, bow many weeks did you play In the
Southern towns, including Charlotte?
I was subpoenaed here
A. I did not play It, Mr. Goodman.
ss a witness, and it interfered vmb my booking.
Q. Tou cancelled the time yourself?
A. Well, I really did not know that I had It He told me
st

Chester.

Q. Have you any of those contracts under which you played
In the towns I have Just mentioned?
A. No, sir; I never received a contract from Mr. Kaufman.

He never gave me

a contract
0. Did he sign a contract for yon?
A. Tes, air.
Q. Tou are not In a position, then, to state whether those
contracts contained this provision that Mr. Walsh read or not?
A. No, sir, I am not
Q. Did anybody ask you when you were playing the Moss
time or the Loew time, whether you were a member of the
N. V. A. ; I mean anybody In the Loew theatres or the Moss
theatres, I mean the manager of the theatres?
A. I know who you mean, yes.
There was a period they
wen asking, whether they did at that time or not I would
not state positively, because I am not sure.
Of course, there
was a time, but whether it was right then or not I do not
know. I could not say for sure.
Q. How much did you get on the Loew circuit?
A. It Is stated there, whatever It Is, about $200 a week,
I think, here in the town.
Q. How much on the Moss time?
A. It Is stated there, whatever It Is.
,

Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

{176,

what

Tes, that

Is that, halt

is

sir.

A. Tes,

sir.

a week?

three days. $176 a week.
did you get on this United Booking Office?

And how much
$275.

1273 on the United?
Tea.
Mr. Walsh. That was a different act?
A
The Witness: The same act
Q. And $176 on the Moss time?
A. Tee, air.
Q. Also called small timet
A. Tea, air. Tou understand there was some time, as you
well know, when we played for eating money, when we had to.
Q. I Just want to get the facts as to your salary.
A. I had offered me $S60 to go South In the sams act
Q. Who did, the United Booking Offices?
A, Tes, sir. $880 to go South to Charlotte.
Q. Tou could not go because you were subpoenaed In this
proceeding?
A. Well, not alone that
(Whereupon at 6:80 p. m. an adjournment was taken until
9:80 a. m., Saturday, May 24, 1910.)
-

Saturday,

May

24

The hearing was resumed, pursuant to notice, before Examiner Charles 8. Moore, Esq.
Appearances as heretofore noted.

PATRIClTcASEY

A. No,

Q.

as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Malevtnsky:
Mr. Casey, there has been some question raised on

Ufa

'-m

these

y£

men claimed!

do not

I

Do you know

Goldie Pemberton?

sir.

a. No,

•'

r'

,

CROSS EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Walsh
publisher?
'
A. That nobody controls It to my knowledge.
Q. However, you recall, wben the White Rats strike waa
on, that Mr. Silverman did publish a statement in the paper
that henceforth we hand ourselves over to the manager)?
A. There was something of that kind published.
Q. Mr. Casey, I notice wbat appears to be an error In your
former testimony on the 3d of February, 1918, on page 117.
In discussing tbe question of arbitration on page 116, I asked
you this question, "Was there any time during that period
or afterwards, a managers' committee to pass upon applications of all White Bats for restoration In former standing on
the booking sheet of tbe circuit where they had been employed," and on page 117, I asked you this question, "Can
you remember any of them who were members of the committee," and you answered, "I think, yes, at different times
Then I asked you this
there were different committees."
question, "Can you recall anyone who at any time was on any
of these committees," to which you answered, "I think Mr.
"
Joseph
Keith
:

•

'

and Mr.
A. That should be Mr. Keefe.
Q. This was the answer as printed
and Mr. Joseph Shank."

here, "I think Mr. Keith

sir.

Q. You say now that should be Mr. Walter Keefe?
A. Walter Keefe.

he?

Is

at that time

was

the representative of the Pantages

Circuit.
Q. I think

yon previously testified Mr. Casey, that Jennie
Jacobs was a partner of yours In the vaudeville agency
business?
A. No, sir : not a psrtner, an employe.
Q. I will ask you to look at two letters and see If you
know anything about them (showing papers to witness) ?
A. No, sir.
Q. Is that Mlaa Jacobs' signature?
A. Yes sir.
Q Do 'you recall any of the olrcumstances In reference to
the sending of these letters?
A. I do not, sir.
, .
Q. Did Miss Jacobs at the time or at the date of these letters transact the business of your office?
A. Some of It, yes, sir.
Q. Was she authorized to write these letters?
A. No, sir, not any personal authorisation by me.
Q. 8b e had a general authorization to transact tbe business?
A. Oh. yes, surely.
Mr. Walsh : I offer these.
Mr. Goodman : We object to the admission of these letters
In evidence because they are dsted in 1912, and are remote,
and letters written by an employe of Mr. Casey and the
mouthlngs of some subordinate, not binding on any of thess
.

respondens, incompetent. Irrelevant and immaterial.
Examiner Moore: The objection la overruled.

That

Z?%¥.

is.

is your office,
sir.

That

bU

**^V5

office?

Is it?

SSKSSa

is all.
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to Variety
publishing an article In opposition to the strike.
Variety
published a number of articles in argument against the strike
by the Vaudevllllana, didn't it?
-•-.•.
A. I believe it did, yes, sir.
Q. There were other trade papers that opposed that strike,
weron't there?
A. Yes. sir.
Q. And there was a vast number of vaudeville artists, men
.'
and women, who opposed the strike, wasn't there?
.i
.

A. Tes, sir.

The

"•

I;

•

..

J

that the White Bats ever bad was an
absolute failure, wasn't it?
A. I believe it was, yes, air.
By Mr. Walsh,:
'Q. When was that?
A. Way back in nineteen hundred and something.
They
have got tbe records here' Just what year It was.
Q. When was that strike, Mr. Casey?
A. The first strike?
one
you
Tes,
the
were
talking
about
Q.
A. 1800 or 1901. I believe. Way back there.
Wasn't there an agreement
Q. Tou say it was a failure.
on the part of the managers to give the actors more equtt»
able contracts?
A. That I don't know anything about, sir,
& '
Q. Was there an agreement on the part ©I the managers at
U: at time to cut the commissions? •
A. I don't know.
Q. Then on what do you base the statement that It was a
failure?
A. Because I had it happen in a theatre I was running and
I know it was a failure ss far as that theatre is concerned.
Q. And your answer Is confined to that theatre?
A. Tes, sir.
.;..
..,
Q. And not generally?
A. I don't know anything about the others..
Q. Did you ever see the publication of that letter In the
Variety (showing paper to witness) ?
e
A. I presume that I did.
Q. Ton are familiar with the signature! of these gentle*
Q.

first strike

-

,

,
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this

Q. When yon say Variety Is an independent Journal, what
do you mean by that, or that Mr. Silverman la an Independent

Secretary of the Pat .Casey Agency?

believe he

. RH-DIRBCT. BXAMINi'TlON.
By Mr. Malevlnsky:
Q. Mr. Casey, Mr. Walsh asked you In respect

who

:

sir.

And

Mr. Walsh:

.

you whether it Is not a fact that throughout
community and throughout tbe vaudeville world and those
are familiar and acquainted with It the reputation of
Variety is not that of an Independent Journal or newspaper?
A. I think It Is.
Q. Not being tied to anybody or anything?
A. No, sir.
I think that la all.
Mr. Malevtnsky

Pat Casey Agency?

Yes.
I

•

of David atelnhardt?

sir.

Is he the attorney of the

A. Yes,

A. Yes, sir.
Q. And as to the contrary?

A. Yes, sir.
Q. I will ask

Do you know a man by the name
Yes,

Q.

ii»i

•

air.

Q.

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Q. Where does Mr., Stelnhardt have
A. 1498 Broadway.

thought
Mr. Malevtnsky
I will withdraw the question.
By Mr. Malevlnsky:
Q. In all of your contact with the vaudeville situation and
the controversies that have existed through all the years
since Variety has been established within your knowledge. 1
will ask you If it Is not a fact that Mr. Silverman bas Just
as often advocated the policies and principles that at the
time were In opposition to what the United Booking Offices
wanted or thought was advisable?

He

sir,

know how much more

Did you ever see her?
A. I may have seen her sometime.
Q. Too have no recollection of it.

sir.

And who

.

Q.

Q. There hare been times when he has advocated some movement or some phase of the situation that happened to be la

Q.

..."

"

don't

A. No,

A. No, sir.
Q. As a matter of fact is It not true that Mr. Silverman's
and In saying Mr. Silverman's, I mean Variety, Is
not true that his position hss been at all times that of an
independent newspaper publisher?

A.

'

yj3a

;

You

A. No,

It

A. Tes,

.:.-

.

Q.

position,

Yes

'..'

amount of the fata

It

recall

Q. Have you ever heard in any manner, way, shape or
forxo of either Variety or Mr. Silverman having any agreement or being controlled In any manner, way, shape or form
with any Issue connected with the vaudeville situation?

A

•

sir.

Q. Do you know how much more money In excess of $2,400
they were ever paid 7
,
A. No, sir.
Q. Have you paid them anything since the time that the
.'.--'
$2,400 was paid?
A. No, sir.
Q. Do you know of their being paid anything in excess of
•-"•-.
.M.l
the $2,400?
A. I do not
Q I think your testimony was that you paid part. How
do you know that yon only paid part?
A. The testimony, I believe, Mr. Walsh, was that I was
asked If I would pay and I said I would pay part of It, and
that they submitted some bills to me and I think the amount
was either twenty-four or twenty-five hundred dollars.
Q, What was the nature of those bills?
A. For, I believe, services In the matter. I osAnot just

sir.

.

waa recalled as a witness, and having been previously sworn,

Q.

A. Yes,

Q. Did you learn at any time tbe total
of Saplnsky A Saplnsky In that matter?
A. No, sir.

And did Mr. Albee take the nutter up with yon?
A. He did.
Q. And as an outcome of that contention on the part of
other trade papers, newspapers or magazines what was done
with respect to this special number?
A: All of the other papers got out a special number also
at the same time.
Q. And was any favor shown Variety then In any respect?
A. No, sir.
Q. Mr. Casey, do tou know of any favor or advantage being
given or granted to Variety in respect to advertising or any
matter of any character connected with the Vaudeville Man>
agers' Association?
A. No, sir.
Q. Have all other newspapers and trade papers had the
same opening and opportunity In reepeot to the promotion
or advantage of their affairs as had Variety?
A. Tes, sir.
Q. In all your connection with the vaudeville situation, or
controversy as has been developed on this hearing, hare you
at any time ever heard of any understanding or agreement
of any kind or character whereby Variety or Mr. Silverman
were working towards any special purpose with the vaudeville
powers that he?

'

testified

.

you state whether shortly after Its announcement
there was some question raised by other papers In respect to
Variety having this Issue or this special number and that
question having been brought to the attention of Mr. Albee?

:

A. Yes, sir.
A. Tes, sir.
Q. And Camden?
A. Tes, sir.

•

'

A. x*Ma
Q. Can

the interest of the United Booking Offices?
A. I would not say that he ever did to my knowledge.
Q. Irrespective of how it might have cut whether It was for
or against the organization known as the U. B. O., or any
subsequent organization that has succeeded to the U. B. O.,
has been on both sides of practically every question, that Is,
as he thought at the time the Interest of the vaudeville fraternity demanded or required?
Mr. Walsh: I object to the question because It asks the
witness to state the' mental processes—
Mr. Matevlnsky: So tar as be knows. I mean, so far as
he knows.
Mr. Walsh: Mr. Casey cannot tell what Mr. Silverman

Q. And Toronto?
A. Yes, sir.
Q.

(The papers above referred to were received and marked,
Commission's Exhibit Nos. 80 and 81.)
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Mr. Casey, In the matter of the suit of Goldie Petnberton, for an Inquiry into the affairs of the White Rats, I think
Sou testified that you paid $2,500 on the fees of her attorneys,
spinsky A Saplnsky.

record In respect to a special number of Variety called the
N. V, A. Number. Do you remember the occasion of Variety
taking that special number?

Q.

JAMES WILLIAM F1TZPATRICK
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men?
A. I am, of three of them.
Q. Which ones?
A. Mr. Albee, Mr. Williams, and Mr. Murdocks.
Q. And those are facsimiles of their signatures?
A. Yes.
Q. You say that Vajubtt Is a very independent, outspoken
8aper.
I have read somewhere In Varibtt the statement
substance. "When Pat Casey speaks be represents all of
j
the vaudevililena, all of the burlesque theatres and all the
circuses."
What do you say as to the reliability of that
/
statement in Vabibtt?
A, As to the reliability of It?
I '!
Q. Yes, sir.
A. As far as Pat Casey knows he dots not
Q. You think that perhaps that Is a mistake?
A. Yes. I wish it was the truth.
Q. Bat as far as you are concerned it takes in too much
'
••**:;
territory?
;
A. Yes, it takes in a lot of territory.
Mr. Walsh: I think that Is all.
(Witness excused.)
Mr. Goodman
I offer in evidence In connection with Lee
Beggs' testimony, as agreed, contract dated December 20,

m
1

Hi

fcCim
*
1

•

'

-

:

between the Auburn Theatre Company and Lee Beggs
A Company for his appearance three days, commencing December 26, 1918, at the Jefferson Theatre in Aubum, New
York, as a sample of the form of contract covering the engagements which were booked through the United Booking
Offices and about which he testified, for the purpose only of
showing that those contracts did not contain toe provision
that appeared in the Marcus Loew contracts and the Moss
contracts to the effect that the artist agreed that he was a
member of the N. V. A. and not a member of the White Bats
Actors' Union.
(The paper above referred to was marked "Respondent's
1918,

Exhibit

Number

'

1
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112.")

Mr. Walsh:
It is stipulated that Arthur J. Horwits is
an agent doing basinets with the Marcus Loew Booking
Agency, that John and Pearl Regay are vaudeville artists,
and that on February 19, 1917, Horwltz sent by mall to such
actors the letters which I now offer in evidence.
(Tbe paper above referred to was marked "Commission's
Exhibit

Number

82.")

Mr. Walsh:
And that on February 10, 1917, tbe said
Horwits sent to Gal Dean, care of the Sorority Girls, vaudeville artists, Exhibit Number 83.
.„• •
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(The paper above referred to

Ig&c

wu

marked "Commission's

Q.

Exhibit Number S3.")
Mr. Walsh: It la also stipulated that Irving M. Cooper
la a booking agent booking with the Marcus Loew Booking
Agency, and that In April. 1918, he sent to Johnson, Howard
* Llotett a telegram marked Exhibit Number 84, and which

say?
A.

Q.

Q.

as follows:

Putnam

live.

I do

In

A. 43d
Q.
do,

Mr. Sheedy?

of the business

which you

N

A. Book vaudeville actors.
Q. That is, you run a booking office T
A. I run a booking office.
Q. How long have you been in the vaudeville business?
A. About twenty years.
Q. State the extent of your experience In the vaudeville
business, beginning at the beginning T
«
A. From the start?
Q. Yes, air.
Well, I started in the vaudeville business In the city
of Fait River, Massachusetts.
Q. What did you do there?
A. I bad a little show there, a little vaudeville and one
thing and another. Then I started at a place In Pa w tucket,
which would probably be more Interesting to you than anything elae would be to you regarding Pawtucket
Q. What did you do there?
A. I had a vaudeville theatre in Pawtucket
Q. When was that?
A. That wae possibly about 1008 or '4. Around 1903 or '4.
Q. How long did you run it, or try to 'run it?
A. One year.
Q. What did you do with It?
A. I lost It
Q. How did yon lose It?
A. Why, the Keith interests took it
Q. Bought it?
A. They leased it I believe.
Q. Leased It from whom?
From you?
A. No, from the owner. I started In Pawtucket, as I say,
about that time and tried to secure vaudeville artists and
found it very difficult because" most of the acts were blackHated and would not play for me.
Mr. Goodman: I move to strike out the witness' answer
sb a conclusion, and besides he Is now relating to a period
sixteen years ago, which Is entirely too remote and outside

of the issues.

Examiner Moore: Strike out the last part of this answer,
because they were blacklisted.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Where did you get your talent?
A. I got them through the mail and picked up some of
them around Fall River, where I was doing business. Finally
I got some from Mr. Morris, Bill Morris.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

Here
Here

Wu

In

New York?

in New York.
the U. B. O. in existence at that time?

,

The U, B. O. was in existence at that time.
Did you. try to get acts there?
Mr. Goodman: The V. B. 0. was in existence In 1903?
The Witness: About 1004 or '6. I don't know anything
about any u. B. 0. business.
I know Mr. Keith was in

business and he had a booking representative in New York.
Mr. Goodman : Then I move to strike out his answer. The
witness is under oath and supposed to answer correctly. If
he doesn't know anything about it, he should not answer.
The Witness: I cannot answer correctly nineteen years
ago.

Mr. Goodman : I move to strike out his answer.
Examiner Moore : The motion is denied.
By Mr. Walsh
Q. You had this theatre in Pawtucket how long?
A. One year.
Q. Then what did you do?
A. I lost the theatre In Pawtucket, and then I took another
theatre In New Bedford, Massachusetts.
Q. What theatre was that?
A. That was called the Sheedy Theatre and afterwards called
the Hathaway Theatre. I had a partner named Mr. Hathaway
there.
Q. Was that

a vaudeville show?
A. That was a vaudeville show.
Q. Small time?
A. Small time.

Where did you get your actors there?
A. The majority of the time we got our actors from the
u. B. O. there.
Q. Was there an opposition theatre in Pawtucket?
A. There was no opposition theatre In Pawtucket
They
considered Providence opposition to Pawtucket
Q.

to

me—

The Witness: He was not my partner at that time.
Mr. Kelley: Had he been previously?
The Witness: Previously he waa
Mr. Kelley: Just before that?
The Witness: Yes.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. What was the next theatre that you ran?
I guess that was my finish.
Q. What business did you go Into then?
A. I went into the vaudeville agency business.
Q. Where?
A. New York City.
.
Q. With whom?
fellow named Joe Wood.
A.

A. Yes.
Q. Where did you book acts?
A. All different states. New York, Connecticut Massachu'

setts.

Q.

You ran a booking

*

office?

We

ran a booking office.
year did you come to New York?
A. Oh, it must have "been twelve years ago.
Q. About twelve years ago?
A.

<

Q,

What

A.
Q.

How

Yea
did you continue

long

in

partnership

with Joe

Wood?
At Possibly a year, or less.
Q. A year, or less?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. After that time did you continue in the vaudeville booking business yourself?
A. Joe Wood and I had a booking agency and it was
incorporated, and we were going along very successfully
until I understood tram Joe Wood that be was going to go
with the United up to some other building and start a vaudeville agency there, and to my surprise one morning I came
down, and he had gone, with practically all the business.
So what little business I had left or I controlled I took it
Into another fellow's office and booked it temporarily until
I got an office of my own.
Q. And then how long did you continue that?
A. I am still at It
Q. You are still at It?
A. Yea
•
Q. In the booking business?
A. In the booking business.
Mr. Goodman May I have the name of that incorporated
company that you and Joe Wood ran?
The Witness: Joe Wood, Inc.
By Mr. Walsh:
:

Q.

Did you ever act as personal representative for acts?

A. Never.
Q. Weren't you in any way at one time connected with
the U. B. 0.?
A. Oh, yes. I booked my theatres, what theatres I represented or owned, I booked through the TJ. B. O. office, yea
Q. When was that?
A. It was fourteen years ago; thirteen years ago.
Q. How long did that continue?
I think I run about two
A. I had a three-year contract
years, out of that The last year they threw me out and I
did not run out the contract.
Mr. Kelley : We object to the term "threw him out."

By Mr. Walsh:
Q. What was the fact?
A. They ordered me out
Q. Who* did?
A. Mr. Albee.
Q.
A.

What were
As

you before In the Brockton

1
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A. They called me in the office with Mr. Williams and
Mr. Albee, and this gentleman here, and a few others.
Q. Mr. Goodman?
a. I believe Mr. Goodman was there.
And they told me
they would give me a fair trial to see whether I was entitled
to the franchise In that city or not and finally at the finish
they said I wae not entitled to It They gave it to Mr
Hathaway. I asked them what they were going to do about
booking the other theatres, and they said they would not
book anything for me, to get out of the office.
Q. How many theatres did you have at that time?
A. I had two, Fall River and Brockton.
Q. They henceforth ceased to book acts for yon?
A. They booked no more stuff for
Q. Do you know when Mr. Fay started a theatre In Provi-

ma

dence, R. L?
A, Yes, Mr.

Fay

started

a theatre in Rhode Island a couple

of years ago.
Q. Have you

A. Yea, sir.
Q. What difficulty did you have in furnishing acta for Mr,
Fay's theatre in Providence?
A. I believe that wae the toughest time I ever had since
I have been in the show business, with Mr. Fay in Providence.
That was the toughest We not only had the U. B. 0. people
against us, but we had the Vaudeville Managers' Association
against ua
Q. Mr. Fay was not a member of the Vaudeville Managers' Association?
A. No. But I advised him to apply for membership there,
and I know that he did.
Q. But was not accepted?
A. He was not accepted.
Q. Will you describe some of the specific Instances of difficulties which you had in booking acts at Mr. Fay's theatre?
A. Well, it was in extremes.
Q. Well, yen, but give the facta
A. Yes.
Well, In some cases we would have to stay out
until eleven or twelve o'clock at night get a taxlcab, get an
actor, get bun a ticket get him on the train and give him
money to go to the town, and we had trouble to the extreme,
as I said And we would have 40 acts booked in there in

one week and wind up with three.
Q. You mean 40 acts in a week?
A. Yes, we would have 40 acts promised us to play there,
and for reasons best known to themselves they would not play.
They were afraid of being blacklisted and they were not
N. V. A.'s, and all that stuff.
Q. How many acts could Mr. Fay accommodate in a week
at bis theatre?
A. Six.

Q. That Is, he ran full-week time there, or tried to?
A. Full week's time, yea
Q. Do you recall any specific acts or actors who refused
work in Fay's Theatre?
They would go into hundreda Why, we have correspondence that we have accumulated for a year that would
I supposed that you had It
flu a desk.
We only got a
letter yesterday from an actor who did not want to play
Bronx because It was a blacklisted house.
to

A.

Q. About two years ago, new?
A. Yes, two years this month.
Q. What did the actors say to you when you applied to them
take employment In the Fay Theatre?
Mr. Goodman: I object to It on the ground that It Is incompetent and not binding on these defendants.
Examiner Moore: Objection overruled.
The Witness: Of course, we have an office where we have
in the neighborhood of possibly 2O0 people a day come in there
and apply tor different things, such as getting Jobs at different
places, and for the present and the future, and the majority
of them that came in there, of courseMr. Goodman: That Isn't answering the Question, Mr. Examto

iner.

The Witness: Do you want to know what I am doing?
Mr. Walsh: I want the situation In reference to this Fay
Theatre.

The Witness: A number, of people, actors and actresses,
would come In there and ask for work in a general way at
different places, and, of course, it waa our intention from the
them into the Providence Theatre before
elese, because we had no trouble to get them to go
elsewhere; but this particular place, Providence, It required
some maneuvering and some intelligence to get them there.
Mr. Actor or Mra Actress would come in and we would treat
them in an ordinary way, take them into the office and talk
to them and ask them how much time they wanted and how
much money they wanted and so forth and so on, and the
majority of them would say, "Well, we will play anything you
have got, Mr. Sheedy, but we will not play Providence. We
would go on in a conversation, what we thought was proper,
that all acts were blacklisted sometime or
tell them of acts
other, and there wasn't a house In vaudeville today but what
bad trouble with the blacklist and that they all outlived it
and they all had outgrown it, and they could do the same.
Now, you go up there and If they don't come around and you
don't get what you want you come down here and we will give
it to you."
And lota of times we would take them.
Q. Why would you take them?
A. Because we could not Jeopardize the other bouses that
we had for Providence. We had to let Providence suffer.
We could not let all the other theatres suffer for Providence.
Q. How many other theatres did you book?
.
A. Oh, a half dozen.
Q. What are the facts In reference to putting any actors at
the Providence Theatre. under assumed names?
A. That was one of the methods we had to get them to go
there. We tried to explain to them about actors being blacklisted, and we would get them in under cover.
We would
book them elsewhere, and at the last minute we would let
them go In under an assumed name and nobody would know it
We got a great many acts to go In that way.
Q. Does that condition still continue at Providence?
A. Not since this Investigation started.
We have bad a
start to try to get

anywhere

—

different field altogether.
•

/

the circumstances?

affair Mr. Hathaway beat me to It in getting the business In shape and
they gave me a trial in the United Booking Office to see
who was entitled to the franchise.
Q. What do you mean by a trial?
I told
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positive.

A

With Joe Wood?

Q.
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Mr. Goodman: Mr. Examiner, I think we have been
quiescent long enough with this witness.
I move to strike
out that answer and I object to any further testimony of a
hearsay nature on the part of this witness.
'
By Mr. Walah
Q. When was it that Mr. Fay started?
A. I don't know when he started originally.
I know I
started to book vaudeville for him. I believe a year ago last
May, or a year ago this May, two years ago. I am not Just

A.

'

•

booked acta for him, for Mr. Fay, at his
theatre at Providence?
>
A. Yea, air.
Q. Since It—
A. Since it started running vaudeville.
,
Q. Mr. Fay testified here to some difficulties which he had
with getting acts to work at his theatre. You furnished the
acts for him, did you?

ner?

A

.

came

one you had was the Pawtucket Theatre?

.

Building.

New York?
street, New York.
And what Is the character

first

Q. How long did you have that?
I sold what interest I had back to my partner.
Q. When was that?
A. That was practically the same year or a year later.
Q. Where wae the next theatre you had?
A. In Brockton.
Q. In Brockton, Mass.?
A. Yes.
Q. What theatre was that?
A. That was a theatre called the Sheedy theatre.
Q. How long did you have that?
A. Possibly three years.
Q. What became of that?
A. I booked that theatre with the U. B. O.
Q. You booked It with the U. B. 0.?
A. I booked it with the U. B. 0., and the partner that I
had, named Hathaway, In New Bedford, started to negotiate or build another theatre with a party by the name of
Cross, or. had Mr. Cross build it for him, or he had some
connections there where he was to put in vaudeville Into
Brockton and I waa to put vaudeville into Brockton. At
We started to
this time there was not any vaudeville there.
get a franchise or the privilege from the V. B. O. to book
the vaudeville in the city. We were booking vaudeville at
the time from them in Fall River and in New Bedford, and,
of course, the V. B. O. gave us to understand the first man
that got the theatre completed to run why they would give
him the franchise. So I got a hustle on myself and I got
the theatre completed ahead of Mr. Hathaway, but In order
for Mr. Hathaway to beat me to it he hired a skating rink
there that was out of commission for any theatrical purposes and he fixed it up temporarily to run a vaudeville
show there In order to get the franchise from the U. B. 0.,
and be beat me to it which he successfully done.
Q. So that put your theatre out?
A. That theatre I ran for a year or two afterwards the
best I could.
Mr. Kelley: Waa that the Hathaway that was your part-

DIRECT EXAMINATION.

business In the

Pawtucket you

you explain that?

Yea
And the Keith interests took that?
Yea
And the next one waa where?
In New Bedford.

A.

on behalf of the complaint and, having

testified

The

:

'

...-,-..

A.

michaelTk sheedy
Mr. Walsh
Q. What is your full name, age and residence T
A. Michael H. Sheedy, 809 West 115th street, I

*.*

."

-..'

By Mr. Walsh:
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

c&TrvV:.t

called as a witness

How do

Q. Massachusetts?
a. Yes. Then I had one in Brockton.
Q. What became of the one in Brockton?
A. The Keith people took1 It The landlord
Mr. Goodman; We object to that

.

By

-'.

;-

Yea

Q.

Is offered In evidence.

was

of Providence la opposition to

'-^i

A. Providence is only four miles frim Pawtucket and they
figured that the people who go to the theatre In Pawtucket
if there was not a theatre in Pawtucket they would go ail
the way through to Providence.
Q. Just what year did you have your theatre In Pawtucket?
A. I did not come prepared for that It was 1801, '2 or '3,
something along there. About eighteen or nineteen years ago.
Q. Where did you have a theatre after you bad the one
at Pawtucket?
A. I had one at New Bedford.

(The paper above referred to was marked "Commission's
Exhibit Number 84.")
Mr. Walsh : It la also stipulated that Harry A. Shea is
an agent booking with the Marcus Loew Booking Agency*
and that on Maroh 22, 1017, he sent to Al Burton, a vaudeville actor, at Brunswick, New Jersey, the letter marked
Exhibit W, here offered in evidence.
(The paper above referred to was marked "Commission's
Exhibit Number 86.")
Mr. Walsh : And that on January 16, 1018, he sent to Otto
Brothers, vaudeville artists, Boston, Massachusetts, the letter
marked Exhibit 80, here offered in evidence.
(The paper above referred to wae marked "Commission's
Exhibit Number 86.")
Mr. Walah: It is also stipulated that Louis Plncui is a
personal representative booking with the Marcus Loew Booking
Office, that on January 80, 1017, he wrote to McQee A Kerry,
Cleveland, Ohio, the letter marked Exhibit 87, here offered
In evidence.
(The paper above referred to waa marked "Commission's
Exhibit Number 87.")
Mr. Walah : And on February 8, 1017, he sent to the same
vaudeville actors at Cleveland the letter marked Exhibit 88,
here offered in evidence.
(The paper above referrd to was marked "Commission's
Exhibit Number 88.")
Mr. Walah: It Is also stipulated that Floyd W. Stoker
and Charles A. Blerbauer, doing business as Stoker & Bierbauer, are personal representatives ol actors doing business
with the U. B. O., and that on September 17, 11)17, he sent
to Sterling A Chapman, vaudeville artists, at Louisville, Kentucky, the original of the photostat copy here1 offered In evidence marked Exhibit 80.
(The paper above referred to waa marked "Commission's
Exhibit Number 80.")
Mr. Goodman : The respondents do not object on the ground
of competency, but do object only on the grounds that the
letters are not relevant and are not material and are not
binding on the respondents.

been duly sworn,

The City
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Q. What Is the situation at the present time?
A. The situation now is very quiet I was surprised yesterday or the day before I received a letter from some fellow
I guess he had been In the country tor sometime—he didn't
know anything about the Investigation. He said he would
like to work, but he did not like to play Providence.
Mr. Goodman: Mr. Examiner, la it understood that these
conversations with other persons and all that sort of thing
;

'•

}

:

ffl
fj

>

.

ara taken subject to
binding T
I

I

my

objection

u

Incompetent and not

Bv Mr Walsh

*

1

Q. Mr.' Sheedy,' do

yon book soma acts

in

Ue

V. M. P. A.

theatres?
A. Yea, sir.
Q. Do you have any difficulty about booking tote in snoh
theatres?
A. I haven't got any, yet
Q. The only difficulty you ever had was in the Slay Theatre
at Providence?
A. The Fay Theatre. Had more trouble there than in all
the theatres v/e booked in 20 years.
Mr. Walsh: I think that is alt

CROSS-EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Goodman:
Q. As you uneratand it, was that trouble due—calling simply
(or your understanding, now was that trouble due to the tact

—

that Fay waa not a member of the Vaudeville Managers'
Protective Association or waa It due to the fact that he was
"playing mostly White Bate?
A. No, we were glad to get any kind of Rata in there. It
waa due almply because he did not belong to the Managers'
Association.
Q. That is your understanding of it?
A. That la my understanding, ot the actor and myself.
Q. How many Gordon houses did you book at the time of
this trouble
A. Possibly four.
Q. And how many Fay houses?
a. The original time was one.
y. Since then has he acquired a house In Rochester and one
In

Philadelphia?

Q. That

'

A. Yea.
j
Q. How long have you been booking the Rochester house?
A. As long as you are on the Rochester proposition, I would
If
like to say that I Insisted that they get more theatres.
they did not they would lose that house In Providence, because
there was no chance in the world that we could stand the
gall any longer than we did and get acts to go there.
had to get more time to give the actor in order to have any
That is why
chance in the world to live In vaudeville.
he got Rochester. He got Rochester some eight months possibly after he 'had Providence.
Q. He bad Rochester during the period of this trouble that
you relate?
were halt
A. No. The trouble was passed over, then.
the Journey over after we got Rochester.
Q. How long did the trouble last?
A. The trouble lasted until this investigation started.
Q. But you say the trouble waa half over when he got
Rochester.
A. Yes.
Q. When did he get Rochester?
A. About eight months after he started booking vaudeville
/•
In Providence.
Q. When did he get Providence?
a. He got Providence about two years ago.
Q. And when did he get Philadelphia?
A. He got Philadelphia about six months ago.
Q. What other houses do you book or did you book at that
time?
A. Just the Gordon houses, that la all.
Q. Just Gordon and Fay 'a?
A. Fay's and another fellow down in Massachusetts there,

We

We

la he located in?
A. Lawrence.
Q. You did not tell Mr. Walsh, in relating your experiences
in Vaudeville, of the time you were connected with the Independent Booking Agency, did you?
A, They did not want to know.
Waa
Q. He asked you tor your experiences in vaudeville.
that an omission on yoQr part accldently?
A. No, brother, there ia no admission on my part

Q. Omission?
A. I am here to answer anything you wish to ask me that
you want to know. I would stay here for three weeka if I
would tell you my experience In the show business for the last

twenty years.
Q. Just a minute. You answer my question, please.
A. I certainly will.
Q. I don't want any speeches from you, at least, I don't
When were you connected with the Independent Booking

Agency?
A. I would say about eight years ago.
Q. You were president of it, weren't you?

member.
Quigley

connected with it? •
A, That I won't say.

waa business manager, or waa

I will say

he was connected

there,

yes.

Q.

And your

Building?
A. Yes,

offices

were in the Knickerbocker Theatre'

sir.

Q. How long were you connected with the Independent
Booking Agency, throughout its existence?
A. Throughout its existence, from the start to the finish.
Q. How long waa it in business?
A. That la hard for me to say. It might be—I don't know.
Possibly we will say, for illustration, six months.
Q. Wasn't that generally known in the profession as a
White Rats agency?
A. No. sir.
Q. Didn't the Independent Booking Agency book some of
Mr. Mozart's houses, included in which was a bouse in Lan-

A.
Q.

A. There was a house in Lancaster that booked while we
had the Independent Booking Office.
Q. And the Family Theatre, is that the name of it?
A. I cannot say that I know we booked a house in Lancaster and Mr. Mozart waa the manager.
Q. Do you know or don't you know that the White Rats of
America, the predecessor of the White Rats Actors' Union,
owned stock In this Lancaster house that was booked in the
Independent Booking Agency?
A. I don't know anything about it
Q. Aside from your positive knowledge wasn't It the talk
around that the Independent Booking Agency, and in the
vaudeville profession, that the Independent Booking Agency
was booking a White Rat house?
A. I don't know what you are trying to drive at at all.

You

don't?

A. No.
Q. You never heard of the Independent Booking Agency
being referred to In those days aa the White Rats
A. I was the president ot the Independent Booking Agency
and there should not be anybody that knew more about it

than

It

did.

.

ifcSRlM

Go ahead.
Were there any

agents in those days?.

A. Yes.
Q. Personal agents or personal representatives?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you remember the names of any of the personal
representatives that did business with the Independent Bookjng

Agency?
A. Certainly.
Q. Please mention

some

of

them?

A. There was Arthur Horwltz, R. 'Baker, Billy Atwell. All
of them. There Isn't any difference.
The stenographer is taking thla
Q. It isn't what I know.
down tor the Commission.

By Examiner Moore:
Q. Do you know ot any

others,

Mr. Sheedy?

A. Certainly.
Q. Name a few others?
A. If you will name them I will tell you what they are.
Q. You don't remember them, in other words?
A. I don't remember them.
I simply say all of them.
They, all came in and out ot there, the same then as they
do now. There wasn't any difference.

By

Mr. Goodman:
was done then about the same as

Q. Business

Is

It

done

now?
the same as

A. Practically
It Is done now.
Q. And the Independent Booking Agency charged a commission of 6 per cent for booking?
A. Yes.
Q. And the personal representatives charged the actors B per
cent, for their services?
A. That I dont know anything

about

It is

none of

my

affairs.

Q. But. you are quite sure that the Independent Booking
Agency charged 5 per cent?
A. That was the natural course of business.
Q. They were not working for love?
A.
Q.

I

don't think so.

Your

office

at the present time, under what

,

conducted?

name

is It
'.

'

A. Sheedy Vaudeville Agency.
Q. I take It from what you said the personal representatives
and agents do business with you now as they did before with
other agencies?
A. Yes. I haven't noticed any changes particularly.
Q. And the Sheedy Agenoy oharges a commission ot 5 per

cent for booking?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What services does the Sheedy Agency render to the
actor when that actor Is represented by a personal representative? What is it that the Sheedy Agency does for an
You
actor that entitles it to any 5 per cent commission?
smile.
Those are questions that Mr. Walsh asked concerning
the United Booking Offices of Mr. Fltzpatrick and other actors.
Now, I am asking you what services does your booking office
render to an actor?
A. Good, honest service.
Q. Just what?
.

Examiner Moore What do you do?
The Witness: Why we talk to the actor and we make out
a contract tor him and we give it to him and give him his

what to
By Mr. Goodman:

Instructions as to
x.

do.

That

Is all

we

do.

A. No, sir. My booking office Is a corporation and I am
an Individual. You are talking about aa Individual and a
corporation.
Q. You want to be technical with me, now?
A. No, I don't, but you want me to answer correctly, don't

you?

.5/S5M

Q. Yes. Who owns the stock In your booking offlceT
A. I object to answering that
Mr. Goodman :J ask that the witness be compelled to answer
the question*
The Witness: All right, it you gentlemen here want me to
answer those questions I will answer them.
Mr. Walsh: It la Immaterial,
Mr. Goodman: Oh, no, it is very material.
Mr. Walsh: He is president of the corporation, as I understand it
It, Goodman: The great complaint seems to be made here
that it is a most Iniquitous thing tor Mr. Keith and Mr. Albee
to have stock In a booking office and at the same time have
Now, why can't I ask this witness to say
stock in theatres.
whether he has stock in theatres and a booking office.
The Witness : I will answer that question. I have. In both.
Q.
By Mr. Goodman
.
Q. Then you are interested in a booking office that books
theatres In which you are also interested?
'

-

A. Yes, sir.

'

.^j" :
: How much stock do you own?
Examiner Moore I don't know that I ought to compel htm
..
answer that question.
Mr. Goodman: Mr. Examiner, Mr. Casey was required to
answer with regard to his individual business what stock he
held and who were the stockholders ot his agency. I don't
see why we should make flesh of one and fowl ot another.
Mr. Walsh: There is no proceeding against Mr. Sheedy or
Mr. Casey Is the manager ot the Vaudeville
his business.
Managers' Protective Association, and the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association Is a respondent Mr. Casey was
called here as a witness to give testimony as manager of the
Mr. Kelley

:

to

Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association.
Mr. Goodman : I am not going to argue that point but I
do press the question and ask tor a ruling whether the witness
shall be directed to answer, or not I want to know who the
stockholders of the Sheedy Agenoy are.
Mr. Walsh: I object to it as immaterial.
By Mr. Goodman:
Q. We have been getting opinions here, Mr. Sheedy, about;
whether a booking office is a good thing or a bad thing In the
business, whether business could be done as well without av.
booking office as with a booking agenoy. What Is your opinion
about the necessity for having a central booking office like.

'-'

;

y^'«

&

Sfllp

•:...
yours, Loew's, Moss', or anybody else's?
A. I don't see why you want my opinion on It I have
got no opinion.
Q. Do you recall the days when business was done without
a central booking office before there were booking offices?
A. Well, I will tell you my opinion Is, if you want to know,
about a booking office; I came to realize that I had to come
to New York and open a booking office if I wanted to say
in vaudeville, because that is the only way I could get any
acts. That 1b the only reason I have got a vaudeville agenoy,
Q. You have to be able to offer an act more than one weakto successfully conduct a theatre, haven't you? It la easier
to get an aot it you can offer them ten weeks than If you

,

offer

them one?

A. Ob, yes; naturally.
Q. And by having a central booking office where you can
bring together various managers and give an aot a number
ot weeks, each manager 1b enabled to conduot his business
better, is he not?
A. I don't care to answer that question. If you want
whole lot of managers get together
to answer it different.
That
to prevent other managers from getting in business.
Is the only way I can see It is of any benefit to anybody.
They form a trust like, and then anybody else that wants to
go Into the business—why they cannot get in unless they get
is through some ot the managers that are in.
Q. Mr. Fay is -in business, and he testified his business was
better last year than the year before?
A. He is a manager. He knows. I don't know.
Q. You are interested in that theatre, though, yon know,
You get the profit, you .get your share of the
don't you?
profits, don't you, ot Fay's Theatre, In Providence?
A. I don't care to answer It A
.,
Q. You don't care to answer it?
doing down in
am I grilled on what I
A. No.
Providence. I am here as a witness to tell what I know in
regard to the Vaudeville Managers' Association and the U.
B. 0. I am not here on trial.

me

A

.

: .

am

Why

Q. You are here to run
aren't you?

them out of business,

if

'\WH

you. can,

not.
Q.

You are Interested in Mr. Fay's theatres, aren't you?
A. Well, that Is—
Q. Well, Mr. Fay testified that you were.
A. That is not Interesting to this case, whether I am, or not
Examiner Moore: I don't think the witness ought to be
required to give his personal business. He can state generally
what he Is doing.
Mr. Goodman : Everybody else has been giving their personal
business here.
Mr. Walsh: Mr. Fay testified that Mr. Sheedy was intera atari
I object to answering any questions that are
what you cava got me here for,
Examiner Moore: I think you better answer. It Is Interknow your connection with Mr.

The Witness:

not interesting to

esting to the Commission to
Fay's theatres.

_

The Witness: In what way do you want to know this In?
By Mr. Goodman:'
Q. Do you own any interest In Mr. Fay's theatres?
Mr. Walsh We object to It on the ground It Is Immaterial.
The witness: Do you mean to say, Is It a corporation or a
company that Mr. Fay Is In? Do you want to know whether
:

I

am

in those

companies, or not?

By Mr. Goodman:
Q. Yes
A. Yes, I am.
Q. In other words, the Sheedy Booking Office
theatres in which you have some Interest?

.

books for

A. No, air.
Q. You say no, sir?

A. No, sir.
„ ,
Q. Haven't you an Interest in Fay's Theatre in Providence?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And doesn't your booking office book that theatre?
A. Yob, sir.
Q. Then you

A. No, I am here to tell the truth, it they want to know It.
Q. That Is what I am trying to get out of you, Mr. Sheedy,
.-.._.._.
but you seem to dodge my questions.
I don't see why you worry about what Mr. Fay U
making in Providence. That don't interest me.
Q. When you built your theatre in Brockton did you ever
theatre!
book It as a vaudeville
A. Certainly.
Q. I thought you said that the United 'Booking Offices did
not book your theatres; they booked for Hathaway In Brook*!
ton?
A. That is true.
Q. How did you book your theatre, then?
A. I booked It the best I could, the same as I booked

A

Q. Who gets the Job for the actor, you or the personal
representative?
If an actor comes In why we
A. Well, that all depends.
get the actor the Job ourselves. It some representative comes
In why we get the job for the representative.
Q. But you get the Job for the act in any event?
A. In any event we decide whether they get the job or

caster?

Q.

asking you these ques-

:

A. I was.
%
Q. Mr. Mozart was vice-president ot it?
sir. I won't say that I can't just renumber whether
Mr. Mozart was vice-president or secretary, or what he was.
Q. You know you were president?
A. I know I was president and I know Mr. Moiart was a
J.

am

you.

A. Yes,

And John

exactly the reason I

A. Well, I dont know what you are driving at Mr. Mozart
booked his theatre there, and he was supposed to be manager.
I don't know whether he owned the theatre, or not, and I
don't know whether the White Rats owned it I didn't care.
It was none of my affair.
Q. Pay a little attention to the question and yon will know
what I am driving at I am not asking you now whether
Mr. Mozart owned anything or what Mr. Mozart owned. I am
asking you whether the Independent Booking Agency was not
generally spoken of among vaudeville actors and agents as
the White Rats' Booking Agenoy?
A. No. We booked White Rats.
Q. Did the Independent Booking Agenoy have an arrangement with the White Rata Aotonr Union for dividing any of
the profits or any of the commissions which It earned?
A. No.
Mr. Mozart was In the company. Whatever was
coming to him I suppose he got It Mr. Quigley got his and
I got mine and Mr. Fiver and Bhea got theirs.
Q. Did the Independent Booking Agency pay anything to the
White Rats Actors' Union from its earnings?
A. I don't know anything about that
Q. If you don't know I will take your answer. 'I don't
want you to be so Indignant to me.
A. But your questions are so ridiculous I don't know what
you ask them for.
Q. They may seem ridiculous to you, but they may not
appear ridiculous to the Examiner. How did you do business
when you were operating the Independent Booking Agency?
Relate how business was done In that office. Let me help

named Toomey.
Q. What town

Q.

is

tions.

Examiner Moore: Tea, tie same objection yon made at
the previous sessions,
Mr. Goodman : Yes, that the testimony Is not competent and
not binding on the respondeat*.
Examiner Moore : Very well. It la so noted.

.

E

)

'

"•.- .v.
Fay's.
Q. Where did you book your theatre In Brockton f
A. In three different places. I booked it— the first man was
Louis Pincus, and the second man I booked it with was Bill
Cleveland, and the third man I booked it with was/JosiWood
•-'•
« • .••> .•->-> »«.-..
and myself.
Q. Did you ever book it through William Morris?
A. Not Brockton.
Q. Did you ever book any theatre through the William

:

1

Morris Agency?
A. Certainly, I did.
Q.

Where?

A. I booked Fall River and I booked Newport before we
went with the U. B. 0.
Q. When you booked with the William Morris Agency didn't
you deduct. 5 per cent of the actors' salaries each week and
remit that amount to the Morris Agency, as provided in the

§§H

actors' contracts?
A. Yes.
When I booked with the William Morris office
Mr. Tucker came to me and told me that if I did not get out
of the William Morris office and go with the United Booking
Office that I would bo put out of business.
That Is a little
Information.
That might do the company some good. As
long as you are talking about Mr. Morris. You setter 1st

him

sleep.

The Verbatim report ofMhe investigation will be continued in next week's
>
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BT LEN LI11BBY.
ORPHEUM-LOEW.—Vaudeville and pictures,
with the feature film for the first salt of the
week being "The Better Wife."
BOSTON.—Vaudeville and pictures,, with
"Choosing a Wife" for the feature film.

Mandel Harry

Mangean Jack
Manning Florence

Mann Dorothy
Martin Adeline
Marvin Karl
Mathews Esra

BIJOU.— Pictures and

BOWDOIN.— Pictures
SCOLLAY OLYMPIA

Mill A Manning
Meadows Frankle

songs.

and "pop" vaudeville.
Vaudeville and pic-

CALL
"Grown Up Babies" Co,
CALL

REPORT MONDAY, JULY

28th, 1919, to the Central

67th Street and Third Avenue.

ARTISTES

desirous of playing

and

SOUTH AFRICA

communicate at once with

INTERNATIONAL VARIETY &
THEATRICAL AGENCY, LTD.
Putnam

Building, Broadway,
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ENGLISH BOOKING REPRESENTATIVE NOW HERE
READY TO BOOK SUITABLE ACTS
l

"White

get by the

humid weather.

TRBMONT.—"Daddy Long

Orpheum and BUtch's Qardene, as manager of
new venture, will introduce Emmet Vogan
and Leonora Ferrari with a capable supporting

this

at

Lege,"

the

a decided

This 1b the first time that musical stock
has been tried In Denver,- except aa a summer
diversion.
It is planned when the vaudeville
circuits again become active to add several
vaudeville acts to the weekly musical comedy
program. Included in the company whloh will
cast.

hit.

COPLEY.—Fifth week of "Two Pairs," which
eeems to have settled down for a nice long

NORUMBBQA PARK.

— "Pals

a

Flret,"

support Mr. Vogan and Miss Ferrari are:
William Walsh, Mary Lee, Georgia Knowlton,
Helen Phelps and John Deweess. The opening
bill wUl be "Miss Nobody from Sterland."

comedy by the Liberty Players Company.
be the film at the
Majestic the coming week. It Is a film taken
from the play which was the centre of considerable discussion and agitation several years
ago when it was played here at the Tremont.

"Damaged Goods"

Is to

The National Film Is again in the courts.
B. J. Johnson, owner of the land on which
the company's studio was built, has asked the
District Court of Arapahoe County to name a
receiver for the concern.
It is charged that
the company has failed to carry out the
conditions of the lease and option on the prop,

BUFFALO.

BY SIDNEY BURTON.
Frances Nordstrom, spent the week In Buffalo
rehearsing the Bonstelle Co. in her latest
comedy, 'TAnn's Adventure." The play, which
has been accepted by William Brady for Grace
George, will have its first showing here.
Sheriff

erty.

Receivership proceedings followed filing of
suits by creditors for sums aggregating 122,000.
Attorneys representing the film company say
the newest action ie an "attempt to wreck
the company" Just aa It was about to complete
plans for the complete financing of the cor-

Bradley and his deputies were re.

strained from Interfering with the "Kentucky
Derby," a concession operated at Woodlawn
Beach by Julius Staderman and August Von
Kleist, according to a decision banded down
by Justice Lalng In Supreme Court here. The
sheriff stopped the game on July 4, and the
owners obtained a temporary injunction which
Judge Lalng made permanent to restrain the
sheriff from Interfering with the game's operation. It was proved that skill and not chance
controls the winning horse.

poration.

The National

Is

the

Company which recently
of Eddie Foy to star
The contract has

announced the signing

In a series of comedies.
since been cancelled,

,

The Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus played to
crowded houses at four performances here
last week.
During the troupe's stay a number
of the star performers went to the U. 8.
Army Hospital at Aurora and put on a

The Buffalo Express has kicked up quite a
mess regarding Woodlawn Beach. A reporter
signing himself Boob McNut visited the place
last Sunday and wrote an account of shlmmle
dancing, dusty hot-dogs and Ziegfeld bathing
costumes, and Intimated that thi beach was
perhaps a bit rough. Later In the week the
sheriff denied that there were any Immoral
conditions prevailing there.
Whetber the
failure of the beach to place any of its advertising with the Express has anything to do
with the matter is left to Boob McNut to figure
out

"Private Circus" for the convalescent soldiers
who were unable to leave their quarters to see
the circus In town.

Denver's picture contingent, exchange managers, employes, theatre ownere and all moved
out of town In Its entirety Wednesday, July 28.
The occasion was a big plcnlo at whloh the
help, from the office boy to: the head booker,
were the guests of the exchange managers and
A special train waa charths home offices.
tered and the whole crew taken to Eldorado
Springs. The plcnlo was held under the auspices of the Rocky Mountsin Screen Club. The
plan grew out of a suggestion made by Ward
Scott, manager of Paths.

'

The situation here In Buffalo ss tar as theWith
atre sites are concerned Ib unuBual.
the Shea Amusement Co. holding an option on
one alte, and with two New York interests
negotiating for other locations, conditions theatrically appear a bit unsettled. The sale of
the Academy leaves the Mark-Brock people
looking tor another location which It Is
rumored they are making every effort to close
on. What the net outcome will be remains tor
time to tell. It looks, however, aa If Buffalo
at last will have what has been coming to It
theatrically for half a dossn yearn. There is
plenty of room for development In the amuse-

Harold Wilbur, treasurer of the Orpheum,
has returned from a visit to fats former home
at Buffalo, N. y., and will resume work as

to

Special Offer
Theatrical Profession

the.

field here.

BUTTE
By DAVB TREFP.
After a long dull period Butte theatregoers
to the appearance here of Ouy
Bates Poet In a real play,' "The Masqueradera.''
This was the first legit at the Broadway In a
considerable period. Mr. PoBt won many admirers by bis excellent work. He spent two
days la Butte, appearing at the theatre July

warmed up

9 and 10.

Corner of SOth Street

Wilton Lackey*, who Was at the Margaret,
Anaconda, with Margaret Illlngton, was In
Butte and an honor guest on the occasion of
the viBlt of Chairman Homer 8. Oummlngs, of

25

8x10 Photos
finished in

4 Poses

«

*

9<»

Opera House,

VAIL AMUSEMENT COMPANY.

EUROPE

Tourneur'e

H.. wbloh has catered
to vaudeville for several seasons, and has
been running special pictures for several
weeks, will be the first of Denver's legitimate
houses to reopen. But Instead of vaudeville
Its doors will awing open July 27 on musical
comedy stock. Jedd Buell, formerly of the

house.

ment

Mellette Belle

Elfle

Fenner Geo
Fentoa * Fields
Flan Albert

McNamara

Solares Four

Lewis Richard
London Louis
Lorent Myrtle
Lowrle Renee
Lydy Beth
Lynch Raymond

•

Farlardeau Dell

Schubert

Bernie
LeClalr

A Leaver

MoGee Fred B
Montrose Belle
Mortimer R M
Msrlo Rita
Morris Walter
McCarthy Jack

Martini

S

Deane Phyllis
Deerjr Blllr

Fryer R L
Futch Mrs

James Jlmmle

Sander Sarah
Baton Treses

Lsino Betty

B

Harden
awe Daft

Russell Sisters

aly Nellie

Darling Florence
Darrell Rupert
Davis Josephine

Fay

amp
Hampton

Kraemer Mae

Sale Bthel

DeHaven

Glover Claude

Roth Kathryn
Rublnl

PRINCESS.— Maurice
The Tabor Grand 0.

Unpardonable Sin," a
film, starts the third month of Its run at this
house.
It Is also the last week.
WILBUR.—Opening of the season at this
house with "Oh, My Dear I" the musical show,
which may run for several weeke it It can

Earl Zella

Romalne Dim
Rose Harry
Ross Harry

Klein Jack
Klein Harry

D

M

Clayton Vada
Clifton William

Fae Dorothy

and

"The Dust of

Heather."

MAJESTIC—"The

run.

Reeves George
Renault Francis
Riley J Francis
Rio Violet
Robinson Olta
Roche Virginia
Rogers Wilson

R

Chalmers Marie
Clarke Buddie
Clay Bobble
Cleveland Marie

in

Desire."

tures.

Offlc*.

Bary A Bary

la "Upstairs

RIVOLI.— Ruby* De Remer

running for the
third week, this particular play having made

Raymond L
Reavls Roth

DAY.
Vaudeville.

Calvert In "The Career

of Katharine Bush,"

PLYMOUTH.—"Florodora,"

Raker Bthel
Rawson Ouy
Ray Dorothy

B. C.

RIALTO.—Catherine

SHTjBBRT.—Seventh week of "Open Your
Byes," the educational film, to big houses, with
a day.

Browning Edith
Belmont Grace
Brouses Harry

R

Hufford Julia

Oarmels Fred

By

BMPRBS8.—Pantagss'

AMBRICA^-Olive Thomas
Down."

PARK,— Pictures and books.
GLOBE, STRAND, FENWAY, FRANKLIN
PARK, EXETER STREET, MODERN, BEACON, COLUMBIA, CODMAN SQUARE.—Picsix performances

Adair Stella

Petrova Mme Olga
Porter B J
Pratt Herbert
FroBser John

Bonlta
Chrystal

Hogan Oertrude
Hogan O M
Holmes A LaVero

B

»

Ida

Chicago
rage

Palmer Gaston
Parker John

i

DENVER.

Co.,

"Girls" Is the feature

prise the vaudeville.

Wood 0111*
Wynne Ansa

Wynn

JAMES.— Judd A

film.

Band

Hill Jack

Carlton Rosemary

;

Irma

Original Dlxlel'd Jail

Hoover Lillian

JSi,
'

Whiting George
Whistling Wilson
Wlllards Temple of
Dolly Mills
Wilson Oeech
Wolfing I B

Odell Maudle
Onetll Llla

Mme

Includes

Keene A Foxworth,
Ruth Adams, the Belles and the Calverts comST.

Wells Coriane

Wm

Orbassany

GORDON'S CENTRAL.—Vaudeville

Harry A Grace Bllsworth, Cooper A Rloardo.
Jaok Marley, MoMahon, Diamond, "Some Doll'
and Brltt Woods. "Tangled Threads," the fea-

Wallace Franklin
Walton Oordon

Lew A

Harvey Miriam
Hayes Dorothy
Hayes Otto
Healy Kathryn
Hearn Miss J
Heath Frankle
Hennan A James

Bell Arthur

Jack Clem, recently out of the army, la now
on the road In Montana with "The Escape."
Louis Marcus, district manager of Famous
Players at Salt Lake, was hero the past
week.

and also several vaudeville

film,

ture film.

Wenrlch Peroy
Wesley Lynn
Westea Blsle
White Jackie

Noblett venia

Harrington Joe
Harris Donny
Harvard Chas

Barnett Joe
Batiste Collelle

quet, July 12.

film.

a feature

Walker Bad

Warren Mar
Wstson Ton

N

Hammond Fay B
Hanlon Mr E

for

Ware Walter
Warner Jetfero

Neal Marianne
Neary A Miller
Nelson Ous

Halsey Forrest

Banner Dell
Barker Mm A
Barnes Corallne

the Democratic National Committee, at a ban-

acts.

Waada Mm*
Ward Johany

Murray Crystal

Gordon Jaok
Gould * LeTour
Green Grace

Balrd Florence
Banker Doris
BordeH Juggling

.-

Wm

Gay Danny

a Time OVay" for

1

Morley Lillian
Morton Stella
Mullane Frank
Mnrdock Japle

O

Ahearn Charlie
Almore Bert
Andre* Sign*
Armond Ted

at

GORDON'S OLYMPIA.— Using "The Sneak"

Vaa Arthur
Van Aiken Ann a
Van Goldl* Rlnehart
Vaa Camp Jaok
Vann Jack

Mine Samuel

cmcSSiiSn^Ra will hot
AD VERTISED,
UnriSBS ADVERTUHD IN aWTE

-

a feature

Valdere LaZolle

Bessie

Merriman Ruby
Miller Isabella

VAKKfTY,

"One Thing

PROPERTY MAN
Prefer young

LADY

man willing

to assist

507—1493 Broadway.

stage.

Also

Send weight, age and photo

Can place 25 more standard

WILLIAM
1520 Broadway,

Room

— CALL,

UNION
e

SMALL YOUNG

THURSTON, MAGICIAN, Room

Address

for assistant.

on

WANTED

acts

on Big Time East and West

L.
7,

WIBE

if possible.

LYKENS

New York
or

WRITE—

Theatre Bldg.
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TO HEAR THEM

TWO
As

Distinctive

•<

-.

•

>

I

•";';

t;

TO APPRECIATE

IS

DISTINCTLY DIFFERENT SONGS
As "Robert

A Concert Waltz. A Beautiful
Song. A Great Dance Number

E.

Lee" and "Alexander's Band"

"OLD JOE "DREAMY

AMAZON"

BLUES"
By

L.

WOLF GILBERT

THE "DUMB" ACTS FAVORITE.
THE CONCERT SINGER'S DELIGHT.
VAUDEVILLE AND BURLESQUE WILL
EVENTUALLY CRAVE IT.

and

NAT VINCENT
If

;

GILBERTWEST& FRIEDLAND
NEW YORK

CHICAGO
Grand Opera Home Bids.
MOBT BOSLEY, Mir.

46th ST,

232

m

L.

WOLFE

BOSTON
AL LEYTON

MAXWELL

GILBERT, President

Tremont

240

SILVER, General Manager

Chestnat St

829

PUBLISHERS OF

.

"GRANNY"
-

-.

"I

FOUND YOU"

custodian of the Orpheum lands
theatre reopens next month.

when the

Restart Pictures have opened on exchange
In Denver, at Fifteenth and Champa streets.
Bert B. Latz is the manager.

"SINGAPORE"

"MENDING A HEART"

Ground will be broken at once. House to be
completed in the spring. It will be known as
the Allen Theatre.
The same concern will
also erect a new picture house in Cleveland
during the coming year.

dins" back and forth and bringing of Borden
into Mayhew's act proved a popular drawing
card despite the hot weather. Bill, as a whole,
is one of the very best

Garrlck reopens August 4 with

"Take

"GIMME THIS-GLMME TB3S-GLMME THAT"

C. R. Rogers, of New York,- salesmanager
for the Select, Is in Denver on tour of inspection of Select exchanges.

V

DETROIT.
BT JACOB SMITH.

*

Stella Mayhew and Eddie Bordern were a
big hit last week at the Temple. Their "kid-

'•.

fet-i

P.

I

week

of

house on Campus reopens
August 13 or August 26. Mean-

while pictures.

Warren and Cohen have confirmed report
would play Marcus Loew vaude-

that -they

ville starting

Labor Day at their Colonial.

Allen Brothers, of Canada, announce having leased property on Woodward avenue, between Ersklne and Watson, and will erect 3,000-seat picture house to cost 1600,000.
C.

competition makes it necessary. It has never
been our policy to be anything else than manufacturer and distributor selling our product to
exhibitors, but when certain exhibitors become
manufacturer, distributor and exhibitor then

Howard Crane, of

we must

this city, is the architect

DODD ACKERMAN

protect

our interests."

The Fuller Theatre, Kalamazoo, next season

Lipp & Cross will reopen the Post Theatre
at Battle Creek with high-class pictures early
in September.

INDIANAPOLIS.
BY WILL B. SMITH.
MTJRAT.—"Too Many

Cooks," Stuart Walker

ENGLISH'S.—Pictures.

SARGENT ABOBN

Secretary

Treasurer

'

I

1441-

FIRST

:

.•'.'

rt--

:

BROADWAY—PHONE BRYANT

8989

GUN

N. Y.

FIRED

AT TROY,

*

COPY OF TELEGRAM RECEIVED
A. AND A. PRODUCING CO, INC,

1441 BROADWAY, N. Y.
I congratulate you on your first production of "Bubbles" with Carlos Sebastian and Co. If this Is a sample,
vaudeville may look forward eagerly to the productions you have In preparation. It is a wonderful novelty,
most lavishly staged, and today's capacity audiences proclaimed it the last word In vaudeville.

R

B. R. EMDE, Manager, Proctor's

$

NEXT PRODUCTION JULY

.

28

"ON THE RAGGED EDGE"
By FRANCES NORDSTROM

;••

Staged by

WILLIAM PINKHAM

New

Theatre.

PREPARATION
"MAGIC GLASSES'* By FRANCES NORDSTROM
IN

"ONE CENT SALE"
Book and Lyrics by

A

Musical Comedy with 18 People

ROBERT HARRIS and

AUTHORS AND COMPOSERS ARE INVITED TO SUBMIT ACTS WORTHY OP TBE BEST EM VAUDEVILLE
ALL PRODUCTIONS DESIGNED AND PAINTED BY P. DODD ACKERMAN STUDIOS

•

L

week

Malts The-

will be operated by Lew Barnes, who already
has the Elite and Lyric in that city.

A. A. PRODUCING CO.
i

New

MILTON ABOBN

President

I

theatres opened last

at

W.

Allen, district manager for Paramount
here, last week announced that a new plan
of franchising the exhibitor would be announced very soon. This will guarantee franchlsed exhibitors Paramount pictures, and will
also assure Paramount that their pictures will
be played. Regarding the buying or leasing
of theatres, Mr. Allen said:
"Our company
is only becoming interested in theatres where

opera

Detroit

'

Two new Michigan

Charlevoix and
atre at Alpena.
J.

either

J. B. Flynn, Goldwyn, haa been re-elected
president of the Detroit Board of Motion Picture Exchange Managers.

—Palace

It

from Me."

Helen Dowe, the only woman "Forest Lookout" In the Government service, was starred
a series of scenes taken this week for
tat
a moving picture to he produced by the
U. 8. Government.

i

J-

St.

PHILADELPHIA
NAT SANDERS

M. G.

MICHAELS

i

J

w

.' rf,i
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.

:
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Vith The Winners

fvi'-»a^

iSim

ntblisheirs vtio SIiov. This
Their Product are

Emblem on

The Ones who Make the Hits.

:

3

:

zosisxaii.

Vly?

%

Experiment vith Jbur Livelihood?
a
*t

IRVING BERLIN

CHAS.

INCORPORATED

BROADWAY

K.

MAURICE RICHMOND

HARRIS

MUSIC COMPANY

KENDIS-BROCKMANI

MUSIC CORPORATION

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN
AND COMPANY

MUSIC COMPANY

BUCKEYE
McCarthy & fisher

MUSIC COMPANY

C. C.

1

l"..M|

AND COMPANY

A.

McKINLEY

CHURCH

MEYER COHEN

SHERMAN, CLAY
V.t,

.r,r;»5-./-' >
JT-«-.»-'-.' ..

J.

STASNY
\

MUSIC COMPANY

MUSIC COMPANY

JOE MORRIS

JOS. W. STERN
AND COMPANY

MUSIC PUB. COMPANY
\

MUSIC COMPANY

DANIELS & WILSON

PACE AND HANDY

LEO FEIST

AL PIANTADOSI

INCORPORATED

AND COMPANY

..-

•.

..._-.cjj

HARRY VON TILZER
MUSIC PUR COMPANY

WATERSON, BERLIN & SNYDER

COMPANY

i

..'

..

.

.

'

JEROME H. REMICK
GILBERT

& FRIEDLAND

AND COMPANY

M.

:>!:£
---- i

WITMARK & SONS
N.

When you want a song—when you need a hit
above publishers and you

will find

—

call

a courteous,

upon the Professional Department of any of the

efficient

and experienced service

at

your disposal.
II
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MUSIC PUBLISHERS
<

BROADWAY

(The old N. V. A. Club Rooms)

/

Announcement
IS

N January

1st,

IRVING BERLIN severed

tions with the Waterson, Berlin
.

i

his connec-

& Snyder Co.

MAX WINSLOW, General and
Manager of that concern, followed suit

Shortly afterward,
Professional

On June 1st, SAUL H. BORNSTEIN, General Manager of the
Broadway Music Corporation, resigned from that firm.

TO-DAY— IRVING BERLIN,
BORNSTEIN
Inc.,

MAX WINSLOW

are united as the heads of the

and

SAUL

IRVING BERLIN,

Music Publishers, with offices at 1587 Broadway (the old

N. V. A. Club Rooms).
is to publish songs that will become popular. To
do that they must have your co-operation. To have your cooperation they must have good songs.

Their purpose

Irving Berlin has been working steadily for the past two

months
and out of the many songs he wrote during that period they

have picked FOUR to start the ball rolling with. On the next
page these FOUR numbers are offered for your approval

They repeat that their success is only possible with your cooperation, and your co-operation is only possible with good
songs.

AUtheyaskisahearing-so
VW

STOP

at their place,

they think
wrote.

B*

is

LOOK them

over and

LISTEN

to

what

the best bunch of songs that Irving Berlin ever

J

!H

:
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:..'....-:
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.

IRVING BERLIN
1587
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BERLIN INC

j«s

MUSIC PUBLISHERS
1587.

BROADWAY

(The old N. V. A. Club Rooms)

w

OUR SONGS

.?«.?

'. a

-i

THE BALLAD

"THE HAND THAT ROCKED
CRADLE RULES MY HEART"
The

title tells

111
•w&
Dbra

i

-

the tale, and the tale is told to a beautiful tune.
n

THE COMEDY SONG

GOT MY CAPTAIN
WORKING FOR ME NOW"

;:

"I'VE
This

is

a greater song than "Oh,

How I Hate

to Get

Up

LOST

in the Morning."

"7,

A

THE RAG SONG

"I

.'.'--v.';

•

:

'

. Kv«?

MY HEART

7:

DIXIELAND"

:-

A real

ffXyBfipS

>

"Irving Berlin" rag.

'

-.
1*

•
,

&%

-<••*.»

THE NOVELTY SONG

'y.

7-

"NOBODY KNOWS
(And Nobody Seems To

A great single for male

Care)'*

or female, and a wonderful double for both.
-if .-

OUR NAME

IRVING BERLIN INC.
MUSIC PUBLISHERS 1 587 BROADWAY
OUR BUSINESS

OUR ADDRESS

IS

OUR POLICY

,-

IS

IS

IS

i

i'

(Former N. V. A. Club Rooms)

"To help you to help us"
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L<\
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Vfiftibsia

.

variety
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REMOVAL NOTICE!
I

.'-

MOSS' THEATRICAL
ENTERPRISES

B. S.

AMALGAMATED VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
of the

McCREERY BUILDING

WEST 42nd

110-112-114

PHONE BRYANT

To).

BRYANT

9200

S18I

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHS

WANTED WANTED

HUBER

Dr. B.

1

DENTIST
220

CANDLER BLDG.
Room

WEST 42ND STREET
Near Timet Square

NEW YORK

401

•

RIALTO.—Vaudeville.
KEITH'S.—Vaudeville.

GAYBTY.—Vaudeville and

$25.00

on
ready for
the site of the old
the painters and decorators within the nest
two weeks.
Is being
Lyric, -will be

rebuilt

ICT

This

Is

All people engaged
Palace, Nos. 3 and 5

-

— absolutely

absolutely bona fide

CALL!

'The local committee In charge of the drive
for the Actors' Fund of America, which is to
culminate in nation-wide benefit performances
Friday, Deo. 5, has been named by Nelson O.
Trowbridge, manager of the Shubert Murat, as
J. K. Lilly, drug manufacturer;
follows:
Frederick M. Ayres, department store proprietor, and the Bike Lodge.

for

greatly

New York

&

St.,

N. Y. C.
I

Nelson O. Trow-

bridge, manager, has booked ."The Passing
of 1918" for his opener to begin on the
afternoon of the first day.
Mr. Trowbridge
left' for New York Sunday to book productions for the winter.
The Stuart Walker

j

.

^3

Players probably will wind up the rammer
season at the Murat about the middle of
August, offering "Fair and Warmer" and
"Nothing But the Truth" as their final bills.

CALL!!!

above attraction kindly report for rehearsal at Parkview
Street. New York City, Friday, August 1, at 18:00 A. M.

West 110th

The Apex Pictures Corporation has just
completed the screening of its first release, a
comedy entitled "Couples Wanted."
It waa
the first time a real film story has been filmed
In Indianapolis, and the natives were much
Interested.
Officers of the new company are
Stanley Adams, president; George O. McConnell,
vice-president, and Samuel O. Smart,

call to

708 Colombia Theatre Building,

New York

City

Beatrice Maude, here
Stuart Walker Players,
Sunday.

3

at

the winter season will open.

DAVE MARION
707

50th

the Murat

has been
Improved with the construction of a
floor

new balcony stairway. Other extensive repairs are to be made before Sept 1, when

McKay Morris and
summer with the

this

Broadway. Cor.

1628

The second

$25.00

-

no promise.

CALL!!

Kindly acknowledge this

14.00

ALDENE STUDIO

Show

SALARY

-

Reproductions—Size. 8x10—Price,

Mall orders given prompt attention.

!

Experienced ponies, mediums and show glrli. Sleepers and all wardrobe furnished.
Also railroad fares to opening; point and from closing point.
No half salaries.

pictures.

The new Lyric, which

25

DAVE MARION'S S«,

CIRCLE.—Pictures.

left for

";

NOW OCCUPY

'

SECOND FLOOR

The

s

secretary-treasurer.

SMASHING

NEW COMEDY

ACTS BY GEORGE KELLY

MISS ROSALIE

2

STEWART

Presents

MARY

"MRS.

MAXFIELD
I'

IN

GEORGE KELLY
Late Star of

"WHO'S THE BOSS?"

"Woman

In the Season's

WELLINGTON'S
SURPRISE"

Proposes" and 'Tinders-Keepers"

Supreme One-Act Play Success:

By GEO. KELLY

By GEO. KELLY
Supported by

FRANK ROWAN

HOWARD

and

HILL

"The Hattering Word"

With a Broadway Cast

Kelly,

Harriet Marietta

Lottie Briscoe

Frederick

By Mr.

Sumner

Walter

C.

Wllasn

Author of "Finders-Keepers"

ACTS PRODUCED UNDER PERSONAL SUPERVISION OF MISS STEWART,

W
..'Vi

1482
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James Madison's Address

THEATRICAL COSTUME^

Aug. 28th will be Flatiren Building.
544 Market St., San Francisco. Communicate
with him there for acta to be written during

until

Evening Gowns—Street Costumes
Lingerie and Bats
SKETCHES FURNJSHED

^«

.

';.:-•

r

THE LARGEST THEATRICAL SHOE NHSPJ
kaHUFACTURERSINTHEWRLD.

*

-"..>,'..•'„"''"'.,

:
,

the Summer.

MY NEW YORK

sM

OFFICE OPEN AS U8UAI

CHICAGO, ILL.

St.

E.Galizi&Bro.

Phone: Randolph 1T20

"Ti

OF ANV SIZE
AISO INDIVIDUAL ORDERS

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

WE fill EVERY STAGE REQUIREMENT

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

1554 Broadway

Sts.

Th« Leading

Largest

Accordion
Factory
In

GOWNS

HATS

the Untted Statee

The only Factory that mate
ear set of Bods, made to

306-308

State-Lake Building,

Columbus Ave.
Ban Franelsee, Cal.

277-279

Beautify Your Face

GORRINGE'S

You mart lock Mod to make good. Many
of the "Proliiilon" have obtained and
retained better parte by having roe cor-

Green St, Leicester

17,
Phone: Oerrard 7417

rect their teaturai Impertectlone and remove tlemlihei. Comultatlon free. Fmi
reasonable.
'

E.

<

COSTUMES

Chicago.

*mam asr

band.

F.

UM

vly with
Strickland

JVARDROBE PROP.
TRUNKS.

'

Parlor Floor, 28 West Slat

Shipping and American
News Agency, Ltd.,
C. 2, London
Cablet Frank*)!*, London

Dent forget Frank. Passports, Paaaaejea.
Personal Attention given to all who wish to travel.'
Largest selection of American Periodicals in London.
Artistes!

SMITH, M.D.

347 Fifth Avenue, N. T. C.

TO CLEbTMTS.— I

bag to take tins erawrtaaity of adstsUg yon that the partnership
between St. W. B. Daw and myaatf hsv*M be** dawned, I an eaarrta en the
taJt y Afwyar at the edd address as ahote
busier** fonnerty sna*raM Daw's

(Opp. Waldorf)

707

Short

Inched with ONE JAR of COSI
External. Absolutely harmless.
Reduce* fat on any part of the body. No dieting,
Havestarring,' exercising nor taking dangerous drugs.

We

or otber

the modish

For men and women.

figure.

CURRIE,
Y.— Phone:

Kenmore 4842.

4

si

SCENERY

New York

Bryant M83
PRICE, Manager

Albert C. Farrell, for five years representative of the Universal in the Louisville territory,
has been transferred back to the Indianapolis

exchange.
He was with the Universal here
before going to Louisville.

NEW CATALOGUE OF

HIMNOW

TRUNKS
READY

CAN MAKE IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS
ON DEPOSIT OF $10

*
i

I
-•-

14

Sizes

Herkert

$40.00

&

to

p.

$75.00

Melsel Trunk Co.

910 Washington Ave.,

St Louis

Nardlgantan, Armenian girl, who
lectures on the sufferings of her people in
connection with the film, "Auction of Souls,"
being shown at English's, says she goes
to the movies during leisure hours to take
her mind, off of the horrors she has witnessed.

Aurora

i
v

I

The Mutual Theatre Company, Dolly Spurr,
has brought suit In
Grant County Circuit Court for an injunction
to prevent the mayor, chief of police and
prominent citizens ot Marlon from interfering
with the operation of the company's three pic-'
tare
theatres on Sunday.
George Spurr,
treasurer ot the company, was arrested Sunday, June 6, for selling tickets for a performance that was attempted at the Indiana Theatre.
He was found guilty In city court and
president, of Marlon, Ind.,

appealed to the circuit court, then brought
the Injunction proceedings.
The case will be
beard later this month.

The Amuzu, Oakland City, Ind., has filed
final certificate ot dissolution with the secretary of state.
The Sales Service Corporation, of Indianapolis, has been
incorporated with $10,000
capital for the purpose of leasing and hiring
motion picture machines. Raymond L. Fleak,
Tom Howard and M. S. Hill are directors.
;
:

'

Otto E. Banschbach, who has been connected with the Frank J. Bembusch moving
picture enterprises In Martinsville and Indianapolis for four years, has taken over the

IJACK

small time,

ever sent South obtained at the Palace
during the concluding part of last week. Manager Piazza switched the running order after
the first show, moving Sheldon and Dailey,
who opened and proved the surprise bit of the
year to next to closing, and sending Chinko
from the closing position to the opening spot.
The change rather helped than retarded
Chinko, as he did very well. His routine has
been switched some, with the results advanced.
An apt, adept juggler, the little
Englishman seems to fully appreciate the
value of speed In this day and time. Helene
Davis was very warmly received.
She was
liberally applauded upon her entrance In a
very, dapper overseas uniform, the auditors
being unduly attentive, throughout her recital
of war experiences.
Her cycle from musical
comedies proved palatable and attractive.
Marie Hart nnd her 8ax Revue have a nleelv
arranged number with the blend varied and
euphonious.
Marie is dressing in bizarre
fashion and unleashing some top notes few
realized she possessed.
Considering Its snlendld quality; it appears Marie could grab an
artistic "eye," an esthetic pianist, some crushing Introductory music, and give irapsrsonsbills

tlonn of operatic big leaguers.
;

i,

They are

still

chatting and shaking. their rhesdB about the
Palace' ore*, the interlude " and tremendous
score 'of 'Sheldon ^tnd Dailey.
Two girlB of
about 20,' refined nnd youthful-appearing, with
a budget of sure-fire songs delivered with the
poise and mastery of the more pronounced
nnd nopnlnr favorites, thev brought forth a
Here Is a
perfect maelstrom of applause.
late position big time net that wilt probably
be kept working on the better circuits for several years to come. Dan Hold and Co. brought
unrestrained laughter with a military travesty,
givtnsr the show an Imposing tag.
CRESCENT. A seer, drab program st
Loew's the last half of Inst week, trivial,
convention
and almost banal, utterly devoid of a remote approach to cleverness,
mostly pokey and mainly "hokey." Poro appeared first.
He seems .to be the Pnro of
Pero and Wilson.
Ptlll has the old plates,
table.
Jap fans and antediluvian Jutgllng
Impedimenta.
And to add to the ennui creThe crowd
ated. Pero works perfunctorily.
Hall and
gazed upon blm— merely gazed.

L.

—

*$»

Is

"SERVICE," and ws knew
Do
It mean* to yen.

Tyson were second.
He hs* the full dress
with the top bat and she the evening gown,
though minus the chapeau. He doesn't need
the lid.
They sing and tell Jokes.
Both
voices are melodious in- the upper register,

Muilo arranging with
stamp means much to
and u*.

L. L. Vo»Bnrgh, Mgr.
SOI Gaiety Building

New York

City

and

this quality helped to sooth away their
period.
Look like a nice couple and they
evinced friendly glances.
Quite a meed of
plush boxing is used by the Stylish Four, two
men who sit at pianos throughout, and a man
and woman who dance, or think they do.
The piano fellows need animation and the
dancers considerable tutelage. \ The latter
.simply run around the stage, and conclusively,
the woman swings about the man's / neck,
During one part of the act the man attempts
to illustrate the old-time dancing methods.
The Stylish Four received slight approbation.
Dudley Douglas was the big screech.

BREAK YOUR JUMP
WiiteVlCTORIATheatie

.

NEW ORLEANS.
By 0. M. SAMUEL.
PALACE.—One of the very best

PROFESSIONAL

Specialists

what
you?
you

busch houses.

Phone:

B. A.

Our Middle Name

SAVE A LITTLE FRUIT DELIVERED TO YOUR ROME
OR YOUR FRIENDS—TARE IT TO YOUR WEEK-END OUTING

management of the Alhambra In Shelbyville,
Ind.
The Alhambra is another of the Rem-

Vamp

Fit Entire Coraasnlea

Write for Prlee List

Avenue, at 46th Street

this

OF ALL KINDS— FOE ALL OCCASIONS
American Velvet Scenic Studio
417 Gaiety Theatre Bio**.

5.57 Fifth

44th ST.

Hail orders given prempt attention

HICKS & SON

H\

Price, post-

&

CURRIE
$7.00; sample. 10c
DrugoliU, 2909 Avenue G, Brooklyn, K.

paid.

He has

taken a

little

ROCHESTER, N.Y.
JnoJ.Farrcn.Soc^ [:1oiv
3S29

from nearly everybody,

no comedian especially favored.
Dudley peddles his patter well. It Is of the surefire brand that has seen considerable service.
Dud is the 169th comic who has spilled that
bird about "tearing up the sheets" at the
Crescent.
The theatre's clientele like the old
razz, properly administered, the oldest "boys"
generally striking them hardest.
Douglas
aeems to have latent ability as an entertainer,
and with material could probably engaee on
the more pretentious circuits. The headllner
for the period wae a French acrobatic outfit,
the Eugene Troupe.
Tholr routine Is fast
nnd showy, but did not disclose any new
feats.
Their methods at times suggested

with

COVERS IFOR
ORCHESTRATIONS

'

Airi\l?GOKi'.INniN(', CO.

STRAND.—"Auction of
LIBERTY.—Marguerite

Souls."
Clarke in "Girls."
Bennett's Colored Carni-

M. Stainback, manager of Loew's Lyceum, Memphis, is In.charge of the. Crescent
for a fortnight, while Walter Kattman is
Stainback has
vacationing at Brazil, Ind.
B.

assistant directing
while he la here.

The

Cantonment

M:!iul

a

""

kiddles

-.v.

gtaBamms

many supposed

put

e\

mvih,
'"" •'

artists

^

.

Edna. Bouterle, an usherette at the Oreseloped with Paul Pecuniar, attached to
the Strand, the other day.

tho

Memphis

Amusement

Co.,

bouse

which

furnished entertainment at Camp Bcuregard,
Alexandria, La., has filed a petition In bank-

The Saenger Amusement Co. baa erected a
monooment to the late D. L. Cornelius at
Klondike, Tex., in appreciation ot his services.
He died of influenza last year while* In; the
sorvlco,

'

,

.

A. Eschman,
a local visitor,

E.
Is

'

The Strand has retained "Auction of Souls"
a second week, owing to its drawing
Maurice Barr is managing the
theatre while Foster Olroyd la vacationing.

for

capabilities.

ruptcy.

Dr. Russell F. Stone
Mandevllle, La., ban come out flat-footed
Signs
against the "shimmy" and tickle-toe,
about the place state that any person engaging" publicly In these dances will be fined $10
and forced to spend five daya in prison.

Mrs. Henry Greenwall Is spending her annual vacation In New York.
using the children of the
most prominent dancing school South for
the tableaux that precede the pictures. These

The Strand

is

LIPSHUTZ
J

I

representing World Film,

Is to

get as the phy-

sician of the Orpheum, with the commencement of the season. Dr. Stone Is one of the
most eminent surgeons In this section, and
has accepted the post mainly because of bit

love of the theatre.

OKLAHOMA

CITY.

Hathaway Harper has leased the Overholser
for the coming season and is booking road
attractions and pictures,
H. C. Brlce, manager of the Strand, has pur-

EVERY TUESDAY IN NEW YORK

Note NEW PERMANENT
Behrens— Phonet Bryant »3B

ADDRESS, 162 West 48th Street
PBILADELPBIA—»M Wslnnt Mteet

'
i

shame

to

by comparison.

cent,

val.

his

VvVM

in

I

^

Eddys. Nelson Family and once or twice the
Metzettls.

LYRIC—Clarence

it

NEW YORK CRY

FRANK

m aj_A***thr*a hsretefora'

REDUCE YOUR BUST
FAT 2 to 4
OBESITY CREAM.

p

New

St..

EIGHTH AVE. AT

Uf

and foreign money exchange OetmCgtmU wtU be carried

.JggjB

EMPIRE
SHOE SHOP

W.

Sq.,

$5.00

Big Bargains. Save been wed. A
Second Hand Innovation and Fttre
Trunks, f 10 and IIS. A few extra
erty Trunks. Also eld Taylor goad

Cent. 1899

Tel.:

Canal Street
N. T. CUy

IBM

HAZEL REN E

& Go.
Md

Guerrini

_

Patented Baft Ktgra

Steamship Accommodations arranged on all Lines, at Main Office Prices. Boats are going
very fall; arrange early. Foreign Money bought and sold. Liberty Bonds bought and sold.
PAUL TAUB1G ft SON. 104 East 14th St., New York. Phone, Stnyvesant 6136-6137.
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REHICK SONG HIT
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Everything [Professional Copies, Vocal tirchestntfit
\ReawFobYov \
Dance Orchestrations Etc.
CALL AT ONE QFOUROFFICES FOB A DEMONSTRATION
IF YOTJ CANT COME IN, WHITE FOR MATERIAL.
NEW YORK

WASHINGTON

BROOKLYN

PITTSBURG
244 Fifth Ave. Boom 31

219W461HM.
566 Fulton St
PROVIDENCE
Ht*icD«pt Hall*Lyons

"-,

BOSTON

TORONTO
St.
DETROIT

9tt«idD.St_U.W.

127Yonrfe

137 Fort Street W.

CLEVELAND
Blppodrome

226 Tremont St

Bldg.

CINCINNATI

The
Grand

PHILADELPHIA
31 South 9a St

m

CHICAGO
634 State Lake BWg.

k

BALTIMORE
IftialcDeji

Fair Music Dept.
ST. LOUIS'

Leader Music Dept.

Stewart Dry Go<xkC<

SEATTLE
322 Pike

Si.

MINNEAPOLIS
Music

w!

Powers Mercantile Co.-

PORTLAND ORE.
S22Washington5t.
SAN FRANCISCO
9Q& Market St.
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LOS ANGELES
427 So. Broadway
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JOE MICHELS

Arthur F. Shepard, Mrs. Daniel Webster, Mrs.
.William W. Weeaen. Other officers and committees will be appointed by the Board of
Managers before the opening of the season
early In November. Despite the handicap presented during the last two seasons by the
absence of about 40 of Its most active members In the service of- the nation, It was reported that the usual number of productions
was given, and the financial conditions of
the organization are good.
When Its 10th
season closed 65 different plays had been

£

given.
:Mre. Frank Kempton, ticket aelter at the
Bijou, Pawtncket, and her husband, an assistant at the theatre nights, were both drowned
in the Pawtucket River one night last week
S~ien it is believed a small sail boat In which
ey were enjoying a sail alone after their
duties at the theatre capsized. The boat was
found on the shore of the river by a brotherin-law. The body of Mrs. Kempton was found
about two days after the drowning, but that
of Mr. Kempton was not recovered until late
in the week.
Both are well known In Pawtncket, and the funeral late in the week was
largely attended.
..The committee of Picture Operators' Union,
{Local 228, which has been working to obtain
! bettor ventilation In the moving picture booths
[to the picture houses of the city, baa reported
that seven theatres have ventilated their booths
and that three others are making plana to

the

do so.
.With the resumption of car service In this
I city,
when the strike now in progress Is
.'settled, theatre managers here foresee a large
/increase In Saturday night business because
of the step Just taken by the retail merchants
of the city to close their Btores at 6 p. m.
o'clock as in ths
'Saturdays instead of at
past many years, thus releasing some -20,000
-persons from work.

ROCHESTER.
By

;-_

L. B.

SKBFFINGtON.

TBMPLB.—Vaughan
"Bverywomsn."

Glaser and Co. In
Next week, "The Great Dl-

laV'.

ROYAL,

RICE
Sill

1919

JOE MICH ELS

(Last)

I

':;

Always)

THE FAYNES

ART FURNITURE

Fuller Circuit, Australia

AT VERY LOW PRICE

FORbeen

a century we nave

a quarter of

LUaUAN
db vbre
The

recognized primarily for the
great beauty of our furniture de-

'
Girl with
Direction. EARL

signs—and for the very low prices we
because of our location out of the
high rent zone. We cater especially to
members of the profession.

a Voice

& YATES

offer,

SEATTLE.

^™^

^^""-'•'••^ ^^™^—
,

METROPOLITAN.—"Chin

Loan Bonds Accepted at Full

Liberty

VALUE

CtMhttw

of all P«r|od Furniture.

.

f OAK
$X<*9

A

1700

Rsr* Bnuty.

..

tflTK
*?0 I

S-ROOM APARTM

VALUE

$1,000

"

'

Ltd.,"-

"The Masquerader.';

&

IT

liomsartMy Rleh Period Fumttur*
n *
impmmmm*
n tjim i jhh h ^qt-*
Yr - A e-ROOM APARTMENT
I

A 4-ROOM APARTMENT

VALUE
WW
PsrM Furniture ot

"Lombard!,

week,

Face Value

N A a -ROOM APARTMENT

S32S

i

VALUE

Etiborau DssltM la Fwiod Furtltsrs
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WILKES.—Wilkes Players in "A Fool There
Was," with Jane Darwell, Hoary Hall and
Ivan Miller In the leading rolos. Final Week;

CKOK
fOW
^
"

;

Chin";

Quy Bates Post la

reopening, Aug. 81.

r.

ORPHEUM.—Midsummer Folly Co., with
Brt Hunt, prlnolpal comedians.
LYRIC—Walter Owens' Burlesque Oo.

"

Lew White and

t7K§
S> 9 V

PALACB HIP.—Vaudeville.
PANTAGES.—Vaudeville.
OAK.—Dark, undergoing a Iterations and

I

;

OUR LIBERAL TERMS

jar

DesMlt

WMte

Larger AmouDti

Up

Bute,

86-Page Catalog
Special Sale Ctrcnlar

-Carter.

CO.

New Jersey end OonoeoUoot

FAMILY.—Fred Webster and Co. in musical
First half, "The Wayward Bon";
comedy.
second half, "The Roof Garden Revue."
REGENT.—Constance Talmadge in "Happiness a la Mode," first half; Jack Pickford in
"Bill Apperson's Boy," second half.
PICCADILLY.— Irene Castle In "The Firing
Line." first half; Sylvia Breamer in "The
House Divided," second half.
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'

M

r

imwith Monte
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New York

NOW—The

.

EatOy reached prom Weet BUe ly
86fh or 59th Street Oroattovm Care

to 14,000

HOLZWASSER &

provements; to reopen Aug.

New

Tanas »puly slab to

Special

Cash
Dlscennf

500

for

and 8-Page

15%

•ib oo

.

-

s

PANT AGES CIRCUIT September,

JOE MICHELS

(First)

•u*, Klngborn; Board of Managers Henry A.
Barker, Sydney R. Burleigh, Mrs. Harry Hale
(Jobs, Royal W. Lelth, Mrs. Irving F. Orr,
Mrs. George H. Huddy. Jr., Robert B. Jones,
Charles C, Remington, Charles T. Richmond,

ANDY

By

FonnUIn of Youthful Ideas

Have your

act

RENEWED.

IDEAS RENOVATED!

THIRD AVENUE
80TH STREET

NEAR

Let us bolster up that weak spot,

Family, the only things being
speaking stage.

offieVed

TOM HERBERT

on the

(Of Herbert, Smith

Rodriguez Brothers, aerial act, and Tate
and Tate, acrobats, are beading the current
bill at Ontario Beach Park.
This is the last

1626 Masonic

&

Malmrose)

Temple BIdg.

season before the park passes to city ownership for a public bathing beaeh.

Phone: Randolph 3460

The Isadora Duncan Dancers and George
Copeland, pianist, will start oil the Raymond
aeries of concerts at Convention Hall on Oct 22.

Under our excluiive management!

CHICAGO

'

Things are quiet in Rochester, with stock
at the Temple and split-week offerings at the

NEW YORK, NEXT WEEK

"THE SOUTHERN TWINS"

-<i

(July 28)

JOHN DUNSMURE
"eTUST

SONG SINGING AND STORY TELLING"

m
m
Mi

Just completed a season's run on Broadway as feature of
••<
Somebody's Sweetheart"
Direction,

M.

S.

BENTHAM
1

1

rtVif--,4au. ".-:'^'j*t.',c^|.j
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VARIETY

EVERYBODY: RAISE YOUR VOICE!!
THEY WIRE US:—

Here's an out of the ordinary number—full of gin4

ger!

Tep" from

finish!
first

A

electrified
by
They broke loose
and went wild with delight

"Audience
'Irish/

start to

knockout in the

It's

round.

Professional copy and orchestration (vocal or inst.)
free to recognized artists.
We specialize in big time
hits.
This is one of them!

Clever, appealing lyrics set

to a rollicking
fits
it

melody that

any spot in the act.
and head the bill.

Slip

in

WOBDS BY BERME GROSSMAN—MUSIC BY BILLY FRISCH—SONG SUGGESTED BY
119 N Clark

Si-..

Chicago

MULLANE

JOS W: STERN & CO

aae west
B. F.

wonderful!"

NEW YORK,

Tremofir

3:

BO-S' r "ON

Street

rH,

KEITH'S PALACE,

181

THIS

WEEK

(July 21)

3—KITARO BROS —3
JAPAN'S PREMIER RISLEY ARTISTS

Direction,

PAT CASEY OFFICE

HIPPODROME.— McClellan's
films

and dancing.

ARENA— Roller

skating,

Andrew Cornelius, blind musician, has started
action for a restraining order to prevent the
chief of police from barring him in the business section of the city, declaring his ability
to play the accordion being bis only means of
support.

Maryland, Baltimore, Next

and the following month, and the new season
is well taken care of up to and Including
the

first

of the year.

The Circuit Theatre, Second avenue and
Marlon, will be forced out of existence this
week, when the building of which Is It a part
Is to be torn down to make room for a modern
structure.

(July 28)

patronage at the Lyric Theatre, where the
Walter Owens Co. Is playing. Schwarta ft
Mathews are the present lessees of the bouse.

ECKEL.— "Greased Lightning," first part
SAVOY.—"The Better Wife," first part

SYRACUSE.

fourth successful season of summer stock at
the Empire here on Aug. 8th, Manager Rumsey
announces. The company moved here 14 weeks
ago from the Star, Buffalo, and has enjoyed
excellent business the best, the management
says. In its local history. "Fair and Warmer"
will be offered next week, with "The Big Idea"
serving as the getaway attraction. The Knlcka
are beaded by Frank Wilcox and Minna Gombel, with Harold Salter In their support

The Knickerbocker Players

By CHESTER B. BAHN.
EMPIRE.—Knickerbocker Players

In

"Lady

Huntwcrth's Experiment"

TEMPLE—Vaudeville.

Burlesque and vaudeville continues to good

Week

STRAND.—"The

White Heather,"

first

part

Pauline Arthur baa Joined the Levy Musical
Comedy Co. at the Orpheum, as soubret

will close their

—

-

will
shortly
his stable of

Babe Davenport, Blanche Hall and Llna
Bird are leading the specialty numbers offered
by the Jack McClellan Revue at the Hippodrome. Vaudeville waa added to the terpslohorean program this week.

ern
Acts

Spokane has arranged for a memorial auditorium to cost one million dollars, exclusive
ground plot and furnishings.

The Metropolitan

H.

la

to

The Beatable will reopen on August 18 with
the "Hip Hip Hooray Girls," Manager Stephen

Eastern

Booking Managers.
if you are from the
West and can «ual»
try In fast company
—writs or wire*

Burton Myers has gone to Minneapolis to
become manager of the Pantages, that city.

of the

show
West-

thoroughbred

Salts

with

1004,

GENE HUGHES,

Palace

Inc.,

Theatre Bldr.

New York

JO PAIGE SMITH and BAY H. LEASON

booked solid for this

THEATRICAL OUTFITTER
Broadway
New York

SCENIC STUDIOS
ROBERT LAWNEW YORK

GEORGE TYLER'S and KLAW & ERLANGER'S Production "ON THE HIRING

LINE,"

in preparation

City

VARIETY'^-

:';;^

39-

•

i
J. J.

MURDOCH,

Central Manager

PBOCTOR,

if.
P.
F.

Vice-President

e
(Palace Theatre Building,

New

York)

i

EDWARD

B.F.KEITH

F.

ALBSE

PAUL KEITH

k.

PROCTOR

F. F.

..x.

bounders

can book direct by addressing

Artist*

"
il

S.

K.

HODGDON
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New York
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

,

The Western

Vaudeville
Managers' Association

General Manager

LUBIN

H.

J.

MORT

Booking Manager
Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily

TOM CAUEODT,

BLNGER, General Mena*er

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.

BeekJaf Maanfer

CHICAGO,

ILL.

,

Between It and 1

Acts laying off in Southern territory wire N. T. Office

Harry Rickard s
HUGH D.

CHICAGO OFFICE
RatlKaratf

North American Building
J. C.

MATTHEWS

ARTHUR J. HORWITZ-LEE KRAUSJnc.
BOOKING

CHICAGO
Loop End

Bldff.'

t?\CT
BOOM

•'
-

177 N. State St.

AMU

NEW YORK

7

Potnam Bldgf.
1493 Broadway

UTTT'CT
WJMjI

A"\TTi

Acts desiring immediate and consecutive booklng-s

communicate.

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE
ALCAZAR THEATRE
SAN
BUILDING

FULLER'S

Australian

and N. Z. Vaudeville
Governing Director :

BEN

J.

FULLER

BOOKINGS ARRANGED
For all railings from 8111 Frandsco and Vancouver
Areata:
_We»tern Vaudeville MtT«.' Ann., Chlc»fo

_

FRANCISCO

Baatablo announces.
The decorators are at
work on the house, which Is being completely
renovated, both back-stage and In front, for
the new season. The Columbia Wheel shows

bo offered the first half with musical
comedies filling In the last half.
will

Hot weather

hit the

movie houses here on

Sunday, with the Eckel doing the best business.
at the Strand were
unusually slim, but the program possibly was
Syracuse picture fans

mmm

Director

HaX OfhWI TIVOLI THUTU.
*««
NORMAN JEFFERIES Reel Maaj Tntf

NmMii

I

t

as a rule do not like screen Tersloni of Drury
Lane productions, and "The White Heather,"
the Strand offering, waa alone saved from
the commonplace by Its excellent direction.
Charles Ray and Clara Kimball Young both
have large local followlngs, and this served
to hold

Theatres,

CaiU Aetna*! "HUOHHAC,"

Aseerisaa

in charge

Tivoli

McINTOSH, Governor

up business against the heat at the

The Richardson, Oswego,

will reopen for the

and winter season on Friday, Aug. 1, with
Ralney's film, "The Heart of the Jungle."
Al O. Field's Minstrels will Inaugurate the
touring attraction season there on Auk. 7.
Manager Fred Bosworth has engaged Billy
fall

Kane as

treasurer for the Richardson.

Eckel and Savoy.
Rita Knight, who left the stage upon her
marriage to George N. Crouse, Syracuse millionaire, this week entered the tooal political
arena to aid her husband's contest for renomination on the Republican ttoket as president of the Common Council.
Crouse was
ditched by the O. O. P. leaders in favor of
Frederick P. Assraan.
The Syracuse Post
Standard on Sunday featured Mrs. Crouse's
announcement as Its leading story.

Rennold Wolf, dramatist and

critic,

spont

last week at the home of his mother at
Ithaca. He was accompanied by William Hapner, New Tork wlgmaker.
Wolf saya he Is
writing a new piece, "The Beautiful One," for
Cohan & Harris, and Is also preparing musical
versions of "A Perfect Lady" and "Heartease."

"Community Nights," with a program featuring movies and music, will henceforth replace prayer meetings at the Falrview Methodist Church, at Blnghamton.
The plant was
tried out by the pastor, the Rev. David R.
Bavldge, last week, and drew the largest congregation ever recorded for a mid-week service.

The afternoon audiences

On the movie program was the BIdney Drew
comedy, "Her Anniversaries" and "Lores

One of the chief causel.

Doom" and an

educational picture.

James K. Hackett is now entertaining hii
mother-in-law, Mrs. Thome Beckley, of London, at his summer home, Zenda, near Clayton.
Mrs. Hackett's brother, Major Henry Beckley,
of the Royal Field Artillery, will be an early
arrival at Zenda.
Mr. Hackett Is fast recovering from the effects of the fractured leg
received some weeks ago when he foil ta jhla
~
bathroom.

The City 0. H., Watertown, reopened this
week with "Hoyt's Musical Revue," which recently abandoned Its plans for a
at Rorlck's, Bhnlra.

summer ran

Watertown has another carnival this week,
the Joseph 0. Ferari Shows appearing under
The company
the auspices of the'- Moose.
moved to the Oarland City from Oloversvllle.

The Sells-FIoto Circus Is again playing CenNew Tork tank towns this week. Last
On
Saturday the outfit was at Norwich.
Monday, Blnghamton was played, with Ithaoa
and Auburn following.
tral

Charles Tingle's Rorlck's Opera Co. opened
its run at tho Rlmtra summer resort On Mi
day. playing 'The Chimes ot Normandy."
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New York
505

Putnam

'"

Bldg.

SAILS JULY

London
29 A Charing Cross,

AQUITANIA

26,
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'

:

W.

C. 2
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get in touch
BERTLAMONT.

Cable Address:

Confirmation, London

1

Sunday, the entire company paid a visit to the
Blmira Reformatory and sang tbe score for

CALL

the Inmates there.
«

will

The Lyric, Btngbamton, was sold late last
week to George W. King. Bingo hotel proprietor and former alderman, by Peter J.

McManus and George

8.

Phalen.

The

STARTS REHEARSING

MONDAY MORNING, JULY

July 19 was a general holiday here, the
day set aside for the peace oelebratlon. There
big parade and also auto races. There
will also be celebrations on August 4 and 6,
tbe anniversary of tbe declaration of .war.

28

waa a

and Red Hook Lane, Brooklyn, N. Y. One block
from Borough Hall Subway Station. We rehearse two weeks only.

at Imperial Hall, Fulton St.

theatre

part of the estate left by the late Lee M.
and was recently purchased by the
two men who imtde the sale. .Prank Bovay,
who has been managing the Lyric, will remain
regime. The
to that capacity under the King
picture policy will be continued.

Among those sailing with T. Daniel Frawley
from San Francisco were Hodney Hlldebrand
and wife, Charlotte Fletcher.
Both were
formerly with the Empress Flayera here. Miss
Fletcher la a sister of Bdytbe Elliott, leading
woman with the company.

AL REEVES SHOW

at Norwich, now under
be ready tor opening on
October 1» according to Contractors J. O. Cummlngs and Ira Robb. O. H. Latham, the owner.
manager or the Happy
Ford,
Adrian
states that
Hour, at Norwich, will manage the new house.

The new Latham,

construction,

of the Cornish School, which will conduct
dramatic course.

"My

is

Catferty,

ARATKOWSKY.Inc.

•

(

34 West 34th St.

FURS
All the styles that are being
worn at the smartest summer

regular wholesale
prices. Scarfs, Coatees, Stoles,
Fur PiecesNovelty
and
values that cannot be dupliresorts,

at

cated.

Austin and Clifford

VANCOUVER. CAN.

"

BY H.
EMPRHS8.—14,

P.

Canadian production of "My Irish Boss," with
Bdythe Elliott giving an excellent performance.
Ray Collins played opposite, and Etta Delmas
Mulligan."
"Mrs.
of
scored to the comedy part
21. "The Cabin to the Hills."
AVENUE.—18-19, Otis Skinner to "The
Honor of the Family," two evening performMr. Skinner drew big houses.
ances only.
This attraction was
Next, "Lombard!, Ltd."
but
at first advertised to appear the 10-17,
will now play here at a later date.

ROYAL,.—14,

Empresa Stock

Priscllla

Dean

In first

In

"The

Circuit vaudeville.

Frawley A Wert. Logan, Dunn A Hatel,
eT Dav b £ McCoy. Mason A
jinis A GoSney.

14.1fl

'

'.'"

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO

THE PROFESSION

Furs Stored, Repaired
and Remodeled

I

•YOU ARE

NOW

IN

TOWN

1

•SAVE YOURSELF FUTURE
PAIN AND TROUBLE

See Dr. A. M.

WEISS

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO N. V. A.
1483 Broadway, at 43rd Street
Special Summer Rates xa

tr

CO.
NEW YORK COSTUMEGOWNS
COSTUMES

\

117 N.

LARGEST COSTUME
MANUFACTURERS IN WBST

CENTRAL IBM

CHICAGO

WABASH AVE.

March.

Arts Goinp Eut or wast,
Hsvlss a Ws* o»«i-wir».
Write,, 'Pbens-Th* Spring-

_ PETE MACK
Pslsoe Theetre Bldg.
SUte-LaJte Thoatfc Bldg.

Booking Manaser
A. W. J0NE8

rig Brlrtiwe Bldi.

WAYNE CHRISTY
^CTS CAN
DIRECT BY

ADDRESSING ABOVE

YOIUC CITY

TOM POWELL

Proaldent
HOMER H. NEER
Executive Manager

Anodste
Sua TtiMtlw Bids.

BPRINGFIBLD,

0.

CHICAGO, fJ. W. TOD,
C. 8.

SARQENT

BUFFALO,

N. T.

HOWARD ROYER
US

Apollo Bldg.

PITTBBOnGB,
X PA.

"

la

At present there are two theatres closed In
this city, the Imperial and the Palace.
"Quo
Imperial Is a modern downtown house seating about 1,400, and la across tbe street from
tbt Avenue Theatre. It was dark almost all
of last season. At one time it was the heme

Lightning Raider" (aerial).
COLONIAL.
Ethel Barrymore to "The
Divorcee," also Toto comedy; last half, Edith
Storey in "As the Bun Went Down."
MAPLE LEAF.'—Anita Stewart in "From
HeadQuartera."

—

The furnishings are
of the road attractions.
still to the theatre, but It Is not likely It

.

BROADWAY.—First

In

half,

Norma Talmadge

"The Heart of Wetona."

Your

If

NOSE

Charles E. Royal, of the Empress, returned

from a business trip

to San Francisco. While
for presentation at the Emnear future of "Three Wise

away hs arranged
press

in

the

-

Fools,"
"Three Faces East," "Fair and
Warmer" and "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath."
Of these "Fair and Warmer" Is the only one
which has been seen here before, It having
played at the Empress several seasons ago aa
a road attraction. Other plays coming to the
Empress will be "The Man Who Came Back,"
at the Avenue about two months ago.
Of

the other plays to be staged they will all be
new to this city, and include "Yes or No,"
Comes the Bride," "The Unkiasod
"The Very Idea." "The Straight Road"
and "Wbafs Your Husband Doing," this last
play to be presented July 28. Tbe company*
ease
on the theatre runs until July, 1920, but
11
will likely be renewed.

RED, THICK,
INFLAMED

Nosegene
win subs

Bride,"

The current bill at Pantages, when In Seattle,
had Singer's Midgets as the headllner; for the
engagement In this city, however, the bill
Instead of Blnger's Midgets appearing was to
have had the "Bhlmmle Dancers" as the headline attraction and "The Crock Hunters," a
sketch, was to have been an extra act, making
a seven-act bill Instead of six as usual. "The
Crock Hunters" played on the bill, but the
Bhlmmle Dancers were held over In Portland,
and will come here for a later date. The
Primrose Minstrels are on the bill, but Mrs.
Prlmroso, who bas been appearing with the
act in other cities, Is not with them here,
having gone to her husband, who Is seriously

Margaret Marriott, Ingenue with the Empress Players, closed July 12 In "Daddy Long
Legs."

MIsb

Marriott Is the wife

of

Bay

She was replaced by
Collins, leading man.
first appearance
with ths company In "Daddy Long Legs."

Brown

la in

the city In the Interests

It

normal

again. This preparation,
prodnesd by a noted pfcrtlcUn-specUUst, win g1t»
matte almost ovaralsnt.

"Here

Jessica

Booking? over seventy-five first-class vaudeville
theatres and sixty houses playing tabloids In
New York, Ohio, W. Va„ Penna* Ky,Mnd. and
contingent States.

NBW

the current attraction at
said to have been written
first time

Irish Rose,"

Empress,

only six months ago ,and this Is the
it has ever been played in Canada.

Llla Lee In
a Bride."
GLOBE.—Marguerite Clark to "Let's Elope,"
also Pearl White to eleventh episode of "The

Maud Meagher, who made her

OU8 SUN

the

Also feature

—Charles Ray to "Greased
Lightning."
DOMINION.—
"Rustling
REX.

Silk-

Lined Burglar," a Universal special attracThle picture was at the Orpheum ween
engageof July 7, and Miss Dean during Uut
ment appeared at each showing of the film.
cents,
Prices at the Orpheum were scaled to 60
whereas this week It is showing at regular
"Prom
price of 80 cents. 21, Anlta'stewart in
Headquarters."
VltaORPHEUM.—14, "Within the Law,"
matinees
graph's Him. Prices, 55 cents top for
21, Mabel
and 80 cents top for evenings.
Normand In "Mlokey."
tion.

PANTAOBS.—Vaudeville.
COLUMBIA HlDDodrome

A

film.

NBWBBRRT.

tube—by Mail

$2 the

INSTITUT

DE BEAUTE

NEW TORE

Ml "V* FIFTH AVE.

Takes Years Off Immediately
Before Your Mirror
TRY "LIFTING YOUR FACE"
SAGGING
FACES
LIFTED.
"Jowls" Lifted.

Ugly Chin
Reshapened.
Fnllneaa Over

Byes Beaseved.
Wrinkled or
Loose Skin
Under er Over
Tn «n
Try This
Eyes Severed.
The Only Immediate. Invisible Method

™

trim, pleasing sad younter.
'Call, write, or 'phone Medltoa So. 7130.

Makes the face
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VARIETY
BEST PLAGES TO STOP AND DINE AT

LEONARD HICKS m HOTEL GRANT
"The Keystone of Hotel Hospitality"
Weekly Rates to the Profession

Madison and Dearborn Streets

WHEN

500 Housekeeping Apartments
(of

Under the

IN CHICAGO SEE

BERT KELLY

the better class, within reach of economical folks)

direct supervision of the owner*. Located In the heart of the city, juit
principal theatres, department stores, traction

off Broadway, dotes to all booking: offices,
road and sab way.
lines,

"V

CHICAGO

Offers Special

AT

are the largest maintainors of housekeeping furnished apartments spedallalnr
to theatrical talks. We are on the ground daily. This alone insures prompt service

We

and cleanliness.

'*

THE RED LANTERN

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

I

HILDONA COURT

A

I
-:

HENRI COURT

YANDIS COURT
241-24?

'

i
V

k

BI2,

West 43rd St

3l4«nil3l6We«t4Btb8t.

One, three and four-room
apartments, with kitchenettes,
-private bath and telephones.
The privacy these apartments
are noted.-for is one of its at-

communication!

all

Arts, Atlantic City,

Phons: Bryast 4203.6131

Principal Office—Tandis Court, 241 West 43rd. Street, New York
Apartments can be seen evenings. Office in each building.

One Block

'^rrT'StyatTtirSi^TSVt'^'^^

to

Times Square

Exclusively to the Profeeilon

C.terinu

776-78-80

i
In

Propriatr***

EIGHTH

NEW
lwa
""" YORK

Phone: Bryant 1944

v,

lm U

8p
8 .E2" r Rtt** fWI"
.*!JkL
A'
48th Streets
Office:
778 EIGHTH

Between 47th and
Bath and 'Phone
Each Apartment

Private

THE BERTHA

•

Phone: Greeley 8373-5374
1, 2, 3 and 4 Rooms, from

Electric 'Light

!

-

-

ARTISTS

Room

CO., 14

Single Room*. $3.50 Up
Suite, teeing front. $9.00

West

101st

St

TO

359

An

WEST

61ST

New

173 N. Clark

Address:

1

BROADWAY

OPEN

'

COLUMBIA.—Taylor Holmes

"The Crock Hunters," which made Its first
appearance here at the Pantagos Theatre, Is a
farce comedy dealing with prohibition.
There
are six persons In the cast, the leading part
being taken by Lieut. James Coots, a local
boy, who recently returned from Franco after

of

Irene Castle In

CHICAGO
live Minnie* toea the Zoop

Modern Oonnmlenoa*

CRANDALL'S METROPOLITAN.—Bert

AKE-UP""

film has been doing well.

week
I*t.

POLI'S.—Closed.

Phone: Stmarlor tOff

„
Mrs.

INERS

last week
"The Beginning and Mysteries of Life."

HENRY

C.

nmtvt,

1114

Weekly Bates, $4 to 110

tell

By HARDIB MEAKIN.
SHUBERT-BELASCO.— Third and

with "Tin Pajamas."

.

of

UN

PboMI CIroU

HOTEL
CLARENDON

in

"The Firing Line."

Inc.]

In

«v-.v

m

Every

North Clark as* Ostarle Btrartt

—

LOBW'S

Hi

Hotel, Chicago,

*5rd

mM BEUT*

'UOJg%m

ered."

Players

.

NEW YORK

IN

Mrs. Jacques Martin- in her original role, and
Earle Foxe, scoring.
COSMOS.—Vaudeville and pictures.
LOBW'S PALACE. Vivian Martin 10
Mrs. Sidney Drew In "Bunk"Louisiana."

D. C.

SHCPERT-GARRICK— Oarrlck

Sherman

"Daddy Long Legs," second week, excellent
business. * Eileen Wilson, Lynne Overman,

7152,

noxt

Susskind

Greasy Vert"

SPECIAL SUMMER BATES

MOORE'S RIALTO.— Second week

Reopens

cross- from, the

St.,

"Upside Down."

NATIONAL, —Closed.

J.

EIGHTH AVENUE

1S00

an absence of three years, during which he was
a member of the Royal Air Force.

The

'.

Unequaled In Cuialne and Servle*.

Judicious Delicatessen Foad oar Specialty

* W«KtV AND UP

The Palace was
formerly known as the Alcazar, and waa built
for a stock company, which only played a few
months.
It seats about 1,200, and is located
awny from the downtown district.
Until
recently it was playing pictures, but has been
closed and the furnishings removed.

'WASHINGTON,

.

bam*.

communications to Charles Tcnenbanm, Irving-ton Hall.
No connection with any other houie.

win be opened next season.

.

WHERE YOU MEET THE GANG

ARDbLlliY

fireproof building of the newrat typ*. having ev*i* devloe and convenience.
Apartment! uro beautifully arranged, and eoniltt of 2, 3 and 4 room*, with kitchens and
kltchsnettsi. tiled bath and 'phone.
917.00 Up Weakly.

all

hand

be

Under direction of H. &

WHEN

,

Phone: Bryant

24, 1919

his all star jais

pleated to give hie personal
"
attention to the Profeiilon,

will

POnS PLACE-"The
City

elevator,

Address

With
Bert

I.

Year

NOW

5-Room Apartment*, $15,00 Up
MACK B. ZIMBT. Manager
Tel. Riverside SftW-eMO

STREET

Opened July

1>17
1917
I»l«<1918
1919

—

IRVINGTON HALL
35S

All

Double Room*, 94.30 U
Up

Up

-

754-756

Proprietress
Privileges

New York

F. Keith Circuit in

at the Cafe Beam
Country-wide fame as

J.

One Block West of Broadway
Between 46th and 47th Streets
Three, Four and Five-Room High-Class Famished Apartment* $10 Up
MRS. GEORGE 11IEGEL, Mgr.
Phones t Bryant M50-I
Strictly Professional.

If you want a borao for bouaekeeplim with hotel service combined, this will
Interest yon.
Our buildings are fireproof and modern In every respect
Fifty foot from Central Park West Near Klgnth Ave. surface car*. Sixth
olid Ninth Ave. 'X" stations.
Fifteen minutes' fide from booking office.
Telephone tn. every apartment Some rooms with running water. Schedule
of prices. Including gas. electricity, maid service and use of kitchen:
2-

JOHN MILBERG

N.

THE ADELAIDE

Newly Benovated

Private Baths

,

-

•

-

Merrick Road, Lynbrook, L.

Open

Up

Week Upwards— Housekeeping

156 West 35th Street, off Broadway,

ATTENTION

-

-

AVENUE

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

19.50

-

MRS. REILLY,

)

$3.50 por

-

Chicago

Pelham Parkway, at Eastehester Avenuei and

MARION HOTEL

*

.'::

•

1

BLOSSOM HEATH INN

NEW

Steam Heat and

-

Built

mb,r

Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

Private Bath, 8-4 Rooms.

*

W

*
Complete for Housekeeping—Clean and Airy
YORK CITY
828 West 43rd Street,
Catering to the comfort and convenience of the prof Melon.

I

*

Mo&TMrs PELHAM .HEATH INN

The Edmonds Furnished Apartments
MRS. GEORGE DANIEL,

— MANAGER OF —
Built
....

THE RED LANTERN

i.

:'.

Si

"Originator of Jazz Bands."

BERT KELLY
The House That Jack
The Wyn Cliff Inn The Green Goose
The Honse That Jack

daman

M.

to

St.,

Home again after playing the B,
New York City and a long run

Up Weekly

$9.80

place,

(Four Blacks North of Sherman Hotel)

Three and four room* with bath, furaUhed to a
degree of tnotramne** that exoels anything In this
Thsse apartment* will aooom.
type of building.
module four or more aoalt*.

tractions.
Address

401-09 N. Clark

:

THE DUPLEX
325 and 330 Watt 43rd St.

little

Phone: Bryant 85CO

An up-to-the-minute, new, fireproof bulldlnp,
arranged In apartrasnt* of thrss snd four room with
kitchen* and private bath. 'Phone In esoh apartment.
$17.00 Up Wertly

Phone: Bryant 7912

weird, attractive, cosy

where you dance In the soft mellow light of curlou* lantern*.

JU8T COMPLETED: ELEVATOR APARTMENTS ARRANGED IN SUITE8 OF ONE, TWO AND THREE
ROOMS WITH TILED BATH AND 8HOWER. TILED KITCHEN8. KITCHENETTES AND VACUUM
SYST^TnEinPARTMEN™ EMBO^ER^LUXUR^NOWN TO MODERN SCIENCE.

In

Ly-

"One-Thlng-At-a-Tlme-O'Day."

attornoon, because of the clsotrie
light plant being flooded, all current was oft
for the entire afternoon, forcing the moving
picture theatres to dismiss their audience and
the business houses to transact business by
candle light.- Washington is going through
one of the worst storms in Its history, a continuous rain has fallen for over a weak and
no prospects of its lotting up.

Monday

.-

a* i

.i*j.ii-,

kS i

*
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MO VINGPI gtures

AMONG THE WOMEN

-

Dolly Lewis (with Bill Reeves) wore
layers and layers of alluring chiffon in
the form of negligee and nightie. The
outside was pink veiled with a cornflower blue georgette coatee, which set
off her Titian locks just as it was

By PATSY SMITH
ered piano on a raised platform at one
end. A black velvet scarf embroidered
in silver and pillows trimmed with silver or irridescents, broke the somber
effect. Seated at piano Mr. King sang
of his memories of musical show favorites and they appeared at intervals,
seeming to step out of the grand piano.
There were the Geisha Girl, the Country Girl, the Runaway Girl, the Greek
Slave, San Toy, the Circus Girl, the
Artist's Model and the modern Shim-

It was a most remarkable looking
program at the Palace this week,
fudged from the billboards. Only one
woman's name (Albertina Rasch) ap-

peared in the Hat of nine

acts, five

of

whom were male stars. Miss Rasch
.was shown no preference as to place
on program, for she had to close one
of the greatest entertainments offered
at this theatre in many moons.
Miss Rasch was an ideal senorita in
,

hoop dress, lengthened
from knees down hy a flounce of ecru
lace; a handsome silk lace mantilla
draped from her high headdress falling
about her shoulders and quite to bottom of skirt. _ She also closed in a
Spanish type costume, for La Tzigane
—a full-skirted black satin model with
white

satin

mie

"Chiembroidered net bolero.
was delightfully danced and
The pupils were quaintly
dressed.
pretty as pretty Polish Marionettes,
and in an Alsace-Lorraine suggestion.
noise"

For the Haute Ecole number, they
were in sheer dark blue and white
checked frocks, over turquoise blue
net and big flower basket hats.

in

Chas. King received a reception that

must have warmed

his heart, and his
offering, while a trifle long, was one of
the most artistic at the Palace this
season. The idea is like that of the
"Rainbow Cocktail," another act shown
earlier in the season, that Laurence
Schwab and Leo Fitzgerald were interested in, featuring girls from mu'ical shows of the past. Charles King
he boy to make such an offering
rtistic riot.

all

beautifully costumed in

from program who was who) was
a graceful picture in French blue lace
long train gown, over full fleshings.
There were blue slippers, a blue lace
hat edged with brilliants and trimmed
with aigrettes and a great armful of
American Beauty roses, to set off the
picture of the singer. The Greek Slave
in white silk with gold Roman border, and the Circus Girl in a black and
silver wrap over a white net ballerina
costume aglitter with brilliants, came
tell

jet

Mr. Schwab presents

.ne raising Of a black drop deeply bordered in silver cloth, disclosed a black
draped stage,-with a black cloth-cov-

Girl,

every detail and each doing a clever
bit The Artist's Model (one could not

.

for personal appreciation, but the

Shimmie girl was a riot. The costume
was merely a black lace combination,
very short, showing what appeared to
be pink flesh between the lace hose
and bloomer part, and a big hat of
plum net with crown of violets. The
other three girls donned same sort of
costume for the finale.
Lbretta McDermott, with. Frisco,
flashed a brand new costume that was
the acme of perfection. The skirt was
in two layers of pink and blue satin
with blue frilly bloomers. and pink hat
faced and edged with just a suggestion

meant

to.

—

Evelyn- Robson Valdare, one of the
most popular girl cyclists before the
became the bride of Royal
Byron (formerly of the profession)
July 9. Mrs. Byron began her career
on the stage as a top mounter with
the Bessie Valdare Troupe, and when
that troupe disbanded a few years ago
.appeared with Bill Dooley under the
name of Evelyn and Dooley. Later
with Dolly Matthews (one of the
Kauffman girls) the act was known as
Evelyn and Dolly.- Dolly retired from
the stage last season and Evelyn was
joined by Margaret Valdare (also formerly with Bessie Valdare), the act
booking as Evelyn and Margaret. Evelyn does not promise she has retired
from the footlights permanently.
public,

Friends of Cordelia Haager (Mrs.
Geo. Austin Moore) will be grieved to
learn that she has become mentally
unbalanced and that she has been
taken to Louisville by her father for
care and treatment. Religious mania
is the specific form of her malady, dating back undoubtedly to her work during the "flu" epidemic, when she was
with "Flo Flo." Miss Haager accredited herself for no member of the company contracting the plague and has
insisted she has supernatural power.
She has made the most generous gifts
(to those she came in touch with the
past week), running up into the thousands, but her bank account was not'
unlimited and her father was notified.
He came on here to take charge. of her.
At the Pennsylvania Hotel, where she
was stopping, it is said,
O. D.'s to the

C

of blue.

amount of $15,000 had been received
and later returned to various shops
along Broadway. Thursday she was
seen on the street in a brown Philipino
makeup, and refused to. wear shoes or
stockings, even on the trip to Louisville Sunday, where she was taken by
her father and trained nurse. The assertion, last week she had started pro-,
ceedings for a divorce from 'George

•%

Austin Moore proved another halu-cination. -Mr. Moore knows nothing of
it
and is quite a wreck himself over
the shock of his wife's condition. An
auto purchased by Miss Haager a few
weeks ago with a check cashed by the
Flanders Hotel is now in their charge,
as the check among many others was
protested.

-.

..-.•.

"Cupid Forecloses" does not give the
chance .to
ample opportunity for clever character bits.
The country grocer's daughter stands
out well for a small part, from her
manner of dressing it: Her pretty hair
nicely marcelled and no less glossy
than her goodlooking satin frock,
stamped her as having been hit by the
fashion fever of some big town. Calico,
versatile Bessie Love much
fuss up, but it does supply

gingham and striped voile frocks cut
in all modesty quite to the throat and
to the ankles, constitute the wardrobe
of the little heroine.

I

Middleton and Spellmeyer are another act to desert vaudeville for pictures.
They left Tuesday for Utica
for IS weeks in a serial in which they
are to be starred. "Little" Miss Middleton is also to be in the picture.

(Miss)

Vaughn de Leath, the Los An-

geles writer of songs and stories, arrived in town Tuesday. She may pre-

pare a personal appearance in vaudeville.

.:£:

&

-:.:

Idol of Stage

U

and Screen

£

There's no use saying that Alice Brady Is one of the most remarkable
girls oh the American stage. The critics have said that, and the public

knows It

At twenty-four she has reached a position in the theatrical
world that many a player twice her age might envy."—New York Evening
•
Hail of January 4, 1919.
v

-

'

7

Realart Pictures presents Alice Brady as a star of tremendous achievements. What she has accomplished on the stage,

;??

—

in pictures has made her name a household word
synonym for rare excellence. What she is yet to accomplish
will be the fruition of her earlier efforts-—her harvest of
•
success,

and

•-^W]

s m

Vehicles are being chosen which give full scope to Miss
Brady's wonderful dramatic powers—photoplays based on
novels and stage plays of world-wide fame. As an earnest
of this policy the first is to be "SINNERS," the season run New
York stage success by Owen Davis.

:,

#^SiSlt;

REALART PICTURES CORPORATION
ARTHUR S.KANE, Pr««ideht
UO -12-14 WEST 4&nd STL NEW YORK. CITY
famr**
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BRINGING UP BETTY.
Betty Morton
Carl Gates..........

.Evelyn Greeley
Lyater Chambers
Reginald Denny
,...Ben Johnson
.....Draco Carlyle

Tom Waring

'1

Theodore Morton
Adele Shelby

,

Silas

Potter
Mrs. Potter

-

Joseph

Edna
Duke

Weber

Maude Turner Gordon

Lord Dormer.

.

..........Oliver Smith

„•
Grace Hansen
Morgan Wallace
world feature, starring Evelyn
Greeley.
The story
by Charles Sarrer.
Oscar Apfel was the director. The photography
la credited to Max Schneider, who has done
some remarkably fine work.
It la a pleasing summer picture, portraying
life in the open and on the water.
The majority of the scenes, were taken at some yacht
club on Long Island Sound and will be fa-

A

-

Medonla

of

fire-reel

%

many who know

miliar to

that section of the
laid In the
gardens of a fine old country, estate and there
are many bits of clever and artistic photography.
^*
Miss Greeley as Betty Morton makes an at"

The land scenes are

country.

-

tractive young society girl, who Is supposed to
have unlimited wealth. It Is a light comedy
role and suits the star admirably.
Betty has
a hard time escaping from fortune-hunting
noblemen, but she manages to do it la the
end and marries a thorough going American.
There are many amusing Bcenes, and Miss
Greeley never falls to extract the fun.
The cast supporting the star might have
been improved upon.
With one or two exceptions there Is a lack of "type."
Reginald
Denny (Tom Waring) is a manly sort of chap
and makes a pleasing hero. He handles a
boat well, besides he can act
Adele Shelby and Ben Johnson should be
specially mentioned, as their work is highly
commendable, and they handje their respective
parts with Intelligence. About the others, the
least said the better.
"Bringing Un Betty" is
an amusing summer comedy and should make
a good August release.

.

.

THE CASE FORTHE DEFENCE.
London, July

at the Pavilion this afternoon of a screen version of the younger Alexandre Dumas' novel,
"L'Affaire Clemenceau," under the title "The
Case for the Defence."
Old timers will recall it was produced in
America on the stage a quarter of a century

ago under the name "The Clemenceau Case*,"
and was stopped by the police on the too re

;

,

-

"

•

that of a

towns and wants to go aviating.
Of course, there is a girl, and she is a soubret in « burlesque show. 'Adopted from an
asylum she has proved a meal ticket for a
stage mama. When the hero gets her out on
a party with unk and she remains at the
apartment all night, unk gets sympathetic
and InsiBts that the boy marry her. As that
was what they both wanted all along there it
the usual happy finish.
As a feature, though, it does not measure up
and It would only do on either a double feature day or one of those days when the exhibitor is sure they are going to come no matter what Is on the bill.
Forrest Halsey is responsible for the story

woman who

persuaded to become engaged to a wealthy
by her designing aunt.
When the
Russian prince's father hears of it the girl
and her aunt are driven from Russia by the
Is

prince

and Bhe returns to marry the artist who
has since become famous.
The young wife
vain and extravagant, and when the prince
seeks her out again via the scheming aunt
she falls for him. Husband finds it out and
kills the young prince in a duel.
Later,
while walking through the park with his young
son, the husband meets his wife.
The child
runs to his mother, and tfhea the husband
calls on bis wife to arrange about the child
she lures him into embracing her. Recovering himself and to keep faith with himself
he plunges a dagger into her heart, with the
exclamation that he enjoyed her first and last
police,
is

while Harry 0. Hoy t directed.

Mrs. Hopkins
J.
J.

presented In the form
of a diary written in prison by the' husband
for the perusal of his son when he grows to
Is

Waitress

-

In

The production is an elaborate one, with
several "big" scenes, but the photography Is
Indistinct, even to the close-

dark and very

The picture

Is

not a good one for America.
/olft

A BROADWAY
Dick

SAINT,

,

Montagu Love
George Bunny

Vernon

Uncle' Gait

Mazie Chateaux.
Professor Lackland
Mrs. Unger
Martha Gait.....

Luc 11 la

Gait....'

Madam

Chateaux.

Helen Weer
Emlle La Croix
Mrs. Burmeister
....Emily Fltxroy
Annie Laurie Spence

Montagu Love is the star of this World proThe picture is pretty much of a hodge
from beginning to end, and it will
hardly class up with the general run of program releases. It is an attempt at comedy
drama with the hero supposedly "male vamp,
while In reality he la a good boy to the exaffair

tent of even being a slow one as far as Broadway is concerned. To live up to bis uncle's
expectations of him he fakes a wild life on
the Main Stem, and as uncle is doing the
financing he finally has to live up to the rep
that he has

manufactured when unk

hits the

Mary MacLaren
Anne Sohaefer
..John Mackay
....Johnnie Cooke
Thurston Hall
..Ethel Ritchie
Little

Zoe Rae

Lena Baskett
This youngster, Mary MacLaren, puts a picture over with less effort than any other star
known to comparative fame. How she does
It Is a question, for the simple truth Is that
she walks through the motions and leaves you
impressed with the fact that she has done no
acting at all. That Is her secret for success.
Jessie

"soul."

ups.

Hanks....
Booth Huntington.
B.

Jane

manhood,
Franceses Bertlnl, a famous Italian serein
artiste, has the role of the wife, which she
enacts admirably. She Is rarely beautiful and
an excellent actress, but somehow seems lacking

Fred.

THE WEAKER VESSEL
Abby Hopkins...
Matthew Hopkins

kiss.

The whole thing

NEWS OF THE

'

but not unclean—
loves a poor artist, but

Itself Is tragic,

I

She Is attractive, and in "The Weaker Vessel,"
rather a weak story by Elmer Ellsworth, she
demonstrates she is a drawing card, for her
appearance drew a constantly Increasing sound
of applause at the New York Theatre.
Thle five-part feature is simple, clean and
good for first-class houses, particularly for
houses catering to a decent neighborhood
trade. Directed by Paul Powell, it revealed the
usual faults inherent In a Universal offering
—uneven, often poor photography, and llgthlng effects that were nothing to boast of, but it
also revealed, thanks probably to Mr. Powell,
an attention to detail too frequently absent in
this organization's productions. The scenes in
the country town, particularly the interiors,
stirred the emotion of delighted recognition,
and Child's was faithfully reproduced.
The noting is so good It deserves a word
or two. Especially is this true of Thurston
Hall, who was the ham actor, the tank town
favorite to the very lite.
Using him as a
foil, Director Potter worked in several excellent comedy bits.
Helped by good titling and
excellent cutting he got the most into his
teasing for laughs.
Johnnie Cooke, as the
ridiculous Hanks, did an apt character study,

>
'
'

Harry Meatier Is now in Cincinnati looking
Goldwyu Interests there.

after

J. Corbett has signed a contract with
Universal to appear in a number of special

James

five

and

six-reel productions.

''Chasing Rain-Beaux" Is the title of "Smiling BUI" Parsons next Goldwyn.
-•--- Mary Mclvor
plays opposite the star.

NO MAN

\
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comedies.

•

r
•

IS

serial,

Ivan Abramson's newest society drama,
"Some One Must Pay," 1b being completed for
the Graphic Film Corporation at the Talmadge
studios.
Jackie Saunders, Edmund Breese and
Gall Kane are included In the cast

The new Internal Revenue tax of 2 cents
a foot on all exported, and manufactured film
in Porto Rico has played havoc with pictures
there, and every one Is holding tight not
.
knowing what to do next.

and Ethel Ritchie got the necessary dignity
into the playwright working as a waitress.
Why was she working as a waitress f Goodness knows, potter or the film editor refused
r
to tell.
The story deals with tho adventures of

Abby Hopkins, who runs away from her husband because he drinks, comes to. New York
and falls for a harmless and conceited actor.'
This actor proposes to protect her from her
pursuing huBband, but she protects herself,
beating said husband up. This fight, unforMiss MacLaren Is
tunately, was poorly done.
anything but convincing, and Potter, lodging
by the result, didn't care. He probably said
to himself: "This is farce.
Why bother?"

'&&B&&

SAFE

Beneath the surface of life are hidden the most dire perils,
menacing the individual and the home. Here is a fighting
picture in which they are vividly exposed.

GUY EMPEY
Supported by Florence Evelyn Martin and a
it

notable cast in

UNDERCURRENT
Direction-WILFRID

NORTH

.^4

Jack Norworth will make his debut in film*
in September as the hero of a 15-eplsode
"The Crooked Dagger," to be produced
by, the Whartons and released through Paths.

dom

*

:

-'

.'

Hugh Ford will start conferences next week
with a number of noted actors and playwrights
In the interest of Charles Frobman, Inc., recently acquired by the Famous Players.

...

-

.

J

The Motion Picture Producing Co. of America
has been formed to make two-reel "King Cole"

'

-.

.

.

Frank le Bailey has been engaged by Edward
Jose to appear in "Mothers of Men."

"

.

> ;"

FILMS.

Lillian Walker has signed a contract to ippear in serials under Paths banner.

SELECT ^PICTURES

.
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The story

duction.

11.

The London Independent Film Trading Co.,
Ltd., which has the United Kingdom rights to
Caesar Films of Italy, held a trade showing

•-•

of its immorality, or rather the alleged immoral manner in which It was presented.
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MOVING PICTURES
the place, and Bessie teaches
school to provide the little family with some_
thing to eat.
Prom these unfortunate people Bruce Cartcollect a debt contracted
to
attempts
wright
years before by Bessie's great-uncle, owner
htrlav
of the place at that time. He sends
Then, In answer to an appeal from
Sjr.
keeps his real
esBie, he comes himself, but
Contributing to the dramatic
Identity secret.
comedy,
values of this piece, but also to Its

woman who owns

suddenly
are a man and his wife who have
become^nllHonalres by. striking MsV.
The director handled

££_:.

«gg

people are a real study.

hi

^5 togettef

this la

I

feature.

Captain November Jones

Nedra Joseph.....
Jackson

J.

Joseph

and wins out In two or three
brawls, but these ingredients are
to- make a five-reel feature.
Capt. November Jones, U. 8. A. (Mr. Russell), Just returned from overseas, is worried
to distraction by the persistent hero-worship
that meets him everywhere he turns in his
native town of Goldclty, Nev.
He goes to
absurd lengths In his efforts to evade those
hardly sufficient

town's hard-boiled egg, "Softnose Smith," and
a number of other "local" celebrities,
Winnlfred Weatover plays opposite Mr. Hussell In the role of Nedra 'Joseph.
Miss Westover has. a pleasing screen appearance and

who would welcome him. and does everything
In his power to belittle his war record. By the

handles her none too easy part intelligently.
Harvey Clark, aa Jonathan PUlepury, a hymnbook salesman with a weakness for Scotch,
was very tunny and got most of the laughs.
"This Hero Stuff" no doubht will please
many who like to see Mr. Russell do fancy
atuntB, such aa swinging from gaa flxturee,
wiping up barroom floors with a half a dozen
men at the same time, and occasionally making sensational rescues on horseback.

athletic stunts,

THIS HERO STUFF.

CUPID'S UNDERSTUDY.
Thia la a Vitagraph production, a beautifully
photographed Uttlo feature with Bessie Love la
the stellar role. It was based by Edward J.
Montague and Stanley Olmetoad, who made
the scenario, on a novel by Florence Morse
Klngsley. David Smith did some very clever
at
altogether, the showing
directing and,
Loew'e New York left a pleasantly agreeable
The first scenes show
taste in the mouth.
the old homestead, once the ahowplace of the
vicinity, now going quickly to the bad for
Bessie Is the niece of the
lack of money.

barroom

William Russell
Winifred Weatover
J. Barney Sherry
Chas. K. French

Samuel Barnes
Teddy Craig....
Mary Thurman
.\
Jonathan PUlabury
Harvey Clark
Softnoae Smith
J. Farrell MacDonald
Action la the redeeming feature of this flvereeler in which William Russell la starred. It
Is produced by the William Russell Productions, directed by Henry King.
It la a atory which has been built arbund the
star, and like most of the "made to order"
scenarios, It fits the hero, but nobody .else.
Fine scenery and realistic photography help,
bu the theme Is impossible from beginning to
end.
Mr. Russell does a number of clever

l

end of the third reel he has convinced everyone he is a rank coward, then seeing his mistake, starts to rehabtlate himself before hla
townfolke. This is the story in a nutshell.
A crooked broker and a young adventuress
have been woven Into the plot, to give it the
right meller touch.
They could easily have
have been dispensed with. Then there is the

i

&
'

Hugh Reading, formerly of the Milwaukee
Journal, has been appointed as publicity man
to Universale Milwaukee exchange.

Speed in Money Changing

a wholesome and pleasant

_____

k

MAM'S DESIRE.
.Lewis

Tom

S.

Stone

Denton
Mary Larkln
Vera Patton
Slim Dorgan

..Charlotte Burton

Howard Patton...
Bob Denton

....... JoeBsnnett

Jane Novak

..-

i

BUI Dyer

....George Pearce

Bull Larkln.
'This^Bobertaon-Coie' production,' wltt Lwta
unusually well8. Stone starring, has an
contrived and convincing atfttfr •_« M. *9K
and
well-photographed, well-directed
icted
1**
rta
produced, but, primarily, the » n _P°,
5jJ? «
la ton
That
totte underlying drama.
It keeps
aUve.
emotions
the
It keeps
force.
plctnre.
the.
makes
It
Quickened.
Selnterest
In fine, It aflorda flrstis the Picture.
picture proevidence of the fact that
.realize Umt
ducers will pretty soon have to
and that the oesi
the author la eome guy,
£iy in the world Is the author-director
IngraLloyd
wrote this story and
Mrr Stone W
»
ham -d1r«ted It beglna In to
the «•*"*
where reallatle acenea add
wife of a
spoiled
the
aa
Burton,
Charlotte
sUrta a flirtation With fto_
her delicate,
Sorted to her Is Jane Novak, with 1
9
11
her classlo

1

Md

«4

!§»*»
* *+

mm*.

S

^*

P"*
!,,'
sensitive features,
blind pig,
the wife of the brutal owner of a
dnufcn
forced by him to help entertain rescued
and
Prom this situation she la
suests.

S

''

the blowing-up
when her husband engineers
Bull's accomplice Is killed,
of stone's mill.
the dead man,
and ltU tatan for granted thatbeyond recognimutilated
are
teaurea
whose
but huh.
.
.
tion, Is not the accomplice,
Jane[accepts
Thinking herself free to marry.
other
StoneTproposal and they go to live In Stone,
back to them.
parte. There Bull comes
him
recognize
who never knew him. aow
_< mursa
and Jane, the little amy,baby
confess tie truth. She has a
A girl In
coming and this Is the weak point.
film Intrigue,
of
out
left
thS wndltlon is best
runs off with
but after Bull shoots Stone and
la safely delivered
baby
the
that
learn
we
her
herself to
2nd Sat Jane has In no way given
From his wound Stone recovers,
Bull.
put It,
up Bull, who, as the tlUe aply
<Jgg**
lost on
Judgment in pulling his gun and

i-

wt

m

alraK

jwg

i

p5o"

happily
Stone and Jane are then

the draw."
reunited.

Steele

Corporal
Carol Thorpe

.

T.

:*"&£' «ggj
V.'.'.DenSn

Vane

Morey

to unusually

>

/snow costumes, too. were peculiarly becoming
beauty full
to her, and Paul Scardon gave her

\

P
the picIt 'was sufficient, and seemed so In
Corporal
ture, to ensnare the susceptibilities of
played
Steoio and Hodge, a villainous 'tellow

with a nice touch by George Maperonl. Both
wanted the girl, but It was some time before
the Corporal woke up to what was the matter
with him. When he did—but that's the story.
he
He is sent, up to make an arrest because
fellow
Is notoriously "beauty proof," and the
he Is to arrest Is the brother of a lovely girl
come
not
shall
arrest
the
who Is determined
off.
At the local restaurant he sees her, follows her out and la caught from above In a
quick, sharp scene that registers high draWhat happens Is that one of the
matically.
girl's confederates drops on his shoulders.
Caught, he Is not only tied, but put In a
This box Is taken to Hodge's cabin.
box.
From the box (aa Carol Intended) he heara
Hodge renew his Improper proposals to Carol,
and when she shoots him, be Is, of course, a
It also turns out that
witness to the act.
Hodge Is any old enemy of his. There follows
a trial, a chase and an exciting finish, a fight
cleverly pictured and unusual In Its nature,
and then the final close-up, heroine and hero
In an embrace. A proper criticism is that too
many people get shot In this picture without
being really badly wounded.
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LIGHTNING CHANGER does
—Presto—the change comes jingling out

press a button and
into the metal cup, where it

In "Beauty Proof is seen
good advantage. It Is the type
there are several
of part that suits him, and
by James
novel turns to the plot of this story
however, Is stock
Oliver Curwood. Part ot It,
plenticharacters
stand-by
old
the
with
stuff
photographs with
fully mixed in. Betty Blythe
.use of the
that soft charm that Justifies free
With her ialr floating out
circle vignette.
sweet river she captures the
llko a dark
ma°gina«onln great atyle. The Northwestern
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Read what
SIMPLY

____
BEAUTY PROOF.

is

easily scooped

;

up by the patron.

-/:

Compare that with the old way—-digging several coins out of a drawer
—counting, handling them pushing them across the counter to be
scraped up by the purchaser with the risk of dropping them, keeping
the line waiting to say nothing of delays caused by mistakes which
must happen when change is no{ counted mechanically.
The Lightning Changer counts and delivers change mechanically, at
the touch of a button saving brain work, mistakes from fatigue,

—

—

—

arguments and delays.
It will

make change for

1,500 Patrons

an hour, with-

out error.
takes no skill to operate; takes less experience
than the old way. Takes little space—9% x 12 x 13
inches and weighs only 20 pounds easily carried.
It

—

—

The magnificent new State-Lake Theatre, Chicago,
recently opened to crowded houses, has installed
two Lightning Changers after careful comparison
with other machines.

Write for descriptive circular C to Theatrical Division. You need a Lightning- Changer right away
you want to keep in the front rank.
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Write Today

LIGHTNING COIN CHANGER CO.
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lacked almost everything that goes to

of the scenes are exdoes not look as though any
spent on the production
There are a couple of pretty
shots in the picture that the photgrapher
should receive credit for. Miss Martin's supporting cast seemed adequate with the possible
exception of the heavy, who did not seem to
carry sufficient punch.
Fred.
too

the

"Carmen"

selection reflected this.
5'
The Strand Topical Review 'Started the
screen portion of the show and wae followed
by a scenic of the Outing-Chester series. The
'..latter was very short and without seeming
Interest to the audience.
It was entitled "A
Haitian Night's Tale."
tenor selection by
:r
-.Walter Pontius preceded the feature.
.

-

,
-

b

.

selection followed.

•

•

.

:
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the audience.
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THROUGH THEWRONG
.Madge
Carter.

Kennedy

Madge Kennedy will win a host of admirers
Ooldwyn starring nelease,
her latest
in
"Through the Wrong Door," based on a story
by Jesse Lynch Williams and directed by
Clarence O. Badger. It, Is a picture that will
There to
please any audience anywhere.
-action, .there is pep and comedy, and above all
a- corking little story well told by capable

The

£

v

A fairly pleasing little show at the Rialto,
with the comedy, a Fox Sunshine release, doing
about as much as anything in the program to
The feature,
give the show the pep needed.
"Louisiana," with Vivian Martin aa the star,
did not seem particularly strong and hardly
of the calibre to warrant a full week In one
of the leading picture houses of the country.
The overture selection was "Raymond"
which was followed by a Universal scenic entitled "The Bear Hunt," by Major Jack Allen.
Then the aria from "La Qioconda" was
sung by Athens Buckley. The Rialto Magazine held the usual quota ot news weekly
cuts and Greek Evans, baritone, sang "In
the Garden of My Heart," preceding the fea-i
ture.

from "Sari" was halfway
In the bill and was one of the really
It earned and
delightful musical offerings.

The
down

selection

received

applause.

The Fox comedy was entitled "Are Married
Safe" and it was a scream of
slapBtlck from start to finish. Hughy Fay as
a nonce Judge In the picture got laugh after
laugh. This comedy really helped the entire
Fret.
show get over.
Policemen

LOUISIANA.
Vivian Martin
Robert Ellis
Noah Beery
Arthur Allardt

Louisiana Rogers

Laurence

Ferol.

Lem Rogers
Cass

Floyd

Lillian West
Ferol
«
Lillian Leigh ton
Aunt Casondry
Paramount presents Vivian Martin as the
star of this presentation on the screen of the
Frances Hodgson Burnett story, "Louisiana."
Alice Eyton scenarlolzed the story and RobThe
ert G. Vlgnola directed the production.

Olivia

picture

is

rather

pleasing

7^

Mildred Harris Chaplin
Harem
(Pauline Stark
Favorite of Eglbi ........ Winnif red Weatover
Pin another medal on D. W. Griffith for a
stroke of master showmanship
The public
wasn't entirely crazy about his massive proCIRCLE.
duction "Intolerance" when he presented it at
Here is an example of what can be done
the Liberty, about two years ago.
with a theatre that Is plugged enough with
At that
time there was too much interest In the
pictures enough. The Circle has been run by
greatest drama of the time—the war so D.
Marcus Loew for a number of years. The
W. laid "Intolerance" in the moth balls until
highest price of admission obtained .for a
this season.
When he pulled It out of the
long, long time, until about six months ago,
was 11 cents. After the house was redecorated ' camphor he decided that as a picture there
was Just a little too much for the average
the price was boosted to 18 cents.
mind to follow in the three or four stories that
With the boost in price came the idea of
were'
carried along at the same time, so he
making the theatre a double feature house
decided to take the Babylonian story out of
almost exclusively. Double features are prethe big feature, shoot a few extra scenes to
sented there daily with the possible exception
piece the story out and send it forth as "The
of Saturday and Sunday, and right \now the
Fall of Babylon."
price of admission Is 26 cents, with the house
There was, however, no attempt to bunk
doing a practical turnaway business. Double
the public for there was an acknowledgment
features did it.
Exploitation there isn't any
in all of the ads that the picture was the
that amounts to anything. Regular patronage
Babylonian story of "Intolerance," amplified
is the forte:
There are "drop ins" at this
and presented with ensemble numbers and a
-theatre, and it looks as a standing wallop In
musical number or two.
In doing this the
favor for the double feature bill in locations
producer took another Griffith, step forward
where the regular trade is gone after.
and he at least gave the screen production,
Tuesday night the show comprised a Fox
a decidedly different atmosphere that a i
feature entitled "Rose of the West," with
straight pictorial presentation would have
Madeline Traverse starred, and a Trianglebeen. True, there are several of tie numbers
Jackie Saunders featured entitled "Muggay,"
that could be cut without any damage to the
Neither was anything especial in the way of
presentation as a whole, but all In all the
entertainment, and the Pathe News Weekly
entertainment is very satisfying.
that was the. only other offering of the bill
He splits his program 60-50 between the
was by far the most interesting of the show
stage and the screen, opening with a tableau
offered, withal the house was packed to the
'
-that 1b part stage and part screen, a special
back rail.
Ffei.
small screen to show New York, the modern
Babylon, which, after a dissolve, brings the
WEST.
large screen and the opening scenes of tho
Rose Labelle. .
Madeleine Traverse
feature. After the first series of scenes there
Pierre La Belle..
Frank Leigh
to a dance on the stage by Kyra that outdoes
anything that Gertrude Hoffman or Annette
Angela
Beatrice La Plante
"
Col. Bruce Knight. ........ .Thomas Santachl
Kellerman ever tried, and if It had been preMajor Hilton
Henry J. Herbert
sented at the Olympic or the Columbia the
Natoosh ... v
cops would have been right on the Job. It
Minna Prevost
Jules
Nelson
is
.Jack
a shawl dance and the principal Idea
A Fox flve-reeler with Madeleine Traverse seemB to be to see how far Kyra can keep
as the star. It is a tale of the Northwest conthe shawl away from her body, but still retain a hold on it.
ceived and scenarlolzed by Dennlson Clift, and
She manages to see that
directed by Harry Millarde.
The story is
it doesn't block the vision of the audience at
any time and Kyra shows about all that she
one of those affairs that is not entirely
original, although it has an element of suscan and keep "within the law."
.'After another period of screen entertainpense, and after all that' is what the picture
ment there Is a duet entitled "Love, Love,
audiences look for.
The picture was preThis could just as well have been
sented as one of the two productions ©fa' Love."
discarded before the opening.
The tenor
double feature bill at Loew's Circle Tuesday,
seemed so stricken with stage fright that be '
and that is just about the speed of the piccould not use his voice. Then the final scene
ture.
It is a double feature attraction and
of the first part Is the beginning of the batthat is all.
tle before the walls of Babylon.
The direction is conventional and in keepThe second part opens with a scene In one
Harry Millarde has not
ing with the story.
of the halls of Babylon and here there are
uncovered anything that Is unusual and Miss
twelve slave /girls and Margaret Frltts, a
Traverse In a role equally conventional has
soprano.
A number here, entitled, "The
a couple of emotional moments that make her
Mountain Maid," Is very pretty and the orstand out somewhat above the supporting cast.
Tom Sanschi lands with a wallop In every- chestra manages to plug it along nicely. A
dance' by the girls also helps to fill the picthing that he does.
ture nicely. They were not given too much
The blggeBt Item in the picture is Beatrice
to do and as they were rather pleasing in
La Plant, the young girl who plays the child
appearance the scene was a fitting prelude
Angela. If It were not for the work of this
to the revels that followed on the screen.
girl in a role that carries all the sympathy
Then after the revels, Kyra was on again
the picture would slip absolutely Into the
for a enake dance that brought a full measFred.
commonplace.
ure of applause. Finally the fall of Babylon
was accomplished and the love story that D.
J
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Scott

Tho love story Is not carried too much in i.
the foreground any time in the feature, Orif- flth knowing full well that the
tremendous
scenes of the City of Babylon would carry
the feature along and it seems that It-will
do just that The question now remains, will
the public go to see the one story that there
was In "Intolerance." There undoubtedly are
a number who will remember the big" battle
stuff and want to see it again.
If it does go
over It will be the' screen rather than the
stage end that does it.
There is one thing that Is certain and that
is that as the ploture now stands one
Is fully
able to appreciate the wonderful work that
Constance Talmadge did In the original ploture.
In "Intolerance" she was burled In k
mass of story that was hard to follow. In
this version she 1b always on the Job and -one
learns to look for her and to like her.
She
is really a revelation In this picture
when one
reviews some- of the latter, productions In
which she has appeared. It to just another
one of those apparent cases when one must
say "It's the director after all that counts."
A look at the cast of "The Fate of Babylon"
win give a slight Idea of the tremendous
school for motion picture stars that GrIBtu
has been running on the coast. There are at
least four girls mentioned In minor roles
that are either being featured or starred in
their own right at present and Mildred Harris
Chaplin isn't the least of these.
The stage presentation had the dances arranged by Allan K. Foster who gave the glrui '."•'
simple but effective numbers. The orcbeHra"
was under the direction of Earl Schwartz.
Once more to Griffith. He Is a showman
first, last and always, and the holding
of the
cutouts of the original of this picture shown
that he is a wise one, and in his present
showing of the feature he must be credited
w.,}h..a t..! ea ?.t belng < Poster, if New York
didn't like it in one form he is going to try
Jo moke them like it In another.
It looks
like he'll succeed.
Fred.

ROSE OF~THE

.

'

.

Judge

.

-

picture Is a combination of society and
Western that covers both very thoroughly.
The opening scenes are laid in the West where
the hero has a mine. The heroine's father becomes financially interested, and later when
the two meet there is a fine smash.
-•
The principal action takes place In Philadelphia where the heroine lives and where the
hero comes to claim the girl that has promised
to wed him when he strikes it rich. Of course
the fiancee throws him down when she thinks
him broke, and the heroine walks Into his
house on a rainy night. It Is all because of
the fact that he Uvea on Tremont street and
she was going to dinner on Tremont street.
Same number for both houses, and the taxi
driver makes a natural mistake. Her advent
gives the hero a chanoo to even things up
with her father, and the result Is that before
the evening is over the two young folks run
oft In the rain to get married.
Miss Kennedy plays the role of the heroine
delightfully, although there was Just as much
fat for the hero, who was played by John
Bowers and who managed to give the part
everything that it required. He has a pleasing
manner and seems to be particularly delightful opposite Miss Kennedy.
The production detail Is very well bandied
and the rainstorm scenes were exceptionally
well taken care of. A couple of touches of the
artistic were present In the lightings.
"Through tfce Wrong Door" looks like it
will bring patronage through the theatre door.
Free.

.

.

Babylonian

.

,

direction.

.

1

John Bowers
Burt Radcllff.....
Herbert Standing
Haskell Carter
Gerald Hopkins. ......;....... ...J. B. Manly
.....Robert Kortman
James, a chauffeur
......Kate Lester
Mrs. Carter...
.Beulah Peyton
Mrs. Llppln

'••

.

.

-Fred.

DOOR.

;

.

fAlma Rubens
...(Ruth Darling
(.Margaret Mooney
George Fawcett

Market

—

.

"How Some Animals Behave," a Patbe Review Subject, in slow motion, was interesting,
and the Mack Sennett comedy, "Among Those
? Present," which concluded the bill, held a
flock of laughs. A "cooch" bit In It with a little
touch of the rough stuff hit borne with
v

Howard

Girls of the Marriage
-„

.

A

Madge Kennedy In "Through the Wrong
Door," a Goldwyn production, was the headline feature of the program, and It was an
entirely pleasing story well told and tremendously liked by the audience. A soprano

->

Dandy

Babylonian

it

film.

.
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.

and

much money was

end of the

threaded through the big battle scenes was
brought to a fitting dose with the lovers In
a fond embrace.

Belshazzar

Alfred Paget
Nabonldua King of Babylonia, Carl Btockdale
Attarea Favorite of Belshazzar. .Seens Owen
Attarea's Slave.
Loyola O'Connor
/Cyrus
:.,,..
George Slegmann
The Mighty Man of Valour. .. .Elmo Lincoln
Charioteer of Cyrus. ........... James Curley
Babylonian Mother
.......Kate Bruoe

city chap, a dramatist: who is in search of
local color.
Simple tale, quietly told with a
lot of heart interest.
tor fora,

make

a successful conductor In a motion picture
theatre, and the playing of the musicians of

W.

The High Prlost of Bel
.Tully Marshall
The Mountain Girl.
Constance Talmadge
The Rhapsode
Elmer Clifton
Prince

The greater part

1

.

':'

',.-

THE FALL OF BABYLON.

Vivian Martin followers
answer. It hardly

it will

sweetheart of the hills, who turns out to be
the heavy, and be loses out in favor of the

;

:

:v

life

film fans

seems strong enough to hold up (or a full
week at one of the big Broadway houses.
The prlncljpal scenes of the action are laid
in the Carollnas, where the little berlone,
Louisiana, hails from.
There is a boyhood

fight the Strand for patronage, was utterly
down on Sunday. Perhaps the reason was
'.that Carl Edouard wasn't directing. Whoever
his aucessor was on 'Sunday afternoon he
:.

;;

but to

among the

The current week's bill at the Strand marks
Managing Director Joe. L. Plunket'8 farewell
tliere.
It was a show that was lully aa worthy
as any of those that he has staged during his
regime at the house. There Is one fault, however, and that is that the Strand orchestra,
which never has seemed to stand up with
those at the other two Broadway houses that

|s

The Microbe

De

Witt Spence

Norman

Slade. ...

.Viola

Dana

.Kenneth Harlan
Ned Norworth

Lucy Donahue
Mrs. Rlsden
Viola Dana in the Metro production, "The
Microbe," proves to be Just a routine program
production, although Miss Dana seems to have
improved greatly in the recent past in her
work. Incidentally, there Is a corking leading
man In the picture who Is possessed of a "picture face," and who can act. He Is Kecentb
Harlan, and although he has been before the
camera for some little time now he does not
seem

to have hit his stride fully until this
picture.
This one will go a long way toward
having folks take notice of htm.
"The Microbe" was originally a magazine

INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
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THEATRICAL and MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Rsa^isSI&&*jfM*m
John 541*

story by Henry Altlmus. It was sceenarlolzed
by June Mathlas and Henry Otto handled the
direction.
The star has the role of a street waif who is
selling papers in 'New York's Chinatown. For
protection she has garbed herself as a boy.
In a rush that follows a street fight she runs
Into the hero for protection. The hero, by the
by, has been "kicking the bamboo around"
and has been down below for a "shell."
He takes the kid home, and when he discovers that "he" is a girl decides to give her
a chance in life. She proves a diversion In
his home and acts as an antidote for the
"hop." But meddling friends step in and send
the girl away. However, through a series of
letters that she Bends the hero she manages to
revive his interest in bis profession which
finally results In his turning out a best seller.
Later he traces her and there is a reconciliation.

The story for all Its commonplaceness Is
rather well handled from a directorial standpoint, and the picture will get by In the
shorter run houses.
Fred.

Publicity

Makes the Movies Move!

(R08EMAR1E)

(ABTHVH)

BOLTON

and

GLASS

SYNDICATED PUBLICITY
Wo

Reach Everybody
Worth While

LET US DO IT

FOR YOU!

Salt* 612, Grease Bldg.
Los Angeles, Gal.

Phoaei 1H8I

POWERS RAW STOCK OVER.

itrk-X-

The P. A: Powers raw stock deal
seems to be over. The latest quotations from Rochester show that the
brokers handling the stock of the company are receiving as high as $24 a
share for a $10 par. The company has
been paying a 5 per cent, dividend
quarterly since it has been in existence and now the Powers play is
turning- out 750,000 feet of film weekly.
P. A. Powers, in New York early
this week, refused to comment on the*
fact that an explosion in his plant last
week had cost the lives of two of the
employes and likewise remained
on the question of the injunction that

COLLINS EFFECTING AFFILIATION.
Frederic L. Collins, president of McClure

scheduled to return
from England July 15, has decided to
lengthen his stay abroad until Sept. 1,
to complete the details of an affiliation
between McClures and one of the leading British film producing concerns.
Pictures,

Casting has begun for the new George Walsh
which Is an adaptation from a story
by Frank L. Packard. It will be under the
direction of Mr. Watsh'a brother, R. A. Walsh.
picture,

MANY COMPANIES

iA

INCORPORATIONS.

PORTLAND.

Portland, Ore., July 23.
Portland is now a film center American Lifeograph, Adventures Picture
Corporation,
Multnomah Film Co.,
Clove rio Comedy Co., and the Portland
Producing Co. are already working;
Tom Mix, Rex Beach Co., and Herbert Heyes are to shortly start

—

Cecil B. DeMille will shortly begin work on
"Why Change Your Wffe," written by his
playwright brother, William C. DeMille.

Hellenic Art Producing Cos Manhattan,

pictures, 150,000; D. Boras, A. Stathopoulo, H. D. Frankman, 148 W. 111th

New

York.
street,
J. 8. Tepper, inc., Manhattan, theatricals; A. M. Lev In e, R. Qreenbaum, J. 8.
York.
Tepper, 220 W. 42d street,

New

CAPITAL INCREASES.

Picture

Trade Directory, Manhattan.

120,000 to 160,000.

DELAWARE CHARTERS.

.

Picture Producing Co., o( America,
1500,000; Joseph H. MacKenzle, Garret
A. Storm, Richard H. Casey, all of New
York.
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the Eastman people had obtained
against him, restraining the Powers
company, from taking any of the East-

He
into its plant.
stated that this injunction would be
lifted within a few days and in the
meantime the plant would -turn out
750,000 feet weekly until the new ma-

Qomcdif feahuing^

WMmmMmmr,

egsz* <ssa>

s:"v/uimi/Mf(iiii/

man employes

H

Mrs

chinery got working within the next
few weeks, and that would mean that
1,500,000 feet would be the weekly outThis has all been signed for by
two foreign companies, one in Zurich,
Switzerland, and the other by the
Garbaldis of Italy, who want to take
the entire output of the. plant for foreign use.
As soon as the. present building in
Rochester is turning out its maximum capacity, Powers expects to have
a new plant in operation in the Corona
or Astoria section of Long Island,
where he will be able to at least triplicate the output of the Rochester plant
before the summer of 1920. The Long
Island plant idea is to lay the scene
of production near the consumption
and foreign shipping center and incidentally to get away from the Eastman influence in Rochester.
put.
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MARRIAGE ANNULMENT ASKED.
Seattle, July 23.
Bringing suit against Harry J. Edwards, the picture director, Gladys
Brockwell, according to friends here,
has revealed that she lived with Edwards only three days. They were
married in Seattle July 1, 1918, and
separated July, 4.
Miss Brockwell now declares that at
the> time' her divorce from her first
husband, Robert B. Broadwell, had not
been made final. The present suit is
for annulment'
Edwards and Louise Glaum were formerly married.

Bunkered
Under persons*? supervision of
Mrs. Sidney Drew

t

Sis

The

i

MOTHERS

«

IN AUTOS.

week, some man ran into her car with
an auto he was driving. He has threatened legal action. O'Brien, Malevinsky
& Driscoll, Mrs. Pickford's attorneys,
expect a summons and complaint this
week.
Mary Miles Minter's mother, Mrs.

.•

'

Julia Miles, while entering a
taxi cab in front of the Hotel
Antoinette last week, had her

York Tribune says:

Bunkered', is a charming little comedy
which Mrs. Drew has filled with people
who are exactly the kind of people you
find in real life. Angie, the ingenue, is
not too pretty and she is most convincing
in the role. Thank goodness, Mrs. Drew is
going to keep on writing and producing
these comedies, for there is no other to
take her place."

When Mary Pickford's mother, Mrs.
Charlotte Pickford, was in town last

'

New

<

Town
Marie
hand

m imm

Audiences all over the country are thanking goodness that .Mrs. Drew is to con-

crushed by the slamming of the vehicle's door. She has retained O'Brien,
Malevinsky &' Driscoll to bring legal
action for $10,000 damages against the

tinue the Drew comedies. Your audiences will thank goodness and you for
showing them.

T. T. company.

Brenon Traveling: Abroad.
London, July 23.
Herbert Brenon, picture director, left
here recently for a tour through Spain
and Italy. A Spanish firm has asked
him to make a big production.
Brenon has also received a definite

iffii

m

•

By Emma M. Whitman.

Produced by V. B. K. Film
Corporation, under personal supervision of Mrs. Sidney

Drew.

order from Ambrosio to make a big
production in Rome. They will meet in

5s)©Q?t
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Zukor's Son, Father's Assistant

Eugene Zukor has been appointed
:•-;,•

'«

as-

sistant to the president of F. P.-Lasky.
is
his father, Adolph
Zukor's new job carries with it respon-

The president
sibility for

i-

important executive work.
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MOVING PICTURES
'

NEW SEATTLE

AVALANCHE OF SERIALS.
Hail the serial I
Film producers,
nothing if not imitators, are plunging
this season on the suspended interest
thrillers, with murder mysteries, defective omniscence and hair-breadth
escapes by air and fjord among the elements employed to fetch the spectator
up against the last foot of the episode
with his eyes bulgin* and his bellows
workin' overtime.
Pathe is out with a list of eight
serials it will shoot out to its conincluding one

stituents,

of

its

own

making from Robert W. Chambers'
novel, "The Secret," the U has been

;' i.i

CO.

F. P.'S

Seattle, July 23.
Playter
Photoplayers,
was incorporated in Spokane, July 18,
with a capitalization 'of $100,000. Lester
P. Edge and J. W. Kelly are the other
incorporators.
Playter was in the Arrow Film recently released and made by the Washington Picture Co., of Spokane, entitled
"Fool's Gold." He is now negotiating
for the Washington Films' former
plant at Minnehaha Park and expects
to start production early next month.

itself on the posters of the'
highways with its "Elmo the Mighty,"
and Fox trails in this week by casting
for one that the discoverers of Theda

Washington, July

site.

on the

3,800

•

'.'"

record in being the first feature film
ever held over for a second full week,.
but it occurs with a picture a prominent New York exhibitor Is said to
have rejected, after paying the picture's rental for a week, $800.

Herman Wobber,

:

23.

"The Firing Line," with Irene Castle,
has been held over for another week
by Tom Moore at the Rial to.
This not alone marks a Washington

t

have a theatre seating

s

TIRING LINE" HELD OVER.

NEW FRISCO HOUSE.

San Francisco, July 23.
The Prager building has been leased
for Famous Players-Lasky and will

Wellington

representing the
picture firm, attended to the details
'
while here.
-,
The building is at Market and Jones
streets.

__^^_

•'

Tsura Aokl (Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa) has
signed a long-term contract to appear In Universal productions.

1m

-

C. O. Klngsley has been appointed
of Real art's Detroit exchange.

n

manager

•.:"?,'

spreading

•

;
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Pending the making of his own, the
Fox theatres in and around New York
have booked the Pathe serial.
Miscellaneously, the independent pro-
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ducer is filming serials for the independents unable to get the big manufacturers' products.
.

There are at

of these independent

10

least

'>xm

productions

now under way.

:'

The plunge

:

./

i

/'

be due mainly
to a conclusion by manufacturers that
moving picture houses are not any
more the resort of any particular class
of transients, but have reached someis

:

said to

...

on the occasion of a luncheon

s

.

thing like a stage of stabilized audiw ences the former objection of the movie
man to buying serial matter being. that
his audiences didn't care for stories
>
that had to be lopped off before they
told what was going to happen in the

end. The theatre men have discovered
that the serial keeps the same people
7 coming back to catch the successive
installments, and that the loss of the
transients who want the whole play
or nothing at a single sitting is comparatively smalL
The independent producers are usually able to gross from $125,000 to $150,000
7
:vx>«> a 15-episode serial of 2 reels each
episode. The footage is equivalent to
six five-reel features, but the comparatively cheap cost of serial production, using as this form of production
.£,--. I does, mostly outside effects, brings the
commodity into a profitable class that's
practically instantly salable.
Pathe's expansion of its serial arm
I
4 is said to be due to its success with
its initial experiment, "Patria," with
Mrs. Vernon Castle.
*
f The objections of buyers to serial
I J -.'Z: film— the slip-shod production once the
deposits on the early episodes are secured—are being largely eliminated by
the entry into this field of stable manu'
facturers.
V Save in the best vaudeville houses
on the main drags, serials have not
yet invaded the better classes of film
houses. The stated objection by transients to suspended climaxes is given
as the reason for this, a condition
manufacturers say is no longer to be
seriously considered.
The foreign rights to serials are sold
on sight, though the prices obtained
aren't specially remunerative, the Far
East territory, for instance, only grosV
sing from $8,000 to $12,000 for a 15episode delivery, this territory taking
in the Dutch' Indies, Ceylon, the Straits
Settlements, the Phillipines, China,

J.
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This message of hope for the exhibitors of America

who

a ready response from all those
keenly looking forward to the first of the

will find

are
'."
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.

SYDNEY CHAPLIN PRODUCTIONS
'

— (very free)

Free translation
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DEATHS.

1

Frederick Montag.-e.
Frederick Montagne died in Los AnThe deceased, 52
geles, last week.
years of age, was born in England, and
had appeared in support of the elder
Keene and other noted actors. At the
time of his death he was in a picture

Fox

.

£

'.— r-.zr?,-,!.:

"Ah, well-a-day,

for

."'3

I

.

"L'm going away to that fair land—
The land where the toot sweet grows;Where the comic spirit has not been canned
And the fair flower finnee blows.

\.

.-

Japan, Singapore, Bombay, Egypt and
the upper and lower Africas.

:

au revoir;

it's

So long, but not good bye
For I'm coming back esprit de corps
With film you'll want to buy.''

Vi-;^i':i

-i.il;

FAMOUS PLA\TRS -LASKY CORPORATION

Films.

J

ADOLrazUKORPrttJKSSKLLAfiKYW^PnaCBOli.PKVaiE Strt&xQtMral

INCORPORATIONS.
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Entertainment*

Distributors,
lac, Manhattan, $100,000; J. McAleer, a.
Matthews, J. H. Jones. 80 West 90th

Screen

I.

street,

Manhattan.

/
I

*
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OVING P CfURE
I

NEW YORK AND NEIGHBORHOODS
BECOMING STUDIOS' FAVORITES

EASTMAN'S M.

P.

ACADEMY.

It seems to be settled that, Samuel
L. Rothapfel is to be the director general of the National Academy of the

Motion Picture which the Eastman
Roches-

No Longer

"Capital of the Film World."

A movement

back from the Coast
of the producing end of pictures has
-assumed concrete proportions and the
location of studios of many big concerns in New York City or its. environs
is only a matter of months.

Northwest Film Convention and Screen

N, Y.
The tremendous fortune
Eastman has made out of the picture
industry would make it possible for
him to endow a like institution in
almost every town of any importance

held here July 16-19, inclusive.
Mayor Hanson and Governor Hart
addressed the delegates at the opening
session which was devoted to welcoming the guests. Friday's session was
devoted to the election of/ officers and
the place for the next convention "was

The erection of a $1,500,000 plant for
Famous Players in Long Island

the

City is already under way while the
William Fox studio located on the
west side of Manhattan and but a few
minutes from Broadway, are fore-runners of a time when Los Angeles will

cease to be the "capitol of the film
world."
Other active picture producers \have
plans for New York plants, or for
studios close by. The Jersey shore is
dotted with studios some rented to independent picture makers. While these
studios will be employed the general
trend is now towards Long Island,
much more accessible via under-river
tubes than the Fort Lee section, only
to be directly reached by ferries.
It has long been recognized that production at the Coast was carried on at
an economic disadvantage and a practical realization of that accounts for
the present movement to the east. The
matter of weather is discounted by the
fact that in the New York section twothirds- of-each month are clear days.
Where out-of-door scenes are required
casts can be easily and quickly sent
South, .many locations being but a

"

y'/r.f

One
night's travel from New York.
active concern (World) which has remained in the East, so arranges its
stories that they may be produced with
the seasons. That is scenarios calling
for summer weather are produced at
that time and vice versa for winter.
W^here a scenario calls for "out of season scenes," Virginia or even Florida
are to be easily reached.
With every' producer the matter of
retakes has been a difficult problem at
Often it occurs, than a complet, times.
ed feature when screened for examination by the Eastern executive heads is
"deemed incomplete. New scenes or
retakes are ordered. The loss of time
consequent to the distance between
th production center and the executive
office has heretofore resulted in release
dates being set back. It has happened.
too, that actors necessary for the retakes were not to be found. With production centered in the East, retakes
.would naturally be possible without
difficulty.
There is too an actual
money loss to be considered for even
a low-cost feature entails an expenditure of between $6,000 to $10,000 and
the average feature several thousands
more, so that such investments being
held up from four to six weeks for retakes and the like means an interest
loss,.
Retakes being necessary, quite
often the interest loss mounts up to
no mean sum during a year's time.
Independents bring all of the New
York studios into demand and all the
plants appear to be occupied continuously.
Purchase of these plants for
rental purposes has been quite successful on the part of the leasees.
One
business man of acumen in control of
the old Biograph studio is reported to
have cleaned up $100,000 in the past
'

,

AUTHORS' PROHIBITIVE TERMS.
London, July

23.

authors— evidently as the reconference at which concerted
was determined on—are demanding from picture producers terms
that are impossible to comply with.
So far as is known, no American picBritish

sult of a

action

ture concern has attempted negotiations with any British author since
their new demands were made and it
is safe to predict that none will.
Briefly, here is what the British playwright or novelist is demanding:
substantial cash advance (in most
cases larger than the outright purchase price ordinarily paid by American 'companies) to apply on account
of future royalties;
.>

—

A

A

percentage based, not on the net
profits derived from the sale of the
picture, but on the gross receipts (this
percentage ranging as high as 15 per
cent.);

>

The play or novel and

its

picture

rights are not. sold at all, but such
rights are leased to the producer for
a term of years, varying- from three
five and at the outside to seven

to

years;
At the expiration of the lease, the
world rights to the play or novel revert to the author, who can then sell
(or more properly re-lease) the picture
rights

to

another concern

who can

make another film version of the play
or novel—on equally prohibitive terms.
It needs hardly be said that n^ picture has ever been made in the United
States under any such conditions, nor
would any sane producer attempt such
But. strangely
a suicidal venture.
enough, the terms are said to have
been acceded to in certain instances
by British producers,' whose "not" is
generally much less than that of the
American picture concern.
How long British playwrights and
authors will persist in their present
stand is problematical, but until they
evince a spirit a little less ridiculous
and unreasonable, it is certain that
film producers in the United States will
seek material elsewhere.

;*>

"

':'

V.V."
-

.

:
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year through rentals.

Some

men

regard the eastas necessary in a wax
but insist that the best results can only
be gained in the West. They insist
picture

ward movement

•

future.

accepted that the province of
Rothapfel is in the exhibiting field.
As a director of presentation of the
motion picture he undoubtedly stands
without a peer and when the theatre
lost him it lost one of the most active and progressive figures that there
was in the exhibition field. Rothapfel
was not the success expected of him
as a director. The Hall management
of the affairs of his Unit idea might
be in a measure responsible as any
other contributing cause. The fact remains, however, that the Unit Program
did not meet with the acclaim looked
for. For this the managers of the bigger theatres may be thankful. If it is
the means of bringing Rothapfel back
to the exhibiting field they are bound
to receive a number of suggestions
from his work that will be for the
general betterment of the picture theaIt

is

tre at large.

'

',

in this country without injuring the
bankroll to any great extent.
report on the Eastman income last year
showed that there was $40,000,000 paid
to the Government in income taxes.
That a couple ef millions are to be
-invested by the company in a permanent monument to their organization
means nothing more or less than that
it is going to be a standing advertisement for the company.
The theatre is to seat 3,100 and have
an orchestra of at least 75 men. Eastman is not stopping at cost for any
of the details for the institution, and
if there was one thing needed in the
picture industry to leave an indelible
record of the tremendous strides that
the industry is making it is just the
National Academy Eastman proposes
to endow at Rochester.
The approach of Rothapfel as managing director for the enterprise is
sufficient to bespeak the lengths that
the power behind is willing to go to
achieve the ultimate in his ambitions.
Adolph Zukor has made a -proposition of a guarantee to go to London
and be the supervising director of
presentations for the string of theatres that the Famous Players-Lasky is
to open there in the near future. This
following the offers that have been
made to" several New York picture
theatre managers by representatives of
Jury, Ltd., seems to indicate there is
to be a battle staged in the exhibiting
end of the picture field as well as in
the producing end in the very near

A

that regardless of the big building
plans a majority of films will continue
to be "shot" in California.

wyn
as

alliance is all talk to date as far
in the Gold-

any of the executives

wyn

divulge up to the
the question of "new"
money was broached in the Goldwyn
offices this week, it was stated by one
of the executives that there was a
quantity of "new money" in the concern, but just who was responsible,
for it was not known.
One executive speaking of the new
alliance stated "as far as I know there
has been nothing done except to talk
up- to the present."
offices
-

will

When

F. P.-L. 125th

St. Studios.

—

=-:

GOLDWYN TALK.

'

/

MOSS' NAME REMAINS.

The reported Shubert-Godsol-Gold-

present.

Though the B. S. Moss circuit of
vaudeville theatres has been taken over
by Famous Players-Lasky, the name of
will remain on them. This is one
of the policies decided upon by Mr.
Moss, who is in general charge of the
picture people's own theatres.
Any theatre acquired by Moss for
F. P.-L. will retain its individuality

Moss

,

through the

title if

that

is

considered

of trade value.

IF

YOU DON'T ADVERTISE IN VARIETY—
DON'T ADVERTISE

ball,

the picture run. From the present indications it is unlikely vaudeville will
supplant the picture regime.

C. C.

FLIV COST $300,000.

The gross of cancellations of the
First National products due to the fliv
of the Charlie Chaplin "Sunnyside" is
estimated by a canvass of exhibitors
and exchanges throughout the country
to exceed $300,000.

The

selected.

ball

was

in the evening,

with 12,000 persons present, it being
held in two places at the same time,

theArene and Hippodrome. A number
of picture stars were present.
The delegates went on record as
being opposed to "fly by night" producers and their inferior productions
Were severely condemned. Operators
and exhibitors were pledged to^show
only the better grade of pictures' and
such as retain and respect the confidence of patrons. Spokane will be
the next convention city. Miss Motie
was chosen officially to represent that
city as "Miss Spokane."'
The convention proved to be the
biggest event of its kind ever held in
the

West

CLUNE STILL CASHING ON
"Pop" Clune's

bit

B.

of "The Birth

of,

a Nation," acording to a semi-annual
statement rendered last week, showed
him .to be $275,000 ahead of his original

investment of

$16,000.

of the production was

Thomas Dixon
25% of the gross

is

The net
$HS 0Q0.

stMl

cost

f

drawing

his

receipts for his au-

thor's rights in "The Clansman" from
which the world beater was adapted.
«

RACE RIOTS HIT THEATRES.
.

v.
,

Washington, July

23.

The serious race riots, following four
attacks on white women by negroes,
has seriously cut into the receipts of
the picture theatres and the only legitimate house open, the Garrick.
The casualty list of ten Monday
night caused the people to remain
away fro- 1 the downtown districts.

OFFER FOR "WAYFARER."

•

Seattle, July 23.
Rev. J.
Crowther local Methodist
minister returned yesterday from attending centenary exposition of that
church recently held in Columbus, O.,
says he was offered half million dollars for copyright of "The Wayfarer"

E

pageant which drew one hundred sixty,
thousand attendance in twenty days
at the centennial and which exceeds
"Ben Hur" and "Parsifal" in fidelity
of biblical narrative, in massive scenes
and in impressive presentation of the

theme.
Rev. Crowther has been asked
take his pageant around the world.

to

Lasky Secure* "So This Is America?"
F. P.-Lasky has acquired the distributing rights for a new series of comtra-vel subjects called "So This Is
America?" The entire series of 12 will
be jointly written by Ring Lardner,
John W. Gray and Arthur B. Reeves.
Jack Gardner will have the leading
role and Arvid Gillstrom will direct.
The initial release is scheduled for
edy

Sept. L

Mr. Moss has set no policy for the
Broadway (New York) theatre after

The Famous Players-Lasky Corp. has
taken over the Estees studios and labThe
oratories 361 W. 125th street.
plant will be renovated and two new
stages added. When alterations are
completed the F. P.'s latest acquisition
will accommodate eight companies.

BIG SEATTLE CONVENTION.
Seattle, July 23.
Over 1,000 accredited delegates representing 700 picture theatres and 30 exchanges, were in the attendance at the

interests propose locating in
ter,

Long Island Appears to Be Given Preference. Jersey'*, Shore
Has Many. Manhattan Isle Has Several. Los Angeles

S

Doraldina

Starting

Films.

The Doraldina Films Corp. recently
formed will soon start on a production program which calls for the making of six features a year, with Mme.
Doraldina the dancer featured.
Those named in addition to the star
are Frank Saunders and Lew Rodgers.

Jack Noble Goes With Vita.
Jack Noble has signed with Vitagraph to direct a series of eight features.
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EXHIBITORS ASK FOR PUNITIVE

Harrisburg, July

The

MEASURES AGAINST PRODUCERS
Law
Many

Delegation at Washington ^o Get

Deceptive Advertisements.

Passed Prohibiting
Incidents Cited

Where Prominent Manufacturers Have Not

Up

Announcements
Trade' Papers and to In-

Lived

to

m

dividual Exhibitors.
c.

spent by manufacturers for self laudatory acclamation of their productions,,
intended to sway the purchases of exhibitors, in published and posted matter during the past year, -the particular
pool of exhibitors who propose to penalize misstatements in the future succeeded in compiling a gross expenditure on the part of all producers in
America alone during the last year of
more than $2,000,000.
The exhibitors, both in the pool referred to, and in other groups of malcontents with conditions as- they are,
tisements.
Mid-summer is the period when the^, think the business of which they're a
part deserves more stabilizing, and
producers start tapping the ink rethink an honest get-together confertorts and stage play files for their opuence between the heads of the big prolent promises, and this season the torducing companies and the representais
of the manufacturers
rid wash
tives of the fast forming pools of exsplashing the shacks of the exhibitors'
hibitors could easily find a serviceable
nor'-east-west-and-south with more
way of spending at least a part of
glittering verbal periphery the exhibithis $2,000,000 so that the cause of the
tors aver than any producer but a
industry, the manufacturers' as well as
Yogi man could redeem even to. an
the exhibitors' ends, would be material'eenth part.
.
A thumbing over of the picture men's ly benefited.
The pool seeking national lines of retrade lexicons from week to week durstrictions against misstatements aring the past month would give one the
raign practically all the leading com"paraghorric phantasmaghorrics," as
panies now sharp shooting at the ex£ one of the kicking exhibitors expresshibitor through published and highway
ed it, between what the producers said
proclamations.
they are going to do and what the
knew
performances
Starting with the surprise they got
past
from
exhib.
never
when William Fox, for instance, didn't
the producer never would and
include among his Sunshine Comedies,
could do. But these advertisements the
flashed in his last week's trade-sheet
exhib. says are trade stimulators, and
_ followed up, as they are sharply by aplurge the serio comib screamthough never intended to "be so "A""
canvassers for contracts or deposit
false
Woman There Was," with the immortal
moneys, they are in themselves
Theda, the exhibs. want to know for
pretenders, as are those responsible foi
sure just how many of the 14 "Great
them, in the judgment of the pool of
Authors" promised by Fox in his red
exhibs. now taking reprisal action.
are
ink inserts are going to come through.
announcements
trade
The
exhibs.
the
The 'exhibs. recall many such flamabrading the cuticles of
boyant announcements by manufactur_, this season as they have not done beers that never materialized, and cite
fore because the picture leaser finds
one of Fox's not long ago when
himself at this time in a boiling caldron
being fast reduced to a digestible' con- Rupert Hughes, Frederick Arnold Kummer, Larry Evans, George Bronson
sistency for the cannibals that he calls
"the producers. What with the new Howard, and George Scarborough,
were spot-lighted, but never appeared,
open market "we win and you lose"
save to an inconsequential degree.
slogan of the manufacturer with its
The same exhibs. point to the great
manifold opportunities to literally take
publicity flubclub of the Goldwyn over
the theatre away from the exhibitor, as
the capture of Elizabeth Jordan at a
a last week statement of N. H. Gordon,
fabulous salary as scenario editor, with
for the First Natinonal frankly acElizabeth's swift entry and as speedy
knowledges—the 1st N. being one of
exit, after the lycopodium of Elizathe open market philantropists the
man who has the worries of making his beth had died out of the advertising
torch.
The theatre men also recall
films meet his theatre payrolls, is getart flare in the publicity skies of the
ting rabid, and just now is figuring
v night
Goldwyn when Max Marcin was promand day as to the ways and
ised—promised but not delivered, and
means he must adopt to save himself
give innumerable other instances supfrom the certain ruin which the 1st
porting their contention that the time
National's statement unreservedly says
has come for a halt, and more conhe faces.
The exhib. finds bne of the causes servative statements.
of his losses in his purchases of picThe recalcitrant bunch now at the
Capitol, through their representatives
tures in the past has been influenced
point to the 14 "Great Authors" that
bv the auto-eulogistic advertisements.
Fox includes in his last ad and ask
The exhib. acknowledges that if he
knew plays, star and box-office draught what makes the individuals of the
group great unless it be the adjective
values as well as manufacturers are
that rides them into a double page colsupposed to know them he wouldn't
- have to rely upon the information. disored display; save in the instances of
;
David Belasco, whose half-century old
seminated by the heads of these concerns. But relying upon the manufac"Le Belle Russe" is the basis for his
inclusion in the gallery; Henry Wadsturers' co-operation, promised to see
worth Longfellow, whose "Evangeline"
I that he makes but a minimum of mistakes, the exhibitor in the past has
poem long since dropped out of the
bought in without too intrusive closecopyright protection list; Zane Grey,
up looks at his purchases only to diswhose bolt has already been shot by
Fox in pictures produced last season,
| cover in the end that both the anE nouncement propaganda and the sales- or Henry Blossom, whose play, "Checkers," the only one announced by Fox,
\,- men absurdly deceived him.
is an echo of a remote past. The doubtChecking up the advertising money

Urging that carloads of good insert
paper and wells of fine colored inks are
being wasted by manufacturers in irresponsible statements of plans that
are deliberately misleading, a new pool
exhibiof big and little moving picture
tors syndicated for defense against
the fast growing offensives of prodelegation
a.
sent
Tuesday,
ducers, last
to
to Washington to get the lawmakers
make national the punitive bills now
operative in certain states, notably
New Jersey, against deceptive adver-
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BOND BILL VETOED.

Soffel

RAIN BRINGS DOUCH,
23.

....'

which would have

bill,

provided that picture distributors must
file bonds or make deposits of money
or give other securities to the State
Board of Motion Picture Censors for.
the protection of exhibitors with whom
they dealt, has been vetoed by Governor William C. Sproul, of Pennsylvania..

The bill was aimed at the alleged
practice of distributors who forced exhib ito rs to make heavy pre-payments
on .films, but it also provided for the
licensing of distributors by the board,
and it conferred on the board the
power to revoke licenses of distributors and their certificates of approval
of films if they did not furnish the
bonds, money or securities.
The Governor points out four rea-

why the bill should not be a law
Pennsylvania in his veto message,
contending that there is no more reason why exhibitors should.be protected

sons
in

by th& State from

loss on contracts
than other business men; that the exhibitor would be protected, but there
is hot reciprocal protection for the distributor, that there is no provision for
the collection of damages and that the
.,,
bill is unconstitutional.

^

AH of the ;Broadway picture hous'e
managements are in high glee over the
damp weather that hovered over New
York after July IS. It has made the
box' offices of all of. the film theatres
along the main stem show returns tha%
were t** "beyond expectations at thiiTrf
time of the year. The Rivoli, Rialto
and the Strand have had two weeks
business that has* been sip to the
mid-season mark and the New York
and the Broadway,have broken records.

-"'""if

*

.;

i

;

m

Gf course the New York is a dodge
away from the storms and showers,
while the Broadway has been dragging
them in on the strength of the girls.
Incidentally the run of the Bathing Girls and the Mack Sennett comedy, "Yankee Doodle in Berlin," has
been extended for four weeks, but not
without its drawback for the Broad*
wayites that want to see the real, or
almost real thing in Sennett diving
dames. Ever since the film, opened the;
big street boobs have been falling for
a couple of "larries" that have been
"stuck in". with the real goods. Right

now Broadway

Is

'

;

about to have a real

"larry" put over on.it, just the same
1
as those in the "sticks" have been looking at a lot of girls advertised ,as, the

Beauties and
thinking them the real thing, -,
The bunch that is how at the Broadway', including Bothwell Browne, is to
be moved to the Ziegfeld Theatre,
Chicago, in time. to open there Sunday and in the meantime the big alley
is to have a gang of "larries" flipped

Mack Sennett Bathing
FIRST NATIONAL MEETS.

:

,

part of the week
there was a general calling together
of the executive factors of the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit The information was that the meeting had
been called to consider a number of
special productions offered during the

During

last

.the

first,

few weeks.

*

In reality the meeting was more or
less of a hurriedly called affair to take
under consideration the present status
of the Charles Chaplin contract which
the company holds,.. calling for, five
additional pictures by the comedian.
The original Chaplin contract calls
for eight pictures. Three have been
delivered.
The last one was a flop.
The first National heads are in the air
whether or not the comedian intends
slipping them five similar productions
to fill out his contjact wjth them and
.

then do a terrific comeback with his
first Big Four released production.
One report was to the effect Chaplin

had finished his five features called
for and intended presenting them to
the First National in bulk, which
would call for an. extremely big payment.

YORK

IN PICTURES.

^
of

any division to journey

make a personal stage appearance on the stage
suggested the picture idea to the
Young-Hodgdon combination. The contract calls for a percentage arrangement, the agents not guaranteeing anyacross, but his inability to

thing.

ing

Thomases want

to

know who

":.:>fflBteS

SUDGEN GOES TO AFRICA.

DR.

Dr. Sudgen, who has had a wondersuccess in photographing. Alaskan
scenery for the Prizma Company, has
sailed for Africa for that organization./
He expects to be gone about two years,
traveling into the interior of the Darkest Continent.
ful

v
-
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HORKHEIMER PRODUCING.
H. M. Horkheimer returns to picture
producing next week after an absence
of a year and a half from the field. He
has organized NH. M. Horkheimer Productions. Inc. (capital $500,000), with

•

main officesJn New York and studios
on the Coast.
(
.-1,
Included- in Horkheimer's immediate
plans is the production of a 15-episode
serial, "The Purple Seven," an eightreel feature of anti-Bolshevik nature.

Sergeant Alvin York, of Tennessee,
the man who made the greatest record
in the European war for a single exploit, making the greatest single capture of German prisoners, and who is
the most decorated American to* participate in the struggle, has been contracted for a picture engagement by
Ernie Young and. Ray Hodgdon.
York received more publicity upon
his return to America than any other

member

/

over on them,
Sol Lesser could not get an extension of time from the Chicago bunch.,.

—
E.

Lloyd Sheldon is, classed with others
in the imposing genius summary.
The kickers point to the admission
in the Fox ad oriflamme that the Fox
concern is now "the greatest film organization in the world;" and to the
published statement in the same sheet
of the head Fox mouthpiece that "two
million. dollars have been appropriated
for the coming Fox exploitation campaign, 'reaching around the world and
addressed to the motion picture-going
public," and a lot of other statements
that the protesting exhibs. classify in
their petition to Congress as "flapdoodle."

"The Brotherhood of Destruction" and
"The Woman in the Light," a six-reel
mystery drama written by Earl Carroll.
Horkheimer has made no marketing
arrangements as yet.
1

\

Matter of Letter* in Name.

"
:
•

:

.:x^«

'

S. L. Pictures, Inc., started injunction proceedings in the Supreme Court
Monday, through its attorney,' Harry
Kosch, seeking to restrain the S. L. K.
Serial Corporation from using the letters "S. L." as part of its corporate

wmz
/.EaJ

name.
Pictures sets up the claim that
Helen Holmes signed with S. L. K.
Serial Corporation in the belief members of the S. L. Pictures concern were
interested in the former company.
S. L.

Norworth't IS Weeks Before Camera.
Jack Norworth will wind up his
vaudeville engagements at Morrison's,
Rockaway, Aug. 4, starting on the new
picture serial he has contracted to appear in for Theodore Wharton Aug. 11.
Norworth's picture engagement will
embrace IS weeks. It will cause the
postponement of his proposed new
revue.

Benny Zeldman's Successor.
Ted Reed has been appointed to succeed Benny Zeidman as publicity manager for the Douglas Fairbanks Film
Corporation.
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to Do Business with Motion Picture
Without Cash in Advance. Say That Reports of
Big Money for Stories Is Only Propaganda. Publication Only Real Protection.

Members Not

Advises

Folk'
:

.;
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The psycopathic ward

Bellevue

at

and the delirim tremens section of the
same buggy retreat are as decorous
and intelligent as an informal meeting
of John D. Rockefeller's golf retainers
compared with the, maundering obliquities now' making an inferno of the
motion picture scenario field, according to the Authors' League, which yesterday sent broadcast to

.its

members

supplementary injunctions to beware
negotiations of any kind with picture
producers, save when. at least one
third cash down payment was made on
matter up for sale.
The red flag of the League's shepherds was drawn from, its sheath because of the atractive blaze's most of
the big picture producing firms are
flashing just now. with crtes for play
matter at the authors' own prices, and
the announcement by the Famous
Player s-Lasky combination it has just

annexed

Eugene

Walter

and

Max

Marcin, at salaries akin to the President of the U. S., and a counter offensive by the Goldwyn people that they
have through their new association
with the Goldsol arid Shubert money
sewed up for films the plays of A. H.
\

v.>:

Woods, the Selwyns and the Shuberts.
The Authors' League warns authors
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against the picture manufacturer, that
he is paying as little as ever, and nothing when he can make honeyswoggle
pass for currency, and the League
quotes specific instances of outright
dishonesty.
The Marcin-Walter-Famous PlayerLasky deal is said by the Leagues'
spokesmen to be rather in a state of
negotiation than of consummation,
and that its consummation may never
occur.
Also, it is pointed out that the recent F.-P.-L. vaunt of its capture of
the Charles Frohman play vaults must
be accepted in the nature of advertising propaganda, as the Frohman plays
were sold once before to a combination that started to produce them at
the Mutual-Empire studios at Glendale, L. I., with John C. Freuler acting
for the M., and Al. Hayman for the
Frohmans, and that moreover six of
the plays were produced and went into
quick and unprofitable oblivion, according to the Freuler report.
The League doesn't say that Marcin
as a dramatic creative asset isn't a

high

power value to the

F.

P.

L.

playwrights at best, according to past
performances require a year, or even
longer to turn out a successful play.

The warning of the A. L. carries
with it the suggestion that authors
shun the m. p. scenario field absolutely
until the authors' wares have seen
publication. Then, protected by U. S.
copyright, the picture scenario departdepartments will take less liberties
with proffered material, and the material itself, by reason of its publication, will demand a reasonable price.
The same street criers that vivisect
the Marcin-Walters-F. P. L. situation
as well as the Goldwyn-Woods-Selwyn-Shubert deal say that the play
vaults of all three of the theatrical
firms have already been shot to pieces,
and point to attenuated play lists of
the trio suitable for film adaptation,
and stick their index fingers sharply at
the Advanced Motion Picture Corporation started by Lee Shubert two years
ago that had to go begging for its material to outside sources, eventually
falling back upon the Buck novel, "The
Battle Cry," later released by Pathe
under the title, "Her Man," and filming
besides "The Co-respondent" a Shubert production that had failed as a
play, as well as "The Eleventh Commandment," an adaptation of a manuscript by Grant Stuart that had never
seen play form, named in its original
form, "The Narrow Path."
Authors are also viewing with mixed
and negative emotions the prospects
of submitting their scripts, whether
scenarios,
for
plays
or
to other
authors at the head of their department in a big film concern, with the
chance of having the script returned,
but only after they have bee'n read by
the same authors.

A gum shoe that left a trail despite
the shrewd cunning of its wearer to
blur the outlines, resulted in' the discovery Monday that one of the' biggest
of the film makers was losing through
a certain- exchange a lot of money
from films that worked hard but not
for father.
The discovery has since led to an
exhaustive investigation of all the territories of the .concern—24 with the
employment of secret sleuths, and the
uncovering of a general small speculation in more than 50% of the zones
of this particular firm.
Noised about among other producers,
the incident started the long distance
'phones and special night delivery
ires of the country on a. spree,
'graph
with the result that a better checkback system against exchanges will

—

group if it gets him, nor attempt to
minimize the play voltage of Walter,
but Broadway, asserting it is keeping
true to facts, says that Marcin's first
success, "A House of Glass" was made
successful by George Cohan's collaboration, a fact proved by a split of
royalties, and that "Cheating Cheaters'" royalties were so ponderous that
Marcin sold out to Goldsol fairly within, the week of the .play's production;
moreover that most of Walters' plays
have been in court as to first authorship and that even if both writers represented the 100 percent, dynamos the
picture men would attach to them, the

B'KLYN STRAND BOOKINGS.

COSTLY LEAK LOCATED.

AUTHORS LEAGUE WARNING
AGAINST PICTURE PRODUCERS

-

w
(

/

undoubtedly be formulated and put in
action by at least several of the standard manufacturers before the new season gets really under way.
In the speculation, an average of
$10 per day was first discovered to
have found its way to the pocket of
The
a certain -exchange employe.
further, .investigation developed that
like small sums were being held out
pretty much all along the manufacNo records
turer's entire frontiers.
of these small sums were ever made,
because the film was handed out usuand
at short
order
ally on a 'phone
notice, often as the result of a delayed

shipment from another producer included in the consumer's program.
Being deals between acquaintances
located in the same towns, often
where the friendship item cut ice,
both as to the price made and the
silence and confidence implied, pie*
ture got out of the exchange and
back without the cop on the beat being disturbed by the. transaction.
The grossing of the possibility of
losses annually if the average were
extended showed the manufacturer
that in his 24 territories with an average of 20 territories each, he could
lose in a year any part of a quarter of
a million dollars.

De Soria Gem Stage Mgr. for F. P.
Charles De Soria has been appointed
general stage manager for the new
C.

Moss-Famous
house

De

Players-Lasky

picture

The bookings for the new Strand,
Brooklyn, when it opens Aug. 30, may pi
prove troublesome to some one. It is
located at Fulton street and Rockwell
place, about six blocks away from
Loew's Metropolitan.
The Strand"*;
seats 2,500.
It is the' largest house J
over the bridge, excepting the Met, 5
:

that seats around 4,000.
Max Spiegel, of New York, is interested in the Strand, Brooklyn, also
the Strand, New York. The Brook-;
lyn theatre wishes to play pictures day
and date with the New York Strand,
That brings it into conflict with the^
Loew Circuit, which books the Metro-'
politan and has in all 70 days or more
It is reported
it can play a feature.
the Loew people may sidestep any
picture given .the two Strands, if it is to

!

.

.

,

play the Brooklyn Strand concurrent
with the Loew time, or before it could
reach the Metropolitan.
g
The story said the matter had not
been settled up to the middle of this
week.
.-.--.-J
The proposed new Keith theatre,
Brooklyn, is to be situated on Fulton
street, between the Strand and Metropolitan.
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IMPORTANT COPYRIGHT

SUIT.
Hartley Manners has started a
Famous Players-Lasky on;
the production of "Peg O' My Heart."::
The picture rights of the play have™
been a bone of contention between Mr.
j.

.

suit against

Manners and Oliver Morosco

for over r v

a year, and the U. S. Circuit Court of—
Appeals decided the picture rights werevested in Morosco. He in turn disposed of them to F. P>L.
Mr. Manners, the author, now sues
the picture producers on the grounds
they have produced a garbled version
of his play. His contention is that his
contract forbade any alterations being
made in the presentation of the piece
other than were set forth in his orig'

,

inal manuscript.

F. P.-L. has completed the pro due- '.7
tion of "Peg," but is holding up the
release pending the litigation.
The
case is of such an importance picture
interests have called in Nathan Burkan:
to handle, their side of the case, he
being the leading legal light on copyright law in the East.

circuit.

Soria was the

first chief eltctri-

cian at the Hip.

AL ST. JOHN A STAR.
Al St. John, side partner of "Fatty"

Converting Hunt's Palace Into Studio.
Frank G. Hall has leased the old
Hunt's Point Palace, 163d street and
Southern boulevard and will start immediately converting the premises into
a picture studio.

The
pancy

lease calls for six years' occuan annual rental of $125,000.

at

Anita Stewart Company Coming Eaat.
The Anita Stewart Company fs on
its way to New York to produce at
least one picture in the East. The organization is due here today.

Arbuckle for the last three years, hasvv
been signed by Warner Bros, for five
years, and will be starred in a series
of picture comedies, to be released
through Famous Players-Lasky.
St. John, one of the original Keystoners, has been forging ahead steadily since joining Arbuckle and is now
rated as one of the best box office
cards in the comedy division. St. John's
contract, it is understood, will
net him in the neighborhood of $250,000
a year. His salary with Keystone, six
years ago, was $75 a week.

Warner
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Following

an
in

Booked by

Epidemic of JTunlero
the South

ROSE

Starring

In

CURTIS

Care of
'•.

Rawson

a

real

V

JIM and

New York Repr.i
SAM. BAEBWITZ

In "One"

Broadway
London Rapt.

1493

NEW ACT NEXT SEASON
before.)

,lr

Auburndale;

LUle St. W.C. S
Dir.,

'•

I j&

W-

L.L

NORMAN JEFFERIES

CLARKE

I

2

Milton Marx's Patent.

LA VERE'S

3

Billy Gleason's route.

FRIEND MAGGIE SEZ:

4

Frank Joyce's baby boy.

Since the

way

Larry Reilly'a disposition.

its

6

A

Junction,
Ma's thankful
Uncle Ezra is dead
at
least he died a natural
death.

room and bath

71at St., Central

Park Weet, N.

"You know how

it

v^ttLYV

But

HE WASNTT
,r«R

is

with me, Timmle."
Y.

My

Heard

AGENT WAS SICK

—

HOTEL JOYCE
Weat

lointment
This Morning-

Shlmmie shook
into Cucumber

5

SI

got a

and EARL

Phil Baker's fortune.

"Regards to Howard and

Loew

COOK AND OATMAN
Direction, MARK LEVY

CJWiCW" ••MvejtaplTiairT.

Circuit

Sadler."

F;

"The Duchess"

ESTELLE

Says:

Three

can

yon can't beat,

has been said that the world is
made up of a bunch of people, mostly
(Which
fools and a few wise ones.

RAMSEY

Change His Spots

Exclusive Songs

ACROBATS

and

NOT so
FORTUNATE

It

am

LITTLE JERRY am It yon all know
met
| am vaudeville's "Mite of Mirth."
feet tall, I am daisy and neett
Though the also of a kid. have a voles

A LEOPARD

I?)

pay $500 to the Home for
Superannuated Dogs if h & L. can prove
that my announcer was ever fined for
ill-using me or any other dog.
P. S. Will

entertaining

Booked

LEACH LA QUTNLAN TRIO
Direction, MARK LEVY
Time

Solid

An

Irresistible

Team

and

Frolicking

LEASE
LEASE

and
IX

ft

it ranter

why ask* yea

all

•

to fame.

knew my

truly, a "Mite of Mirth,"

JERBY.

UTTLB

MALMROSE

Pauline Saxon

SI

HUNTER
of

PERKINS'
KID

Fan and Harmony

LEW GOLDEB

FLO

EL

Mile. Lingarde

BRENDELandBERT

EUROPEAN POSEUSE
PL ASTIQUE NOVELTY

management of

1626 Masonic Temple, Chicago

Minn tea

Direction,

— in —
"You Lemme' Alone Now"
HERBERT, SMITH

to Bread*
•

no

artist,

HUNTER, CHICK

AND

exclusive

fame—

A.-H.

Through Vaudeyllle

Under the

reach

name:

Your,

Moss'
A.

to

middle name.

featured wherevsr I play,

J nitty

way.
Becoanlsed
Really,

W. V. M.

my

Is

Everywhere from the Ceait

are

Pianologue

lots of ways there ars

Direction

IN THEIR

OWN ACT

"Waiting for Per"

PETE MACK

(

CHICK OVERFIELD
That Sensational Chap on the Wire.

An American With Advanced

Address VARIETY,

8 to 16

Weeks

firm.

CONTRACTS FOR
FRANCE

Nothing too

HUGHES RYNER
Exclusive

Booking

Manager for

CH. DEBRAY'S HALLS
NOUVEAU CIRQUE, PARIS

BROWN'S DOGS
A

dog act, classy and
the only act of Its kind.

nifty acrobatic

Booked by

IRVING

big!!!

APPLY TO

Ideas.

New York

M.

J.

H.

LUBLN

COOPER

ARTISTS' REPRESENTATIVE

1416

JOE COOPER,

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Gen. Mgr.

Phone. Bryant \\]\\

CORRESPONDENTS WANTED
VARIETY

wants correspondents, newspaper

Address

men

preferred

VARIETY, New York

ELEANORE COCHRAN
Repertoire of

new

songs

ROYAL BENARD

\
.•

MARIE

nice, cool

/

.

V

and Clare

MARIAN

HARKINS

MUBBAT A DAW

Things worth while having
1

'.'-

,

.&

•

England.

Scenery an' BverythinaT

(Maybe yon hare hoard that

vacation

with our two kiddies

for

"Mr.

Manhattan" In
ft

OSWALD

HOME

FRED DUPREZ

CLYDE NELSON and CO.
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I ^rffl: be in New York until Monday, July 28— 901 Palace Theatre
Building. From Monday, July 28 s until Thursday, July 31, will be
at the Hotel Vendig, Philadelphia.
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Suite 1211-1212-1213 Masonic Temple, Chicago,
•MY EXCLUSIVE EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE

RAY HODGDON
Palace Theatre Building,

New York

City

111.

IS-

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH
B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange

Orpheum

Circuit,

Western

Vaudeville Managers' Assn.

and Affiliations

••*.:
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